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Shortcomings of technical education. 770

Shrnpttil-r. n--h!fr.-tiir:il association. 80

> ;>,-,
, r V. S77

Mill r.n(!ii\, i.iihling constructior

aid covering powers of slates, 254

-book, architectural association

ling tour to Italy. 305. 3S2

rapers: New York (a94ft.) 17:

fled, tribunal of

valve. .591

-•
. Jiting by electricity, 209

-
1 I , . 1 i ,

.
, f r.s.j. webs. 416

,-;!> ^„ 111 wedge-shaped reinforced con-

crete beams. 48. 77

Structure, is a private road a? 327

Studio, sculptor's. Moravian chapel as.

571
-fnrtevant ready-to-run ventilating set.

-iilistitute for cement. Turkish. 8

-iiliways. shallow, for Manchester,
filicides due to building lock-out.

^iilsrave Manor house. 314

Miii: blinds, pinoleum. 417; insi

office. 727
Super-tax appeal. Sir H. Bartlett

Surface finish for concrete. 244

Surplus funds, national insurance.

Surrey half-timbered houses. 222

Survey: of London—St. Giles's-in-

530: regional, conference. 622

Surveying, quantity, measuring

149,
empte

standard-

4.31. 433;

T.\NNER: J. C. the late. 83;

retirement of. 84

Tapes, Canadian surveyors'

ising. 727 „ ,. ,
Tapestry maps of English cou

Tar-spraying for roads. 417

Taxation of: builders' profits,

" unearned " income. 669

Taxes, land, and the building industries.

Technical: college (Newcastle) 118;

education and its shortcomings. 7i6

Technique of glass-painting. 702. 735

Tenders, architects': Bucklow. 797:

Camberwell. 466; Leominster. 623

Tenement repairs. 639
,

Terracottas. Tinworth's. at Doulton s.

WO . . ,.

Tests of chemical firc-extingmshers. Ii5

Theatres: New York (evading by-laws

in) 5.58; Roman, 222

Theory, mathematical, limitations of.
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Thermal nrorxjrties of concrete. S.10

Thomson. Alexander, student hip, 152

Thorne. .Arnold, Barnstaple.

Thornhiir.s house. Dean-street, Solio.

140. 762
Tiled concrete, wood, and soundproof

floors, 285

Tin ndon, 521

ident 5.i7

Too lii Mil II,.;,- Ill III,- fire, 830
Tower: i Ich k iHrighton) 464, 605 (St.

Albans) 591 ; of London. Thorpe's
model of, 209

Town halls: Barnsley, 152, 207, 223, 2.'iR.

260, 297, 432; Chelsea (decoration of)

7; Marvlebone, 642: Middleton, 104.

364 ; Neweastle-on-Tj-ne. 485, 660, 601

:

Nottingham, .55; St. Pancras, 77S;
Southampton, 876; Sunderland, 847

Town planning: Doncaster, 175; Dublin,
55, 557; Edinburgh, 417; in Germany.
208; in Greater London. 464: Man-
chester. 314 ; procedure regulations,

279; professor, 866; Richmond. Cal.,

641 ; schemes, 865
TratTic problems, London. 148. 153
Training colleges: Dundee. 261; Sunder-
land, 87

Training: of highway engineers. 557; of
bovs in London building trades. 762,

804
Travel, value of, to architect. 86
Triangle dob exhibition, 250
Tribunal of appeal, amended regula-

tions, 635
Trimmers, wood, 255
Triumphal arches, Eoman. 2.17

Trnllope. .1. H.. the late. 257

Trustee, public, work of, 537
Trusts: and hovcotts. 122; in buil

materials, 84
Tufton-street, educational films at.

Turkish substitute lor cement, 860

ULSTER society of architects, 208
Undtviloped land: Inland Revenue

r,.ir,ini ;,,ii, r \ Allen, 209; sports

University college, school of archi-
tecture, 876

Unrest, labour, and the building trades.
353

Unused architect's plans, payment for.

42
Urban report of land Inquiry committee.

,'.i;7. 600. 633
Utility: of archceological study to the

architect, 154 ; of competitions, 466

asphalte paviug Co.

of I

279
Valuations: of agricultural land, 327,

349; under Finance Act, 86
Value: as applied to real estate. 220.

252 ; increment, appeal, 779. 830 ; of re-

inforced concrete. 258: of travel to

the architect. 86

Varnish make

Ventilating sets. Sturtevant's ready-to-

run, 463
Ventilation of House of Commons, 3S3.

416, .504. 590
Vere v. Miuter—ancient lights, 298

Vernon, \V. Liberty, Sydney, the late.

>;ibratio sky-scrapers.

of. 106

ilia-flats. Venice, 20
illesalem church am
monuments Act, 189

Virgin and Child, by Delaroche.

French ancient

Vitruv and modern archil

\V.\LES, ancient monuments of, 691

Wall, party: (dispute) 485; sound
through, 605

Wallet, colour, Ingham Clark's, 846
Walling: 603: rubble, 830
Walls: are they a building? 690; con-

crete, moisture condensation on, 297

War OfTice v. Kirkland and Capper, and
Woodd, 591, 659

Wardop, T. Petit. Belfast, the late. 53

Warehouse. Glasgow. 771

Warner: Estate Co.. f.40. 674; Metford.
presentation to. 81. 84. 122

Water: Board oflices. Roseberv-aveniie.
84. 104. 224. 072, 768, 778. 780; supplies
to workhouses. 243

Waterproofing: cement. 797: modei-n
methods of, 774

VVavcood-Otis Co., 623. 882
Webb. Maurice E., P.A.A.. 327
Webber, T. W., the late, 672
Webs, strength of, r.s.j., 416

Why not? 416
roof. 279, 591, Cue. S40

wny
Wilk J. P., Manchester, the

SC6:

Will, retired builder's
Williams, G. A., t

dinner, 221
Wilson briiuest to hi:

Wood ! il], riMii-tiire-proof,

trimmers, -i:,:: works in, Carpei
hall, 802

Woodward, Horace P., the late, 222
Wool, Lion slag, 365
Work: Bodley and Garner's, 4.58; tl

wonder of. 390
Workhou.se inftrmary. Eeigate, 55. 190

Workhouses: emptv, why not utilisi

416; Lewes, 670; Newcastle-on-Tyn
207; water supplies to, 243

Working - class accommodation i

London, 633
Workmen, injured, approved societi.

and, 243, 259
Workmen's: furnisbed houses. Ma
Chester, 726 : houses, insufficient, 2.5!

settlement. Campine coalfield. 224

Works in wood at Carpenters' hall. 80

Wroxeter, recent discoveries at, 296

YARD or foot, cubic. 209
Y.M.C.A. buildings: Bristol. 60;

Toronto. 505: Washington. D.C.. 42

Voung, Sidney, the lat.e. 364

IISTDBX TO ILLUSTRATIONS.
ABATTOIRS, model, 39C. 402
Academv, roval: busts (Robert Burns
and John Redmond, F. W. Doyle Jones)
632 (Duke of Connaught, F. Lessore) 804
(Sir A. Liberty, Sir G. Frampton) 115;
design (Boar Hunt, Wilhelmina Hick-
-sou) 10

Academy, roval West of England,
Bristol (lunettes by W. Crane) 10

Addlestone. St. Augustine's church, 814
Agricultural: college, Cambridge, 299.

300; labourer's cottage, design for,

103
Apse, S. Etienne, Beauvais, 228
Aquarium, Brighton, projected new, 124

Arch of Titus, Rome, 300
Architects, royal institute of British,
drawings : San Pietro, Montorio, Rome
(J. Bennett) 334

Architectural : sketches in Normandy
(W. M. Keesey) 228; work in India,
recent, 90

Arniitage hall for blind. Great Portland-
street, 402

Armoury, Madison - avenue mansion.
New York, 58, 124

Art gallery, Belfast. 044
Artists, great, of Chelsea, by F. O.
Salisbury, 10

Assembly hall of technical university,
Jarvis designs. 2nd. L. de Soissons,
1.57. 15S. 160

BAILIFF'S house. We
362

Dorking.

Bank. Guildford (Barclay's) 812. 814
Biiroda. public offices. 332. 334
Bath spa. Bath hotel and gardens
(Belcher and Joass" scheme) 608

Bayeux: central lantern. 228; old
house. 228

Beams, stresses in wedge-shaiied rein-
forced concrete, 48, 49. 50. 77. 78

Beauvais, apse of S. Etienne, 228
Bedford park, Edenhurst, 362
Bedminster free Ubrary, Bristol, 298, 300
Belfast, art gallerv and museum,
selected design, J. C. Wvnnes. 044

Benhares, judge's court, 90
Beitton, cottage for small holding, 218
Birchington church, tombs in. 3
Birmingham Guardians' epileptic colony.
Monyhull, 57, .58, 71

Blind association premises. Great Port-
land-street. 402

Blundell and Spence's premises, Uiuier

Blyth. council school, Prin
road, 54

Bombav, genera
Bond-street: N
premises, 241

ice. 90
ises. 264; Old,

:>an\e Port, 675,

I n girls' school, 470
itesigns: 1st, »:

,,
, 884: 2nd, C. K

1 I!. D. Selway, 901

.J kursaal and aquarium.
124

Bristol: Bedminster free library. 298.

300; royal West of England Academy.
lunettes (craftsmanship and painting
—W. Crane) 10

British: and Foreign blind association
premises. Great Portland-street, 402;
architects, royal institute, drawings.
San Pietro. Montorio. Rome (J.

Bennett) 334
Buckingham Palace-road, premises in.

124
UUILDINQ News ileiigninc elub- friendly

Fitzwilli:i

museum, 576; Leys school. 607. 603

Canting table, 255, 256
Canwell. Sutton Coldfleld. new chure

-
I I,.; I ,li iSt. Marv. towers and

,1,1 1" (,la>gow, 494, 495, 496;

\tiiRj >3t- Mark, vestibule) 308;

York (Stained-glass head) 737

Centre: domestic and manual, Hanley,
827 ; scouts' village, club designs,

529, 642
Chapels: Elmhurst (pr

Rushburv, homestead on small holding.
219

Business premises: Buckingham
Piilace-road. S.W.. 124: Glasgow
(warehouse) 771 ; Guildford (bank)
812. 814: High Holborn.

Thames-street. 354, 365; York house.
Kingsway. 884

Busts: Robert Burns (F. W. Doyle-
Jones) 632; Duke of Connaught (F.

Lessore) 804; Sir Arthur Liberty (Sir

542; Ford-
ham church (north) 436; Ipswich
(Friars-street) 772; Lewes (Westgate)
773; Stamford-street, S.E., 772; Tod-
morden, 773

Chartres cathedral, north porch, 228

Chaura Maidan post oflice, Simla, 90

Chelmsford County Council offices. 228

Chelsea: town hall decorations (F. 0.

Salisbury) 10; women's hospital.
riir=r-' home. 363

< I' 'ii:e;il laboratory, Oxford, 711, 712
-ilield. Mount St. Mary's college.

^ i,:i;i, 700
' III Irrifs hospital, Yorkhill, Glasgow,

Cliingford, council school for infants.

Churches: Addlestone (St. Augustine)
814; Beauvais (S. Etienne. apse) 228;

Birchington (tombs) 3; Uobbington
(14th-centurv windows) 3; Caen (S.

Nicolas) 22S: Ca " "

chancel screen

712; Edin-
il) 470 (St-

S (St. Paul,

;iub. Buii-DINO News designing: scouts'
village centre, 529, 542; servants'
home. 733. 710: shop-front facade. 113,

124: tlire* e.,ftiicev 423, 436; village

(Qu for
(Ravensbourne

re-^iil, III I I, '
4,:' Waterloo - place

(Juiu.-.i lii,u,l ;i:iiee—additions) 044

College of art, rov.il, sketches: arch of
Titus and doorway, Sta. Maria Ara
Coeli, Rome (H. Y'oungman) 300;
loggia. Podesta palace. Florence (H.
Hendrie) 90; Oxford, panoramic view
(E. A. S. Benne.v) 470: vestibule. St.

Mark's Venice (H. Hendrie) 308
Colleges: Cambridge (agricultural) 299.

300; Chesterfield (Mount St. Mary)
693. 699, 700 : Dundee (training) 262,

264; Sunderland (training) 87. 88, 89.
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7S2 (T. K, ro,-|it-r. :m\ :l..- itlln aj.d
Clarkei 7S; (E. T. and E. S. Hall) 7S2
(Hare and East) 7S2; site. 769; Hrval
Academy design (Boar Hunt, '.i'il-

helmina Hickson) 10; royal colleee of
art sketches (arch of Titus and door-
way. Sta. Maria Ara Cceli, Rome— H.
Youngman) 300 (logsia. Podesta
palace. Florence. H. Hendrie) on
(Oxford, panoramic view. E. A. s.

Benney) 470 (vestibule. St. Mail, s

'
; (San Pic

J. Benn Soai.e
A. Farey)

stresses

.0. 77.

t St. Mary)

Cottage arLiiitecture. modern, 361. 362.
4U2; buua)ng. H.i. I4C

Cottages; agricultural labourers', 103;
for small holdings, 218. 219; game-
keepers'. 90; group of three (club
desisn'i 423, 430; Holmbury St. Mary
(P.edi iVJ. S.iO; irreducible minimum
iW. H Lvnn) 520; Otford, 402;
Uuislip. S13. 614; Week St. Mary. 576

Council: offices. Chelmsford. 228;
schools (Blvth) 54 (Chingford) 725

Court, judge's. Ber
Craftsmanship (b

lunett-e, royal ac;

Crematorium. Gold
Crypt, plan of. Gli.

Cumberland lodge.

DAIRY building. 219
Dam, Gotha. mortar defects in. 873. s;

Darracq motor premises. New Bont
street, 264

Decoration, nail-head. 109. 110
Defects in mortars. 837. 838. 839. 873. s;

Delaroche's Virgin and Child. Wallace
collection, 10

Delhi: entrance hall, temporary coi'ncil
chamber, 90; temporary buildings. 90

Designing club. Bdildino News: (scouts'
village centre) 529. 542 (servants'
home) 733, 740 (shop-front facade) 113.

124 (three cottages) 423. 436 (village
market ball) 321. 334.

Designs: BfiLDiNn New.s club. 113, 124,

321. 334. 423. 436. 529. .542. 733. 746;
cottages (agricultural labourers') loa
(gamekeepers') 90: .Soane (royal
country residence, C. A. Farey) 190,

192; Tite (Italian fountain, T. Wills)
227. 228

Details: assembly ball of unive
(Jarvis design. 2nd, L. de Soissons')

160; boat landing, 225, 226; churches
(Pumerend) 837 (St^enwvk) 838, 839
cottages, 145. 146 (Week St. Mary)
576; house (Chinpenham) 712; joints.
lap mitral. 251 ; market hall (club
designs) 321. 334: oHices (Metropolitan
Water Board. T. E. Cooper) 795 (Hare
and East) 782: premises (Southampton-
buildings, Holborn) 367, 368 (Upper
Thames-street) 354, 355; public offices
(Whitehall) 506; roofs (fireproof) 835,
836 (Westminster hall) 840. 841 842;
walling, 664 (rubble) 767. 768

Dining-rooms: Madison-avenue mansion.
New York, 124; Nether Caberstone.
576

Dollis Hill, St. Francis' church. 712
Dorchester, additions to Kingston

Russell house. 712. 739
Dorking, bailiff's house. Westcott. near.

DrawiDE- , : .-, front, Hich-

Pugin'(Fordham chnrch. W. c'voiingj
436; R.I.B.A. (San Pietro. Montorio
Rome (J. Bennett) 334: roval college
of art (vestibule. St. Mark's. Venice
H. Hendrie) 303 .

Dublin. Government ollices, U|i|)er
Merrion-street, 8, 10

Dundee, training college and practising
school. 262. 264

Dnrham. mine-s' association hall. 542.
573

EDENHURST. Bedford park, 362
Edinburgh: Ciiart^ris memorial church.
470; Queen's club for ladies. 468. 470:
royal Scottish museum extension. 848.
850; St. John's church, screen and
stalls, 58: St. Mary's cathedral.
towers and spires, 10; St. Paul's.
reredos and rood screen. 368; Usher
hall. 330. 331. 334

Elmhurst. Lichfield, private chapel. 542
Engineering, mathematical t h e o r v
applied to. 429

Entrance hall. Fitzwilliam museum.
Cambridge, 576

Epileptics' cojonv. Mon.vhull, ,^7. .'-=, 71

Essex County Council ollices. Chelms-
ford, 22S

FALLOWFIELD. synagogue. Wilbraham
road. 470

F.-irm buililiiigs. 337. 385. 389

Fergus aisle. Glasgow cathedral. 495

Fireplaces in .^ladison-avenue mansion.
N'ew York. 58

I prooi roofs on new lines. 835. 836

1
' .\illiam museum, Cambridge,

IT ranee hall, 576
I r- sound-proof, 139. 140, 256; tiled

Florence, upper loggia. Podesta palace,

urch, north porch and
diapel, 436

• " '- in Italian

Wills) 227, 228
icker, panel. St

(Tite

Bristol. 298

club designs,

GALLERIES: Belfast (art) 044; Glasgow
(McLellan) 201. 264

Gamekeeper's cottage, design for, 90

Gap-bed wood-trimmer, 255

Gas-offices, Gosport, 883. 884

Gatley park, new wing. 811, 814

General post office, Bombay, 90

Glasgow: cathedral (choir interior) 495

(crypt plan) 496 (from S.W.) 494 (in

Fergus aisle) 495 (plan) 494; McLellan
galleries. 261. 204: royal hospital for

.sick children. Yorkhill. 710. 712;

warehouse. West Nile-street. 771

Class, stained: Normanton. 730; York
(cathedral! 737 (St. Denys) 736

Golder's green crematorium. 401. 402

Gosport. gas offices. 683. 884

Gotha. dam at. mortar defects, 873, 874

Government ollices, Dublin, 8, 10

Great: artists nf Chelsea, by F. O.

Sali-fiurv. In; Malvern priory churcn,

srni, I
: ir, it, British and

F..: I'tn premises, 402

Gr.i:..
Grin. I'urch, 070

(Usher)
t (club
• (roof)

Hanley, domestic and manual centre, 823

Hendon parish church, additions to. 884

High Holborn. premises in. 192

Holbein, by F. 0. Salisbury. Chelsea
town-hall'decoration. 10

Holborn: High, premises in, 192; South
ampton-buildings, 307, 368

Holdings, small, buildings for, 218, 219,

Holmbury Red cottage, 849,

Home office industrial museum. Horse-

ferry-road. 657
Homes: epileptics'. Monyhull. 57, 55, 71;

nurses', Chelsea women's hospital. 368

;

servants', club designs, 733, 740

Homestead on small holding, Bushbury,
219

Horseferry-road, Home Office industrial

(Beic!

Port,:: Bowling green, Jlilbor

676: Castle Howard, 6, 10: Chip-
am (17th-century front) 712:

berland lodge, Windsor park (new
case) 746; Edenhurst, Bedford
, 362; Gatley Park, 811, 814;

676; npste 505. 506

;

ton Russell, Dorchester (addi-

to) 712, 739; Knowie, 436; Limps-
10 : Motherwell (workmen's) 530,

Nether Caberstone, Walker-
540, 542. 576; New York,

uilding, 6;b; Week St. Mary
,.'ottages) 576; Westcott (bailiff's) 362

Hunt, boar, by Wilhelmina Hickson, 10

INDIA, recent architectural work in, 90
Indore, Shirpar palace, 746
Industrial museum, Horseferry - road,
3.W., 657

Infirmary, workhouse, Reigate, 192
Institute, British architects', royal,

iJrawins^ (San Pietro. Montorio,
Rome, J. Bennett) 334

Institution, pulmonary tuberculosis.
287, 300

Ipoh railway-station, 300
Ipswich, Friars-street I'nitapian chapel,

Irreducible minimum cottage plan, 520
Isolation hospital, Lewes, sewage purifi-
cation at, 670, 671

Italian style, fountain in, Tite design
(T. Wills) 227, 2'28

KENTISH churches: Birchinglo
(tombs) 3; Bobbington (windows) :

Minster-in-Sheppey (nuns" choir) 4

Newington-on-Street (St. Robert
tomb) 4 ; stone (north arcade) 4

King's hospital site, Portugal-street. W
H. Smith and Son's premises. 607. iios

Kingston Russell lH»wse. Dorcliesie
additions to. 712. 739

Ringsway. York house. 884

Knotsford monument. Great Malven

LABORATORY.

Landing, boat. 223, 226
Lantern, central. Uayeux. 228

Lap mitral joints, 251

Lee, Ravensbourne residential club. 439
Lewes : sewage purification works, work
house and isolation hospital, 670, 671

;

Westgate Unitarian chapel, 773

Leys school, Cambridge, 607, 608

Liberty, Sir Arthur, Sir 0. Frampton's
bust, 665

Library, free, Uedininst-er, Bristol, 29S,

300
Limpsfleld, house at, 10

Little Benhams, Rusper, stables. 361

Lunettes, royal academy, Bristol

(Walter Crane) 10

MCLLELAN galle:

264
Glasgow

Malay States railway-station, Ipoh,
Perak, 300

Malvern, Great, Priory church, 390, 391

Manchester : Manchester Dnity offices,

863; synagogue. Fallow field, 470

Mansions: Castle Howard, 6. 10; New-
York (Madison • avenue) 58, 124

;

Waldeshare Park (rebuilding) 676
Market hall, club designs, 321. 334

Marylebone town hall, 644
Mathematical theory applied to

engineering, 429
Measured drawings, house. High-street,
Chippenham (W. Rudman) 712

Metropolitan Water Board offices:

designs (selected, l{. Austen Hall) 782

(Brown and Harrow) 782 (T. E. Cooper)
7S2, 795 (Ellis and Clarke) 782; E. T.
and E. S. Hall) 782 (Hare and East)
782; site. 769

Milborne Port, Bowling-green house.

673, 676
Miners' Association hall. Durham, 542,

573

Minster-in-Sheppey, nuns' choir, 4

Mitral joints, lap, 251
Model abattoirs, 396, 402
Modern cottage architecture, 301, 302,

Montorio, Ron Dt San Pietro.

Monyhull eiiileptic^' colony, 57, 58, 71

Mortars, defcrts in. 837. S:iS. 839. 873. 874
Motherwell workmen's houses. 530. 531

Motor Co. rrcTniics (llarracq). New

ScotUsh. eui;.,,„a. ^js. ;.,u; Horse-
ferry-road (Home Ollicc industrial) 657

Muskogee, Oklahoma, post-office and

ibout mortars. 837.

York 1

839.

Madis
avenue. 53. 124

Newcastle-on-Tvr
offices. 642. 044

house. 160; on-Street. St. Robert's I

Nonconformist church architecture
Ipswich (Friars-street) 772; Lewe
(Westgate) 773; Stamford-street). S.K
772: Todmorden. 773

Noordwk, Holland, house at. 847, 850

ODDFELLOWS' Ollices, Manchester. 863
Offices : Baroda (public) 332, 334

;

Bombay (general post) 90; Chaura
Maidan (post) 90; Chelmsford (county
council) 228; Dublin (goyernmeiit) s.

10; Gosport (gas) SS3. 884; Man-
chester Unity) 863; Muskogee. Okla-

Tyn
New

Itosebery-avenue (Metropolitan Water
Board designs, selected. H. A. Hall)
782 (Brown and Barrow) 782: (T. E.
Cooper) 7S2. 795 (Ellis and Clarke) 782
(E. T. and E. S. Hall) 782 (Hare and
East) 782 (site) 769; Southampton-
buildings. Holborn. 367. 3CS; White-
hall (public) 500

Official country residence (Soane dcsi::ii,

C. A. Farey) 190. 192

Old Bond-street, business premises. 241

Otford, cottages, 402
Oxford: chemical laboratory, 711, 712;

panoramic view of (E. A. S. Benney)
470

Oxted, St. John church.

PAINTING, lunette (Walter Crane),

roavl academy, Bristol. 10

Palaces: Florence (Podesta. Upiwr
Loggia) 90. Indore (Shirpiir) 746;

Warrington (picture) 599

Palladium, Southport, 402

Panel, St. Maarten's church, Francker.

674
Pangbourne, house at, 500

Panoramic view of Oxford (E. A. S.

Benney) 470

Party wall, soundproof. 605

Pen, swivel-nib drawing, 705

Petrol-driven pump, 256

Picture-palace, Warrington, 599

Plans: abattoirs, model. 3W. 402;

aquarium (Brighton, proiecte.li 1'24

:

art gallery (Bella-t, Ml , .ii,t liull

of university (,la'x i ' '-

de Soissons) 1.,: " •

"'''•

Barclay's) 812. . :
.

•'--';'

(Buckingham Pa)a,;= : . 1^
1-. "J^a

Holborn) 192 (New Bond-streeu .64

(Portugal-street) 607, 608; cathedral

(Glasgow) 494, 496; chapel (Elm-

burst) 542; churches (Addlestonc, St

\ugustine) 814 (Canwell, new) lo8

(Dollis Hill, St. Francis) 712 (Edin-

burgh. Charteris) 470 (Fordham) 4..6

(Great Malvern priory) 390 (0""isby

St. Stephen) 670 (Oxted. St. John) -46

(Redcar. St. Peter) 847 (Vlolst.inton.

St. Margaret) 80S. 809; cinema

theatres (Southport. Palladium) 40-

(Warrington) 699 ; clock tower

(Brighton) 506; club-house (td n-

burgh, ladies') 468; colleges (Cam-

bridge, agricultural) 299 (Chesterfield

St ^larv) 69,8 700 (Dundee, training)

''O'
'
264" (S'un'deriand. training) S78.

889'; colony (Monyhull, epileptics)

57 58, 71; cottages (agricultural

tabourers') 103 (club designs) 423. 436

(gamekeeper's) 90 (Holmbury St.

Mary) 849 (irreducible minimum—

W. H. Lynn) 520 (on small holdings)

'18 "19 (Otford) 402 (Ruishp) 813

(Week St. Mary) 576;. "ematorimn

Golder's Green) 401; dairy, 2"; d°I"''

(Montorio, Rome, San Pietro) 334

?eTgn''"r'='wiSr S". «a,lSl

(Gb^sgow. McLellan) 261;. halls

Durham, miners') 573 (Edinburgh.

OJsher) 330. 331: homes nurses

Chelsea women's hospital) 368

(«rvants' club) 7^, 746; h<™«t=>f
miishhurv) 219; hospital (Yorkniii.

Saslow
"'

childVen-s)" ''"-.^ .h°«|!?

(Bowiing-green, Milborne Port) 61.1

Cas^ e Howard) (Gatley Park) 811

Gullane) 676 „
(H^-nP^t^d .0^

(Kingston Russell) -39 (K™*"^' ^f
Limpsfteld) 10 (Motherw-ell work-

men's) 530. 531 Nether Caher»tone)

540 (New York) :\'^.'^''Y^,''V'J*sX
(Rillinat. -1 -'"'""\/^,L„^te
ingtf" ''

'
'",.,1^ (put

WO'-I''"" ,,„ labora-
o'Oi''"'^

11 library

free (Bedmin-tw;, ,>,.->-- -" ,"?^'^;

hall (village, cub J-^^'^":!
J*,-'-,!^*

SS^^orSiy-r^afg^.^
657; offices (Baroda, public) 334

(Chelmsford, county council) --f

Dublin, government) 8, 10 (Gosport.

^as) 883 (Metropolitan f
»'"

,f»^^^'
designs, selcced, H. A._ Hall) -82

(Brown and Barrow) .•-- (l- _t;

Cooper) 7.S2 (Elli' 1^1 1
r

;;
' -

(E. T. and E. S. Hi! -
'

" ' ""i

East) 762 (do. -it : ' •.,-"

TT.S.A., post) ;.7' N l"e
Commissioners') C-i: :

1
,ii 1 - i-ti-rnr,

Indore) 746; railway stati.m .li.c.n,

Perak) 300; residence, royal (Soani,

design, C, A. Farey) 190, 192: schools

(BIyth, council) .54 (Brentwood,

secondary) 470 (Cambridge. Leys) 60-,

COS (Chingford. infants') 725 (Hanley.

domestic centre) 827 (Whitley Bay.
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:)se purification
i: store (Sinjiu-

(Fallowlk'ld)
:ow) 771 (Upper
4; Y.M.C.A.

;. upper logEia,

athedral.Porches, north : Chartres
228; Fordhani church. 436

PortUKal-street. W. H. Smith and Son's
premises, 607, 608

Post offlces: Bombay (general) 90:
Chaura Maidan. 90; MuskORee, Okla-

art association at, Pn

671 ; shop-front fagade (cln

tioiise, Newington •

hiiiise and isolation hospital. 070, 671

Shirpur palace. Indore, 740
Shop front fagades, cUib designs. 113,

124
Singapore, store. 744. 746
Sketches: Normandy (W. M. Keeseyi
228; roval college of art (arch of
Titus and doorway. S. Maria Ara Coeli.

n. Youngman) 300 (loggia. Podesta
,.:,Hr., Fl-iipnce, n. Hcndrie) 00 (Ox-

Tow St.

fiOn

("s!

cathedral, Edinburgh.
(Queen's Park, clock) 606: C;

Nicolas) 228 ; roofs of, 835. 830
Town halls: Chelsea (decorations, hv

F. O. Salisbury) 10; St. Marylebone.
044

262. 264

;

St. Ma

Trail ing college. Dundee 262

Sunderland KV. «H. 80. 90
Trim ners. wood. '.W.l 256
I'ulie (pu lary) insti

Wl 300
Tyne Commi Sinn prs' odlces New
642 644

nNDI.HY. CO U- Ol small hold
liniv rsity, t chii cal a.ssem

Soissons) l.W. 15

nd church, dtfectiv

Southiiort. the palladium. 402
Spa buildings, Bath (Belcher and
Joass' scheme) 608

Spins, new, St. Mary's cathedral,

-•I.I liiii. It.nhams, Kusper, 361

. , i I N'ormanton, 736; York
I- .: :;: (St. Denys) 736

^1 M . :i r Ciiniherland lodge, Windsor
park, 741,: McLellan galleries, Glas-

gow, 264; Nether Caberstone house,

542
Stalactite formation by mortar, 837

WALDERSHARE Park, as rebuilt. 670
Walkerburn. house. Nether Caberstone
near, 530, 532, 576

Walling: 664; rubble. 767, 768
Wall, party, soundproof, 605
Wallace collection, Delaroche's Virgil
and Child, 10

Warehouses: Tipper Tha
354: West Nile-street, Gla

Warrington plctur.

Water Board. Metropolita
designs (selected, "

'

771

599

liesidence. roval country (Soa
C. A. Farev) 190, 192

Rillington, hnu.se at Thorpeha

l,,,i.,„ Sculiitiire hall.
• OhLsgow, 264

np,^P I

SecoiKlary schools

Stresses in wedge-shape
beams, 48, 40, 60, 77, 78

Sturtevant ready-to-run ven

cott.i 576
\Vi.,t Uuw, Mildenhall, cottage on sm
holding, 218

Westcott, Dorking, h.iiliffs hnuse, 36

Westminster hall roof, 840, 841, 842, I

Whitehall, public olflces, 500
Whitley Bay, secondary school, 300
Windsor park, new staircase, Cumh
land lodge, 746

Wolstanton. extensions. St. Margart
ohti

Chelsea.

If. Rome. .300

YORK house. Kirgsway. 884

Yorkhiil. Glasgow, royal hospital
sick children. 710. 712

Y.M.C.A. premises. Toronto. 505. 5(
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;ind Child." from a painting by Paul
'" tbf^ Wallace collection.

1 !, I'.dinburgh. Completion of

Ne^ pper Merrion-street,
Sir Aston Webb

Sir T. Manly Deane,
Dublin. Views s

K.C.V.O.. C.B.. E
R.H.A., Architects

Eoyal West of England .Academy. Bristol

ing " and '* Craftsmanship." T.ui

Commendatore Wa ter Crane, R.W S.

Strand. W.O.
The Hall, Castle Howard. Yorkshire. Sir .John

Vanbrugh. architect. Pencil drawing, by Mr.
Maurice B. .Idams. P.R.T.B.A., with plan.

" The Great .\rtists of Chelsea." A Decoration in
the Town Hall, Chelsea, by Mr. Frank O.
SaUsbury.

"A Boar Hunt," Eoyal Academy Bronze Medal
and Prize Design for the Decoration of a Portion
of a Public Building, by Miss Wilhelmina D.
Hickson.

" Savoy House," Strand, W.C. Central Premises of
the Agent General for the Government oi
Western AustraUa. Alterations and Marble
Ground Floor of the Fapades. Messrs. .1. W.
Simpson, F.R.I.B.A., and Maxwell A^rton.
A.E.I.B.A., Architects,

Mr.

FABER QUISQUE SVM FORTUN.^.
Who first translated that into "Every

man is the architect of his own fortunes,"

we do not know. It must liave been in

some golden time, when fame and wealth
came so abundantly to oui- forebears ; and
their worthiness of it all was so apjjarent

to everybody that an architect was by
common consent deemed the perfect type
of the strong-w-illed, resourceful creator of

wealth. If it is not always so to-day, let

us console ourselves with the reflection

that men generally, in these times of re-

cognition of the influences of inheritance
and environment, are not quite so sure
about the truth of this and a few other
aphorisms which the moralists and philo-

sophers of the past crystallised into

nuggets of truth, which it was heresy to

doubt, and which are sometimes dillicult

to swallow.

That some of us may have built badly
and deserved neither money nor good
words is possible. That more of us have
seen another year pass waiting mainly for
the development of projects suspended by
the uncertainties of the fiscal outlook, and
by the injustice of present burdens on the
builder and the buildmc; owner is Iikelv.

d.'ih- ,.1 uludi lias Hut I., .11 lanliial. I l,v

tile NUsdMia uf our legl^laluls, is cer.anl.
It is not much consolation that the truth
of the last statement is at last recognised
by those who are responsible. Fiv.;- voars
ago, when we bcuaii tn |ii.int nut uhar imis;

be the consequenia-. I^ run- nwn iiiilMs;ii, ..

—the second gri-al >;i-ii|i in ili,- laaliii-nf
the financial policy of ilr. Lloyd Utoiiie,
it was denied by him and his supporters
that any such would follow, or that
builders were to endure any heavier
burdens than the rest of their fellow
citizens. Unfortunately, we wore right.
IMr. Lloyd George's disclaimers had little

weight with the Inland Rr-vpiiiip nnfli..vi

ties, or with jilIl'-* Tlim -km. p-r-iiii-. -

to rcdres'-; tli- iii|ii~i ii'.' will- li n w i-^ai la-

admitted Jiail ! n jM i|„-iiai, :1. -Ili-

announcement that a Revenue Amendment
Bill should be introduced and passed
before the prorogation of Parliament, and
that the claims "of builders to lie tiaat.-d

no worse than tlie rest of tlim- f- !'. -/

citizens would bo recognised br-f-ii Im ,

ment separated in Autrust l.ast, i ii~ i
i

,

oE a revival of business have once again

been changed into discouragement and
doubt. The Lumsden case has been taken

to the House of Lords, and we can all only

hopo the highest tribunal may recognise

the injustice for which redress is sought.

If it is not accorded, there is, we fear, little

chalice of relief in connection with the

coming Budget, in spite of Mr. Lloyd
(Jeorge's i)romi.|=es last August, and his re-

newed assurances lately on wdiich wo com-
mented last week. The uncertainties of

the general political situation are not

favourable to the prospects of remedial
legislation at the hands of the present

Uoveriiment.
Wlietlier the outlook is brighter than

this time last year as regards in-ofessional

organisation and Registration, it is not

easy at the moment to forecast. Our own
readers, at any rate, have had the issues

fairly and fully placed before them during
the past few weeks, and it remains witli

them to determine which policy tliey will

Kiip|iort. .\niid these and other uncer-

tainties it is i-lcTant to fpel tliat .\rrlii-

tccture itsf-1 f
— uiii'th iii-.i-- tn all --f as

politics, is lu-altliily prnm-rssn ,. ']],
,

is

bettor work being done bv i ' a.

and the younger men are lt
luise of still better things

|
.

'

n,vii i-a2.-s (iMi-ing the past m .--...,_,

.', al !
• if that than all the suineuhat

f- .1.]' ( laticism we have been treated to

irc-nll\ al the contrary. Thanks to the

geneioiis recognition hy the foremost archi-

tects of our claims to their co-operation in

our endeavours to represent and record the
l,P<;t nf (hf. w.aik nf the time, oar past two
^-.!llIn--s -,f I'U:? will !i,-,-ir ,a-m |a-iri- mi uitli

aiiv -lai-iiu '-IU- six-v m --irs' ,-xi>l- iia--. It

IS t; 1, al am- rat--, tn 1,,-jin the N.-« Y.-ar

knowni-.; that. Mav nur opportu:iiti,-s

multi|ilv in all directions to the fame an-1

profit nf all nur readers, and may we utilise

them to the best of our powers for the

common good and in loyalty to the Mistress
Art and good fellowship with all her

^I 1

riiptiivc between the employers and tl

employed in our many industries, were ui

founded, and that counsels of moderatic
an-1 J-. nl caiisr have prevailed. One wr
a ill --'ii

I
a- h.iU probablv have mo:

• - I, i' a ilr- ,i,-xt week. 'To-day. v

1 1
a ' . :

, .; i-verv reader iniar -
•

a
I

Is ill, 1 .-
, -lie who is not '

- \- r\ anna-- i-t intlnence he is able i

t - till iniili- i-,inia- of peace and '-

in the laiiding trades.

MUTUAL ENHANCEMENT A
PRINCIPLE OF DESIGN.

In architectural criticism we constantly

employ the word ''contrast." It has been
held that the term can only be applied

to an opposition of some attribute in like

things, such as large to small circle, or

straight to curved line. If we thus rigidly

confine ourselves to the use of the word,

then when a sphere is associated with a

cube we need another term. This might

be styled "mutual enhancement." We
must either proceed thus, or take a moro
liberal view of the expression "contrast."

The effect of a spherical body is

obviously in opposition to that of a cube.

The sharp angles of the one are directly

opposed to the rotundity of the other.

There is plainly an effect of mutual
enhancement ; so that we should finally

incline to say that the terms are inter-

changeable and, for all practical design

[Uirposes, synonymous. We might, indeed,

add that harmonious contrast mvst entail

mutual enhancement : otherwise, we may
obtain that undesirable variety of con-

trasting effect that we colloquially term

"vulgar."
Li^ht obvinnsly cnntvasN with dark:

... liav,. "ma- i-nlitv in i!-. ,,,si-n . :,nd

if the word
iiild confine

itrasts with
die softand

broadly
matter
nliposil ,.. 11, ,ft. - a, ,-ia- of light in

, s I-. ihai -i iliiis(-d in bossy

s-aah iiiaiaal .nliancemcnt is

la ji aii-lis- nil nt ; for the tay

,1, -aial the cloud-mass softer

,akin i-« the curvilinear, by
\(a -irdiiig to the one view of

1-. nf contrast, wo cannot

compare a ray and a cloud : yet the foil

is quite apparent. The iron bars across a

window mav appear coarse; but their very

ind

the

contrast—
t—to
The

cniitrnsts Willi the largeness of analher.

The idea of the purist as regards the uso

of Ihe word "contrast," and the juslnoss,

in a general way, of his view, may here,

perhaps, be seen. For certainly we should

never co-ordinate a tower and a iu;in in a

r.-iiiparative contrast- of height. Given
'

in size of circles, one

liar larger, by direct

It of juxl.-ii»)?ifion.

I

1
I a.:aiure. small arches
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are most effectively employed to add
and to enhance the spacious dignity
great arched nponings. The eye is k-i

from a multiplirit y i.f i-flativi-jy i

semiciri'l.'^ in ;i |i;m- ..f 1:ul;i-i- .nu's -

great ;n-( hr^. I hi-- is 1 1 n,^ .m | |,|,|'

besides ihr n^, m,,,,. i,„ ih/.l uh. ,: l,v the
larger aivhcs air giuii llitu' lull %aluo,
there is an effect of graduation.
A generous interpretation of the cx-

jiression "contrast" enables us to employ
.
the word conveniently in architectural
criticism, without the use of so unwieldy
an exi^ression as "mutual enhancement."
Contrast, in this wrw. niav lie a tonn
applied to explain iiiai'iy Injaiiliful . Urcls.

natural and avehit. it inal. li'isnii; ah.ivr

flat fenland the (all l..\ve.r l,i,iks lallr;
amoni; mrk iIcImis. ln'okru aii.l asym-
metrical. -. n.,iclii/all\ i.lmiil, aii.l di.-

square aivliilr/i mv Innks thu inorr unhTlv
and subbL»\Kiit lu rigid rule. Wavy
grasses among jagged, angular stones
appear the more gently curved. Luxuriant
carving seems the more delicately
luxurious, and the more cKeantly
modelled, when appeaiiii.; iii dii-.rt oppo-
sition to bald and sevii.- iui. s ,i| anliitec-
tural construction, 'lit nn Inn- loiics of

the evening aflci-L'l.iw s,
, m mniv si,|„lned

and mellow when mi mm. 1)\ ,laik (orms
of mountain cra'j and iniiini: pinr. Our
rain-washed Portland sion,. iiiy rlimches
glow the whiter when I. irk. 1 l.v ili-. deep
azure of a summer sk\ -\iIhiiiiu egg-
and-tongue—designed r..iiir;isi of sharp to

round—are mutual eidi nn. m. iif wi.ni.jli

in Pentelic marble. Niimil li._'lit .._'..;

and dark green hollyl. it |iivs,ni a vt
more powerful ;-ontr,isi. 1.. in._: mvolvrd to

a second degn-i
, m.k nik. I. t.. a third,

.for the colours .-'i. m ..|.|...sit i,,ii ; Imt, as
'.an effect, may dLUeiu r.i;i.. it iiiiniLdiately

transferred for ornamental or decorative
])urposc, into that which we term " vul-

giir." Blonotone always at least insures
a measure of quiet reticence and lefnn -

ment.
We may hear a good deal about viikjar

contrast, while, all the time, I In. inoi.ly

imalapropos may be \isilil... (ifi.n «-.

should urge contrast t.. iln- iiiiii.si ih-
most divergent form. tli-. nmst ,,|i|h,si|,.

outline, and the most unlike in settui!:; an !

entourage. Those who talk too fi-..l;,

about vulgar contrast may but advert i-..

their own barrenness of conce])tioii ;

their eyes being not as yet opened to

the potent contrasts of "Nature, with
lier mighty co-ordination of like and
unlike. Such ini.jhl .l..,.in lln- Ian.] of

E-vpt vidcaris. I v.l, n i|,,. Inrjii i..iu,.|

mnou breaks ari..- iiluIii PManiil ,.in I

l.vlon. :\Iust «.. In.ii.i. n ili.. s.,,, ,,.|,.,s,.

that the coned apex iii,a\ n.i I... ..t i.... \ul-

garly violent sharpie ss ' Knh r, on
f-cneral design prinripl s, slnml | \ve. if

the "
f aii'iiivi spii-,,/' ,i> flistmct from

chubby ioi.,,j,ii -s ,,. ini.ii led, seek to

increas. l|. .iniiii',, .jnmg the maxi-
mum oi s|,i,, JiarastLr. and so win the
.verdict of the eye that all is well with
stability and equilibrium.
There may be vulgarity in the coarse

swag against tlio ili.lir;it. \..liit..: Imt lb

committal of .an ol.vn.iis ii,;..ai._'iaii; v .lo .,

not render inv.ali-l Iln- ..kiims ,,f r.aihisi

to be at times made a siunniaLiun .an, I .abso-

lute climax. To mistake power, boldness,
and summer maturity for_ vulsarity is to
sneer at the eclipsed sun and its brilliant

corona, or to look askance at eviiy ukruiiiL;

auroral streamer that flashes a.ii.ss |||..

Arctic sky. At the present tim ,
". s, m

rather to suffer from want of conti.ast m
art and architecture. Our daily Press is

full of ill-defined halt-tone pictures from
I)latcs whorefrom one itches to hack tiv/ay

of the s

1 sparkle
in sunshine,
on here and

full brush, and does not hesitate, while
smoothing out gradations, soft and gentle
as windswept snowdrift, to leave a con-

trasting blot h. 1. , .111 I 1 n. k of li.^lil

there—bare, bki, k i
i

.

'. '•

i li ti .m . ut

the white, wintei
|

.

'.<-' k m, sun-

sparkled gem. "\\"..
'.I . \ ( .ii.l.ni-i wImI..-

sale rustication; but ilu architect who
thus rusticates his circular columns has,

at least for once in his life, given us some-
thing la.dh k !.! ill ,..:.;iast of round to

s,|ii,-ii.., aa'l : •: ,; 1.. i.il.ind. In the
y.n. ill .ji i \ 'I 11

-s ,[ , ;ii . 1 I,. .1 architec-

liir.. «r e.aii ili iti.i.l i.. <lorr\ i.ven crude-

11,. ss «li,.r,., f..i. ..M.. , ...niiiisi of form leads

t.. full di.v,.lo|,iii..n( in eliiarosrn.-o. Tin.

nuTe architect oi luo dinielisions-the ele-

vationist—he u is ulio gives us that mon-
strosity, the elliptical column, in place of

that based upon the eternal circle.

By a process of comparative analogy we
may argue that there is a lack of the ele-

mental principle of contrast in our present-

day architectural composition. We have in-

stanced some natural offi cts and phenome-
non as examples ; iiiiisi iii.;.(i i.i lus

height. Such e.Mini ! - .„'-. st ihai kold

contrasts are iii liiinioiiy wiili .N.ilure,

and that half-hearted ones are not. Bold-

ness of conception means generally fullness

of contrast—each feature fully wrought,

each detail fully modelled. Too often we
mistake a retiring, shamefacedness in de-

sign for refinement in conception. Too
frequently we let our minds work, as it

were, with the soft pedal down. The
vulgar maintain a relentless foric, but the

artist and master modulates. The reason

why his sharp-contrast periods please

is becauso they are graciously intro-

duced, timelv, and hence forceful, a.i !

doublv effective by reason of lli.-ir m-

\i 'I ilesign—and, for tin

in;,;;.;, ,oi : ai' design—is of albmann: i'

weak from ignora;..' an 1 fr.iiii wiW ..

practice, we may v. l I", v.is . in . iiv',:. n .ra

tion, and keep our mus ouI of sn.dit, S.

iliiir' J. 01.. iliiu the maiiiK-r in which it i

EIGHTEENTH - CENTURY ENGLISH
GLASS.

Tiir roM...u,, I.;, I,, r ..n Lncli-'i Gla^s of

All. ,11- •

. II •;- \: I,
,

. ;
.,.! ...I \n-liri.o-

Albans. recfiitly. by .Mr. Sidney K. Green-
slade, .F.R.I.B.A., of Gray's lim square and
Exeter:—

Althoupli Enm.an and Anplo-Saxon .class

is known as Qiicen Elizabeth Glass, and is

pre-scrved in a Iratlier ease at Windsor Castle.
Til.. .11,1 is ;, ..];,. s tnukard with silver and
iiao,. ". .1 iM. .1 .1 ~, now in the British
-^k I

.
il.irv showing it belonged

t" \' ' k.,,.,1 Bur!ei^;li, The third
IS a ....!.'

' K \',-iMai;ii, si, ape. It
's <•<'

'

;

'II
'

.

'
• I

. ..iigraved,
Willi

,

'

.
1

.

.,,1. i;. and S.,
ami III.- ,l;:|.., \..~i\

1
.

; 1, . ;. .A fourth
uas quite rcei'iili.. . .. . ,. ., Imer and
l;ii-,L'er than the tlir. . : ,. , |i «as 8in.
Iiii;li, decorated bv ik m 1

1

-man, and
I, ore the date L")84 ; lit. noii;,]- ^.. i,- il. and
W, It was,, unfortmiatidy, shattered to frag-

ments in a noted London auctioneer's sale-

room, and so lost. These classes are quite
Venetian from all points of view— (1) The
metal employ,,! i., ,li.ii iii;iking; (21 shape.
In fact, at iln

,

,.,1 i... were quite de-
pendent on f,.i-. I

. II .111
; I -iiion.

At the 61,111,. I ,1,. . ..|;,ss-,vnrlfprs from

.
I

.
. iiirt glass-

1 1, in. ... ... ho treated
l,.,i,l,\

, ill a similar
I 111, ted the making

ih,. most noted was
in. whose furnaces
ere Venetian work-
very noted glass,

was probably made
a,..l L-oWet, tlie bowl

.; ..ii.i. ,1 with 11

!
;

. iisisting of

!
i,iii,^cn. and

l;..M.I 11;, k, 16G3."
portraits

a scroll

Tlie mcti
liyht. and devoid of anv brilbnncv, lacking

altogetlier the clear qnalitv and the greater
weight which, half a dozen years later, were
to distiugnish the native prndncts from others

made to English designs and requirements,

and sent from Venice (o the order of Jolm
Greene, a citizen ami lIiisss, Iki- of London.

It is «itli Ih.. k I, 1, 11 i.ls of the

Veiietiaii L'li,--,.s \- .
' ,i-.,in some-

whero l,..t\v,.|.ii ir,sa 17'^
'

|>raetically

V,e"iii our nati\e s,.ii. -, L |, lu kl-'i it seems

all niir elass was made in the Venetian

nianiiei — that is to sav. of a material the

ippe

uhv

mt

M-illiant'in appearance. This had very im-

-inrtant iuran^nees indeed on their work, as we
-hall s,^e. Tlie traditional shapes inherited

1, 111 V.iiiee were abandoned, because the

,., ill ,. the new metal was too heavy, and

I,. I ,,. riv so ea.sy to manipulate. Now this

iiarl;, a M-rv important period of our glass-

;;;l.i,i_., r,,i''these men relied more on tlie

,,;.,ii,. ,.f their ni.dnl and its shape for its

..iiuiv. L"p to 1600 we know that com-

i,r,l|.,.lv little glass was made in our

,.',.,,,|..v kill al.,.iit that date, and after, its

,,.,,,„r;,,.|,,,,. i,,,.r,.;is,.;i -i-,.;.llv. and iii liitin

Middle Period
purpose of wind,

allv not till we e.

llir,-!' of the.se \..r> larly L;la.s,-,s (.supposea

to have been made tiv him) existing. They
were- made at his works, which are believed

to have been in Cnitched, Friars. The first

twiiity-sevon the clear flint glass was

^ictii^ally. we must go back to the year

to find the first reason of the variation

1,. qnalitv of metal. Then King .lames I.

d .a prnclnmntion absolutely forbidding

ise of wood for melting glass. With wood
^ open cru'cibles could be used for the

hig of the glass; with coal, covered ones

c'ssentinl to protect the glass from con-

nation. This covering of the crucible

',,1 ., .k,-- Unit was not durable, nor
.

:* '

,
,

. !. .|r itself so qnicklv. At

i ; ;, I

; ,,,. a nipn.liant of London,

l,,,,.«.i a- •l.-,i,..l,sh Flint (-;!nss." gradually

t,,„k Ih,. pla, .. ,,r the old metal, both here and

,a,.,,,.,,i .'„,1 l,v Ih,. middle of the 18th century

ue' w..re" praetieallv supplying the wdiole of

Europe with glass, the Bohemian and

Venetian being unable to hold their great

markets against us. No other English craft,
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pos
rapidly obtained so pre-eminent

In 1713 English glass began to appear on
the Continent, and in 1760, on the authority
of a French writer, England supplied prac-
tically the whole of France with glass.

Works during this period were started in

nearly every great centre. London was first

;

but Bristol, Birmingham, Stourbridge, and
Newcastle ; and in Ireland, curiously, at
Dublin, Cork, Watertord, and Belfast ; and
in Scotland, at Glasgow, where there were
great centres. We must attempt some method
of classification of the glasses of this great
period— .4. D. 1690 to 1810—and they may be
divided into five main groups, and the best
plan is to arrange them according to the
characteristics of their showing. This
arrangement applies equally to the goblets

—

tall ale-glasses—and wine and cordial classes.

(1) The'Baluster Stem; (2) Plain Stem; (3>

The Air-twist Stem; (4) Hie White-twist
Stem ; (5) The Cut Stem (date 1758). These
are the five great successive groups. The
three classes of feet and pontil snapped off

—

(1) The Folded Pot, and this is associated
with the first three types, rarely with a white-
twist stem ; 12) Fold abandoned, pontil left

(say from 1740 and lasted to 18-30) ; (3l i'ontil

polished away.

THE CHURCHES OF KENT.

A uniform series of little handbooks on the

churches of various counties is being issued

by Messrs. George Allen and Son at half

a crown per volume. Kent is the ninth to

be dealt with in this set, and has been
entrusted to Mr. Francis Graylijig, who
brings to the subject great interest and
intimate knowledge, and describes for the

first time certain peculiarities which largely

obtain in the county. He points out that

the architectural details rather tend to de-

teriorate as Sussex is approached; through-

out the sandstone district the capitals of

pillars, and the masonry generally, exhibit a

want of refinement and an abse'nce of due
supervision. This applies to the whole of

the MedijEval period. Mr. Grayling classifies

the churches in three divisions : firstly, those

having their outer walls in the condition

they were originally erected, but, in most
oases, with inserted " door-cases " (as the

author terms- them), and windows; secondly,

those which retain their original outer walls

within, but partially or completely sur-

rounded by later outer walls, the older walls

being wholly or in part pierced by arches, or

actually underset with later pillars; and,

thirdly", those which have pillars and arches

standing on old outer walls partly pulled

down to the ground, Init retaining older piers

and cross-arches, or portions of walls or

pier masses. An .Mitir" church of consistent

design, like St. Marvs, Stone,, on an old

site is rare, but Ea?toluirch and Maidstone

are remarkable exceptions. A practice

obtained in Kent of inserting, particularly

in towers, rejected features from the body of

the church; Norman door-cases were often

reinserted as late as the 15th century. The

author states that refinement and progress

were obtained largely by the use of models ;

thus in the floor of Nutton Swale a qnautity

of plaster models, swept into a hole by the

north door, were found in 1890; and ni re-

opening the crypt at Sittingbourne there was

lately found a model in plaster of a

mouiding that occnr-^ in the

metrical window in that church

attributes the progressive excel

Mediseval work in Kent to tl

the models used in one place

have been employed elsewl

materials were chiefiy adopted in Kent, and,

consequently, the character of the chuiclies

correspond with the ecological strata

beneath or near them. The usual Kentish

tower consists of a square steeple with a

single angle - turret containing the spiral

staircase. The author regrets the destruc-

tion of historical evidence of stained glass

and fittings which resulted from the ill-

BS, BIRCHINGTUN CHURCH.

advised restorations of the 19th century

very usual defect in planning was th«

and several fine churches, of which the

largest appear to be Lydd, Maidstone, and

t'l'ieh-'

I

'*''"
- I'!'': !'i I'l^'' I'" -'''

'
\ ' il-' L:! -1 1

,
:
i.iiis we reproduce, by

..
j^j,i^i ,

.
, ,,, ,..,

I
, I

,
I ; \i, \ I

'
:

. -Mill, from these well-

centu'.-N \M)i.V.v.- ,,,' li.'.- ,, Minis. 1.^.1 ;.... -•'', ul.,,,.,' .. i.,-^ is one showing the

both frcquenev a„d ^anely lall.e elua.„e, a!Ua u.n.b a.iu . In,.. ._uf Sir H. Crispe and

of Kent. Unique designs of geometrical
,

his first "ife in lo-u in the drastically-

traeery occur at Hawkhurst, Wingham, and
\
restored church at Birchington (I'lg. 1). All

he author
ce of the

fact that

.. Loc.tI

• County Churches : Kent. By Fban'cis Gr.itlixg,

In twoTOlumes. toolscap Svo. 3.Wpp. 46 illustrations.

Each ii. M. net. London : George Allen and Co.,

litd.. Buskin House, Bathbone-place.

Fig. 2.-F0UETEENTH-CENTUEY WINDOWS. BOBBING

Sittinsbourne. The only parochial cl

that retains its ancient painted glass r

complete is Nettlestead ; at Caiitci

Cathedral there is a considerable quanti

13th-century glass, some of it removed i

17th century into the much later win

of the nave. The clerestory is not in

so usual a feature as in mo=t en. ,i. tins

in many old churches the |i!i'"- "

opposite each other. The nm-t
,

,

in the county are those ai W..-
,

i

from early in the 13th centuii-iHui.al

local effort.

Kent is fortunate in possessing

cathedrals, one of which is of the first

the windows at St. Bartholome\v s. BobDiug,

almost two miles from Sittinsbourne, are

like those illustrated in Fig. 2, of the 14th

ceutiirv, and exhibit characteristic Kentish

Itrefoiled tracery; in some of the window-

heads are decaying scraps of the original

iBlazimr. The nave and chancel are

alike Tn width, and date from the 13tli

, ,1 iiv The fine church of SS. Mary and

- iii'ha at Minster, in Sheppey, was a

.. r one. A nave and chancel was

u . a Ijy the Benedictine nuns, and divided

,
from this by a tall 13th-eentury arcade wtis

the parochial nave and chancel. (See Fig. J.)

At the end of the 15th century a great
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IXSrKR-IX-SHKPPEY.

Til tower at the joint expense of
luas and the parishioners was begun

;

truncated, and finished by a smaller
and dwarf spire. The church cou-
some good monuments and brasses.

4 illustrates the tomb of St. Robert
;ipertnre for relic), and the 14tli-

uv screen in St. JIarv's Church, New-
.n-on-Uie Street. neai- Sittincboun:e.

AMERICAN ARCHITECTS' CONVEN-
TION AT NEW ORLEANS.

The fortv-seventli annual cinv-iition of the

.American "institute of iVrcliitr, t \\:i~ li:lil

early in December, for tli. fii-^; tim jii its

liistory at New Orleans. The pniHip.] sub-

jeet for discussion was Governn-.ent .Vrehitec-

tnre. The report cf the committee on this

be adopted by the Government in the design-
ing of its buildings, monuments, and other
works of architecture and the selection and
acceptance of works of art. In order that
the services of those architects, sculptors,
and painters best qualified for such work
may be made available, the board of
ilir> I - \.i- I iiu'sted to have proposed
I' ^i-! I

I

i
I along the broadest lines

\in- ~:i :• .,
; ; (i< next convention. Mean-

v-lii;i .1 that the board be re-

FiG. 1—ST. ROBERTS TOMB, NEWTNGTON-ON-THE-STREET. Sl\ MAKVS CHURCH. STONE.

Our fnial illustration is of the arcade of the
picturesque church of St. Marj*, Stone, near
Dartford, an edifice widely known from its

description by G. E. Street, who restored it.

Stone Church was fully described in our
issue of July 14, 1911, on the occasion of the
Society of .Architects' visit, and a sketch of

the extension from N.N.E., by Maurice B.
Adams, was given in the Eiilding News for

November 7, 1879.

question, presented by Mr. .John Hall

Rankin, chairman, was a thorough presenta-

tion of existing conditions. The report indi-

cated the various courses that might properly

be followed by the Institute to place the

question of Government architecture on a

basis commensurate with its importance. The
cancurrence of the convention in the plans

proposed in the report was emphatic. It

was resolved that some orderly system should

quested to prepare proposals for legislation

for submission to Congress, whereby the

present congestion i[i the Treasury Depart-
u'cut may speedily be relieved thro"ugh selec-

tion of competent architects in private prac-

tice, to design certain Federal buildings.

The general opinion, as expressed, depre-

cated the unwarranted changing of laws
regulating the practice of Government archi-

tecture, and urged the necessity for such
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I that

V of tlie lat

o£ the Hoyi

pi-oposed ill the oircnlar, uhil.' in im n..ii-^

ratUeal, would, it was heliuii-il b_\ the com
juittee, bring the matter of conipetitious

into closer accord \vith conditions as tli •>

now exist.

The report of the Committee on Arehitec-

tnral Kdncation (Mr. C. C. Zaiitzinger,

acting eliairman) was received bv the con-

vention with tlie liveliest cNpression of satis-

faction. A resnlt of the discussion of tliis

report was the adoption of a resolution by
Iho convention that the board of directors

bo instructed to provide a medal, or medals,
lor intercollegiate competitions in architec-

tural design, along lines snggeste.l in the
report.

proposed ainen(b\U'nts to tlie cnnstitntion

-and by-laws were discussed. Artii le IX. of

Section -1 of the present Ijv-laws was

should report direct to the president was
rejected, an amendment being carried wliich

nmkes the executive secretary responsible to

Iho sccretarv.

'i1i" -.- '.il I. iiilil -r ll ,
... .] ,l,)^ ,;,. ;,

funeral took place on Monday, after r

at St. John's Church, Dowushirc Hi

Decendier 1

a short illii

South Kei
Schools, anr

r. Francis Leon Pither, archi-

3 born Mav 20, 1853, died on

1913, from heart failure, after

le business

advanced per-

befu death
as completnig the workn.g
large block of buikUngs in

W., for his brother, Mr.
I-. It was to have been faced
'ik. and the elevation gave
Mill interest.

ur Hlllnstrations.

•THE VIRGIN AXD CHILD," BY PAUL
DELAEOCHE.

By permission of the Trustees of the
Wallace Collection we are enabled to
reprodnce one v{ the best examples of Paul
ll lii "i' - ,.^.ii,. I; ..lis executed at Rome

'I
.

I

I' i'ly first seen in Eng-
I li\ Lord Hertford to

ll" \i;iii.!M-;i I All liiasures Exhibition in
1SJ7, luaring the title, "Mother and Child."
It was exhibited later at Bethnal Green as

The Repose in Egypt." . Whether the
painter intended to depict the Madonna, or

simply an ideal of motherhood, is probably
not known. It has been suggested that it

might be Hagar and Ishmael, or some other
Bii.lnal subject. Its author, Hippolyte—

.1! ll I'au!—Delaroehe was born in Paris in

1 :.: ml died there in 1856. He was a pupil
I'lM . His chief work in monumental

iicLui.iuun is the " Hemicycle " at the Ecole
des Beaux Arts. In England, the National
Gallery contains his " Execution of Lady
.Jane Grey " ; Bridgewater House his

"Charles I. Insulted bv the Parliamentarv
Soldiers "

; and Stafford House his " Stafford

Going to the Scaffold."

ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAL,
EDINBURGH. COMPLETION OF THE
WESTERN TOWERS,. 1913.

We illustrated all the competition designs

r.-iV tlri- t'.tlirlr.J in the BUILDING NkW'S for

l-7;\,' \\l\ I. ii the late Sir Gilbert
~

, II . _ . ii.-rii. The other coin-

,

1,1..,- .... I. In \. Minder Ross, of Inver-

ness; tlie late Urorge Edmund Street, R.A. ;

and William Barges, A. R.A. The church

was not, however, completed ; but it has

iniiloyed at Hel
. He became
d Hebburii Cf

at Ml
Qua,^

I, up

a. of

linnt

.s M.

NEW PUBLIC OFFICES, UPPER
JlERRIllN STREET, DUBLIN.

,it of

with
plan

lid W. R. L. B. Wilcox,

losed Bi idorSed
apter.

vote
1. for

of thanks was given Mr.
lis services as secretary of

:he past twelve years,

dd in the ballroom of the
^ evening of the third day
ntion to a .successful close.

patra's Needle.

We regret to hear of the decease of Mr.
P. Cafferata, the senior member of the we
known firm of plaster-of-Paris mai
faoturers of Newark-upon-Trent. After
long and strenuous business career he v
able to enjoy
retirement. Tl

as at present

who have been
business for tin

ROYAL WEST OF ENGL AN D
ACADEMY, BRISTOL.

(Two Do. oriitive Lunettes bv Commendatore
Wiilter Crane, R.W.S.)

Ill inll.MiL' description has been sent us

l.v till- artist;—"The two lunettes represent
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PRINCIPAL FLOOR PLAX. CASTLE HOWARD, YORKSHIRE.— Sir John Vakbrugh, Architect (1702-1714).

(From " The Growth of the English House," by Mr. J. AKreJ Gotsh, F.S.-i. : Batsford.)

Painting and Craftsmanship respectively,
and belong to the scheme of four designs for
the four lunettes under the dome. The
two remaining designs will represent
Architecture and Sculpture, and are in-

tended to face each other, as these
two first do, from the opposite sides.

Painting.—In the first-named design, over
the entrance to the principal gallery, I have
represented the Genius of Painting seated in

the centre of the composition, upon an
antique throne, or raised steps, under a

brocaded canopy, in the pattern of which
may be discovered the fleiir de lys, or sym-
bolic flower of art. She holds a canvas panel
and palette and brushes. Standing on her
right hand is a winged youthful figure, with
the Sphere of Imagination, and reclining on
tlie steps, upon her left, is a young female
figure holding the Mirror of Nature," the two
main directions or influences in the art being
thus typified. The ancient man with the
open book on the steps in front is intended
to suggest Tradition, with the history of

painting on his knees. On the other side

(to the spectator's right) the nude female
figure seated by the fountain is intended for

Truth, with her mirror, whose image the
joung student endeavours to realise by his

pencil. This group is balanced at the oppo-
site end of the lunette by two figures, which
are meant to symbolise the discovery of new
beauty—by the young man who withdraws
the shrouding drapery from the sleeper,

behind whose head bloom wild roses. The
fleur de lys again appears in bloom by the
fountain. A mass of orange trees in fruit

and blossom form a background to the centre
group, and typify the perennial vitality of art,

while the peacocks contribute to the heraldry
of the art of the eye. A pillared shrine rises

beyond the trimmed hedge and balustraded
garden against the blue sky, the scene being
generally suggestive of that most brilliant

and beautiful home of painting—Italy.

Craftsmanship.—In this lunette the idea is to

suggest the fundamental importance of the
handicrafts, and that art with life is depen-
dent upon productive labour, and that the

finer arts depend upon the useful arts, or
Arts and Crafts, as we now term them. Thus,
in the centre appear typical figures of the
primitive delver and spinner:

" ' When Adam delved and Eve snan,
^^^JO was then the gentleman ?

'

as the Old English couplet runs. The full-

fruited orange-trees behind them may
suggest the essential union of the arts and
crafts, as well as perennial productivity. To
the right and left of these central figures,

disposed along the steps, may easily be dis-

tinguished figures typical of different crafts

—on the right a girl at a tapestry loom, a

young painter of vases, two women em-
broidering a robe, a girl bearing a mass of

coloured drapery, the product of the loom,
and a scribe at work upon a sheet of vellum.

On the other hand there are a potter at his

wheel, a metal-worker finishing a repousse
brass dish, and behind him blacksmiths at

work on a forge. Symbols both of peace and
war may be discernible ; but let us rather
suppose the helmet is that of Pallas Athene,
the Goddess of the Arts, and that the smiths
are beating 'swords into ploughshares and
spears into pruning-hooks,' in that ideal state

which the world, alas ! has not yet attained.

Commerce and the exchange of commodities
and friendly intercommunication between
different countries is suggested by the ship

at anchor—a not inappropriate emblem for

Bristol—with the blue line of the ocean, with
its ' white horses,' beyond. A tablet near
the figure of the scribe bears the old Latin
motto beloved of Colonel Xewcome

:

' Fideliter Artes emollit mores nee sinit esse

feros,' which is usually rendered thus: 'To
have learned faithfully the useful arts

softens men's manners and suffers them not
to be brutal.' " The Bristol Academy for the

Promotion of the Fine Arts was founded in

the year 1844. and this building wherein the
Arts have found a home was erected through
the munificence of Mrs. Ellen Sharpies in

the year 1858. The restoration and extension
of this building was commenced under the

presidency of the late Lord Winterstoke, and
completed in the year 191-3, when it became
the Royal West "of England Academy by
command of his Majesty the King. The out-

side portion of the building over the main
entrance has been so arranged that it can
be used as a terrace or roof-garden. Two new
galleries have been added—one beyond the

old Xo. 1, and the other beyond the old Xo. 4

Galleries. These will afford accommodation
for the annual exhibitions. An improved
form of lighting has been introduced—the
lantern roofs having been entirely recon-

structed, and the electric light installed. The
old floors have given place to polished wood
well in keeping with the modern character
of the building. Folding doors have also

been provided. The original building cost

£8.000, and some £18,000'has been expended
carrving out this scheme. The architect is

Mr.'S. S. Reav. F.R.I.B.A.. late of Bath,
and now of 80, Pall Mall, S.W.

THE HALL. CASTLE HOWARD,
YORKSHIRE.

The unique position rightly accorded Sir

John Vanbrugli among the" architects of

England suffered little from the lampoons

and satirical versifications heaped upon his
buildings and plays by Dean Swift, Pope,
and the pamphleteers, not to name the
malicious wit of Horace Walpole, who alter-

nated the venom of his spleen with occa-

sional unrestrained raptures, while Sir
Joshua Reynolds belauded Vanbrugh's work
with flattering unction. Contemporary
judgment may thus have been influenced to

Vanbrugh's annoyance ; but this disparage-

ment proved transitory in its effects, though
the Duchess of Marlborough no doubt fre-

quently gave the great architect a very bad
time. Vanbrugh, nevertheless, remains a

most interesting personality in the history of
British art, while it is worthy of note tha"t in

the cycle of fashion architectural design just

now "seems tending towards a revival of the
extravagancies so conspicuous in the large-

ness of his conceptions, so prodigal of mass
and so Baroque in their detail. These in-

congruities which thus distinguish the work
of Vanbrugh were deliberately adopted, in

order to co-ordinate their scale with what
has been termed the majesty of size, and
their outre character is thus to be accounted
for. Xot only were Vanbrugh's ideals

]
accordingly unrestrained, but they lacked

the culture of a previous training and of

studv, too ; therefore, in judging his designs,

it is" but fair to recall the fact of his having
almost unexpectedly laid down the dramatist's

pen to fortlnvith " take up the architect's

pencil. Beyond the advantage of a

lengthened visit to France, some years pre-

viouslv. Vanbrngh was wholly unprepared
for architectural work, though it is very

likely that his acquaintance with the build-

ings" of Paris largely influenced his later

achievements, inspired his ambitions, and
qualified his style. His enemies, knowing much
less of architecture than he did, gave him
credit for modelling his buildings upon his

nursery exploits, when, as a child, he fabri-

cated embryo houses with cards. The follow-

ing verse expresses this notion, and has been

often quoted to support it:

Fi-om such deep rudiments as these
Van is liecome. by due degrees.
For buildina famed, and justly reckoned
At Court. Vitruvius the Second.

Social influence and good fortune speedily

insured his success, and in fashionable

quarters Vanbrugh became the vogue. Con-

quentlv, before long he was able to erect him-

self a" house in Whitehall, and soon grew
busy with enterprises of the foremost con-

sequence, to be followed by many under-

taking's, such as King's "Western, near

Bristol (1715) ; Eastbury, Dorsetshire (1718) ;

Easton, in Xorthamptonshire ; Grimthorp, in

Lincolnshire (1724) ;
preceded by Seatoii
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Delav

Cliesh

Nortliumberland (1720> ; Mr. Dun-
House iu Yorksliire; Oulton Hall,

'- ; and the Opera House in London
Blenheim, "built bv the nation" for the
Duke of Marlborough at Woodstock, near
Oxford, and Castle Howard, in Yorkshire,
needless to say, surpassed all tlie rest in

every way. Both palaces remain master-
pieces of V'anbrugh's powerful imagination,
illustrating as they do his grandiose per-
ceptions ill designing buildings so masterly
and distinguished, both being fuie dominat-
ing compositions simultaneously conceived.
.\n amateurish taste possibly pervades all

Vanbrugh's work, which also" lacks a sense
of relative proportion, and suffers to some
extent from the absence of scholarly intuition
in an academic sense. Castle Howard, one
of Vanbrugh's first essays in architecture,
was undertaken when he was thirtv-six years
of age. when Charles, the third Earl of
Carlisle, commissioned him to be his archi-
tect in 1702. The building was completed in
1714. about wliich time Vanbrugh was
knighted. Two years previously he had been
elected surveyor to Greenwich JHospital upon
the retirement of Sir Christopher Wren.
The Comptrollership of Works was con-
ferred upon Vanbrugh about the same
period that he began Lord Carlisle's Palace,
which stands between York and Scarborough.
Started apparently without restrictions as to
cost and size, it" forthwith realised almost
unprecedented proportions. The usually-
accepted rules recognised by the masters of
architecture presented few restrictions to
Vanbrugh, and exercised very little re-
straint upon his notions. Certainly they
failed to keep his imagination within
conventional bounds. He evidently was
much more inspired generally "by a
love of scenic effect. Inigo Jones, far
more intimately associated with masks and
theatrical management of stage effects, never-
theless had the skill to recoanise architec-
tonic reserve. In estimating his work as an
architect. Vanbrugh is more justly recognised
rather as a painter engaged in building than
as a trained master-builder. Utilitarian
notioTis certainly seldom had any connection
with the splendour of his schemes; indeed,
he was too unmindful of the comfort of his
clients, who perforce were content with pre-
eminent magnificence. Castle Howard un-
questionably ranks as a remarkable example
of the ideals on which Vanbrugh staked and
won his reputation. Its vast buildings occupy
the site of the once famous Castle of

Hinder^kelf. which was destroyed by fire in

1700. Remarking upon Vanbrugh's great
mansion, Forgusson says. " It would be diffi-

cult to point out a more imposing house
possessed by any nobleman in England than
this Palace of tlie Howards." The impressive
groupings of its distinguished facj'ades are
naturally seen to the most advantage when
viewed from a distance, and the visitor will

obtain the best view from the further side

of the lake, which much enhances the effect

of the building as a whole. This remark
applies eqnallv, of course, to Blenheim. The
Hall which we are illustrating to-dav is 35ft.

square, but the height measures 77ft. to the
ceilina. The dome surmounting the Hall is

only 27ft. in diameter. The-sp remarkable
figures can he verified from tli i-' rii, triral

drawings of the Ijuilrlmj ; - tli.-

"Vitrnvius Britannicns" r,, , i:,,!,, II.

1717-1725). The BrobdiuLMiaLi, ilIu ilms

adopted, comparable only with litaiiic

dimensions, is at variance with just pro-

portion, and bears little reference to the

restricted area of the plan. Nevertheless, the

general result of this fine apartment, as seen

from below, is undoubtedly splendid, inns-

much as it befits the vastness aimed at by its

designer, whose lead at the present time in

this respect seems to be more or less imitated
by some architects, who. influenced by a

reaction against what they call the con-

fectionery of Victorian detail, set out to

make their mark by affecting this ntliVr

extreme in which Vanbrugh, no dnnbt, wn^
a specialist. The total height of this .r niial

Hall at Castle Howard to the summit of tli.^

cupola is 100ft. Its ceiling was painted by
Pellegrini, who chose the .subiect of "The
Fall of Phaeton." .The movement of his

piece of decoration is quite inappropriate to

its position, and the horses particularly
suggest a feeling of danger, though thi"s

obvious objection is modified by the mystery
produced by the distance of " this dreary
height," as seen from the ground floor. Van-
brugh has been charged with having some-
times drawn his vertical proportions double
full size ; and even if this is true there
remains some doubt as to whether his intense
love of vastness was really satisfied. Such
conjectures are now of little moment, and,
anyhow, w^ith all his faults, Vanbrugh had
the merit of avoiding superimposed orders,
and he steered clear of ranging ranks upon
ranks of columns, so common in the build-
ings of Inigo Jones, Sir Christopher Wren,
and their followers. Vanbrugh undoubtedly
possessed a keen appreciation of the pic-

turesque, and whatever happened, he cleverly

subordinated the grouping of his minor
buildings, invariably handling them as

supporters to some dominating central feature,

culminating in the magnificence and unifica-

tion of a tout ensemble. Both Blenheim and
Castle Howard illustrate this result, and,
further, their author had the capacity of dis-

daining to copy where he could invent. In

this independent spirit he worked out his

personal style, encumbered, no doubt, by
characteristic heaviness, and weighted, too,

by the scale of pomposity ; but, nevertheless,

he inspired distinction by his mastery of

perspective, and, at the same time, added to

ills work a considerable charm of poetic com-
position by no means limited to theatrical

effect. The cross gallery, with its charming
wrought ironwork "balustrade." traversing
the Hall at Castle Howard, on the first floor,

as shown in the accompanying view, is an
instance of his taste. It makes a most telling

feature, giving a strong horizontal line pre-

cisely where it is most needed, greatly

enhancing the interest of its design. The
inordinate fancy in which he indulged when
designing the mantelpiece in this Hall
indicates the extravagance of his some-
what casual predilection in favour of

some bonne-bouche of the Rococo or

Baroque order. When Vanbrugh died,

in 1726. he w^as succeeded by Hawks-
moor, who had for a time assisted him
when Castle Howard was commenced.

le pi Df til. floor of Castip

Howard, wliich we give as a kev to the view
of the Hall, has been lent ns by Mr. Herbert
Batsfnrd. from the admirable textbook which
he published a .short time since, entitled

"The Growth of the English House." bv Mr.

J. Alfred Gotch, F.S.A. This plan is based

upon tlic one already mentioned as included

in tlip \irn. iiH P.ritannicns." The follow-

ing 1-1'
I ..! i.-fereiices to same:— A,

the (ii : II i'!; I'., tlie rniitrc of rooms be-

nd, i arkiiii

frot

pnrle

of:

ni ":ii. :: V the great court

nnd ,.!,-;... I , uil an elevation

will be fimnu r. |ii •'<< <•• a smaller scale

in facsimile from llie Vitruvins Britan

niciis." in Ilie History of Renaissanc:'

Architecture in England, InflO 1800." by ilr.

Reginald Blomfield, A.R.A. M.B.A.

"THE GRE.AT ARTISTS OF CHELSEA."

(A Decoration in the Town Hall, Chelsea.)

Upon a throne in the midst of this pamd
sits the symbolical personitlcatioii of Ait.

forming th'e central object of iiitpre-t in tlie

composition. The effect of this j,l,.al n-nrr

is much enhanced by the tester o! i' I lil ri"

and gold, serving as a canopy oMr I h Aln-

of Art," liokling in her haiul a -iimll inn.lrl

of the Greek figure of Vi. I
.1 ( i.,iic1iiiil'

at her feet is a yoniL' i ligure,

displaying an index t : : I rtli the

names" of the cliara.i.i- .
.
|i.--.i:i

. .1, while

-rouped on eitluT side, and peopling the

>rlieiii>"' ill liHConmiL! sequence, stand the

faiiioris arti-t-. raii^'.'d in a decorative am!

Holbein becominglv figures towards the

front, holding in his left hand one of his

famous drawings: J. W. M. Turner, R.A.;

Holman Hunt, Edwin Abbey, R.A.; Sir

Charles Lawes - Wittenronge, and Cecil
Lawson. On the opposite side of trie com-
position figures Sir Christopher Wren, the
chief personality in the group, with a model
of Chelsea Hospital in front of him : Dante
Gnbriel Ro..,.tti, J. -\ Mr-V.-il Whistler,
(!.,, 1. - K :- .1 ll,.

' ^larlise, R.A.

of
L-h

groui

-> euionr sciieine,

died with pure gold, and as a
face ill the shadows. The artist

is Mr. Frank O. Salisbury, of Avenue-road,
Regent's Park.

"A BOAR HUNT."
This Royal Academy Bronze Medal and

prize design for the Decoration of a portion
of a Public Building, needs but little de-
scription, because Miss Wilhelmina D.
Hickson, of Hampstead, the author of
this .spirited design, has so well ex-
pressed the subject. Her full-sized
cartoon was devoted to the right-hand
group to the front in the picture-
viz., the man and hound on the leash.

There can be no doubt as to the superiority
of Miss Hickson's scheme, which well won
the prize awarded.

SAVOY HOUSE, STRAND. W.C.

(Offices of the Agent-General for Western
Australia.)

These prominent premises, at the corner
of the Savoy, facing the Strand, and over-

looking the precincts of the Chapel Royal,
have been acquired by the Government of

Western Australia for the offices of the

Agent-General, the Hon. Lieut. -Col. Sir

Newton Moore, K.C.M.G., and considerable
alterations are about to be carried out forth-

with, as illustrated by the accompanying
drawing, from the designs of the architects,

Messrs. J. W. Simpson, F.R.I.B.A., and
Maxwell Ayrton, A.R.I.B.A., of Gray's Inn.

The internal arrangements of the building

are to be completely altered on the lower

floors, to allow of the ground floor or shop

to be throwMi into one open floor or entrance-

hall, divided in the centre by a screen and

counter. The whole of the internal panelling

and joinery is to be carried out in jarrah,

and the new front illustrated is to be entirely

of black Belgian marble, and the existing

brick and stone above painted white. The
general contractors are Messrs. W. E. Blake.

Ltd., and the marble w^ork is to be carried

out by Messrs. J. Whitehead and Sons, Ltd.

HOUSE AT LIMPSFIELD, SURREY.

The particular conditions of an awkward

site necessitated a long-drawn-ont thin plan,

schemed in a form which gives individuality

to the building, which was designed by Mr.

\rthnr Keen^ F.R.I.B.A.. of Raymond-

buihliinis. Grav's Inn. Messrs. Brasier and

Son. of Limp-firld. were the builders. The

plans given with the accompanying photo-

graphs illustrate the arrangements

house.

at the

death
in hi

I of Mr. George Da

ham,

Distri

nvera^e srlieme for the parislios of Boult-

Nortfi Hvkeham, and Skellnigthorpe is

to be carried out for the Branston Rnral

ct Council, Kesteven, from plans by tlieir

-or Mr. Howes. The estimated outlay is

18.

of tlie oldest contractors in Montreal lias

I away in the person of Mr. Joseph

Ion a^ed ninety-three. He was interested

riv of'tlip earU- big contracting works in

- r . -p'tably the Government building

IM -,. l-iancl, the St. Eustache Bridge,

The cornoration of Ip=v

last meeting, at great !•

whether a fixed or a

adopted in the reconstr.n

the lowest one crossing t

efernng i

pav
... F.hn-street was purchased for

ci-iVo for centralising and concentrating the

work of the public health and school medical

olTices^ department, now carried on at four

separate premises.
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HOUSE AT IJ.MPSFIELD, SURREY.—Mr. Arthur Keen-, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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SAVOY HOI'SE," STRAND, W.C.
Offices uf tlie Agent-General for the Government of Western Australia. Alterations and JIarble Ground Floor of the Facades.

Messrs. J. W. Simpsox, F.R.I.B.A., and Maxwell Atrton, A.B.I.B.A., Architects.
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dntxtntt Calamo.

Little surprise can be felt that the London

Master Builders have resolved to endure

no longer the disturbances of work

caused during the year just ended by the

refusal of trade-unionists to work with non-

unionists, in spite of the fact that the

Working Rule Agreement distinctly provides

that they shall do so. Since May last twenty

strikes have taken place, not one of which

had the slightest justification. On another

page will be found a report of a conference

held on Wednesday week, at the invitation

of the London Master Builders' Association,

which was attended by two delegates from

each of the eight trade societies out of the

nine with which working-rule agreements

exist. In the absence of suggestions whicli

were invited from the operatives, the em-

ployers' proposals were submitted, of which

the following are the principal :—The return

to work of all men to jobs where strikes exist

immediately after the holidays, and that a

guarantee trust fund should be formed by

deposits by both sides, to be available for the

purpose of paying penalties for strikes or

lock-outs in violation of the working rules.

Replies are required from the societies before

January 5, stating whether or not they

accept the principle involved in these pro-

posals. It is perfectly obvious that some such

protection against wanton breach of agree-

ments must be secured, in the interests of nil

concerned, and we trust by this time next

week to be able to announce that this is

mutually and amicably recognised. It it is

not, there is grave trouble ahead.

A lock-out, if carried out by the masters,

would affect 50,000 organised and 100,000 un-

organised workers in the building trade. Of

course, union leaders contend that no clause

in the agreement robs them of the right to

leave work at twenty-four hours' notice on

matters not covered by the agreement, and

as they assert the question of non-unionists

is not so covered, they claim to be at liberty

to strike without terminating the agreement.

They further deny the right of the employers

to dictate to the unions as to how and when

discipline shall be enforced. The unions, it

is declared, are well supplied with funds,

and are not disposed to yield. On the other

hand, many employers would suffer little

from a stoppage of work until the busy

spring season begins.

is very similar in principle to that which the

Society of Architects has declared its in-

tention of presenting to Parliament in Feb-

ruary, though, as some think, not so perfect

form. The determination arrived at by

the Associates on Tuesday night seems to us

a sensible and practicable one. Drop the new-

Charter proposals : they may split the

R.I.B.A. to pieces if carried, and will benefit

no one. Make the best that can be made of

the R.I.B.A. Registration Bill and compare

t fairly with the Society's Bill: perhaps

even yet it may be possible to construct a

Bill that may speedily pass into law, backed

by the whole profession, and insuring its

ultimate unity of organisation as well as

unitv of spirit.

In view of the importance of the matters

to be discussed at the adjourned meeting of

the Institute next Monday, and the manner
in which they affect the position of Asso-

ciates, a meeting of Associates was summoned
for Tuesday last, by notices in the pro-

fessional press and the R.I.B.A. Journal. No
reporters were present ; but that something

like unanimity was reached is indicated by

the subsequent issue of a circular to all

Associates to the effect that the amendment
put forward by Messrs. Topley and Welsh on

December 1 is to be withdrawn, the informa-

tion for which it asked having now been

given. In its place another amendment is to

be submitted, to the effect that no attempt

should be made to obtain a new Charter

until the terms of a Bill for the Registration

of Architects have been fully considered and

agreed upon, and that a further meeting

should be called to consider the draft Bill

prepared by the Institute. This Bill, as we

pointed out last week and the week before,

That a meeting of Associates should have

been called, on Institute premises, and by the

Associate Members of Council, may be an

innovation, but it is distinctly a move in the

right direction. Long ago there should have

been organisation of the Associates, as a

separate class having separate interests,

under the Council's sanction. Lack of such

action has led to much friction and many
unnecessary misunderstandings in the past.

The Licentiates should promptly follow suit.

They must either be encouraged to organise

from above, when the organisation would

always be friendly, or they will certainly

organise themselves, in a hostile spirit, some

day, when they think themselves likely to be

attacked, or when they consider that further

privileges and a higher standing should bf

given to them. It is a healthy sign that this

is at last being recognised at Conduit-street,

and we heartily congratulate the Associates

on their action. Had it been taken thirty

years ago it would have avoided any cleavage

in the profession, doubled the present

membership of the Institute by this time, and

probably have successfully claimed the recog-

nition by the Legislature of the demand
which—as usual—it was left to the " schis-

matics " and " heretics " to initiate.

Edinburgh is agitated over the West

Princes-street Gardens. The city is proud of

its site and history and of the number of its

visitors. But it confesses to an uncertain

climate, and to provide interesting shelter on

wet days the Lord Provost's subcommittee

of the town council recommend the erection

of a winter garden, something in the form of

an orangery or conservatory, in the Princes-

street Gardens to accommodate 1,500 people.

The sub-committee suggest that the winter

garden should be provided with seats and an

orchestra-room, in which performances could

be given during the summer months. The

cost is estimated at £10,000. Sir Rowand

Anderson, Sir Robert Lorimer, Professor

Baldwin Brown, and others have protested

that the building would spoil the gardens,

and alternative sites are proposed, such as

the roof of the Waverley Market, close to the

Waverley station, and the West Meadows.

The original proposal, however, has backing

in the council, and is receiving support out-

side. All the same, the opposition is so strong

that it is doubtful it the scheme can be

carried through.

Eighteen months have nearly elapsed since

the King and Queen opened the new dock

at Immingham on July 22, 1912, and it is

already evident that this last great link of

the chain of British enterprise, the achieve-

ment of the Great Central Railway Company,

is already surpassing the most sanguine

expectations of its promoters, and is

destined to become the centre of one of the

busiest centres of industry in the realm.

Few readers, probably, really grasp the more
or less direct personal interests a great

success of this kind has for them indi-

vidually and collectively, and if they obtain

the handy little pocket booklet, "Facts and
Figures About Immingham and Grimsby."
just issued by the Great Central Company,
they will be surprised. Its sixty-four pages
teem with information of vital importance to

every citizen. To a nation like ours no
public service is more important than that

which cheapens the cost and increases the

facilities of transport, and there are few
industries which have not already begun to

feel the beneficent effects of the pluck and
energy which conceived and brought to com-
pletion this great scheme. Of its certain

transformation of the North-Eastern Counties

in the almost immediate future, keen

business men are well aware. Under nearly

the whole of North-east Lancashire there

extends a huge deposit of coal, as yet

scarcely touched, but where at least fifty

billions of tons of coal are buried, and from

which, year by year, the trend of production

advances eastwards—nearer to Immingham,
the great coal-shipping port of the East

Coast. There also are the rich deposits of

ironstone, some of which are already blend-

ing, in the furnaces already established, with

tlie Norvvegian, Swedish, and Spanish ore.

all of which comes to Immingham. No other

such field of enterprise is to be found in

England as that which has been opened up

by the Great Central in this hitherto un-

developed district, which, ere the century

has half-run its course, may eclipse the

records of the Tyn^ and the Mersey, both

as regards production and distribution of

vast industrial wealth.

It has now been decided to form an asso-

ciation for the galvanised corrugated sheet

trade. The weakness of the old associatio!i,

wiiich came to an end in 1910, was due to the

fact that only a proportion of the members

belonged to it, and some of those outside

were amongst the largest producers. The

new association will differ from the old one

in several important respects. There will be

no official selling price, and each member
will bo left to make his own terms with

customers ; but there will be a strict control

of the output. To each firm there will be

allotted a certain output, based on their pro-

duction for the past three years, and members

exceeding tlie stipulated limit will pay a pro-

portionate contribution to the pool, whilst

members whose production is below tlie

average will be recouped from the pool. The

new arrangement also provides that as soon

as prices tall below a level at which they

cease to be remunerative by reason of the

scarcity of orders or any other cause, the

output of the various works shall be reduced

until the lost ground has been recovered.

The object of the association is to check the

ruinous competition from which the trade has

suffered during the last few years. During

the regime of the old association galvanised

corrugated sheets reached a maximum of

£13 I7s. 6d. per ton. Since then they have

been as low as £10, but at the present time

they are offered at £11 5s., which is 7s. 6d.

higher than was quoted before the formation

of the association. Prices were driven up

under the old association to such a high level

that outsiders found it worth while to

embark upon the trade, and in a com-
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paratively short time the associated manu-

facturers saw the trade slipping from them.

They were then given a free hand, and soon

afterwards prices dropped by over £2 a ton.

wliilst later tlie association came to an end.

The aim of the new organisation, we are

told, will be to keep prices within such a

reasonable limit as to avoid a repetition of

the past experience. The past year has been

a very unsatisfactory one for the trade.

We learn from the always interesting

Saskatoon "Board of Trade Weekly News

Service " that architects in that and other

cities throughout the province are much con-

cerned at an important decision given last

month by Judge Hannon, at Regina. In this

case, J. G. Traub brought action against

A. G. Cook for loOdol. for plahs drawn. The

defence was that the plans were not used, as

they were incompetent. The plaintiff, how-

ever, claimed that in getting up said plans

he adhered to his instructions. The defence

further attempted to show that only a

qualified architect could demand payment for

his services. The judge took a different view,

however, and the verdict was given in the

plaintiff's favour. The decision in point

establishes a precedent, and shows that,

according to Canadian law, as here, archi-

tects have not the protection of lawyers and

medical men.

The Daily Chronicle has found a South

Kensington plumber who "was at a loss"

how to charge up the items of a bill. He had

been called in to discover the source of a

noxious odour in a house. He failed to find

it; but the bill, nevertheless, read "To look-

ing for smell, 8d."

^*^

PROFESSIONAL AND TBADE
SOCIETIES.

THE CIVIC BUILDINGS OF BURY,
LANCS.—Speaking at the annual dinner of

the Bury Society of Architects, the presi-

dent, Mr. T. M.' Sellars, said that in their

town he noticed a lack of planning for civic

buildings. He thought it would have been

better if a little consideration had been given

to the matter by the local authorities, so that

a civic centre could have been formed which

would have allowed for the grouping

together of all public buildings around one

large open space. They could have one

block for a town hall and all the necessary

accommodation for the many branches which
are now spread all over the town ; a block

for the public offices of the guardians and
the water board, which are joint offices with
other towns ; another block could be used as

a fire station and tramway offices, and so on.

He was sure that if this could be done it

would give a very good effect and raise the

status of the town.

LONDON MASTER BUILDERS' ASSO-
CIATION.—A conference was held, at the
invitation of the London Master Builders'

Association, on December 23, which was
attended by two delegates from each of the

eight trade societies out of the nine with
which Working Rule Agreements exist. The
president, Mr. Walter Lawrence, junior,

pointed out that since May last 20 strikes had
taken place, that the Labourers had been in-

volved in 13, Bricklayers 12, Plasterers 9,

Carpenters and Joiners 5. Crane Drivers 3,

Plumbers 1, Masons I, and all these dis-

turbances had taken place owing to the

refusal of the trade-unionists to work with
non-unionists, although the working rule

agreements distinctly provide that they
should do so, about 1,000 men being involved.

That this action, being a distinct breach of

the agreements, the time had arrived when
the employers intended to firmly insist upon
the adoption of some method" other than
promises to compel the observance of the
rules. In the absence of suggestions, which

were invited from the operatives, the em-
ployers' proposals were submitted as follows i

(l)'The return to work of all men to jobs

where strikes exist immediately after the

holidays. (2) That a guarantee trust fund

should" be formed by deposits by both sides,

to be available for the purpose of paying

penalties for strikes or lock-outs in violation

of the working rules. (3) That a statement

in writing be sent to this Association that

your society deprecates the strikes without

the matters" in dispute being brought before

the Conciliation Board, and that you will

undertake to pen idual

members in case of the non-observance of the

rules. (4) That an undertaking be given that

no attempt will be made on any of the jobs of

members of this Association to carry out card

inspections. (5) That a reply must be in the

hands of this Association on or before Jan. 5,

1914, stating as to whether or not your

executive committee accepts the principle in-

volved in the foregoing proposals. It will be

observed that the suggested guarantee will

not affect either party who honourably abides

by the agreement.

MEDI.EVAL DOMESTIC ARCHITEC-
TURE.—In connection with the St. Albans

Lecture Societv. Mr. W. H. St. John Hope,

Litt.D., D.C.L"., last week gave an address,

illustrated bv lantern slides, at the County

Hall. St. Albans, on "The English House,

from the Normans to the Tudors." The
lecturer described, at the outset, the earlier

forms of houses of the I2th and 13th

centuries, and illustrated them by plans and

numerous pictorial examples. Coming to

houses of the Hall type, he described how
originally it was the practice for the servants

to live and sleep in the hall, while the lord

of the house inhabited the upstairs chamber.s.

These halls were sometimes open from the

floor to the roof. The fireplace was often in

the centre, with an opening in the roof for

the smoke to escape as best it could. In

Mediaeval accounts a - chimney " did not

mean an enclosed passage for the smoke, but

merely the fireplace. The master of the

house and other high personages usually

occupied places on a dais at the end of the

hall. In the 13th, 14th, and 15th centuries

few large houses were built without being

fortified in some way. To the last quarter

of the 14th century "belonged the group of

castle-like residences; but these had been

more or less ruined as a penalty for the part

their nwjiers plaved in the Great Rebellion.

Bav windows and oriel windows were added

in 'the 15th century, and the lecturer showed

numerous example's of the picturesque effects

producecl bv some of these additions. He
traced the iise of brickwork in the building

of some of these residences, and passed on

to deal with houses of the Courtyard type.

He finallv treated of houses of carpentry

work. He said the wooden houses of Early

Norman times had long since fallen, as had

the lesser dwellings of the same period ; but

the tradition of them had continued long

after the introduction of stone buildings.

The county council of Louth have appointed

Mr. T. Walsh, of Maryborough, as county

At Dalkeith, Edinburgh, a higher - grade

school, built as an annexe to King's Park

School, at a cost of i;2,770, has been formally

opened. Mr. A. Murray Hardie, of Edinburgh,

was the architect.

.4. Local Government Board inquiry will be

held at Cardiff on Monday next into an applica-

tion of tlie corporation for sanction to a loan

of £18.707 for the erection of a fire-brigade

station in Westgate-street.

On behalf of the Board of Trade, Major
Pringle made an inspection on Monday of the

extension of DunfermUne tramwavs from the

east end of High-street to Rumblingwell. The
line was opened for traffic the same day.

The completion of the rebuilding of Selby

Abbey, which was partially destroyed by fire

seven years ago, will be marked by the unveiling

of a
" Germanus window, the 'gift of Misr

Standering. in memory of her parents. It fill'

the great seven-light Perpendicular window ol

the north transept, and it depicts over fiftj

I scenes in the life of St. Germanus. who is cm
' of the patron saints of the abbey.

COMPETITIONS.
BELFAST WORKMEN'S DWELLINGS.

—The Local Government Board have con-

sented to consider the alternative scheme of

tlie city surveyor, Mr. H. A. Cutler, for the

rection of self-contained houses of two or

three rooms each in substitution for the

maisonette design selected after public com-
petition, it being represented that, if the

latter design were adhered to, the 252 work-
ing-class houses which the corporation were
bound to erect for the accommodation of

some of the persons displaced under the

scheme could not be built for the sum
(£25,000) sanctioned by the board. In the

circumstances the public health committee
have decided to recommend the council to

approve of the city surveyor's plans, to

authorise the preparation of working draw-
ings and specifications, and to invite tenders
for the execution of the works.

CHELMSFORD.—The following twelve
architects have been invited to submit de-

signs for two public elementary schools to be
erected in the borough for the education com-
mittee :—P. H. Beaumont, Maldon ; J. T.
Bressev and Son, 91 and 93, Bishopsgate,
E.C. ;

"p. Brockbank, 13, 14, and 15, County-
chambers, Southend ; H. J. Chetwood, 5,

Bedford-row, W.C. ; W. D. Clark, 3, High-
street, Colchester; N. J. Dawson, 17, Duke-
street, Chelmsford; C. J. Dawson, 11, Cran-
brook-road, Ilford ; Goodey and Cressal, St.

Peter's Chambers, High-street, Colchester;

H. Harrington, 234. Bishopsgate, E.C;
A. S. R. Lev, 214, Bishopsgate, E.C. ; J. W.
Start, High-"street, Colchester; L. T. Weaser,
132, High-street, Southend.

MANCHESTER.-At the last meeting of

the Manchester Royal Exchange. Ltd., Sir

Arthur Haworth. the chairman of the com-
pany, stated that it was proposed to start

the " building of the cotton exchange ex-

tensions on September 1 next. At present

there were some forty-nine architects (of

whom twelve were specially invited) engaged

in the competition, and the last day for

sending in the plans was January 2 (to-day,

Friday). It was expected that by the middle

of January the assessor, Mr. J. S. Gibson, of

London, would have given his award and the

successful architect appointed. He hoped

that the extension would be completed by

May, 1916.

NEW MUNICIPAL OFFICES, SHIPLEY.
—The Shipley Council have appointed Mr.

F. E. P. Edwards, F.R.I.E.A., city architect,

Sheffield, to act as professional assessor in

connection with the above competition, which

is restricted to architects practising in York-

shire. Particulars and plan of the site may
be obtained from the clerk to the council.

THE SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS.—The
council of the Society of Engineers (Incor-

porated) may award in 1914 a premium of

books or instruments to the value of £10 10s.,

for an approved essay on "The Status of the

Engineering Profession." The council re-

serve the right to withhold the premium if

the essays received are not of a sufficient

standardof merit. The competition is open

to all. but, before entering, application for

detailed particulars should be made to the

secretary, 17, Victoria-street, Westminster.

The last date for receiving essays is May 30,

1914.

WASHINGTON, D. C—In the compe-

tition for the new 300,000dol. Y.W.C.A.
building to be erected in the Federal city of

Washington, the plans of architects Donn
and Denning, 808, Seventeenth-street, in

that city, were selected.
— <i»

Mr T P. Frank, borough surveyor and water

engineer of Newark-on-Trent, has received an

increase of salary.

A new bridge is to be erected over the River

Cart at Inchinnan-road, Renfrew, at an esti-

mated outlay of £15,000.

The death is announced of Mr. Robert James

Ingram, superintendent of the highways depart-

ment for the Wigan Corporation.

Additions are about to be made to the Royal

Infirmary. Lauriston. Edinburgh, from plans by

Mr. A. F. Balfour Paul. L.R.IB.'V.. of Rutland

square, Edinburgh.
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l^niltiing Knt^Uigence.

STAFFORD.—The Carnegie Free Library

situate at tlie junction of Lichfielflroad \\itli

Newport-road and BiiJl. •:,; lii- ni-t

been completed. It li.i- i' ' i' m 'i-

signs bv Messrs. BriLjL- W : i
, ini.i

Tliornely, of lioyal Li> i l^n 11 -. l.i- i

pool, whose plans w.tc s,.[
i i

1,., ili,.

assessor, Mr. Henry T. Hare. lii.i,i niiiuni: ijin

sets submitted in open compel ;1 nui. \],,-

facades are of brickw.n-k. witli >inii • drr-s-

ings. The entrance is emphasised by a

boldly-treated semi-circular portico. On the

ground floor the ladies' room, 23ft. by 17ft.

;

newspaper and mai^azine rooms, eac-h 40ft.

by 19ft. 4in. ; the lendm- IiImmin. a depart-

ment mainly lighted liy 'I-:!! ii-iii -, :ind with
horseshoe-siiaped coniir,iH,n in i. m U.ngth.

The upper floor of prciiu^LS ar approached
by the main staircase, reference room. 4(lft.

by 19ft. 6in., book store, and other apart-

ments.
«^>»—

'

ROYAL ALBERT DOCK EXTENSION.
—The Port of London Authority announce
that contracts for three pairs of lock gates,

a bascule bridge, a swing bridge, and a

caisson for the dry dock, in couucetion with

tne Royal Albert Dock Extension iSoutli),

have been placed with two German firms.

The order for the lock gates has been placed
with the Gutehoffnungshutte Aktienvcrein
fur Bergbau und Huttenbetrieb, who are at

present constructing two pairs of lock gates

and a swumj l.ii(li,'c- for the East India Dock
ImproM iih III Willies. The contracts for the
basculr liiKljr, ,\\iiii; bridge, and caisson

have liLLii ;ii\rii to the. Maschinenfabrik-
Augsburg-Nurnberg. These contracts were
obfained in competition with British firms.

and show a saving of nearly 26 per cent, on
the lowest British tenders o"f £179,071.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
THI-: AlicHITECT AND HIS MODEL

COTTAGE.—The dispute between the Chelms-
furd Kural District Council and Mr. Arnold
MilcheU. F.R.I.B.A., in respect of the model
cult iL'f he erected at Great Baddow was settled

.-I 1 : Uv, when the council adopted a recom-
;!i. II liiijii liy the buildings committee that the

I in approved. The cottage will remain on
II mil in its present condition, and if used

h.'.iiau.,,, later on. Mr. Mitchell will carry
iha H.iik- Ir^ired by the authority.

I Ml i>Ti iM; DECORATION COMPANY.
MMM ar. .1 the creditors of Mr. Alfred

I
\ .' II !inf as the Coatostone Decora-

> I

^

'held on the 23rd ult. at
s laiicoln's Inn. As a result of

«»»

ved, the
inrcia-sts ot ilie debtor and those present, that

Mr. Neal should file his own petition in bank-
ruptcy, to which he assented.

IN THE MATTER OF T. T. GETHING AND
CO., LTD. (IN LIQUID.ATION).-riM.i: nil I-

Act, 1S08. a mectini: of the era lam
a'^avo named comnanv will be held a -

(Bnz O^ffire fabk

43. Queen
1. on Wer

ind

iiig to be present should at once in

Howard Button, the liquidator, at

ess. 49. Queen Victoria-street, afore

send full particulars of his claim.

The rural district council of Hexham have
appointed Mr. J. E. Parker, of Newcastle on
Tyne, as engineer for a new water-supply
scheme.

The national imports of timber for the past
year are more than l.aOO.OOO loads in excess of

those for the previous year. The increases are

most frequent in hewn timber, the quantities of

sawn timber being occasionally lower.

The Ilford Urban District Council have
decided on the erection of a pavilion contammo
twelve beds for tuberculosis patients upon a
site at the rear of the isolation hospital A
tender has been accepted for the preparation of

quantities in connection with the proposed
extension of the town hall.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held
at Goole on Tuesday into the urban district

council's application for a loan of £8.000 for

the purpose of building municipal offices in the
centre of the town. There was considerable
opposition to the council's proposals, chiefly on
the ground that a town-hall was more necessarv
and suitable for the site thai the council s

offices.

The town-hall commiii f n,,, ^I,;,,,], ,

Corporation have app"i I: I ,'

council's approval) Mr 1 I
l

ing assistant in the cm '

I

a

to be deputy to the an a . r

work, at a salarv of t.'' ' ' ^1 I

Dutton Walker, fornna :

corporation, has been i]i; a

surveying department a: a -ila, i
LL'Vi i

,
. i

;

A few weeks ago Mr. Meek was appointed" sur-

veyor in the engineering department at a yearly
salarv of ^750.

At a recent mpof. '

t p exccut ve com-
mitteeof the A a. iiiii itlee for he Cele-

bration of- tla n
,

1
ia

1 1 li Anniversarv of

Peace amonp 1 , People. held in

New York, ii a ,- Ilia 1 that s eps had
been taken for the foi mil IS of a 'roup of

museums m that city. consisting ol twentv
buildings, which will be k n as the Museums
of the Peaceful Arts. There will also. if funds

a Library
building. The total projected outlay on this

ambitious scheme is no less than £6,000,000
rierling.

The parish church of St. Edmund, Sedgefield,

was reopened bv the Bishop of Durham on
Friday, after alterations and the addition of

new vestries and an organ-chamber.

Dublin Housing Commission concluded its

Iiboiirs on Friday, when members ot the cor-

poration spoke for themselves as slum property
owners. The returns sent in showed that

113,000 people live in one- and two-room tene-

na .its, and 92,000 in one-room tenements.

M !1a v; a,,:, -,;,1 \ll-iert Museum ten Late
n: I .,

mil.
||,, , tries have been hung

I II mi-.e. Only one of the
-a:.|..,- a a au;.'nised, showing the
1 J i J 1

- 1 1 Another depicts seven

people at a b mquet The oanels are embroidered
with silk and wool on canvas

The committee of Universitv College London
have aDpointel Di Tanc td Boreniu
graduate of Helsingfors Unnei itv t

Lectureship m the History ot \it at the ci II

vacant thiough the lesignation ot Mr 1

Frv Dr Borenius has edited Crowe and i i I

caselles Hi torv of Painting m Noith It ih

and IS piepaimg a new edition of the last tw

\oliimes ot Ciowe and Ca\ alcaselle s Histon
of Painting in Ital-i

Mr Charles Paul retired builder di 1 i

December 21 at his residence in Victoria 1

1

St \lbans at the advanced age of eiglitx

^ 11 Briu in 1S2S ,t SmdruLe the 1 I

lamlier ot the non disbanded county far(

ri ide He i» survned by fi\e sons

Th Ip uich t ipoiltl m InM a]ipointLil 'Mr

1 I 1

1

111 an 1 third 199 It Has stated
I I

I
lans had been prepared for the

'ill. which was estimated to cost

Plans have been adopted for building on a

iw site at Hindolvestone, near Melton Con-
able. Norfolk, a permanent church in pl.irc of

e old one, disused since the . nmpl,-tc davuai,-

Dn of the nave by the ml; m-. a a i
i .In-

'large amount of stnn- i
I

aterial has been brouudi; • n il,. - .
, ;

The New Year's list of honours include the
bestowal of the Order of Merit upon Sir

Archibald Geikie, President of the Royal
Society, twice President of the Geological
Society, and for many years Director-

General of the Geological Survey ot the
United Kingdom and Director of the Museum
of i'raetieai Geology. Mr. .loliii McFarland,
of Londonderry, the contractor who carried
out the Thirliuere water scheme and several

railways in Ireland, is created a baronet

;

and a fresh distinction is conferred on Sir

Aston Webb, C.V.O., C.B., R.A., who is

promoted to be a Knight Cnniinriiiilar of the

Roval Victorian Order. \U- r.r.-. ~,r)

Wi'lliara Arthur Johns, C.l.r 'Ma i. .

Indian Public Works Da, i an !

aaainr-r and -nior Govcruu.aiii iia-pLa-.r

a ' a'
a, I

I Xo, 4, Lahore, becomes a

1, I
I r : \l Archibald Graeme Bell,

\l lii-i.i .i:,. hinator of Public Works and
I i-pector ot iliiies, Trinidad, receives a

' .M.G. ; and Mr. Hugh Edward Clerk, of

ha Indian Public Works Department, past

laretary to the Irrigation Board for Madras,

a CLE.
A number of leases of property in King

Willmm-street, E.G., belonging to the City

Corporation, have recently expired, and

some of the houses are scheduled for demo-

lition. A lease in this street was recently

renewed for six months from March next at

an increase at the rate of £500 per annum.

No fewer than 1,700 City leases—great and

small—have been within the year extended,

and have added £24,000 to the rate-book.

Some interest is being taken in regard to the

letting Of the valuable and extensive site at

the north-east corner of London Bridge

facing the river, hitherto occupied by the

Pearl Assurance Company, who have re-

moved to their new premi-ses in Holborn.

One suggestion is to erect upon it a corporate

hall for the combined use of the smaller and

1 ss affluent City Guilds The site belongs

t:> the Budge House Trust

"\Ir Panister Fletchers Uni\ersit\ Exten

1 T tuies to be gnen between now and
I

1 be of consideiable mteiest both

1 public At the

irch be
Inch will alfo be placed the font

structure. The new church, for which a facultv

has been granted, will seat 160 persons, and will

be paved with flintwork. The estimated outlay

is £1,600, towards which £1,020 has been
collected.

and the

J inn
it Roman Early

cbitectuie deal

Roman as the

The twehe lee
\il

, M„ itm

L eoi'.'iail' p"enod and iinalh the Gieek and

Gothic ie\nals of the I9th centurv and the

general tendency of modem aichittcture will

be passed in re\iew both b\ lectuie and

lantein. Full paiticulars of these lectures

may be had on application to the honorary

secretary. 10. Wnburn-sc|uare, London.

The
'

Uiii\ai-iia Cnllege Committee,

London liin-' appaiutair Dr. Tancred

Bi.raiiuis to tlm l.aatnrcship in the History

,,r \ii I
I III - r-ity College, vacant through

I ,
I a f Mr. Roger Frv. Dr.

i, I
I

, raduate of Helsingfors Uni-

I- ,, ^1 ,, , imiil he has been constantly

aii-ac d ill the study of the history of art.

He has edited Crowe and Cavalcaselle's

-History of Painting in North Italy" (191-2).

, .
. _ _ „,i;*:^— ^F flm Incf.

preparing edition of the last
aiKi IS pieuaiiiiy <fc lie, cu.,,v... .^- ---

two volumes of Crowe and Cavalcaselle s

" History of Painting in Italy." Dr. Borenius

has written the catalogue raisonne of the
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CooU's

tli(

Italian pictures in Sir Fretlericl;

follectiou at Richmond, and is in

paring a catalogue of the pictures

library of Christ Church, Oxford. Ho is a

constant.'- contributor to the "Burlington

Magazine," the '-Rassegna d'Artc," and other

learned ,1 periodicals. Dr. Borenins will

deliver a. course of lectures on the history of

art at Uni\iersity College in the second or

third term- of "the present session. Par-

ticulars can be obtained from the Secretary

i)f University .College, Loudon (Gower-street,

W.C.)

The appointment of a superintendent of

the refuse disposal department of the Bir-

mingham Corporation was again brought
before the lighting, stables, and refuse dis-

jiosal committee of the city council at a meet-

ing held on Monday. 'The position will

become vacant at +he beginning of Jannarv,
owing to the rotirpmont nf :\Ir. William Hnll

.

mittee solortr,! Mr. li. V. Cr;i«ln

poration, for recommendation to

council for the appointment, but it

s.^-quentlv found that lie did not , i

the regulations of il.. -n,.. ,;.. ,,m

.1, .li'iui-

p.irt t'nr-

was suli

of the corpora
sequentlv he \

'

./.i'll.'j ' (1 \i I,,.,

the committ,.,. r. - '1 ' . r

appointnn u; .

field. i\Ii, 1

1 1, 1 ,
,

.. ,"' ^'/'

'

since ls;i7 '

tendent nn.i. ,
l',.'

^ ]. ,'),;,
I.I ,

',, M,,i |...:., I'l.r

some years pi

Huddersfield C
post in Birmii

orporation. The sal

ghain is .1500 per a

111(1.T the

irv of the

,.,:^:::.r-:!:':;'

l-rp..lt l.\ t .

s of

ili.-d

,-ul

building construction in

in an American Consular
Henrv D. Balser, who

Mt t 10 most signific mt recent

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MoXD.iV.—Royal Institute of liritisli Arcliitects.

.\djom-neii Special Meeting to Con-
sider the Statutory Registration of
Architects. 8 i).m.

Iiitoctural Associa-
of Travel from the

iviioint," by Leslie

TRADE NOTES.

LATEST PRICES.
IRON.

Steel JoiBts, Belgian and German
(ex steamer, London) per ton £6 2 6 to £6 5

RteelJoists, English 7 10 „
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0.,
Steel Girder Plates 7 3 6,,
Bar Iron, good Staff? 6 5 0,,
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 „
Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Statla 8 0,,
Best Snedshill 9 0,,

Angles 109., Tees i20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c„ £8 15s

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 103.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron—

9 10 11 13

8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/-

£7 10 to £9Cast-iron Columns
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10

Rolled-lion Fencing-Wire 8 5
RoUed-Stesl Fencing Wire 7 5

Galvanised 8 15

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5

Cut Floor Brads 9 15

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16

Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14B.W.G 14 5

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised

£10 10a. £10 153

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes-

Sin, diameter

£11 Oa. £1163. £11 153. per ton.

oper leadii

Con
ig cit

dd b

of bni d

. Pos iliK,

e a (ie

lid bui d.ng
iiore

s. and thus

India for Amerioan ,inli

contractors who mi-liI

efficient and ceiiii..ii... :il

make buildings rnsr iiinrli 1,-^^ and give more
-afety and comfort.

For the forty-fourth successive time on
Christinas Llay. Mr. Harry Hems exercised
his hospitality to a large number of aged
citizens, their wives, or -widows, in liis

spacious "Luckie Horseshoe" studios, in

Longbrook - street, Exeter. The guests
uiinibered seventv-one, being a unit for em-li

year in the host's life. Mr. Han-N l|...i |h

sided, his son, Captain If. 'rni... , II- i.

occupying the vic-elK-iir. Afl-r .
:

telegram had ber.i, ,i..-|.;it.-l,r.l 1.. -^,l...l. ..

ham expressive of tli. I..\:il ........I >,-,
.

li- .-i
,

!'

assembled, and iIiunil: ih. iii:i\..i i

gracious aeknow I.-iI-hm-hI «;., .i

which his worship read to the guests, i li.-

liealth of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hems and
family was subsequently given by Mr. Duke,
M.P., and drunk with musical honours. Tea
was announced at seven o'clock, and another
good meal enjoyed, after whicli the tables

were cleared, and the rest of the evening
devoted to harmony.

Mr. John Belcher. E.A., F.R.I.B.A., of R
holm, Champion-hill, S.E., and Clifford-.stre

Westminster, President of the Royal Inslili

of British Architects 1904-6, Royal C
Medallist 1907, left personalty amounting..

^23,925. He bequeathed everything to

wife Florence absolutely.

E.G.. and M
that address on
-sh offices.

irv of State for

67. Bel'iz" Park

aiiiouuls to .-(.14.416,

The old itanor House of Sulgrave, near
bury, has been purchased by the I

Centenary Celebration Committee as par

the memorial. It is proposed to convert

house into a museum containing oliiirt

interest to Americans who visit this (-nii.

There are nine acres of land adj,iini„._.

house -ivhii-h -n. i'l.!.;-!. 1 i'. lli.- i.'ii. li .
.

thev will I.. .
i

-
'

.

'- -:.,.-... .1
I

On'the sv:ill- .1 I
I -

-

'
'

-

Washimxtoi ; ..n..- ,^il..|. ;
-i- i

relating to the Washingti
from the building and nev

joints, 58. C

Pig Iron

—

Cold Blast, Lilleshall

Hot Blast, ditto
Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fil

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2J nor cent.)—
Gas-Tubes
Water-Tubes
Steam-Tubes
Galvanised Gas-Tubes
Galvanised Water-Tubes
Galvanised Steam-lubes

OTHER METAt.3.
Spelter. Silesian Per ton £21 10 t

Lead Water Pipe, Town 21 15 0.,,

„ Country 22 10 ,

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 22 15 ,

Country 23 10 ,

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town 23 15 0,
,, Country 24 10 ,

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 26 5 ,

„ Country 27 ,

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 24 15 ,

Country 25 lU ,

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4iin.) Town 24 15 ,

„ Country 25 10 ,

[Over 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0,
CopperSheets, sheathing & rods 82 ,

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 73 10 ,

Tin, EngUsh Ingots 17-2
,

Do., Bars m 0,
Pig Lead, in lowt. oisB (Town) 19 5 ,

Sheet Lead, Town 21 5

110s. Od. to 1178. 63.
703. Od. „ 753. Od

igs—Discount olf

Genuine White Lead
Refined Red Lead
Sheet Zinc
Old Lead, against acci

5

.per

Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand Oil 3,

TIMBER.
CONSTBnCIIONAL,.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, perBtandard;
lstquaUty£J8 U 1.

2nd " ~ "

3rd 16 ,

Spruce Deals : St. Johns ..

„ ., Miramichi 9 10

„ Boards: Swag 11

Red Deals: rchangellst quality 21

18 10
11 10
10 10

3rd
16
12

St. Petersburg—
1st Quality 16 10 .. 18

„ 2nd „ 14 10 „ 15 10
',', '.', Wyburg & Uloaborg 12 10 „ 15

Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 „ IT

White Deals: Crown 14 ,. 15 10

Seconds 11 10 .. 13

Flooring : White and Planed—
1st and 2nd quaUty mixed ... 10 15 „ 11 15

Ist, 2nd, & 3rd quahty mixed 10 5 „ 11

Red Planed, Ist quality 14 10 „ 17

Pitch Pine: Prime Deals and __ _
Boards 18 ., 83

Lignum Vitee Per ton 7 0., 14

Per cubic foot.

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) U 5 „ 5

Pitch Pine Logs 2 0,, 2

Birch; Quebec Logs 2 3,, 2

Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0,.

Mahogany • Gaboon ~- a 0. 8
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» HARDWOODS,

Teak: Barmese, per loaci, 50ft. £20 to fas
Teak: Java, per load, 50ft 16 „ 21

Per cubic foot.
OakPIanks: U.S.A.. imported 1 9 to 3 6

„ Boards „ ,. Priu. 3 0,, .^i 6

„ ,. ,,Mdm. 2 6,, 029
Sequoia (Califoraian Redwood) 2 4,, 036
Birch : Quebec logs 2 3,, 029
„ ,, sawn planks... 13,, 020

Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0. 080
Walnut: Prime boards and
planks 6 0,, 066

Walnut: IMdm 3 6 ,, 4 6
Greenbeart : Hewn logs 3 3., 040
Cedar : Cigar box 4 9., 056
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime 2 4,, 029

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime 2 0,, 023

Mahogany : St. Dominso.Culm,
and Honduras ... 6 0,, 090

,, African. Assinee, &c. 5 0,, 066
„ Lagos and Benin 4 6,, 060

Sekondi and Cape
Lopez 3 0,, 040

„ Gaboon 2 0,, 020
Satinwood : West Indian 10 „ 14
Rosewood Per ton 8 0,, 12 3
Lignum VitsB 7 .. 14

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4
Darley Dale, ditto ,, 2 3
Red Corsehill, ditto „ 2 2
Closeburn Red Freestone,ditto ,, 2 i)

Ancaster, ditto
,, 1 10

Greenshill, ditto ,, 110
Cbilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) ., 1 lOi

Hard York, ditto ,, 2
Dittoditto6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ., 13

•All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on read
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 17*

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 9i
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station „ 10

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station „ 1 (i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—
Brown White

Delivered on road waggons \ ^^'i ^%^- ^ase Bed
at Paddington Depot, I .„ ^1%'°°'

'in''^o; ,iNine Elms Depot, or f - *° ^ 3 ... £0 2 15

Pimlico Wharf I

SLATES.

^, „ in. in. £ a. d. per 1,000 of
Blue Portmadoc ... 20x10 ... 13 12 6 1,300 at r.stn.

IBx 8 ... 6 12 6
Bine Bangor 20xio... 13 2 6

20x12 ... 13 17 6
First anality 20xio ... i:)

30x13 ... i:i 15 „ ,!

„ 16X 8 ... 7 5
Enreka nnfadini;
green 20xio ... 15 17 6

30X13 ... 18 7 6
18X10 ... 13 5

• 10 5 ., ,,

.. 11 13 6Permanent
12 6

12 6le*

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1.000 alongside, it
Second Hard btoclis 1 11 „ ,, [rivei
Mild Stocks 19
Piclied Stocks for delivered

rly.
Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wiie Cuts... 1 18 ,,

,'

Bed Wire Cuts 1 14 „
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Bed Pressed
Buabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4 .,
,',

Best Stourbridge
. 3 14
-) (Net, deUvered in

crmeiion ±-iasiic 1 4 10 6 ,A full truck loads
Facing Bricks ) ( in London.
" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks P2 10

34 ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 3 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Bewer Arch Brick not more than 34" in
thickest part 2

f
Chimney Bricks fit for outside work '.'.'.'..'.

3 6
ditto ditto through and tlirough 2
Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-

gons ; 2J- and i" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9* X 3 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9" xl course 3.

Accrington Camber Arches :

—

3 course deep, ii" soffit, per foot opening ... 13
i ditto 4^" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
6 ditto 4*" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 1

6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 6
3 ditto 9- ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1
t ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto 2 11
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 9
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BRICKS.
HARD QLAZE3, (PER 1,000.)

White. Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Bnff. Cream. Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers—
£13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

11 17 6 10 7 fi 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins. Bullnose. and 4*in. Flats—

15 17 fi n 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers—

17 17 fi IB 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square-

18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 36 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints—

17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 B 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each fid. each Bd. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Bound Ends. Bullnose Stops-

.5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.
stretchers and Headers—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each Bd. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles-

1/2 each 1/3 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/3 each
C>11 Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers

—

.5d. each 4d. each 6d. each Bd. each 6d. each
aiaiolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000
Headers £23 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6
C >mpass bricks, circular and arch bricks\ Not

of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours V ing 9in.

C.imberarch bricks, any kind or colour, 1 by 4iin
Is. 2d. each I by 2jin.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

H saders, £1 per 1,000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full track loads

to London Stations.
8. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0.,
Thames Ballast 6 „

s. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G.-ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. s. d. Per yard,

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
8. a. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofingtiles 43 per 1000 ry.stn.
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7perdoz
Broseley tiles ,50 per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental tiles 53 6 ,, ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 Operdoz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental do 60
Hip tiles 4 Operdoz.,, „
Valley tiles 3

Selected "Perfecta" roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ ,

Ornamental do 48 6 ,, ,, ,

Hip tiles 3 10*perdoz
Valley tiles 3 44 „ „ „
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles T.... 50 „ ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 n perdoz
Valley tiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000 „ ,

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4 perdoz. „ .,

Valley tiles 3 6
Hartshill" brand plain tilos,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 ,, „
Pressed 47 fi ,, ,. ,,

Ornamental do 50 ., „ ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. „ „
alley tiles 3 6 ....

OILS.
Bapeseed, English pale.per tun £28 15 to £29 5
Do., brown 26 15 „ 27 5
Cottonseed, refined 29 ,, 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 ,, 40
Seal, pale 21 ,. 21 10
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 ,, 46 10
Do., Ceylon 43 10 „ 43
Do., Mauritius 43 10 ,, 43
Palm. Lagos .33 5 „ 33 5
Do. Nut Kernel 35 „ 33 10
Oleine 17 5 ,, 19 5
Sperm ... 30 „ 31
Lubricating U.S pergal, 7 0,, 080
Petroleum refined 63 ., 68
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 10
Do., Archangel 19 6 „ 10
Linseed Oil pergal. () 3 4i

,,
—

Baltic Oil 2 7,, —
Turpentine 3 9,, —
Putty (Genuine Lin- 1 . n q n

seed Oil)
fPercwt. 8 0,, -

Pure Linseed Oil I n in n _
"Stority Brand f " 10 „ —

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 31oz. 36oz. 32oz.
Fourths 2d.... 3d. ... 33d. ... 48d.
Thirds 2M. ... 3M. ... 4id. ... Rjd.
Fluted Sheet 23d. ... 33d. ... Bid. ... 7d.

Hartley's English Boiled Plate : Jin. ^/isin. iin.
2id. ... 23d. ... 3d.

Figured Boiled and Keroaaalne White. Tinted
Bid. ... 6d. I

VARNISHES, &o.
Pine Pale Oak Varnish

Per gallon

Pale Copal Oak

Superfine Hard-drying Oak. for sea rdi
''^° '

Fine Pale Maple
n jo

Extra Pale French Oil . i i

n ,:

Best Japan Gold Size
Best Black Japan
Oak and Mahogany Staiu 9

8
16
10
10

Berlin Black
Knotting
French and Brush Polish

Mr. Llewellyn Atherley-Jones, K.C., M.P.,
wlio has been appointed, as was generally anti-
oiiKiteil. .Ts a Judge of the City of London
(.01111, lias for many years brought forward the
Arrliitict.s' Registration Bill of the .Society of.

.\rL-hitucls in the House of Commons. Mr.

.\llierlcy .Jones's new appointment necessitates'
llic rclin(iui.shment of his seat for' North-Wesfc
Durli.ini

; liut he is eligible for re-election should

PILKINQTOJl & CO.
(Established 1838.)

POLONCEAUASPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing

Seyssel Asphalte direct from tbe Mines.
Tft,ir,i.n..Nn N...i. • Nfw i-Irobo 1102 (2 Lines).

OGILVIE&CO.

DALSTON U-iS

Mlldmay Avenue, ISLINGTON, M.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS. ^^Jklt^^'

Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120. Bunhill Row, London,

TENDERS.
•,* Correspondents would in all cases oblige by sivin'r

the addresses of the parties tendering—at aay rate, of

ar: it add j to the value of tba informi-

TLE.Mi iw, Delph.—For the erection of a filter house,

be Oilham Walerworbs Committee. Mr. V. J.

y. M L.iJ.E.. P.ethorpg. iVaw Udy. arehitwt:—
Kidjard, J.. Ashion-under-Lyne (accepted).

and .i ot tbe OuUompton sewera^^e worzs :
—

Perry, W £11,5

Labjon and Sons, CulUimpt,oii- ... 7i 17
• Accepted.

Edendeidge.—For the erection of a spec'a' subj acts

building at Kdeabridge. for the Kent Edacitioa (Jjm-

'

mittee. Mr. W. Robinwu. architect :
—

Podger, J., and (ions (icjep.ed) ... £749 o

FizELsr.—Forbuitdina a CDuncil school atFaz3le.y,

to accommodate 13t> infants, fjr the Bta£tjrdihu-e

EdacatioQ Committee :
—

Sharp, W., and tions, Bartoa-
uuder-Needwood (aocaptedj ... £3,175

Felstead.— For improvements to the premises of-

Felstead Council Scnool, lor the Eases Eaooitiou

Tanner, G.,andSoa3 (accepted)... £!61 19

FiNCHLKT.—For the erection of the public swimniiag

Baiham Bill, S.W. (aai;i

nmended for a^ceotaacel

.

mud on page XX Vll.)
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

2—Manchester Royal Exohanee, Additional New Buildines
and Alterations. Open to all architects in U.K. Not
more than 12 architects of repute have been specially
invited ; each of whom will receive one hundred euinea'i.
The three selected architects will receive one hundred
gnineas each. Author of deaiffn placed first will ba
appointed. (.1. S. (iibson. P.R.I.B •

'

7—Steam Ferry Boat (250 pasgensers). Fleetwood
20—Masonic Temple, Toronto (Estimated cost, about £51,400) Fiv essfnl

50dol.. SOOdol.,
250dol. respectively

1—Municioal TecbnicAl Institute. Pool Meadow, Coventry
15—SaviDprsBank-. Verona (Five Assessors) £1,200, £600
2-Desicn8 tor Public Baths. Tbj Barroajai, Haalj.i { il W.

Wilis, F.R.I.B.A., Assessor! £10), £75, and £5!
20—Pnblic Museum and Art Gallery, Belfast (John J. Burnet,

A.R.8.A., LL.D.,
'

April 2—Departmental and Courts Buildings, Ottaw* (T. E.
roUcutt. J. H. G. Russell, and J. O. Marchand.
Assessors). Double Comoetition. five unsuccessful
competitors in second to receive 3,000dol. each

„ 11— Ferro-concrete Bridge over the Meme, Heer
May 4-New 8t. Paul's Bridge, Designs for (Sir W. E;n r-

P.P.R.I.B.A., AssetBOr)

No date-DePign for Artisan's Cottaee. suitable for An2le?ev u i

do. —Town Hall and Municipal Otflces, Charch-streat, Baru^.ey

W. B. Best. 181. Avenue-road, Toronto.
G. Sutton, Clerk, Education Office. 41, R<ivloy-lane, Coventry.
The Savings Bank, 1, Via Garibaldi, Verona.

H. Hamphris, Clerk, Council Offlaos, Hendoa. N.W.

Meyer, Town Clerk, City Hall, Belfast.

The Town Clerk. Hallkeepor's Office, Guildhall, B.C.
F. Pritchard, General Sec. Cefni Chmbrs.. Llaneefni, AngleMy.
W. P Donald, Town Clerk, Town Clerk's Office, Barnsley.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

2—Pavilion, Additions to. Westhrnok. Marsnte
2—Veterinary Hospital. Officer's Quarters at, Woolwich
2—Pumpine Station. Alsaaer
.1—Drill Hall and Rifle Eanee. Penzance
5—Houses, Demolition of & Alteration to, ADin?don-st. , S,W.
5—Market House. Rebuilding of, Irvinestown, Ireland
5— Council Chambers and Offices, Sawbndgeworth
6—Shelter at Bowling Green, Droylsden
5—House and Business Premises. Blackhill
5—Four Workmen's Dwellings, Harwell
6—Council School. Additions to. Great Driffield

6—Building, Additions to. Miles-road, Bosom
7— Council Schools (90 places), Armitage
7—Three New Farmsteads, Walton
7—Three Houses. Ballroyd-lane, Longwood
7—f-'anatorium, Middleton
7—Set of Farm Buildings, Beyton
7—Council Schools (128 places), Mavesyn Ridware
7—Temporary School, Tondu
7— School, Mens
7—Hospital Administrative Block, Additions to, Laachester
8—Linen Room at Home. Church-lane. Tooting
8—Open-Air Baths, Extension of, Windsor ..

0-Warehouse. Additions to. Lightbody-streat, Livjroool
9—Range and Quarters, Mold
9—Cotiage and Set of Farm Buildings, Rodingtou

10—Washing Room, Northallerton ..

10- School (160 places), Western-road, St. Anne's. Lewes
10—Air-Compressing Station Buildings. Sharia Abbis, Cairo
11— Store Yard, Alterations to. Hyde Park
12-Goods Shed (Sfiift. by 100ft.), Merklands Quay. Parties ...

12—Post Office, Barking
12—No. 25, Waterloo-place, AJterations to, Edinburgh
12—Warehouse, Newmarket-street, Skiptou-
12—Lodge, Lunatic Asylum, Girlands, Carlisle
13—Goods Shed, Ammanford
13—Mixed School (200 places), Ferryhill Station
13-New Station, Hayes. Middlesex
13—Eight Houses, Correlli-street, New)X)rt, Mon
13—Electric Sub-Station, Extension of, Acton
13—School, Extensions to, Durham-.lohn8ton
13— Cottage, Adderbury Station, Oxfordshire ..

14—Brook Fever Hospital, Alterations to, Shooter's Hill, S.E.
14— Farmstead, Poppleton Nether, Yorks
14-Queen Mary's Hospital, Works at, Carshalton
14—Cookery Centre, Paradise-road. Richmond
14-Police Buildings. Additions to, Albert -street, Govan
14—Leavesden Asylum, Works at, King's Langley
15—Asylum, Additions to, Chartham Downs, Canterbury
16—Oakwood-avenue Council School, Warrington
16—Post-Offlce Bun. Engineer's Offices, Denman-street, S.B....

17-Hou6eB (16), Stand-lane, Radcliffe
17-Cinema Theatre, London-road, Y'ork Town, Surre.y
19—Workhouse, Alterations and Additions to, Pontypridd
18—Shelter on West CUB, Kamsgate
20—Convalescent Home, Grange-over-Sands
20—Council Scnool, Willow-avenue, Birmingham
24-New Post-Offlce, Barking
30—Workmen's Dwellings, Brisco-road, Egremont
30—School, Femdown
30—Three Lots of Metal Shedding, Bassin Canal. Antwerp ...

4—Works and Repairs, London, N.
,, 4—Works and Repairs. London, 8

No date—Drill Hall. Stanley
do. -Stabling, Valinger's-road, King's Lynn
do. —Four Workmg-Clasfl Houses, Eden, Ireland ..-

do, —Motor Garage, Llandovery ,-

do. —Picture Paiaco, Upper Normacot-road, Longton
do. —House and shop, Smawihome.lane, Castltford
do. — Premises, Mountain Ash

Jan. 3—Electric Trolley Vehicle Etinipment, Bradford....

„ 5—Electric Lighting Ainewonh Sanatorium. Bur.y .

„ 8—Motors and Starting Switches (1 or 2 Years),
"

„ 10— Plant, Johannesburg
„ 13—Installation at Pooham.road School, South Islington

„ 19—Installations at Workhouse, Pontypridd
„ 21—Telegraph Instruments, Perth
„ 26-Six Electric Canes, Bassin-Canal Extens
., 27— Switchboards, Melbourne

Mar. 18—Switchboards, Sjdneiy, N.8.W
No date-Electrical Supplies, London, S.W

BUILDINGS.
fornoration
Recretarv of State for War
Urban District Council
rnrnwall Terr. Force Assoc
H.M. Works Commissionera
Trustees
Urban District Council
Urban District Council
Leadgate Industrial Society, Ltd. ...

Wantage Rural District Council
Rdacation Committee
Urban District Council
Staffordshire Bduoatioa Committee
West Riding SmaU Holdings Com....

We'stRirtiniPublic Health Com. ...

West Suffolk C ounty Council
Staaordshire Education Committee

Provincial
Joint Hosnital Bmrd
Wandsworth Guardians
Town Council
Great Western Railway Co
Flintshire Terr. Force Assoc
Salop Small Holdings Committee ...

vVensl eydale Pure Milk Society, Ltd.
Education Committee
Ministry of Public Works
H.M. Works Commissioners
Clyde Navigation Trusi-eea
H.M. Works Commissionera

iCoi
D. S. Jones

Great Western Railway Co
Durham County Council
Great Western aailwa.y Co
Great Western Railway Co
Great Western Railway Co
Durham County Coaucil
Great Western Railway Co
Metroool itau Asylums Board
West Ridi ng Small Holdings Con
Metropolitan Asylums Board
Education Committee
Glasgow Corporation
Metropolitan Asylums Board
Kent Asylums Committee
Buddings Committee
H.M. Works Commissioners
Urban District Council
W. Doman
Guardians
Corooration
Working Men's Club Uni on
Education Committee
H.M, Works Commissioners
Urban District Council
Dorset Education (

Feb.
H.M. Works Commissioners
Durham County Terr. Force Assoc .

Working Men's Co.-op. Soc, Ltd. ..

Daniel Jones and Son

Metropolitan Bank

ELECTBICAL PLANT.
Corporation
Joint Hospital Board
corporation
Municipal Council
London County Council

Municipal Authorities

Pja'tmasier- General of Aostra^i

E . A. Borg, Boro' Eng.. 13. Grosvenor-place. Jlargate.
The Director of Barrack Construction. 80, Pa'i Mall, S.W.
P. w. Stocks, P.S.I. , Town Hall Chambers, Middlewich.
O. R. Caldwell, Archt.. Penzance.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's (Sate, S.W.
P. B- Townsend, C.E.. Enniskillen.
W. Morris, Clerk, 15. Bell-street. Sawbridgeworth.
a. Smith, Clerk. Council Offices. Droylsden.
The Secretary. Industrial and Provident Soc, Ltd., Leadgate.
J. W. Harris. Eng., East Challow. Wantage.
The Building Surve.yor, County Hall, Beverley.
The Surveyor's Office, Bromley Hurst, Church-street, Epsom.
G. Balfour. Director of Education, Education Offices, StaflortJ.

The West Riding La nd Agent, County Hall, WakeEeld.
A. Shaw. Archt.. Golcar.
The West Riding Architect, County Hall, Wakefield.
A. Hunt, M.S .A.. 51, Abbe.ygate-street, Bury fit. Edmunds.
G. Balfour, Director of Education, Education Offices, Stafford,

The County Hall, Cardiff.

M le Gouvemeur du Hainaut, a Mons.
G. Wilson, L.R.I.B.A.. 21, Durham-rd., Blackhill, Co. Durham.
F. W. Piper, Clerk, St. John's Hill. Wandsworth, S.W.
E. A. Stickland, Boro' Sur., Alma-road, Windsor.
A. E. Bolter, Sec. Paddineton Station. W.
John Daviee and Sons, Archts., 14. Newgate-street, Chester.

W. J. Pulford. County Land Agent, County Bldgs., Shrewsbury.
C. W. Walker-Tisdale. General Manager, Northallerton.

B. H. Fuller, Archt., 19, Hieh-street, Lewes.
The Controller-General. Main Drainage Department, Cairo.

The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
T. R. Mackenzie. Sec. 6, Robertson-street. Glasgow.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storev's Gats, S.W.
J. M'G. Jack! Clerk, 25, Waterloo-place, Edinburgh.
J. Petyt, Archt.. Oakworth.
G. D. Oliver, P.R.I. B.A., County Archt.. Carlisle.

A. E. Bolter, Sec, Paddington Station, W.
W. Rushworth, Shire Hall, Durham.
A. E. Bolter, Sec, Paddington Station, W.
A. B. Bolter, Sec, Paddiugtoa Sta'.ioa, W.
A. E. Bolter. Sec, Paddington Station. W.
W. Rushworth, County Education Archt., Shire Hall, Durhaui.

A. E. Bolter, Sec, Paddington Station, W.
W.T. Hatch. M.I.C.E., Ecg.-in-Chief, Embankment. E.G.

The West Riding Land Agent. Countv Hall, Wakefield.

W.
J. ] „. .

J. Lindsay, 'Town Clerk, City Chambers, Glasgow.
W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., Eng.-ln-Chief, Embankment, B.C.

W. J. Jennings, Archt., 4, 81. Margaret's-s traet, Canterbury.

The Education Office. Warrington.
A. Hodges, H.M. Office of Works, Carlisle-pi., Westminster. S.W.

W. L. Rothwell, Eng.. Council Offices, Radcliffe, Lanes.

W. J. Hodgson. A.M.I.C.E., Vectis, The Avenue, Camberle.y.

A.Thomas~& G. Morgan, Archts., 23, GeUiwastad-rd., Pontypridd.

J. A. Palmer, Education Sec, Margaret-street, Birmingham.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Work, Storey's Gate, S.W.
J. 8. Stout, M.8.A., 36, Lowther-street, Whitehaven,

C. G. Bone, Sec, County Offices, Dorchester.

The Secretariat. Hotel de Ville. Antwerp.
H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
Wright .i Chapman, Archts., Grainger-st. West, Newci3tle-on-T.

H. T. Tilson, M.S.A., Railway-road, King's Lynn.
H. Blackburne, Solicitor, High-street, Carriokfergus.

Glendinning Moxham, F.R.I.B.A., 18, Castle-street, Swansea.
Nagington and Shennan, Archts., 3.), Dale-street, Liverpool,

Holt and Shepherd, Architects, Carlton-street, Castleford.

T. W. Millar, M.S.A., Archt., Mountam Ash.

P. Stevens, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Bradford,

F. Wdd, Clerk, Cross-street, Bury, Lanes.

C. A. L. Prusmann, Boro' Eiec. Eng., Guildhall, Swansea.

The Town Clerk, Municipal Offices, Johannesburg.
G. Humphreys, Chief Eng., County HaU, Spring Gardens, S.W.
Thomas and Morgan, Archts., Gelliwastad-roid, Pjntyoridl.

The Deputy Postmaster-General, Perth, W.A.
The Burgomaster, Hotel-de-ViUe, Antwerp.
The Deouty Postmaster-General, Melbourne, Australia.

The Deputy Postmaster-General, S.vdney, New South Wales.

The Com. Intel. Branch, Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall-st., E.G.
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OUB ILLUSTSATIOSS.
Madison - square, New York. General

Interior of Entrance Hall, Fire-
Armoury; with plans.

Mansion,
Exterii
places in Library
Messrs. Hunt and Hunt, Architects.

St. John's Chm-ch, Edinburgh. (The late William
Burn. Architect, 1816.) New Screen. Bishop's
Throne Stalls, &c. Messrs. Peddle and Forbes
Smith, Architects.

Monyhull Colony for Epileptics. Birmingham Union
General plan. Views of Homes for Adults and
plans. Plans of Children's Homes and Schools.
Messrs. C. 'ff'hitwell and Son, Architects.

Princess Louise-road Elementary School. Blyth.
Messrs. Fenwicke aud Watson,.\rchitects.

HOOFS AND RAINWATER.
|

Yet it is seldom we have seen any pro-

It is probable that the earliest roof-l
^'^^'°" ™.^'^®^°'" t^i^' except in church roofs,

Coverings were rushes, heather, reeds, i

^^^ero diagonal battens, 3in. deep, raised

straw, or thin stone slabs. Moss 'is some- ^^^ °^^'^^ covering that distance away from
times mentioned ; but it is inconceivable *[^!^ boards, and felt was laid on the rafters,

that this alone was ever used for the pur- i

'"'^ three inches of stagnant air forming
pose, though writers on building assert ? ^"["i °^ blanket, or non-conductor. Even
it over and over again. In many places it ?" '"'' best-class dwelling-houses, whether
was the custom tu bed roof-tiles in moss, ^" '°^^'" '^'' country, this protection of the
and accounts are found where men were i^PP'^'" floor—namely, that under the roof,

paid for collecting it. In our own experi- '^ seldom or ever thought of, so that rooms
ence we have seen specifications in which °'^ ^'^'^ ^^°^'y "'"*' 8'^'^" o^'e'" to the

the architect provided for bedding the tiles
servants, used as box-rooms, or for the

in moss ; but we never heard of moss only
' storage of lumber, especiaUy where tliere is

- = ng used as a complete outside covering "° cellarage available for that purpose.
for any roof. Why roof-tiles of stone or
clay should be bedded in moss or mortar is

evident to anyone who has laid them; for
if of clay, many are certain to be in wind-

The best prospect is that from the attics,
and the facility they give for ample air
space, by doing away with ceilings and
opening the rooms to the roof, make it

ing, and if of stone, they are sure to vary strange that the attempt is so seldom made
in thickness, so that in either case they do

' '° rescue the attic from its degradation,

not He close, and to prevent rain drivin" '

^"" "'^''^'' ''' ^^^^ ^'^ the ground floor, the

between the tiles it is necessary to set them I

™°^ important floor in the house. Suppose
in some yielding material that will close

|

,}• *¥ ^'°°^ ^^ °* ^^"^^ ^^i^^ P'tch. that

the beds against rain or snow. If tiles,
collar ties are done away with, and purlins,

slates, or stone slabs do not lie in contact
P^'cferably of steel, are used instead, what

on a roof, they are not rainproof ; if, on the
I

^ "lagmhcent suite of rooms could be
other hand, they do lie close, they are not i

designed on such a floor? Of course, it is

rainproof either, for capillarv attraction
; f

"solutely necessary that the roof should
will hold sheets of water between the ,?^ *'"";"'"' ^ "°""'^°"''"<^'°i" °f heat and
surfaces in close contact
necessary to make special provision that
the roof-covering shall be watertight. It
may be asked if rain is held in slu-ets of
water between slates, how that can affect
the efliciency of the roof? At first smht the
answer is not obvious; but the observation
of a first-class slate roof m a rainstorm
makes the matter plain, for at evprv .T„st
of wind the pressure on th
of the sheet of water jerks . .t

able amount from the to|

sheet, to find its w.nv (n.
ceiling. To ,.,, v.nf ij.iv ,,

driving siiow
. it i^ u. • -^.

tiles or slat.^ m mc.- ,,y n
point or rfiid.-r l!i,iii ,,n \\u-

stone tiles, or other tiles of i

may be bedded in some mahrial : Imt
Welsh slates lie so tight, tins imtli',,,! nt
closing the beds is not p..ssil,lt.. In am
case, all that is wanted is a naii-ou liiir- ..f

mortar transversely across the lud of the
tile to make the "joint wind and water-
tight. It is a great mistake to render

hole inside of a roof with

t becomes
' '^"''' ^* ''^'^ thatched roof of a labourer's
cottage. Now. as it is not possible to
thatch a mansion, the

•dge

I keep out
n bed the
itar, or to

le. Rough

it approach to
It might be adopted, and that is to board
the rafters on the inside, and pack tightly
between them with wheaten straw. W
have tried this plan, and found it t

answer admirably. We have never found
that purlins of wood, no matter what the
scantling was, kept straight. After a few-

years they "sagged." The tendency of the
stress on them being downwards and
inwards, the centre between the supports
took a camber along a line combining both
direction-;; thit is, a diagonal one. If
rollid -I. , I loisis aif used instead of wood,
the raiiois s'lnaM Im let down about #in.

tliis lieing parallel to the
course, at right

aiinlfs witli It. Stifl [lurlins may be
ca--,,!. and. if luctssary, uprights may be
tixod l„ tw. I'll them so as to divide the roof
Mil ta(v into panels. In this way the whole
upinr structure in the room may be made
interesting.

I ^
As the windows in the attics must be

kept under the roof-plate, special provision
for ventilation should be made, and this
may he don- br carrying a pipe along the
ridge to nntut- m tlie gables. Where it

does II. t iiitfifiie with the design ex-

T„ ,, ^ ,. ,
ternailv. windows may be carried upIn the construction of a roof, it is well

I
through the eaves, or dormers may be

to recollect that not only must the rain framed on the roof where required
oe kept out, but so must—or, we should Treating the attic floor as suggested affords
saj, so ought—extremes of heat and cold, a good opportunitv for makin" a well-

haired or other mortar, and it is
lust as risky to fill the whole bed
of a tile with mortar, for. in both cases,
capillarity will be certain to draw the rain
up and make a wet roof.

lighted and lofty billiard-room there, and
if the house is large, and the owner in-
clined that way, a private chapel may also
be fitted up in it. Thin Bangor slates—
that is, " first quality "—should be avoided,
for they are as good conductors of heat and
cold as similar sheets of iron would be.
The thicker and more porous the covering
is, the warmer it will be in winter, and the
colder in summer. But, unfortunately, a
material of this kind is not permanent, and
a thin Welsh slate is. When, therefore,
this latter is used, the non-conducting
arrangements, whatever they may be, must
be independent of it. The coarser, heavier,
and the open quality of slate make the best
covering from every point of view but the
quarryman's and the merchant's. Why an
architect should prefer a slate as
thin as_ sheet - glass, or thinner than
plate, is a mystery ; for such are
commonly specified, when, for appear-
ance and efficiency, and as an all-
round covering, the thick slates are much
the best. Should matched boarding be con-
sidered common and unsuitable for the
inner roof-slopes, double laths might be
nailed across the rafters on the under side
to take plastering. It is probable that suffi-
cient key to hang it would be obtained
between the lath spaces and the straw or
reed filling. Again, would not Beaver board
make an ideal covering for the roofs inside ?

For we know by trial how amenable this
material is to artistic treatment.
To opening roofs in the upper rooms, as

we suggest, an objection may be raised to
exposing hips and valleys, as must of
necessity be done; but the difficulty
vanishes when it is seen that these may be
shown and treated so as to break the mono-
tony of a simple slope. At any rate, it is
time to put a stop to enclosing roof-spaces
to hold nothing but dirt of various kinds
washed off the roofs : chiefly soot and the
droppings of birds brought in by rain.
Some architects and house-owners think
that a roof-space is valuable for holding
cisterns to catch rainwater, and so save
the labour of pumping it from a rainw-ater
tank

; but water stored in a roof is always
filthy, it smells abominably, and it is quite
unfit for anything but watering flowers or
vegetables. We have frequently examined
catch-water cisterns in roofs, "and in hot
weather the filthy scum floating on the
surface of the tanks was in a state of

fermentation, and giving of? exceedingly
unpleasant, if not poisonous, gases. Whero
the general water supply for drinking and
culinary purposes is too hard for washing
the person or clothes, then there is no help
for it but to store the rainwater, which is

always soft. There is this, however, to be
borne in mind : that it must be filtered, or
the labour involved in incessantly washing
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out the storage cisterns will be intulerable.

Even in the centre ot Hants, Surrey, or

Hereford, places far removed from manu-
facturing districts, the quantity of mud
that will be found in rainwater tanks after

being in use lor a few months, will be sur-

prising ; so that, in a large establishment
needing rainwater, it must be filtered, and
the tanks washed out once a year at least,

preferably in the summer, so as to clear

out any soot that may have got into them.
There is no use whatever in catching rain-

water and then neglecting to take steps In

make and keep it pure. We have found,
even in large mansions, with an anijili

supply of spring water, the necessity lui-

collecting rainwater imperative. So that
an architect would do well to face this

problem in every house, whether it is a
labourer's cottage or a palace. In the
numerous designs for cottages that are now-

prepared for public bodies, the water-butt
is never forgotten, for it helps to give a
picturesque appearance to a vei\y ordinary
front. True, these wooden vessels soon
rot, and long before this happens, the
water in the butt stands on a filthy sedi-

ment, which breeds worms and other
objectionable organisms, so that this

wooden vessel is only a makeshift after all.

In a large mansion, rainwater may be
caught in tanks formed closo under the
eaves of the roofs which drain into them.
It is desirable that tanks of this kind
should be protected from the sun : hence
they should have a north aspect, and an
efficient covering, say, of wood and felt,

rather than of corrugated iron. The
question naturally sugests itself. How are
they to be supported ? and an extended
experience of this kind of work eii.iM.s iix

to say that where pantries and lanl. i- iMiin

outbuildings, and are of any ex(. iit. wiili-

out floors over, then a suitable [ihi.i' will

be above these offices. We have arched
such buildings over with bricks, putting
in iron tie-rods, to prevent the arches, and
the weight over, thrustinc; ..iit the w.ills.

Then, on this foundation, wc liavr caniid
up parapets to form tlit- tanks ir(|uii-,(l

they were in brick, lined witli asphaltc
This asphalting requires to be carefully

done, for in hot weather the asphalte m,i\

soften, and, if it does, it will come aua>
in sheets from the brickwork, as the brick
joints are really no key for it. This, of

course, only refers to asphalte attached to

vertical wall surfaces. Tanks formed on
the roofs of offices, as we have suggested,
may be about 3ft. deep ; the length and
width will depend on the size of the apart-
ments under; but it will be desirable to

have cross-walls in the tank, at about 6ft.

apart, to tie in the side-walls. These cross-
walls need not be asphalted, and they
must have openings at the floor-level, to

allow the water to pass freely from one
compartment to the other. Every tank of
this kind must be furnished with
trumpet-mouth standing waste, and as
this is fitted to a washer, the tank may be
cleaned out at any time by removing the
standing waste. If the tank is above the I

first floor, water for washing may be drawn
on that floor ; but the chief supply will
be to a tap in the scullery. Where the
main supply is hard water, it will become
an intolerable nuisance in the circulating
hot-water system, and the storage of rain-
water will do much to abate this, for it

may be pumped into the supply-cistern,
and thus save the never-ending e.xpense of
rutting the fur out of the boiler and pipes.
Itainwater is therefore valuable for the
hot-water draw-off system, in that it

contains no lime that may be deposited in
the apparatus when the temperature is

raised, as is the case when hard water is

used.

While on this subject, it may be well to

oes not arise from admitting cold water
into a red-hot boiler, for it has been proved
by experiment that this may be done with
safety, provided that the flow-and-return

jjipes are not stopped by ice, which some-
times happens. If these pipes are open,

the water will be blown through them
under considerable steam-pressure, and

ly all accidents with such boilers take

place during severe frosts, when the ijipes

git frnzcn. and the waterway is stopped
\Mih |ilu'4s of ice. Another great nui-aiur
111 , iiiih.iioii with a circulating a]i| mi il"--

1- til.- liiiisUiig of the pipes with frn>t. \\

ha-.c li.id our boiler burst several tiuiLS.

and the galvanised-iron piping split open
for a length of eight or ten feet). The only

remedy we found for this was to empty the

pijies and ihe boiler completely, when we
left the Ihiiisi- fill- even a few days in frosty

weatlii r. .\o\\ tlh- last thing a fitter thinks
about \\liuii putting in a circulating

apparatus is how it is to be emptied, and
in many cases there is no possible way of

drawing off the water below the level of

the taps on the first floor, for the scullery

hot-water tap is usually taken from the top
of the cylinder. In this case, to clear the

boiler and pipes, or to empty the

apparatus, it is necessary to cut away the

piping, and thus incur the expense of re-

placing it. In our case we got so weary
of this bungling way of meeting the
difficulty, that we had an inch hole drilled

in the bottom of the boiler and screwed to

take a plug. By removing the plug, every
drop of water in the apparatus was drawn
off, and it was left in absolute safety.

Thick hair felt, such as that made by
^lessrs. Engert and Rolfe, and which we
ii ive always used for the purpose, is best
I a- covering both hot and cold pipes; it is

Laiily fixed round the pipes with stout
cord, and it is a perfect non-conductor. We
have frequently covered our hot^water
cisterns with the same felt uikder
\\Mi>d la'-;ging. If the architect trusts

altni,r,,||i,,i- to rainwater for his washing
and circulatory apparatus, he will be
ilisa|iii.iinted, for there are long stretches
'if ilv\ weather in summer, when
Ins tanks will be emptied. Then it

li(i.iiiii-s necessary to fall back on his

mam supply, and preparations should
be made for utilising it. Eaves-gutters are

the ijrimary conductors in any rainwater
system, and these, in an ordinary house,

are invariably too small and too thin. They
are too small when they do not allow the
hand, and some cleaning tool, to be freely

inserted between the eaves of the slates and
the bottom of the gutter ; and they are too

thin when they break under pressure of a
ladder reared against the eaves of the root

Eaves-gutters must be cleaned out once a
year at least, preferably in the autumn,
after the fall of the leaf, for we suppose
the house to be in the country ; and to

clean the gutters there must be ample rpom
in them to do it properly, and the iron in
the castings must be strong enough to

stand the weight of a ladder and a man on
it, without fracture.
The next thing to he seen to are the down-

pipes, and the method of fastening them to
the walls. Ordinarily they are fixed close,

with pins driven through lugs cast on the
pipes. With an arrangement of this kind,
when a pipe gets stopped, the rainwater
will flow over at the next joint, and
saturate the walls, destroying the plaster
inside and the wallpaper. Down piprc
should always be fixed so as to stand tin. >

or four inches away from the wall, and tli n

if they get choked with leaves, the i. v. ill., a

can do no harm; in fact, eaves-'^utti i^

should also be arranged so that^ if :i

stoppage occurs, the overflow cannot injui.
the buildings in any w^ay. The final con-

ducturs of the rainwater are the drains.

They should be glazed fireclay, like the

sewer-pipes, and laid to a fall of about one
in ten. A rainwater drain should not enter

storage-tank direct ; it should discharge
•er a filter-bed of some kind, and the
ater, after passing through the filtering

material may then go to the main reservoir.

In washing out the gutters and cleansing
the drains, provision should be made for

the foul water to run to waste, rather than
discharge on the filter-bed ; in fact, the
\\lii.le rainwater system requires even more
an 111 laying it out than the circulatory

s,\ sit 111, or any other system in the house;
y-i. Ill the whole range of our experience,
the subject was left to chance, and no
special plans were ever made for it. The
comfort of a house depends on things like

this working without causing the owner in-

convenience, or being a constant expense,
and the architect would do well to carefully

consider what may happen to gutters,

jiipes, drains, and tank twelve months after

the house has been in occupation. The
foregoing remarks apply to country houses
where there is no public water supply, or

where the supply, if there is one, does not
yield water sufficiently soft for washing.

STRESSES IX WEDGE - SHAPED
REINFORCED - CONXRETE BEAMS.*

By William Cain, M.Am.Soc.C.E.

In the design of reinforced-concrete walls-

it is often necessary to find the stresses in

beams with faces inclined to each other, as

in the toes, heels, face-slabs, and counter-

forts of such walls. In other cantilever cou-

.structious the upper and lower faces are often

inclined to each other, so that the subject is

one of importance, and a practical solution

is offered in this paper.

First consider the beam. Fig. 1, the upper

Fig. 1.

face of which is inclined at an angle, fi, to

the lower face, supposed to be horizontal.

This beam may be supposed to be the toe

of a reinforced-concrete retaining-wall, and
to be subjected to a soil reaction, acting;

vertically upward, which produces sliear and
also stresses due to the bending iiionieiit, in

any vertical section, X I.

To effect a practical solution, it will be
assumed that all the compressive bending
stresses act parallel to the top face, MN,
down to the neutral axis. This is the direction

of the stress at any point of the upper surface,

Ji N ; for, consider a ^niall rectangular
parallelopiped of the concrete at P, with
faces parallel and perpendicular to M N.
There can be no shearing stress on M N, lis

no part of the beam extends above M N to

produce shear, and there is no external force

acting on M N except the atmosplieriu

pressure, which does not exert any friction

on the face. It must follow that there can
be no sliear on the planes at right angles to

IMX, as unit shears on planes perpendicular
to each other are equal.t Consequently, the

coiiipiessive stress on a plane at P, at right

to the face. This conclusion has been proved
angles to M X, is normal to it, or parallel

>f Materials," p.

Dams,-' l>y the
C.E., vol. Ixiv.

ioiisand amounts
various points of
uiuputed.
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expenineiitally by Messrs. Wilson and Gore,
in their exhaustive experimental work on
indiarubber model dams.*. They state, as
one conclusion ;

' The maximum" principal
stresses near the down-stream face act on
planes normal to that face," and add, in a
footnote, " This agrees with Rankine's state-

ment, and with the theorem demonstrated
by Mr. M. Levy." In the discussion on that
paper the same point was brought out by
several speakers.

It is, then, plain that the compressive stress

at N, Fig. 1, similarly, acts parallel to the
face, M X. If this were a homogeneous
beam the tensile stress at I would similarly
act parallel to the lower face. Consequently,
in going from N to I, the intermediate
bending stresses would gradually change their
direction from M X to L I.t Hence the fore-

going assiiiiii.tioii, that all the compressive
strcs-.i - :i I

,
|i,M :i II. I ti> M N, is to be regarded

onl\ ,;
,
li I Illation necessary to derive

In jii-iilnil if its use for reinforced
beams, however, it may be stated that the
neutral axis is generally above the midpoint
of NX, and, for small percentages of steel,

much higher; so that the area under com-
pression is often only one-third of the whole
area of the cross-section, or even less.

Further, the resisting moment of the com-
pressive stresses is mainly due to the larger

stresses near X', with their longer arms, and
such stresses are nearly parallel to M X.
Finally, and most important of all, the

assumption is always on the side of safety, as

will appear more fully later. The assumption
is evidently near the truth for small values of

^, but departs more from the truth as ^
increaM s. ami |iii-^il)Iy should be limited to

vahu s ni ,1 1h l,,\v some limit, say 45°,

ussnniril arljii la ril\

.

Wh. 11 til.' . \t..riial force of Fig. 1 acts

downward the compressive area is below the

neutral axis, and the reinforcement will be
placed parallel to and near MX. All the

compressive stresses now act parallel to the

lower face, as in the common il i\

The usual hypotheses, thai i... i.ii .m

exists in the concrete on the i-ml I -al.

of the neutral axis, and that plan. -,.ii..iis

before stress will remain plane sections after

stress, will be adopted ; but the latter hypo-
thesis cannot be expected to apply very

closely when ,3 is large, particularly when it

is nca r '.ill .i -1
, . ..

A L' I
III will now be given which

inclial . . I |i..^sible case. All special

cases i.iii be ,iL i,..Lu derived from this general

solution.

In (a) and (i), Fig. 2, are shown two longi-

tudinal sections, and in (r). a section of a part
of a beam subjected to Btrfs* T \ rnpi-psents a

section of the beam tak.n ilua- iiaiallel to

the direction of th.. l .. I
\. IhW may be

weights, soil reaction^, .nn ili i ic The
shear due to the loads I'm- i.i- ,il.in_' IN, and
the moment is the same for any point of the
section.

For the breadth h. let A,, A,, . . ., repre-
sent the areas of the cross-sections (taken at
right angles to the axes) of the bars 1, 2;

. . ., at depths d^, d respectively.

Let ^„ f,, . . ., represent the unit stresses

in the bars 1, 2 so that the total

•"Minutes of Proceedinss," Inst. C.E., vol.
clxxii. Session, 1907-1908, Part II.

__
t The same state of aSfairs exists in the so-called
beams of equal strength," having vanal)le depth,

where the ordinary theory of the books is plainly in-
adequate.

stresses in the successive layers of bars 1, 2,

. . ., for the breadth b are f, A„ f. A.,

. . ., respectively.

The angles fi, 'fi„ /3 (expressed in
radians) are those made by the surface NN',
bars 1, bars 2, . . ., respectively, with the
normal to the section I N.
Let O be the neutral axis, and D tlie point

where the resultant C of the compressive forces
(all acting parallel to N N') meets I N.
Let NO=irf„ DI=ja'„ OI = i„ OL=i>., etc.
I' N' represents a section parallel to IN,

Fig. 2 (6), and at a perpendicular distance,
A x, from it. The " fibre " P P', paraUel to N N',
of concrete, wiU be supposed to have an area equal
to the section made by the plane IN, A a ; and
the distance O P wiU be called v. Thus the
area of a right section of the fibre is A a cos. 3

;

and, if/ is the unit stress on a right section of
the fibre P P", the total compressive stress on the
fibre wiU be (/A if cos. 0).

After strain, suppose the plane section I

N

rotates relatively to FN' throu'^h the an"le
a, to JM. The section' JM will thus be sup-
posed to be plane, as in the ordinary theory.
For any fibre, whether of concrete or steel,

unit stress = change of length of fibre p .

length of fibre
^'

where E = modulus of elasticity of fibre.

Let E, = the modulus of elasticity of steel,
Ef = the modulus of elasticity of concrete, and

Ec
,.(2)

Within working limits of stress, and for the
very small values of or corresponding to very
small values of A x, the change of length of
P P' = P Q = r a sec. ^ , very nearly* ; hence the
unit stress f on this fibre P P' by Equation 1 is

f - P Q 17 _ •!"» sec. (3 p _ D « Tj

Hence, as this unit stress on a right section of
the fibre acts on the right sectional area, A a
C0S./9, the total stress on the fibre is

—

(A a .0),

and its component perpendicular to I N is

^4S^«(«Aa,
The sum of such components on the com-

pressed area of depth, kd„ and breadth, b, is

E_^^^
Sr. (. A a) = E,^55^ (^ b F .V),

since Sj''' (t) A a) = the statical moment of the

area under compression about the neutral axis
= bkd,ik d,.

For the layer of bars 1, at I, similarly, the
stress

.II ,

Ax (««i).

Also, as the area of a right section of bars I,

for the breadth, b, is A,, the total stress in the
bars 1, is

-^(„.A,).

Similarly, the stresses in bars 2, 3, . . .. are

-_(«t,,AJ,^(».,AJ ....

As all the loads on the beam were .supposed
to act parallel to IN, the part of the beam to

the left of this section is in equilibrium under
the loads and reactions acting on it and the

' In the triangle P Q, by the law of sines,

P Q = ''^'"' "
^, . As I tends towards zero,

cos. (» -I- S)

C.3.this approaches
COS. 8

internal stresses along I N. For equilibrium,
the sum of the components of the stresses per-
pendicular to I N must be zero. Therefore,

^^-cos.",3(JiA'(V)

I (jJiAiCos. 0,

'. = d, - kd„ i; = d, - kd„ . . .;

5n substituting these values, striking out
factor, and reducing, we derive

J cos.2 6 d,' k' + n d, (A, cos. 0,
+ A,cos.0,+ . . .)k

= n(dt A, cos. 3, + d^A.cos.e, -I- . . .) (3)

From this quadratic in k, the value of k is com-
puted, and thus kd, = ON can be found, and
the neutral axis located. Also, as the com-
pressive stresses are uniformly varying, D N

= J N ; therefore, j d^ = di - I k d^ ; and

i = 1 - ii- (4)

The Resisting Moment M, of the Steel.—The
moment M at the section I N, due to the ex-
ternal forces, is equal to the resisting moment
of the stresses acting along the section. Calhng
the perpendicular distances from D to bars 1, 2,

. . ., p,, p^, . . ., respectively.

M, =/iA,p, -f /-jA.y, -f (5)

where p, = jd, cos. Q^,2h = DL cos. 3,, etc.

Now, as /, = -^ n t;i, /2 =^ » t's, . . . .,

it follows that

^=^ A,/, = '''./; (6)
^1 "i

or the unit stresses in the bars vary directly

with the distances from the neutral axis. The
unit stresses in the interior bars will thus
always be less than /„ so that such an arrange-

ment of bars is uneconomical.
On substituting Equation 6 in Equation 5,

M,= fYA,p,-|-^A,i,. -^|LA;,i)3-l-^ (7)

If preferred, after locating the point D, on a
drawing, the perpendiculars p^, p^, . . ., can
be measured to scale; otherwise, tliey may be
computed readily by the formulas given.

If the resisting moment of the steel M, is

less than that of the concrete Mr, for assigned

maximum unit stresses, then the moment M of

the external forces is put equal to the right

member of Equation 7, the value of /, ascer-

tained, and from Equation 6 the values of

f., f^ are computed. The stresses in bars

i; 2,-. . ., are thus /=, A„ f^k,_, . . .

Otherwise, if a certain value is assigned to

f„ as 16 0001b. per square inch, and A,, A„
are assumed, from Eciuation 7, A, can be com-
puted. For rough computations. A,, A,, . . .,

may often be ignored, in which case we can
write,

M, = /, A, p, = /i A, / (J, cos. 8,.

The Resisting Moment Mc of the Concrete.

—

To compute Mr, the position of the resultant B
of the stresses in the bars must first be found.

The magnitudes of the forces acting on the bars

1, 2, 3 are

AA„/,|^ A,,/,
^^

A3 ....

and, as these are proportional to f,, the direc-

tion and line of action of R are the same for

any value of f^, and hence for /", = !.

Let H = the component of R perpendicular to

IN, when f^ = \\ then

OS. 0.2 -I-H = A, COS. 0,

Suppose the resultant cuts IN at G

;

taking moments about D,

, DG = A,7), -)- -A3P3 +•

The right member, presumably, has already

been computed in applying Equation 7; hence

D G is quickly ascertained and the point G
located.

CaU the maximum unit stress on the concrete

atN/',., the unit stress

thus i^ V. This acts
;• rf,

1 stress on the fibr

fibre, PP',

;area (A a cos.0) ;

lid the sum of

A a)

Therefore— C = J /•• hkd^ cos. 3

.

Taking moments about G,

Mc => J/,.4A-fZiOO3.'^0U G..
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If. for assigned maximum values at ;, aiul I
•

f,, M, > Mr, the beam is over-reiutorceil, aud '"'""'

"M is placed equal to the right member of Kqua- I j^^'.^^^

tion 8, as its strength is now limited by that of

the concrete. This case rarely occurs in

l)ractice.

As au illustration of the application of the

formulas, take Ihc counterfort n M, Fig. 3, professional Members of the Council must
tied to he registered under this Act, and
:ist('r a?; soon as possible after ttie upiioint-

iif a vacanc.v in the ofhce of President of tlie Council
^liall .-iect one of their number to be Pre.ydent for
a term not exceeding Three years, and not extending
beyond the expiration of the term for wlucli he
has been made a Member of the said Council.

Ucvision of Constitution of Council.

(1) The Council may at any time represent
Privy Council all or any of the following matt

(a) That it is expedient to confer oi

the

Flc 3

atlachcd to the face-slab N M, and suppose
couTitirfori to be subjected to a horiz.n
• li 'i 111' ! "t 123 7501b., acting to i h. 1. i

'' '' ^ Jiving a bending ii

.' I I
I

II 111. The section \ I

:

--II ;iii- I- \ i of Fig. 2, is taken pn iih

ilu- l.iaii uiie earth thrust), and is tlirr,i

horizunlal.

The width of the counterfort is J = ISin. '

inclined bars have a total sectional area
^ <i 4'i<-i !M iiTvl the vertical bars. :i rfijin

III- \ II :m.,, ,n. Using the fniv .
I

ti' I ^' -. .^, = fe = . I

'li
. ,

-
'

II' measured from K, "i :• i

li-"iii I.I' .' >'l Itn vertical slab: (?, = 12b, J =
./, = 100, </, = 92, rf-, = 76, (i„ = 60
iu inches. Assume » = 15.

I.)n substituting known v.ilues in Equatio
we derive k = 0.311. Therefore i = 1 - JA-
0.896 : whence N = A- rf, = 39.8iu., D B = y (7, I

= 114.7in. Also, ND = J NO = 13in.

On subtracting NO = 40 from (7„ ;/., . . ., we
'

derive i-,. r,. etc. The perpendiculaVs ^j,, p.. I

. . . ., from D on laars 1.2,.. ., are p, =
, /

COS. /S, = 105, 2,, = rf. - X D = 95, . . ., reH>'.

ively.

From Equation 7 we have 13 454 100 = 1 164 /

whence /, = 11 5001b. per square inch; from'
Equation 6, /, = 8 970, ..., /. = 6751b.
square inch.

(To be continued.)

ouncil, except the direct
appointed within Three
this Act, and thereafter
occurrence of a vacancy,

iin notilled in the case
''i\.\ t'ouncil, and there-

t" III' entitled
r be wholly or
of returning a
and permitted

I'olleetively with

I I hi t'mincil is

.11 ii.i.lies con-
iinMlIni': to act,
li other body or
vy Council shall

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS'
REGISTRATION BILL.

The following is the draft of the Bill, to
provide for the Registration of Architects, as
.settled in conference with Sir C. A. Cripps,
K.C., M.P., to be brought forward next
session by the Society of Architects. It
consists, it will be seen, of thirty-nine clauses,
iiU'Inding the short title and list of

rcgisteri-d a.s a practitioner already in pra
tiee before Jan. 1, 1915; C and D tl

declarations of any apprentice, assistant, or
practitioner claiming to be registered as over
twenty-two years of age and twenty-one years
of age respectively ; and E shows tlie typical
form of registration, with date, name, resi-

dence, and title or distinction, if any.

of
i i\- as aforesaid, the

I liiiik fit. report to
,lh lit to give ellect to

-liall be lawful for

mncil to give eltect to

Council so made shall

if it had been enacted

Kikinc of any amendment
reto by any supplemental
riconsistent with this Act.

ve power to make, alter, or
orders, by-laws, and regula-
nval of the Privy Council,

and Other Officers.

a|i|>nirit a Registrar who
h- I . iiiHil, and the Council

I itiil so many clerks
i I > for the puriioses

the

I'. . IT Mii'ii.lancc at Council.
It I'hii,' -liall be paid to the Members of the

Coiuu'il sncli fees for attendance and such reasonable
travelling expenses as shall from time to time he
allowed by the Council and approved by tlie Privy

from fees payable on
renewal fees, or from the
ist«r, or otherwise under
tin- Treasurer, and shall

by the authority of the same, as follows:—

Short Title.

:. This Act may for all purposes be cited as the
Architects Act, 19H.

Comniencement of Act.
2. This Act shall commence and take eltect from

the llrst day of January, One thousand nine hundred
and lUteen.

3. A Council, which shall he styled "The Council
of Architectural Hducation and Kegistration of the
Tnitcd Kingdom," hereinafter referred to as "the
Council," shall he established.

Memb

His Jl

LMtitled to vote
nany candidates

I elected.

II' I into otBce on the
.'I! .!: 'ill ::i

. I lA the Registrar to the
..iiiMM,,_' ..'I,,, :• t. h.M.' h..,.n elected:

(.")) The evpense^ attending the election of a direct
representative shall be defrayeti as part of the
expenses of the Council.

'.f the Royal Institute of Election of President of Council.

I
0. The Council from time to time, on the occurrence

and education in

le months of the passing

ve power to invest any
any stocks, funds, or

1 trust funds under the
for the time being be

ivested in the names of
appointed from time to
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Accounts to be Published.
10. The Treasurer shall keep a true account o( all

sums of money received and paid by him under this
Act, and such accounts shall be audited by a
Chartered or Incorporated Accountant, and sub-
mitted to the Council. Such accounts shall be
published annually.

Duty of Registrar to Keep the Registers.
17. It shall be the duty of the Registrar to keep

the Registers in accordance with the provisions of
this Act and the orders and regulations of the

neglected to
name of any person who has ceased to practise, but
not (save as hereinafter provided) without the
consent of that person;

(2) In the case of any registered person neglecting
to pay his annual renewal fee, on or before the
Thirtieth day of November of any year, in respect
of the year commencing on the first day of January
of the following year, or in the case where the
Kegistrar has any reason to think that any
registered person has ceased to practise, the
Registrar shall send by post in the first case on
or before the Fifteenth day of December, a notice
to such person applying for the payment of such
annual renewal fee, and in the second case a
notice to such person by post, inquiring whether or
not he has ceased to practise, or has changed his
residence, and if the Registrar does not within
Three months after sending the notice in cither
caso receive any answer thereto from such per.-on.
the Registrar shall within fourteen d.ivs after the
expiration of the three months send him (in either
case) by post in a registered letter another notice
referring to the first notice, and stating that no
answer thereto has been received, and if the
Registrar does not within one month after sending
the second notice receive any answer thereto (in
either case), the name of such person shall be
erased from the Register PROVIDED ALWAYS
that the same may be restored bv direction of the
Council should they think fit to make an order to
that elTect

:

(3) In the execution of his duties, the Registrar
-h case on such evidence as appears

to hii

Removal of Name from Register hy Council.
18. The Council ma 1 .1-. tl,,' .'.i , me be removed

from the Registrar in •'
• ' ,, . , ,„..s (that is to

say), at the requ./i - i. h iisent of the
person whose name i i .

i i. . i|: or where a

shown to 111. lit.- r his registration, and
ions r elsewhere, of

any condua ': ]'.<< essional respect.

Registratioa .. .Nj;i, tw III,; 1 egist*

(1) Where the C juncil ma v ha^ e removed the
name of any person Re,-.is

that person shall not be entered in the
Register exc pt by a resolut on of the Council, or
by an Order

(2) The Council re,olu ion direct the
Registrar to restore to the Regi

either w fee or on pay-
ment of siu .lin- he registration
fee, as tli. ' .. time fix. and

(3) Th.. - ->«i from" the
Register ,• '„ ,hall. unless

-ttired to the Registei
yment of such fee, nol

e, as the Council raai

'ersons Qu,i;.;nJ lo i,u lu-L-tered.
10.

(1) Every person who on the first day of January
One thousand nine hundred and fifteen, is a Fellow,
an Associate, or a Liotntiati- of the Roval In^f
of British \-H.i-'--f, at rr'^-r ,-,• fh'. «"ri.-

Architert., i I. i
i--i. . , i-....

' M
of either •

•' > . ...
i

Schedule \

such MtTuli. : !,.;. I
(.:•,, .;, I- • iiiu .| I.. I-

registered under tins Acl. on i)aynient ol a registra-

tion fee to be fixed by the Council, and pending
the fixing of a tee by the Council, a fee of Three
pounds.

Any «ho

their Members as are entitled under the provisions
of this Act, as aforesaid, to be registered, stating
the addresses of such persons; and it shall be
lawful for the Registrar thereupon, and upon pay-
ment of a fee of One pound bv each such perso'n
to enter in tir 1:. :im ih.^ names of the persons
mentioned in ;

' v 'M their qualiflcatioii-
and addre,-.

i • ,t,_d. without other
application in • •..

(4) An appllruit I..- , IM ,„, ad.r the fir.t ,(;,,

of January, One tiioM-aiMJ '
' hir l-l (mI i\t ,;i'.

must he not less thafi I . ,

and must, except in . i
i

,'

after mentioned, hai.- :-
,

. ii. ,!,
l ,,,| ,,;,ln.

tecture in a manner ane.iLj I i Ujl tuuim:, auJ
liave jiassed such examination or exaniinatinns as
the Council shall authorise, and as hereinafter
mentioned.

(a) The Council shall from time to time lay
down regulation an-1 \ a >. tl:. -, with the
sanction of the Priv> , _ .rd to the
duration and chara. t iral educa-
tion to be demand' -1 i -> ' tion, and
also as to the in>i m. i ' i.,n ih-:>.i( to the
Registrar, and the impoMti.m of iVts for notifica-
tion, and other matters relating thereto.

(5) .\ person who has gone through a satisfactory
course of architectural education in accordance
with this Section of thi- \- 1, aT'd ha- passed such
examination or exajiiin It .1- ,.ii nncil shall
authorise, shall be r- _ i

. ;ting with
the Registrar a Declat .• i., the Form
in Schedule • D " to ,1,,- \.t i,j,iiier with a
Certificate of Examination, .md ui.um ijavment of a
registration fee to be fixed by the (Council, or
pending the fixing of the fee by the Council, a fee
of One pound.

Annual Renewal fee.

20. Registered practitioners under this Act shall
pay in advance an annual renewal fee to be fixed
by the Council from time to time, with the sanction
of the Privy Council, or pending the fixing of such
fee by the Council, a fee of twenty shiUings, which
shall be payable on or before the Thirtieth day of
November, in each year, in respect of the year
commencing, on the First day of January of the
following year.

(a) The registration fee shall cover the annual
fee for the first year or a part of a year during
which it is paid.

Examining Body.
21. Examination under this Act shall be held by a

Board of Examiners appointed bv the Council" or
ther body appointed by the Privy Council under

.

Using Title. Et

person

Section 14 of

(11 The

Act.

anda

conduct of any

the Council, witii

h other reasonable
in holding such

Penalty on Unregistered Pers
2.i. From and after the fin

thousand nine hundred and lllteen.
not be entitled to take or use the name
of Arclutect (either alone or m combination with
.uij otncr \iord dr words, .save only that of Naval
V' ,'

' "' " '
''"' i: I.e. or description implying

i'
1

this Act, unless he be

: the above date, not being
':'""''' ""- \'i. takes or uses any such

. titles, or desiription, as aforesaid shall be
oauie, on summary conviction, to a fine not exceedin-Twenty pounds, and on repetition of the offenceruty pounds.

. f "f^^f'
"'"' fifteen, the words • legally qualified

•Vchitect " or any words implying a person recog-

nslri
"*,"', a iiractitioMer in architecture, whenusea m anv \r-t ,nf i<ar!i m,. :'\ -], ill be construed tomean a i..

i . i, ,. _:, ., i ,,, i . ., ,_ \^j.

None Bui I _ M ,1 .overcharges.
-(. Aiti

! I ,!v_ One thousand

fn rppn"
">

' ' i -Iiall be entitled

professional servi. • - \ \utect. in rpsnprt-
Of instructions ,r.,

! „ to tLat date!
unless he IS regist< :. .1 a;,,i. ;ii,. \,.t
PROVIDED AL\\A\.- tint ;ii,;l,ui" 'in this Section

shall be held to prejudice the right of professional
Members of the Institution of Civil Engineers, the
Institution of Municipal and County Engineers, the
Institute of Municipal Engineers, the Society of
Engineers, the Institute of Civil Engineers of Ireland
the Surveyors' Institution, or the Quantity Sur-
veyors' Association, and such other body and "bodies
as the Council may from time to time approve with
the sanction of the Privy Council, to recover charges
for work of any kind falling within the duties of
their calling.

No Certificate to be Valid Unless Persons Signin"
be Registered.

"

28. After the first day of January. One thousand
nine hundred and fourteen, a Certificate required bv
any Act now in force, or that may hereafter b"e
passed, from any Architect shall not be vahd unless
the person signing the same be registered under this
Act.

Penalty for Obtaining RegistraUon by False
Representation.

29. If any person shall wilfully procure or attempt
to procure himself to be reci-tered under this Act

Sue reasonable fees shall be paid to the
Council by Candidates for examination under this
Act as the Council may from time to time direct.

Evidence of Qualification to be Given Before
Registration.

22. The name of a person shall not he entered on

of the Council that he w
tecture in the United Kingdom on the first day of
January. One thousand nine hundred and fourteen.
and is still so practising on the first day of January.
One thousand nine hundred and fifteen, or who
has served as apprentice, assistant, or practitioner
in architecture, all or either, for five years in the
aggregate, prior to the first day of January. One
thousand nine hundred and fifteen, and after

having attained the age of seventeen years, shall,
on payment of a fee to he li\.il 1.'. t!e i .auMil.

and pending the fixing of th •'
' i' '

a fee of Three pounds; be • n: -

on depositing with the Ki i

signed by tiitn and [^ro]le^'^ '
l ' i .

'

produce

months.

Penalty on Wilful Falsification of Regi.ster.
30. A Registrar who shall wilfully make or cause to

be made any falsification in any matters relating to
the Registrar shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanour, and shall, on conviction thereof, be
imprisoned for any term not exceeding twelve
months.

Notice of Death of Practitioners.
31. Every Registrar of deaths in the United

Kingdom, on receiving notice of the death of any
person registered under tlii> Act. shall forthwith

Recovery of Penalties

before

Procedu

is, in manner directed
powers and duties of

ach district, or of the

of the Council.

provisions of this Act. all

equired by or for the
sent may be transmitted
h d lo have been received

I raining the same
i^ourse of post:

: be sufficient to

' y addressed and

^faction of the Registrar that
ii=ed Colonial diploma or

granted

nent of such fee
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in the I'm- i K m'.i.-;, : ' t,, r. - i. i. .1, i-'.ivided

that he
i

• ::
: ii I

• jistrar

(1) Ti'.,,- ' -^ .1 [-. ^,> ..r .1;;.:. t„ , «;,s or

domiciled in tht United Kingdom, or iti the course
of ,1 period of not less than Five years, durinc the
whole of which he resided out of the United
Kingdom; or

(2) That he was practi-int r
. hi'^ In: in the

United Kingdohi at the t:
' •^ of

this Act, and that he h;i- u tised
the same, either in the Ii'; I 1 i ; else-

where, for a period of imt 1. - ilim li,. years
immediately preceding the passing o[ ttus Act.

Registration of Foreign Practitioner.
35. On and after the passing of this Act, where a

person shows to the satisfaction of the Rcjistrar
that he holds some recognis,^! Knr.j'^ti .iii.!..iM:i or
diplomas (as hereinafter cl< lin .1 . uirit' I in a
foreign country, and that iu i , ircter.

and that he has practised an li' - rfign
country, ho fhnll. on nl-ivr ,t:..-, ,. , .,, .>aid

(2) That, being
British subject; or
British subject, th

was or were granted

I
:
r : r '

1
.^,,1- of

Diploma of Colonial and Foreign Practitioner when
Deemed to be Recognised.

50. The diploma or diplomas granted in a British
Po-s^e-sinn ,ir ;in\ fV.r.M-jti cniintry to which Sections
: I '

. which is or are to be
"nial or Foreign archi-

'
I i~ as is or are required

1 va. shall be such diploma
^'- -t ~ - -'_ - ;. .i...;uised for the time being
by the Ciuncil a^ furnishing a sufficient guarantee
of the Possession of the requisite knowledge and skill
for the efficient practice of architecture in this

PPOVIPFP MWSV^ t!nt if the Council shall in
*'"^

'

' !-[!'' .('! Ill li iliploma or diplomas to
' I iiMV ri-,|nire the holder

he Co may think

Default of Council and Examining Bodv or Bodies.
37. IF at any time it appears to the"Privv Council

that the Council or the examining body or bodies has
or have failed to exercise any power or perform
any duty, or do any act or thing vested in or imposed
on, or authorised to be done by the Council; or by
the examining body or bodies, the Privy Council mav
notify their opinion to the Council'; and it the
Council, or the examining bodv or bodies, fail to
comply with any directions of the Privy Council
relatins to such notification, the Privy Council may
themselves ::ive elTent to such directions, and for

(1) Any act of the Privy Council under this Act
shall be sullicientiv signified bv an instrument
signed by the Clerk of the Privy Council, and

instruii ved dence
s without proof of the
he Clerk of the Privyauthority or ^i^ifKitiire

Council or other proof.

Orders Evidence.
3S. The following copies of an? orders made in

pursuance of this Act shall be evidence (that is to
say):—

(1) Any copy purporting to be printed by the
King's printer, or by anv other printer, in
pursuance of an authority given bv the Council;

(2) Any copy of an order certified to be a true
copy by the Registrar, or by any other person
appointed by the Council, either in addition to or
in exclusion of the Registrar, to certify such
orders.

Dcflnitions.
Ill this Act, unless the context oUierwisc

rcqiiir

The expression "British Pos.session " means any
part of His Majesty's Dominions, exclusive of the
United Kingdom, but inclusive of the Isle of Man
and Channel Islands, and where parts of such
Dominions are under both a central and a local
legislature all parts under one central legislature are
for the purposes of this definition deemed to be one
British Possession

;

The word "diploma" means any diploma, degree
fellowship, membership, associatcship, license

authority to practise, letters, testimonials, certificate

or other status or document granted by an.\

university, professional body, college, or other body
or by any departments of or persons acting undei
the authority of the Government of any country oi
place within or without His Majesty's Dominions

;

WITHDR.WVAL OF WORKING EULE.S.

On Tuesday and Wednesday the London
Master Builders' Association held long con-
ferences on the results of the replies of the
trade-unions to the notices sent out on the
23rd ult., as summarised in these pages last
week.
At the conclusion, on Wednesday evening,

it was decided to inform five trade-unions

—

the Carpenters and Joiners'. Bricklayers',
Masons', Plasterers', and Labourers'—that
the working agreements were no longer in
force. The notice was as follows

:

"Koh-i-Noor House, Kingsway, W.C,
" Jan. 7.

" Sir,—Your letter was duly brought
before my council yesterday, and" I was in-

structed to inforiii you that the council
regrets that your society does not see its way
to accept the proposals contained in mv
letter of the 23rd ult. After further con-
sideration of the existing position, my council
resolved that in view of the action of the
members of your society in striking jobs in

violation of the working rules of agreement
with this association, and in the absence of
any proposals on your part to exercise
control of your members in regard to such
strikes, my association hereby gives you
notice that the rules with it are no longer in

force. "(Signed) S. B. Depree,
" Secretary, London Master Builders'

Asociation."

This means that the rules are no longer in

force, and that the masters are not bound by
them.
The proposals referred to above were :

—

1. Return to work of all men to jobs where
strikes exist.

2. A guarantee trust-fund shall be formed
by deposits by both sides, to be available for
paying penalties for strikes or lock-outs in

violation of the working rules.

3. A statement in writing to be sent to this

association that the trade-union deprecates
strikes before matters in dispute have been
brought before the Concilation Board, and
that the union will undertake to penalise its

individual members for non-observance of the
rules.

4. An undertaking to be given that no
attempt will be made on any of the jobs of

members of this association to carry out
(trade-unionl card inspections.

5. A reply must be in the hands of this

association on or before January 5, stating
whether or not your executive committee
accepts the principle involved in the fore-

going proposals.

Absence of working rules is a very serious
matter for the trade. It leaves every master
at liberty to make his own terms with his

men as to hours of labour, wages, etc. A
typical set, now discarded, is that signed by
representatives of tin Mi-i- r-' Association
and the Operative I; Society on
April 19 of last \ i; 1 clause of

which is of the ntHH i ii |niii;i i, i.. in view
of the repeated strikes agaiii>t working with
non-unionists. It reads:

" Throughout these rules ' employer

'

means a member of the London Master
Builders' Association, and 'workman'
means a member of the trade society or

societies on whose behalf these rules have
been signed, and no exception shall be taken
to the employment or non-employment of a

man on the ground that he is or is not a

member of such society or .societies."

Another clause provided for an immediate
of ^d. per hour in wages and a

further U\. last October. Under conciliation

clauses disputes were to be referred to the
Board of Conciliation, composed of repre-

sentatives of employers and workmen, from
which there was appeal to the Board of

Trade. Six months' notice was to be given
to terminate any of the rules.

There have been flagrant breaches of the

conciliation clauses by the men, seriously

affecting the masters, who now claim that
this justifies termination summarily.
There is some difference in the rules signed

on June 30 last witli the National Associa-

tion of Operative Plasterers. The initial

clause does not contain the bar to unionists

taking exception to non-unionists, but the
conciliation clau.ses include the same thing in

effect. One reads as follows

:

" No ' boycotting ' or ' blacklisting ' shall

take place by the trade society on whose
behalf these rules have been signed where
firms adhere to these rules."

It is set out at the opening that the con-

ciliation clauses were added " for the adjust-

ment of all disputes, and to avoid stoppage
of work, including any dispute in regard to

a workman or workmen belonging to, or not
belonging to, a trade society."

Instead of observing these rules sectional

strikes have thrown thousands of men out of

work and kept expensive plant idle. The
masters insisted upon a penalty clause (Pro-

posal 2), and to this the unions have either

refused to agree or have offered a ballot.

The area affected by the decision of the

masters is within a tw-elve-mile radius from
Charing Cross.

A scheme for repaving some of the principal

roads in Deptford is to be undertaken by tlie

local borough council at a cost of about ^23.000.

The roads to be dealt with are New Cross-road.

Deptford- broadway, Deptford Bridge, and
Qiieen's-road, and the present granite setts are

to be replaced with wood blocks.

The city council of Norwich have decided to

construct "a surface-water sewer, varying in dia-

meter from 24in. to 12in., in Unthank-road,
between Onley-street and Upton-road, in accord-

ance with the plans and sections prepared by
the city engineer, Mr. A. E. Colhns, at an esti-

mated cost of £2,600.

Mr. J. Walker Smith, engineering inspector
to the Local Government Board for Scotland,
and Mr. David Ronald, of Falkirk, have sub-
mitted to the Institution of Municipal and
County Engineers a report on the problem of

road-construction. Experimental road-sections
are to be laid down in ten different places, and
in each place eight different forms of construc-
tion are to be employed contiguously.

At a Dean of Guild Court held in Renfrew,
plans in connection with a garden - suburb
scheme were passed. The plans show sixty-nine

self contained houses of from one to four rooms
and kitchen, with bathroom, scullery, and
pantry. Each of the houses is provided with
ample garden accommodation. Building opera-
tions have now commenced, and the houses will

be ready for occupation by May next.

Mr. W. A. Clement, engineer to the munici-
pality of South Vancouver, has tendered his

resignation on the ground that the duties
attached to the position are too light. The
newspapers of British Columbia contend that
this is the first instance on record where a public
official has taken such a step for such a reason.
Mr. Clement graduated from the University of
Toronto in 1889. and was on the staff of" the
Toronto City Engineering Department from 1890
until 1905, when he resigned to become city
engineer of Vancouver, a post which he held for
six years.

The memorial to King Edward VII. in St.
George's Church. Cannes, was unveiled last

week. The church was built in 1884 from plans
by the late Sir Arthur Blomfield, A.R.A. The
monument consists of the Imperial Crown over
an inscription in bronze on a polished slab of
white freestone recessed into the north wall of
the church, surmounted by a canopy in the
style of the latter part of the 13th century, with
crocketed shafts and finials, supported by angle-
shafts of dark-green marble on a stone base.
It was designed by Mr. Arthur Blomfield. The
bronze-work and crown were modelled by Mr.
F. \V. Pomeroy, A.R.A. . who also carried out
the stone - carving. The construction was
executed by Mr. Frank Russell, under the
direction and superintendence of Mr. Edward
Hewetson. the original local resident architect
of the church.
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dnxuntt Calamn.

We regret exceedingly that " Larkinism

"

in the Buikling Trades has left the London
Master Builders no option but to withdraw
the working rules of the agreements of the

Trade Unions with the Master Builders'

Association. These rules have been violated

by the workmen, who have embarked on
twenty strikes since May last, in defiance of

the agreements which fixed wages, working
hours, meal hours, and payment for overtime,

and generally protected the men. No ex-

ception was to be taken to a man on the

ground that he was or was not a member of a

trade-union. In the rules signed by the

Plasterers a "plasterer" meant a member of

the trade society on whose behalf the rules

liad been signed ; but non-unionists were
covered by a clause in the conciliation

scheme. The recent strikes have been caused
by the trade-unionists coming out on strike

because non-union workmen were employed.
For instance, if a non-unionist electrician

was engaged, not only would the unionist

electricians strike, but other trade-union

workmen would, strike in sympathy. These
agreements have been broken at will by the

workmen, though it is expressly stipulated in

them that six months' notice must be given

by either side before they are terminated.

Tlie employers, therefore, maintain that it is

a farce to maintain them. What will be the

effect of the withdrawal? The employers'

move is a drastic one, and the outlook is a

gloomy one. If a lock-out supervenes,

probably 150,000 men will be thrown out

within the London twelve-miles radius, anJ
the consequences to every one of our in-

dustries will be most disastrous. At the

moment little more can be said than to urge

on all concerned the earnest consideration of

the claims cif fair-play and moderation.

The Registration Bill to be presented to

Parliament early in the coming Session has

now been published by the Society of Archi-

tects, and will be found on another page of

this issue in extenso. It differs mainly from

the Bill of 1903, which was the last one to

be presented, in condensation and simplifica-

tion, the general principles remaining. AH
architects in bona-fide practice at the passing

of the measure are to be permitted to

.register, and in future Repistration is to be

limited tn ^mlr :is li;i\r. l,rrii properly edu-

cated and lnt\- pi-.i\.i| tlh II- i|ii:ilirications by

passing projirr cNdiiniiatinii^ ; but whereas,

under the former Bill, education was com-

pulsorily to take the form of articles, the

alternative of spending a part, at least, of

the stipulated time in approved architectural

colleges or schools is now granted, the precise

form which the required education shall take

being open to variation by the Council, as

times change. Both Bills would provide

a General Council for the disciplinary

government of the profession, and for

maintaining the Register ; but under the

older Bill there were also to be Branch

Councils for Scotland and Ireland. These

are no longer mentioned — there is no

necessity for them now that means of com-

munication have improved, especially in so

small a profession as that of architecture is.

In length the Bill has been reduced from

44 to 39 sections ; but a few schedules have

been added as forms for application for

Registration, which have to be made
as statutory declarations — a wise pro-

vision against the possibility of tliere

being fraudulent applications. It also seems

to have been found necessary to increase the

list of bodies whose members, in spite of the

measure, are to have the right of recovering

charges " for work of any kind falling within

the duties of their calling," and it is even

recognised that the list .may need further

extension, either now or hereafter, for power

is taken to add " such other bodies as the

Council may from time to time approve,

with the sanction of the Privy Council."

This should go far to save the Bill from ex-

traneous opposition.

More is to be feared from within tlie pro-

fession. The decision taken last Monday
evening at the Institute to proceed, so far

as it.self is concerned, by Charter and not by

Bill, precludes that body from actively

supporting the B.ill now being introduced, as

was recognised by Mr. Middleton's with-

drawal of his motion to this effect, which was

down for consideration on Monday next. On

the other hand, the Institute can now hardly

oppose the Bill with any sense of honour.

The profession almost unanimously demands

Registration ; the Society is promoting a Bill

which would bring this about in the sense

understood in other professions, completely

and once for all. The Institute is adopting

a course which, while doing something, is

neither complete nor final, though it acknow-

ledges the demand for a thoroughgoing

measure. Lacking the necessary courage as

yet to go forward itself to finality, it can

hardly obstruct another body which is

endeavouring to do so, without laying itself

open to the charge of acting from motives

of self-expediency and not for the general

good.

Anyhow, at Monday's meeting it was

resolved to proceed by Charter, the principle

of Registration being adhered to as the

"ultimate goal" in view, and the Council

was instructed to prepare a detailed scheme,

to be submitted to a subsequent meeting,

revising its previous report so as to embody,

as far as practicable, the views which have

been brought forward at the last two

meetings at Conduit-street. A vote was

previously taken, which ruled out of court by

an overwhelming majority any proposal for

adhering to the project of a Bill before

Parliament at the present time ; whereupon

the representative who spoke on behalf of

those members who voted in the minority,

immediately expressed his intention to accept

the result of the vote and support the

alternative line of action voted for by the

majority present, by whom it was resolved to

proceed by Charter. The resolution of which

notice had been given for next Monday's

meeting, inviting the Institute to support the

Bill for Registration prepared by the Society

of Architects, was, as stated above, with-
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Manchester Art Gallery Committee intend to

recommend the council to invite applications

for the post of Art Director to the Man-

chester Gallery. By the retirement of Sir

AValter Armstrong the Directorship of the

Irish National Gallery is open, but it is

believed that Sir Hugh Lane will probably

be offered and will accept the appointment.

The retirement of the head of the Glasgow

.\rt Gallery and Museum is imminent, and
the Aberdeen Art Gallery recently lost its

head through the death of Mr. Percy Bate.
Army officers on half-pay, commercial
travellers, secondary school teachers, artists,

picture dealers, clergymen, doctors, actors,

asid librarians usually make up the bulk of

the applicants. Recently the post of secre-

tary of the Royal Academy was vacant, and
the applicants numbered, according to tha

London correspondent of the Manchester

Guardian, about 120, of whom eleven were
thought worthy of serious consideration.

On being re-elected chairman of the Car-

narvon Harbour Trust, on Tuesday, Mr.

Issard Davies referred to the movement
recently initiated among the slate quarry

proprietors of the district to improve their

trade. Unfortunately, he said, they had had
a succession of years of depression, but he

hoped that a revival of the slate trade would

follow the proprietors' movement to bring to

notice the great superiority of slates as

roofing material to the artificial compounds

now placed upon the market. Other

counties that he knew of had lost industries

which at one time were quite as flourishing

as the slate trade. The complaint was that

they in Wales were too much wedded to old

methods, that they did not push their trade

enough, and still proceeded according to the

old notion that the consumer must approach

the producer, and not the producer the con-

sumer. That certainly has been true in

many cases in the recent past. In some our

own well-meant efforts to facilitate inquiries

made of us by consumers have received scant

recognition. More publicity will certainlj

improve trade.

How rapid has been the recent develop-

ment of the tramway system in London is

shown by the annual report of the Highways

Committee of the County Council, which has

just been prepared by Sir Laurence Gomme.

In 1903 the horse-drawn cars numbered 517.

Last year there were only 74 running, and

that number is fast reaching extinction.

Electric cars, introduced in 1904, when 306

were running, have multiplied fivefold. In

the same ten years the number of passengers

has increased from 109 millions to 012

millions, and the revenue from £444,000 to

2i millions sterling. The report mentions

that the omnibus was first used in London

in 1829, when it was introduced from Paris.

The fare from Marylebone-road to the Bank

was a shilling. Now the same distance can

be covered in less than half the time for

twopence.

In a letter published in the Leiceter

PUmccr; Mr. J. Ramsay MacDonald, M.P,

describes the city of Delhi as a vast church-

yard sixty square miles in extent, with a

little corner still inhabited by a swarm of

huddled human beings. "For what reason

Providence only knows," he says, " the

Government decided to build new palaces

and new offices, and bring itself bag and

baggage to this city of ruins and tombs.

'I'lare have been seven Delhis already, and

the eighth Delhi is to be built. It is a

prodigiously queer thing," thinks Mr.

MacDonald, "this escapade of building a city

to order. It is to cost an enormous sum of

money—at least £6,000.000; its success is

not at all certain : it has to be preceded by

a great temporary city of lath-and-plaster

which has wasted Indian resources like a

famine. Every step the builders take has to
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be considered lest their foot falls upon a

tomb. Nobody but a skilled and patient

diplomatist could have emerged from the

maze of holiness, false and real, which lay

oil the land. Among the shrines to be pre-

served is that of the ninth Guru of the

Sikhs, Teg Bahadur, who, previous to his

martyrdom at the hands of Aurungzeb fore-

told the coming of the European ' from

beyond the seas to tear down thy pardas and

destroy thine empire.' His ashes lie in a

shady garden, and will be encompassed by

the great public park, which is to adjoin the

new Government House, Avhere the Lord

Saliib of the conquerors is to sit in state.

This, at any rate, is appropriate." Mr.

MacDonald adds that an old wife's story

predicts that the builders ot the eighth city

are to be luckless in their rule.

Golf, it seems, has an " architecture " of

its own, and the "Golf Architect,"

apparently, is not appreciated by all players

when his well-meant endeavours tend to

make things harder for them. So. at least,

we gather from the remarks of an authority

in the Scolsman, who says: "There has been

little inclination in recent days on the part

of the indignant golfer to spare his wrath at

the ways of the links architect. Surely the

time has come for the architect to stay his

hand in this matter. No one will deny that

courses have been the better for his im-

proving efforts ; but the tendency to make
the game more difficult than it now is, and,

indeed, to create unfairness rather than a

greater test of skill, is one that must be

deprecated. As for the creation of freakish

liazards or the placing of the hole at an

absurd point of a putting green, the great

body of golfing opinion may be taken as

adverse. Anyone who advocates piling up

difficulties cannot hold a brief for the great

masses who play the game. One of the chief

dangers of reforms is that they may be

pushed too far. That danger is perceived

with regard to links architecture. Hence the

ontcry."
<»

The baths committee of the Manchester Cor-
poration have adopted plans for public baths
to be constructed in Levenshulme at an esti-

mated cost of £13,500.
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS, PRINCESS
LOUISE ROAD, BLYTH, NORTH-
UMBERLAND.
This school has been opened since Christ-

mas. It accommodates 1,200, with an
assembly-hall common to three departments.
The infants' wing has yet to be built. The
buildings are ot one story only, and have a

corridor 8ft. wide running round the entire

premises, and communicating with the

assembly-hall. As this corridor is only

8ft. 6in. high, it admits of all the classrooms
having cross ventilation. Cloakrooms are

provided at the north and south end of each
wing, with two teachers' rooms over them at

the south ends only.

A French casement window has been
provided in the teachers' rooms, so as

advantage can be taken of the flat roof, which
can be used for open-air recreation. There
are eight classrooms to each department, five

to accommodate fifty-six and three to accom-
modate forty. Steel casements have been

used throughout, and the school is heated on

the low-pressure hot-water system. A care-

taker's house has been provided at the south-

west corner of site. Messrs. Feuwicke and
Watson, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, are the archi-

tects. The, contractors were Messrs. Robson
and Waddle, of Blyth. The contract price

for the school was £10.357 8s. 2d.

New council schools at Princess Louise-road,

Blyth, have been formally opened. The archi-

tects were Messrs. Fawcett and Watts of New-

castle and the builders Messrs. Robson and

Waddle, of Blyth. The outlay has been

£10,350.

An inquiry has been held before an inspector

ot the Loca'l Government Board at Limerick

into an apphcation from the Limerick Corpora-

tion for a loan of £16,207 14s. 8d. for the

erection ot seventy-one workmen's dweUings

under the provisions of the Housing of the

Working Classes Acts. In some of the tenement

houses it was stated that there are five or six

The Ilkley Urban District Council recently

made apphcation to the Local Government

Board for sanction to borrow £9,500 for pur-

chasing and laying out for pleasure-ground

purposes 44 acres of land on the Middleton side

of tlie River Wharfe, known as " The Holmes.

As a resuh of the inquiry, at which consider-

able opposition was offered to the proposal, the

Local Government Board have intimated that

they do not feel justified in complying with the

application.

Mr. E. H. Bennett, of Chicago, has been

engaged by the Ottawa and Hull City Planning

Commission to prepare a comprehensive plan for

the enlargement and beautification of the

capital. The plan, which will take two or three

years to prepare, will include park schemes,

arrangement of governmental and civic build-

ings, driveways, industrial sites, etc. Mr. E. T.

Cousins, engineer of the Toronto Harbour Com-
mission, will be associated with Mr. Bennett in

the work.

OBITUARY.
Mr. Henry Jones Lanchester, F.R.I.B.A,

(retired) died on Monday last, at his resi-

dence, Southlea, Sant-avenue, Lindfield,

near Hayward's Heath, on his eightieth

birthday. Mr. Lanchester was articled to the

late John Waller. He commenced practice

on his own account in 1856, and carried out

a number of buildings, most of them in the

vicinity of Greenwich. At that period Mr.
Lanchester was also engaged in railway and
estate surveying. In 1856 he took up his

residence at Hove, Brighton, and was for

many years occupied in laying out and in

building work on the extensive Stanford

Estate there. His handbook on "How to

Make a House Healthy and Comfortable

"

dates from this time. Mr. Lanchester was
keenly interested in the problem of London
traffic, and prepared several improvement
schemes dealing with this question. He
joined the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects as an Associate in 1874, became a

Fellow in 1903, and was placed upon the

retired list in 1908, although he had given up
aetiv~e practice some years previously. When
the Volunteer movement was started he joined

the " Six-Foot Guards," so called because

every member of the corps was 6ft. or over.

He celebrat.d hi? enlden wedding in 1912,

and i.? ,snr\n.il ^•\ Mrs. Lanchester and a

family of niLl;t -.m- ;iiid daughters, of whom
the eldest s.m i- .Mr. Henry Vaughan Lan-

chester, V.P.R.I.B.A.. of Messrs. Lanchester

and Rickards, and another is well known as a

motor engineer and inventor.

The death took place on Monday of Mr.

George Steane, head of the firm of Messrs.

George and Isaac Steane, architects,

Coventry, at the age of seventy-two. Mr.

Steane was educated at the local grammar
school, and served his articles to Mr. Murray,

a well-known architect of his day, with

whom he afterwards went to London. He
. latn A. W. Pugin and with

Wiiinrlnni-n, R.A.. in Man-
.1- ,it 111- cii ;itli leaving Mr.
Ill nr;itnliil recognition of

•ieiit service." Mr. Steane

began practice in his native city nearly forty

years ago ; he was the architect to the old

School Board, and built several chapels and

also buildings for public authorities. He
leaves a widow and sons.

Mr. Charles Valentine Hunter, A.R.I.B.A.,

C.C, died on Sunday, after a long illness, at

his residence, 20, Chantry House, Eccleston-

square, Eaton-square, aged seventy-one

years. Mr. Hunter had long practised in

Doctors' Commons, and had carried out

many business premises in the City and else-

where. From 1890 to 1909 (when he retired,

owing to ill health) he sat on the City Court

of Common Council for Castle Baynard

Ward, and served there as chairman of the

Freemen's Orphan School Committee. He
was the founder ot the Royal Life-Saving

was also witii

the late Alfr

Chester, the

Steane a leg

devoted and effi
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Committee and was forziierly a crack shot,
swimmer, oarsman, and pedestrian, and in
later years frequently acted as judge or
referee at athletic sports. He is survived by
his widow, a well-known portrait painter.
Mr. Hunter's funeral took place yesterday
(Thursday) at Xorwood Cemetery.

An inquest was held at Belfast on Friday
on the body of Thomas Petit Wardrop, an
architect, aged forty-six, who committed
suicide on the previous Tuesday by throwing
himself over the staircase banisters from the
fourth story in the Scottish Provident
Buildings, Belfast. The deceased had been
out of work, and this had worried him con-
siderably. In a letter to his wife he stated
that he had lost all control of himself, having
again been unsuccessful. A second letter,
intimating his intention to commit suicide,
was addressed to the city coroner. The
widow, in evidence, said on a few occasions
when her husband had been unable to get
employmcTit he had said in a jocose way that
the only tiling for him to do was to get a
pennyworth of rat poison. He had always
held the opinion that if a person wished he
should be allowed to commit suicide. He had
been engaged for seventeen years as a civilian
dranghtsmaii by the War Department, and
she and her husband had lived for three years
in Hong Knng. He had since condemned the
action of the War Office in discharging him
there, instead of giving him employment for
six months when he returned to England, in

March, 1910. so that he could have an oppor-
tunity of looking for a new situation. The
surgical evidence showed that, as a result of
the fall, deceased's skull was fractured and
his neck broken. The jury found the
deceased had committed suicide while tem-
porarily insane, and expressed their sym-
pathy with the widow and children.

Mr. Frederick Bolt, of Gunnislake, died
very suddenly from heart affection on Thurs-
day in last week, at the age of sixty-five
years. Deceased for over twenty-five years
had been in the employ of Messrs. S.
Pearson and Son, contractors, acting as
manager of public works at Ivybridge, Port
Talbot. Bristol, and finally, "for the last
sixteen years, at Gunnislake granite quarries.
During Mr. Bolt's residence at Gunnislake
large consignments of granite were sent to
the Admiralty Harbour Works, Dover, to
the Cornwall Granite Co.'s offices in London
(who about five years ago appointed deceased
one of their directors), also to the new Corn-
wall Countv Education Offices at Truro.

Mr. D. J. McMahon has been appointed town
surveyor to the Listowel Urban District Council

Mr. J. Stnart, borough surveyor to the Dun-
stable Town Council. ha.s tendered his resigna-
tion, to take effect on March 25.

It is proposed to construct a new highway
bridge of masonry across the Tweed at Berwick
at an estimated outlay of £40,000. The new
structure will he constructed midway betweer
the railway viaduct and the interesting old
bridge of fifteen arches, which was built in
1610-34, and is only 17ft. in width.

It is officially announced that the Director-
ship of the National Gallerv of Ireland, which
has been held bv Sir Walter Armstronj, will
he vacant from the close of the financial year.
The post carries a pension. Candidates" are
invited. Sir Walter has held the post of
Director, which he is now vacating, since 1892.

Last week the chief engineering inspector of
the Local Government Board held an inquiry
in Rathmines, County Dublin, respecting a"n

application by the urban district council of
Rathmines and Rathgar for sanction to loans
of £12.160 for extending the electricity works
and purchasing a free wiring installation, and
of £13.660 for constructing sewers. There was
no opposition to either proposal.

In the vestry of St. Sidwell's Church, Exeter,
on Sunday week, after evening service, a volume
labelled "Plans and Draft. Properties of the
Webbs' and Moffats' Charities in St. Sidwell's
Exeter." dating from 1840. was presented to the
rector and wardens by Mr. R. J. Mills, an ex-
warden. Mr. Mills explained that the volume
was recovered from the office of Messrs Ellis
and Bowden. who some years ago obtained the
old stock of the late Messrs. Dymond and Son
surveyors, of Bampfylde House: Exeter.

|

COMPETITIONS.
BURTOX - OX - TREXT.—The Burton

Board of Guardians have decided to invite
competitive plans for children's homes on
land adjoining the workhouse, and to offer
prizes of £25 and £10.

DIRECTIOX-POST DESIGXS.—In con-
nection with the International Road
Congress, held in London in June last, a
competition was instituted by the Local
Organising Council for designs for direction-
posts and plates, with a view to securing a
standard type suitable for general adoption
by highway authorities. Fifty-nine entries
were received, and the Judging Committee,
presided over by Sir George Gibb, Chairman
of the Road Board, have issued their awards.
The successful competitors were : 1, Mr. E.
S. Sinnott, M.Inst. C.E., County Surveyor of
Gloucester. £16; 2, Messrs. W. and F.
Wills. Ltd.. Perseverance Works, Bridg-
water, £12; .3, Messrs. W. Weeks and Son,
Ltd., Perseverance Works, Maidstone, £7.
Captain H. P. Deasy, Weybridge, Surrey,
also received special mention. The designs
and descriptions of the successful com-
petitors have been reproduced by the Com-
mittee in a pamphlet, of which" a limited
inimber of copies are available on applica-
tion to Mr. Rees Jeffreys, the Hon. General
Secretary, Queen Anne's Chambers, West-
minster.

XOTTIXGHAM: Proposed Xew Town-
Hall.—-An important step in the direction of
providing a more adequate civic home for
Xottingham was taken on Monday, when,
after a long discussion, the city council
unanimously agreed to appoint a special com-
mittee of sixteen members " to consider the
advisability of erecting a new town-hall on
the site of the Exchange, with power to
invite competitive designs for the same, and
to report generally to the council." The Ex-
change, on which it is probable that the new
edifice will be built, was constructed a
century ago, and so long ago as 1857 the late
Mr. T. C. Hine, a well-known Nottingham
architect, by a special invitation from the
town improvement committee, prepared a
complete design for the rebuilding of the
Exchange, which was to contain public
offices and council chamber, and an offer was
made by a large insurance company to defray
the entire cost of the erection on the con-
dition that the corporation leased to them
the ground, or shop, floor of the building for
ninety-nine years at a nominal rent.

" Mr.
Hine's design still hangs, unexecuted, in the
mayor's parlour. In the course of the dis-
cussion sums of from £175,000 to £250.000
were tentatively suggested as the possible
outlay. Mr. E. H. Lee expressed a hope
that sufficiently large premiums vtould be
awarded to induce the best architects, not
only in this country, but from abroad, to
send in competitive' designs.

RECOXSTRUCTIOX OF DUBLIX.—
A conference organised by the Housing and
TowH-Planning Association of Ireland was
held on Wednesday in Dublin, the Countess
of Aberdeen presiding, for the purpose of
promoting a civic exhibition in Dublin during
the coming summer and autumn. A pro-
visional council was formed, and it was
decided to ask the Earl of Aberdeen to act as
president, with the Countess of .Aberdeen as
chairman of the executive council. It was
stated that Lord Aberdeen had offered a
premium of £500 for the best plan for the
reconstruction of Dublin, keeping in view the
bettering of housing accommodation for the
workintr-classes in and around the city.

REIGATE.—At the last meeting of the
Reigate Board of Guardians a report was
presented by the works committee as to the
plans submitted in competition for the pro-
posed new infirmary at the workhouse. The
report stated that, after careful examination
of the respective plans and estimates, and
consideration of the report of the assessor
(Mr. W. Roland Howell, F.R.I.B.A., of
Blagrave - street, Reading) thereon, the
designs numbered 3, 6. and 4 bad been
selected as first, second, and third in order of
merit respectively. The estimated costs of
carrying out the plans were as follows : Xo. .3

plan.- competitor's estimate. '£7,270, adjusted I

estimate £7.199; Xo. 6 plan, competitor's
estimate £6,4t)7, adjusted estimate £8,170;
Xo. 4 plan, competitor's estimate £6,522,
adjusted estimate £6,933. The first two
plans provided for eighty-two beds, and the
latter for eighty-four. The chairman, in
moving the adoption of the report, said a
certain number of the plans, by reason of
their cost, were put out of court, and by a
process of elimination, carefully considering
the report made by the independent archi-
tect, other plans were discarded, until they
came to numbers 3, 6, and 4. After examin-
ing these plans they came to the conclusion
that Xo. 3 was the one most suited in every
way. and although the independent architect,
in reporting on that, pointed out certain
small defects, still, those defects were con-
siderably less than those he had reported on
in other plans. He was glad to say that
not one of the committee was aware "of the
authorship of the plan. The decision they
had come to was an entirely independent
one ; no one had seen the plans except the
members of the committee and the board, so
that, therefore, it was impossible for anyone
to know the plans sent in. In reply to
questions the chairman said the assessor had
not been asked to state which was the best
plan. After some discussion the report was
adopted. The envelopes were then opened,
and the names of the successful competitors
announced as follows:—Xo. 3 plan, Messrs.
T. R. and V. Hooper, Market Hall-buildings,
Redbill; Xo. 6 plan, Mr. G. E. Smith,
Southsea; Xo. 4 plan, Mr. C. Nicholas,
Hanover-square, London (private address,
Green Point, Reigate Hill). Plan Xo. 3 was
then referred back to the authors to consider
whether, and, if so, what, economies could
be made, so as to reduce the cost.

TITANIC MEMORIAL.—A design by
Mrs. Harry Payne Whitney for a Titanic
memorial, to be erected at Washington, D.C.,
in commemoration of the heroism of the men
who sacrificed their lives that women
passengers might be saved, has been accepted
by the Fine Arts Commission. Mrs.
Whitney's design, which would cost to

execute, it is estimated, about £9,000, repre-

sents the figure of a man symbolic of

heroism. In white marble, it stands with
arms outstretched, giving the impression
from a distance of a crucifix. The figure,

which is almost nude, will be 15ft. high. The
posture of the arms and the pose of the

massive head, which is thrown slightly back,
conveys an impression of sacrifice ; the ex-

pression of the face—almost smiling

—

welcoming death. The base of the memorial
will correspond in height with the figure, and
will be also of white marble, while Lombardy
poplar trees will form a background to the

whole setting. The base extends around the

figure on three sides, leaving the front open.

Mrs. Whitney was formerly Miss Gertrude
Vanderbilt, "daughter of

" Mr. Cornelius

Vanderbilt. Her work has been exhibited

frequently in Paris, where she has won many
prizes and honours, and she has also been an

exhibitor in American galleries.

At the thirtieth annual general meeting of the

Society of Architects, to be held at 28. Bedford-
square. W.C., on Thursday evening next, at

8 p.m.. the secretary Mr. C. McArthur Butler,

will present a resum^ of the Society's work from
its inception to the present day. We understand
that several of those who were present at the

first meetins of the Society in 1884 will be
present, and will probably take part in the pro-

ceedings.

At the quarterly meeting of the Norfolk
County Council, held on Saturday at Norwich.
the county surveyor. Mr. T. H. B. Heslop. re-

ported that of the bridges destroyed or seriously

damaged in the flood 'of August, 1912. thirty-

three have been rebuilt and are now open to

traffic. The following ferro-concrete bridges are
completed, and will be open to traffic a fort-

night hence, when sufficiently set :—Edgefield,
and Hevingham. Coltishall Bridge is completed
with the exception of the parapets and road-

way. Piles have been driven for the ferro-

"oncrete bridges at Itteringham. Thwaite. and
B.iiiuingham.'and at the latter the superstnic-

t'tre is being constructed. The new bridge at

Stnkr Holy Cross ford is progressing satis-

factorily.
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FRAMINGHAM PIGOT.—The Bishop of
Xorwich dctlicatrcl last week the Christie
Memorial sanctiKirx, wlii.li r.uiiis an eastern
extension to Si \ ,.|| -

Franiinghani Ph.M , \..ll Ik

of the chance J :,i

was made of KHI \ n

arch has heei

ally has hecu call

Mill IIU

ulded c

nldiii

II. IV. ,1 , r ,1 i. :il. The east
rclK.Ml, :,,Mii ll niches heii

ur lllnstrations.

JIANSION, MADTSOX AVENUE, NEW
YORK.

This mansion has been erected at the
orner of Madison-square, New York, foi

Irs. O. H. P. Belmnnt, and the facades arc
nished i[i nslilnr. \\'itli r.L,'ard to the plans,

. is only n-Li !'. -i\ lliat the house, as

nilt, was iml .hilnkiIK |ihinned as a whole,
w hiiKleriii..-i li,.i'. laiiiing the library
M I:,iL'.. :in,i.Mli\ ,,,, tlir llr^f H.H.r. hii^ii,:,

md sr- IV .. lixed, and a
new oak holy fi.l.i,

. i,.m..|1„,i- „-ith the
curtains, wall hangings, altar frontal, and
carpets were all provided for. Messrs.
Geoffry Lueas and Lodge, of Gray's Inn-
sqnare, W.C. were the architects, and
Me^'.rs. .1. S. Smith and Son, of Norwich,
the builders.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION. -
ilr. F. R. Verbury. the secretary of thii

Association, informs us that, owinti to in

disposition. Professor C. H. Reilly will Im

unable to read his proposed paper
•Tlie Ncn Greek Movement in An
ill tlic ISth and inili Cciitiirios,- I

iilitl.'.l

pctiiig of the As

BU
i; A \ III AM ASSOCIATION OF
U<\\U JUADES' EMPLOYERS.—

The Grantliam Builders' Association have
decided that their members shall not accept
invitation to tender in competition for
Iniildiiig work above the value of £250 unless
qnantities are supplied to them.

The Pa rill Theatre was opened
ilay. Mr. G. H.
; II Mings, Manchester,

A.R.I.B.A.,

The Bou

John-street, Ailelphi, W .r

.

uouth Town Council adopted on
Tuesday, alter some discussion and a division,
a scheme recomme-nded by the pavilion com-
mittee for the erection of a pavilion on the
Belle Vue site at a cost of ^E60,000. Powers
will have to be obtained to borrow the money
New oak choir-seats and clergy-seats and

desks, traceried and panelled, and with carved
poppyheads, have been placed in St. Paul's
Church, Darhngtdn, as a memorial to the late
vicar, Canon Edmund Hutchinson. The whole
of the work was designed by Mr. H. D.
Pritchett, of Darlington, and carried out under
liis supervision.

thed by hi

pies of his

daughter.

The new buiMings of the National Hospital
lor Diseases of the Heart in Westmoreland-
street, Marylebono, will be opened by Prince
Arthur of Connaught on Monday afternoon.
The 1iu1M;„.4 Is four stories \u.^h\ Uvo wards
V'' '

'

' i:m„ f,,, ,„, nu ...ylil beds,
•" '

'
i

- "f the top

111. there are separate
r, a spacious lift has been
outside doors and an iron

e dangers from fire.

ve been expended. The

same. 1 ll. ii.i.-i

are of green I. /

green. The ii..|r

work of grcv ami r.

of I'ni...-

been l'i . ni

the .111

Willi 1

an effect and character which it hitherto did
not |inssi.ss. The south-west end of the
-liiilh iiisl.. lias been converted into a bap-
iii.iv, will re has been set up a marble
li:i|il i-.iiial [lint presented in 18,57. Over it

has now been placed a cover in oak. in the
form of a towerinL' (Inline tali.'niarlc of the
English 14th - vrutu^^ lN|ir. I, in m the
tracery work of uiiirli ih,. spiiit ul tlio fc\\

remains of Scottish iMedia?val woodwork has
been preserved. This tabernacle of carved
openwork tracery is finished with a

crocketed steeple, surmounted by a gilded
.love, symbolical of the Holy Spirit. The
whole structure rests on the white marble
^tep of the font, and is reminiscent of the
il.l ribnrinm or baldachin of the altar. The

iiii'iiii^' III' tl ilk )i lliii._' ill the chancel
k.i-- ll- Mi-|iir;ii

, ill, line old carved
i:i!l- lif |,iv-li, Inriiiiiii-in ikili- -about 1520—
-lill cM-lin- 111 ll,.. rlniprl ,,1 King's College,
Old Aberdeen, erected by Bishop Elphin-
stone. The panels, while' of varied design,
show, when viewed in combination, a suffi-

ciently uniform effect. The Scottish thistle
i^ n if th.. .liii.r iv.iiiTiii._. motifs in the
liiii.'il^ III' III.' ' |ii.'-, iiii.l llie cresting has
.|iiit.. ii I'l-iiiiin s.'.,iii.,|, f,...|iiia. Over the
.linir stalls the panelling is carried in the
form of parclose screens, with vaulted and
enriched canopies. The bishop's chair, placed
on the left side of the chancel, has a rich
np.ni t::li. i-nn.-', i-,

, .rlc spirelet, and the
|ir:n.i'k k I

: 'ilv carved poppy ends
..111 lii

, I . iliocese in a traceriei
piii'f Ik. 1... .1 1

. I.I oak chancel screen ii

\.i ik hi ^p,.,.ini,.n of the modern crafts-

III. II - ail riie design follows the main lines

.1 llii. Ci.lli,.. screens of East Aiiglia of the
nil .if III. nth and beginning of the l.")th

. iiilin 1..-.
i lie s.rccii on plan is splayed

mil, ^ v.liiit 111 iiriel form, projecting
mill 111.. .Iniiili some feet, and is

in 111,,, I mil, -,^,11 liavs, the central open-
iii'j ll, iiiL' wiikr I I-.. Iiiizhly decorated
tliiiii III., .iMi,n>- '111.- .-1,1.' hays are in two
-lii'j.'x. Til.' I,.\',, r |.:ni ii~iiiL' from a dark
jiv.m ni;ii-l,l,. Iki-i., is m.IiiI, with linenfold

The
11 the

and
pro

nvned

out by Mcs-ix
architects, of ,\1

new floor of th.

marble, and im

ch ends
nid the
IS been

terran
of the

the 111

decorai

the ,l;i

and |i.i

off. 1V^

oak; v,

which
the c)i!

\ roof is now
\ liite and gold ;

\ered the pews
as been scraped

with fine carved front, set within the width
of the nave pillars over the entrance lobby,
leaving the aisles free. The result of .all

this work has been to impart to the ch,urch

J,, iiihl :i |.:i i:i|,, I i.f ,.|i,,|i 1 |-|i.Tr\ . from
ll r,-, -,. !,;,':- I,. ,,.' . ,,ii.i.-.ls with out-

,1,1 .. 11, , 11 '
. . ,,;U and musical

riini. I I I
'

.
' inports of the

,.ii :i r,' 1 1
,

,
,i -, n k •

, i !,mI convention.al

l,,l , 111 wki, ll Ik, ,,;ik III,' Nine, and the

llii-lk' iiiv , .,ii-,Mi,' I-. .\ kiru.. oak cross is

.,,.,,.. 11,1. ,1 ..,,,• 111.' -.,'>,.,'ii. The altar and
l,'i|,|.,l, ivr,',l,,. III-,. Ill iKiniiniiy with the rest

,.r til.-., ri.'li litlings.

M ( I X ^ 11 I' L L COLONY FOR
EPlLF.PrUS, BIRMINGHAM UNION.

The Secretary of State for Home Affairs,

Mr. Reginald McKenna. M.P., has opened
this Colony for Epileptic and Mentally
ncfrrtive Persons, built at Monyhull by the

r.ii iiiiiii^ham Union, and in November last he
kiiil Ilie foundation-tone of the Residential
s, k,,,.i fur Children, which forms part of the
-,

I -lii.wii b\ 111.' accompanying
,

I
., I |. ,,i I III- iii-i II III I. .11, like the Pass-

'I i I ,1 l';|iil, |iii. C.k.iiv at Chalfont.
I; '. k I |.i.,, hkil III. T iliiit the epileptic

Ml III -iiii- ml. iMiU may not be associated

Willi iiiil.i'.'ili -, iiiiil the feeble-minded may
k,

I r, , ,,l Ill, I with severer forms of

1,1, iiiiil ,ii-,ii'i', biilli classes catered for in

ihi- ,.,kiii\ ll, iiil; made as comfortable and
11- III! ii- 111, ir inifortunate conditions permit.

.\ 111 I ml iliiii'iit of three homes for men
I Mil, , 1,11 '.Miiiien. four of these being one-

si, ,m liiiiklmus and the remainder two
I, .11. II, ll, i-'ht, each home accommodating

.11. miiiiiiis, provided for a total of 216.

I„ -1,1, , ii hiiimlry. general kitclien block, and
.iiiiim.i Iii.Il'.. lor the head attendant. These
w. IV ,ip, ii,..l l,y the Lord Mayor of Birming-
Iniiii 111 IIHis. Having proved such a success

the r.st.nsiuii scheme was started in 1911 by
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MOXYHULL COLOXY FOR EPILEPTICS,
General Plan.

BIRMINGHAM UXIOX. -Messrs. C. Whitweli. and Son, Architects

the erection of six additional homes for
adults, wliile administrative quarters were
formed in Monyhull Hall, a plain Classic and
substantial house, well adapted to the
purpose, and standing on the property.
School accommodation for 50 epileptic and
180 mentally defective children was resolved
upon Ijy tlie Education Committee in 1912,
and a joint scheme between the guardians
and corporation enabled the colony to be
largely developed, and a sum of about £73,000
was agreed to be expended. Messrs. B.
Whitehonse and Sons are the contractors,
and Messrs. C. Whitweli and Son, also of
Birmingham, are the architects. We give
several plans of the Children's Homes and
one of the school, also a pair of views of tlie

Homes for Adults. When the works now in
progress are completed the colony will
consist of two homes for boys and girls, each
building accommodating 38 epileptic and
three distinct homes for both sexes for the
feeble-minded, each of them providing for 45

inmates each. The administrative depart-
ment provides 20 beds in the receiving home,
300 places in the school, with separate class-

rooms for epileptics ; a hand laundry for

girls, and workshops for btiys. In the adult
section for both men and women there are a

pair of two-story homes and four single story

homes, each house taking 42 inmates, thus
giving a total of 336 for adults alone. The
" old hall " will accommodate 10 officers, and
the administrative building 40 more, while
" Monyhull Cottage " takes ten others. The
chapel seats 500 persons. The total cost is

set down at about £96.000, including
furnishings and fittings, boilers and heating,

also professional charges and engineering
works.

^**

Mr. Alexander Anderson, son of the late ro.id

surveyor, has been appointed county road sur-

veyor, and Mr. W. Sanderson, sub-inspector.

CHIPS.

On Lady Day next, the Kinj, by pressing a

button, will formally open the new Albert Wood
wings at Chester Infirmary, where a scheme of

enlargement and renovation in memory of King
Edward VII. is being carried out at a cost of

£40,000.

Mr. John Harvey Ramsay, I.M.. of The
Grange. Barassie, Ayrshire, sole partner in the

firm of Messrs. Nathaniel Kamsay and Son,

measurers, of 194, St. Vincent-street, Glasgow,

who died on September 3 last, left, in addition

to considerable real estate, personal estate in

the United Kingdom valued at £14.607. of

which £12,687 is in Scotland.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held

at Acle — which lies between Xorwich, Yar-

mouth, and Lowestoft—last week, by Mr. H. A.

Chapman. F.R.I.B..\.. to consider the applica-

tion of the Blofield District Council for sanction

to borrow £750 for the purpose of erecting four

dwelling-houses in the parish of Acle, under

Part III. of the Housing of the Working Classes
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Ground Floor Plan, TSvo-Story Home for Adults.

Plan of Single-Story Home for Children.

MOXYHULL COLONY FOR EPILEPTICS, BIRMINGHAM UNION.— Messrs. C. Whhwell and Son, Architectf
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Na\i-.. Looking East.

ite William Burn, Architect (1816).
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One-Story Adults" Home.

ill ,"

"

-^^»-

Twu-St'jKv AriULTS' Home.

MONYHULL COLONY FOR EPILEPTICS, BIRMINGHAM UNION.

Messrs. C. Whitwell and Son, Architects.
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Plan. Two-Storv Home for Cliiklren.

Ground Floor Plan, Two-Story Homes for Children.

JIi »XYHUr.L COLONY FOR EPILEPTICS, BIRMINGHAM UNION.—Messrs. C. Whitwell and Sox. Architects
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Corrtspontience.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS AM)
THE REGISTRATION BILL.

To the Editor of the BoiLDiNQ News

Sir,—On Monday, January 5, tl e

members of the R.I.B.A. decided um i

mously. at a crowded meeting, not to

prepare a, Bill for the Registration of Arcl i

tects ; consequently I was very amused to

receive by the first post on the 7th instai t i

letter from the Society of Architects, ditt 1

January 1, touting for members.
Apparently the letter had been prepared

in advance of the R.I.B.A. meeting, and wis

posted the day after, so that architects could

receive it before having an opportunity of

reading a report of the meeting, the stite

nients of Sir Aston Webb and otheis

showing clearly the absurdity of applying to

Parliament, and the advisability of proceed

ing by way of a new Charter.

Again, "the letter was received befoie

architects could read a report of the rennil s

by our President and others concerning tl e

Society I refer to.—I am, etc.,

Sydnf.y Perki

Gniklhall. E.C.. Jan. 7. 1914.

\t the annual meeting of Saskatoon Builde

Exchange, Mr. J. Priel was re-elected president

and Mr. A. W. Cassidy first vice-president, both

appointments being for a third term.

The death is announced of Herr Ignat s

Taschner. the well-known German sculpt

One of his most popular works is the Foui ta

of National Legends at Friedriobsheim, i e

Berlin.

The Eccles Town Council decided on Mon laj

to apply to the Local Government Board for

permission to borrow .£1,140 in order to b 11

new offices for the Health and Survey oi s

Departments at the back of the town-hall.

The inaugural banquet of the recently-forme 1

Institute of Town-Planning at the Connau-'ht

Rooms will take place on Friday, January 30

when the Right Hon, .John Burns, President of

the Local Government Board, will be the g lest

of the evening.

Mr. August William Ki:ni-, ronir;

managing director of thr Sumli \iih i:,,iii 1 I

way Construction Compam il.iiiiiii!' nh' I I

from the effects of a mot.ii- arrhli>iil al 11 I

Janeiro on October 14. left est.ite in tlie U t i

Kingdom of the gross value of .*12,105. of v.\ h

the net personalty has been sworn at £9 3''3

The testator left ' all his properly to his w fe

absolutely.

The rural district council of Grantham have

decided to consider the system of repaving

main roads contract, and, "in order to

straighten matters for the future,'' their two
surveyors are under three months' notice to

terminate their engagements. The matter of

filling the vacancies has been left to the h gl

ways committee.

A new council school at Pensilva, Cornn 11

was opened on Monday. It has been built fion

plans by Mr. B. C. Andrew, of St. Austell tie

county architect for ']ii. ill n Tl |.ir 1

accommodation for 160 rlii'
'

I . n-i t t

an assembly-hall (40ft. I- ' i " la

rooms. Tlie cost, in. I _ " l.as bee

£2,500. Mr. J. Payntei . ..i IKn.uuil,. vva tie

builder.

A Local Government Board inquiry was hel 1

at Wemblev on Tuesday into an application by
the urli.u, :i; liM .-..„,'. 11 In ]..-.,>..:. Cfi 255 for

constrii' ;
', .1 .

I ..I II. .i;. 1. i- I- -ix miles

in IcnL'Mi \ i..|.:i ,'•
li i a mn ,i.i,i on of

LEGAL INTELLIQENOE
r I \\ tii MFN rx 1 1 \nxT\iR--

1 P , 1 1 I M W 11

I II 1 1

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITABY
MATTERS

II II alth ComC\RL1SLE—

M

p ) il 1 o pi t 1 I eto 1

MANCHESTER— \ co
i

I

for re severing the city i |

II

surveyor Mr T le Co irc M I M
IS leing curie 1 o it I y tl op
replaces one undertaken i 1886 n ler i

t on of the late M Jol i All son tl e

sirve\oi 1 cl 1 1 o e le
|

-

capa t I I

fift^ ve I M 1 t k

progress aid tie al t en 1

tie work which 1 e n^ i el t M
corporal on staff a no nt to tore

±500 000 The estjnited co t of tl e \

scheme is abo it £1350 000 Tie total

mcliled in tie scheme is 39 100 acies

tac 1 t e aie pio ded tor f irtl er e'cten

Amn e p t I n e been n a le 1 v n ean

their .In Ml .11 .ni, II.Min.s, u 1 n

whicli ILiiioiv .--. li,jol l„i„ a cui,.,i,lia<il,l,: hold "

of open land. The only owners not agreeing to

the proposals were the governors of Harro \

School.

At the town-hall, Soufliiirnl ni, T,\Ar,\ Al

F. H. Tulloch, an ins|. • m I. , .In I I

Government Board, h. I I t. hi it. i

application of the corpmii a i
'

i . i i . ,. 1

for the construction of a iii, n lil il

on the Marine Drive, an I '. . "
- .

of a shelter on the Clnl h a I'l i m i

A. E. Jackson, the boinn I

proposed lake would b. Ian:; 1.. L'ndii
I

would have a maximum depth cif 6f I . B tl „
would take place exclusively from a ra le 1 in

enclosure between the Marine Drive and the
lake.

present rate ot j i ogress s man ta I

mate 1 that tl e vl ole scheme of I

w 11 1 e conpletel ii al out se\e

now The les lent engineer s M
BiUo gl ail tie naiacer of the works
are bei " exec te 1 by tl e corporat on s M
\\ ssen len

©ur O^ffia i;able.

A 1 iinpoitai t scheme for dealing with tin

tl ffic picblem of the city aid port of Liver

ill 1 I t I to tl Lei

f 1 r pai torj de
eipool City Council

h aims at a rehousing
as received at the

1 1
I

tv c tv surveyor
I skctcl ed the

I le! o SI g work
I I II 1 of lOU

tie J I

comple

\ t 1 s I lare a t

1 ei oted tventj fi e

r tl p la 1 a d

1 e iporat o

of i. 100 for

acres of lai

d

\ f 1 tie coi

postMr Herbert Goo lyear has res gned
as 1 oro gh engineer of Colchester

L p t Col L H A D Eraser Dep
D rertn M 1 tl v Works has been selected as

bt te 1- o 1 ee loi Cashmere in succession to

Col loly le Lothmiere

Tl e Lo al Go p p t Bmrl 1 a p sanct oned

tie lorrowig ot II 4 1 I Normanto i

R ril D sti ct Co It I
I I

of erect

1
g se entv s x 1 II 6 a \eek

A car e 1 oak ] 1] t 1 pi

carrel on a n o d le 1 1 1 i 11
has lee prectel n St N 1 1 I I I

as a memoi al It 1 as 1 I I 1 M
Harry Hems and Sons of E

Mr Henry Chapman Fr tl a well known
Clo cester sc ilptor died on S inday at

Clo cester age 1 66 H 1 a 1 lo e much work
11 tl el alb I 1 1 ile Oxfoid
Coll 'p 1 apel I 1 with I s

lay g r t t tl 1 1 11 1 1 11 a

tie fo 1 1 11 n 1 es

will be 1 t 1 1 1 1

Some 1 1 1 IS risen on the

reee it sal 1 1 1 1 tl cen t ir^ gates of

the Roval 1 1
1 \
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t t
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1 11

1

tt tl e

tte tl t
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tl p B Ifast Cnrpo
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to Bishop

oinds
I ng of

to recom
men 1 the corporat on to proceed w th a Pari a

mentarv B 11 already lodged to oltan powers

coi plctio All Pieleuck Litrl f 11 lo

was ch eflv lespoi sil le foi the sale of tl

f,
t s la \| la e 1 tl at there were t

I
I la totterng condit o

t 1 I oukl cost nearly £100
II II I 1 at £2o0 led to a coui te

II I 1 I tl fio t "at the latt r

II II II I 1 qual t

111 I 1 1 ad lit

I II I 111 propo a I

Al I I
I too good to

1 r I I

I

the orpha a e

II I I t e capod the co t

ot 1 pa I LI I clndiig the

amouit obta ed I i tl leai ^ates tie

result was equi alei t to a cash beiefit of

nearly £1 000
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Mr. R. C. JInnroFerguson. M.P., address-

ing the Northern Branch of the Ro\-al

Scottish Arboriciiltural Society at Inverness

on Satnrday, contended that the land

question in the Highlands could not be solved

apart from sylviculture. Crofting could not

be. in his opinion, an economic success. The
Duke of Sutherland's offer to sell land to the

State should be entertained, not on its value

for game or for crofters, but on its value for

sylviculture. If they took 100,000 acres

almost anywhere in the Highlands, they had
at least 10,000 acres fit for planting, and if

the whole was bought at 20s. an acre, the

10,000 acres upon which they could grow
larch would be worth £10 an acre, and the

State would have the other 90,000 acres

free. One of the Duke of Sutherland's
ancestors spent, a generation ago, nearly a

quarter of a million in reclaiming land for

agricultural purposes in Sutherland. The
money w^as nearly all lost. If it had been
put into afforestation it would now be worth
several millions. Mr. Munro-Ferguson ad-

mitted that on his own 40,000 acres at Novar
he had realised a net profit in the last thirtv

years of over £100,000. The meeting
resolved to make representations to the

Development Commissioners and other

authorities on the lines suggested by Mr.
Munro-Ferguson.

The festal frontal for the choir of Liver-

pool Cathedral has recently been completed
by members of the Cathedral Embroidery
Association, and has been on view at the

Church House, South John-street, Liverpool.

It has been executed from a design by Mr.
C. G. Hare, of Messrs. Bodley and Hare.
Gray's Inn-square, W.C, and is presented
to the cathedral by Mrs. C. A. Best, in

memory of her "husband. The frontal

measures 15ft. in length and SJft. in depth.

It is in three panels of cream Gothic
damask, designed by the late Mr. G. F.

Bodley, R.A. The centre panel is repre-

sentative of the figure of the Risen Saviour
and the Tree of Life, surrounded by His
Apostles, worked in gold and dull-green

tones. Figures of saints and martyrs in

harmonising tints are shown in the side

panels, which are further adorned with the

words " Laudamus " and " Adoramus "

worked in gold on scrolls of deep-blue

ribbon. On each side of the three principal

panels are strips of dull green, on which are

worked cherubim and seraphim. The border
of vine-leaves is in platinum and gold thread

in a bold design. The work has been
mounted by Messrs. Watts and Co.

At the meeting in Norwich on Saturday of

the Norfolk County Council the committee
appointed by the eastern and western high-

ways committees to consider the application

by" the distriit sur\i'\<n^ for increase of

salary, reported tli;il tii. > luul held a joint

meeting, which w.ni \,'i\ , arefuUy into the

application. Tlu'V had i nine to the follow-

ing conclusion : That tlie salaries of the

district surveyors upon appointment shall be
£140 per annum, to include all travelling

expenses, instead of £130, at at present, and
shall be increased by £5 each year to a maxi-

mum of £180, and that the salaries of existing

surveyors be revised according to their length

of service. The salaries now paid range from
£130 to £160. so that the augmentation will

mark an appreciable improvement in the

position of the district surveyors.

• The Architect's and Survevor's Diary
"

(London: Waterlow Bros, and Lavton. Ltd.,

24 and 25. Birchin-lane. E.C., 6s.) is the

stand-by of the year for all our readers. It

contains lists of all the professional societies,

the London Building Act, and 400 pages of

useful information. The six-shilling edition

is done up in half-bound law calf, and has a

page devoted to each day of the year. A
cheaper edition in cloth gilt is supplied at

3s. 6d., in which three days are got into each
page—space sufficient, doubtless, to meet the-

needs of many.

The directors of the London County and
Westminster Bank, Ltd., after making pro-

vision for bad and doubtful debts, trans-

ferring £100,000 to premises account,

£100,000 to provident fund, and placing
£250,000 to an investment depreciation

account, have declared a dividend of 10| per

cent, (less Income-tax) for the half-year

ended December 31 last (making a total dis-

tribution for the year of 21J per cent.),

leaving a balance "of about £156,000 to be

carried forward. We are informed that Mr.
F. W. Howett, country manager of the

London County and Westminster Bank, has

retired after fo"rty-six years' service, and that

the directors have appointed Mr. J. W.
Buckhnrst, senior assistant country manager,
to succeed him.

The well-known manual on " The Con-
struction of Roads and Streets," by the late

Henry Law and D. K. Clark, is w"ell known
to all readers, and has passed through many
editions. It goes without saying that recent

traffic developments have rendered revision

necessary, and the eighth edition, just pub-

lished at six shillings by Messrs. Crosby
Lockwood and Sons, 7, Stationers' Hall-

court, E.C., has had the advantage of the

editorship of Mr. A. J. Wallis Tayler, C.E.,

who has added much new matter, including

a valuable chapter on the effect of motor
vehicle traffic on roads, and the methods of

dealing therewith.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENStXING "WEEK.
Friday iTo-DAT).- Incorporated Institute of British

Decorators. Presentation of Gold
Medal to Metford Warner ; paper on
' Holkham Hall," by A. Barnard
Cowden. Painter Stainers' Hall.

.Tunior Institution of Engineers.
" The Future of the Institution," by
Percival II. Fraser. 8 p.m.

SATT7RP.4T (To-morrow).—Institution of Municipal
Engineers. Annual Meeting of
Northern District. Town Hall, New-
castle-on-Tyne, 3.15 p.m. Annual
Dinner at Royal Turk's Head Hotel,
6.30 p.m.

MoND.VY.—Surveyors' Institution. " The Law of
Dilapidations," by Graham Mould,
Barrister-at-Law. 8 p.m.
Institution of Mechanical Engineers.

"The Arrangement of Modern
Engineering Shops," by H. C.
Armitage of Manchester.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Engineers. " Super-
heating Steam in Locomotives,"
by Henry Fowler. 8 p.m.

Wedn'ESDAY.—Manchester Society of Architects."
" Roman Architecture," by J. Beau-
mont, jun.
Northern Architectural Associa-

tion. "The Planning of Gardens,"
by T. H. Mawson, Hon.A.R.I.B.A. 6,

Higham - place, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
7.30 p.m.

Thubsday.—Royal Society of Arts. "Indian
Museums; a Centenarj- Retrospect,"
by Col. T. Holbein Hendley, CLE.

Architectural Association of

Ireland. " Tombs and Temples of

Egypt," by Thomas Plunkett.M.R.I..*..

8 p.m.

Feiday (.Ian. 16).—Glasgow Architectural Crafts-

men's Society. " Glasgow Cathedral,'

by George Laird. 8 p.m.

To the modern parish church of St. Mary,
Southampton, a tower and spire have just been

added, completing the fabric. The rector

placed the metal cross, 10ft. in height, on the

summit of the spire on Monday afternoon.

Painting of either Late Saxon or very Early

Norman date has been found on the splays of

a Norman window which has been discovered

by workmen erecting a new porch at St.

Nicholas's Church. Great Bookham. Surrey.

At the last meeting of the city council of

Bristol it was decided, after a long discussion,

on the motion of Mr. C. Thompson, to mstruct

the health committee to frame a scheme for the

consideration of the council, under the Housing

of the Working Classes Act, 1890 (Part III.),

with the view of providing for those families

who have been dispossessed of their homes.

The death occurred on Friday, at his resi-

dence, Woodlands, West Hartlepool, of Mr.

Christopher Brown. J. P., a well-known timber

merchant. He had been in failing health for

some time. The deceased, who was a native of

Shadforth. was the eldest son of the late Mr.

Tipladv Brown. He was a brother-m-law of the

late Lord Furness. and head of the firm of

Christopher Brown, Ltd.. of the Stranton Saw-
mills. He was 66 years of age, and leaves a

widow, two sons, and two daughters.

WxaU ^ihis.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
LONDON PAINTEKS AND H.M. OFFICE

OF WORKS.—Mr. J. Bancroft, secretary of the
London District Committee of the National
Amalgamated House and Ship Painters and
Decorators, has received a letter from the Office
of Works stating that, with reference to the
deputation which attended that office on
November 19 last, the Board have given instruc-
tions that all men employed in London on work
which is commonly regarded as skilled painters'
shall be paid at 9Jd. per hour.

R O C H D A L E.—The journeymen painters
recently applied for an advance of wages from
SSd. to 9.id. and certain alterations of rules.

The masters have now conceded the following
terms, which have been accepted b.y the men :

—

"That the employees' wages he advanced one-
halfpenny an hour; that a slight advance he
made in the sum allowed for lo(3gin.gs when the
men are working out of town ; that the agree-
ment be altered so that it can be terminated on
March 31 of any year." The new terms came
into force on Friday.

STROUD.—Under the auspices of the Stroud
and District United Building Trades Com-
mittee, a largely-attended meeting of the
workers was held at Stroud on Saturday
evening to consider suggested alterations by the
Employers' Federation in the code of rules
operating in the district. Mr. H. C. Fry, the
secretary to the committee, presided. Messrs.
George Hicks (London). S. T. Davis (Gloucester),
and A. Sheldon (Forest of Dean) spoke in
opposition to the proposed alterations, which
provide for a shortening of the hours of labour
during the winter months, and regulations con-
cerning "walking-time." The committee were
instructed to resist the proposals.

Mr. George McPhillips, a pioneer surveyor of
Western Canada, died recently at Winnipeg.
Mr. McPhillips served for six years as chief
surveyor of the Western lines of the Canadian
Pacific Railway.

covered on the Palatine the mundus consecrated
to Pluto and Proserpine, which marked the
centre of Ancient Rome.

At Brighouse master plumbers have recorded
their protest against the corporation competing
in the retail trade in gas-fittings and accessories;
but the town council have replied that it cannot
find any reason for a change of policy.

The opening of the new warehouse and other
extensions to the Burslem Co-operative Society's
premises on the bank of the canal at Middle-
port took place last week. Mr. F. E. Lodge
Harris, A.R.I. B. A., of Balloon-street, Man-
chester, is the architect.

The first section of stall-canopies to he erected
in the choir of Salisbury Cathedral, as part of

the diocesan memorial to the late Bishop John
Wordsworth, has been completed. The archi-

tect was Mr. C. E. Ponting, F.S.A., of Marl-
borough.

The London County Council are about to

extend the existing tramway passengers' shelter

at Blackfriars Bridge, which has already a

length of 190ft. The new shelter, which will

stand to the west of Carmelite-street, 264ft.

from the present one, will be lD5ft. in length

and 7ft. wide.

At Nayland, on the Suffolk bank of the St our.

the Rev. J. D. Gray has found on a quartzite

stone the first known example in this country
of an engraving by Palaeolithic man. The
subject is a goat, shown as climbing uphill over

rocky ground. The example will be exhibited

and described at an early meeting of the Royal
Anthropological Society by Mr. W. J. Lewis
Abbott, of Hastings.

The new fire-station on the Clock House site

at Shirley was formally opened by the Mayor
of Southampton on Thursday. The building,

which cost £1,070, exclusive of the site, is a

plain erection. The engine-room measures 36ft.

by 22ft., and the recreation-room on that floor is

24ft. by 22ft. 6in. The walls of the engine-room

are faced with white glazed bricks. The doors

are fitted with a special rapid-opening device,

and there is a sliding-pole from the recreation

and other rooms above for speedy movement.
The contractors were Messrs. A. E. Jukes and

Son, of Southampton, the work being carried

out under the supervision of the borough

engineer, Mr. J. A. Crowther.
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LATEST PRICES.

IKON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

lex steamer, London) per ton £6 2 6 to f6 5
Steel Joists. English 7 10 „ 7 12 6

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 3 6,, 836
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Squ 30

Do., Welsh 5 15 ., 5 17

Boiler Plates. Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
BestSnedshUl 9 0,, 9 10

,\ngles 10s., Tees 30s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. &c,. £9 15s to £9.
Ditto galvanised, £U to £15 lOs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 30. No. 33 to 34

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclnsive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire NaUs (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 13 13 14 15 B.W.O
8/3 8 9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10
Galvanised 8 15 ,, 9 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 550
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 „ —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14B.W.G 14 5 „ —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 9 10 11 13 B.W.G.
£10 10s. £10 15s. £11 08. £11 58. £11 15b. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Bin. diameter £6 3 6 to £6 7

4in. to 6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 58. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.)

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast. Lilleshall 110s. Od. to 1178. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 703. Od. „ 75s. Od

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 3J per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 75 p.c.

Water-Tubes 72i
Steam-Tubes 67i
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes 62i
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 57i

OTHER METALS.
Spelter. Silesian Per ton £21 10 to £21 :

Lead Water Pipe, Town 22 7 6 „
„ Country 23 2 6 „

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 23 7 6 „
„ Country 24 2 6 „

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 24 7 6 ,,

„ Country 25 2 t3 „
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 26 17 6 „

., Country 27 12 6 „
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 25 7 6 „

Country 26 2 6 „
LeadSoil-pipe(upto4iin.)Town 25 7 6„
„ ,. „ Country 26 2 6 „
[Over 4jin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead Shot, in 381b. bags 24 15 „
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 82 „ 82 1

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 78 10 „ 79
Tin, EngUsh Ingots 172 0., 172 1

Do., Bars 175 „ 175 1

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) 19 17 6 ,,

Sheet Lead, Town 2117 6.,
Country 2:2 V2 6 „

Genuine White Lead 29 5 „
Refined Red Lead 24 ,,

Sheet Zinc 29 „
Old Lead, against account 17 7 6 ,,

Tin per cwt. V) 10 „
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand II 3 ..

CONSTRUCTIONAL.
Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard ;—

1st Quality £38 to
2nd ,. 26 „
3rd „ 16 „

Spruce Deals ; St. Johns 10 „
„ ., Miramichi 9 10 ,,

Boards : Swag 11 „
RedDealB; rchangellst quality 21 0,,

2nd „ 16 0.,
„ „ „ 3rd „ 13 „

St. Petersburg—
1st quality 16 10 „
2nd ,, 14 10 „

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 ,,

Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 „

White Deals: Crown 14 „
Seconds 11 10 „

Flooring: White and Planed

—

1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 „
1st, 2nd. & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 „
Red Planed, 1st quaUty 1110 0„

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „

Lignum Vitee Per ton 7 0,.
Per cubic

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0.,
Pitch Pine Logs 3 0.,
Hirch : Quebec Logs 9 3,,
Oak; Austrian Wainscot 7 0,,
Mahogany • Gaboon _ 9 0.

FURNITURE AND HARDWOODS.
Teak : Burmese, per load. 50ft. £20 to £25
Teak ; Java, per load. 50ft 16 .. 21

Per cubic foot.
OakPlanks: U.S.A., imported 1 9 to 3 6
„ Boards „ ,. Prm. 3 0,, 036

..Mdm. 9 6,, 039
Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 2 4,, 036
Birch : Quebec logs 3 3,, 029

sawn planks... 13., 020
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0. 080
Walnut : Prime boards and
planks 6 0.. 066

Walnut: Mdm 3 6 ,, 4 6
Greenheart : Hewn logs 3 3., 040
Cedar : Cigar box 4 9,, 056
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime 3 4,, 039

Orham : Imp. sawn boards.
prime 3 0.. 033

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ... 6 0,, 090

African. Assinee, &c. 5 0,, 066
,, Lagos and Benin 4 6,, 060
„ Sekondi and Cape

Lopez 3 0,, 040
„ Gaboon 3 0,, 030

Satinwood : West Indian 10 ,, 14
Rosewood Per ton 8 0,, 13 3
Lignum Vitse 7 .. 14

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 9 4

Darley Dale, ditto ,. 3 3
Red Corsehill. ditto .. 3 2

Closeburn RedFreestone.ditto .. 3
Ancaster, ditto „ 1 10
Greenshill, ditto „ 1 10
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) 1 lOi

Hard York, ditto „ 3
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot Bup. 3 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ., 13

» All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7i

Ditto, ditto, Nine Elms Depot .. 1 9i
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station

,, 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 1 6J

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Brown White
Delivered on road waggons \ "^'iS-f't^^^^^J^^^
at Paddington Depot, I rn 3^ *?i d a*Nine Elms Depot, or [

- *" 2 3 ...£0 3 4J

Pimlico Wharf I

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d. per 1,000 of

Blue Portmadoc ... 20x10 ... 12 12 6 1,200 at r.stn.
16 X 8 ... 6 12 6

Blue Bangor 20x10... 13 2 6
20x12 ... 13 17 6

FirstqnaUty 20xio ... 13 ,. .,
20x12 ... 13 15
16x 8 ... 7 6

Eureka unfading
green 20xio ... 15 17 6

20x12 ... 18 7 6
18x10 ... 13 5
16x 8 ... 10 5

Permanent green... 20x10 ... 11 12 6
18x10 ... 9 12 6
16 X 8 ... 6 19 6

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 „ „ [river.
Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks lor delivered
Facings 2 5 „ at rly. stn.

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5 ,, „

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2im. Best Red Ac-) (Net, delivered in
crington Plastic 4 10 6 „ J full truck loads
Facing Bricks / ( in London
" Accriugton Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Briclss £3 10

34" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 34" in
thickest part 2

34" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 3 6
34' ditto ditto through and through 9
34" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and J' radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks
,
9" X 2 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto 9" xl coarse 3

ditto ditto ditto _ _
ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 6
ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 1
ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 11
ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 9
ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6
Net free on rail or free on boat at works.

QLAZED BRICKS.
HARD GLAZES, (PER 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff. Cream. Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6
Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins, Bullnose, and 44in. Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers—

17 17 6 16 7 6 30 17 6 34 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square-

18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 36 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 22 17 6 36 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 16 17 6 31 17 6 34 17 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 6d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.
Stretchers and Headers—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 6d. each
Internal and External Angles-

1/2 each 1/2 each l/2 each 1/3 each 1/3 each
Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000
Headers £22 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6
Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks^ Not

of single radius £6 per 1.000 over above I exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours h ing 9in.

Climber arch bricks, any liind or colour, by i^in.

Is. 2d. each I by 25in.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in fall track loads

to London Stations.
s. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0,.
Thames Ballast 6 0.,

B. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
8. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
8. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry.stn.
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz
Broseley tiles ,50 per 1000 ,, „
Ornamental tiles 52 6 ,, ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz. „ ,,

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ..

Ornamental do 60 „ ,. „
Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ ,

Ornamental do 48 6 ,, ,, .

Hip tiles 3 lOj perdoz
Valley tiles 3 44
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 43 6 per 1000 .. ,

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,, .. ..

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. „ „
Valley tiles 3 6
Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 .. .,

Pressed 47 6
Ornamental do 50
Hip tiles 4 perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 ....

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale. per tun £38 15 to £39 5
Do., brown 36 15 .. 37 5

Cottonseed, refined 39 ,, 30
Ohve, Spanish 39 10 ,, 40
Seal, pale 31 „ 21 10
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 ,, 46 10
Do., Ceylon 42 10 „ 43

Do., Mauritius 42 10 ,. 43

Palm, Lagos 33 5 „ 33 5

Do. Nut Kernel 35 „ 35 10

Oleine 17 5 „ 19 5
Sperm 30 „ 31

Lubricating U.S per gal, 7 0,, 080
Petroleum refined 6i ,, 6J
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 10

Do., Archangel 19 6 „ 10
Linseed OU per gal. 2 4-;,. —
Baltic Oil 3 7,, —
Turpentine 3 10 „ —
Patty(GenumeLin-|p,,,,j.

8 0,, -

•^S°Jo\iirBri°n^} "
° '° ° -

"

GLASS (IN ORATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. iSoz. 32oB.

Fourths 2d. ... 3d. ... 38d. ... 48d.

Thurds 2id. ... 3»d. ... 44d. ... 6|d.

Fluted Sheet 23d. ... 3id. ... 6id. ... 7d.

Hartley's English Rolled Plate ; Jin. =/i6in. iin.

2id. ... 3id. ... 3d,

Figured Boiled and Eepoassine White. Tinted
aid. ... 6d.
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^'''Be|g'TR7B A
i" I°'3ia. W12-19J3, by Mr. John«egg, i? .K.I.B.A., Consulting Architect in Chief

* of India.

Borough of Sunderland Training College. Selected
design. Elevations, plan.s, and section. Mr.George T. Brown. P.R.I.B.A.. Architect.

The Upper Loggia. Palazzo del PodestA, Florence
Royal College of Art Sketch Club. The Tristram
I^"fe|o>.• The Best Set of Studies of one ForS
of Artistic Craft," by Mr. Herbert Hendrie.

THE GENESIS OF A LABOURER'S
COTTAGE.

In dealing with the labourer's cottage,

we shall confine ourselves to one specially
suited to the needs of the agricultural
labourer, and which would be seemly in

a country district where small detached
dwellings, standing in some portion of

garden-ground, were common. The agri-

cultural labourer is, generally speaking,
either a ploughman, a w^aggorier, a shep-
herd, a cowman, or some other specialised
workman on a farm where his house
accommodation is fully satisfying : he has
a sitting-room and three bedrooms, with

(
occasionally a scullery and pantry, these
latter being added when the landowner
builds the cottage ; but they are omitted
as being wasteful luxuries when some
public body undertakes the task. That it

should stand detached on a piece of garden-
ground is a necessity for tlic cdttage about
to be described, for \\u- ^.inii.ny .irrange-
ments—or what siuiu' wnnll consider the
want of them—woul.i hkiU.- it impossible
for a family to live comfortably in it if the
site allowed only of a hack-yard, and that
of restricted dimensions. On large farms,
cottages are provided for the Inliourers,

and they aiv l.i tn ihr f:iini..rs with the
land. In tlnx «;,x il,,. |,,i„,„,

tenants to th.- l^nin.i ;iii-l ili,.

labourer, for the farmer does not approve
of his workmen wasting his time in their
gardens, nor does he look with favour on
their having pigs or fowls, lest they should
be fed mainly at his expense. The
labourers in both countries occupy different
positions with respect to the farms and the
farmers. One lives on the farm, and
devotes his whole time to it ; whilst the
other lives where he pleases, and works
for anyone who will give him employment.
Now all this may appear to be more

connected with farm management than
with buildings ; but this is not so, for the
social and economical conditions under
which men live determine the kind of
dwellings which are suitable for them, and
the architect should recollect this when he
is called on to design even so insignificant
a building as a farm labourer's cottage
with its necessary offices. A picturesque
house, even of small dimensions, pleases
the eye ; but to design one that will be
picturesque when it leaves the builder's
hands is an impossibility. Only time and
the weather will work wundris m that way,
so that the architect's t.il.niv m .li signing
such buildings may In- \\li..ll\ .|.\nted to
providing the accommodatiuii required, in
the best materials and at the lowest price.
For years the agricultural labourer was
totally neglected, no one caring the least
for his house or his surroundings ; but
just now there is a determination on the
part of landowners and public bodies to

make up for past nfylect, and cottages are
s|iiiiiL'iiii; ii|i Ilk.' mushrooms all over the
r-iiinli), t|i.- iiH.\, iiifut being marked, in
ijiaiiy rasis, m<,i,. K\ zeal than discretion.
» ine would think ii an .asy matter enough
to design a lalH.iiin \ roiiage with four
rooms; but this is imi s,,, jmlging by the
numlier of c.niiiei itiuiis which have"been
h.'lil I., si-til,. that point. And yet it is

no' s,.ii|..,l, f.ir almost every periodical,
|ii'il' •si'.iial and lay. contains suggestions
to guide the architect in the right way and
so end the difficulty. This movement in
the farming world has not been started by
the labourer himself ; others have dis-

covered for him that bis surroundings were
unwholesome, his liuuse accommodation
not decent, and himself almost a pariah
in his own land. Sonic wlm bad tliis

gospel preached to tlnin IhIi.'Vi'I ii. and
others did not. We kimw many "t the

atter who refused to liavc tlieir luciiiii-

;tances improved bv living in so-called

sanitary cottages. They wanted to be let

ve in peace where they first saw the light,

lid the only argument that had any weight

ith them was the unroofing of the Idii-i'

1 which they were so much attached. In

lany of these cases, surroundings which

ere as unpleasant to the nose as they were

to the eye were not unhealthful, and the

new arrangements sometimes brought
about a greater nuisance than that they
were meant to abate. The labourer him-
self is a much lietter judge of what he
wants than is any sanitary crank with
little real knowledge and less common-
sense. It is frequently forgotten by sym-
pathetic and philanthropic writers, a man
of "the lower classes" may become so
attached to his house, no matter how much
it may outrage all modern sanitary laws,
that he will prefer it to any new building
that may be put up for him, and if he is

compelled to move to a new house, it will
be only a question of the lapse of a few
months when he has it in the same con-
dition as the one he has left. During the
first year in a well-built cottage, we have
seen the eaves gutters removed, the slates
damaged, the kitchen floor destroyed by
chopping wood on it, and last, but not
least, the condition of the earth-closet
worse than that of the commonest privy
of the olden type, without any of its

arrangements for abating the nuisance.
Architects forget that in designing cottages
of this class they are providing for men
who have not been accustomed to have hot
and cold water laid on all over the house,
w.c.'s on eveiv ttoor i.f tlie iiKist modern
kind, and a k'ltclieii laime tliat will cook
the greatest quantity nf f..nd with the
smallest quantity of coal. In fact, the
labourer does not trouble himself about
such things. He is at work in the open
air from dawn to dark, and when he comes
home it is to rest, and not to make ex-

cursions all round the place to see that

no sanitary law has been violated.

The trouble with these cottages is

drainage— or perhaps we should say

sewerage— and the difficulty is insur-

mountable when there are several cottages

close together, and no common sewer to

a suitable outlet. The waste water from
a house is made up of slops from washing
the person, washing clothes, washing the

house-floors, etc., from cooking, and from
what is sometimes euphemistically called

"night soil." Now, where there is garden-

ground, none of these may be a nuisance if

they are not stored, and drains or other

covered receptacles for sewage are carefully

avoi,l"d. Tlie most offensive elrmont in

111,, uasl" mall.',' ,s, Inrkih. tli" smallest

,n ni,;n,ti,x. and ,s eaMlv m.,.,'.-! ..f.

\V1,.'„ there ,s no ^^,c.. an earl h-rl., set is

an ideal apparatus for dealing with " soil "
;

but it must be attended to, and the con-

tents of the l)ucket frequently changed.

This attention it does not, and will not,

y,.t m ("tla^es let to labourers, and its

a,l,,|,ii'ai as a nie.ans of disposini' of soil is

eiitifely out of the question. It may be

asked, what we would do with slops and

v.-asto if we had no drain or closet, ue
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is no safe half-way stage

pfficiont system of watt
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-o ,t.. ,.1 lialill.'
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;i lirj
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lal Report on this subject has

bv 3ft. iii his plan
'

"K. ('.'." for that is the i- inl v n

, ,ii . , from ii running s

,. ^afe, for drains ma;

(],::.._ II I and in summer cattl

fi.ul It, s.i that a well appears tn

necessity for the cottage, .md il m
covered in, or it will he a daiiL'. i t" v"...,,

UM.iY'ii |imii|i Ml k uill I. iMiiiid the most

5.,,i .^ ,,.,,.il,|,, fiiit will ihii liiiiM in a frost,

',„a ,1,,. I. r..ii;iiii 1- lia|.|i. 1. \vh.-n the

pump IS n£ n-.ai. I. u.ll !. - . .1 f...,.

Ihat we have va.d. that a I
-1,,,

supply ="h1 the di-P'-'-'lrf -'^-:''-" " '_'"

main difficulties in dealing \ulh entiages

in the countrv. and these difficulties are

usually shirked in planning them.

As economy is the order of the day m
this class of building, it is necessai v Hi h

the site on which the cottage stands ^Ii.m .

be level, and that the subsoil sUmiM
1

eeiiiiiaet eiiMiiah t.. support the XNalLs ttilli

nut .\ira f-iiinialiMiis. If tlie site is not

l,.\..l there will lie iiiueli undue waste of

niateiial m the outer walls and the inner

partitions, thus adding very cnnsiderali!\

to the cost; and if the ground, when

opened, is at all uncertain as to its «, 14I11-

carrying nature, that uncertainty must be

corrected into a certainty, and this again

wUl add to the cost. The actual weight

of the walls and roof of a one-story

cottage will be about three-quarters of a

ton on a square foot of ground, which is

not much for ordinary clay to carry with

safety. Footings are shown under

walls, on drawings, because they look the

correct thing ; but in our experience we

never heard of an architect who. having

calculated the weight of the walls, and

who examined the ground, designed his

footings accordingly. As a matter of fact,

the foundations are not designed :
they

are put in "by rule of thumb," or by some

such arbitrary rule as that "the footings

should be twi'ce the width of the walls they

carry." If a square foot of foundation

walling represents a superincumbent

weight of l.jcwt., and the footings are

mado twice the width of the wall, it is

obvious that the pressure on the clay or

gravel bottom will be only -Ticwt. ;

then by spreading the foundations the

weight of the superstiie i n re 1- .li lulint .1

over a greater area. W e-n " 'h'-

simple detail because lie '
iieie\.

when a bottom is supp' -
I
i- I" t ..i h",^*

to carry the building, is to go deeper, and,

in many cases, to fare worse, and only ar

extensive experience can lie a sure guidt

in deciding on lie - H' ': n \
•\' .iri\ r.iinel-i

bottom, a

enough lUiil

and of

d and

disintegration due

For a mansion, 3ft.

. depth ; but, in the

ill 1„. feuud amide.

mil MS have lasted

, when they were

'tarred. If thi'

a wooden house

would make a far

l,le, and ireav

„ oUe nf I. Ilk er

Llunng the year—two consulting architects

and three new assistant architects. Mr.

Frank Lishman is the first incumbent of

the Go\eiiiiiieiital pe-t fur the rrovincesof"

vim'es'.\Mr.'L'. 'c. A. H-M- eutlie Bengal

Establishment .serving as Consultant, and

IHr. H. Phipps under the Consulting

Arcliitect of Bombay. Mr. Munnings, of

the late Province of Eastern Bengal, has

gone to the new Province of Bihar

and Orissa. There are several other

changes in the staff; but the most im-

portant event in the record of the

year's elections is the appointment

of Mr. E. L. Lutyens, A.R.A., and

Mr. Herbert Baker, F.R.I.B.A., as Chief

Architectural Advisers to the Government

in connection with the new capital city of

Delhi. The Baroda Public Offices Com-
|Ml,tiuu was settled by Mr. Begg, as

.-~M--ei. Ill favour of the plans submitted

l,\ ,\f,--i-. Stevens and Co., of Bombay,

,111,1 ilirir wnrk shows "a fine piece of

iM.i.t.iK liiiildiH-." The referee says he

1,^,11,1^' tills e/iiii|ietition as marking a

distiiui epeeh in the general progress of

the profession in India." "A few years

ago it would have been impossible to find

so hiffh an average of it as the result

d n.

and brickwork it permeates exers .|e,i

the hearting also; hut, in tiie

compact concrete this air filling is

wholly alisent. The wall is a ge,

durter, aud heal and eeld wtll ,eis

largely

tages, ;i

d-

W.,

dial

Judgi

tion. Made Lie,, . \.
1

and one unKjii 1' e I 1

For these une. 1
.1

means of s<,l\iiii; ll,.' ill

should be made st mUl; ell,

lintel across ,inv w ak -I'lii

Itisdiiriellll 1,, -

that if til, l"i!''e, ,1 .1 li

iS'harJ lie .! 1-

footine.s t.i the w lis. Tl

carried up the net width f

ueh to act as a

s ni the around.

. I Ills |.,r .1.11 1-' - Milt in for competil

nh 1,. tin u.il'is "1 le to be built with

'.,,,!,.,',.,,' I.loeks ' reek faced," to make

theMi 1 i.k like stoiie. tdiheiieli stones were

sc-iiirivil all n\rv llie i.uid wliere the

f.,",n,.|,^,,s u. IV 1.1 111, Imih. tind they could

1,, ||.,i le neliiii:. As an amateur

,
, ,, 'iimI ilie .viMss, and a man of the

.',„,." si,,iii|i .1 iiieiie.iied on the plans, of

inuisi. il.e leiuieii Ijlock systeiu got the

prize, though neither the designer nor the

i
udge ever built a cottage in his life.

tition in India, no matter how
he subject." Still, architecture

eiiitinues to take shelter too

r the wing of engineering in

|.a|ieis devoted to engineering

nil i.M. exclusively for archi-

]iisi
I
,it 1,1ns and as records of

I, .lull 11 Begg was appointed, in

It, ,,f the growth in the number
111 e, insulting architects, the

work of the office has made an

ion of the establishment a

much urgency, because " there

.1 f,ivmidable list of arrears."

, IS eiven in this interesting

s,,iii,' forty big undertakings

, ill line tlie year, such as

wii llall; Lahore Government
ih, llieh Court, Allahabad;

(iisi.im House; Nagpur Cathe-

Post Olfice; Benares Courts and

. ..s.5,„.. Chambers; Jubbulpore Civil

Courts ; Post Offices at Bareilly, Allahabad,

rdiaura IMaidan, and Mandalay ;
the

i;,s..;iieli Institute at Dehra Dun;
:\|,.,i,,,ri.il \sxliuu, :Murree; Lucknow
|\,,iiii;is., r I ;, 11, i.d's house; King Edward
:\1, ;,,,,i i;il. I. ill. lie; churches at Jubbul-

|,,i!. ,111,1 l.N.iUpur, as w^ell as Risalpur

(Ken 111 .ill 1 als,, Anglican); others like-

wis,. Il l),,,lili. Lucknow, Dharmsahi,

(iii.ii I tl'i. sl,vl..vian church), Sabathu

('IhmiIi, an. I the Railway Church at

( haili.i-li. Ill -1. Us luiildings for the Kalka-

This multiplicity of work has curtailed

the tours of the Consulting Architect-in-

Chief ; but during the year Mr. Begg has

made three or four visits to Delhi. Here

the Government decided, in order to test

indigenous talent, and also to give it an

inity, that the designs for resi-

in New Delhi, of various grades,

aud including those .for Secretaries,

should be put out to competition m
India. A large number of plans were

s.ut in. Mr. John Begg acted as

assessor; but the result was extremely

disappointing, and established precisely

iport
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till some archi-
- with protests.
I r. was pre-
liis exhaustive
1^ it was neces-
nt : but he says
lit against his

the ivversy oi ihv Baiuda cuuipftitiuU

already alluded to. Domestic work proved
to be the least suitable for treatment by desii;i

competition. This may be because it is wli

never, or hardly ever, so treated ; or, again,

it may be a cause rather than an effect of

that circumstance. The experience thus
gained at Delhi proved, at any rate, that

such a competition did iinf afford a real

trial of archit.riiiiMl M.ill. but rather of

knowledge of s|Mri,il . . iinluidus and re-

quirements— such .1- It !<; apparently
impossible to convey by a mere set of

instructions to • competitors. Domestic
design is the most subtly intimate branch
of an architect's personal work. The
same experience has been met with
several times of late in England.
Naturallv enough, much resentment was
felt by the coiuihH
tects filled tin- 1-r,;

Mr. John il.-L',

eluded from imlili

report upon th.'-i^ il.

sarily a confideiii iil

that, as an an Int..

grain to see the w.nk .1
|

,,1
j
.al,|.. masters

of the craft fail on ;i,..iiini
. t radical

defects that a more iiil iiii,ii.> ai .|ii nntance
with local and other condui.jiis would have
enabled their authors to avoid. This com-
petition evidently was a failure.

We have chosen some of the photographs
from til.- i.]i,.ii wlii.'li Mr. Begg has sent
us, an.

I
aiM..n_' lii.s.- is the large group

of bull. I i II ^v niik. ,| 1., aether as one for the
temponu \ .jL.jiipaU.in of the Secretariat at
Delhi. It is treated with a commendable
breadth of handling, as well as a dignity
and restraint that is rather unusual, con-
sidering the temptation to a certain cheap
flamboyancy to which a designer of tem-
porary work often succumbs—in the case
of AVhite City Exhibition buildings, for
instance. In this building, the yellow-
wash employed entirely spoils the
Secretariat, for its merits would have been
made so much more evident had ordinary
white been used. Mr. E. Montague
Thomas was the architect, and he is to be
congratulat.jd on his design.
Two views of the Bombay General Post

Office are included in the accompanying
double-page plate. A large view of this
remarkable building will be found in the
issue of the Building News for January 1,

1909, reproduced from a big perspective
lent us by the architect, Mr. John Begg.
Its total cost, includini; its outlinil.lino'sj is

Rs. IS, 10,93.8. The actual est ..f (he main
premises worked out at Its. 14,04,293,
giving a rate of 6.53 |)er foot cube. The
interior of the Public Hall is a most
interesting subject for illustration, here
given.

The Judges' Court, Benares, de.signed by
Mr. John Begg, strikes us as a haiipv
example of design and treatment for a
public building in Tiidia a<; c,,,,,i a^nin^t
an intense blue -k\. Th.. \mi11iiil' i. . utiivU
of brick with ].lasl.a. Iini-]i..| \\hii.'. witii

excellent resulis, th..iiL'li th. ai.]iit.','t

urges that tht t llVct ..f th. l..x\. i L.ps is, to
his mind, a little dis,-i).|.. dm i nj.

The same architect- l.l.-rai.h Office
at Cawnpore has domed ijavili.jii!, at the
cardinal corners, also a big porte-cochere.
We can hardly admire the vertical piers
or buttresses carried up through the seg-
mental windows, of those in the semi-
circular arcade of the verandah. This
otherwise is a very capable building,.

I which we should have chosen for illustra-

I
tion had the photograph been more defined
and clear.

The rural post-office buildings at Chaura
M.ii.lan, Simla, has afforded Mr. Begg an
"l'li..rtunity to indulge his taste for'half-
tiiiiher domestic work, and we are in-
cluding a pretty view from the south-west.

-like chai acter, vei

it..l and pleasmgl
1 uncompromising si

1,-..|.- The upper pa
i] lai-. lightly stam.

Sii.i..- i.i.'.liul.-. i.lVi.^iu.s I,, >.^ii,ate

Hall. Allahabad. «i xvliich Coh.nel Sir

Swintiiu .lacob, K.C.I.E., was the archi-

tect ; and the Medical College Hosiiital at

Lucknow. for which be designed the dis-

pensary there. Both l.uihliiigs are adapted
in style from Himlu ai .liii. n uie. .

^

Mr. J. F. Muiiinu_'s. A IM.B.A., has
shown no small skill in the treatment oF
the Quarters for Deputy I.G. Police which
he built at Dacca, because he seems to have
struck out a line of his own which, but for

the vertical stripings of the white fillings

between the piers of the end pavilioii and
along the side returns, would have proved
much more successful than it is at present.

It is not clear why the arches were omitted
in favour of lintels over the verandah
openings on the main front. The variation

is not an improvement.

««*

STRESSES IN WEDGE - SHAPED
REINFORCED - CONCRETE BEAMS.*

By William Cain, M.Am.Soc.C.E.

[Continued from })age 50, Zosi issue.)

As the weight of the heel-slab must be
carried by the rods, the areas and spacing of

tical rods vpere designed to. carry th

foi-i;e,-^5 3331b., at N' can lie
he soil reaction included. In
tample (not given in full here)
of f, and /;, thns found, are
of those given previously.
Where ^ ^ and All the Rods

th.

proportionate part of the lyeight of .the heel
slab. The stresses corresponding are found to
be in excess of those . due to the moment M.
This excess is taken up by the bond stress in a
short distance above NB, so that above a
certain level onl,y the moment stress corre-
sponding to that level is carried by the vertical
rods.

The total stress in the inclined rods, /, A,
= 11 500 X 9.45 = 108 6751b., is, of course, less

than the stress, 127 00<)lb., found by ignoring
the influence of the vertical rods. This last

stress is most easilv found by use of the dia-
gram Fi.:- fi a.,.1 I'.i.i-ifir,,, li ^ivr-u later.

'n-i-
.
". 1- ..I il." I. .I..rt has been

FIG. 4.

Lie in One Plane Which Meets the Section IN
in a Line at I.—Fig. 5:—The rectangular section

has the breadth b, and, as before, A, represents
the combined area of a right section of all the
rods at I in the breadth b. To agree with the
usual notation, put r^i = d and fi =f, — the unit
stress in the rods. Equation 3 liow reduces to

—

I 6 d:'- V- -H li d Ai COS. 01 i - n ,; A, cos. f3i =

Placi:

steel area^

concrete area hd

y- -^ 2 )i.f) cos. Si k - In]) cos. i3i

Therefore—
A- = — up cos.

and"dividing by 6 d^,

(« p cos. 0l)2 -f 2(7!i)COS. 0i) (9)

When 3i = 0, this reduces to the usual formula
for prismatic beams

—

. - A-=-ni.-(-V(''P)'-'-t-2(ni)) (10)

" In Fig. 6, "the' values of i and j = \ — \1;

are given as ordinates to the dotted curves for

L' . \ •
' .

• •
1

.
•

•
1 ,

1

•

•

1 i.Ming an idea
.t '

1
• .1 .

, t

'!'. •' l-l'l:.". ..I ill.' 1

•. 1. II". 1 method in

If the diameter of a bar is to be some
multiple of Jin., there may 3e no saving by the
use of tlie more exact method. It must be re-

Hi...|n'„ 1.1 1 ., Ih.lt the V rtical bars are not
III" . : . ,

i.
i -.-cui-elv il the base-slab, the

...1 1
ii. ,^ :,.. also' be much increased in

e the filling is not
aJequi,....U i. ml t I'lli.i the found.a-
tion niav 1.

. . -iimated.
1 |i. renting the

heel of a t •,.„il ..,,., , i,li. !. «all being on
the point u; ...^w ,ai ...i..,. il.. e.Kact method
seems advisable.
The total moment at the section N I, due to

the two forces shown, is

M = (13,000 X 2.5 + 5,333 y h)\1 = 709,',J92in lb

The reinforcement, shown I.', il'.' l.i-..k. 11 lai. .

for both inclined and hori ..Ml .1 l.,,i- .-iiHa.
of |in. square bars, 8iu. fi

i-orrespondin? to A, = A, - l,lj.:.q.l]l. fur .

\hd.

,: = 15, 0, =43'' 10', 13 =02= 0, c?,

., and substituting in Equation 3—
A, d. (COS. (3, + 1)/,

= « A,'(rf, COS. 3, -I- f'o)

we find, after solution

—

A- = 0.238; therefore, j.' =1 _ i
A- = 0.921

N O = A- d, = lOin., DI =if?, = 39in., ND
= 33in., r, = d, i- <? = 32, jJj = da - k rf, = 11.5

therefore ^ = 0.361. By Equation 7—

M, /. K

Therefore

—

M = 710,000 .

Therefore—

Px -I- -tlH

= 28.4, pi = If

(18.2 -H 6.57) t\

;^/.
='

Where the foundation
only a very small movinj

]
-'^i^ -,-

i\ \

i ,.3

"'V-/.^.

various percentages of steel and values of /3,

.arying from Odeg. to 40deg., assuming n = 15

The resisting moment of the steel is

g moments about D,

Ms = f> A, cos, &ijd = f.kipx

the perpendicular distanc(

nd by

,...(11)

whe
the

The resisting moment of the concrete is found
by taking moments about I,

M. = ifcbkdjd = i/. (kj) bd!' (12)

For assigned maximum working values of ./',

and /,, the least resisting moment is equated

to the moment of the external forces.

In using Fig. 6, note that 2> '^ »ot tl'^ P^''"

centagf of steel, but 1-100 of the percentage,

le-.miiim the example of the counterfort,

I ) :; what will be the result of ignoring the
\.iii.,.l ...Is? With A, = 9.45sq.in., and as the

;n.;i et the base or section N B = 128 x 18

= 2304sq.in., P =
2355

=

centage is 0.4. Using Fig
and the steel percentage

/ = 0.906 ;
therefore j d

0.004, or the steel per-

6. with fi,
= 24deg.,

06 X 128 =1= 116.

Hence, as the moment of the earth thrust-was

given as M = 13 454 lOOin.lb., by Equation 11,

/, A, X 116 X 0.914 = 13 454 100

;

therefore fs A, = the stress in the inclined rods

= 127 OOblb. With A, = 9.45, as assumed,

f, = 13 4001b. per square inch, in place of 11 5001b.

per square inch, found before, the vertical rods

being included.

Special Case.—Where the Rods Lie, in One
Plane, for which ^, = 0. But fi

is not Zero,—
Fj,T. 7.—Putting d for d„ and A for A., Equa-

Tlierefore

cos,.2 Shdk-i + 2 n A k -

before, putting

2 ft A =

-t Vi" p)" + 2 ('fi')-cos,« &:
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Fig. G.

Ill Fig. 6, the full lines give tlie values of A-

and J = 1 — jA', corresponding to h = 15, and to

various values of
fi

and percentages of steel,

liquation 7, in this case, reduces to

M. = f^AjiI (14)

Also, as D G = D I = ;' (?, Equation 8 becomes

M. = if, {!ij)bd- COS." (15)

If, in Fig. 7, we write 2', = d cos. /J = the per-

pendicular from I on N N' produced,

Me= i.fc{kj)bp" (16)

Tlie product ij varies with /3. In Table 1

the values of (k j) cos.= ^ are given for various
values of p and fi . The values for ^ = per-
tain to a prismatic beam.

T.^Bi.K 1.—Values of (kj) cos.' B-

lOOp 0.2 0.6 1.0 1.6 2.0

0=0 0.200 0.303 0.359 0.411 1 0.441
= 10° 0.199 0.299 0.352 0.403 0.427

3 = 20" 0.186 281 0.329 0.376 0.397

g = 30° 0.169 0.251 0.294 0.333 0351
= 40° 0.145 0.212 0.246 0.276 0.289

It is seen from the tabular value;

tion 15, that Mc as given by Eq
always less for /» > than for fi

= i).

Ill the ordinary theory, given in textbooks on
"strength of materials," for homogeneous
"beams of equal strength " with variable depth,
vertically loaded, it is assumed that at anv

IS papci
ralfcl tc.stiesg at N, Fig. 7,

N N'.

Tliis common theory, if extended to reinforced
ber.ms of t!:c type shewn by Fig. 1, is on the

bide of danger, for it would give, for any /9, the
value of Ml from Equation 15 corresponding to
yS = 0. As a matter of fact, the compressivt
stresses, Fig. 7, act parallel to N N' only at N
and gradually take a less inclination to thf
normal to I N, as points are taken farthei
down the joint. Thus Mc, as given by Equa
tion 15 for /S > 0, is less than the true value
and is thus on the side of safety. The true
value lies between that given by Equation 15
for the assumed value of fi. supposed to lie

greater than zero, and the value for ^ = 0,

doubtless lying much nearer the former value
than the latter, because M,. is affected to a
greater extent by the larger stresses near N,
which are nearly parallel to N N', and have
longer arms, than by those smaller stresses
nearer the neutr.il axis, with their shorter arms.

The case where
fi
= 0, fi

, = 0, leads to the
ordinary formulas for a prismatic reinforced
beam, "for which a valuable working diagram
was first given* by Arthur W. French,
M.Am.Soc.C.E.
Minimum Shearing Stresses.—Let I N N' I',

Fig. 8, represent a part of the beam lying be-
twoen two sections. I N F N', perpendicular to
the plane of the paper and parallel to the direc-
tion of the loads, and rlx apart. These sections
are rectangular, having the breadth h. The

supposed to be reinforced with the reds

f.ii-res, and is neglected. It is to be observed,

also, that T' is supposed to act in the same line

as T, because it approaches this position inde-

finitely as tl X tends towards zero.

Suppose that T meets the section I N at G,

and takes moments about G of the forces in

equilibrium :

(C - C) cos. /J DG = V d X.

Taking the neutral surface as parallel to the

surface N N', and calling r the unit shear along

1 J -fr 1
^\

-''-- \^0 ....

1 Jd|

J L._ __3 A

the neutral surface, the
0' sec. ^ , the

area of which
total shearing str(

1 I', L
Let V and V denote the shears due to the

loading C and C, the resultants of the com-
pressive stresses, and T and T', the resultants
of the tensions in the bars, at the sections I N,
1' N', respectively.
The part of the beam I N N' I' is the equi-

librium under the action of these forces, with
the directions given by the arrows, its own
weight and load; but as the weight and load
are equal to an expression that contains rf x as
a factor, it is infinitesimal, compared with the

on it is )) 6 (/ X sec. /J

.

The prism N 0' N', of breadth 6, is in equi-
librium under the shears, acting upward along
O N, downward along N' 0', the resultants C, C,
and the shearing stress, v h dx sec. /3, acting
along O O'. Hence the algebraic sum of the
horizontal components is zero. Therefore,

(C - C)cos.(3 =(!.if/.rsec.i3)co3.3 = t) b dx.

Substituting this value in the preceding equa-
tion, dividing by dx, and then taking the
limit, as dx approaches zero andV approaches
V indefinitely, it is found that

(17)6DG
The point G can be found without knowing

the stresses in the bars, as explained previously.
This unit shear v exists from the neutral sur-
face to the bars nearest to it.

The case most frequently met is where all the
steel reinforcement is placed in the plane
through I r, perpendicular to the plane of the
paper. For this case G coincides with I, and
D G = / . I N = J (/, putting I N = rf. Therefore

(18)

ither §

id.b

Transactions, Am.Soc.C.E., Vol. LVI., 1006.

From Fig. 6, j can be found
or ^, is zero, or when both are zero. In the
latter case. Equation 18 is a well-known
formula, and for approximate values j = i =
0.875 is often used.

The maximum shearing stress given by the
list equation remains the same for points be-
tv^•een the neutral surface and the steel. Above
the neutral surface it decreases, by the usual
parabolic law, to zero at N. The unit shear v
acts parallel to N N'.

Bond Stress.—In Fig. 8, first suppose the steel

FTg ft

bars to lie only in the plane 1 1'. For the
breadth 6, let the total tension in the bars at I

be <,. acting in the direction I' I, and the corre-

sponding tension at I' be (/, acting in the direc-

tion I r. The increment of stress ((, - t) is

transmitted by the bond between the concrete
and the steel.

Let u = this bond stress per square inch of

surface of the rods;
= the surface area of one bar for lin. of

length (equal to the perimeter)

;

2 o = the surface area of all the bars in the
width b for lin. of length.

In the length 1 1' = dx sec. ^,, the total area is

II' X 0, and the total bond stress is « dx
sec. ?, So^l'-t.
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Taking moments about D of the forces V. V,
C, C, (,. /,', in equilibrium.

«.' - COS. /J , I D = u dx S I D = V (Z X.

Dividing by dj-. taking limits as (/ jr approaches
zero, and replacing ID by jd.

>'=jj-^- (19)

In this formula, d = X I. and j is to be found
by the diagram. Fig. 6, or by previous methods.
When /J, = 0, ^ = 0; the approximate value

I is often used.
The formulas for both shear and bond

stresses, Equations 18 and 19, are of the usual

form, corresponding to /S, = ^ =0. They are

more general than for the latter case, and it is

only necessary to substitute the proper value of

j for the values of ^ and j3,, assumed to obtain
the proper values of the stresses.

Where there are several layers of bars, as at

ir, LI.', SS'. . . .. let I/,, u,, . . ., indicate
the unit bond stresses, and £ o,, So. the
areas per linear inch of surface of the rods, for

the width b. for the respective bars; then the
total bond stresses at I ', L L', . . ., are

«, irSo., u.LVSo,, . . .,

which are equal, respectively, to ((,' - <,),

(I,' - t.), . ., the subscripts referring to bars
1, 2, . . ., at 1 1', L L', , . .

Taking moments about D and proceeding as
before, we easily derive,

TD!(,So, + LDh2 2o2 + SDu, So, 4...=V

Now, the unit bond stress in any rod is pro-
portional to the unit elongation of the rod, or
to its unit stress, which varies with the distance
from O [See Equation 6]; hence, for the same

OL
'01'

OS
(20)

efore the previous equation reduces to

Tr»v. I TT^OIj^„

SD
UI

....(21)

fromFrom this equation «, is found
Equation 20, «., -u,, . .

If the interior bars are ignored, and «, is

found from the simple formula. Equation 19, to
be within safe limits, it follows that the true
bond stresses on all the bars are less, and are
therefore within safe limits.

The application of Equations 18 and 19 is

obvious. As Equations 17 and 21 are unusual
forms, it may prove of service to the computer
to give a numerical illustration. Let it be pro-
posed, therefore, to find the shear and bond
stresses for the heel-slab with the fillet, Fig. 4,

alreadv considered.
The "total shear at NI for b = 12in. length of

wall is V = 18 3331b. The tension in the bar
which makes the angle ^ , = 43' 10', with the
horizontal, is f. A,, and that in the horizontal

bar is /, ?-^- A2 =/, ^ M = 0.361/, Aj. As

A, = A., these tensions are in the ratio 1 : 0.361.

and the point G. where the resultant of the two
tensions cuts XI. is the same as for two forces

of magnitudes 1 and 0.361, having the same
positions and directions.

Let H = the sum of the horizontal components
of the two forces supposed. Therefore

H = 1 X cos. fi , + 0.361 = 1.090.

Taking moments about D,

H . DG = 1 X cos. 3, X UT -I- 0.361 x DX
= 0.729 X 39 -I- 0.361 x 18.2 = 34.97

Therefore. D G = 32.1in., and the maximum
shear is

V ^ ]8,J

6 . DG 12 X

Both the inclined and horizontal reinforcement
consists of Jin. .square rods, spaced Sin. from
centre to centre. Therefore,

Zoi = So2 = ¥ (3.5) = .5.25 for 6 = 12in.

Also, from previous computations,

I D = 39, L D = 18.2, O L = 11.5, I = 32in.

Therefore, by Equation 21, the unit bond stress.

47.61b. per sq.i

on the incli:

5.251

ed rods is given by

< 18.21

Therefore,
bond stress

M, = 9^1^ m = ilA X 76.7 = 27,61b. persn.in.
' O 1 32

In what precedes there is much that may
appear novel. The problems that occur in

practice pertain to two different classes of beams.

In those of the first class, ilustrated by Figs. 3

and 4, the section, I N, is taken perpendicular

to the face on the compressive side, and the

bending stresses there act perpendicularly to the

section, as in the ordinary theory. In beams
of the second class, as in Fig. 1, the section, I N,
is not perpendicular to the face on the com-
pressive side, and the compressive stresses are

all asumed to act parallel to the face. It is

possible that this assumption, alone, will be open
to criticism, for, accepting the hypothesis, all

the results follow readilv from simple mechanical
laws.

The writer invites a careful criticism of this

hypothesis, with the accompanying deductions.

a" strict solution of the problem of beams of the
second class is doubtless impracticable; but the
writer believes that he has effected a practical

solution, which is on the side of safety, and
may commend itself to the practitioner.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
At last night's meeting of the Society of

Architects, which was attended by several of

its Members who were present at its first

general meeting on June 23, 1884, Mr. C.
Mc.4rthur Butler presented some interesting

notes of the Society's foundation and growth,
which he proposes to expand later on into a

more detailed record. Space only permits
us to give the opening paragraphs, which
describe the actual foundation of the Society.

SOME NOTES O.N THE WORK OF THE SOCIETY
OF ARCHITECTS, 1884-1914.

By C. McArthur Bvtler, F.C.I.S.,

Secretary of the Society.

When the Council, only a month ago. set

me the task of preparing a report upon the

work of the Society during its thirty years of

existence, for consideration at the meeting
to-night, they probably did not realise the

magnitude ofthe task which they had set me.

I certainly did not until I began to search

the records. The history of the Society is

contained in eight volumes of minute books,

containing some 4,000 pages of handwriting,
and twenty-four volumes of Proceedings,

containing about 7,000 pages of printed

matter, a total of. say. 11.000 pages of in-

formation. It has, therefore, been impossible

within the time at my disposal to place before

you to-night more than a very brief summary
of the principal events ; but I hope in due
course to amplify these rough notes, and to

present a more reliable and detailed account

of the inception, development, and present

position of the Society.

It was on May 8. 1884, that, on the

initiative of Mr. E. J. Kibblewhite, a few

architects* met in the Board Room of the

Strand Board of Works, at 5, Tavistock-

street, Covent Garden, and formed the

nucleus of the Societv. .-iniongst those

present besides t':i. -iLiii: m, Mr. Kibble-

white, were the 1.. 1
V, m, Young, the

late Mr. .J. M. I; i > Mr. .J. B.

Corbv. the late Mr. L l-.n 1 unian. the late

Mr. "G. Huskisson Guillaume. Mr. E. W.
Harvev Piper, Mr. W. A. Tacg Arundel, Mr.

F. W.' Kinneir Tarte. Mr. J. Alfred Gotch.

Mr. Maurice B. Adams, and Mr. G.

A. T. Middleton. Both Mr. Gotch and Mr.

.\dams opposed the proposal ; but in the end

a provisional committee was formed, with

Mr. Kibblewhite as chairman, and Mr.

Jliddleton as honorary secretary. This com-

mittee subsequently held its meetings in Mr.

Middleton's rooms', in Great James-street,

and in a very short time I8C architects had

given ill their names.
It was on June 23. 1884, that the first

L'eneral meeting of the newly constituted

Societv was held in the Council Room at

Exeter Hall, when these 18G architects

resolved to form themselves into a society, to

l,e called the Societv of Architects, under the

I.iterarv and Scieiitific Institutions Act of

1854. The late Col. Ellison, of Liverpool,

was appointed President, with the late Mr.

H. R. Gon^h. as the Vice-President. Mr.

Middleton "was • appointed Secretary, a

position which he retained for nine years,

afterwards continuing his active services as

a member of tlv^ r'n.uinl ns a \ ice-

• See our report
1884. There wer.-

after the resolutifi;

selves as candidate- :

provisional committer

md.

President, and as Honorary Librarian. Of
these 186 founder members, about thirty, or
less than one-sixth, are at present on the roll

of the Society—viz.. Professional members:
R. G. Bare, G. A. Birkenhead, W. S.

Braithwaite. H. Branch, T. W. Cotnian. W.
S. Ellison, G. W. Ferguson, A. R. Finch. S.

Friend, W. L. Grant, C. E. Jackson (the

present Hon. Treasurer), S. Jackson (Local

Hon. Secretary, Wevmouth), Elijah Jones,
H. A. Kinder. H. "E. Lavender, W. 11.

Linton. J. J. Lish, A. Marshall, Ellis Mars-
land (Hon. Auditor!, G. A. T. Middleton,
W. P. Rvan, T. R. Saunders, F. Simpson
(Local Hon. Secretarv, Wakefield), S.

Welman, R. Whitbread. Honorary
Members: E. J. Kibblewhite, Harry Hems,
E. W. Harvev Piper. Retired Members: F.

W. Catterall, R. Cruwys, J. Kassall, F. W.
K. Tarte. Other survivors not now asso-

ciated with the Society include Mr. W. H.
SethSraith and Mr. C. Stanley Peach ; the

former a Past-President of the Society, and
the latter a Past Hon. Corresponding
Secretary.

REPORT OF the COVNCIL FOR THE YE.\R

ENDED OCTOISER 31, 1913.

THE MEMBERSHIP.
Ninety-four candidates have been elected

to membership by ballot of the members, and
two graduates and twelve students have
been admitted by the Council to the

respective registers. After allowing for

deaths, resignations, voids, lapses, and
removals, the total membership on Oct. 31

is 1,185, of which number 960 are corporate

members. The Society has sustained a loss

by death of the following members : Arthur
Huntley, London; Percy Richard Bradford.

Londoii ; Henry Moon," Godalming ; Henry
Fawcett Craw'ford, Enniskillen ; Thomas
Egbert Lidiard James, London ; William
John Oliver, Wolverhampton ; George Thos.

Howell, London ; Orlando Baker, Hobart

;

John Boothroyd Corby (member of Council),

Stamford; Thomas Dowson, Whitby; Arthur
Lincoln Cox, Minehead ; Walter W. Thomas
(Past-President), Liverpool.

THE EXAMINATIONS.

The last of the membersliip entrance ex-

aminations under the old syllabus was held

in March. The new regulations and the

enlarged syllabus then came iiito force.

Arrangements were made for candidates who
had been previously relegated to have an

opportiniity of endeavouring to complete

their qualifications under the old syllabus.

The extension and stiffening of the examina-

tion syllabus has had the effect of impressing

upon candidates the necessity for careful pre-

paration before attempting the examination.

The new syllabus covers a wider range of

subjects than hitherto ; at the same time, by

giving a choice of certain optional subjects,

some elasticity is secured to meet the ten-

dency to specialise, without sacrificing the

essential requirements necessary to test a

candidate's general knowledge. The first

examination for admission to the Register of

Graduates was held in October last, in

London. The membership examinations were

held in London, Leeds, Manchester, Cardiff,

Oxford, Birmingham, and Dublin, at Easter

and in October, under the supervision of the

local' secretaries and other members.

Seventy-two candidates were admitted to

the u'lembership examinations, and the

following table shows the result in the

various subjects taken :^

MEMBF.KSHIP EXAMINATION.
Ex- Rele-

Sul)iect. amined. Passed, gated.

1. Design '^ 13 ... 1">

i. History 19 ... 16 ... 3

3. Construction .ii: i Mii-

7. Median. f- 2 .-. 1 -., 1

One of the followinfl -nhjects must also be taken ;

S. Easements and dilapida-
tions. 4-c 1 .

. 1 •• -
9. Quantities and Prices ... 41 ... -27 .. li

10. Surveying and Levelling — — ... —
11. Setting out. &c — ...

— -. —
1-2. Monumental Design — ...

—
- . —
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'I'he result ^howa that in nearly every subject

taken, n very large percentage of tlic cnn-

clidntes were "relegated to their studies.

PI(0FKS.S10NAL PRACTICE AND ETHICS.

The practice committee have had before

them at almost every meeting requests for

advice on points of practice or in relation
j

to professional etiquette. In these matters i

the Council have the advantage of the

advice of the Society's Honorary Solicitor
'

on any legal points Vvhich may be involved.

'I'lic Code of Ethics drawn up by yovir

Council as a result of a paper read before

tlie Socii-ty by your Secretary, has been
published in the "Journal" and in the "Year
Book," and. is a jitnuding guide on matters
(if professional etiquette. Its scope extends
far beyond the nine clauses embodying
certain "well defined and accepted principles,

and the Code has been found extremely

useful in practice, and of considerable assist-

ance in enabling a member, for instance, to

show that in adhering to recognised pro-

fessional etiquette, he is not only acting in

accordance with his own sense of the fit-

ness of thiiigs, but that he is supported in

his view bv the Societv to wliirli ln' l.rliiiip;s.

The knowledge that tlie S.im t\ li;i~ iiJ.iptcd

certain principles of this kiml. iiinl llut it is

prepared to, and docs, culunr iIhih when
necessary, has been taken advantage of by
members when dealing with persons or public

bodies who have the vaguest idea of an
architect's responsibilities to himself and to

his profession. The Society is frequently
applied to by members for forms of contract

and other professional documents, and with
requests that the Society shall publish their

own fnrnis. The Council consider it in-

advis;ililo to linve. for instance, duplicate and
possible conflicting Scales of Charges, and
think it would bq, very much better, from the
point of view of professional unity, if the
documents now issued by the R.I.B.A., and
adopted by the Society, could be issued also

by the Society. The Council approached the
Institute some time ago with a suggestion
that tlip Sihedule of Charges and Com-
petition Regulations which had been adopted
by- the Society in principle for many years,

might be published in the Society's " Year
Book." A courteous intimation was received
from the Institute to the cfToct tliat they
would welcome the puMi-iu I'm -liii to
these documents. A funl i

i to

the Institute that this pi
i

i
; hi be

extended by the issue of pn .1 inuiml docu-
ments, common to botli Ijodiis, was not
favourably received, and your Council, while
still holding the opinion previously expressed,
have adopted the principle "of issuing
standard documents for the use of the
Society's members, and have referred the
matter to a sub-committee for consideration
and report.

JUNIOR SECTION.

The alteration in the Articles of Associa-
tion, and the introduction of a new class of

graduates, did away with the necessity for

a students' committee, the members of which
have formed themselves into a club, which
is open to all graduates and students of tho

Society without fee. The Council hi-
granted them the use of the Society's li 1

quarters for periodical meetings, and dm u

the past session several successful sirt
1 d

functions have been held.

The following table shows the result of the

competitions olTered to students during the

past session :

—

Ihe Council have since adopted the principle

of appointing a jnrv of not less than three

assessors in everv competition to draw up the

conditions and to adjudicate upon the work

received. The designs are then thrown open

to the criticisms of the professional journals,

and the inspection of anyone else interested.

ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION.

The revisions to the Articles of Association

were confirmed by the members early in the

session, and came at once iiit<' op,-r:ilioii.

Their beneficial effect has ;i I
!' -!> 1,,,, hit,

both in the details of the iiitr 1
1

i,,li -
1

n

tion of the Society's domes! 1. .11 -i I 10

the generally improved tone «li:^lr lln.\ lia\c

imparted to"the Society's status. They have

been directly responsible for a decrease in the

membership of the junior section for the

moment, for reasons given elsewhere. Another

effect which they have had is to enable your

Council to present a complete annu.tl report,

together with the balance-sheet, at the

annual general meeting, and to give members
nn opportunity of considering it in advance.

UNSATISFACTORY COMPETITIONS.

The Council lias continued its policy of

taking action when necessary and possible.

preferably in conjunction with other arclii-

teetural bodies, by calling the attention of

promoters to unsatisfactory competition con-

ditions, and by requesting the members of

the Society not to compete until the necessary

amendments have been made. It is a matter

of common knowledge that one member vyho

took part as assessor in a competition which

had been barred by the Society was called to

account, and his explanation published in the

Journal.

RECOGNITION BV PUBLIC BODIES.

The attention of the Council was drawn on
two occasions to the action of public bodies

in proposing to limit candidates for archi-

tectural appointments to members of one
institution. In each case the Council were
successful in protecting the interests of the

members of the Society by getting the

restriction removed, and "it is interesting to

note that members of the Society were on the

selected short list. In one case a member
was one of the two selected for the appoint-

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION.

At their first meeting the Council received

a report from the Beaux Arts Committee to

the effect that, after iluc consideration, they
had decided in institntc m England a similar

form of archil", liiral li^imiiig to that which
exists at thv Iv ol,- ,|, . liranx Arts in Paris,

and outlining thuir proposals for the esta-

blishment of an Architectural Atelier in

London. The Council, as supporters of the
scheme, were invited to guarantee a sum
sufficient for the committee's estimated pre-

liminary expenses, which they at once did.

The committee then issued a statement and
prospectus, and in February it was an-
nonnr. d tlint tlirv lind f.ponrd tlif first Archi-
t.Tii- ' \'.

I
. , ,, r. Inn 111 IC, Wrlls-mews,

contributing a siil'-t

their examplr
several individiud

If other members «.

ally acquainted itli

iini to their funds,

H.u followed by
s of the Society.

kc themselves pei--

the committee's

work," they could not do otherwise than

become enthusiastic supporters of the

scheme. The Council are convinced that if

the Society had done nothing else during tho

past year than that of enabling the Beaux

Arts Committee to establisli itself, it would

have reason to be satisfied in having achieved

something which is calculated to do the art

of architecture in this country a lasting good.

FINANCE.

The actual profit on the year's working is

£216 14s. 8d., of which a sum of £142 Is.

has been donated to objects outside tho

Society, including £100 to the Beaux Arts

Committee and £20 to the Architects' and
Surveyors' Approved Society, the latter being

the Society of Architects' proportionate

share of the preliminary cost, in conjunction

with other interested bodies. The net surplus

for the year is £74 13s. 8d., which the Council

eonside'r to be a satisfactory result. The

\V

Tin

exist is being applied elsewhere as well as
at tlie atelier. The Council have shown their
confidence in the committee's proposals by

ll. -ni
Title. °-|a Subject. Value.

ii
Assessor. Winner.

.Ian. 31 23 A Cotto«e Hospital £3 3s. i Edward .T. Part-

-'pe;;?/«s-bs,

\

F.E.I.B.A.:

A. L. Abbott,

N^Z't'Ses.

A. L. Abbott,
London.

Qa&rterly Compotition ...

Travelling Studentship ...

Apt. 30 „

May 1 28

The Training of
an Architect.

A Groin, of Alms-

f3 3s.

£25 and

.£3 3s.

ilO.

£3 3s.

Quarterly Competition ...

Architectural Scholarship

lulySl 23

Sept. 30 28

Oct. 31 23

Architectural
Sketches.

Measured Draw-

Meaiured Draw-
ings and Details.

1

Col. F. S. Leslie
G. A. T. Middle-
ton, A.R.I.B.A.

do. do.

do. do.

No Award.

^^o^n^dr"--
No Entries -

Tlie debt to the bank is reduced to £78,3,

and it may be noted here that arrangements

were made during the year for the loan to

be converted into an overdraft, which con-

siderably facilitated matters, and resulted in

a saving of interest. The overdraft on

Oetoljer .31 is less than the market value of

the cash securities deposited with the bank.

The Society's leasehold premises stand at

£2,804. and" are not encumbered. The addi-

tions this year placed to that amount are

chiefly the "architect's lees, and a sufficient

Slim iias been written off for depreciation

during the year.

STATUTORY REGISTRATION OF ARCHITECTS.

The Council, so long ago as July 17, 1912,

invited the Council of the R.I.B.A. to state

definitely whether it was their intention, in

giving consideration to any steps which they

might propose to take in promoting a Bill in

Parliament for the statutory Registration of

Architects, to invite the further eo-opcratioii

of the Pooirty- This question has not yet

been aii>\\rr.'d liv tlie Institute, and early

in thr -.-sioi, il,,^ Council placed the

Society's draft P.ill in the hands of a sub-

committee for revision, and made their

arrangements for proceeding with their

propaganda. This included the preparation
of a statement giving reasons why, in the

opinion of the Society, it is in the public
interest that architects should be registered.

The Council invited the Council of the

R.I.B.A. to join them in issuing a statement
on the principle of Registration, and a reply

was received to the effect that the Registra-
tion Committee of the Institute were con-

sidering a draft Bill, and that if in due
course it was decided to invite the Society
to enter into a joint discussion, they would
be so informed. The Council thereupon
notified the R.I.B.A. of the Society's in-

tentions to proceed with the issue of the state-

ment referred to, which was duly sent out,

and followed np a newspaper propaganda
from the same point of view. This resulted
in widespread publicity being given to the
matter. The Council" have not taken any
steps to present the Society's Bill in Parlia-
ment while the matter of Registration has
been under consideration by the Council of

the Institute ; but, in view of recent develop-
ments, they have placed the Society's draft
Bill in the liands of counsel for "settlement"
in conference, with a view to its introduction
into Parliament during the next session. The
Council desire to make it clear that they have
not departed from the principles laid down
by the Society thirty years ago. They
propose to continue to advocate and promote
the statutory Registration of architects on
lines which will protect all vested interests
and provide for the welfare of the community,
the art, and the profession in the future.
They are of the opinion that the draft Bill

embodies the principles upon which a good
public case can be made out for Registration.
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INSTITUTE OF BRITISH DECORATORS.
A WALLPAPER MANUFACTURER HONOURED.
The hall of the PaiiitersStayners' Com-

pany, in Little Trinity-lane, nt" the rear of

Mansion House Station, was flensely crowded
by a company of ladies and f;entlemen on
Friday evening at a meeting of the Incor-
porated Institnte of British Decorators, when
Mr. Metford Warner, the principal of the
firm of Jeffrey and Co., was presented witli

the Gold Medal of the Institnte in recognition
of his efforts to raise the artistic staiidaiil of
wallpaper dcMvnniL'. 'I ! Ii,i;r i', ,,- n; ,1

by Mr. John |i i ,„.^
. I',. - ,i ,,::

I
.;,.

tute, who wcii' '
" ( ...'.I \l .

i; |.^

was the secninl i - , [n,-,,; ,
,,! .,:,<.

present were Lord and Lady fil.

Walter Essex, M.P., Sir James D. I,

Mr. H. D. Searles-Wood, F.R.I.B.A. i M , i i

of the Worshipful Company of I'.,i,,i.r

Stayners), Mr. M. C. Cowtaii, Mr. W. II.

Pitman, Mr. Leonard A. Shuffrey, Mr. E. S,
Theobald, and Mr. Malham Williams.

THE PRr.ir\ r M 1. 1\

The President, in ir.,' l [.i -mtation,
observed, that no iiim, p ,:itv could
fall to his lot than tli,!: -i i- [n. -, uting the
Institute when conferring an Imnonr on a
worthy recipient by the unanimous decision
of the Council. The Gold Medal, only
awarded at intervals of three or more years",

was the highest honour that it \\:is n. il,,.

power of the Institute to be-.!. I.,. | i,, ,„, ,|-,1

with which they were conccni. .1 il, n , ,. ,,,;,^.

was but the third in suci..>-i f tlH.se

already awarded, of which the first was to
Sir William B. Richmond, R.A., for his
decorations in St. Paul's Cathedral. In the
present case the recognition was for a quite
different form of art production ; but, seeing
how widespread was the influence of Mr.
Warner's efforts, he did not think that it

was less worthily won The President
sketched the career of Mi Warnei, pomtnig
out that it was entirely by his own taste
enterprise, and perse\erance tint h hid
succeeded in raising the aili t ! i I

his productions to a first pi i I

paper hangings, and in so d I

other manufacturers also t 1 | i II
standard of design than liinKiI\ Ah
Warner had told him that lie li id no speci il

training for the woik although from a lad he
had some natuial bent towaids ait, but the
fact that Mr Allen of the old 1. m of J fficy

lied o le e\e iin ' ti

t:.blooming phi it Ml lib tat icr s b othonse
beggtd for a bloss oin to sliou o his
nun imprcs id th lid «itb t .e idea that

1 th, woikn n «ou d be
a bi lutifu flo« must be 1

dcliglitfnl o ) I 1

M, \\ ,rn \ il 1 11 1 1 II 1 1 1

Wltl

Ml

u\ing

ceitihcit, svn
Uke R A. Diniel
Richard Redgrave
"oikmg d
But bL als,

N iture from plant forms -

appicntReship expired tli i

\vlio had asked Mr Warn i

flouer to show to his «oik|
II tire from business, s

^^ irner as his successor II II \|

Mttford Warner becoming junior pirtii i in
tlie firm of Jeffiev and Co That firm had
inevntime acquired the business of Holmes
and Aubert of Islington who had an e\cel
lent reputation for handmade wallpapeis—
many from the special designs of Ouen Jones
and of William Morris It was this which
first brought Mr Warner into contact with
the leading designers of the time and which
doul)tlesb showed how important to his
business was the securing of oiiginal
designs of a high class In 1869 and in 1871
lespectnely his two paitneis died leaving
the sole responsibility upon Mr Metford
Warner It was an anxious moment, but
with the encouragement and the support of
his working staff, he decided to go on
striking out on new lines as oppoitunity
came Up to that time paper stainers had
relied almost entiieh on Fiench sources of

design— often mere copies or adjustments of

designs already published in France. Now
he decided to obtain designs from English-

men, and among the first from whom he
secured assistance were the architects William
Burgos, A.R.A., and E. W. Godwin. Papers
designed by them and by Owen Jones were
exhibited in 1873 in the Loudon Annual
International Exhibition of "All Fine Arts

and Industries." Not without persistence did

Mr. Warner obtain the admission of

these designs under the head of "fine

arts"; but he succeeded, and took a

medal for his display. Among those who
about this time w'ere commissioned by
.Mr. Warner to design wallpapers were the

!
'• r. I,. Eastlake, Albert Moore, and B. J.

I
:

;: II was through the latter that Mr.
w

, I I. 1 niiliued Mr. Walter Crane to design
liii- hiiii that well-known nursery paper,
' fsing a Song of Sixpence," which must have
had an immense circulation. The same artist

had since contributed many designs, simple

and elaborate, to the collection of Jeffrey

and Co., and this co-operation of artist and
producer liad markedly added to the reputa-

tion of both. In 1876" the results of this co-

operation were exhibited at Philadelphia,

where Mr. Warner was awarded two medals.

One was for the exhibit "as a whole," to

which was added a diploma worded as

follows: "Jeffrey and Co. exhibit several

specimens of work of art in paper decoration

which display the highest and purest taste

;

such productions deserve special recognition,

and tend to elevate paper as a decorative
article." The second medal was awarded to

one particular paper of Walter Crane's
design, and was accompanied by similar

words of commendation. But from this time
Jeffrey and Co. went from one success to

another. At the Paris Exhibition of 1878
Mr. Warner received a gold medal for an
embossed leather paper on which Waltei
Cranes Peacock and \morini design was
ulnuiably lepiodnced Thenceforwaid in

1 b ill spiiit of enteipiise Mr Warner called
1 tmce of most of the able

I rs of the day, and in 1883
I book of designs by Bright

I A F Bropli\, Waltei
tiiiii t lopir Cuttler, Owen Di i

Chiistopher Diessei C L Eastlake 1

Fletchei Kate Faulkner E W Go 1

0«en Jon. s A, H M. kinnid M v 1

H Ml I II Ml 1 \l I I
-s |i„,_,

1. « ^1
I

I li J
lalb i( 11 W II I I re

nnikil I II ti I I «1 ,t

strides Mr Warnei III I

eouragement of design I

\ little later Lewis I i I) 1

ti fll 1 t ^^ fTl 1 iL ., 1 1 \ Ih

I

1 I 1 1 I lis went. Mi Wainei s

1 nib Architects and
1 not blow to admit the

I

I merits of the papei
I I I llii works of Jeffiev and

I t the firm soon took the

I

I t w IS not only tlie

I

1
I id notice The

I line attention
le maiked bj

In 18S4 t«o
1 it the

I I l^'-bthe
I I 1 1 each

\l I II 1 I I iiitdal,

it Puis 111 IbsO til. \ ipc.n il b.ith gold
\nd silver medals, whilst in that held in

Pans m 1900 they received two gold medals,
as well as silver and bronze ones Chicago
in 1893 gave them the highest aw aid and the
Fiinco Biitish Exhibition in London (1908)

tlieir Gi ind Prize In the Queen A ictoiia

JubiltP Mil Ml A\aiiier brouglit out a

spe. lal papei foi the occasion designed by
E A Hart and the n^xt v ear issued a beau
tiful album of pape.s .lesicned b^ several of

the nit * I h 1 t 1 \(t 1 tbib

Osts

tliere was no firm of domestic decorationlliat
affected so many classes as did paper-
lianging, and in this Mr. Warner's pro-
ductions had set a higher standard of taste
for all purposes and in all grades. In doing
this, and at the same time showing generous
encouragement of British art, the Council of
the Institute felt that he had done no small
service to decorative art, and no less to public
taste; and though Mr. Warner must be
liardened to the reception of gold medals, the
President felt convinced that he would value
the motive which had guided the award. Mr.
Crace then, amid hearty applause, invested
Mr. Warner with the blue riband and Medal.
Mr. Metford Warner, in acknowledgment,

thanked the Council of the Institute very
warmly for the honour they had conferred
upon him, an honour which he could not see
that he had deserved. His career of now-
over forty years had been uneventful and
had merely consisted in trying to do his best
in tlie pursuit that eame to his hand, and in
sticking to business simply and severely. It
he had succeeded in doing any good, in
raising the tone of the manufacture of wall-
papers, it would be a source of great grati-
fication to him. He could not help feeling
that the members of the Institute were
extremely broad in their views. If they could
on one occasion present the gold modal to Sir
William Richmond, and then drop down to a
mere paper-stainer, it showed a wonderful
breadth of thought. He should value the dis-

tinction very highly from the conneetion this
formed between himself and a great artist.

He might, perhaps, mention that from tlie

very earliest times of his work he came under
the personal influence of William Morris.
Although Morris stigmatised wallpapers as
" mere makeshifts," yet he took the greatest
pains in designing patterns for the speaker—
certainly he put into the work the same
th II lit iiid tionble as he did in ain other
I I I it 11 I id been a gieat gratification
t I II iiig back over the five aiid-

I in V 1 li I I.I had contiol of the business,
to think thit he had been successful in

doing a little to encourage the designing of

w illpapers by leading architects and artibts

who Ind never before worked in that
I I I II He supposed that in the period

I t least £15 000 had been expended
II 11 the pa\ment of English designers.
II t u Is one way of encouraging English
lit

H0LKH4M HALL, NORFOLK
Ml A Barnard Cow tan then read a pap. i,

illiisti itpd by lantern views on Iloikh iin

II \ ith Norfolk, the seat of the Earl and
. of Leicestei, to whom he tendeied

I. I granting access to the munim. nt

I I the mansion so as to obtain correct

d it I IS to its construction and the wondeiful
collection It Lontaiiis of woiks of art In

17Jd Ihomas C nk (bom in 1607 cieated

Loid Lovel of Al t , T I m 1728 and
Eail of Leicest i lit 1 m th site

and commence I iiins t the

salt mush to
I

I I I th. liPith-

II I I 1 s I 1 park and

of acquuing
in the worksh
carry on the t

In conchision

Leicest i

by Mr \\

1 It If w.re bL-nn in

1 I. leas plans ckva-
I made b^ I old

Builington, assisted

I was assisted m Ins

two noblemen and
pttiom:;p Thomas
ton had Msited the

il t mpks of Italy m
I th. aithitecture of

s of Inif^o Jones The
I parts and the detail

bill ing

tiLiilu u L mil itl 1 1 \ Lord I .

the superiutenduULc of his own aicliit. ct Mr.

Matthew Brettingham of Norwich wlio m
the knowledge of sound biiil ling as laid

down ill the school of \itruvius was one of

the foiemost men of his peuod Ibe charae-

t iistic HiLut of Ilolkhamwasmostdiscernibl.^

Ill th. arrniit pi rformance of its worknnn-
I apartments the designs

of th '\ pieces don
by' Pickfoid and

st pait copies from
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thirtv voars Lord Leuester mntle the clmioe

and "appropriation of every member and

ornament before any part was gu'cn oot

to the workmen for execution. Besides

attending to tlie interior Ginbcllisliments, in

tlie form of pnintiiips and statues, it is

recorded that Lord Leicester '•continued

with uncommon diligence to improve and

elucidate the first sketches of plans and

elevations concerted with the Earl of

Burlington and Mr. Kent, and in this he was

guided bv Palladio and Inigo Jones." The

interior of the family wing was finished from

designs supplied bv Kent without undergoing

any material chaiige. Lord Leicester w^io

hail formed what is now a quite invaluable

and comprehensive private collection of

Greek and Roman manuscripts, died in liaJ,

when the building was unfinished. It was

completed in 1764 by the countess, the

internal decorations being carried out in a

somewhat less costly manner than as origin-

allv designed. Ladv Leicester also furnished

the house, hut out of her own money, and of

it an inventory, written by the countess, and

dated October, 1774, was still in existence.

Kent died in 1748, and his original sketches

are still in existence. The hall is built of

local Burnhani yellow bricks, and the same

material was used bv the Earl of Burlington

for his Arcade in Piccadilly. The plan was

arranged for convenience, and the grand

apartments present a regular declination of

rooms diminishing from the largest and most

dignified apartment in the centre. The

facade extends for 34nft. ; it is divided into

main building and the staircase?

being placed at the junctions, and four

pavilions diverge from the four extreme

angles of the central building, a scheme

apparently suggested by Palladio's plan for a

villa. Tiie great hall measures 40ft. by 70ft.

and is 4.3ft. in height, and has a colonnade

of fluted pillars leading to the state-rooms,

a feature executed by Piekford, who also

carved out the marble chimney-piece from a

design by Inigo Jones. The lecturer also

described the Statue Gallery, 60ft. by 21ft.

and 23ft. high, the vestibule and tribune, the

dining-rooms, and other state apartments,

and the sumptuous decorations. The mansion

stands in an estate of 20.000 acres, the

gardens and pleasure grounds being beauti-

fully laid out. those on the south front being

in the formal Italian style. The magnificent

park is enclosed by walls nine miles in

circuit.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Cowtan was passed

by acclamation, on the motion of Mr.

Leonard A. Shuffrey, Vice-President of the

British Institute of Decorator?, seconded by

Mr. W. S. Green.
«*»

THE LAW OF DILAPIDATIONS.*
By Gr.\ham MoiLD (Associate), Barrister-

at-Law.

The law of dilapidations is one of those

fairly numerous subjects where the lawyer

and the surveyor meet on common and, I

hope, not "altogether unreinunerative,

ground. Neither practitioner can claim the

matter as being solely within his own
domain. So much was this recognised that

when, in 1887, Mr. (now Judge) Wheel, r

Q.C.. contributed a paper on the law <:

dilapidations, it was followed at the ii. \!

meeting by a paper from Mr. Pilditch iipnu

the practice, and the two papers wore dis-

cussed together. It is with no little trepida-

tion that I essay to follow in the footsteps

of two .such eminent authorities ; but I con-

fidently rely upon your kind indulgence
towards the shortcomings of my paper.
Whilst to-night I propose to confine myself,

as far as possible, to the purely legal aspect
of the subject, yet it will be my endeavour,
in dealing with the more important cases, to

give the facts in sufficient detail to enable the

surveying point of view to be fully appre-

ciated. And in some half-dozen of the

leading cases—cases which are likely to

ilominate the law of dilapidations for many
years to come— I have set out considerable

portions of the judgments in the words of

the judges themselves. On the other Iiami.

nil questions affecting ecclesiastical or agri-

• Road at the Ordinary General Meetine of the

Surveyors' Institution, Monday .Jan. 12, 1911.

cultural dilapidations, or affecting any

relationship other than that of landlord and

tenant, are excluded from the purview of this

paper. It is not easy to offer a satisfactory

definition of what constitutes dilapidations,

and I do not propose to attempt the task

further than to say that, whilst the time-

honoured definition elaborated by Tindal,

C.J., in "Gutteridge v. Munyard " (1834),

R, 334, must be read subject

to the principles laid down in the recent case

of "Lurcott V. Wakely" (to which I shall

presently refer), the very practical definition

formulated by the Royal Institute of British

Architects so long ago as 1844, appears to

retain all the essentials of accuracy. Dilapi-

dation questions arising between landlord

and tenant may be broadly classified as

arising under two heads:—(A) Where there

is no express contract to repair; (B) Where
there is an express contract to repair.

(A)._\vin:Ri-; there is no express contract
TO REPAIR.

(1) Tenant's Implied Obligation.—In the

absence of any express contract to repair,

the liability wliich the law places upon the

tenant is
" one of an extremely limited

character. Something may depend upon (a)

the length of the term, and (b) the nature of

the premises. Some old cases and most

modern textbooks state that the implied

obligation on the part of a tenant from year

to year is to keep the premises wind- and

watertight. Probably this may be regarded

as the high-water mark of the tenant's

obligation. At all events, it seems fairly

settled that a yearly tenant not under

covenant to repair is not liable for mere

wear and tear or for general or substantial

repairs. The most recent decision on this

branch of a tenant's liability is seventy years

old, and it is not easy to forecast the precise

view which the Courts would take to-day.

Some writers have expressed the opinion that

if a roofing slate become broken through the

forces of nature, the yearly tenant is not

bound to repair properly with another slate,

and tliat lie cannot be" called upon to do
more than will prevent the rain getting in to

the damage of the house—e.g., that he might

replace the broken slate with a piece of wood,

and, provided that that expedient kept out

the wet, he should not be called upon to do
more. Of course, if the tenant himself had
broken the slate different considerations

would apply, and in that case he would be

bound to "replace the slate so broken.

Similar nebulousness as regards the liability

of the tenant to repair appears to pervade

the case of a tenant (always, be it remem-
bered, where there express itract on

the subject) for a term of years. Here,

again, there is very little modern case law;

but the case of " Davies v. Davies" (1888),

38 Ch., 499, clearly establishes the proposition

that such a tenant is liable for permissive

waste, and that included in such liability is

the obligation to make good the effect of

wear and tear. There do not appear to be

any modern eases defining what is permissive

waste ; but the older authorities state that

suffering a house to be uncovered, whereby
the timbers become rotten, or allowing the

.\n11= tn il-ray for want of paint or plaster,

ill : I I - permissive waste. There is no
. iiant to rebuild in the ease of

f2\ Landlord's Implied Obligation.—When
Mr. AVheeler addressed this Institution in

1887 he was enabled in a very happy phrase

to say that this branch of the subject

resembled the well-known story as to snakes

in Iceland, in the sense that in Iceland there

wore no snakes, and in our law there was no
obligation implied on the part of the land-

lord. But twenty-seven years of ameliorat-

ing legislation have passed over the heads of

landlords since that time, and to-day the

position of a landlord is one of greater re-

sponsibility and less freedom. It is true that

tlic old common law rule—that a landlord is

under no implied obligation as to the con-

dition of the premises (with the exception of

furnished houses) which he lets, however
ruinous or dilapidated such premises may be
—still holds good ; but statutes have now
engrafted upon it many and increasingly im-

portant exceptions.

(a) Where any house, or part of a house, is

let for habitation at a rental not exceeding

per annum £'20 in the Metropolis, £13 in

Liverpool, £10 in Manchester or Birming-
"

ni, and £8 elsewhere, there shall be

....plied a condition that the house is, at the

commencement of the holding, in all respects

reasonably fit for human I'abitat.on.

(Housing of the Working Classes Act 1890,

s. 75.) This statutory condition shall ta ka

effect, notwithstanding any agreement to the

contrary. (Housing of the Working Classes

Act. 1903, s. 12.)

(b) Where, after December 3, 1909, any

house or part of a house is let for liabitat'.o.i

at a rental not exceeding in the adminibtr;i-

tive county of London £40, in a borongh c;r

urban district (with a population of 50.(j(.ii

or upwards) £26, and elsewhere £16, tlinc

shall be implied (1) a condition that the hcuic

is, at the commencement of the holding, in

all respects reasonably fit for human habita-

tion, and (2) an undertaking that the land-

lord shall during the holding keep the

premises so fit as aforesaid. But such con-

dition and undertaking are excluded when

the letting is for a term of not less than

three years upon the terms that the premises

are put by the lessee into a condition reason-

ably fit for occupation, and the lease is lul.

determinable by either party before the

expiration of that term. (Housing, Town-

Planning, etc.. Act, 1909, ss. 14 and lo.)

It will be observed that the Act of 1909

imposes far larger obligations upon the land-

lord than was the case under the Act of 1890,

inasmuch as not only are the limits as to

rental materially extended, but there is

superadded the "obligation of keeping the

premises in repair during the term. On the

other hand, apparently there is nothing to

prevent the landlord contracting out of the

\ct of 1909, although he cannot contract out

of the Act of 1890. As to both Acts the pro-

visions only apply where the letting is of a

house or part' of a house for human habita-

tion. Under the Act of 1909 the landlord has

power to enter and view, and therefore, pre-

sumably, could not set up want of notice from

the tenant as exempting him (the landlord)

from liability in consequence of non-repair.

A landlord who commits a breach of the

statutory undertaking is liable only to his

tenant 'in respect thereof: no liability is

incurred either towards a stranger ("Ryall

V. Kidwell" [1913] 3 K. B., 123) or to a niember

of the tenant's family ("Middleton v. Hall

[1913], 108 L. T.. 804). Where a landlord

lets flats, and retains control of the common
staircase by which alone access to them is

obtained, he impliedly agrees with his

tenants to keep such staircase in repair, and

a duty is imposed by law upon him towards

persons using the staircase in the course of

business with the tenants to keep it reason-

ably safe. ("Miller v. Hancock" [1893],

2 0. B.. 177.) But the principle of that case

will not be extended to imply a duty to light

the staircase. ("Huggett v. Miers " [1908],

2 K. B.. 278.) Nor is a landlord of premises

which are let out in flats, who retains for his

own use an upper floor in which is a cistern,

liable to a tenant of a lower floor, who takes

his supply of water from the landlord's

cistern, if, without wilful default or neglect

on the part of the landlord, a leakage occur

which damages the tenant's goods. ("Blake

V. Wolff "[1898], 2 Q. B.,426.)

(B.)— \yHEItF. THERE IS AN EXPRESS CONTRACT

TO REPAIR.— (1) tenant's OBLIGATION.

(a) General Construction.—In construing

any covenant, regard must be had, on the one

hand, to "each word used" (per Fletcher

Moulton, L.J., in "Lurcott v. Wakely"),

and, on the other hand, to the age, class,

locality, and general condition of the

premises at the time of the demise ("Payne

V. Haine" [1847]. IG M. and W.. 541). "It

he takes an old house, he must not let it

tumble down ; he must keep it up, but only

as an old house." ("Scales v. Lawrence"
[1860], 2 F. and F., 289.) A general covenant

to repair extends to all buildings on the land

at the time of the demise, also to all buildings

erected during the term, and further to all

fixtures in the nature of buildings attached

to the demised land, and not merely resting

thereon, provided that the fixtures are not

i
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of a eliaracter which the tenant is entitled
to remove. ('Thresher v. East London
Waterworks Company" [1824], 2 B. and C,
608.) It must also be borne in mind that
if the e.xpression "erections" or "improve-
ments" be used, things such as trade fixtures
may be brouglit within the scope of the
repairing covenant. (" Bidder v. Trinidad "

[1868], 17 W. R., 153.) On the other hand,
if the repairing covenant be limited in terms
to the buildings demised, it will not be
extended to newly-erected buildings which
are distinct from, and form no part of. the
bnildings which were demised. ("Smitli v
Mills "[1899], 16 T. L. R., 59.)

(B) Commencement of Liability.—Under an
express covenant to repair, the liability
eoinniences from the execution of the lease
and a lessee is not liable for breaches of tlie
covenant to repair which occur before the
execution of the lease, although subsequent
to the day on which the term is stated to

("Shaw V. Kay" [1847], 1 Ex.,
412.)

(c) Continu ice of Liability.—Under an

lease. ("I
Merral" [If-

— — .^.....,„ vyj itjjaii, me lessee remains
liable during the whole term of the lease,
and does not, and cannot, get rid of such
liabilit\ I,v j^-iL'imi.'iit.

I''' ""I'll"-' iiv'i-.--A tenant who holds
°^''^'' ''''' ''"

' I'^iatioii of the lease upon

,1"J.'."l'i.',..
'!''"' '""" ^''^'' '° y^^"^ is liable

s of the expired
inmissioners v.

. 162.) And this
imiy nnon.. I ,,,,,1,1., ,,, :,ljuild after fire.
(
Digby V. Atlunson "

[1815], 4 Camp., 275.,
_

(K) Special Covenants. — A covenant to
substantially repair, uphold, and maintain "

a house has been held to make a tenant liable
to keep up the inside painting. "Monk vNoyes" [1824], 1 C. Jd P., 265.) But Vr.'Kedman, in his learned treatise, states that
this case is no longer an authority for thebroad proposition that a covenant to repair
includes inside painting." On the otherhand, neither Mr. Foa nor Mr. Aggs (tlie
present editor of Woodfall} appears seriously
to question the decision. In "Crawford vNewton " (1886), 36 W. R., 54, there was anagreement to keep the inside of the house
in tenantable repair." The tenant Ind
occupied for seventeen years without haviiio
painted or papered. It was held, first h?Cave, J., and afterwards by the Court o'fAppeal, that the tenant was' only bound topaint and paper so as to prevent^ the hou erom going to decay. A covenant to repairthe external parts" of a house has beenheld to include the bo.n„l,nv-w,IN ,,,',tu,M
standing that they w.i, nun u, 11 1

therefore not expos,.,! i,, ,ii,,
'.,

-'h,
("Green v. Eales " [I841J, li (^) 13 -i'.',

\covenant to keep walls, roof, and""" .!,,,„
1 repair has been held to i,„,l,n|„

( Manchester Bonded War. -

pany v. Carr " [1880], 5 C. 1'

t to do repairs to the satis-
urveyor is fulfilled
uch that the sur-

("Doe
Where

iron bean
house Co
a07.) A cov
faction of the landlord
if the repairs done ai
veyor ought in reason to be satisfied
V. Jones "[1848], 2 C. and K., 743.)

support, cleans
repair all

and tl,.> .1
",

iited to "make, uphold,
and repair, and keep in

-lid

d
'

'
'"'II Iiad to be recon-

J\ ' ' ' "f a notice under the
' ,\' '

I-,.), it was held that the
- .iMi ,,ai,„. to make a "new drain."
.
Gieenhow" [1892], 8 T. L. R.,

lantUord agreed to expend £50 in
Id It was stipulated that the tenant

dn„„ ,.,.
-\""]"'!'<' 'iiiy further repairs to bedone except repairs to the roof, walls drains=>"d sewers. Subsequently the dra'naL;

rr!"\*fL?"^'=°^-^«^ t° be n'ost d ecU,/
to The r^'f-fi'^'^

"'^ agreement did not ex ndto the rectification of a structural defect but

^i te'rn":!'^''^*^^'"? *''^ ^'--^^ - th-ev

expression " fair wear and tear," on the one
hand, and " fair use and wear," on the other.
Whatever the meaning of the one expression
that also is the meaning of the other. What
does the expression mean? Mr. Foa, in his
admirable work, suggests that the clause may
throw "upon the landlord the burden of
showing that the dilapidations complained of
are either the result of damage (whether
wilful, negligent, or accidental), or that they
have been caused by something other than
mere user--e.g., by not repairing at an
earlier stage." The older authorities appear
to have attached little, if any, importance to
the words in question. I pass to modern
decisions. In "Scales v. Lawrence" (1860),
2 F. and F., 289, a tenant covenanted in a
seven-years' lease, as often as need should
require, well and sufficiently to repair,
uphold, sustain, paint, glaze, cleanse, scour,
etc., and leave in such repair, reasonable
wear and tear excepted. Willes, J., held that
papering, not being expressly mentioned in
the covenant, was not comprised within its
terms, as it was mere matter of ornament.
The utmost that could be included was the
cost of replacing such portions of the paper
as might be absolutely torn off. The tenant
had painted the premises jpnee during the
term, and it was held that he was not bound
to repaint on leaving. Willes, J., said: "If
he painted and papered within seven years,
and there is no damage in the way of
breaking down or tearing off, then the
reasonable construction of the covenant is
that he should cleanse the old paint, etc. (or
renew it only where destroyed), and give up
th,. house ill a clean and fair condition, and
for fair wear and tear he would not be
liable." Lord Coleridge, C.J., delivering the
judgment of the Court (Coleridge, L.C.J.,
Grove and Lindley, JJ.) in "Manchester
Bonded Warehouse Co. v. Carr" (1880),
5 C. P., 507 (a case where a whole ware-
house fell, owing to the tenant having over-
loaded certain floors with flour), said: "It
only remains to consider whether reasonable
wear and tear can include destruction by
reasonable use. These words, no doubt,
include destruction to some extent— e.g.,
destruction of service by ordinary friction •

but we do not think they include total de-
struction by a catastrophe which was never
contemplated by either party." In " Davies v
Davie-^" (1888). .38 Ch., 499, Kekewich, J.,
expi-,'-;s,Tl th,. view that an exception of fair
w.ar and t.-ar would exempt a lessee from
'•''"l;i.^ '" i''speet of "any dilapidations
toll",

I
:,t any time or at the end of the term

by ria.son of the wear and tear, the wearing
nt of the walls and floors of the publie-
loiise. for example, from the constant traffic

OBITUARY,
loneyman, LL.D., who died on
as't week at Bridge of Allan, in

formerly one of
Glasgow. He
his profession

e years ago, and had

and

Mr. Joli

Thursday
his eighty-third y
the leading architects
retired from the practice
owing to blindness, nine
since lived in retirement at Duiibrane
cated at Merchiston Castle Sclioo
Glasgow University, Mr. Honeyman, who
was the son of a Glasgow merchant, was
trained for the ministry. His inclinations,
however, were strongly in another direction,
and ultimately he was apprenticed as an
architect with Mr. Alexander Munro. As a
young man, Mr. Honeyman studied cathedral
architecture in England and on the Coii-
tineiit, and he acquired also a thorough
knowledge of Scottish architecture, both
ecclesiastical and secular—a knowledge which
led to his being employed in the restoration
of many important buildings in Scotland and
the erection of many more. While still a
young man he set up in business for himself,
and achieved a high reputation. In 1889 he
assumed as a partner Mr. John Keppie, then
a rising member of the profession, and the
hrm, which was more recently joined by Mr
Chas. R. Mackintosh, has throughout main-
tained one of the most successful archi-
tectural practices in the West of Scotland
Among Mr. Honeyman's principal works may
be named Lansdowne United Free Church at
Kelvin Bridge, Glasgow, adorned by a
beautitully-proportioned spire; St. Silas's
Episcopal Church and Trinity Congrega-
tional Church, also in Glasgow; the Free
West Church, Greenock; St. Michael's
Edinburgh

; Free West Church, Perth ; Aber-
foyle Parish Church; Portobello Free
Church

; and Largs Parish Church. He also
prepared the designs for the restorations of
Brechin Cathedral, lona Cathedral and Lin-
lithgow Church. The marble floor, the
carved oak benches, the Communion table,

(of

T. L. R.,

(ears
ation

Terrell Mmrray
a lessee for a term

tenanted "to deli- up at
of the said terms" th

111,-snage .... in as good repair and con-
dition as it now^ is in. reasonable wear and
tear . . . excepted." There was no covenant
to repair during the term. The lessor
.aimed (inter alia) £12 for painting the out-
'^" "— -'-•—

-k, £2 for repointing certain
d ,£5 for repairing parts of the
..-u;^T. __.i

-jggQjj-ig affected by
deciding that the

nt to

In

following upon
repair, has been
passing, I suggest that

side wood
brickwork.
kitchen floor which had
dry-rot. Bruce, J., in
tenant was not liable for any of these items,
said that the meaning of the covenant in his
opinion was that the tenant was bound at
the end of the tenancy to deliver up the
premises in as good condition as they were

at the beginning subject to the following
exceptions, tliat was to say, dilapidations
caused by the friction of the air, dilapidations
caused by exposure, and dilapidations caused
by ordinary use. He was of opinion that out-
side painting was not a thing the tenant was
bound to do under that covenant. Philli-
more, J., felt some difficulty, but on the
whole concurred.

{To be continued.)

-«*•-

The Cluirch Army has been

and the reredos in Glasgow
which he was for many years ,

tect) were also executed from 1- .[ , if,
also designed many publi. ,:,,]

private residences. Amon^ i„, -,. ,,,. ih,
observatories at Glasgow ami r,,,>l,-i alsr
the Free Library and Museum, Paisley and
Helensburgh Town -hall. Among '

the
mansions built to his design are those of
Skegness Castle, Auchamore House
Roundelwood, Perthshire, Lynhurst, Selkirk-
s^ure, Randallwood, Crieff, and Achamore,
Gigha. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal
Institute of British Architects in 1874, and sat
on the Council for some years, and he was
chosen honorary president of the Glasgow
Architectural Association and " is pr

usii: •111 Artill
)tai He

also a member of the local school board and
a governor of Glasgow and West of Scotland
leciinical College. As a member of the
Glasgow Presbytery's Commission on the
Housing of the Poor he also rendered excel-
lent service. He both wrote and lectured on
social and sanitary subjects, and he also
found time to indulse his taste for the fine
arts by painting both in oil and water-
colours, and his works were fre,-|uentlv
exhibited. In 1892 the Royal Seottisji
Academy elected him an Associate, and lie
was made a full Academician four years later
About nine years ago, at his request, he was
placed on the r,.tir,.d li«t. Mr. Honeyman
w-as, three-an,l Uiiitv v..:,rs since, president
of the Glasm,u A,,l,aol„Ln,-al Society, tor
which he did mii, h \ahial.l|. work. W^e gave
his portrait in unr is.sne of .Inly 18. 1890. Mr,
Honeyman is survived by his widow, and by
one son, who is also an architect.

We re..;r,.t 1

i-aste ildi

rdens

'
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am.lies. The soci

tangible distinction between the I Keunmyto!" GaHen will provide eighteen plots

forty

twenty-eight years.

lounce the death, in his
of Mr. .James Charles
if the Royal Institute of
Mr. Tanner has been in
wo years past, suffering
-"ii'l'i"'". and he died in

"II liu-sday. the 1.3th

:.||iii;--i.,n. He had been
U,e Institute for over
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dviYvtntt Calamo.

The tension in tlie relations between llie

-Muster Builders of London and the workmen

continues, and matters are. if anything, more

complicated than last week, owing to the

notice issued by the National Association of

Operative Plasterers, taking effect from Inst

Saturday, that no overtime is to be worked.

The London Building Trades Federation is

also making trouble. The masters object to

recognise that body because it does not

confine its operations to the trade, iiiui

thereby renders it liable to being involved in

"sympathetic" strikes. The federation now

announces a demonstration on behalf of the

High Wycombe chairmakers, who are on

strike. The possibility of London plasterers,

carpenters and joiners, labourers, brick-

layers, and masons adopting a "down-tools"

policy in "sympathy" with a comparatively

small number of chairmakers in the country

is one London master builders naturally

object to. Private meetings of masters and

men have been held almost daily ;
but there

is. we regret to say, no indication of any

joint effort to end the dispute.

The few survivors, who met last night at

the annual meeting of the Society of Arehi

teets, of those who, nearly thirty years ago,

on May 8, 1884, assembled in the board-room

of the Straud Board of Works at 5, Tavistock-

itrr^t, W.C., to promote the formation of the

Soc-ioty, liave certainly no reason to be

a-lKimcd nf the fruit of their endeavours. An
organisation w^hich began with 186 members,

and now numbers about 1,200, and which

seven years after its start could only fat-e the

next year with a surplus of £39, and now

starts 1914 with £3,136 to its credit, will

hardly be ignored either by Parliament or

the Privy Council, whether we are all to be

registered or become "chartered architects.

"

Its list of members will bear comparison \ n ii

the best similar organisation, aud, unlik. iln

R.LB.A. in its earlier years, the So, i. t\

has had no need to find its Presidents among
laymen. As regards Registration, about the

advisability of which some of our con-

temporaries seem to have altei-ed their

opinions lately almost as often as the weather

has changed, the fact remains that nothing

has reversed the plebiscite of the profession

t.tken by the Society in 1903, when out of

between five and six thousand architects at

least two-thirds expressed their sympathy
therewith, and fewer than 170 voted against

it. Moreover, when the R.I.B.A. Council at

that time issued a counter-statement and
asked for the opinions of the allied societies,

tlie resolutions subsequently passed by those

bodies confirmed the individual voting of

their members in favour of the proposal. The
interesting notes of the Society's thirty years'

work, which were read at last night's

meeting by the Secretary, will, we are glad
to hear, be expanded by him into a more
complete record ; so we confine ourselves else-

where to day to the reproduction of the few
opening paragraphs, which record the

Society's foundation.

Sir Henry Tanner, C.B., I.S.O., F. R.I.B.A.,

having now retired from the eminent position

which he held for so many years with so

much distinction in the Public Service as the

head of the Office of Works, the followijig

architects have been elected to superintend

the works allocated under the various depart-

ments enumerated herewith. Although now

O.I the retired list. Sir Henry Tanner's

services have been retained by the Govern-

ment as consultant and for the completion of

J. M. Brydon's design for the vast block of

public offices extending along Great George-

street, Westminster, with a western frontage

in St. James's Park. The General Post

Offices and buildings of that Department are

now under the direction of Mr. Walter Pott,

F.R.I.B.A. Mr. R. J. Allison, A. R.I.B.A.,

will design the buildings of tlie Science and

Art Department and the National Health

the parks. Diplomatic work. ;iiiil tlir liiboiir

exchanges. The public l.iiiMiiiL-. llcn^.s of

Parliament, Ancient Moniiiiirnl.N, fiistonis,

and Inland Revenue buildings will all be

grouped under the leadership of Mr. Frank
Baines, who, like the other gentlemen thus

appointed, will have the actual designing and

carrying out of the buildings done under

H.M. Office of Works.

We confess we do not understand why the

charge of "nepotism" was brought at last

Friday's meeting nfrninst the choice of the

six architects wli^ ],,\\r 1m ( n N.l.tted by tlie

Metropolitan Wa I. I IJ-.n,! i
n , ,,iiipete for the

erection of its new tciiLial uIUll;, lu Eosubery-

a^enue. The list is a very good one. As
fur the ridiculous remarks, I'eported on

another page, made by other members of tlio

Board, we need hardly remind our owd
readers that the works executed from tlie

designs of all the six architects in our own
pages alone prove, as Mr. Elliott reminded
the Board, that there is not one among them
who has not carried out important works to

and not mh
less a dis,

but til.. M

was donbt-

iative one
;

The committee of artists and architects
recently appointed to draw up a concrete
scheme for the proposed Ministry of Fine
Arts has practically completed its work, and
will very shortly make its report. The
members are now engaged in drafting a form
of petition which it is intended to present to

Parliament as early as possible in the new
Session. It will be signed by a number of

prominent painters, sculptors, architects,

designers, and other representatives of art,

urging, in the national interests, the creation

of the new Ministry as soon as practicable.

The movement was definitely started ten

months ago by a private meeting of artists

and architects, held at 9, Conduit-street, W.,
under the presidency of Mr. David Murray,
R.A., on the initiative of Mr. Wynford Dew-
hurst. An executive committee has since

been formed, with Mr. Duncan C. Bluett as

secretary, and the formulated proposals are

about to be laid before a conference of those

interested.

No honour has ever been better deserved

than the Gold Medal of the Institute of

Britisli Decorators, which was conferred on

Mr. Metford Warner, the head of the well-

known firm of Jeffrey and Co. With the

character of his work of the past forty-five

years, readers of. our own past volumes are

familiar. To his clearsightedness is due the

elevation of " Paper Staining " to the level

of fine art, with the aid of the great Britisii

artists he had the courage and insight *o

enlist on its behalf. The distinction— shared

only by Sir William Richmond and Mr. Jnlni

D. Grace—most worthily crowns a long list

of honours won by legitimate enterprise of

the highest order, and worn with a niode-t >

and utter absence of self-exaltation whicli

has made Mr. Metford Warner the esteemed

friend of everyone with whom he has come

into contact.

The •• Law of Dilapidations " was the

subject of the paper, which we give fully

elsewhere, read at Monday night's meeting

of the Surveyors' Institution by Mr. Graham
Mould, who dealt chiefly with the law as it

relates to house property. Where there is no

express contract to repair, the speaker said

that the liability which the law places upon

the tenant is one of an extremely limited

character. Something may depend upon the

length of tlic t.-rni. nml the nature of the

pren odd

to keep tli^

robably tin IS the

At;

events, it s..Lined fairly settled that a yearly

tenant imt iin.l. r covenant to repair is not

liable he inn, wi'iir and tear or for general

ui- .snb^laiitnil iv|)airs. Turning to the land-

lor.r- iiiii.lin,! obli^eihnns, Nvhere there was

no e.\|irr~. ,.inlia. I. -Mi. Mould said that the

old euminon hiw rub' Ibat a landlord was

under no implied oblieatn.n as to the con-

dition of the preniisi- (v, itli lie exception of

furni.slied bouses) wbieb li.' b^ts, however

nil IS ,,r dihipidated such premises might

]„ >till laid good; but statutes had now

rii-iatteil upon it many and increasingly im-

portant exceptions. As regards flats, it was

shown that liabilities had been thrown on

the landlord in the matter of repairs. The

bulk of the paper was devoted to cases where

there were contracts to repair, either on the

part of the tenant or the owner, and Mr.

Graham Mould's notes thereon will be found

very useful.

Recent issues of the Financial A'cici and

the Yurhf/iire Posl publish a letter from Mr.

Donald, the managing director of Messrs.

Rownson, Drew, and Clydesdale, asserting

tliat the various materials which go to make

up a modern building are practically all con-

trolled now by separate combines; that it is

now proposed to combine these combines, so

forcing users of materials to bow to the

diatribes of 'every section ; and that his own

firm has been boycotted, as regards the

purchase of materials from firms within the

Trust, in consequence of his refusal to join

the combine. Mr. Donald further seems to

have informed newspaper interviewers that

'practically every factor employed in the

building of a modern house is now controlled

by a Trust. The bricks in the wall, the rain-

pipe fastened to it, the stoves inside, the

taps on the cistern—everything is controlled

by Trusts." The last statement is surely an

exaggeration? That combination in certain

.sections exists, we all know ; but we have no

knowledge of the " combine of combines

"

talked of, nor do we think such an organisa-

tion could long exercise forcible control of

the sort described. Builders, after all, are

learning the value of organisation, and any

such huge "Trust" will as surely have to

reckon with buyers, as Labour will with the

employer, if it resorts to Syndicalism, and

ignores its own engagements. Till furtlier
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evidence is furt

attempts of tliis

iLoniuig we ratlier deprecate
sort to make our flesli creep !

Has the I'sychical Research Society ever

yet investigated the ease of a haunted gas-

meter? "If they wish to do so," writes a

correspondent of the Manchester Guardian,
• I will place mine at their disposal. A week
or so since weird gurglings were heard in my
abode. At last the gas-meter was found to

be the culprit, and a man from the town-liall

was sent for. He operated on the animal—

I

decline to regard my meter as a piece of

machinery — and pronounced it cured.

Directly he had gone, however, the meter
burst into triumphant chuckles. Gaiety is

good in the home, but tiiere was something
bestial about this chuckling. So the local

plumber was given his chance. He cured it,

and directly he had goiie the gas-meter began

its admirable impersonation of a motor-car.

I am at present in doubts as to whether 1

should take my accomplished meter on to the

music-hall stage as au impersonator of

animals, etc., or whether I should call in the

local curate to exorcise it."

CHIPS.

Mr. J. Wliittaker has resigued his appoint-
ment as sanitary engineer to the rural district

council of Easingwold.

The Denbigh Rural District Council has
decided to prepare detailed estimates and par-
ticulars of workmen's dwellings at Llandulas,
the cost being about £2,281.

The Roman Catholic Church of St. Mary,
Pockhngton, has been reopened nf^r-r int'-rnal

decoration in coloui-s and ljiI -: i
•

i k

carried out by Messrs. Brook an !
\\

I
I ^1 i ,

Our contributor Mr. W. G. .Ship.i ' ... ii>„,„,

us that the title of the article on i.-inijico
concrete appearing in our issue of December L'I3

under the title of "Walsall Baths" should h.iv.-

read, "Wallsend Baths. Messrs. E. F. W
Liddle and Percy L. Browne, Join' A •'". > i-

Mr. Joseph Corbett, of HijliI W , ,li

Bridge, Chester, and formerly . ~

many years .engineer and sm i m

Salford Corporation, who died on (.(iiumli a lu^i

aged 71 years, left estate valued at. itl,77;

gross, with net personalty £1,538.

The premises known as No. 12. Rutland
square, Dublin, have been acquired bv the Pasl
Pupils of the Christian Brothers' Union, an^;

are being transformed and extended from plans
by Mr. G. L. O'Connor, of Da-

PROFESSIONAL AND TBADE
SOCIETIES.

THE EVOLUTION OF A FEDERAL
CAPITAL.—At the Royal Geographical

ening

g row-

builder Mr Monks

The Local Government Board have sanctioned
the Northwich Urban Council's application for
powers to borrow £8,500 to purchase a site and
erect forty-eight cottages for workmen. At the
recent inquiry the sanitary inspector declared
that there was necessity for at least 150
cottages. Opposition was then oflered to the
scheme on financial grounds.

St. Mary's Roman Cathohc Church, Monaster-
boice, County Down, built twenty-five years ago,
has just been redecorated by Messr.'i. Eady and
Co., of Dublin. At the angle of the nave and
south transept a square pinnacled tower 80ft.
high, and built, like the church, of local lime-
stone, has been added. Mr. J. V. Brennan, of
Belfast, was the architect, and Mr. John
McGuinness, of Dundalk, the builder.

New National Health offices for the Ancient
order of Hibernians are being built at the rear
of their headquarters. 1, Mountiov - square.
North Dubhn. Thev consist of a 'two'storv
building 120ft. in depth, and a frontage of Soft
opening on to Belvedere-court. Mr. Anthony
Scott, of Lpper O'Connell-street, DubUn, is the
architect, and Mr. John Dillon, of Drumcondra
is the builder.

Whereas ten years ago there were in. Cardiff
2,8<5 vacant dwelhngs. or 9.6 per cent, of the
total accominoilation. the latest figures show
only 902, or 2.S per cent. For ten or fifteen
years no cheap-rented dwellings have been builtm the city, and no single cottage has been
put up for S1.K years. In the last ten years
there has been an increase of 18,000 in the
population

; but the number of houses and shops

Society's meeting on Moiidav evening, Mr
Griffith Taylor, Acting Geologist to the Aus-
tralian Commonwealth and in 1911-12 leader
of the Western geological party in Captain
Scott's, Antarctic Expedition, delivered a
lecture on Canberra, the projected capital
of the Commonwealth. Earl Cnrzoii pre-
sided. Mr. Taylor explained that the site of
Canberra, the Federal capital of Australia,
was about 150 miles from Sydney and 250
from Melbourne if a straight lines of 400
miles were drawn between those cities on an
atlas. A Federal railway eighty miles long
would, in a few years, link tlie Canberra
Railway (which still needed completion) to
the Federal port at Jcrvis Bav. The Federal
territory, in which the capital would stand,
lay in the south-east part of New" South
Wales, and comprised about 900 square miles,
or something like the area of the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg. Of its 568,227 acres
only 3,193 were at present under cultivation,
but its population would, no doubt
rapidly. The most imposing settlemei
at present was the Royal Military College at
Duntroon, about four miles east of the city
site. The nearest railway station at present
is Queanbeyan, and a line is being con-
structed across the intervening eight miles.
On Mount Stromlo, near by, an observatory
has been in operation since 1911, the chief
instrument being a 9in. refracting telescope.
The new capital would be built on the banks
of the Molongo River,_ which, although useful
for watering stock and, when filtered, for
human drinking, was not large enough to
supply a city. Indeed, in midsummer it

almost ceased to flow. A dam was to be
built across it, so as to form a lake four
miles long and about 12ft. deep, greatly
enhancing the beauty of the scene. The
water for the capital was, however, to be
obtained from the Cotter River, a tributary
uf the Murrumbidgee. On this stream a weir
"as being constructed at an elevation of
l..JtiUft., about tw^elve miles from the city
site ; but as the latter was 1,900ft. above sea
level a lift of 90Uft. would be needed to raise
tlie water of the Cotter to the top of Mount
Stromlo, where the distributing reservoir was
to be situated. The city would be built on
a plain nine miles scjuare. bounded bv tlie

abrupt, somewhat conical ends of tliree low
ranges—Black Mountain to flic nnrtli. Mount
Ainslie to the nortli-easl

to the south. Its .

would be the Connii.

M,.

be placed

lilt has been only 2,727.

"'"! 'I-
- '

s would be east of
the city. Ill th. ra-l -.vmild ultimately ri.se

the nianufacturiiig centres, for here, "as in
most towns, tlic west was expected to be the
best residL-iitial c|uart.r. It has been wisely
decided t.. ;,l.;HMi..,, i!i,. right-angled systi 'i

of street- i

i \iiierica and useil ,

Melbourne ,, .1 \.( ',,i.|... The cobweb IkkI

been takm ,.- ih, [i,.u.jrii of the new capit.il,
the plan of which would be dominated by
three radiating and concentric units. In the
middle of the coming capital would be Lake
Moloiiglo, winch would be fringed by mag-
nificent willows, as the river was to-day. with
Tidbinbilla, 5.000ft. high, twenty m'iles to
the west, and Long Bimberi, over 6,000ft. in
height, to the south. In reply to the chair-
man, the lecturer confessed that he did not
know wlieii the new capital would take sub-
stniilial shap.\ or what would be its cost.

i.rrr.^ wn Yorkshire archi
| la i

I I. w SOCIETY.—A meeting of tlie
al' ,1- held on Thursday evening,
1 H- - ..: il,,. Leeds Institute, Mr. A. E.
Kirk. A.K.l.B.A. (the piv.„|. ^ . n. , ,,pied
the chair, and was well sn|.i n. ,i i,, , -nod
number of members ami -. Mr.
Frank Rutter, B.A. Icur,,i-i -if th. I ds
City Art Gallery) gave a I.-otiire, ei.titJiMl

"Tiie Future of Art." In the course of his

remarks Mr. Rutter advocated a closer
relationship between the architect and the ! lias been iiiaug.irated
artist (both with regard to painting and I present outside the ra

sculpture), as this would enable good work
to be placed in more suitable settings than
tlie present day overcrowded state of art ex-
hibition permitted. The lecturer fnrtlier
pointed out the large number of successful
artists who were amateurs in the sense that
they depended upon other work for a liveli-
hood in the early stages of their career.
Siich men were not so likely to turn out in-
different work as those dependent upon their
art, and the future of art developed on such
lines was more likely to produce work of a
high standard, eonsitiering the small demand
compared with the large supply. The following
members took part in the discussion which
followed: Messrs. A. Willets, Frank Foster,
D. Bowman, and J. E. Braithwaite, and a
vote of thanks to the lecturer was proposed
by Mr. S. D. Kitson, M.A., seconded by Mr
W. H. Thorp. F.R.I.B.A., and carried. Mr.
Rutter briefly replied.

MANCHESTER SOCIETY OF ARCHL
TECTS.—At a meeting of the students on
Friday, January 9, a paper was read bv Mr.
H. W. Price on " A Pioneer of English' Tra-
ditional Architecture." The lecturer referred
to Inigo Jones as being perhaps the pioneer,
then dealt in full with the life and works of
Sir Christopher Wren. Wren, in a letter
to a friend, said :

" Building ought certainly
to have the attribute of eternal, and, there-
fore, the only thing incapable of new
fasliions." Mr. Price remarked that we
should, therefore, avoid the modern fashions
of Gothic. New Art, and Neo-Grec, and
advocated the carrying on of the good work
of those two great men and their immediate
successors, the principles of whicli obtained
—in the one case, directly, and in the other,
indirectly, throngli France—from the works
of the great Italian masters—were admirably
adapted to English tradition.

MIDLAND BUILDING TRADES
FEDERATION.—The annual meeting of the
Midland Centre of the National Federation of
Building Trades Employers of Great Britain
and Ireland was held at the Grand Hotel,
Birmingham, on Friday. The president (Mr.
Walter W. Chambers, of Leicester) took the
chair. The annual report stated that the
building trade in the centre had, on the
whole, been good during the past twelve
months, though there were decided indica-
tions of a reduced volume of business to-
wards the close of the year. Competition
had been as keen as ever, and the enhanced
cost of labour and materials had not always
been accompanied by the proportionately
increased price whicli the builder should
obtain for his work. The tendency to
advance wages had continued, and increases
had been granted in sixteen of the federated
towns. All these changes were effected in
a peaceable manner, either by conciliation
or arbitration, except in the" case of the
Redditch bricklayers, who struck work from
March 17 to April 16. Six meetings of tlie

Midland Centre Conciliation Board had been
held. .At one of these the Worcester brick-
In'tr.^ r-irpriit.rs. and labourers were
^'; ' I i -l' I :i ' in wages of id. per hour;

I
' i'l ili' llii iiiingham carpenters for a

• ia\ - vi.iL. - III lull of notice in respect of a

iiiaii \^lM. liad disobeyed an order to work
overtime was disallowed. The Board con-
sidered an appeal by the Birmingham
builders' labourers that yardmen should be
paid the labourer's rate of wages ; but no
settlement was arrived at. and the dispute
was referred to the National Board, who
decided that the builders' labourers' rate in

the working rules did not apply to yardmen.
A dispute with the Leamington carpenters
with regard to the overtime rule was satis-

factorily settled ; but a difficulty with the
Malvern carpenters with regard to an in-

crease of wages and alteration of other rules

had to be referred to the National Board.
.A.n applicatioi

an advance of

settlement u

bv the Derby bricklayers for
...- eoiisidered. but no

1 .it. The National
Board sub-..,

id. per hoii.

t'lie ei'litr V

Ti .
.^

I i-.l an increase of

.... latioiis affiliated to

1- t-A..iitv-three. Riiuby

of the Federation.
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The collective insurance scheme arrajiged for

the insurance of members against workmen's
compensation risks was renewed for a further
twelve months at increased rates. It was
reported that the number of policy-holders

had doubled during the previous twelve
months. For the first time in its history the

centre had lost its president during his term
of office, Mr. W. Yates having passed away
suddenly at Leicester on April 2 last. The
half-vearlv nu-oting in July unanimouslv
appo"ini. ;" Mr ^V;,lt,.r W. Chambers, of

LeiciM : 1 ; i inainder of the year.

Thei<|i i; -iM'd, and the officers for

1914 w. 1 :,ii|.-, ,1, ,i ;is follows:—Mr. George
Gougii iWdhi-rlunnpton), president; Mr.
Ralph Webb (Birmingham) and Mr. Albert
Brazier (Bromsgrove), vice-presidents; Mr.
H. Willcock (Wolverhampton), treasurer; and
Mr. F. T. Doleman (Nottingham) and Mr.
William Moffat /Birmineham), auditors.

ROMAN ARCHITECTURE.—In his intro-

ductory lecture, given at the British Museum
on Thursday in last week, Mr. Banister F.

Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A., dealt with the develop
ment of the world-wide Empire of Rome,
pointing out that the process began with the

dominion of one city over other cities, and
then the conquest and government of distant

provinces. In every province architecture
registered the Imperial idea, with modifica-

tions consequent upon varying climates. It

was important to remember the composite
origin of Roman architecture, for it was a

union of the old native Etruscan arch and
vault with the Greek column, to wliich the
Romans added their own cross-vault and
dome, which was made possible by their in-

ventive enterprise. Italy was rich in building
materials : she had white and coloured
marbles, abundance of stone and brick-earth
for terracotta, besides granite from Egypt,
porphvry and all the glowing marbles from
the coasts of tlie Adriatic and the Medi-
terranean. Still tliese master-builders were
not satisfied, and by their invention of

concrete they wrought a revolution in

building construction. This invention of

concrete, made up of broken stone and
cement, is the outstanding fact in the
material aspect of Roman architecture; for

its extraordinary quality of rif,'idity made it

possible to span great areas with d(nnc6 and
vaults for the monumental and varied build
ings required for the noeds of an cxpandinu'
Empire. Above all, the id.-a of tlip Romans
was not so mueh art as Eni|)ire; it was not
only to create a thing of beauty, but also to

produce a lasting evidence of power.

SHEFFIELD SOCIETY OF ARCHI
TECTS.—Mr. C. E. Friend on January 8
lectured to members of the Sheffield Society
of Architects and Surveyors at the Uni-
versity on " Furnishing and Decorating from
a Practical Standpoint." Mr. A. F. Watson
(president) occupied the chair. The lecturer
opened by emphasising the value of a close

alliance between architecture and fnniisliini,'

and decoration. It would be well, lie ?;ii(i,

for clients to appreciate that the int.ii.ii-

furnishing of a house bore some relation i,,

the exterior. Concerning upholstery, hf «:i-

sorry to say that, owini; to nimh nf"tli.> wmiI;
being hidden, some shn.kin^'lx ^lip-licl \\(jii;

was often done, and inM. a'^l nl li.,i n, Imir
stuffing, such material- a- -tiau, simp
sweepings, and I'M 1] s. a' .. .1 !, .11,1111,,.

utilised. The 1. 1 tm, r i , , ,!
i

the wholesale maniila,
i M , , 1,1 [ I, I

,
.

,

plained the npli,>l-ii i '. ,
i ,, , , ,, ,

',,,
1 ,,,,,]

showed a fim- -
, : : 1 1,11;,

reproducing fa 1
, : ; h. I,,tli

to 18th centnr., I

i

, |,,, ,,.
; , :

. ,

question as I" mI-;, li;;-;!! j-n,,,,- v.,_rr paul
for old Persian carpets that were consider-
ably worn. Was it because they carried
some virtue that it was impossible to get in a
new carpet? Mr. Friend said why the
carpets obtained absurd prices at sales was
more than he could tell. The more " holey

"

and more irregular Persian carpets were the
more valuable they were supposed to be. It

seemed to him foolish, but it was one of those
peculiar things that happened in the fashions
of to-day. If French polishing were done by
skilled men under a leader it could be made
to bring out the beauty in wood.—Mr. W. S.

Purchon said while he admired the work of

other periods, he thought it was a much
lieiilthicr state of things to develop furniture

on modern lines rather than resort to mere
copying.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF THE
ARC H I T E C T S OF IRELAND. — An
onliiiarv nu'otiiig of tlio council of the above
I,,.,]., >,,.,',

. 1 ,!,;,, I 111, In-lilntr T^doms, No. 31,

^,, ":

i I
, :

I
:. -1 1 , ,

1 , I
iiil,!,,i. on Monday

!,,.! I J:, 1,1, :,i, \lr, 1;. ( anll'eild Orpen,
i;il \ , n. , iipi, ,i I Ih' ( lia ir. I licre were also

prp>i-nt : Messrs. A. G. C. Millar, C. H.
Ashworth, C. A. Owen, W. Kaye-Parry, W.
A. Scott, J. H. Webb, G. L. O'Connpr, L.
0'Calla,i;han, C, J. MacCarthy, J. A.
< ;. , _ in .. Ill

,
I. Hayes, A. E. Murray, and

I
1, II , linn, secretary. Mr. Kaye-

r , ,1 ,il the new president to the

,
ii

, 1, i ill, president's badge of office w'as

haiidod to .Air. Orpen by Mr. Murray, ex-

president, who presented it to the institute in

1010. An accumulation of business was got

through, and new sub-committees were
appointed for the ensuing session.

THE SHROPSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.—The annual general meet-
ing of the above association was held at the

Crown Hotel, Shrewsbury, on Saturday last,

before a good attendance of members.
Owing to the absence of the president, the

chair was occupied by Mr. G. Dickins-Lewis,
Shrewsbury. A vote" of thanks was accorded
to the retiring president, Mr. W. H. Spaull,

F.R.I.B..\.. Oswestry, for his services during
the past year. The following officers were
elected for the coming year: President, Mr.
W. Scott Deakin, F.R.I.B.A., Shrewsbury;
vice-presidents. Mr. G. Dickins-Lewis,
.M.S.A.. Shrewsbury, and Mr. W. Webb,
Whitchurch ; hon, secretary, Mr. Frank
Shayler, F.R,I,B.A. ; and treasurer, Mr. J.

Brown. A long and interesting discussion
took place on the draft Registration Bill pre-

pared by the Society of Architects for pre-

sentation to Parliament. Mr. G. Dickins-
Lewis, who is a member of the Council of

the Society, reviewed the Registration move-
ment, and explained the provisions of the
draft Bill, and after fully discussing it the
following resolution, proposed by Mr. Frank
It. Shavler. F.R.I.B.A., and seconded by
Mr. V. 'G. Santo, A.R.I.B.A., was unani-
mously adopted—viz. ;

" That we members of

tlie Shropshire Architectural Association,
having considered the draft Bill for the
Registration of Architects, do give it our
most cordial support, and undertake to do
our utmost to further its interests, and that

a copy of this resolution be sent to the Press,

the secretaries of the R.I.B.A. and the

Society of Architects, and also to the five

Members of Parliament representing Shrop-
shire, requesting their support of the Bill

when presented to Parliament." After the

meeting a good number sat down to the

annual dinner, the chair being taken by Mr.
G. Dickins-Lewis, and the vice-chair by Mr.
A. B. Deakin, when a very pleasant and suc-

fcspfnl evening was spent.

sii\IE FRENCH CHURCHES."—This
was I lie subject of an address given on
Saturday in St. Cuthbert's Hall, Edinburgh,
l.y Mr.' Walter Oliphant, S,S.C., to the

III. niltrrs of the Edinburgh section of the

Sioltisli Ecel.'siological Society. He gave
nil arroiiiit of the different architectural

1,1 I'laiirr, ainl oxplaincd that the
\1,,

,
!', I hil, 1-, , -inicill, thr Clunisians,

IV I.I 1 '_
,

1- , mil I iliiii. il liiH ,1 i-.N the develop-
Ill, 111 ol fVi II, li rliiir.li aia liiti-eture in the

mil and 12tli c.iituri,.s. He pointed out that
it was part of the traditions to which the
architects worked that the interior of many
of the Southern churches should be painted,

while in the North as much of the wall space
as possible was made available for stained
glass. Mr. Oliphant showed pictures illus-

trating the evolution of the southern porch,
as instanced from the churches at Avignon,
Aries, and St. Giles; and of St. Sernin's
Church, Toulouse, as illustrating the barrel-

vaulted style of the South, and of the Cathe-
dral of St. Front, Perigueux, as illustrating

the domical church of the' south. After re-

ferring to the cathedrals at Albi, Le Puy,
and Bourges, he .spoke of the cathedrals at

Rheims, Rouen, and Chartres, as examples of

Northern churches, showing from the last-

named the spires and porches and the
wonders of its sculptures and stained glass.

i''revious to the lecture being given. Pro-
fessor Cooper, Glasgow (who presided), and
Dr. Ross, Edinburgh, paid a tribute to the
memory of Mr. John Honeyman, architect,

who died at Bridge of Allan on Thursday.
It was agreed to send to the relatives an
expression of sympathy.

THE VALUE OF TRAVEL TO THE
ARCHITECT.—A lecture on " The Value of
Travel from the Architectural Standpoint"
was delivered by Mr. Leslie Wilkinson,
A.R.I.B.A., Assistant Professor at the Uni-
versity of London School of Architecture, at
the last meeting of the Edinburgh Architec-
tural Association, held in the College of Art
in that city. Mr. A. Lome Campbell,
F. R.I.B.A., president, was in the chair. Mr.
Wilkinson touched upon the value of travel
in architectural development, the results
achieved in the past, and what might be done
ill the future. Travel was a valuable means
of education ; it broadened the student's
views, widened his outlook, and made him
familiar with the great works of art. He
concluded with a series of slides illustrating

the fine architectural work which was done
during the 19tli century in this country, and
he was of opinion that it had been neglected
by our students. Reference to American
work would show that they were very much
more alive to the value of this work than
ourselves, and a great deal of their finest

modern work showed the result of close study
of our traditional style. Most of our towns
were full of work of this period, and it was
well worthy of study by our present-day
students. At the close the lecturer received
a cordial vote of thanks, on the motion of

Dr. Hay Fleming.

VALUATIONS UNDER THE FINANCE
ACT.—A paper on this subject was read by
Mr. W. Anker Simmons on Friday before the

Auctioneers' and Estate Agents' Institute.

The lecturer complained that there was no
sense of proportion in the Act. Blenheim
Palace was only entitled to the same area of

free land (five acres) as the house he per-

sonally occupied, and they were asked to

value such residences as Blenheim with just

the few acres of land which might chance to

be in hand, and apart from the farms around
them, which were absolutely necessary to

them, and without which they, as residences,

would lose a large portion of their value. The
question of "substituted site value "was of

great importance. This value might be

claimed at any time within three months of

the settlement of the provisional valuation,

and ill many cases was a safeguard against

increment duty ; and while it protected the

owner in that 'direction, it did not alter the

provisional valuation for any other purpose.

Originally limited to cases when the property

had been purchased within twenty years, it

was now extended to any time within the life-

time of the purchaser. "There were points of

great interest from a legal and^ technical

'

point of view awaiting the decision of the

Court of .Appeal. The principal points, so

far as country property was concerned, were

decisions as 'to fll whether a deduction, to

arrn, at ass, -sul ,1,. site value, is allowable in

n.sp, , I lit laiiil laid down to pasture; (2)

«li,.tlii 1 l.iiaiil rii^ht is to be added to the

total Milii, : aii.l (.3) whether drainage to

niTi. nihil, ,1 111 ml may be allowed as a deduc-

tion to arm. at assessable site value. There

was no i.asoii lor holding up valuations

peiHliii- lli-ir il.nision. as if either of the

11. .1 wre allowed, they must be

-p.. live; otherwise the "valuations-

would lir more worthless than they were at

present. Practically speaking, it would be

an absolute impossibility at this time of day

to assess the tenant-right as on the Inst day

of April. 1909. The spirit rather than the

letter of the Act should guide their actions

as surveyors in arriving at the values

required.

A reredos has iust been erected in Oak

Flecknev Church, Leicestershire. The scheme

represents the Transfiguration, from the design

of Mr. Edward Turner, and was executed by Mr.

Anthony Smith, of Leicester. The dedication

took place on the 14th inst

poll
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nv Jllustrations.

(For a description of these drawings see
our article on p. 76.)

SELECTED DESIGN' FOR THE NEW
TRAINING COLLEGE, SUNDERLAND.
We give the elevations and plans with a

" chosen scheme for these
ii Mr. (,...rge T. Brown,

;. Sunderland, is

' tlie Education
- II' -! :, l.oundary walls,
lv\teusi\e modifications of
had to be made when pre-

paring the design, instead of following the
competition instructions, in order to comply
with the ideas of the Board of Education. An
open quadrangle faces the soutli, and makes
a fine feature of this scheme. We give a
general plan to «lio\v '

•

ments of the pir mr-.^,
able bearing uimui the

while the seweia-.' ililli

section of til

buildiu s, of \

F.R.I. B.A., .1

the arc iiteet.

block, t he W...

etc., IS £21,081
the mai 1 build

-out arrange-
ad a eonsider-
of the design,
a large extent
-Inr ii, tlie

'

I
. - fields.

has been also a gu\ n i i. _

general contrivance. I i

naturally, were also ci.n- i i
. -i ,

- |. ,i t (.f tlie

whole scheme, and thi\. m niin. :ii!, ,_ted the
sanitary and changing Ijincks cf the college.
The assembly-hall and tlie administrative
portions of the education block are on the
ground floor, with the library and recreation
rooms. The Laboratory, to the rear, is over
the big assembly-hall ; but there is an alter-
native plan for this. The art rooms are
placed on the second floor. The classrooms
face south and overlook the quadrangle in
front, as far as space would allow, and there
are no similar recesses to the north side of
the building. The gymnasium is on the first
floor, leaving the assembly-hall free of dis-
turbance while the physical exercises class-
work is in progress. The central entrance is

for official purposes, and the hostels for eacli
sex occur at the ends of the quad. Advantage
is taken of the fall of the ground to gain
additional height for the ajsembly-hall. The
plans are so clearly drawn that' the details
of the design need not be enumerated.

THE UPPER LOGGIA, PALAZZO DEL
PODESTA, FLORENCE.

The massive Gothic Bargello stands
opposite the Badia. It was built as the
Palace of the Podesta, so named after the
chief criminal magistrate of Florence, who
retained the leading power till 1462. The office

was finally abolished by Cosimo I., when this

castle-palace was assigned to the Bargello,
or Head of the Police. Since 1865 the build-
ing has been utilised as the National Museum.
It .was mainly erected about 1250, and ranks
as one of the oldest " palaces " in the city.

The greater part is due to Arnolfo di Lapo,
who at this date built the existing abbey of
the Black Benedictines, hard by, founded by
Willa, and known as La Badia. There is

little doubt also that both Fra Ristoro and
Fra Sisto, the two Dominican friars who
were the architects of the Church of St.
Maria Novella (which Michael Angelo called
his bride), had much to do with the design
of the famous and very beautiful Palazzo del
Podesta. "This captain of justice," as the
dominating officer of the law, was the actual
Lord Chief Justice. The office had to be
invariablv occupied by a foreigner, a
Catholic 'and a Gnelf ; but in 1250. the date
already alluded to. a Ghibelline named
Ranieri da Monteinnrlo was elected, which
caused an insurrection of the people, who
chose their own new governor and fortified
the old tower of the Boscoli and the adjoin-
ing buildings for his residence, the term
Palazzo Pretoris coming into use. Later oi>

its glories waned, and in the destinies of
time its splendid halls were degraded by
neglect, and then cut up with grim partition-
ings duriin: the 17th century, when the palace
was transformed into a sad scene of savagery
as a civic prison. This sorry state of affair's

continued for the best part of 200 years, till,

in the middle of the 19th century, a' clearance
took place, the cells were pulled down, and

the fabric was subjected to a wholesale costly
restoration, which took about ten years to
complete, when the building emerged as a
renovated edition of 13th-century archi-
tecture, made as perfect as modern Floren-
tine skill could insure. In parts, of course,
it became very new-looking, and, needless to

the alterations vere vays
judiciously done. A few of the prison
cubicles were retained, and still stand as
reminiscent of the Chamber of Horrors for
the curious to inspect, and are known as
'dei grandi." The street below the Bargello

and of this fine piece of design we give an
illustration reproduced from a water-colour
by Mr. Herbert Hendric, of Stamford Brook
Studios. W. It was accorded just lately the
prize given by Mr. E. W. Tristram, in con-
nection witli the Sketch Club of the Royal
College of Art, Kensington, for the best "set
of studies of one form of artistic craft." It
is worthy of remark that in the restored
scheme of decoration herein the use of single
chequer patterns and eounterchange orna-
ment, in conjunction with heraldry, .on-
stitutes an admirable treatment for the mural

PA.V1U10N
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SELECTED DESIGN. NEW TRAINING COLLEGE, SUNDERLAND: BLOCK PLAN.
Mr. George T. Brown, F.R.I.B. A., Architect.

in August, 1343, witnessed one of the most
frightful scenes of Florentine history. The
Duke of Athens took refuge in the fortress,

and those who had suffered from his tyranny
were besieging him. His son was demanded
as the price of his life, and this boy of

eighteen was torn limb from limb and hacked
to pieces before his fatlier's eyes. In this

way, and in many another, the Bargello has
served as the theatre of all the principal

events that desolated the city, and liere

within its courtyard, since the direful days of

the 14th century, have been executed all the

capital sentences passed upon prisoners of

all grades in the ranks of crime, wdiile hard

by in the belfry hangs the mournful bell

which from age to age has tolled while mis-

creants sat ill the stocks at the palace portal

overlooking the Via Gliihellina, and it like-

wise sounded the passing knell when any con-

deiiiiiod snid 1,1, 't its ,l,,ni,, „p,-.i, the scaffold.

F,ii- ^' ill -
:

III-
.

:i->-i" '.MIS to compel
til, . I'm I I'. |.. - !i

. I

'..- moments on
,.;ii|ii ; Ii ! .11. '. - I-t the famous
fr.-'i . - I, lii.

:
III - i'lH.iil-,, and Hell,

painted 1,\ Ciott,. ,„ his ,--arlv manhood, when
he inchuh-il a portrait of Dante, executed,

they say, from the life. The entrance to the

Bargello is now from the Via del Proconsolo.

The courtyard is intensely picturesque and
most rich and effective in colour; its stair-

case was built by Agnolo Gaddi. The beauti-

ful upper loggia is attributed to Orcagna.

enrichment, well befitting such a Medifeval
interior. This loggia contains three bells,

one of them from a church near Pisa by one
Bartolommeo, a popular decorative artisan

under Frederick II. To the right of the
loggia the first hall is entered.

AN AGRICULTURAL LABOURER'S
COTTAGE.

This cottage is suitable for an agricultural

labourer witli a moderate-sized family. It

looks lopsided because the front rooms are

of unequal width, and this throws the door
out of the centre of the front wall. The
irregularity is emphasised by the front

windows being of unequal width— as they
should be—to light rooms of such different

size. If the porch was built into the living-

room the door might then be placed in the

centre of the house, and as there is a second

window in the living-room, that in front

could be made the same size as the bedroom
window, and uniformity secured in this way.

There is much space wasted on the first floor;

but this was unavoidable, and it has been

marked off for "boxes," or stores for

rubbish, for it is remarkable what a quantity

of thi£ accumulates, even in the best houses.

It will be noticed that the flues are in the

centre of the house, and this is a fuel-saving

arrangement where the outer walls are thin

and unsuited for fireplaces. The entrance

porch was built into the bedroom to save
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wasting space in the living-room. The detail

shows the proposed construction.

A GAMEKEEPERS COTTAGE.
This cottage is intended for a gamekeeper,

and it would not be out of place on a wooded
hill site. The front has rather the look of a

Swiss farmhouse; but this was not intended,

and this appearance is due solely to the fact

that the bracketed roof, instead of springing

from the walls transversely, covers them on

their longest dimension. There is much
monotony in the numerous cottages designed

lately, and if the present suggestion leads to

others of a similar type, but varied, an

advantage will have been gained by our illus-

trating this. In addition to the usual living-

room, washhouse, and three bedrooms, there

is a loft. 19ft. by 10ft., and a shed, 19ft, by
8ft. It is the custom to specify what
materials it is intended to use in cottages of

this kind ; but anything beyond the scant-

lings of timber would be of no practical

value, for the economical construction of

walls, floors, and roofs will depend on local

material, and these are never constant over

any great area. The sketch, so far, is meant
more as a suggestion than anything else, for

the plans, sections, and elevations are open
to improvements. It will be noticed that in

order to get hoadrooni for the staircase the

roof slope is broken into.

. «**^

The Local Government Board have sanctioned

Xorlhwich Urban District Council's scheme for

borrowing £7,500 to purchase a site and erect

forty-eight cottages for workmen

The new direct road from Stokesby to Acle,

midway between Norwich and Yarmouth, has

just been formally opened. It reduces the

distance between tliese Flesg-Land villages from

eight to three miles. The road was constructed

under the direction of Mr. Colder, the late

surveyor, and Mr. Hobbs, the present surveyor

to the Flegg Rural District Council.
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EDINBURGH. -The new Nelson Hull.

Spittalfield-eresceiit, -nliicli lias been erected
b_v the trustees of the late Mr. Thomas
Nelson, for the City of Edinburgh, under the
terms of his bequest, was opened on Monday.
The hnll is built on part of what was once tlie

site occupied by Me.ssrs. D. Greig and Son.
builders. It consists of n meeting-room lOOft.

long by 50ft. wide, with retiring-rooms and
entrance-hall. It is divided by a row of
columns and arches on each side forming
aisles, leaving a space of 40ft. wide, clear of

columns. At the platform end the hall is

elliptical in shape. The hall is intended to

be used as a recreation-room, and is fitted up
with tables and chairs, suitable for the
playing of draughts and dominoes, and news-
stands are supplied with papers. By arrange-
ment with the Public Library Committee,
part of the hall is screened off with a movable
partition for use as a juvenile room and
library, with separate side-entrance. The
work has been carried out from plans by Mr.
H. Ramsay Taylor, of Messrs. Cousin,
Ormiston, and Taylor, Princes-street, Edin-
burgh, the architect to the Xcl.son Trustees.

«*»
COMPETITIONS.

BIRMINGH.\M.-The locally-limited com-
petition for St. Germain's new cluiiili at
Edgbaston, in which contest Mr. (iiiil-s K.
Bateman, F.R.I.B.A., acted as as~, -

i I,
,

been now determined in favour of .Mr. 1:'I\mii

F. Reynolds, Licentiate R.I.B.A., ol llo,
Colniore-row, Birmingham. Premiums of ten
guineas each have been awarded to Messrs.
W. 11. Bidlakc, M.A., A.R.I.B.A. ; J. L.
Ball, Arthur S. Di.i£on, M.A., F.R.I.B.A.,
J. P.; Holland W. Hobbiss, A.R.I.B.A., and
H. Graham Wicks. Twenty-one designs were
sent in. The drawings will be on view in the
Parish Room, Gillott-road, Hagley-road,
Edgbaston, to-morrow (Saturday), from 2 to

5; on Tuesdav, 20th in.st., from" 2 to 9 ; and
on Wednesday, 21st inst., from 2 to 5.

FOLKESTONE.—The competition for the
Band Pavilion at Folkestone has just been
settled. There were fifty-three sets of plans
adjudicated upon by Mr. Edwin T. Hall,
F.R.I.B.A., as assessor. The cost is not to
exceed £20,000. The first premium is given
to Messrs. Palmer, Jones, and Grant, 16, Old
Buildings, Lincoln's Inn, W.C. ; second
premium to Mr. L. R. Guthrie, 10, Conduit-
street, W.

; and third premium to Messrs.
Schoolin'j and Hendry, of 4, Trafalgar-
square, W.C.

METROPOLITAN WATER BOARD.-
At last Friday's meeting of the Metropolitan
Water Board, over which Mr. E. B. Barnard,
the chairman, presided, the Works and
General Stores Committee, who had been
authorised to select six architects to be
asked to prepare eojnpetitive pi^fi- fr„-

the new central offices in I!
'

avenue, reported that Messrs. Ei^
Barrow, Lenno.\ House, Norl.,;,
W.C; Edwin Cooper, F.R.I.B.A.. 4,
Verulam-buildings; H. O. Ellis, 46 Fen-
church-street, E.C. ; E. T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A.,
o4, Bedford-square, W.C. ; H. T. Hare
F.R.LB.A., 7, Grav's Inn-square; and
Messrs. Warwick and Hall, FF.R.I.B.A.. 13
South - square, Gray's Inn, had been
invited to submit designs, and had accepted
the invitation. The President of the Royal
Institute of British Architects had been
asked to nominate an assessor.— Mr. Fitzrov
Doll, F.R.I.B.A., a member of the con,r„ilt. ,'

repudiated any responsibility for tin -

He had, being a.sked to do" so. siil '

the committee the names of six ril

eminent architects in the country, l

single one was put into the cnninmi
His list did not inclnde the name ..I ,

friend; but if he had known that i

|
:,

was to enter into the question he mi-ll ):.,.,

included his own son. Nepotism and the
parochial genius had been rampant, and
people were brought in who had a great
number of personal friends— one of those
selected was not even a member of the In-
stitute of Architects. The protest was

supported by Mr. Dew. who ..,.,, il„i.. «.,.

could not understand such :i -
I in

chairman said that the ar.li i

'

i.

members of the committee li:i«l !
i

,i 1, I
l^i

give their colleagues the bemlil of tlioir

knowledge, and mentioned altogether twelve

names. The number was brought up to

sixteen or seventeen, whose qualifications

were individually discussed.-Mr. Fitzroy

Doll : They took "out the name of the Presi-

dent of the Institute of Architects because
they wanted their particular friends. ("Oh,
oh.")—Mr. W. Burrell said that some of the

names on the list were quite unknown from
an architectural point of view.—It was pointed

out by Mr. W. Whitaker Thompson that

possibly the work of some of the architects

was not suited to a building of the kind.—Mr.
Williams said that Mr. Fitzroy Doll had
made an insulting charge, which he, as a

member of the coniniittee. repudiated, and
several other members of the committee re-

pudiated personal acquaintance with tlie

architects selected.—Mr. Sedgwick remarked
that there appeared to have been a desire to

bring unknown men into prominence ; but
Mr. Elliott said there was not on the list a

single man who had not carried out work to

the satisfaction of the public authorities con-

cerned.—Mr. Burrell said that while several

were very good men, there were names in-

cluded which were not known in the pro-

fession as those of architects who could do
Rood work from the foundation.—Mr. Tripp
pxplained that the name of the President of

til.' Institute of Architects had been omitted
I- lie was to be asked to nominate the
;i-s, s;~nr, and Mr. Vesey Fitzgerald, the
L-luiiiinnii of thf rnmmittee. on behalf of that

offeiiM-i. .iiL-jr.;tion. Tlie names were con-

sideiv.l i,„hM.ln,,llv. .-ind wlulo some of the

architects nioiitionrMl wpr» eminent in oIIi.t

branches of work, it was not iiim)..i--I.mh] ll,:,t

they had been ensaged in tli.- .nrlir f

buildings such as tliose required. Ih' liiiiisolf

only knew one gentleman on the list person-

ally, and that was the position of the other
members—they knew one only. The report

was carried.

MIDDLETON, LANCS. — At the last

meeting of the corporation of Middleton,
near Manchester, it was decided to hold an
open competition for a now town hnll. to be

liinent by
ly wheel.

built on
the Boar's Him
belonging to tli

Grayson, F.R.
appointed asses

Mr
li.iMolr

llnstwf.

A., of Liverpool, was
at a fee of fifty guineas,

and it was decided to offer premiums of

£100. £60, and £40, the premium of the

architect appointed to carry out the work to

merge in his

dovvts^onhmte.

IHrC SOCIETV OF ARCHITECTS AM)
THE REGISTRATION BILL.

To the Editor of the Buii.di.no i\i:ws.

Sir,—Apparently some copies of my open
letter of January 1 were posted after
January 5, on which date there happened to
be a meeting of the R.l.B.A. The co-
incidence was accidental, so far as I am
concerned, and the overdue posting, if any,
occurred without my knowledge, aiul was
contrary to my instructions.
Mr. Perks pays me a great compliineii

endeavouring to put a spo'
He suggests, in his usual courteous "manner,
that the Society is "touting" for members.
Does he recolle"ct the methods employed by
the Institute, quite legitimately, in my
opinion, in their endeavours to rake in
Licentiates some time ago, admittedly with a
view of promoting that form of Regi.stration
which they now find themselves unable to
undertake? What name has he for that pro-
cedure? Two blacks do not make a white;
but if one is to be a sinner one loses nothing
by erring in good company.

I understand that the meeting at the In-
stitute on January 5 was unanimous in pre-
ferring a new Charter to Registration ; but
I think it perfectly fair to point out that
even a crowded meeting at the R.I.B.A.,
when voting is limited to those present, does
nol necessarily represent the feeling of the
majority of its members, particularly those in

the provinces. I am receiving letters every
day from members of the •Institute which
confirm this view.— I am, etc..

C. McArthur Butler, Secretary.

The Society of Architects, 28. Bedford"
square, London, W.C, Jan. 10. 1914.

Sir,—You e

Calamo " of Jan
almost unanimon:

lutf

A scheme of dock-extei
mated to cost £1.500.000 1

the Clyde Trust Special Ct

Tlif X:itionril Hospilal

been prepar
uittee.

.r Disifasfs r

At Keynsham Church, on Sunday,
choir-stalls and reredos were dedicatf
.Arcluleacon of Bath. Tlie ilioir-.s

oil ofAt a meeting of the rural district
Wellington, .Salop, on Friday, a letter was read
from Mr. John Breeze in which he tendered his
icMirnation as surveyor and sanitary inspector

!i( council, owing to failing health. Mr.
' has been survcydr for forty-five years,
las held the dual appointment for "thirty

He recently underwent an operation for
'i.licitis.

I r 1 Hardinge opened on Monday the new
line's erected in connection with St. John'*

I 11' L'f. Agra, under the auspices of llic ('Inirili
Missionary Society. The.se incln 1. <^^.. I,,-, I

wings, an arts building. missioTKiM.
a commercial department, and a n i i

ment. In all, a sum of £i: t 1,, 1

received, leaving a balance of C.5 nno lo be
|btained. The architect is Sir Swinlon Jacob,

"The profession
amis Registration.

The Society is promoting a Bill," etc.

With all respect, I think you are quite
wrong ill your opinion, and I trust you may
honour me by publishing this letter. I think
tlie profession is strongly in favour of the
principle of Registration; T was one of the
first men to advocate the idea, which is an
excellent one.

A large Registration Committee was
formed by the R.I.B.A.. and I think that
at first every man on that Committee was in

sympathy With the idea of framing a Bill.

The best advice was obtained from Parlia-

mentary agents and solicitors, which was to

the effect that a Registration Bill, of any
sort or kind, w'ould have practically no chance
of becoming law. The Council was, of

course, much impressed by the opinions of

experts, and laid the facts before the allied

societies. I think vou will admit that the
17 IT! A., with the" allied societies and the

\ ir liili.otural Association, represent the
iiialirity of the profession. There are
niiiit..-n allied societies, and seventeen
ippliod. The only two that did not do so was
Dundee, with six'ty-one members, and Edin-
burgh, with 120 members. Six societies were
of opinion that a Registration Bill should be
drafted. They were the Aberdeen. Devon.
Hampshire, Leeds, Leicester, and Irish

societies, numbering in all about 478
members. After the reply was received from
Ireland, our President read a letter on

January 5 from the President of the Royal
Institute of Architects in Ireland advocating
ail alteration of the Charter, and not a

Registration Bill.

All the other societies that replied were in

favour of an alteration of the Charter. All

the great provincial centres supported th.-^

Council; we had with us Birmingham, Man-
chester, Liverpool, Sheffield, Glasgow, these,

with the other societies supporting the
r.iin il, representing over L.300 men.

I' IM.B.A. has 2. .514 members and 2.077

I iiates, and at a general meeting on
laiiiiaiN h it decided unanimously not to

Iramc a Registration Bill. The result is that

the representatives of, at mo.st. 478 architects

advocated a Registration Bill, and the rcpre-
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sentatives of over 7.400 architects decided to

the contrary. In the face of these facts, how

can it be said that - tlie profession almost

unanimonslv demands Registration"!

I hope every architect will read the

splendid speech of Sir Aston Webb. He
showed clearly that it would be a waste of

time and money to proceed with any

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
OMISSIOX IN' STATUTORY BOOK OF

Begist
conviii

dent,

the S

at th.

them

His arguments were so

II Mr. Tubbs, the Presi-

11. an active member of

itects, who were present

not a word to say against

if them voted against the

resolution that the R.I.B.A. should proceed

by wav of Charter, and not promoto a Bill.—

fam.'etc. Svdnky !>krks.

The Guildhall. E.C.. .Tan. 12.
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the event of no
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KEFERENCE IRREMEDIABLE.-Mr. Hopkins

gave a considered judgment at Bow - street

Police-court, yesterday, upon a summons taken

out by the' London County Council for a

certificate to amend the book of reference and

deposited plans in connection with the Strand

improvement scheme, on the ground that a part

of the Adelpbi Arches in the occupation of the

Civil Service Co-operative Society, Ltd.. had

been omitted by mistake. Mr. Hopkins in his

judgment, said that in 1913 the (ounly Council

obtained an Act under which they took powers

to widen the Strand between Durham House-

street and Adam-street, and for that purpose

to enter upon, take, and use all or any of the

lands shown on the deposited plans and

described in the book of reference which they

mi'^ht require. The surface plan showed that

the Council required a piece of land in the

npi<^hbo.irhood of the Adelphi. The book of

i-.-ferenre dealt entirely with surface-owners,

and took no account, with one inaccurate

.vr.plinn, nf anyone else whatever. Under a

'irat pari "f the lands shown on the deposited

plan I lien- lav. at some distance below the

street level, and at various depths below the

basement-levels, a portion of the well-known

Adelphi Arches. The Adelphi Arches below five

plots of the deposited plan were in the occupa-

tion of the Civil Service Stores, leased to them

by Mr Alexander Sieh, and used by them as a

matnring-store for £26,000 worth of wine. All

reference—except an inaccurate one—f_o Mr
Sich and the Civil Service Stores had been

omitted from the book of reference, and the

Council now sought to amend the document by

inserting words designating the Adelphi Arches

-Mr. sich as the freeholder, and the Civil

Service Stores as the occupiers. The only

rrroiinds upon which he was empowered to amend

ilie reference-book was proof that the omission

arose from a mistake in law or fact. A mistake

of law was not suggested, and as (o a mistake

of fact, he found that at the time of the making

of the book of reference it was known to the

officials and surveyors of the Council that under

some of the lands shown on the deposited plans

lav some portions of the Adelphi Arches. He
also found that in the early part of 1913 the

whole of the information that was known at

1 e ent was 'n tie hand of th " ' '
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The markets committee of the Hull Corpora-

lion approved on Friday plans for the extension

of the cattle market. Additional accommoda-
tion will be provided for 1,105 sheep, 1,040 pigs,

390 store beasts, and 1.140 store sheep. An over-

head bridge will connect the extension on the

north side with the existing market on the south

side of Wood'slane.

The members of the Royal Scottish Academy
have decided to elect one painter and one archi-

tect to the rank of Academician—the painter

member to be in room of the late Mr. .J.

Campbell Noble, and the architect in place of

Mr. Wm. Leiper, who has retired. The election

will take place at the statutorv general assembly

of the Scottish Academy to be held on

February 11.

The huge four-light window of three tiers in

the south-end wall of the south transept of

St. Mary Eedclift Church, Bristol, has been
fitted with stained glass in pious memory of

who made Bristol famous in the 14th and 15th

centuries. The window, which was designed by
Mr. J. N. Comper, was dedicated on Friday by
the Bishop of Bristol, who delivered an interest-

ing historical and biographical address on the
worthies commemorated.

find tl at
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INN \RBITRATION.—
1 le rbitrator. has just

tie case of William
\I Offi e of Works, heard

t t t on on November 7 and
ot £53 450 for the acquisi-

1 Clifford's Inn. Mr.
1 the entire property in

£10 000. Valuations on
re g ven by Mr. C. A.

I Douglass Mathews
Ell ott ; Mr. Samuel

M E Iwin Fox. For the

n from £13,000 to

M Howard Martin, Mr.

I 1 e Robert Vigors, and
I (.la ke. The arbitrator

t £30 600 compensation.

Ell

t a n vay extens on from Hudders-

md was formally opened on

The corporation of Sheffield have received

sanction from the Local Government Board to

borrow £25,100 for the extension of the town-

hall.

In a competition for the new Y.W.C.A.

building at Washington, D.C., Messrs. Donn and

Deming. of that city, were the successful

competitors.

A convent will be built shortly in Tunstall-

road, Sunderland, for St. Bede's Sisters of

Mercy, from plans prepared by Messrs. W. and

T. R. Milburn, of that town.

The improvements in the chancel of Harrow
Parish C

(Bnx (B^tt fabk.

The Board of Education has just sanctioned

a new scheme of administration for the Vic-

toria and Albert Museum. Uuder this scheme
Mr. E. F. Strange, who has hitherto been

in charge of the department ot engraving,

illustration, and design, has been placed in

charge of the department of woodwork, with

the grade of keeper. Architecture has now
been linked with woodwork for administra-

tive purposes, and the department of

paintings is now grouped with that of

engraving, illustration, ai:d design, ot which

Mr. Martin Bardie, A.R.E., formerly

assistant in the latter department, will have

charge. The department of ceramics has

been linked with metalwork, of which Mr.

W. W. Watts. F.S.A., is in charge. Messrs.

Hardie and Strange are preparing a cata-

logue of the modern engravings in the

Museum.
A second edition of "How to Plan a

House," by George Gordon Samson (London :

Crosby Lockwood and Son, 7, Stationers'

Hall-c'ourt, E.G., 2s.), is published, revised.

In addition to the numerous plans previously

given, illustrations of exteriors suitable to

some of them are now given. Mr. Samson
writes lucidly, and the intending house-

owner will certainly be helped by the study

of his book, to convey to his architect some

tangible idea of his requirements, instead of

the sometimes vague suggestions, which,

while often prompted by real needs, are not

very practical. A second edition of " Every

Man His Own Builder," by the sanie author

and publishers, is also issued at 5s.

A fifth edition of " The Sanitary Inspectors'

Handbook." by Albert Taylor, is published

by H. K. Lewis, 136, Gower-street, W.C, at

6s. The work, which covers 600 pages, has

been thoroughly revised and brought well up

to date. It is too well-known to all interested

to need commendation at our hands. To the

sanitary inspector it is indispensable, but to

all interested in hygiene it is likely to be ot

far more use than nine-tenths ot the books

which lack evidence of the long practical

experience of the author, for which, not un-

seldom, unworkable theories based on fads do

duty of a sort.

On Tuesday evening, January 6, the

directors ot Messrs. Harris and Sheldon,

Ltd. (the well-known Birmingham shop-

fitters), entertained the managers and repre-

sentatives from their branches established at

London, Manchester, Glasgow, and Dublin to

a dinner at the Queen's Hotel, Birmingham.

Covers were laid for thirty-three, and the

occasion was graced with the presence of the

directors' wives, Mrs. J. E. Sheldon and Mrs.

R G. Richards, letters of regret being

received from Mrs. J. E. Hoskius and Mr.

and Mrs. H. J. Fisher. After the repast, the

evening was given up to s[

spersed with musical iti

having been suitably 1

the directors was pr(.p"

Sellers (the popnl,,: 1...

spoke of the em
to the staff in tlh i

of sympathy au^l In ali

efforts necessary to iiirr

such magnitude, and als

1913 would no doubt pro

successful years the firm

of

\Y.

pleted by
It ar rail designed in

K.C.V.O., C.B.,R.A.

Falls-road,Hall

Belfast

The Clonard
Belfast, has just been opened. It,

sance in stvle. and is seated for 1.20

Mr. W. J. Moore, J.P,. Royal-avenui

was the architect, and Messrs. Courtney and

Co. were the builders. Mr. W. J. Moore is also

the architect of another cinema hall now in

course of erection in Crumlin-road, Belfast. It

will accommodate an audience of 800, and is

Renaissance in style.

King'

! , . ,1 at all time
-plendid bond

ii the sustained

on a business of

of the fact that

! to be one of the

ad enjoyed. The

chairman and managing director. Mr. J. E.

Sheldon, responded on behalf of the board,

pointing out that tlie siira-ess met with during

1913 wa's uiniiilv tl.c iv^iilt of the enthusiasm

at all liinr-; , xliiliihil I.', Ilh' -laff to promote

the wrlfnv ,il llh l,n iiM -. lie referred to

the fart thai lli- v,u,U~ u^i- ,m.w equipped to

enable them to handl.' an\ i.nitract however
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i with musical
1 , T'liehards pro-
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posed, "The Managers and Representatives.'

The toast was responded to by Mr. H. C
Atkins (the senior traveller) and Mr. Wni
I'endle (the Dublin manager). The harnnuM
of the evening was contributed to by son

from Messrs. T. A. Lyons, C. Doran, H. I

Boulton, and R. H. Coker, the dinner bn;
voted on all hands the most snccessli.

gathering the firm have ever had.

fraiJ£ Jlilus.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
TRADE . UNIOX AM.\LGAMATION. — The

voting on the question of the proposed affiliation

of the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters aiul

Joiners with the International Union of Wood
workers has resulted as follows :—In favour.
12.412: asainst. 1,975.

MEETINGS FOE THE ENSTTIN'Q WEEK.
FliinAT (To-DAT).— I ;

!

\ ::illll Crafts
uiou--.^.. . ,

,.., Catlicilral.-
byc.Hi.- ;

SAxrnDAT (T0-M01lliu« : -.\nliiu-c-turnl .issocinlicill.

Visits to Uie new -VidUlusex Ciiildl.all
at 2 p.m., and to the new Institmioii
of Civil Engineers.

MiiNDAY.—Royal Soeiety of Arts. "The liulntioii of
Industry and Art," by Sir (.'linrk's

Waldstein. Cantor Lecture Ni.. 1.

8 p.m.
Institute of . Sanitary Kn;4inci'rs.
'The Need for Purer Air," by W. H.
Smith of Glasgow. Caxton Hall,
Westminster. 7..30 i>.m.

TrERDAY.—Institution of Civil Engineers. Dis-
cussion on "Superheating Steam in
Locomotives." 8 p.m.

Wednksdat.—Royal Society of Arts. "The Modern
Essentials and Signiti-

cance." by W. S. Rogers.

Paint and Varni'
Present Relation -I

and Paint Rlan
Scott Mitchell. I;

Hall, .Tolln-st...\.l,

The Nelson Town Council are making applica-
tion to the Local Government Board for per-
mission to prepare a town-planning scheme.

At Gartcosh, Cadden, a new Board school,
built from plans by Messrs. Lennox and
McMath, of Glasgow,' has been opened The
outlay was £6,250.

At a general assembly of the Royal Society
of British Artists, Mr. W. M. Palin has been
elected vice-president, and Mr. T. Mewburn
Crook honorarj' secretary'.

The marriage arranced between Lieutenant
Milford M. Brice. of "Thr- Buff." son of Mr
Arthur Montefiore P • • - -

, , ,,, ,,,..
tary of the Society '

•
' r ,, ,,,

mansions, barristt r .

,

i,,

late Mr. E. L. Osl., ,1 .,
, |

Castle, Northumli.. ., |; ,,|,;,

Nora Irene, daiighi^ i
, , ,,,, i|],,r

Albert Hoffa. of \V ,, ]] ,,,|;,,

place in Berlin on \\
i ,,,1

Professor Alfr.^
twenty-seven year

,
] , ,,,

Gallery at Haiiibiii
I .,,

night, aged 62. I.: ,

librarian of the Kun • ^ j :,.-.;;, ,,i I;, il,,,

and became director of ili.j Kunslliallu in Ilani-
burs, his native city, in 1886^ The rrallerv
which was built in the late 'seventies by Schirr-
machcr, was then of very moflcst dimiMisinns
Lichtwark extended and rirri .

I i mii
organised a section coninm - i, i

, ),.,

Hamburg masters from tli. Mi
i, isi,

centuries, and local landscape. .1 , ., , i,,,

A special school at Elthornc ro,.l. lloUoway.
erected by the London Cotmly Council, to
accommodate 102 nhvsically-defective children
was opened on Wednesday evening It is n
oiicstory building, arranged in four" I i n
flwo for 2.5 each and two for 20 . i i

!

crafls-room for 12. all of which
central dininj-hall. The classroom 1 i

southwest aspect, and are fitted with r.i.rm. nt
doors iriving direct access to the nlavgrounrls
.A kitchen and scullery adioin the dininchall. a
hatch bcine provided in the division-wall. The
building also includes a teachers' and medical
room. The contract for the work, exclusive of
furniture, amounted to £4.950.

LATEST PRICES
i IRON.

i'lRian and German
1 l,ondon) per ton £6 3 6 to f6 5

1 nulish 7 10 ,, 7 12 6

, n (iirdor Plates 7 0,, 750
1
MenHinrUT Plati-s 7 2 6., 836
liar Iron, goiHi StnlTo 6 5 0,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, l-'lat, Hound, or

Square 20 ,,

Do., Welsh 6 15 „ 6 17

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

BestSnodshiU 9 0,, 9 10

.\nglos lOs., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,, £8 15s to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.
Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 2<

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton
gauge £13 ... £13 10

Best ditto 13 ... U
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

Per ton. Per ton
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 ,, 9
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10 C
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 55
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 .. -
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 0,,
Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised

—

FDBNITURE AND

I to 8 10 11
£10108. £10159. £11 Oa. £11 5a. £11 153.' per ton.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7
4in.to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5a. Od. per ton extra.]
Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleahall 110s. Od. to 117s 63
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. (Id „ 75s oi

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount o£r
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 75 n c
Water-Tubes ;;. 72J
Steam-Tubes f,^^ []

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65"
Galvanised Water-Tuljes 62* "
Galvanised Steam- Tubes 57J ][

OTHER METALS.
•Spelter. Sileaian Per ton £21 10 to £31 15
Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 ,,

—
„ Country 23 15 I) „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 U ., -
„ Country 24 15 „ -

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 25 0„
• • „. Country 25 15 0.,

Cead Pipe, Tmned inside and
outside Town 27 10 „ _

„ Country 28 5 ,, -
Composition Gaa-Pipe, Town... 26 „ —

,. „ Country 26 15 " —
r^ead Soil-pipe (up to 4iin.) Town 26 „ —

Country 26 15 ,,

[Over 4jm. £1 per ton extra.]
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 -
CopperSheets, sheathing & rods 82 ,', 82 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 78 10 79
Tin, English Ingots 172 0„ 172 10
Dp., Bars ... 173 „ 173 10
Pig Lead, in Icwt. piga (Town) 20 10 ,, —
Sheet Lead, Town 22 10 0„ —

Country 23 5 ',', —
Genuine White Lead 29 5 —
Refined Red Lead 24 10 o" —
Sheet Zinc 29 " —
Old Lead, against account 18 " —
„ ^ ••:,•-, percwt. 9 10 '.'. -
Cut naila (per owt. basis, ordi-
nary brand 11 3 ,,

—

TIMBER.
OONSTRUOTIONAL.

Deals, Quebec, per standard
1st quality

'

to £45

I Deals ; St. Johns
., Miramichi

Boards: Swag
sals; rchangellstqualiljy

Wyburg & Uleaborg
Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ...

16 10
14 10

13 10

17

Hoards 18 „ 33
L/ignum Vilw Per ton 7 0,, 14

„ „ _. Per cubic foot.
Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,, 066
Pitch Pine Logs 2 G„ 2 6
Birch : Quebec Logs 3 3,, 039
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0,,
Mahogany • Gaboon _ a 8 3

Oak Planks:
,, Boards

„ Mdm.
Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

sawn planks...
Oak : Austrian Wainscot
Walnut: Prime boards and
planks

Walnut: Mdm
Oreenheart : Hewn logs
Cedar : Cigar box
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orham : Imp. sawn boards.

Mahogany : St. Domingo,Cuba,
and Honduras ...

African, Assinee, &o.
,, Lagos and Benin

Sekondi and Cape
Lopez

Gaboon
Satinwood : West Indian
Rosewood Per ton
Lignum VitSB

STONE.

Per cubic foot,
imported 1 9 to 3

Red Mansfield, in blocks..,
Darley Dale, ditto
Red Corsehill, ditto
Closeburn Red FreeBton6,f

Nine Elms) 110*
Hard York, ditto ,, 3
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ., 13

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 ^^

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,, 1 9^
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station „ 10

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 1 M

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :-
Brown White

Delivered on road waggons
| "^^'^.S^foot^^nhJ"^"

at Paddington Depot, fn 3 q m 1i ji
Nine Elms Depot, or - ^^ ^ ^ " "> ^

*'

Pimlico Wharf )

Blue Portmadoo ... 20x10
.

First quality 20x10
.

20x12 ... 13 15

Permanent green .

20x10 ... 15 17 6

11 13

9 13
6 13

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,1

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Plettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wu:e Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 13
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

32in. Best Red
crington Plaf
Facing Bricks.

10 6

Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks

3k" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3^" in
thickest part 3

3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 3
31" ditto ditto through and through 2

3i" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jamba ; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and h" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3

Accrington Air Bricks. 9" X 2 course deep, each
Ditto ditto 9" xl course

Accrington Camber Arches :—

3 course deep, 4i" soffit, per foot opening ... U
4 ditto 4*" ditto ditto ditto ...

5 ditto it ditto ditto ditto ...

6 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto ...

3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

Net free on rail or free on boat at works.
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GLAZED BRICKS.
HABD GLAZEB, (PEK 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers—
f12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, Bullnose, and 4Jin. Flats—
1.5 17 6 H 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 1.5 17 6

Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19'17 6
Splays and Squints—

17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers-

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOtTLDED BKICKS.
Stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Iiiternal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers £23 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6
C )mpass bricks, circular and arch bricks! Not

of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours y ing gin.

C.imberarch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4*in
Is. 2d. each ' by ajin.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full ti nek loads

to London Stations.
s. a.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0.,
Thames Ballast 6 C „

8. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
6.-ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
8. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry. stn
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7perdoz
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 „ ,,

Ornamental tiles 52 6
Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental do 60 „ „ ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz
Valley tiles 3 0,, ,, ,,

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 ,, .

Ornamental do 48 6

Hip tiles 3 :

Valley tiles 3
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or

Brindled tiles 43
Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50

Ornamental do 50
Hip tiles 4 perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 ....

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 15 to £29 5
Do., brown 26 15 „ 27 5
Cottonseed, refined 29 ,. 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 ,, 40
Seal, pale 21 „ 21 10
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 ,, 46 10
Do., >'lon

Do., ]Mauritiu3
Palm, Lagos
Do. Nut Kernel
Oleine

Lubricating U.S. ..

Petroleum refined..
.per gal, 7

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1 fi

rgal.
Do., .\rchangel 19
Cjjnseed Oil
Baltic Oil
Turpentine
Putty (Genuine Lin-

1

seed Oil) I

Pure Linseed Oil 1

" Stority " Brand (

QLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz 26

Fourths

10

Thii

Finn

3M.

and Repons
lid'

Tinted
5d

VABNISHBS, &Q. Per gallon

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Suiwrflne Hard-drying Oak. for seats of

Fine Elastic Carriage
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage..
Fine Pale Maple
Finest Palo Durable Copal
Extra Pale French Oil
Eggshell Flatting Varnish
White Copal Enamel
Ext... Pale Paper
lii;st .Japan Gold Size

14

0:ik and Mahogany Stam ..

Biunswick Black
Berlin Black
Knotting
French and Brush Polish..

TRADE NOTES.
Mf--,si.. Roljoy E. Carpenter and Son, quantity

and !ii.a--iinng surveyors, Leicester, have re-
moved (0 1,11 ger and more central premises at
12, Got ha .street, Leicester.

Under the direction of the Norfolk Education
Committee, the Boyle system of ventilation
(natural), embracing Boyle's latest patent "Air-
pump " ventilator and air-inlets, has been
applied to the Education Committee'e room
Norwich.

The engineer to H.M. Board of Public Works
in Ireland used Pudlo in an underground
heating- chamber recently constructed at the
G.l'.O.. Dublin, and, the result being entirely
successful, he has now specified it for a large

Botuulc Gardens, Dublin.30l>

srs. Honeyman, Keppi(
ts, in Glasgow, carrie

43

17 5 ., 19 5

account, and under the name of Honeyman and
Keppie, at 257, West George-street, Glasgow,
and will pay all debts due by, and will receive
payment of all debts due to, the late firm. Mr
Charles Rennie Mackintosh will carry on
business in his own name at 78, Ann-street, Hill-
head, Glasgow.

<»»

reports that 24 newThe "Baptist Hai
cliapels have been erected du
u total cost of i:72,960, and th£t ^5i;000 has
been spent in enlarging or improving existing
buildings.

On behalf of the Local Government Board for
Scotland, Mr. John Wilson, F.R.I.B.A., held an
inquiry at Dundee on Friday last into the
housing proposal for the Overgate and Green
Market areas.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held at Cardiff into an application of the cor-
poration for sanction to a loan of ^618,707 for
the erection of a fire - brigade station in
Westgate - street and Quay - street. Messrs.
Harris and Hoodie, AA.R.I.B.A., New-square,
Lincoln's Inn, W.C. (whose design, selected in
competition, was illustrated in our issue of
January 24, 1913), are the architects.

Liverpool will shortly lose an old landmark
.iiid gain a new building in a very prominent
position. Facing down Mount Pleasant, and at
tin Oxford-street corner, are several residential
'

which was lately used as a
. lory having departed apace.

• corner block will soon follow,
I Miated cost of £19,400, the cor-

I'" 'i. «... provide upon the site laboratory
aciomiuodatioii for its bacteriologist and
an.ilvst.

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

-Matonic Temple, Toronto (Estimated i about £51,400) Five unaacceisfnl compititors to

receive 750do!., soodol., aui
250dol. respectively

1— Mnnicioal Technical Institute, Pool Meadow, Coventry
15— Pavings Bank. Verona (Five Assessors) £1.200, £600
2— Desicns for Public Baths, The Burroughs. Hendon (H. W

Wilis, P.R I.B.A.. Assessor) £10J, £75, and £50
9- Water Supply and Drainase Scheme for Villaae of Oemaes
20-Fnhlic Museum and Art Gallery, Belfast (John J. Bornet,

A.R.8.A.,LL.D., A£8e86or) Selected Architect to carry out work

;

second, £100; third, £76 ; fourth.

-Departmental and Coarta Buildings, Ottawa (T. B.
Collcntt, J. H. G. Russell, and J. O. Marchand,
Assessors). Double Comoetition. five unsucoessfal
competitors in second to receive 3,C00dol. each

-Ftrro-concrete Bridge over the Uea«e Haer
-New 8t. Paul's Bridge, Detigna for (-Sir W. Emerson,

P.P.R.I.B.A., AssetBor) £300, £100
-Harbour Extension, Helsiagborg 7,000 iron., 4,000 kron., 2,000 kron
-Design for Artiean's Cottage, suitable for Anglesey (£130) £2 2e

cipal Offices, Otiurch-streBt, Birosley £ lOJ, £50, and £25-Town Hall and ilu

W. B. Best. 181. Avenue-road, Toronto.
G. Sutton, Clerk, Bdocation Office. «. Bavley-lane, Coventry.
The Savings Bank, 1, Via Garibaldi, Verona.

R. Meyer, Town Clerk, City Hall, Belfast.

The Town Oerk. Hallkef per's Office. Guildhall. E.C.
Ibe Barbour Extension board. Helsingborg, Sweden.
B. Piitcbaid, General Sec. Cefni Ohmbrs.. Llangefni, Anglfsey.
W. P Donald, Town Clerk, Town Clerk's Office, Barnsley.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

-Houses (16), Stind-lane, R^ijhffe
-Dajroom at Ely Worahouse (;ar.litl Guardians
-t inema Theatre, Loodon-road, Yorls Town. Surrey G. Doman
-Gafworks, Port Talbot '. .. !

.' Margam Urban District Coancil .

-VVcrkhouse, Alterations and Additions to, PoatypriJd .. .. Guardians ..... ..

-Shelter on West L;liil, Ramsgate Corooration
-School, Bettwa-v-Coed Carnarvonshire Euucation Com..
- Atjiom, Boilerhouse li Ctimney Shaft at. Mcntton, Yorks West Riding Asylums Board
-CrotalLu Hotel Exteisirns to, Ammanford O D. Edwards
-No. 38 BiLUle.itreet, Bcfaiis to, Plj mouth ... Town Council
-Convalttcent Home , Grange.over-t-aiids .. Working Men's Club Union
-blanch Reading Room, New.road, Lavton Blacl^pool Library Committee
-I ontcil Sctiool, W illcw-aveLue, Birmingham Kdocaiion Committee
-Leading shed acd fctorthcute, Cleator Moor Co-operative Society, Ltd.
-Park-place Surgery. Adaitiins to, Tredegar Workmen's Medical Aid Society.,
-Farm Steading, Alterations to, Reiketlane

W. L. Rothwell, Eng.. Council Offices, Radcliffe, Lanes.

E. Seward, F.R.I.B.A., Queen's Chambars, Cardiff.

W. .1. Hodgson, A.M.I.C.B., Veotis, Tne Avenue, Cambarley.
D. B. Jones. Clerk, Port Talbot.

A. Thomas & G. Morgan, Archts., 23. Gelliwastad-rd., Pontypridd.

T. G. Taylor, Boro' Eo^., Albion House, Ramsgate.
R.Llotd Jones. County Archt,, Education Ofllcea, Carnarvon.

W. E. H. Barton, A.M.I.C.B., Wett Riding Aaylum, Wakefield.

D. Thomas, Archt., 10, Quay-street. Ammacford.
J. Paton. Boro' Eng.. Municipil Offices. Plymouth.
G. Silvester, F.8 I., 7, Adam-street, Strand, W.C.
J. 8. Brodie, Boro' Eng., Mun. Bldgs., Market-st.. Blackpool.

J. A. Palmer, Education Sec, Margaret-street, Birmingham.
The General Office, Co-op. Soc, Jacttrees-road, Cleator Moor.

A. F. Webb, M.S. A., Blackwood.
A. Cameron, Factor, Elgin.
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21-Bill
21-F»n
21—Pnblic B»lh8. Bsth-road, Ketterine
21—BIcck of Bhopa (121, PenRam Garden VillaRe, Hon. .,

21—rotiBgeat Rashcrook Farm, Birnio
J2—Farn, Nether Dnllachy
22—Panatorinm, Laundry at, Weet-laue, Middlcebrongh

'BVI'L'DTSQS—continued.
p. T,. T,loyd

Vieitinp Committee
Uroan iJifltrict Council

22-1
ilia, Bedv

id Men's Room, Repaira to, Oxbill
School, Addition!* to, Hull2a-M

22—PtTHW ShcdB. BoRd of Kn;
22— House, Bcolt-lane,Riddleeden
22- Cottaco, BurRhpad
22— Covered Court, Newton
22— Six Houces, AlteratiODB to, Rossend
22-CotliiRO, Bopeman
22—Stable and Men'B Room. Rei)Rir»lo. W-i
23-Drill Hall, Argyll-Kir, ri, T,',!!,.; ; m ,

23— HotiffB. AlteratiopN t. !

23-St. XllchaerBChur, 1 ,
I . ,i a-:. ': ..

24-Kew PoBt-Oflice. Ph:1
24— Parochial Hall ami '1.. ' ,: ^ '

. .
•

. i iirn.i ..
i L

24—CameRio Frrp I.Jbrmv . l\.ri (niiini

Jt— Tfinpcrarv Piiirnl. liiiuiudrili

28—Horoea fur M,ni«l Iietictiv.'r. lireni Uiirr rivrl<

28-GeEeraUim.-CH. r, ruhill. |-n-lHTl,rrl

2B-Cemctery riuuicl. l.iimrre-lHiio, BoiUlci
!«— Eight-Targol Kange, Blaenavou
2B- Girls' HcBtel. Milton
2B-CanjpCommaEdant'6yu8rlera, Lydd, Kv i

27-CoUBges (19), Stella QUI, South Pelivw
27—Electric Car Shed, Extensions to, Manrhof 11
28—Two Ward Blocks, Long Reach Hospital. UantorJ
28—Laboratory and Art ClBseroom, Girls' School, B.iinot ..

28— Caretaker's Cottage. Additons to. Salthnrn
28-Pavilion on Recreation Ground, Wood Green
29—Accidfnt Hospital, Additions to, Widnes
29— Council Offices. Wood-street, Barnel
2(1—New Siiecial Inttruction Centre, Southend-on-8ea
ill-County Council School, Hertford
S(i- Workmen's Dwellings, Brisco-road, Egremont
3f— School, Ferndown
3C— School, Ferndown, Dorset
30—Isolation Hctpital. Additions to, Monston
3f- Three Lots of Metal Shedding. Biissin Canal. Antwerp
30-Ball.Irvinestcwn
;tl— Giammar School, Additions to, Droufield
31—Catchfrcnch, Additions to, St. Germans

Villas, Lodger's Park, Buckfastloigh .

Gordon-Richmond Estates..

Corporation
0. A. Profco
(iordon-Rirliraond Kstates..

Kdiicfttinn Committee
Gordon-lticbmond Estates..

M'Kciv.ie
Mrdon-Richraond RstatPS..

riitisland Town Council .

Slater
ordon-Ricbmonrt Estates .

nrnarvon Terr. Force Assoi

»to J. Jopson's Trustees ..

II.M. Works Commissioners
\ cry Rev. Philip O'Doherty. P.P.
Margam Urban District Council
Mansfield Ed ' "

Fornhill Colli.

I 'orporation

, Simmonds, Archt., Royal Chambers, Blackwood, Mon.
H. Gepp, Clerk, .57, New-street. Chelmsford.
R. Smith, Snr.. Market-place, Kettering.

. B, Rees. Archt., 3. Dumfries-place, Cardiff.
Cameron, Factor. Elgin.

, .7 CnnnirBham, Factor, Estate Offlnes, Fochabers.
Purpcfs, SI.I O.B.. Municipal Buildings. Middlesbrough.
L Bees. Archt., Bedwas.

, .1. Cunningham. Factor. Estate Otticos, Fochabers.
H. Hirst. City Archt., Guildhall. Hull.

.
.1- Curninehsm, Factor, Estate Otfiees, Fochabers.
HsggBS and Sons. Archts., North-street, Keighley.

lUhshire Terr. Force
noath Town Council ...

tary of State for War....
-Eastern Railway Co. .

.Metropolitan As
Governors
Education ('omn
Urban District t ncil

... .1. Wittet. Archt
.. I). J. Cnrtingbam, Factor. Estate Offices. Fochabers.
... .1. A. Wartdell. Bureh Sur., Burntisland, N'.B.

.. .1. Wittet, Archt., ElBin.

.. D. .1. Cunningham. Factor, Estate Offices. Fochabers.

.. E. Evans A'rcht.. 8, Cattle-street, Carnarvon.
... S. Shaw. P.R I.B.A.. Kendal.
.. Austin and Paley. Archts., Lancaster.
.. The Secretary, H.M. Office of Work. Storey's Gate, S. W.
.. W. .1. Dchertv. Archt.. 13, Castle-street, Londonderry.
.. D. E. Jones, Clerk, Port Talbot.
.. T. Collmge. A.M.I,C.E.,Boro',Eng., Exchange Row, Jlanefield.

... G. McMichael, A.R.I.B.A., 106, Colmore-row, Birmingham.

... R. S. Griffiths, M.S.A., Tonypandy.

... Nngington and Sbennan, Archts.. 36. Dale-street. Liverpool.
... Falierphon, Fawckner, and Co.. PF.R.I.B.A.. Newport, Mon.
,.. C. w. Bevis, P.R.I.B.A., Elm-grove, Southsea.
.. The Director of Army Contracts, War Office, S.W.

W. Bell, Archt., Irving House, Westgate-rd., NewcasOeon-Tyne.
., .1. Gibbons, Archt., i. St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester.
.. W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E , Eng.-in-Chief, Embankment, B.C.
.. J. Ladds, Archt., 93, Pemberton-road, Harringay. N.
.. J. C. Wrigley, Sec, Education Offices, Northallerton.
.. W. P. Harding, Clerk. Town Hall. Wooil Green, N.

Urban District Council
Education Committee
Education Committee
Urban District Council
Dorset Education Committee
Education Committee
Whartedale Joint HoS))ital Co

W.

2—Police Cottage, Taplo
3— Pair of Cottages. Mablethorjje
J—Works and Bepairs (Ihree Years), London, N,.
4— Tuberculosis Pavilions. Belraington-row
4-nork8 and Repairs (Three Years). London, 8.

.

t-SchcoIs and Caretaker's Cottage, Honnslow.. .

4— Tutetculotis Pavilions. Tindale Crescent
1 1-CottBgee, Eeaconsfleld
18- Public Elementary School, Beckenham

I dale—Two Cottages, Swallowfleld
CO, —Metal Exchange, Additions to. Fisher-street. Si

a. Low, Sur., Chelmsford.
... Urban A. Smith. Sur., County Surveyor's Office, Hatfield.
... J. S. Stout, M.S.A., 36, Lowther-street, Whitehaven.
... C. G. Bone, Sec, County Offices, Dorchester.
... Fletcher and Brett, Wimborne.
... A. Marshall and Son, Otlev.
... The Secretariat. Hotel de Ville. Antwerp.
... F. E. Townsend, A.M.I. C.E., Forthill House, :

... P. E. Newton, Clerk, Manor Villas, Dronfteld.
.. J. Cornelius, M.S.A., St. Grer-nans, Cornwall.

W. J. Goode, Archt., Buckfastleigh.
Bucks Standing Joint Committee ... R. Thomas, M.I.C.E. , County Sur., County Hall, Aylesbury.
Liudsey Small Holdings Committee H. C. Tong, County Land Agent, Min'

...
„ . _ H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate,

iillen.

Governors

Works Com n
" "

_ I

Auckland Joint Bospital Board R. B. Thompson. Archt., Bishop Auckland.
H.M. Works Commissioners H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
Heston and Isleworth U.D.E.C J. G. Carey, Archt., Council House, Hounslow.
Auckland Joint Hospital Board K. B. Thompson, Archt., Bishop Auckland.
Urban District Council G. H. Cbarsley. Clerk, Aylesbury-road, Beaconsflald,
Education Committee A. Boxall and Son, 8, Adam-street, Adelphi, W.C.
"

" " ", T. Salmon, Archt., Wokingham.Parish CouncU
G. Moxham, F.R.I.B.A., , Castle-street,

A Thoroughly Tested Product

In the manufacture of Ideal Radiators

and Ideal Boilers not only are the

castings severely tested under hydraulic

pressure, but careful analyses are made
of the iron before its use to verify the

accuracy and uniformity of the mixture.

iDEALx Ideal
1 Radiators'^ 1 Bo 1 1.CRS

r wnrminii houses rints hotels

stioiis puoiic bulldinss. ctc

byhori water or slum

The reputation of IiJcal Radiators and Ideal Boilers has been built up and is safeguarded by
scientific manufacturing methods which ensure always a reliable and efficient product.

Catalogues gratis on request.

NAnONALRADIATORrOiTPANY 439 & 441, Oxford Street, Loudou, W.
Telephone Nos. : Mayfair 2153 & 2IS4.

( BAXENDALE 8f CO., Ltd.. Miller Street Works, MANCHESTER.
I WILLIAM MACLEOD V CO.. 60. 62. V 64. Robertson Street, GLASGOW.
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the diagonal, with small circular nails

between, or small square - headed ones,

THE N.A,IL-HE.\D AS \ DECORATIVE lettering or figures it is certainly difRcult
MEDIUM. to rival for picturesque effect. Utilised

Although nail-head decoration—mainly in this method, it is preferably worked
in geometrical form, as studding, etc., to

doors—has been largely used in work of

the Early English and Decorated periods,

it is very seldom seen in modern work of

any description. No doubt this is mainly
due to lack of sufficient consideration of its

qualities as a relief or decorative factor.

It is certainly worth while calling atten-

^ as an inexpensive

ulaced i

panel. Either used as a bold, simple, and
central design shown by Fig. 6, or in finer
and more detailed patterns, which might
often be adopted for many suitable posi-
tions. The small design for a garden-gate
and railings, Fig. 7, illustrates more clearly
the use of the nail-head and slip in
general design of a simple character. Such

.^^ ^(^ <peiT2fg.d Q^ti slips.

the square. Slight graduations,
by different sizes, towards the thickening
of letters or figures forms a still further
improvement, as illustrated by the date-

medium, ready to hand, for a large panels in Fig. 2. Square oak slips about
amount of simple relief possessed of a \

2in- or so by Jin. in thickness can be intro-

decided character and beauty of its own. duced diagonally, either singly or grouped, *'°' °'

It has the further recommendation of
' and secured by a nail in the centre. With

|

. , , ,, ,

being readily applied in many positions ^">aller ones between, or indicating corners I

f^
m'ght be well applied for the ent.

where more expeLive methods of deora- '^^ ^ design such as shown by the first
|

t°^ ^^l^ ho"se or cottage. Panels, suit-

tion would not be considered Simple e.xample of this figure, it forms another
'''^ly designed, placed either on the gate

slightly-cut po.t-hcad°, lor instanc" to «""I'1« l^"* pleasinf method of relief with ' °' """"^ 1^'-"='^'- ""«'- ™>^'^^' '^^^ ^^'^

this style of ornament. Square, octagonal,
or pointed panels can be formed as well
by narrow slips, tacked on, surrounding
the letters or figures, as indicated by the
combination date-panel. Fig. 3. Mono-
grams are also readily introduced to
many other positions besides that shown
l>y the succeeding figure. No. 4. Jfore

or upon broader posts, might have the
name or number indicated by the same
methods. Another very good position for

such applied decoration is the door itself,

when not too far back. This might also

be introduced, either by names, numbers,

garden-gates, entrances, palings, etc., can
be given a really large amount of decora-
tive finish by the careful disposition of a
little nailwork in a studied scheme of
design. Geometrical patterns picked out
in small nails, with medium and large

,

sizes introduced in judicious positions as :

auxiliaries to give a more emphasised and
varied relief to certain portions, forms a

or a little siiit.ilily-applied pattern-work
here .iihI tlnrc Ihrse positions, however,

I form li.v nn i,nms the end of the nail-

j

head's pnsMiulil !• s as a decorative factor.

There are plenty of other opportunities fur

' its satisfactory introduction in many posi-

tions. For instance, the simple narrow
' slip and nail-head work, very sparingly

pronounced and decided designs are pro- used, as shown by the porch design in

duced by the adoption, in various cut Fig. 8, illustrates further possibilities in
very attractive method—something after shapes, of a larger overslip nailed to the quite a fresh manner. It dispenses entirely
the style indicated by Fig. 1. In oak- post-heads, etc., as illustrated by Fig. 5. A with the custoiii.iiv st.n ..t vpr-d panelling -

wood especially the nail-head has a re- further simple but very suitable combina- and mouldinu uMiallv . iiii'l.v. .1, It is

markably good appearance. As a medium tion in the form of an overslip, with the thus possible to 'liri s,,iii.,iliiiu "t a very
also for the introduction of ornamental nail-head, is that provided by a small fret different nature tu thiit whuli is more
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often tacked on to a building as a mei

excrescence, somewhat in the shape of

jiorch. The example as indicated has

i&l£.<?oFlCDt2

.

Viccrd

large it of Doric feeling introduced

by the simplest, yet most inexpensive,

methods. The slips'have much the appear-

ance of triglyphs from a distance, whilst

of nail-heads. The spandrels may be

formed either by cut-out frets, as indi-

cated, or solid spandrel-pieces might be

cut out and nailed in position as raised

panels. This short article merely com-

prises a few systems. The possibility of

considerable ex'tension to this class of work

in many other directions should be quite

clear. At the same time, it form a

pleasing relief from much - overworked

ornament decidedly stereotyped in char-

act. v. It should be (juite apparent that

the large nail-heads under take the place

of metopes. A further extension of this

system is that of strapwork design, applied
on tho same princif)Ie. This is illus-

trated by tho small design. Fig. U.

Another departure is illustrated by
Fig. 10, simple cut-out panels being
formed, and spiked on the face with good
nail-heads showing in set positions. The
panels to the pilaster portion of frieze

are cut shield-shape, with diagonal lines

abortive one for the Art Gallery and

Library alone. It appears now, however,

as though the opposition to the scheme for

extending the present buildings has been

overcome, and that tlie design selected in

this competition will be carried out.

The present Excliange is surrounded by

streets on all its four sides. Bank-street,

which now forms the southern boundary

of the building, is to be built over and

form part of the site for the proposed

extensions, its place being taken by a

passage, ISft. wide and 12ft. high, running
through the building. Tho first floor is

the principal one, and consists of a lofty

hall, or exchange, surrounded on three

sides by several stories of offices for letting

purposes, the remaining side (Cross-street)

being occupied by a large projecting

portico, which is to be removed for street-

widening purposes. The ground floor com-

prises shops, restaurants, etc., under
which are several basement stories used as

warehouses.
Tlio main object of the extension is to

provide a large addition to the floor area

of the Exchange, and it was essential that

this should be as free from columns or

other obstructions as possible. It was. i>E

course, desirable that tho existing IniiM-

ings should not be unduly interfered with,

and tho scheme also included tho entuo
remodelling of the present offices for

letting, which are very badly arranged,

together with the provision of as large a

number of addiliuiial ones as possible.

Still, as sl.alid almvr, iho Exchange was

the dominaiil )iMiiii, tlir rest being com-

paratively uiiiuiiioilaiit. It was in this

respect that the majority of the com-

petitors failed. ]\Iany of them cut up tho

the nail-head can be made a very pleasing

medium of ornamentation, both artistic

and picturesque, as well as practical.

«i»

MANCHESTER ROYAL EXCHANGE
COMPETITION.

The number of designs submitted was
sui-piisiiiijlv small for an ojieii competi-
liMii lor su'rii an iiiipuitant Imildinc, only

11,11 I \ -. ^Ml -.Is 1h iiiL' vrr..ivod. and these

received an honorarium of on<'

uuineas eacli. No doubt this \\ i

due to tho fact that thore wii.

other important competit mns m|i..

same time, and also that tlo' I'l.

be solved was an exceediiojl \ .hlli

as tho w..ik consisted of ,Al,.iisin

,-x,-iii,- l.MiMiim ,.f a \.T\ r.i,

iiig

means of pavemen
llonr. Others sp

endeavouriuL; i" a

anco of till' .xi

essentially a coni|

the Exchange, Art Gallery, and Lib
on the Piccadilly site has been so per-

sistently mooted during the last few years
that there may have been a suspicion that
this competition might have a similar

result to that of the recent apparently

Exchange badly bv providing internal

areas to light tho looms bolow, although

it was perniissiblo f^.r ihi-^ i" !" done by
-Ills 111 ih.. Exchange
I. Ih.n- (losigns by
d aii.v gnat disturb-

04 wnrk. This was
lion \n which a bold

course was necessary, and the only hope

of obtaining a satisfactory and sym-
metrical scheme lay in sweeping away a

good portion of the old work.

MESSES. BRADSHAW, GASS, AND HOPE,

whose design was placed first by tho

assessor, Mr. J. S. Gibson, are to be con-

gratulated on their skilful solution of a

very difficult problem. The chief feature

of their scheme is the splendid Exchange.

The new portion of this exactly balances

the old, and is similarly roofed by three

domes, while the space between tho two

main halls—the weak point in most of the

designs — has few obstructions, and is

carried up the full height of the

remainder, so that the Exchange would

really appear as one large hall. 'I'lio

majioiiv of llir designs showed wlial wive

praciicall V I W" lofty rooms with a low. 1m|i-

lighlrd p.iilion between. This iiutlind

certainly iniprovod the rooms beneath,

which were lighted by pavement-lights in

the Exchange floor; but it greatly

detracted from the appearance of the

Kxrliange itself. In any case, as tlio

Kxchange is very crowded at busy times,

little light would penetrate through these

pavement-lights, and artificial light would

be necessary in the passage and shops,

etc., below. Another good feature of this

dssign is the arrangement of the Exchange
entrances, which are placed in the centre

of the Exchange-street and Cross-street

fa9ades, and have a straight flight of stejis

leading direct from the street to tho

Exchange floor. The best which one can

say of the existing elevations is that they

are inoffensive. They have a large

Corinthian Order, but are quite devoid of

interest, while the detail is deplorably
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poor. The design, as remodelled, shows

a decided improvement, the two main
facades having a bold central feature, with
well-emphasised entrances. There is, per-

haps, a little over-elaboration of detail,

and the low tower and squat dome
at the corner of Exchange-street and the

new street may be hardly a success. There
is no doubt, however, that the assessor's

award is the correct one. The design is

easily the best in the competition.

MR. EDWIN COOPEK'S DESIGN,

which is placed second, is in many respects

very similar to the selected one ; but he
has put the passage which is to replace
Bank-street on the axis of the building,

with a central entrance to the Exchange
from Exchange - street only. The con-

ditions certainly asked that the main
entrance should be from this street; but
anyone with a knowledge of Manchester
business life would regard a good entrance
from Cross-street also as indispensable.
[n fact, the majority of persons using the
building will probably enter from that
side. Mr. Cooper proposed to remove two
of the domes over the existing Exchange,
which would enable him to build over the
Exchange and continue the ofhces for

letting purposes right round the building
on the upper floors. He made the mistake,
however, wo think, of dividing his
Exchange into two, with a low portion
between, and in this respect his design
was inferior to the selected one. It was
no doubt this, together with tho lack of

an adequate entrance from Cross-street,

which lost him the first place, as otherwise
liis design, in some respects, was a
supcirior one. Externally, it shows more
breadth and restraint than the winning
one; but there was a lack of cohesion
about the Exchange-street front which one
does not usually associate witli Mr.
Cooper's work. A feature of tho drawings
was the beautiful draughtsmansliip of tlie

elevations.

THE THIRD DESIGN.

The design placed third, by Messrs.
Halliday and Paterson, was, so far as the
Exchange was concerned, a compromise
between the types shown in the first ;iiid

second designs. There was a similar hall

on either side; but of the intervening
space, the centre portion only was taken
up the full height, the end portions being
kept low, with roof-lights over. .As in the
first design, entrances to tho Exchange
were provided in the centre of the Cross-
street and Exchange-street fronts. This
design was the only one of the premiatcd
ones in which the passage was i)laced in
the position suggested on the site ])lan.

This obviated the necessity of disturbing
the shops at present in Bank-street, but
did not tend to improve the remainder of
the ground floor. In fact, this design
might easily have been improved, both in

plan and elevation (especially the latter),

had the authors shown a little more
courage in "scrapping" the old work,
instead of making sacrifices to retain it.

The three premiated designs aro all

really sound schemes, and the assessor
can liave had little difficulty in jiicking
them out from the rest. The jjolicy of
inviting a number of competitors was
hardly a success. Only one of the seven
(Mr. Cooper) can have been anywhere in
the running, and four of them were among
the poorest in the whole lot.

We
_
understand unofficially that the

following architects were invited to com-
pete in this competition : Messrs. Edwin
Cooper, F.R.I.B.A. ; John J. Burnet,
A.R.S.A., F.R.I.B.A.; Percv S. Worth-
ington, M.A., F.R.I.B.A. ; Briggs, Wol-
stenholme, and Thornely, FF.RJ.B.A.

;

Charles Heathcote, F.R.I.B.A., and

Sons; PaulWatevhouse.M. A. .F.R.I.B.A. ;

and Mr. Walter Cave, F.R.I.B.A.
We had, as usual, made all arrange-

ments to illustrate the selected design in

this issue, all facilities to photograph tho
drawings having been freely accorded to

us last Monday, and the permission of

the successful competitors obtained. We
regret that we are not able. We have
since received a telegram and a subsequent
letter from Mr. R. J. Allen, the Master,
informing us that the Board cannot allow
publication, but that " when the designs
are altered " he will write to us so that
we shall be able to publish whatever
photographs we may desire. We shall, of

course, be glad to do so. But the imme-
diate interest of all our readers, of course,
is always centred in the designs which
actually win a great competition, and this
is the first of its class and character in
which objection has been raised to our
publication thereof.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
The thirtieth annual general meeting of

the Society of Architects was held on Thurs-
day evening in last week at 28, Bedford-
square, W.C., the chair being occui)ied by
the President, Mr. Percy B. Tubbs,
F.R.I.B.A.
The Secretary, Mr. C. McArthur Butler,

F.C.I.S., read the annual report of the
Council, of which a summary appeared in
our last issue, p. 79.
Mr. Herbert Freyberg proposed the

adoption of the report, which, he pointed
out, was of a highly satisfactory character.
He was glad to learn that the membership
roll had been drastically revised, and that
deadheads who did not pav up their sub-
scriptions bad been struck off the list. Tliere
had been a stiffening up of the examinations,
which was very welcome. The Council had
done well to take steps to protest against the
practice of some local authorities restricting
candidates for appointments to menibersliip
of one body. Members ought to do all in
their power to raise the status of meniljor-
sbip of the Society.
The motion was seconded by Mr. H. Tribe

Cover, and, having been commended by the
President, was unanimously adopted.
The adoption of the balance-sheet and

.Tccounts for the past year was moved from
the chair, and was agreed to. Mr. G. H.
Paine suggested that another year it would
be desirable to show in the report the prin-
cipal figures of the previous year with those
of the twclveniontlis just conipleted, by way
of comparison. The President said tliis

would be considered by the Council; in the
present case the financial result of the year's
working had been most satisfactory, as the
report bad shown.
The election of Messrs. Bolton, Pitt, and

Breden as auditors was moved by Mr. J. II.

Pearson, and, having been seconded by Mr.
R. G. Bare, was agreed to.

Mr. Bolton, in returning thanks, said it

was satisfactory to note the healthy condition
of the Society's finances. There were no
fictitious asset's at all, ami the leasehold of

the premises had been paid for. He would
point out that the entrance fees—£204—had
been paid into capital account, and not, as
was often tlie case with societies, to revenue
accouTit. The net result was that they had
a surplus for the ye'ar of £216 14s. 8d., and
were about £.300 better off than last year.
Mr. Bare proposed a heartv vote of thanks

to the retiring officers—Mr. E. J. Partridge,
Hon. Treasurer for the past two years; Mr.
B. R. Tucker, Hon. Librarian ; and Mr. T.
Stewart Inglis, member of Council. This was
seconded by Mr. Salisbury, ami was agreed
to, as was "a similar vote'of thanks to Col.

Seymour Leslie, R,E., and Mr. Ellis Mars
land, who have served the Society ably in the
respective capacities of Hon. Secretary and
Hon. Auditor for the past four years. In
acknowledgment of this resolution, proposed
by Mr. E. W. Harvey Piper, and seconded
by Mr. Bare, Col, Leslie expressed the

pleasure it had been to him to work in and

for the Society; Mr. G. H. Paiue moved and
Col. Leslie seconded, a vote of thanks to Mr.
Thomas Baines, the Hon. Solicitor to tho
Society.

Mr. R. G. Ba •0 proposed a vote of tli;

to Mr. C. McArthur Butler, who has he
the efficient and energetic Secretary to tlie

Society since 18'J8, and who showed a Ueeii
interest in all its operations. With it lie

coupled the name of Mr. William Wanmer,
tlie Assistant Secretary, and the otiier
members of the staff. In seconding the
motion, Mr. J. H. Pearson observed that Mr.
Butler let no opportunity slip of bringing
forward the case for the Society in the public
Press. Mr. R. Goulburn Lovell, Vice-
President, supported the motion, and men-
tioned that Mr. Butler also acted as secretary
of the Atelier of the Beaux Arts in Well-
street, which was doing an excellent work on
the right lines in the training of young
architects.

Mr. Butler responded, and observed that
the correspondence and other work of the
Society was continually growing, and before
long he should have to apply to the Council
for further assistance in the office.

Mr. Butler then epitomised a series of in-
teresting Notes on the Thirty Years' Progress
of the Society, of which we gave some of the
principal points in our last issue, p. 71). Ho
mentioned that of the fifty or so persons who
attended the meeting on May 8, "l884, at the
offices of the then Strand District Board of
Works in Tavistoek-street, Covent Garden,
at which the Society w\as founded, four were
present that evening—Mr. E. J. Kibblewhite,
who had written letters in the Building
News under the pseudonym of "One Willing
to Help," and who served on the first

Council; Mr. W. Leonard Grant, of Sitting-
bourne, another original member of Council

;

Mr, R, G. Bare, former Hon. Librarian ; and
Mr. E. W. Harvey Piper. He had received
apologies and regrets from Mr. G. A. T.
Middleton, Mr. Ellis Marsland, who had also
rendered valuable services to the Society in
its earlier v-ears, and other founder-members
who, from various causes, were not able to be
present.

Mr. E. J. Kibblewhite, who rose at the call
of the President, gave a brief resume of his
own reminiscences of the early days of the
Society, and the part he had taken in con-
nection with its foundation.

Mr. W. L. Grant, another of the original
members, observed that Mr. Kibblewhite bad
in a most interesting manner recalled some of
the early history of the Society. The report
of the Council showed the strong growth of
the Society and the wide range of its actiwties
in the interests of the profession and the
public generally. In the early "seventies,"
when he entered the profession, the aim of a
voung architect was to become, in the first

instance, a proficient draughtsman, and,
secondly, to be able to design an elevation,
and the knowledge of the Styles was of great
importance. There was now'a great diversity
in the duties and knowledge required of an
architect, and in the classes of buildings in

which he was concerned.

The proceedings terminated with the pass-
ing, on the motion of the president, of a

hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Butler for his

paper.

ILDING NEWS'
CLUB.

DESIGNING

A SHOP-FRONTED F.\C.\DE FOR A WEST-END
BUILDING.

This just now. is rightly eorisidered an up-
to-date and interesting subject. The need
of a more arcliite$tural and prnotical treat-

ment of conteriipb'fary shop-front-; is patent
enougli to everybody possessed of archi-

tectural appreciation and sense of relative

proportion, while in every town may still be
seen the poor, ugly, and pretentions'attenipts

that are made whenever business premises
for retail trade are erected. Critics have
continuallv adverted upon this unsatisfactory

handling of shop-fronts, which are so seldoiii

treated properly or made worthy of their im-

portance and respective positions in our

streets. Criticisms of this sort have had little
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i.poi lul tl

of bettor dpsjgii up to now have inspirefl but
apnr3e einulntiou in the majority of cases.
An effort lias lately been made to bring about
some improvement, though most people are
content to excuse this indifference by the
consoling reflection that the shopkeeper ought
to know his own business best, and whenever
a concerted protest is made, as happened
about the structural piers between the shop-
frontages in the rebuilding of Uegent-sti-cct
Quadrant, the public is only too prone to
regard the trndesmnn's point of view as un-
answerable. No doubt we are "a nation «f
shopkeepers." None the less it is clear that
in practice too little foresight is shown, whik-
it is easy to become the victims of prejiulico.
Most traders have implicit faith in the
attractions of an inordinate display, and
those who rely on chance custom value this,
of course, the most; but they cater for a
very different class of customers from those
who deal with persons of taste and culture,
with whom reputation counts for much, and
a known speciality for e.\cellence is the aim
of the business. The exigencies of particular
trades have, of course, to be reckoned with,
though no recognisable ideals on this side
of the subject seem to pr.i.iil. 'Willi llns,.

facts in mind it is not Mirini^m-, |irili;i|is.

to find some of our br-t :i nlntr,!^' n: ,
asBoeiated with deplornl.l\ ininlistir sli.i|i

fronts, in which every other eojisideration
appears to have been sacrificed to plate glass,
the superstructure of the premises seemingly
standing upon a void. In other instances
great balks of timber are introduced and
framed on lines better suited to dock gates or
farm buildings. These sort of fronts are
generally bespattered by enamelled shields
and gaudy lettering transfigurations. Never-
theless, no doubt several improvements have
recently been effected, and some capital sliops
have been built. The absence of roller
shutters has got over many difficulties, while
the evening display of goods in shop-fronts
after closing hours has led to some reforms
and the avoidance of irrelevant detail.
We set this subject with some degree of

perturbation, knowing tlie pitfalls peculiar
to such problems and their incidental diffi-

eulties. The shopkeeper seldom sees things
in a large way, and his stolid, headstrong
objection to what he considers innovations is

proverbial. The choice which we have made
is the best available under the circumstances,
there being no one scheme submitted which
prevails with marked skill or originality, no
ideal design having come to hand. That
would be too much to expect, though the
average is quite good, on the whole, and so.
thus far, reassuring. " I'uneli " first. "Toby"
second (no relations, seemingly, but both
from Penzance), and " Enfant " third
(Bingley, Yorks). "Amos" (Neweastleon-
Tyne) takes the fourth place. His drawing,
as such, is the most effective of any, and he
possesses distinct merit ; though certain faults,
to be mentioned presently, give us no alter-
native but to locate him thus.
"Punch" recesses his bronze shop-front

and projects a segmental centre bay within
the confines of liis adjacent masonry. The
chief merits of this scheme are the solidity
of the plain structural lines, ample windows
for the shop and first-floor business, and well-
proportioned fenestration in the
stories, with becoming architraves
mented window-heads to the second floor, the
side parts of the facade being marked by
pilasters flanking the windows above the
doorways, so as to suggest quasi-pavilions,

"itiiniit pretentious-

nppe

rather nicely de-

ness. The ifasci:

elevation come «
with sclf-eontaiii.

together well. I

with voussoirs i

too little attentP
of space on whi< 1

teimnt trading herein. I
in i ,,, ,i,„,

being identical, require ),, i
i j,

prevent confusion: one ! i i
i

}. ,

other to the chamber.^ al-.i ,i,.ii:.

jeweller would want a fixing for a
to protect the shop-window and its coi

when the place is closed. Even the le

businesses among jewellers do not
everything out of the window every cvi

ng th
frontage lines

iiid the whole
rather cut up
ii.isoury, and
the necessity
nam.- of the

though the most valuable goods may be
housed in the safe. Another point forgotten
is the awning needed to shelter the shop from
the sun in summer.

" Toby " has not thought of these details

either, though his shop glazing is simpler and
more easily screened, being in a straight
line on one plane. This is a good design,
even if some of the detail looks clumsy. The
ends are marked by pilasters handled in the
Belcher mode, with depending Classic
draperies not very unlike ribboned sausages
in shape. This sort of ornament is repeated
ill tlie arcliitraves of all the windows as well
as on the bronze frames to the shop-lights
and first-lloor showroom. Two thinly ilrawn
out, polite looking, smug swags distinguish
the grouping of the triple lights in the
chambers half of the elevation. Here a
general remark seems desirable, as all the
d.-signs suffer to some extent from this
Ins, '.tic. II ol flip liK.aile into upper and lower
lial\rs. Thai, liiiurMV, is the result of our
(ojiililiuiis ; iiihciu isr, with more floors, the
buihhiig would have been considerably
higher than the proportions of our space
provides for. This dual division is inevit-
able for a four-floor building, unless the first-

floor story, as here specified, were instead
made into a low mezzanine, which is the
more customary plan in property of this
sort. Reverting to "Toby's" front, the
balconettes to the second-floor openings would
have been better if made horizontal on the
top and not curved. The words " Goldsmith "

and "Chambers" might quite easily be mis-
taken for "Goldsmith's Chambers," as
displayed in wrought iron on the hoods of
the doorways. Confusion would result. The
segmental head to the middle panel of the
glazed frontage surface on the first floor
scarcely justifies itself, and the shopkeeper's
name would be somewhat too high up
printed along the fascia above the first floo

level. That there happens to be no other
suitable space for this nomenclature is due to
" Toby's " oversight.

"Enfant" is unequal with his all-over
looking, and yet in some respects restless,
design. The fluted columns of the lower half
of the elevation, rising as they do from tlie

pavement level, would be very liable to

damage at their base. Good room is allowed
for the tradesman's name and calling, while
the design gains much from these bold and
handsome columns, even if the side |);iir mo
only planned as segmental jambs, an. I tlnis

are apt to look nippy in effect. Tl n. I I.,

the first floor savours too much of a lunhag''
appearance in shape. The capitals and
shafts are Greek-like and refined. We take
exception to the blockings above the
columns, dividing the transonic frieze, which
is not improved by its joggle-jointed
voussoirs, these being out of accord with
other details of the facade, and so look odd.
We do not admire the upper windows and
the crowning cornice, denuded as it is of a

proper fascia, is not broadly handled, while
the cornice projects in so bold a way as to hide
the parapet wall when the spectator views the
front from below.
We have already mentioned "Arno"

favourably for his draughtsmanship, and his

columnar treatment to the upper part of tlie

frontage, which is quite good in many ways ;

the pity of it is that these columns are not
carried properly. They are all set in the
same plane, yet the end ones have a break
below them to insure an extra emphasis for
strength, whereas the intermediate columns
have no plinth or any sort of like breaks

;

but they come over mural panels in the wall
treatment below, and this means a mass of
masonry blocking out light from the showroom
on the first floor, besides the objection of
coniiiiL' n\rr the lintel of the recessed sliop-

fi'iiii l,i Imw nil the ground-floor stage. The
iiit'i iii'iliiilr .nliimns rest, as a matter of
I;mI, 'ill Ihf iiumldcd string, with its uu-
I MiiiiiM,:ii\ ilecp soffit carried back to the wall
tl', 'aIihIi is actually behind the face of
'lir ' , iiliinnis. which come above same. But
ii!"i' iliiiii this has to be said, because the

' ii'l |H' IS, which give such promise of
I'Mii I sturdiness and 'solidity are very
l':i'll\ iiiiiiiaged, with an oval window inserted
^" a^ t'l int away all actual strength, and,
further down, the piers become non est, a

void, in fact, owing to the doorways occupy-
ing the space, and thus the extra brea'k
forward would look to be poised in mid-air,
the set-off only giving an additional depth
of soffit to the door-heads. " Amo " ought
to study Classic mouldings and learn true
principles of design. Had he not done so
badly, and in some respects so well,
we should have let him pass unnoticed,
unmindful of his destiny. As it is, we have
devoted space to him for his pains, and
tell him to do better by minding his
" p's " and " q's," otherwise let "Amo " gom for something else. Architectural design
needs thought as well as dexterity of the pen.

"N" is also a crisp draughtsman, though
a trifle thin in his lines. His shop-front
detail IS too big in the scantlings for bronze
treatment, and hardwood is suggested. The
continuity of the first floor showroom is not
preserved sufficiently, so that light is lost and
a sense of importance for the shopkeeper's
part of .the premises is sacrificed to arclii-
tcetiir.al expediency. The chief failure of this
elevation is comprised by the wide fascia
and cornice coming so heavily between the
second and third floors, crushing down the
windows to the second floor to squat pro-
portions, and treating the third floor as an
attic. The attempt is original, and by no
means unworthy of the author; but he has
missed the spirit of continuitv. The best
parts of his proposal are the attic and the
side piers, which are rusticated.
"Because" has several excellent points,

and is refined in his taste. We fear the
pilasters and rusticated colnnins through the

nd main floors would look rather
spindly, and the same difficulty before named
as to protecting the jowillcr'.s .slinw-space in
the segmental bay on' t'. th,. sir,, I, is a point
ot considered. We lik,' lli,' np), r windows,

and generally the d.sjgi, i^ original and
avoids pretence.
"T. T." makes a proposal which quite

easily might have been made distinctive. At
present the elevation is unduly cut up by
vertical lines, the curved-faced pilasters
rising from the street level to the cnlminatin!;
cornice, four floors high above the basement.
The properly tall proportions of the windows,
rightly having their heads near the ceilings,
also contrilmte to this look of verticality.
with no binding features to tie the coin-
pnsition together, a requirement not so much
-Inictural, of course, as architectural, while
I III' segmental hooded arch, awkwardly
loming over the showroom central window of
three lights, looks isolated and disturbing in
effect.

^

"Keystone" has a cumbersome design,
devoid of breadth in treatment, and the door-
ways are identical without any distinction.
Still, the proposal is practical, and might
ho admired by a tradesman specially because
the shop has so big a fascia in ashlar inasoiuy
for the display of names, even although the
light to the showroom, called a mezzaiiiu,'. is

low down and badly curtailed. The rercssi'd
centrepiece, with the colnmns and arch over,
is not without precedent, though the pro-
portions of the side-windows are bad and the
general pattern of this part of the front is

very incongruous.
" Nosey " is not noisy ; indeed, his design is

ijuiet enough and commendably old-fashioned,
typical of early nineteenth-century Classic,

with Ionic columns and square piers at the
sides, set forward in front of a recessed
upper elevation above the showroom level.

Rusticated piers divide the lower halt of the
front, the weak feature in the arrangement
being the poor treatment of the interspaces
filled with glazings devoid of character, and
the door design is paltry. The outline

drawing and general get-up' fails to do this

proposal justice.

lly eonies into the same
t named scheme, though

I'm- ninch care and no

Youngste
category as

•e giv,' liiin

ttle iii'liisli-

ce of U'lrk. liiiMim I win faseias. one at the

I of the fruiil ami one in the middle,
iiled by consoles of indifferent character,

e architraves to the upper floor windows
very like Portland cement run features,

h cast corner-pieces, faced with circles.

Norvic" sends a warehouse-looking front,
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quite inoffensive, but otherwise not interest-

ing, a result largely due to the eight upper
windows all being of the same vahie and size,

with a wide wall-space in the middle, suggest-
ing two tenements. Above the cornice there
is no parapet, while vertical mouldings
framing in the elevation, stoj) dead on the
return of the capping mouldings of tliis

cornice, which forms tlie skyline. It may
be these perpendicular frames are supposed
to mitre, but either vpay the result is doubt-
ful.

"Sherwood" is too redundant, and evinces

no appreciation of scale. He has not made
his front self-contained, and puts his shop-

door right in the centre of the shop-front,

below a depressed and rusticated arch, which
cuts up the spacing awkwardly.
The following is a copy of our instructions

for this subject :—
"The Facade of a West-End Street

Building, 30ft. wide, including half of party-

walls. The ground floor is intended to be
occupied with a shop-front, suited to, say, a

jeweller's business, or the display of small

goods, and this part of the premises to in-

clude a mezzanine floor Oft. high, witli a

private staircase to same leading out of the

rear part of the ground floor, occupied

entirely by the shopkeeper. The building

will be 45ft. high to top of parapet hiding

the flat roof. The shop will be lift, high

from floor to ceiling. Above the mezzanine
floor, which will extend over the side

passage, there will be two stories for offices

—

viz., the first floor 10ft. high from floors to
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ceiling, and the secoiiil floor Oft. Gin. MkIi,
from Hoor to ceiling. A side private iloor

with staircase at rear to give scijarate access
to these offices. Only the front elevation
need be shown with a section, and a plan of

the front wall, so far as space will allow, are
required. The shop-floor level to be 4in.

above the street. The clevational treatment
is to be self-contained within the out to out
dimensions of 30ft., and a symmetrical
spacing of the facade is to be adopted, with
n lintel treatment, the shop windows, in-

cluding the mezzanine, to be in bronze
framings, and large undivided sheets of plate
glass are not suggested. Parts may be
recessed to a small extent, but evident
support in the way of masonry piers, encasing
iron stanchions, to carry the upper building,

must be shown, though the minimum division

between head of the shop-window and the sill

of the mezzanine windows should be adopted,
in oixicr to obtain the maximum of light, the

mai[i cornice and fascia to this lower half

of the front coming above the mezzanine.
The style being of a Classical type, dignity

and breadth in the proportions of the super-
structure should be adopted, while simplicity

of detail in scale with a small frontage is to

be preferred, remembering, however, that

the adjacent premises are of a similar kind,

and so making up a street in which this little

building should harmonise with the rest,

rather than aim at a startling effect individu-

all}-. The roof water will go down at the

back of the premises. Masonry is to be used
for walls as Avell as piers. Scale, Jin. to the

foot—drawn on."
[The subject for February will be set in the

BviLDiXG News for January 30.]

THE LAW OF DILAPIDATIONS.

(Continued from page 83, last iveeh.)

(g) Tenantable Repair.—The meaning of

this terni was fullv discussed in " Proudfoot
V. Hart" (1890), 25 Q. B.. -11'. Tl,.. ..nrnant
in that ease ran: "durin- tlh -,,hI tMin "

(agreement for three year- I.. p iln -ani

premises in good tenantable ri_pair, and .-o

leave the same at the expiration thereof."

The items in respect of which controversy

Is of rooms where the
upon them when the

(a) Repaperiu]
paper which
tenancy commenced had become worn out.

(b) . Repainting internal woodwork where
the paint which was on such woodwork when
the tenancy commenced had worn off.

(c) Whitewashing and cleaning staircases

and ceilings.

(d) Replacing with a new floor a kitchen
floor which had existed when the tejiancy
commenced.

It was conceded that the premises were
out of tenantable repair when the tenancy
began. Having regard to the fact that the
Court of Appeal di

the judgments of (

to tlie furtlier fa- ;

expressed by tlm
ruled by the rer.

Wakelv," it is safer

.tir.,lv

J.J..and

Lurcott V.

i))L' with '-Proud-
foot V. Hart," to rely solely upon the judge-
ments delivered in 'the Court of Appeal.
Lord Esher. M.R. (inter alia), said: 'I am
of opinion that under a c<i;,i i a, i t., h, , ,, tlic

preniisos in tenantable i
i

. ave
them in tenantable repair. ;'

-
' ,_, :, a (,f

the tenant, if tlie premises an; nut la unaut-
able repair when the tenancy begins, is to
put them into, keep them in, and deliver
them up in tenantable repair."

lie then proceeded to suggest that " habit-
able repair," "tenantable repair." and
"good repair," all meant much the same
thing. His lordship (having referred to
certain authorities) then proceeded :

" The
result of the cases seems to be this: the
ijuestioii whether the house was, or was not.
in tenantable repair when the tenancy began
is immaterial ; but the age of the liouse is

very material with respect to the obligation

Bur

both to keep and to leave it in tenantable
repair. It is obvious that the obligation is

very different when the house is fifty years
older than it was when the tenancy began.
Lopes, L.J., has drawn up a definition of

the term ' tenantable repair,' with which I

entirely agree. It is tliis: '"Good tenant-
able repair " is such repair as, having regard
to the age, character, and locality of the

house, would make it reasonably fit for the

occupation of a reasonably-minded tenant of

the class who would be likely to take it.' The
age of tlie house must be taken into account,
because nobody could I'easonably expect that
a house 200 years old should be in the same
condition of repair us a house lately built

;

the character of the house must be taken into
account, because the same class of repairs
as would be necessary to a palace would be
wholly unnecessary to a cottage; and the
locality of the house must be taken into
account, because the state of repair neces-
sary for a house in Grosvenor-square would
bo wliolly different from the state of repair
necessary for a house in Spitalfields. The
house need not be put into the same con-
dition as when the tenant took it ; it need
not be put into perfect repair; it need only
be put into such a state of repair as renders
it reasonably fit for the occupation of a
reasonably-niinded tenant of the class who
would be "likely to take it. . . . With regard
to the papering .... I agree that he is not
bound to repaper simply because the old
paper lias become worn out ; but I do not
agree with the view that under a covenant
to keep a house in tenantable repair the
tenant can never be required to put up new
paper. Take a house in Grosvenor-square.
If, when the tenancy ends, the paper on the
walls is merely in a worse condition than
when the tenant went in, I think the mere
fact of its being in a Worse condition does
not impose upon the tenant any obligation to
repaper under the covenant, if it is in such
a condition that a reasonably-minded tenant
of tlie class who take houses in Grosveiior-
sqiiare wmild not think the house unfit for

ipatioii. But suppose the damp has
eae- 1 tie/ paper to peel off the walls, and
11 1- l>in,u upon the Iloor. so that such a
tenant would think it a disgrace, I should
say then that the tenant was bound under
his covenant to leave the premises in tenant-
able repair, to put up new paper. He need
not put up paper of a similar kind—which I

take to mean of equal value—to the paper
which was on the walls when his tenancy
began. He need not put up a paper of i

richer character that would satisfy a reason
able man within the definition. The sanif

view applies as to painting. If the paint is

in such a state that the woodwork will decay
unless it is repainted, it is obvious that tlie

tenant must repaint. But I think that his

obligation goes further than that. A house
ill Spitalfields is never painted in the same
way as one in Grosvenor-square. If the
tenant leaves a house in Grosvenor-square
witii painting only good enough for a house
in Spitalfields, he has not discharged his
obligation. He must paint it in such a way
as would satisfy a reasonable tenant taking
a house in Grosvenor-square. As to white-
washing, one knows it is impossible to keep
ceilings in the same condition as when they
have just been whitewashed. But if, thougii
the ceilings have become blacker, they are
still in such a condition that a reasonable
man would not say. ' I will not take this
house because of the state of the ceilings,"
then I think that the tenant is not bound,
under his covenant, to leave the house in

tenantable repair, to whitewash them. Take,
again, the case of a house in Grosvenor-
quare having an ornamental ceiling which
s a beautiful work of art. A tenant goes
n and finds such a ceiling in the house, and
n course of time the gilding becomes in such
a bad condition, or so much worn off. that
the ceiling is no longer ornamental. I should
think that a reasonable tenant taking a
house in Grosvenor-square would not require
- gilded ceiling at all. If that be so, on the
mere covenant to leave the premises in

table repair, I should -think that the
tenant who has entered into that covenant

not bound to regild the ceiling at all.

As to the floor, it may have been rotten

when the tenancy began. If it was in such
a state when the tenancy began that no
reasonable man would take the house with
a floor in that state, then the tenant's obliga-
tion is to put the floor into tenantable repair.
The question is. What is the state of the
floor when the tenant is called upon to fulfil

his covenant? If it has become perfectly
rotten he must put down a new floor; but if

he can make it good in the sense in which I

have spoken of all the other things—the
paper, the paint, the whitewashing—he is

not bound to put down a new floor. He may
satisfy his obligation under the covenant by
repairing it. If he leaves the floor out of

repair when the tenancy ends and the land-
lord comes in, the landlord may do the
repairs himself and charge the costs as
damages against the tenant ; but he is only
entitled to charge him with the necessary
cost of a floor which would satisfy a reason-
able man taking the premises. If the land-
lord puts down a new floor of a different
kind, he cannot charge the tenant with the
cost of it. He is entitled to charge the cost

of doing what the tenant had to do under his

covenant, but he is not entitled to charge
according to what he has himself in fact
done."
Lopes, L.J.. after stating that he was of

the same opinion, asked: "What is the
obligation of the tenant under such a.

contract? First, he must, it the premises
are out of repair when he takes them, put
them into good tenantable repair. ' Payne v.

Haine ' is an authority for saying that that
is his obligation. It is also clear that under
such a contract as this he must commit no
waste. Therefore, with respect to the kitchen
floor, the tenant's obligation in the present
case was either to repair the old floor or to

put down a new one. As to papering and
painting, generally speaking the tenant
would not be bound to repaper or repaint.

Most clearly he is not bound to repaper with
similar paper to that which was on the walls
when the tenancy began, or to repaint with
similar paint. Most clearly, also, he is not
bound to do repairs which are merely decora-
tive. But if at the end of the lease the paper
and paint are in such a condition as to cause
portions of the premises to go into decay,
he is bound to repaper and repaint to such
as extent as will satisfy the terms of the de-

finition which I have stated. Again, it the

paint through the lapse of time has worn off,

or the paper has become worn out, so that
their condition has become such as not to

satisfy a reasonably minded tenant of the
class who would be likely to take the house,
then he must repaper and repaint so as to

make the premises reasonably fit, within the

definition, for the occupation of such a

tenant ; and what I have said with respect to

papering and painting applies also to all the

other kinds of repair which have been men-
tioned.

(h) Fire.—Where a tenant covenants with-

out qualification to keep and leave in repair,

he is bound to rebuild demised premises in

the event of their destruction by fire or other
extraordinary accident ; and where the tenant
is under covenant to insure, his liability to

rebuild under the covenant to repair is not
limited to either the amount for which he
was bound to insure, or to the amount for

which, in fact, he has insured. ("Digby v.

Atkinson " [1815], 4 Camp., 275.) Where the
landlord voluntarily insures, in his own name
alone, and receives the insurance money, that
fact alone does not render him liable to re-

build, nor relieve the tenant from his obliga-

tion to rebuild under the covenant to keep
and leave in repair. Nor, inequitable thougli
it may seem, is the tenant entitled to any
contribution towards the cost of rebuilding
from a landlord who has so insured and
received the insurance money. The best
course for the tenant to pursue in the case
where the premises are burned down, and
the landlord has voluntarily insured, is to
apply as a "person interested," under
14 Geo. III. c. 78, s. 83, to the insurance
office, before it has settled with the land-
lord, to apply the insurance money in re-

building. In order to be effectual, two
essentials must be observed—namely, (a) there
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must be a distinct request to the office that
the money shall be applied in rebuilding,
and (b) such request must be made before
the ofTice has settled with the insurer.
("Simpson v. Scottish Union" [1863], 1 H.
and M., 018.) In the event of the destruction
of premises by fire, the measure of damages
recoverable bv tlie landlord is not necessarily
the entire cost of rebuilding, but that amount
less the difference between the value of the
new building and the old one. ("Yates v.

Dunster" [1855], 11 Ex., 15.) It must be re-

membered that even wliere there is a proviso
in the lease relieving the tenant from liability

to rebuild in the event of destruction by
fire, such a proviso (without more) will

neitlier cast upon the landlord the burden of
rebuilding nor relieve the tenant from the
obligation of paying rent during the
remainder of the lease. ("Marshall v.

Schofield" [1882], 52 L. J., Q. B., 58.) An
exception of damage by "fire, storm,
tempest, or other inevitable accident" will

not help the tenant wliere the "inevitable"
accident is bronglit about by the tenant him-
self. Thus, wliere a warehouse fell because
the tenant overloaded one of the floors, it

w\as held that the accident did not come
within the scope of the exemption. ("Man-
chester Bonded Company v. Carr " [1880],
5 C. P. D., 507.)

(I) Non-Liability of Tenant to Rebuild in

Case of Total Destruction.—In "Lister v.

Lane" (189.3), 2 Q. B., 212, the lessee
covenanted that he would, "when and where,
and as often as occasion shall require, well,
sufficiently, and substantially repair, uphold,
sustain, maintain, amend, and keep" the
demised premises and the same "so well and
substantially repaired, upheld, sustained,
maintained, amended, and kept" at the end
of the term yield np to tlie lessors. The
demised premises included a wharf, ware-
house, dwelling-house, stables, and sheds. At
the time of the demise, which was for a term
of seven years, the dwelling-house was at
least 100 years old, and possibly much older.
Before the end of the term, one of the walls
of the house was bulging out, and after the
end of the term the liouse was condemned by
the district surveyor as a dangerous struc-
ture, and was pulled down. The foundation
of the liouse was a timber platform resting
on a boggy or muddy soil. The bulging of
the wall was caused by the rotting of the
timber. There was evidence that the wall
might have been repaired during the term bv
means of underpinning. The sum of £509
was claimed for rebuilding the dwelling-
house. The Court decided that the tenant
was not liable to rebuild the house.
Lord Esher, M.K., said :—
"

. . . You have then to look at the
condition of the house at the time of the
demise, and, amongst other things, the
nature of the house --vlnt l;'"rl nf a Imii^c
it is. If it is a tin-l r ' - •' '- ^., ,. ,--

not bound to repaii- _ ,, l,r> ];

or a stone house. II li - ,i I
-.• Imih npon

wooden piles in soft groinHj, tlie lessee is not
bound to take them out and to put in con-
crete piles .... However large the
words of the covenant may be, a covenant
to repair a house is not a covenant to give
a difTerent thing from that which the tenant
took when he entered into the covenant. He
has to repair that thing which he took ; he is

not obliged to make a new and different
thing. . . . The tenant from time to time
did the proper repairs, and now the plaintiffs
want him to do something for w'lich he is

not liable, and which would be of no avail
unless he built a house of an entirely different
kind."
Kay, L..J., said :

" I am of the same opinion.
I will add a few words with regard to the
law. In construing such a covenant, regard
must be had to the character and condition
of the demised property, and, assuming that
this covenant is, as has been argued, ex-
pressed in the largest terms, that it is a
covenant to keep in repair and to put. in

repair, still "Payne v. Haine "
(1) shows that

regard must be had to the character of the
house to which the covenant applies. Here
the house was built upon a timber structure
laid upon mud, the solid gravel being 17ft.

below the timber structure, and the only way

in which the effect of timber upon the house
could be obviated is, according to the sur-

veyor's evidence, by ' underpinning ' the

house. That was the only way to repair it

during the tenancy. ' Underpinning,' as I

understand, means digging down through the

mud until yon reach the solid gravel, and
then building up from that to the brickwork
of the house. Would that be repairing, or
upholding, or maintaining the house? To my
mind it would not : it would be making an
entirely new and ditferent house. It might
be just as costly to underpin as to pull the
house down and rebuild it. Xo one says, as

I Judge from the evidence, that you could
repair the house by putting in a new timber
foundation. The only way, as the surveyor
says, to repair it is by this underpinning.
That would not be either repairing, or up-
holding, or maintaining such a house as this

was when the lessee took it, and he is not
liable under his covenant for damage which
accrued from such a radical defect in the
original structure. The appeal must be dis-

missed with costs."

In "Wright v. Lawson " (1903), 19 T. L. R.,
20.3, the tenant of a house and shop under
a lease dated 1888 covenanted: "And will

during the said term, when, where, and
as often as occasion shall require, and to the
satisfaction of the lessor, or her surveyor
for the time being, substantially and effectu-

ally repair, uphold, maintain, drain, paint,
whitewash, and cleanse the premises for the
time being under this demise." On the first

floor of the premises was a bay window. In
1900 the tenant was served with a notice on
behalf of the London County Council, under
the London Building Acts, to take down or
otherwise secure the brickwork of the
external walls and bay window, so far as
cracked, bulged, loose, sunk, overhanging,
out of upright, or otherwise defective ; also
to shore up the bay window and arch over
the back door irnmediately. The tenant
thereupon instructed his builder to comply
with tlie notice, and the window was taken
dow-n, and it being impossible, owing to the
house being old and badly built, to re-erect

the window in the same way in which it was
before witliout its being condemned as
dangerous by the County Council, the
defendant built a new window set back in the

main wall of the house. The landlord asked
that tlie ten.niit in .!il 1 nicred to restore

the prenii.-- t- :l '
i n in which they

were when lii- '
i granted by re-

placing the li:i'. wiimIiiw, The evidence
showed that practically a new bay window,
such as would satisfy the requirements of

the County Council, "could only be erected
by supporting it by two columns from the

ground to the window, or, at any rate, that

supports of a substantial character would be
required. Mr. Justice Kekewich came to the

conclusion that the tenant was not liable to

replace the bav window, since it was im
po.ssible to do so consistently with the

requirements of the London County Council.

He did not think that erecting a new bay
window, supported by columns, could be
regarded as the repair of the old bay
window. It would be erecting a new bay
window of a totally different character, more
permanent, better, and more satisfactory,

and possessing those qualities because it was
new. That appeared to bring the case pre-

cisely within the principle of "Lister v.

Lane." The tenant had lieen prevented by
vi< m.ninr, in the shape of the London County
Couiiiil, from performing his covenant.

Tli.T- wnnl^l l.o iiulv'ment for the tenant. In

•r.,i-ivi,^ N. \V:,ll„.i-" (1906). 2 Ch.. 166. the

fiivt. s.M r.ii.l, i.ii.l third floors, Avith two rooms
and partial ii-l' of the kitchen in the base-

nipiit. ami the yard. etc.. of a dwelling-house

was dpiiiis.d for eighteen years from 1890.

The landlord covenanted to keep the outside

of the premises in good and substantial

repair. In 1005 the London County Council

served on the premises a notice requiring the

owner to take down the front and back walls

of the house as being dangerous structures.

The tenant communicated this notice to the

landlord and required him to repair the

walls. The landlord did nothing, and the

London County Council themselves took

down the walls from the first floor upwards,

propped np the floors with timber, and left

the place uninhabitable.
Warrington, J., said: "I find as a fact on

the evidence of the district surveyor that the
building in question, which was about 200
years old, was absolutely worn out, and had
come to the end of its time. Its condition
was not due to any neglect on the part of the
lessor, but to the effect of time and the
elements on the materials used. It was found
on the survey that the front wall was beyond
repair. Nothing could be done to make it

safe without rebuilding. The bricks had
come to such a state that they could not be
used again, and the mortar was perished to

such an extent that the whole of the wall
above the first floor—i.e., the whole front
wall of the demised premises, really con-
sisted of nothing but a heap of dry bricks.

The back wall, being of much smaller extent,

was not in such a bad condition, parts of it

might have been preserved, but I find as a
fact that the whole of the back wall above
the level of the second floor would have had
to be rebuilt, and it is very probable that

when the work was begun it would be found
necessary to rebuild both wmIIs lower down,
even below the level on the first floor, I

find, therefore, as a fact that on July 13,

1903, repairing the building, in the ordinary
sense, was impossible. Nothing could be
done but rebuild. It was not merely that

rebuilding was the course which a prudent
owner would have adopted as the best ; but
it was the only practicable course to make
the building stand." Having found these

facts, the learned judge gave judgment for

the defendant on grounds which are thus
summarised by Buckley, L..J., in " Lurcott v.

Wakely":
" The pulling down amounted to a de-

molition of substantially the whole subject-

matter of the covenant. In these circum-
stances the finding of the learned judge was
justified that repairing the building— or, as I

prefer to say, repairing the subject-matter of

the covenant, namely, the outside of the
premises—was impossible, and that nothing
could be done but rebuild. The learned
judge found that in that ease that the act

to be done was not one of renewal or re-

placement of a subsidiary part, but sub-

stantially a rebuilding of the whole subject-

matter of the covenant.

(j) Liability of Tenant to Rebuild in Case
of Partial "Destruction.—In ' Lurcott v.

Wakely" (1911), 1 K. B., 904, a lease of a
house and workshop for twenty-eight years
.niit;, .1 ;, i.ii.Miant by the tenant to well

ai i :' I I'llly rep'air and keep in

tl -
'

I 1' r and good condition, and the

pir nil-. - li ii;>: sf> repaired and kept to j'ield

up at the end of the term. Shortly before

the expiration of the lease the London
County Council served a notice on the owner
and occupiers requiring them to take down
the front external wall of the house to the

level of the ground floor as being a dangerous
structure, and the landlord called upon the

defendants (assignees of the tenant) to

comply with this notice, which the defend-

ants failed to do. After the end of the term
the landlord, in compliance with a demolition

order of a police magistrate, took downi the

wall to the level of'the ground floor, and
then, in compliance with a further notice of

the London County Council under tho

London Building Act, 1894, took down the

remainder of the wall and rebuilt it with

concrete foundations and dampcourses, in

accordance with the Act, at a total cost of

£2,56. The house was at least 200 years old.

It had a frontage to Hatton Garden of 24ft.

The depth of the house and workshop to-

gether was 100ft. The Official Referee found

as facts that the condition of the wall was
caused by old age and lapse of time, and
that the wall could not have been repaired

witliout rebuilding it. Referring to " Proud-
foot V. Hart." and to the opinion expressed

by Lord Esli.r that if a floor became rotten a

tenant under a covenant to keep in tenant-

able repair was bound to put down a new
floor, he was of opinion that what Lord
Esher said as to the floor applied equally to

a wall. He continued :

" In this case it is clear that the whole

house does not require rebuilding ; the wall
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can be rebuilt, and has been rebuilt, and the

old tie-plates and binders have been retained,

and the case appears to me exactly like that

of the new floor mentioned by Lord Esher.

Could this wall have been patched or

lepaircd? I find on the facts (although

there is a difference of opinion as to that),

from what was discovered afterwards, that

it could not have been patched or repaired,

and, therefore, it could only be rebuilt, and

that the defendants were bound to rebuild it.

They are liable for the cost of rebuilding it.

As to the requirements of the London County
Council for rebuilding the wall below the

ground, in my opinion the defendants, as

they wore bound to rebuild the wall in

accordance with the Building Acts, and to

satisfy the requirements of the London
County Council, are therefore liable for the

whole of the £256." The defendants

appealed. The Divisional Court unanimously

affirmed the decision of the Official Referee.

The defendants again appealed. The Court

of Appeal unanimously affirmed the decision

of the Divisional Court.

Cozens -Hardy, M.R., referring to the

summing-up of Tindal, C.J., in "Guttendge
V. Munvard," said: "I certainly am not pre-

pared to assent to the view that 'what the

natural operation of time flowing on effects

and all that the elements bring about in

diminishing the value constitute a loss which,

so far as it results from time and nature, falls

upon the landlord.' That is obviously too

wide. . . . When I come to consider what
is to happen when, by reason of the elements

acting on an old building, say, a chimney-

stack is blown down, is it possible for the

tenant to say he is not liable to put that up
because the 'collapse was due merely to age

and the elements? I am astonished to hear

that such a contention can be raised. So if

a tenant under a repairing lease finds that

a floor has become so rotten that it cannot

be patched up, that it is in such a condition

that it cannot bear the weight of human
beings or of furniture upon it, can it be
said that the tenant is exempt from the

liability of replacing that floor and repairing

it in the only way in which it can be repaired
in order to make the house habitable merely
because the state of the floor is due to time
and the elements? I am entirely unable to

follow that argument. ' Proudfoot v. Hart

'

seems to lay down a perfectly sound and
intelligible proposition on this point—namely,
that in such a ease it is the duty of the
tenant, if he cannot patch up the floor so

as to make it a floor, to replace that which
is no longer a floor by something which is

a floor. That being so, it seems to me that
we are driven to ask in this particular case,

and in everv case of this kind. Is what has
happened of such a nature that it can fairly

be said that the character of the subject
matter of the demise, or part of the demise,
in question has been changed? Is it some-
thing which goes to the whole, or sub-
stantially the whole, or is it simply an injury
to a portion—a subsidiary portion, to use
Buckley, L..I.'s, phrase— oif the demised pro-
perty? Ill till-- i;i-'', tlif. view taken by the
Official Ri r. r. , I til,. Divisional Court is

the view \\],u h rn,,,,,,, i,,ls itself to me—that
this portion ,,f tlir wall, 24ft. in front, is

merely a subsidiary portion of the demised
premises, the restoration of this wall leaving
the rest of the building, which goes back
more than 100ft.. nntnncliprl. The restora-
tion of this wall will not rlnniLT the character
or nature of the l.ml.lni-. in,,! I am unable
to say that the c]ur,iii,ii .iiiT. is in any way
from that which we .sliouhl ha\c had to con-
sider if by reason of the elements and lapse
of time, say, some rafters in the roof had
become rotten, and a corner of the roof gave
way so that the water came in."

l''letclier Moulton, L.J., said: ".
. . .

What is the meaning of keeping old premises
in good condition? I can see no difficulty
ill decidine the meaning of tlnit. It nipnns
that, considering that thr\ ::!: ..M pi, inises,

they must be kept in good ( liinpn ;i- Mnch
premises. . . . But we nin-t l«:ir in inind
that while the ago and the nature of the
building can qualify the meaning of the
covenant, they never can relieve the lessee
from his obligation. If he chooses to under-

take to keep in good condition an old house,

he is bound to do it, whatever be the means
necessary for him to employ in so doing. He
can never say, ' The house was old—so old

that it relieve'd me from my covenant to keep

it in good condition.' If it was so old that

to keep it in good condition would require

replacement of part after part until the whole

was replaced— if that was necessary—then,

by entering into a covenant that he would

do it, he took on his own back the burden of

doing it with all that this duty might entail."

Dealing with the covenant to "keep in good

condition," the learned Judge pointed out

that those words would have a different

meaning according to the nature and .age of

the house: "Now, of one thing one can be

certain : there is a breach of the covenant if

the house no longer remains a house. It is

quite clear that, however you qualify the

meaning of the keeping of a house ' in good
condition,' it implies that there is a house."

Buckley, L.J., said: "'Repair' and
' renew ' are not words expressive of a clear

contrast. Repair always involves renewal

;

renewal of a part—of a subordinate part.

Renewal, as distinguished from
repair, is reconstruction of the entirety

—

meaning by the entirety not necessarily the

whole, but substantially the whole, subject-

matter under discussion. I agree that if

repair of the whole subject - matter has

become impossible, a covenant to repair does

not carry an obligation to renew or replace.

That has been affirmed by ' Lister v. Lane '

and ' Wright v. Lawson.' But if that which
1 have said is accurate, it follows that the

question of repair is in every case one of

degree, and the test is whether the act to be
done is one which in substance is the renewal
or replacement of defective parts or the

renewal or replacement of substantially the

whole. . . ."

(k) Measure of Damages. — The general

rule is that where an action for non-repair

is brought during the currency of a lease, the

measure of damages is limited to the depre-
ciation in value of the reversion. ("Doe v.

Rowlands" [1841], 9 C. and P., 734.) But,
whilst this may be the general, it is by no
means the invariable rule. In "Conquest v.

Ebbetts" (1896, A. C, 490, Lord Herschell
said: "I do not think any hard-and-fast rule

can be laid down as to the damages which
may be recovered by the covenantee during
the currency of a lease in respect of the

breach of a covenant to keep the demised
premises in repair. All the circumstances of

the case must be taken into consideration,

and the damages must be assessed at such a

sum as reasonably represents the damage
which the covenantee has sustained by the

breach of covenant." His Lordship then
indicated his disagreement with the proposi-

tion "that whatever the circumstances, and
however long the term had to run, the

damages must necessarily be what it would
cost to put the premises into repair," and
proceeded: "On the other hand. I think it

would be equally wrong to hold that this

could never be the measure of damages, what-
ever the circumstances and however nearly
the term had expired." The measure of

damages for breach of a covenant to keep
demised property in repair is not necessarily

the same in the case of an underlease as in

that of a direct lease with a freehold
reversion. Where the underlessee has notice
that there is a superior landlord, the imme-
diate lessor's liability over to that landlord
must be taken into account, and the cost of

putting the property into repair at the end
of the term may properly be considered for

that purpose. ("Ebbetts v. Conquest"
[1895], 2 Ch., 377.)

(l) Damages for Non-Repair at End of

Term.—Where the tenancy is ended the
landlord is entitled to recover by way of

damages " such a sum as will put the premises
into the state of repair in which the tenant
was bound to leave them." ("Joyner v.

Weeks" [1891], 2 Q. B., 31.) It is im-
material that the landlord intends to
demolish the buildiufjs (" Rawlings v.

Morgan" [18li.-,|. 1,« C. IS,. \. S., 776), or that
he has susUninil. m l,i,l, nodamaL'e at all

by the brea< 1. r .l,,Mni ^. Weeks" [1891],
2 q. B.. 31). 'ihc laiuUord may also recover

reasonable compensation for the loss sus-
tained by him through having his house
empty while it is being repaired. (Per Cave,
J., in "Proudfoot v. Hart" [1890], 25 Q. B.,
47; "Birch v. Clifford" [1891], 8 T. L. R.,
103.)

(m) Relief against Forfeiture.—Where a
tenant is under covenant to keep in repair
and the lease contains a proviso empowering
the landlord to re-enter on breach of such a
covenant, regard must be had to the terras
of the Conveyancing Acts, which prescribe
certain steps to be taken by the landlord
before he can enforce his riglit of re-entry.
Thus he must

—

(a) Serve on the lessee a notice specifying
the particular breach complained of, and

(b) if the breach is capable of remedy re-

quiring the lessee to remedy the breach, and
(c) in any case requiring the lessee to make

compensation in money for the breach, and
(d) the lessee fails within a reasonable time

thereafter to remedy the breach, if it is

capable of remedy, and to make reasonable
compensation, in money, to the satisfaction
of the lessor for the breach.

A mere general notice that " you have
broken the covenants for repairing the inside

and outside " of the demised houses is

bad. It " ought to be such a notice as

to enable the tenant to understand with
reasonable certainty what it is which
he is required to do The notice
ought to be so distinct as to direct
the attention of the tenant to the par-
ticular things of which the landlord com-
plains, so that the tenant may have an
opportunity of remedying them before an
action to enforce a forfeiture of the lease is

brought against him." ("Fletcher v.

Nokes" [1897], 1 Ch., 271.) Whilst a notice

containing insufficient particulars is bad, a
notice is not invalidated in toto merely be-

cause the lessor fails to prove all tho

breaches alleged. (" Pannell v. City of

London Brewery Company" [1901], 1 Ch.,
496.) But where a notice set out the general
covenant to repair contained in a lease, and
then set out two further special painting
covenants which the lease did not contain
at all, and annexed a schedule of work
required to be done generally, some at least

of which was not properly referable to the

general covenant, the whole notice was held

invalid. ("Guillemard v. Silverthorne

"

[1908], 99 L.T., ,584.) In the recent case of

"Jolly v. Brown " (1913), 109 L. T., 210—to

which our secretary, Mr. Goddard, has very

kindly drawn my attention—the landlord of

six houses served upon the lessee a notice

under the Conveyancing Act. The schedule

of dilapidations attached to the notice was
headed " Schedule of dilapidations allowed to

accrue in and about the properties known as

Nos. 35, 37, 39, 41, 43, and 45, Menotti-

street, Bethnal Green," and dealt with the

repairs alleged to be necessary under
general headings, such as "roofs," "fronts

:iiid backs," "rooms and staircases gener-

ally," without (save in two or three instances)

referring specifically to the repairs necessary

in particular houses. The schedule concluded
as follows :

" Well and substantially repair,

maintain, and put the premises and appur-

tenances in thoroughly good repair and con-

dition, and note that the completion of the

items mentioned in this schedule does not

excuse the execution of other repairs if found
necessary." The premises consisted of six

small houses containing six rooms each, and
let to weekly tenants at lis. a week each.

The learned Official Referee held that the

notice was insufficient. The Divisional Court
held that the decision of the learned Official

Referee was wrong, and that the notice was
sufficient to give the lessee the materials for

ascertiiinin^ what Iirrac-lir^ „! c.Nrnant ho

to rem
the hu

xtnllt of

of the Convevancing and Law of Property

Act, 1881. This decision has just been

affirmed by the Court of Appeal (Vaughan
Williams, L.J.. dissenting). Where no

expen.se or loss has been incurred it is not

necessary to demand compensation. "The
lessor need not, if he does not want any

compensation, ask for it." (Per Lord Esher,
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JI.R., in "Lock V. Pearee " [1893], 2 Ch.,

271.) By the Conveyancing Act of 1892, " a
lessor shall be entitled to recover as a debt
due to him from a lessee, and in addition to

damages (if any), all reasonable costs and
expenses properly incurred by the lessor in

the employment of a solicitor and surveyor
or valuer, or otherwise in reference to any
breach giving rise to a right of re-entry or
forfeiture which (a) at the request of" the
lessee is waived by the lessor by writing
under his hand, or (b) from which the lessee
is relieved under the provisions of the Con-
veyancing and Law of Property Act, 1881, or
of this Act." The costs and expenses referred
to are recoverable only when (a) at the
request of the lessee the lessor waives the
breach by writing, or (b) when the lessee is

relieved from the forfeiture bv reason either
of the Act of 1881 or of the Act of 1892.
Therefore it follows that if the lessee
remedies the breach within the reasonable
time limited in the notice, no right of for-
feiture arises, and no costs or expenses are
recoverable. (• Nind v. Xineteenth Century
Building Society " [1894], 2 Q. B., 226.) And
a fortiori no co.sts or expenses are recover-
able when the tenancy is ended, and the
claim is not to enforce a forfeiture, but
merely to recover damages for breach of
covenant to repair. The Conveyancing Acts
apply to all leases, whether made before or
after the said Acts, and have effect notwith-
standing any stipulation to the contrary. (44
aTid45 Vic, c. 41, s. 14, subs. 9.)

(2| landlord's obligation under express
contract

In the case of a covenant by the landlord
three main points should be borne in mind :

(1) That the principles of construction laid
down with reference to lessee's covenants
apply equally to landlord's covenants.
(•Torrens v. 'Walker" [1906], 2 Ch., 166.)

(2) That where the landlord's covenant
refers to the interior of the premises, notice
of the alleged defect must be given to him
before the tenant commences an action.
("iVIakin V. Watkinson" [1870], L. R., 6 Ex.,
25.) No such notice would appear to be
necessary where the liability of the landlord
arises under the Housing," Town-Planning,
etc.. Act, 1909, inasmuch as that Act gives
the landlord power to enter and view.

(3) That where the lamllr.id ,,,!,i„Wt- a
breach of an express contract ' -

|
i; u,

repair the interior of a hous.. I -
I !.

(unless the defect amounts to ;, ,.in~:,f, . !.,r

injury to a member of the tenant's family
(• Cavalier v. Pope " [1906]. A. C, 428) or tb
a third person (" Cameron y. Young " [1908],
A. C, 176.)

^*^
THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The London County Council, at its meeting

on Tuesday, adopted a recommendation
froni its General Purposes Committee to
signify willingness to accept a new traffic
branch of the Board of Trade as an authority
for dealing with traffic matters in Greate"r
London, provided that it consists of a small
number of specially qualified persons
holding office for a considerable period.
The Improvements Committee reported

that during the Christmas recess the comp-
troller of the Bridge House Estates gave
notice under the Corporation of London
(Bridges) Act. 1911, of the intejition of the
Corporation to commence the construction
or alteration of Southwark Bridge. The
arrangements shown on the plan relating to
the arch over Bankside were satisfactory,
subject to the provisions of the London
Building Acts and of the Acts rel.nting to
Thames flood prevention being complied with,
and the plan has been conditionally approved.
The same committee recommend'ed that the

lease of a site between Kingsway and Kean-
street, which the Council had' decided to
let to Messrs. King and Arnell, Ltd., for
ninety-nine years at a rent of £2,000 a year,
be granted to the Law Land Company. Ltd.
Sanction was rcommended, on an application
made on behalf of the New Zealand Govern-
ment, to the formation of a street for foot
traffic only, out of the north-western side of
the Strand, eastward of No. 417.

In connection with the widening by the

Council and the Westminster City Council
of Argyll - place, and the rebuilding, from
plans by Messrs. Edwin T. Hall and
Son, Bedford - square, W.C., of the
premises of Messrs. Liberty and Co., Ltd., on
both sides of Kingly-street, it is desired to

erect a connected building extending from
Foubert's-place along Regent-street and the
whole length of Argyll place to Great Marl-
borongh-street. Messrs. Liberty and Co.
have, it was stated, agreed to surrender to

the Westminster City Council, at cost price,

some of their land in Argyll-place, to relieve
the city council of the whole of the surplus
lands, and to make a substantial grant to-

wards the cost of the improvement. The
firm's proposal for the re-erection of their
premises involve the erection, across Kingly-
street, about 8ft. from its new northern end,
of an arch supporting a building of three
stories, and application is made to the Council
for consent. Both his Majesty's Com-
missioners of Woods and Forests, freeholders
of the Regent-street frontage, and the West-
minster City Council approve the erection of
the archway building and the continuation
oF the Regent street elevation on the return
frontage to Argyll-place, and the Building
Acts Committee recommended that consent
bo given.

The Establishment Committee reported
that on the completion by Messrs. F. and H.
F. Higgs of the work included in their
contract for the construction of the raft
foundations, etc., of the new County Hall
tliey claimed a balance of £1.').632 4s., or,
alternatively, £16,695 19s. 8d., in respect of
the contract. The committee were advised
that the balance due to the contractors in

respect of measured work amotuited only to

£2,722 15s. 3d., and that the Council had a
claim under the contract to liquidated
damages amounting to £4,400 in respect of
delay in the completion of the work. Nego-
tiations were entered into with the con-
tractors, will awever. required their cla
to be submitted, as provided for
contract, to Mr. English Harrison, K.C., for
arbitration. The arbitration proceedings
haying been held for ten days, and being then
adjourned, another effort was made to secure
a settlement by agreement, and as the result
the contractors agreed to accept the sum of
':4.787 8s. 5d., including the sum of
€2.772 15s. 3d. due to them in respect of
measured work, the Council waiving its claim
for damages for delay. The contractors are
to pay the arbitrator's costs, and each party
is to pay its own legal costs.

For years now^ the Greenwich Borough
Council" has been urging the County Council
to improve the ventiJation of the main sewers
which run through that borough, and the
emanations from wliieh are the subject of
constant complaints by the inhabitants.
Xearly all the surface ventilators have been
closed, but the complaints continue, and the
borough council has asked the Home Secre-
tary to inquire, under the provisions of the
Metropolis Management Amendment Act,
into what they state to be "the failure of the
London County Council to comply with its

statutory obligations." Complaints are not
confined to Greenwich, and the Main
Drainage Committee have come to the con-
clusion that the matter can no longer be
considered from a purely local point of view.
.As to the probable danger to public health
due to sewer emanations, the opinion is ex-
pressed by tlie cnmniittee that, on the whole,
while si:. 1) r ,n t l,,> ^aid to be non-existent,
if it (]•:. - - rinbably very small. It
is point ,1

.

• i: .1,,. problem to be solved
is, first, [• iivii ;.l. a sufficient number of
inlets for fresh air. to distribute them
properly, and to insure that they will not act
as outlets; and, secondly, to provide outlets
that will extract foul air without creating a
nuisance, and so to distribute them that all

parts of the sewer will be ventilated. It is

held tliat the provision by every householder
of a ventilating pipe on the sewer side of the
interceptor on the house drain, or, as an
alternative, the abolition of the interceptor
itself, would go a long way towards the
solution of the problem ; but "that problem is

one of extraordinary difficulty. There is at
present, it is added, no scheme which can be

considered satisfactory from all points of

view, and the committee is unable to advise
any departure from the existing practice of

considering each ease of complaint on its

merits, and, it possible, remedying the defect.

**»
CHIPS.

A block of four almshouses is about to be
built on the Kiversdale estate at Otley for the
Lee Trustees. Mr. J. H. Wall, of Oiiey, is the
architect.

A Presbyterian church is about to be buiU in

Upper Newtownards-road, Belfast, from plans
by Mr. E. R. Kennedy, F.K.I.B.A., WeUmglou-
place, Belfast. The builders are Messrs. K.
rievvitt and Son, also of Belfast.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned
a loan of i;4,824 by the VViveliscombe Urban
District Council for the purchase of land and the
erection of working-class dwellings. The council
have given instructions for the preparation of
plans and specitications with a view to inviting
tenders for the work.

The Port Authority of Amsterdam is about to
construct a new basin on the western side of
the Hemsbridge, 11,000ft. long, with a depth
of 34ft., at an estimated cost of j;i,7oO,UO«
sterling. A second lock will be formed at the
entrance from the North Sea, 1,180ft. long,
131ft. wide, with a depth of 46ft.

The scheme of Mr. D. A. Thomas for the
decoration of the Cardiff City Hall with statues
of Welsh personalities has been revised, and the
cost of the proposal is now estimated at Ji;2O,0OO.

The original scheme was for ten statues; but
the new design is for eleven—one of these to
be a central figure of St. David, by Sir W.
Goscombe John, R.A., with ten others grouped
round it. The eleventh statue will probably be
that of Queen Boadicea.

In discussing the construction of concrete
buildings in a paper before the Boston Society
of Civil Engineers, Leonard C. Wason, President
of the Absrtliaw Construction Company, Boston,
Mass., advises casting the stairs considerably
later than the floors, and in a separate operation.
In casting the floors, rods are left projecting
from floor to bond in the stairs, thus preserving
the same measure of strength in the latter as
would be the case were the whole job done at
once.

The corporation of Manchester have in hand
the construction of a new street in the north-
east district, from Lamb-lane to Oldham-road.
This will commence at the Lancashire and
Yorkshire Railway Company's Miles Platting
station, and terminate in Oldham-road, at the
corner of Wilson-street. Most of the property
has been acquired, and many houses have
already been demolished. In connection with
this improvement, Hulme Hall-lane is being
widened.

Messrs. Carsons, Ltd., chocolate manufac-
turers, of Glasgow, have just constructed a new
factory at Shortwood, near Mangotsfield Station,
Uristol. The factory is of six floors, and is 360ft.
by 60ffc. A power-house built as a separate
edifice between the present block and one of
liUe dimensions hereafter to be erected. The
walls are of local red bricks, and the floors
and supporting-columns and partitions of rein-
forced concrete. Messrs. Hal Williams and Co.,
of Red Lion-road, Warner-street, London, were
I lie designers, and Messrs. John Mowlem and
(-0., Ltd., of Pimlico, the contractors.

From the National Art Collections Fund there
has been presented to the Print Room of the
British Museum a volume of forty-eight small
Irawings by the famous etcher Jacques Callot,
illustrating a cruise m the Mediteiranean in the
lutumn of 1620 Cvllot who was then in the
seruce of Cosimo II Giand Duke ot Tuscan}
was taken as t pas^enser on board one of the
1 ' ill ill «hi h Msitpl Bileari, Islinds,
I h ( ilil 1 in r , I,pan

k ml I 1 1 III k hilk

\.n ipptal 1 being male frr £1000 for the
renoiation of Nt Birtholomew s Church Gra\ s

Inn roil W C The church was built about
1800 b^ the Rex W illiim Huntmiton a Baptist

\i\ Princess \mplia Uushter of King George
III and other people ot distinction On his
leath the property ^nt into Chancery and was
exentualh bought w\ opened in 1837 is an
fpi copal proprietarx chapel and m 1860 the
church His consecratpl in 1 a pin h assigned
There are serious subsidences and ci icks ni the
foundations and extensne dilapidations The
distinctive character of the quaint interior will

be preserved in the renovation.
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OBIl UAKV.
Col. Walter Liberty Vernon, F.R.l.B.A.,

I''.S.I.. Government architect for Neu Soiitli

Wales, died on the 17tli inst. al S\,iiir\.

N.S.W., ai-ed 67 years. Mr. W-nu'.u Imu
been n Fellow of" the Roval In^titiit,- uf

British Architects since 1886"

Mr. Richard Jolni Leeson, of tlie firm of

Messrs. Oliver and Leeson, architects, fvevv-

castle on-Tvne. died recently at Lncock,
Wilts. A "native of Norwich", he h,id long
practised iii Newcastle. He was a nieinber

of the Nortluiniberland County Coinicil, and
resided at Cullereoats.

Mr. Cliarles Francis Osborne. Professor
of the History of Architecture at the

I'niversity of Pennsylvania, died at his

borne in" Philadelphfa on Decimlin ijt.

He was a member of the teaclnni.' -iilT

at Pennsylvania for thirteen y.Mi-. ;iii.l

prior to" that time was for lifteLii

vears connected with Cornell Uniiersity.

Professor Osborne was educated in private

.seliools in New York City. During a part of

1909 and 1910 he was editor of the ADwrlcan
Archileti.

We regret to announce the death, in bis

88th year, of Mr. Alfred Groves, of :Milto.)-

nn.l.M- \V^rl,»,HMl. (l.xlnnl. »hlrll .h rinivil

stock of stonemasons
rc-eoids of his family in

for CL^iituries.

COMPETITIONS.
BOARD OF TRADE OFFICES.—'I'lie

First Coiiiinissioiier of Works officially

iiifonns us that the iinmber of designs snl)

mitted for the new public offices on ..tfie Em-
bankment, at the rear i.f the Cliiipel Royal,

Whitehall, is one 1 liv.l im.i , i.lnv -^xn,.

From these ten S.I - ^
, .

i>, i.rllic

iiiial competition, n, i !
i

'

' ;irh

receive an honor:! iii;;' ..: '_':n'i l|, :, (u-s

are Sir Aston W,M, I; \ ,
iimI \I. ~m-.

Reginald Blomfield. AHA,, IMMB.A,, an.l

Ernest Newton, A,l;,A,, Wl'.Kl.B .\, Wr
understand that tlu^ srl.-etHni «ill suoii be i.ii

view r.ii- ,irfi,-i;il inspection.

.M,\\rill>l i:i! ROYAL EXCHANGE.—
•jiie iH.anl Ml dii-ectors nf the Manchester
Royal Exchange, at flhir last meeting (Sir

Arthur Hawortli, diainiKin, presiding),

adopted the iv> nihiHlatiM,, of their

assessor. Mr. d. s i;,l,.,.,,,
1 ,i; I,B,A.. on

Dealing
director^

which, 1

worth a

I. W.C. ; 3, Messrs
ud Claude Paterson
,;-t. Maiicliester. Th.

.hhI third places wil
MI. of 100 guineas

-i-.pted plans, tin

shaw, Gu:,>. ,urI 1 1'iji' I: '

I

, ,,
,

,
1,11 ,,,.|

cent, more floor -,. ',
:

• ,, ,
, i,

member of the Fi.

able. There will I,, n- ,i !, r,.;id ,,,11,, iv . ;,nK
of floor-spa,.P. «1,;,1, ,1 .-,„ul„l.-„il^ beheved
will suOi.r lMn^ I,,, III,, needs of the next
fifty yeai~. I li. , -i hd cost of the scheme
is eOOli.non. ,,!:. ihii.i being for buildings,
and two thirds lor Ian. I. iinildings to be taken
do.vn, and compensation for disturbance of
tenants. All the occupants of the buildings
that are to be destroyed on th.. s.hiIIrth part
of Bank-street are to' be oiii I- Iii,,, ;M n, xt.
Then the work of demoliii .

;
1, ,, an,]

on Sr^ptember 1 the biiil-i 1 ilie

erection of the new stni. i
1 ii,|i,.l

that the building will b. . - ,. ,, ,

I ,,i, :,

eighteen months from tli. 1
I

lions to the existing E,\. li,i

taken in hand until such tun. :.- il. 1,,, i, 1, , ,

can be accomijiodated in the cxteiisimi.
Then, when old and new buildings are joined
together, there will be an abundance of space

for all the subscribers. Some of the existing

pillars will be removed or reduced in bulk,

s.i that a clear view of the Exchange from one

.ml t.. 111. i.ther will be obtained. At present

III., siil.viribers meet under one great dome.
riMl.r III., new arrangement there will be two

iloines. The principal .^iitraiirp in the fiilnri.

building will be from 1a. ban.', d 1. . I
,

. Iiltl.-

to the north of wli..'. In.nk .11. .1 n..u i.

On the Cross-street snl... a lull.. i.. ili.. .s.nitli

of the existing portico, there will be another

entrance. Thus there will be a straight

course between the two main doors of

entrance. The li.ight from the floor of the

road; and (li,. Co npnral ive Insiiniin-.

Society's building, in Corporation-street.

NEWCASTLFOX I'VXK. At the last

meeting of tin \, .
,-11. ... T. n. falucation

Committee n .

,

..
: \li, Edwin

Cooper, F.l; I I; \ .1.. I.., :h.- adviser
upon the fi^. . ... ].. I 1, . .n ,_,, !..! the ex-

t..|iM.ii.s to Unili. iL.r.l I. ..I, 111, .III tkiUege,
lia.l pl;..-,..l lii-t III.' .I..ML'i. of Mr. W. H.
l\ii..wl..<. F,S,.\

, 11;. IB, A.. Newcastle;
ami s,.....ii,| l|„ ,|,.ML,.ii ..r Mr. Chas. S.

l':rnii^.t..ii, A.R.I.B.A., \..u .ii^tl.n .Mr.

Knowl(.s was accordingly rii..inin.n.l.-.l f..i-

the appiiiiitnieiit as architect, 11 \mi- hIm.

reeonini..inl..,l tliiit the whul.' -.Ii.ii... ,.f n,v-

tension. 1... .,,111. ..I ..m 1 . ., 1 1, « it In The Lord
Mav.-.r, I

..
I n ..I thn report,

said tin. inn. . ... ^^],ru I In-v should

had the need ..f lli.. a.

cost of the l.niil.liiiLis,

approximately £20,000.
adopted.

VERONA.—We have
tu state that the date tor

desi

Cilv of \"eioiia has bei'ii postpuii..(l to Feb.
next. The bnildiii- 1. t.. I.,, ereeted on a si

in the Piazza il.li.. Kil..-, i I...iiinln.l l.v
\-

Camera di C m. r.n., \i;, ;'..rln 1, ami \

Mazzini. Pr..|iiiiini- ..I In.. Illi.iinn (al...

£1,200) and In. I.nlinil .:,l...iit eilnil, a

offered for tin 1
...... - , i,, ..

. ,
- m i ,,

second by tln^ I
'1

. -nl. ..l . .: 1 1.. ^,, . m. r.,.i

and four nlh. , ... I,. ;.|.|...,i,l, ., n , 1

Council of Adiiiiniolialiuii, a,-. a^.>e.-.MU,.. 1

address of the C'as.sa di Ilisparmio is V
Garibaldi No. 1, Verona.

Tin i..«ii ...n .il nf Birkenhead have pur-
has..!, a^ ,1.1 ,1 I liiiuii to the recreation-ground
.n Bnli..M Hill, .111 area of 8i acres, at a cost
f i;6,lG,5,

Tlie Bristol corporation adopted at their last

iieeting proposals for setting back various pro
iertin,s Id new lines of street estimated to cost

w fire-main has just been
ion of the water engineer
r. Richardson. The main
eet to New Chester-road,
ne section being carried
. Green-lane entrance lo

rd, and Co.'s works, and
Messrs. Ellis and Powell's

en provided at

The architect was Mr. Horace M. Wakley
F.E.I.B.A.. of Adam-street. Adelphi, W.C.

Mr, F, O, Stanford, A.M.I.f,K,, an iiisnccloi

by the surveyor. Mr. J. Bailey, who had pre-
pared tlie new scheme.

Iniliiing UntBllig^na.

CROOK.—On Wednesday the new schools

at Crook for the accommodation of some 500

scholars (infants) were opened. The schools,

situated near Croft-street, are remarkably
.,'.11 lighted and ventilated. The central hall,

Nil.n h'ls some 60ft. long by 30ft. wide, has a •

seiiiieircnlar roof on the improved concrete
principle, and it gives quite a pleasing effect.

The corridors, which adjoin, are lighted by
lantern lights, and on each side of the

passage are classrooms, some ten in all. These
each accommodate fifty scholars. Here, as

in the central hall, glazed-brick dadoes are

introduced. The floors are composed of

wood blocks. At eneh end of the building are

el..alu-,„.in., ami lli,' ,|,.ak rails are inter-

-..I...I uiili In. I wat. r pi|i..s. There are also

|.i..\ 1.I...I t...i.li,i.' ivtirin- i-.i.iiiis. The play-

_.|..iiii.l- wlinli [aces south, is very spacious,
anil ...iiiaiiis two playiiig-sheds. The sole

....ntia. i..r. u.Te Messrs. Walton, of Crook,
ami tin seli.juls have entailed an expenditure
of il.o,UUU, and the whole of the work has
been carried out from plans prepared by Mr.
J. G. Burrell, Licentiate K.I.B.A., of Durham
City.

EDINBURGH.—The Boroughmuir (new)

Higher Grade School, Viewforth, Edinburgh,
was formally opened on Monday afternoon
last by the Right Hon. T. McKinnon Wood,
M.P., Secretaiv fnr S.i.flaiid. has cost

£50,000 for ImiMmti ami e.|Uipnient and
another £9,0UU f..r tin. sit,. Owing to the

sloping ground uu uliieli it is built the school

is four stories in height at the north end and
three stories at the south end. The lower
portion of the building is faced with dressed
sandstone and the npiier iiiift with harlcd

placed at the t

broken up by
are grouped 1

provide fort\

each 80ft. h\

eography

llie bull lings

. ..urtyard and
.. gymnas urns,

t rooms, even
laratioii rooms ;

1 room. two
,srooni, cookery
struction 1 ooni.

additioiia five

.. Queens reet,

altar. A pulpit—yet

been presented by an

congregation. The bi

it l\

..i n..iistrnetion. Jlr. Alfre.l

(:,|l„,,i 1
ll,,rn,iutoii-street. Liverpn..l.

lias Im.,.,i tin- areliiteet. and the bnihfiiig

operations have been carried out by Messrs.

Lawrence Marr and Son, also of Liverpool.

TORONTO.—All official residence in the

style of a French chateau is being erected

for the Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario at

Chorley Park, a suburb of Toronto. The
Cr Valley

... of

sandstni ... Til.'

ready 1
.1' i..'.-ii|i

tractor. ar.. , -\l.

cut sto lie 111

Messrs. Don.'
Canada Fonn.i

Messrs. Purdv, W

At the last meeting of the corporation of

Binningliam a letter was read from Mr. John
I M-l.'V I, ..II, treasurer of the Public Picture

I ..
I offering to the corporation, on

; irustees of the fund, five drawings
. \l|.|,...i-. Legros to be placed in the art-

..iallerv. 'the drawings were: "A Landscape in

Burgundy," "The Emigrants," "Young Peasant
Seated on a Bank," "The Pilgrimage," am!
"Tlie Fish tsellers."
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dntxtntt Calamo.

The aspect, of affairs in connection willi

tlie dispute between the London JI;istcr

Builders and tlieir workmen is depressni': in

the extreme. Last Saturday all worUmen in

the employ of the members of the London
Master Builders' Association were handed,

with their week's wages, a form of agreement

to " peacefully work with my fellow em-

ployees, whether they are members of a trade

society or not." There is also a penalty

clause, under which a workman would agree

to a deduction of 20s. from his wages should

he infringe the agreement. This form must
be returned by 11 a.m. to-morrow ; and if il

is unsigned, that will be tantamount to one

hour's notice to leave the master's employ at

" knocking off " time. On Monday next any

workman (except mill sawyers and wood-
cutting machinists, smiths and fitters,

plumbers and crane drivers) who has not

signed the new penalty agreement will find

himself on the, "Not Wanted " list. AVitli

the unions of the trades last mentioned work-

ing rules are in force. Rules with the

societies governing carpenters and joiners,

bricklayers, masons, plasterers, and labourers

have been terminated by the masters' associa-

tion upon the failure to agree to various pro-

posals, including the formation of a guarantee

trnst fund, formed by deposits by masters

and men, for the payment of penalties for

strikes and lock-outs which violated the

working rules. The officials and rank and
file of the unions concerned declare that the

new agreement will never be signed, and de-

nounce it as the very limit of coercion," and
a proposal to which the men cannot submit.

That the step taken by the Master Builders

IS a drastic one few will deny. On the other

hand, the experience of the last six months
has unfortunately made it evident that many
of the men have little scruple in breaking the

agreements entered into on their behalf by

the Unions, and that the officials of the

Unions have lost all control over the men who
thus elect to be a law to themselves. For in-

stance, take the recent strike at the new Pearl

office in Holborn, which was only settled

yesterday week. In December 174 men
"downed tools" on the ground that non-

union electricians were being employed by a

subcontractor. Those who strnck uerc

plasterers, bricklayers, masons, joiners.

painters, electricians, labourers, polishers.

and floor-layers. They forfeited their stnlie

pay by striking nnofficially, and have bcuu

encouraged by those running the "one bi-

union" scheme. The strikers had to depend
largely during the weeks of the strike on

"coffin Jiails." These were tickets issued by

the Pearl Building Strike Committee, bear-

ing the following inscription: "Id. nail in

the coffin of ' scabs.' " No possible blame
attached to the contractors, who had signed

the working rules with the Operative Brick-

layers' Society, and other unions, under
which it was agreed that "no exception shall

be taken to the employment of a man on tlic

ground that he is or is not a member of a

trade society." Moreover, although, as wo
have said, a settlement was arrived at yester-

day week, another strike occurred on Tues-
day last on precisely the same lines, and it

was with some difficulty the men could be

persuaded to resume work by the officials of

their own unions.

abide by accepted rules of collective bargain-

ing, it is scarcely surprising that the Master
Builders have determined to deal directly

with the men, and to penalise them individu-

ally if they break their engagements.

Whether that solution of the difficulty will

prove practicable is doubtful. Our own im-

pression is that there is a majority of trade-

union workers in most branches who are

opposed to senseless strikes, and anxious to

support their own officials in the effort to

avoid them. Many such may feel, and their

leaders with them, that it is unfair and liigh-

handed to insist on the short notice and the

infliction of penalties the masters have pro-

claimed. If anyhow practicable, the right

policy would seem to have been to seek to

bring about law-abiding and reasonable co-

operation between the masters' representative

boclies and the unions which have respected

their engagements, and their members, witli

the view of combating the irritating

manoeuvres of the agitators who are pro-

moting strife finite as much to terrorise the

ordinary nninns into combination f-or "syn-

dicalistic purposes, as to coerce the

masters. Some such efifort will have to be

made sooner or later, if we are not to share

the recent disastrous experiences of Dublin

and South Africa. That both sides may
realise this before anything like a lock-out,

or a strike en masse is proclaimed, will, we
think, be the earnest hope of all concerned

during tlie few but anxious hours that divide

us from too possible trouble which must meaJi

more or less disastrous loss to all, misery to

many, and probable peril to the peace of the

whole community.

In the face of instances of this sort, of the

failure of some of the unions concerned to

The Council of the Loudon Master

Builders' Association met on Wednesday and

discussed the crisis, but no statement was
issued. It is not considered likely that the

suggestion put forward by the London
Building Industries Federation, an organisa-

tion which is not recognised by the master

builders, that the proposed individual agree-

ment with their workmen should be with-

drawn, and that a conference should be

called, will be entertained by the Masters'

Association. The employers say that the fre-

quency with which the worknig rules have

been broken make it impossible for them to

enter into an arrangement whicli does not

contain a monetary penalty for breaches of

agreement. At a meeting of the Parlia-

mentary Committee of the Trade Union
Congress, held in London on Wednesday,

the following resolution was adopted :

" J'lie

I'arliainentury Committee condemns in the

strongest possible manner the attempt on tlip

part of the building trade employers to

impose upon the workmen a condition which,

if accepted by them, would destroy collccli\c!

bargaining, and the Parrianientary Coin-

mittee therefore urge upon the men not to

sign any agreement which would deprive thi'in

of tlie protection and support of tlieir various

organisations."

er hinders access. The building owner
takes action against the adjoining owner, and

—long after the date of the contract—the

case being taken to the House of Lords,

obtains an injunction against him. 'llie

builder claims damages against the building

owner which he has sustained by delay, and

the Official Referee awards him £560 12s. Gd.

Xow the Divisional Court is of opinion that

a building owner can only be said to insure

that prompt possession and use of the site

shall be given so far as bis own acts and

ability are concerned, and that interference

of a trespasser is as much beyond the control

of the building owner as any other unforeseen

occurrence ! It may be so ; but surely it is

more beyond the control of the builder. Why
is he to suffer?

If the reversal on Wednesday of the t)flici;il

Referee's decision in the case of Porter v.

the Tottenham Urban District Council, in

the Divisional Court by .Justices Ridley and

Bankes is to stand, it seems to us that .i new

and serious risk is added to the many wliicii

confront builders. By his contract witli the

building owner in this case the builder was

entitled to enter on the site immediately, and

to commence work forthwith, and complete in

ten months, subject to penalties. A dispute

between the building owner and an adjoining

The Auctioneers are heading straight for

Registration. Their Bill provides for the

establishment of a Registration Board com-

posed of an equal number of the members

of the Auctioneers' and Estate Agents" Insti-

tute and the Surveyors' Institution, a certain

number appointed by the Board of Trade,

and a further number co-opted by that

amalgamation of bodies. To them is to be

left, after a period of three years, the

examination of new men who wish to

practise in the sale or valuation of real

estate. It is hoped that it w^ould be easy for

that board to delegate either to the Sur-

veyors' or the Auctioneers' Institute

—

possibly the latter—the sole charge of the

examination of those who wished to be

registered. As Mr. B. I'Aiisoii Breach, the

President of the Institute, pointed out last

week at the annual meeting at Southainpton

of the Hants, Wilts, and Dorset brancli, it

does not by any means follow that a man who

is registered is to be a member of either of

the institutes; in fact, he could not be unless

he presented himself for examination iinder

their special rules. Therefore, there will be

no danger of either being flooded by outside

men. All that is asked for is that there shall

be established such a board as will prove

that the men who are registered under it

will be under a very careful system of super-

vision, and that after three years no man
can be brouglit in and registered vvithout

passing an examination. The Bill is before

the Surveyors' Institution, the support of

which is hoped for ; but, like our own Society

of Architects, the Auctioneers' Institute in-

tends to go forward with what it has inulcr-

takeii. \Vi> wish it all success.

Lecturing at the Royal Society of Arts on

Monday night, on ""Art in "Relation to

Industry and Commerce," Sir Charles Wald-

stein, who promised in a subsequent lecture

to deal with a trade custom among architects

which, he said, acted adversely to the pro-

duction of the highest art, sai.l tliat though

art. in the widest acceptation of the term,

apparently was opposed in spirit to coin-

merce and. industry, from the earliest pre-

historic ages art had entered into every

sphere of nnin's public activity, and especi-

ally in our own times. Art was rarely

divorced from industry. Nowadays, howexer,

the development of art in its liighest forins,

so far from being encouraged, was impeded

by tlie action of the State and by the evil

iiilluence of the Death Duties as at present

administered, which were chielly accountable

for depression in higher art a^ an nulnstry.

It was the interest of the State that the best

forms of higher art should be produced and

m.nio accessible to the community. In these
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days of Hourisliing trade and increasing

riches it seemed strange that the best form

of art slionld suffer because, under existing

conditions of taxation, men of wealth were

unwilling to pay an adequate remuneration

for the most successful efforts of con-

temporary art. He held that contemporary

art, which it was the duty and the interest of

the State and the community to encourage,

should not be subject to any taxation what-

ever, but should be rather subsidised. There

is, doubtless, a good deal to be said for that

view, though, as Sir Charles W'aldsteiii

admitted it might no doubt be difficult to define

what objects were " works of art "
; but it was

no harder than to define objects of " national,

seientiae. or historic interest." We await

with some curiosity Sir Charles Waldstein's

comments next week on the evil influences

of our own " trade custom," which, we

suppose, is payment by commission f

Professor Pigou, in a lecture last Monday

night at the Manchester University, dis-

cussed the housing question as part of the

general problem of poverty. His main argu-

ment was addressed to the question of

whether or not a State subsidy of housing is

desirable — whether housing should be

treated as education nud insurance against

sickness are, or whether it should be left,

like food and clothing, without the support

of a subsidy. On the whole, he was inclined

to rank housing with education and insurance

rather than with food and clothing. That,

we think, is a reasonable view; but equally

so Professor Pigou's conclusion that if State

help in the case of housing is desirable, the

bounty ought not to be so arranged as to

differentiate in favour of building by a public

authority as against private enterprise, or

in favour of an uneconomic distribution of

the population. The mistakes made with

regard to State education, and much more

so recently in connection with State In-

surance, it may be hoped—perhaps against

hope— will not be repeated in the near future

with regard to housing. If they are, it will

only be at the risk of an injurious reactioji

upon the production of wealth, and, through

that, nltinnitely upon the fortunes of the poor

themselves.

The pulse of a skyscraper, according to our

American contemporary the Ohio Architect,

must be felt as carefully as that of a patient

by the physician. By day or night a modern
city is never wholly at rest; a hundred dis-

turbing factors are constantly setting up
curious vibrations, which travel in every

direction. The tracing out of these vibra-

tions and their accurate measurement is a

new problem among builders which has a

peculiar interest for the layman as well. This
problem of feeling the pulse of buildings is

not limited to great cities, but often arises in

comparatively small towns throughout the
country. Let a train rush past the founda-
tions of a high building, or even a low one,
or a powerful windstorm beat against its

walls, and the entire structure may vibrate
like a giant tuning-fork. Incidentally, the
problem is so well understood that accidents
from excessive vibration are practically un-
heard of. The cradle may rock, but it never
falls. The measurement of the pulse-like
vibrations is made much the same as that
of an earthquake, and almost as accurately.
The marvellously delicate instruments which
are depended upon for these records trace
curious pulsing-lijies which show at a glance
just how wide an arc the building swings

through,

of the n

Public opinion is all wrong, or nearly so,

as to the amplitude of the vibrations of

buildings both large and small. Everyone

has felt such vibrations, but one's sensations

are apt to be very m'isleading. It is a

surprise to many that the most violent

vibrations are not felt in the extremely high

buildings, as is commonly supposed, but in

the comparatively low office buildings, and,

as a rule, those of solid construction. A
vibration of three-sixteenths of an inch is

extremely violent, for a movement of one-

hundredth of an inch is readily noticeable.

As the records show, there is a peculiar

method of rhythm in these movements, the

building swaying back and forth through a

given are with the regularity of a pendulum.
-•**-

PROFESSIONAL, AND TKADE
SOCIETIES.

ASSOCIATION OF MASTER PAINTERS
OF SCOTLAND.—The annual meetings of

the Association of Master Painters of Scot-

land were held in the South of Scotland

Central Technical College at Galashiels on

Friday. Provost Sutherland, Galashiels,

accorded a welcome to the association, which
was acknowledged by Mr. T. Kershaw
Bonnar, Edinburgh, president. The annual
report by the committee showed that the

membership of the association now numbered
269, being an increase of forty over last year.

The committee noted with satisfaction that

there had been a large increase to the

membership of Edinburgh, Leith, and
Vicinity Master Painters' Association, and
also that Kirkcaldy and Perth Associations
liad affiliated to the National Association,
tliere being now ten affiliated associations.

The relations between masters and workmen
in the practical carrying out of their business
during the past yeaV had been satisfactory.

A few minor complaints had been raised, at

the instance of the operative societies, as to

alleged infringements by the masters of the

working rules ; but in the main these had
been found, on inquiry, to be the results of

misunderstandings, and had been afterwards
amicably settled. In general, trade during
tlie past year continued good, and in the West
of Scotland was somewhat brisker than for

some years past. New work, however, con-
tinued to be scarce. The committee were
informed that the demands made by the
operative societies in Glasgow, Edinburgh,
Dundee, and Kirkcaldy with reference to the
working rules for 1914 were considered to be
of so drastic a nature that the masters' asso-

ciation had refused to concede them. No
definite settlement had so far been arrived at
in these places relative to the working rules
for 1914, although there had been prolonged
negotiations between the representatives of

the employers and employees. Tlie com-
mittee were pleased to learn that the working
rules for 1914 had been adjusted in Aberdeen,
Greenock, and Perth. OfBce-bearers were
elected for the ensuing year as follows :

—

President, Mr. H. M. Tait, Galashiels; vice-
president, Mr. John K. Donald, Glasgow

;

secretary and treasurer, Mr. George J.
Cameron, Glasgow. The Secretary reported
that Mr. F. Morley Fletcher, Director of
Edinburgh College of Art, w^ho had been
appointed adjudicator of the work in the
International Travelling Scholarship Com-
petition to the value of £50, open for com-
petition to apprentices and young journey-
men in the employment of members of the
National Associations of England and Wales,
Scotland, and Ireland, has been awarded to
Mr. Robert Roughley, Liverpool. The
apprentices' annual competition had also
been held, and was taken part in by fifty-six

competitors, as compared with sixty-eight
last year, the diminution in the number of
competitors being partly accounted for by the
fact that money prizes were not now granted
by the association. Mr. J. E. Butterworth,
vice-president of the Association of Master
Painters and Decorators in England, and

Mr. W. A. J. Morrow, president of the
Master Painters' Association of Ireland,
acted as adjudicators in the competition. The
awards showed that eleven prizes had gone
to Edinburgh, nine to Glasgow, six to Gala-
shiels, and four to Girvan. The work in con-
nection with the competition was judged in

the lecture-room of the South of Scotland
Technical College, where it was open for
public inspection.

THE BEAUX ARTS COMMlTTEIi:.--! he
criticism of the last month's subject, "A Con-
cert Hall on an Open Site," was given by iMr.

Arthur Davis, the patron of the atelier, on
the evening of Wednesday, the 14tli iiist.

Messrs. W. G. Lovell and C. Spencer Will-
mott gained " mentions "—the first named
with an exceptionally well rendered set. Two
12-hour subjects, "A Studio for a Sculptor
at the End of a Town Garden," and ' A
Jeweller's Shop Front " were set, for which
there were eleven and thirteen sets respect-
ively. Messrs. Bryan, Watson, and Robert
Lowry gained "mentions." On the evening
of Friday, the 16th inst., at 9 o'clock, a meet-
ing attended by thirty members of the Atelier
and R.A. Schools was held, at which a paper
by Mr. Chaures (logiste, sous patron) on
" Town Halls " was read by Mr. Adrian lier-
rington. Afterwards Mr. Chaures gave a
criticism of six of the sets submitted for the
Royal Academy Gold Medal, kindly lent by
their authors, several of whom are members.
A debate followed, in which nearly everyone
took part, especially with reference to the
difficulty of modern conditions. The resolu-
tion arrived at (after midnight) ran: "That
this meeting is of opinion that modern muni-
cipal necessities and desires are best met by
the arrangement called the ' Civic Centre,"
in which the separate element of those
desires are embodied in separate buildings
combined as an architectural entity."

DEVON AND EXETER ARCHITEC-
TURAL ASSOCIATION.—The Society of
Architects' draft Bill for the Statutory Regis-
tration of Architects, was considered by the
council of the Devon and Exeter Archi-
tectural Society on January 16, when the
following resolution was passed :

" That this
society, having always approved of the prin-
ciple of Registration, now approve the Bill
as drafted by the Society of Architects."

F'ACULTY OF SURVEYORS OF SCOT-
LAND.—The inaugural dinner of the li'aculty

of Surveyors of Scotland, incorporated by
Royal Charter, 1913, was held in St. Enoch
Stalioii Hotfl, Glasgow, on F"riday night,
'

'. ;'
.

I A.re over 100 present. Mr. V.
II I.-' u. President of the Faculty,

I'
I I' iliair, and others present in-

Liihi. li Ml IjMlujrt Lonmer, A.K.S.A., Edin-
burgh

; Professor Stockman, Bailie Duncan
Graham, and Mr. J. A. Roxburgh, Lord
Dean of Guild, Glasgow. Mr. John Baxter,
Edinburgh, proposed "The Corporations of
Glasgow and Edinburgh," to which Bailie
John Lyon and Bailie Robert Graham,
Glasgow, replied. Sir Robert Lorimer, in
proposing "The F'aculty of Surveyors," said
he had always considered that surveyors were
a most hard-working and long-suffering race,
who did an enormous amount of work for a
most inadequate amount of pay. With refer-
ence to the Faculty, the inauguration of
which they were celebrating, he thought its

charter was a most carefully-compiled docu-
ment. He wished specially to refer to one
of the objects stated in the charter—the esta-
blishment of a uniform mode of measuring all
kinds of architectural work. It had always
struck him as a most anomalous state of
affairs that in two cities so close together
as Glasgow and Edinburgh two different
methods of measuring should be in use. He
was perfectly sure that it the Faculty could
bring about one uniform mode of measure-
ment for the whole of Scotland, it would be
of the very greatest use, not only to the archi-
tectural profession, but to all allied trades.

The existence of two measuring systems, as
at present, was undoubtedly a most puzzling
and difficult thing. He was also glad to see
from the charter that the Faculty had
thoroughly worked out an educational course.
Such a course would be of the utmost value
to the youth entering the profession of
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surveying. There could be no doubt that the

existe"nee of a definite test of knowledge, such

as the examiiuitiou of the I'^aculty would
provide, was bound to act as a stimulant and
incentive to work. He felt certain that sur-

veyors had been wise in instituting a Faculty
embracing the whole of Scotland, and there

was not the slightest doubt that the status

of the honourable profession of surveying
would be raised thereby. The President, who
replieil, expressed the gratitude of the
members towards those who had assisted in

the effort whicli had culminated in the
charter being obtained. They Iiad a further
reasoii for satisfaction in that the member-
ship was now 140. and the funds, after paying
all tlie expenses connected with the charter,
amounted to £1.200. When they came to

consider the question of establishing a uni-

form rate of charges for surveyors' work, he
had no doubt they would remember the view
expressed by Sir Robert Lorimer. The con-
ditions in which a young man found himself
on entering the occupation of surveying had
undergone a great change. Some thirty-five

years ago a youth who started work "in a
surveyor's office had very poor chances
indeed. There were no qualifications to be
obtained in those days, and no degrees to be
taken. The classes for the instruction of
young surveyors were practically popular
lectures on elementary science, and" there was
no guidance as to what classes a youth should
attend. All that had been changed, and
every facility was now offered to young
students. Mr. W. Allan Carter proposed
"The Architectural Profession," to which
iMr. A. N. Paterson, F.R.I.B.A., Glasgow,
and Mr. A. Lome Campbell. F.R.I. B. A.,
Edinburgh, replied. Other toasts followed.

LONDON MASTER BUILDERS' ASSO-
CIATION.—The ordinary meeting of the
council was held on Thurs'dav. the 15th inst..
at the offices of the Association, Koh-i-Noor
House, Kingsway, W.C. the president, Mr. I

Walter Lawrence, .Jun., in the chair, and
there was a large attendance of members.
The reports of the special council and com-
mittee meetings whereat particular attention
was devoted to the procedure to be adopted
in carrying out tlie pnlicv antlioriscd at the
general meeting on the Loth ultimo, and in-

structions for the issue of the posters and
circulars to all members, in order that the
information tlierein contained might be con-
veyed to all workmen in their employ a week
before the plan adopted would come into
operation, were read and adopted. New
members were elected, and further applica-
tions for membership received. In reference
to the preceding paragraph attention may be
called to an allusion in the preface to the
L.M.B.A. Handbook for tlie present year,
which says: "Very serious issues are iii the
balance, and by w'ithholding moral and valu-
able support (luring a crisis tliat may prove
to be without parallel in the history of the
industry, non-contribntory employers are
incurring a grave moral responsibility, since
obviously they are imperilling not onlv their
own prospects, but the wellbeing of emjjloyers
generally." The annual dinner of the a".sso-

ciation will take place on the I8th prox.

THE LONDON SOCIETY AND THE
SMOKE NUISANCE.-A dinner was given
by the London Society on Tuesday evening
at the Waldorf Hotel. "Aldwych. when a dis-

cussion took place on " London of the
Future." The chair was occupied by Mr.
Carmichael Thomas, chairman of the execu-
tive committee. Sir Aston Webb narrated a

vision he had had of a London beautified
beyond all knowledge. Railway termini had
been removed underground, and the air was
bright and cheerful because manufactories
had been taken into the country and smoke-
less fuel only was used in ordinary domestic
hearths. Sir William Ramsay suggested that
an ideal way of warming a room was to heat
the carpet by electricity. Before this system
could come into general use, however, they
must have clieap electricity. In the mean-
time, as it was not possible to prevent the use
of open coal fires, which bad much to do with
the smoke nuisance, these might be taxed.

Sir Boverton Redwood thought that the oidy
practical way to prevent the pollution of the
atmosphere with smoke would be to extend

to our domestic fireplaces the law at present

relating to industrial furnaces.

PRESTON SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
SURf^EYORS, AND CIVIL ENGINEERS.
-The members of this newly-organised body

held their inaugural dinner at the Bull and

Royal Hotel, Preston, on Wednesday evening

in last week. Among those present were Mr. H.

Heaton (Messrs. Myres. Veevers, and Myres).

who occupied the chair, in the absence of the

president, Mr. Rawcliffe, owing to a nervous

breakdown ; Mr. Jno. Gardner (Messrs. Long-

worth and Gardner), Mr. H. D. Hartley, Mr.

Fred Howarth. Mr. Ben Sykes (Messrs.

Garlick and Sykes), Mr. Arnold J. T.

Ellison (secretary). Mr. J. H. Mangan, Mr.

W. C. Mangan, Mr. Ernest Shorrock (Messrs.

Thos. Cotton), and Mr. Arthur Cartmell

(Messrs. Jno. Cartmell and Sons). Mr.

Gilbert Starkie represented the Preston

Master Builders' Association as a guest. The
secretary, Mr. Ellison, stated that the new-

society had made good progress. Out of the

twenty-four practising offices of architects

and surveyors seventeen were members. The
chairman briefly sketched the objects of the

society. One object was to protect the pro

fessional architects in Preston and districi

and to prevent them from being interfered

with by outside illicit assistants and amateurs
in both professional and public offices.

Another object was to prevent builders from
doing their work. Civil engineers, land

agents, and surveyors stood in a different

light, since most of them were in receipt of

regular annual salaries. The president's

address was read by Mr. Mangan. Many
members have, the president observed, from
time to time encountered cases of the pre-

paration of drawings and specifications, and
even bills of quantities, both by builders, or

their employees, and also by members of the

staff in various public offices. The executive

ted the injustice of this to thoseepresent

und for believing that the old roof might
bo standing to-day. The lecture was illus-

trated by lantern slides showing the various

stages of the work, and there was on view a

)er of specimens of old timber, of old

hand-made nails, and also of wood pegs, used

instead of nails for fixing the sarking on the

roof.

ROMAN ARCHITECTURE. — Mr.
Banister Fletcher, iir his University Ex-

tension lectures, given on Thursday in last

week at the British Museum, described the

buildings of old Rome on her seven hills, with

the Forum Romanum in the central valley,

flanked by the Capitoline and Palatine Hills.

This centre of civic life and the source of

Roman power was. said the lecturer, to

Rome much what the Acropolis was to

Athens, the Grand Place to a French town,

and Trafalgar Square to London. Recent
excavations helped us to realise the scene

and setting of the activities of the citizens,

and showed that in different climates and
centuries, and with different architectural

surroundings, human nature is ever much the

same. From the exigencies of its valley site

the Central Forum was not planned on axinl

lines, but in all else .symmetry was observed.

It was enclosed by marble colonnades and
surrounded by basilicas and temples. The
temple entrance was towards the Forum,

th the altar of the god in front on which

orifices were offered on the completion of

bargain or settlement of a dispute. In the

apses of the basilicas the President and his

ssessors administered justice and settled

disputes on the spot, while in the main body

of the basilica merchants did their business.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.—
Mr. .J. H. Hanson has been elected a vice-

president of the Surveyors' Institution, in

succession to the late Mr. H. Herbert Smith.

Mr. George Corderov has been placed on the

council, and will read a paper on " Measuring

and Quantity Surveying " at the meeting on

Monday next. The annual diinier will be

held on February 23.

Howarth submitted tl I'oUl i Trade of

Preston." Mr. Gilb. rt St:M-Kl.' ...ponded.

In doing so he thouL' it tlllll tl,r^ lonld put
Preston in coinpan- III \Mtll ..t i.r manu-
facturing town... Tl.- tllnllL'llt 11 \ iinld be a

suicidal poln\ tn .1^1. 111 lllr plr.-, lit scheme
for expendiTiL' i.Jiiii nn lull ill.' b'll. il.^ seeing

that they h^ui h,.,s to a

million and ;. 1 ,, \ 1 r, ^ 1

,

,ii,,,..-,.,l

the toast of 11' W i; ! \

-Mr. Shorn, i ;
'

. 1. ..-t
.

said that so -ti- :l /,

,

- til,- \|:i-l. 1 ; ill M . r
<

'

.Association tliat it wn s pra.-tiei,lly impossible

for a hnilder to live in Preston without he
was a member of their association, and no
builder could be a member unless he acted

perfectly on the sqnare with liis fellow-

members.—Mr. Mangan proposed the healtli

of the president. Other toasts followed.

R.I.B.A. PROBLEMS IN DESIGN.—The
drawings submitted under Subject XII. will

be on view in the rooms of the R.I.B.A. to-

day, from between the hours of 10 a.m. and
8 p.m.. and to-morrow (Saturday) till 6 p.m.

THE ROYAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE
ARCHITECTURAL C R A F T S M E N'S
SOCIETY, GLASGOW.—At a meeting of

the abo\e, held on Friday evening, Jan. 16,

Mr. T. G. Gilmour, .4. R.I.B.A.. presiding,

Mr. George Laird delivered a lecture,

entitled " Glasgow Cathedral." Mr. Laird
dealt first with the history of the cathedra

and then described the work of taking off tl

old and putting on the new roof. The
couples were made of oak, and the first task

to be faced was the procuring of British oak
for the new roof. Sufficient quantities of the

size required could not be obtained in Scot-

land, so almost all the timber came from
England. In the carpenter work and in the

decorated bosses some of the oak which had
been in the roof since it was erected in the

1.3th centniy has been re-used. The lecturer

said this was most interesting, since it points

to a durability in timber which many will

hardly believe, and if it had not been for the

troublous times of the 16th century when the

Reformation took place, and if the roof had
been kept intact and watertight there is good

md water
igned

Mr. J. H. Norris. borough surve

works engineer of Godalmmg. h

order to take up private practice.

A stained-glass window having the Incarnation

,as its subject, and designed by Mr. Francis

Hiley, of London, is about to be placed in the

parish church of Penistone as a memorial.

The Church schools at Uttoxeter were re-

onened last week bv the Bishop of Lichfield after

alterations carriecfout at a cost of £4,800. Mr
H T .Sandv. of Stafford, was the architect, and

Messrs. H. Gough and Sons, of Wolverhampton,

were the builders.

The work of rebuilding the portion of St.

John's Foundation School for Sons of the

riirt'v at Leatherhead, destroyed by fire in

.Iiiiic last, is proceeding apace. The Duchess

of Mliunv will reopen the building in the early

pari of .luly next.

As a commencement of their scheme for re-

placinc slum property demolished under the

Town-Plannins Act at Old Brompton. the Gilling-

hain Town Council have decided to erect eight

houses with a frontage of 13ft. each, and seven

with a frontage of 15ft., on a site in Toronto-

The purchase of property for temporarily

housing tenants ejected by the operation of

closing" orders has been considered by the

sanita'ry committee of Coventry City Council.

and the town clerk has been instructed to

inquire whether the Local Government Board

will sanction a loan for this purpose.

Prebendary A. H. Sanxay Barwell. of

Bletchingleyl who died on November 15,

bequeathed to the British Museum his collection

of Limoges and other enamels, silver and crystal

crucifixes, and alabaster figures, and such of his

silver and china works of art as Sir Charles Read
may select as suitable; to the Society of

Antiquaries such of his books as Sir Charles

Read may select as being suitable.

A town's meeting at Northwich has approved

the promotion by the urban district council of

a Parliamentary Bill empowering the council

to provide, at a cost not exceeding £20,000, a

siqiplementary water supply for Northwich. In

addition to p'roviding for pumping water on a

site at Ulkinton. Delamere, and creating a

reservoir to contain one and a half million

gallons, the Bill gives the council additional

powers to deal with sanitation.
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Corrrsponbcnrfi.

To Ihc Editor of Ihc BliLDiNO Ni'.ws.

Sir,—I shall be glad if you will nllow me
some of your valuable space to give some
advice to any architects' assistants who may
intend comiiig out to British Columbia with
a view to improving their positions. My
advice to them is to stay at home unless they
have already secured permanent positions to

come to. At the present time British
Columbia is suffering from a bad slump in

the building trade, owing to financial

stringency, and there is little prospect of

things improving for some considerable time,
so that the chances of architectural draughts-
men obtaining work are very small.
Even when there is plenty of work going

on, the supply of architects'" assistants is far

greater than the demand, with the result that
it is very hard for them to obtain employ-
ment. The salaries paid, at the best of
times, are poor compared witli tli.- liijli eo^t
of living, which is about f.n p- r . . i 'l.ijli.-r

than in England. These m i-

practically the' whole of \\ i ii.

particularly in the big iii - -: li ,i- \:iii-

couver, Victoria. Calgary. Edniiiiit.ui, Komim,
etc.. and. in addition, there arr the h.ird

ninters to contend with, dnriiia which
building work is almost at n standstill, and
architects' assistants are generally thrown
out of employment.—Yours, etc..

L. W. S. GOODBODV.
Member B.C. Society of Architects.

Western-avenue. N Vancouver. B.C.
P.O. Box 2274.

THE INSTITUTE OF BRITISH DECO
R.VTORS GOLD MEDAL .\WARD.

Sir.— I think your report in the Buii.dinO
Xr.ws of Jan. 16 of the meeting at the Insti-
tute of British Decorators of Jan. 9 convevs
the impression that both in Mr. Crace's
speech and my reply reference is made to
the late William Morris as an artist who hail
designed wallpapers for mv firm of Jeffrev
and Co., and that of Holmes and Aubert. As
William Morris never designed except for
Morris and Company, I shall be much obliged
if you will correct this in your next issue.

—

I am, etc., Metford W.iRJJER.
64. Essex-road, Islington, London, K.

Jan. 20, 1914.

TRUSTS AND BOYCOT'i'S.
Sir. -On December 4 the Castings I'rnst

took steps to cut off, through their 150 odd
members, the whole of our supplies, the
reason being that we refused to become a
trust tied house selling at trust-tied prices.
Having organised the one boycott, they then
endeavoured to create a further bovcott with
another allied coml)in^

Both of these ^r i- luimoved
;

in fact, they ha\. reased our
turnover, by rea-. „t dislike of
the Britisli"publ;. ; ,; ^ ,,, tl,e nature
of American trust methods.

Since the above, it has come to our know-
ledge that certain members of the Castings
Trust are informing builders that it is use-
less to send orders to ourselves, as we eaiwiot
supply the goods. This is a gross libel, as
not only can we supply, but we can do so at
anti-Trust prices also."

Might we take this opportunity of n.sking
any member of the building trade to wliom
such a statement has been made to imme-
diately communicate with us?—We are, etc.,

RowN.soN Drew and Clydesdale, Ltd.
(P. Donald, p. P.B.. Director.)

225. Upper Thames-street, E.C.

Shot through the head and with a revolver
King beside him. Walter James Firminer. aged
52. a well-known builder, of Milton-road, Ports-
mouth, wa-s found dead at a lonely spot on the
Downs at Rocdean. near Brighton on Sunday.
.\ pencilled note savin? "nnod-bye. good-bye.
...r.o<|.),v o?.<. for ^-H'-h nf vA.| WHS found On

(Bnt mittstrationa.

XOS. XXI. -XXVII. BUCKINGHAM
PALACE ROAD, S.W.

This block of buildings is now being erected

to rehouse three tenants, on the expiration

of their respective leases. The left-hand

portion is already completed, and the

occupants of this ar"e Messrs. Hall and Sons,

butchers. This portion has been fitted up
the latest method, the shop itself having

tiled walls and tiled ceiling, with marble-and-

broiize shop-front, the cash-desk at the back
of the shop being of selected mahogany. In

the basement there is an extensive arrange-

ment of cold-storage rooms, worked by elec-

tricity, salting-tanks, and sausage-making
machinery, etc. At the extreme rear of the

building is the stabling for horses, etc. The
adjoining portion is for Mr. Dancock. the

dairy proprietor, and will be fitted up. as

regards the ground floor, as an up-to-date tea-

room, and will be decorated in an old-world

nner and furnished with choice examples
of old oak and blue-and-white china, etc.,

the rest of the building being arranged as an
todate dairy, with manager's house over.
> remaining" two shops belong to Mr.
.Miborongh.' pawnbroker and jeweller,

ise business premises are at the extreme
right. The upper part of the two shops
will be fitted up to form up-to-date resi-

dential flats. Externally the buildings are

being erected of Portland stone, with 2in.

red-brick facings. The general contractors

for the first portion of the work were Messrs.

F. and H. F. Higgs. of Station Works, Heme
Hill, and the architect for the buildings is

Mr. Leonard Martin. F.R.I.B.A.. of No. 17,

Waterloo-place, Pall Mall, S.W.

HE ARMOURY AND DINING-ROOM,
MANSION. MADISON AVENUE, NEW
YORK.
We published the general plans, with an

exterior view of this American town house, in

the Building News for January 9. 1914,

together with a photograph of the principal

staircase and marble hall. To-day, as then
promised, we add a view of the vaulted

Gothic armoury and of the limestone staircase

which serves as an approach to same. Our
second plate gives an excellent idea of the

dining-room, which is sumptuously finished

in a totally different key and modelled on
Empire lines, with French refinement, in

the typical taste of that period. White and
green marbles are employed, with an old-gold

frame to the painting in the ceiling. The
hangings are of green. The woodwork of the

furniture is old gold in colour, the doors and
window-frames, etc., being of grene bronze.
Messrs. Hunt and Hunt, of New York, are the
architects.

During the last week a public meeting has
been held in the Dome of the Royal Pavilion,

under the presidency of the mayor, and much
discussion has been going on locally among
interested parties, as might reasonably be
anticipated, and also in a broader sense con-

siderable interest is being taken at Brighton
in regard to this proposal of the town council

to make an extensive and in some respects

much-needed improvement on the Aquarium
site in front of the Marine Parade and facing

the Madeira-road, overlooking the sea. Fol-

lowing a visit of half the council to various
German spas, the scheme, which we illustrate

today by plan and views, is in progress to

erect buildings which shall include medical
baths, a new marine aquarium. Zander insti-

tute, and a biological station, as at Naples;
a concert hall for the municipal orchestra,
and a lengthy extension of the covered
Madeira Walk, with a bazaar and shops
beyond, and reminiscent of the old Chain
Pier in this respect. All these additions have
been planned to be carried out in such a

manner as to avoid obstructing the sea view
from the Marine Parade, and at the same
time a great public improvement, with a

widened road close to the Palace Pier, will

be accomplished. The cost is estimated at

,E72.00n, and the architects are Messrs.

Clayton and Black, of Prince Albert-street,
hton. Besides the general view from the

sea. and showing the houses along the Marine
Parade in the rear, we give a perspective
looking from the west towards the main
entrance, the sea to the right, and the
Marine Parade rising to the left, eastward.
The general plan shows how ingeniously the
varied depths of the site under the Parade
wall have been laid out behind a long piazza.
The first of the two interior views illustrates

the pump-room of the medical baths and spa,

with staircases beyond. To the right is the
entrance of the Russian and Turkish baths,
and to the left the way to the sea-water
plunge bath. The second perspective illus-

trates the great arcaded crush hall. The con-

cert hall measures 160ft. by 80ft., and the

platform will accommodate 400, giving room
for a big chorus, as well as the municipal
orchestra. A Parliamentary Bill will be
necessary for the utilisation of the site.

A SHOP-FRONTED FACADE FOR A
WEST-END BUILDING.

(For the assessor's award in this Building
News Designing Club competition see

pages 111-113.)

•**

The Sutton Trustees are about to build eight

blocks of workmen's dwelling-houses on a site in

ChiUon-street and Plough-road. Rotherhithe,

Mr. E. C P. Monson. of Finsburv-pavement,
E.C. is the architect.

After standing m the garth of Standard House
since 1873. the ancient market cross of North-
allerton was formally unveiled on Friday, after

bavins been re-erected on its original site, where
it had' stood for centuries, in the Market-place of

the c.ipital of the North Riding.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held

at the Citv Hall. Dublin, yesterday (Thursday),
into the application of the corporation for sanc-

tion to loans of £4,675 and £20,500, for the

purpose of erecting houses under the Housing of

the Working Classes .\ct at Blackhall-place and
Inchicore.

The rebuilding of Nos. 37 and 38, Hatton-
garden. previouslv illustrated in this paper, is

now complete, and No. 36 is now being

demolished, and will be re-erected as an extension

to Nos. 37 and 38, Hatton-garden, from the

design of Messrs. Homer and Lucas, architects,

of Evetvn House. Oxford-street. W., the builders

being Messrs. Spiers and Son, Ltd., of 2, Hill-

road, Abbey-road. St. John's Wood. N.W.

The Federal Government of Australia

ainiounce that the appointment of Mr. Griffin to

carry out the lay-out of the federal capital at

Canberra will not affect the position of Colonel

Owen. Director-General of Works, as Mr. Griffin

will have nothing to do with construction

operations or architectural duties. Mr. Griffin

as town-planner will receive £1,000 per annum,
for three years' engagement, with the right to

take on private work when not employed at

Canberra.

The new fire-station in Welch-street, Stoke-

on-Trent, was opened on Thursday evening in

last week. The premises comprise an engine-

room, rtrving-tower. harness-room, workshop,

four-stall stable, and yard. On the first floor is

a recreation-room, together with an office. The
buildings, which have been constructed under
the supervision of the borough surveyor and his

statT. have cost about £1,400, exclusive of site.

The contractors were Messrs. Meiklejohn and
Sons, of Stoke-on-Trent.

Mr. David Ewart, chief architect of the De-

partment of Public Works. Ottawa, is likely to

be retired shortly at his own request. Entering

the public service in 1871 as assistant engineer

and architect of the Public Works Department,
Mr. Ewart has been at the head of the archi-

tectural branch since 1897. and has designed

most of the public buildings erected in Canada
since thnt time. He was decorated with the

Imperial Service (^rder in 1903. and was also

honoured bv the French Government in con-

nection with designs for the Canadian buildings

at the Paris Exposition.

The revue "Keep Smiling" is the main
attraction at the .Uhambra. and no doubt many
visitors will have noticed the new fireproof

curtain. This is quite the most up-to-date thing

of its kind to be seen in the Metropolis, and has

been made to comply with the latest L.C.C.

requirements. The 'production of the curtain

and the fitting up thereof were the work of

Messrs. Merryweather and Sons, of Greenwich,

whose asbestos curtains are to be found at most

of the leading London and suburban theatres

and music-halls.
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UntBrrnrnnnmicatiott.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

this column, which we deem worth insertioQ.

Replies must be sent in over real name and address.
No others can receive a prize. The Editors
judgment is final.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper,
and with each reply a coupon cut from our front
page must be enclosed.

Any number of replies can be sent, but a coupon of
this date must accompany each.

All else being equal, brief replies will stand the
best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre-
spondents ignore the fact that querists want terse
facts, not long essays. Any necessary illustrations

about twice the size they are meant to be repro-
duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of replies

that contain illu.strations

by first post on Tuesdays,

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no
reply being received worthy of it is reserved by the
Editor, who also claims the right to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

We award the guiuea to Mr. 0. Lewis Abbott.

them

REPLIES.

entirely, so as to form a cavity to act as a buller to
any sound. The sketch shows a method which would
probably do. Insert ceiling-joists on felt across the

andsworth Common.

break the sound,
from end to end o
ceiling is much tlii

portion, whilst the lo

to accelerate the san
on the underside of ;

quarter-partitions, and thus add
of sound. The remedies I woi
follows:—(I) Take up the wood

(each

sides of t

slab pugg
flooring, (

shutting,
bays, anc

the pede-
tlie floor

variety
Unshins-box. it niav be possible
of the lining of the cistern bv t

•from the ball-valve (inlet) to
bottom of the cistern, with tl

hole.—K. H. Kead. Lecturer on l;u

Gloucester Technical Schools.

113139.1-NOISUS.—The element
.vour trouble lies in the fact tlia

I non-conductor of sound, your flo

No doubt the

short length

u'
h*"

i.rjUust

lied bos

ceiling-joists. (See sketch 1.) Owing to
deafening-felt you have used does not pri

transmission of sound, but only tends to I

noise actually made on tho floor, such as
reflection, and from on
this instance, concentrated at certain poll
billiard-room. Hence the cause. Whereby.

^/<r /

'ycf2

^"yy^y

F/£^3
a good sound conductor, and as there is a space
between the fibrous plaster, this also accelerates
matters. The intensity of sound varies inversely as
the square of the distance, and governed more or
OSS by the density of the medium which tran-niits
It. Such waves may, be either (1) gaseous, (2) liquid.

nd redu tho
the

it need not) destroy the decorative function of the
Girders. This Hoor is, perhaps, the best sound-
resisting type of wood floor, especially when fibrous
pla-ter slabs are introduced near the celling, as
shown; but it would be an expensive remedy.
Another method which does not involve interfering
with the ceiling is the use of ordinarv sound-
boarding and pugging. This would necessitate taking
up and relaying the floorboards. This method,

tends to diminish the transmission of

>3i solid, and capable
in a longitudinal direct

forwards, causing «:fi.

and rarefactions, tl,

passing from one mil,
owing to the chanyi >>

to another, as in tin

quite possible to alter

and employ a material
plained of in the bllliai

ing of existing floors an

and.
irds ,llati.

altogetl

Ids to 1

germination of dry-rot. The puggii
composed of coarse plaster, slabs of coke-breeze
concrete. la.M-rs of slaffwool, or flhrous-phister slabs
Fig. 3 Illustrates the method. It Is much cheaper
than the previous one. With regard to the sound
from the w.c

. this is not so easllv accounted for.

nf rnrk ^hnnhl

be taken up, and floor

The w.c. will be ren.xerl

3ln. joists on the presei
soil-pipe,

the spat
must r.

A.R.I.B.
nmcd

Pete

(13130.1—NOISES.—In order to correct this defect

it will be necessary to break up all the possible

sound-w.ives that aVe transmitted from the upper

of which the floors and partitions, etc.. are con-

arcade. Preston, Lancashin

l,]_NniSE5-To pr.?Tent
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present 16iu. b)- Gin. E.S..I.

space between floor and
wool—Frank Wilson,
ShefTicld.

and fill in the inter
new ceiUng with

22.i, Nottingham-street,

11313n.l-NOISES.-To h
sound-proof floor, :i : t-

should havo bcfn :

' .. i

failure of the d, i i

caused bv the nail

being driven tlir.m ,
i,

ideabei.iL- .1, ,, : .

The flo,.r .
•'

\\c obtained a

rxr^/focit /*twM..

STATUES, MEMORIALS, cfec

EDINBURGH: EDWARD VIT. MEMORIAL
—The movement for erecting in Edinburgh a

Scottish national memorial to King Erlward is

now taliing definite sliape. The executive com-
mittee mat in Edinburgh on Tuesday, under the

presidency of Lord Strathclvde. It was stated

that their Majesties the King and Queen
attached considerable importance to the scheme
for gateways in the forecourt of Holyrood
Palace, and. on the motion of Lord Dunedin,
seconded by Lord Tnverclyde, the committee
approved generally of a design by Mr. G.
Washington Browne, R.S.A., Edinburgh, for

handsome gates at che north and south sides.

The committee requested Mr. Browne to prepare
a detailed design showing also the statue and
medallion of King Edward.

In the case of the application on behalf of

.labez Evelyn Daw, Oxford-street, and St.

I.eonard's-road, Thames Ditton, surveyor, the
order of discharge has been suspended for three
years.

A town's meeting at Eastbourne on Friday
night rejected by a large majority a resolution
in favour of the Bill of the corporation for the
purchase of the Devonshire Park and Baths for
xioo.oon.

The county council of Queen's County have
decided to offer a salary of £390 a year for a
county surveyor in succession to Mr. Thomas
Walsh, who has resigned that appointment on
receiving a similar one under the Louth County
Council.

Mr. .lames G Tti" -i ;•' f..rm,.rlv «nper.
vising architec i i'

> riment,
died in Washiii.i I'.i He
designed the bull I'mting
and Engraving \su i iimni print-

iiig-office.

At the meeting of the general council of the
International Art Society, the officers. M
.\u"uste Rodin, Mr. WiUiam Slran- A I? A
and Mr. Francis Howard, were r

the following were elected 1 -

council :—Messrs. George W. Lami
A. McEvov. D. Muirhcad, R. Anniii i

Uich, Glyn W. Philpot, and Mrs Annie 1,

Swynnerton.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
LITIGATION SETTLEMENT AT FAVER-

SHAM.—The action between the corporation and
Messrs. Pethwiok Bros., contractors, re the

l,^rininnl.-.l .nutrarl ill connection with the
-,..

, , ,;.|., -,.1 ,v.iik-, li.is been settled by
\1 I I'. :l,,-.i>k having accepted

Li nil, each party to pay
11,, „ , ,,,, . Mi -r> Pethwick to have

i,, ,
;,. ., M :

, ^, ill. ir plaiil and any surplus

, ,1 i i,, -, III, iM.ni iiiiv been confirmed at

ird I £1,500.

in the part of tli. <•< line

due to Messrs. r.lh« rk

prior to the tcrmiii.it ull

ther items. Messrs. I'el

r claim of £400; bu thwick uit:cd a

was resisted by the council, and was subsequently

dropped by Messrs. Pethwick's solicitors.

IN RE PETHICK, DIX, AND CO., LTD.- In

(his case of liquidation of a firm of railway and

Vieloria-strcets. S.W., accounts have been sub-

of £15.579; as'to contributories a deficiency o"f

£84,340, making a total deficiency of £99.919.

The firm was incorporated as a private company
on March 19. 1913, with a nominal capital of

.£100,000. divided into 50,000 participating Pre-

ference ^liares and 50,000 Ordinary sliares, all of

£1 each The failure was attrilmted to want of

wf.rkin ' .MMilal Mr, Thomas Paton, cliartered

-I \l,l,.^\ ii;\S .\III;1TR.\T10N.-
:i !; < tlir over-mail m this arlii-

now issued his proposed findings,

ich Sheriff Wilson proposes to fix as

be paid by the town council to the

fur tlie undertaking of the company
.1 al . ill iin. ly, ill case it shall be

M, ill Oi , I ilie company had no
. ;!,. ! ipply enjoyed by them
a Willi 'hi iwiirks. he proposes to

the

•he sum of

£29,453, is

company,
.res adjoin-

and work-
of the com-

of £2,300.

ing the gasworks, and tlic man
men's houses, as also the loose a

pany, which appear in the last

the company as of th(

offered by the town council to the company for

the gasworks was £26,685, exclusive of all loose

assets of the company, valued at £2,300. Thus.

the lower alternative sum proposed to be

awarded is less than £500 in excess of offer made
by the town council, and nearly £18,000 less

than the total sum claimed by the company.

CONTRACTORS AND FOOTBALL CLUB-
The arbitration case in which Messrs. J. Parr,

Emmett, and Partners, Ltd., contractors, of

Liverpool, claim a progress payment from the

Sunderland Football Club for work done under
contract to erect a football stand at Roker Park.

the Sunderland club's ground, and in which de-

fendants counterclaim to retain £1,900 as pay-

ments, for non-fiilfiliiient of contract, was
resumed at the Suielit^in! i, lau Court on

Friday. The day « ,i
;

a i .aiding the

correspondence whiili i
n the archi-

tects and the plainiiii- annaj progress of

the work. There are al.uiil :iOil I, it.rs and tele-

grams, and Mr. A. A. Hudson, K.C., on behalf of

the plaintiffs, remarked that the architects had
watched the contractors like a cat watches a

mouse. The case was adjourned until Tuesday
next, the 27th inst.

PORTER y. TOTTENHAM URBAN
DI.STRICT COUNCIL.—In this appeal, heard in

the King's Bench Divisional Court by Mr. Justice

Ridley and Mr. Justice Banks, a written judge-

ment was delivered on Wednesday by Mr.
Justice Ridley, reversing the decision of an
Official Referee, who had awarded £560 12s, 6d.

to one Porter, a builder, as damages on a

contract for building a school in Keston-road,
Tottenham
defendants
the school
access to i

the urban dis

Uened ith
''I ' Mr Rowley, the owner

a.
. .fate. The settlement

a asnaieil a stoppage of bnild-
!i Ml March till May 11. The

i\e judgment for plaintiff for

i.ited above, holding that the
n making the contract, were

I Hate possession of the whole
had failed in so doing. Mr.

i Justice Bankes concurring,
anion that a building owner

iii-^iire the giving of prompt pos-

usc of the site so far as his own

s and ability were concerned, and not other-

,e. and, therefore, pronounced judgment for

defendants.

(9nr U^ffia tabk.

Lord Esher has reported to the King, as

cliainnan of the Queen Victoria Memorial,
that tliat undertaking has been completed,

mid that subscriptions received amounted to

,t.'liT.OflO. It seems that a preliminary sketch

lor the scheme was "admirably done by a

M.iina mid talented draughtsman, now a

Mirvevor in the Office of Works "-Mr. II. J.

Alliso'ii, A. R. I. B. A.—and that the sketch

formed the basis of the designs afterwards
received in competitiou. Eventually, as

all know, the commission was entrusted to

Sir Aston Webb, with Sir Thomas Brook as

sculptor. The special committee also pro-

vided the funds for the refronting of Bucking-
ham Palace, "an essential climax to the

scheme," also designed by Sir Aston Webb.

Under the authority vested in them by the

.\ncieiit Monuments Amendment Act, 1813,

191.3, H.M. Office of Works have intervened

and saved the Early Georgian house No. T.'i,

Dean-street, Soho,' from demolition. The
preservation order, the first of its kind, was

gazetted on Tuesday night. It is often

averred that Sir John Thornhill lived in this

house before 1724, but there is no docu-

mentary evidence to support the tradition,

and the artist's name does not appear on the

rate-books of the period ending with 17.34,

when he died. The much restored decora-

tions in the house are said to be in Thorn-

hill's style, but there is again no proof that

he execijted them. The house contains a fine

oak staircase and some good fluted columns

and pilasters.

The experiments in underground cement-

ing which Messrs. Thompson and Son, of

Peterborough, have been conducting for the

last few months on the site of the old General

Post Office, St. Martin's-Ie-Grand, are now
completed. In a short time the experts of

the Dean and Chapter will be able to decide

If the method is applicable to the foundations

of St. Paul's Cathedral. The process con-

sists of forcing cement through pipes sunk

into tlie undorlviiig beds of sand and gravel,

and so far as can be seen at present it appears

to have amalgamated with the various strata

and to have produced a solid and homo-

geneous concrete, which it is hoped will be

found to continue down to the London clay.

Sir Francis Fox, M.I.C.E., has been watch-

ing the work on behalf of the Dean and

Chapter.

The National Trust are appealing to the

public for £5.000 for the acquisition of High

Down's Heath and High Down's Ball, near

Godalming. It is suggested that the pur-

chase should constitute a memorial to Miss

Octavia Hill. The land concerned is jnst

over 92 acres in extent, and the Heath and

the Ball-the latter rising to a height of

600ft. above the sea—are situated in a dis-

trict famous for its magnificent scenery and

views of the surrounding country. Access to

the spot has hitherto been only possible

owing to the kindness of the owner, Mr.

Joseph Godman.

The Yorkshire Philosophical Society is

lending for exhibition at the Victoria and

Albert Museum two unique specimens of

tapestry maps, woven at a factory started in

Warwickshire in the 16th century by a

worker named Sheldon, and intended to illus-

trate the counties of England. Three of

these maps were in the collection of Horace

Walpole, and from him they passed to Arch-

bishop Vernon Harcourt, who presented

them to the Yorkshire Philosophical Society.

One of the maps has remained at Birming-

ham, and the authorities at the Victoria and

Albert Museum will examine the other two

maps and report as to their condition and the

possible cost of cleaning and repairing them.

The maps, which are supposed to have be-

longed to Queen Elizabeth, are chiefly in

shades of green, and are designed with

varied representations of villages, parks, and

nirnl scenery. Each measures about I6ft. by
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12ft., and the seetious include the couDties of

Hereford, Shropshire, Gloucester, Oxford,
and a part of Berks.

Ventilation and Humidity in Textile Mills

and Factories," by Cecil H. Lander, M.Sc,
etc. (London: Longmans, Green, and Co.;
43. 6d.), will be useful to many readers,

besides those more immediately interested.

Paradoxical as it may seem, factories are,

comparatively speaking, more easily cooled in

a hot, dry climate than in a cool, humid
one, such as that of Lancashire or Ireland.

As most readers know, recent action by the
Home Office, under the Factory Acts, lias

eoiupelled the Lancashire textile masters to

think seriously about means of abating the
high temperatures which co-exist perniciously
with large - percentage humidities, and Mr.
Lander's help will be found opportune and
useful.

' The Maintenance of Foreshores," by
Ernest Latham (London ; Crosby Lockwood
and Son, 2s.), will be of interest to all whose
responsibilities in regard to maritime sites

render experience more valuable than theory.
It is true, of course, that broad facts and
certain controlling natural laws are familiar
to the architect and engineer ; but it is

equally true that laboratory data have as yet
not added much to our knowledge of the
dynamical effect of wave action, and of

scouring velocities over a foreshore and below
low-water mark. Beyond question, therefore,
Mr. Latham's notes will be welcomed, in-

cluding as they do summaries of results and
tests which, as far as we know, are nowhere
else gathered together in such compact
compass and with such accurate and reliable

grasp of the subject.

At the corner of Tenth-avenue and Thirty-
sixth-street, New York City, the architects,
Messrs. Goldwin, Starrett, and Van Vleck,
have provided plans for a twelve-story sky-
scraper, in which the entire front of the
building and its interior sides are to be of
glass. In fact. 78 per cent, of the walls will

be of this material. There will be no
openings in the glass facade, except those in

the front of the buildinj; for eincrsjency pur-
poses, but which will not b.^ mmI.1.- fro'ni the
street. It is estimateil tliiit tli.- >tructure
will cost approximately (ino.ddOdol.. of which
amount 78,000dol. will cover the cost of the
glass. On the interior the glass will be a
specially-polished plate, and for the exterior
surface will be specially-treated plate that
will not transmit heat-waves into the interior.

According to Professor A. V. Bleininger,
ill a paper read at the recent convention of
clay-workers at Brantford, Ont., clays which
are difficult to dry because of their high
shrinkage may be rendered normal by heating
the raw clay, as it comes from the "pit, in a
rotary furnace at a temperature of 250 to

400deg. C. This destroys part of the
plasticity-forming power of the clay, and
enables "the material to be dried in the same
manner as less plastic clays. The cost is

very slight. The addition of sand, burned
clay, or other non-plastic material also will

convert many tender clays into those of
normal strength. It does this by separating
the particles and increasing the pore spaces.
Mixing clays with boiling water instead of

cold during the pugging or tempering has a
similar effect, and, in addition, causes the
brick to harden slightly as they cool before
entering the dryer.

\t Oxford the bridge spanning New College-lane,
and connecting the new with the old buildings
of Hertford College, has just been completed. It

is from a design by Sir Thomas Graham Jackson,
R.A., illustrated in our issue of May 2, 1913.

M. Chassaigne-Goyon, president of the Paris
ilunicipal Council, informed the society which
aims at providing cheap houses for the working
classes on Wednesday that his council has
bought large areas of land in various quarters
of Paris, and will build cheaply-rented houses
thereon. Within 18 months it is hoped that
model dwellings for 60,000 of the working classes
will be elected at a cost of about £3,000,000.
.Another similar amount is to be spent by the
council during the next few years in the con-
struction of workmen's dwellings on the site of
the ruins of dismantled fortifications surroiMul-
ing Paris.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
LONDON PAINTERS' WAGES.—A hitch has

occurred in connection with the Board of Trade
arbitration award of two months ago, which
fixed the rate of pay of London painters at 9^d.

per hour, an award since recognised bv the Office

of Works, the London County Council, etc. The
Master Builders' Association has refused to

recognise the award, and, in the case of two
firms of contractors at present engaged on
Government work, the London Organising Secre-
tary of the National Society of House Painters
wrote to the First Commissioner of Works point-
ing ont the fact that contractors were engaged
on Government work who refused to recog
the ofiicial award. To this the Chief Comi
sioner has sent a reply stating that the matter
is receiving his consideration.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING "WrEEK
Friday (To-dat).—Institution of Civil Engineers

Students' Meeting. " The Testing of
Materials for Use in Engineering
Construction." No. 1. by E. W. Monk-
house. M..\.. M.Inst.C.E. 8 p.m.
Junior Institution of Engineers

'* Engineering Contracts and Con-
cessions in South .\merica," by T
Rich. 8 p m.

Su- Herbert Jeckell. K.C.M.G. _

Royal Society of Arts. " The Rela-
tion of Industry to Art,^' Cantor
Lecture No. 2, by Sir Charles Wald

^_
Liverpool Architectural Society

"Interior Design in Wren^s Churches."
by Arthur Keen, F.R.I.B. A., of London

LATEST PRICES.

9 6 to £6 .5

5 17

TuESDiy.—Institutio of

Locomotiv
Association of Master Painters in

Ireland. Three Days' Convention in
Dublin opens with Reception by the
President. Dennis Haddeu.

Wednesday.—National Federation of Buildin;^
Trade Employers. .Annual Meeting.
Crown Rooms, Holborn Restaurant.
10.30 a.m.
Institution of Civil Entiineers,

Students' Visits to the Work in Pro-
gress for the Reconstruction of South-
wark Bridge, and to Kirkaldy's Testing
Works. Southwark.
Manchester Society of .\rchitects.

Paper by .\rthur Dixon.

TncnsDAY.- Architectural .-Vssociatiou of Ireland.
.\nnual Dinner.
Concrete Institute. Discussion on

.Joint Report of Reinforced Concrete
Practice Committee and the Quantity
Sur\-eyors' -Association on ' Standard
Methods of Measurement for Rein-
forced Concrete Work." 7.30 p.m.
Leedr- .mi Yor)i-l)ire .Architectural

Soci. ' ""T' !" 'l-h Home and
Eni-'l,- li'r.-er Oldham.
6.3(1 I'

Fkidat (.Ia-n. 30 I.i-icestershire

Students Mtet

Con-ti ti n
hou-t M \ M
Glls_ \i 1

The Testing of
lu Engineering
\.\ E W. Mook-

..VTUUDAY (JiN 31 '— Aichitectuial Association.
\ isit to N o 'I. Hankm street, Belgrave-
squaie iMessrs Blow and BiUerey.
.Architects I 2 30pm

oomsbnry, are the architects.

fhe need of housing accommodation at Kings-
)od, Surrey, is the subject of a Local Govern-
2nt Board ultimatum to the Reigate Rural
strict Council. The Board understands that if

cottages with adequate accommodation were
built and let at rents of as. or 6s. a week, there
would be no difficulty in finding tenants. The

1 council is asked to give the matter serious

ideration. and inform the Board within a

th whether they are prepared to submit pro-
posals for the provision of additional housing

inmo-lation. In the event of the district

cd not complying with the wishes of the
Board, the Surrey County Council will be asked
o take the matter in hand.

I

IRON.
!
steel Joists, Belgian and German

(ex steamer. London) per ton f6
Steel Joists. English 7 :

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7

Steel Girder Plates 7 2

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20

Do., Welsh 5 15
Boiler Plates, Iron—

I

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

I

Angles 10s., Tees 208. per ton extra.

t Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &o„ £8 15s to £3.
Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

i Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 23 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. loos, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ... £13 10

Best ditto 13 D ... 14
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 11 15 B.W.G
8/3 89 9'3 9/9 iVi IV W3 13'3 13/6 pjr cw;

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 ,. 9
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wu-e 8 5 0,, 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

, Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 550
Cnt Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 .. —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply.

14 1 14 5
Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 10s. £10 153. £1109. £U5S. flH5s. per ton.

, £6 2 6 1 £6 7

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, Ss. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 117s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 703. Oi. .. 754.01

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—DiscoaaC off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (pins 2i per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 75 p.c.
Water-Tubes 72i „
Steam-Tubes 67i ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tubes 621 ..

Galvanised Steam- rubes 57i ,,

OTHER METALS.
Spelter. Silesian Per ton £21 10 to £'21 15

Lead Water Pipe. Town -23 15 ,.
—

Country 24 10 „ —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 21 l". ,. -

Country -Ai 10 ,,
—

Lead Pirie, Tinned inside. Town 25 15 0„ —
„ Country 26 10 „ -

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town -28 5 „ —
„ „ .. ,. Country 29 „ —

Composition Oas-Pipe, Town .. 26 15 „ —
„ „ Country 27 10 „ —

Lead boil-pipe (up to 44in.) Town 26 15 „ —
Country 27 10 ,. -

tOver 44in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0„ —
CopperSheets, sheathing & rods 82 „ 82 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 73 10 „ 79
Tin, English Ingots 172 0,. 172 10

Do., Bars l'?3 „ 173 10

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) -21 SO., —
Sheet Lead. ToWD 23 5 „ -

„ Country 24 „ -
Genuine White Lead 29 15 0„ -
Refined Red Lead 24 10 0., —
Sheet Zinc -29 „ -
Old Lead, against accoui
Tin

basis, ordi-
9 10

11

OONSTRUCTIONAI,.

Yellow Pine Deals. Quebec, per standard ;-

Ist quaUty £38 to
2nd „ 26 „
3rd „ 16 „

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 „
„ „ Miramichi 9 10 „

Boards: Swag 11 0„
Red Deals : .Archangel 1st quality 21

18 10
a 10
10 10

3rd
16
12

St. Petersburg-
1st quaUty 16 10 „ 18

2nd „ 14 10 „ 15 10
Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 „ 15
Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 „ 17

White Deals: Crown 14 „ 15 10

Seconds 11 10 ., 13

Flooring : White and Planed—
l8t and 2nd quaUty mixed ... 10 15 „ 11 15

Ist, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 „ 11

Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10 0„ 17

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „ 23

.gnum Vitas Per ton 7 0,, 14

Per cubic foot,

yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,, 5 6

Pitch Pine Logs 2 0,, 2 6

Buroh; Quebec Logs 2 3,, 2 9

Austrian Wainscot 7 0,,
Mahogany • Gaboon 2 2 3
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FDRNITURE AND HARDWOODS.
Teak: Bnrmese" per load, 50ft. f-20 to £-3.5

Teak: Java, per load, 50ft 16 „ 21
Per cubic foot.

OakPlanks: U.S.A., imported 1 9 to 2
„ Boards „ „ Prm. 3 0,, 03

„ Mdm. 2 6,, 02
Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 2 4,, 03
Birch ; Quebec logs 2 3,, 02

sawn planks... 13,, 03
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0. 08
Walnut: Priuie boards and
planks 6 0,, 06

Walnut: Mdm. „ „ 3 6 „ 4

Oreenbeart : Hewn logs 3 3., 04
Cedar : Cigar box 4 9,, 05
Batin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime 3 4,, 03

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime 2 0,, 03

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...0 6 0,, 9

,, African, Assinee. &c. 5 0,, 06
,, Lagos and Benin 4 6,, 06

Sekondi and Cape
Lopez 3 0., 04

„ Gaboon 2 0., 02
Batinwood : West Indian 10 ,, 14
Rosewood Per ton 8 ,, 12
Lignum VittB 7 ., 14

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 '

Darley Dale, ditto „ 2!
Bed Corsehill, ditto ,, 2 1

Closeburn Ked Freestone.dilto „ 2 f

Ancaster, ditto ,, 1 U
Greenshill, ditto ,. lU
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) ,, OIK

Hard York, ditto ., 2 C

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot eup. 2 E

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ., 1c

• All F.O.R. London.

Batb Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 1

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 £

Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station „ 1 C

Ditto, deUvered at Nine Elms
Station „ 1 f

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :-

Brown White
Delivered on road waggons \ ^'^„^^f'i- .'^t.ll^^'^
at Paddington Depot, I .„ !?% m d' j

Nine Elms Depot, or f
- ^° 2 3 ... fO 2 1

Pimlico Wharf ;

SLATES.

Blue Portmadoo
in. in.

,
20x12 ... 13 17 6

20x12 ... 18 7 6

Permanent green ... 20xio
,

(All pric(

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15
Second Hard Stocks 1 11
Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks lor
Facings 3 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Bed 3 12
Best Bed Pressed
Buabon Facing ... 6

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4
Best Stourbridge

iiii (Net. delivered in
full truck loads

Plastic Facing per 1,000
£1 10

Facing Bricks
" Accrington Best
Bricks

3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto. 3
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1

Bewer Arch Brick not more than 34" in
thickest part 3

31" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work"!!!!! 3
3(" ditto ditto tiirough and tlirough 3
3i' Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons -, aj- and J' radius Bullnoses

; Stock
patterns 3

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" x 2 course deep! each
Ditto ditto 9" xl course

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, 4j- sofllt, per foot opening ...

' ditto ditto ditto ...
' ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto

11 3

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Net tree on rail or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BRICKS.
HARD GLAZES, (PER 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff. Cream. Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers—
f13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 fi 11 17 6

Quoins, Bullnose, and 4jin. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 11 17 6
One side and two ends, square—

18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 36 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end. square—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each fid. each 63. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, BuUnose Stops—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 6d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 6d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.
stretchers and Headers—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/3 each
Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers £23 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6
C impass bricks, circular and arch bricks^ Not

of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list tor their respective kinds and colours }• ing 9in.

Cimber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4iin
Is. 2d. each ) by 3|in.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Hoaders, £1 per 1,000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations.
s. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, deUvered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 „

8. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G.-ound Bine Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

„ „ _. s. d. s.d. Per yard,
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 37s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
8. d. DIvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 perlOOO ry.stn.
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7perdoz. ,, „
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 53 6 ,. ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 Operdoz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental do 60
Hiptiles 4 Operdoz
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 ,, .

Ornamental do 48 6
Hiptiles 3 lOiperdoz
Valley tiles 3 4J
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 43 6 per 1000 „ ,

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „ „ ,.

Hiptiles 4 Operdoz
Valley tiles 3 6
HartshiU " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 ,, ,

Pressed 47 6
Ornamental do 50 ,, ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 ., ,,

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £38 15 to £39 5
Do., brown 26 15 ., 37 5
Cottonseed, refined , ... 29 ,, 30
Olive, Spanish , ... 39 10 ,, 40
Seal, pale 21 ,. 21 10
Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 46 ,, 46 10
Do., Ceylon 42 10 „ 43
Do., Mauritius 43 10 ,, 43
Palm, Lagos 32 5 „ 33 5
Do. Nut Kernel 35 ,. 35 10
Oleine 17 5 ,, 19 5
Sperm 30 „ 31
Lubricating U.S per gal, 7 0,, 080
Petroleum refined , ... 6i ,, 65
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 10
Do., Archangel , ... 19 6 ., 10
Linseed Oil per gal. 2 1,, —
Baltic Oil 2 7,, —
Turpentine 2 u; ,,

—
"""^'?eTsr)^!:^:}--wt. o 8 o ., _

Pure Linseed Oil I n in n _
Stority" Brand/ " 10 „ -

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz. 32oz

.

Fourths 2d. ... 3d. ... 38d. ... 4ad.
Thirds 21d. ... 3»d. ... 4»d. ... Bjd.
Fluted Sheet 2Jd. ... 33d. ... 6id. ... 7d.

Hartleys EngUsh Rolled Plate : Jin. =/i6in. Jin.
•2Jd. ... 2id. ... 3d.

Figured Boiled and BeponsBine White. Tinted
3id. ... 6d.

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.
Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seata of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12 o
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16 u
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18 o
Extra Pale French Oil 1 1
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 1 4 o
Extra Pale Paper 13 9
Best Japan Gold Size 10 g
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain . . 9 o
Brunswick Black "

8 n
Berlin Black 16 m
Knotting ID n
French and Brush Pohsh !,!!!!!!!!.!!!!!!!!!!! 10 q^»»

TRADE NOTES.
Un.ler the direction of lAIr. P. Murrav

Thomo^n, surveyor, Wealsgale, Cumberlanii,
Boyle's latest patent "air-pump" ventilator and
ventilating appliances have been applied to the
Lecture Mall. Jlealsgate.

Roughcasting- seems to be particularly llalilc
to the penetration of damp—so much so that
inany :irchitects are specifying the powder
"Pudlo" to be incorporated in the cement for
this class of work. One of the latest users is the
architect for the Jliddleton Sanatorium near
Wakelield. We understand thaf the architect
specilied it for the Bradley new schools.

»*^-
The nameanie of Mr. Gilbert Park, builder,

\ictoria House, Northumberland-square, Norll
Shields, has been placed on the commission
tlie peace for Tynemouth.

Ur. John E. Griffiths, Public Works Engineer
British (Columbia, has been promoted Depuf
Minister of Public Works of that Province of (h!
Dominion in succession to Mr. William W

Jlr. K. M. Williamson, of the Indian J'orus
Service, lias been appointed by the Delcijatt-s t'v

Forestry for the University of Oxford, to In

Assistant to the Professor of forestry diinn- id.

present and next summer term.
The diploma picture of the fatt- Su .\lin

East, ll.A., P,R.B,A., has been submiinil 1,. iln

president and council of the Koyal Acaikri.i , ,1.1

his name entered on the roll of Acadi-mirian-
]'he picture will be exhibited at Bialiii_i 1

House in May, and when the exhibition i.|.>! - 11

Augu lake ts place in the Di

llie Luca! Government Board has sanctioned
the appointment of Mr. T. W. Golds as sanitary
inspector ill the Metropolitan Borough of
Jieni..:,; :,, ,.l,,c... of Mr. J. Barllett, re-
^ig""l

!

I .11-1: 3. 1914, at a salary of ^150
ii yiai iiiiiial increments of £15 to a

The iiaii.r 01 Mr, iliomas Jenkins, L.R,I.B.A
,

of Arcade-buildings, Burton-on-Trent, has been
placed on the commission of the peace for the
borough of Burton. Mr. Jenkins has twice
served the office of mayor in that borough, and
now is deputy-mayor; he is a member of the
National Lon.^ervative Council.
The date of the annual conference of the

Institution of Municipal and County Engineers
to be held in Cheltenham has been delinitcly
liscd for the 24th, 25th, 26th, and 27lli June
nest. It has been decided to make a special
feature of town-planning and also of roads, and,
if possible, to arrange for an exhibition of town
plans.

A town's meeting at Worthing on Wednesday
voted by an overwhelming majority against the
Bill of the corporation to acquire the Beach
House Estate of 18^ acres for £20,000. as a
winter garden, and for widening the main
thoroughfare to Brighton at a dangerously
narrow point; but a poll will be demanded by
the promoters of the scheme.
The Marlborough Town Council have ap-

pointed Mr. Geurge "••>-'- ^ a n, , r. ,.•

at present sui \
.

,
. :

to the Leake i: . .

The

Pearson, A.M.I.C.E.,
liLCtor of nuisances

iuiitary inspector
ants for the office.

A'173, rising to £200 a jear.

A tablet has been erected as a memorial of the
late Duke of Fife on the wall of the parish
ihiircli of Banff by the town council. It measures
5ft, 9in. nigh and 3ft, wide, and has a border of
o'reeii Tiiios marble, moulded, and enriched with
a bronze spindle-bead. The panel itself is of
statuary marble, and bears a raised cross, and
the inscription is in large Roman characters,
incised and painted black. The whole was the
design of Mr. W'illiam Kelly. ARSA,,
Aberdeeo.
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Telephone DALSTON 1

flGILVIE&CO.s:^
^^

Mlldraay AvenueJSLiHtOM
EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BnnhiU Row, London, E.G.

•,' CorreBpondents would in all cases oblige by givina
the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of
the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the informa-

Bedwas, Mon.—For the widening and improvement
of Chnreh-street. Bedwas, for the Bedwas and Machen
Urban DiEtrict Uoancil. Mr. A. S. V. Taylor, engineer
and purveyor :

—

Jenkins, W., Bedwas £837 11
Kcssiter. T.. Caerphilly 7;i8 16 2
Smith,
Potherland. J.. Abercynon
Williams Bros.. Bedwas (a

ijl6

lro3.. Bedwas tacc^ptedl 551 9 :i

For adapting a house as a residence for a
t, for the East Riding Standing Joint

XERiCAY AND BRENTWOOD.—For the making-up
e portion of Kavanagh-road situate in the Brent-
urban dietricr, the making-np of the portion of

BoDiieit, R.A., &Co., Chelmsford £3,855 19 10
Bavey and Armitage. Southend-
on-Sea 2,355

Dowsing and Davis, Romford ... 2,2fi9

Parlby and Beecoby. Romford ... 2.227 19 4
Lmgwood. W., Romford 1.03^ i e
Cronin and Sons, Great Warley... 1,891 7 2
French, W. and C, Buckhurst

Bill (accepted) 1,855 17 1

Flavdon-on-Ttne.—For levelling, metalling, chan.
nelling. acd making good of a diversion (about 450vds.
long) of Ibe Derwent and Shotley main road at The
Slide, near Lockhaueh Lodge, for the Blavdon Urban
Dittrift Council. Mr. G. Symon, survevor :—

Bcibfcn, J. B., Gosforth £3.116 12 2
Armstrong, W. G., Blaydon-on-
Tjne 2 011 11 2

DaviEon, E. R , Ltd., Blajdon-on.
Tjne ... 1,771 19 10

Arrosirong, G. W., Whitley Bay ... 1.748 6
Friend. J. Blajdon 1,£48 16 6
Brcbner. R. C, i; i;o,, Edinburgh 1467 19 4
DjEcn, U., Pclton Lane Ends ... 1.393 14 6
Davie Bros., Burncpfield' 1,468

Surveyor's estimate. £1,630.
* Provisionally accepted.

FLEijLOi\.-For erection of a classroom at Bltdlow
echools. for the Wycombe Board of Guardians :—

Harris. J. T. (accepted) £459

BKArNTON.—For the erection of six cottages, Wafton-
lane, for Mr. H. Isaac. Mr. H. .lohnson, 56, Bontport-
ttreet, Barnstaple, architect;

—

Cater, J., and Sons, Barnstaple ... £1.6it8

Slee, H., and Son, Braunton ... 1 6'n 12
Silhtant, U., aid Son, Barnstaple 1,689
Pichaid, B., Bifhop's Taunton ... 1,515 10
Woolway and Sons, Barnstaple ... 1,518
Huxiable, J., Braunton 1,416 2 6
Hancock, W., Braunton 1,278
Robins. W. H., Church-street,
lltracombe (accepted) 1,276 19

1 surface-water
drain for the corporation :

—
Loader, M £3 944 7

(Recommended for acceptance.)

Devonport.—For the erection of ward pavilion and
other works at the hospital, for the corporation. Mr,
J. P. Burns, bor.iugh snrve.yor :

—
Turpin, G. B . Plymouth £3 673
Crockerell, J.. Devonport 3.563
Debnam, A. R . Plvmouth . ... 3 168
Roberts, 8.. Ltd.. Plymouth ... 3 isi o

Btanbury, F. I., Devononrt* ... 3,263
• Accepted.

Greenwich, B E.—For the provision of steam, ex-
haust, cnnflenser, feed nioing and water tanks, at the
Greenwich generating station, for the London County
Council :

—

Butterlev Co.. Ltd.. near Darby .. £6,63110 5
Le Bas, E., & Co..Billiter-st.. E.G. 6,29)
Stavelev Coal and Iron On., Ltd.,
near ChesterfleUl 5,973 9 1

Brightside Foundry and Engineer.
ingCo., Ltd., VictQrift.st..S W.* 5.438 15

of the chief officer of tramways, £",0M.
Recommended for acceptance.

-For
W. H. Smith and Son

architect:- A. B. C. D.
Bolliday and Greenwood, Ltd. -

160 867 . ... £100 . 998
HoUowav Bros.. Ltd.—

81

155,713 . 76 ... £353 1,210
Carmichael, J.-

166,135 . ... £300 1,021

165,190 . 81 567
BollandandHannen.Ltd

164.111 . 73 ... £600 . 1,256

163.850 .. ...ls.6d.yd.
Higgs, F. and H.-

152.40) . 90 ... 33. yd. . 1.017
Fairhead, A., and San-

153,163 .. 1 ,365
KillbyandGayford-

151,830 .. ... £100 . 1373
A.- Amount. B.—Time to complete (wej 8). C-

Allowance for Ballast.

London.—For the provision of control gear and
recording apparatus for use in testing car motors at the
central car repair depot, for the London County
Council :

—
Johnson* Phillips, Ltd., Charlton £106
British Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Jlan-
ohestert HI 10

Nalder Bros, and Thompson, Ltd.,
Queen-street, B.C. 77 15

India Rubber, Gutta Percha, and
Telegraph Works Co., Ltd..

Cann B.C.i

70 10
iEOn and Swan United Electric

Light Co., Ltd., Ponder'8-end*t
Estimate of the chief olBcer

* Accepted, t Less 2^ per cent, discount.

LoNDOx.—For the supply of tramway materials and
stores, for the London County Council, Accepted
tenders :-

120,000 wedges, 117,000 packing pieces :
—

Messers, Ltd., Gracecnnrch-st. ... £663 2

ll,777y0B. of '.a grooved trolley wire :—
Dennis, W. F., and Co., Queen
Victoria-street. B.C 608 19 3

12,100 driving and common links :
—

Hyde. R., and Son, Ltd., Sheffield 316 17 6

Repairs to 2,0u0 damaged fare bill plates :
—

Harvey, G. A„ & Co., Woolwich-
road, S.E 95 16 8

6 tons of treadplate :
—

Billingham, J., Cradley Heath ... 83 17 6

60 boiler tubes

:

Babcock i. Wilcox, Ltd., Farring-
don-street, B.C 68 2 6

London.—For the supply of office furniture tor one
yf ar under schedule 136. items 7, 8, 10. and 14, to the

London County County Council :
—

Matthews, A. G,, Eedolifte-hill

Works, Bristol about £331
(Accepted.)

PAiGNTON.-For the drainage of the Radclifle Estate,
for the urban district council :

—
Webber, H., and Sons (aoceptsd) £173

Rhyl, to adapt i

home, for the "William and John 'Jone8"""Home8
Trustees. Mr. J. H. Swainson, A.M.I.CE., 1 Hill-
street, Wrexham, architect :—

Smith. H., Wolverley £2,319
Griffiths, D.. and Son, Rhyl" 2*307
Jones, J. 0,& Williams, A.. Rhyl 2,214
Roberts and Sloss, Liveroonl 2 176
Jones, R. H., Rhyl ... 2,'025 11

' Accepted,

3 1

Hon :

£318 18Palmer, E., Union-street
Adams, C. and Son., Haylandsi
near ayde 310 lo

Holland, F. H„ High Park, near
R.vde ... 281

Hair and Sons, George-street ... 257
Wneeler Bros, Monktou-streot ... 256
Osborne, E. R , Union-street ... 252
Langdon, C, Pla.yer-st (accepted) 215
Adam, H, U., Alton 180

(Rest of Ryde.)

Saltlev, Birmingham.—For the construction of a
railway Eiding and river bridge at the Saltlev S6wera30
works, for the Birmingham, Rea, and Tame District
Drainage Board :—

Boswell, M. A., and Co., Wolver-
hampton (accepted) £9,050

Saltlet.-For alterations and additions to existing
buildings at the sewerage works of the Birminghan,
Rea. and Tame District Drainage Board :

—
Langley, I., Tyburn (accepted) ... £1,333

St. Albans.-For the installation of electriclighting
at the workhouse infirmary, for the city board of
guardians. Mr. T. E. Eachus, ekcirical engineer ;—

Bnstiu's Electric Works, Barking £653 5
Giffen Bros., St. .\lban3 4:8
Electric Wiring and Accessories
Co., St. Albans 309 2

Electric Installation, Ltd., London 389
MisKin and Rice, St. Albans ... M7
Pincher and Walton, Cannon-

street, E.C 255 1 6
King, P. T., Luton 253 18
Lund Bros, and Co., London ... 219
Kent and Co., Sunderland ... 247
Reade, F., and Co., Finchloy ... 231 10
Biooks and White, London ... 231
Pudney. C. C, and Co., Bury St,

Edmunds (accepted) 212 10

Swansea.—For supply of material, and tor re-form-
ing, ballaEling, and metalling, Piascadwgan - road,
Ynistawe. in the parish of Clase Rural, tor a length of
l)3ydB„ for the Swansea Rural District Council. Mr.
G. P. Thomas, Station-road, Ftorestfaoti, highway

Jones, W., Goraeinon £290
Walker, T., Swansea 285 19 8
Thomas Bros., Pontardawe ... 279 1 3
Jones, K, J., Swansea (accepted) 233 3
Farley, A., Pontarduiais 224 2 6

ToNBEiDGE.— For tiie erecti<

Fowler, A., Tunbridge Wells ...

Holden, Southborough
Vinell, D., Toubndge
Bayliss, Jones, and Baylies, Ltd.,
Wolverhampton

Scale, Austen, and Barnes, Ltd.,
Tonbridge

Rowell, D., and Co., Westminster
Klweil, J., Ltd., Birmingham ...

Palmer, T, W,, and Co., Merton
Abbey

Rayboulds, Ltd., Workington ...

Tralee.—For repairs
the Kerry County Council :

Kennedy, H
Collins Bros. ...

Kennedy, P, (accepted)

tuberculosis dispansarlei

£302 10

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

-Municinal Technical Institute, Pool Meadow, Coventry
-Three Types of Artitans' Dwellings. Parnborough 20 guineas
-Savings Bank, Verona (Five Assessors) £1,200, £600 ,

- Designs for Public Baths, The Burroughs. Hendon ( H. W.
Wills, F.R.I.B.A., Assessor) £103, £75, and £50

-Water Supply and Drainage Scheme tor Village of Cemaes""""" "
1 Art Gallery, Belfast (John J, Burnet,

A,R.S.A.,LL,D„

Departmental and Courts Buildings, Ottawa (T, E,
Collcuit, J, H, G. Russell, and J. 0. Marchand,
Assessors). Double Competition, five unsuooesstul
competitors in second to receive 3,000dol. each

-Ferro-concrete Bridge over the Mouse, Hear
-New St. Paul's Bridge, Designs for (Sir W. Emerson,

P.P.E.I.B.A., AssetBor)
-Champlain Tercentenary

Q. Sutton, Olerk, Education Office, 44, Bayley-lane, Coventry.

J. E. Uargreaves, Sur., Farnborough.~ ~
I Bank, 1, Via Garibaldi, Verona,

R. Meyer, Town Clerk, City Hall, Belfast.

OriUia, Ontario
£300, £100 The Town Clerk, Hallkeeper's Office, Guildhall. E.C.

-Harbour Extension, Helsingborg 7,000 kron., 4,LC0 i

-Debign for Artisan's Cottage, suitable tor Anglesey (£15J) £2 28...,

-Town Hall and Municipal Offlcoa, Church-streel, Barnsley £100, £50, and £35

The Canadian High Commissioner. Victoria-street. S.W.
The Harbour Extension Board, Belsingborg, Sweden.
H, Pritchard, General SecCefni Chmbrs., Llangefni, Anglesey.

W. P Donald, Town Clerk, Town Clerk's Office, Barnsley.
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LIST OP TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.

24—('8rDef!ie Free Libmr.
.

?4—Temporary School. lUr

26—

F

:Sta
26-Gencral Offices, Fernhill, Troherlnri
26-('emeter.v Chapel, Linacre-lane, Boot'c
28-Eight-Target Ranee. Blaenavon
26—House. Porteordon
26_N6W Church. Runxt-sons-Has^lt
26—Shop and Honses. Danbeath
26—Meter House, Brith iir

26-Girl8

iithBhiro Terr. Force Assoc.
G. Reid .

8. Lydd26—Camp Commandant.
26—Meter House, Tirphil
37—School, Shoreham-bv.Sea
27— Refufe Destructor, Cleveland-straot. Birltenho^d
27—Lcdfieeat Mornnton and Llewelyn Parks, bivaasea ....

27—Electric Car Shed, Extensions to. Manchester ....

27—Public School, Additions to Aberlour
27—Cottages (191, Stella Gill, South Pelaw.IumM.'i . ,.

28—Two Ward Blocks. Long Reach Hospital. Pirn i I

28—Pavilion. Baguley Sanatorium, Mftncheatcv
28—School, Sealand
28-LBboratory and Art Classroom, Girln' Scho)l, Hiin.i.

28—Coal Stores at Isolation Hospital, West .MoIohl-v

28-Scbool. Alterations to. Mold Junction
28—Caretaker's Cottage. Additons to, SAltimru
28-Ten Houses. Chopwell
28-Pavilion on Recreatior^ Ground, Wooti Green ....

28-Hou6e, Alterations to, Applothwaito. Ke.swick
28— Caretaker's House, Calhuin Braes Parli, OlasROW
28-P.\l. Church, Renovation of. Toft Hill

2S—Schcol, St. Paul's-street. Darlington
28—School, Alterations to. Coed Talon .,

28 -Sculleries, Tenement Dwellings, Chester-si , Uanohj
29—Accident Hospital, Additions to, Widues
29—Council Offices, Wood-street, Barnet
29—New Special Inttruction Centre, Southend-on-Sea
29-Weighbridge Office. Stevenson-road, Sheffield

29—Cottages, blackhiUs, Elgin
29-St. Luke's Church, Canton
29—County Council School, Hertford
30—Workmen's Dwellings, Brisco-road. Kgremont
SO-Workmen's Dwellings (3t;), Huddertfuld
30—School, Ferndown, Dorset
30—Mun. Bldgs., Tuberculosis Dispensar.r at. South Shielc

30— Isolation Hospital, Additions to, Mensloa

Buckhaven Co-ooeriilive Soc, 1

Bedwellty Urban District Couc
Portsmouth Town Council
Secretary of State for War ...

Bedwe'lty Urban District Goun
West Sussex Education Comn
Corporation
Corporation
Tramways Committee

I District Conn

Education Committee
Ulaydon Urban District Council
Urban District Council

Corporation —
Town Council
Flintshire Education Comaiittee..
Sanitary; Committee .

Corporation
Urban District Council
Education Committee
Health Committee
T. North Christie
Rev. T. .1. Richards
Education Committee

Corporation

E. Evans Archt,, 8. Caftle-ftrcet. CarLarvon.
S. Shaw, F.R I.B.A., Kendal.
E. Rpos, Archt., Alexandra Chambers, Poutypridd.
Austin and Paley, Archts., Lancaster.
Hicks & Charlewood. Archts.. Westgate-rd.. Newc»stle-ou-Tyno.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Work. Storey's Gate, S, W.
W. .T. Dnherty. Archt., 12, Castle-street, Londonderry.
D. E. .lones. Clerk, Port Talbot.
T. Collinge, A.M.I.O.E.,Boro',Eng., Exchange Row, Mansfield.
G. McMichael, A.R I.B.A.. 106. Colmore-
T. .7. Thomas, ClerK, 36, High-street, Bargoed.
R. S. Griffiths, M.S.A., Tonypandy.
Nagingicn and Shennan. Archts.. 3S, Dale-street, Liverpool.
Habcrfhon, Pawckner, and Co., FP R.I.B.A.. Newport, Mon.

adry. Archt., 01. West Church-street, Buckie.
I Limbourg, Belgique.e Gouverneur t

. Campbell, Archt., Methil.
Thomas. Clerk, 36, High-street, Bargoed.

. Bevis, P.R.I. B.A., Elm-grove, Southsea
The Director of Army Contracts, War Office,

T. J. Thomas, Clerk, 38. High-street. Bargoid.
H. P. Roberts, P. R.I.B. A., Thnrloe House, High-st., Worthing,
c. Brownridge, M.I.C.E., Boro' Bng., Towr. Hall, Birkenhead.
E. E. Morgan, Boro' Archt.. 3, Prospect-place, Swansea.
.1. Gibbons. Archt., I, St. Mary's Parsonage. Manchester.
I. Wittet. Archt., ffilgin.

w. Bell, Archt , Irving Hcuse, Westgate-rd. .Newcaetleon-Tyne.
W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., Eng.-inChief. Embankment, E.C.
The City Architect. Town Hall, Manchester.
S. Evans, County Archt., Mold.
.J. Ladds. Archt., 93. Pemberton.road, Harringay, N.
The Surveyor, Council Offices, West Molesey.
S. Evans, County Archt., Mold.
J. C. Wrigle.y, Sec, Education Offices, Northallerton.
H. Dalton, Clerk, Council Offices. Blaydou-on-Tyno.
W. P, Harding, Clerk, Town Hill, Wood Green, N.
Rev. R. W. Watson, 7, Albany-terrace, Dundee,
J. Lindsay, Town Clerk, City Chambers, Glasgow.
J. B. Raine, Toft Hill, Durham.
G. Winter, Boro' Sur., Darlington.
S. Evans, Count.y Archt., Mold.
The Citv Architect, Town Hall, Manchester.
J. S. Sinclair. Boro' Sur., Town Hall, Wilnea.
W. F. Wilkins, Sur., 40, High-street, Barnet, Herts.
J. B. H. Low, Sur., Chelmsford.
The City Engineer, Town Hall, Shoffljld.

J. Wittet. Archt., Elgin.
G. E. Halliday, F.S.A., Archt., 9, Quay-street, Cirdiff.
Urban A. Smith, Sur., County Surveyor's Office. Hatfield.

J. 8. Stout, M.S. A., 36, Lowther-street, Whitehaven.
K. F. Campbell, M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., 1, Peel-st., Huddcrafield.
Fletcher and Brett, Wimborne.
L. Roseveare, A.M.I.C.K., Muni
A. Marshall and Son, Otley.

ipal Buildings, South Shields.

THE ASSOCIATED PORTLAND CEMENT MANUFACTURERS

(1900), LIMITED.

PROPRIETORS OF THE LEADING BRANDS
OF

PORTLAND eEMENt
INCLUDING

"J. B. WHITE & BROS." "ANCHOR"
"HILTON ANDERSON &CO." "EDDYSTONE"
FRANCIS' "NINE ELMS" aFERROCRETE

AN UNRIVALLED RECORD OF OVER HALF A CENTURY.

Head Office: PORTLAND HOUSE, LLOYD'S AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.

'/;/'///-,/»/,v; " I'.ikTLAND, Jjoxdo.v." Tdqihonc : No. .jG'.H) AvEN'UE (SLx Lines).
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The Assembly Hall of a Technical University: Henry
Jarvis Studentship Prize Design by Mr. Louis de
Soissons. and placed second in the Bome Scholar-
ship Competition. Elevation, section, detail,
view, and plan.

New Church at Canwell, Sutton Coldfield, Warwick-
shire. Interior views of Screen and from West
Door, with plan. Mr. Temple Moore, F.K.I. B.A.,
Architect.

COTTAGE-BUILDING.

To build a farm-labourer's cottage to let

at an economic rent, or, in other words, to

pay, is a problem submitted for solution in

many quarters just at present. We think

not merely that it cannot be done, but that

those who propose it. as well as those who

attempt it, know well that the thing is im-

possible. No amount of trying will get a

quart r.f water into a pint pot, and the

honesty of those who assert its possibility

may fairly be considered as open to ques-

tion. That the quart vessel may be of

china, while the pint measure is of glass,

will make no appreciable difference in the

result, vet a somewliat similar legcrdem.Tin

in dealing with the materials of which the

house is built, I he areas of the rooms, and

their cuImc contents, is supposed by some
to get over the dilhculty, and work a

miracle.
We are now talking of the detached

cottage of a farm labourer where there are

no other cottages near enough to co-operate

in a water supply and in sanitary matters.

We also assume that tin- .nitaiii «ill stand

on an acre of land, anl li. pi
]

. ily ftnctd,

an entrance-sate and |i"sl^ ,4 umh making
the plot secure. The c-ttam- will liave a

sitting-room and tlirto btdrouins. In
Enghind a scullery and pantry are con-

sidered as being indispi nsaMe adjuncts to

the labourer's lioiisc ;
lil in Ti^Imd these

are omitted as liiiii i : 1

luxuries, the wasliiiu i
i : i

living-roiun, and iint-il." ^ lb <

the family, being stored in the g
they are required. In many of tl

cottages, two of the bedrooms are
in the roof, the floor i^i^fs lioini; rnl

at the level of the wall |il:it. It y.i-

comprehensinn of anv^n. uli.i lia^ 'iv

lure of

m the
i f„od of

nd until

rooms will be so iiitr

inhabit.able, and ill w
endurable with tlie c

these extremes of lit

more noticeable th.an

oMLd.t. how an aivlii-

^iliilitv sanction such
in 7nidsummer tliese

is.lv hot as to lie un-
iiter they will be un-
ild ; under thin slats

it and cold must bo
under tiles or stone
rcumstances wli.-it-

be formed wliolly

mgs.

tiling: but unde
ever sliould anv
in the roof. T.

storied " merely to get moms in t

a sham. K house nf this kind 1

only one .story, that liuund.d l,\

stone walls, and rmblir aiitlmnti
prohibit the erection of such biiil

room may I>e partly in the roof, but
when steps have been taken to make t

portions of the roof, including the cei
in it, which bound any room, absolutely
non-conducting. Many of the cottages
which obtain premiums in competitions are
no more than doll's-houses. What, for
instance, would be the use of a living-room

9ft. Gin. wide, and a chimney-breast taken

out of that, for a labourer and his wife,

with half a dozen children? With such a

family, the living-room should be not less

than 18ft. by 14ft., the height not being of

so much importance as floor-space, for

those who work, while others rest, require

ample room for moving and washing
utensils without interfering with eacli

otlier. The farm labourer is a man who for

twelve hours is at work in the open .'lir.

How, then, can men who talk so glibly

about sanitary arrangements pen him up
in ;i box to be half-suffocated when his

day's work is done? The only reason that
can be advanced for this kind cd building
is that it would not pay to give the labourer
large rooms. The argument is good for the
capitalist; but wh:it about the worker?
.\re his comfort, and the liealth of himself
and family, not to be considered ? We h.ave,

in the course of our practice, fitted up
stables for hunters, wliiclr, for air space,

ventilation, and luMirious liftings, exceed
anything we ever [irnvided for the farni-

labourer; but then the horse was worth
several hundred pounds to his owner,
whilst the labourer was of no direct value.

and he could be easily replaced without cost

to his employer. If a bedroom of moderate
size is provided in such houses for the

parents, there is an idea abroad,
apparently, that the children will always
remain children, and small rooms will

suflice for them. But they will grow into

men and women before they leave home,
and it is absurd to provide them with bed-

rooms of such a size that they must sleep

with their heads up the chimney or tlieir

legs out of the windows, if they lie full

length.

Again, what marvels of design the stair-

cases are in these toy houses ! Some have
as many as six winders in a space of .5ft.

by 2ft. 6in., so that to take necessary

articles of furniture up them is almost im-

possible, and access by a lirst-floor window
is preferred. To use such stairs with safety,

the occupants should have wings as well as

legs.

We would point out another great defect

found in many of these houses, and that is

providing an earth-closet, so called, witlun

the walls of the main house. We liave

called attention to this before; but its im-

portance justUies our alluding to it again,

for it is well known that an earth-|>.ul

requires constant attention, and this it will

not get; so that a common privy in the out

oflices, though objectionable, will be far

less of a nuisance in the end. Such an
arrangement of doors that, when one is

opened it will lie across the whole or part

of another, is objectionable, and stairs or

pass:igc's along which a cofhn cannot be
taken witliout standing it on end should be
r:iicfiilly avoided.

Wliat, then, is the necessity for cutting
down the sizes of rooms in labourer's
cott.ages? It cannot be the value of tlie

land, for that would not be 10s. for the
freeliolil site of the largest cottage, neglect-
ing tbo u;iidfiL The cost of building must,
thfivton , b,. the reason; and how~is this

dilliruU.v iii.t? Why, by reducing the size

of the rooms until thev are a nuisance, and
if the mate
that the co

f the yearly
til u|i. and
uav of bnil

cutting down the oual
used until it is a certai

will not last .50 years, f
is spent in krepint; it

|

appears to \n- tlie mo,

I

cheaply. In the sp.-, ilual loii for ,a standaid
cheap cottage, we came across this expres-
sion : "The^ timber is to be good third-

ouality deal," What does "it mean'
Foreigners trrade our timber for us, and
much of their first ouality iu small
scantling, such as would be used in cottage
building, is sapwnod. cut from trees no
bigger "ihan scaffold-poles, and. c.nse-
qumitlv iiiin,;,tuiv - nilibish. m fa.-t. and

ike There is no such thing in the tradi

;ood third-quality timber, for such
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quality would be graded as second, and ;i

tad third quality as fourth. Heaven knows
that, in half a dozen qualities, given us for

choice by timber - merchants and mill-

owners, we liave enough to bewilder us,

without splitting these qualities into a

good, better, and best, thus niaking about
eiglitcen, where we alreadj" have in six, or

tliereabouts. lour too many. To the archi-

tect there are two qualities of timber
known, and two only—good and bad.

While ho should know about the qualities

of the dealer, he should not trouble about
them, and not refer to them in his specifica-

tion. His duty is to describe good timber,

and see that his client gets it. If third-

quality timber is good enough for building,

why not use third-quality brirlc?, third-

quality cement, and lli ' ' "
. ry-

thing else? We hold 111 la

tect's province to assiM I in

this way. The .'iiU i ly tu

cheapen cottaur i i i;iinly not

to use bad mat. ii ugh cheap
at first, are di.i, it by select-

ing lasting maiiij.ii- .m ,i vijtap kind, and
using them with as little labour as

possible; for it is labour that runs up the
cost rather tlian material.

We are advocates, then, of sound con-
struction in connection with sane planning,
and if these are impossible with the means
available fur building, we Avould say "Do
not build at all." No matter how badly
some may build, there are others ready to

do something worse, and, after the
shallowest foundation possible, another
suggests steam rolling, and have no
foundation at ail, but build directly on the
grass, thus saving excavation and
concrete.

After all, in building a labourers
cottage, there is an irreducible minimum,
below which an experienced architect will
not go, and the key to this minimum is to
be fi^und in the height of the man who is to
occupy it—say 6ft. To admit him and his
belongings, the doorway must bo 6ft. 6in.
by 3ft., and we will see how this height
fixes many other dimensions in a one-storv
hou.se. Bricks will probably be used for
dressings, even where the walls are of
rubble stone, and a Oin. arch, rising 3in..
will cover this doorway. The roof timbers
may just clear the extrados of the arch, so
that the height of the wall-plate above the
floor level is fixed at an irreducible
minimum. The accompanying section
(Fig. 1) shows this clearly. A is the
foundation in stone or concrete; B the
walls, supposed to be of rubble stonework.
20in. thick, for no thinner wall can be built
economically in rough stone ; C a landing of
self-faced "flagging" or "paving"; D the
door-siU. and it will be noticed that the
riser of this sill is set back to stand under
the middle of the thickness of the door.
This is important, for the sill is usually set
with the riser 6in. or Sin. out from the
door, so that any rain running down the
door sheeting is caught on it, and passes
into the house, while in the arrangement
shown on our section, the rain drops from
the door On the landing. E is a cut-stone
door-frame block; it keeps the frame up
from the landing where the end-grain
would take up water and rot the iambs; F
IS the floor-plate

; G the ioists ; Hair-space
between ioists and concrete J, the latter
being floated with cement or some non-
porous material such as asphalt. In fixin"
the size of the windows for height, we musi
treat them like the doorwav. and arch them
over in brick, giving the arch a rise of Sin.
to save labour in cutting the bricks, except
in the skewbacks. The letters M and N
show the door- and window-arches on the
outside, and O the arches on the inside,
there being no lintel. P is the roof-plate!
and the slope of the rafters is fixed at
2"deg., this being the lowest safe incline for

3

slates or tiles; K represents the window-
sill ; and L the cement window-seat inside,

the height of both being 3ft., as shown. A
careful examination of this section will

show that it would be impossible to reduce
the cost of the house by cutting down any
of the dimensions marked on it. A little

thought will convince anyone, especially

after an examination of cottages built for

ten or twelve years, that the window-sashes
should be of iron, and the door faced with

struck as the work was carried up. It will

be noticed in this example that the window-
jambs are hammered, the aroh stones

roughly chiselled and punched. The stone

sill is shown punched on the sketch ; but
this is an error: it is "tooled," and the

dotted surface, representing punch-marks,
should be shown with vertical straight

lines, as left by a chisel. AVhere the wall

ii of stone, the dressings are usually of

brickwork, as Fig. 2 ; this makes a con-

other material than wood, the premature
decay in sashes and external doors being

marked. At first sight iron sashes will

appear too like factory work. But it must
not be forgotten that, during the Gothic

revival wrought-iron sashes hung to stone

mullions were common in the most ex-

pensive houses, so that the objection to iron

in a labourer's cottage is founded solely on
prejudice. The use of iron, as suggested,

would end the constant decay of sash-sills

and sash-frames, which is an ever-recurring

expense where woodwork is not regularly

painted. Fig. 2 sliow-s a cottage window
with solid wood frame and wood sashes, the
dressings being of brick witli pebble-dashed
rubble walls. Fig. 3 shows the same
windows with stone dressings, the walls
being of rubble stonework, with joints

siderable saving in the expense. But stone

dressings to stone walling makes much
better-looking work. In the commonest
kind of building, the window-jambs and
head are plastered in cement, which pro-

jects an inch or so, to stop the pebble-

dashing, which covers the dressings as well

as the wall.

COMPETITION STUDENTSHIPS AT
THE INSTITUTE.

Sir John Soane's bequest of the Medallion,

augmented as it is by the money prize of

,£100. has established" the prestige of the

Institute Prize work this year; but other

results are somewhat below the average.

There can be no doubt that the award has

been accorded to the best design sub-

mitted, and Mr. Cyril A. Farey. of Great
Ormond-street, the 'author, who has marked
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it by the device of a Thistle, is the

more" to be congratulated because the com-

petition lias been an unusually strenuous one,

although there were only eight entries.

Besides the Medallion design three other pro-

posals have rightly received recognition for

their individual, it varied, ability. The
subject chosen eminently appealed to the

imagination of the competitors. The schemes
differ rather remarkably. The site con-

templated appears to have included the

proximity of a river skirting an elevated

plateau. ' forniing part of a park high above

the hill of llip stream. So diverse are the

ooiic.|iti.iii, UMik,,! out by the competitors

that it 1.^ ratlin- diflieult to compare one with

the other \t;ry closely. All are more or less

in accord as regards the palatial character

of the scheme itself for an official country

residence for a Royal Personage.
" Thistle's " design is a masterly perform-

ance, most capably drawn in the Parisian

manner, with beautifully rendered clear

shadows, and the get-up generally is work-

manlike and well arranged throughout. The
mansion-house extends on parallel lines at

considerable length along the river, over

which the main approach comes by way of a

stone-built bridge of one span, with a pair of

lodges flanking the entrance-gates below the

ramparts towards the east. From this water-

bound level of a lesser court an inclined

roadway rises northwards with a sharp turn

midway in the opposite direction, round past

the stable extensions, and thus by an easy

gradient the forecourt is approached, and

from thence, passing porter's quarters and a

gunroom, the main entrance courtyard is

reached, the main building standing towards
the south. On the north side of this quad is

the lancet-lit chapel above stairs, set endways
on to the picture-gallery. This position for

the chapel allows of visitors attending tin

services to pass in and out free of intrusioi

on the privacy of the mansion-house. Ex
tending further north, beyond the chapel

cross-wing, is the stableyard, surrounded by

stalls, carriage houses, 'motor garages, and

dog-kennels, tiie servants' quarters being set

on the first floor as wings, stopping short of

the curved end of these premises. The kitchen

accommodation is set at the western side of

the entrance court, with luggage entrance

ready tn hand, with other facilities of service.

The "entrance-hall to the house is not among
the best features of the plan. To the left

are apartments for the regal suite and to the

right occurs a private staircase for the Royal

Personage. Facing the entrance, beyond a

pierced solid screen wall, is situate the grand

staircase, leading to an unduly cramped
landing, with awkward turns into the short

twin so-called "long galleries" on the first

floor. In the midst of the mansion is a

fountain court, from whence the staircase

obtains its light. To the west of this inner

quadrangle are the private apartments, the

suites of rooms for visitors coming on the

eastern flank of same, as well as in the

southern return. A corresponding position is

given to the Royal private billiard-room and

study.

The ballroom occurs above, right along the

south end of the fountain court and garden

front, and it has staircases at each end. The
State banqncting-rooin runs along the western

side of the fountain court, en suite with the

ballroom, and the librarv extends in like

manner along the eastern 'side. Each of the

misnamed "long galleries" before alluded to

has a pretty loggia commanding tlie fountain

court and serving to lessen the width of these

short rooms flanking the main staircase just

now mentioned. The picture gallery seems

to occupy a prominent position, although in

a very secondary way, adjacent to a State

suite "of billiard-, smoking-, and card-rooms,

and at the other end of the corridor, skirting

these apartments, is a State dining-room,

which, like the banqueting-room, is .well

supplied with service provision; but we think

tlie author has sacrificed space midway along

the corridor to get light; if the alcove

opened out it might serve tor crush purposes

on grand occasions, or even for the display

of sculpture.

This lay-out necessarily results in a some-

what unqualified length of buildings, with

three quads from north to south. The park

towards the last direction, with an

elongated formal garden court in front of

the southern facade, with a pergola on both

d an orangery on the western side.

Beyond, further southward, are tennis-courts

on either hand of a long walk. In section

the building is situate high above the river

bank, with bastion towers and rampart walls,

which have an outstanding grandeur of effect

on a site eminently adapted to the Scotch

Castellated style and a towered treatment,

though the author's success is distinctly due
to the tact that a domestic character prevails

rather than the notion of a stronghold. The
details of the work are rather French, with

a tendency towards Early Renaissance,
broadly and picturesquely handled. The
internal decoration scarcely chimes in with

the rest, and this observation is occasioned

by the mural treatment of the ballroom end,

where the doorway is shown by the half-inch

scale detail, and the statuary is not par-

ticularly good. The strongest drawing of this

set is the long section, very adroitly finished

with reflected light suggested in the shadows.
"Thistle's" bird's-eye perspective is an
artistic production, dexterously coloured, and
showing the lay-out of the courtyards well,

looking from the south, with the river wend-
ing its way in the distance till it is lost 'midst

the hills.
" The tourelles flanking the roof of

the south elevations towards the front of the

picture suffer from lack of more empli

and the bridge appears also somewhat to a

disadvantage. From these notes it will be

clear that the Soane Medallion has been wel

won.
"Farnesina," placed second, with a ineda

of merit, is by Mr. H. C. Bradshaw. who ha;

six strainers, and in our judgment he make:
an able record. The scheme is more compact
and rectilinear than the first in its p
portions, and. after the fashion of an Italian

villa, presents a large, grand forecourt in

front, above terraced gardens impinging at

their base upon a lake, segmental in sliap

on the far side, very ornamentally treated. A
portico of rather too lofty proportions marks
the chief entrance, which opens into a vast

hall, above being the State reception-room,

reached by corridors extending round an

internal big hall reachiiiL' up through both

floors. The ballmn,,, i-: ;, fine apartment
overlooking the c;.iJ-n., ;, ,,iiisi,-room at one

end and a smoku,- i ,,l (lie other. The
banqueting-hall is bcvuud the grand staircase

to the right hand of the middle hall, while

the waiting, court, and audience chambers
correspond in position on the left-hand side.

Two lower wings boldly project on the garden

front, and each wing contains a colonnaded

circular court, one attached to conservatories

and the other belonging to the kitchen

department. Each of (In -
^

\ii ii-;mi,s has

a double columned Iol'l'i;. 1'' I'li i" resi-

dence in this scheme i- '
' i l-mlding

set in the great cnrtil;. i of the

mansion, and corres]i ' ' i- resi-

dence is the stable luiill :
'

l these

there seems to be no '
i ':!• I li'' per-

spective is a powerful i\r;i:. mj, . xlnlnl iiig the

mansion from the gardens at evening time,

with a dark blue-grey sky and sombre trees.

The elevation towards the lake is a most

capable one, and the design is well worked

out, though the architecture is scarcely

interesting.
" Akarana " (Mr. Gordon G. Keesing) sends

a fine set of sepia drawings, one of the set

of four combining details of the arched

colonnade to the wings of the house as a

setting tor a view of the building in a clever

manner for a show-piece. The plans are very

small in scale ; but they illustrate a com-

prehensive palatial hon'se with quadrant

colonnades uuiting the outbuildings with its

frontispiece. The garden front is drawn to a

bigger scale, and presents an arcaded facing

to' the big court on this side in an appro-

priately grand manner, though somehow the

impres is more that ot a monster hotel

than of a Royal private or official residence

in the country. The author is not limited by

small ideas, and he displays much ability.

His fourth strainer, witli ilir ,1, x;il ens and

sections set out as maiL' i. Miing the

wrong way from the pl:i ' '

I '|hd his

chances. He obtains iin ll^n Mi i-

'"Anchor" does not exhibit Ins design m

ttractive way; but he has worked out the
proposal from all sides by geometrical
drawings, which he has mounted in long
strips one over the other, like a panorama,
with awkward results quite tiring to look at.

His style ot architecture is reserved and
homely ; but the scheme is laid out, notwith-
standing, in somewhat grandiose proportions
and has little doubtful areas for lighting

purposes in the wings of the building. 'The

culmination is a circular columned hall rising

through three floors under a cupola, and this

centrepiece looks as if it might be badly lit.

The principal apartments of the palace are

disposed to the right and left ot the hall.

The chapel has a circular area tor the nave,

set between rectilinear extensions "east and
west," and the billiard-room is of the same
curious shape, both buildings being roofed

with domes over these segmental wallings.

This design was also awarded hon. mention,

the author being Mr. Thos. Chalkley.

THE TITE PRIZE AND A MONEY PRIZE OF £30

is offered every year for designs treated in

accordance with the methods ot Palladio,

Vignola, Wren, and Chambers. On this

occasion a very free interpretation of these

restrictions is evident in the eight proposals

submitted. The subject to some extent may
have contributed to this result, because it left

undefined an "Imaginative Composition in

Perspective in the Italian Style for an Im-

portant Fountain, with which is to be asso-

ciated large-scale Sculpture." The winner,

Mr. Trenwith Wills, from Liverpool, who
marks his design with the motto of " Golden

Dolphin," sends an original and striking com-

position, chiefly distinguished by a mag-

nificent ca&cad"e discharging in a broad

manner over a wide series ot steps ot nine

.stages into a big pool in front. This cascade

is divided by dwarf walls into sections and

supporting fountain urns, and terminating

with winged statuary at the verge in a pic-

turesque manner, while wing walls on the

extremities give occasion for more sculpture

and enclose outlook terraced walls. Steps

beyond lead down to the level ot the stream

in the park. Behind the cascade stands a

colonnaded kiosk enclosing a longitudinal

terrace, and this building is surmounted by a

dome in the midst supported by a large

equestrian group, in front of the mountain

crag, which suggests the source of the vast

discharge of water needed for such a display.

Mr, Wills's drawings are quite the best ot

the series.

Mr. A. G. Shoosmith obtains an hon.

mention for his design, marked "Panama."
It is a very gradiose and exuberant proposal,

comprising too many features, which

impart a pretentious air, which is in

by the turbulent fountain display. The archi-

tecture is treated in a sturdy way at the base

ot the rock, but the building subordinates the

purpose of the composition, with its stairways

and other encumbering details, which much

overweight the design. This, in parts, must

be reckoned as clever and imaginative.

THE GRISSEI.L GOLD MEDAL,

for which three competitors came forward, is

taken by Mr. Philip D. Bennett, of Birming-

ham, for a workaday four-story Dockside

Warehouse in iron and concrete construc-

tion, capably carried out and marked by the

motto " Syrod," quite the best of the trio.

THE PUGIN TRAVELLING STUDENTSHIP

is accorded to Mr. W. Cecil Young for

four strainers of sketches and measured

drawings ot Gothic buildings, including

excellent studies of Gcdney Church Tower,

Northboro' Manor rTmisr, Hm' Galrway to

the Priory, Burnli:iin M;i.l.-i :
Xnntvrl, octa-

gonal tower ot tliiit V.I'll km
church; the choir stulls. I,:iih:i

St. .lohn's. Stamford ; and the west front ot

Fordham Church. This is quite the best set

of the five submitted. Mr. Julian R.

Leathart comes in second for recognition with

several capital drawin-s from Ely Cathedral

and Blythborongh Clunrh. Suffolk; but

generally his stiulics ar,- a trifle oycr-tinted

in washes ot colour.

THE INSTITUTE SILVER MEDAL AND TEN
GUINEA PRIZE

for measured drawings goes to Mr. James

Bennett, ot Gla.sgow, who submitted a careful

ased

,f of
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set oil five strainers of II Tenipie Ho del

Bramante, San Pietro Montorio, Rome. Xo
doubt these are the best in this competition,

though the author probably owes his success

in some degree to the choice of this subject,

which has not been so often illustrated in

England as most of the buildings selected on
the present occasion. We commend the

author for his care and industry. The sub-

ject may not lend itself to a dashing style of

draughtsmanship, but these drawings are

barely equal to the average standard of pre-

vious years.

A carefully-executed set drawn by " Pax "

of Fountains Abbey hanging in this gallery

this year is, on the whole, disappointing ; and
the "Customs House, Dublin, is sent in by

"Strike," who scarcely accords its character

justice ; while the Wes"t of England Fine Arts

Academy, Bristol, chosen by "The Royal,"

is hardly good enough architecturally as a

subject for such a competition.

THE OWEN JONi:.': STrDKNT.?niP OF £100

was not compft.'il fdi. ;iihI tins contretemps

is to be account. .1 im l.\ ili. new restriction

that the com|Hi;t-i- u.i. to submit an

original decorrii i\ ' ;i i > Im ri iirul desii^n. For

some years tin- ir • I ^ li.cu lakiMi liy

Royal Collegf m \:i n »li.. Iiinc ilr

voted much tu:;. i- n. - In-t.Mir (iriui-

ment in colour, but » ln> ;U'' nut anliil.-i'liir;il

students as intended by the bequest.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

The sixth ordinary meeting for the present

session of the Royal Institute of British

Aitliit- rt-. was held on Monday evening at

:'. ( .iiMinii -Ir.Mt. W.C. the President, Mr.
li. -inal.l m.inilield, A.R.A.. occupying the

.liair. Mr. George Hubbard. F.S.A.. vice-

president, announced the deaths of Mr.
Walter Liberty Vernon, Fellow, of Sydney,
N.S.W., until recently Government Architect
for the State of New South Wales; and of

Mr. Charles Valentine Hunter, who joined as

an Associate in 1879, and resigned in 11)09.

lON'DON TRAFFIC PROBLEMS.
Col. Sir Herbert Jekyll, K.C.M.G., late

Railway Secretary to the Board of Trade,
read a paper upon this subject. He showed
how in the first half of the 19tli century,
when the efforts of the Legislature were
directed to bringing the whole of the main
roads approaciiing London under the control
of'a single body, the whole aspect of the ques-
tion was altered by the introduction of rail-

ways. Attention was at once diverted from
the roads, which became of less and less im-
portance as the railway system developed,
with the result that tliey were left to the
divided control of local authorities, under
which they remain to tlie present time. At
the beginning of the present century a new
era in traffic was inaugurated by the con-
struction of tube railways and the replace-
ment of horse traction by mechanical power
on roads. Much disturbance was caused to
existing interests, and for a time ruinous
competition prevailed, to be followed by an
amalgamation of companies. The directions
in which railway improvements were to be
looked for were the separation of suburban
from long distance traffic, the electrification
of suburban lines, the shortening of journey
times, the increase of accommodation in the
rush hours, and the extension of urban rail-
ways into rural districts. Such changes
could net fail to slinnilafe building in the
outer ,'

,|- ,1 1':
. ussiiig the need

for in. i

, Nfares, Sir Her-
bert I unction of new
streit-

< '
[ii. Ir ral.l.. to the widen-

ing of old oiM-s. Ii,,t|j o|i(Tations were costly;
but the former caused less interference with
traffic, and provided greater relief in alter-
native routes; it also permitted the construc-
tion of underground subways for pipes and
wires, and even for the passage of tramcars.
It was not, liowever, desirable to undertake
the construction of any great length of new
.street at one time. Additional and wider
bridges was also a pressing requirement; in
particular a road bridge with approaches to
connect Charing Cross with St. George's
circus—two out of the three greatest traOic

centres in l.ondnn : ami a iifw liriilgo to take

the placr n! IiiiiiImII, I'.ii.Il'- ,
which, though

still stancliiiL', ha. I In .ai .cndniiiioil as unsafe

for anvtiini- Imi |.. ihslnans. Necessary as

it was" to widen old streets, .suniething could

be done to increase their capacity. The
chief obstructions were centre lampposts, for

although not wide there was a margin on eacli

side within which no vehicle could pass.

Their retention was inexcusable, because the

advantages of central lighting could be pro-

vided by suspended lamps. He illustrated

and described Colonel Hellard's plan for new
roads through London, which he explained
were of three kinds— (1) radiating main
roads; ('Jl encircling roads connecting with
th. I in.il.MiL; it possible to pass tlirough

1,( - (1 1 traversing tlio crowded
.c : . i I. y pass roads, avoiding cer-

tain |)l,Hc - win !. traffic was abnoriiinlly con-

gest. il. Main roads should not be less than
innft. wide. In fixing this width it was not
intended tliat the wliole of it should be

5ort.

roads

—

a.li. d fr

wrr.' Mini, nail I,, adujit of light railways on
Ira. k^ .il Ih. ij- own, apart from the roadway
foi- III .Imai V I rallic, such railways would assist

TiiatiiKillv 111 iliveloping building tireas. pro-

vidiMJ that the stopping-places were far

rnniii,.li apart to admit of a high rate of speed.

He nreed the establishment of a central

antliority with power, first, to lay down tlie

lines of arterial roads, and, secondly, to re-

quire local authorities to make their schemes
conform to prescribed lines.

Col. llellard, in proposing a vote of thanks
Sir Herbert Jekyll, pointed out tliat it

is far more difficult to provide a new road
an to obtain powers for a railway. If a

fficient number of people believed that a

ilway would pay its way they would, exert

ery effort to overcome prejudices that

existed against its construction, but a main
thoronghfare was a purely philnnthropic

undertaking, for which no one would be able

to get a direct return for any outlay of means
or trouble.

Mr. Raymond Unwin seconded the motion,

observing that the lecturer had skilfnlly

selected important points from a wide sub-

ject. The concentration of business made for

commercial efficiency in the lay-out of a city,

whereas the wide distribution of bouses re-

sulted in the physical efficiency of the people.

It was therefore desirable that persons should

live as far from their work as the limit of

time necessary for the transit from lioiiio to

office, and vice versa, would allow. Atten-

tion should be given to the problem of the

roads congested by useless traffic due to the

distances of the railway termini from each

other. Thus Paddington was four miles from
Liverpool-street, and a space of two miles

separated either of these termini from Vic-

toria, and a similar gap lay between King's
Cross or St. Pancras and Waterloo. It

should be remembered that distribution of

goods was vastly cheaper by continuous rail

than when transported by road. At Chicago
it had been estimated that a load of coal

which could be brought 400 miles for a dollar

by rail cost half a dollar for delivery a few
blocks from the terminals. In London,
Covent Garden Market had no communica-
tion by rail with any system. He thought a

compact ring of central clearing termini
would be most desirable, and the linking up
of all metropolitan passenger stations would
be better still. The point to consider was
that it was cheaper to convey passengers by
express transit and deliver as near as pos-

sible to their destination. We needed to co-

ordinate all services of rail, 'bus. and tram,
utilising the railways for long-distance travel

at high speed, tramways and street railways
for heavy suburban traffic, and omnibuses for

short journeys. He agreed with the lecturer
that the tramway was not doomed to extinc-
tion by the mofor-'bus, but that there was
rn.iiii fiir both. The Londoner was provincial
ill III- :iliitiiil.. towards tFamways. We needed
III \v aii.iial loads, which should not be too
frii|Mi iiilv iiiti'rrupted by cross roads, and
these main thoroughfares should be of suffi-

cinet width to sort traffic into three speeds.

A width of sort, was not enough. A width
of llSI't. was Ih.' iniiiniiiiiii for three rows of
traflir laii h sill... ami this should be increased
to from 11211. lo rjtit. if trees were to be
planted along it. Roads were the corridors
of a great city, and open spaces its gardens, '

and these needed planning, grouping, and
dignified architectural treatment, and to be
co-ordinated with foresight and skill by a

central autliority, which should be directed
by an architect.

Mr. Sydney Perks, F.S.A., the city archi-

tect, said Sir Herbert Jekyll had not touched
on the all-important question of the pedes-
trian traffic of London. For the increased
speed spoken of with such satisfaction the
public paid heavily in augmented liability

to fatalities and injuries. In the City the
peril had actually decreased of recent years,

partly because tlie trafhe moved there more
slowl'y than in tlm onllMiiu' districts. Sir
Herbert objiiii-il to th.' sH.lI ivfnges, but
in the inter.'sls of |ml.lie salVU ho would
plead for more, and iiol fLwcr. uf these. For
central illumination of streets, that from
lamps standing upon refuges was infinitely

preferable to that from suspended lamps.
Street-widenings affected the ratepayer pre-

judicially in four ways: property which found
its proportion of tlie rates was destroyed,
and the expenses of acquirement, of laying
out, and of maintenance fell upon the rate-

payers who remained. Piccadilly-circus was
a terrible example of an enlarged and
mutilated open crossing, without plan or out-

line ; and the recent alli latn.ns at the Marble
Areli were almost ns bail. 'I h.. .asiest traffic

for the police to rrL'iilaln \\as where two
main streets, the wnllh Ihiiil; immaterial,
cross, .i| „|, nu.ht aiiL.lns.

:\li. l;. Ml |. In II A\l iiL'. architect to the
New 'I iaiis|ii,rl ( 'iiiii|.aiiy. urged the desira-

bility of |iiii\nliiig a rriitral goods clearing-

house, which would materially reduce the
nnniber of vans in London streets, and would
be an effective remedy for much of the
present congestion. Mr. Edgar Harper,
formerly statistical officer to the London
County Council, had reported that the work
of collection and delivery from such a
clcariiiL' liniisn I onid be accomplished by
ahmit liM' Ihonsaiid motor-lorries.

Mv. W. l; l>aMdt;e. district surveyor for
Lewishaiii, .imtnmled that the introduction
of railways had not made, l.nt lia.I dis-

tributed London. Without lailwins the

Metropolis would have been a i il\ ; wilh th in

it was a conglomeration of snlmiiis. ll would
be well if tlio railway companies, recognising

that their office was" to provide rapid transit

over long distances, would determine to open
no stations within ten miles of their termini.

Light railways should be provided for the

nearer districts of open country, merging
into tramways in the crowded areas. There
was no reason why, nndm- siii'li a system,
suburbs should not lir-jin at. sa\. an hour's
express-travel distainr liom Lmnloii.

Mr. Francis Hoop, i tliniiL.lil llm Hoard of

Trade should iinite to eonlininvs on traffic

not merely the chairinen, clerks, and sur-

veyors of local authorities, but the whole
membership. Sclienics for new roads should

be shown on a large and simple scale on
maps which could be liiing in the council

chamber of each district affected.

The President, in putting the vote of

thanks, said it seemed as if the centrifugal

tendency of the present (lav would develop

quite a new type of house for the suburbs
to be built for'ty or fifty miles from London.
He agreed with Mr. Raymond Unwin, in his

contention that even 100ft. was not a suffi-

cient width for a new main thoroughfare, and
thought Sir Herbert Jekyll carried them all

with him in his suggestion that the designs

of bridges sliould be jointly designed by

architects and engineers.

The vote of thanks was passed by acclama-

tion, and was l.inllv aiknowledged by Sir

Herbert Jik\ll, xnIh. iniiarked that the

question of tin in, inasMij; risks to pedestrian

traffic was a very serious one. A large pro-

portion of the accidents reported to the

authorities evidently resulted from lack of

ordinary care and precaution on the part of

the victims. He regarded street-refuges as

desirable, but they should not be continuous.
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Central 1 lip pos were an obstruction '

prevented the proper regulation of traffic,

and a fruitful source of accident. The
scheme for a central goods clearing-house

was admirable, but it had this grave risk-
that in the event of a labour difBculty it

would be easy to hold up all trafTic and cause
incalculable inconvenience.
The President read a letter from Sir Aston

Webb regretting inability to attend owing
to a chill, and stating that had he been able

to hear Sir Herbert Jekyll's paper he would
have proposed a resolution in the following
terms:

—"That a central authority is urgently
required with power, first, to lay down lines

of arterial roads, and, secondly, to require
local authorities to make their schemes con-

form to prescribed lines which happen to

traverse their areas."
Mr. Raymond said he should be happy to

propose this motion.
BIr. Hubbard seconded it.

Mr. Maurice B. Adams asked if its terms
could not be modified so as to include new-
railways, whose promoters paid little atten-
tion to commons and open spaces.
The President said he was afraid this

would open too wide an inquiry, and put the
resolution, which was carried unanimously.

THE council's AW.iRDS OF PKIZES AND
STUDENTSHIPS

was announced as follows :—
The Institute Silver Medal and Twenty-five

Guineas for Essays.—"Per Ardua ad \str.i,'

T. S. Attlee. M.A., 52, Arun House, Surrey-
street, Strand, W.C. (subject of essay, "The
Influence on .\rchitecture of the Condition of the
Worker"); five guineas and certificate of iioii.

mention. "Resurgam." .1. Mitchell Hallev,
I..U.I.B.A.. 9, Bedford-row, \V. C. (subje.rt,

-The Rebuilding and the Workmen o' St.

Paul's Cathedral, from the 'Accounts' "'
; certi-

ficates of merit and hon. mention, ' Filogeno-
vesato," Martin Shaw Briggs, 14. North Audlev-
street, W. (subject. "The Architec;iire if
Genoa"), and " Daedalus." Alexander R. C.
Eaton, 20, Neville-road, Forest Gate (subject,
"Minoan Architecture"). Six competitors.
The Institute Silver Medal and Ten Guineas

for Measured Drawings. — "Rags," James
Bennett, care of Messrs. John Burnet and Son,
239, St. Vincent -street, Glasgow. Six com-
petitors.

The Soane Jkdalhon and ilOn (for Con-
tinental Travcli. — "Thistlo, Cvril A, Farey,
10, Great (Irmonil street. W.C ;' .crtificatc of

H. Chalton Braclsliaw, HiUsidc,' Heathfield-road,
Wavertrec, Liverpool; certificates of hon.
mention, " Akarana," Gordon S. Keesing, care
of Llovds Bank. Rue de I'Opcra 26, Paris, and
"Blue All li '

•• TV ;iM^ (-liilklrv, 42, Grange-
road, r. !

1 : -intitors.
Thf I'

- ~
:

. 1 Medal and £40
(for tiM..

;
:m 1 ,, . , K M_-dom).—William

Cecil \\-.,iii_. \:i. Kill;; i->um-. Heaton Moor,
near Stockport; certificate of hon. mention,
Julian R. I.cathart. 35, Canterbury - road,
Brixton. Five competitors.
The Tite Prize: Certificate and £30 (for travel

in Italy).— (Suli.ject. Design for Imaginative
Composition in Italian stvle for a Fotmtain.)
"Golden Dolohin." Trenwith L. Wills, 5, Page-
street, Westminster; certificate of hon. mention
and ten guineas, .-Vrthur G. Shoosmith. 10, Great
Ormond-street, W.C. Eight competitors.
The Arthur Cates Prize : Forty Guineas.—J. C.

Rogers. Only one competitor, '

The Grissell CIl AT. o,,l .,,• I T.n (-,-,,. ., • r

Design and Cmi- -
1

1

Four - story It. -
: \\ -

Phihp D." Br.ir.. ,-.J I
.. Km

Edsbaston. Birnuijijiijiii, Im.-i ioiii|.t-iu.)r<

The Godwin Bursarv : Silver Medil and £65,—
Martin Shaw Briggs. 14. North Audley-street, W.

Ashpitel Prize to student who obtained the
greatest number of marks in the Institute Final
Kvaminations daring the past year: William
Wallace Friskin.

MEASURING AND QUANTITY
SURVEYING.*

By George Corderoy (Member of Council).

Measuring and quantity surveying is one
of the branches of the surveyor's profession
in which members of this Institution prac-
tise. A subdivision of the examination which
must be passed by all surveyors wishing to
qualify for its membership "is mainly con-

cerned therewith. A number of our
members and of our professional, bretliren

who are not in our ranks have specialised

to such an extent in the preparation of

quantities that they designate themselves
"quantity surveyors." We are all, however,
Mr. President, surveyors, just as all doctors

are doctors, whether the layman describes

them as lung, throat, or ear specialists, etc.

Some of us still prefer to describe ourselves

under the broad title of "surveyors,"
whether or not the bulk of our practice con-

sists of measuring and quantity surveying.

What is the nature of the work comprised
under this head? In our Charter it is defined

as the "measuring and estimating artificers'

work." I will venture, however, to amplify
that definition by saying that it is concerned
with—

(a) Tlie measuring, bringing to account,
and valuation of all works of construction,
whether of an architectural or engineering
character, above or below the surface of

the ground or water,
(b) The ascertainment of the nature and

quantities of the work required to bo done
in order to give physical embodiment to the
designs and specifications prepared by an
architect or an engineer, and the setting
out of such character and quantities in a

detailed, lucid, and orderly manner in a

document entitled "A Bill of Quantities,"
thus enabling a precise estimate to be
made of the cost of the execution of the
work.

Ever since works of construction were
undertaken by one man for another for pay-
ment, there must have been some method
of making up an account ; but, so far as I

know, there is little historical information
dealing with the practice of this branch of

our profession. Surveyors, as such, have not
been great contributors to general literature

;

but apparently they were known to the
Prophet Ezekiel, fo"r he portrayed a man
whose "appearance was like the appearance
of brass, and holding in his hand a line of
flax and a measuring-reed." This reed the
prophet describes as being six cubits in
length and a hand in breadth—which, in our
tn.easurements, would be about lift, by 3^in.,
or the equivalent of a 12ft. rod. Again, in

the Book of Zechariah reference is made to
a visionary surveyor who was going to
measure Jerusalem to see "what is the
breadth thereof and what is the length
thereof." From this it would appear that
measuring surveyors were practising in

Biblical times. "Coming rapidly to less
remote periods, Shakespeare refers to the
surveying practice of his day. Lord Bardolf,
in Part II. of the play of "King Henry IV.,"
saving

:

•When 1

• the model

;

And when we see the fig

Then must we rate the cost of the <

Which if we find outweighs abiUty.
"What do we then, but draw anew the model
In fewer offices ; or at least, desist
To build at all?

Shakespeare summed up with the insight of
'..i^iiiii' tlio t'lii'f-t-nns nf the surveyor, though

I
' •'. - ' ' ''. -i-'im to that composite

Milder of his period.
- ! ( ir:-i..]r: r W i- i\;i^ officially described
:i3 His Mnjestv s .-Mirvevor." though John
Evelyn, in his Diarv nf 1(181. refers to him
also as "His Majesty's Architect and Sur-
veyor." There wa? appari nth no Surveyors'
In'stitntion in the lii:li . mm ;,

t. regulate the
practice and cnn.l \.irs. as in a

manuscript in tli. i: \i ,-iim, written

in 1.582 by John 11. - -. i. .i.hng the " Pro-
ceedings "

in the erectif.ii of the three
hospitals of Christ's. Bridewell, and St.

Tliomas the Apostle," it is stated: "There
was also appointed to each of tliese houses
surveyors to see the worckes goe forwards
whose names hereafter ensue," one of these

surveyors being a haberdasher, one a

stationer, and two grocers—an instance of

the practice of the art by unqualified prac-

titioners.

the Diary of John Evelyn, who appears to
have considered himself an authority on
building. In the year I66G he went t"o St.

Paul's Church, with W'ren and others, in

reference to the proposed cupola, saying,
"We offered to bring in a plan and estimate,
which, after much contest, was at last con-
sented to." Here we see the elements of a
bill of quantities. The earliest recorded work
with which I am acquainted dealing specific-

ally with the measuring of artificers' work
is one published in 1734, entitled "Palladio
Londoniensis ; or, the London Art of
Building," by William Salmon, junior, a
copy of which is in the Guildhall Library.
In many respects it is really remarkable how
little the system then in vogue differs from
that of the present day. For instance, in
dealing with the measur'cment of bricklayers'
work (which was even then reduced to" the
standard rod in use to-day), the author says:
"When you measure chimneys, measure them
as solid wall, and take the vacancy between
the jambs and mantels. The funnels are
allowed solid in regard to the trouble of
tliem of pargetting the inside." Boarding
and wainscoting were, however, measured by
the stjuare yard. In dealing with the
glazier's measurement, the author gives a
hint (presumably for the benefit of the young
practitioner) : "Where windows are all of one
size, you need only measure one, and,
observing the number, account for them all."
It is difficult to say exactly when surveyors
began to practise largely as measuring sur-
veyors. Measuring-surveying was, however,
certainly combined with the practice of
architecture in the 18th century, and tlie

architect and surveyor (of whom we have dis-
tinguished representatives in this Institu-
tion) remains with us to this d,ay. In the
18th century the architect - builder still

flourislied. Almost the last important build-
ing to be put up by one of this class was,
I believe, the Birmingham Town Hall,
designed and nractically erected (between the
years 1832-1838) by Messrs. Hansom and
Welch, the joint architects; but the cost
exceeded their estimate, with the result that
they became bankrupt. This warning has
apparently deterred architects from con-
tinuing the practice ; but a new class has
sprung up, who might, perhaps, be
designated builder-architects.

In the early years of the last century the
practice of architecture and measuring-
surveying was combined. Amongst those
who thus practised were distinguished men
like Sir John Soane, Decimus Burton, and
others ; and the builders made estimates for
proposed works, or rendered accounts for
work done, through surveyors in their
employ, or independent persons employed by
them, which were examined, considered, and
checked by the architect and surveyor, or
some assistant in his employ. I well
remember Mr. Decimus Burton's old
managing clerk telling me that the proper
way to get an estimate for a building was
for the builder's surveyor to sit down with
the architect's surveyor, prepare the quanti-
ties, and agree an estimate. I understand
that the first important building for which
bills of quantities were issued for the
purpose of obtaining tenders was the Royal
Exchange. In the first half of tlie lOtli

century, when quantities were prepared for
the purpose of obtaining tenders for proposed
works, the builder appointed a surveyor to
represent him, and the architect, or engineer.
Government department, or public body con-
cerned appointed another to represent them;
and the two, sitting down together, took off

the quantities jointly, dividing the fees. This
practice subsisted \.'ry largely until about
thirty years ago, and ni the early years of

their practice many members of this Insti-

tution have been thus nominated from time
to time as their surveyor by the builders.

Gradually the two surveyors gave up taking
off together, and divided the work to be done
between them—one taking off one portion,

and one another— ceasing to collaborate. The
desuetude of the practice of collaboration

—

and, I suppose, the desire to reduce fees

—

and also the great extension of the system

of letting contracts by competitive tendering,

led to tlie direct employment of surveyors
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by architects, engineers, and public bodies
to prepare bills of quantities for issue to
competitors, making the payment of their
fees part of the cost of carrying out the work.
The surveyor so employed then adjusted any
variations which had arisen on the contract,
and in these days this has become practically
universal in connection with private work.
Some Government departments and public
bodies, however, employ a surveyor to
prepare bills of quantities, but not to make
up the variation accounts. There is no
doubt, in my opinion, that this is most un-
desirable, and to the disadvantage of all

parties to a contract. No one can he so well
qualified to deal properly with the variations
on a contract, and to interpret truly the bill

of quantities or schedule, as the man who
prepared it.

The earlier method of collaboration between
between two si

were of equal i

}

secured better i

the present tini.

practice still sm
with the Office .

works nominat.
to the builders)

architect to nn
too, that until :

OfBce also fnll,„

eedure. Tliere

ir.-- sli.iiilil (w^hen they
iir . j(mI st:iiiding) have

^
:

liiil llii' fees paid at
M I--I nhnit of it. The

iir.iphied form,
I fur important

I ' I ling, however,
-III '; III and leave the
lo aiidther. I believe,

y recent date the War
similar method of pro-
good deal to be

on the ground of abstract perfection for the
old system of collaboration of two surveyors
representing the respective parties to the con-
tract. The disiisi- into wliir-li it has fallen
is, however, a tnlmte f,, ||,,. .kill, proliitv,
and impai-tiality uf lln' .iir\.\ui'. pi-.irtisin^

in meas
tractors

out woi
employ
not tile

measurene-uts, ;

the cateijorv i

measured. '

The inereusiiip

the practice of i

veying, as the r

svstem of compe
I' have, already

II eoinraets to carry
those who directly
ly— though, perhaps,
ee to accept their
I their rulings as to
li work should be

which it is proposed to construct the work
or erect the building is known, and that

the character and extent of the foundations
and the class of construction necessary can
111' presumed with reasonable certainty

;

I. : riui i( is possible to determine
Inliir' II I I lie exact description of the
iM.ii lul wliieh it is proposed to employ,
fill - ,,, iioni which they can be
iiliiiiii. li, mill ilie pnssibility of obtaining
ll' III I'l :iil'.|iMi ' i|nantities during the
|ii r.iiil iiiiiier wliieh ihe work of construc-

ider

the ne

llisi

Some of

pssity of e

-irvevors in

190-t til.

formed,
tion to

pr.netisi

" ^111 '...I- \^.nciation was
'I

' special atten-
'

'

I .iiiiiiig of those
. I> 1.1 till, i.i.iiieh of our pro-

- inenibeis of our own Insti-
'

' i..iiir-d that association, and w'e
''

; . '
ii'iire tlie time and attention

d,;,i.iea i,\ u, council and members to the
close consideration of problems arising out
of their practice. I hope that this Institution
and that association may always work
together for the common giod of the whole
profession ; though, for mv own part I
cannot help regretting that our energies
should be somewhat dissipated, and "^our
influence diminished, by the existence of two
associations of surveyors having indistinguish-
able aims.
What is the present scope of a sur-

^'"i-
.
iii|i!"Mnent in connection with

"'
' .1 quantity surveying? The

j" '

'
' .' i'< in connection w^ith the

''."'":: ''
'
"I'l'^icts for the purposes of works

of const ruction, whether architectural or
engineering, and the measuring and making
up of accounts of work done. The deter-
mination of the method to be pursued in
letting a contract depends upon varying con-
siderations. This is a preliminary point upon
which a surveyor's advice should be valuable
and :s usually asked. One of the primary con-
siderations is as to whether the lump-sum
or schedule method is the better. If it be
decided to let a contract as a lump-sum con-
tract, it is a necessary postulate that the
conditions of its execution are precisely
known, and—

(a) That the work which is required to
be done, and the methods of construction
which it is proposed to employ, can be
shown exactly on general and detailed
drawings

;

(b) That the nature of the site upon

(d) That the general conditions
which it is required that the work sha
be done, and the date of its completion,
have been considered and settled;

'- lliiii il I- ii'it anticipated that there
I- aii\ |iriil.alil.' iieeessity largely to vary
the wink in exientinii, and, in particular,
greatly to extend or diminish it. Provision,
of course, is made in lump-sum contracts
for what are known as "extras" and
"omissions"; but under the conditions
hereinbefore laid down, the value and
extent of these does not appreciably affect
the general conditions of the contract.

If this postulate is fulfilled, hills of q.mnti-
ties can be prepared for I In- pm puses of
obtaining tenders in absoliiteU |,ie, i-e inins.
containing nothing not ileliniieK unlieated
upon the drawings and deseiiLtd m tlie

specification and general conditions of con-
tract. The lump-sum method of contracting
is especially applicable to all surface or above-
ground work, sneh as buildings of an archi-
tectural cliararti r. nr, in the case of
enginceriiiL' \M.rL, Iniildines required for the
service of a cleekyanl. sliipyard, railway, or
important factory, where tlie conditions are
known, and the design and methods of con-
struction can be precisely determined before-
hand. Schedule contracts are measure-and-
value contracts, and are of two classes —

Fir.st. For Specific Works.— It is possible
to carry out any class of work under them

;

but they are particularly applicable to heavy
engineering work and w^ork below the sur-
face, such as that involved in the construc-
tion of docks, harbours, and breakwaters,
foundations for factories, machinery, and
inipovlant KniMinL's. « hen. the nature of the
siti', Ihe eniiihl lulls 11

1 1 i e 1' whicli the work
will he ,ai'ne,l nut, ami the method of con-
struction to be enipln\ed cannot be precisely
determined beforehand. When contracts are
let for the last-mentioned class of work
under the schedule system, they differ from
lump-sum contracts in the following main
particulars :

—

(a) The extent and character of the work
and the methods of construction being only
generally determined, the drawings pre-
pared do not purport to show it precisely,
but are merely types of the work which it

is proposed to construct.
(lei 111 reirard to foundation-w^ork. in par-

tn iilar, wihe variation may be expected, as
till iiatiiie nl the site and the conditions
wliiili xmII he met with cannot be deter-
mined until tlie ground is opened up.

(c) Specifications in connection with
schedule contracts are written with as
much precision as possible ; but they are
necessarily indefinite in certain particulars
as to the precise methods of construction
to be employed and the nature of the
materials which it is anticipated will be
used, and they provide for alternative
methods of construction and the use of
various materials contingent upon the
hypothetical conditions which may be met
with.

(d) The general conditions of contract in
connection with a schedule contract are
made as definite as possible; but they
necessarily anticipate variation from the
hypothetical conditions, depending upon
what is met with in the actual execution of
the work.

(e) The essential condition of a schedule
contract is the hypothesis of variation in
the quantity of work likely to be executed
and the methods of construction, and the
element of the unknown always enters into
it. and the possibility is present to the
minds of the parties to it that the dimen-
sions and extent of the work shown on the I

drawings and described in the specifica-

tion may be largely varied and modified in
execution.

(f) A schedule of prices is a much more
elastic document than a bill of quantities.

The approximate quantities entered against
the items do not profess to be exact,
neither do they limit or gauge the amount
of work required, and items are included
to meet hypothetical contingencies which
it is not certain will arise, but which it

is possible may arise, to obtain the advan-
tage of having rates for such hypothetical
work in the case of its being found
necessary to carry it out. Items are also
inserted for the purpose of obtaining
rates for alternative methods of execution
to suit contingencies which may arise. In
fact, the essence of a schedule contract is

the hypothesis of variation in the character
and extent of the typical work shown upon
the drawings and described in the specifica-

tion, and a schedule should be prepared
with a view to the possibility of such
variation, and in such a way as to be
applicable in the event of any contingencies
whicli it is reasonably possible to forecast.

(g) Finally, the tender for a schedule
contract dilfcrs from the lump-sum con-
tract in lliat it is not an undertaking to

carry out a certain quantity of work at a

definite price, but to execute any works
required to be done at rates set forth in

the schedule of prices, and the estimated
cost of the work is purely appro.vimate, and
based upon rates ntTri'ied to the items in tlie

schedule ami the apprnximate quantities.

Second. Inr Centralis Let Under Per-
manent Schediilis nl i'lnes,—These schedules
are prepared niaiiily for the ordinary works
of repairs and maintenance for large build-

ings or groups of buildings. This is a
familiar inetlnid piirsiied bv the Government
in conncctiiHi v, iili hair,i.hs, hospitals, and
other bnildiie. Iin i

1 1 advantages, and
might be ailn|i i

i ;, tit to themselves
by largo pmin ii .. ,11- r- ami corporations of

all descriptions. The method of estimating
is for contractors to state the percentage
addition to or deduction from the rates in

this periiianeiit schedule at which they are
prepare, 1 tn ninlerluke the work. The'work
execnti il iiihIi 1 this form of contract is

measiueil ami hrniight to account at stated
periods by the surveyors of the employers
or employing body. It is usual to proceed
by way of competitive tendering in con-
nection with all of these systems of con-
tracting. Under all, however, it is likewise
possible for an estimate to be agreed with
an individual contractor without competition.
If, however, this course is to be pursued, I

am sure that, from the youngest to the oldest
of my professional brethren, it will be agreed
that the surveyor conducting the negotiations
must be a man of large experience, sound
judgment, and a person of recognised
authority. It is possible to be able to

prepare a very good bill of quantities or
schedule for the purpose of competitive
tendering, and yet not to have had sufficient

experience to agree to a close and just esti-

mate for the carrying out of an important
work.

{To be concluded.)

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At Tuesday's meeting of the London

County Council drawings of the new Court
House to be built at Newington, S.E., for
quarter sessions business, were on view. The
plans, which are by Mr. W. E. Riley,
F.R.I.B.A., superintending architect to the
Council, have been approved by the Home
Secretary and the Standing Joint Committee.
The Local Government Committee reported
that the new sessions house will contain four
floors. The lower ground floor will be
occupied chiefly by cells and other accom-
modation for the prisoners, the remaining
pace being used for storage rooms, records,

md for the public refreshment-room. On the
principal -floor, which is about 6ft. above the
courtyard level, there will be a public
waiting-hall, two courts for criminal busi-

ness, and one for civil business, a reference
library, rooms for the chnirman and deputy-
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chairman of quarter sessions and various
officials, and offices for licensing, assessment,
and other business. Oji the first floor will be
rooms for the grand jury and the jury in

waiting, and a committee room and other
offices. On thr s-oiajd tinor there will be
common root - ' -/es, the Bar, and
solicitors, :i: nice accommoda-
tion. The 1 p<r floors will be
served by p.,- iho fronts to the
principal foret'niit ;in<l Union-road will be
faced with Portland stone, and all the wall-
ing at the back and the remaining flank will
be finished with plain stock brick. The roofs
will be slated. Internally, the finishings will
be simple and substantial. Panelling will be
introduced in the courts and in some of the
more important rooms, but generally the walls
will be plastered. The equipment of each
court will provide for a bench of twenty
magistrates and seats for a spare jury, in
additioji to the usual accommodation. ' The
dock in each court will communicate with the
cell corridors by means of four staircases.
The building will be warmed throughout by
a low-pressure hot-water system, and the
ventilation of the cells and the courts will
be provided for by ooen windows and air-
gratings supplemented by electricallv-iiriven
fans. The main entrance' to the bnilcling will
be from the principal forecourt. The entrance
for prisoners will bo from the yard in Avon-
moutli-stroet. and the entrances' to the assess-

A MANUAL FOR ilASOXS.*

Few could as i\ Iv hav itteinptei , and

none have essa\. i ; i :ul,, s con-

tribution of a v . h authority to

the needs of Bi^^ :,. rested. as Mr.

A. B. Searle. 11-= Ill iliutions to the

literature of the su bject : re familiar to all

has been well util sed ii

the translation and revision ot tliis book

in L iiion-road. Ilavin;; regard to
I cliaracter of the building, the
rccominend that only selected

capacity should be invited to

ment office

the size a

firms of ki

tender for the work, and, furtl

native prices for completing the work in
twelve, sixteen, and twenty-one months be
obtained. The recommendation was adopted,
Mr. Riley's plans and drawings being
approved. We illustrate the exterior this
week, and hope shortly to give plans and
fuller details.

i'hc Fire Brigade Committee reported
that, according to the chief officer's esti-

mates, the monetary loss caused by fires in

the County of London durina the year 1913
was £,139.080. as compared with £421.909 in

1912, £7,37.221 in 1911, and £602.100 in 1910.
The total for last year is less than in any of
the years from 1898 to 1912 inclusive.
The Housing Committee stated that the

work comprised in the contracts pntereil into
for the erection of 170 cnttnecs, three shops,
and administrative buildings', on the Old Oak
estate. Hammersmith, has been completed.
The cottages contain accommodation for
1,.328 persons, and altogether accommodation
for 2,142 persons in 305 cottages and cottage
flats has now- been provided on the estate.
The London Master Builders' Association

have notified the Council that they have
agreed working rules and standard rates of
wages for engine and crane drivers and
similar men employed by them in the London
district. These agreed rates are as follows

:

Electric derrick drivers, lO^d. an hour; steam
derrick drivers. lOd. ; travelling cranes and
overhead travellers (steam or electric), 9d. ;

portable and stationary engines, Sid. ; boiler
attendants, 8d. ; and derrick signalmen when
engaged on crane stage, Sd. The General
Purposes Committee recommended that the
Council's list be amended in accordance with
the foregoing lists, which shows generally an
advance of Id. per hour on the wages
hitherto paid by the Council.
The Improvements Committee i , ;

that a section of Fortress-rom: I,

Town, was recently widened, in

with the electrific'ation of the n. ,,

They now recommended the continuation of

the improvement for a second section, by
w^hicli the width of the roadway will be in-

creased from an average of 46ft. to 51ft., to
one varying from 50ft. to 55ft., at an esti-

mated cost of £1.650, of which the St.

Pancras Borough Council will contribute one-
third.

The branch premises in the High-street. Bath
city, of the Union of London and Smith's Bank
are to be demolished and reconstructed on the
present site. The architects are Messrs. Dunn.
Watson, and Curtis Green, of Lincoln's Inn-
fields. W.C.

which has legitimate claims on the attention

of all architects and builders.

There is certainly a dearth of manuals, con-

taining sound explanations and scientifically-

correct recipes for the production of durable

mortars, in brief form and nontechnical

language—especially with regard to the cost

of various kinds. In this book much informa-

tion of great value is given under both heads.

Still more needful and useful, perhaps, are

the description of the ill effects of the use of

unsuitably-composed mortars, and the in-

dications'of the disasters which must follow

their erroneous application. Most of us

know, for instance, that the consequence

of the washing out of mortar in tunnels,

bridges, etc.. is followed by such evil results

as to necessitate and justify the existence of

those whose business it is to inject fresh

mortar into the interstices of these struc-

tures.

It is true that most of the illustrations of

defects and blemishes due to wrong methods

given in the book are of foreign buildings;

but while thankful, perhaps, that his own
amour jiropre is spared, we are sure no in-

genuous British architect or builder will

refuse to admit that the same unpleasant

phenomena are but too visible here ; or that,

too often, the causes assigned are duo to very

superficial knowledge and observation. Take,

for instance, efflorescence, the corrosion of

walls, the loosening of crusts, often half a

brick thick, and "wall-cancer." Few have

given the time and thought to the elucidation

of these unpleasant problems which are sum-

marised in Chapter V.

The volume is divided into eight sections.

The first embraces the natural phenomena of

the subject, the second deals with masonry

and includes more than one new method o

working .seldom adopted here. The third i

devoted to the two groups of building

materials, bricks and stones, and their re-

spective characteristics. Chapter IV. is

devoted to the raw materials used in the pre-

paration of mortar; and Chapter V. to

its composition, preparation, and use.

Chapter VI. includes the composition, pre-

paration, and use of concrete. Chapter VII.

follows with other work— floors, tiles,

plastering, etc. ; and the last chapter i?

mainly a valuable series of tabular analyses

of costs.

No manual of the kind will better repay

the purchaser. The method of treatment

throughout is excellent, and the statements

and deductions eminently reliable.

. ^*^
The parish church of Broadstairs, in Thanot,

is about to be enlarged, at a cost of .-£3.500,

from plans by Messrs. Moore-Smith and llurrant,

of Union-eourt, Old Broad-street, E.G.

\ new council school has been opened at

Prince's Risborough. 5Ir. C. H. Riley

architect for Bucks, prepared the plans, and the

HOUSES AND GAKDENS BY E. L.

LUTYENS.*
Copiously illustrated by no less than 580

figures, this volume will be welcomed by all

who appreciate Mr. Lutjens's work. We
trust, of course, that it will prove a very in-

complete record, and we think that when the

time comes—and all hope that is far distant

—

the appreciation of the competent critic will,

somehow, find utterance in "the usual

phrases of architectural criticism " with less

•' difficulty " than has led Mr. Weaver to

prefer a inore florid style of eulogy.

As one reviews the amount of work
achieved by Mr. Lutyens it is a little hard to

realise tha't he has not yet completed his

foriyfifth year. Born in March, 1869, and

privately educated, he studied for two years

at South Kensington, and after a year with

Messrs. Ernest George and Peto he began

work for himself as early as 1888. His first

important work, in what Mr. Weaver
" roughlv " calls his " early picturesque

manner,"" was a house at Crooksbury, which

is first illustrated and described.

The long list of works completed since,

which is given on pp. 318 319—and there are

yet others—will astonish many of their

author's admirers, who will all join in Mr.

Weaver's regrets that one of them—the
Dublin Art Gallery, which we fully illus-

trated last year—is likely to remain un-

executed, thanks to the not very intellrgent

behaviour of the representatives of the

citizens of the Irish metropolis.

The Coatbridge Dean of Guild Court passed at

their last meeting plans for the erection of a

tuberculosis hospital, to be erected on the .site

of the present fever hospital at Coathill. The
new building will contain twenty-four beds, with

administrative block and dispensary, and the

estimated cost is £2,105.

The new Usher Hall, in Lothian-road,

Edinburgh, will be_ formally opened on

Friday, February
bronze of the latt

been commissioned
A.B.S.A., sculptor .

of the corridor i i

The architects ai'

and Sons, and 11

whose design, sho\^ ii

Webb, R.A., was illustrated

August 5, 1910, and ZAugust 4, 1911.

Good progress is being made with the Derwent
Valley "water-supply works. At the Howden
reservoir, the west-wing trench of the Derwont
dam has been filled with concrete to top water
levpl and the east -win? trpnrh is being excavated
f.„ ., .,,.-i,-.,. ?.nifr ,„ l.,„..,l, ,„,,] a refilling with

I

' .' "11 at the foot
I ill road on the

has been com-
,/ : . the east to the

wi-i ..i.l- of thrvalliy l.olnw the dam is being

made. Mr. Edward Sandeman. M.I.C.E., of

Sheffield, is the engineer-in-chief.

Mr
The was £1,300.

folio

T. Harris, of High Wycomb

the chief officers ot th<

ral Club for the ensuin,:

.kemeyer, re-elected presi-

'. ;ce-president ; Charles It.

rotary ; John Postler, re-

At their la.>t meeiing, the Tonbridge Rural

District Council, who have for some months had

before them the question of the deficiency ot

housin'' accommodation in their district, decided

to apply to the Local Government Board for

sanction to borrow £7,496 for the erection ot 38

cottages as follows: — Six at Pettridge.

Brenchlev £1,077; four at Pixott Hill,

Brenchlev! £825: eight at Hadlow, £1,521; four

at Hildenborough, £921: eight at Horsmonden,

£1,496; and eij^bt at Pembury, £1,656.

vhen a bust in

Usher, which has
Mr, H. S . Gamley,
M', . :i-i o a the wall

. o-.pal entrance.
-; iale. Harrison,

n^ .;. of Leicester.

li.LioU by Sir Aston
d in our issues of

• A Manual for Masons. Bricklayers. Concrete-

Workers, and Plasterers. By J. A. Van der Kloes.

Revised by .\i.fbed B. Se-Akle. London : J. and .\.

Churchill, 7. Great MarlborougU-street, w. Ss. fad.

A special committee of Aberdeen Town Council

has adjourned for a fortnight decision upon a
series of schemes for the construction of a new
access to the Links, and a scheme for a new
access to the Joint Station. For the Links access

three main schemes were considered. The first

was one to cost £29,400. wuh alternative schemes
costing £36.000. and £53.680. The second

scheme is to cost £80.750, with two alternatives

costing £70.000 and £63.660, while the third

scheme, which has no alternative, would cost

£26,100, .\ proposal for a new access to the

joint railway-station from Union-street at a net

cost of £72,000 was also brought forward.

Under the auspices of the Alexandrian Society

of Glasgow Univers ty, Mr. James Curie,

F,S,A-Scot.. delivered a lecture on "Roman
Western Europe" in the

Botany classroom of GlasL'ow University the

other nisht—Professo Davies presiding. The
lecturer dealt chi, flv v ;th =prrim.?ns of Arretine

ware. He stafol > \- r...f.^r= owed a

of Alexandria :o hsthey
used as pattern^ ,1c were

collected ]ust ui u. o'o..' pottery

was collected nowadays, and were valued simply

as beautiful objects. The designs on many of

them showed great beauty of craftsmanship and
executive skill.

• Houses and Gardens. By E. L. Lutyens.
scribed and criticised by Lawrence Wea
London ;

" Country Lite " Office. 25s.
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OBITUARY.
The death occurred on Snturday, from

acute bronchitis, of Mr. John Henry
Frederick Bacon. M.V.O., A.R.A.. the well"

known painter of nien'.s portraits. Born in

1865, he was the second son of the late John
Cardanell Bacon, a lithographer, and showed
his aptitude for drawing at the age of five.

As a boy he was trained at the Westminster
School of Art, under Mr. Frederick Brown,
now of the Slade School, and eventually
pained admission to the Royal Academy
Schools, where lie won many distinctions.

His first picture at Burlington House,
" Dead," was followed by " Nevermore " and
" The Young Widow," and " Forgiven." He
hit the popular taste in 1902 witli his large

canvas, "The C.I.V.'s at the Guildhall," a

garish piece of spectacular grouping now per-

manently liung in the Guildhall Art Gallery,

and which gained him the Associatesliip of

the Academy. In the following year—1903

—

he exhibited "The Homage-giving—West-
minster Abbey, August 9th," which repre-

sented Edward VII. with Archbishop Temple,
Queen Alexandra, and the Prince of Wales
after tlie Coronation ceremony, and nine
y.:iis lat.r In .xliibited at Burlington House
hi, _r.:ii . ..iiiniission, "The Coronation of

'111.
I r \I:i|. -II, , (lie King and Queen." which

sliou.il to tlh' full his skill as a portrait

painter and in harmonising colour effects.

Hi- coming accession to full Academician
rank has been generally anticipated, and his

comparatively early death will be widely

regretted. Mr. Bacon, who was created a
Member of the Victorian Order in 1913, was
married in 1894, and leaves three sons and
four daughters.

Mrs. William Morris (nee Jane Burden),
the widow of the great craftsman, artist,

manufacturer, and poet, died at Bath on
Monday, in her seventy-fonrlli vmr. Slio was
more or less an invalid nio-i n'l I,, r III, , and
was therefore not very wiil, ly Uiiuhii. Her
beauty has been perpetuatfMJ liv tlu' drawings
and paintings by Dante Gabriel Rossetti.
Her portrait has been exhibited on loan at
the National Gallery since her husband's
death in 1896. She possessed a fine sense
of colour and design, which were of great
assistance to her husband, and was a skilful
cmbroideress.

Mr. Henry Bull, county surveyor of
Cheshire, died on Thursday in last week, at
his residence, Beechwood, Canal-street,
Chester. He had been .suffering from illness
for the past six months, and for the past two
months had been confined to the house. Mr.
Bull joined the staff of the county council in
1889 as assista?it to his uncle, the late Mr.
Stanhope Bull, who was then county sur-
veyor. On the death of liis unelp. in 1890,
Mr. Bull was appointed cdunty surveyor. He
made the improvenir nl nf tlie' main roads, of
which there arc ."ill n.,],^ m. liieshire, his
great concern, ami ;

i I i.m to an ex-
cellent state of elli ,

I . II, v,as an asso-
ciate member of th, Jn i u ntirni of Civil
Engineers, a member of the Institute of
Municipal and County Engineers, and a past-
president of the County Snr\evors' Soeiety.
For many years he was a v.ell known Free-
mason. He" was a Pa-I Mast, r r.f the Birken-
head Lodge. He v.a liftN \ears of age
and leaves a widow ami tin. , m.iiii- ehildren.

The death occurred on W , n l,i\ ..,
,

, I; ;,i

Hampstead, of Mr. A\ i \

architectural scidptor, .-i l,i. ^
, i

James Aumonier. R.I., th. w. M 1,. i-,-
i

In, i

scape painter. Mr. Aumonier, who was of
Huguenot descent, was in his seventv-nfth
year, having been born at Higligate in' 1839.
He was a son of Mr. John Henry Colling-
wood Aumonier, a distinguished craftsman
in gold. Apprenticed as a wood-carver,
William Aumonier went, at tlie ago of nine-
teen, to Paris, and worked in the studios of
M. Cruchet, M. Kalteidianser. and M. Foiir-
dinoir. and others there. I,.atcr he eanie
under the notice of M. Duthoit. of Amiens,
who engaged him to work on the restoration
of the cathedral at Amiens under the
direction of M. Violletle-Duc. Returning to

London he became associated with Alfred
Stevens in the studios of Mr. Leonard Cole-
man. In 187G, encouraged by the late J. M.

Brydon, F.R.I.B.A.. he started a studio of

his own, and from that time took a pro-

minent place in the field of architectural

sculpture. He became a member in 1885 of

the Art Workers' Guild.

We regret to record the death, in his

eighty-eighth year, on January 22, of Mr.
Jesse Hayw^ard, the head of the well-known

firm of Hiiyward and Wooster, of Bath. Com-
mencing business as far back as 1863, he

entered into partnership with Mr. Edgar W.
Wooster in 1879. The firm has done much
work, not only in the West, but in all parts

of the country. Locally their chief efforts

have been the erection of the Bath
Municipal Buildings, the Technical School,

and the restoration of Bath Abbey, including

the famous west front. At the end of 1904,

Mr. Hayward retired from active participa-

tion in "the business, being succeeded by his

son, Mr. George Hayward. The deceased
was the first vice-president of the Bath
Master Builders' Association, in the year
1880. afterwards becoming president, and was
subsequently made the first hon. life member.

Mr. William Gould, of East View, St.

Mark's Gardens, the manager at Messrs.
Horton Brothers, cabinetmakers, auctioneers,
lioiisc and estate agents, Northgate-street,
Bath, died on Friday, in his seventy-third
year. He had been over fifty years with the
firm, which be joined in the time of the
present proprietors' parents, on the com-
pletion of his apprenticeship. Mr. Gould had
served on the committee of management of

the Hearts of Oak Benefit Soeiety, and in the
Country Members' Representative Associa-
tion. For many years he filled the office of

secretary to the Bath branch of the Alliance
Cabinetmakers' Association, and was chiefly

instrumental in obtaining the adoption of the
nine-hours system for the trade in Bath,
having conducted the negotiations with the
employers with great tact and good feeling.

*«^^

Mr. J. VV. Horton, s

County Council, has
salary.

In our notice of Messrs. Carsons, Ltd., new
factory at Shortwood in our issue of the 23rcl

inst., on p. 117 we gave an incorrect address of
Messrs. Hal Williams and Co., the designers. It

should have been 3, Salters' Ilall-court, London,
EC.

The Lanarkshire County Council recently
opened two lines of additional tramways—one
from New Stevenson to Bellshill, and the other
from Holytown to Mosscnd. They have just
completed a connecting double line of tramways
between Bellshill and Mossend, and these, form-
ing a circular route, will be opened next week.

Two new rooms have recently been added to
the National Gallery, one, numbered XVIII.,
leading from Room XVII., the other, XIX..
from Room XX. No. XVIII., which was opened
on Friday to the public, is hung with cabinet
pictures of the seventeen(,h century and modern
Dutch School. Room No. XIX. will be opened on
an early date.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held
at Chandler's Ford the other dav bv Mr. A. G.
Dorrington into an application by "the Hursley
Rural District Council for sanction to borrow
£10.000 for carrying out works of sewerage and
sewage disposal in the parish of Chandler's Ford.
Mr. H. .J. Weston, of Southampton, the engineer
of the scheme, explained the plans.

Tl,. t" 111, r,il took place on Friday, at Kilpatrick
' .1,1 ef Mr. Alexander Shand, who died

'I "11 Cottage, Milngavie, on Saturday
. .11111- lor the last twenty-five years Mr.
.--h.iiei aeiej as superintendent of the Glasgow
Corporation waterworks. The construction of
the main-pipe route from Loch Katrine and the
Crai^maddie reservoir was under his charge. He
was born at Kinross seventy-five years ago, and
he was for a time president of the Glasgow
Kinross-shire Association.

At the meeting on MoriJay of the Holland
County Council, held at I;.,-|,i'ii, aiipliiation was
authorised to the Lnml ( i,,, , i nm, ,,i lio.ird for
the borrowing from th l'iil,li, Wdrks Loan
Board of f 14, 180. nml, i i h. Small Holrlin-'s
Act. Of this amount. .IJli.lSO was n,|ii.r...l f^r
the purchase and adaptation of land in I i . .
Swincshead, Bennington, Frampton, an! I

rick; and £7,700 in respect of the pi

purchase of Shillaker's Farm, Dee|,iii I .
.

.£6. .500 of this bcin? the purchase monev and
£1,200 for adaptation.

COMPETITIONS.
THE ALEXANDER THOMSON

TRAVELLING STUDENTSHIP. ~ The
trustees of the Alexander Thomson Memorial
offer a prize of £60 for the best set of

drawings submitted in accordance with the
advertisement in our columns ; also a prize of

£20 for the second best set of drawings,
slinuld the number of the competitors and
the quality of the work submitted be such as

to warrant, in the opinion of the adjudicators,
an additional prize being given. The subject
for competition is a College Memorial
Lecture-Hall. Full particulars can be had
of Mr. C. J. Maclean, secretary, 115, St.

Vincent-street, Glasgow.

BARNSLEY TOWN-HALL COMPETI-
TION. — Members and Licentiates of the

Royal Institute of British Architects are

advised that the conditions of the above com-
petition are not in accordance with the pub-
lished regulations of the Royal Institute for

architectural competitions, and that the

Competitions Committee are in correspond-

ence with the promoters with a view to their

amendment.

DERBY.—Mr. Andrew Carnegie has pro-

mised £10,000 for the erection of two branch
libraries for the borough of Derby. The
council have received, in response to their

invitation to local architects, eleven sets of

drawings for the library to be erected on the

London-road site in the Alvaston district.

The other library is to be erected in the

Normanton distr'ict. Mr. E. R. Sutton,

F.R.I.B.A., of Nottingham, has been
appointed assessor.

MANCHESTER. — The list which we
printed last week of architects invited to

compete for the Royal Exchange scheme just

settled was incomplete, inasmuch as the

name of Mr. A. J. Murgatroyd, the architect

of the existing premises, was inadvertently

omitted. Mr. Walter Cave, as stated, was
invited to submit a design, but declined.

NOTTINGHAM.—A Masonic hall is about
to be erected on a good site in Chaucer-
street, Nottingham, and a competition has
just been settled from the designs invited by
tlie Provincial Grand Lodge. Messrs. John
Howitt, F.R.I.B.A., and Son were placed
first, and premiums were awarded to Messrs.

Brewill and Baily, Mr. W. Dymock Pratt,

and Messrs. Sutton and Gregory, in the order
named. The building will cost about
£25,000. A fine staircase will form the

approach. The accommodation includes

lodge-room, dressing-rooms, and dining-room
for craft Freemasonry; special lodge, dress-

ing, and dining-rooms for Royal Arch and
other degrees ; and a very spacious hall, with

a correspondingly-sized banqueting-hall below.

Arrangements will be made to allow of this

to be cut off from the remainder of the

premises for letting purposes. The X'ro-

vincial Grand Lodge will be provided for

also, and the club premises (for members of

the club only) include billiard-room and the

caterer's department, as well as the usual

Masonic offices. * '—

-

Mr. F. W. Knight, surveyor and water
engineer to the Teignmouth "Urban District

Council, has had his salary increased from £230
to £275 per annum.

The new headquarters of the 4th Kins's Own
Scottish Borderers, together with the new drill-

hall and recreation-rooms, were opened at

Galashiels on Saturday.

official g of the works of water
provided "for the Staffordshire villages of

ron and Waterhouses by the rural district

Is of Mayfield and Cheadle took place last

Mr. Taylor was the contractor for the

Alderman John Brinton, of Mcor Hall. Stoiir-

oort. celebrated his 87th birthday on Sunday.
He is the oldest carpet manufacturer in the
trade, having been connected with his firm (of

which his father was head before him) for over
.^n\entv -^-enr-- Ho had rcndcrcd much public

11 I 11 few years ago was elected the

1
, 1 his services and of his bcne-

1.1, I i,,ii- 1,. I h, town, the chief of which were the
presentation of a park and the restoration of the
ancient parish church.
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The trouble ia the London building trades

has, unfortunately, assumed wider, but not

as yet extreme, proportions during the week.

Prospects of earlj' settlement are, we fear,

to be diseouDted by the probability that each

side is not disinclined to a trial of strength

—

the masters, because they think the moment
is a favourable one for the blow they have
struck ; the unions, because they contem-
plated similar action presently, when opera-

tions will be more generally active. The
masters know that in some of the trades there

is enough non-union labour to prevent any
demand for the employment solely of union
labour being made effective. The men know
that out of the five thousand master builders

in London hardly three per cent, belong to

the Master Builders' Association, though the

members of that body are, of course, indi-

vidually the largest employers numerically.

Many of the smaller masters have not asked
the men to sign the penalty agreement, and
work on their jobs is still in progress. On
the rest, as yet, the "strike," "lockout," or

"dismissal" is but partial.

Neither side yet knows where it is, and
that is why the masters' and men's repre-

sentatives are so chary about giving informa-
tion, and so ambiguous. A good deal may
depend ou the result of the claim of the men
for unemployment benefit, which is disputed.

The men claim that they have been "dis-
missed " for refusing to sign the masters'
pledge. They hold that they are not on
"strike" — that they are dismissed, not
"locked out," and that consequently they are
entitled to benefit under the Insurance Act.
If the benefit is withheld, the trade societies
will appeal against the decision, and the
whole question will have to be argued before
the official umpires. There is, of course, to
be a demonstration in Trafalgar-square on
Sunday, and there are other indications of
the usual disposition of agitators outside the
unions proper to take a hand in the game.
As a rule, that sort of thing has not greatly
affected the level-headed members of our
trade societies, and our hope is that nothing
may be introduced to create the biiterness
which is a far more fatal obstacle to concilia-
tion than differences about wages, etc. The
present urgent duty of all honest men is to
watch for the earliest indications of a prompt
settlement, and to seize opportunities to
render it fair and lasting.

We are glad to note that at the meeting
of the London Building Trades Federation
on Wednesday night, Mr. Stennet, the
president, stated that he was quite prepared
that the union leaders should give some
guarantee that the agreements arrived at
with the employers should be carried out;
but we fear any such guarantee will be futile

m the face of the resolution carried, insisting

that no settlement can be acceptable which
does not remedy outstanding grievances by
providing for improved working conditions.
Up against that we have the resolution passed
the same day by the .National Federation of

Master Builders supporting the action of the
London Master Builders' Association, and
emphasising the necessity of better discipline

among trade-unionists if working agreements
with their societies are to be of any value.

Certainly •• improved working conditions

"

should not be incompatible with loya!

observance thereof by both sides. How the

latter is to be guaranteed seems the crux of

the problem.

The "trade custom" among architects to

which, as we mentioned last week, Sir

Charles Waldsteiu objects is, he informed

his audience on Monday night in his second

lecture at the Boyal Society of Arts, on

"The Eelation of Industry to Art," "the

want of a proper tradition as regards archi-

tecture and the internal fitting, decoration,

and furnishing of palaces, churches, and im-

portant public buildings. It was, he said,

quite an exceptional thing for the best repre-

sentatives of pure art and decoration, sculp-

ture, and painting to be called in. Even in

the ease of the most costly buildings, every-

thing was left to the architect, and he usually

entrusted the work to some contractor, who
employed superior artisans for the execution

of that which properly ought to be entrusted

to the recognised masters in painting, sculp-

ture, or decoration. If architects were to

insist on co-operation by their most repre-

sentative colleagues in the world of art, a

great stimulus would be given to art, and a

wide field of opportunity to artists. He con-

tended, further, that the best sculptors

should be always employed by the State in

executing the monuments of our great men.
In the case of applied arts, no encouragement
was offered nowadays to the best craftsmen

and designers, and their individuality was
absorbed. It was idle to expect the existing

trade conditions to be entirely swept away

;

but reform in the direction indicated would
tend not merely to create a new class of

designers of superior standing and inventive-

ness, and so improve production, but to

improve the general taste of the public, its

discrimiiiating power, and its desire to pro-

cure the most artistic wares representative

of industrial art." The charge, in our
opinion, is an exaggerated one. The archi-

tect is as anxious as his critic can be to

secure the cooperation of his fellow-artist,

even when the latter sometimes will persist

in regarding the building as a mere frame
to his own productions, and not as a work
the beauty of which is to be enhauced by
their presence. For any help in persuading
liis client to pay for "the best and highest

pure art and decoration " the architect will

be thankful. It is at the door of the latter

that Sir Charles Waldstein should knock.
More power to him !

In an address to the members of the

Winnington Park Recreation Club at North-
wich on Monday night. Sir John Brunner
said that he had suggested experiments to

Dr. Glazebrook, of the National Physical

Laboratory at Teddington, with regard to the

new type of steel-and-concrete buildings. Mr.
John Burns was suspicious of these build-

ings, and would only grant short-term loans

to local authorities. The cost of the build-

ings, especially when they were large, was
much less than that of brick or stone, and
Mr. John Burns was hard to convince. He
thought it a pity that scientific progress

should be hindered, and Dr. Glazebrook had
subjected steel bars covered with concrete

to far severer conditions than could obtain

ia the English climate. Some had been left

in water for three years ; some had been

subject to daily wetting and drying for three

years, and yet microscopic examination and
chemical analysis failed to show any change
whatever in the steel rods. He was going to

ask Dr. Glazebrook to take up the remaining

bars, which had been under experiment seven

or eight years, and if he said there was still

no change he hoped Mr. John Burns would

be convinced. We hope so, too ; but Mr.
Bnrns's caution is, perhaps, not unnatural.

He knows, of course, and we all know, that

conditions of safety will be insured as far as

they can be, legitimately, by Dr. Glaze-

brook. But he may know, as others know,
of instances in actual work, under some
systems, where cause for doubt may not un-

naturally be entertained.

Sir Herbert Jekyll, in his paper on London
traffic problems, read to the R.I.B.A., very

aptly emphasised several points which
usually escape the attention of all but close

observers. It is not, for instance, that the

present congestion of traffic is due so much
to the increase of population of the capital,

but to the fact that we all make so many
more journeys, and that the railway com-
panies, who have created modern London,
have in the past done their level best to

hinder, rather than promote, freedom of

traffic. Had the underground railways been

designed from the first as one system, like

the underground railways of Paris, better

arrangements might have been made for the

intercliange of traffic, and vast sums of

money spent in promotion and construction

might have been saved. While the popula-

tion itself tends to move outwards, the ten-

dency of commerce is to congest at the

centre ; and while the greatest need of

Central London is increased width of the

principal thoroughfares, as Sir Herbert

Jekyll observed, the mischief is done, and

it can only be cured by a slow and costly

process. In Outer London, on the other

hand, the mischief has not gone so far, but

it is growing rapidly, and we may see to-day

with our own eyes the progress of the very

same evil, leading inevitably to the same

result, and piling up untold burdens for

future generations. The first step, of course,

is to ascertain what amount of road accom-

modation is required, and what are the best

lines for such new roads as may be added.

Sir Herbert Jekyll's proposals with this end

in view were practical, and one can only

hope, rather than expect, that they may
receive attention.

A further transference of the remains of

the bodies of persons interred in the old St.

Clement Danes cemetery is being carried

out, as a result of the demolition of old King's

College Hospital. A portion of the hospital

was built on the site of the old cemetery, and

in the process of demolition the workmen

have unearthed many hundreds of coffins.

The remains, in a great number of cases,

are iu a remarkably good state of preserva-

tion. They are being enclosed in shells and

reinterred at Brooklands Cemetery. The

work is being carried out under the personal

supervision of the medical officer for West-

minster and Mr. Henry Boyer, the con-

tractor. Mr. Boyer states that in all some

15,000 people were buried in the cemetery.

Up to the present about 1,000 coffins have

been removed, and they are being taken from

the cemetery at the rate of several hundreds

daily. The last recorded burial was 1850.

The inscriptions on some of the coffins date

back 200 years. Below the space used as the

hospital garden a miniature catacomb has

been discovered. Here many vaults were

erected, and a dozen coffins were found

enclosed in one. Many bodies were removed

some years ago, when new buildings were
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erected for Messrs. George Bell niid Co.

oppobite tlie rear of our old offices in

Clement's Inn-passage, when, as we remarUed

at the time, the compulsory disturbance—

however reverently effected—certainly in-

fluenced most beholders in favour of crema-

tion rather than " temporary " burial.

R. D. H. " writes to the Liverpool Daily

J'usl: Apropos of the movement for appoint-

ing a Minister of Fine Arts, this is what the

critic of sixteen years ago wrote auent the

same proposal, then being mooted with

similar influential backing :

—

Some folk are complacently setting their hearts

On setting a Minister over Fine Arts.

But there crops up a (luestion sardonic and sinister ;

I'ray where shall we get the Fine Arts tor the

Minister?"

I think this wicked rhyme was the work of

Mr. Clement Shorter; anyway, the verse

;ippeared in the "Pepperpot" column of the

humorous weekly of which he was then

editor.

Mr. Spencer Rogers, of Flint, has been

appointed architectural and engineering

assistant to the Cornwall County Council.

Lyham-road Council school, Brixton, which

has been remodelled at a cost of about £14,0U0,

was reopened on Friday evening by Viscount

Hill.

The grammar school at Batley has been re-

opened after enlargement, at an outlay of

itS.UOO from plans by Messrs. Walter Hanstock
and Son, of that town.

Mr. P. C. Cowan, M.Inst.C.E., Local Govern-

ment Board inspector, opened an inquiry in the

Cuy Hall, Uiibnn, on Thursday in last week,

inio the application of the Dublin Corporation

tor sanction to loans of .*:4,675 and i;20,500, for

the purpose of erecting working-class lodging-

houses in Blackhall-street and Inclucore

ix-tpectively.

lu view of the adverse decision of the rate-

payers, the corporation of Brighton have, by a

large majority, decided to withdraw for this

session at least, the Bill they proposed to

promote for remodelhng the Aquarium at a cost

of iTu.OOO, in accordance witu a scheme pre-

pared by Messrs. Clayton and Black, of

Brighton, and illustrated by us last week.

The Finchley Urban District Council have
decided to apply to the Local Government Board
for sanction to a loan of i;93,443 for the building

of 3UU workmen s collages on the VVoodhouse
Estate, r^orth Finchley. The scheme provides

for 24U houses, each to cost i;265, and 6U houses

lo cost i:225 each, the more expensive dwellings

to be let at 8s. 6d. a week, and the less expensive
at 7s. 6d.

Mr. Brightmore held on Thursday and Friday
a Local Oovernment Board inquiry at Winch-
combo into the application by the Kural Districl

Council to borrow .£17,100 for the purpose of a

water supply to parts of the districl. Consider-
able opposition was raised to the scheme on
ihe ground of undue cost, one of the witnesses

called for the opponents being Mr. H. P. Raikes,
of Messrs. Wilcox and Raikes, consulting
engineers, Birmingham.

A meeting of the new town hall committee
of the Ne«castle-on-Tyne Corporation was held.
on Friday, under the presidency of Alderman
Sir H. W. Newton. U was generally agreed
that Eldon-square wouUl be a suitable site for

iho erection of a new town hall. There was also

a feeling in favour of not only erectiug such a

building, but to have incorporated in it an
assize court for the city, and a police-court. A
subcpmmittee was appointed to go fully into the
matter, and report as to the probable cost of

the entire undertaking.

Major J. Stewart, K.E
on behalf of the Local (.

the town hall, Wallasey,
Iho application of the Wall
borrow X995 for the provision -it j.ij

i

between Breck - road and St. llli n

Wallasey; £5,860 for the erection < i .• . - I

lire-station in Manor-road, Liscanl I i h.

purchase of No. 8, Anglcsea-road, as a nsulence
for the superintendent; £1.950 for the purchase
of two new motor fire-engines ; and £8,725 for

tho widening and improvement of Claremount-
road, Breck-road, and St. Hilary-brow, Wallasey,
and Wallasey-road, Liscard.

PKOFESSIONAL AND TKADE
SOCIETIES.

ARCHITECTUKE AXD EFFICIENCY.
—A lecture on this subject was delivered in

the Firth Hall of Sheffield University on

Saturday evening by Mr. W. S. Purchon,

Lecturer on Architecture at the University.

Mr. Purchon pointed out that the real mean-

ing of the works of architecture of the past

was rarelv grasped ; the deeper beauty

which lay "beneath the surface was rarely

seen. The misunderstandings which had

gathered about the art of architecture led to

much trouble during the 18th and 19th

centuries in England and elsewhere. It was
not realised that a great deal of the beauty

of 111. jn.ii limhiiijgs of the past was due

to til. Ih I iliii ili.y'were efficient solutions

of d. Iiiiit |iriilil. ills —problems in which the

local Lliiiiati'. Uif customs of the times, and

the particular sites on which they were

created played a considerable part. Instead

of seeing their own problem clearly, and
trying to arrive at the most efficient solution,

the architects of the various revivals

neglected' important factors in their own
problem in order that the general appear-

ance of the building might resemble some
famous architectural masterpiece. Unfor-
tunately, their method of designing was still

lingering on in some quarters, fitting in with

another great misunderstanding—that archi-

tecture was an art which belonged to distant

times and places. Architecture was a matter
which concerned us here and now. Proceed-
ing to consider one or two present-day
problems, the lecturer referred to the

appalling fact that there were still about
10,000 baek-to-back houses in Sheffield.

Back-to-back stables were not built. He
wanted to suggest a new standard, below
which houses should be pulled down as unfit

to be seen. While they were allowed to exist,

most certainly the name of the owner ought
to appear legibly on each. The lecturer con-

tended that for a house to be really efficient

the front must be beautiful, and the back
no less so. It was not necessarily more
expensive to make a house pleasing in

appearance than otherwise. He had seen

many a house which could have been built

more cheaply and yet made more beautiful.

Long rows of small houses, however well

designed, tended to become wearisome and
monotonous — and they were rarely well

designed. The problem of the shop was by
no means an easy one. So many of the

streets of our cities were ruined by the

modern shop - fronts, which consisted of

nothing but plate glass. In Sheffield, little

thought seemed to have been spent in

arranging buildings as part of a complete
scheme. They ha"d no roads leading up to

their main buildings; the stations are buried

away as if they were things to be tolerated

if disliked. The best had not been made
of the opportunities provided by the beau-
tiful situation of the city. It was proposed
to have town planning in two suburbs, and a

new road here and there ; but it was of little

good doing odd bits in Sheffield. What was
needed first was a complete scheme for the
ultimate development of the whole city.

EDINBURGH AND LEITH MASTER
PLUMBERS.—The second annual dinner of

the Edinburgh and Leith ilast.-r Plnnibers'
Association was held in the Royal British

Hotel on Friday night, Mr. ' Alexander
Morrison, the president, in the chair. There
was a company of about one hundred. The
toast of "The Plumbers' Associations of

Scotland" was given by ex-Bailie Forrest,

president of the Scottish Building Trades'
Federation. He said it was an absolute
iHCPssitv in their own interest that they be

li i 111 \ Ii:m1 the men united almost to

I
, ,

I ;! i nt. Replying, the president
- i; li plumbers' associations

h. .lUh; condition. There were at

>.iit thirteen or fourteen associations, but
Im ir aim was to have a federation for Scot-
iihI. The object of the associations was not

1.. raise prices, but to support one another,
prevent strikes, and regulate prices. All that
they wished, and all they ever would wish,
was that the public would allow them a

reasonable profit for their work. Mr. .Archi-

bald Watson, of Glasgow, and Mr. James

Muiiro, of Aberdeen, also replied. Bailie

John King, of Glasgow, gave "The City of

Edinburgh and Leith." Ex-Bailie Dobie and
Mr. M. C. Grant replied. Other toasts

followed.

SHEFFIELD SOCIETY OF ARCHI-
TECTS.—Professor W. G. Fearnsides, M.A.,
F.G.S. (Sorbv Professor of Geology at

Sheffield University), delivered a lecture

before the Sheffield Society of Architects and
Surveyors at the University last week on
" The Part Played by Water in Macadam
Road Construction." The president of the

society (Mr. A. F. Watson) w^as in the chair.

The professor spoke of the physical charac-

teristics of water in a road, and said not only

did water give strength to macadam, but it

was water which held together the particles

of which the weaker of the road " site-rocks
"

(or ground foundations on which the roads

were built) consisted. The effects of dew,
more especially the dew which distilled from
below the surface of the road, were note-

worthy, and in this, as in the question of the

strength of the road, the importance of com-
plete sub-crust drainage was to be em-
phasised. A uniform and complete sub-crust

drainage would entirely prevent " pot-holes."

The Road Board was going to sanction the

putting in of a series of thermometers under
one of the important roads in Sheffield,

which wonld enable observations to be made
on the effects of dew coming from under-

ground. Water, among solids which it did

not wet, acted as an insulator, and in the

making of tar, pitch, asphalt, or bitumen
macadam, water should be rigorously elimin-

ated before stones and binder were brought
together. The feasibility of chemical drying

by adding to the partially-dried stones a suit-

able proportion of quicklime or unslaked

cement was suggested. Care should bo exer-

cised in choosing materials which were to be

buried in road foundations, and furnace slag,

for this purpose, was not above suspicion.

—Mr. T. Winder, proposing a vote of thanks

to Professor Fearnsides, said that with regard

to the use of slag for roadmaking there was
an immense difference in its wear as to

whether it was broken by hand or by
machinery. Machine-broken slag was no

good at all.—Prior to Professor Fearnside's

reply the president handed to him a letter

written by Mr. W. J. Hadfield, the surveyor

of high\\a\- f..r Sli.ffield, who was unable to

attend. I:ii .l)- I'l'l -een a copy of the paper.

Mr. Ha.iri.M \\r"\'- that whereas five years

aao wat.r IhmiiiiI iiia.adam constituted about

per ceni the material used for

Sheffield's macadamised roads, and tar

macadam about 33 per cent., during the last

two vears tar macadam represented more
than '80 per cent., and water-bound macadam
less than 20 per cent. Water had also become
a less important factor in macadam roads

which were not made of tarred materials.
" We are now binding the macadam of some
of oiir important roads," said the writer,
" with silicate. This kind of work has been

done here for three or four years with ex-

cellent results. . . . Slag, properly used, is

a most excellent material for surfacing and

foundations. Our trouble is to get sufficient

of the right quality."—Professor Fearnsides

agreed that the remark about slag being

broken bv hand was a very important point.

Commenting on the letter, he said he thought

Mr. Hadfield would admit that there was

such a thing as a foundation for a road, and

unless he was prepared to replace all founda-

tions bv cniier.-l.- or some other very strong

niatpn;;i ! I'-f, --.„• r,:n-u<\,\r.\ fl„m-ht

ifr 11 ,., :il 1. :i~t d.al with (he

water
the s

CSS. .41thongh silicates were

in keeping down the dust for

iderable portion of the year, there did

at times come a verv terrible reaction, and

that wanted looking" into. He thought the

use of silicates on the average was generally

','ood. He agreed with Mr. Hadfield's allusion

to slag, but he would underline the words
" right qnalitv."

THE UTILITY OF ARCH.4^.0L0GICAL
STUDY TO THE ARCHITECT.—The first

of a course of lectures on Architecture

was given by Mr. Edward S. Prior, Slade
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Professor in Cambridge University, at the
Royal Academy on Monday. Tlie lecturer

doubted if the archa;ological capacity of

modern research and the discovery of so

much ancient beauty had been of any benefit

to modern art. It had acted in the direction
ofdiscouraging experiment, and had fostered
in the public the habit of judging art, and
particularly architecture, as a rechaulfe of
decorative items. The ways of ancient art
could be studied as a stimulus to the archi-
tectural capacity without conscious mimicry
of e.xact remembrance or the deliberate repe-
tition of the ancient* form. As a man, the
architect had to justify himself to himself
by tlie delight he had in building ; but as
an architect he must justify himself to the
community by the education of his imagina-
tion. The education of an architect must
be largely the training of his imagiEiatioii.
Every method of construction and arrange-
ment of ancient architecture demanded his
attention. The great styles were those in
which the capacity to express conditions had
exhibited itself directly in buildings. There-
fore a course of architectural history dealt
with these vivid and direct expressions so as
to show how they were attained in different
directions and by various means in each case.
It was by understanding this that the indi-
vidual capacity of the student might be
trained to the power of expressing vividly
and directly, in different directions and by
various means, the conditions he had to meet.

The salary of Mr. Gregson, sanitary inspector
and highvs'ays surveyor to the Durham Uinal
District Council, has been increased by £100 per

The Crediton Urban District Council have
adopted a sewerage scheme for the district, and
are applying to the Local Government Board for
sanction to a loan of £17,000 for the purpose of
carrying it out.

The Archbishop of York visited Goolo on
Friday evening, and dedicated the neve chancel
added to St. Paul's Church. The addition has
cost £1.350, and provision has also been made
for an organ-chamber and a side-chapel.

The president (Mr. G. Salway Nicol) occupied
the chair at a meeting of the Birmingham Archi-
tectural Association at Exchange Bi
Thursday evening, when Mr. R. Catte
spoke on "Memory Drawing and the Cultivation
of Mental Vision."

lings on

At a meeting of the Hull and Goole Port
Sanitary Authority, held at Goole, on Friday,
the resignation of Mr. R. Broughton, who has
been chief inspector to the authorities for the
past nine years, was accepted. Mr. Broughton
has been appointed inspector to the Tyne Port
Sanitary Authority.

At Oxford Convocation, on Tuesday, the
thanks of the Universit.y were given to Mrs. J.
Reddie Anderson, at Lairbeck, Keswick, for her
magnificent gifts, now deposited in the Ash-
molean Museum, comprising six pictures by
Early Italian and Spanish artists, and Greek
vases, terracottas, and gems, all from the
collection of her husband, the late Mr. J. Reddie
Anderson, of Balhol College.

The Barnet Board of Guardians have pur-
chased a site in Byng-road, in that town, for
scattered homes, and have appointed Messrs.
Williams and Cox as architects tor the buildings,
the cost not to exceed £1,200. The same archi-
tects have been commissioned by the board to
prepare plans for a nursery home for 34 infants,
to be erected in the workhouse grounds at a cost
estimated to £2,000.

The city council of Coventry unanimously
passed on Tuesday a scheme for the erection
of 198 artisans' dwelling- :if rin f-.-HTr,ated cost
of £40,282. The proj.M L,. i ,,.!.. red im-
perative by the 1.m> , ,

i Board
refusing consent to til. .1 i

I mi area in
Leicester-street until iNi.,i;.ti ., , made for
the dispossessed tenants, (here liciiig great
dearth of housinc; accommodation in the cit.y.

The council are already owners of 184 houses.'

Mr. G. Topham Forrest. L.R.I.B.A., of New-
castle-on-Tyne, architect to the education
committee of the Northumberland Countv
Council, has been elected county architect
for Essex, in succession to Mr. Frank
Whitmore. We illustrated the plans of
new council schools at Stokeford, designed bv
Mr. Forrest, in our issue of August 29 last, and
his new schools at Ashington Hirst by plans and
perspectives in our number for October 17
following.

COMBINES ' A.\D THE PRICES OF
BUILDERS' MATERIALS.

To the Editor of the BUILDING News.

Sir,—We have read with much interest

the comments in your issue of tlie Ifitli inst.

upon the recent correspondence in the

Financial News and the Yorkshire Post
regarding the action of various "combines"
of manufacturers of builders' materials.

Whilst we find ourselves in agreement with
your view that the mueh-talked-of " combine
of combines " is unlikely of aecoraplishraent
in the immediate future, yet we do not think
it wise to minimise the dangers which now
threaten the building trades from the forma-
tion of " combings," nor to ignore the fact

that the success which has at present

attended the " combine " movement may well

embolden its promoters to proceed to even
greater lengths.

There is very little exaggeration in the
statement, upon which you comment, that
" practically every factor employed in the
building of a modern house is now con-
trolled by a Trust." Is it not well that
builders, who form the very greiil majority
of the readers of your most influential

journal, should understand and appreciate
how this affects their trade?

Prices Have Been Raised Artificially.

—

There was ample justification for an advance
in the prices of certain classes of goods (i.e.,

rainwater pipes and connections) which have
been sold for years at most unremunerative
rates. But the great combine which controls
the supply of builders' castings—the National
Light Castings Association—has not been
content with reasonable advances, nor with
raising only the prices of "cut lines." There
has been rise upon rise, and, moreover, upon
well-nigh everything. And the factitious

level of values which has been reached is

artificially supported by a restriction of output,

it being made worth the while of the smaller
manufacturers to give up making the more
competitive lines, by means of compensation
under a " pooling " arrangement.
Merchants Have Been Boycotted.—There

lie before the writer at this moment docu-
ments which prove most completely that the
" boycott " is being employed by this great
"combine" against those firms who, like

ourselves, have adopted an attitude of in-

dependence. P'ortunately, in our own case

the attack linds us prepared : there are open
to us, as to other merchants, sufficient

sources of supply to enable us to cope
adequately and promptly with our customers'
demands for all classes of builders' goods^

Trade Has Been Driven Abroad.—The
inevitable result of this movement has been
to invite fresh forms of foreign competition,

and goods are now being sent into thi.s

country in which, hitherto, British manu-
facturers had a practical monopoly. It need

not be said that where there is a choice be-

tween home and foreign markets the " non-
combine " merchants would always give the

preference to British manufacturers.
It is to be hoped that the members of the

building trade will realise, before it is too

I t tl t tl e e It f 1

CO d t o of th ngs ca t f 1 to 1 1

ful to tl e r great ad po t t It
B Ide s d cont t 1 1 f dly 1

i
d

tl t tl 1 f 1 I tl fo t d

of tl 111 1 f 11 1

1 o tl I II o
I 1

t)

II y 1 111
pe i 1 t t I ft f

the danger which now menaces the welfare
of our trade.—I am, etc.,

Eor William Dibben and Sons.
Southampton. Ebenr. Dibben, Partner.

CHIPS.
Mr. James Eraser, of Inverness, has been

appointed engineer to the Inverness Harbour
Trust:.

Mr. Charles William Frost, of Chapeltown.
has been appointed waterworks manager to the
Wortley Rural District Council.

Mr. G. J. Wooldridge, surveyor to the
Woking Urban District Council, has had his
salary increased by £50 per annum.

At Durham, a county school for girls, erected
at a cost of £17,400, has just been opened. Mr.
Cooper carried out the building contract.

\ Roman Catholic chapel is approaching
completion at Cushendall, Co. Antrim. Mr.
W. J. Moore, of Belfast, is the architect, and
Messrs. Courtney and Co., of the same cit.y, are
the contractors.

The urban district council of St. Anues-ou-
Sea has received a donation of £21,350 from
Lord Ashton for the acquirement in the interests
of the town, of St. George's-gardens, a central
space of 11 acres.

The Primitive Methodist chapel and the
adjacent cottages in St. Peter's-street, Cam-
bridge, are in course of demolition, and on the
space cleared a new church and school will be
erected at an estimated cost of £5,000.

Mr i;. !., rt Trcfusis Mallet, of Earl's Court-
s';! ^ \^ I'trmerly Director-General of
hi I

. [. who died November 15, left

t = i.ii
I

- value of £8,407, of which the
I1..I

ij.
I . jiijiij luii been sworn at £8,288.

Mr. W. F. Biscoe, late Conservator of Forests
at Hyderabad, Deccan, and Indore, Central
India, has died at Overbury, Worcestershire, at
the age of fifty-eight. He was the younger sou
of the late Mr. T. P. B. Biscoe, of Newtou,

On Sunday (St. Paul's Day) there w;is dedi-
cated in St. Paul's Episc.i|i,il rimi.l, -luik-

place, Edinburgh, a new imi(m ,i •.
I lur

tiy the members of the ciim i i i i i.il

to Bishop Ellis, who, aftu. , i tV

years, was elected to the Bi.sln.i.iii, ...i .Vlj.. ulucii

and Orkney.

The Council of the Surveyors' Institution have
decided to fall in with representations which
they have received from mining surveyors in

different parts of Great Britain in favour of an
additional subdivision of the liistitutiou

examinations being established to ineet the
requirements of that branch of ilu- |irfifis>ii,ii.

At a meeting on Friday nt i in i.u, i,; n i
> df

St. Mary's parish, Scarboroiijj h n n ,i n . i h .1 to

approve of the plans of tht- ii. « .Imirh ,ii SI.

Columba. These vary from lU^ plana hisi. pro-

posed. The cost will be £7,000, towards which
£3,500 has been realised. An executive com-
mittee was appointed to deal with the matter.

.\ garden suburb is abo it to be laid out
bctuccn tho Pytchley and Barton Seagrove
roads, 111 tho southern portioi of Kettering. The
urban district council, at Its last niL-eting,

decided to exteud the water-mains and
electricity cables to the estate, on which
it IS proposed to lay out a p iblic park and lake

of 27 acres.

A new chapter, the th rty-sixth, of the

American Institute of Archil ects, has just been

founded for tho benefit of nr ictitioners in North
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
r.VYMJ-.M i..\ W w:' Miiirr'S CERTl-

FIL-ATK, III. .., . : I I .! I ,,iw Co., Ltd., v.

Kirk awi Kiik l.r I .._,,;ii , ;iiiir Ijeforc i\lr.

Justice Unllvv. siiUii^; wuIruu a jury, in the
Kiiigs Uuiich Di
lordship stated I

to bo aguiii put in the list for reheariii;,', and
the parties informed of that fact, as ho hud
rested his decision on a document which he
had previously assumed was the contract
between tho parties; but, thinking over the

matter, ho was not so sure as to the contr:i' i

and therefore he had decided to rehear 1

1

case. Mr. Talbot appeared for the plain

i

and Mr. McCurdy for the defendants.

of the district. Thti defence was that the

defendants were not bound to keep the bridges

in a state of tepai

ordinary

bear
from

rry

nd needs of the
ch trallic

lighways wlieii the bridges «

;tnicted. The appeal from }

norc's Jecision was alhiu^

^'aughan Wilhams hnMin- il

Talbot remini
was brou-l.i i

of Clerk nv

the defmiii
Exeter-slr. . i

being tho am
for work don^
road. The ;

wa.s .£lCn OS

to
: M : and contractors,

un.fMi.-, the sum of .ClOO :

certilicd for by ;ii- '>' I ;

premises in the <

of debt owing i
-

but they had been pam -• '

as thr rrrli'V-n-r of the architcct for II. i il.i

du' '. : :,v, £60-had not I :i i

till ruught, all that liii
i

1
'•:<<

c,,:.; . ,, A ..1 was £40, being ih- i :^;.i

uf UiL -'-liiii lur viliich the arohitfci liil >

liis .-L-rtilicaty at tho date of acli.'n 1:. i

Defendants, however, had paid int ni

sum of £100. Evidence having be. ii .ill I

the plaintiffs that they had recei\ril i h. n.

tect's certificate for £100 out of th. Lliiii
;

that ihej had been paid £60 on lu . i i

McCurdy, for the defendants, saiil In
.

li.

were building contractors under n i .ili

contract for a considerable sum of n m

the plaintiffs carried out a subconiii : 1

point upon which this case turned \Mi- I 1
i i

was no autliorily, express or impli.l . i,: .n

in tho oriL-i.i:.! .—I'ni.-I , l.-h vn.-M , . ,i
I

arcliilect t.. . • -
•
- 1

to :i»y :• !' i-i'-'

between mv cl..:nts. th.

defendants, and therefor,
contract between the bui
defendants.—Mr. McCurdy
this, the defendants were
responsibility, provided t

included in one of tin

certificates, so that they
back from the buil.lin:-

I "-I I'".... was put
. (, n.laiii nil" had taken
.il. iiiiiiH riiii- alterations,

v.. r. .. in 111, the lowest
as atiirwanls reduced to

r lailyship had selected a

Cast Grinstead, to which
to reside after leaving

lad a well sunk before
WhPli Mr Alnv (In- frrp-

mitted. was fair

had to pay on

which thr.y .:-,:.
i

',,.,
I 1

add that they will i ; ., .

'

certificate of the an li;i i .1 N-mil. iJIm

have got that cerl ill. ai . , aii.l 1 1,,
I

. i. I
.

I li

there is no answer t.. iln- .laim \l i M.i
argued that the certificate the del', ni
entitled to was one that was bimln .

i

building owner. They had nr.l, i i li ,

j

certificate, V.iit nnlv oni- t-iven lli. ilna u

His lords),-, ........ ; ^. ..,., ,,.i„- .] ,
,

, i ,,

should lia I. .

told plan,
I

.,
, I

had got ,
1

, M, i

.

|, i!.

was afiM
,

,
.

, :, 1,;! ,,[

the lasl ,

,

, !i 1 ,. hi il,, .1, I, ,,.] ,1,1..

point liri]., 1, ; : 1,1
I I,, ,

, .,,,, ,,.||,| i„
I

,,| ,, .

ment f..r il,. |.l, - i,,. I'iii ,,,.1 .•.. i, .,i

High C.-ir
:

1
. ,1 .

' .1:, 1, n, ,

paid ini.. . n, 1 1,.
i

.

i

certificai . .,1 ,
.,- n 1, ,] i . '"'ini

and hMMi, . . ,,, ,,,
1 ,,, |,,„ , ,,,

for the 1

RErvM! .;iM,i .:ri \

WITH Ml ;i .,
1

-~ !:
,

,

General
I

.
i

i . 1 • i

Court (: '

.
:! . [,, ,

,!.•:. , ,,i v,,i-

given by l.nrl- ,li.-li,-.s Vauglian Williams,
Kennedy, and Swinfcn Eady in an appeal by the
Attorney-General (on the petition of t,he cor-
poration of Worcester) from the jmlc-imul nf
Mr. (now Lord) .Justice Thillimon ,

tried without a jury last year. In
Mr. .Justice Phillimore held that 1

1

New Docks Co., as the propri.i.
bridges in the city of Worcesti r ,-,,,,,,..,

over the canal about a century ago, wtrt; liable
only to keep the bridges in good enough repair
to carry such traffic as was "ordinary" IrafFic
ovcr such bridges at the time ili.v w.i.
originally constructed in 1812. In i i

was contended that the bridges w. i

to bear the ordinary traffic whicli t

ably be expected to pass along 1

1

carried over the canal by the sanl l.nlgns,
having regard to the present character and needs

which would have had the
i._' the building for £1,400,
..ns wore broken off, he had

i.liil.rt had to do to get

I -(.iHhil; the building, ami
1,11 tt,i. i-laimed; there wer.-'

.1 wlii.li lif had not charged.
iliiu ilif charges made were

I 1 here were items uncharged
.. .n added to the bill. Lady
nl, being attracted by the
...Itage .shown at the Ideal

I ihe autumn of 1912, she in-

II to give her an estimate for

iii.l, considering the rise in

I : Is it true that because you could not agree
Mr. May's terms you gave up the scheme?

—

Irndant: Yes; hut I could not accept his

I

I

gage terms.—His honour gave judgment for
•1 and costs.

i;nUGH V. THE CORPORATION OF
iUR\EMOUTII,~-A Divisional Court of the
nv'- v.' inl. Pi.,I i.ai, la, W. ,111. .lav, Jan, 28.

..
' I

, i; II 1,1 l;,iikcr, heard
M.|. .'.

1 ,
.... ..: 1

I .
1

i. ., III./ Corpora-
1 ,i,.|,..al of the
1.1.. a .l,,i.,... 1 .Ml .Mini Mackenzie,

! il Uefcrw.. The plamtill. M^. FranS
.1 1I..1 the defendant rorporation as the

1 nf his relative, Mr. Henrv Gongh,

Henry Gough and the foreman in charge of

work! The referee found as regarded the
m for £1,100 that the plaintiff produced no
iiitect's certificate, and, therefore, he could
i..nvfr riaiiililV ans^^ered that, in fact, the
111,, I

>.,;,- Ill ...illusion with the building
: In 1 il I ii.it appeal on that point.

;...!
i : 111. :

1-1 part of the claim, the
1.. II. 1.1 ill, I' 1 1.. . iitporation acted within
iiii.iiiin.. ..I llin . ..Ill la.-l , and he (counsel)

, ....m. ii.l. .1 ihai til.. K..fcree admitted
I. II... « linli h.. « I- 1 1.. I .111 It led to hear, and
11 h ii.l.l ihai 111. ...mil. I was verified with

,1 . .i; ,1 i;.i II. .,.11. .
.

ii. . ..r the contractor.
I

I
. I'l

I

'..
. I. r.spondents, the

1 ,.| .. ,:l ,. . 1. . ..st-s. Mr. Justice

I. ....
I V .11 . III,,! II, II ;lii there had been

.inljfl rectn.caliuli ul tlie tulltract.

The new Lady-chapel added to St. Mary
Magdalen's Church, Barnstaple, at a cost of

£1,725, has been formally opened. The plans

were by Mr. J. S. Lee.

It is officially stated that Osborne Naval
College is to be practically rebuilt. It is not

proposed to enlarge the college. The work will

not be commenced for some time.

The Lancashire County Council are about to

proceed with the building of a tuberculosis

sanatorium at High Carley, near Diversion. The
architect is Mr. Dean J. Brundritt, of County-
square, Ulverston.

The Local Government Board have declined to

accede to the request of Dover Corporation for

permission to withdraw a portion of their re-

housing scheme, by which it was anticipated

that £20,000 could be saved.

The Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

announce that the publication of the revised

Ordnance Survey Maps on the scale of 6in. to

the mile is in progress for the county of Surrey,

and is proceeding from east to west.

A scheme for strengthening the main roads

near Boston has been adopted by the Holland

County Council. The estimated outlay is £9.686,

towar.'ls which it is expected that the Road
Board will give a grant of one-half.

John Penn, of Snells Park, Edmonton, who, at

the age of 88, has just retired from work as a

carpenter, served in the Crimea, and has the

itary Committee have agreed

se of wages to their workmen
to the rises granted by building

nave also raised the sala...-., —
ipectors from £150 to £156 per

fn-nis.

building
annum.

New premises for a sailors' and soldiers' home
..re about to be built in I. i U. _ i-i

.
i -i net and

St. James's-square, E.lin .
• I'lans by

Messrs, J. N. Scott ami ^ I n ' .iniiliell, of

that city. The cost will 1" 117 nun ami accom-

modation will be provided for over lUU men.

The North-Eastern Railway Company is com-

pleting a central permanent-way depot on a site

of ten acres adjoining the Low Fell storage

sidin-'s, south of Gateshead. The length of the

new sidings provided is 3,630 yards, and the area

of loading docks 9,320 square yards.

The new batlis ami washlinuses which have

been erected m I n.n la -i n-nt. Partick, by

Glasgow Corp. a I .,, -i of £9,000, were

formally opnii.l .n i|.i.l.i,\. There is no

their |ii, [,. iM 111 M James's Market. This will

inclinir I In- ii 1 1. ill 1 1. ni nf the present narrow foot-

ways, ami ilm i.nivision of a roadway 30ft. wide

between the Hayniarket and Market-street,

A Local Government Board inquiry was held

at Appledoro yesterday (Thursday) by Mr.

weak mind, and Mi
'..'I'.i.:.'

affairs in hand. Tin ,

tinn was under tw., 1

,

,

all.m.l m have been ,i 1 1111. .1

. of the ag cement.

At Liana.
Hetheringtoii
ment Board,

•
1 extra work done, Unfortunati Iv

ill lould not substantiate that part of the 1

at the trial, because of the absence of 1

This

ri:.ii l.M, Mr. K. G.
,. . 1 1 Iho Local Govern-
Ill. iiii \ inio the application

ho lUilvu.ll l.'ii.il iiistrict Council for

1 ;..n I.. I , Ii; 1)00, in order to provide a

.
I I

il.i parish of Llanasa, which
I, ii and quarrying villages of

, I i:,v,-|,\r I'nlogan, Gronant, and the

ring-place nt Ffynpongroew, near the

th of the Dec estuary.
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MANCHESTER.—A scheme is afloat for

the erection of a block of residential flats in

Wilmslow-road, Manchester. It will be a

rectangular block, with open space in the
centre forming a covered lawn-tennis court.

The ground floor on the main front is

occupied on the left of the central entrance
by a restaurant, and on the right by a cafe-

was left by the late William Leesing. The
new ehurcli, which will adjoin the present

one in Town-row, West Derby, will accom-
modate 350 persons. It will be Gothic in

style. The fabric itself is to cost £5,500, and
the remainder of the legacy is to be expended
in furniture. The church will have a nave
and two aisles, fhree confessionals, a bap-
tistery, and an organ. The walls are. to be
divided from the bay by stone columns, and
there will be a wooden vaulted ceiling

throughout the whole of the building. Messrs.

(0ur ilUnstrations.

THE ASSEMBLY-HALL OF A TECH-
NICAL UNIVERSITY : HENRY .JARVIS
STUDENTSHIP.
(Prize Design and Placed Second in the

Rome Scholarship Competition.)

The first holder of this Studentship,
founded by the Henry Jarvis Bequest, is the

•
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GROUND PLAN OK THE ASSEMBLY HALL OF A TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY
HENRY JARVIS STUDENTSHIP PRIZE DESIGN. By Mr. LouLS DE SoissONS.

lounge. There will be provided twelve
family flats with one or two sitting-rooms
each (14ft. by from 17ft. to SOft.). a bath,
and a pantry, are to take up the first floor.

The second floor will be foi- liarlul.ir flats,

ten of them with bedroom :iii'I - :!i. - r-iiii.

and sixty "combined" ronn, : hr
top floor are the kitclun- i

i:^'

quarters. The architects ;nv ,\l. --r-. J.ilm
Brook and Elcoek, of Manchester. The
capital of the proposed company is to be
£75.000.

WEST DERBY.—The Roman Catliolio
Archbisliop of Liverpool, Dr. Whiteside. laid
on Sunday foundation-stones of a new church
to supersede the existing one of St. Paul in

West Derby, for which a bequest of £10,000

Pugin and Pugin are the architects, and
Messrs. L. Marr and Son, of Liverpool, are

the contractors.

New buildings are about to be built at Cam-
bridge, rear Boston, Mass., for the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology. Mr. W. \V.

Bosworth, of Boston, is the architect, and the
estimated outlay is £1,200,000 sterling.

The Eastern District Committee of Hadding-
tonshire have just arranged, and provisionally
approved of, an important scheme for the im-
provement of the main and coast roads passing
through the county. The scheme extends over
five years, and will involve the expenditure of

fully £11,780. It is expected that grants to the
extent of 75 per cent, of expenditure will be got
from the Central Road Board.

author of this prize design, Mr. Louis de
Soissous, of Cheyne-row, Chelsea, who, as

winner of this scholarship, will have
the advantage of a two - years' course

at the British School in Rome. The
drawings, of which we give reproductions to-

day, were recently exhibited at the Royal
Academy, when the British School at Rome
Scholarship Competition designs were open
to public inspection. Our double-page plates

are devoted to the facade towards the river,

and a section taken longitudinally through
the assembly-liall buildings. The detail

depicts a portion of the entrance colonnade
and metahvork great gates. The plan shows

j

the capable contrivance of the building, and
the general bird's-eye perspective gives a
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HK ASSEMBLY HALL OF A TECHNICAL
By Mr. Louis de Soissons. (General

HENRY JARVIS STUDENTSHIP PRIZI
if the hall and its imnierliate surroundings.)

view of the assembly-ball and its surround-
ings, the University buildings in the
picture ranging away to the left and
right, facing the waterside. In the front

of the perspective is the river ; but
we were unable to afford space to take
in more of the lay-out than the portion
here photographed, which sufficiently com-
prises the immediate e:

'

as.semblv hall. All the

Hall separates the two branehe
links them together. In the hall ai

ments, Mr. de Soissons has gi'

ice rather to thi

the building than its so

end, therefore, the i-i

educational use of

al aspect. With this

.NEW CHURCH AT CANWELI,, SUTTON COLDFIELD. W.\RWICKSHIRE.
Mr. Tkmpi.e Mooiii:, F.R.I. B.A., Architect.

general disposition along this river site are
taken in the thousand-feet zone, with the
exception of tlic Great Hall. Ilns iv ,il,iced

on a terrace to emphasi-. as
tlie educational heart of 1

1

\ii

erfort was made to mart : 4
the Science and Art Facnli iIh'

old foundations the various liinilii IjnilJings

have the disadvantage, from the point of view
of artistic expression or architectural plan.
of being confounded one with the other, due.
no doubt, to the necessities of the moment
and gradual development of the University-.
In a new project this can be avoideJl,
and as provided by this plan the Great

This design was associated with the com-
petition for the British School in Rome
Studentship, for which Mr. de Soissons was
placed second.

NEW CHURCH AT CANWELL, SUTTON
COLDFIELD, WARWICKSHIRE.

The church has been built for Mr. Philrp
Foster, M.P. The building standi |m i

inside the gates of the park at Canwrll ll.ill,

and serves a small extra-parochial dislru i

formerly belonging to the ancient Priory •>!

Canwell. The church is built of while
Hollington stone, and consists of a nave and
chancel under one roof, a small western

tower, a south porch, and an organ-
chamber, with a vestry on the north side of
the chancel. The contractors for the build-
ing were Messrs. Thompson, of Peter-
borough. The photos from which the views
are taken are by Mr. Speight, of Sutton
Coldfield. The architect is Mr. Temple
Moore, F.R.I.B.A.. of Hampstead.

LONDON
We L'Ur

ITVAl SESSIONS HOUSE.
> :i \ ipw of the main cleva-

iiiu, ;is seen from Newington
I i.s to be erected from the
7. E. Riley, F.R.I.B.A., the
architect to the London
whom all will congratulate

further particulars,

shortly.

. Wr. shall gi

ith plans aTid

Mr. B. C. Bryan, assistant highway surveyor
to the Bourne Rural District Council, has been
appointed by the Louth Rural District Council
highway surveyor for the cast district

A new Vrimit.ve Methodist chapel at Kiugston-
on-ThnnKs. lunlt from plans by Messrs. J. Wills

atid Sons, of London and Derbv, has just, been
opened. Mr. E. Alsford, of "Kingston, was the
contractoi-, and the outlay was £2,800.

The Lexdeu and Winstree Rural District

Council, Essex, have instructed Messrs. Taylor
and Wallin. civil engineers, of Newcastle-upon-
Tyne and London, to prepare a scheme for and
report upon water supply for the parish of

Ma
Messrs. F. St. George Mivart, M.D.. and R. C.

Maxwell, LL.D., barrister-at-law, have held an
inquiry at Newquay, on behalf of the Local
Government Board, into the application of Corn-
wall County Council for sanction to a loan of

i:3,000 for "the purchase of the Watergate Bay
Hotel premises for the purposes of a
sanatorium.

Ih. ., r , h.s ot Sir Robert Lorimer, A.R.S.A.,
i I: II: \ IMinburgh. have been secured for
lip ,|.-in)T.L Ml' a monument which it is pro-

i I. . n rt iM Soiiili .\yrslure to the memory
' 111', Si,. II 1,. Ill,, I, I ,,1 III., Snell Bursaries,
11 -

I I, I. I.I I., continue their
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(Bm (BBa fable.

excavations on tlie site of the

iiiiaii Priory at Little Diuimow have
(II hiiished by Mr. Reader and Mr.
1 lii,-ti., the joint secretaries of the

I 'ill and have been unsuccessful in

if the priory
part of the

rish church ;

of Robert Fit/W.ih.i ih- n

priory and coiiip. M.I l\

Magna Chart;i. I I

' hi
church are the l,:i'l; - liiiii. I m
south transept, now used iis a

\

but the manor-house and the grange still

exist. A few feet below the ground the

rubble foundation on which the high altar

stood was discovered, but not a trace of the

altar itself remained. Just beyond a portion

of the foundation of the east wall of the old

i'riory was revealed. Further toil was re-

warded by the finding of three bricked tombs
a few feet below the surface. They had been
built quite close together, but the one to the

southern side was out of line with the others,

and while that was constructed of Tudor
brickw'ork the other two were made of thin

tiles of a much earlier date. There was no
vestige of a cofTin in either of the tombs. It

is proposed to make further excavations in

tlie vicinity of the tombs and high altar. In

another part of the churchyard a bit of the

north wall of the Priory was discovered,

which will be left on view, and to the west of

the present church was opened out the founda-
tion of the north-west pillar of the central

tower. The base of the south-east tower
supports the belfry-turret of the present

church. It has hitherto been assumed that

the cloisters were between the north transept

and nave ; but no trace of them could be
found. It is now supposed that they were
on the south side.

Several interesting new portraits have
recently been added to the National Portrait

Gallery. There has been purchased a marble
bust of Queen Victoria, by Chantrey (Room
22), which was presented by her Majesty to

Sir Robert Peel. This may be the bust which
was exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1840.

The Queen is represented in the Gallery also

by copies of Baron H. von Angeli's portrait,

by Lady Abercromby, and Priiulein Bertha
Miiller ; by a large plaster bust by the late

Sir Edgar Boehm ; a sketch by Sir David
Wilkie, made for the large full-length,

painted in 18.39; and a portrait by Sir George
Hayter. A sketch of Turner (Room 29),

drawn by John Phillip in 1850. shortly before
the great artist's death, is another addition ;

and the portrait of " Marv Wollstonecraft
Shelley" (Room 25) is by 'John R. Stump.
who contributed to London exhibitions from
1802 to 1849. A fourth portrait is a miniature
of the "Duchess of Mazarin."

Mr. T. Adams, an inspector under the
Local ('li.\ 'I iini. ill r.iiir.l (. inferred at Don-
caster mi I I ;i i I |i

. iiliitives of local

authonii. I! !'. 'Iiiind as to the
desirahilii i

; i
i

-.hemes being
prepared. Tin i

i presented in-

cluded Donca-^d i
I

I .1 rural, Bentley-
with-Arksey. I!. ill. iii li ilmrpe. Wheat-
ley urban. P.. ill |i. irm', Thurnscoe,
Mexborough, Swinff.n, Tliorne, Eiveton
Park. Hemsworth. and Rotherham urban and
rural. The subject was discussed in an in-

formal way. and adjourned for tliree months',

it being understood that the various councils

concerned will then be prepared with some
practical suggestions.

Reports on the capabilities of chemical fire

extinguishers have been made by the British

Fire Prevention Committee, who state that
out of a series of 57 extinguishers tested

hydraulically. 10 failed at .3001b. pressure,

and eight failed to withstand the committee's
officiar 3501b. pressure test, while .33 passed
the last-named test. Several burst at 2001b.

The working pressure generated by one of

the extinguishers when the nozzle was closed

was 3101b., and in another case it was 3401b.

The application of the Plymouth Borough
Council for a provisional order for the

amalgamation of the county boroughs of

Plymouth and Devonport. and the inter-

mediate urban district of East Stonehouse,
was the subject of a Local Government
Board inquiry, which commenced on Wednes-
day, before Major C. E. Morton. The
application is opposed by Devonport. Mr.
Honoratius Lloyd, K.C., who opened the

case for the Plymouth Corporation, pointed
out that there were three local government
bodies, but in reality only one town. The
result of this division was that difficulties

arose through jealousies and prejudices,

which prevented the public, as a whole,

being served as it might be. They had two
recorders, one for Plymouth and another for

Devonport, and at least three police forces,

and three coroners. One of the witnesses

called in support of the application was
Major-General Penton, commanding the

South-Western Coast Defences, who said

from the military point of view that in peace
time the organisation of the three towns into

three distinct bodies did not affect them
much, but in war time it became an entirely

different question.

"Laxton's Builders' Price Book" for 1914

is published by Kelly's Directories, Ltd., at

4s. As usual, the work contains much in-

formation useful to architects, surveyors, and
builders, engineers, and contractors, the

prices of materials, work, etc., being given in

72,000 eases. Although such prices, where
labour enters into the question, are based on

the London rate of wages, the book will be

found useful in any part of the country. The
book has been published for ninety years,

and is the acknowledged standard to which,

in disputed cases, reference is made in the

various law courts. This is the ninety-

seventh edition.

" Lockwood's Builders' and Contractors'

Price-Book, 1914 " (London : Crosby Lock-
wood and Son, 4s.), commends itself to all

accustomed to rely on its accuracy and com-
prehensiveness as the standard work of its

kind. The manifold changes in wages and
prices have been carefully noted. The ex-

tensive section dealing fully with electric

lighting has been revised and added to. The
valuable appendices contain much matter of

interest, comprising tables of weights, areas,

etc., solicitors' costs, valuation and wages

tables, legal notes, and other subjects of in-

dispensable daily reference. There is, in

short, no subject omitted with regard to

which the architect, builder, or surveyor can

fail to find the latest information he may
require, and the volume will, as usual, find

its welcome in every office.

The "Gasco" boiler, designed by Messrs.

R. Jenkins and Co., Rotherham, is a new
departure in hot-water supply boilers, being

designed to meet the requirements of the

London Coke Committee for a coke-fired

boiler to work aln

provide a regular

"Gasco " is fitted

warming oven an

The bottom door,

on which to he;

opening is large ei

and diffuse warm
days. The circuhi

back, and the bo
recess formci-lv '

-cooker and
,vater. The
let or plate-

The powri ..: ' -I'd

on the ex.- .

I- I II.

per squaiv Im.i .. , . 'i imi. i- hiII

actually do more tlian llii\ iirf' listi'd :it ;

while their capacities of 27, 39, and lii'

gallons hot water at 150deg. F. can I"

guaranteed for any normal system will

average nn.l.ill.il hrnrj 'rih' iirni's ai

No. 7, £> I"
:

\|| - Mil 111-
;
X- :'. ' I

All bone-^ - .i i - I m m.i-. I- liHim i

in the "(lli-||.i rrh- my lli- Kit. Il.-n I.I vlliai

is frequently a nuisance in warm weather.

Plan? for a Pan-American building to be
erected in New York City on the block

bounded by Broadway, EiL-hth nyPMUe, 57tli

and 58th-streets. and claim. .1 to 1„. 111.^

highest building in the wnrl.l. wpr,> fil.-.l ..n

December 31 with the Bun in ..T llniliiini;.^.

Til.- -(Mi.itn,.. ai...i.iiii. ill ill. . iilai, udl

plans, proposes to have a building where
trade relations between the United States

and Central and South American countries

may be fostered. Mr. Francis H. Kimball,
of New York, is the architect.

<» 1

MEETINGS FOB THE ENStTINQ WEEK
Frid.\t (Ti n4y )—lustit It u 5t tnil rni,ni is

students M ttins. The Tc tn „ ol
Mateiialb loi Use in Engmeeimg
Constiuction No ' 1 5 B W Monk
house MAM Inst C E
Leicestei and Leicesteishiie Societ\

ol \i 1 t t The Planning of
by V.

Saturday n

I 5 St Mai tins

tuial Ciaftsmen s

L Manufacture and
utei 8pm
tural Association
u stieet Belgia-sc
low and Blllele^

Monday,— \ic,l ite t lal Ato i,iation Notes on
Gieek \ichitectiiL bj IiofebSoi
\\ R Lethab\ F R I B \ s i in

Societ\ of Fngmeeib Piesi lential

Addiess b\ H C H Shenton 7 « p m
Bojal Society of \rtb The Hela

Ro^alSoclet^ ot Aits The Men
tieal Ottawa and Geoigian Ba\
Can a bs Sn Robert W Pelks Bait
4 50 p m
Institution of Civil Engineeis
The Pioblem of the Thiust

Beaiing by Henry Thornton
Newl lom Assoc M Inst C E 8pm

.Architectural Association of Ireland.
" The Installation of Electric Light."
by T. Tomlinson. B.E. 15, South
Frederick-lane, Dublin. 8 p.m.

i;ratr£ §,t\as.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
RUGBY. — The master - builders of Rugby

carried out at noon on Wednesday a general

lock-out of the local members of the P.rickla.vers'

Union Kf.r snmp w.-.-ks, past n. .lisimt,,. has

exist. i| I. -.|i. .1111 1 III iiiiii-n. Ill III
I l.'ii- l.v

TRADE NOTES.
The "Boyle" system of ventilation

Wnkme. 10 IraiL'-. Louri; House.
S.W.
informed that Mr. Tom G. Lninb.

Iv. of 26, Birley-street, Blackpool.
III., i.ailnership his son, Mr. Francis
.1. i Ml WiUiam B. Walton, M.S.A.
: 1 1.1 mill will in future be Tom G,

November 27, left £64,304.
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LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
Steel Joiets, Belgian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton £6 9

Steel Joists, EnRlish 7 10
WrouRht-Iron Girder Plates 7
Steel Girder Plates 7 2
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5
Do., Lowmoor. Flat, Round, or
Square 30

Do., Welsh 5 15
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8
Best Snedshill 9

Angles 10s., Tees aOs. per ton extra!
Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &o„ f8 159 to £9.

Ditto galvanised, f14 to £15 IDs. per ton
Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-

No. 18 to 30. No. 33 to 34
6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge

8 15

PnHNITUEE AND HABDWOODB.

Burmese' per load, 50ft. £30 C

Java, per load, 50ft 16
to £35
,.. 21

Best ditto
Wire Nails (Points

3 to 7 8 9 10 11
8/3 8'9 9/3 9/9 10/3

Paris)—
la 1 14

11/9 12/6 13/6

Per ton. 1

Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to .

Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 ,,

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,,
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,,

Galvanised 8 15 „
Cast-iron Sash Weights
Cut Floor Brads
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply.

9 15 ,,

16 „

10
Galvanised-

£10 10s. £10 15s. £11 Os. £11 5s. £11 153. per ton

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6 3 6 to £6 7 (

4in. to6in 6 0,, 6 5 (

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 6 C

[Coated with composition, 59. Od. per ton extra,
tamed and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast. liilleshall 110s. Od. to 117s. 6d,
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)

—

Gas-Tubes 75 p.o.
Water-Tubes 73i
Steam-Tubes 67J
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 "
Galvanised Water-Tubes 62i

'„

Galvanised Steam- Tubes 67*

OTHER METALS.
, . - Per ton £21 10 to £22
Lead Water Pipe, Town 33 1

.. ., ., Country 34
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 i.

.. t. ,, Country ....<. 35
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 35 li

„ Country 26
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 38

Country 38 15 ,

Composition Gae-Pipe, Town... 26 10 n .

ti .. Country 27 5
Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4»in.) Town 26 10

Country 27 5
[Over 4jin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 82
Copper, British Calse and luuot 7S 10
Tin, English Ingots

, n o
Do., Bars

: , ; il

Pig Lead, in Icwt i i,'-
I , :

'

ii

Sheet Lead, Town ^,; u

Genuine White Lead
Refined Red Lead
Sheet Zinc
Old Lead, aga

30 5

CONSTRnCTIONAti.
Yellow Piuc Deals. Quebec, per standard ;-

1st quality £38 to
2nd „ 26 „
3rd „ 16 „

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 „
.. „ Miramichi 9 10 "

„ Boards: Swag ii 0„
Bed Deals

:
Archangel 1st quality 21 0„

2nd „ 16 „
3rd „ 13 „

St. Petersburg—
iBt quality 16 10 „
2nd „ 14 10 „

.. Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 „
Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 „

White Deals: Crown 14 „
.. „ Seconds 11 lo ,.

Flooring : White and Planed—
Ist and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 „
Ist, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 „
Red Planed, let quality 14 10 „

Pitch Pine: Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „

Lignum Vitse Per ton 7 0,,
Per cubic

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,,
Pitch Pine Logs 2 0,,
Birch : Quebec Logs 2 3,,
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0,,
Mahogany G oon _ 2

Cape

Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

sawn planks...
Oak : Austrian Wainscot
Walnut : Prime boards and
planks

Walnut ;Mdm
Greenheart : Hewn logs
Cedar : Cigar box
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orham : Imp. sawn boards.

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...

African, Assinee, &c.
,, Lagos and Benin

Sekondi and
Lopez

„ Gaboon 3 0,,
Satinwood ; West Indian 10 ,,

Rosewood Per ton 8 0,, 12
Lignum Vitro 7 „ 14

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0
Darley Dale, ditto ,,

Red Corsehill, ditto „
Closeburn Red Freestone,ditto .,

Ancaster, ditto ,,

Greenshill, ditto .,

Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms)

Hard York, ditto .

Dittoditto6in.^av
landings, random siz

Ditto ditto 3in. slab S6

sides, random sizes .,

• All F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station „

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station „

1 both sides,
1 sizes p

Portland Stone, in random 1

Delivered on road waggons
]

at Paddington Depot, I

Nine Elms Depot, or
[

Pimlico Wharf j

Whit Bed. Base Bed
Per foot cube.

,. £0 2 3 ...£0 2 4*

SLATES.
in. in. £

Blue Portmadoo
16x 8 ,

Blue Bangor 20xio ,

20x12,
First quahty 20x10

,

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 „ „ [river
Mild Stocks 1 9 u
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 3 5 „ at rly. stn.

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wure Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12

,, ,,

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5 ,, ,,

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4
Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

3iin, Best Red Ac-

1

crington Plastic [ 4 10 6
Facing Bricks .,

(Net, deUvered in

J

full truck loads
I London,

Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £-2 lo q

3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks Ill 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Bewer Arch Brick not more than dh" in
thickest part 2

f
Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6
ditto ditto through and through 2
Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-

; 2J" and J" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks ,
9" x 2 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto 9" xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :

—

3 course deep, 4i' soffit, per foot opening ... 13
4 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

6 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6
3 ditto 9- ditto ditto' ditto ... 2 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 9
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BRICKS.
HARD OnAZEB, (PER 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers—
£13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, Bullnose, and 4*in. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square—
19 17 6 18 7 6 33 17 6 36 17 6 19 17 6

Splays and Squints—
17 7 6 15 17 6 31 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops-
6d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles—
4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.
Stretchers and Headers—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers £23 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose... 37 17 6
C impaas bricks, circular and arch bricks ^ Not

of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours ) ing 9in.

C.imber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4iin-
Is. 2d. each / by 2?in.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations.
B. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 „

s. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G:ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. B. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 378. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
s. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 43 per 1000 ry. stn
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7perdoz
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 53 6 ,, „ „
Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental do 60 „ ,, ,,

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valleytiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 ,. .

Ornamental do 48 6 ,, ,, .

Hiptiles 3 104 perdoz
Valleytiles 3 44
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ ,,

Ornamental tiles 50 „ „ „
Hip tiles 4 perdoz. „ „
Valleytiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 43 6 per 1000 „ ,

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „ „ ,.

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valleytiles 3 6

HartshiU" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 „ „
Pressed 47 6

Ornamental do 50 „ „ „
Hiptiles 4 perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 ., .,

OILS.
Rapeseed. English pa!e,per tun £38 15 to £29 6

Do., brown 26 15 „ 27 5 u

Cottonseed, refined 29 ,. 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 ,, 40
Seal, pale 31 ,. 3110
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 ., 46 10

Do., Ceylon 43 10 „ 43

Do., Mauritius 43 10 „ 43

Palm, Lagos 32 5 „ 33 5

Do. Nut Kernel 35 „ 35 10

Oleine 17 5 „ 19 5

Sperm 30 „ 31

Lubricating U.S pergal, 7 0,, 080
Petroleum refined 65 „ 6g

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1 6 u ,, 1 10

Do., Archangel 19 6 „ 10
Linseed Oil pergal. 2 :) „ —
Baltic Oil 2 c, „ -
Turpentine 2 i),:. .,

—
Putty (Genuine Lin-

1 cwt 8 -
seed Oil) f

Per cwt. u 8 u „

Pure Linseed Oil I n in n —
"Stority" Brand ; " ° ^° ° "

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz. 33oz.

Fourths 3d. ... 3d. ... 3ad. ... 4id.

Thirds aid. ... 3M. ... 44d. ... Bjd.

Fluted Sheet 35d. ... 3id. ... 6id. ... 7d.

Hartley's English Rolled Plate ; 4in. Visin. iin.

2id. ... 2jd. ... 3d.

Figured Rolled and Reponssine White. Tinted
aid- ... !5d.
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VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.
Pine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil 1 1 Ol
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14
Extra Pale Paper 12 9 i

Best Japan Gold Size 10 9 I

Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8 01

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part ot

the United Kingdom : for the United States. £1 6s. Od.
(or edols. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium. £1 6s. Od.
(or 33fr. 30c.) To India, ~
Australian Colonies or Ne'
West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s.

French and Brush Polii

TO OOBRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It Is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or Uterary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Buildino News, Effingham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C., and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-
quently otherwise caused. AH drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable
for, unsought contributions.

,• Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. 01
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than
we can insert, but are glad to do so when space
permits on mutually advantageous terms, which may
be ascertained on application.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under special circum-

Eeceived.—G. A. W. and Son.—H. B.—W. H. B.—
B. P. A. and Co.—C. J. and Co.—E. H.—V., Ltd.—
B.-on-D. U.D.C.—Capt. T. F. E.—R. M. and Co.—
A. D. D. and Son.—J, S.—A. for B. C—T. P. S.—
B. S. Co., Ltd.—J. R.—J. M. and Sons.—L. and Co.—G. and T. E.

F. R. S.—Yes.

T-iU.-Please send.

G. L. M.—We share your view.

Plautus.—Your own suggestion the preferable

Q.— -As we said last week, the injustice to the builder

G. B.—.A little turps will thin it. Addresses of vendors
must be sought in the usual way.

Pernden.—We should try the Sturtevant Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd., 147. Queen Victoria-street, E.C., for
vacuum cleaning.

J. Wheeler.—The remedy for damp walls is
"Protex." Send to Callenders (Dept. S.), 25,
Victori,i-«trrrf \Vp tiMi-ister. S.W., for particulars.

In Dori;i -
1 : ill information about the

s]iriu«d;ii ' I ;iM mo on p. 44 of our issue
ofJub-. i 1 .: .. a as the " Valtor," and
we have ^1,1,. i ;ii. in il.ri , to send you particulars.

H. Ble.nkinsup.—Ou the facts, it looks as if C can
claim the wall : but we hesitate to give a decided
opinion. It does not follow that the wall is
" neutral " because it is not described or coloured
on the deeds, and the matter is one for careful
local le^'al advice.

-.LASfiOw.—We really do not grasp vour query. If
we understand you rightly, we should put a stone
templet on the top of the brick or concrete pier
and let that cai

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
FIFTH LIST OF SUBJECTS.

E.—A Group of Three Country Cottages on a level
Plot near a farm in Sussex. The middle house to be
for the foreman, and its elevation to project about
bft. from the frontage line of the two end ones, which
will have side entrances. The aspect ot the site is
due south, and a forecourt garden of 20ft. from the
face of the projection above specified, and will be
enclosed with posts and chains Each cottage to
hav e wooden sites reached hv a simple timber-built
httl 1 n 1 iH 1 1 1 1 H n\er a stream 10ft.
^ I u road and the land

'1 ' ickset hedges will
' ut of the premises.
' '

1 utage is not fixed

;

I tl 11 1 c the main portion of
then kit 1 n I, i kn luht and left of the block,
the foreman s ground being at the rear. Thus the
competitors have simplj to provide a suitable
building to stand as described The principle of
compactness and a due legaid to cost (cubing the
woik at .5d. per foot cube from bottom ot footings
to half-way up roof) being the chief factors to con-
sider, beyond, of course, convenience and a suitable
simi>le cottage treatment. The exterior will be
faced tliut walliuii backed by4i brickwork, with red
'ui' I - ni.i .li-essings; tile-hanging to upper
I'.ii' I iin, brick walls, and also tile-
h'l" '

'
'''" ^^"I'ts to be thatched, and chimney

hl'i' : nii.k. Casements in wood. End

on the ground floor about Oft. - ,., ,. .., .
i ih

area, and on first floor two bedv<jL in: , j n i , iu„ i

a double bed, and the other tor two single lie
and cupboards. The middle house to be siinila
nly on ground floor put a small parlour, the thr

bedrooms

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Feb. 1—Municipal Technical Institute. Pool Meadow, Coventry G. Sutton, Clerk, Education Office, 44, Bayley-lane, Coventry.
,, 11—Three Types of Artisans* Dwellings. Farnborongb .. 20 guineas J. E. Hargreaves, Sur., Farnborough.
., 15—Savings' Bank, Verona (Five Assessors) . £1,200, £600 The Savings Bank, 1, Via Garibaldi, Verona.

Mar. 2—Designs for Public Baths, The Burrougtt6, Hendon (H. W.
Wills, P.R.I.B.A., Assessor! £10a, £75, and £50 H. Humphris, Clerk, CouncO Oflices, Hendon. N.W.

,, 5—Bank, St. Petersburg (Five Premiums, amounting to £480) The Commission de Batisse, 32, Morakaja, Saint-PeterebDurg.

;

„ 9— Water Suoply and Drainage Scheme for Village of Cemaea T. H. Hughes, Clerk, Fir-grove, Menai Bridge.

„ 20—Public Museum and An Gallery, Belfast (John J. Burnet,
A.R.S.A.,LL.D., Assessor) Selected Architect to carry out work

;

second, £100 ; third, £75 ; fourth,
£60 R. Meyer, Town Clerk, City Hall, Belfast.

April 2—Departmental and Courts Buildings, Ottawa (T. E.
Collcutt. J. H. G. Russell, and J. O. Marchand,
Assessors). Double Competition, five unsuccessful
competitors in second to receive 3,000dol.;each R. C. Desroohers, Department of Public Works, Ottawa, Out.

„ 11—Ferro-concrete Bridge over the Meuse, Heer The Bureau dee Travaux, Maison Communal, Heer, Namur.
May 1—Workshops for Chilian State Railways. Valparaiso The Com. Intell. Branch, Board of Trade, 73. Basinghall-st., B.C.
„ 4—New St. Paul's Bridge, Deeigns for (Sir W. Emerson,

P.P.R.I.B.A., Assessor) £300, £100 ,
The Town Clerk, Hallkeeper's Office, Guildhall. E.G.

June 20—Champlain Tercentenary Monument, OriUia, Ontario
Canada (limit of cost £4,100) The Canadian High Commissioner. Victoria-street. S.W.

July 15—Harbour Extension, Helsingborg 7,000 kron., 4,000 kron., 2,000 kron... The Harbour Extension Board. Helsingborg. Sweden.
No'date-Design for Artisan's Cottage, suitable for Anglesey (£150) £2 2s H. Pritchard, General Sec. Cefni Chmbrs.. Llangefni, Anglesey.
do. —Town Hall and Municipal Offices. Church-street. Barnsley £100, £50, and £25 W. P Donald, Town Clerk. Town Clerk's Office, Barnsley.
do, —Alexander Thomson Triennial Travelling Studentship-

Design tor College Memorial Lecture Hall £80 Scholarship, £30 C. J. Maclean, Sec , 115. St. Vincent-street, Glasgow.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Jan. 30—Workmen's Dwellings, Brisco-road, Egremont
„ 30—Workmen's Dwellings (3t;), Uuddersfleld
,, 30— School, Ferndown, Dorset
„ 30—Mun. Bldgs.. Tuberculosis Dispensary at. South Shields.,

„ 30—Isolation Hospital, Additions to. Menston
„ 30—Three Lots of Metal Shedding, Bassin Canal. Antwerp .

31—New School. Dnflus
31—Police Station, Additions t

-Hospital, Port Talbot .

, Bargoed .

31—Board Boom, Extension of, Cardifl: .

31—Isolation Block at Infirmary, Bury ..

31—Catchfrench. Additions to,

31—Police Station, Pontlottyn
31—Shop, Extension to, No. 3, Chester-street, Wrexham
31—Woodhouse Works Foundry, Extensions to, Brighouse..
1—Three Villas, Lodger's Park. Buckfastleigh
1—Headciuarters, Police Station. Additions to, Aylesbury..

BUILDINGS.
Urban District Council
Comoration
Education Committee
Corporation
Wharfedale Joint Hospital Con

L!o'.'L"i27o';!^;!;;!!.!;i!!!!!^!!;i;i:

Governors

Glamorgan County Council ....

Guardians

Idersfiel.c

2— Constitutional Club, Western-road. Launceston
2—Ward Pavilion Sanatorium, Balmoral-rd., Southend -(

2—Livingstone Council School, Mossley
2—Mixed School, Additions to, Peutrebach
3—Bandstand Si Three Shelters.Centre Vale Park, Todmorden .

3—Electric Power Sub-station, Uplands, Swansea i

Bucks Standing Joint Committee
W. Thomson
Bucks Standing Joint Committee

, J. 8. Stout. M.S. A., 36, Lowther-street, Whitehaven.
, K. F. Campbell, M.I.C.E., Boro' Bng., 1, Peol-st., Hu
. Fletcher and Brett, Wimborne.
. L. Roaeveare, A.M.I.C.E., Municipal Buildings, South .Shields.

. A. Marshall and Son, Otley.

. The Secretariat. Hotel de Ville. Antwerp.

. F. E. Townsend, A.M.I.U.B., Forthill House, Baniskillen.

. Lunn and Kaye, Archts.. Milnsbridge, Yorka.

. F. E. Newton, Clerk. Manor Villas, Dronflald.

. J. Wittet, Archt., Elgin.

. The Clerk. County Hall, Cardiff.

. F. B. Smith. M.S.A., Port Talbot.

. P. Seward, P.R.I.B.A., Queen's Chambers, Cardiff.

C. R. Cooper, Archt., 20, Market-street, Bury, Lanes.
J. Cornelius, M.S.A., St. Germans, Cornwall.

. The Clerk, County Hall, CardiU.
G. Morison, Archt., 16, TalDot-road, Wrexham.
J. Blakeborough and Sons. Brighouse.
W. J. Goode, Archt., Buckfastleigh.

. R. J. Thomas, M.I.C.E., County Sur., County Hall, Aylesbury.

W. Hendry, 91, West Church-street, Buckie.
R. Thomas, M.I.C.E.. County Sur., Cotmty Hall, Aylesbury.

E. Wise. M.S.A., Launceston.
. E. J. Blford, M.I.C.B., Boro' Bug.. Southend-on-Sea.

, Winder and Taylor. 61, Union-street, Oldham.
R. Blias, Director of Education, Merthyr T.ydfil.

The Borough Engineer, Municipal OUicas, Riae-lane, Todmorden.
B. E. Morgan, Boro' Archt., 3, Prospect-place, Swansea.
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—Works'and Renaii
—iDfirmRry. AUeratioDB to. Lame
-Si.. in'„r;TB Siliiiolh, Altomtions to, RamsRatu

I ;'il.cr'e Cottaee. Honn;
W ftti Twiirkrt Mipeniuendcnt's House, Hi

KulBriiiuK Steam Keller Rbeds, Sackvill
WorkhouBo, Lardors at. Manchester

4—Tuberculosis Pavilione. Tindale Creacer.

Ooramiseioners
I I-. and A. Q.. r,td.

Islcwdrth U.D.E.C.

mvn Council

Metropoht

10— Wiw.U'ii ShcUiT M\ Ki)liiii.-I.cck SaimUirin
10—I'latlorms for Movahie Bndpes. UardiU ..

10—Seven Pairs of Cottages, Gosberton
10—Hospital. Extensions to, Newton Abbot .

11—Houses (18), Abercrave
11—Public Wash-Housos, Stoke Newineton, I

11— Infectious Hospital, Additional Wards at
ll-Houses (22). Tystradgynlais
ll—Kcceiving Room, Grove Fever Hospital, S

11-lottage Homes, Additions to, Homchurdi St. Leonard (Shoreditch) Guard i

11—Houses (20). Colbren Ystradgynlais District Council
12—WorkiDg-Class Houses (76). Churcb-lane, Normanton Urban District Council.

13—School. Griffydam Leicestershire Education Com. .

13—Rchool. Ellistown Leicestershire Education Com. .

13—Handicraft Centre. Hinckley Leicestershire Education Com. .

14—School (80O places), Tre Thomas, Bedwas, Mou Monmouthshire Education Com.
14— Labourers' Cottages (19). Repairs to, llilfor.i Rviral District Council
14—Cottages (34), Beaconsfleld
14—School (400 places), Abercarn, Mou
14—House, Additions to, Coad's Green, North H
14r-School (60 places), Llanvair Diecoed, Caerivi
14— Labourers' Smgle Cottages (12), Miltord ...

16— Special School, Knox-road, Forest Gate
16— Fire Hose Shed, Upmineter-road. Rainham
16— Residence, Finsthwaite, Lakeside.

8. M. Wallace, Clerk, Union Offices. Larne.
.Tenningsand Gray, Archts., 4. St. Margaret's-st.. Canterburv.
Hair and Bucknili, Archts., 23, Portland Chmbrs., Sculhamnton.
R. B. Thompson. Archt., Bishop Auckland.
H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate. 8.W.
J. Berry and Sons, Archts.. 3. Market-place. Huddersfleld.
.f. G. Carev, Archt., Council House, Hounslow.
The City Architect. Town Hall, Bradford.
H. Endacott, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Hove,
A. .1. Murgatroyd, Archt.. 23. Strutt-strect. Manchester.
Ft. B. Thompson, Archt.. Bishop Auckland.
H. Enrlarott. Town Clerk. Town Hall, Hove.
^. E. Ellis, Archt.. Polsloe-road. Exeter.
Kirk. Sons, and Ridgway, Archts., Market-p'ace, Dewsbury.

1 1. Thomas, Eng. and Man.. Pentre, Rhondda.
s. Matthews, Clerk, Swaffbam, Norfolk.
li. fastle & Sons, Archts.. L.C. & M. Bank I'bmbrs., Cleckheaton.
W. H. Robinson. M.S. A., Sessions House. Maidstone*
W. V. Morgan. A.R.I.B.A.. County Offlcos. Carmarthen.
.7. H. Sharp. M.I.Mun.E.. Bur., Benn Buildings, Rugby.
T. Shovel, Upton, Cornwall.~ V. Morgan, A.R.I.B.A., County Offices, (larmarlhen.

ornblower, 2, Devonshire-terrace. Portland-yitace, W.
immaok. M.I.B.B., Boro' Elec. Bng., Town Hall, Swindon.
West Riding Land Agent. County Hall. Waktflold.

J. W. Roberts. M.S.A., 3ii, High-street, Pwllheli.
The Steward. Seacrott Hotpital. Leeds.

larmarthen Small Holdings Com.... W
Hcndon Drban District Council G.
Corporation A.

West Hiding Small Holdings Com.... Tl
Ruthin Charities Governors
Hospitals Sub-Committee
Great Western Railway Co
Spalding Rural District Coimcil
lio.-^nital Committee
Vstradgynlais District Council

ugh Council The Town Clerk, Town Hall, Milton-road, Stoke Newington, N.

16—Sanatorium, Additional Ward Pavilion at, Lowestof
18—Public Elementary School, Beckenham Education Comm:
20—New School, Thorne West Riding Education Committee
20—Isolation Hospital, Bradley-road, Warminster Joint Isolation Hospital Committi
21—Jole&field C.E. Schools, Additions to. Partridge Green E. H. Lingen Barker, Archt., J

21—Tuberculosis Sanatorium (90 beds), High Carley Lancashire County Council D. J. Brundritt, Archt., County-6<|uare, Ulverston.
25—County Asylum, New Buildings at (200 patients), Wilts ... Visiting Committee G. T. Hine and^H^ Carter Pegg, Archts., 95, Parlii

28—Working-Class Dwellings (119), Church Fields Featheratone Urban District Council

L. Whitehead. Town Clerk, Guildhall, Cambridge.
Rees, Archt., Parade Chambers, Neath.

Asylums Board W . T. Hatch, M.I.C.E.. Eng. -in-Chief, Embankment, E.G.
~ " F. Smilh, A.R.I. B. A., Parliament Mansions, Victoria-st., 8. W,

J. ('. Rees, Archt., Parade Chambers, Neath.
A. Hartley, Archt.. Council Offices, Normanton.
The Architect, 33, Bowling Green-street, Le icester.

The Architect, 33, Bowling Greon-street, Le icester.

The Architect, 33. Bowling Green-street, Lo icester.

J. Bain, F.R.I. B.A.. County Council Offices, Newport, Mou.
8. Watters, Clerk, Board Rioom, Milford . Ireland.
H. Sargeant, 8ur., Barring-road, Beaconsfisld.
J. Bain. F.R.I.B.A., County Council Offices, Newport, Mou.
L. Scantlebury, Archt., t-allington, Cornwall.
J Bain, P.R.I. B.A., County Council Offices. Newport, Mon.
F. Wallers, Clerk, Board Room. Milford, Ireland.
W. Jaciines, A.R.I. B.A., 3, Fen-couri, Fenchurch s treet, B.C.

['apron, Clerk, 2, Ortett-road, Grays.
J. W. Grundy and &on, Archls, Central Buildings, Ulverston.

G. H. Hamby, A.M. I.C.E., Boro' Sur., Town Hall, Lowestoft.
A. Boxall and Son, 8, Adam-street, Aaelpbi, W.O.
'rhe_Education Architect, County Hall, Wakefield.

Lawton, Archt.. 32, High-street, Warminster.

Monmouthshire Educa
Rural District Council F. W
West Ham Education Committee ... W.J
Pariah Council T. A
J. Hodgson, Leicester J. W
Drban Sanitary Authority.

, Council Offices, Featherbtone

BRiTAnrnriA
VARNISHES AND ENAMELS

(^ OMNI LAC n
A SPECIALTY IN COPAL OAK VARNISH.

kL

OMNILAC is manufactured from the highest-

grade raw materials, and is suitable for

both interior and e.xterior decorative work.
It dries hard in 12 hours, and is a well-

inaturcd and full-bodied varnish, unsurpassed
by many of the more expensive oak varnishes
for good wearing jiroperties.

9h
PER GALLON^

ROBT. INGHAM CLARK & CO., Ltd.
Works:

WEST HAM ABBEY,
STRATFORD,

E.

LONDON
i« iiiidre.ued to the OjHn

Offices :

No. 6, CAXTON HOUSE,
Westminster,

S.W.
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OUR ILLUSTSATI0N8.
Soane Medallion Prize Design for the Official Country

Residence of a Royal Personage. View, eleva^
tion. section, and plan. By Mr. CjTil A. Farey.

Nos. 296-302, High Holborn. View and plan. Mr.
M. E. CoUins, F.E.I.B.A., Architect.

Selected Design, New Infirmary, Reigate. Eleva-
tions, sections, and plans. Messrs. T. Rowland
and Vincent Hooper, AA.R.I.B..i., Architects.

POAVER IN ARCHITECTURE.
"Anything {or power" — we thought,

recently, leaving the portals of the Tate
Gallery, after an hour's quiet enjoyment of

Turner's masterful pencil sketches,

wherein, if in velvet glove, the iron hand
is plainly evidenced. Anything for power,
for force, for decision, for the definite and
clear-cut, for that spirit we apprehend in

round circle and straight right line, and
which we seek to embody in every other
curve and line in the concrete arts. With-
out forcefulness, we may vainly seek even
delicate beauty, for assuredly never beauty
grew but on the back of power, of power
unseen or unobtrusive it may be ; but in
every elegant line and seductive curve, in

volute, acanthus, and in all powerful
building and its ornament dwells some-
thing of the mathematical quality that we
see even in my lady's proud, curling lip;

and is inherent in every living blade of

grass growing under natural forces. Our
weak and fiabbj' lines and curves are
mostly born of imitation and insincerity.
We trace, not originate for ourselves, the
curve and involute of old-time device, and
this very servileness is death to force—to
power—gives lines and forms as of decaying
flower and sun-scorched leaf.

More power, then, to us all !—more
promptings from dashing wave and roaring
torrent, from lightning-stroke, and the
thunderbolt that rives the forest monarch

;

more power and inspiration of the trans-
cendental nature of power; from active
rushing, sparking locomotive ; from the
potentiality of force in precipice and moun-
tain crag; from old Nile banks, where the
column is mighty in forceful lines : lintels
are massive, and force and character
present in every lineament of graven man-
god, and in every nick and cut in hiero-
glyphic inscription. We are weak in the
wielding of pencil, and impact of hammer
and strike of chisel, because we stifle our
own inmost thought, and, as a reflex,
paralyse the natural instinct of the gifted
craftsman, who, embodying forms con-
ceived in his own brain, would wield
hammer and chisel as freely as the air
circulates. We cringe to pi-ecedent. and
precedent imprisons our best inspirations,
which perish at their birth; we bow
servilely to "the architectural" and to
Airs. Grundy. Our imitation, our weak
dependence, or crutchlike use of the past
and gone, our thoughtless repetition—all
strike at the root of the loveliness that
power upholds, as sturdy oak supports the
clinging ivv.

We adulate mass; but every ma'ss has
boundary and outline, and of the twain are
born power and gracefulness, the offspring
ot a powerful mind and master hand. It is

e .see in all living form, as
that spirit that w

of flowers in their prime, in leaves of trees,

in all the creation, and not less in the
gnarled and reflex stem than in leaf and
flower. It was this spirit that the Gothic
sculptor held paramount in successful
design ; it was the motif, the inspiration of

the carvers of that form of Mediteval
capital with curling leaves and graceful
bell-entwining stems we find at Lincoln,
that we have long sought to co-ordinate
with Nature—to discover a prototype

:

some actual, existent precedent ; but all

vainly, because the head that conceives
such conventionalised, concentrated, and
sublime beauty of floral form, and the hand
that so powerfully executed such line-of-

force sculpture could not servilely copy,
and was thus free from soul-destroying
bowing-down to precedent. It is not to be
imitated by the unskilled draughtsman,
designer, or craftsman. That which we see.

that which we insensibly feel, is the rule of

forceful brain ordering the hand through
the medium of the eye. Our dried-lettuce
and drought-shrivelled-cabbage lines are
the result of a mind enfeebled by slavish
copyisni, supplanting direct brain-control
and true inspiration. Our circles are
powerful, perforce: nur engine - turned
columns are powrr iml 1 ; mir tee-square
lines and every :i ili.iir ( .

. nidmate and
abscissa are nec.-~;:il\ tni,', ml ; but once
we leave th. .i r i.. - .t criniiiass and lathe
and the .,:- i

; i. h. -square, anrl essay
freehan,! m '

:

;-- ,,,.i ,
I. tail, in design and

e.\ecutioii, m tin al.Mi.ict and the cmcretp,
power and furee seem to dry up like sun-
scorched vegetation. We do not realise
that every beautiful line in decoration, in

design, and in building has a mathematical
basis— a mathematical spirit at any rate,
if not perhaps always definable by
Cartesian equation ; but this it is that
differentiates weak outlines from the
strong. When we seek to transfer direct
precedent, our minds become semi-
paralysed—we are hypnotised, or as dead
men, so far as any truly beautiful novelty
can outpour from our moribund souls.

Power is from within ! That is a grand
old saying. Looking outside ourselves, our
blows are struck, not from a centre, not
from a personal ego from which
we may drive with all the mass of
our being as reactive base

; but our hooked-
blows, lacking directness, become en-

feebled. If this be doubted, let anyone
commence a design for a column and
entablature, taking as datum a correctly-
moduled base, such as we recognise as
germane to the special "order." Surely he
will find his mind in fetters, his hand "and
eye partially paralysed ; and this the more
so if he has any real love for true beauty.
His first instinct and desire will be to refer
to the standard column, shaft, and cap, to

see how they are designed, and then to the
whole entablature. Had he struck out a
base for himself, in place of this collapse
and weakness, his design, whatever it
might have proved in evolution, would
have shown power and forcefulness,
would have had a measure of real
character, might have had real style,
seeing that there may be said to be as many
styles as there have been true architects
who have built. Following, slavishly,
curves that are before our eyes, our lines
are either exact echoes or halting parodies
of the original. Truly has it been said that
power IS inborn—is resident in the will.
Ictmus and William of Wykeham, and a
whole company of ghostly architects have
swayed and yet dominate us. To-day.
the old designer's brain yet lives and rules

;

for not the material, but the spirit therein
embodied, constitutes architecture. It is
the dominating will of the architect of the
Parthenon, or of Salisbury, that rules our
minds to-day, unless we throw off its
mastery. Our power, if any, is thus often a
mere reflex of a former existent will. It is
not the stone that dominates us when we
come under the influence of ancient beauty
in concrete material, but the yet living
force of men of bygone ages.

We talk of " freehand " as though such
term could solely apply to certain forms in
ornamental curve drawing. There is free-
hand in building, in masonry, bricklaying,
and carpentry—something' where each
worker must throw aside instrumental
agency, and work "freehand." We see
quite obviously the expression of power in
mere building as such—in the set and turn
of stone, brick, and marble ; in the lay of a
timber. All must be considered the result
of mental impress ; all originates from the
brain

; all must be subservient to thought

:

must express the quality of such thought,
must evidence either weakness or powerful
brain domination. The thiidcing, reason-
ing, self-reliant man expresses himself un-
knowingly, naturally in his material
creations. Our instruments and implements
of design and execution insure expression
of power in right lines and in compass-born
circle

; but since we cannot construct an
instrument to give us every curve (at best
we have the " battens " of the naval archi-
tect) in the myriad forms found in, and
suited to, beautiful architecture, the
amount of power in line, in design, and in
execution must be a measure of the force
resident in the designer and craftsman.
We might say of all lovely material
creations that they are man's" mind im-
pressed on matter, as truly as in the case of
the characters on sun-dried Assyrian clay.
The impression made is, necessarily, a
measure of the mind. We do not look for
power from weak characters, and hence our
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imagination associates power in design
and power in craftsmanship, with ;

powerful mind. And rightly so.

THE PLANNING OF HUNTING
STABLES.*

By H. Winter Johnson. F.R.I.B.A.

Tliougli the subject chosen is not the
point ofhighest ideal, from" nn architect

view, it can be made a very interesting stnd.
and well repays the large amount of detail
and thought involved. It is also useful, if

one has a certain amount of knowledge of,

and sympathy with, horses and their manage
ment. Hunters require different treatment
to the hard worked liorse. arid are not content
to simply rest and be fed whilst in their
bo.x, but are full of mischief, and seem to
take a delight in proving that all the archi-
tect's pet schemes do not interest them in the
slightest degree. There are many pitfalls in

stable planning quite easy to fall into and
rather difficult to scramble out of, as pro-
bably many of you know^ from experience. It
is not easy to give a satisfactory reason to a
client when his stud groom complains that,
before he can open loose box 2 he must shut
loose box 1, or else the doors will clash, and
it is fatal to plead that you did it for the
sake of appearance, for you will probably be
asked by the groom, • And what about the
appearance of my horse if he gets jammed
in between them "doors?" I will endeavour,
therefore, to point out a few of the difficulties
to tliose of you who have not had much to do
with stables, and hope those who have will
not feel too bored,

ASPECT.
As a rule the site is chosen before the

architect is called in ; but if possible—and it

generally is—so arrange your boxes that you
get as much sun as possible from the south
or southeast. Screen your yard from the
north, if possible, and generally avoid
draughts as much as you can. The boxes
should be arranged to save as much traffic to
and from the administrative block as the site
will allow, and a compact yard is better than
long ranges of boxes that require much
walking backwards and forwards in bad
weather.

DEAtNAGE.
The great controversv on drainage for

stables, as to whether they should be " in-
side " or "outside," still goes on, and most
clients nowadays tell their architect which is
the best system, so he doesn't get much
chance to put forward his own ideas, and
generally has to submit to theirs (and unless
he be very careful will probably be blamed,
should the client's ideas not realise his ex-
pectations). I think I have tried most
systems, and have come to the conclusion
that a proper gully with an iron strainer in
same (so constructed that the gully promptiv
blocks and overflows if a slovenly groom
forgets to clean it), placed in the centre of
the box, gives you a sweeter box in every way,
and causes a considerable saving in straw!
than if you have a channel running half
across the box to a gullv outside. (The
channel is usuallv all that does run, and the
straw gets the rest.) I realise my idea is not
popular, and, of course, no scheme is perfect
as long as we endeavour to keep a horse in
the confinement of a stable. As regards the
rest of the drainage there is not much to add,
except perhaps to remember that a consider-
able amount of grit and straw will constantly
hnd Its way into the gullies, so that by the
adoption of strainers we .shall be providing
detectives for the aforesaid slovenly groom.

MANURE PIT.
Thflre is generally some difficulty in

deciding on the position of the manure" pit,
and if, as is sometimes the case, it can be
dispensed with altogether, so much the
better; but, if not. it should he i.utside the
yard, and as far removed frcini anv windows
as possible, and, if you don't make it too
large, it will probablv be emptied the
oftener. A three-wheeled handcart with a lid
is a simple means of collecting the manure,
and enables it to be wheeled away to the

sarden at once, without any risk of

iffensive manure-pit close to the stables

LOOSE BOXES.
As the boxes are the most important items

ve will take them next. The first thing is to

ettle whether your client wishes what are

ailed "outside boxes," or boxes with a
i.ssiiL',' .oTitamed inside the building. Out-
mIi' l.,i\r. ,iir Hi general use because the risk

f iiil.n .-miongst horses is not so great;
III. y .ir.' iiImi much quieter for a horse to rest

in after a hard day. A row of boxes with a

passage inside is more convenient for

attention, and inspection bv the owner and
his friends; but that is all," and if this style

is adopted it is important that the divisons
lietween the horses should be solid, so that
tliev cannot see each other : otherwise you
may find they will play and kick the divisions

all to pieces (I always prefer brick divisions).

We must not forget that hunters are dif-

ferently constituted to cab-horses. Twelve
feet bv liift. by 12ft. high makes a capital

box. if you caii afford the space; but 13ft.

by lift, is a good size, and economises spaces
when you have a row of six or eight. Also, if

you put your plate 9ft. from the floor and the
ceiling up into the roof 3ft. or 4ft. you will

save expense.
PAVING.

As regards paving, I think Dutch clinkers
are the best, as they are not slippery ; but
they are very expensive, and grooved blue
bricks or granite concrete laid in situ make
good floors, and of the two latter I prefer
blue bricks, because they can be easier
repaired in the future. The relative prices
are about 10s. per yard for Dutch clinkers
on concrete, 7s. for blue bricks, and 4s. for
concrete in situ laid on hard rubble. Which-
ever paving you adopt you will find it better
to have the grooves longitudinally down the
brick and not across as well, as they are
much easier to sweep, and give quite enough
foothold. Dutch clinkers can even be laid

without any grooves.

MANGERS.
Be sure to have your mangers large

enough, as a dainty feeder doesn't like his

oats heaped up too much. The brown
earthenware corner mangers are the easiest
to keep clean, and are inexpensive, and if

built upon a block of concrete that is sloped
outwards, at the floor level, so that a horse
cannot injure his knees, are as near per-

fection as is possible, the usual height being
3ft. 3in. from the floor. Mangers built of

blue-brick blocks across the corner are also

very good, and probably stronger than
earthenware, though should a horse really

try. he can break most things. (1 have
known one kick a hole through a 9in. wall in

less than an hour ; but there was the excuse
that he had just been blistered.)

WATER.
Some people like to have water in the box,

so that a horse can drink when he likes, in-

stead of gulping down a bucketful at stated
intervals ; the only objection to this is the
danger of the water getting tainted by
standing too long, and I think the best
method is to have provision for a bucket
being placed in the box, instead of a fixed

water-pot. One way is to have a spring hook
and swivel built into the angle of the wall,

so that the bucket can be hung on by the
handle, and perhaps this is the simplest, as

there is no danger of the horse hurting him-
self. Another method is to construct a con-
crete surround that will just hold a bucket
comfortably on the floor, and prevent its

being upset.

DOORS.
For outside boxes the doors must be made

in two halves, about 4ft. wide and 7ft. high,
with the bottom door 4ft. Gin. high (if you
make the bottom door too low a horse may
be tempted to jump out, with disastrous

The inside of the doors must be
with zinc, and the frames can be

fixed in reveal flush with the brickwork, to
prevent them being bitten. Of course, all

doors to boxes must open outwards ; other-
should a horse get cast, it might be
iible to get into the box to help him.

All angles must be rounded, as it is most
important that there should be no chance of strange salable, and if there is a horse" that

injury to a horse, he being of much more
value than the extra cost of bull-nosed angles.
It is a good principle to keep the top half of
door open for ventilation, but it is too riskv
to allow the horse to put his head through
the openings (and, besides, he will soon play
havoc with the outside of the door and frame
if allowed to), so some method of bar is

generally adopted, and the simplest form is

to have a frame made, with bars, and screwed
on to the lower half of the doors ; if you have
movable bars on the frames it means a lot of

trouble getting a horse in and out, and the
bars get twi.sted, and sometimes lost, through
carelessness or in being left on the floor. The
fastenings to the doors should be simple, with
no unnecessary projections to catch a horse,
or his harness, whilst going in and out. The
simplest pattern is a flush bolt that can be
opened from both sides, and an additional
security is a "kick-over" latch about 9in.

from the floor, which is very useful in case
a horse strikes at the door with his foreleg,
as some are apt to do. If possible, have no
locks to the box doors, as, in case of fire, the
sooner you can get to the horse the more
chance there is of saving him.

WINDOWS.
I like iron windows in preference to wood ;

but whichever you have, you must put guard-
bars inside to prevent the horse damaging
either the window or himself. The part that,

opens can be of the hopper pattern, and is

better with the cheeks filled in, this necessi-

tates the hoppers being a good height from
the floor, as a horse can reach up to 7ft. 3in.

(and if he can he will). The only other
fittings inside the box (hay-racks are now out
of fashion) will be a ring in the wall, about
6ft. high, at the side of the manger, to

"rack" the horse up, and in settling the

position of this it is safer to measure a " rack
chain " and place the ring so that the horse

can reach the manger. (I once omitted to do
this, with the result that all the chains had
to be lengthened, and as they were brass

chains it did not make my, no doubt perfectly

legitimate, excuses very acceptable.)

VENTILATION.
Grooms are naturally averse to ventilation,

as the hotter they can keep the box the easier

it is to make the horse's coat shine, so the

box should have as many inlets and outlets

as possible, in the hope that some of them
will be left open. A cross-ventilation is

essential, and if windows on both sides are

impossible, a good hopper ventilator about
3ft. long by 9in., on the side opposite the

window will be sufficient, and it should be

7ft. 6in. high, out of the reach of the horse
;

in addition a fanlight over the door is useful,

as, in practice, the top half of the door is

generally shut. The extract is taken from
the ceiling with a 9in. tube to a ventilating

cowl (warranted not to allow a down-draught).

One sometimes sees ventilators near the floor

level ; but I cannot think that a horse lying

down can get much comfort from a draught,

and if you do put them they will always be

shut or stuffed up with hay, if placed in the

passage (though in a passage stable they are

useful).

SICK BOX.

It is always advisable to have one box
isolated from the others, in c&se of sickness,

where a horse can be quiet, and, if possible,

the entrance should be outside the yard

altogether. In this box it is usual to provide

a beam across the ceiling with a ring in it,

sufficently strong to enable a horse to be

slung up off his feet.

STALLS.

Stalls, though not often used, serve a use-

ful purpose fo"r the visitor's horse that stops

a few hours, and in any establishment of over

a dozen it is usual to provide two or three

stalls; they should be Oft. wide (a too-wide

stall is as bad as a too narrow one, as it

enables a liorse to stand across, parallel with

the manger, and rub his tail to destruction) ;

9ft. from wall to heel-post is the least depth
to be comfortable, and Gin. more is better;

tlie passages behind should be as wide as

nossible, Gft. as a minimum, and more if a

long row of stalls, as a horse is generally

ous going in and out of, perhaps
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kicks, you will generally find him in the stall

that has most frequently to be passed.

WOODEN BOXES.

The advertisements one sees of wooden
boxes at prices ranging from £6 a box are very

misleading, and clients are apt to consider

the cost of building stables very excessive,

chiefly owing to these advertisements ; and
the method of estimating an establishment

at so much per horse, when you have to

include all the other buildings, men's rooms,

and perhaps a cottage, is very vague and un-

satisfactory. I have not much experience in

these temporary buildings, though I have

been instrumental in demolishing a few, and

hope to pull down more than I build ; but I

recently erected some six boxes, in a field

out of sight, for polo ponies, constructed with

old railway sleepers placed on end and corru-

gated iron' roofs, and generally in the cheapest

way possible, and the cost, including a rough
barn for fodder only, came to £30 per horse.

.IDMIXISTRATIVE KLOCK.
Having settled the best position for the

horses, and this is the most important point,

we must arrange what may be called the

administrative block, and here are many
difficulties, and we must realise all the

routine and work that goes on, so that no
time is wasted by the men in unnecessary

walking backwards and forwards. A good
many establishments have to put up with

inferior accommodation ; but. if possible, the

following are the requirements:—

WASH-BOX.
A good wash-box, where one or two horses

can be attended to at the same time, if space

permits, and in which can be placed two
coppers, one for hot water and one for

linseed or gruel; also a small forge, which
can be an annexe, is very useful, as it saves

a certain amount of risk to have your horses

shod at home, instead of sending them to the

blacksmith's shop, and it is worth the black-

smith's while to visit a stable periodically

where there will be several horses to shoe at

the same time. Plenty of water will be

required, with as much pressure as you can

get, as frequently a horse requires the hose

turning on to one" of his legs for half an hour
at a time ; so see that your tap is adapted for

a hose. A drain in the centre of wash-box is

also necessary.

TACK-ROOM.
Next to the wash-box. and communicating

with same, should be the tack-, or cleaning-

room, where the harness is cleaned, and for

this purpose plenty of water, a strong sink,

and also a channel in the floor, so that water
can be quickly pot rid of. are required. Some
bridle and saddle brackets and a few shelves

and cupboards should also be provided, and
from the ceiling must be hung loose hooks to

hang bridles on whilst being cleaned.

.SADDLE-ROOM.

The saddle-room should be cut off from
steam and damp ai; much as possible; but

still be handy for takin- the cleaned harness

from the tack-room, witliont if possible going

into the open air. It imiM 1.. Iiratnl. and for

appearance an open lii.- Innks (h.-erful, in

addition to the hot pipi-s \(hi.h will always

be working. A good plan is to run the hot

pipes through the saddle-room and tack-room
and arrange them so that saddles and rugs

can be hung over brackets, raised and
lowered with pulleys to the ceiling to dry.

In arranging the positions for the different

saddle and bridle brackets do not leave any-

thing to chance, as even if you plot them all

carefully out on your detail drawings you

will still find plenty of amusement when the

time comes and you definitely talk the matter

over with your 'client and his groom (most

probably on a Sunday, as this is a non-

hunting' day) ; even then it is not impossible

that tlie po'sitions of saddles and bridles will

be reversed on the Monday. Glazed <-up

boards lined with baize will be required for

bits, spurs, and stirrup-irons.

OARAGE.
So that the heating iiislalhitim, <;ui I"-

simplified the garage (and <'\.i\l.n,ly lu-. n

car nowadays, except, perhaps, tli.' ;ir(liit.. 1)

naturally comes next to the saililli' rnoiii. lo

describe the fitting up of the garage is, per-

haps, hardly necessary in a paper on stables,

and beyond allowing sufficient room for the

size of a car, a pit for cleaning purposes, and

a bench for the repairs, this is all that need

be said. Of course, outside the garage will

be required a paved space for washing

purposes, with a gully that will intercept the

grit and dirt that wo'uld otherwise block the

drain.
MESSROOM.

For the grooms will be required a mess-

room, with small range, sink and water,

dresser, etc., and a larder adjoining; the

messroom should be as cheerful and comfort-

able as possible, as here the men will live

and take their meals.

BEDROOMS.
Over the messroom, and perhaps the

garage, is a good place for the bedrooms or

dormitory, the latter being more economical

in space, and quite sufficient, if a small room
is added for isolation in case of sickness or

accident. In any case it is not a good plan

to put the men over the horses, as there is no
necessity to keep them awake half the night.

In fact,' each may disturb the other. If a

bathroom can be" afforded it will be much
appreciated, even it the hot water has to be

carried from the copper ; but where gas is

obtainable a geyser, with, if thought advis-

able, a penny-in-the-slot meter, is quite satis-

factory. For ordinary washing, I have found

a long sink, with w'ater laid on, where a

couple of basins can stand, placed in bath-

room, more convenient than separate wash-

stands in the dormitory. It has to be remem-
bered that one woman, probably, has to do
all the work for eight or nine men, and the

omission of washstands to look after is a con-

sideration. In some establishments the men
have to look after themselves entirely, doing

their own cooking as well.

LOFTS.

The corn and hay and straw lofts should

also be over the administrative block, in

preference to being over the horses, owing to

the danger of fire. The corn-loft will want
dividing by divisions about 2ft. high, as oats

should not be piled higher than this, or they

will deteriorate if not quite dry. Hay and
straw can be stacked up as high as space

will permit.
FEEDINO-ROOM.

On the ground floor, under the lofts, should

be a small feeding-room, with bins divided up

for the different foods, the shafts connecting

same with the lofts above, so that oats and
chaff, etc., can be shot down from above.

There are patent shoots that separate the

dust from the oats, which, though expensive,

are very good. The oat-crushing and chaff-

cutting can be done in the loft, and the pre-

pared food thus run into its special bin

below. This feeding-room is generally kept

locked by the stud groom, and he will also

keep his stores of medicines and remedies in

a cupboard here. Where electric power is

available it is usual to cut chaff and crush

oats with a small motor (about IH.P.)

LIGHTING.

The best method of lighting stables is

electric, of course, if you can get it ; but

whatever light is adop'ted. great care must
be taken that it is impossible for a horse to

get at either the light or the switch or pipes.

Iron shields are made which efficiently protect

the switches, and a pendant on the ceiling,

or close to it, will be quite safe. The pendant
should not be in the centre of the box, but

about 3ft. or 4ft. from the entrance wall, and
in the centre of the width; otherwise, the

horse, when being dressed, will obstruct the

light from the groom. Any light, except

electric, is dangerous in a hay-loft, unless

specially protected, and the positioii should

be chosen with care.

YARD.

It will probably be too expensive to p.nc

the whole of the yard, though no doubt tins

niakrs the best job, unless you ha\i> a Mird

hi- ejHiugh In exercise the horses lu in' bud
weather; hut in any case there ought to bo a

jnn.'d piis^^nup 6ft. "wide all round the build-

iiJL's. A Mfiall centre-plot of grass, or beds

with plants, gives a little colour, and adds to

the cheerfulness of the yard, besides directing

the traffic round, instead of across. You can
put your mounting-block near the centre of

yard, and in placing this see that it is not in

a position where the horse is likely to be
startled, and also see that the head is turned
in the direction of the yard-gate ; otherwise,

if a horse has to turn round directly he is

mounted he may elect to do this quicker than
is necessary, "and though the result is

humorous, it is not likely to be dignified. The
block, which can be constructed in brick-

work, with steps, should be not less than

2ft. 6in. high, as ladies get on without putting

their foot in the stirrup.

EXTERNAL APPEARANCE.
I don't think I need say anything about the

appearance of stabling, as probably all archi-

tects do the best they can in this direction,

taking into account the money at their

disposal, which is usually far too little, and
clients generally say they don't mind how
ugly the buildings l"ook—that is, before you
have built them. Yet in looking round the

old houses in England one generally finds

that the stables are not the least interesting

feature, and sometimes are better than the

house. Owing to the simplicity of the

requirements stables lend themselves to p-

quiet dignity and proportion that is in itself

sufficient, it properly handled, and there

ought never to be any chance of the owner
being ashamed of the appearance of his

stables.

INTERNALLY.

Internally the whitewash brush is very use-

ful and inexpensive ; but it is more service-

able to have a dado 5ft. or 6ft. high of some
colour, well varnished. A great many men
have black varnished dadoes with a coloured

line, as this is cheaper than patent enamels.

If you can afford a colour in hard enamel
(such as Blundell Spence's petrifying liquid)

choose a soft colour, such as grey or pale

green, and, remember, the horse spends a

considerable part of his life iu the box. so he

doesn't want his eyes dazzled. It is also as

well to find out w"hat coloured rugs will be

used. Some men adopt their racing colours

;

but however nice vivid contrasts look on a

jockey, they seem quite out of place on a

stable door. I have occasionally (but not

often) put glazed-brick dadoes, which look

very nice until vou get a horse that kicks or

stri'kes with his 'fore feet, and then the result

is small chips all over, which cannot be

rectified.

COST.

We now come to the most uninteresting

part—that of cost. It is always rising up and

spoiling your best ideas, and insists on being

attended to. It find it is possible, with the

greatest economy, to buld at 5d. per foot

cube, including drains, yard, fencing, and

everything, except, of course, electric plant;

but nowadays it is difficult at this price, and

if a better class of building, with more

elaborate fittings are required, 6d. or fijd. is

necessary. When asked the probable cost,

before v'ou have designed your building, if

you reckon £100 per horse you won't often

be underestimating, though you will probably

frighten your client. (Of course, it depends

on the administrative block to a certain

extent, and the proportion of that to the

number of horses ; but it is a useful figure to

remember.) The actual cost of a loose box

alone is between £40 and £50 only. You
have perhaps noticed the few plans and

photos I exhibit, and about which there

is nothing to say. excepting that the

one marked A was not carried out, owing to

cost, and B and C are only alterations to

existing buildings. Instead of, as would have

been more fitting, apologising before I read

this paper, I have left it to the last, and now
that vou have heard it this seems superfluous,

so I 'will conclude with that historic sports-

man ,=, .lohn Jorrock, advice when selling a

very bad horse :

Be to his virtues wondrous kind.

And to his faults a little blind.

Lord Georpe Hamilton, chairm
Governors of "^Harrow School, has I

bv the Harrow Council to open theii

ci'pal buildings, which have been

Harrow Hill.
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THE R.I.B.A. EXAMINATIONS.
PRELIMIXARV.

The Preliminary Examination, qualifying

for registration as" Probationer R.I.B.A., was

held on November 25 and 20. Of the 115

candidates admitted, 33 were exempted from

sitting, and the remaining 83 examined, with

tlie following results:

—

Centre. Examined. Passed. Relegated.

London....
BirmiDgba
Bristol ....

Ijiverpool
Manchester.,

The 91 passed and exempted candidates are

as follows :—

Maurice Baker, Portland Villas, Glencoeroad,

Sheffield; Francis John Norman Bastable, li,

*be Gro^e, Golder's Green, N.W ;
Cecl Charles

Bavliss, 25, Ksm^road, Sparkhill, Birmingham;

Philip Arthur Edgar Beard. 19 Augustus-road,

Hammersmith, W
.

; I^red Bell, 76, Moorland-

road, Scarborough: Arthur Norman Benge,

Crescent House, Gravesend; William Archer

Forrest Bowen, "Overdale." Righy-lane, Brad-

Shaw, Bolton; James McLellan Brown, Green-

street, Stonchouse, N.B. ; Edith Mary Wardlaw

Burnet, 69, Queen's-road, Aberdeen; Frederick

George Montague Butlin, Upton Lodge, Harpen-

den; Robert Ballanlyne Carruthers. 2,, bt

Mark's-crescent, Regent's Park, N.W.; Arthur

Gordon Chase. 11, HoUigrave-road, Bromley;

Guv Hargreaves Cholmeley, 19, Hamilton-

terrace, N.W.; I,i£ford Claydon, 9. High-street,

Tunbridge Wells: James George Clouston. 119,

Wise-road, Stratford: Geoffrey Horneblow-er

Cock, Ridgebourne, Shrewsbury ; John Charles

Pascoe Cock, 8. Maristow-avenue, Keyham,
Devonport; Cecil Randolph Connabeer, -Rozel

37 Dowsett-avenue, Southend-on-Sea ; Reginald

Annandale Cordingley, Temple Farm, Temple-

road, Sale, Manchester; Harold William Couch-

man, Mount Pleasant House, Tottenham; Cyril

Arthur Gre-'een. Oakhurst, Port St. Mary,

I.M.: William Edward Crick, Nine Springs,

Clittonville, Northampton; William James
Crosthwaite, 24, Victoria-terrace, Windermere;

Philip Cundall. Coniston, Broad-road, Sale, near

Manchester; Henrv Edward John Davidge, 23,

Rydal-road, Streatham, S.W. ; Birendra Nath
Dey, 36, Otago-street, Glasgow ; Bhanwar Lall

Dhama, Royal Palace Works, Hyderabad,
Deccan, India; Cecil Jacob Eprile, 9, Aldbourne-

road, Oldoak-road, Shepherd's Bush, W. ; Walter

Badgery Finch, "Croissy," Ferry - street,

Hunter's Hill, Sydney, N>W r,,]] TI, „, ,

Fitch, 48, Beauval-road. I
Hil- h -- I

Henry George Frith, 45, 1'. 11 i

i

,

i

Gerald Richmond Galsw.H It, .-.. i.l,

terrace. Hyde Park, W. , Lr,. Kni^l.i i.,u4ii...

15, York-road, Leamington, Albirl Juhu
Garlick, 61a, Stoney Stanton-road, Coventry;
Frederick William 'Godfrey, 23, Lilyville road,

Fulham, S.W. ; William Gourlay, 2, Balmoral-
terrace, Queen's Park, Gl.a.sgow ; John Eric Cox
Guest, Highcroft, Etchingham Park-road,
Finchlev, N. ; Edward Leslie Gunston. ' Alpen-
rose," kidmore, near Reading; Frederic William
Halfhide. "Ronda
ham, S.W. ; Ian Boj
Alban's Mansions,
Kensington, W

' 47, Prentis-road, Streat-

e Monteith Hamilton, 6, St.

Kensington Court-gardens,
Tliomas Ch.Trles Hardy, 15,

Carmichael-placc T i:i : 1- r.ti-^ow; Austen
St. Barbe Harri-i .1 ,i 1 ; . kmham, Kent

;

John Hatton, W Sutton Cold-
field; Walter llr,,r, ,,_ n i iKirllon. New-
castle, Staffs; Kriink II I 'll,. ra,|le,

Winchester; Wilfrid Wall. I 11 ' T. viot-

street. South Bromley, E 1, ' ' T: 1 Unwell,
14, Glebe-road, Reading I rr:,nci<;

Tamplin Hutchcson, Tli. :• n >Htrnn
Walden; Stephen Fenem.i. I ;

' i .

road, Kingstonon-Tham. - In Lil
Jones, 12. Tudor-terra,. \,, ... \,:.,,
Duncan Kellock, 3, MeKill i..' 1

,.,1,. Mm,

Edinburgh; Geoffrey 1):, I ,, !,,. i ,: If;,

Kirby-road, Leicester; Hav.hi i,.
, . I i.m.h.-p,

227, Rye-lane, Peckham, ."-^
I W ,. II II , tm-'s

Lloyd, 44, Paulton's-squarr-, i I,, 1 . ,
- W .\I,i„

Lomax. 181. Bolton-road. Ra,i.-lin.- M .i,. h. -i, ,

Douglas Norman London, "B(rk,| hi.
Wotton Without. Gloucester; Willi,,,, HI,,,
Long. 49. Frederick-street. Sundcrl,,,, I

i
, ,

,

Jennings Love. Irish - street, 11, , ,,|, ,,
i :,

I

County Down; Cyril George Al.iv-, , i; ,
I

Lowther, Swindon Villa, Cardigan] , i I:,,,

lington; Ethel Leah Lowy, 76, llll,.,],,,;
W. ; Archibald Austin Macpherson. lii). 'il,,,l.

stane-road. Edinburgh; Basil Mason. .Sj „

Cottage, Leeds: Edward James Mayjir,i
Arthur- place. Birmingham; Denis S; ; ,

Mitchell, 28, Priory-avenue, Hastings; Carl r.i.,

Wilson Moesch. 10. Roslyn-terrace, Dougl.is,

I.M.: Donalfl Charles Napier. 5. Wellington-

terrace, Taunton; Harold Lloyd (Iswell, Dana
Chambers, Shrewsbury; Kenneth Palmer,
"Kingswood," The Avenue, Sheringham; John
Morley Pearce, 1, Unity-street, College Green,
Bristol; Arthur Thomas Philp, 34, Alderney-

street, S.W,; Richard Manning Haig Philp,

London Bank of Australia, Ltd., 71, Old Broad-
street, E.G.; Douglas Greenslade Porter, 4ii,

Bickenhall Mansions, Glniiocsler - place, W'.

;

Donald Sydney Pro-,, :: W
,

' l",iirrieroad,

Penarth, near Canlill I ,, ,,
:

Ihiirv Id'ck-

less, jun., 35, Walt..n , ,
i l ,11 .shc-llield

;

Ernest Leoline ReyimM- I;, ,i,,,, ll.,ii.so. Aber-

dare; David Henry Roberts, »2. i'ark-street,

Wombwell, Barnsley; John Edward Sanders,
208, Boaler-street, Liverpool: Francis George
Sharp, 2, Slation-hill. Wuiohcsirr, Thomas

rii,-

Ja.n„- l;l,, ,,,,, . .-, M. ,, i-. i'i,,,n i,.;„l,

Kcilllwullh, \V,ll,.i;n iuili.u.l Low ,S„ulh, 36,

Bvroii-slrcel, King.-Iov Tark, Northampton

;

Cntlibert Bertram Stewart. 29, Stanhope-road,
Darlington; Joseph Naylor Sykes, Beech-street,
Stainland, near Halifax; Alfred Leslie Walker,
Bnglefield, Homer-road, Solihull; William James
Watt, School of Architecture, Aberdeen; Walter
Raymond Westwood. 306, Rotton Park-road,
Edgbaston; Sydney Willett, 18, Reynolds road.
Old TrafTord," Manchester; Arthur Eric Wise-
man, 26, Broomfield-road, Chelmsford; Leslie
Wood, 12, Waverley-terrace, Hipperholme, near
Halifax: Thomas Spencer Wood, Hawthorne
House, Handsworth Wood, near Birmingham.

INTERMEDHTE.
The Intermediate Examination, qualifying

for registration as Student R.I.B.A., was
held in London and the undermentioned pro-
vincial cities from November 21 to 28. Sixty-
nine candidates were examined, with the
following results :

—

Examined. Passed. Relegated.
17London

Bristol
Glasgow
Leeds

... 4.3 .... ... 26
... 1

... 3

... 1

Manchester .... 12 ....

... 3 ....
'.'.'.

2
'.'.'.'.'.'.

69 42 27

The passed candidates are as follows, the
names being given in order of merit:

—

John Craigie Bone, 45, Marchmont-road, Edin-
burgh; James Vincent Hull, Lofthouse, near
Garstang, Lanes; Frank Geden Foster, 3, The
Crescent . Selby ; Sidney Francis Bestow, 43,
T'|,|, 1 '"I;ipton-road, N.E. ; Frederick Charles
^,

,

I" SI
.
Alban's-street, Rochdale; Morrison

II :' Pitstruan-place, Aberdeen ; Harry
:w., i..,i III, Clonmel-road, Fulham, S.W.; James
l),i\ il.M.ii llossack, Bloomsljury House Club,
Cartwright - gardens, Tavistock - square, W.C.

;

Philip Henry Hanbury. Glendale, Bloomfield-
road, Bath; Charley Frank Boniface, " Pol-
perro," King George-avenue, Petersfield ; Daniel
Roy Lyne, care of Mr. C. J. W. Simpson. 12,

Queen Anne's Gate. S.W. ; Edmund Louis Doyle,
39, Esmond-road, Cheetham Hill, Manchester;
Clarence Spencer Picton, 73, St. Donatt's-road,
New Cross. S.E. ; Reginald William Wardill,
Glaisdale. Hill-road. Chelmsford ; Cyril Proctor
Garrard, Ivydene.'Westerfield, Ipswich: Herbert
William Ashman, 13, "Linden," Palace-road,
East Molesey; Leslie Donald Algar Church, The
Homestead, High-road, Epping ; John Percival
Wilkin Davies, 46, St. John's-road, Newport,
Mon.; Cyril Lawrence Paice, Aldermaston, Mill-
road, Cromer; Richard David Graham, Northern
Bank House, Carrickfergus. Co. Antrim; Alfred
Duckworth, 341. Blackburn-road, Accrington

;

Sidney Harold Loweth, 67. Downs Park road
Hnckney Downs, N.E. ; Shirley Knight, 4, The
I rescent. PhippsviUe, Northampton: Arthur
Milton Bisiker. 60. Crouch Hall-road, Crouch
l.n,l, N.; Gerald Shenstone. " Wavenev " 191
ll.iinault-road, Leytonstone, N.E. ; Leslie John
.^shby, 308, Mansfield - road, Nottingham-
Leonard James Routley, 17, Cleveland-street!
laiinton; William John Allcorn, The Pinnacles,
Slnphnurne, near Tonbridge, Kent; Sidney
n,rr„k .\|,,,l.,|,v, "Selwyn," Gilnow Park.
l-li"" ,l"lin !,•;,, n^.^v Armstrong. 24, Eltrick-'""• lliui.k, \R.; Kenneth ,Tolin Bnnser.
'"I l.iM lii.hM.h ^-rove, S.E.

; John Clavton
I .lilingwooii Bruce, 12, Lovaine-placc, New-
.istle-upon-Tvne; William George Llovd
I heriton, 20. Mount Ephraim-lane. Streatham,
S W.; Maurice Bernard Gill. 150, Weston Park
I rn„,-h En-1 \ ; Arthur Gerald Johnson, 146,
II

'
">'il' r,,,,| I,, vlon.5tone. N.E.; Hussein Z.aki

'••
• ,

' 17 I
, nun-road. Fallowfield, Man-

i' 'I I ,k,,i (.rahame Seaton Leadam. 25.
-^^ .III,

, ,11,11, . .^,\V. ; Joseph Parnell Martin, 90,
Southficld road, Bedford Park, W.; James Rad-

cliffe, Furlane, Greenfield, via Oldham; Foster
Rowland Stobbart, "Harewood," Grange road,

Newcastle-on-Tyne; Thomas Edwin Turner, 16,

St. Matthew's-avenue, Surbiton, Surrey ; Arthur
Jackson Wood, 54, St. Nicholas-street, Leicester.

The number of failures among the relegated

candidates in each subject of the Intermediate
Examination was as follows:

—

A. Principal Styles' and General History
of Architecture 12

B. (1) Simple Applied Construction II

H. (2) Theoretical Construction 1.0

V. (1) Historical Architecture—
(a) Greek and Roman 3

(b) Byzantine and Romanesque ..
—

(c) French and Enghsh Gothic —
(d) Italian, French, and English

Renaissance —
C. (2) Mathematics and Mechanics 1

C. (3) Design 16

EXEMPTIONS FROM THE INTERMEDIATE.
The following Probationers possessing the

certificates required under the regulations

were exempted from the Intermediate Exa-
mination, and have been registered as

Students, viz. :

—

Frederick Arnold Addey, 28, Penywern-road,
Earl's Court, S.W. (Architectural Association,

Third Year Course) ; William Bryce Binnie, 7,

Alfred-place, South Kensington, S.W. (.Senior

Certificate, Glasgow School of Architecture)

;

Harold Chalton Bradshaw, "Hillside," 30,

Heathfield-road, Wavertree, Liverpool (Is Class

Certificate, Liverpool School of Architecture)

;

Edward Cecil Davies, 22, Lansdowne-road, Bed-
ford (Architectural Association, Third Year Day
School Certificate) ; Ernest Gee, Cathedral
Chambers, Chester (1st Class Certificate, Liver-

pool School of Architecture) ; Ian Bogle Monteith
Hamilton, 6, St. Alban's Mansions, Kensington
Court-gardens, Kensington, W. (1st Class Certifi-

cate, University College, London University);

Arnold Fielder Hooper, Kelsey Corner, Becken-
ham (Architectural Association, Third Year Day
School Certificate); Gilbert Burdett Howcroft,
B.A., Spring-grove, Uppermill, near Oldham
(Victoria University of Manchester) ; Andrew
Duncan Kellock, 3, Melville-street, Portobello,

Edinburgh (Diploma in Architecture, Edinburgh
College of Art) ; Archibald Austin Macpherson,
20, Thirlestane-road, Edinburgh (Diploma in

Architecture, Edinburgh College of Art);
Bernard Newboult, Thorn Lea, Shipley, Yorks
(1st Class Certificate, Liverpool University)

;

Richard Manning Haig Philp, London Bank of

Australia, 71, Old Broad-street, E.G. (Architec-

tural Association, Third Year Day School
Certificate): Albert Reginald Slater Shibley,

Belmont, Waterbank-road, Sheringham, Norfolk
(1st Class Certificate, Liverpool University);
Henry Jemson Tebbutt, Architectural Associa-
tion, 18, Tiifton-street, Westminster, S.W.
(Architectural Association, Third Year Day
School Certificate) ; .Sybil Aimee Vincent, 78,

Hampstead-w.ay, N.W. (1st Class Certificate,

University College, London) ; Robert Stuart
Wallace, 18, Marlborough-place, London, N.W.
(Architectural Association, Third Year Day
School Certificate); Henry Montagu,Whitehead,
18, Boston-road, Brentford (Architectural Asso-
ciation Four Years' Course) ; Joseph Wilson,
6, Jedburgh-gardens, near Kelvinside, Glasgow
(Diploma, Glasgow School of Architecture).

FINAL AND SPECIAL.

The Final and Special Examinations,
qualifying for candidature as Associate

R.I.B.A., were held in London from
December 4 to 12. One hundred and seven-

teen candidates were examined, 63 passed,

and the remaining 54 were relegated. The
passed candidates are as follows :

—

Laurence Kingston Adams, M.A. Liverpool,

Wyndcliffe, Westbourne-road, Birkdale, Lanes:
Guy Maxwell Aylwin, 44, Fortune Green-road,

West Hampstead, N.W.; John Allbut Basker-
ville, 19, Delaunay's road, Crumpsall, Man-
chester; Philip Dennis Bennett, 52, Farquhar-
road, Edgbaston, Birmingham ; Harry Joseph
BirnstingI, 5. Pembroke-gardens, Kensington,
W.; Charles Wilfrid Box. The Vicariige, South
Benfleet, Essex; Joseph William Bull, 2, Token-
house Buildings, Bank, E.G.; Charles Henry
Calvert. 18. Low-pavement. Nottingham ; John
Oliver Cook, jun., "Laleham," Clarence-road,
Clapham Park, S.W. ; James Gough Cooper, 19,

Chorley New Park, Bolton ; Robert Cromie, care
of Mr.'W. Darlington, Clevelode, Great M.alvern,

Worcestershire; Harold Crone, 10, Great
Ormond-street, Bloomsbury, W.C. ; Leonard
Arthur CuUiford, 8, Meriden-street, Coventry;
Oswald Ferguson Davidson, The Bungalow,
Roseworth - avenue, Gosforth, Newcastle-on-
Tyne; William Frederick Dawson, "Filesfold,"
Lidgett-lane, Gledhow, Leeds; Harold Alfred
Dod, 24, Liverpool-road, Birkdale, Lancashire;
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Ernest Sugden England, 95, Greengate-street.

Oldham; Stanley Howe Fisher. " Elnisthorpe,"

37, Barrington-road, .'i.W. ; George Herbert
Foggitt. A.R.C.A. (Tite Prizeman. 1911). Ash-
field. Yeado
Friskin. 182

Hill, \V I

Guttf.

Leeds; William Wallace
ington Park-road, Xotting
Preston Gaymer, "Birch-
.l<ham. Norfolk; Harry
-, 7. Rivcrdaleroad, Shef-
I' V Grice, Chanel House,
:_ W,; Richard Howard
'•apside, E,C. ; Philip Capes
ent-hill, Hampstead, N.W.

;

Carl Herbert Hartmann, 10, Lancaster-place,
Strand, W,C', : William Hornby Hatchard-
Smith. 76, Watlingstreet, E.C.; Charles Dear-
man Hawlev, 65, Harlesden-gardens, N.W.

;

Albert Victor Heal, 3, St, StepbenVgardens,
East Twickenham; John Oliver Brook Hitch.
60, • Harleyford-road, Vauxhall, S,W. ; Harry
Dawber Holland. 349, Spring-bank, Pemberton,
Wigan; Vernon Hiigh Hughes, "Corunna."
Sandgate, Kent ; Frederick Richard Jelley, 5,

Bath-place, Bayswater. W, ; George Howard
Jones, 90, Fawnbrake-avenue, Heme Hill, S.E,

;

Herbert Jones, Oaklands, Wellington-road,
Whalley Range, Manchester; Walter Sydney
Jones, "Ingham." Holland - avenue, Sutton.
Surrey; Charles Stanley Kimpton, Sunningdale,
Ascot; Arthur Bedford Knapp-Fisher, 28, St,
Mary Abbott's-terrace, Kensington, W, ; Henry
Birkett Leighton, 68. Upper Albert - road
Meersbrook, Sheffield; Arnold Lowcock, Poplar
House, Dronfield, near Sheffield; Albert Edward
Lowes, 31, Swindon - terrace, Newcastle-on-
Tyne; Robert Norman Houghton MacKellar.

Cathkm-road, Langside, Glasgow; Henry
:hignall House, Wilham, Es,5ex ;

Willi;

Harold Ewart Matthews, 300, Uttoxetei
Derby; Gerird Moerdijk, 137, Brecknock-road,
N,W. :

Tl„.n,,„p„ v,.,,„„ Xe„.i,am, 79. Sumatra-
road, W II

, ,,1. N,W,; William Pater-
son. .: II

I
,

i .rrace, Edinburgh; Percy
Willn, - I' , Cheetham Hdl, Melton,
Stock] \\ Mi I" I'ritchard, P.A S T R Hitrh-
field-road. Rork Ferrv, Cheshir, ( ,,

1 W iT, ,•

Rogers, 15, Enmore-road, Putn... ~ \, |;, .,

Tor Russell, 11, Grav's Inn w ;

William Arthur Rutter, 90. T^^ 1-'
. -k ,, , ,,,.,

Westminster, S.W. ; Stanley Sali<;l.ury, Liniljri.-k
Hall. Harpenden; Theodore Gilbert Scott 24
Castle Meadow, Norwich; Edwin Smith I's'
London-road, Neath; .Stephen James Bridges
Stanton, 47, Cavendish - road, Brondeslnu'v
N.W,; Charles Edward Tebbs, 24, Llantbew'y-
road Newport, Mon, ; William Harding Thomp-
son, 21, Earl's Court-square, Kensin<^tin S W
Robert Albert Walter, 46, Cavendish - road'
Harring^v N, ; Claude Cornelius Tom Warnes]
19, Dalziel-place, Edmburgh ; Frank Woodward.
13, Southampton-street. Strand. W C Law-
rence Muskett Yetts, 45, Finsbury-pavement,

The number of failures among the relegated
candidates in each subject of the Final E.ta-
minatioii was as follows:

—

(1) Foundations. Walls, Roofs. &c.... ""
(•21 Iron and Steel .17

C. Hygiene 34
D. Properties and Tses of Huilding

Materials nn
K. The Ordinarj- Practice of \rchitectn're Vi
F. TheThesis ....". ]-,

THE FI.V,iL: .4LTERX.\TITE PROBLEMS IN
DESIGN,

The Board of Architectural Education
announce that the designs submitted by the
following students who are qualifying for the
Final Examination have been approved :

—

SUBJECT xrr.

(a) Design for a Lighthouse,—F. A. Addey,
H, Bagenal, W. B, Binnie, A, S. Burnett, G, W,
Callander, J, Carey, L, E, Carreras, G, A,

Cesser, A, E. Davidson, G, Davidson, E, C,

Davies, H, F, Davies, H. Dicksee, R A, Duncan,
L, A, Elsworth, J, C, Fowell, J, D, Grant, A. F.

Hooper, S. B, Howard, G, A, Langdell, H, G.
Leigh. R, H. Philp. E. C. Preston, A, W,
Robertson, N, S, Robinson, A, Silcock, H. M,
Whitehead, F. Williamson, A, J, Wood, R, S,

Wallace, and N. B. Weekes,
(b) Design for a Golf Clubhouse, — P. J.

Adams, W. Allison, H, Andrew, C, H. Aslin,

J. Blackford, A. M. Barrowcliff, R. Cawkwcll,
B. F, Brueton, C, C, Cheek, H. L. Charles, J. A.

Clarke, C, J. K, Clark, F. A, Darley, H. E,

Crossland, A, L, Dotto, J. Dickinson. V, Dvson.
G. M. Eaton, J, C. Farrer, E, Finchnm. L. S.

Ford, S, C, Garrett, H, T, Goodwin, G. H, Grav,
G, L, Head, T, T, Jenkms, H. N. Jcpson, H. M.
Luyken, J, B, Matthews. R. Lone. D. J, Moss,
A, E, Maxwell, C, Rowntree. W, F. Pennington,
T, A, Sanders. S, Rubery, Miss Mary Shewcn.
L, H, Shattock, W, E. W, Terrell, S,' G, Soper,

R, A, Threadgold, A, Thorpe. H. S. Triscott,

J. C, P, Tootlull, J, D, Watt, D, W. Walker,

J. F. Wilson, P. Whitehead, C. R. Wngbc.

i:.ICE>'TI.4TES AND THE FELLOWSHIP.

The following Licentiates have passed the

Examination qualifying for candidature as

Fellows :

—

Herbert Tudor Buckland, Norwich Union
Chambers, Birmingham ; George Felix Neville

Clay, Board of Education, Whitehall, S.W,;
Basil Charlton Deacon, 21, Market-hill, Luton;
Edward Haywood - Farmer, Norwich Union
Chambers, Birmingham ; John Henry Beart
Foss, 16, Great Marlborough-street, W, ; James
Mitchell White Halley, 9, Bedford-row, W,C,

;

Roland Walter Lines, Macdougal - avenue,
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada,

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The fortnightly meetings of the Archi-

tectural Association were resumed on Monday
evening, the chair being occupied by Mr.
Maurice E. Webb. Vice-President. Twelve
nomination.s for membership were read, Mr,
L. H. Glencross was reinstated on the roll, and
Mr. J. H. Edgeumbe was elected as a
member. On the motion of the chairman,
M. Defrasse, architect to Le Banque de
France, and M. Godefroi, architect to Le
Departement des Postes and Telegraphes,
were elected by acclamation as honorary
members of the Association. Mr. G. L.
Rlkmgtnu.H.Mi. Secretary, announced that by
kiiiilly p. iiiiissinu of the ilarquis of Lans-
ilnuii,', :<. 'I'l-wrj, \i>it to Lansdowne House
would takr [ilacc on Saturday next, the 14th
inst.

NOTES ON GREEK ARCHITECTURE.
Prof. W. R. Lethaby, F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A.,

read the following paper on this subject. The
address, which was enlivened by many asides

and sallies, was unillustrated.

THREE F.\MOTJS GREEK MONUMENTS.
I am going, remarked the lecturer, to talk

on, and round about, three famous monu-
ments which are preserved in the British

Museum—the doorway of the " Treasury of

Atreus" (so called), the early Ionic Temple
at Ephesus, and the Mausoleum of Hali-

carnassus. One of my objects in doing this i?

to commend to you each severally the idea of

taking up the ' study of special buildings
about which you shall decide to know all that

may be known. Directly you go beyond the

generalities of the comprehensive histnr--"

you will usually find it quite easy to n

yourself a specialist on one selected buiM
There is something of romance in noti^m /

little points regarding world-wonders wliicli

may. perhaps, never have been explained
since the workmen left them. To give a little

example. You will know that it has been
much argued whether the sculptures of the

Parthenon were painted, and in particular the

figure subjects. There is plenty of evidence

that the backgrounds of the reliefs wpre
painted blue and red. and that the archi

tectural members had patterns ; but all

beyond that was uncertain. I made a care-

ful search for traces, and at last found two
eye-pupils which had been painted, one being

that of the eye of Selene's great horse from
the pediment, and another being the pupil

of the eye of a horse on the frieze.

THE TREASURY OF ATREUS.

We have, in the British Museum, the re-

markable doorway of the so-called Treasury
of Atreus at Mycenje. It is the most complete
specimen of pre-Hellenio or /Egean archi-

tecture in any museum. It may be dated
about 1200 B.C. You will remember that it

has columns flanking the opening which are

larger above than below. /Egean columns
were generally in wood, and it is entirely

reasonable in wooden structures to make
tlie posts bigger above, where other timbers
are framed into them, and smaller below,

where they rest on a stone base. I was in-

terested last summer to see the same think-

ing applied to the wooden posts of Wiltshire

cart-sheds. In the beautiful drawing by Mr.
R. Phene Spiers, showing a conjectural re-

storation, at the British Museum, it is

suggested that certain red-marble slabs,

decorated with bands of spirals, eased the

wall surfaces at the sides of the trianj^ular

relieving space above the lintel. This is a
mistake, for these slabs must be accepted

OS the filling of the space itself. These slabs

have dowel-holes in their beds. They were
thus pinned together to form a sort of

screen, and they were not cramped to a wall

behind them. Again, in Dorpfeld's restora-

tion of tomb II. at Mycense, illustrated by
Perrot and Chipiez, he shows the triangular

relieving space filled with similar spiral-

work. Whatever evidence he had, it is most
unsafe to differ from the great German
expert. I should like to suggest to one of

you to make, on paper, a revised restoration

of our wonderful doorway. I may now
mention a point which is imperfectly under-

stood regarding the construction of vaulted

beehive tombs, either round, like the

"Treasury of Atreus," or square, like one
recently discovered by Sir Arthur Evans in

Crete. These tombs were built in excava-

tions in the side of a hill or covered with a

mound of earth. Now, the building of

masonry which contracts in the form of a

vault in a pit is quite different from the

problem of doing it in the air. Not only

have you all the abutment that is wanted,
but by packing the space between the lean-

ing masonry as it goes up and the side of the

pit, you can weight the tails of the stones,

so that they won't fall inwards. In the

square stone-covered tomb in Crete de-

scribed by Sir A. Evans the stones of the

sloping roof were long, and their beds
actually declined outwards. When you
consider the packing at the back you will

see what a good expedient this was. Doubt-
less the same sloping beds were continued

until the space became contracted enough to

complete it with a couple of leaning stones.

Mr. Fyfe called these cantilever vaults—an
excellent explanatory name. It should be

realised that this doorway is no unrelated

freak of design ; it is a specimen of a remark-

able and refined type, of which many
examples have been found at Mycenae.

Tiryns. Orchomenos. Pylos, Knossos, and
elsewliere on the borders and islands of the

.Egean Sea. A painted chest found by the

Italians in Crete shows a tomb door with

spiral bands on the jambs and cornice and

on the door itself.

.«GE,\N ART AND GREEK ORIGINS,

Recent publications by the German
Archjeological Institute show remarkable
results obtained by an extremely careful exa-

iiihith-n .)f the tVaecs of painting on the
,.'.. '

I
'1 walls and floors at the Palace of

beenhe fragmentary e\idcnce has

111 a wonderful way, which should

lie a lesson to us in method
cision. The walls

brightest colours.

fined pre-

the
pro-

cessions and the hunting of beasts, and with

a great variety of pattern-work. In several

cases the dadoes showed remarkably accurate

and vigorous imitation of veined marble
slab-work, and this imitation must show that

polished coloured wall linings were already

in use. for where the imitation is there also

must the original have been. The doorway
of the Treasury of Atreus shows similar

liking for the" juxtaposition of differcnt-

coloured stones, for, while the main struc-

ture was of a light greenish-grey, the

tiangular tympanum was filled with slabs of

red marble ornamented with rows of spiral

patterns. At tomb II. the cornice over the

door was of "leek-green marble." The
plastered floors at Tiryns were also painted;

frequently they were divided up into squares

something like a chessboard, with some
simple subject in each. Some of these

designs show an intention to make the floor

recall the sea. and, as a whole, they are so

much like later mosaic floors that it seems
as if there must have been some link of con-

nection. Sir Arthur Evans found a great

number of similar wall paintings at Knossos.

Painting must have been the primary art in

the pre-Hellenic age in Greece, and the

earliest form was doubtless pottery painting,

in which, at this groat time, most exquisite

works were executed. 'J lie decoration of the

doorway of the Treasury of Atreus is in

bands of spirals variously disposed on the

surface of the stonework, and there were

other bands divided into alternate panel and
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vertical - strip arrangements. Botli were
derived from the painted pottery winch is the

natural source of such banded decoration,

as also of the spiral formed by a twirl of the

brush. The panel and vertical-strip decora-

tion coalesced with a natural mode of con-

struction by the use of alternate slabs and
posts, and a great number of examples found
m Crete show certainly that this was the

origin of the metope and triglyph. First

painted bands, then stone dadoes, with

alternate borders, then metope and triglyph ;

thus was the Doric frieze developed. The
sculptured Ionic friefie seems to have had a

similar origin. In this connection two re-

markable stones from Mycenae, at the

British Museum, which have not received

tlie attention they deserve, must be men-
tioned. They are fragments of slabs which
had oxen well carved on them. The relief

covered two courses, which, together, were
about 4ft. 6in. high. A German scholar, who
showed that they belonged to a band of

sculpture called it the "oxen-frieze," but the

band was really an oxen dado. We must get
it into our minds that the slab dado was
perhaps the most characteristic feature in

-Egean building work. It probably arose
from the use of crude brick concurrently
with easy access to gypsum, from which large

slabs to protect the lower parts of the walls
could be easily cut. Sir Arthur Evans
describes an example found by him, where
both sides of the lower part of a wall were
protected by such slabs, which must have
been fixed when it was built, for the slabs

on each side of the wall were linked together
with wooden ties havins dove tail ends let

into the top edges of tlie slabs. Now, our
slab fragments at the British Museum have
dovetail indents, which show that they
formed part of a similar dado. Further, the
edge of the slabs were rebated, which
suggests tliat they were arranged like

metopes with thicker stones alternately. One
of the oxen has incised lines on its neck and
body, from which we can tell that it must
have been painted with dappled colours, and
Perrot mentions that he saw indications of
colour on the plant which shows above this

animal's back. Here, then, we have remnants
of a fine architectural decoration, a dado of

slabs sculptured with oxen and plants and
painted. The first ornamental band was
found in the portico of the great hall at

Tiryns, and I cannot doubt tlmt our r.s.'ii

dado came from a similar palaic liall at

Mycenffi. Further, taken toKctlier witli

much other evidence, like delight in rosette
decoration, it may not be doubted that the
celebrated gypsiim-slab dadoes of tlie

Assyrian palaces derived from ^geari
sources. The sculptured dado gradually
crept up the wall and became a frieze. Si'i

Arthur Evans, in an article dealing witli tli,

relations between .^geaii and Greek nnlii
tecture, has pointed out that the crudest
sculptured Doric pediment known, the one
recently found in the island of Corfu, is

practically a repetition of an ^gean motive
—a central object with two watching beasts.
It may be observed, further, that this pedi-
mental subject was sculptured in relief on
large slabs which cased over the face of the
tympanum. This carving on slab casings
was a typical /F.geau method, and even at
the Parthenon the sculpture of the gables
was not .set in front of ordinary masonry;
but the field of the tympanum was first

cased over with great slabs set vertically.

So was tradition in building carried forward,
sn Greek art was a resumed and perfected
/Egean art. In the i^Sgean age it was
customary to mark that which was sacred
with what have been named " Horns of
Consecration." Thus, in the Old Testament,
we have frequent allusion to the " horns of
the altar." There can, I think, be no doubt
that the very curious lyre-shaped finials.

whicli we cairacroteria. sc't on the apexes of

the pediments of Greek temples, were sur-
vivals of these horns. Sir A. Evans has
illustrated a terracotta sarcophagus having a
cover like a roof, and on the point of it are
crescents, and these are doubtless primitive
aeroteria.

Mgcan art again illustrates quite clearly
the origins of architectural mouldings. Just
as the painted subject tended to become a

ildings. First,

retiring series,

idly, the pro-

:cctive shelter;

nccpfion
n large

sculptured relief which was completed by

painting, so the painted band of spirals led

up to the carved band of spirals of the door-

wav at Mvoena; now at the British Museum.
Further, I believe it will be found that a

large class of mouldings arose as bands of

hollows and projections imitating the painted

bands which are so universal on early

pottery. Ti^ '':.
\

-. iil|il n i .. pattern-work, and
moulding; .1

1
il

1 ! 1 Hi. most part echoes

of paiiitin. 1; : I ilii iinilative source

for minor itM.nlJrMi .-Mil,, tluM-c are three

main conditions 111 sinii-tuie for the larger

mouldings and orders of 11

there is the recessing into

as around a doorway ; so

jceting capping forming a
|

thirdly, rounding ns for a

great echinus of its c;i|iilal.

of moulding, as founded
structural forms, with added minor shadings,

should be helpful to the modern designer who
considers principles. In .Tlgean architecture

we find all tlicsp modp= of nicmlding already
practised; ;mi.I (lii-.k :i kImI. .lure proper,

of the earlv |i. ri...l :il l.;i^i liin.Ily produced
anything nrw, alllmnjjli. .,| ...Jiirse, great
advances were made 111 reliiied profiling.

THE IONIC AND DORIC ORDERS.

The Ionic column must have been
developed as a free-standing pillar. The
wide-spreading foundation of its base
suggests this, and some of the very earliest

examples known were isolated pillars bearing
sculptures, as those lately found at Delphi
and .^igina. Then we find that Ionic pillars

were from an early time used as goal-posts

ill the circus, and also to mark another goal

—the grave. It is remarkable that in one or
two /Egean works of art representing contests

a pillar appears in the background. The
Ionic column, I do not doubt, was developed
from such goal-posts. In the finished order
the column has a base in three separate
courses— a square block, a circular block,

and a round or inverted bowl-shaped block,

the torus. It is now generally accepted that

the Doric Order was developed from ^gean
architecture. It has been said that the

metope and triglyph frieze is an adaptation
of Mgean dado construction. I have never,

however, seen any really satisfactory ex-

planation of the guttae, or drops, beneath the

triglyphs of the Doric frieze, and I venture
to put forward one possibility which has
lately occurred to me. In modem Switzer-

land it is customary to shield the ends of

projecting beams with a piece of board nailed

up against its end section. The bottom edge

of this shield piece is cut into several

notches, so that the water mav the better

f,. 1-1,1 into (Irons anil lull. fr.',|ii..iiflv these

and as like causes often bring forth like

results, it seems to me quite possible that

Greek guttEe originated in such a custom.

As you will remember, Vitruvius says that

triglyphs did represent the ends of wooden
beams. We now know enough of this ^gean
architecture to see quite clearly that our gate

way from Mycenae is not an abnormal
curiosity, but an example of a fine, highly-

developed, and widespread art, intermediate

between the early arehitecture of Egypt and
that of Greece. It is no rude stone monu-
ment, but a refined piece of true architecture.

The great door is nearly 18ft. high to the

lintel, and 30ft. to the apex of the polished
red marble tympanum above it. The eyes of

the carved spirals were set with blue-glass'

studs, and bronze adornments were fixed to

the lintel. The domed interior, which was
nearlv SOft. across, and as much high, was
thickly studded all over the surface with
bronze rosettes or stars.

THK ARCHAIC TEMPLE OE EPHESLS.

I.eaving these origins, we must now jump
over six or seven hundred years to the
Ix'^iiiiiiiii,' of the t;reat period of Greek arelii

I... In.. I li. . \ain|il,. is the tcinple hiiill

!. < 1- )
..t I'l -lis. ||„. existing fragniml-.

'if I, . !, ... 1 s,. the British Museiii, I,

It '.'..I- l.i in... l.iiili ab..ut .'iOO B.C.. and wa-^

a t;r-nl Ionic structure of the same size on
plan as the later temple. It had several

remarkable features, such as curious Ionic
capitals and groups of shallow mouldings on
the bases, and, above all, sculptures on the

lowest drums of its columns, i believe that

these last are, in fact, a version of the

Mgean sculptured dado. In the baseniciit of

the Museum are three or four broken frng

ments, brought from the site of the temple
of two sculptured oxen attached to solid

blocks. Dr. Murray thought that they must
have belonged to capitals ; but six or seven
years ago I came to the conclusion that they
represented what I will call dado blocks to

the antae of the portico. The scale would
allow them to range with the lowest drum
of the columns, and the Assyrian bulls

furnish an analogy for the combination with
square blocks. It was rather a leap, how-
ever, from Nineveh to Ephesus, even though
Nineveh did borrow, as I believe, its sculp-
tured dadoes from pre Hellenic art, and may
have borrowed its bull-guarded doorways
also. Quite recently, however. Professor
Garstang, of Liverpool, has excavated a
series of Hittite monuments in Asia Minor
and the parts of North Syria which adjoin.

In these we find that the sculptured dado
is the principal feature. One of these monu-
ments is a well-preserved portico with oxen
on blocks at the antas, and sculptured bases
for the columns. Here, then, I find full con-

firmation of my old theory as to the Ephesus
bulls, and for the view that the sculptured
dado was common to Asia Minor and
Assyria. The tall bases of the columns sculp-

tured with sphinxes are also interesting

prototypes; but the lowest drums at

Ephesus are best explained as having pieces

of dado wrapped around them. One other
carved stone at the British Museum, which
Dr. Murray assigned to square piers, has
curious slanting faces, and it must, I think,

be a basis to the door-architrave ranging with
the anta? dado. Here, then, 111 the singular

and seemingly capricious work at Ephesus, we
again find only a link in a chain of custom
reaching from the far past. Old architecture

carried along in its deep current much which
we have forgotten even to think about—a
great body of ideas which we may, perhaps,

suggest by the phrase "folk-lore." To return

for a moment to the watching bulls. Now
we have caught them in early Greek archi-

tecture, we may harness with them four

oxen wliich project over the doorway of this

early 4th-century Herobn at Trysa, in Asia
Minor. The heads of bulls which still later

were sculptured on the capitals of columns,

of which a late example from Ephesus itself

is known, carried on the same tradition. As
in Assyria we found the bull door-guardian,

so in Persia we find a version of the bull

capital. Another fragment in the basement
of the British Museum shows on the face

an immense egg and tongue about IGin. deep
and wide, and on the return the trace of a

volute. This stone is nothing else than the

anta capital from the Croesus temple, as is

shown by comparison with many other anta

capitals which have been discovered at

Samos, Miletus, E^ihesus itself, and Priene.

In most of these, however, there are three

rows of volutes on the return, and three rows

of enriched mouldings on the front face. The
splendid anta capital of Priene at the British

Museum is a specimen of this more elaborate

variety. The fragment from Ephesus has

high interest, as it must be the earliest Ionic

anta capital which exists. I wish I might beg
that many of the stones in the Museum base-

ment might be put in the Galleries, where we
could examine them at leisure. The column
bases and capitals of the archaic temple are

also wonderfully interesting from the evolu-

tionary point of view-; the bases, with their

multitude of shallow hollows and rolls, carry

on the JEgean system of which we have
spoken. The known capitals are of two types

—one with volutes which have no central eye,

others with a great wheel-like flower filling up
the whole rounded space usually occupied by
the volute. Such large rosettes in spirals

were favourite motives in ^gean decoration.

.Mhl lal. 1- Ionic capitals frequently liad small

I. .Mill- Ml place of the small eyes of the

\..|iii I am convinced that the Ionic

.ajiilal a^ a whole derives from some undis-

covered .Egean prototype. The whole portico

of this temple of Ephesus was a wonderful
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thing ; it was not a mere single or double row

of columns, but a double row o! eight

columns stood in front of an open columnar

hall—a vast porch of columns. This arrange-

ment is essentially Asiatic. The central

opening was enormous—28ft. 6in. Its beam,

as has been remarked by Mr. Dinsmore, was

the greatest stone in Greek architecture. It

is impossible to think that there was more
than oue of these ; that would be au anti-

climax. The back end of this temple must

have had an extra column, as has been found

to have been the case at Samos, and all the

inner beams and ceilings of the porticoes

must have been of wood.

THE MAUSOLEUM.
As to the Mausoleum, you will know that

there has been some controversy as to

whether its thirty-six columns were disposed

in two rows around it, giving a small plan, or

in one row, giving a large plan. The late

Mr. J.J. Stevenson supported the small-plan

theory, which had been promulgated by Wien
and others centuries ago, before the actual

discoveries made on the site by Newton and
Pullan. Since those discoveries, no foreign

writer has, I believe, followed the small-plan

theory ; and recent careful examination of the

evidence by the American, Mr. Dinsmore
substantiates the large plan. Indeed, ]

cannot think that anyone now can read over

the accounts given by the three explorers-

Lieut, (afterwards Si"r)) R. Murdoch Smith,

Sir Charles Newton, and Mr. Pnllan—with
out being convinced that this is the only pos-

sible solution. One important outstanding

matter is that of the spacing of the columns.

I before accepted an interval from centre to

centre of columns of about Oft. 9in., but I

have come to think that a columniation of

10ft. 6in. is more probable. It is now known
by recent research that the gutter fronts of

the temples at Priene and Ephesus had three

gutter stones and three lions' head spouts to

a bay or columniation. Again, Pullan stated

that no lion's head at the Mausoleum
could have come over the axis of the angle

column. But, on correcting the projection of

the cornice on the basis of recent discoveries

and measurements, I find that the second

head from the corner of the gutter would have
been over the column. And this becomes the

second reason why a similar agreement should

be found at every columniation. The gutter

stones are 42in. " long, and three of these

would give a bay of 10ft. 6in. If any student

of the Architectural Association should feel

a desire to make a restoration of the orders

of the Mausoleum, or of tile two Ephesian
temples, I should be delighted to be con-

sulted and to put my views at his service. A
French student of the Beaux-Arts made an
exquisitely-drawn restoration of the Mauso-
leum from the fragments in the British

Museum some twenty years ago ; doubtless,

some other will soon come over to take up the

magnificent order of the later temple
Ephesus, which is certainly the most splendid

subject tor an essay in restoration contained
in any European museum. I wish we could

do it ourselves before that happens.

looking round, inquired where was Lethaby?

"Oh," was the reply, "Lethaby never

lunches; you'll find him in the library."

Mr. F. Winton Newman seconded the

motion, remarking that Professor Lethaby

had shown them how to invest the dry bones

of early buildings with interest. He had often

thought that the development of architecture

ought to be explained side by side with the

of the social conditions of the people,

to. show how buildings were designed

just to meet the necessities of mankind, and

were then modified and improved to suit a

more luxurious manner of living. It was

obvious that in these pre-IIellenic days the

conditions of life were very simple, and

builders had very few traditions to work to.

Mr. Theodore Fyfe observed that in the

.Egean ruins of buildings the rough edges of

the dado slabs fitted tightly together in dove-

tailing and dowels. The walls appeared to be

originally built of mud upon low stone

plinths, and strengthened by wooden post

construction. Tlie surface was then com
pletely covered with plaster, often of con

siderable thickness. The paper was calcu

lated to be of great value to architectural

students.

Mr. C. F. A. Voysey thought tlie lecturer

had done well to point out that with the

Greeks no sculpture was regarded as finished

until it was painted. 'Ihe lecturer had
vividly brought home to them that all good
architecture had its growth and development,

d how^ it was evolved out of the conditions

and requirements of the people. While the

modern architect could not be tied down to

Classic and Gothic limits on his outlook, lie

did well to have an intimate knowledge of all

past work—Classic as appertaining to the

intellectual side, and Gothic to the spiritual

side of our nature. He suspected that the

svmbol of the acroterium, although directly

derived from the horns of tlie altar, was ulti-

mately a survival of phallic cult.

Mr. W. G. Newton said the lecturer liad

proved that the study of Classical archaeo-

logy was not necessarily dry. It had virtually

been an eloquent plea for a close study of

the remains in the much-neglected British

Museum. He must differ from Mr. Voysey
on one point; Greek architecture was surely

a spiritual as well as an intellectual inspira-

tion. A class of second-year students would
find it of great advantage to make a definite

restoration of one of the monuments in the

British Museum. Examination of the actual

fragments of old work gave one the impres-

sion of their reality, which one never gained
from study of engravings.

Mr. G. L. Elkington suggested that the

open triangular space over the lintel of the

Mycenaean Treasury was possibly left unfilled

so as to allow of some ventilation of an

underground and seldom-visited chamber to

which the doorway formed the only entrance.

The lecturer had advanced the view that the

he /Egean

Mr. Gerald C. Horsley, ex-President, pro
posed a vote of thanks to Professor Lethaby
for his delightful and suggestive address. The
problems of restoration of the three monu
ments, so easily accessible to students in the
British Museum, were of fascinating interest,

and it was a question whether the pre-Greek
and proto-Greek panel and strip work de-

scribed were derived from timber construc-
tion or, as the lecturer argued, from painted
surfaces. Mr. Lethaby's explanation of the
origin of the frieze as a dado gradually set in

a higher position on the wall to be orna-
mented seemed very probable. Tlie original

purpose of the acroterium had been very
puzzling to students, and the lecturer's sug-
gestion that it was a conventional representa-
tion of horns seemed likely. He heartily

endorsed his plea that some of our students
would undertake the conjectural restoration
of the Mausoleum in the light of recent dis-

coveries. He would close with a little story,
illustrating how such papers as this were pre-
pared. He was recently lunching with some
of the professors at South Kensington, and,

Assyrians borrowed from
buildings, but surely the ge
civilisation was from East to West. He
many similarities to Hjik'h"' ,i :

.
li^i^ tm

the archaic buildings AI ,i

Tiryns, and there and in I. -,. .

seeined to be distinct U\u ,
, .ii ,i J< ir, ;a:Mii

from timber construction. Greek art also

appeared to have gained much inspiration

from Egyptian civilisation.

The vote of thanks was passed with
acclamation, and was briefly acknowledged by
Professor Lethaby.

«*•

MEASURING AND QUANTITY
SURVEYING.*

By George Corderoy (Member of Council).

After a ver\ '
- of all the

methods of obt.i vhich I have
outlined. I an n the fairest

method to all primes is tiie competitive
system, tenders being obtained upon the basis

o"f particulars prepared by a surveyor of

experience. Incidentally this system gives

the best opportunity to young surveyors in

their early practice, and also to young and
enterprising contractors, to establish them-

elves ill business. In my judgment, the

deal arrangement with regard to any

mportant work is the following :—

(1) That the architect or engineer should

concern himself principally witli the pre-

paration of the aesign and the execution

of the work, and me obtaining of the

finished result within the perioa of time

laid down in the contract.

(2) That the surveyor should either pre-

pare quantities or a, schedule and all

documents for the purpose of obtaining

tenders, and, where the work is done on

schedule, measure it as it proceeds, and,

when by lump-sum estimate, deal with the

valuation of all variations in design as they

arise from time to time, and finally settle

up the accounts under either system of

contract.

(3) That the contractor should be left a

free hand as to the method to be employed

in carrying out the work, the architect or

engineer only concerning himself with the

quality and character of the finished work,

and seeing that it conforms to his design,

and the surveyor with the valuation of the

work ordered to be done by the architect

or engineer.

Under an arrangement of this kind the

employer has the great advantage of the com^

blued energies of three separate orders of

mind in producing the best-designed work,

the best - constructed work, and the most

economically - executed work. Another im-

portant advantage arising from the employ-

ment of a surveyor for the preparation of

quantities or a schedule is that, as it is

necessary for him to collate and carefully

compare all documents and analyse all

details, he is able to discover whether by

inadvertence any point has escaped atten-

tion in the preparation of the drawings,

specification, and general conditions of con-

tract, and to see that nothing is omitted, and,

further, to see that the drawings and con-

tract documents are all in harmony. A sur-

veyor of experience should be able to

promote the smooth and expeditious conduct

of operations, to obviate friction, avoid

claims, and enable all parties to a contract

to know precisely what they have to do, and

forecast how much the ultimate expenditure

upon any given work will be. Of course, if

this forecast is made when the contract is let,

it may be affected, while the work proceeds,

by orders given for variation in its extent

or character (by way of extra work or the

omission of work originally contemplated), or'

by a change in the conditions under which

it was proposed to carry out the contract.

This last is often a very important element

in enhancing the cost of executing works. I

venture to think that if the surveyor were

generally kept more closely advised of varia-

tions made during the progress of work
carried out under a contract, and of altera-

tions made in its terms, unpleasant surprises

as to the amount of the final account would

))e k-ss frequent. It must never be forgotten

iii;i; -i,r\( vors' powers under contracts are

: : : ii'iited to making up an account of

.; . , upon the basis of an agreed set of

L,,i~ |i!ai(d before them by the parties

tliereto. They have no control over the

conduct of the work, and therefore the

principal element affecting ultimate cost.

Their position is very much that of an
accountant's, with the important addition

that, under the terms of most contracts, they

usually value as well as bring to account the

work executed.
The scope of this paper does not permit

me to deal exhaustively with the relative

merits of lump-sum and schedule contracts,

or to compare their advantages with the

system of carrying out work by administra-

tion. I should, however, like to record my
opinion that when work is done by ad-

ministration there cannot be any possible

check upon the expenditure, and very little

incentive to those concerned to practise

economy. In fact, it depends entirely upon
the personal idiosyncrasy of the man in

charge. Even in such cases, however, work
is sometimes found for a surveyor by in-

stituting a comparative check upon the cost

by measuring the work done and valuing it
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at rates which it is supposed a contractor
would have charged, and comparing the

result with the actual cost. For this pro-

cedure, however, to have any value, the

surveyor must be a man of very wide ex
perience in estimating and of exceptional
judgment, and the greater his experience the

less value he is likely to place upon the

check which he has thus made. In dealing

with the various methods of letting contracts,

I have had in mind principally architmtuiiil

or engineering works of the ordinni> i |"

I see no reason, however, why mcnili •

our profession should not be emplnx.

connection with shipbuilding conir n i

There was a very interesting paper rend hy

Mr. L. Pesketh " before the institution nf

Naval Architects, in July last, in whioli he

expressed a strong opinion that the method
of obtaining tenders by means of bills of

quantities should be applied to .shipbuilding.

At the present time, he observed, every firm

had its own particular method of preparing

estimates, but it should not be difficult to

prepare quantities on a standard basis for

computing tlie cost. He appeared to favour

some sort of competition based on a standard

schedule. I commend the idea to .some of the

younger members of this Institution, and 1

opine that the first man who devotes his

attention to this particular branch of work
would, were he qualified, rapidly build u|) ii

considerable practice. In connection with

all the various methods of contracting to

which 1 have referred, a surveyor can be em
ployed with advantage by the parties jointly,

or he can be employed by either party to

the contract to represent" him. Generally

speaking, and more particularly in the case

of schedule contracts of magnitude, and con-

tracts for public works, I think it is to the

advantage of each party to the contract to

employ his own surveyor. I have dealt with

the generally recognised systems of letting

contracts which afford sufficient variety to

meet all circumstances likely to arise in the

conduct of business. I have, however, read

with great interest a series of papers in the

issues of the "Builder" for October and
November last year, entitled "Some Aspects
of Tendering." The main burden of the

author is a lament over the costs incurred

in tendering. His remedy has, however,
already been applied, in so far as I think i'i

possible, in connection with works of ordinary

repairs and maintenance. An attempt to get

tenders for building and engineering works
of varying character on a standard schorliili'

of rates applicable to bills of qnantili.- en

measured accounts would only rp*nll n

failure. The schedule would he ton liU'jr ic

be of practical use. I commend anyone of thf

conti-ary opinion to a study of the Admiralty
Rate Book. One certain" outcome of the

adoption of the system would be endless dis-

putes arising :i^ i^. tli. .ippliciilion and mlrr
pretation of llh ' In', n.l ih,. .I...mIii.ii i,f

much misapplt' I
"'..' < i" Mh' |.r -- of

obtaining unr\|i. - t. J null, rmin il. It

would undonbti-dly afford measureless em-
ployment for surveyors, lawyers, and arbi-

trators.

The author of these papers apprrir^ t(i h^

an adherent of the theory of tli< laiMlanh-a
tion of bills of quantities anl li .lil.

,

which is now very much in 111- an In n •,

constant changes in m. il-..-! I .n ImhIm.*

the introduction nf n... ,M,n,,,! t, ,]

necessitate at !< a I ,. r

'

i

' n

standard doiaji. .
a |,n .n I M i

'
'

1 1...

in favour of a ,-Ml,n ,n n I.
.

• i, l,.,ii: I

have talked ha . ., ii,, ,, im,.! m.
, ,

•

ticillar class of work, snch as ordinal- ,
i

i

tectnral buildings, buildings constnal i
'<

reinforced concrete, etc. If, la i

standardisation is to be of value it nnni I

of general application. In my opinion tlipre

are severe limits within which standardisation
can be applied to any industry if it is not to

throttle advance. Consideration of the

various methods of letting contracts and
making up accounts of work done tends to

show that there is plenty of scope for the

activities of those who practise principally

in measuring and quantity snrveying. The
services of a survevor are also re(|iiired in

connection with arbitration proceedings, or

actions at law concerning accounts for build-

ing and engineering works; and these have

been, and, I suppose, alwavs will be, a fruit-

ful field for the exercise of"his talents, either

in the preparation of particulars of claim or

of particulars in rebuttal thereof, and in the

giving of expert evidence. The question now
arises, What are the avenues of employment
for a surveyor? A witty architect once said

of the surveyor: " He "must be content to

I ir J,, iho pleasures of fame. The applause
! !• , inwd is not for him. He is as utterly

I ,iglit to the multitude as a theatrica'l

in i> liiiiist, a kind of architectural organ-

blower, useful but unseen, and ignored alike

by those who produce and those who enjoy

the music." That was written thirty years

ago. and while it is still very much the

position as regards the private client, it does

not altogether hold good. Some among us

think, I believe, that the profession has not

benefited in all respects through having

secured more general recognition. It is a

fact, nevertheless, that the nature of the

services rendered by the surveyor is now
better appreciated by the general public,

though even yet they are not fully under-

stood. To quote a very admirable me
morandnm issued by this Institution upon the

emplovnient nf snr\rvnrs for the prepara-

willi (1m inni aliin- laannl appreciate the

ticlnniai\ iialnrn nl iln^ |a.sitinii snrvevorsare
caller] upon to till. liiri(M-d, the employer,
the architect, and the contractor are so

largely dependent upon their experience,

accuracy, and integrity that it would be im
possible to emphasise unduly the necessity

for exercising special care and judgment in

selecting a surveyor."
i'lie principal avenues of employment

are;— (1) Direct employment by an architect

or engineer, as agent of the building owner;
{2} direct employment by a contractor or a

solicitor; t'.i) direct employment by public

by an aruhiln, i , .m i n|.;innnL , a m

his work is gninaln nnfl' i-icHi.

however, he is ihmnti^ nni|ilM\n.l

bodies, this is \<'\} i.ll.i] nni

Members of connnillees and cc

appear unable to realise that the
sioned to the public by bad or

quantities and the employment of ii

to

L'oinpe

n. iMMNt serious. Not innl. - nnnl nj iln |in>

I'-^nmal position of tin m .-i mrl Ihn

lirliHiary character of liis ^nnnn.- ili. \ lia\n

freiineiitly resorted to the practinn d Mniliin'

surveyors to tender for employiutiit, uiih Ha
result that irresponsible persons, \\iili liltli

training or knowledge or expern m,'. .jn.iln

fees which are an altogether inadequate re

muneration for the work required to be done.
Any system by which the financial return for

professional work is reduced below the point
at which it Iiit.iiii..x rninnnnralnp tn a

properly-trained ami ,|iialtlin,l nian nni-l m
evitably, in the Innu- niii. Inwnr Ihr pm
fessional standard ami prejndine the public,
who, though they know it not, iiinst neces-
sarily depend to a great extent upon the
ability and integrity of the surveyors they
niiiplnv. F,\rii whrai thn -x^tniii of tendering

iln Ii r- Inr \\ni k ,',hnl( iIm rni|iure done at

Ihn X ,{.. Ihnin tn ,t,nnk ihr tiai.lnIHA

to nail, re the fnes paid below reasonahlp
limits. The lively correspondence which
took place in the " Builder " last year upon
the subject of " Indifferent Quantities

"

shows that the public are waking up to the
importance of the subject. As a result of the
correspondence an article—excellent in many
wavs was written upon the subject in that
joiirnal-s issue of April 2.'-., The .standini
ctiininiUcc of this Iiislitnti(Hi. Iiaving special

charge of the interests of surveyors practising

as measuring and quantity surveyors, felt it

necessary, however, to instruct the Secretary
of the Institution to write and say that they

regretted to see that the Editor approved of

the endeavour of certain public bodies to

enforce upon surveyors a responsibility iii

respect of their work which is not imposed
upon them by common law, or upon an

architect, engineer, lawyer, or doctor, ui,

indeed, any other professional man. For my
own part. I am strongly of opinion that

quantities should be made part of the con

tract, and the employer thus made respon

sible for the action of his surveyor, in whu h

case he would, iu the end. become more ear.

ful as to the character and capacity of th

persons he employed.
Much might be said upon this question ,

but a paper dealing directly with it, entitl. d

"Quantities: Should thev"Form Part of th,

Contract?" written by the late Mr. F. I

Hunt, was read before this Institution on
March 30, 1908, and very fully discussed.

Various other papers dealing with the law as

it affects quantity surveyors have also been
read from time to time, and a very good
summary of the present position of tin

matter will be found in an article, entith il

"Quantities," which appeared in the lepai

section of the "Builder" for September IH

1913. In the correspondence upon ' In

different Quantities," to which I have alread

referred, that perennial subject for dis

cussion, "Who ought to act as a Measuring
and Quantity Surveyor?" was brought up by
" Chief Craftsman " and Mr. Tavernor Perry,

who both stoutly maintained that the proper
persons to do this were the architect or

engineer, thus showing a desire to revert to

the conditions prevailing iu the early part of

the last century. Personally, I have no

objection to the practice of measuring ami
quantity surveying by any qualified person.

Many of the best-known surveyors luu n

started as architects, or in the offices of con

tractors. I will refer, as instances, to two
well known men who are no longer with us,

both held iii the highest esteem, for their

works' sake and their own personalities— viz..

Mr. T. M. Rickman (who was once President
of the Institution) and Mr. S. J. Thacker.
riiure are architects and engineers, however,

who (to paraphrase the witty gentleman I

have already quoted) in moments of extreme
wickedness will sometimes undertake to act

as surveyors for others, performing the duties

vharioiisK, with cliance success or unaided,

nal, th-r/foi, , hadly. They are far too wise,

ho\\r\. I, to ani as surveyors for themselves.

\ onr Jiih .|nalified doctor does not pre-

n jih. for liimself, much less so the quack,"

ami Ha first of architects or engineers who
Innn lot had special training can be but

.jiuuk practitioners of the art of measuring

and quantity surveying. There is, however,

much to be said for the conjunction in

partnership of architects, engineers, and
surveyors in the conduct of their practices,

and I'ani disposed to think that, in these day^

of increasing specialisation, this may beconn

more peneral in the future. Broadly speak

iiic. la.upver. at the present time, we usnallv

find niirsphp- III nnr practices in the position

of . xpirt- aJMsing "experts." The qunli

fications for full success in this capacity are

not merely 1 1 nliiiii'al, but moral and teni

perameuta'l i.., , ihararlpr comes first. One

of the great .iilli- nil a- of the position is at

once to pratli-n vrlf suppression, and to

maintain tin rhai hrni. and tactful

pression udgment which

I caiiiioi l,a>. th.' ,iih|ect of this paper

uithoiit t hiiip hriptly upon the question

,if th. liaiiiiiiL' .if a surveyor. A distinguished

nn iiilii I
i.f this Institution, the late Mr.

, I., stall Hunt. Ill :i paper read on January 28,

1889, nnide Hip following remarks: "The
more knowledge he (the surveyor) has, the

more intelligent he is, the more likely he will

be to do his duties well. No knowledge will

come amiss at some time to help him in his

duties. A knowledge of geology, mineralogy,

chemistry, metallurgy, physics, mechanics,

languages, all will be useful. A reasonable-

knowledge of mathematics. ' the science which

treats of all kinds of quantity which can be
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numbered or measured,' is indispensable,

and he should know how to apply practically

his abstract knowledge. ... It is essential

that he should have a sound practical know-
ledge of ... . construction. He should be

well acquainted with .... materials, and
their specialities in the district in which he

is working. . . . He should have acquired the

art ot ' reading drawings ' accurately, so as

to see clearly what is intended by the lines

upon the drawing, and, by applying his

knowledge, be able to detect discrepancies or

difference.^ in different drawings of the same
work, such iis any want of agreement in

plans, sections, and elevations, and by this

also he should be able to discover anything
imperfect in the design which would prevent
its being effectually carried out. . . . He
must have a clear knowledge, at least, of the

construction of his own language, so that in

reading a specification he may see that not

only is it in accordance with the drawings,

but that it is not contradictory in itself, and
so that in writing his bills of quantities or

schedules he may not only express himself

clearly and unambiguously, but that his

words may convey the whole of the informa
tion requisite to enable those who use them
to price them with readiness and facility.

.... He should be honest and impartial,

taking and measuring that which is required

by the drawings and specification, neither

more nor less. He should be patient and
painstaking, accurate in dimensions and in

expression ; wliere hr has written instructions

exprfs>niL i-MM-ri| ,i. i,,,iil- «s practicable

in th iu '
1, M, .,.

, ,. He should

be syslr I
ii.M i'. II I rlear his way

before linn i
- li. -.- - i

i imii\ be able iit

any after Iimi. ,
im -..mil' iIi> ilrawiiiL'-. 1)\

referring to his ilmi. h-imh- Ii. fnirl th'^ il. in-,

with 4ittle trnuKI. :,- to ,.h..li ini|n,,v -

then being mad.', H^ -In.iil.l li. . Ii.m.i hi liis

knowledge of all that i^ ie<|iMrpci for the con

struction of the work on wliioli he is occupied,

so that he should he able to take not only the

works that are shown or described, but all

such things as are necessarily implied or in

cidental thereto." These wise words apply
to-day ; but with the growing employment of

surveyors in engineering practice the boun-
daries of the knowledge referred to by Mr.

Hunt must be enlarged. My own view istliat

the surveyor proposing to practise chiefly in

measuring and quantity surveying should

have a more extensive knowledge of mathe-
matics and the properties and chemistry of

materials than has hitherto been the case.

and that it would be a great advantage to

him, before being articled, to take the course

of B.Sc. in Bngineering in one of the tech-

nical colleges.
'

t will not touch upon the

question of his general oEBce training. That
was "very fully dealt with in a paper read

before this Institution bv our friend Mr. C.

J.. Mann on November' 28, 1904. During
training, however, more might he done on the

educational side by co-operation with the

Architectural Association, the Royal In-

stitute of British Architects, and the Institu-

tion of Civil Engineers. I must not enlarge,

however, upon the education of surveyors.

That is a topic which requires a paper to

itself.

To conclude, the surveyors practising in

measuring and quantities have onerous

duties to perform, and demands are made
upon their patience which would have taxed

a Job to the utmo.st." It is pleasant to be

able to add that with their brethren in

general they are trusted all round for skilful,

painstaking, intelligent, and honourable men
of business. May it ever be so! The first

and last requisite for the maintenance of

these fine traditions is character. May we
all, as members of the Institution, guard it

jealously

!

«**^

QUANTITY SURVEYORS' ASSOCIATION
DINNER.

The tenth annual dinner of the Quantity
Surveyors' Association was held on Tuesday
evening at the Connaught Rooms, Great
Queen-street, Kingsway, W.C, and was the

most numerously attended of the series. Mr.
T. ,1. Carless, the President, occupied the

chair, and was supported by Sir Herbert H.
Bartlett, Bart., Messrs.' G. Hubbard,

V.P.R.I.B.A.. H. Pero) Boulnois, Percy B.

Tubbs (President of the Society of Archi-

tects). A. A. Hudson, K.C., C. Fitzroy Doll,

P. P. Caldecott Smith, J. Johnstone, J.

Dixon Butler, Ralph Knott. H. T. A. Chidgey
(past-President and Mavor of Stepney),
Stanley Chatfeild Clarke" (past-President),

Walter Lawrance (past-President), Henry
Rilev (past - President), T. E. Bare (Vice-

president), E. P. Wells (President Concrete
Institute). F. Higgs (President National
Federation of Building Trade Employers),
Walter Lawrence, jun. (President London
Master Builders' Association). E. J. Brown
(President Institute of Builders). J. Sturge
Cotterell (President London Association
Master Stonemasons), G. Midgley Taylor
(Chairman Association of Consulting
Engineers), etc.

The toast of the evening, "The Quantity
Surveyors' Association," was proposed by
Mr. H. Percy Bulnois, who remarked that
diligent search in archives had failed to

reveal to him the history of the profession of

quantity surveying, and he had come to the
conclusion that, like Topsy, it "grow'd." In
his early days builders came into architects'

and engineers' offices each armed with a two
foot rule and a ready-reckoner, and took out
their own quantities. About ten years ago
the surveyors who devoted themselves to

quantity-taking felt strong enough to form
an independent body, and it had steadily
grown in influence and numbers. They were
now attempting the standardisation of
.|ii,-MHii!, - HM ^^.,. jri|i|i!i„_. with the
.Mil. nil ,1. - .

'
I h I ,.

,
.,1 Momencla-

liir. > Il . I

I

-I, .,1
, ,(. He was

p|. ii^-r) 1,1 li,,ir Mi.ii <\]r\ w.',, considering
the registratinn nf title,' an. I wished them
success in their endeavour. They might not
find It easy to differentiate a quantity sur
veyor. He and his friends had recently had
some trouble in defining the kindred profes-
sion of "consulting engineer" to the satis-

faction ot the Board of Trade.

The President, who was heartily received
on rising to respond, said that he regretted
that their esteemed honorary secretary, Mr.
Arthur G. Cross, and his brother, Mr. Alfred
W. S. Cross, M.A., V. P.R.I. B. A., who had
expected to be present, had been prevented
from doing so by the death that morning of

their mother; Mr. Henry Vale, of Wolver-
hampton, the Vice-president, was also absent
through illness, and Mr. Reginald Blomfield,
President of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, was prevented by another engage-
ment from being present. He felt that the
Quantity Surveyors' Association was still

little known, and, he feared, but little appre-
ciated. The members' names were not seen
on foundation stoii.^ ; (lir\ U:,,\ nut the joy
of creation, as li;iil iln .n.lnirrts, nor of

execution, like tli- l>ii,l,|,i- l.nt carried out
duties of an impartial .jlianiLttr as between
those two great classes of workers. Their
work demanded great skill, care, accuracy,
and practical experience, and had to be
adapted to the different localities. The
questions of standardisation and conformity
of method had for some time been under con-
sideration by the Council of the Association.
Many representative bodies interested had
been consulted, and good progress was being
made. A joint committee of the Association
and of th.' Concrete Institute had been
siltniu r.ir -.uiir tim.' .in a standard method
.if III. ,1-111 .

111. 1,1 l.ir r.iiiF.. reed concrete, and
till i.iiiiil ii.ri (,.1111 f..i' quantities. The

li\ tliiii
I

...iiiiiiiti I.,)' the heads of

.-..III ir t.,, ,
rill. riiiL'

.
III. I I, iiil.irr._'inent. and

t«.i ilrafi r,,|.,iit- lii.l I,., n prepared for

They were endeavouring to revise and
simplify their methods of taking out quan-
tities. The Quantity Surveyors' Association
ot South Africa recently issued a standard
book, showing a system of measurements
which had been accepted by the South
African Contractors' Association. The
question ot arbitration was also under con-
sideration by the Council. The duty ot the
quantity surveyor demanded the strictest

impartiality. It was his duty to see that the
builder was paid for all the work that he did
—(hear, hear, from a section of the guests)—
and at the same time to make sure that he
received no payment except for work accom-
plished—(applause from other sections ot the
guests)—and this demanded a judicial atti-

tude on the part of members of the Associa-
tion. Another matter of considerable
personal interest to the quantity surveyor
was the question of fees. Ruskin laid down
the rule that he who puts work first and pay
second is God's servant, while he who puts
pay first and work second is the devil's

servant. That was true ; but while the
quantity surveyor sought first of all to pre-

pare accurate and reliable bills of quantities,

he recognised that the labourer was worthy
of his hire. The Council of the Association
felt very strongly that it was not fair for

local authorities to invite quantity surveyors

to submit competitive tenders for work.
Whenever they heard of such action the

Council forwarded a protest against it, and
he earnestly besought members not to tender

in such cases, or, if they felt they must, to

adhere rigidly to the Association's accepted

scale of fees. When a local body accepted a

low tender either one of two results might be

expected—either the work was undertaken

by an inexperienced or even incompetenii

person, or undue advantage was taken of the

surveyor's need for employment. In either

ease an interior class of work was likely to

be performed. An interesting movement was
at present in progress in the United States,

where the practice of quantity surveying has

hitherto been practically unknown. The
customary plan there was that every eon-

tractor took out his own quantities, with the

result that the buildmsi owner practically

paid for all, tendering or bidding became a

gamble, and often led to a painful series ot

disputes. Mr. Alexander Wright, an

Englishman trained in the office of a Past-

President of the Association, emigrated some
years ago to San Francisco, where he esta-

'blished himself in practice as an architect.

Recognising the lack ot system in America,

Mr. Wright addressed himself to the prin-

cipal builders and contractors in San Fran-

cisco, and bad since visited most of the

larger cities, explaining tli. (hi.Ii.mI ad

vantages of getting out qnani It I, \

sequence it seemed that tl I.I l,i -li:,,n....l

tallow-candle system of Ii-ihiiil' "as

likely to bo replaced by a scientitie method

of quantity taking, to the mutual advantage

of client, architect, and contractor. It

seemed to suggest to him that some of the

younger men in the profession might find it

advantageous to make a. start in life as

quantity surveyors in some of the large cities

of the 'states.

Mr, T. E. Bare, Vice-President, proposed

the toast of " The Architects," and in doing

so referred to the difficulties they experience

in dealing with architects, builders, and sub-

contractors, and in mastering the fresh

methods in materials which are ever being

brought forward.
,,, , ^ .

Mr George Hubbard, F.S,.\,, F R IB .^..

in acknowledging the toast, ^ml ''i ir- li" it

in his troubles knew Uow i i i I
'

the quantity surveyor, if li M -
'•

appointed, and apprc.iated his accuracy,

straightforwardness, and loyal support. He

had been much interest.-.l to hear of the pro-

at tl:

!-
1

1

answered bj the liuu. sccr.tary, Mr. Arthur
Cross. There was a certain risk in standard-

ising lest they might cheek progress, and to

impose upon quantity surveyors a cast iron

system would be regrettable, but he trusted

the committee would continue their labours.

posal to r.Jtii

similar prop..^

sideration li> i

the members ..

with an altnii-

ot the coini

to the dilT. 1,

qualified pia

architects bi._

would differeii
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architects, and inform the public, wlietlier or
no tliey desired such iuforniatiou. Architects
might have saved theuxselves considerable
trouble had the) listened to their Parlia-

mentary .iiKiMi-.v. »lici realised that thei'e was
not the -liu'hi -.1 . Iiaiii e mI getting such a
measure |i,i~^ej. .\reliitrel> jiersevered with
tlieir iiill. ^^uh liille pni.sjieet of success.

Eventually someone asked, Why not go
direct to" the Kiug, tiirough the Privy
Council, and ask for some title by which the
public may distinguish who are truly

tjualified architects} Since the reign of

William IV. the Institute of Architects had
had a lloyal Charter, which bad been en-

larged and amended, and they believed that

the Privy Council would grant a fresh

charter. Even then fresh difficulties faced

the architects as to what they should call

themselves. A few years since tliey desired

to be styled Registered Arehiteels; hut lli'

public were familiar with regislmd mus.s
and registered plumbers, and tlie latest nlea

was to help the public to recognise the true

practitioners by calling them Chartered Archi-
tects. But not all the members of the pro-

fession were enaiiKiiireil with the idea.

Quantity sur\iv>i- inu-i lake eare lest lu

seeking and ga i . i linDi they iniylit

be hampering ili' ai
i

- ;li letters of iron.

Possibly a imM. ,;.,.ia' hiim ef recogiiitum

would be to follow the example of architeets

and apply for a charter. Meanwhile the

Society of Architects had revised their licgis-

tration Bill, which they were bringing
forward again this session.

Mr. Stanley Chatfeild Clarke, past-Presi-

dent, proposed the toast of "The Con-
tractors." If architects had their troubles
and difficulties—and they had been assured
that evening that these were perplexing—the
builders had just now still graver ones. He
was glad to hear that the negotiations
between the Roval Institute of British Archi-
tects and the National Federation of Building
Trade Employers as to the status of and
liability for subcontractors appeared likely
to reach ere long a satisfactory conclusion.
In the present loek-out in the Metropolis his
sympathies were with the contractors, who
were, he believed, justified in pointing out
to the men that there were two sides to a

contract; but whether they had gone the
right way to work in the document whicli
they insisted that the men should sign he
confessed he did not know.
Mr. Walter Lawrence, junior, president of

the London Master Builders' Association, ex-
pressed the belief Ihat thr new conditions of
contract now I"mg Irana,! would place the
relations betwei n th. InjiMiug eoiitraetor and
the sub-contraclur in a mure satisfactory
position than was now the ease. At present
the builder simply acted as paymaster-
general to a multitude of subcontractors.
The present dispute with the men was of
vital importance to the building trade of
London and to the architectural professioii.
The master builders had no grudge against
the trade-unions as such, but they realised
that a rebel section was attempting to oust
the responsible officials. The unionists had
violated their agreements almost before the
ink was dry on their mji ihit, 1,\ r, fusing
to work with non-union a,. ,n<i ila masters
had now decided to <1. ., i

', \mI\, the
matter of these sympat In I h -inK,- Hnsine.ss
could not be conducted if .,ni' side to a
dispute insisted upon stopping work at a
moment's notice. Near the end of December
the masters held n coiiferenee with repre-
sentatives of the men, who, however,
ofTered no suggestions. They then gave the
unions till .January 5 to come to a decision,
and the men asked for further time. The
masters would not be played with, and there-
fore declared the agreement was at an end.
The msters had even now no objection to

collective barcnioio.. l.ni tlv I,nndon Build
ing Trades l-'.i <<'" Iial.d trades with
which they 1 i n ii' and they would
only meet tin. . . ,:l, Junn Ihcy did busi-

ness. He aske.i ili.j 111. lubers of the Asso-
ciation for their co-operation and support in

this dispute, and hoped they would assist

them as far as they could.

Mr. H. T. A. Chidgey, Past-President of

the Association and Mayor of Stepney, pro-

posed the toast of " The "Visitors."

Alderman William Thompson, of Rich-

mond, Surrey, in responding congratulated

the President on his accession to the chair

of the Association. He had known Mr.
Carless in municipal life for over twenty

years, first as an opponent and latterly as a

friend, whom he had learned to esteem and
respect for his energy and excellent work for

111, -riM lal HeUare.' I'lie housing question,

111 whieli \u- liiiii-rll was deeply interested,

«a^ |iri rniiin iiil\ of facts and figures,

and tills slionid eoiiiinend it to the attentive

consideration of all members of the Associa-

tion.

Sir Herbert H. Bartlett, Bart., in respond-

ing, eniigratiilntod the Association on its con-

tininil giouih, usefulness, and prosperity,

remarking tlia] the attendance year by year

at llm aiinnal ilmners had steadily increased.

lie 11 gill III had never listened to an
inliln -- -Inmiiig greater grasp of the subject

Ilia I wlu.li had been delivered by the

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
..\t the weekly meeting of the London

Count) Coniiril, lielil on 'I'uesday, the Esta-
lilisliini 111 I itii reeommended the pro-

nnilion in ilie A i cliil net's Department of Mr.
1'. W. Ihirrisuii, a principal assistant, now
receiving £45U a year, to be a measuring
surveyor for schools, to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of Mr. W. Murray, at the

commencing salary of £500 a year, rising by
annual increments of £25 to £600 a year.

Further, that the maximum salary attached
to one of the positions of principal assistants

in the ultimate establishment of the Archi-

tect's department be increased from £450 to

£!JUO a year, and that the number of principal

assistants with a maximum salary of £450 a

year in that establishnient be reduced by one
;

and that Mr. E. T. Mitchell (£450), senior

assistant, be promoted to be a principal

assistant at a commencing salary of £450 a

year, rising by annual increments of £25 to

£500 a year; that the number of senior

assistants in the ultimate establishment of

the Architect's department be increased by
two, one with a maximum salary of £400 a

year, and one with a maxinuim salary of £350
ii year; that the salary (£350 a year) of Mr.
R. Chew, senior assistant, be increased to

£375 a year, rising a year later to £400 a

year; that Mr. A. H. Gausden (£300), Mr. F.

R. Hiorns (£300), and Mr. T. Moodie (£300),

assistants in the first class, be promoted to

be senior assistants, each at the commencing
salary of .£325 a year, rising a year later to

£350 a year; that the number of assistants in

the first class in the ultimate establishment of

the Architect's department be reduced by one

—namely, from 88 to 87; that Mr. H. B.

Waller (£200), Mr. C. W. Sayer (£200), and
Mr. R. F. Willis (£200), a.s'sistants in the

second class, be promoted to the first class,

each at the cominencing salary of £200 a

year; tliat, subject to their passing the usual

medical examination, the undermentioned
assistants lie appointed in the Architect's

department, for appointments on the pro-

fessional and technical stall: Mr. Edward
Ernest Barks, Mr. David Shearer Cullen,and
Mr. Graham Hudson Iloldgate, and Mr.
Frank Dorrington Ward in section (a) of

the second class, at commencing salaries of

£187 10s., £187 lOs., £187 lOs., and £150
vear, respectively; and Mr. Herbert Richard
Washington Watkins, in section (b) of the

second class, at the commencing salary of

£140 a year. All these recommendations
were unanimously adopted.

1'he Education Committee, in tlieir annual
r.|airi -lalial tlnil work is proceeding in

. , ,
I i III ilm . rrainin of fifteen iiew

,!. ii.aiii .la..iK and one new secondary
.,

I I Mia Sliaiii.' SrIi.Hil at Chelsea), and
I ho enlargement of six elementary schools and
one secondary school. The total additional

accommodation thus provided will amount to

15.317 places, at an estimated cost of

£359,090. Six schools are being structurally

improved by the provision of halls, etc., at a

cost of £72,068, and twelve schools are being

rebuilt at a cost of £196,2.36. The erection of

the Furzedown Training College and hnstcls,

Wandsworth, of hostels attached to the

Avery Hill Training College, Eltham, aud of

new trade school for girls in connection
th the L.C.C. llammersinith School of Arts
d Crafts, are in progress, the amount of the

a g\

1"

'

1
, o

ink iinng £13,

for paintnig

spect, vely, for

he committee lia\n arnptiil tenders

amounting to £l!i.

cleaning schools, and
£3,225 and £2,173,
proving the heating of eleven schools and in-

"ing electric lighting at sev(?n schools.

They have sanctioned expenditure of £3,16.'i

for the execution of minor improvements to

schools, the work to be executed by the local

ntractors.

The Council offers annually one prize of

£10 and two prizes of £5 each for carefully-

executed drawings of buildings or artistic

objects in museums. Eighteen candidates

competed this year, and the Education Coni-

'ttee have advised that some excellent

average studies have been submitted, but that

none of the drawings stand out conspicuously

as worth the first prize of £10. The com-
mittee proposed, therefore, tTtat prizes of £5
each should be awarded to three candidates,

and that the remaining £5 should be divided

into two further prizes of £2 10s. each.

The Building Act Committee reported that

they decided in October last to take steps to

obtain the decision of the High Court in con-

nection with a summons issued by the

Stepney Metropolitan Borough Council

against Messrs. Higgs and Hill, Ltd., in

respect of the erection of a hoarding on the

Vallance-road site. Wbitechapel, without a

license. School buildings are being erected

on the site in question, and a hoarding was

constructed for the Council by Messrs. Higgs

and Hill, Ltd. No application was made to

the borough council for a license under the

Metropolis Management Act in respect of the

hoarding, having regard to the fact that tlie

hoarding was required in connection with the

erection of a school, according to plans

approved by the Board of Education, and that

such buildings are exempt under the pro-

visions of section 3 of the Education (Ad-

ministrative Provisions) Act, 1911, from any

provisions of any local Act dealing with the

construction of new buildings. The borough

council issued a summons against the con-

tractors, and the magistrate decided that t -

hoarding reqiiirei

license. This dei'

by the Divisional

Council's ajiiinal

decided that the s,

Management .'Xct i

not p

.^ borough council's

lias now been upheld

it who dismissed the

1, costs. The Court

lis of the Metropolitan

._..,ing to the matter were

f aloeal Act dealing with the

,„„.-,„,,iction of new buildings, but were pro-

visions regulating the user of a public high-

"'

mV. Andrew T. Taylor. F.R.I.B A., chair-

man of the Building Acts Committee, stated

in reply to Mr. Gautrey that 175 local,

authorities had had town planning under

consideration, and fifty had made applica-

tions to the Local Government Board Acting

on the references to officers from the com-

mittee, the valuer had been in touch with

several of the agents for large estates in a

district in the south-east of London, and he

proposed shortly to confer with him with a

view to the presentation of a preliminary

report to the committee.

<«»-

At the last meeting of the Faversham Rural

District Council, Mr. W. J. Coe, at present the

sanitary inspector, was appointed to the newly

created post of "sanitary surveyor,

appointment, a whole-time one, carries

a salary of £140 a year.

At the last meeting of the urban

council of Wolstanton Slaf^« '- '

buildings committee :'
by a special subi "
council tor the en
offices for the counnl -' i

i

the surveyor verv am

The

It was also recomm ,

instructed to offer Ila "^' '

Farm, Wolstanton, fl^M" -,. ,

of land (including the buildings)

urban district

ic highways and
aa.iisals framed
,. inled by the

ill ]ircpared by
1,, committee.

,, - was £6,000.

,li,. clerk be

I
Ilia lied House

fion square yards
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The dispute between the Master Builders

and their workmen is degenerating into some-

thing like a deadlock. The comparatively few

men who are returning to work are compelled

to do so because they are not entitled to

Trade Union benefit. On the other hand, the

majority of the employers outside the Master

Builders' Association seem to have little

difficulty in keeping their men, and less desire

to enforce the "penalty agreement." Equally

unwarranted seem the e.\pectations of the

leaders of some of the unions that "all the

men in the building trade will be out by the

end of this week." For the present the out-

look seems one of partial, but most irritating,

stagnation, which is doing more harm to

trade generally than its present results

warrant, and which, if the present indiffer-

ence to consequences continues to manifest

itself, may any day broaden out very

disastrously. One can only hope that common

sense may soon convince both sides that a

retreat from the present impasse is the best

preliminary to negotiations. Not even under

the tactful management of Sir George

Askwith will conferences be of much use till

the Master Builders' Association withdraws

the "obnoxious document," as the Times

calls it; and till the men's unions concerned

boldly disavow the Syndicalist tactics, which

are as damaging to their own unions as they

are inimical to permanent peace.

hensions that their "power of design" will

be ruined if they are compelled to prove their

knowledge of construction.

Mr. Justice Scrutton, like not a few other

judges, seems to us to saddle the wrong

horses with the responsibility for the ruinous

cost of litigation, which is a disgrace to our

system of jurisprudence. Delivering judgment

on Monday last at Gloucester, in the case of

"Godfrey v. Ebner," which we report briefly

ill our Legal Column, Mr. Justice Scrutton

said it would have been better for either

party to have paid the £32 originally in

dispute, and have done w^ith the lawyers.

They would now be lucky if they got out of it

under £300 each, or ten times the amount of

the original claim. If ever there was a case

in which the plaintiff had reason to wish he

bad never been born, and the defendant to

wish he was dead, that was the one. The

plaintiff was Mr. F. W. Godfrey, of Tewkes-

bury, and the defendant Mr. Joseph Ebner,

floor specialist, Cubitt Town. London. Why
should either of them have submitted to what

each doubtless honestly considered injustice

because British Justice cannot decide a party

dispute between man and man about £32

without their spending twenty times that sum

between them?

The framers of the Insurance Act seem to

have muddled Part II., which deals with un-

employment, much in the same fashion as

Part I. The one thing certain about the Act

is that all must pay, and those who get

nothing must look pleasant! The Court of

Referees has upheld the decision of the In-

surance Officer who last week decided that

the building trade labourers who applied for

unemployment benefit could not have it.

That decision, it seems, is final, as far as the

builders' labourers are concerned. But had

it been favourable to the labourers, the In-

surance Officer, it seems, could have appealed

to the Umpire under the Act ! Again, Mr.

Alex. Cameron, of the Carpenters' and

Joiners' Society, asserts that the decision of

the Court of Referees does not bind his

union, which is one "administering the Act,"

and has the right to appeal direct to the

Umpire without going to the Court of

Referees ! We are not surprised that Lord

Robert Cecil, at Saffron Waldeii last Friday,

declared that Government had no right to

compel men to pay for unemployment benefit

when such grave blots in the administration

thereof exist

!

appearance of Messrs. Crouch, Butler, and

Savage's selected design, which we illus-

trated, together with three of the others sub-

mitted, in our issue of December 8, 1911.

The Committee of the Manchester Ex-

change Retention Association have prepared

a report for presentation to the subscribers

of the association, who are to meet to-day.

They congratulate the association on the

work of the past two years. They recall the

efforts to prevent the Royal Exchange being

removed from its present situation. "It was

evident," the committee add, " that there was

a strong feeling existing in the city against

the removal of the Royal Exchange, and this

no doubt assisted the Royal Exchange

directors in obtaining the passing of the Bill

of 1913, which authorised the extension of the

Royal Exchange on the adjacent site, and

finally aided the Manchester City Council in

coming to their definite resolution against

Mr. Arthur Taylor's proposition. The matter

of extension is now well in hand, and your

committee feel that the time has arrived

when the affairs of the association should be

finally dealt with by its subscribers, as they

do not anticipate that there is the slightest

chance of any removal of the Royal Exchange

from its present site."

We fear Mr. H. C. H. Shenton, the new

President of the Society of Engineers, only

spoke the bare truth on Monday night in his

presidential address when he asserted that an

enormous amount of public money was wasted

annually in connection with engineering

works that were designed and carried out by

untrained or inadequately-trained men, and

that it was necessary in the public interest

that engineers should combine in an

endeavour to prevent engineering works being

entrusted to those who were not competent to

advise properly on such matters. There

only one way in which this necessity can be

met, and that is by competent test. Probably

the engineers will get Registration, or some-

thing like it, before we shall, being less

afflicted than some of ourselves with appre-

The first application of the amended

Ancient Monuments Conservation Act in

France has just been made by the Under-

Secretary of State for the Fine Arts in the

case of the ancient church of Villesalem in

the Vienne. This church, which is the

remains of a priory attached^ to the historic

Abbey of Fontevrault, is remarkable for its

magnificent stone carving, which the pro-

prietor was proposing to remove from the

building and sell. The church is now used as

a barn ; but it is still in fairly good condition,

and henceforward it will be protected from

the vandalism of its owner, who will receive

an indemnity. We congratulate our good

neighbours across the Channe

when, by-and-by, we have a

Fine Arts here, the first instance of the use

of his powers may be marked by as catholic

an appreciation of the value of a real art

treasure, altogether irrespective of its

original ournose. which may have become

obsolete

nd trust that

strv of the

irpo

If succeeding issues of the "Candid

Quarterly Review" keep up to the high-water

mark of the first, Mr. Thomas Gibson Bowles

will have done more to kill humbug—that

deadliest demon of our time—than all the

Censors—many of whom are in the know '.

Insincerity, dishonesty, and corruption are

the chief foes of all of us who are neither

politicians nor placemen. May such utter-

ances as those on "The Kingship" and "The

Caucus and the Sale of Honours " wake us up

to revolt. Our own readers will be more

directly interested in the last two papers,

"Science and Life," and "Modern Disease,"

both of which put plainly some truths that

have rather been lost sight of by—profes-

sional sanitary reformers! The "Candid

Quarterly Review" is published at 26,

Maiden-lane, W.C. The price is five shillings,

but it will be sent post free to any address for

£1 per annum. We hope Mr. Bowles will get

thousands of subscribers.

The Manrhcs/er Guardian last Wednesday

published an illustration of a suggestion made

by Councillor Todd, the chairman of the Art

Gallery Committee, which has much to re-

commend it. Most people think the "Picca-

dilly Wilderness" is a disgrace to Man-

chester, and are asking when there is to be

an end to the squabbles among the promoters

of rival schemes. With the abandonment of

the idea of building a municipal exchange on

the land, three proposals now hold the field.

Chief of the three is the scheme to erect an

art gallerv and library. The other sugges-

tions are "that the site should be laid out as

an ornamental open space, and that it should

be given over to the tramways for the provi-

sion of a central terminus for the ear service.

Councillor Todd happily combines all three.

The site contains 15,277 square yards. The

art gallery and library would occupy less than

half of this—approximately, 7,000 square

yards. The Tramways Committee might have

the use of a strip of land on the Piccadilly

frontage, and more land on the Parker-street

side, and there would still remain ground

which, laid out as a rock garden, or with beds

of shrubs and flowers, would add to the

of

Cheshire,

The

Holland, assistant surveyor

appointed on Monday county sur-

ind bridgemaster, to succeed the late Mr.

Bull.

Finchley Urban District Council have

unanimously approved of plans, elevations, and

estimates for a scheme for building 300 cottages

on the Woodhouse Estate, North Finchley.

Application is to be made to the Local Govern-

ment Board for sanctioQ to a loan of £93,443,

the estimated cost of the entire scheme, on the

understanding that the erection of the dwellings

will be proceeded with in three sections of 100

dwellings each. The surveyor has been in-

structed to prepare specification and plans, with

a view to tenders being invited for carrying out

ihe first portion of the scheme.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held

by Mr. W. 0. Meade-King, M.Inst.C.E., at the

County Hall. Oxford, on Thursday in last week,

into an apphcation bv the Oxfordshire County

Council to extend the'ir borrowing powers from

£110,545 to £130,000. The application was in

connection with a scheme for the improvement

of 90 miles of trunk roads in the county, by

layiu" tar macadam, and other improvements,

which is to be undertaken with the aid of a

"rant of £56,300 from the Road Board, and a

loan from the same authoritv. free of interest,

of £52,888. The total cost of'the scheme will be

£125 269, so that the countv has to provide

£16,081, together with annual instalments on

the loan of £52.888. Mr S. Stallard. the county

surveyor, explained the proposals, to which no

opposition wa raised.
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(Bnx lUnatrations.

R.I.B.A. SO.WK MEDALLION PRIZE
DESIGN' pot; w official country
RESinrXi I

I'li; \ ROYAL PERSON-
AGE 1\ MM I \l I i:D KINGDOM.
Last \v.-. K u. -i.)n. i\liat carefully described

tlie arrnngpiiient-; of the planning of this

design when reviewing the Students' Com-
petition drawings now on view at the Royal

Institute of British Architects, so that little

remains to be added here in connection with

the illustrations given of this Soane Medallion

central lio.Ttinpr, and ?ppoial ventilation.

Electric lialit provision is provided, and gas

is laid on, should it be required. All the

floors can be subdivided in any way that

mav be required to suit particular tenants.

Moreover, in addition to the sanitary

accommodation as now positioned, arrange-

ments have been made whereby any
occupier can have additional sanitary

arrangements fixed in any part of the

building as may be desired. The premises

have been erected fire-resisting throughout,

and in compliance with the requirements of

the London County Council. The front

elevation is executed in Portland stone. Mr.

%J
UiiHa ipii I J,

First Floor. Second Floor.

SOANE MEDALLION PRIZE DESIGN.

Prize scheme by Mr. Cyril A. Farey. The
ground plan also shows the general lay-out,
with the bridge over the river and approach
roads with stable court and gardens. The
bird's-eye view from the south west, with the
bridge to the right of the picture, showK the
main facade in "front of the fountain court,
reached by a grand entrance under the State
Ballroom on the first floor between twin
staircases, enclosed by tourelles. We also
reproduce plans of the two other floors. Our
second double-page plate is devoted to the
entrance elevation and longitudinal section.
looking west, taken through the chapel,
principal entrance, and staircase hall, the
fountain court, and the State ballroom.

These new premises occupy the site of Nos.
296 to 302, High Holborn. They have been
built to let for commercial purposes, and,
accordingly, the greatest attention has bc'-n

paid to the question of every part bcins
thoroughly well lighted. AH "modern con-
veniences are fixed in the premises, in the
shape of electric elevators: letter-shoots, so
that letter posting can be effpeted on every
floor; sanitary requirements of every de-

.scriptinn, both for males and females

;

M. E. Collins, F.R.I.B.A., of Old Broad-
street, E.C., is the architect, and the general
contractors are the General Building Co.,
Chandos-street, W.C. The subcontractors
included the following firms : Reinforced
floors, Messrs. Diespeker and Co., Ltd.,
57-60, Holborn - viaduct, E.C. ; Portland
stone, Mr. F. J. Barnes. 14, Nine Elms-lane,
and Portland, Dorset; lifts, Messrs. Smith,
Major, and Stevens, Ltd., Queen's-road,
Battersea, and Abbey Works, Northampton

;

letter shoots, Messrs. R. W.aygood and Co.,
Ltd., Falmouth-road, Great Dover-street,
S.E. ; heating and ventilation, Messrs. Hay-
ward Brothers and Eckstein, 187 to 201,
Union-street. Borough, S.E. ; sanitary fittings,
Messrs. George .Jennings. Ltd.. "Lambeth
Palace-road. S.E. The central heating in-
stallation is espeeiallv worth note. The
arrangement employed "is that known as the
low-pressure hnt-water system, so designed as
to work either by gravity alone, or, as occa-
sion demands, being augmented by a special
elertrieally-driven accelerator. A feature of
tlie installation is that, with the exception of
the radiators, in order to eliminate as far as
possible any chance of a breakdown occur
ing during the winter months, the whole of
the mains and boilers, which are in duplicate
.Tro of steel. Over two hundred radiators

e been used in the heating of the offices,

and these also form part of the ventilation

scheme, the incoming air being warmed and
the vitiated air passing away through speci-

ally-designed extract ducts. The complete in-

-tallation has been erected by Messrs. Hay-
ward Brothers and Eckstein, Ltd., of Union-
street, S.E., under the supervision of Mr.

.Adrian Collins, consulting engineer, of 61,

Old Broad-street, E.C. The Bigspan patent

flooring, laid by Messrs. Diespeker and Co.,

Ltd., consists of a series of remforced-con-

crete beams with hard - burnt clay hollow-

blocks between the same. The beams are

formed in cement grouting of special quality

ballast concrete, and reinforced with steel

rods, and stirrups holding the rods in posi-

tion. This arrangement gives great strength

and lightness, as well as being fire resisting

and soundproof. At this job spans of 20ft.

have been constructed; but this is not nearly
111,' liMut that e;,, ,.;nne,l nut. One of th"e

-re:il :Ml\iiiitH-ev ,,l llii^ tl.H,,- is the rapiditv

,,l r.in^lin, n.ii, ami .lr\iM-- as compared witii

lejiifdi- I iniicivte. Five thousand yards
lune li.ei, .liine to floors and flat roofs. The
-ili.|Hii;.' I. "lis also are on the system. The
-,:ihilai\ liltiiias. supplied by George
,le:iiiiiit's. Ill Lambeth and Dover-street.
rn.'a.lill\ iieliel- la vatory - basins of a
^tieiie |il.iiii .liaia.ter. supported on simple
Hlute |i(iieelani enamelled cast-iron leg-

supports. The water-closets are Jennings's
"New Portland" pattern in heavy fireclay,

with large water area and improved flushing

facilities ; some of these are supplied with
slop-top, which is a great convenience where
water-closets are likely to be used as

receptacles for slops. The whole of the

fittings are made in conformity with the
regulations of the Metropolitan Water
Board, and also include .sinks and urinals,

PROPOSED NEW INFIRMARY, FOR THE
REIGATE BOARD OF GUARDIANS.
The plans illustrated were awarded first

place in a limited competition, Mr. W.
Roland Howell, F. R.I.B.A.. of Reading,
being the assessor. The plan provides accom-
modation for eighty-two beds, and, following

the instructions issued to competitors, was
laid down on the lines of the Local Govern-
ment Board's plan " C," The building faces

east, with fine open views over Earlswood
Common. It is proposed to construct in local

hand-made red bricks and roof with dark
burnt tiles. The interior walls will have
dadoes of glazed brick. The floors will bo

wood-block and terrazzo, the heating by low-

pressure steam or hot water, and lighting by
gas. The existing administration block of

workhouse adjoins the site of the new in-

firmary, and food, etc.. will be served from
this centre. The nurses will have a home, and
the medical officer will be non-resident, and
the block is, therefore, in reality a hospital

pavilion. The architects are Messrs. T. R.

and V. Hooper. AA. R.I.B.A.. Market Hall

Buildings, Redhill, Surrey.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

CAPTAIN SCOTT MEMORIALS.—The com-
mittee of this fund h.ave delegated to a sub-

committee the duty of making provision for

the erection of suitable memorials in London
to Captain Scott and his companions. The
Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's have
assigned wall space in the cathedral close

to the door leading down to the crypt

for a bronze tablet or bas-relief, and the

subcommittee have entrusted the design to Mr.

S, Nicholson Babb. For the outdoor memorial a

site has still to be chosen : but it may be found
either in one of the London County Council's

parks, or in the grounds of Greenwich Hospital,

facing the river. The committee are inviting six

well-known sculptors to send in designs for a

statuary group, for which a sum of £7,500 is

being set apart from the fund.

^**-

At the meeting on Tuesday of the city council

of Birmingham." it was decided to raise the

salarv of Mr. E. V. Hilcy, the town clerk, from
.£2.000 to £2.200. A recommendation by the

general purposes committee that the salary of

Mr. H. E. Stilgoe, citv surveyor, be increased

from £1,250 to Xl.CiOO jjer annum, was rejected,

•as also was an amendment in favour of an in-

crease of £150.
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THE KAH\ SYSTEM ILLUSTRATED.
The Kahn system of reinforcpd-concrpte

construction, as most readers know, is one

of the most reliable of any of which the archi-

tect or engineer can avail himself, not merely

as regards its inherent merits, but as regards

the method in which it is applied. The
Trussed Concrete Steel Company. Ltd.,

which carry it out, exact no royalties and
appoint no licensees, so that architects and
engineers who specify the use of the system
can rest assured that, whilst the basis of

the Kahn design is conservative and safe,

healthv competition in the carrying out of the

work 'is possible. The Trussed Concrete
Steel Company. Ltd.. will always guarantee
the strength of their designs where their

reinforcement is used, and in such cases very
clear working drawings are prepared, free of

charge, showing the exact position of every
piece of reinforcing steel. The company
prepare designs and quantities relating to the
concrete and centering, and give estimates for

the amount of reinforcing steel involved.

These may be embodied in the general quan-
tities and put out to public tender, or the
company will obtain tenders if .so desired.
We have from time to time illustrated and

described some of the more important struc-

tures erected by the company-, and readers
who desire more information should obtaiji

from the Trussed Concrete Steel Company,
Ltd.. Caxton House, Westminster. S.W.,"a
copy of their "Kahn System Illustrated."

just issued, which contains a large number
of selected illustrations typical of ten
thousand built on the Kahn system, and
embodies much useful information on rein-

forced-concrete construction in general.
The Kahn system is one wherein various

types of i-einforcement for concrete are em-
ployed. The Kahn Trussed Bar is used
wherever shear stresses are an important
factor in the design ; the Kahn Rib Bar
where it is beneficial as a mechanical bond-
reinforcement ; Hy Rib where self-centring
reinforcement can eliminate the expense of

false work; and spiral hooping for members
subject to severe compressive stresses. The
Kahn system is not restricted to the use of
any one form of reinforcement. On the con-
trary, it calls for that type in the respective
portions of the structure which will prove
best adapted to the particular work it is

called upon to perform.
The mere use of these forms of reinforcing-

bars. however, does not constitute all that is

meant by the Kahn system. The company
places at the disposal' of the architect and
the engineer the services of its engineering
department, which consists of a large staff

of highly technically - trained specialist
designers. It employs forty-eight designers,
engineers, and draughtsmen, and so is able
to give expert advice on the many problems
which arise in the design of reinforced-con
Crete work. With this extensive staff, it is

able to prepare detailed working drawings of
reinforeed-concrete constructions in a prompt
and efficient manner. For a reasonable fee
it gives the services of a resident engineer
thoroughly to supervise the construction. It

is always prepared to offer assistance and
practical advice to the contractor, helping
him to make his contract a remunerative one,
and in return for this service it expects him
to give the best quality of workmanship and
materials, thereby proving of service to, and
gaining the good will of. the owner.
The Kahn system is at once a highly-

scientific and practical combination of stnel

and concrete, insuring exact and economical
results. It is simple in application, and
adequately provides for every condition met
with in reinforeed-concrete work. It is based
on the most up - to - date practice, and
furnishes a guarantee of safety and economy
not to be obtained by some other modes of
construction.

^t*
At the tovm-hall, Newcastle-on-Tvne. on Tues-

day, an inquiry was held by Mr. R" H. Bicknell.
M.I.C.E.. on behalf of the Local Government
Board, into the application of the city council to
borrow .t7.96S for the provision of a recre.ation-
grotind between Denton-road and Denton Burn,
and to borrow £1.265 for the construction of
public conveniences in the North-road and
Carliol-street.

OBITUARY.
Mr. Levi Button. -LP., retired builder, of

Northerwood House, Southampton, who had
served the borough as councillor, alderman,

sheriff, and mayor, died on Wednesday week,

aged seventy-six years. He was a native of

Christchurch. and was in business as a

builder in Southampton for many years.

During his mayoralty in 189-i there were in-

cluded in the borough the populous adjacent

areas of Shirley, Freemantle, Millbrook. and
Bitterne Park." Other important municipal

schemes sanctioned during his term of office

were those for the clearance of the Simnel-

street slum area, and another with regard to

the Belvedere drainage scheme, involving an
expenditure of £40,000.

The death is announced of Mr. William
Smith who, until 1908. when he resigned his

position, had been for many years architect

to the Islington Board of Guardians. Among
his works are the Highgate Infirmary, which
cost £300,000 ; workhouse extensions and
alterations in St. John"s-road. Islington

;

relief station and dispensary, also for the

guardians ; and Messrs. Spicer Brothers'

warehouse in Tudor-street. E.C.

COMPETITIONS.
BARNSLEY TOWN HALL COMPETl

TION.—Members of the Society of Archi-

tects are notified that some of the conditions

of this competition are not in accordance

with the regulations adopted by the Society,

and they are requested to refrain from com-
peting until the conditions have been
amended.

V E N I C E.—An Italian company has

arranged an international competition of

plans for the construction of villa-flats at the

Lido. Venice, at a total cost not exceeding

£80,000. Prizes of 12.000 lire (£180). 8.000

lire (£320). and 5,000 lire (£200) will be

awarded, and plans must be sent, not later

than noon on June 30, to the - Direzione

della Compagnia Italiana dei Grandi
Alberghi. S.M. del Giglio 2467," Venice,

whence further particulars may be obtained.

The Lido has lately become a popular resort,

where visitors rent the entire floor of a

villa-flat, and plans are required for build

ings of this type.

«»

The Duke of Devonshire has offered 17^ acres

of land to Eastbourne, for £3,750. for building

workmen's cottages. The offer is being favour-

ably considered. The trade and labour council

have resolved, owing to the shortage of reason-

ably-rented houses, at once to procure the neces-

sary information and witnesses to give evidence

before a Local Government Board inspector

who will be requested to hold an inquiry.

Lord TuUibardine, speaking on the land ques

tion at a meeting at Crieff, said that in one

place at all events, the decisions of the Land
Court had resulted in the valuation of the

ground by the Government valuator being 6

vears' purchase of the rentals fixed by the Land
Court, He mentioned that during the last ten

years the rents and taxes on the AthoU estates

had increased by nearly £2,000.

The city council of Westminster have decided

to convene a conference representing the City

and the Metropolitan boroughs to consider the

whole question of the disposal of refuse. In

Westminster alone 115.000 tons of refuse have

to be disposed of each year at a heavy expense.

The present cost of barging the refuge away
is higher than at any previous time in the

council's history, and it is anticipated that the

tendency of quotations for barging will be

upward rather than the reverse. It is thought

that less costly means of disposal might be

found.

The silver-gilt covered bowl which formerly

served as an almsdish at Studley Church, near
Ripon, a beautiful example of English work of

the latter part of the 14th century, has been
presented to the Victoria and Albert Museum
by Mr. Harvey Haddcn. The bowl is believed

to have been a piece of domestic plate. Its

surface is covered with chased and cngravod
decoration consisting of wreath? both on bowl
and cover. A farjiltv for the sale of *hc bowl
for the sum of ,£3.000 was granted a year ago.

when the derision of the Chancellor of Ripon
made the power to sell conditional on the
object's being nrquired for the national collec-

tion at South Kensington.

fSnilbing KnteUig^na.

JARROW ON-TYNE. — A new Roman
Catholic day-school, with accommodation for

'6 children, has been erected at .Jarrow on
a triangular site enclosed by Randolph,
Howard, and Harold streets. The building

two stories in height. On the ground floor

ere are nine classrooms, each with accom-
modation for from forty to fifty-four junior

girls. The general contractor was Mr. Thos.
Lumsden. of Jarrow. The architect was Mr.
Charles Walker, of Jesmond, High-terrace,

Newcastle, and the clerk of works Mr. J, S,

Waddington. The total cost has been about
£9,000.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.—A new block

which has been added' to the Newcastle
Workhouse was fnrnially opened on
Friday. The building faces south. It consists

of three stories, and is over 800ft. in length,

and has been built with local bricks and stone

dressings. The entrance, in the centre of the

frontage, leads into an entrance-hall, from
which run central corridors right and left

to the main wards. Two staircases are pro-

vided, also electric bed-lift and food-lift. Iron

fire-escape staircases are fitted at each end of

the building, and fire hydrants with hosepipes

and fittings are available on each floor. The
first and second floors are of fireproof con-

struction. The hospital will be used for

general patients. On the ground floor there

are two wards, each 97ft. by 24ft.. there being

twenty-eight beds in each ward. There are

also four single-bed wards, male and female

day-rooms, two ward kitchens, linen-rooms,

bathrooms, stores, and sterilising-room. Mr.

Edwin Bowman, County Chambers, New-
castle-upon-Tyne, is the architect, the con-

tractors being Messrs. S. F. Davidson and
Miller, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The cost of

the work was £21,587.

<i»

PHOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ARCHITECTUR.'VL ASSOCIATION OF
IRELAND.—The annual dinner of the

Architectural .Association of Ireland was
held on January 29 at the Gresham Hotel,

Professor W. A. Scott, A,R,I,B,.'V,, presi

dent of the association, occupied the chair.

There were over ninety members and guests

present. Mr. W. M.' Paton. in proposing

the toast of ' Our Guests," said that Ireland

led the way among the nations of the earth

in her lavish hospitality and generosity. Sir

George Roche, in responding, said that the

architects' profession was in no way falling

off in Ireland, and they might well be proud

of the many monuments and beautiful build-

ings they had erected throughout the land.

Mr. C. P. Boland. Chief Valuer, Valuation

Office, paid a tribute to the standard of ex-

cellence attained by the architects' pro-

fession in Ireland. Mr. W. Charlton, of the

Board of Works, also responded, and s.nid

that every profession owed a debt to archi-

tecture.—'Mr. R. Caulfeild Orpen. P.R.I.A.I..

in proposing the toast of " The Architectural

Association of Ireland," mentioned that he

had been honoured by being elected the first

president of the Architectural Association.

The association was never in a more pro-

sperous position than it was to-day, and

this was in a large measure due to the zeal

and ability of the hon. secretaries. The class-

work, wh'ich was carried out on new lines

this year, had been highly successful, and it

encouraging to find so many members of

the as preparing nsolvcs for the

studentship exam, of the R.I.B..A. The co-

relation of the senior and junior bodies

could not but be mutually helpful. He
coupled with the toast the name of Pro-

fessor Scott.—Professor Scott, the president,

in responding, said that the Institute of

.Architects was in the most friendly relations

with them. The architectural associations

prepared the way for membership to the In-

stitute, and their classes were becoming a

medium of studentship to the Institute.

Their work was going on apace, and their

classes wore verv- well attended.—The toast

of "The President" was proposed by Mr.

O: L. O'Connor.—Mr. O'Brien Smyth pre-
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sented "The O'Brien Smyth Golf Cup" to

Mr. Louis Deane, who suitably returned
thanks.—Mr. A. E. Murray, R.H.A., pro-

posed the health of the hon. secretaries, and
complimented them on the prosperity of tlio

association.—Mr. Harry Allberry and Mr.

H. J. Lundy having replied, the proceedings
terminated at a late hour with " Auld Lang
Svne."

CHARACTER IN ARCHITECTURE.—
At the last meeting of the Manchester Society

of Architects, Mr. A. S. Di-ton, ex-presi<leiit

of the Birmingham Architectural A.ssocinii n

gave an address on "The Quest of Beani\
In the course of it he said we seemed to Im

lost the idea of beauty. A moral and sinr, i.

standard of art was wanting. He tlionghl m
sincerity and untruthfulness were tlie greatest

vices in connection with modern buildings.

There was a tendency to display the vices of

luxury, sensuality, and insincerity in our

buildings. He advised tlipin to burn tlieir

rubbish heaps, to set aside their shibboleths,

and turn their attention to the morality of

art. He could not help being pessimistic

when he thought of what was going on in the

South. The stat* of things in London was
terrible, judged by the different exhibitions

that were seen from time to time— exhibitions

of architecture, sculpture, and painting. He
hoped these exhibitions need not be taken

seriously. One saw pictures by Post-

Impressionists and Futurists, and he thanked
Heaven that for the most part they bore
foreign names. But they attracted English
people—London Society—and he was cer-

tainly pessimistic. He hoped the North would
keep the South from further corruption.

EDINBURGH. LEITH, AND DISTRICT
BUILDING TRADES' ASSOCIATION.—
The annual meeting of the members was
held on Friday night—ex-Bailie Forrest pre-

siding. The annual report and balance-sheet
were adopted. A large influx of new members
was reported. A report was made of progress
of the negotiations by the federation for the

establishment of universal conditions of con-

tract and universal modes of measurement.
Office-bearers for the ensuing year were
elected, as follows :—President, Mr. 'William

Forrest, J.P. ; vice - presidents, Messrs.

James Crowe, D. A. Angus, and Edward
Bruce; secretary and treasurer, Mr. Thomas
Ferguson, solicitor, 123. George-street. To
fill the vacancies and take the place of the

retiring members upon the committee, the

following were elected : Messrs. ,Ianies Millar,

Alexander Drvsdale, Colin Macandrew,
Adam Currie, .Tames Gerard. William Fin-
layson. James Melrose, and J. R. 'Watson.

EVOLUTION OF MEDL-EVAL ART.—
Mr. Edward S. Prior, M.A.. F.R.I.B.A.. in

his second lecture on architecture at the
Royal Academy, dealt with "Roman and
Byzantine Contributions to Mediseval Art."
He referred to the long period of decadence,
from 300 tn 1000 .4.1)., during which no archi-

tectural style was achieved, and Saxon and
other European bnildiuKS showed ignorance
not onlv of the niceties of Clasn'ml rlrsian.

but of the principles of constriirt ion. Tlir^

high standard of Roman e^;. , .,1 ,,„, 1,,m1

perished, and the workers in mnrlilr hail lip.n

dispersed. All this time Byzantino art was
developing its triumphs and sending out

shoots to 'Western Europe. It was, however,
from Roman examples that the regeneration
of archil ' ' ": : 'Western art grew up
with tlM ' i. !

. niins of Roman build-
ings. 'I'll ' ' I liristian church, based
on necf- ii I u . mnmodation, showed a

vanrp-^. Christian church archi-

not based on one particular form
struction. but had a likeness to

serie-s

tecture
of Ron
all Roman plans, and was fnnnded on current
forms.-In his H, .-1 l,,iur. ^U. Prior de-

scribed the Brn\, ti i; ill ):. arrhitppture.

by which the L'ap 1: m ,,, and Gothip
building was liriiLi J. s- ' a- llipv ponM
pilfer columns from l'- '

' i
i

•
i

content to follow the -t I -I Hi 1. .

'
- :i

with its oblo'iz form, pilln .i.l, .,,,l„|.-,

But the supply fnilim;. n.aM.hs unr fa,-,-,l

with a difficulty. They had not the me-
chanical appliances of the Romans, they could

not get large masses of stone, and they did

not understand the Roman art of making
concrete. These disadvantaces led to the de-

velopment of the pier to carry the wall, and
to tlie evolution of the transverse arch, with

vaulting for the nave as well as the aisles.

The Normans had great ambitions after

Roman magnificence, but were restricted to

the use of small stones. In default of stones

big enough to carry the heavy walls of the

Roman style, builders hit on the device of

introducing recessed upper arches, a plan

that called for an abundance of shafts, the

outcome of which was ffie clustered pier of

tlie English style. Durham was one of the

;:tl:. -t vaulted churches, and in the North
I Hhl the plan of transforming the wall

, . lips of arches was found necessary
t

>.ii', lining light. In France there was a

linniL; down of material, so that it only just

fnllilled tlie purposes of construction, and
there was a development of the cupola as a

square central tower, with windows, and
carrying a spire.

LEEDS AND YORKSHIRE ARCHI
TECTURAL SOCIETY.—After the adoption
of the minutes of the previous meeting, Mr.
Roger Oldham gave a paper under the title of
" English Houses and English 'Weather." In

pointing out the influence of climatic con
ditions on the characteristics of the various

nationalities, the lecturer spoke of the East,

with its philosophical unchanging colour, the

faultless beauty of Greece, the' strength of

Rome, the Mediaeval pageantry of Italy, the

mannered stateliness of France, the trim

neatness of the Netherlands, and the home-
liness of England, the great similarity of

Holland to the fens of Lincolnshire and
district, with their big, ever-changing skies,

then flat, restful landscapes, and general sim-

plicity produced many artists and poets, all

imbued with the great feeling of homeliness

so well portrayed in their works. Allusions

to the future of architectural development to

suit the ever-changing requirements of

modern invention produced some humorous
suggestions. A series of slides shown after

the lecture emphasised the various points of

argument, amongst others were many ex-

cellent engravings ami pictures of both Dutch
and English artists. In a spirited discussion

which followed, Mr. Smithson proposed, and
Mr. Hoffman 'Wood seconded, a hearty vote

of thanks, which was unanimously expressed

to the lecturer.

THE PLANNING OF ROMAN BATHS.
—In his lecture at the British Museum on

Thursday in last week, Mr, Banister Fletcher

describeil the magnificent therma; presented

to the populace by Roman emperors in search
of popularity. These huge buildings were
erected by slave labour, with concrete as a

material, ad involved a fresh departure in

architectural planning. The baths of Cara-
ealla formed the first great Roman building

of importance which developed the com-
plicated character of a modern architectural

plan. The whole area, surrounded by a wall,

was raised on a platform, beneath which were
the hypocausts, store-rooms, corridors, and
slaves' quarters. The enclosure of park-land,

with proniPiiailps, colonnades, exedrae, and
ppiislvlos. was laid out on axial lines, giving

l.iantjfiil Msia^. At the centre was the

\anltpd tepiil room, flanked by the cooling

chamber and the heated room, which together

were the raison d'etre of the establishment.

Here the interior glowed with coloured

marbles and mosaics, was rich in archi-

tectural trpatnipiil, and pnntained the finest

Greek stalnps, nnu sraltored through the

galleries of lauMp,. (dlipr such baths there

were througliout the Empire, as at Pompeii,
Timgad, and in our own country at Bath.

SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS.—In his

opening address, which the president de-

livered on Monday evening, Mr. H. G. H.

dd

aphasispd

hat th,.

idered

e waste of public
istrnotion of works
purpose, by persons
The president urged
die hydrographieal
linn of a central

ation's water-supply
a whole. He also

alluded to the suggestion that the chalk under
London should be replenished artificially

with water, and that the water falling upon
the impervious stratum of clay surrounding

London should be drained into dumb wells,

carried down to the level of the Thanet sands.
An enormous quantity of water, which was
now running to waste, could thus be stored
in the fissures of the chalk, and this would
raise the level of the water throughout the
London district, a level which had fallen

100ft. or more within recent times.

TOWN PLANNING IN GERMANY.-Mr.
Charles C. Reade, assistant secretary to the

Garden Cities and TownPlanning Associa-
tion, gave a lecture on "German Town
Planning and Housing" at the rooms of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, 9.

Conduit-street, W., on Tuesday evening. Mr.
Raymond Unwin, F.R.I.B.A.. occupied the
chair. The lecturer pointed out that
Germany was undergoing a vast transforma-
tion in activity and ideas on tlie subject of

town planning, and an enormous increase in

ground values had taken place wherever agri-

cultural land had been converted into

building land, the latter being seven or eight

times the price that obtained in England.
Lanil transfer was extremely easy, and this

had led to speculation to a vast extent. He
gave an instance of a piece of land which was
valued at £300 in 1887, rising to £2,067 in

1896, and to £290,400 ten years later. The
land got an inflated value, and there was a

great danger of a big collapse. In Frank-
fort there were wide streets and broad
spectacular views, but the prospect behind
them was not particularly pleasing, and in

those very high courts, walled up to four,

five, or six floors, the air remained stagnant.
In Berlin, when it was desired to lay out
sewage farms on agricultural land worth
from £30 to £40 per acre, the authorities had
to pay at the rate of from £900 to £1,000 an
acre, and that figure was adopted all over
Berlin as the price for agricultural land
desired for building purposes. The result of

that vast expansion had been disastrous on
housing conditions. As a rule, rents were
higher, accommodation was smaller, and light

and air in the home were at a greater
premium for working people in Germany
than in England. Housing schemes in

Germany had failed to provide houses and
gardens at the economic rent which people
could afford to pay, because the local

authority had been unable to purchase
beforehand.

ULSTER SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
—At the annual meeting of the Ulster Society
of Architects, held in Belfast on Friday
evening, the report of the council stated that
there are few changes to be recorded in the
register. One associate was elected and one
resigned. The question was brought before

the council of the practice of the Board of

Works in not contributing any sum towards
the payment of architects' fees when
apportioning the grant for vested national

schools accommodating less than one hundred
pupils. The Board of 'Works usually supply
plans for schools of this size, niid it was con-

sidered unjust that they should contribute

nothing to the fees of the siiperinteiuling

architects. An attempt was made during 1913

to reorganise the local quantity surveyors'

association, and meetings of council were
held at which the quantity surveyors

attended. It is to be hoped that the council

will be successful in their effort to do so. The
matter of builders preparing and lodging

plans with the city surveyor without having
employed an arohi'tect was brought up, and,

in consequence of the council's action, several

builders gave an undertaking that they would
abstain from the practice in future. The
question of direct affiliation with the R.I.B.A.

is still being pushed forward, and it is hoped,

when the proposed new scale of charges of

the R.I.B.A. is settled, the matter may be

arranged. During the year the council

devoted a great deal of time to consideration

of the new scheme of architectural education

in connection with the Belfast Municipal

Technical Institute. The scheme is now com-

plete and awaits the approval of the RIB. A.

The Belfast Master Buildpr«' Assoeintinn

requested the assent of the I'M r >-;,„ ,,,|, to

a proposal to refrain from IoiIl': i
i I lids

of quantities when tenderiiip Idi- ,|ii. -l-ai

was considered, and it was dcnd.d llial the

society could not comply wdtli the request.
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has had experience of erecting a

so that the landing adjusts itself to

water—viz., when in flood and at

The idea is, that a floating landing
always dry and available, whatever
may be. Any further particulars as

generally used would also
'

proposed

ill any reader, who
boat-landing for an
3 the plan adopted,
to all states of the

ng so constructed is

vel the watei
the scantlings
interest. It is

ote" the timber, as being the best

preservativ
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ubje

the close

The river is a fresh-water
tides.—John G. Burrell.

Boy-
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K-ith at
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LEGAL, INTELLIGENCE.
A UO.NCASTER ARBITRATION.-M

dell Houghton, the arbitrator, has issued his

award in the arbitration of Lady Isabella Battie-

Wrightson v. the Hull and Barnsley and Great

Central Railways Joint Committee. Mr. Boydell

Houghton was assisted by Mr. B. I'Anson

Breach, president of the Auctioneers' and Estate

Agents' Institute, and Mr. F. S. Brodrick, as

arbitrators for the claimant and respondent re-

spectively, and the hearing took place in July

and October last, in London. A. claim was made
for compensation amounting to £23,564 for land

taken and injury to other land by severance and

otherwise for the construction of a railway

through Lady Battie-Wrightson's Cusworth

estate, near Doncaster. The valuations for the

claimant and the company were respectively

about i:23,450 and i:7.4o0. Mr. Houghton's

award amounts to £13,930.

BUILDER AND FLOOR SPECIALIST.-
Godfrey and Ebner.—At the Shire Hall,

Gloucester, on Monday, .Mr. Justice Scrutton

concluded his hearing of the action in which

Francis William Godfrey, builder and con-

tractor, trading as Collins and Godfrey

Tewkesbury, sought to recover damages f

Joseph F. Ebner, floor specialist. Stew:

Cubitt Town, London, in connection

alleged breach of a subcontract in c

with work done at Honiton Lodge for Sir Grey

Skipwith. The particulars of the special damage
set out in the plaintiff's statement of claim were

as follows:—To amount paid to Sir Grey Skip-

with under an arbitration award £32, amount
paid to Sir Grey in respect of his taxed costs

£79 15s. 8d., and amount of plaintiff's costs of

the arbitration £80 8s. Id. His Lordship gave

judgment for defendant with costs.

PER CUBIC "YARD" OR PER CUBIC
"FOOT."—In the Chancery Division on Thurs-

day in last week, before Mr. Justice Sargant,

H.M. Commisioners of Works obtained rectifi-

cation, on the ground of a typist's mistake, of a

contract made in February, 1908. with the

defendant, W. F. King, trading as William King

and Sons, for the building of the Western Post

Office, Wimpole-street. The contract, it was

stated, was more than £20,352, and there was a

schedule of prices, in the copying of which, the

plaintiffs said, by mistake certain items of rein-

forced concrete were shown in two only of the

typewritten copies to be paid for at the rate of

£3 12s. 6d. "per toot cubic," instead of "pei

yard cubic." The former erroneous reading

which was overlooked when the schedules were

sent out, would make the price twenty-seven

times the amount if paid per cubic yard. Mr.

Justice Sargant, in giving judgment, said that the

defendant, in one of his letters, had described

the variation as being an "obvious error." Never-
theless, he set up a claim on the footing of cubic

feet because he thought he had been treated un-

reasonably in respect of some other matters. If

the per-cubic-foot construction were allowed, it

would make the extras come to about £23,000.

It seemed that Mr. King, his lordship added,

was setting up a preposterous claim as a lever

for getting more than what he was entitled to.

The claim was extravagant and exorbitant, and

was taking advantage of a slip by which the

typewriter's error in two of the several copies

made had not been corrected. His lordship

rectified the agreement by substituting "yard
''

for "foot," and gave the plaintiffs the cost of

the action.

SPORTS GROUNDS
DEVELOPED LAND."—
official referee under the Finance Act, 1910,

has given his award in the case of "Stevens v.

the Commissioners of Inland Revenue." an

appeal against the levying of undeveloped land

duty on the Ivy Cricket Ground, Honor Oak.

The referee has decided that the land is used

for a business, trade, or industry other than

agriculture, and is therefore exempt from un-

developed land duty. The Commissioners are

ordered to pay the appellant's costs.

A COLNE .ARBITRATION —Mr. A. J. Ram
K.C., arbitrator on the purchase of the local

tramways by the corporation of Colne, Lanes,

"ave his award on Monday night. The tram-

way company had asked £170,000. and the cor-

poration offered £27,000. The arbitrator's award

was for £92,830.

IMPORTANT TEST CiVSES ON UN-
DEVELOPED LAND DUTY.—DECISION OF
THE COURT OF APPEAL.—The Appeal of the

Commissioners of Inland Revenue against Allen

was heard on Wednesday before the Court of

Appeal consisting of the Master of the Rolls, the

President of the Admiralty Probate and Divorce

Division, and Mr. Justice Joyce. In this case

Mr. Allen had sold a plot of building land under

a contract whereby the purchaser was let into

possession on payment of a deposit, and the

balance of the purchase money was payable in

instalments with interest. The instalments and

all interest due to date had been paid, but no

conveyance had been executed. The Com-
missioners assessed Mr. Allen for Undeveloped

Land Duty, and he resisted the claim on the

ground that he was not the person liable to pay

the duty within the provisions of the Finance

Act. The Referee decided against Mr. Allen ;
but

this decision was reversed with costs by Mr.

Justice Scrutton, and his judgment was to-day

confirmed by the Court of Appeal, who dismissed

the appeal of the Commissioners with costs, the

Court holding that, in the circumstances

purch.nser. and not the vendor, was the person

"entitled to the rents and profits " of thi

property, and therefore the "owner" within thi

meaning of the Act, and that accordingly th.

vendor was not liable to pay the duty. 'Th.

Land Union desires to draw attention to the im-

portance of this decision. The definition clause

in the Act upon which the decision turned is not

confined to undeveloped land duty, but applies

to the land-taxes imposed by the Act generally.

As one result from the decision, it would seem

that where a property is vested in trustees, it

does not necessarily follow that the trustees are

the "owners," and therefore liable to duty

rithin the Act. Further, having regard to the

irovision in Section 19 of the Finance Act to tlie

ffect that the "owner" for the time being shall

pay and bear the duty, notwithstanding any

contract to the contrary. all trustees

ort^agees, and other persons m whom the legal

estate of land is vested, the beneficial interest

n" vested in other parties, should carefully

isfder whether they are not protected by the

ive-referred-to decision.

-«*•-

(But (Bf&tt table.

The city council of Manchester, at their

meeting on Wednesday, after two hours'

discussion, referred back the housing pro-

posals put forward by the sanitary committee

in association with the Blackley (North Man-
chester) estate. The committee proposed to

oEfer premiums in a competition for the pre-

paration of plans and a scheme. One
objection taken to the scheme was the dis-

tance of Blackley from the centre of the

city ; it was urged that houses at such a dis-

tance (and at the rents proposed) were

beyond the reach of the people for whom the

municipality ought to build. Several

members of the council would have had the

building done by private contractors.—

Alderman Turnbull suggested that the

Blacklev experiment should be given another

chance," and Alderman Wilson pointed out

how very tentative were the proposals, which

were now before the council for the first time.

—Mr. James Johnston rebutted the sugges-

tion that the houses in Blackley were not

occupied by Manchester people, and quoted

the very small number of houses certified as

fit for 'habitation during the last year '"

proof of the need for municipal housing. Mr.

Jackson, chairman of the sanitary com-

ttee, urged that the tendency to migrate

from the centre of the city was o"e to be

encouraged, and. incidentally, showed that

it was impossible to buy land at reasonable

prices in the more centra' '^-*-"»- Th.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

ALSAGER. STAFFS.-On Wednesday week

the chairman of the Alsager Urban District

Council, formally opened the new sewage-dis-

posal works at Day Green, Alsager The total

estimated cost of the work was £3.715. but the

actual expenditure has been only £3,415. The

work has been carried out by Messrs. F. Barke

and Sons, of Stoke-on-Trent, who also have in

hand the making of the new reservoir at

Alsager. and Mr. W. H. Andrews has occupied

the position of clerk of w(

as engineer and general i

Lynam acting

Mr, Willi: Tho
been

igton Corporat

Midland KaibThe Midland Railway Company has decided

to electrify its lines from St. Pancras to Hendon,

and also the whole of the London, Tilbury, and

Southend system.

districts. The

ndation was, however, relegated to

the committee by 61 to 43 votes.

Mr. John B. Thorp's model of the Tower

of Loudon in A.D. 1600 is one of the finest

pieces of work he has executed. The model,

which is being presented to the London

Museum by Mr. J. G. Joicey, has been built

to a scale of one-hundredth full size, and

covers an area of nearly 150 square feet. It

will be first seen by the public when the

Museum is opened in the early spring at its

new quaiiers at Stafford House. The lower

in the days of the early part of the I(th

century was still used as a Royal residence

and in the model the various buildings which

occupied most of the space between the White

Tower and wall facing the river, and were

known as the Queen's Gallery, the Queen s

Lodgings, the Jewel House, and the remains

of the Great Hall, are all shown ;
also of

course, the moat, with its stagnant water

is surrounding the outer walls. On the north

bank of the moat there still remained a por-

tion of the citv wall, with a postern-gate,

showing how William the Conqueror, by re-

moving a portion of the wall, was able to

make his fortress partly within and partly

without the City. There is also shown the

circular menagerie, which stood just outside

the Middle Tower, and was built to cage wild

beasts that at various times were presented

to Royalty; and a cluster of warehouses and

Tudor houses standing at the east end of the

wharf, on the river's edge, gives the 'Tower

a picturesque appearance. Now, although

the main outline of the Tower is little

altered from what it was in the Middle Ages,

the smaller buildings have mostly all gone;

but in this model of Mr. Thorp's a most ex-

cellent idea can be gained of what the grim

fortress appeared like hundreds of years ago.

At the meeting on Monday of the town

council of Dartmouth, the works committee

reported with reference to the preservation

of the ancient carving in property in the

Butterwalk. which the tenant, Mr. J.

Scammell, a member of the council, claims to

have power to dispose of. The committee re-

commended that Mr. Scammell's offer be not

entertained, and that he be requested to give

an undertaking not to interfere with or

damage the carving or mantelpiece in any

way, failing which, that the Council take

such action in the matter as they may deem

necessary. The recommendations were

adopted.

At tlie meeting of the Birmingham and

Midland Institute Scientific Society, last

week :i paper on street-lishting by elec-

tricity was read by Mr, Ernest Crocker.
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Mr. Crocker pointed out that the public had
gained much by the competition between
gas and electricity as rival sources of illu-

mination, and one had been followed by im-

provements in the other. For instance, tlie

old flat-flame gas-burner was fairly beaten

by the carbon-filament electric lamp. Then
came Welsbach's great invention, the in-

candescent gas-mantle. This was followed

by the metal-filament electric lamp. Theso
lamps were next made in high candle
powers, and helped to put out of court i\u-

old open-type arc-lamp. Makers of ir

lamps then produced the electric-flani.

lamp, and while gas engineers were si- i i -

to compete with this lamp by means of Inyli

pressure gas, yet another powerful weapon
had been placed in the hands of the elec-

trical industry. It was early to predict what
would be the ultimate effect of the half wntt

lamp, but that it would have an imporhnit

bearing on street lighting problems in tin

future could not be doubted. At prestiit,

however, whatever advantages might be

claimed for other methods, and whatever
misht be said in favour of high-pressure gas

lamps, or ' ^as arcs," as they were flatter

alfdlMH- .1 .. .... . Mt Mm . K, l,h II;

" Incandescent Electric Lamps and Their
Application," by Daniel H. Ogley (London :

Longmans, Green, and Co., 2s. 6d.), is not

only a very 'useful exposition of the pro-

duction and propagation of light, but a

welcome plea for the ro operation of archi-

tects, builders, mui ntlicrs in a pcncral

for

the advances in;

which li;n.
i

lighting u.iliH.

achie\i'il m lli, , h)it ilic utilisation of lighting

to the li.
1

,1.1. ,11. 1,,-, have been miserably
small. I lii lull. ..iliini- .liK.s li.uiie the

ninel I. 'I I. - 11 .
! |ii,i. I- ,.l h.sliidir,

and tie .
..i-i|.i. •! I

I. ...I li-hinic, and
the reaMei- »1in iI i-, li;i(l, «ill ireisi ;iKly help
any intelligent, reader tn decide upon the

most suitable candle-power and distribution

in his own particular case.

A useful and .-itha.tn. litllc booklet, by
Mr. W. Osboni 1\. ,;i M s \

. of Plymouth,
isissued by th- ./ .; ., / w, nffice, entitled

"Notes on .Ja|.;;ii. -. II,;;. c ,
, i,st rnetioii a ud

Material-." Il i- Inili illn li;,l, ,1, .,i..l Ihe

author II,. I.... I He. ;,.|.;,Ml;,..-, ,il ill. Ii,.l|, nl

two dl,ln|...|.i-l|.,l .l;,|i; .iiitl -, ....:,,,

yuite apart from tlie advanlayes its pern,sal

may secure to architects and builders likely

to visit or settle ia Japan, the book would
be of real service to some people at home,
who favour us with their ideas of

"Japanese" pavilions and the like at some
of our exhibitions!

Dr. rinM.mc.|,;,i,iV luLi. .1 in- imihi. r, ;,.!

for 111. r.Mii

Milf.inl "t
Corner. ] i

that uliil

tion f.i . 1
.1'

1

Freelini-....,

thro.ii..|e...i I

Masonic Inil-

from Grand I

of connection

places in bygone times.

At the general meeting of the London
County and Westminster Bank last week,
Lord Goschen, detailing the lemlin- (l-nr. -

in the balance-sheet, said tin n .1 |,i hi

were £1,19-1,899, as against Mi.. I7:i n

increase of £139,420. With ;( l.;,!;ii

brought forward they had available
£1,350.394, as again.st £1,199,245 last year.
They declared a dividend of 10|ths per cent.,
making 211 P'^'' cent, for the year, less tax.
They had appropriated .t250,0U0 to invest
ments depreciation account (this sum more

than covered the depreciation on their

securities on December 31 ; £100,000 to bank
premises account (they desired to pay for

their extensions as far as possible out of

income), and £100,000 to the provident fund.

The sums paid in pensions were rapidly in-

creasing, and in the opinion of the board
further provision against (Ins slioiild be

made. Tliev increased H ;iii. Iciward

to £15(i,044.' In respect i I'l ...i'...|, for

the current year, they c...r i ..pect

il 111 hriiiL' siieli aood pmlll I.. I.iink. is as

III. 11,11 iii-i p;i--.il Ulbnngli some people
i.-lii I

...
|.. - -In 111 their anticipation

.1
I .|..!ii Ii;n|.

.
I licre were not wanting

,-i^n. Hi;, I ilu bnuiii in trade of the last few

J
cars had spent itself in a record year for

1913, Reports from industrial centres were
not optimistic. The slackened demand from
trade might be seen in the returns from the
principal ninmtary centres of Europe. He
moved the adaption of the report. Mr.
Waller Leaf, deputy chairman, seconded the

resolution, which Was unanimously agreed
to. The retiring directors were re elected,

also the auditors. A cordial vote of thanks
to the directors was moved bv Mr. Ernest

^^l All \Vi

the

ilso accorded to Viscount Goschen
ible and courteous conduct in the chi

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK
Feid.vt (To-day.)—Institution of Civil Engineers.

Students' Meeting. " .\nclent Sur-
veying," by E. C. S. Walters, Stud.
Inst.C.E. 8p,m.

:MoNDAy.—Victoria and Albert Museum. " Eliza-
bethan and .Tacobean .-Vrchiiecture,"
by Bani-'"r F Flr-trlier F H 1 B..\.

the DiattULg^, by Walttr LaAe. 8.30

p.m.
Surveyors' Institution. "Value as

.\pplied to Real Estate,'' by Frank
W. Hunt. 8 p.m.
Liverpool Architectural Society.

An E.xhibition of Egyptian and Greek
Lantern Slides, by J. Watson Cabre.
6 p,m.
Jubilee Dinner of the tirm of G. A.

Williams and Son, of 42, Queen's-road,
Bayswater, at the Food Reform Insti-

tute, 2, Furnival-street. Holborn, E.G.
7 p.m,

TCESDAT.—Institution of Civil Engineers. " The
New Harbour Works and Dockjard
at Gibraltar," by Adam Scott, M,I,C.E.

Wednesdav. — Institution of Civil Engineer
Students' Visit to the Motor Works (

D, Napier and Son, .\cton Vale, W.
Royal Society of Arts, " The Histni

of Colour Printing," by R, A. Pcddn

Society of Architects, " Bu
for Small Holdings," by A. Ain
Hunt, IMS. A., Bury St. Edi

'^tBht ileitis.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
DUBLIN.—A settlement was arrived at on

-aturday between the Building Trades Em
ployers' Association and the Builders' Labourers
Union, ending the twenty weeks' strike. On
Monday between 800 and 900 of the builders-
labourers, who had been idle since September
last, returned to work They went back on the
terms offerer! li\ i)i. , mpfovers four months
ago, Thev n|.nli.l. I il,, Irish Transporl
Workers' Vn i ,_i...l (,, «ork with all

other emplnv,, ,, In i h. i I r nip unionists or no(

.

The resumpd.'" .1 ".il l.\ (lie labourers per
mitted the i. Imn ..i il,, .tilled hands, many
thousands cf iiln.in wn, Ihrown idle in the
early days ..f lln .h^pni, « hen the labourers
struck work. The empluj ers have promised tn
reinstate as many of their old hands as possibh
when the opportunity arises.

Messrs. W. H. Smith and Son have accepted
the tender of Messrs. A. Fairhead and Son, of
Enhelil. for the erection of the new premises in

Portugal-street, on the site of King's College old
hospital-

At the quarterly meeting of the county council
of Durham, held on Friday, a letter was read
from Mr. W. Crozier, the county architecl.
resigning his appointment, after twenty-five
years' service, as he found the work, which had
increased very much, was now too arduous and
exacting for one of his vcars, and was affecting
his health The letter was referred to the works
committee to consider the terms and conditions
of a fresh appointment.

The Skelmersdale Urban Di.s(nc( Coiincl have
accepted lli.

,
li, m. ..( ini . i . .-ni nej -i ,\ers

by K. I I I
. |, ! . - n •.

Society. Tlie Resloiation ot an
Historical Building," by Donald Ciair.
8 p.m.

El). U). — Architectural .Association.
Visit, by ticket only, to Lausdowne
House, by kind permission of the
Marquis of Lansdowne, K.G.

A central tower has been added to the Roman
Tatholic church at Monasterboice, from plans h',

Mr. J. V. Brcnnan, of Belfast.

and vagc
an estimated ,

,
. ,,. i

.
' '","

I
i , i, . ., lU

be on the bini.ii.il \-i,in ,iii.| i h..i ..n_.|ih up-
to-date. The engineers are Messrs lavlor and
Wallin, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne and "London,
The plans have been sent to the Local Govern-
ment Board, and the council are now awaiting
the inquiry.

The Bishop of London opened on Wednesday
a new lodge at Francis-street, Westminster, in

connection with the London Diocesan Girls'

Friendly Society. The building is situate at the
corner of Francis- and Stilhngton-streets, in

close proximity to Victoria Station. Accom-
modation is provided for 79 persons. A portion
of the site was presented by the Improved
Industrial Dwellings Company, and the cost of

the building was about il4,000.

In the private chapel of Oxford House,
Bethnal Greeu, E., on Wednesday week, the
Bishop of London unveiled and dedicated a
reredos and triptych, the work of Mr. Alfred U.
Soord, a former pupil of the York School of

Art. The reredos has a central panel of canvas,
5ft. by 3ft., on which is depicted the Crucifixion,
One wing of the triptych shows four types from
the Old Testament, and the other the symbols
of the Four Evangelists.

Before the Roval Archaeological Institute on
Wednesday, Mr. "W. H. St. John Hope, F.S.A.,
delivered a lecture, descriptive of the Divinity
School af, (ixfnrd, and an account of its building
in (In (,'.ili ..iiiinv. The site was selected by
the liin.! in ih H23, hut from want of funds,
slow |,.. „i. V ,1 made with the building, until

in 1I7S ;in ipp. il was made to Thomas Kempe,
then Bishop of London, and by his munificence
and that of other Bishops and public men of the
time the hall was finished about 1483.

The Altrinehani District Council authorised
(In llniiMiiL. I ninnultee on Tuesday to prepare a
.1 1... il (ion of artisans' dwellings on

I |.l..i .1 iinl winch was formerly occupied by •

(In I. 1.1 In. nii.il in Lloyd-street. The council

ha> ilr.cl. I.
.
Jill about fifty houses on Hale

Mo- i\lii.li 11. i. I a( low rentals to working-
men, in.l III. .Iinrman of the committee in-

foiiiic.l (lie , ..niiril that the scheme had been so

^iiecesstul that many other authorities had deter-

mined to adopt similar plans in their own
.lisfricts.

M a meeting of Uudley Town Council, held

on Tin -din .\.iimL' ....n^nlcrable discussion took

phi...Mill I
I. il ..iiimendations of the

Piibin W.il, .1.111-, that, the deputation
appuinli.l ill lln W.ii.li I ..iiiMiittee be requested

to ascertain troni Ihe Home Office the minimum
accommodation required in regard to new police

buildings, and that the time had arrived when
a scheme for a new town-hall and municipal
buildings should be proceeded with. The sug-

gested outlay on new buildings was about
.£40,000. Eventually the report was adopted.
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LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

(ex steamer. London) per ton f6 i3 6 to f6 5

SteelJoists. EnsUsh 7 10 „ 7 13 6

Wronght-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 3 6,, 836
Bar Iron, good Staff? 6 5 0., 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 30 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 .. 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Beat Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10
Angles 10s., Tees 30s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Ii-on. for bonding, Ac. £S 153 to £9.
Ditto galvanised, £U to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 23 to 34

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G
8/3 8,9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-Iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0., 8 10
RoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 550
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 „ —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 0,, —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

OtoB 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 10b. £10 158. fUOs. £11 5a. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 3 6 to £6 7
4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 34in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition. 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 117s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 3i per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 73 p.c.
Water-Tubes 70 .,

Steam-Tubes 66J ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 .,

G^alvanised Water-Tubes 60 „
Galvanised Steam- rubes 63 ,,

OTHER UETALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £21 10 to £31 15
Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 15 0., —

„ Country 24 10 ., —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 34 15 ., —

„ Country 2.5 10 ,. —
Lead Pipe. Tinned inside, Town 25 15 0„ —

., Country 26 10 ..
—

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 28 5 ..

—
Country 29 „ —

Composition Gaa-Pipe, Town... 26 15 „ —
Country 27 10 ,. —

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4jin.) Town 26 13 „ —
Country 27 10 .. —

(Over ',4in. £1 per ton extra.)
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 ,. —
CopperSheets, sheathing* rods 83 0., 83 10
Copper. British Cake and Ingot 73 10 „ 79
Tin. English Ingots 173 0., 173 10
Do.. Bars 173 0., 173 10
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Digs (Town) il 5 0,, —
Sheet Lead, Town 23 5 0,. —

.. Country 34 ,.
—

Genuine White Lead 30 5 ,.
—

Beflned Red Lead 25 „ —
Sheet Zinc 29 ,. —
Old Lead, against account 18 15 0.. —
Tin per cwt. 10 „ —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
. nary brand 11 3 .. —

TIUBER.
OONSTHUCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals. Quebec, per standard :—
1st qnaUty £38 to £45

3rd ., 16
Spruce Deals: St. Johns 10 0..

.1 .. Miramichi 9 10 .,

.. Boards : Swag 11 ,.

Red Deals ; Archangel l8t quality 31 0..
2hd .. 16 .,

.. ,. .. 3rd ., 13 .,

St. Petersburg—
.. .. ,. 1st quality 16 10 „
.. .. „ 2nd „ 14 10 „

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 „
Gefle, Gothenburg.
and Stockholm ... 12 10 ,,

White Deals : Crown 14 „
Seconds 11 10 ,.

Flooring ; White and Planed—
Ist and 2nd quahty mixed ... 10 15 ..

lat, 2nd, & 3rd quaUty mixed 10 5 „
Red Planed, 1st quahty 14 10 0„

Pitch Pine: Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „

Lignum Vitss Per ton 7 0,,
Per cubic

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,,
Pitch Pine Logs 3 0,,
Birch: Quebec Logs 2 3,.
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0,.
Mahogany Goon „ _ 2

,. 32
18 10

FURNITURE AND HARDWOODS.

Teak : Burmese per load, 50ft. £30 to £25
Teak : Java, per load, 50ft 16 „ 31

Per cubic foot.

OakPlanks: U.S.A., imported 1 9 to 2 6

., Boards „ „ Prm. 3 0,, 036
„ Mdm. 2 6,, 039

Se'quoia'(Californian Redwood) 3 4., 036
Birch : Quebec logs 3 3., 039

„ sawn planka... 13.. 030
Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7 0. 080
Walnut: Prime boards and
planks 6 0., 066

Walnut : Mdm. „ ., 3 6 „ 4 6

Greenheart ; Hewn logs 3 3., 040
Cedar : Cigar box 4 9,, 056
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime 3 4,. 029

Orham: Imp. sawn boards,
prime 3 0,. 033

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba.
and Honduras ...0 6 0., 9

., African, Assinee, &c. 5 ,. 6 6

„ Lagos and Benin 4 6,, 060
„ Sekondi and Cape

Lopez 3 0,, 040
,, Gaboon 3 0.. 020

Satinwood ; West Indian 10 „ 14

Rosewood Per ton 8 0,. 12 3

Lignum Vitffi 7 .. 14

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, In blocks per foot cube £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto .. 2 3

Red Corsehill, ditto .. 2 2

CloseburnRedFreestone.ditto .. 3

Ancaster. ditto .. 1 10

GreenshiU, ditto ,. 1 10

Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) 1 lOi

Hard York, ditto 3
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ., 13

•All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, deUvered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7*

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,. 1 9i
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ., 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 16}

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average :—
Brown White

DeUvered on road waggons
] ^'^eXot'^eube^"^

at Paddington Depot. I fn 2 3 £0 3 4*
Nine Elms Depot, or f

- -^^ '' ^ - *" ' *'

Pimlico Wharf I

SI^ATES.

Blue Portmadoc ...20x10 .. 13 13 6 1,200
... 6 12 6

Blue Bangor 20«10 ... 13 a
... 13 17

First quaUty 20x10 ... 13 „
.. 13 15
... 7 5

Eureka unfading

20x13 ... 18 7
18x10 .. 13 5
16X 8 .. 10 S

Permanent green ... 30x10 .. 11 12

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, In
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 Irivf

Picked Stocks for deUvered
Facings 2 5 atrly. stn

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 118 ::

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

aau. Best Red Ac-) Met deUvered n
6 .,

Facing Bricks ) London.
" Accrington Best Rec Plastic Facing per 1,000

3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto. 3 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks .

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3i

thickest part a
3i" Chminey Bricks fit for outside work 3 fi

3i" ditto ditto through and through a

gons ; 3J" and J" radius SuUnoses : Stock
3 7 6

Accrington Camber Arches :—

3 course deep, 4j" soflit, per foot opening ...

4 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ...

5 ditto 45" ditto ditto ditto ...

6 ditto 4i- ditto ditto ditto ...

3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

Net free on rail or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BRIOKS.
HARD QLAZE8, (PER 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers—
£13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins. Bullnose, and 44m. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 30 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 36 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 23 17 6 36 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints—

17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 6d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRIOKB.
Stretchers and Headers—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each
Cill Bullnose. Stretchers and Headers-

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d, each
MaioUca or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers £33 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose... 37 17 6
Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks^ Not

of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
Ust for their respective kinds and colours |- ing 9in.

C.xmber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4*in
Is. 3d. each I by 3|in.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full track loads

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, deUvered
Pit Sand 7 0..
Thames BaUast 6 0,,

B. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G-Ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton deUvered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
8. d. 8. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 deUvered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
B. d. Dlvrd.at

Plain red roofingtiles 42 per 1000 ry.stn.
Hip and Valley tUes 3 7 perdoz
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ,, ,,

Ornamental tUes 52 6 „ „ ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental do 60 „ „ .,

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valleytiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tUes (Peake'a) ... 4(5 per 1000 ,. ,

Ornamental do 48 6 ,, ,, ,

Hiptiles 3 lOj perdoz
Valleytiles 3 44
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ ,.

Ornamental tiles 50 ., ,, ,,

Hip tUes 4 perdoz
Valleytiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 43 6 per 1000 „ .

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,. ,. ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valleytiles 3 6

HartshiU " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 „ ,.

Pressed 47 6
Ornamental do 50
Hip tiles 4 perdoz
alley tUes 3 6 ., ..

OILS.
Rapeseed.EngUsh pale,pertnn£28 15 to £39 6
Do., brown 26 15 ,. 37 5

Cottonseed, refined 39 ,. 30
OUve, Spanish 39 10 „ 40
Seal, pale 31 „ 3110
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ 46 10
Do., Ceylon 43 10 ,. 43
Do.. Mauritius 43 10 ., 43
Palm, Lagos 32 5 ,. 33 5
Do. Nut Kernel ..... 35 „ 35 10
Oleine 17 5 ,, 19 5
Sperm 30 „ 31

Lubricating U.S per gal, 7 0,, 080
Petroleum refined 61 ,, 6S
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0., 1 10
Do., Archangel 19 6 .. 10
Linseed Oil per gal. 3 3., —
Baltic Oil 3 6,. —
Turpentine 3 9i ,,

—

^""^'S^oif)":'": !»»"-'• ° «
° •• -

•^S^^r?trBr'a°n'cl} " " 1° " " "
QLASS (IN ORATES).

English Sheet GlasB : 15oz. 31oz. 26oz. 32oz
Fourths 2d. ... 3d. ... 38d. ... 4id.

Thirds 2Jd. ... 3id. ... 45d. ... 64d.
Fluted Sheet 2|d. ... 3ld. ... 6id. ... 7d.

Hartley's EngUsb Rolled Plate: iin. Vidn. iin.

aid. ... 23d. ... 3d.

Figared Boiled and Beponssine 'White. Tinted
3id. ™ 5d.
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VABNISHES, &c. Per galloi

Fine Pale Oak Varnish jEO 8

Pale Copal Oak 10

Soperflne Pale Elastic Oak Vi

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seata of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 16

Finest Palo Durable Copal 18

Extra Pale French Oil 1 1

Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18

White Copal Enamel 1 i

Extra Pale Paper 13

Best Japan Gold Size 10

Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9

Brunswick Black 8

Berlin Black 16

Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
Under the direction of Mr. S. Wilson Resi.io,

architect, Newry, the "Boyle" system of venti-

lation (natural), embracing Boyle's latest patcnl
' air-pump " ventilators and air-inlets, have bocii

applied to the Masonic Hall, Newry.

A most essential process when excavating for

building purposes, and especially on the site of

an old building, is to render waterproof the most
likely places where dampness and wet is liable

to arise. The basements of the Tyne Dock
Masonic Hall, which were excavated and built on

the site of an old building, have recently been
successfully rendered with a lining of the water-
proofing powder Pudlo.

Council :—
Spreoklev, C. Ltd.. Gray's Inn-
road, W.C. (accepted) £l:)l n

LoNDONDiRKT.—For erecting a labour oxchanse-

fhop. and factory premiees, Fovle-ntreet anil East Wall,

Lcrdrnderry, for Alderman P. Campbell, J. P. Mr.

R. B. Bucbanan and Co., Castle-street, Londonderry,

architects:—
Shannon & Roatlodge. London-
derry £2 <i2l'

Ballintino, J., Ltd., Strand-road,
Londonderry 2.630

Sweeney, M., Strand - road,
Londorderrv 3.403

Hughes, E. Orchard-Bt, Derry ... 3.347

Stuart. R.& J, 8pencer.rd.,Derry 2,313

Cook. W., Biehop-etreet, London-
derry* 3,398

•Accepted. Lowest tender received.

Earl Beauchamp will unveil the memorial to

Sir W. Q. Orchardson, R.A., in St. Paul's

Cathedral on Thursday next.

Mr. R. H. Bicknell. M.Inst.C.E.. held a Local
Government Board inquiry at Pelling-on-Tyne
on Tuesday, into an application by the Felling

Urban District Council for a loan of £1,000 for

street imorovement works.

OGILVIE&GO.
Mlldmay Avenue, |SLINBTON,N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY,

Olivers'

Seasoned

4PPLY TIJ-
Hardwoods,

OLIVEB, & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.C

TENDERS.
•, Correspondents would in all cases oblige by givini;

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of
ilie accepted tender; it adds to the value of the informa-

M.vRCATi:.—For ihe erection of Strict Baptist Ohaoel
•s Inn. Strand

London, W.C, architect :-
£2,028

Brightman and Son, Ltd
DoreyandOo

1,915

Martin, W,W
West Bros
Havward and Paramour 1,878

Denne, T. T 1,794

Elliott and Co. (accepted) ... ... 1,765 10

SouTHALL, Middlesex. — For additions and altera-

tions to the ^^ortb-^Oftd Council Schonl at Southall. for

the County Council of Middlesex. Mr. H. G. Crothall,

T.R.I.B.A., Architect to the Education Committee :
—

WUlmott and Sons, Ltd £10,050
Knight, H., and Son 9,807

Dickens, W. J 9,739

Neal.G 9,472

Porter, A 9,401

Lawrence, W., and Son 9,392
Mattock Bros 9.356

Fassnidge and Son 9,349

Lacey, W 9,334

• Recommended for acceptance.

lane improvement, Thorpe
ict Council. Mr. H. Beene.y,

West Byfleet, surveyor :
—

Free and Sons, Maidenhea-l ... £1,295
Pranks, G. A.. Guildford ... 1,271

Mowlem, J., andCo.,We8tmmster 1,130

Kavanagh, S. &Co.,Surbiton Hill 977

Ball and Co , Farnham 837
Hardy and Co.. Woking 750

Referred to Road Board.

Tottenham.—For the construction of roads and
sewere on the White Hart-lane estate to the north of

Tottenham, for ihe London CountyRiBley-(
Council :

—
Markham and Markham

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselvea responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

NOTICE.

the foreshore
S.E.—For sinking and bo

! river Thames at the down-
i front of the new County Hall,

London County Council
Le Grand 4 Smcliffe (accepted) ... £62 10

With an addition of 45e. a foot for an extra depth
below 25ft.

CiEENCBsTRR. — For the supply of a motor fire-engine,
for the urban district council :—

Merrjwealber&Co. (accepted) .. £797 9 1

FoRDCOMBE.— For providing a water supply to the
village of Foidcomho, for the Sevenoaks Rural District
Council :—

Bingham H., Groombridge ... £1,407 17
(Accepted.)

Lowest of ten tenders received, highest £1,»>61 lOs.
Engineer'a estimate, £1,-150.

Glyk-Neatii.—Foriho erection of 20 semi-detached
houBes, for the Aherpergwu Building Club. Mr.
G. A. Trebarno, Bol-nont, Aberdare, architect :—

Jones Bros,, Ynialjfera, Swansea £1.610

Bammersuitb, W.—For installing electric lighting at
the Trade School for Girls, Hammersmith, for the
London County Conncil :

—
Hawkins, A., and Sons (accented) £411

In lien of accented tender from G. K. RatcliO and
Co., for £306 10«. 6d., withdrawn on account of error.

Heckingto:t, Sr.EAFORD.—For carrying out a water-
snnply extension scheme at Heckington, for lUc
Slcaford Rural Diatrict Council :—

Fatiinson, W„ & Sons, Raskingtoo £2,875
Barnes, J. T,, Sleaford 2,850
Taylor, E 2,827 11 1

Banks, 0., and Son, Sleaford ... 2,78i] u u

Hudson, J„ North Hykeham' ... 2,611 10 8

cioke, G. E.,Hampstead ... 2,915 16

Blftckfriars 3,899 14

Griffiths, W., and Co., Ltd.

Bell, G.. & Sons, Ltd., Tottenham 2,765
Vine, J. M., Tunbridge Wells .. 3.575 ;«

Farrow. H., Brixton

Bloomfield, E. T., Tottenham ... 2.410 7

Nash and Cracbnell, Hendon' 2,149 H

• Recommended for acceptance.

Twickenham.—For forming, levelling, paving, metal-
ling, kerbing, channelling, and making good portion of

Hartington - road (section 2), Twickenham, for the
Twickenham Urban District Council. Mr. P. W.
Pearce, P.S.I. . surveyor :—

Pry Bros., Ltd., Greenwich ... £212 10 6
Mowlem, J., and Co., Ltd.. West-
minster 223 18 8

Wimpey, G., and Co., Hammer-
smith (accented) 186 5 7

Wandsworth Common, S.W.—For the work of
adapting for park ourp
added to Wandoworth t

Council :
—

Bowyer. J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood £1.510

Jewell, R. A., Wandsworth ... 1,640 o

Garrett. J., and Son, Balham
Hill 1,46)

Holiingsworth, H. H., Peckham 1,226 o
Fletcher. F. W., Tooting 1.221

Triggs, E., and Co., Clapham*
Archit £1,299.

' Accepted.

Warblington.— For construction of sewarage and
wa^e-di«p-)-A' T'l-:'.^ t >,- th^ urbiu district coaacu.
rlr. A. .1. Mil', .1 1

I .1.., 7, Victoria-street, Wdst-
uioster, .-^,\v iicjr :

—
Wilku.-i :

I,
, nulla .. £ 3 613

Podrciir. 1 . .,
, I, 1. .. 12,770 18 1

Benlley, U. ll.i.ai.L. ,,1 ;,;ou,i;a) ... 12.651 3 8
Osenton, A. G., West (luraley ... 11,9.13

Bound copies! of Vol. CV. are now ready, and should
be ordered early (price 125. each, by post 12s. 9d.),
as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI., XLIX..
LIII., LXL, LXII., LXIV., LXV., LXVI., LXVII.,
LXVIII., LXIX., LXXI., LXXII., LXXIII.,
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVIL, LXXIX.,
LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXII., LXXXIII., LXXXIV.,
LXXXV., LXXXVI., LXXXVII., LXXXVIII.,
LXXXIX., XC, XCI., XCII., XCIII., XCIV.,
XCV., XCVI., XCVII., XCVIII., XCIX., C, CI., CII.,
CIII., CIV., and CV. may still be obtained at the
same price : all the other bound volumes are out of
print. IVlost of the back numbers of former volumes
are, however, to be had singly. Subscribers
reauiring anybick numbers to couiplete volume
.iust ended should order at once, as many of them
soon run out of print.

Direct Subscription Agents for Australia
Kibblewhite and Co., Printers and

Liverpool-street,Publishers, 19, York Chambe , .

Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan, Messrs. Z. P,
Maruya and Co., Ltd., 11 • 16, Nionbashi Tori
Sanchome, Tokyo; who will receive Subscriptions at
£1 6s. per annum on our account. Copies of the
paper will be sent by us direct to the subscribers'
iddresses.

••* The special rate to Canada Is £1 Is. 8d.
= 5dols. 27c. for 12 months, and 10s. 10d. = 2dol. 64c.

six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for
Canada are Messrs. Sells, Ltd., 302, Shaughnessy
Buildings. McGill-street, Montreal, who will receive
Subscriptions, £1 Is. 8d. per annum, on our account.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable
to The Strand Newspaper Company, Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES,
e for Competition and Contra
ublic Companies, and all offlc

tjsements is Is. per line of Eight Words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 55.

for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-
cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-
tion Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words
(the first Une counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 60 words. Special terms for series
of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

SiTDATiONa Vacant and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant " and " Partnerships " is One Shilling lor

Twenty-tour Words, and Sixpence for every eight
words after. All Situation Advertisement! mutt be
prepaid.

Sitdations Wanted.

Advertisements not exceeding Thirty Words,
Inclusive of name and address, are inserted under
the heading " Situations Wanted." free of charge.

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on
appUcation to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach
the office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-
page advertisements and alterations or stop order.--

for serial advertisements must reach the office by
Tuesday Morning to secure attention.

Ekceived.—W. and W.—W. F. S.—F. B. and Co..

Ltd.—H. and Sons.—E. R. D. C—P. U.—G. S.-
\V. and Co., Ltd.—G. R. and Son.—Z. V. M. and Co.

—G. and Co.—S. and Co.—P. and Co.—D. E. C—
K. P. and R.—J. C. S.—G, D.—S. and S., Ltd.—
W. H. B. and Son, Ltd.—W. and S.

F. R. S.-Yes.

NuMA.—Please send.

Seeso.—You have no alternative.

B. N. D. C—We see no reason to modify our con-
ditions.

PoPHi.—The matter is entirely within your em-
ployer's discretion.

W. R. S.—We do not know. The Arms appear neither

Pkovincial Architect.—You will probably have to

submit drawings to the Borough Council Surveyor,
the District Surveyor, and to the Buildinf! Act
Department of the L.C.C. All three authorities

arc always courteous, and ready to facilitate busi-

ness. You will find the Building Acts fully sot out
in Laxton's or Lockwood's Price-Books, and also

the special regulations of the City of London,
together with notes of cases.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

Drawings RECKrvED.—" Paolo," " T. T.," "Toby,'
" Mak," " Tee Square," "Enfant," '[Young Tom,'
r Punch," " Smoke," "Sherwood." " Marstoniau,'
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GEOLOGY AND BUILDING.

For the ordinary reader Geology is a

iascinating study, and ior the architect it

is not only supremely interesting, but a

knowledge of it is, for him, absolutely

necessary to the efficient discharge of his

everyday work. Indeed, his acquaintance

with it must be much more intimate and

practical than he can pick up from hand-

books or textbooks. That an architect

should know to what Formation any build-

ing-stone belongs goes without saying ;
but

with what more concerns him directly

these books do not deal, and he has to rely

for the information he requires on his own
practical research, or on tliat of others in

his own profession who have been impelled

to original observation by the necessities

of their position. To know that Lias rocks

form, in this country, parting beds between

the Oolites above and the New Red Sand-

stone underneath, does not help him in the

least to ass.ss at its pi o]i.i value Lias Lime-

stonp.a^ I liiiiMinj-tMiiu : l.ut an examina-

tion of til.' .LI l.iiiMiiius and quarries in

any oatcioii .,i th, l.ias lieds will soon fix

indelibly in Ins niiiid the fact that he must
be careful in using this stone for dressings

in an exposed position. None of the clayey

limestones are good weather ?tonps, and all

Lias rocks are cla\.y, ana tlic more
dangerous in this res[H i i a^ ili.' pinpurtion

of clay to lime in the stoiu' iiii r.ases. So
that we are justified in saying that the

presence of aluminium silicate in any stone

rules it out of that class of limestones

which may be used with safety.

Various kinds of limestone are used for

walling and dressings, and it is a singular

fact that those which arc nearly pure
calcium carbonate fiirnisli the best, and
the worst, weatlior stones— a fact which
goes. to show tliat tlie chemical compiisitioii

of a stone has little to do with its lasting

qualities. To illustrate this, we may
instance clialk, which, if wet, will not

stand a night's frost without bursting to

pieces ; and carboniferous limestone,

which, after an exposure of 800 years, will

show the too) -marks as fresli as when they

were put in. So that the chemical composi-
tion of a stone, taken by itself, without
reference in othci- considei-ations, will

afford no guide to the architect in selecting

a good buikling-stone.
In a small treatise on building-stone,

published a short time since by a London
publisher of some standing, we were sur-

prised to find it stated that the hardest and
best stones w^ere derived from the oldest

formations. As a matter of fact, there is

no connection whatever li.lwrm the seo-
logical age of any deii-.^it ami its vahu> as

a material for' buiMiiiL' .Vmii" nf the
Silurian Limestones— .iiid iIu-n li.long to

some of our oldest rocks— aro at all com-

parable to the newer oolites, or still more

recent Bembridge Limestone, which stood

so well in Quarr Abbey, in the Isle of

Wight, and which is one of the newest

rocks : the Lower Tertiaries. The position,

therefore, of any rock in the series which

go to make up the eartli's solid crust has

nothing to do with its value as a building-

stone, and such statements as that alluded

to are scientihcally false and misleading.

So far, though wo have made only a very

small incursion into tlie realms of geology,

it will be noticed that we have had to

invade the field of Chemistry to explain

the nature of one of the commonest build-

ini: striiipc, <;n that we may say a knowledge

,,f C-il .j\ laiinot be complete unless the

stihi. Ill lias ;iu elementary acquaintance

Willi tin rhriiiical elements, and the sub-

stances formed when they combine in

various proportions. Take lias limestone

again to illustrate this. We have found

that it is a mixture of lime carbonate and

clay ; but Portland cement is nothing more
than a mixture of lime and clay in the first

instance, and these, when forced to com-

bine by heat, become calcium silicates and
calcium aluminates, the chemical sub-

stances which form tlie finished cement.

It may be asked why, if this is so, lias

limestone is not burnt to cement? The
reason is that in this stone the proper pro-

portions of lime to clay are not found to

make a perfect cement ; but when the stone

is analysed, and the deficient substances

added,
"
then, on calcination, the stone

makes as good a cement as that made with

the orthodox iledway mud and Kentish
chalk. Portland cement is now made by

firms in Warwickshire and South W'ales, in

the lias districts, and it is in no way
inferior to that made with the Chalks

"Upper" and "Lower." Thouah white

chalk has been used fur dressings in

churches and in public buildings, it cannot

be classed as a building-stone; but this

does not ajiplv to the I,ower Chalk, which

is sufficiently" ha 111 tn resist the weather

foratinie. Bm m I,. I nms to the Lower
Chalk, and it «as ,.\i .ii-ivelv used for

walling and die'=MnL'=; in the Middle Ages.

It is of a whitish-brown tint, and most

easily worked, which is a strong recom-

mendation to a builder. Totternhoe stone

was also much used in church work. It is a

chalk, and it may be safelv used where it

is not exposed to the weather; its texture

is compact, and its colour a warm grey.

The architect who would wish to under-

stand much about the weathering of the

Lower Chalks, and with them we include

the Unner Or-e.n<^ainls, ^h^nU visit l\Ierst-

ham Church, wlii.li is rlns,. m M.isiham

comnrehendine Imw tins sann.' st,,ih.. used

ir. Westminster Ablicv 6U0 years ago,

should have lost, in some places, as much
as tour inches of its face.

The architect must draw a distinction

between stone suitable for outside work
and that for the interior of a building. In

our damp climate the air is loaded with

moisture, and this it deposits as water,

sometimes in streams, when it strikes a

colder, non-absorbent surface. A stone

with these properties should not be used

inside, but rather one that wUl absorb

moisture without showing it, and unless

this is done, the annoyance from damp will

be constant. We have, on an imjiortant

building now in progress, used hard, non-

porous limestone for walling and dressings

externally ; but for the inside Bath stone is

the facing, though it had to be brought
over 300 miles to this particular work. We
have often noticed that plastering on inner

walls of houses showed damp. As we could

not trace a leak in the roof, nor any failure

in the walls, we had to conclude that the

dampness was caused by some hard, non-

absorbent material under the plaster,

which condensed the warm moisture in the

air. Workmen, in speaking of this kind of

change, refer tmt astlir stone "sweating"
;

but this is, of (-nurse, alisurd, for the stones

that "sweat ' are tlmse that should not do

so, luiii^ liard and non-porous. This
daiii|iin ss, 1;,M 111 suspension in the air,

priHliin s s,,i,i,. strange changes in the ap-

jieaiaiiri- nf luiililing materials. Take a

floor laid with Gin. red and black, or blue,

tiles, for instance, and at certain times all

the blue tiles will bo wet, while all the red

ones are dry, for the former refuses to

absorb moisture, while the latter does so.

When concrete is well rammed in walls, it

is likely to show damp in this way, for it

is practically non-absorbent, and an
absorbent surface is necessary to keep
w^-ills dry inside. Concrete is not,

apparently, a popular material for luuise-

builliiiL'. and f.w stop to consider whv this

is s, Miv :i not be that concrete" is a

beit.r rijiiliK t,.ir of heat and cold th.iii

ordinary brick, or even a stono wall ?

Stagnant air is one of the best non-con-

ductors. The pores of ordinary bricks are

filled with it, and a rubble wall, as it is

usually built, contains about one-fourth its

bulk of air. So that both are better

materials for building than concrete, which
contains no air whatever, when properly

mixed and rammed.

If it were possible to aerate a concrete

wall, it would be as good a non-conductor
as brick or stone ; but we know of no

attempt having been made to do this,

though complaints of the dampness of

concrete walls aro universal and ]ier-

sistent. If it wriv i.nss,!,!,. fu add s.imo

of these speeities f.,r niakm- cnnereiH

waterproof tu the outer two or three inches
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of the concrete wall of a house, leaving
the inside porous, we would hear less about
concrete-wall failures. It is not likely,

however, that any artificial stone will do
much injury to the worked-stone fraile.

for there have been, and are. several on
the market, and these are not displacing
worked natural stone. One of the most
promising of these ventures was that
known as " Ransome's Patent "

; but in

Itchenstoke Church, Hants, where we used
it forty-five years ago, it is failing, though
it is not exposed to the weather. In this

small building, which cost several thousand
pounds, natural stone may be seen decay-
ing alongside artificial stone, though no
expense was spared in obtaining what was
thought to be the best material.
The selection of a good weather =i ri.

for building appears to be a dilli<iili

matter, chiefly because the lesson tlir.

decaying stone teaches is wholly tlimwn
away on builders, and in our si r. . i

buildings may be seen which are In m-
raised with stone wdiich has failed only a

few yards away in other structures. It

is strange that the favourite stone for

dressings in both revivals—the Classic of

Wren's time, and the Gothic—should be
an oolite from Portland, or one from
Bath—both of w-hich are good or bad
building stones, according to the mode of

selection, for good weathering qualities or

for ease in working. No builder wilfully

selects a stone because it is bad. His
choice is determined by the probable
expense to be incurred in working it, and
builders, as well as others, must live.

When, therefore, wp sp,^ stnii,> ,1,mvivhii^ hi

comparatively ii'\'. !:, L'I mj^, »• iii:i\ !"

sure the reasi 111 i- i
li r i -iM. r isv woikin-

bed has been - i. .1.
I

,,.;!,, 1 ih.ni ili;n

the qu.-ivrv } i:.; inini^li '
I ^hni.v

The VpN.m'I ,,,|,Mh,n ;,s s,,,._, ,,,,,, TV -

WOrk.Nl -In,,,, h,,- U.X.V In., ,1 .;,I,M\,,1.M1U

settle.], Ii :„< .iirlni-ri mm;- I,,- In,
, Mum

frequ.-ii.!^ !i. ii .iM \,:l^. il,,- „i,.,,M,n j,.

to

be as well to work it in the quarry as on
the building. Whether or not seasoned
stone should be used in pvef.-venre tn that
with the quarry sap 111 il. i- i mill, r tl,,it

affects only the soft.i' ,»il,i, s, ,11, ,1 tl,i v

should certainlv bo wmki
I

,- -ihih as lie \

are quavri,.!. "WliPi, ;,i, nnlit,. ,- ,,,,,!,-

turbed, Il «ill i-,k.- i,|i, saN, 11, lis ,|,in,v

lied aliMiit t,i, nil, I- ,,l « ,i.T u> il,.. rnl.

toot. lis

11 th

in solution, and when the stmir
and cut into blocks for buildi

water evaporates, leaving the ( iilmiia f

lime behind on the sai'i . . f il,. -tMin

in a crystalline stall In; -fini; pr,,-

tects the stone to - n . - in; ml 11

forms the greatest ;,ijiiii.i ,,.! Iinm-
all dressings, in ooliii- 1

-ji, , iii> , i|,i;,i i\

worked. Quarry - own, 1 -, hk lankki
have to jive, and ii 1- Imi nil,,, ,1 t.-

.suspect that they will tail back mi 1

softer stones for dressed work when :•,

have an opportunity to do so. ^lal, 1,

money at the expense of the buihlin;' r-

therefore, the principal reason why we find
so many build ines with the stonework in

a decaying condition.

The quaternary mrl.-s fnnii=h 11s witli

no building-stones: Im' ili. jI.mi:,! ijin

of this period is rich m .1 i.i iml -m:
with clavs. the BouM,,-da \ iMimaiiMi, .,1

the Norfolk cliffs being typical oF the
latter. The post-Tertiary strata, there-

fore, furnish us with materials for concrete
and brickmaking. It is only when we get

down to the Lower Tertiary beds that wo
find a good building -stone interbedded
with clays and marls— the Bembridge
T/imestone already mentioned. The London
clay, so extensively used fur brick-

making III .Miilille-i\ and in Essex, is a

Lower 'IVriiaiv ,l.|Hisit. and the Plastic

clays I'f W i.iiuuh hrlung to the same
series of beds. U we count chalk as a

building-stone, we soon meet it in the

Upper Cretaceous rocks, with the Fire-

stone of Surrey, and the Gault, a well-

known brick clay. The Kentish Rag—

a

well-known building stone in London,
where it decays—is found below the Gault
in the f.nwev' rretnceoiis rneks and over-

Iviiia \hr el;,\- n[ 111,. \V,.;il,l. Il is nnt

the reall;

here we
Purbeck

W. -liiiiii-i.T \\,\,v\. In the Lower .liirassic

link-. iMk.i.. \\i- reach the Lias, we find

th.. 1 01 ,1 n,,l,te (Bath stone) and the
Iiifenni' (tiihte both together attaining a
thickness of over oOOft. The Inferior

Oolite is better known to builders as

Doulting and Ham Hill stone. Both have
have been extensively used in r.ondon.

Alllniirjii laa- 1 iinpstmie is iis,.,l fur liiiilil-

m.j all nx,., il,,. .h-lnrls uliei,. il is r.aii.il.

.piirli

isil

.li.VMI In I he XrU Ko! sallilsloHe whlch haS
...II II- iiniik ..II ill.. 1. ml, 1, !,._'- in Cheshire,
,111.1 art..r II u.. III... I ,ulli III,. Magnesian
liii,..-h.ii,. Ill 111,. r,.|.nii;iii v,„.ks of York-
'iir.. ;iii,l 1 111 iliaiii. This st.me is cele-

iir;iii..l ;is li;i\iiie li|.|.n us,,il ill the Houses
of Parliament. LInderlying these lime-

stones are the Coal Measures which have
given us the well-known " York " paving-
st.'ps and Ian, limb's — all sandstones of

';ir\m'„' \;ilii..- l.ir Ini il.li ii'_r. Init more or
1. -- li;ilil.. I.. ..\ I'iIk'iI.., .,|. split up into
(hill |,hii. -, uli.i, ..\|. ,,-,., I t,, 111,, weather.
Ih,. h..N..iiia,, III, I. -I s ,,f n\„i,,iilli an.l

I
.|\ h;iN.. Iilll.. ....|l..|.;il lilt. .|... -I. ;il,,l

le British stral

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

Bullogh, Fellow of Gonville .niul Caiu-
Collpse, Cambridge, and S.-in-tai-y to il,..

Board of Architectural Studies, Univer-ilj
nf Cambridge, had been nominated as an
lion. Associate, and that Mr. Ricliard .John
I.ovell had been reinstated as an Associate.

IIOYAL OOLD MED.\ILIST I'OR 1914.

The President stated that with reference
to the bestowal of the Royal Gold Medal for
the current year, the Coniieil propose to
snbmit I.. l,i-'M;,i, i ., il,. Ki,,- Ih,. ,,a,,i, ,,r

M. Jean I ...- I',, • :,l, \|..,,,l„ .. ,i ,1,,. !,,

stitutc I.I I ,.,,, . ,- ,, I, |.,,.ui ,,t il,,.

honour, in ..,.,,,,. n ,, t 1,,- ,1,-1 i,,,j, ,,-!,,.,

I

work as an aia-liitect. The eleetinn will take
place on Monday, March 0.

THK ANNUAL ADDRESS TO STUDENTS
was then delivered by tlie President, a-

follows :

—

I have again the pleasant task of address
ing you students on your work, and after tli.'

somewhat strenuous times through which \\,>

architects liave been passing lately, it is a
relief to return to our art it- If. a,i,"l I,, Hunk
of what, after all, is the end ;iii.l ..hj, , t ,,l all

onr endeavours—even of Ih.,-, ,lilT i , n,-. s

whicli 1 liope soon to sec lia|i|)il\ -.tll,,]^^

namely, the improvement of that arphiteo
line for the furtherance of whicli this In
stitnte exists. We have, I am glad to say.
sniiic able dfisiRiis sent in this year, and .soni,'

\rv\ r,.|iiai-kable drawings. I note with regret
Ihal th,. stmly nf old work appears to attract
niii- stiiileiits less than it used to. I have

to

from Mr

re dr laiisliii, IS faseinatinK
II, il-i I, iHi-bonally I appreciate it keenly-
km I , ..iiless to feeling a little uneasy at the
in..r.iiiij)i. pains and skill that are now
d,\..l...l In working up your designs into
Joallianl ,lra-,viiigs. Recollect that th..

''rilliai,. ., ,.i \,.iir drawings has no sort ot
beaiiiijj ,„, III,. ,|nality of the building, th..

creation of winch is the raison d'etre of all

your drawings and designs. But now that I

have fired off this warning, let me add that I

find here solid design as well, and that I am
sanguine as to the future of architecture in
this p.ninlry. if only our students will eon-
l,,,n,. f,i ap|ir,,;,pli it as an art and devote to
II, p Tiiasti-rv ,,F its technique an application
not less keen and persistent than that which
IS recognised as indispensable in the pursuit
of the sister arts,

Ai-..|iit,...N i,,,,sl

ARi'IIITEC: kRT.

tiling to tl,.. wniki,

supposed tn he tl

building. Pishulcei
.shifted his grnnnil,

eloquent ti'iin- hi-

Classic, evp,, e.,iii

methods of lli...u,hl

to it that hav. t... n.

places amoi,... -,11.,,,

so that th.M-,. -ln.nl.

I

.nialile criticisms
;, nhileeture has
u.ll known daily

I ..in, in a teacup
\\.. w. 1,. told that

what onr critic

ncr of Mediaeval
that position, he
spressed in most
ntion for Greek

iress'inn in regard

II lure of Hniiie and
Ih,. nlinost contumely,
.L.ture of France and
t it was incapable of

ir any of the deeper
inil, regardless of the

18tli centuries, asserts

had ind
mil re,,„;,o,itioii and
,1.,,,,. . was left for

.,,,.L.hl il earefiillv

I 111,, I,
,

...ill ), 1,1..,, I liiil 1 1,1s little p,i,it.rii\prsy

1,;, - ;,,;,,!. ;,i.\ ,1,11, i in thp position. The ,

Inn,. I„ . ,1 nnni,. I..,,.!,. 1,, the iiiterin I liable ii

..,,nl,,,v..,.-i,.- 11,1,1 h.iv,. II, e. ..I since the brenk-

np nt the Classical tradition, and the '

references in his last reply to "Art and

Life" are but echoes of the early days of the

Arts and Crafts movement, when a serious

effort was made by Morris, Cobdeii Sander-

son, and those of us wlio were associated with

those men, to put into terms the relations of

Art and Life, tn show that, it Art was to

the

"Arts and Crafts Society" in l.S!)7. It is a

good thing to clear the air now and then
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and get these tilings o£f one's chest, and ue
are grateful to our critic for having given us
the opportunity of dragging some mischievojg
fallacies out into the open. Otherwise, things

are -nhere they were before, and there is no
necessity for the aspiring young architect to

burn his books and break his T-square, or
to start in to spoil gdod building material by
his unskilful efforts, merely because he does
not happen to live in the days of Villard de
Honnecourt ; or to abjure the building art
altogether because he happens to live in the
20th century and not in the age of Pericles.
There is an excellent and simple text for

artists as for other working men :
" Whatso-

ever thy hand findeth to do. do it with all

thy might"—and, I may add, decline to be
entangled in literary cobwebs, however
beautifully spun. The wise man does not
quarrel with his environment, he tries to
make the best of it. The foundations on
which our methods are based are not quite so

shaky, so purely arbitrary, as our critic

would have his readers believe. Apart from
external tradition, apart from the legacy of

the architecture of the past in actual build-
ings, in every artist there has to be taken
into account "his own individuality, his tem-
perament, his habit of mind, a certain
quality which appears in every expression
of his life. That temperamental Ijasis is itself

partly the result of heredity; it may contain
within itself the germs" of long-buried
instincts, only waiting for the spark of oppor-
tunity to kindle into vigorous life. .A.re we
to turn our back on this? Are we to repu-
diate all that makes us what we are—tliat

which we have in ourselves, and that which
we have acquired by education :

" Naturam
furca expellas, tamen usque recurret." The
genuine Romantic will remain a Romantic,
the born Classic cannot escape his instincts,

his longing for simplicity of statement, for
order, balance, and proportion, for the
ascetic austerity of the highest art. Those
who have studied the development of modern
architecture in this country with intelligence
and sympathy are aware of a certain definite
drift of opinion among varying minds. Men
have come together to the" same standpoint
without conscious thought of doing so.

Recollect how Norman Shaw came right out
of Gothic to the Xeo-Classic of his later
days. Shaw possessed one of the keenest
an'd most vital intellects that I have ever
eome across. He was not the man to change
his methods on a mere caprice, but he did
change them in obedience to his own instincts
and to a feeling that was in the air, and that
is daily gathering force and giving stability

to the architecture of this country.

SOME PERSONAL KEMINISCENCES.
I recollect my own beginnings, if you will

pardon my referring to them. When'l began
the study of achiteeture I was introduced to
a somew'hat arid form of Neo-Gothic, which
proved inadequate and meagre fare.

Romanesque, which seemed for a time an
alternative, proved to be incompatible with
the conditions of modern practice, with those
vertical and horizontal lines which are, in

fact ,as 3Ir. MacColl has pointed out, the
problem of the modern designer. As one got
some sort of an idea of the structural pur-
pose and possibilities of these and other
methods, it was borne in on one that the
column and lintel of Greece and the arch of

Rome were the real materials out of which
an architecture could be formed that would
respond to modern conditions, aii<l then the
whole of one's reading at school and collego
and elsewhere came in to clinch the bargain.
My experience is probably that of many of
my colleagues. Not consc'ionslv anil deliber-
ately, but by the steady logic of facts acting
on their individual temperaments, they have
arrived each at their own idiom, uhieh (hey
neither would nor could change any more
tlian the language that they use.

THrNKING IN TEUMS OF .MtCmTr.CTntl'.
'

The results are imperfect; but one step I

believe we have made to the attainment of
genuine architecture, and that is: wo havi:

learnt to think in terms of architecture—wi
no longer take up a stvle like a new coat.
Personally, I hold that behind every nationa:
architecture lie causes deeper than climatic
or even material, social, and economic con

dilions. and they are what I have ventured
to call elsewhere the root instincts of the

race, instincts which assert themselves not in

one style only or in another, but in all the

varying methods of expression that succeed
each other in a nation's history. We call

tlicin vaguely tradition, perhaps inaccurately

so, because tradition only refers to the hand-
ing on from one generation to another. My
view is that tradition itself is only a symptom
and evidence of deepseated underlying
instincts which will assert themselves from
time to time so long as the race is vital, and
whieli can only fail to do so when the life

of a race is dead. This is why the lamenta-
tions on the decrepitude of architecture and
hlealings on the spread of materialism leave

me cold. The race is still as vital as ever.

Year after year gallant deeds are done in

places far remote from our humdrum London,
i think that you, gentlemen, who are begin-

ning your careers, may possess your souls in

patience, and can pursue your art witliout

the paralysing suspicion that, after all, it is

no good. It will be all the good in the world
it you address yourselves to your labours in

the spirit of the true artist, s"paring no pains
to equip yourself at every point, to really

master your technique, .is to styles, don't
worry about them. Each man who has any-
thing to say must have a style—that is, a
peculiar manner of his own. All I ask you
to do is to study deeply and widely before you
pronounce definitely and dogmatically for any
one method rather than another. Make quite
sure tliat you really understand it, that it is

not merely a court suit, to be taken on and
off, but a part of your intellectual and
emotional life.

THE CONDITIONS OF SUCCESS IN PRACTICE.

I have had the honour of addressing you,

students, before in this room on the course
of your studies, and you, my colleagues, on
the position and probable tendencies of

modern architecture, and my remarks have
of necessity been of a practical character.

The practice of a modern architect is so

complex that there are many branches of it

which have little to do with architecture, but
demand practical business aptitude and high
integrity. I am glad to say our calling has
never lacked such men—men that hold a high
and honourable place in our esteem. But to-

night I am not dwelling on this aspect of

our work. I am thinking of architecture as a

fine art. You students are entering on a

great calling. You desire to enroll yourselves

in the ranks of famous men who, from time
immemorial, have practised our splendid art.

Now, there are two conditions of success or

failure, and by success I do not mean the
building up of a plethoric practice—I mean
tlie development of the artist himself, that

ivipyfi-x, or self-realisation which is the aim
of every true artist. The conditions are:

natural aptitude for the art, and enthusiasm
and faith in your art. It should be recog-

nised far more clearly than it is in modern
life that an artist is," ipso facto, a rare and
exceptional being, and his work a fruit that

does not grow on every tree. Other men may
be able in commerce, more skilful in ad-

ministration, more efficient in action. They
will find themselves and their work. But
here and there is found one with exceptional
imagination, observation, skill of eye and
hand, who sees in the common aspect of

things, in form, in colour, deeper meaning
than is revealed to others ; who, if he is a

painter, finds in what to an ordinary man is

a pleasant landscape new possibilities of

colour and form ; or, if he is an architect,

catches in tlie plan and purpose of a building,

possibilities of rhythm and proportion, of

mass and composition, that would never
occur to minds of narrower range, not
trained to search for these qualities, or to

endeavour to embody them in the visible

forms of building. Special qualities and
endowments are necessary if a man is to

become a good architect which are not neces-

sary in the case, say, of what is generally

called business. I do not want to discourage
you by putting up an impossible standard

;

all I suggest is that there should be, to start

witli, some such aptitude as I have sketched,
in order that your labours may not be in vain,

and result in disillusionment when it is too

late to turn back. That you students, winners
of prizes and others too, possess this aptitude
I am convinced by the work of yours that
I have seen. The second condition that I

gave you is enthusiasm and faith in your art.

Now I do not want to pitch the note too high.
Wo all of us t;ike up the art with the idea
of making our livelihood by it, and our ideal.s

have to be subordinated to the stern realities

of life. The point I wish to make to you is

that this, though of necessity a dominant
motive, should not be the only one. The true
artist, the true scholar, the true sportsman,
have this in common: that they pursue their

aims not for ulterior objects, nor for the

profits that may accrue, not even for the
reputation they may gain, but for love of the

thing itself. The artist who studied his

modelling with the implacable passion of

Zola's tragedy, the scholar who stated with
joy that he had found a rare Greek tense
" lying snug in Polybius," the srjortsman who
takes his risks for the thrill of action at its

tensest pitch, do these things for the joy of

doing them. And this is the spirit with
which, through good report and evil report,

you students must keep in touch if your work
is to live, if it is to be the sincere and genuine
expression of yourselves, if the tares are not
to spring up and choke the seed that fell

upon good ground in the far-distant past. My
address is getting dangerously near to a
sermon. I expect I am not the first occupant
of this chair who, as he nears the end of his

term, has been anxious to give his message
to the younger generation. Y'et I have a

feeling "that opinion nowadays is too fluid,

that it moves too fast, and that when the air

is highly charged, as it seems to be now, the

danger "of running after some new thing may
increase at an alarming ratio. I have en-

deavoured to reassure you as to what I hold

to be an entirely false alarm, but tliat does

not mean that tliere are no dangers in your

path. There are, but they are the old ones

of the broad and easy roa'd. My text is the

familiar one, adopted by the winner of our

Prize Essay to-night, "Per ardua ad astra,"

and I should not offer it to you had I not

confidence in your enthusiasm, if I was not

convinced that" I am only putting into terms

what is in the hearts of all of you. The future

rests with you, not with us, your seniors ; it

is- for you "to show yourselves worthy of the

trust we place in iou.

Mr. Walter Cave followed with a

REVIEW OF THE COMPETITIVE DESIGNS AND
DR.4WINGS.*

An excellent innovation this year was the

displav of lantern-slides of most of the

principal desi; lulta

mendations. reii

points referre,!

.solutions of til,.

how far the leeti

if 111

rks

ly with Mr.
ins and com-
to follow the
> the several

I to estimate
vere justified.

I cannot help feeling (observed Mr. Cave)

that one who has never competed for any
of these prizes can, perhaps, hardly realise

all the difficulties of attempting to set out

on paper an imaginary design called up by

the few lines of printed matter somewhat
vaguely set out in the programme. I am
well aware that this vagueness is intentional,

and to some it is a spur to the imagination,

as can be plainly seen on the walls, where
the spirit conceives of magnificent mountain
gorges with foaming torrents waiting to be

constrained by architectural skill into orna-

mental fountains—"the golden gorge of

dragons spouting forth a flood of fountain

foam "—or where the site for a palace on
a rocky spur of an apparently inaccessible

mountain range is so handled that the build-

ings appear part of the very mountains them-

I

selves. .4.11 honour to tlio"se whose imagina-
' tion can escape from the ordinary conditions

of building in these days. It is a splendid

exercise, and if in the future they find that

local conditions and money restrain their

high flights, surely tliey wall have benefited

bv these student exercises. To others whose

• Our review of these designs appeared in the
BriLDixG News of Jan. 30. pp. 146-8. Mr. Farey's
prize Soane design Idi- a Royal Residence was illus-

trated in our last issue, and we give this week in oUr
central pages the Tite prize design, by Mr. Trenwitn
Wills, for a Foimtain.
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imagiiintion cannot run riot, tlie lack of con-

ditions nnd restrictions seems to act as a

kind of paralysis, and their designs snffcr

in proportion, as they take tlie line of least

resistance. One of the great benefits in these
competitions is the training of the mind to

clearly see the design as a whole before
putting pencil to paper. This applies

equally to the great monumental works and
the snniUer problems which the student will

encounter hereafter, and without this power
there is likely to be little success. Two
tendencies appear to be gaining ground
amongst the students of today.

First, there appears to be a general falling-

off in the study of old work, and a neglect

of the traditional forms of design. Originality

which means ignorance of what has been
done before is rarely successful. Originality.

to be successful, can only be achieved by

n careful study of the past," and for a student

it is the only right method to adopt.

Measure and draw the fine work of our
ancestors, and so the tradition will be

carried on and upwards, and your buildings
will rest on sure foundations."

Secondly, do not be carried away by mere
draughtsmanship, which is not design. It

is no doubt very fascinating ; but look at the

walls of the Architectural Room at the

Royal Academy, and you will see that they
have lately become a mere water-colour show,
and that the more solid architectural design
is being neglected.

It is a matter of regret that only thirty-

one competitors have sent in drawings tliis

year, as against seventy-nine in 1913. But
the reasons are not far to seek. The Rome
Scholarship has no doubt occupied much of

the time of many who would otherwise have
competed, and the quarterly designs which
are taking the place of the Testimonies of

Study in our examinations must have li.-id

the same effect. It is a pity that there ar.^

no entries for the Owen Jones Prize ; but
the decision of the Council to confine this

prize to members of the profession is pro-
bably the cause of this, so the Kensington
students, amongst others whose beautiful
work was so often seen on our walls, could
not compete. A gratifying feature of the
competitions this year is the success of the
Royal Academy Schools, which have lately
been showing such an improvement. The
Architectural Association and the Liverpool
Schools have established their reputations,
and now the Royal Academy Schools have
assumed a position which should be theirs
by right, and all of us will welcome their
success.

THE SOANE MEDALLION.
In the competition for the Soane Medallion—"An Official Country Residence for a

Royal Personage in the United Kingdom"—
we have several designs of great merit and
exceptional interest. Beginning with that
over the badge of the Thistle, we have a
fine Royal residence on a fine site, evidently
in the Highlands of Scotland. The approach
across the river, with its well-arranged road-
way ascending the hill, gives a noble
entrance to a noble residence. The plan of
the house situated on this great spur of rock,
built round two courtyards, with the stables
to the north and thegardens to the south,
is truly royal in character, and is shown by
a set of really beautiful drawings. From th"e
sections it appears that all the principal
rooms have been carefully thought out, from
its great ballroom, with" its deeply-coffered
ceiling and ingenious gallery, to the soberly-
designed chapel with its simple but effective
organ. I should advise all students to study
the sections in this building, which are
drawn in a masterly manner, and, although
showing the utmost detail, are in no way
confused. Coming next to the design by
"Fnrnesina,' have a different
setting for our palatial residence, and it
appears to be set under Italian skies rather
than in the cold, grey atmosphere of the
British Isles. The plan of the house docs
not appear to be so satisfactory in its
arrangements as that of the last-m"entioned.
Take, for instance, the library, which has
no wall-space for books; these would have
to be accommodated in the centre of the
room in bookcases, which would sadly

obstruct the light. On the entrance eleva-

tion, the central portion of the building

seems to have little relation to the fa9ade

overlooking the lake. No doubt this is partly

due to the difference in level between the

forecourt and the terrace on the other side;

but the contrast is too great to be satis-

factory. The windows also appear too small,

tliougii wo can all appreciate the value of

plain wall-surfaces, and it is doubtful if the

two square blocks containing the palm and
kitchen courts would be really pleasant in

execution. The design signed by "Anchor"
represents a typical English country house
in the "grand manner," situated in a flat

English park. The plan is noteworthy as

containing regal apartments and fine vistas.

A novel and a very satisfactory arrangement
is the placing of the stables and garage on

each side of the approach to the forecourt,

and connected to tlie house by a well-

designed arcade. The general lay-out of the

grounds to the south is also very satisfac-

tory, with the terrace and steps leading down
to the river. A criticism in detail may be

noticed in two arcaded recesses on each side

of the entrance front, which are somewhat
awkwardl\
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palatial residence, it would be a bad augury
for a long reign. The drawings generally are

clear and restrained, and the half-inch detail

shows refinement and skill without affecta-

tions. In "Akarana" we have a Royal resi-

dence which, to my mind, is less adaptable
to an English landscape than the last. The
plan here is somewhat confused by showing
the design of the ceilings to such a smnll

scale, and the somewhat awkward arrange-
ment of the sections and elevations makes
it difficult to follow the internal construction
and general system of internal lighting. The
lettering also on the plans leaves something
to be desired in the way of clearness. On
the whole, it is a stately building, but
scarcely English in character. "Cornu-
copia": As a plan this contains many
interesting features, especially the arrnng.'-

mpiit of a corridor round the banqueting
chamber, which presumably is intended tn

facilitate the waiting on state occasions,
although the dinner would get sadlv cold in

being carried down the corridor from the
kitchen block. The library is well arranged,
with bookcases projecting at right - angles
from the walls, which always makes a satis-

factory plan. Only one plan is given of the
principal floor, which shows a scarcity of

bedrooms for a country house on such a large
scale. One cannot help feeling that the
approach to this mansion would be some-
what spoilt by the placing of the kitchen and
stable buildinas in such a prominent posi-
tion. "EXVL" has a plan on somewhat
similar lines, through here, again, the stables
and garages appear to me to be situated too
near the residence. It is not very clear how
the kitchen is lit and ventilated, being under
the portico on tlie south-west side. The
principal facade is a nice harmonious com-
position, though the chimney-stacks appear
somewhat too lofty. The design above
"XXX" appears somewhat too broken up
and lacking in dignity. The shapes of the
towers and lanterns are somewhat unfor-
tunate. The plan appears somewhat complex,
and the landing half-way up the staircase
from the entrance would be uncomfortably
low. "Halibut" has a design of a building
situated^ at the foot of a hill facing the south-
west. The lay - out of the gardens and
terraces on that side are somewhat confused.
The plan, again, is wanting in clearness on
account of the amount of detail of all the
ceilings and their decorations which is shown
thereon. The plan is altogether, in my
mind, too ambitious, and partakes more of
an institution than a country house. The
earved ornaments shown on the Jin. detail
are somewhat meaningless in character. It
does not appear that it would be a comfort-
able house in to live in.

THE TITE PRIZE.
Next we will take the Tite Prize, the sub-

ject for which was a Monumental Fountain.

Several of the drawings for this prize repre-
sent cascades rather than fountains. Take
' Golden Dolphin " for instance ; the water
scheme consists mainly of a vast cascade run-
ning over an only sli"ghtly inclined surface,
broken up into ridges to give life to the
water before it descends in a waterfall into
the basin below. It is true there are certain
jets in the basin from isolated figures which
are the real fountains. The lines of the
lower basin are somewhat weak, and the
sculpture generally is somewhat insignificant.
The central feature is a flat dome surmounted
by a quadriga, the whole of which is not very
satisfactory in outline, and the staircases nii
each side, to gain the upper level, finish some-
what uncomfortably against the massive walls
of the terrace ; but, on the whole, the water
controls the design, although it seems im-
possible for the spectator from the lower level
to see the fiiin rippling effect, already men-
tioned, before the waterfall begins. The
coupled columned arcade is an interesting
feature, and the view from the upper terrace
would undoubtedly he very fine, where n
central group is liappily pfaced. backed by
the central arch. "Panama": The fountaiii
portion of the design, though somewhat con-
fused by the number and variety of the
figures, seems a more monumental fountain,
in the strict sen.se of the term, ^.nd the
cascade by which the water is brought on to
the scene is kept more in the background. It
appears to me that in execution the number
of parallel staircases would be very con-
fusing. There are no less than eight starting
from the same level. In the section, with its

backgron there "ge
group of statuary as a central feature, but
this is apparently omitted on the elevation.
The back screen is a pleasant feature, and
like the design by "nolphin," and the follow-
ing design by ".jny." a nionumental fountain
in the depths of the mountains seems to me
somewhat wrongly placed. In "Joy's"
design the first thing that strikes one is 'that
the architectural treatment of the great arch-
way at the back, through which the torrent
descends, is hardly Palladian in style. There
is a certain grandeur about the uliole con-
ception, but this mountain torrent could
hardly flow away .so placidly, like the Serpen
tine, under its little white "stone bridge after
its tremendous adventures in reaching its

lowest level. In the design marked
"Cascade" the placing of the fountain,
apparently in the centre of a great space in
a town, is more correct, if not so ambitious
in its conception. The design appcar's to me
to want a greater simplicity in treatment,
especially as regards the shape of the foun-
tain, and more repose in the sculpture. The
general effect of the central feature is that of
too many vertical lines, which make it too
reedy in appearance. Witli a little more sim-
plicity and repose in the working out the
design seems to have the elements of success
as a monumental fountain. In the design for
a fountain by "32" v.e have a water-colour
drawing of a marble fountain standing in a
lake oth(
direction by making the actual fountain too
insignificant a feature. The design sent in

signed by "Red Dragon," with a Welsh
legend, shows an elaborate architectural
colonnade in the centre of what appears to

be a vast park. The whole plan is somewhat
confused, and the Indian-ink washes tend to

make the work somewhat uninteresting. But
this is preferable to the elaborate and con-
fused colour plan of "Merry and Bright,"
where the cast shadows and the general
arrangement of colours have produced the

effect of a design for a piece of barbaric
jewelry rather than the plan of a monu-
mental fountain.

THE GRISSELL GOLD MEDAL.

For the Grissell Prize we have three

entries. The prize, which has been awarded
to Mr. Bennett ("Syrod"), seems thoroughly
well deserved, and the simple dignity of the

brick piers seems eminently suitable for a

warehouse building. I will not attempt to

criticise the steelwork details ; the plan is

the right one to adopt for a warehouse of this

description—that is to say, the lift and stair-

case are entirely outside the rooms them-

selves, and not contained within the build-
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ing, as in the case of the plans by 'Percy
Vere " and others. Under the requirements
of the authorities a staircase at eacli end
would probably be required. In the design

by " Composite " the staircase is composed of

winders, whicli would not be allowed. The
details are well drawn, but perhaps a little

too much importance has been given to the

cast shadows.

THE PUGIX STUDENTSHIP.
There are five sets of drawings sent in for

the Pugin Prize this year, and the winner
of the prize, Mr. Young, has certainly pro-
duced four strainers of remarkably interest-
ing drawings. The tower of St. Mary Mag-
dalene, Gedney, Lincolnshire, may be taken
as a typical specimen, and the excellent plans
which are given of every part show a very
complete study of the building. The same
remark applies to most of the work, and the
direct and simple form of perspective of St.
Edith's Church, Anwick, and Elm Church,
Cambridgeshire, seem most successful. His
drawings of the glass from the Flodden
Window, Middlcton, Lancashire, and the
pavement at Ely, show that his power of
drawing detail in colour is quite up to the
average. Mr. J. R. Leathart, who has been
awarded a certificate, has given us some ex-
ceedingly interesting drawings, but the effect
of his strainers is spoilt by the vivid violet

colour of liis section and shadows. The
drawing of the south-west transept of Ely
must have been a considerable undertaking,
and such a careful record as this should prove
of groat value. It is diflicult to describe all

the excellent work in the drawings of the
other competitors for this prize. It would
take too long ; but on the strainers sent in

by Mr. Hamlni and Mr. Charlewood the per-
spective seems to be perhaps the weakest
point. Taking it as a whole, the work gener-
ally sent in for the Pugin Scholarship this
year seems quite up to the average.

THE MEASURED DRAWINGS SILVER MEDAL.
I am afraid the same cannot be said for

the Silver Medal. "Pax" (Mr. James
Bennett) has sent in an interesting set of

drawings of Bramante's Chapel at Montorio,
Rome. There seems a want of strength and
decision in his drawing of the carved orna-
ments in liis sheet of detail. The same
defect also spoils his main elevation and
section. The ceiling and pavement of the
dome are drawn with enormous care, and
arc eminently satisfactory. "Dauber" sends
some drawings of a very interesting building
on the Via Flaminia, near Rome, and but
for the washes of colour it would no doubt
have received more sympathetic treatment at
the hands of the judges. The same remark
may apply to the style of drawings adopted
by "Amussim," which are spoilt by the
method of treating the backgrounds." The
building selected by "The Royal" is

peculiarly unfortunate, and the student's
attention should be directed to the proper
rendering of sculpture on a building. Both
the Custom House. Dublin, and Fountains
Abbey are excellent subjects; but in neither
case have the students succeeded in pro-
ducing a very interesting or fine set of draw-
ings. On the whole, the work sent in for the
Silver Medal this year is hardly up to the
average.

THE ARTHUR CATES PRIZE.
There is only one entry for the Arthur

Gates Prize, which has been awarded to Mr.
John C. Rogers. Generally speaking, his six

strainers show excellent and careful work.
The Lantern of St. Paul's is a very remark-
able section, showing the construction, and
is exceedingly interesting; also, the drawing
of the Fountain Court at Hampton Court is

pleasing. The v.inlting sections are clearly
drawn. It is a pity that there are no other
rampctitors for thfs prize ; but Mr. Rogers
has produced six excellent strainers, which
would have won a prize in most years.
Speaking generally of the whole of the

drawings submitted this year, it may be said
that, although fewer in number, they are
fairly up to the average, and I should like
to congratulate those who have received
prizes and honourable mention, and to those
who have not been successful, better luck
next time.

DISTRIBUTION OF PRIZES AND CERTIFICATES.

The President then distributed the various

prizes and certificates in accordance with the

"st published in our columns on the 30th ult.

>. 140). He also formally presented the

'ugin Silver Medal and cheque for £80 to

Mr. William Paterson, who was the Pugin
Student for 1913, and the Godwin Silver

Medal to Mr. C. C. Brewer, who was Godwin
Bursar in 1911. After the distribution, the

President remarked that, while their con-

gratulations had been rightfully accorded to

the students who by their industry and
taletns had distinguished themselves, he
felt that the schools in which they had been
trained should also come in for a little com-
mendation, and therefore he proposed to

introduce an innovation and to name the

schools in which the winning students had
been trained. Mr. Cyril A. Farey, who had
been awarded the Soane Medallion, and was
also the Tite Prizeman in 1913, was a
student at the Roval Academy Schools ; so

also were Mr. Trenwith-Wills, the Tite
Prizeman this year, and Mr. Arthur G.
Shoosmith, who obtained a certificate and
cheque for ten guineas in the Tite Competi-
tion. Mr. H. Chalton Bradshaw, who gained
a second award in the Soane Competition,
and was the holder of the first scholarship
in the British School at Rome, was educated
at the Architectural School of Liverpool
University; Mr. Philip D. Bennett was a
student at the Birmingham Municipal School
of Art; Mr. William Wallace Friskin, the
Ashpitel Prizeman, was trained at the
Glasgow School of Art; and Mr. William
Paterson, who had successfully fulfilled the
conditions entitling him to the Pugin
Studentship for 1913, was a student at the
Edinburgh College of Art.

Sir Thomas Brock, K.C.B., R.A., proposed
a vote of thanks to the Presid it and to Mr.
Cave for their admirable and practical
addresses. It seemed that every new build-
ing, like every fresh work of sculpture, came
under the lash of the newspaper critic, who
was almost as severe as if he were dealing
with one of Mr. Lloyd George's Budgets.
Fortunately for the architect and the
sculptor, no new critics agreed on which was
the reprehensible flaw of the work attacked,
and thus they answered one another. If a

man was to succeed in the practice of any
art. he ought to be his own severest critic,

for then only would he realise his weak
poiuts; but no attentive student could fail

to benefit by the stimulating and suggestive
observations they had heard that evening.
Mr. Solomon J. Solomon, R.A., seconded

the vote of thanks, which was carried bv
acclamation, and was briefly acknowledged
by the President.

BUILDINGS FOR SMALL HOLDINGS.*

By A. AiNSWORTH Hunt (Member).

Member of the Departmental Committee of

the Board of Agriculture on Buildings for

Small Holdings^

The matter for our consideration this

evening is chiefly concerned with the question
of the most suitable buildings for small
farms or small holdings. The great problem
in the proper equipment of a small holding
is to provide, at the smallest cost, buildings
which will be suitable and sufficient for the
lioldings concerned, but not in excess of their
practical requirements. Insufficient or un-
suitable equipment must lessen the pro-
ductive capacity of the holding, while, on
the other hand, excessive equipment must
represent so much dead weight upon it, and
involves the occupier in expenditure for
which he can get no real return.

PROHLEMS IN PLANNING.
The first question to be considered in

planning a set of buildings is: What is the
land expected to produce':' Speaking gen-^r-

ally, I think the buildings should be divided
into three groups — (1) market gardening,
(2) general farming, (3) dairy farming. The
houses for each of these cla"sses of holdings
can be much the_ same ; but the farm build-

Read before the Society of Architects, Feb. 13.

ugs must be especially arranged for the
pecial purpose for which they are required.

THE HOUSE.
The class of house to be erected must

lecessarily depend somewhat on the size and
lature of the holding. For a holding of, say,

en acres or under, which is not used as a
narket garden, a house of the nature of a
labourer's cottage will be quite sufficient,

"his should contain living-room or kitchen
(15ft. by 12ft.), scullery (8ft. by 10ft.), larder
(6ft. by 4ft.), three bedrooms (12ft. 6in. bv
12ft., lift, by 9ft., 9ft. by 8ft.) This arrange-
ment may be varied by providing a small
parlour and a combined living-room and
MiUery. I will deal with this point again
iter. An earth-closet should be provided,
tuated away from the main building, and a

good fuel-store, at least 7ft. by 5ft. As the
holding increases in acreage, the size of the
house must be increased. A holding of 25 acres

should have a sitting-room or parlour. This
house would then contain parlour (12ft. by
10ft.). kitchen (13ft. by 15ft.), scullery (10ft.

by 9ft), larder (6ft. by 4ft.), fuel-store (7ft.

by 5ft.), three, or perhaps four, bedrooms
(No. 1, 12ft. bv 13ft.; No. 2, 12ft. by 10ft.;

No. 3, 10ft. by lOft. ; No. 4, 9ft. by 8ft.)

In addition to the above, on most holdings
a dairy will be required, the minimum size

of which should be 5ft. by 8ft. This would
only be sufficient for two cows. If the
holding is to be devoted principally to dairy
farming, the size of the dairy must be in-

creased proportionately. In considering the
planning of the house, the general conditions
of house planning will apply ; but I should
like to draw particular attention to. one or
two poiuts.

The Kitchen or Living-room.—This is the

room in which the family will mainly live.

It should therefore have the best aspect,

which should be south or south-east, even
if there is a parlour provided, for experience
shows that the kitchen will bo always in use,

but the parlour only occasionally. Most
careful attention should be given to the posi-

tion of doors and windows. The cooking
range should be in this room. It should also

contain a good dresser and cupboard. In

many districts it is usual to provide a tiled

floor.

The Scullery.— In tlie scullery most of the

dirty work of the house is done. This should
contain the sink, copper, and a small fire-

place for occasional use in summer. It is

not necessary to put a proper stove in the

fireplace-opening. .\ few bars across the

front and a grating at tlie bottom are all that

are necessary, as wood is generally burnt in

the scullery. It is also advisable to put in a

brick oven", so as to encourage the baking of

bread at home. A scullery should not be
made too large, or it is likely to be used
as a living-room. The door of the scullery

must be so placed as to give easy access to

the farmyard, and tlie kitchen or scullery

window should command a view of the farm-
yard, so that the wife may see what is going
on out there when the husband is away on
the land. Care should be taken to see there
is a suitable place for washtubs, mangle, etc.

It is also very desirable that a bath should

be provided.

The Larder and Fuel-store.—These require

to be made larger than those of the average
small town house. In the larder a larger

stock of provisions has to be kept, as

shopping is not very convenient in the

country. There should be storage-room for

all kinds of home-made provisions, and a

barrel of beer, also room for salting-pans for

bacon, as these cannot be kept in the dairy.

In the fuel-store, provision must be made
for wood as well as coal. It should be borne
in mind that in tlie country coal can seldom
be obtained economically in very small
quantities.

The Dairy.- On most small holdings, a

dairy will be required, as one or two cows
arc almost certain to be kept to provide milk
and butter for the family. Under no circum-

stances should the dairy open into any room
in the house, and it must always be quite

separate from the larder. It must be well

ventilated and lighted, have a north window
if possible, and all means of ventilation

should be fitted with flvproof wire gauze.
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The floor should be tiled or stoiie, with
proper means for washing same. The shelves
should be of slate, -^d not fixed quite close

to the walls.

The Bedrooms.—In planning the bedrooms,
it is important to see there is a suitable place
for the beds—a point so often overlooked in

cottage-construction. In the large bedroom
provision is required not only for a double
bed, but frequently for one or two cots.

The Parlour.—The question of a parlour
in verj' small houses is a point upon which
there is a great difference of opinion. Some
people assume that a parlour is not necessary.

During the last few years I have erected

several diJferent sets of cottages, and pro-

vided a large living-room, and put a cooking
range in it,' and a small scullery containing
the copper and sink. I have generally found,
on inspecting these when occupied, that the

living-room is furnished as a parlour, and
the family lives in the scullery, no matter
how small it may be. Personally, I am
inclined to think that for country hou.ses

where only two rooms are provided, it will

be much more appreciated by the poorest

family if a small parlour is provided, and a

large combined living - room and scullery,

which would then contain the cooking-stove,
sink, and copper. The sizes of the rooms

as to insure the minimum of expenditure in

subsequent repairs and upkeep. Economy
should therefore be sought by careful plan-

ning and construction, and not by undue
cutting down of the size of the room, or the

quality of the materials, workmanship, and
fittings. In selecting materials, preference

should always be given to those which belong

to the district. In eases where bricks are

used, expensive facing-bricks of even colour

are not required ;
good, sound common bricks

of a texture that will weather well are prefer-

able in every way. In some cases it may be

necessary to provide cavity-walls, or use the

cheaper "kinds of bricks and roughcast tliem.

The old-fashioned method of giving a wide
projection to the eaves and gables will

materially assist in keeping the walls dry

;

but the gables should not have an expensive

barge-board and timberwork, which is costly

in upkeep, in the way of painting. The
height of the rooms on the ground floor

should be 8ft. from floor to ceiling, and the

bedrooms 6ft. 6in. to the springing of roof,

and 8ft. 6in. to the collars of the ceiling.

The Floors.—The most economical floors

are concrete, and will do very well for the

scullery, pantry, and dairy. The kitchen or

living-room floor should be generally of good
red tiles on concrete ; but in some districts

ft
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Plan of Cottages for Small Holdings of 5 to 10 acres.—A. Ainsworth Hunt, M.S..\. Erected
various places in West Suffolk, at prices from £310 to £345 per pair.

would then be: parlour I2ft. by 9ft. 6in., I

living-room 12ft. by 13ft. It is difficult to

alter the habits of the labouring classes by
[

providing rooms for them wliiih ili il

not use as they should. Event)]. i

labourer generally has a few ^m J i

of furniture which he specially ,: !ii -
i i

likes to display them in his "best parlour,
'

as he generally terms it. A certain amount
of house-pride may be beneficial in keeping
the home neat and tidy. I have several sets

of cottages in the course of erection now,
where I am providing a small parlour and a
large combined living-room and scullery. I

am sorry they are not yet completed, to

enable me to give my experience of them.
When three living-rooms are provided in the
larger type of house, a room 12ft. by 10ft. Gin.

will be quite large enough for the parlour,
and will give a fair-size second bedroom
over it.

Wash-houses.—In some districts n wash-
house is required away from the house,
separated from the scullery. On a small
farm, a building of this description serves

other useful purposes, such as a store for

cycles, perambulators, etc. If a separate
wash-house is erected, it is not a bad plan
to provide two coppers—one for the family
laundry, and the other for boiling food for

cattle, it being obvious that one copper
cannot serve the two purposes.

The Structure of the House.—In deciding

on the structure of the house, much must
depend, upon the local materials at hand;
but the building should be of such a nature

required. Another method is to sink the

land immediately adjacent to the outlet, and
provide a galvanised-iron tank on wheels.

The distribution of the water over the land

can then be easily carried out. If the

ordinary cesspool is provided, it is usually

not watertight, with the result that it is

there is a prejudice against this. A consider-
able amount of mud is brought into the house
at times, and tiles are much easier to clean
tlian boarded floors. If a boarded floor is

used, it is likely to be covered with linoleum,
and this has a tendency to encourage dry-rot,

especially on new floors.

Windows. — The simplest and most
economical window is the Yorkshire slide,

and if oak sills with oak pegs are used instead
of the retaining-fillet, they are very durable.

Casement windows come next in the matter
of simplicity ; but care should be taken to

see that a sufficient amount is made to open,

especially above the transom.

THE SITE AND DR.4INAGE.

In choosing a site, the cost of the scheme
will depend very much on the facilities for

water supply and drainage. Where avail-

able, land should be chosen which will allow
of the houses being placed so that the ground
will fall away from them, particularly at the

back, where slop-water has to be dealt with.

In some districts it is not usual to provide
drains, or even a sink. The slop-water is

simply thrown on to the land ; but this has
a tendency to cause a nuisance near the
house. The best means of dealing with the
slop-water from a small farm is to put the

usual sink and gully, and a length of drain,

say, 20ft. to 30ft. from the house, and from
this point lay a few lines of field-drains, if

the soil is suitable, radiating from a point
from where the glazed drain stops. The

I liquid can then easily be distributed where

Ground Plan. First Floor Plan.

Cottage of Small Holding at West Row. Milden-

hall.—A, Ainsworth Hunt, M.S.A. Erected in

1911 at a cost of £250.

liable to percolate into the subsoil and
pollute any well near. If it should be water-

tight, it results in the slop-water remaining

in the cesspool until it becomes offensive,

and then there is a large quantity to deal

with at one time upon the same area of

ground.
W.ITER-STJPPLY.

The provision of a good water supply is

absolutely necessary for a small farm. Tlie

cost of a deep well is generally prohibitive,

unless it is intended to supply a group of

small holdings. When water can be found

at a reasonable depth, a shallow well will

generally be sunk into the water-bearing

stratum ; but it is essential to guard against

any risk of contamination. The well should

be" lined with bricks or concrete, and made
watertight to a sufficient depth to prevent

the percolation of surface-water into it. In

some districts, where there is no water-

bearing stratum at an available depth, re-

course must be had to the storage of rain-

water for domestic purposes. In that case

a strong storage-tank must be provided.

This should be built of brickwork or con

Proposed Cottage on Small Holdings at Beyton.—
A. Ainsworth Hunt, M.S.A. Cost, £206 18s.

Crete, and made thoroughly watertight, so

as not only to retain the water, but exclude

any surface-water. The top should be domed
over, much the same as an ordinary well

;

an o^'erflo\v-pipe should be provided, and
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this, as well as tlie outlet, should be pro-

tected by grids to exchule vermin. Arrange-

ments should be made to exclude the first

flush of rain-water from the tank, as this will

not generally be very clean. The maximum
amount spent on the house should never

e.xceed £300, and on the buildings £400, as

this, with interest, sinking fund, repairs,

management expenses, etc., on a fifty-years'

loan, will be equal to a rent of 5| per cent.,

or £41 5s., which is as much as a small holder

on the maximum of 50 acres can afford to

pay.
THE F.\RM BUILDINGS.

In considering the nature and character of

farm buildings necessary to meet the con-

venience' and requirements of small holders,

it is obvious that the difficulty of laying down
definite rules is even greater than in the

case of houses. The house may be much the

same, whatever the nature of the holding

;

but the farm building must be specially

planned to meet the requirements of the par-

ticular holding concerned. In planning the

buildings, allowance should be made for the

possibility of future extension, and the type

of buildings provided should be capable of

being added to without much difficulty. Only
the minimum of accommodation should be

provided at the outsit If the tenant is con

suited beforehand cue must be taken not

to provide equipment m excess of «hit the

holding nn piodute for he will gentralh
take a rithi r LXti nagant Mew of his require

ments with -lilt 1 alising the extra amount
or rent ni iiit i t mvoK d The smallest

type of bull 1 1 11 ill e required for

market ,,ai 1 i
i nit growing The

requirement I i II \ ill be a packing
shed fruit st i till m I lart shed, and a

Ground Floor Plan. First Floor Plan

Cottages for Small Holdings, Undlev, West
Suffolk.—A. Ainsworth Hunt, M.S.A. Cost,

£250.

rough shed for tools and artificial manure. A
very good timber building of this class could

be erected for about £100.

The equipment for a holding of this

character can be very simple, and would
contain the following :—Fodder- and chaff-

house (14ft. by 15ft.), stable for two horses

(12tt. by 15ft.), cattle-shed (14ft. bv ISft.).

cart-shed (14ft. bv 18ft.) For holdings of

larger size, the chief additions would be the

provision of loose boxes, cow-stalls, and
possible stabling for an extra horse. An
extra loose box is a. great convenience. It

can be used for so many purposes—for

calves, pigs, or a sick anim.al. The general

opinion amongst modern farmers is that the

old-fashioned pigsty should not be built.

Pigs do much better in a loose box. and
should have the run of the yard or a field.

It is a good plan to provide a low platform

of wood upon which the pigs can lie. This
should be portable, so that it may be moved
when the box is required for other purposes.

All stables should have floors of grooved
concrete or grooved paving-bricks, .and laid

with a good fall. Care should be taken to

see there is proper ventilation without

draught. Barn-floors should be of concrete,

or preferably of wood. Cart-sheds should

have backing-rails and guard-posts. The

Homestead on a Small Holding at Bushbiiry —
John M. Hotchkiss, County Land Ajjeiit,

Stafford.

stables, cowhouses, cattle-sheds, etc., should

be readily accessible from the barn or

mixing-house, so as to save labour in carting

fodder. It is most important that stock-

yards should be sheltered from the north and
east winds, and at the same time open to

the sun and air. The buildings are therefore

bp^t planned L-shape, and placed backing
to thri north and east. All the doors and
uiihIhws should be on the south and west,

and opening into the yard. The cattle will

thus, when in the yard, get all the sun, and
be protected by the buildings from cold

winds.
D.\IRV-F.4EMING.

The main object on a holding of this

description is to provide sufficient cow-
houses at the lowest possible cost. The cost

will work out at about £10 per stall if built

of brick and tile, and £G or £8 if built of

timber. Cowsheds must comply with the

requirements as to cubic space laid down by
any regulations adopted by local authorities

under the Dairies and Cowshed and Milk-

shops Order. The usual minimum space pre-

scribed is 800cu.ft. per cow in cases where
they are habitually kept in the building, and
GOO'ft. where they are turned out for part of

the day. The lower figure will be quite as

much as is necessary on a farm. In calcu-

lating the cubic space, it is usual not to

allow anything above r2ft. in height above
the ground -line. The lighting of cow-

sheds is a matter of great importance, as

good lighting is one of the essentials for

clean milking. The simplest method is bv
glass tiles in the roof; but windows should

also be provided, both for light and ventila-

tion. The space admitting light should not

be less than 2sq.ft. per cow. The cowshed
should have a grooved concrete floor; but

rammed clay or chalk for a width of 4ft.

from the manger will make a more comfort-

able surfac- for tlic rows to kneel on, and

gutter should be formed in the concrete with

a roughened surface. II -lionM K '_'li wnli'

and Gin. deep, witli a l;ill ff \\r.i. lo tlio

gangway, and a senuvii . niar iliai I for

liquid formed at the back about :;in. wuie.

The gutter should have a fall of hin. per

yard," and discharge Gin. beyond the wall,

with glazed pipes. A grid should be fixed

at the end to p

drain. The Irani

into a liqui( -niaii

watert Rhta id tit

or a p imp. Ihe
semieircular trou

glazed stone vare.

enter the

inllv

h either a loose top

-trough should be a

lied of concrete or

lould be continuous

in length, so that it can easily be cleaned

d if supplied with tap or pump at

, and a w^aste at the other, it will

good water-trough as well. Arrange-

ments for tying cows are required ; but all

other fittings, including stall-divisions, are

superfluous. Allowing 3ft. 6in. per standing

tor cows will be quite sufficient, so that

twelve cows in a line will require a building

42ft. long. The width will be 14ft. to 15ft.,

as follows :—Feeding-trough 2ft., standing

Gft., gutter 2ft., gangway 4ft. or 5ft.—prefer-

ably the latter. Where there are less than

twelve or fourteen cows a feeding-passage is

not necessary.

It is important in all farm buildings to

keep the horses and cows well separated, as

any odour arising from the stable is liable

to put the cows off their feed, and conse-

quently affect the milk. In some parts of

the country there is a great prejudice against

drains of "any sort for farm buildings, the

liquid manure is run into the yard, which

is littered down from time to time to soak

up the moisture. If drains are provided,

they should all be collected together and run

into a manure-tank. This should have a

d at a good height from the ground
a cart may be backed under it),

liquid manure pumped into it for

, till' land. ir a Muall holding

I lie liMiinl inaiiiir ^Imiilil never be

pump nxe

(so that
and the

that it

would be wasted.

A class of farm buildings which is being

largely used now is provided with what is

known as the open (or Yorkshire) boarded

roof. These are generally wooden buildings

on brick or concrete foundations, with stud

?uilding for Dairy Holding of 50

ther-boarded outside. The roof is

covered with boarding laid at right-angles

to the purlins, each board being grooved on
the top about lin. from the edge, and fixed

with a space of about ^in. between each

board. A roof of this description looks as

if rain will simply pour through it ; but it

does not. In constructing the walls, three

sides must be completely closed in, and a

portion of one side left partly open. This

causes a slight upward current of air, and
prevents anv rain coming through the joints

Vietween tlie boards. The barn ami eliaff-

liuiis,' -linuld be kept at one m.l of tli Imild-

1I1-. ami this portion slimild l,r ii] :{ or

slateil. This class of bnildiiii^s is most
economical in construction, and very healthy

for cattle, being warm in winter and cool

in summer. They are most suitable for large

cow-houses.

Mr. P. J. O'X. ill ! il ti.ornment Board
arbitrator, has hcM an n n. ai Downpatrick
for the purpose of (liniiiiiniii'j the compensa-
tion for the sites of 200 labourers' cottages in

the Downpatrick rural district. The council

have already erected 594 cottages at a cost of

£102,730.
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VALUE Ab APPLIED TO REAL
ESTATE.*

By Frank W. HtiNT (Fellow).

Some twenty years ago a principle which
had the appearance of novelty, although,

perhaps, it had been first suggested some
thirty years earlier, was sought to be esta-

blished" in connection with the execution of

xclianse

:>rj;e impr vements in towns. It was known
betterment," and although the matter

was one peculiarly for our profession, the pro-

moters were unable to secure, from among
the seniors of the profession, a surveyor to

give evidence in favour of the principle or of

its practicability of application. On the

contrary, prominent surveyors of that day
were unanimous in the view that the value

of land and buildings could not be fairly

separated to do justice between the parties

;

that betterment could not be dealt with by a

surveyor understanding his business ; and
that no one could tell what the probabilities

of a new street might be for the purpose of

forming an opinion of the value of property.

Tliese opinion were all given before Parlia-

nu'nt necepted the principle of betterment;
hut since then no .surveyor who has been
called upon to do no. has failed in doing

justice as an arbitrator in disputed cases, or

in being able to form an opinion as to

whether or not a property has Ihm/ti fiiliaiu-r'd

in value by reason cf tlic iiiijumv. iii.iit^. It

is permissible to li.li.\r lliat, if tli.- I:i\is of

value had been iihiv |iruiiiiiicnll\ l.cr.nT the

minds of =„rv.„,,, . :il iImi tu.n-, tbev would
not so r>- ri. .hired the impossi-

bilitv of ,i|., |.i iiieiple. Somewhat
similar . i. 1. .\ ruse in connection
with thr 1 n,a,M . U\, ..1 liint); but surveyors.

although li.i.l.n- their tasks diffioult. liavr.

as a bndv. s. ..,,., led in prrformins all that

has been denia dcd nf them. Even as

political pcononi sts have not been men
versed in the da Iv practical experience of

value, so surveyors as a body have not been
students of political economy, and the scien-

tific aspect of the fundamentals of value have
not been generally appreciated by our pro-

fession as a class. The opening sentence of

Stuart Mill, in his monumental work. " Prin-
ciples of Political Economy," is: "In every
department of human affairs practice long
precedes science." In our charter the ascer-

tainment of value is described as the art of

valuation ; but the laws which govern value
operate in the nature of a science. "Truths
of political economy are truths only in the
rough; they have tlip r.,.itniiitv Imt ,ir>t the
precision, of exact - M'l I' i- to

this side that it i- ; i i
: \our

attention for a -I i in hiil', not
claiming to be ai

a view to indie

subject and the
are more fully ti

intricacies of thr

faced. More pa
the present t(ni

dicated which m
upon the forces

.,.(1,^1 with
ties of the
ilored if we
extent and
liieh we are
l.vsirahle at

.1 In- iriM-hing effect

li't.Tmino the present
In the resettling

the equilibrium the profession must take the
larger part, and unles= we fully realise the
natural laws operating to produce equilibrium
we may arrive at erroneous conclusions, with
disastrous results to our clients and to our
professional reputation.
The first question which arises is, What is

value? Some of us may remember the hilarity
which greeted the definition of value men-
tioned in this hall nearly two years ago.
which certainly did not err on the side of

lucidity. It was Professor Cannan's de-
finition :

"The vnhie ot :. -,:„
:

, -

second commodity i '

first commodity i i

0( the sir
for which a perfect jtidpn or valiirr
the Biven quantity of the first mi
at the time lie exehanced between U^
.^ii;>po.sinf: an exchange took place i

economi:

speaking.

;rc and tbcr

m value i» relative, ana cx|)re-.~!,e= ...<; .^.•.-,";^

tween two things at a particular place and time.

In modern practice, of course, the thing

for which a commodity exchanges is standard

money, and comparisons are therefore made

th money.
•Tlie word Value, when used without^^adjunct,

chance
'"'"'"^\ '.° E-xchangc value requires to be

Sistinguisiied from Price. . .

.; ./'''/•^^r^.re^ul
ate modern writers, to a\oid the ^Jstcim

iditure of two Rood scientific terms on a sinsie

II :Ml^ further idea of what is value

iiiM-tiLiit.' the causes of, and laws

)
\ iiUio ; and to do this would

|.
I

11 v.-<t of the evenings of this

I |,i. i.ilily many beyond it. It

im. (iiiy'be possible to indicate

ipse laws, and endeavour to apply

real estate. In whatever way
, may differ, there appears a

msensiis of opinion that, broadly

value depends upon the operation

of supply and demand and the cost

of production. The ramifications of these

laws are innumerable, but for our present

purpose the broad principles are sufficient.

One of the principal features operating in

the law of supply is the capacity of increasing

indefinitely the supply of an article. This

capacity eiiables the equation between supply

and demand to be maintained at a price, aii.l

this price must be equal to the expense of

that part which is produced under the most

unfavourable circumstances. Improvements

m means ot production and of facilities of

transport have far-reaching effects, and

operate to establish an equilibrium, if un-

affected by special circumstances, over large

areas. But when we come to apply these

laws to real estate we are at once met with

tlie vital difference between land and com-

moilities prodiicpd by the application of

labour and capital to land. In the first place,

land IS an essential to all production, and

niav. thcrifore, be said to be the basis of all

wealth :
" The foundation of wealth is pro-

duction, and the requisites of production are

labour, capital, and land." (Mill.)

Moreover, "land differs from the other

elements of production, labour and capital,

in not being susceptible ot indefinite increase.

Its extent "is limited, and the extent ot the

more productive kinds is more limited still."

(Mill.)

of

' The rifh

in order to adopt a coni-

al with the capital value

: term is used in its legal

ny buildings or improve-

ot
"The value, that i'

hine in tcrins of anol
the amount of that second thini;

' Marehall (" Principles of Economics ").

Marshall.)

We have by this means resolved value so

far as it relates to real estate into two

elements: (1) The profit of possession, or the

measure of the gratification flowing from

possession, and (2) the element which effects

the capitalisation.

Dealing with the second element first, it is

unnecessary to explain to surveyors that the

years' purchase of the capitalisation depends

upon the normal rate of interest that can be

earned from investments in comparable
securities, and varies according to the

security of the income being purchased.

During quite recent years the relation ot

years' purchase to the value of other

securities, and the rate ot interest which may
be considered normal at various times, has

been well exemplified. During 1899 and 1900

our standard security— Consols—stood at an
unprecedentedly high level, at times over 113.

Owing to varying causes, which at the

moment need not be considered, the rate ot

interest increased, and the value of Consols

declined. Years' purchase for incomes ot

the best class arising from real estate, which

had risen considerably during the earlier

period, on the fall of values, came down,
although not to the same extent as Consols.

This action was induced as a result ot the

operation ot the law ot supply and demand.
The scope tor investing moneys by trustees

was considerably broadened by the Trustees

Act. 1893, and Colonial Stock Act, 1900 ; and
thr demand for capital in business enter-

pii .^. .Hid in developing the less settled

,li-irnls of the earth, offered better return

tliH uiia lip obtained from Consols and
similar security, and the demand being thus

lessened, with no diminution in the stock in

existence, the price fell, and so influenced

years' purchase. " Market values are

governed by the relation ot demand to stocks

(i.e., supplies) actually in the market."

(Marshall.)

But perhaps the more difficult element to

comprehend is that of income, or, as applied

to real estate, rent. There has probably been

no subject wdiich has received so much con-

sideration by economists as the theory ot

rent. Adam' Smith, writing towards the end

of the 18th century, pointed out that rent

consists of two parts—building rent and

ground rent; the first is interest on capital

expended in building the house, together

with a sinking fund to replace such capital.

" The building rent is, therefore, everywhere

regulated by the ordinary interest of money."

(Adam Smith.)

Tliat portion ot the payment by the tenant

in respect of buildings " and Improvements

depends upon cost of production and the rate

of interest required by those engaging in the

business of building, "and the ordinary laws

relating to production apply. It the supply

of houses is greater than the demand rents

will fall ; this discourages the employment of

further capital in building, and the demand
in time overtakes supply, when rents again

rise, and as the result of the greater demand
find competition, capital is again attracted

and further buildings are provided. This

course of operation of supply and demand is

apparent over long periods of years, and is

indicated by boom periods and those of de-

pression. Other causes, of course, operate;

but the general course is dependent upon the

law of supply and demand. We have during

the last few "years been passing through one

such period "of depression, but all of us

Know that as demand is now overtaking

i|i|ily an effect is being made on rents. An
; rpsting circular was issued at the begin-

iiii- ot the year by Messrs. Hepper and Sons,

of Leeds, and I venture to quote a few-

sentences from it. illustrating the practical

working ot this law :—

changes of ownership and character
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Tlie balance of the whole rent paid after

remunerating the builder is available for

ground rent. This " is the price which the

inhabitant of the house pays for some real or
supposed advantage of the situation." (Adam
Smith.)
This merely states what is to us a truism

;

and we must inquire further as to the nature
of rent and what really determines its

amount. The theory which is perhaps best
known is that developed by Ricardo, who
wrote early in the 19th century. His
definition was

:

•• Rent is that portion of the produce of the earth
which is paid to the landlord for the use of the
original and indestructible powers of the soil. It is

often, however, confounded with the interest and
profit of capital, and in popular language the term
is applied to whatever is annually paid by a farmer
to his landlord." (Ricardo.)

We, at any rate, are not proposing to confuse
with rent proper that portion of what is

popularly termed rent due to interest on
capital. Ricardo develops the theory
further:

of land when there was
-, yet appropriated, and,

might choose

and uiii; . : I'-i h. . .n-. m ti,. i.:.i-i.'.-

of p,i|iii ;. ..: ;hi lulerior .juaiity or less

advant.r, !
,

'

1 is called into cultivation,
that nil! I

;
I I 111' use of it. When, in the

progr. I
.

.
:

'. mil of the second degree of
fertilit\ 1^ tik'i ii'

. riiitivation, rent immediately
comnienets .m that of the flrst quality, and the
amount uf the rent will depend on the diderence in
the quality of those two portions of land. Rent is

always the difference between the produce obtained
by the enipl..ynniit of two equal quantities of capital
and l.-.lnii- Malthus has satisfactorily
explain- !

> of rent, and showed that it

rises n: nui to the relative advantages
either ..i ' i nation of the different lands

(To be concluded.)

JIESSRS. G. .\. WILLI.\1IS AND SO.N'S
JUBILEE DINNER.

Tlie clieeriest gathering of its kind we have
enjoyed for a long time was held last

Monday night at the Food Reform Res-
taurant, Furnival-street, Holborn, to cele-

brate the jubilee of Messrs. G. A. Williams
and Son, the well-known leading firm of

blindmakers, of Queen's-road, Bayswater.
The dainty menu—novel, doubtless, to some
of the guests—seemed appetising to all, and
the natural vintages in which the toasts were
honoured no less favourable to real con-
viviality than the more pretentious and some-
times too potent brands to which some after-

dinner speakers owe more than eloquence.
Few old-established London firms have

seen more changes round them than tliat

under notice since February 8, 1864, when its

founder, the late Mr. G.' Williams started
at No. 21, Qneen's-roail, Bavswater. The
district was then in faiour with the higher
classes, and it was c-xp.-ct.Hl to become a
second Belgravia. Lancaster Gate was just
being built, and many good families were
taking up their abode. The Metropolitan
Railway was not yet in being, and upon the
site of Queen's-road Station frontage was a
large public-house, with a draw-in for horses,
recalling the then recent time when Queen's-
road was called Black Lion-lane.

In the year 1877 Mr. Alfred Williams was
taken into partnership, and father and son
worked most harmoniously together till, at
the end of the year 1889, the former retired
into private life at Margate, altliongh he
never ceased to take the deepest interest in
all that pertained to the old business. In
the autumn of 1911, on the expiration of the
lease at No. 21, Queen's-road, the business

vas remov d to the firm's own freeliold

premises at No. 42, which are much more
commodious, and the change has been bene-

ficial ill every sense of the word. To the

great sorrow of all who knew him, Mr. G. A.

Williams, while on a visit to London in the

autumn of last year, was taken with the ill-

ness to which he succumbed in his eightieth

year. His wife still lives, and is in good
health and vigour.

To the average man there may appear very

little in the way of bliudmaking calling for

any out-of-the-way skill ; but such is not

the case. Scarcely a week passes ere some
problem has to be thrashed out needing
special care and thought, and these qualities,

together with strict integrity and probity,

have made the name of G. A. Williams and
Son known and appreciated as specialists

and experts in blinds far and wide up and
down the land, many well-known architects

being on their books.
The chair was occupied by Mr. Alfred

Williams, the son of the founder of the firm,

who read a number of letters from friends

unable to be present, but who had sent their

heartiest congratulations, including Dr.
Clifford, Mr. Wm. Glasier, and others. The
loyal toasts having been duly honoured, Mr.
J. J. Bird proposed tlie toast of the evening,

"The Firm," and in eloquent terms bore
testimony to the sterling qualities of father

and son who had made it what it was, and
whom he had known from its foundation.

Mr. Alfred Williams, in reply, paid a filial

tribute to the memory of his fate father, and
read a touching letter from his mother, still,

as always, young, and, as ever, the support
and inspiration of his life amid its vicissi-

tudes and the irreparable loss of his own
\\ 111 r.l 1 «ith the friends who were not
II

: 1
II

'
III lore, and with those still with

i- III
[

M\ his friend and partner,
lIiiuIl^ (.'iiii^taljle, and the loyal support of

their stafJ, he was optimistic as to the future

and reliant on the determination of all con-

cerned to maintain and add to the best

results of the past fifty years.

Mr. Charles Constable gave "The Staff"
in a cheery speech, which, with the response
by Mr. h! Smith, bore hearty testimony to

the cordial relations between " the best of

employers and the best staff of the best

blindmakers in London," as the last speaker
enthusiastically phrased it.

The toast of "The Patrons" was replied to

bv Mr. .Jenner, and that of the visitors by
Mr. A. W. J. Russell, the town clerk of

Paddington, and Mr. P. H. Gray, the town
clerk of Southwark. At the finish Com-
missioner Lamb, of the Salvation Army, at

the call of the chairman, dwelt for a few
moments genially and impressively on the

social qualities of Mr. Alfred Williams, and
his testimony to the value of their combina-
tion with ordinary business qualifications—

a

combination not always found nowadays in

commercial life.

The musical arrangements were distinctly

above the usual average, the contributions of

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Constable and Miss
Eleanor Williams being especially welcomed.
A clever group of Mandoliers and the serio-

comic of the evening, Mr. H. A. Thomson,
with his laughable experiences of a Suffolk

countryman in London, also elicited hearty
applause.

ELGIN, PAST AND PRESENT.*
This volume is intended by the author, in

the first place as an enlargement of Elgin,
l';:-i ami I'l.-.i.t,- written by his father

I- I
I .1 ;jl' |iages, and contains

Iii7
I

I
. - .1 \i I'lleiit coloured map,

INI. I iraii\ iiit.'i I'-i iiiL' appendices. As a

record and L'liide it is impossible to praise

too warmly the industry and good taste which
have combined in the production of one of

the best local chronicles we have ever seen.

The picturesque county town of Elgin-
shire is one of the most' pleasant in Scot-
land, and many Southerners will be glad to

renew their memories of it with the help of

Mr. Maeintosli's exhaustive, but in no way
tedious, pages. He has left no source of in-

formation unsearehed, and his authorities
are as reliable as his own investigations have
been thorough. He has had good help,
especially from Mr. Thomas Ross, LL.D.,
F.S.A., and from Mr. R. Lind.

Architects and archaeologists, above all

others, will welcome the numerous drawings
of the older buildings, more particularly
those of the Cathedral and the Bishop's
Palace.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At their meeting on Tuesday the London

County Council received and accepted with
much regret the resignation of Sir Laurence
Gonime of his office as clerk, due to failure of

health. Sir Laurence has served the Council
and its predecessors for forty-one years, and
has been clerk for over thirteen years. In
moving acceptance of the resignation. Major
Gray observed that Sir Laurence Gomme
had been much more than an official. For
many years he had lived to maintain the
dignity of the Council and to promote the

well-being of London and its citizens.

The Improvements Committee recom-
mended the Council to pass the follow-
ing series of resolutions :

" That the Council
is of opinion (i.) that in the general allocation
of grants from the Road Improvement Fund
the administrative County of London should
be treated as a separate area and not merely
as a part of Greater London ; and (ii.) that
the amount of the grants hitherto made to

London authorities is quite inadequate, and
cannot be regarded as satisfying the legiti-

mate claims of the County of Loudon"; and
"That the Council regrets to learn that it is

apparently the intention of the Road Board
for the present to devote the portion of its

funds available for London solely to road-

crust works, and to withhold entirely from
the Council L'raiits for London street im-
!'" """I- -III -pective of tlieir urgency or

he Roa rd to state

wild! It la .ii.LiLipated that any portion of Us
funds will be available for schemes for street

improvements in the County of London.
After a long discussion the committee's
recommendations were adopted by 17 votes

to 9.

According to the Highways Committee's
report the saving effected by the Metro-
politan borough councils, owing to the main-
tenance of the tramways tracks by the

L.C.C., is estimated to amount to over

£125,000 a jear.

The Council was recommended to grant
permission to the Gilbert Memorial Com-
mittee to erect a memorial to the late Sir W.
S. Gilbert on a pylon on the Victoria Em-
bankment situated immediately to the east of

Charing Cross pier.

The Parliamentary Committee submitted
for approval the Mall Approach (Improve-
ment) Bill, 1914, the form of which was
settled at a conference held at his Majesty's
Office of Works on January IG. The lands

scheduled comprise the area bounded on the

north by Charing Cross, on the east by the

Mall Approach, on the south by Spring
Gardens, and on the west bv premises in the

occupation of the Canadian-Pacific Railway
Company and the Sun Insurance office. A
clause has been included providing that the

Council, with a view to the erection of build-

ings of a suitable design, shall, within a

reasonable time after the passing of the Act,

sell on lease the lands acquired under the

.Act but not required for its purposes, and
sliall take steps to secure the erection of

buildings on such lands, in accordance with

designs to be approved by the Commissioners
of Works. It was reported that some dis-

cussion took place at the conference over the

inclusion of the provision dealing with tlii.s

approval, but the secretary for the Com-
missioners had given an undertaking that it

should be limited to the elevations of the

buildings.

The Fire Brigade Committee reported that

during the year 1913 the fire brigade received

5,280 calls, the corresponding number for

the year 1912 being 5,753. The number of

false alarms received was 1,798, of which 764

were due to defective electric circuits, while
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436 were given maliciouslj-. Tlie number of
fires was 3,377, or 10 lets than in tlie previons
year. The number of lives lost was 101, or 6
more than in the year 1912, while 43 persons
were rescued by members of the brigade, as
compared with 34 during the year 1912. The
estimated monetary loss caused by fires
within the County of London during the year
was £339,080. 'Ihis amount is less than the
annual cost of the brigade, and is lower than
the corresponding amounts for any of the
years since 1899, when the returjis were first
compiled. The value of property insured in
London in 1899 was £932,598,601, whereas
tlie value of property insured in 1912 was
£1.132,491,717. In 1866 the number of serious
fires formed 25 per cent, of the total number
of fires, in 1888 the number of serious fires
had fallen to 6 per cent., and in 1913 it was
only 1.22 per cent. Mr. Sniallwncwl. mi tli.^

reception of this report, drew :iii. nt i.,ti io
the greater efficiency of protect;..,, :.- ^l,,, ,

by the decrease in the annual 1.,-, 1.. in, .

and urged that in view of tlii.s tli. anuuM.ia
contributed by the insurance companies were
inadequate.—The vice-chairman of the com-
mittee, Mr. P. C. Sinnnons, said that the
question, which had apparently not been
dealt with since the Fire Brigade" Act of 18(ui,

was engaging the attention of the committee,
and a report would be presented at no distant
date.

The Building Act Committee reported that
they had had under consideration the
question of the appointment of a district sur-
veyor for the district of St. George, Hanover-
square, North, in the place of the late Mr.
T. H. Watson. All the district snrveyors
under sixty-five years of age were asked
whether they desired to apply for transfer to
the district in question, and fourteen ex-
pressed a desire that their names should be
considered. Of these they were of opinion
that Mr. W. J. Hardcastle, district surveyor
for Finsbury, who had been a district sur-
veyor since 1888, should be appointed.

The Phcenix As
a letter to the We?ti
the Board of \Vorl.=

proposed Mall in., .

of their land as ,

on favourable t . ;

pany is designe.l ..

obtaining Parli:

Company has addressed
nster City Council and

Mjr.'o.n? tn facilitate the
',' ' - liing such part

'I that purpose
. ,-.. of the com-

-
'

' ' " and cost of
•iry sanction for the mi-

prOvement scheme. Should their oiler be
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Progress is l.ei:,_
1 ,1,,. project for
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OBITUARY.
Mr. Horace P. Woodward, F.R.S., late

Assistant Director of the Geological Survey
of England and Wales, died on the 6th inst.,
at his residence in Coombe-road, Croydon, at
the age of si.\ty-five. He was the second son
of the late Dr. Woodward, of the British
Museum. Mr Wonrlwiird joined the Geo-
logical Sm 1,, I-.;,, :ind retired in 1908.

Wallast.,., n, ...al.iM 11, 1909, and was The
author uf s.ieml important works on geo-
logical subjects.

The death occurred at Bronghton Ferry on
February 5 of Mr. Robert Keith, architect,
Dundee. Mr. Keith was a native of Drum-
sturdy, Forfarshire, and began business as
an architect in Dundee in 1S72. He designed
niany buildings in Dundee, including
1.111. li.'s and schools, and he was closely

, , .
i..i..il with the fening of ground at the

II 1.1, a scheme which greatly benefited
tliL lioyal Asylum Board. He devoted a
large amount of time to piililie service, first
in Broughty Ferry Town Cnuncil and later
in Dundee Town .Council, and he was a
magistrate 111 Dundee for some years.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION OF
IRELAND.—An ordinary meeting of the
above society was held on Thursday, Feb. 5,
Mr. W. M. Paton, A.R.I.B.A., occupying the
chair in the absence of the president. Mr.
Thos. Tomlinson, B.E., read a paper on

'="'"-tric Lighting for Architects," the sub
ject of which mainly treated of installations
for private houses. " The lecturer described
the various tests for good work, and illus-
trated his remarks by exhibiting samples of
cables, flexible switches, and other electrical
requirements. The paper was very practical
in character, and was much appreciated by
the numerous practising architects present.—Mr. T. E. Hudman proposed, and Mr. G.
L. O'Connor seconded, a vote of thanks to
Mr. Tomlinson, which was passed with
acclamation. An exhibition of students' work
is being held in the A. A. hall, 15, South
Frederick-lane, from February 9 to the 25th.

THE INCORPORATED BRITISH IN-
STITUTE OF CERTIFIED CARPENTERS.
—At the monthly general meeting, on Satur-
day, February 7, a paper on "Half-Timber
Houses in Surrey " was read bv Mr. H. Hey,
Fellow, who pointe It that

,rd-

tli.j -Man anliquitii

A memorial to Sir William Ouiller Orchar.l
son was unveiled in St. Paul's Cathr li ,1 , 1,

,

day (Thursday) by Earl Beauchami. 1 •
. .

missioncr of Works. Itisthewml ' \i

Reynolds Stephens, and shows a t,

great artist beneath a wreath, on v ,

empty palette. On the right-hai. !

inscription is a figure of Orchards^
on the Bellcrophon," and on
"Farmer's Daughter." The.se flai.l
are of bronze, and the rest of the rum,

, mi. til
Itself is of alabaster and coloured marble The
inemorial is affixed to a wall at the east end of
the choir aisle in the crypt, close to the craves
of Turner and other distinguished arti.sts in
Painters' Corner.

remaining
istrnction are dis-

?li coincides with
Hie rlictrih.itinn nf tlie onk. The lecturer
' '

' '• v,i|l,
,
r:,if ^^.,|k prior to the Tudor

'

'
'

:.i,'l ~l,..\\..l \i.ws of a fine timber
' 'ill ^^ 'III li. il..,a i-.l.-.d exterior and in-

'1 I'
.

I ' .11,1 l.iiltrosses, the latter
'

i.'.'i,'
I

'••'
I L':\i,!j a larger area inside,

'
'

I
i' I'l. -|.ii,'- Some interesting

. x.iii:|.i. , ,.l .l..n:, -II,- l.uildings of Late 15th-
Ceiitiiry and Early IGth-Century work were
then shown. Notably a series of slides of
specimens of early half-timber work in
manor-houses. The various details of "post
and panel" work (in one case with the
nriginnl wattle and daub still in situ), over-
hanging upper stories with dragon beams to
the angle-posts, and the connection of the
'liter to the main beams, were clearly
li.'wii. A number nf very early examples
I door construction followed, cross-boarding
.ailed with the nail-heads forming a pattern
on the front of the door. Details of hinges
and bolts were also included. Some views
f cottages of a later period, where an inter-
•o and transom is introduced, indicated the
. L'inning of the movement toward breaking
p the wall-spaces with ornamental carved

I races. Mr. Hey then proceeded to trace
li.' development of the particular character-

'

'. s of the roofs of the period, showing how
, introduction of an upper story and the
.iistruction of windows for it led to a break

111 the eaves line and eventually to the
dormer window, which is a feature of this
class of work. The short' hip, with gablets
at each end of the ridge, was also noticed.
Some miscellaneous views followed, in-
cluding a fine Tudor doorway and

barns and eartsheds of timber construction,
with brick and weatherboard filling. A fine
series of photographs of a Late 16th-Century
manor-house followed, giving views of the
development of ornamental carved braces,
mouldings to doors and windows, and orna-
mental brackets. A few sHdes illustrating
the niiiny-gabled roofs of the 17th century
brought to a close a most interesting lecture.

ROMAN THEATRES.—In his lecture on
Thursday last at the British Museum, Mr.
Banister F. Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A., described
the theatres of ancient Rome, which he
showed were on the model of the Greek, with
important differences in purpose and con-
struction. The Greek auditorium circled
round two-thirds of the central orchestra for
spectators to see the chorus ; while the stage
was small, as the actors were few. The
Romans cut this auditorium back to a semi-
circle, so that the audience might front the
stage, which increased in importance as the
orchestra diminished. This change, arising
out of the different genius of the Roman
drama, is well seen in the well-preserved
remains of the Roman theatre at Orange.
Among all the theatres throughout the
Empire, the oldest and most magnificent was
that begun by Julius CaBsar, now a ruin in
n Roman slum, known as the Theatre of
Murcellus, which, unlike Greek theatres, was
built on a level site and entirely above
ground. In this theatre Doric and Ionic
orders were placed one above the other, and
were used, not constructively, but decora-
tively. It seated 14,000 spectators in rising,
circling ranks. From theatre ruins at Fiesole.
Ostia, Pompeii, and Timgad one could largely
reconstruct the plan and trace details of
arrangement, such as those for manipulating
the curtain. In conclusion, the lecturer de-
scribed the largest of all these theatres, the
Coliseum at Rome, which had a central arena
so vast that it could have contained the Royal
Albert Hall at South Kensington.

THE ZENITH AND DECLINE OF
GOTHIC ART.—The rise of Gothic art to
its zenith and its decline were the topics of
Prof. Edward S. Prior's concluding lecture
on " Architecture " at the Royal Academy on
Frid; The an most stimulating
influence, and led to that extraordinary
development, the flying buttress. Lofty,
light, and spacious churches expressed the
religious emotions of the age, and their
magnificence gave a greater advertisement to

the shrines. About 1270 creativeness ceased
abruptly, and there was no more setting out
of great cathedrals for 200 years. The ex-

pressive and emotional qualities of early
sculpture gave place to intellectual methods
of representation, and eventually to ma-
terialism and realism. There was a change
of ideal, and something passed out of the
heart of Gothic sculpture when exaggerated
tenuity, intricate lacework of stone, ex-

cessive ornament, and the multiplication of

features were introduced at the expense of

constructional expression. The Renaissance
was a return to the Classic inspiration by
another method.

Mr. O. G. Laban, late of the Loughborough
borough surveyor's office, has been appointed
surveyor and inspector of nuisances to the
I.eake Rural District Council.

Mr. R. C. Bryan, assistant surveyor to the
Bourne Rural District Council, has been
appointed highway surveyor for the east dis-

trict of the Louth Rural District Council.

The Bishop of London consecrated last week
the new Church of St. Michael, Golder's Green,
which has been built to meet the requirements
of the district that has sprung up during the
past few years between the main Finchley-road
and the River Brent. The first portion has cost

£7,000, and contains accommodation for 500
worshippers.

It is proposed to erect a small theatre, seated
for 298 persons, on a site between Gower-street
and Malet-street. The theatre is intended to

he used primarily by the students of the
Academy of Dramatic Art; but it is also desired

to give public performances by the students,
and to lot the theatre occasionally when it is

not required for the purposes of the aoailomy.
Messrs. Swan and Norman, of Clifford's Inn,

I
EC, are the architects.
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(Inxuntt Calamo.

All congratulations to the new Aca
deraieians. Mr. Reginald T. Blomfield's

election as R.A".' on Wednesday is a welcome
recognition of the distinction he has achieved

as architect and author; and that of Mr.
John James Burnet, by the Royal Scottish

Academy the same day, is as well deserved as

it is happily co-incidental. We are glad also

to note that the Professorship of Perspective

at the Royal Academy has been revived after

half a century, and the honour bestowed upon
Mr. G. A. Storey, A.R.A., whose work on

"The Theory and Practice of Perspective"

is familiar to all. Turner was elected to this

professorship in 1808, and held the post for

thirty years. The Academy is heartily to be

congratulated on its selection of so able a

Welcome signs of a probable termination of

the trouble in the London building trade are

apparent. Mr. C. W. Bowerman, M.P.,
secretary of the Parliamentary Committee of

the Trade Union Congress, has had an inter-

view with Mr. Walter Lawrence, the presi-

dent of the London Master Builders' Associa-

tion, and he and other members of the

Congress are to meet the delegates in question

at the House of Commons to-day. We feel

quite sure that it is only for the Congress

and the unions concerned to recognise th£

necessity for mutual adherence to joint agree

ments to make peace possible. It was onl_\

after failing to secure satisfactory guarantee:

from the trade-unions that the rules that had
been arranged should be honourably observed

and carried out by the men, and only when
collective bargaining proved abortive, that

the masters introduced and insisted upon the

obnoxious " penalty agreement," and that,

perhaps, not very wise expedient may at once

well give place to some new collective under-

standing, with satisfactory mutual guarantees.

We wish early success to the efforts of both

sides to secure such.

o advise as to the best means of utilising

lie site, and the fate of the inn will in all

probability depend upon his recommenda-
tions. Certainly the building in which

municipal business is now carried on can

hardly be dignified by the name of a town-

hall. It is a squat brick structure which

dates back to the " sixties," when com-

missioners were appointed to rule the town.

It has been quite inadequate for its purpose

for many years, and on the ground of efficient

administration the suggestion for n new
town-hall is fully justified.

The Borough of'Bariisley has not been for-

tunate in its arrangements with regard to the

competition for its new town-hall, which has

very properly been tabooed by the Iiistitui-e

and the Society. One novel and objection-

able feature is the demand sent out on the

4th inst. to possible competitors for a return

by them of their acceptance of the condition.s,

and an undertaking to submit a set of plans

by June I, 1914, embodied in a signed and
witnessed agreement, bearing a sixpenny

agreement stamp, " in consideration of the

receipt by them of a copy of the queries and
answers to competitors." This apparent

attempt to force a set of plans out of a com-

petitor, no matter what subsequent action

the Institute or the Society may take, is one

that no self-respecting architect should

submit to, and we hope none will.

The proposal of the Middleton Town
Council (a town just to the north of Man-
chester) to spend £18,000 in the building of

a new town-hall has aroused lively con-

troversy, some protesting vigorously that a

new civic building is unnecessary, while in the

ranks of those who advocate the provision of

a new town-hall there is a sharp cleavage
on the question whether or not the pic-

turesque half-timbered inn Ye Okie Boar's
Head should be demolished to make room for

the new building. A report is expected
shortly from an architect who has been asked

The criticism of the policy of the Road
Board by the London County Council Im-

provements Committee, in reports presented

at tlie Council meeting on Tuesday, seem to

us pertinent and unanswerable, as we have

said before. The Road Board declines to co-

operate with the London County Council

because, as it alleges, the Council's schemes
of w idening urban streets, " congested

mainly with local traffic, are, therefore, not

fairly within the scope of the Road Improve-

ment Fund, and in settling future grants the

relative importance and urgency of the

various road requirements must be con-

sidered." This really seems nonsense. As
the Improvements Committee point out, the

conditions which obtain in London are

special, and in considering whether any par-

ticular improvement is for the benefit of local

or of through traffic London ought to be con-

sidered as a group of cities rather than as an

ordinary town. The traffic between boroughs

and carried by the main arterial roads of

London is no more of a local character than

that between neighbouring provincial cities.

Unless this view is accepted the result will

be to penalise London because of its ex-

ceptional size and the density of its popula-

tion. The total revenue of the Board up to

September 30 last was £3,930,606. On the

basis of population, London's share would be

about £393,000; but so far the County

Council has received no grant at all, while

the grants to other London authorities

amount to about £115,000 only. Surely it is

time London demanded its share of the funds

which are being piled up apparently with the

determination to exclude the Capital from

participation in the resources to which it so

largely contributes?

will fare any better than the London trades-

men and the rest whom Mr. Lloyd George,
in his official capacity, has been rent-

screwing up to the tune of no less than

£0.30,000 in the single year ending June 27,

1912?

Time flies I It hardly seems nearly a

generation since that most able but eccentric

architect, Edward William Godwin, found

rest from the ups and downs of his ill-

governed life. None who had as intimate

relations with him as ourselves could help

admiring his genius, or regretting that

circumstances had hindered its full scope.

The brief story of his life was given in our

issue of October 15, 1886, six days after his

funeral. Mr. R. Caton Woodville's " Random
Recollectons," recently published by Mr.

Evelyn Nash, include some reminiscences of

Godwin which are new to ourselves, and may
interest others :

—

"Opiiosite to our studios was Whistler's old liouse.

the White Hou?e. hnilt for liini hy E. W. Godwin.
When Jinirriy Wit it I,.- r,iint,-<l ,^.\.t tltp door these

I cannot siv
any old flow

Most of us—and there are some land

reformers among " us " who might possibly

shock him—are pretty well agreed by now

that Mr. Lloyd George's "land reform" is

simply a reshuffle of the cards for election

purposes. Those who want to know why

should really read Mr. G. E. Raine's " Lloyd

George and the Land," just published by

George Allen and Co., Ltd., of Ruskin House,

Rathbone-plaee, W., at a shilling. We com-

mend it especially to town tenants. Mr.

Lloyd George has only just discovered their

woes, w'hich is a little odd. Those who want

the State to be landlord should really study

its achievements in that capacity, under Mr.

Lloyd George's own direction as Chancellor

of the Exchequer, as set out in pp. 162-165.

Most of us who have studied the recent

reports of the Town Tenants' League have

fancied the State was one of the worst

enemies of the tenant. In that extraordinary

speech of his on October 30 last to the

members of the League, he nearly wept over

exactions which were the merest pin-pricks

compared with those he himself has inflicted

over and over again. What guarantee has

the labourer and the small tenant that they

sir,' said this ecclesiastic,

happen to know of.'
"

That, apparently, ended the matter as far

as a resting-place in the City of London for

Godwin's remains was possible. A council

was held, and it was decided to take the body

down into O.xford.shire, where another friend

offered a clearing in one of his coverts as a

suitable burial-place. Mr. Caton Woodville

started off at 3 a.m., for St. Pancras, with

the widow and two friends in a four-wheeler,

and the coffin on top, for Wilcote, and safely

reached their destination, where a farm-cart

was ready to take the coffin up to the house.

dining-table cloth, ai

wild flowers. After
again, as word had j

parson yalloped up witli his mortar-board and surplice

flying under his arm. He had just returned from a

day's cub-hunting. The collin was duly shouldered
by the rustics, and the funeral duly performed."

The widow afterwards married Whistler,

about whom Mr. Caton Woodville has other

things to tell, as, indeed, he has in great

\ariety about scores of men of his time

known to all of us. The illustrations are so

good that we wish there were more of them.

Those of the late and present King, from

paintings by Mr. Caton Woodville himself,

are excellent reproductions of two of the best

portraits of their Majesties. A Londoner by

birth, Mr. Caton Woodville claims, through

American progenitors, direct descent from

John Woodville, a cousin of Elizabeth

Woodville, the queen of Edward IV.

At the annual dinner of the Belfast >'.i.-t^r

Builders' Association, the President, Mr. R. B.

Henry, .LP., was presented with a silver five-

light candelabra, carried out in the Q\iecn Anne
style, together with two silver candelabra en

suite with three lights each. In addition, he

was given a silver card-tray, surrounded with

the autographs, carried out in facsimile, of the

members of the asssociation. The presentation

was formally made by the Lord Mayor of

Belfast on behalf of the members.
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COMPETITIONS.
BARXET.—The Barnet Urban District

Council have, aftir fonsidering the tenders
received, ranging from £.^.798 to .£6,471, for

the erection of new offices, decided not to

accept an\ t<'nder and to pay Mr. H. A.
Cheers, wlioso plans have been accepted,
£100 in fnll settlement. It will be recollected

that in this competition for offices estimated
to cost £4,000, members of the Royal In-

stitute were prohibited from takijig part in

the contest, with the result that although 365
applications for particulars were received by
the clerk to the urban council, only thirty-

nine sets of designs were sent in in April

last. Mr. H. A, Cheers's plans were placed
first bv a subcommittee and were awarded
£25 ; Messrs. White, Son, and Pill, of Barnet,
were put second and awarded £15 ; and Mr.
R. .J. Lovell, of High Holborn, third, with

£10 premium.

BELGIUM.—The Belgian Legation in

London has notified that the Belgian Govern-
ment has organised a competition in con-

nection with the planning of a workmen's
settlement for the Campine coalfichl. Scaled
proposals, accompanied bv plans, must be

submitted, not later than 4 p.m. on Dec. 31,

1914, to ".M. le President de la Commission
pour I'Amenagement des AcjgloTnerations

Industrielles du Bassin Ho^iiller de la

Campine, Ministere de ITnterienr, rne dp
Louvain No. 3," Brussels, from wlioni

copies of the programme of the competition
can be obtained.

' Prizes of 10,000frs. (£400)

and e.OOOfrs. (£240) are offered. Plans of

the Campine district may be obtained from
the "Bureau des adjudications du Musee
Conimerciale. rue des Augustins," Brussels,

on payment of 2frs. (about Is. 7d.) A copy
of the programme (in French) of the com-
petition may be seen by United Kingdom
architects, etc., interested at the Comniorcinl
Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade,
73, Basinghall-street. London. E.C. Why
it could not have been sent us, so saving

trouble to all concerned, is, as usual, beyond
comprehension '.

BRITISH SCHOOL AT ROME.—The
Faculties of Architecture. Sculpture, and
Painting of the British School at Rome have
held their respective meetings to judge the
works submitted in the Open Examinations
for the Rome Scholarships in Architecture.
Sculpture, and Decorative Painting which
are offered annually bv the Commissioners
for the E.'ihibition of 1851. The following
candidates have been selected to compete in

the Final Competitions:—.\rchitecture—Mr.
Thomas Braddock, Mr. Edward Robinson
Ferdinando Cole, Mr. Ernest Cormier, Mr.
Philip Dalton Hepworth, Mr. Fred Jenkins,
Mr. Walter M. Keesey. Mr. D. St. Clair
Macphail, and Mr. Bernard Alexander
Miller. Sculpture—Mr, Benjamin Hancocks,
Mr. Charles Sergeant Jagger. Mr. Frederick
.John Wilcoxson, Mr. William Henry Wright.
Decorative Painting—Mr. John Miles Bourne
Benson, Miss Gladys Dorothy Davison, Mr.
Thomas Corrie Derrick, and Mr. Samuel
Woods Hill. It will be recalled that Messrs.
Braddock and Ernest Cormier were can-
didates in the Final Competition for Archi-
tecture last year, and Messrs. Jagger and
Wilcoxson for Sculpture. The works of the
competitors are on view at the Imperial In-
stitute, Upper Central Gallery, west
entrance to-day (Friday), from ten o'clock
till four, and to-morrow (Saturday) from ten
to one.

ROSEBERY - AVEM i' \, I riday's
meeting of the Metropnl: w I; ,nlthc
general purposes conjn i

i

i .1 that
Mr. E. Guy Dawber, V.P I; 1 I; \ 1,;,.] been
appointed assessor in the competition for new
central offices to be built in Rosebery-avenue,
ou the recommendation of the President of
the Royal Institute of British Architects. A
slight modification of the site was suggested
by Mr. Dawber and adopted, and it was
further agreed, on his suggestion, that a

clause should be inserted in the conditions
of competition providing that designs
should not be rejected solely because their
estimated cost of the buildings exceeded the
limit of £80.000, provided that the excess was
not more than 10 per cent. At the last

meeting of the Board the metliod of selecting

the architects to compete was criticised, and
the committee was accused of nepotism. On
this the committee brought up the records of

all the architects chosen. Messrs. Brown and
Barrow have carried out Goldsmith's Hall
(reconstruction of assay department) ; Con-
naught Rooms. Grea't Queen street (re-

construction) ; various bank premises, and re-

construction of premises of the Corporation
of Foreign Bondholders and of the Bank of

New Zealand. Mr. Edwin Cooper is the

architect for Marylebone Town Hall, the Port
of London .4uthoritv's new offices, Hull
Town Hall (completion), and libraries for

Hackney Borough Council. Mr. H. O. Ellis

lias designed Carmelite House, Amalgamated
;'ress Offices (Fleetwav House), Farringdon-
street; new offices for" Messrs. W. H. Smith
and Son on =itc ..f King's College Hospital;
and secomli!' i - IJiiines Foundation),
Stepney. \l: I I II 'I i^ the architect for

the Metrn|M ,,i.,i; \ .Inms Board Offices.

Camberwell l_,uai.li,,h> omccs. National
Press .4cency offices, and several blocks of

offices ill the Citv. Mr. H. T. Hare has
carried out the Citv ^Municipal Buildings,
0\r..r.I; rr,:;,tv .n-ii'r' Iniildings. Stafford;
ur: '

•'
:

1 .
, II r,n_.nte. and Hanlev

;

\'i,r K' _ ' I'! .M^lcnt Institution,

Sti:i .1; \miI!, \\;i!,. I niversitv, and West-
iiinist.-.r rolloL'f. Caml-iridge. Messrs.
Warwick and Hall are the architects for the
Lambeth Town Hall, Berkshire County Hall,

Pleading; and Holborn municipal offices. The
conuiiittee therefore thouizlit that the Board
would n-^veo with it in tlic view that the

selected arcliitects were eminentlv well

qualified to undertake the work entrusted to

them, and that the suggestions made at the

last Board meeting reflecting on the action

of the committee were unfounded.—Mr.
Tozer said he thought that the cost of the

scheme would be not £90.000, hut nearer
eilO.OOO, and expressed doubt whether the

Board would have voted for the Rosebery
avenue site had such a figure been mentioned.
It was not a central site, and he asked
whether tlie Board was justified in spending
so larse a sum on such a site.—Mr. Tripp, on
behalf of the works and stores committee,
moved an amendment to include in the new
central building the engineer's department,
and this was carried.—Mr. Johnson moved a

further amoidnient to include accommoda-
tion for the water examination department,
but this was rejected.

LONDON" COUNCIL SCHOOLS. — In

April of last year the London County Council
approved of the principle of an open com-
petition for obtaining designs for tlie erection

of elementary schools in Billingsgate-street,

Greenwich (512 places), and Linda-street,

Battersea (1,624 places), the object being to

give the members the opportunity of com-
paring the cost of different types of buildings

and of ascertaining what possibility there

may be of adopting new methods of treatment
with regard to school planning. In July last

Mr. John W. Simpson, F.R.I.B.A.," was
nominated by the President of the R.I.B.A.
as assessor, and the Education Committee,
having conferred with Mr. Simpson, sub-

mitted on Tuesday a report upon the subject,

consideration of which was. in accordance
with standing orders, adjourned for a week.
The scheme has, they reported, been pre-

pared so as to conform generally with the
regulations of the Royal Institute of British
.Architects. They drew the attention of the
Council to the fact that every elementary
school of the type proposed, which has been
erected under the supervision of the Council's
architect, has been built in strict conformity
with the London Building Acts. In order
that the plans and estimates for the schools
to be erected at Billingsgate-street and
Linda-street may be comparable with those
for elementary schools erected under the
ordinary procedure of the Council, the Com-
mittee consider it necessary to make com-
pliance with the London Building Acts a

definite condition of the competition. They
recommended that Mr. John W. Simpson.
F.R.I. B. A., be appointed as assessor for the
competition, at a remuneration in accord-
ance with the usual scale of charges— viz., 30
guineas plus one-fifth per cent, on the esti-

nnited cost of the buildings. That payment
to the successful architect or architects be

I

made in accordance with the schedule of
charges sanctioned and published by the
Royal Institute of British Architects, and the
competition be held generally in accordance

I

with the regulations of the Institute. Also
,
that a clerk of works, nominated- by the suc-
cessful architect or architects and approved

I

by the Education Committee, shall be

j

appointed for each school, at a salary not

I

exceeding £3 13s. fid. a week. The designs
are to be submitted anonymously before a
date not yet announced, and competitors are
not to ho'ld themselves bound by the design
or detail of existing L.C.C. schools, and the
character of the architecture and the
materials used in construction are left to the
discretion of the competitors. They will bear
in mind that economy is of great importance,
though sound and substantial construction
is imperative. The eonstructiou of walls,
floors, and staircases is to be of fire-resisting

material, and special attention must be given
to walls and floors .separating departments
being made sound-proof. A block plan of the
site and areas available for the proposed
buildings, the levels of the adjoining roads,
position of gas, electric, and water mains,
and positions and depths of existing sewers.

For the purposes of this competition only it

may be assumed that there are no limitations
in respect of ancient lights. Each set of

drawings must include— (1) A block plan of

tlie whole site to a scale of 20ft. to an inch
;

(2) a plan of each floor of the school build-
inr;« finclnding tile roof playground) and of

the schoolkeeper's house to a scale of 8ft. to

an inch. The internal fittings of the rooms
(fireplaces, groups of desks, cupboards, etc.)

must be accurately shown. (3) Sections and
at least four elevations to a scale of 8ft. to an
inch. (i\ .An outline perspective view not to

excppil 1."iiii. in .'itlier length or height. (5) A
conci'^r (typrwnttrn) descriptive report of

the disiL'H. witli a short specification of the

principal materials it is proposed to employ.

(6) An approximate (typewritten) estimate,

which is to cover the whole cost of the build-

ings ready for occupation, exclusive only of

(a) professional and clerk of the works' fees

and salaries, and (b) such furniture and

fittings as are not attached to, and do not

formpart of, the structure—e.g., desks and

tables. o»
The rural district council of Easingwold have

adopted a scheme of high-level water supply for

the district, to be drawn from springs at Wass.

The engineers are Messrs. Fairbank and Sons, of

York.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between

A. P. I. Cotterell and H. R. Carr, engineers

and surveyors, Baldwin-street, Bristol, under the

style of A. P. I, Cotterell and Carr, has been

dissolved.

The west window of Hove Parish Church, which

measures 40ft in hnglit by 20ft. in width, is

about to be fiUeii witli stained glass representing

the Creation an'l the Nativity, as a memorial to

King Edward YII.

The Kirbv-in-Ashfield new sewerage and
sewase-disposal works, which form part of a

scheme costing over £11,000, were opened on

Monday, the ceremony being oerformed by the

Mayor 'of Mansfield.

The churchwardens of St. Giles. Cripplegate,

have decided that the memorial of the late

vicar. Prebendary Barft, shall take the form of

a carved oak screen at the west end of the

edifice. This will replace the modern stone

screen, which sadly obstructs the view of and
light from, the west window.

The small French room. No. XXVIII., at the

National Gallery was reopened on Friday after

a complete rearrangement of the pictures.

These are now to be seen in what is practically

chronological order, so that the course followed

Ijy French art from the 15th to the 19th century

can be traced by the visitor as he walks round

A First Church of Christ Scientist was opened

on Saturday in Castlemere - street, Rochdale.

The building is under one roof, and the exterior

walling is of roughcast pebbles over brickwork.

The main buildine is 50ft. 6in. bv 45ft. Mr.

Thomas Bntterworth, of King-street, Man-
chester, and Littleborongh, is the architect, and
Messrs. R. and T. Howarth, of Rochdale, are the

chief
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BRISTOL. — The Lord Winterstoke
Memorial Wing of the Bristol Grammar
School was opened by Miss Janet Stau-

comb-Wills on Monday last. The major
portion has a frontage to the playing-field,

facing towards Queen's-road. The wing
consists of six classrooms and fonr rooms to

be used for science and art. The classrooms

are a continuation of the FenwickRichards
Wing, and follow the latter down University-

road. The larger, or science, block forms the

head of a letter T on plan. There are two
floors and a basement, the latter being used
for storage purposes, with lift communication
with the upper part of the building. On the

ground floor are three classrooms, with corre-

sponding accommodation above. In the

larger block are the advanced physical

laboratory and advanced chemical laboratory
on the ground floor, and, above, the ele-

mentary science room and an art room. These
four rooms are each "lOft. by 32ft., and are

separated from the classrooms by corridors,

and there is communication with the main
hall and other portions of the school. All the

woodwork is of pitchpine, which is introduced

freely in the ornamental ceilings, which have
a semicircular formation. The building is

faced with local stone, excavated from the

site of the King Edward Memorial, with Bath
stone dressings. Jlessrs. Gough and Gough,
of Bristol, were the architects, and Messrs.

George Humphreys and Sons, of the same
city, the builders. The cost has exceeded

£10.000, exclusive of certain special gifts.

M.WCHESTER. — The new Municipal
School of Domestic Economy in High-street

and Upper Brook-street. Manchester, will

be opened after midsummer of this year. The
buildings, which have cost over £26,000.

cover 2.232 square yards. The area of the

site, however, is 12,295 yards, so that ample
space will be left for gardens and recreation

grounds, and for any extension deemed
desirable. Accommodation will be provided

for 300 students. Rooms are provided for

administrative purposes, including principal's

and teachers' rooms, general office, common-
room, and library, examination and lecture

hall, cookery, laundry, housewifery, dress-

making, and needlework rooms, science

lectnre rooms and laboratories, accommoda-
tion for drawing and design and dining-

rooms.

A workhouse infirmary for 100 patients is

about to be built for the Bath Board of

Guardians, from plans bv Mr. A. Saxon Siiell. of

London.

The Dutch sculntor Bartholomeus Van Hove
died in Amsterdam on Tuesday. Van Hove was
a pupil of Cavelier, and had frequently exhibited

in Paris and elsewhere.

Mr. R. Blakewav Phillips has been appointed
anitary inspector to the rural

of Wellington. Salop, in succes-

Mr. Runciman has promised to receive !

tation from the council of the Surveyors
tution on the subjects of farm-labourers' wages,

rural housing, and land tenure.

It will have been noted that in the King's

Speech it is promised that measures will be pre.

sented this season dealing with the housing ol

the industrial and agricultural population.

The sanction of the Local Government Boarc

has been given to the expenditure by the

Croydon Borough Council of £96,000 upon th<

construction of a reservoir at Russell-hill, anc

contingent works in connection with the watei

supply.

The Hendon Urban Di.strict Council has de

cided to make application to the Local G
ment Board for sanction to nurchase the Daws
Farm Estate. Mill-hill. Hendon. consisting of

about fiftv acres, as a site for a pleasure-ground,
and for allotments, at a cost of about £400 per

Untircimtmtiititatiott.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

this dee

real

from .

Replies must be sen

No others can receive a prize

judgment is final.

This competition is restricted to bu;

and with each reply a coupoa cu

page must be enclosed.

Any number of replies can be sent,

this date must accompany each.

All else being equal, brief replie:

best chance. We emphasise this, as suiii<; tu.i

spondents ignore the fact that querists want ter,

facts, not long essays. Any necessary illustratioi

must be in line only—no tints or washes—ai
about twice the size they are meant to be repr

duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of repli

that contain illustrations unless we receive the

by first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the even

stand

eply I

als<

worthy of it is reserved by the

the right to publish any
m useful.

We award the guinea to Mr. Eric Wiseman.

[13140.1—BOAT-LANDING.—The sketch shows
simple and effective method tor providing a land

which rcadilv adjusts itself, whether the river is

flood or at summer-level. The chief feature

soil; but 6ft. should be about enough under ordinary
circumstances. The landing is composed of 12in. by
Sin. timbers framed together, and if a positive bear-
ing is required, this could be obtained on the bracket
shown in the section. The stage can adjust it.self

by means of the guides shown in plan. These consist
of pieces of 3ft. by 2ft. stuff spiked to the piles,

thus forming a groove in which runs a piece of
similar scantling spiked to the 12tt. by fift. frame.
The floor is compo.sed of 7in. by Sin. joists spaced
about ^ft. centres, and covered with IJin. boarding.
Sometimes the guide-piles are dispensed with, ami
the staging is anchored by means of chains .ittnchefi

to some heavy weight dropped into the river. A
buhistrading could, if necessary, be fixed arouuii
portion of the stage. Of course, the floor-joists and
guides would have to be fixed after the frame is in

position between the piles.—.Alfred Lane, Lynton.
Natal-road, Thornton Heath. Surrey.

[13H0.]—BOAT-LANDING.—Taking the lay out of
the space immediately in front of club boathouses.
one generally finds a large boarded space shod with
rounded iron strips, at intervals of about every 2ft..

upon which the boats may be got ready before

being launched, rollers to shding-seats greased, row-

locks attended to, or may be washed and dried prior

to being housed. The reason for wood is that less

damase is done to the varnished sides than if gravel

were used, whilst the iron enables the boat to be

pulled up on its iron shod keel to the house. Racing
boats, such as the single pairs, fours, and eights,

being so slight and flimsy, are carried by their crews

and " placed " in the water, and the longest boat

with the necessary passage space at the ends will

really govern the position of the clubhouse, and
also the length of the pontoon. Care must be taken

not to interfere with the use of the towing-path, if

anv. One. two, or more steps will mo=t likelv be

required to reach the pontoon
when the water I

shod with It the edg
These should he of wood,
and open-jointeil. so as

distr

to Mr

gangway, as shown, which has stout hinges attached

at each end ; at the top of river bank it is hinged

to a short fixed timber landing, or approach, com-

posed of Sin. by Sin. piles dii- n i" . i;! .iMi- depth

to get rid of any wash caused by
passmg. The pontoon should be chained
steps, posts being
towrope catching
(Ift. wide, beter .1ft.. s

previously mentioned,.

The Essex County Council, at their meeting
held at Chelmsford, have appointed the follow-

ing three main road inspectors: Messrs. E. H.
Calcutt. engineering inspector. Road Board
offices: G.W.. Hellier. surveyor to the Pershore
Rural District Council; and W. W. Price, divi-

sional surveyor to the Oxford County Couucil.
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in the winter, when the water is high, a wide board,
similar to the sketch hut without the wheels, should
be provided to connect the pontoon with the bank

;

but the steps siiould be desif^ned for the summer
tralllc. Mr. Burrell would do well to pay a vi.iit

to Oxford, Henley-on-Thames, or Reading. At either
place he could see all that he wants to know. Oxford
olfering by far the greater variety amongst the

college barges.—K. H. Read, Gloucester Technical
Schools.

(13H0.1—nO.\T-L.\NDING.—As no information Is

piven as to the section of the ground, or the amount
of accommodation required, the accompanying
design can only be taken as conveying a practical
solution of the question, and is based on the usual
methods adopted for large and small boat landing-
stages. The pontoon could be constructed in

timber, steel, or ferro-concrete, with a plank deck

;

WATEK SXTPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

GI.OUCESTER WATER SUPPLY.—The city

council of Gloucester have received from Messrs.

Fox, Moore, Bateman, and Fox, engineers, a

report upon the result of pumping tests recently

made at the Kent borehole, which they regarded

as satisfactory. Mr. Bateman now advised that the

corporation should sink and line a second 15in.

borehole, 350f(,. deep, and raise water from the

two boreholes by air-lifts. He also gave approxi-

mate estimates for using either suction-gas or

steam plant, and explained the relative ad-

vantages of each, and gave approximate esti-

mates of the total cost of carrying out the work.

Sectional £7eyahor?_

Guide /»/e i!..S

Fien

or. it is not unusual to uf;e an old, but sound, barge.
The latter can generally be bought cheaply, and is

equally elficient. The pontoon or barge requires to

the guide-piles, to kec
piles could be creotnt.

. it in po.ytion. The guide-
1 piirhpinc, or. better still.

and the first co.^t •,> tho same. The
connecting bridgi; -u
light steel plate, or i-i

'1 li.l o( timber, or
-i: ; h'^ired together to

support the floor. 11.. ,.ii„l CI..I .-l,.,uld be fixed in

trunnions, and the poi toon end fitted with rollers.

arv movement caused by the
rise and fall of the wat r-level. and. consequently, the
pontoon. For protect i> n of u.sers of this landing-

e= of th.- rl.ck of the pontoon

a bollard or two «-h ^1 In ihiii. the handling of
1 I: i;i;,liam Keevill.

A.M.I.M.E.. M.C.I , 1 1

Hast Sheen. -^ —

of the

The Durham Town Council has decided to

increase the salary of the borough surveyor, Mr.
J. T. Pegge, by £35. making a total of £260 a

year.

Sir Gordon Home writes complaining that the
fosse of the Castle at Lincoln is being filled

with a long and nintmtoiu :- rrni

place houses. 1 li "i "t vandali

obliterating the u : |>i. \. view
Castle fthat from li. . .ui I v Moving I

remaining outlook i .
. j.i 1, tin natural

ment of the oolite ridgi' on which the British

town and Roman city were built.

A meeting of the Advisory Committee of the

King Edward Memorial Fund for London w.-i<i

held last week, Sir Vezey Strong presiding Tin

model of the bronze equestrian statue of K '

Edward and the pedestal by Mr. Bertram Mi
kennal, A.R.A., to be erected in \VaterIoo-|il i

was inspected, and elicited high commendation.
Mr. Mackennal and Sir Vezey Strong had
previously submitted it to the King. The slat up
will, when completed, take the place of that of

Field Marshal Lord Napier of Magdala, which
will be removed to the vacant pedestal on one
of the corners of Trafalgar-square.

ranging from £18.772 to £19,717. which would
show a considerable saving on the Parlia-
mentary estimate. On the recommendation of
a committee, it was resolved to employ Messrs.
Fox, Moore, Bateman, and Fox as engineers to
design and superintend the carrying out of the
proposed works, and prepare all necessary plans,
and to pay them a commission of 5 per cent.,

plus 1 per cent, for out-of-pocket expenses and
quantity surveying, calculated on the cost of the
work, including the cost of land and wayleaves.
it being agreed that the total amount shall not
exceed £1,000.

.\t Torrington parish church, an octagonal
font of alabaster, erected as a memorial to the
late Mrs. Emlyn Jones, has been dedicated by
the Bishop of Exeter. It has been executed by
Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, of Exeter.

Mr. G. A. Storey, who has long been the senior
A.R.A.. his election dating from 1876, has been
appointed to the Professorship of Perspective at
the Royal Academy, which has been revived
after liaving been allowed to lapse half a
century ago. Turner was elected to the
professorship in 1808.

The sumptuous John Rylands Memorial
Library at Manchester is about to be extended
from plan^ t.v iho nr^tofpot of tho present build-
ing ">i I i; I il I 1. i-i.i - i; \ II ;i i-ost to the

I he

\ imriiil to the late Mr. George Tinworth,
I ', l.iiown sculptor and medeller in terra-

I
. . unveiled by Mr. Edmund Gosse, C.B.

in the Cuming Mu.scum. Walworth-road. or
Thursday evening in last week. It is a terra-
cotta panel, a characteristic specimen of Tin-
worth's art, entitled "The Jews Making Bricks
under Egyptian Taskmasters," presented by
Messrs. Doulton and Co.. Limited, with whom he
was associated for nearly fifty years.

nr Ullttstrationa.

1 of a moun-
of the flow 1
flanked by I
into three

f
itherine the •
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U.I. B. A.—THE TITE PRIZE.

(Design for an Imaginative Composition of

an Important Fountain in the Italian Style.)

No particular site was given ; but Mr.
Trenwith Wills, the author of the winning
design, herewith illustrated, imagined his

monumental fountain to be at the foot of a

steep, rocky incline at the end of the vista

of a great axial road leading out from a city

to the hills behind it. The main idea of this

design consists in the interception of a moun-
tain stream and the contrivance
of water over a series of steps,

two powerful terrace walls,

cascades, a large basin below gathering the

waters again. A colonnaded loggia,

approached by flights of steps, forms the

architectural background to the composition.

The sculpture employed is intended to

express the elementary freedom of water.

We described the designs when reviewing the

exhibition of the competition drawings in

our issue of January 30. Mr. Wills, now a

student at the Royal Academy Schools, pre-

viously took his Certificate in Architecture

at the Schools of Architecture, University of

Liverpool.

NEW OFFICES FOR THE ESSEX
COUNTY COUNCIL, CHELMSFORD.
We publish a sketch-plan of the ground floor,

together with the three principal elevations

of the scheme, which has been adopted for

the new county offices at Chelmsford, after

consulting Sir Aston Webb, R.A., who
made some suggestions which were adopted.

The planning has been much governed by the

complicated boundary line and the existing

county buildings (which thus form part of

the complete scheme), together with the fact

that sufficient space has had to be left on the

very limited site for a further extension of

the offices and the building of a council

chamber on the first floor. Altogether the

building will have three complete floors, with

basement and two caretakers' flats in

addition, and will provide accommodation for

a staff of 120 in the following departments:
Clerk of the peace department, accountant's

department, main roads department, county

architect's department, education depart-

ment, county medical officer of health de-

partment, and committee rooms. It is proposed

to carry out the elevations in Portland stone

and red brick, with a base of Aberdeen
granite. Mr. Frank Whitmore. architect to

the Essex County Council, is the architect,

and Mr. F. Ans"tead Browne is the senior

architectural assistant in charge of the work.

The cost is estimated somewhat below

£50.000.

ARCHITECTURAL SKETCHES IN
NORMANDY BY MR. WALTER M.

KEESEY, A.R.C.A.

Chartres Cathedral, described by Lowell

as "the most beautiful thing in France," is,

perhaps, the finest church in existence. The
sketch here given shows one of its most

exquisite pieces of detail, the magnificence of

Chartres, for one thing, being chiefly evinced

by the portals of this north transept, which
presents so splendid a specimen of 13th-

century decoration, surpassing all else of the

sort in Normandy. Viollet le Due truly said

this mason's triumph of skill was sufficient

to establish the glory of a whole generation

of artists. Mr. Keesey's facile study, with a

sympathetic touch of the pencil, provides

the student with a most excellent record,

such as all will value. To the right-hand of

our plate is depicted the octagonal lantern

or central tower of Bayeu.x Cathedral, which

was restored thus in " 1497. This famous
church has also two western towers, with

spires of the 12th century, when the present

building replaced an earlier cathedral, con-

secrated in 1077 in the presence of William

the Conqueror. Queen Matilda, and their

son. It was burned down in 1166. This

lantern appears, during the later phases of

the 19th-century Gothic revival in England,

to have inspired the idea of combining the

use of the dome and its pendentives with
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E PRIZE DESIGN FOR AN IMAGINATIVE COIIPOSITION OF AX IMPORTANT FOUXTAIN IX THE
ITALIAN STYLE.— By Mr. Trenwith Wills.

Me detail for modern buildings, and

in mind
own designs. The other church-tower illus-

trated is the belfry of St. Nicholas Church,
Caen, now used as a barn. The building is

uncommonl}' picturesque in its outlines, and
ranks as a fine specimen of 11th-century

architecture. The western tower is

Romanesque below, but the upper stage is

of much later date. The apse and its apsides

have stone roofs. Everybody who has been

to Bayeux remembers the great number of

curious old houses which iistinguish its

streets, specially in the Rue St. Malo, Rue
Bienvenue, Rue Franche, and Rue Latiere.

The Rue St. Nicholas is singularly rich in

picturesqueness, and the Maison du Gouver-
neur graces the Rue Bourbeneur. Mr.
Keesey gives a charming sketch of a typical

doorway now leading to " Loge a Pied

"

accommodation, and a rough-and-ready hos-

pitality. In the Place St. Sauveur stands

the ilusee, where the world-renowned
tapestry of Queen Matilda, recording the

history of the conquest of England, in fifty-

eight groups, is inspected by voyageurs-from
all parts of the earth every year. Nothing
can exceed the historic interest of these

graphic pictures, worked in worsted upon
canvas by the ladies of the Court, and repre-

senting 623 persons, all told. The remaining
drawing, given to-day, illustrates the Apse of

St. Etienne at Beauvais. with its piled-up

grouping of buttresses and piers taking the

thrust of the vault of tTie lantern. The simple

lines of the Flamboyant tracery here seen are

very suggestive, and befit their positions in a

masterly manner.

XXVII. OLD BOND STREET.

A large building of modern business

premises is to be erected on this site, having a

frontage to Old Bond-street, and also a

frontage to Albemarle-street, and imme-
diately adjoining the Royal Arcade. The
fronts are both built in Portland stone. The
building, which is estimated to cost about

£33.000, is being erected from the designs

of Messrs. Homer and Lucas, architects, of

62, Oxford-street, W., and the builders are

Messrs. Spiers and Son, of St. John's Wood,
N.W.

The urban district council of Redditch decided

the other day to appoint a consulting engineer to

report upon the electrical undertaking, and

I

make recommendations.

I

An addition to the Aberdeen Fish Market,

j

which comprises 500ft. of wharfage along the

.\lbert Quay, was opened last week. The
building is set apart for the use of German
trawlers only. The cost has been £11,000.

The ring of twelve bells belonging to York
llinster is undergoing repairs at the foundry of

Messrs. Warner and "Sons, in Spitalfields. The
bells, which were out of tune, are being cleansed

j

from corrosion, and are being sand-blasted, and
new cast-iron headstocks are being provided, as

well as new wheels, wrought-iron clappers, and
bearings.

A weavmg-miU and a spinning-mill are about
to be built for two yarn-weaving companies at

Rochdale, from designs by Mr. D. Sidney Scott,

of Yorkshire-street, Oldham.

H.M. Board of Works has received permission

from Glasgow Corporation to sink a trial pit at

the south-east corner of Glasgow Cathedral,

between two buttresses adjacent to the old well,

in order to determine whether defective founda-
tions are the cause of fractures in the building at

that corner.

Mr. P. Morley Border, the architect of the
Cheshunt College new buildings at Cambridge,
reports that rapid progress is being made with
the first portion of the scheme, which consists

of the house of the resident tutor, dining-hall,

class-rooms, library, and some of the men's
keeping-rooms The builder, Mr. Saint, expects

to get the buildings covered in in about a month
from the present" date, and has undertaken to

have them ready for occupation in September
next.

The holding of Divine service has been sus-

pended at the Church of St. Augustine with
St. Faith, Watling-street, E.G., pending a

restoration of the interior in progress at an esti-

mated cost of £1.500. The old gallery and stair-

case have been temporarily removed. Tlie former
is being stored, with its carved capitals and
columns, to be erected at the west end at some
future date. Electric light will be installed,

and the windows are to he re<;lazed. and the
internal walls repointed. Should funds permit,

later on, it is proposed to enlarge and repave
the sanctuary, remove all the tile gangways and
substitute marble slabs, rearrange the choir

stalls and seats, build a choir-vestry in the
tower, re-erect the gallery, and reconstruct the
organ in the west end.
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XXVII. OLD BOND STREET, W.— >[ess]s. Homer and T.ucas, Architects
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
WATER SUPPLIES TO WORKHOUSES,—

Bristol Guardians v. Bristol Waterworks Co.—
In the Uouse of Lords on Friday, Lords Lore-
burn, Atkinson, Parker, and Sumner delivered

judgment in this appeal from a decision of the
Court of Appeal (the Master of the Rolls and
Lords Justices Buckley and Fletcher Moulton)
affirming a decision of Mr. Justice Eve. The
appellants, the board of guardians for Bristol,

owned two large workhouses, accommodating
respectively 1,268 and 1,231 inmates, and also

children's homes and offices, and demanded to be
entitled as of right to a supply of water to these
establishments for domestic purposes. They ex-

pressed their willingness to take two supplies,

that used for non-domestic purposes to be paid
for by meter, as formerly, the other to be paid for

at the "domestic use " rate. The Court, of Appeal
(Lord Justice Fletcher Moulton dissenting)

held that neither the workhouses, homes, offices,

and committee-rooms nor the building occupied
as a laundry for the purpose of other institutions

constituted a "private" dwelling-house within
the meaning of the Section in the respondents'
private Act which incorporated the Waterworks
Clauses Act, 1847, nor were the Water Company
under an obligation to grant a supply for

domestic purposes to the institutions at the rates
mentioned in the Local Act as they were to

"dwelling-houses." The guardians appealed, and
the arguments were heard on December 4. In
their judgment their lordships concurred in dis-

missing the guardians' appeal. Lord Loreburn,
in his judgment, said it was a serious matter
that in Bristol the Waterworks Company, which
had practically a monopoly within the limits of

the district served, should be free to charge
what it pleased, or refuse a supply for domestic
consumption except to private dwelling-houses.
The ratepayers were practically at the mercy of

the waterworks company.

APPROVED SOCIETIES AND INJURED
WORKMEN.—AN IMPORTANT DECISION

—

Judgment was given on Friday by Judge
Stanger, K.C., at the Salford County-court, in

an arbitration under the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Acts and the National Insurance Act, 1911,

which, it was stated, involved an entirely new
point of imporlance to approved societies

under the Insurance Act-namely, as to whether
they are entitled to notice before settlements
between injured insured workmen and their em-
ployers can become valid. The claimant in the
case was James Vizard, a labourer, of Barlow-
street. Patricroft, and the respondent employers
were Messrs. E. Nuttall and Co.. contractors, of

Traflord Park. Representatives of a number of

claimant's case, as stated at the former hearing,
was that he was injured while working for the
respondents on the main drainage work of the
Manchester Corporation at Davyhulme on
October 16 last. While he was in the Patri-
croft workhouse infirmary, on November 5, a
representative of the Employers' Insurance
Company called upon him, and induced him fo
accept 50s. in settlement of his rights to weekly
compensation under the Workmen's Acts. The
Judge, in the course of his judgment, said he
did not approve of the practice of insurance
companies sending representatives to induce
injured men to enter into agreements under
such circumstances. Men in humble positions
were easily attracted by the sight of ready cash,
and under such circumstances had no oppor-
tunity of procuring proper advice. Referring to
the decision in Ryan v. Hartlev. the Judge con-
tinued that it was stated bv Mr. Adshead
Elliott in his work on the Compensation Acts
that it had taken a good many people by
surprise, because, although the Act of Parlia-
ment forbade contracting out, Ryan v. Hartley
seemed to sanction it under certain conditions.
It was all the more curious because, if

only one weekly navment were made, the
workman was protected by the Registrar and
Judge from improvident agreements; yet, if he
came to a settlement before the employers ad-
mitted liability by means of a payment, he lost

such protection under the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Acts. The question that remained to be
decided was whether under Section 11 of the

to the same conditions. The phrasing of the
section and rules made it verv difficult to decide,
and it was a matter on which he would like to
have a judgment bv the Court of Appeal. How,
ever, he felt he miist give an award in favour of
the respondents. The Judge granted costs on the
C scale, on condition that they were not enforced
against the workman personally, and granted a
stay of execution for a month pending an
appeal.

• ARBITRATION AWARD.-On November last
the Metropolitan Water Board decided to submit
to arbitration the amount of tenant right com-
pensation to be paid to Mr. F. E. Merrick under

the Agricultural Holdings Act in respect of

about 103^ acres of land acquired by the Board
under the Metropolitan Water Board (New
Works Act, 1911). The amount of Mr. Merrick's
claim was £3,621 12s. 9d. and the Board's offer

amounted to £1,050. The arbitration was heard
before Mr. G. F. Page on January 2, and the
award has now been made at £1,624. The sum
awarded exceeds the amount of the formal offer,

and therefore the Board have to pay the costs of

the arbitrator, amounting to £32.

THE LIABILITY OF FRONTAGERS —In the
House of Lords on Friday, judgment was given
by Lords Loreburn, Kinnear, Dunedin, and
Atkinson in the appeal by the mayor and cor-
poration of Folkestone, as the highway
authority for their district, against an order of

the Court of .Appeal in favour of Mr. Brockman
and others, who own houses in the Lower Sand-
gate-road. The question at issue was whether
the road was, as the respondents contended, an
ancient highway, and so repairable by the in-

habitants at large, and not by the frontagers,
when taken over recently by the corporation
under the provisions of the P'rivate Streets Act
1892. Judgment was given to the effect that the
frontagers were liable to pay the apportionment
of the expenses of the taking over of the road by
the local authority.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

CAMBORNE.—A meeting of the Trevithick
Memorial Fund Committee was held at Cam-
borne School of Mines on Saturday. Mr. L. S.
Merritield, of Chelsea, submitted a model of the
statue of Trevithick, which met with unanimous
approval. He said the idea was that the statue
should be 6ft. 6in. high, and the total height
(including the pedestal) 14ft. 6in. Trevithick
stood 6ft. 2in., and Mr. Merritield thought that
if the money could be raised the statue might be
7ft. with tiie base in proportion. That would
increase the cost from £500 to at least £650.
It was resolved to adopt the sculptor's idea, the
base and pediment to be of Cornish granite.
The suggested site for the statue is the space
immediately in front of the Free Library at

Camborne, and Trevithick, who will have a
model of the Camborne locomotive in his arms,
will face Beacon-hill, where he carried out his
experiments. On the sides of the pedestal there
will be panels showing a Cornish boiler, dredger,
a Merthvr engine, and a view embracing nart of
Carn Brea.

At the meeting on Monday of the Nationa
Portrait Society. Mr. Augustus John wa
unanimously elected president of the society.

Widcombe Manor, Bath, in which Fielding i

said to have written his "Tom Jones." is shortl;

to come under the hammer. It is one of th
smaller houses erected by Inigo Jones, and i

built of local Bath stone in the characteristic

manner of the great architect.

Mr. William Fairbairn, of the firm of William
Fairbairn and Sons, slaters and plumbers,
Peebles, died on Sunday. Going to Peebles forty

years ago from the Hawick district, Mr. Fair-

bairn for some years took an active part in the

municipal life of the town, and became
member of the town council, a position which
he occupied for eleven years. He was ten yea:

Dean of Guild, and one year a bailie.

The town-planning committee of Dunfermlii
Town Council recently considered a communica-
tion from the Admiralty embodying the Govern-
ment's conditions as to giving off land and
making roadways in the Rosyth area. The com-
mittee regard the letter as very satisfactory, and
agreed to recommend the town council to accept

the conditions laid down. The terms of the
ply a new plan _prepared by th

Admiralty's expert, Mr. Raymond Ui

F.R.I.B.A., for their own land. The settlement

of the town-planning arrangements for the
whole of Greater Dunfermline will now be

greatly expedited, and a beginning made soon

with building operations.

At the adjourned meeting of the Birmingham
City Council on Tuesday, a recommendation that

the salary of Mr. H. E. Stilgoe, city engineer

and surveyor, be increased from £1,250 to

£1,400 per annum, was adopted by 51 to 21

votes. At the previous meeting of the council

an increase of £250 a year was rejected by the

council. The baths committee received authority

to oroceed with the erection of baths in George
Art'hur-road, Saltley. at an estimated cost of

.£19.261. and approval was given to the purchase

for £5.000 bv the narks committee of a i>ieee of

land for the extension of Kin-'s He.ith Park
Mr. Richard Hoggins, of Newaik-en Trent, i^n^

appointed superintendent engineer of the cor-

poration baths, at a salary of £350, rising to

£400 at April 1, 1916.

(Bm (Bfkt fabk.

A small and tentative but highly-interest-

ing exhibition of modern ecclesiastical art

was held under the auspices of the Scottish

Ecclesiologieal Society on Saturday after-

noon in St. Cuthbert's Hall, Edinburgh. At
the opening the Rev. Professor Cooper,
D.D., D.C.L., who presided, explained that

the exhibition was designed rather to in-

dicate than to exhaust the kind of work novf

being done and extensively used in many
churches in Scotland. They had got together

some notable examples of Scottish design and
craftsmanship in carving in wood and stone,

ironwork, stained glass, and church em-
broidery. The exhibition was largely the

result o'f the labours of Miss MacGibbon and
Mr. James S. Richardson, lecturer, Edin-

burgh College of Art; Sir Robert Lorimer,
Messrs. Sydney Mitchell and Wilson, and
Mr. Reginald Fairlie had also generously

contributed, and Mr. Good, wood-carver,

and Mr. Carrick, sculptor, had sent speci-

mens of their work, while Mr. Ballantine

showed stained glass. He then read notes

prepared by Miss MacGibbon on embroidery.

.\mong subjects shown were beautiful pieces

of embroidery on green and white brocade

from St. Giles' Cathedral, two falls for a

litany desk from St. Mary's Cathedral, and

fair white linen cloth with lace insertion from

the East Parish Church of St. Nicholas,

.\berdeen. A feature of interest was a series

of woo8-carvings intended for the organ-case

and choir-stalls of Dunblane Cathedral from

designs by Sir Robert Lorimer.

From statistics prepared by the burgh

engineer (Mr. A. H. Campbell)" of the work
of the Edinburgh Dean of Guild Court for

the past year, it appears that no tenements

were erected in the city during that period.

It is believed that such a state of matters is

quite unique within the history of the depart-

ment. Among the causes responsible for the

stoppage of work in connection with the

erection of dwelling-houses may be said to

be recent legislation and the excessive build--

ing of past years. In spite of the absence of

new tenements the approximate value of the

buildings for the year is £510,146, against

£.356,902 for 1912; but the increase of

£153.244 is accounted for chiefly by the

number of picture houses and bridges erected

during the year. Over £100.000 has been

spent in the" erection of picture houses, the

cost of the buildings ranging from £3,000 to

£45,000; while a sum of £19.000 represents

the cost of four bridges—the largest of which,

that at Craigentinny, cost £8,000. The con-

struction of buildings of a domestic character

in Edinburgh is at a very low ebb. Only

15 isolated villas and 10 superior houses in

continuous rows were erected during the

year, compared with 24 and 67 respectively

for 1912. Of villas (15) erected last year the

value was £15.900, against (24) £30.170 the

previous year. Superior self-contained

houses in continuous rows dropped from (24)

£39.050 in 1912 to (10) £10,050 last year

Though there is a decrease in the number of

public or other buildings, the total cost of

these shows an advance on 1912. Under that

heading the buildings for 1913 are stated at

57, and their value at £334,865. The previous

year the buildings numbered 72, and the

'value was stated at £150.345.

With reference to our previous notice,

relative to a call for tenders for the erection

of Parliament Buildings in Wellington

H.M. Trade Commissioner for New Zealand

(Mr. W. G. Wickham) has forwarded an

extract from the local Press stating that the

contract has hopn awarded to a Christchurch

firm at a cost of £1,«.639. The material to

be used in the walls is brick, faced with

Coromniidpl trranite up to 15ft. from the

"round, and with grev-white marble above.

The portion included in the contract is 228ft.

long and •247ft. broad, and the height of the

buiUling is to be 64ft. The work must he

Iniished bv December 12. 1915. The name
nf the successful tenderer may be obtained

1)V United Kingdom manufacturers of

building material and furnishing accessories

on application to the Commercial In-
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telligence Branch of the Board of Trade, 73,
Basinghall-street, London, E.G., that De-
partment, as usual, preferring the methods of

the Circumlocution Office.

Surface finish for concrete was given
attention by the Board of Water- Supply for
the City of New York in connection 'with
bridge construction on the Catskill aqueduct,
and of several methods examined for securing
even, clean textures the use of selected
aggregate of pink granite for mortar facing
was successful in special cases, according to

the board's annual report. The mixture was
poured by the aid of a sheet-iron diaphragm,
moved as the backing was poured, the facing

and backing being thus placed as a monolith.
Experiments showed that the most practical

ways of treating concrete surfaces were by
pneumatic hammers and by sandblasts.

A concrete hardening material for floors

has been recently introduced into America
whicli is said to "be highly successful in its

obi'ect. Iron-dust to the extent of 151b. to

301b. is mixed with 1001b. of the cement dry.

and one part of this mixture to two parts of

sand makes the slusli for the top coat, wliich

vijries from Mn. to liii. in thickness. It is

said to make a hard and durable floor, wliich

is waterproof and not slippery. The harden-
ing material is also used to make new
concrete adhere to old concrete in repair
work.

-t^

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSTJINQ WEEK

t lal Ciattsmeu s

II I 5 Donald &an

SATrRDAT(T III — \ 1 t ctiual Association
Visit b^ ticket onl> to Lansdoune
Ho ibe 1\ kind peimi ion of the
Mai luis of Lansdowne K &

lIoNnAT.— \ichitettuial Association Tl e Seuous
\lt of Thomas Eonlanl on b\ Pio
fessoi Selw\n Imate M \
Ro\aI Societ\ of 4its Aitistic

till 111 ( toi Lectuie No 1

TUKSDAY
Hal bom W orks

Wf.dxesd\t—Ro%al Society of Arts The Pre
senationof Wood bv A J Walhs
Tay lei A M I C E H d i

Thursday — Paint and \ainil II

Effect of Town \

Ciaftb of the 1

le Aichitectiual
Between Enghsh
\ns b\ Patiick

Friday (Prs J) —Institution of Cnil Engineers
Students Meetings The Use of Re
infoice 1 C onciete in Connection with
Dock anl otbei Maiitime Woik
\einonHaico it Lect lie No 1 bv
C S Mcik M Inst t I Sim

S.wuRDATlFru -1 — \s o lati n of Ckiksof Woiks
Thiity Fii t \unual D nnei King s
Hall HoU oiu Restaurant b p m
Edinbiiith \lchiteotuial Associa

tion \ isit to L sher Hall

TBADE NOTES.
We learn that the Bilton Council Schools are

being built with Pudlo incorporated in the
cement work.

Boyle's latest patent "air-pump" ventilators
and ventilating appHances have been applied to
Roffey Schools, Horsham.

Arr«n..,.„„.„t. „r ..11 fr,r.vnr.l fr.r Hio eigV
Man,!,. ,, r,:i.i.. |.lM.,,,on
Man- i

.

,
.

I -l;,rch 3
the I; \l;innhp-s

(.Vlflw-
: r I .. M,- will

taken l.y .\1 !- i 1: W ,] ^ , . . ,,,,

the improvem. :r. ;
,

, \
~

director is Mr i i, n ! 1 1 I, :; .

director of .M.-.r- Walirr i :iv,i'iil l,t.l
,

has had great e.v;perifiK-f in all classes
exhibitions, particularly those connected w
the engineering and shipbuilding industries.

fratrc ^^tos.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
BARNSTAPLE.—The painters, who had a rise

of a farthing per hour in the autumn, are now
sking for an advance of Id. (6d. to 7d.), to take

ITcct from March 1. In reply, the masters offer

he men a halfpenny per hour. Overtime at the

ate of time and a quarter for the first two hours

nd time and a half beyond, also asked for by
he men, was not entertained.

AMALGAM.\TED SOCIETY OF CAK-
'E.XTEHS—The final voting returns on a
Miiiilicr of important proposals relating to the
iM ,;_ -Mill- I .s.i.ietv of Caroenters and Joiners

11 Saturday "as follows :~New
- '1 lor imoroving societies' funds:

In M>. 11 1GII4; against, 17.029; mapority

ecretary:—in favour, 9,631; against, 9,494;

najority in favour, 137. Reaffiliating with
Trades Fnion Congrnssr-In favour. 8.812;

.,,., R Q(n p,,, ,,-•(,• ,n fnvour, 1.872.
"1 h - .Ml !•-- i.,i,ir,. Society:— In

, .; i'.;i 1. :::.!'
: .-niv in favour.

1

i
1 i: ; 1 tur three years

1 l,il..,u ihiili p.iiHji In favour, 6.553;

list 111,471; majority against, 3.921. Joining
rnational Union of Woodworkers :-In
iur, 12.797; against, 1,984; majority in

The Torquay Town Council have approved of

the scheme to build a technical school on the
Elms site at a cost of £11,000.

lie prr-mises known as No. 1 Park-lane, ad-
]oi 1 I Piccaddlv. are about to be rebuilt from
plans ly Mr. Delissa Joseph.

The Bethnal Green Borough Council has
deci le 1 to increase the salary of Mr. A. E.

Darl V the borough surveyor, to £500.

The works committee of the Aberdeen
Harbo ir Board agreed on Friday to extend
\Iearns Wharf at an estimated cost of .£20,200.

Air C. Curtis Gray, engineer and surveyor to

the Sc inthorpe. Urban District Council, has bi

nppointed an engineering inspector to the Road

\ new school at Tarbolton, built at a cost ol

i'S 000 has been formally opened. The archi

tects were Messrs. J. and H. V. Eaglesham, ol

Ayr

The new church of St. John, Edlington, neai

Don ister. was consecrated last week. It ha:

1 p n 1 lilt from designs by Mr. F. N. D. Masters
Don ster

rh" Merioneth Small Holdings Committee
have ippointed Mr. R. R. Jones, Cefntre
Faisal nan, county land agent, at a salary of

£130 a year and "travelling expenses.

Mr David Hughes, retired builder and i

I actor formerly a member of the Walk
Distr ct Council, left estate of the gross valu.

t9o oS6, of which £432 is net personalty.

V "roup of working-class dwellings is about to

be b lilt for the corporation of Exeter in Com
mercial-road, at an outlay of £2,200, from
plans by Mr. T. Moulding, the city surveyor.

The Farnborough Urban District Council hav
doc lei to invito cnmpetitive plans for th

pr ze of twenty guinf-as for the accepted design

The new wing added to the Simon Laneton
Boys School, Canterbury, has been opened by
Dean Wacc. The new buildings include

nymmsinm and three class-rooms, and have c

£3 300

The leath took nlace in Paris on Sunday
the cm nent French architect, M. E. Vaudrem
Among his works are the churches of Saint

Pierre de Montronge and Notre Dame d'Auteu

and many moilern school buildings.

The city council of Bristol decided on Thurs-

day to iaise the salary of Mr. H. Faraday
Proctor, engineer and general manager to the

electrical committee, from £800 to £900 per

annum, by two annual instalments of £50 each.

The Hants County Council have, on the repre-

sentation of a conference of urban district

councils, decided to pay the cost of tarspraying

the whole or any portion of main roads in the

county up to an inclusive sum of IJd. per super,

yard.'

The death occurred at Roselands, near
Liskeard, on Friday morning, of Mr. John
Francis, who was for many years in business at

Teignmouth as a builder, retiring a few years

ago, and taking up his residence in West Corn-
wall. Mr. Francis, who was 74 years of age,

leaves a widow and a grown-up family.

LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton £6 2 6 to £6 5

SteelJoiBtB, English 7 10 „ 7 12 6

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,, 826
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0., 8 10

o., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10
Angles lOs., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,, £8 15s to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £U to £15 lOs. per ton.
GflWanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-

No. 18 to 20. No. 23 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ,„ 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B,W.Q
8/3 8 9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt

Cast-iron Column
Cast-iron Stanchi(
Rolled-Iron Fench
Rolled-Steel Fencing

Per t

5

7 5

Galvanised
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5

Cut Floor Brads 9 15

Corrugated Iron. 24 gauge 16

Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply.

14 B.W.0 14 5

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire. Galvanised-
to 8 9 10 11 12

£10103. £10158.

2 6 1 £6 7

6 54in. to6in
7in. to 24iD. (all sizes) s v b ,, b u u

[Coated yvith composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5s, Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 1178. 6d,

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 76s. Od
Wrought-lron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes '2 p.o,

Water-Tubes '0 ,.

Steam-Tubes 66J ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 .,

Galvanised Water-Tubes 60 „
Galvanised Steam- rubes 63 ,,

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £21 10 to £22

Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 .,
—

,. Country 2:1 15 ,.
—

Lead Barrel Pipe. Town 24 „ -
Country 24 15 .,

-
Lead Pipe. Tinned inside. Town 25 „ —

Country 25 15 ,,

Lead Pipe. Tinned inside and
outside Town 27 10 „ —

Country 28 5 „ —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 26 ,.

—
Country 26 15 .,

—
Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4jin.) Town 26 „ —

Country 2G 15 ,.
—

[Over 44in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0.. —
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 82 0.. 82 10

Copper. British Cake and Ingot 78 10 „ 79

Tin, EngUsh Ingots 172 0.. 172 10

Do., Bars 173 „ 173 10

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) -20 10 „ —
Sheet Lead, Town 22 10 0., —

.. Country 23 5 ..
-

Genuine White Lead iQ 15 ,.
—

Refined Red Lead 25 .,
—

Sheet Zinc 29 „ -
Old Lead, against account
Tin ..per ( 10

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10

2nd 14 .

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10

Gefle. Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10

White Deals; Crown 14

Seconds 11 10

Flooring : White and Planed

—

Ist and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15

Ist. 2nd, <k 3rd quality mixed 10 5

Red Planed. Ist quality 14 10

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Hoards 18

Lignum Vitse Per ton 7

Perc
Vellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5

I'ilch Pine Logs 2

Birch : Quebec Logs 2

Oak; Austrian Wainscot 7

Mahogany Coon _ - 2
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FUBNITUKE AND HAKDWOODS.

OakPIaiiks: U.S.A.. imported
„ Boards „ „ Prm.

,. Mdm.
Seqaoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

GLAZED BBIOKS.
HABD GLAZES. (PER l.(XX).)

White, Ivory, and Beet.

ipla

Qks
:MdnWalnu

Greenheart : Hewn logs
Cedar : Cigar box
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orham : Imp. sawn boards.

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba.
and Honduras ...

,, African. Assinee. &c.
„ Lagos and Benin
„ Sekondi and Cape

Lopez
„ Gaboon

Satinwood : West Indian
Rosewood Per ton
Lignum Vitae

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 3

Darley Dale, ditto „ 3
Red Corsehill, ditto 2

Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto ,. 3

Ancaster, ditto .. 1]
Greenshill. ditto Oil
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) .. 1:

Hard York, ditto 2
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn botli sides.
landings, random s:

Ditto ditto Sin. slab
Bides, random e

..per foot sup. 3 8

AH F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on read
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cub

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elma Depot
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Brown White
Delivered on road waggons

] ^'^e^rfoot^cube'^"'
at Paddington Depot, I ca 1 I £C^i 4*
Nine Elms Depot, or [

- *" ^ ^ - ^ ^ **-

Pimlico Wharf I

1 6}

Blue Portmadoo

Blue Bangor ...'.'.'.... 20«10 ... 13 2
20x12 ... 13 17

First quality 20x10 ... 13
20x12 ... 13 15
16X 8 ... 7 5

Eureka unfading

6 1,300 at r.stn.

15 17
,
20x13 ... 18 7 6
18X10 ... 13 5

Permanent green

.

BBIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15
Second Hard Stocks 1 11
Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Red Wure Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4
Best Stourbridge
Furebricks 3 14

2jin. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic ! 4 10
Facing Bricks ;

" Accrington Best Red

3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto
."

Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3i" in
thickest part

34" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work
3i" ditto ditto through and through
3J" Beaded. Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and 4" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns

Accrington Air Bricks .
9^ x 2 course deep, eac

(Net. deUvered In
.. i full truck loads

i in London.
Plastic Facing per 1.000

£i 10

Ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

9-xlc

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

Net free on rail or tree oo boat at works.

Salt Glazed. Bnflf, Cream . Other Second
Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours

£17 17 £13 7 6

Headers-
11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 11 17 6

Quoins, Bullnose, and 4iin. Flats
31

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 30 17 6 '.M 17 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 '^1 14 17 6

Two sides and one end. square—
19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 19 17 6

Splays and Squints—
17 7 6 15 17 6 31 17 6 34 17 6 17 7 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BBIOKS.

stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Cill Bullnose. Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers £23 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6

C >mpass bricks, circular and arch bricks \ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours

f
ing 9in.

C.imber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4^in
Is. 2d. each I by 2|in.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, £1 per 1,(X)0 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations.

Thames Sand
Pit Sand
Thames Ballast

8. d.
7 6 per yard. deUvered

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G-'ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
s. a. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofingtiles 43 per 1000 ry.stn.
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ., „
Ornamental tiles 53 6

Hip and Valley tiles

Ruabon red. brown, or brindled
do. (Edwards) !

Ornamental do 60 u „
Hip tiles 4 perdoz. ,

Valley tiles 3 „
Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 C per 1000
,

Ornamental do 48 6 „ ,

Hip tiles 3 lOjperdoz.
,

Valley tiles 3 44 ..

" Rosemary " brand plain

tUea 48 per 1000
,

Ornamental tiles ^

Hip tiles

Valley tiles

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles '

Hand-made sand-faced :

Hip tiles

Valley tiles

Hartshill" brand plain tiles.

sand-faced (

Pressed '

Ornamental do I

Hip tiles

alley tiles

OILS.

Rapeseed. English pale, per tun i

. brown
Cottonseed, refined

1. Spanish ...

Seal, pale
Cocoanut. Cochin ...

Do., Ceylon
Do., Mauritius
Palm. Lagos
Do. Nut Kernel

perdoz.
,

6 perlOOO
,

perdoz. „

6 per 1000 ,

perdoz. .

per 1000 ,

35 „ 35 10

... 17 5
31

61.

19

Lubricating U.S per gal.

Petroleum refined ...

Tar. Stockholm per barrel
Archangel

Linseed OU per gal. 3 4., —
Baltic Oil 2 6,. —
Turpentine 2 9J ..

—

^""^'?eed"0U)^!!!! }'«'<''"• 8 ••

Pure Linseed Oil I n in n —
"Stority" Brand; " ° ^° ° "

GLASS (IN CKATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 36oz. 32oz
Fourths 2d. ... 3d. ... 3Sd. ... 4Sd.

Thirds 2id. ... 3id. ... 44d. ... 5jd.

FlutedSheet 23d. ... 33d. ... 6id. ... 7d.

Hartley's EngUsh Rolled Plate : Jin. =/iiiin.

3d.

Figared Boiled and BepoaBsine

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.
Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 6
Fme Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish '. 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14
Extra Pale Paper 13 9
Best Japan Gold Size '!!.!"!!!!!]! 10 9
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting \~",

\ 10
French and Brush Polish 10

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of

the United Kingdom.- for the United States. £1 6s. Od.
(or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium. £1 6s. ud.
(or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od. To any of the
AustraUan Colonies or New Zealand, to the Cape, the
West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

*,* Our Direct Subscription Agents for Australia
are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co., Printers and
PubUshers, 19, York Chambers, 105. Liverpool-street,
Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan, Messrs. Z. P.
Maruya and Co., Ltd., 11 - 16, Nionbashi Tori
Sanchome, Tokyo; who will receive Subscriptions at
£1 6s. per annum on our account. Copies of the
paper will be sent by us direct to the subscribers'

•i* The special rate to Canada is £1 Is. 8d.
= 5dols. 27c. for 12 months, and 10s. 10d. = 2dol. 64c.

six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for
Canada are Messrs. Sells, Ltd., 302, Shaughnessy
Biiildings, McGill-street, Montreal, who will receive
Subscriptions. £1 Is. 8d. per annum, on our account.

Cheques and Post-offlce Orders to be made payable
to The Strand Newsp.4Per Comp.ani. Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for CkjmpetiOon and Contract Adver

tisements. Public Companies, and all official adver-
tisements is Is. per line of Eight Words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 6s.

for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-
cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-
tion Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words
(the first hue counting as two), the minimum charge
being 43. 6d. for 60 words. Special terms for series
of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

Situations Vacant and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant " and " Partnerships " is One Shilling for
Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight
words after. All Situation Advertisementa muit be
prepaid.

Situations Wanted.

Aavertisements not exceeding Thirty Words.
Inclusive of name and address, are inserted under
the heading " Situations Wanted." free o/ charge.

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on
appUcation to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach

the office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-

page advertisements and alterations or stop orders

for serial advertisements must reach the office by

Tuesday Morning to secure attention.

•,' RepUes to advertisements can be received at

the Office. Effingham House, 1, Arundel - street.

Strand. W.C, free of charge.

under
pence i

forwarded
charse of Si:

I made. (See Notice at head of " Situations.'

tKCEIVED.—C L. Co.-

N. R. Co., Ltd.— S.

.1, D. R.-IJ. M. C.-S,
C. C. D. Co., Ltd.—

G

J. H. and Co.-J. S
—M. M. Co.—D. and Co.. Ltd.—H.

H.—J. B. and l

-B.
-W. R.

-R. B. and Son.-
-P. C. T. Ltd.-

. C. P.
and E., Ltd.-

—W. P. and Co.-

Gerald S.—Yes.

Transfer.—It seems valid.

Crusoe.—It is not a systeiu we favour.

H. W. P.—Certainly they have ; and the reKulation

i-y and wholesome At a

t. H. K.—If the proposed tennis-court is

laid on a sound foundation, with genuine rock

asphalte such as Claridge's, there would be no dust

from the asphalte itself, which would be perfectly

hard under the hottest sun in this country, without

the addition of sand, the Company mentioned

making a specially hard mastic asphalte for this

and similar purposes. The best marking to adopt

would be illuminated paint. This has been used

with great success by the War Office on gun-

cai-riage platforms. It is a lasting marking, and

does not soften nor destroy the asphalte.
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TO OOBRESPONDBNTS.
It is particularly requested that all drawings and

all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Building News, Effingham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C., and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-
quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable
tor, unsought contributions.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

•,' Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details of old
and uew work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than
we can insert, but are glad to do so when space
permits on mutually advantageous terms, which may
be ascertained on application.

NOTICE.
Bound copies' of Vol. CV. are now ready, and should

be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post 123. 9d.),

as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI., XLIX.,
mi.. LXI., LXII., LXIV.. LXV.. LXVI., LXVII.,
LXVni., LXIX., LXXI., LXXII., LXXIII.,
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVII., LXXIX.,
LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXII., LXXXIII., LXXXIV.,
LXXXV., LXXXVI., LXXXVII., LXXXVIII.,
LXXXIX., XC, XCI., XCII., XCIII., XCIV.,
xcv., xcvi., xcvii., xcvni., xcix.. c. ex., cii.,

cm., CIV., and CV. may still be obtained at the
same price ; all the other bound volumes are out of
print. Most of the back numbers of former volumes
are, however, to be had singly. Subscribers
retiuiring any back numbers to complete volume
just ended should order at once, as many of them
soon run out of print.

PILKINQTON « CO.
(Established 1838.)

DEPTFORD -WHARF,
190 & 192, GREEK ROAD, DEFTEORD, S.E.

Registered Trade Marl

POLONCEAU ASPHALTE
Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing

ACID-EESISTING ASPHALTE.
WHITE SILICA PAVING.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.
Telephose Nos. : New Cboss 1102 (2 Lines).

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
APPLY TO-

WM. OI-I'\rER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BimliiU Row, London, £.0.

•,• Correspondents wonld in all cases oblige bygivinp
the addrosses of the parties tenderine-at any rate, of

\

the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the informa- i

Aston.—For the erection of premises, Thomas-atreet
and Pool-street, for the Moss Gear Co.. Ltd. Messrs.
Ingall. Bridgwater, and Porter, L.R.I. B.A.. 3, Temple
Ro> West, Birmingham, architects and snrvevors :

—
Dallow, J., and Sons £3,070
Briley, P. J 1,!138

Teall, A. J., and Sou, Ltd 1,950
Harper, J. E 1,883
Lee, W., and Son 1,86)
Johnson, T.» 1,737

• Accepted and amended.

BiKi.c.w, Selby—For the erection of an aeroplane
factory at Barlow, near Selby, for Messrs. Armstrong,

Ciip.wE.-For extending the cormgated iron shed on
the market ground, for the town council :

—
Williams, J., and Sons (accepted) £185

(Lowest tender ; highest £205.)

Denby.—For construction of sewers and sewage-dis-
poaal works at Openwoodgate, for the Belper Rural
District Council :

—
Tomlinson, G. F., Derby £443
Warners Bros., Mickleoyer ... 4 18 19
Harris and Bunt, Derby 385 18

Surveyor's estimate, £350 68. 5d.

DiN'AS Powis.—For street improvement works in
Greenfield-avenue and lane at Dinas Powis, in the
parish of St. Andrews, for the Llandattand Uinas Powis
Rural District Council. Mr. ,1. Holden, A.U.I.C.E.,
Park House, 30, Park-place, Cardiff,

I Co.

6,155

6.993

chapel in the borongh

Whitwonh,
Marshall and Co., Newcastle-on-Tyne (accepted).

BiRNET.—For the erection of council offices. Wood-
street, tor the urban district council :—

Lawrence, E., and Sons, Ltd.,
City-road, E.C £6,471

Hough, W., Barnet 6,460
Redhouse, S., and Son, Slotfold ... 6 439
Pickriil, H.. Wealdstone 6,365
Brightman, C, and Son, Lt
Watford

Hipgs, F. and H. P., Heme Hil]

Ekms, and Co., Ltd., Hertford
Markham and MarKham, Victor

street, 8.W
Fail-head. A., and Son, Enfield
Clark and Sons, Cambridge
King, C. B., Ltd., Hampstead

BooTLE. -For the erection of a
cemetery, for the town council :

—
Roberts and Sons, Liverpool ... £3,336

(Accepted.)

Bristol.-For various works and supplies, for the
docks committee. Accepted tenders :—
Cast-iron troughs for cold stores extension, and for the
extension of the overhead gantry at Batburst Wharf-

Sampson, H., and Sons,
For alterations and additions to the cold stores,
Avonmouth—

Wilkina. R., and Sons.
For a signal mast at the signal station, Walton Bay.

Carey, W. E., Portiehead.

CoNNAH'g Quay.—For the construction of the Dee
tunnel aqueduct and pipeline between Connah's Quay
and Birkenhead, in connection with the Alwen water
supply, for the Birkenhead Corporation :

—
Wardle, Thomas, and Sons,
Eastville, Bristol (accepted) ... £110,325 8 6

LON

Hatherley and Co., Penarth
Lewis Bros
Rees, J
Dayies, A. (accepted)

Rest of Dinas Powis.

£381 14 6
761 18 2

E.—For s

R. C, ,

rks of water supply :—

Co., Edinburgh £1.661
Id Co., Ltd..

Brebner,
Stroeter,
Bhalford

Yarrow, H., Brixton, 8.W.
hlaker, A. H., Leatherhead
Punnett, E., and Sons, Tonbridge
Burrows. W. T., Maidstone
Parks and Kemp, Tunbridge Wells
Constable, A. H., Penshurst

H., Groombridge ... 1,107 17

London",—For the supply of tramway materials, for
the London County Council. Accented tenders ;

—

Feeder pillar panels, switchee, &o. :
—

Johnson & Phillips, Ltd., Charlton £359 12
Two sets 4001b. furnace linings; 24 40Dlb. crucibles,

crucible stands, and crucible mullliring*; ]2 3)Jlb.
crucibles, crucible stands, and cracible mutfia rings :—
Morgan Crucible Co., Ltd., Batter-
sea, S.W £138 4 2

ISOcwt. press-spahn in sheets 8Mmm. by e

Thomoaon, J. 210

London, W.—For the supply of 12in. by IJin. tubes
required in connection with tne sewers and water mains,
for the reconstruction of Hansen-lane Bridge, for the
Metropolitan Water Board and the Great Western
Railway Co. :—

Russell, James, and Sons, Ltd. ... £173 12 2

(Accepted.)

Council. Percentages above the prices i n the schedu e attached the form of tender at which thu
tenderers are prepared to undertake the co

A B C D E F
Over £5 Over £2.5 Over £50 percentage
but not but not but not Exceed- Day- on aggregate

np to ,£5 exceeding exceeding exceeding work.
in value. £25. £50. £300. expenditure.

Group 10 (Limehouse and St. George's-in-the-East) ;-
Per cent.

-1-20 ... .. -1-20 ...

Griggs and Son;; +m .. ... -1-25 .. ... -1-25 ... .. -F20 ... .. -1-20 ... ;; -H22A ;;: .. -1-21.50

TriggsandCo -1-25 .. .. -1-25 ...

tThorne, F. and T -1-25 .. ... -1-25 .. -1-25 ... .. -t-25 ... .. -1-25 ... .. +m ... .. *-25.03

Group 13 BowandBro mley; Poplar) :
—

'Griggs and Son .. + '25 .. ... -1-25 .. .. -1-20 ... .. -f20 ... .. +m ... .. -1-21.50

-t-25 .. ... +25 .. .. -1-25 ... .. -H25.00

IThorne, F.andT -1-25 . ... +25 . ... -1-25 ... .. •1-25 ... .. -1-25 ... .. +27h ... .. -1-25.03

Group 27 (Lewisham):-
+Wh ... 4 22i . .. +m ... .. -1-225 ,. .. +m .. .. -1-22.50

Triggs and Co -1-25 . ... -I-25 . .. -1-2.5 ... .. -H25 ... .. -1-25.00

tThorne, F.andT •I-25 . ... -1-25 . ... -1-25 ... .. -1-25 ... .. -1-25 ... .. +-nh ... .. -f2503

^°"?fL!^':;--V-
+ 33J .. ... -1-33^ .. ... +33h ... .. +27i ... .. -i-25 ... .. -f33i ... -.r^^

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Feb. 16—Savings Bank, Verona (Five Assessors) £1,200, £600
„ 18—Working-Class Houses (22), GranviUe-road Estate, Wey-

mouth (3 per cent, commission) £10, £5
21—Wesleyan MethodiBt Church, Carcroft

Mar. 2—Designs for Public Baths, The Burroughs, Hendon (H. W.
Wills, P.R.I.B.A., Assessor) £1(1), £75, and £50

5—Bank, St. Petersburg (Five Premiums, amounting to £ WO)
„ »- Water Supply and Drainage Scheme for Village of Ceruaes
„ 20—Public Museum and Art Gallery, Belfast (John J. Burnet,

A,R.8.A,,LL.D., Assessor) Selected Architect to carry oc

second, £100 ; third, £76
;

£60
., 2.5—Designs for Children's Cottage Homes, Burton-on-Trent £25, £10

April 2—Departmental and Courts Buildings, Ottawa (T. E.
Collcutt, J. H. G. Russell, and J. O. Marchand,
Assessors). Double Competition, five unsuccessful
competitors in second to receive 3,000dol,;each

,, 11—Ferro-concrete Bridge over the Meuse, Heer ;

May 1—Workshops for Chilian State Railways, Valparaiso ..;.... ... ;;;;;;;;;;.;;.;;.;.;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;,;;;

„ .t—New St. Paul's Bridge, Designs for (Sir W. Emerson,
P.P.R.I.B.A., Assessor) £300, £100

June 20—Champlain Tercentenary Monument, OrUlia, Ontario
Canada (limit of cost £-1,100)

„ 30—Villa-Flats at the Lido, Venice (limit of cost £80,000) £480, £320, £200...;;;;;; ;

The Sayings Bank, 1, Via Garibaldi, Verona.

H. Humphris, Clerk, Council Offices, Hendon. N.W.
The Commission de Batisse, 32, .Morskaja, Samt-Petersbourg.
T. H. Hughes, Clerk, Fir-grove, Menai Bridge.

R. C. Desrochers, Department of Public Works, Ottawa, Ont.

The Bureau des Travaux, Maison Communal, Heer, Namur.
The Com. Intell. Branch, Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall-st., E.C.

The Town Clerk, Hallkeeper's Office, Guildhall, E.C.

The Canadian High Commissioner. Victoria-street, S.W.
Direzione della Campagnia lialiana dei Grandi Alberghi,

8.M. del Giglio 3167, Venice.

The Harbour Extension Board, Helsingborg, Sweden.
M. le President de la Cotumissiou piur I'Amenagement dea

Agglomerations Industrielles, Rue de Louv

. C.J. Maclean, Sec, 116, St. Vincent-street, Glasgow.
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LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

1 ColH(
-ReccDPtrnctiDe Stores. Gmnton
-School (8(0 piaoee), Tre Thomas, BedwRS, lion
-PtaticDmneter's Honse, Longhonehtoa

BEd 42. Llanfair-road, Repairs to. Cardiff .,' Rep airs to, Milford
14—No
14—Labcnrers' Cotta
14—Cottages (34). BeaconeBeld
14— Drill Hall and Stores. The Mount, Ironbridge
14— School (400 places), Abercam, Men
14—Hcnge. Additions to, Coad's Green. North Hill
1-4— School ('60 Dlacesl, Llanvair DiecMed, Caerwent
14— NoH. 11, 13. and 15, Romilly-crescwnt, Repairs to, Cardiff...
14—Lahcnrers' Sinpie Cottaees (42), lailford
16— Special School, Knox-road. Forest Crate
16— Fire Hose Shed, Upminster-road, Elainbam
16— Barracks. Alterations to, Donbar
16—Old Female Wards, Alterations to, Chester
16— School (72 places). Pentrellyncvmnier
16—Beeidence. Finsthwaite. Lakeside
16—Artifans' Dwellines (60). Child's Hill
16-Tramways Head Office. Extension lo, Glasgow
16—School Mplacps), Nantvr
16—Worth on se Infirmary, St. Anstell
16—Sanatorinm, Additional Ward Pavilion at, Lowestoft
16-School House. Glyn Ceiriog
16—Af-ylnm, Additions to Chapel at. Upton
16—Temporary School (495 places). Baptist Well, Swansea
16— School House. Roabon
17-School (660 places), Pelton-lane, Dorham
17—Fchcol, Additions to, Oshill
17—U.F. Church, Reconstruction of, Clnny, N.B
IV— School, Additions to, Newton Can
17— Six Bcntes, Quarmby, Hnddersfield
17—Hieher Elementary School, Additions to, Spennymoor
17—School, Additions to, Westpate
17— School, Additions to, Wearhead
18— Chapel-street Station, Extension to, Southport
18—Stable and Outbuildings, Lidgett-lane, Thumscoe
18-Goods Yard, Extensicn to, Crumpeall
18—Workmen's Houses (36), Island of Raasay
18—Public Elementary School, Beckenham
le-FilterHoufe, North Ramsden, Waleden, Rochdale
19-Two Boufee, Royds-avenue, Linthwaite
19-Movable Floor at Public Baths. Parkshot. Richmond
19- Battery Room, Valley-road Electricity Works, Bradford
19- Girls' Secondary School, Cottingham-road, Hal!
19- Rifle Range, Penychain, Afonwen
19—EUmentary School, Kiddless-lane, Yeovil
19—Wards at Workhouse. Edgware

!

",""

20 - Offices at Com Exchange, Alterations to. Sheffield .

20—New School, Thome ;

20— Residence, Harleigh-road, Bodmin '.'..'.'..'.

20— lEolation Hospital, Bradley-road, Warminster '.'.'.'.'.".'.

21—Military Hospital, Namnr
"'"'

21— Attendants' Residences at Asylum, Napsbiiry .'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'

21-Jolesfield C.E. Schools, Additions to. Partridge Green...""
21-Converting Royal Arms into Lock-nn Shops. Penydarren
21—Six Garden Labourers' Cottages at Asylum, Napsbury
21-Hcepilal, Additions to, Bolehall, Tamworth
21— Tnbercnioeis Sanatorium (90 bedsl, High Carley '...'.

23—No. 12, Comhill, Additions to, Dorchester !!!'!"!!!

23— Officers' Mess and Quarters, Connaught Barracks! Dover
23— Station Btiildings, Carstairs
23—Pair of Cottage Homes, Tendring ".'.'.'.'.'.

23- Sunday School, Cowes
24— Station, Additions to, Morpeth ".',

24—Yard Waster's Offices, Hedon-road, Hull !. .!!!!!!!;;!!!'!!

2-4—Excavations at Substation, Mount Pleasant
24— Caretaker's Lodge, Park-lane, Wembley
24— Reelaiing Roofs, Public Baths, Caihall-rd., Leytonstone."
26—Measles Receiving Room at Hospital, Tottenham, N. .

25—Public Baths, Additional Slipper Baths at, Grooie
26—County Asylum, New Buildings at (200 patients). Wilts '

26—House, Cwmaman
2e-Bemidelached Villas (18), Cwmim&ii .'.'...'.....'...'.'..'..'.

'

27— School, Cloakrooms at, Lydd Dnngeness
28—College Buildings, Earlsfort-terrace, Dablin '

28-Workmg-Class Dwellings (149), Church Pielda .'

2—Isolation Hospital, New Buildings at. Candle !!'

3—Workhouse, Wood-Sawing Shed at, Birkenhead
6— School, SaddleworthFriezland, Yorks

No date—Five Houses and Shops, Beanoroft-roid, Cistieford"!!."";!
do. —Primitive Methodist Church, Caergwrle
do. —Shop and Eight Houses, Ringley-road, OatKooi...............
do. —Three Cottages, Ridgefield-street, Castleford
do. —Villa Cross Picture House, Handsworth
do, —Shop and Eight Houses, Countess-lane, Radciiffo
do. —New Roof and Pewing, D.M. Chanel and School. Binbrook
do, —Houses (4) & Steadings (5) ,Harriet8aeld Farm, St
do. —Semi-detached Houses (14), Countess-lane, Radcliffe
do. —Two Bouses, near Tunnel-road, Llanelly
do. —Lock-up Shops, Scott-street, West Stanley
do, —Picture Theatre, Kiln Hill, slaithwaite
do, —Picture Theatre, Mostyn- street, Llandudno

Feb. 13—Electric Installation, Chilton
„ 16—Lighting Insiallation, West House, Halifax
„ 17—Insiallation, Secondary School, Hilly Fids., Broctley. S.E.
„ 1'—Consumers' Electric Supply Meters, Pentre, Rhondda ...

„ 17—Armouied Cables, Brussels
„ 17—Protected Cable Boxes (1.330). Adelaide and Melbourne ...

„ 21—Plant, Nuneaton
21—Paper-Insalated Cables, Ipswich .!!!!'!L!!!. !!!.........

„ 21— Generators, Copenhagen
„ 23—Electricity Meters, Cables, and Cable Stores, Horasev
„ 24—Ccntinaoas-current Electricity Meters, Birkenhead .,".

Mar, 2—Telephones, Hobart :

„ 2—Three Electric Travelling Cranes, Sydney
1. 2—Arc Lamp Carbons, St. Pancras, N.W
„ 3— Switchgear, Shoreditch, N

,

*-Main Traction Switchboard, Salford
„ 18— Switchboards, Sydney, N.S.W
„ 25—Converters, Sydney
„ 26—Plant, Auckland, N.Z

AprU 7—Batteries, Melbourne .'.'.'....'.'.'..'..'.'.'...

No date— Electric Overhead Travelling Crane (2-ton), Bristol
do. —Three Electrically-Operated Coal Tracks. Southend-on-Sea

BUILDINGS.
Leicestershire Education Com
Gas Co

Northern Lighthouse Commissione

r

Monmoathshire Education Com. ..

North-Eastern Railway

Rnral District Council
Urban District Council
Shropshire Terr. Force Assoc
Monmouthshire Education Com. ...

Monmouthshire Edncation Com. ...

Rural District Council
West Ham Edncation Committee ..

Parish Council
Secretary of State tor War

Denbighshire Education Authority...
J. Hodgson, Leicester
Hendon Urban District Council
Corporation
Denbighshire Education Authority ..

Guardians
Urban Sanitary Authority
Denbighshire Education Authority...

Education Committee
Denbighshire Education Authority ..

County Council
Durham County Council

Durham County Council

Durham County Council
Durham County Council
Darham County Council
Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway ...

Urban District Council
Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway ...

William Baird and Co., Ltd
Education Committee
Waterworks Committee

Town Council
Corporation
Edncation Committee
Carnarvonshire Terr. Force Assoc...
Education Committee
Hendon Guardians
Markets Committee
West Riding Education Committee ..

W. W. R. NichoUs
Joint Isolation Hospital Committee

Middlesex County Council

Cotmty Council
Joint Hospital Board
Lancashire County Cotmcil
Town Council
yecretary of State for War....
Caledonian Railway Co .,

Building Committee
North-Eastern Railway Co
North-Eastern Railway Co
H.M. Works Commissioners
Urban District Council
Leyton Urban District Council
Metropolitan Asylums Board
Urban District Council
Visiting Committee
Mrs. Wilson
Penybryn Building Club
Kent Edncation Committee
University College Governing Body
Featherstone Urban District Council
Rural and Urban District Councils...

Guardians
West Biding Education Committee ..

Co-operative Society, Ltd.

Co-cperative Society, Ltd.

M. M. Uobsou,.

ELECTBICAIi PLANT.
Parish Council
Education Committee
London County Council
Urban District Council

Electricity Committee
Electricity Supply Department
Municipality
Town Council
Corporation

Borough Council
Borough Council
Corporation

The Architect, 33. Bowling Green-street, Leicester.
A. H. Richardson, Arcbt. . Market-place, Worksop.
J. Hamilton, Colliery Offices, Horden Colliery, Castle Eden.

. The Engineer, 84. George-street. Edinburgh.
J. Bain, F.R.I.B.A., County Council Offices, Newport, Mon.
William Bell, Areht..York.
A. J. Harris. Clerk, Union Offices, Queen's Chambers Cardiff.
8, Waiters, Clerk, Board Room, Milford . Ireland.
H. Sargeant, Snr., Barring-road, Beaconsfield,
J. Batters. Arcbt.. Castle-^tiuare. Ludlow.
J. Bain, FR.I.B.A., Ccnnty Conncil Offices, Newport, Mon,

. W. Jacques, A.R.I.B.A., 2, Fen-conn. Fenchurch-street, E C
. T. A. Capron, Clerk, 2, Orsett-road. Gn-ys.
The Director of Barrack Construction, 80. Pall Mall, S.W. =

H. Beswick. P.R.I.B.A., County Archt., Newgate-et., Chester.
W. D. Wyles, County Archt., 43a. High-street, Wrexham.
J. W. Grundy and Son. Archts, Central Buildings, Ulverston,
G. Hornblower. 2, Devcnshire-terrace. Portland-jilace, W
F. Burnet, F.S.I., 180, Hope-street. Glasgow.
W. D. Wyles. County Archt., 42a, High-street, Wrexham
B. C. Andrew, M.S. A.. St. Austell.

G. H. Hamby, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Snr., Town Hall. Lowestoft
W. D. Wyles. County Archt., 42a, High-street. Wrexham.
H. BeswicK, F.R.I.B.A., County Archt., Newgate-st., Chester. "

E. Morgan. A. R.I. B.A., Boro' Archt.. 3, Prospect-place, Swansea
W. D. Wyles. County Archt., 42a. High-street, Vvrdxbi'm,
W. Rushworth, Shire Hall, Darham.
W. Rushworth, Shire Hall, Durham.
Wilsons and Walker, Archts., 375, Union-street, Aberdeen.
W. Rushworth, Shire Hall. Darham.
Lann and Kaye, Archts., Milnsbridge.
W. Rushworth, Shire Hail, Durham.
N. Richley, Shire Hall, Durham.
N. Richley, Shire Hall, Durha-n.
The Engineer's Office, Hunt's Bank, Manchester.
T. Bull, Snr., CouncU Offices, Thumscoe, Yorks.
The Engineer's Office, Hunt's Bank, Manchester.
J. G. Falconer, Archt., Fort-William.
A. Boxall and Son, 8, Adam-street, Adelphi, W.O.
F. H. Brunt, A.M.I.C.E., Waterworks Office, Lord-st.. Rochdale.
A. E. Rodgere, Archt., Cowlersley, Milnsbridge..
The Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Richmond, Surrey.
T. Roles, City Blec. Eng., Town Hall, Bradfonl,
J. H. Hirst, City Archt., Guildhall, Hull.

E. Evans, Archt., 8, Castle-street, Carnarvon.
Petter and Warren, Archts. and Snrs., Yeovil.
P. J. Seabrook. Clerk. Union Offices, Edgware.
The City Architect. Town Hall, Sheffield.

The Education Architect, County Hall, Wakefield.
W. J . P. Jenkins, Archt., Bodmin.
C. H. Lawton, Archt., 32, High-street, Warminster.
Commandant du Genie deNamur-Sud, Rue Henri Lecocq, Kamur.
H. T. Wakelam, County Archt., Guildhall, Westminster.
E. H. Lingen Barker, Archt., 4, Moscow-court, W.
T. E. Rees, M.S. A., Bank Chambers, Merthvr Tydfil.

H. T. Wakelam, County Archt., Guildhall, Westminster.
C. L. Clarson, Archt., 21, Church-street, Tamworth,
D. J. Brundritt, Archt., County-eiiaare, Ulverston.
The Borough Surveyor, 21, North-square. Dorchester.
The Director of Barrack Constraction, 8J, Pall M»ll, S.W.
The Company's Engineer, 302, Buchanan-street, Glasgow.
N. J. Dawson, Archt., 17, Duke-street, Chelmsford.
J. W. Bessant, Archt., 93, Pelham-road, Cawes.
W. Bell, Archt., Westgate-road, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
W. Bell, Archt., York.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
C. R. W. Chapman, Eng., Public Offices. Wembley, M'sex.
E. H. Essex, A.M.I.C.E., Town Hall, Leyton.
W, T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., Eng.-m-Chief, Embankment, B.C.
R, Tyson, Clerk, Goole.

G. T. Hine and H. Carter Pegs, Archts., 95, Parliatnent-st., S.W,
J, L. Smith, L.R.I.B.A., Aberdare.
J. L. Smith, L.R.I.B.A., Aberdare.
W. H. Robmson, M.S.A., Sessions House, Maidstone.
J. W. Bacon, M.A., Sec, 86, St. Stephen's Green. Dublin.
S. Chesuey, A.R.I. B.A., Council Offices, Featherstone.
Traylen and Son, Archts.. 16, Broad-atreet, Stamford.
E. Kirby and Sons, Archts., 5, Cook-ttreet, Liverpool.
The Education Architect, County Hall, Wauefield.
F. Scatchard, Archt., Midland BanK Chambers. Castleford,
H. Harper and Sons, Archts., 54, Long-row, Nottmgham.
J. T. Proffltt, Archt., 2, Mount-Street, Manchester.
F. Scatchard, Archt., Midland Bank Chambers, Castleford.
H. Robinson, a.R.I.B.A., Birmingham.
J. T. Proffltt, Archt., 2, Mount-street, Manchester.
F. W. Dixon, Archt., Irevelyan Buildings, Manchester,
The Chief Survey or, 29, St, Andrew-square, Edmburgh.
J. T. Proffltt, Archt., 2, Mount-street, Manchester.
J. and b. E. Evans, MM.S.A., 47, Stepney-street, Llanelly.

• Curry. Archt., 3, Bigg Market, Newcastle-on-l'yne.

M. Wright, Clerk, Chilton, Ferryhill, Durham.
W. H. Ostler, Sec, 22, Union-street, Halifax,
J. W. Humphreys, Eng.-m-Chief, Spring Getrdens, S.W.
R. Hammond and Son, Engs., 64, Victona-st., S.W.
Chemms de Fer Victnanx, 14,, Rue de la Science, Bruxelles,
The Deputy Postmaster-General, Melbourne.
S. C. Gibson, Boro' Elec. Eng., Ntmeaton.
F. Ayton, M.I.E.E., Chief Eng., Constantine-rd,, Ipswich.
Elektrisk Station, Gothersgade 3J, Copennagen, K.
The Borough Electrical Engineer, Tottenham-lane, Homsey, N.
G. P. Shallcross, Electricity Works, Craven-st., Birkenhead.
The Deputy Postmaster-General, Hobart, Tasmania.
The Harbour Trust Office, circular Quay, Sydney, N.S.W.
C. H. F. Barrett, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Pancraa-roid. N.W.
C. N. Ruseell, Elec. Eng., Coronet-street, Shoreditch, N.
The Electrical Engineer, Frederick-road, Pendleton.
The Deputy Postmaster-General, Sydney, New South Wales.
The Chief Com. for Railways, Philiip-street, Sydney. N.S.W.
Walker, MacEwen, and Co., Ltd., 7, Princes-street, S,W.
The Deputy Postmaster-General, Melbourne.
W. W. Sqmre, Eng., Cumberland-road. Bristol.
R. Birketi, Boro' Elec. Eng.. London-rd., Southend-on-Sea.
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13—Laying Water-main ExteuBions. Llandebie
11—Reconstructine Matchara'B Brirlco. Aloonbnrv
16-(;ookiuE Apparatus at Belvidero Hospital. GlaaRow ..

Hi—Tar and Liciuor Storage Tank. Foloaliill

16—Water Van, Mareate
16—Four PloatiDR Pneumatic cintr; r ., i . \ .:a

16—Two Vertical Compound Edl'iii^ Anna
ir—Fire Engine. Rupby
17—GaeMain.PontUanfraith
17—Four Grain Elevators, Antworp
17—Hydrants (Three Years), London. S.W
17—FuJlway Gate Sluice Valves (Three Years), London.
17—Sulphate of Ammonia Plant, Nelson
19—CoolinE Towers. Bradford
lO-Bridge. Reconstruction of. Culmstock
20— Cast-Iron Tar and Liquor Tank, Darlin^on
20—Three Steam Boilers, East yuav, Antwerp
21—Steel Bridges (60), Bangkok, Siam
21—Steam Tractor and Two C-ton Trailers, Daventrv
21—Six Purifiers, Dane-street, Rochdale
23-Three Underline Small Span Bridges, Dublin
23—Dredging River Dee, Aberdeen
23-Top Lift for Gasholder, Bala
23— Partial Reconstruction of Bridge. Paythorno
24-Raising Tank. Laurie-grove. New Cross, S.B
24-Walorwork8 Machinery, Bishop's Stortford
24— Water Mains (5 miles), North Wootton
25—Cooling Towers, Islington, N
25—Lancashire Type Boiler at Workhouse, Ipswich
25—Gas Plant, Rhyl
25— Retorts, Clonmel
25—t'oncrete Tank to Cooling Tower, WiLlthaiustow .

27— Reservoir, Beecraigs
27—Waterworks, Coniston
28—Concrete Piers, Portknockie ,

28—Steel Bridges, Matlock
, 2—Clinker-crushing Plant, Margate
3—Two Condensers, Grimesthorpe Station, Sheffield

3—Two Gas Engines, Stewart-street, B
3—Waterworks, Wellington
5 - Air-compressing Plant. Port Said
6—Floating Crane (100-ton). Antwerp
6—Two Metal Sheds, Bassin Canal, Antwerp
6—High-lift Centrifugal Pump, Auckland
20—Railway From Orusca to Cifuentes, via Mondejar

I 1— Bridge Across SecoLd Narrows. Vancouver
6—Reservoir (2.000,000 gallons), Margate
7—Steam Engine. North Waterworks, Antwerp
11— Storage Reservoir, Keighley
18— Harbour, Mazagau, Morocco
21—Two Truck Cranes, Auckland, N.Z
2e-Harbour, Candia

late-Heating Ragged School Buildings, Tooting, S.W
). —Heating P.M. Church & School, Auckland Park

ENGINEERING.
Llandilofawr Rural District Coun
Hunts County Council

Gas Commil

H. Herbert, Eng.. Brynmarlais. Ammanford.
H. Leete, County Sur., Market-place, Huntingdon,
J. Lindsay, Town Clerk, City Chambers. Glasgow,
F. W. Steveneon. Rng, and Man., Coventry.

Corporation E. A. Borg. Boro' Eng., 13, Grosvenor-place. Margate.
Dicipal Authorities The Burgomaster, Hotel de Ville, Antwerp.
nicioalitv Sir W. H. Lindley. Eng.-in-Chief, Frankfort-on-Maino.

A. Morson. Clerk. Bonn Buildings, High-street. Rugby.
R. W. Edwards, Bng.. Council Offices, Pontllanfraith.
The Secretariat, Ho tel de Ville, Antwerp.
The Storekeeper, 12, Lambeth Palace-road, S.B.
The Storekeeper, 12, Lambeth Palace-road. S.B.
A. Morton. Fyffe, Eng. and Man.. Gas Offices, Nelson.
T. Roles. City Blec. Bng.. Town Hall, Bradford.
W. P. Robinson. County Sur., 22, Queen-street, Exeter.
P. P. Tarratt. Gasworks Eng., Houudgate, Darlington,
The Secretariat, Hotel de Ville, Antwerp.

Eng.. Royal State Rlys., Bangkok, Siam.
Daventry.

t;oroorati<

South -

Gas and E
Great Northern (Ireland) Rl

Harbour (jommiseioners
Urban District Council
West R iding Highways Com
Deptford Borough Council...

Urban District Council
Wells Rural Distr

.Co.

Borough Council The Electrical :

W. W.
T. B. Ball, Man., Gasworks, Rochdale.
T. Morrison. Sec, Amiens-street Terminus, Dublin.
R. G. Nicnl, Harbour Eng., Aberdeen.
R. B. Anderson. 5. Westminster Chambers, S.W.
P. G. Carpenter, West Riding Sur., County Hall, Wakefield.
The Borough Surveyor, Town Hall. New Cross-road. SB.
R. S. Scott, A.M.I. (I.E.. Council Offices, Bishop's Stortford.
William Phelps, C.E.. Shepton Mallet.

Guardians
Urban District Council .. ..

Corporation
Urban District Council
Linlithgow County Council
Skipton Rural District Gout

, 60, Eden-grove, Holloway, N.
Greenhalgh, Clerk. 19, Tower-street, Ipswich.

L. G. Hall, A.M.I.C.E., Gas Eng., Paradise-street, Rhyl.
H. O'Connor, A.M.I.C.E.. 1, Drummond-place, Elinburgh.
G. W. Holmes. A.M.I.O.E., Town Hall Annexe, Walthamstow.
J. and A. Leslie and Reid, C.E., 72a, (Jeorge-street, Edinburgh.
A. Rodwell. Gargrave-road. Skipton.

Town Council A. W. Lewis, M.I.C.B., 15, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W.
Urhiin District Council J. Diggle & Son, Civil Engs., U, Victoria-st., Westminster, S.W

E. A. Borg, Boro' Eng., 13, (jlrosveuor-place, Margate.
United Gaslight Co J. W. Morrison, M.I.C.E., Commercial-street. Sheffield.

London County Council G. Humphreys, Chief Bng., County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W.
Rural District Cotmcil J. V. Lander, Clerk, Queen-st. Chambers, Wellington, Salop.
Municipality .. The Controller-General, Main Drainage Dept., Cairo.
Municipality The College des Bourgmestre et Echevins, Antwerp,

The Secretariat, Hotel de Ville, Antwerp.
The Town Clerk, Auckland.
Direccion General de Obras Publicas, Madrid.
Sir J. W. Barry, Ly6ter,& Partners. Queen Anne's Gate, S.W.
" " '" -- -" Grosvenor-place, Margate,

City Council
Ministeriode Fomento
Burrard Inlet Tunnel & Bridge Co...

Corporation

Harbour B
Candia Mu

lies Travaux Public M. le President dnComite, Dar Bn-Niaba, Tangier.
W. and A. McArthur, Ltd., 18, SiUt-street, Cripplegate, B.C.
M . le Maire. Candia.
W. E. Johnson, Archt., Fairlight Hall. Tooting, W,
R. Brown, 12, Douglass-crescent, Auckland Park, Durham,

FURNITURE AND FITTINGS.
b. 24-Hospital Bedsteads at Seafield House, Seaforth West Derby Guardians H. P. Cleaver, Union Clerk, Bronghton-terraoe, Liverpool.
I date—Oak Seating (221 places), St. John's Church, Sleights A. H. Ough, P.R.I.B.A., Bsk Ball, Sleights, Yorks.
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BRITANNIA
VARNISHES, KNAMELS, and SPECIALTIES

arc the products of

The Largest Varnish Industry in the World

OMNILAO
A SPECIALTY IN COPAL OAK VARNISH.

FOR INSIDE OR OUTSIDE DECORATIVE WORK.

Manufactured from the finest raw materials and well matured.

9/- ...... PER GALLON.

ROBT. INGHAM CLARK & CO., Ltd.
Works

:

WEST HAM AlilJlA,

STRATKORIJ. LONDON
Otiices :

6, CAXTON HOUSli,
VVESTMIN,STKR.
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"pecirtcatious aiul their C

The Triangle Club Exhib:
Lap Mitral .Joints
The Architectural Associi
Value as Applied tfi Real I

Slates : their Sizes and Cc

ilduiH
A Petrol-Drivci
Wind-Load on
Obituary .

Professional and Trade Societies
Competitions
Building Intelligence

Our Illustrations

RoMil Academy Exhibition, 1914

Parliamentary Notes
Lesal Intelligence
Our Office Table
Meetings for the Ensuing Week
Trade News
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Trade Notes
Tenders
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List of Competitions Open
List of Tenders Open

Strand, W.O.

ODh illusthatiunf.
The Sculpture Hall and Grand Staircase. NewMcLellan Galleries, Glasgow. Mr. A BMcDonald, Mem.Inst.C.E. (City Eneineerl'

Architect.

Provincial Training College and Practising School,
Dundee. \ lew and plan. Mr. T. Martin Cappon,
'.R.I.H.A., rchitect.

The Darracq Motor Company's Premises, 1.50. New
Bond-street, W. Elevation, section, and details.
Mr. R. Frank Atkinson, F.K.I.B..A., Architect.

Concerning \^'ood-Trimmers.

A Petrol-Driven Pump.

SPECIFICATIONS AND THEIR
CONTENTS.

Destructive criticism is always interest-

t

ing, and frequently amusing ; but it may
' be in no way helpful to a reconstruction of

preconceived ideas on moro strictly correct

lines. An architect is more vulnerable as
' regards his specification than anywhere
else, for it at onco gives a key to his know-
lidtf'' of building work and building
iiiihiial, and if his acquaintance with
Ihrs,. has nut been matured by long ex-

IMiunco, the want becomes very con-

.spicuous in his written descriptions of

either. When our remarks on certain

documents before us are apparently
destructive in their gen. r,il tc n^li ru v. \\\.\

are not meant to ht_- ^^ .iml iln m1,|,,i n

view is to clear away .i mi.- ni hn^,. mh

which to erect a nnjri- i i n 1
1
ii ;ip|ii . ci^l n .ii

of th.i subject dealt witli.

There are various modes of construction,
and when an architect contemplates build-

ing ho must of necessity '^p. .ify that par
ticular mode to be ad'ipi ^i . n In i liii .i

builder may carry out iln' wnk piii i-. 1
.

as he has it in his miihl, Ii.mIihl; \mi1i

bricks and mortar is a mstly ,-iniusfiiiiiil

.

so that it is a matter of vital imporlanci-
to an emjilover that tho arcliitect slioiiM

be ablo to drscnli.-- prr.ri>i,.1y what lir w.-ml-

in such a w;n lli;it tli.-i<- iii,,\ 1,.- in, .\..,A.'

in tho 1h,iM,i s n,ii,:| ;,, In uli;.i i- ,i

tended. Il i^ -l ll,.- Inst ni.po.i alio-, li, n

that tlf ai. Ii.t.rt -hould have a thorough
knowleili;.- it tin \aiious modes of building
constructmu, and that he should be able
to convey liis id.jas to the builder, in so far

as they relate to the work in hand, witli

the utmost clarity and a freedom from
doubt of any kind, either as to quantity or

quality. But, takiuu' an oi.linary sp,'.?iti-

cation, what shall w, s.i\ fur the usual
description of w^ik an. I iiMl.rial f.juiid iii

it? Unfortuiiaf.lv, «l,;.i is ,nt,.n,lp,l as an
explanation is n.-ilmrj ..i ih km.l, \'-y lli'

terms used ni,-i\ 1. m. i i .
.

, m.i.l r. n.

to popular IL'IMl :i h. I

,
i.i l! lli.x .11.

correct, botli ai. Im. . i ,iii.i i. ;.|.i. i l.i..

that th.?y will ii.i 1..- ,,
I

. :,: \

tho us© of ox|.n s,|,,,,. v.ki. Il 1,1. .,.1 ..i,

in trade, is coninion iii s|.. . ih ..i i..i,

writing,, and this generally h.i.N i.. .. nn-
understanding, which can mily !, - ill...

in a law-court, and at a r.'ist mm. I\

bej-ond the actual value of the matt, r in

dispute. There are several tr.i.Ls iiiv..K. .1

in building, and as in eai li tli. r.- is -a

tendency to invent t.ili n i. ;. I . \|iVi- m.iii-

which liav.. special iii,;iiMiij- ii I.. ...m.

necessary that the ai.lHi..i s|i.,i,|,| 1...

acquainted with these, and ir is evi-ii ..f

more importance that he should realise
how the plainest words are frequently
twisted by trade custom to mean the very

opposite of what tho words convey ; for

instance, when " the best " is made to mean
the worst: th. r.-- l..-iii.:r. according to trade
metaphys, ^, iln, . l.m.ls of best.

Tho s|.. I 111. ii !..ii , we shall now refer to

are desciil. .1 ,is h. ing full and typical, so

as to insure a good standard of work, and
they are issued under the imprimatur of

the Government. The specifications.

desir,:..l. Here wo liav.

a misleading and, cons
able word used in this ,

"rea-onal,]..," f,.,- tho

W.I.

lUst bo avoided in specifications ;nid

milar precise- documents.

Again, if a specification is written which
i..\i.l<''; ..!ilv ulirit is necessary for the
'.':"ii "'

.! 1 .11
1 1. 1 1

11'^ ill a workmanlike,
inn.

. 1,1 ,11, V j. ...liiv. as it should do,
V. . 11 . ..;,-i I. ,.i! s ,,f strict economy

..I ami. workmanlike
I. lit of the drawin.::s

l)||.. iii.u v.. .1 ;.-k l|..l.. Il..v,

.1 .1 I.' Ih.:- dfawin..;s
.

' .

- II .1 s|i,,\\n on one.

Mil ..: II.
I

' .111.1 this work is

Ih . i.i.i.,- satisfaction of th.-

faik-.l t., describe it hnf-.r.'

as signed. Surely no man in

bull. I. I', always providing that he is not

..f iiliv lii.-il. ii.als II,,. .-11. il

Tin- bull. I. r .1.1 s „ ,,, ,.,

bricks, and ho certainly does not manu-
facture timber, slates, or tiles, so that it is
difficult to know why he should supply
samples of materials which are always
defined by the architect in his specification,
the place of origin or manufacture being
an essential item in that document. If a
builder manufactured an article to be used
extensively on a building, then it would
b.- rra=.,nn!.l.-. t.-. l...,k f.,,-'"sani,.l..s but as
1I..IIIV ..f III.. i,,.,i,.,,,,U „s..l I., ],,,,, ,.,,,. ,,,t
111 nif;i,-ii,,,.,| ^ N, ,,,„| Ih.. ,,,1,,.,. are
i-ii-ill,N s„|,,,|„.,| |,v «,.|| k„,.»,i ,„.,k..,-s.

tins |.i..visi,,n IS aiipareniK s,i|„
, H s.

1 II.' s.ilnig out of the w..ik In il, . ...n-

un.un.l plan is 'fnll'v fijur.'.|,"b!n" ',',',:, !,',
I,',.','-

"is.', I..r Ih- ni.av n..t i,,„| ,l,ii,. „s,,,„. ..ff

of an..llHl^ IS

means li.il.l th.. I

he, or his bii.n,

face of a full > -I1.4

then pleail

We are b,

IKTtion th

all cases, t

an.l pivmi-

fin-th.-r .

the c.nl,

. Ill lllls

.a.l,.

11.-- .1111.1

to IlL'lll.. .Ill,,..l,s|,, IS , ,1 seal.'

sii|._' ..f a

llial \M

l.'U bllll.l

ul.l go to

ng on old
v,isr.,nt.-n |.lat..l : .. her\ iseit

ins,, that may lead to ti

provides that all work
h.,roughly qualified men

IS t.) be the iudg.;- m
lat IS a th.ir.iughly qu:

ouble
shall

and
this

lified

-s Iriv.- b.

IMS ^^\,., 1.

.>!,., .Il.l ih.t b..|..,|..;

nan «.-is .-b.-ill.-i,..;.-.!

1, an.l tins

iii.l.-nliin-v

I ,-.i.-liit.-.,-t

the fact of

whnli
be t..

cenii 11
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question. Huw i~ :i I'niii i;iri..r I.. Uimu if

cement is td.. fi. -h' .iinl ilu^ i, llci'tion

that it is niiirli inmv IiK.In [., \.r .l-limnl

in the opposiu- tlnnLuJii will siufl^v hv

present with an experienced man. In tliis

specification burnt ballast is provided for

the garden-|)aths, and approved dry, hard,
porous l.all.ivl f..i- pl.il Inniis under floors,

the lati. 1- li. 111^ .l.^iiilirl as a compound
of sla^, li.ii'l I'liik, ^t.,ue, or other
approviil juaiuiial -an txtension of a
dehnitioii of ballast which will no doubt
surprise brick-burners in Middlesex and
Essex, if not in many other districts.

Floors ail' in sniii,- i us t.. be c.f cciiipnt

and saiM .,n mnnvi,., W,- 1, n,- |.niT,t,.,l ,.,,1

in |iivc. Win^ ainrl. s i|i,n sn.-l, fl,,nis arr

not daiii|i-|.i..,,f, ail. I tli. s -liniiM ii.vrr

be USr.l f..r Ih,1 ins n, MM III- ln,.M!v

When. It. 1- s|M.,Mrh.| ili.ii .,11 i,,n k. ,M- l.i

be well w.il. lv,|, II .li.aiM 1... i.r,.|lr,'l,.|

that II IS i|l |...-mm|,., ;|.. ih, \ ,M. |M,n,i|s,

thev nul^ l.ik,- i,|. i iiurh
'

« ,iiri-. 'lli.-

rule IS tl,;il tl,. ^ .!,,.,. 1,1 l„. HI Mirli ,, roli-

dition that llii\ nmII n-i :<A.i i,. ..y kik,-

from the water in ili,, iih,ii;,i-. :,,u\ il is

important to note. \\\u\\ \\u\ .uv inliil

direct from the kiln, ili.ii ili..v will lak.-

much more wai. ! ilmi d ilir\ li.i\,' k, m
stacked in iln- .m t-i s..iih l mn' ; .iiiik

again, in sumiih I I ki\ ni,i\ i . ipi in w ri i ihl;

several times. ,is iii,.\ |,,iii «iili w.i'n-

readily in warm Ji\ an', wlnn iIkn wniiM
leave any iihinn m winch ilnv w.iv
bedded a dry iimw,!,., m l,.s. ili.m .Vn Inan.

^Then-aiv iwukiniNm nn.ii.ai s|„rilic,l

lime, ami i-iiiiriil .
'1 li(. j.ii imr is i n In. ni.hk-

with sl-,n., iiinc mm p.^iii ,iml .l,;n,. ..-iml

two parts. Tin- lall.a is i., I». m i.lc willi

cement one part and x\.i^lMri v.hhI two
parts—all by measurr. Ii

that for lime mortar ih.

from a river or a pit. an 1

cement it is to he w i-

specifying that is di-rnkl
or river sand, if cU.an a

should be for lime mniiu.
cement mortar witlnmi
lime is to be "stum

'

approved kiln. ,iml In ii i li

of lirae-burnnit: ,- u|.-m
1

decide what i^ i .i!U im

lime, if anyllnnj iim'i,' ili.'

of chalk 'li.m T,. ,1,

deposits I'niiml in iln. ^ii

rocks; tln-\ m.n k . .kiv o

they am h. hiin r-rks' wl

part iif the n.ii-i lis cnisl.

this cia-silir.ilniTi ,l,„.s ii,

looks on chalk .i. imt !..

fact, he will iim1 ;,ll,,w it I

hence we- havr iln- , \|

lime" to nnaii .-mv liim-

The linns ,,/ K-'i.-m-.

Dorking, ilnm^li rh.-ilk lin

good as in.in\ -...m lim. ~.

tin \ ai. |. ..kK

noticed
IS to be

; kut fnr

do for

The

some
the compositi.iii .

i' liini-s m m
it should be. ami - - .,\ niir

cements are m : iI \ m jk i

made from iini-n . 1
1
n. i . n. -

found to liax, - , i-,.] - ,i

them, and 1km , -i i- ,- ..,, ,k.

of setting umk. i u.ti- i. lk>

portion of clay to lime in

makes them feebly or
hydraulic, while the total ak
in the pure liui. >-l..ins ih pi

the power of ^.
,

i m-. .-nnl 1

1

and harden. 1 n i iim iin

that for buikliiiL; |iuip.jse^ ,-,

is insoluble in wtiter is the n

for outside work, while a pu:

as that made from while ch;

for inside w<ii-k. win i, il 1^

At anv rate, Ik- ,-ii. kn. , . m
the fact that im.,i n- m.-nk wi

will be gradu.-illv clmini. '4ialr

water by the .suhitiini of the

damp places, such as fnund

uablo
such

iseful

u\ in

these

ninit.-irs will not even harden. Impure
hiij^s will set and harden under water;
kilt, .-IS we have said, pure limes will not,

whether they have a base of calcium or

magnesium, although it m ckiirmd for the

latter that it is hydr.mlm, I'assmg on
to brick

is to 111

English,

walls Ik
but in w

that siH-<

in the le

be "gai-(l

TIn-i..

md, the win .kwork

oim- thicknesses of

ikn .1 stronger wall

;

iiipnriance, such as

illy does not matter
is used—even if it

iii^e terms used in
lie\ would lead one
iiini- had a purely
In- was an amateur.
es' whatever they
ill ill .-iinl pointed

snt
WI

tween setting and bedding
mortar? All exterior door-

frames are to be built in and
nil-mastic. If this material

1st brickwork, as it must be
liiwi- ,im| window-jambs, it is necessary
initlier the door-frames nor the brick-

k w ill take up the oil from the mastic

;

there is no provision made for prevent-
(his. The falling away of the jwinting
vein wood frames, whether doors or

kiws, and the jambs is one of the
1 1 est nuisances in modern work, and it

;ird to say how it should be guarded
e doors especially the

a;j;ainst the frann s

. ;ind it soon falls on I.

with long hair, as used
f.m iikisiniiin,;. Inlps a I'ittle, but not
inin-li. If tin- fi.iiims were more solidly

tixed, the ti-niiljle WMiild not occur so fre-

quently ; but nothing will prevent the

wood shrinking, and this helps the failure.

THE TRIANGLE CLUB EXHIBITION.
During this week the smaller room of the

Maddox street Galleries, lirlnngiiig to the

R.I.B.A., lias l»-mi o,-,-iipn-,l l,y a select

display nl \\nr|..^ k\ tin- M-\(-iileeii iiicnibcrs

against,

constant
loosens t

the

III, -I-, seems

- v'.'inlh'tnl

Meiuorinl on " Li\ in^j^tone C'nttage," Ilndlrv

Green, Biiniet, de-.iLii, -I l,y .Mr. \V\nii, i'~

shovvu by a photoL-i-apli, alsi, the late Mr.
Ernest Ci-offs reliel. wliieh we illiisti-al.-,l

about a year ago. Among the portiaits tlnie

are three of Mr. F. T. W. Miller, A.R.I.B..\.,

the well-known quantity surveyor, all by Jlr.

J. E. Blair Leigliton--a neighbour. No. 44

is a half-lenvth in nils, entitled "Mr. Miller
Rolls a Ci(-:aivilr, :iii,l we see the gentleman
engaged in this In-m-rlv way seated on the

public gieeii. with St'. Michael's Church,
Bedford Park, in the background, behind the
row of poplar trees. No. 51 is a chalk study
of the same subject, and the other picture
discovers the same model, with his silk hat
on, enjoying the cigarette previously noted in

the making. 'J'liis forcible sketch is also in

oils, and all three portraits make capital like-

nesses, well done. Preference, perhaps,
belongs to the larger study by Mr. J. E. Blair
Leighton, of a very good-looking young lady.

Inuigiiig on the other wall, representing this

more graceful subject with more delicate
liaiulling. Of the architectural exhibits Mr.
Alan Brace sends an excellent water-colour
of a capital Georgian new house in Warwick-
sliirn. in nil brick and stone dressings, a
telliiiL' r, ..Inn- Imiiig made of the ashlar-faced
ceiili i-pn I I- 111 the garden front, and this is

rather ninmn.-il in proportions and detail.

Houses of I' :
I p. ,1- iipt to alToial sparse

opportiiiiil 1 'Ilia itv of t rcatmcnt,
and the dilT they m y be. are
easily for,,, I'-ii. 1 1 niel t be rcc koned an
advantage i a g liei al impression of honielv
comfort am fiti PSS is left on the mind on
leaving, aft t. Mr Henry J. Chet-
wood has n hie.l n ni 11 t -.ansept to Greats

Parndon C: urcl . h.ssex, and judfe ing from
the photogr ph (

Ifi) has done it wisely in

a simple wa . Iiii sill g olft e walls in rough-
ipu giied window of Late

with those of the
,iiiL'Mial building. Beach School, Lowestoft.
kv tlie same architect, in partnership with
:\Ir. Basil Oliver, seems suitably designed,

and is carried out in brick. He also shows a

parish room at Waltliam Abbey. The model
of General Hamilton's lion.se by Blr. C.

Lovctt Gill hardly does the design justice.

It is a bare statcinent of fact, without being

titillated up with trivial colouring ar

suggestions of weathering, like the mode
shown occasionally at the Royal Acadene
The same exhibitor sends photographs of the

New Theatre. Manchester, now so familiar,

if not world known, for we have seen siniilar

photographs this week of this building in an

.\merican architectural journal. Messrs.

Richardson and Gill's work in this theatre,

no doubt, holds its own amongst the

travapaiiees displayed by Continental ar.

least

1 dcta Mr. Fer
,.. j,; an ad, pt at .animal

nlln nog' d "Sam-
ill k ve y attract-

B.fore clos IIIR our notes

Ma- le Tosta de

tlle house at Pyrford,

lied and
ingstone

LAP MITRAL JOINTS.

liiits illustrated appear to be quite

they have not been observed pre-

ithei- nn I'xecuted work or in current

,,ii , ,,i,Klrnction. As wUl be noticed,

,. ih.'ir particular value in framing

, Miin u ,.r small work—from about

i„, ,11,1, ,,i <\,-ii three-quarters and

i„ ., iiillin-^ such as interior

,,1 ;i!l ,1 ...
I iptmiis. including par-

te be thoroughly seasoned. It eve
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occurs when provided witli the angle tenon-
joint, unless the tongue is deep enough to

admit of piuning through. With

gauge timber it is also practically impossible
to utilise the latter, as it involves the thick-
ness being split into three portions, which
will often warp again with ilisufficiently-

seasoned material. The methods illustrated
only involve splitting the material in two
portions, whilst, at the same time, they are
extremely simple. Nos. 1 and 3 are par-
ticularly so, as they can be quickly formed
with a couple of sawcuts. Xo. 1 is secured
with a single oak pin, and can also be further
secured with a couple of thin screws—one on
the diagonal, across the corner, and the other
straight through the bottom joint. The
sketch shows the construction and fitting of

this joint more clearly. Fig. 2 is a similar
type of joint. It can of course be jointed
straight from the inner angles, out of the

p®2

^^^

I ^^

same width as the side-pieces, if preferred.
The latter method is illustrated by the sketch
of same on this figure. Another method is to

cover the angle in addition with a quarter to

a half-inch stifTener, as might be required,

according to the thickness used. The latter

addition has quite a picturesque appearance,
too, with lights or doors, when spiked on
with large-headed nails, somewhat after the

type sketched. It will be noticed that Xo. 2

joint involves chiselling, and, therefore, is

not so quickly formed as X'os. 1 and 3. The
latter joint—Fig. 3—is of a very similar

character to X'o. 2, but has not quite the same
binding capacity. However, it admits of a

more quickly-formed joint, either pinned, or

screwed together on the angle from back to

front, and vice-versa, also the introduction of

a little nail-head work on the angle-line. The

latter is sometimes desirable, and, therefo
these two joints form a consi.leratioii from t

point of view. Xo. 1 lia-; its arh ;uit;i^'i>s

giving a straight mitral joint at the angle
when symmetrical appearance is required for

facing work. W. G. Kerby, Architect.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The fortnightly meeting of the Archi-

tural Association was held on Monday
evening, at 18, Tufton-street, S.W., the chair

being occupied by the President, Mr. W.
Curtis Green, F.R.I.B.A. Two nominations
having been read, the following new members
were elected :- Messrs. F. J. N. Bastable, B.

G. Bowles, R. B. Craise, T. George, F. E.

Gooder, A. G. Johnston, A. L. Jones, J. J.

Xatlmnielez, G. Shenstone, T. G. Smith, and
K. Takekoshi. Mr. G. L. Elkington, Hon.
Secretary, announced that the fourth spring

visit wifl take place on Saturday in next

week, the 28th inst., to the Mappin Galleries,

Zoological Gardens ; architects, Messrs.

Belcher and Joass. Members to meet at the

entrances to the new offices at 2.30 p.m. He
also stated that an exhibition of educational

cinematograph films, specially prepared by
Messrs. Ruffells' Exelusives," Ltd., will be

given on Friday, March 6, at 8 p.m., at 18,

Tufton-street, and that at the meeting of the

Camera, Sketch, and Debate Club, to be

held on Thursday, February 26, a paper on
" The South Improvement and Other Town-
Planning Schemes in London," will be read

by Mr. D. B. Xivnn. A vote of thanks was
accorded to the Marquis of Lansdowne for

kindly permitting a party of members to visit

Lansdowne House on Saturday last, the I4th

inst.

THP. SERIOVS ART OP THOMAS R0WLAND.50N.

A lecture on this subject, illustrated by

about two-and-twenty lantern-slides and by
half a dozen actual drawings and sketches

by Rowlandson belonging to the lecturer, was
given by Mr. Sehvvn Imace. M.A., Slade

Professor of Fine Art at O.xford. In a few
genial introductory remarks. Prof. Image
observed that a paper on Rowlandson could

not, bv any stretch of ingenuity, be made into

anything to do with architecture. He could

only hope to interest his audience in the

sense that, being artists, they were interested

in art of all kinds, and so the doctrine of the

unity of art was maintained. To confess to

knowing little—even to knowing nothing

—

about Tliomas Rowlandson, need, he thought,

bring but the faintest blush to the cheek of

any student, and to the ordinarily well-

informed person it need bring no blush at all.

But, after all, he was a quite characteristic

English artist, and one of singular genius.

He was born in London in the Old Jewry in

July. 175G, and died, aged sixty-nine, on

April 22, 1827, in the Adelphi, and was
buried—where? Ah! that no one had yet

been able to discover. Apart from the in-

finitely sad squandering of his genius, the

most pathetic point abont his life was that
his grave was absolutely unknown. Born,
then, in 1756, just seven years before his
friend, George Morland, with whom he had
much in common, he was sent to school at
Dr. Barrow's .Academy in Soho, where he had
as schoolfellow, Richard, son of Edmund
Burke. The boy soon sliowed signs of his
artistic bent, and in due course entered as a
student at the Royal Academy. In spite of
inveterate frolicsomeness and love of mis-
chief, Rowlandson worked hard, advanced
rapidly, and became popular with his fellow-
students and Academicians. His skill in
draughtsmanship was highly commended by
Reynolds. Wliile still in his teens he was
sent by a rich uncle to Paris, where he
studied hard in the schools; there he gained
much popularity by his artistic abilities and
lively companionableness. Again he returned
to the Royal Academy, and yet once more
to the schools of Paris. Within the limits
he had set himself, Rowlandson was an
accredited master, who knew just what he
wanted to do, and did it. It had been said
that, coming under the fascination of

Parisian life at so early an age, his pleasure-
loving life was easily seduced from all

devotion to serious art. That Rowlandson
was often frivolous, and something much
worse than frivolous, it would be monstrous
to deny ; but in his art there was a good deal
besides frivolity and exaggerated caricature.

Let them take the immense amount of work
which Rowlandson left. Examine the in-

numerable drawings, full of delicate beauty,
human sympathy, delight in the charm of

country life and scenery, of vision of the
world, largely, but not invariably humorous,
certainly not always coarse, but often

strangely tender. The lecturer could not but
think the world would have been the richer

liad Rowlandson decided only to paint
pictures in the high and serious manner.
Undoubtedly it would have been well if,

instead of squandering his delicate, sym-
pathetic genius on current popular cari-

catures, he had been faithful to the finer

promptings of his art. When he was nineteen

lie exhibited his first picture at the Academy
—"Delilah with Samson in Prison," of

which nothing was known except the title.

Two years later he set up in Soho as a

portrait painter ; but alas ! he always took the

line of least resistance, and his fatally facile

hand and imagination answered readily

enough to calls for sketches of a country

town or burlesques of some current political

episode. In all these things his genius,

although often prostituted, was never quite

ruined. Often, when the clamour of im-

pecuniosity was for the moment withdrawn,
Rowlandson gave us a fine expanse of land-

scape, a merrymaking, or a charming picture

of a pair of lovers chatting at a cottage

door. The lecturer proceeded to give a com-

prehensive appreciation of Rowlandson's art,

notably his amazing and never-failing

mastery of design, in his arrangement of

lines and masses within the limitations of his

canvas or paper, and yet further, the gift of

alert vitality he bestowed on every group of

figures; thirdly, the precision of his drawings

of architecture and scenery; and, lastly, the

qualities of movement and chiaroscuro which

distinguished his drawings. In his best work

his colour showed delicacy, transparency,

pearliness, and opalescence. Finally, the

lecturer descanted upon his dainty sense of

youthful grace and beauty. Too Ions Row-
landson had been regarded merely as a

coarse caricaturist ; but there were sign^ to-

day of a revival of interest in liis more serious

art, and of a discriminating appreciation of

his real artistic work.

In proposing a vote of tlianks to Professor

Selwyn Image, Sir Charles Holroyd remarked

that 'he had long been looking for serious

drawings by Rowlandson—not for the

Xational Gallery, where, not being in oils,

they were not acceptable, but for his own
collection. Unfortunately, Professor Image

had spoiled the market by telling the world

of the fine artistic qualities of Rowlandson's

work. It was due to the lecturer that Mr.

Pierpont Morgan .secured many of the finest

examples for the Metropolitan Museum in

Xew York. There was something to be said
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for Rowlaiidsoii as a caricaturist. In liis

work we saw combined a boldness of line and
refinement and delicacy which were almost
unique in combination. In imagination he
had pictured an ideal setting for two phases
of Rowlandson's art—a lady's boudoir, with

walls lined with soft wood", painted white,

and hung with his serious drawings in frames
of delicate shades of colour; and an oak

Eanelled smoking room for the display of his

est caricatures.

Mr. Arthur Keen, Past-President, seconded
the vote of thanks, observing that Professor

Selwyn Image's address had been perfect in

its charm of matter, manner, and illustration.

The lecturer need not have apologised for

treating upon a non-architectural topic

;

architects had an absolute obsession for

talking shop when they met together, and it

was a relief to meet for once to consider a

subject apart from their daily business,

treated in so worthy and appreciative a

manner.
Mr. J. Alan Slater and Mr. Alec G.

Horsnell supported the vote, which was

heartily accorded. In repl.Mni:. Trofcssor

Image reminded the members tliat there was

another, and. unfortunately, coarser, side to

Rowlandson's art. which he had scarcely

alluded to. Althouizh manv of these drawings

were painfully gr case was tin

youthful female figure treated by Rowlandson

otherwise than with refinement and delicacy.

VALUE AS APPLIED TO REAL
ESTATE."

. By Frank 'W. Hunt (Fellow).

{Concluded from page 221, last issue.)

It will be observed that by the earlier

economists, the operation of the principles of

rent are not traced far in the region of pro-

perty, but are argued in the simplest possible

fonii of agricultural land. Adam Smith did

notice the increase in the rent paid for sites

for the country house far removed from

towns, where the ground rent is, in his

words, " scarce anything " to the capital city.

and fashion

son of that demand,

(Smith.)

clong:

that our field to-field valuations c

founded on truly scientific lines.

When the advantage depends on the
1 natural aj;ent.of a peculiar qualit
ance. of more fertile land than that w
es the Ki-ueral value of thr r.-rr.mr,<:i-.

,

natural agent is not o«ii. i k> iii.n

on who does own it is at--

Thi
" (Mil

aspect of the theory of rent enables
us to appreciate the correctness of the
method of ascertaining, for assessment pur-
poses, the rent which the hypothetical tenant
would pay for a special property, such as a
railway or a gas or water undertaking. It

will be remembered that from the gross
receipts are deducted tlie total working ex-
penses— i.e., the cost of production—and theji

is deducted the interest which the operator
—akin to the cultivator—requires for his
capital and risks in . the venture. The
balance represents the rent which the tenant
can pay. Where the balance is nil there can
be no rent, as in the case of the worst land
in cultivation. Marshall develops the same
theorv in more modern terms :

ng for th
that the landlord
maintains thoae i

nade and siowly wor

. in those parts of England

enterprise for most in the

IS equipped is

mal harvests ;

nough to re
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Mill develops the theory that "Rent is the

effect of monopoly."
"" A thing which is limited in quantity, even though

its possessors do not act ia concert, is still a
monopolised article. But even when monopolised, a
thing which is the gift of Nature and requires no
labour or outlay as the condition of its existence.
will, if there be competition among the holders of
it. command a price only, if it exists in less quantities

than the demand No land ever pays rent
unless, in point of fertility or situal

to those superior kinds which exist in

than the demand, which cannot be m
the produce required for the commu
terms still less advantageous than the resort to less

favoured soils." (Mill.)

It is seen from the enunciation of this

theory that the worst land in cultivation,

which, at the rate at which produce can be
sold, exactly covers the cost of cultivation,

and returns to the fanner the proper rate of

interest on the capital employed, will pay no
rent. If the cost of production rises—say.
by an increase in the cost of labour compared
with the result of that expenditure—and
there is no increase in the price obtained for
the produce, the land will cease to be cul-

tivated, and land of the next better class will

then become the margin of cultivation, and
the general level of rents will fall by the
amount of difference which existed between
the worst and the next best lands. But it

may be contended that there can be no land
in cultivation which pays no rent, because
landlords would not allow their land to be
occupied without payment.

"Inferior land does not usually occupy without
hiterruption many square iinji,- of gruinid ; it i^

dispersed here and ther. v r n i

intermixed, and the sam.
land obtains along with
alternate with it. He t >

whole farm, but calculat i , ii

parts alone (however small a r'lrtion of the uliolel
which are capable of relurnmK more than the

of pront. It is thiis scientifically true

the farmi
lity and

and therefore if he
himself reap tiie benefit, and

ill himself bear the .loss, and
ve the farm."
d in determining what rent to
dilliculty (i.e., the absence of

;\ of determining what is a
normal price), and also by
A variations in the standards
ncrs in dilterent parts of the
:r"s surplus or English rent of
which its produce yields over

ig assumed that that farmers
: are such as are normal for

farms of that class in that place." (Marshall.)

It is to be noted, and this entirely accords
with practice, that it is not the actual profits
made by a specially successful trader that
measures rent, but those of a normal oi

average person engaged in the trade. More
over, it is not the amount of actual profits

that determines the amount of rent paid, but
the added advantage due to situation of tl

site over any other site in which the trac
might be conducted. The result is thi

within certain limits a trade which produci
a large aggregate profit will not pay moi
rent for a shop than a trade which returns
much smaller net profit. The rent has iiece

sarily no relation to actual profits, but
based upon the advantages one position In

over any others for the same trade. And rei

has necessarily no relation to prices, and th
view is elaborated by Professor Marshall

:

Pric shop^
their doors arc passed by gri

people who cannot altord to pay high prices for the
gratification of their fancy, and the ehopkeepei

sell cheaply.
He has to be content with a low
time he turns over his capital;
over his capital many times a j

profits are very great, and he i

very high rent for the situation
be earned. On the other hand,

]

in some of the quieter streets

i!m .,[,: ,,,.. ,:i.i.,„„.r- ,i,„«t be

ate of profit each

ily be sold slowly, and in

turnover is ve"ry small
n the trader make profits
V as high a rent as those
shops in the East End of

any more than the
ling parts pay (Mill.;

London. It ap[>t

into retail price
price charged by the trader or manufacturer
intensive demands for land may come from thi

opiwrtunities it offers for moderate sales at higl
prices, or for very large sales at lower prices."

This law of rent is most important for us

all to bear in mind when advising as to the
rent that should be asked or paid. I am not

one moment ignoring the important
eflect of competition and the higgling of the
market as a factor in determining the
amount ; but the two parties to the bargani
must both proceed on right lines, or disaster

rtake one or the other. The rent

must represent the value of a given position
over the worst position in that district whicli

would be available for the conduct of the
trade. It is true that there are elements
which retard the operation of the law at onto
in individual cases, but the tendency alway,
is in the direction indicated.
Having indicated the nature of the laws

underlying the theory of rent, it may be use-

ful that we should remind ourselves that, as
a profession, we interpret the effect of these
laws and declare value. In the definition of

value first quoted it is the "perfect Judge or
valuer " who estimates the value, and in prac-
tice we know that it is the expert either on
one side or another or on both upon whom
this responsibility rests. A surveyor who
relies merely on the observation of what
others have done can be of no proper and
effective use to a client ; his duty it is to bring
his judgment and experience to bear, to

consider the principles governing value and
rent, and with his "controlled imagination"
establish what to the non-expert is not
apparent. Even many transactions in the
open market are not conclusive; nor would
the absence of a purchaser at a particular
inotnent indicate that the value was nil. But
perhaps a question which is exercising our
minds more at the present time than the
fundamentals of value is that which relates

to the causes which affect it. In this con-
nection I am not dealing with those matters
which operate to establish rent—i.e., the

superior advantages of certain positions over
other sites. Assuming the producer's surplus
in all cases relatively to maintain its position,

what are the elements which would affect

rent and, consequently, value?

The first element which affects capita!
value is security and immunity from dis-

turbance, so that there is a free market un-

hampered by fears of the unknown. It has
so frequently happened that the fear that
changes may be made which alter the relative

positions of the various parties interested in

property has caused a temporary depression
in the market. All those who have advanced
money on mortgage become apprehensixe,
and desire to review their financial arraiii-'e-

nients, and this in turn affects value. It lias

almost invariably been found that the appre-
hension of change has been more disastrous

to property values than a change itself wlifn

it has become known and its effect carefully

examined and evaluated. It is, therefore, a

desideratum that when changes are contem-
plated the full details should be annouin. 1

at tiie earliest possible moment, in order tl.: t

the period of uncertainty and suspense niav

be reduced to a minimum, and the exa t

bearings appreciated as soon as possible.

But a larger number of consideratim ^

affect rent. Dealing first with the term in it^

wider application as including all that ,i

tenant pays to his landlord, not only rent m
its economic sense, but the sum reprcsentini;

interest on capital expended on improve-
ments, it is obvious that this does not repr<

-

sent all that a tenant pays for the right if

possession. The services rendered by local

authorities are paid for in the rates; tl >

obligations, if any, under a tenancy agr
ment to maintain the property in rep:

any improvements and additions he i

ma'ke as a condition of his tenancy or for !

own purposes— these aggregate a sum wh)i ii

IS frequently referred to as the real i i

• eonomic rent. It is this total whicli deti r

mines whether a tenant can afford to oceiipv

for his purposes a certain position. If om
these factors is modified, and as the ti i

ex hypothesi, cannot be increased, s

other factor must be altered in an oppo- :

direction. For instance, if the sum demand, i

for rates suddenly increases without an

accompanying increase in value due to tlio

position, "the pavment to the landlord iimst

diminish. The "simplest form in which tl::-
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can be tested is in tlie case of similar pro-
perty, cqnally valnable in every respect, ad-
joining one anotlier, but in different parislies,

where the rates are widely different. If the
Jetting is at the same inclusive rent in each
case, the difference in value, in practice,
would be the capitalised difference in the
amount of the rates, modified only to the
extent to which it might be anticipated that
the rates might, within a calculable di.stance
of time, appro.ximate more nearly to one
another. This naturally leads one a step
further, to the conclusion that the tcndcncv
of all charges levied on the annual value of
property is to fall upon land value, a true
appreciation of whicli is essential to the
correct understanding of the effect of a
change of basis for levying common charges.

With regard to such a charge as property
tax, this is leviable alike on all incomes, and
cannot be avoided ; hence it is not deducted
to arrive at the net income to be capitalised,
and may therefore be said not to influence
value. But other taxes, not common to all
kinds of income, do affect value. " The
natural tendency of the window^ tax and of
all other taxes upon houses is to lower rents."
(Smith.) The fact that rents may not have
fallen absolutely may be due to the increasing
demand with a stationary supply; wlien in
the absence of the tax rents would have
risen. "Had it not been for the tax, rents
would probablv have risen still higher."
(Smith.) Closely allied with this is the
obligation of a tenant to pay certain charges
on the land. Prior to the Tithe Act, 1891,
the charge was upon the tenant, but by that
Act the landlord was made responsible. This
chango affected values, and Parliament
recognised it. So that the Act provided that
during the currency of existing contracts the
tenant was to refund to his landlord any
amount paid by his landlord in respect of
tithe. No doubt this arrangement terminated
when fresh terms or a new tenancy came to
be considered, and provided the demand for
land maintained, the landlord would be able
to obtain a higher rent from the tenant, free
of obligation to pay tithe, than if the tenant
were to pay the tithe direct. Somewhat
similar forces operated in the case of the
Agricultural Rates Act, 1896. Agricultural
land was to be rated at one-half its rateable

The argument in support of it was
the intolerable burden of ipon agri-
cultural tenants, making it difBcnlt for
in the conditions existing, to pay the rates
and rent. If relief had not been made in

rates rents must have fallen, due to the
operation of the laws affecting rent, and
many have contended that this A»t was in

effect an indirect subsidy to the receivers of
rent. According to the economists' theory
of rent this would appear to be its effect.

A.nother element affecting rent is the obli-
gation of a tenant to maintain the property
and his action in expending capital iji irn-

provements. The simplest form of tenancy
is that in which the tenant is under no
obligation to repair and improve, but must
not commit waste. works of ?pai
improvement fall upon the landlord, and rent
is calculated accordingly. If the tenant
undertakes the burden of a portion of the
landlord's obligations, the rent is modified.
Starting from the same total, the tenant pays
less in money and takes on himself the
obligation, the value of which is represented
by the difference in the money payments.
The landlord receives less in money, but has
not to make expenditure from time to time
in respect of the obligations transferred to
the tenant. If the tenant proposes to im-
prove the property he calculates what this
will cost him not only in interest but in

replacing his capital during the term of the
tenancy. If the period be relatively short
the sinking fund must be large ; and" as, ex
hypothesi, the value of the position to him as

compared with other positions is determined
by the law of supply and demand, on the
basis of a short term as compared with a

longer one, the rent he can afford to pay
will be less. The landlord, on his part, is

influenced by the fact that the expenditure
proposed or likely to be made by the tenant
will enhance the value of the property, and
that there will, on the determination of the

tenancy, be a considerable enhanced value
reverting to him, and under the stress of

competition he must accept a rent bearing
some relation to what the tenant can afford
to pay. If. further, the landlord offered to
pay his prospective tenant for the un-

exhausted value of the improvement at the
end of his term, the tenant would not have
to provide so large a sinking fund, and he
could, and no doubt would, pay a higher
rent during the term. Wliichcver course were
adopted, subject to the effect of economic
friction, the results to the parties would be
the same. Something to this effect is em-
bodied in the principle of "then value" of

the Tramways Act, 1870. Promoters were
authorised by Parliament to construct tram-
ways in public streets, and were granted a

franchise for operating tramways in the

public interest and to the promoters' private

profit for a limited number of years, when a

local authority was empowered, after due
notice, to purchase the tramways on paying
the "then value." This has been defined by
the House of Lords in such a way as prac-

tically to represent the unexhausted value of

the improvements made by the promoters
under their franchise, and "which existed at

the date of purchase. But another element
introduces the same considerations. As a

rule ordinary occupation leases are for a

relatively short fixed term. If the tenant had
a right to call for a further term on the de-

termination of his first term, it is obvious

he could spread the repayment of the portion

of the expenditure to be replaced during the

extended term over a longer period, and in

this way be would be able and willing to pay

a higher rent. The fact that he may have his

rent reconsidered at the end of tlie first term

would be a consideration ; but if the increases

due to his expenditure are not to be taken

into account in settling this, he would be able

to pay now a higher rent than if such en-

hanccnient were later to bo considered.

I have perhaps indicated with sufficient

detail some of the considerations which

operate whenever a rent is being fixed, the

whole of the various elements being adjusted

on well-defined lines, following definite laws,

on an actuarial basis. Any interference by

legislation or otherwise with any of the

relationships between the parties must of

necessity disturb the natural equilibrium;

but as all the forces of nature are operating

towards stability, so will the laws affecting

value tend in the same direction. Unless

free play is allowed for the operation of these

laws, value must be affected, and one party

suffer for the advantage of another. But in

the absence of artificial interferences the basic

law of supply and demand will accommodate

itself to thenew conditions, and actuarially

the position of the parties will tend to be

exactly the same in strictly comparable

circnnistances. To insure this, however, all

existing contracts must be observed, leaving

it to the "higgling of the market" to deter-

mine the new bases of value on the altered

relationships when the next opportunity

offers. While the financial results may thus

be the same, any change which might remove

what is considered by a class to bo a matter

of hardship and may come in time to be con-

sidered a grievance would doubtless on

higher grounds of public policy be deemed to

be°of advantage to the sum total of the

nation's good. A better understiuiding be-

tween the parties interested in real property

should not be discouraged, and any well-

considered scheme calculated to reach the

ideal sketched by one of the later economists

must in tlic long run be of advantage to the

modern State. Professor Marshall presents

the conception of a firm, not an individual,

as the possessor of property :

'The ownership of Ian J is ve
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true net value of the land had risen, but partly also

to the constraining force of custom and public

It would seem the economist was not far

wrong. It may some time have occurred to

thinking men that there is no reason why a

sitting tenant conducting an exceptionally

lucrative trade in relatively small and in-

expensive premises should not have his rent

considerably raised on a renewal. No doubt
the correct law of rent operates to a con-

siderable extent; but there is also little room
to doubt that the restraining influence of

custom and public opinion is a potent force

operating in the same direction ; and the suc-

cessful trader is not mulcted in an excessive

rent because of his success. Moreover, we
have the competition among landlords for

good tenants.

" Indeed, the exclusive possessor of the land of

a country could not well be other than despot of it.

The elVect would be much the same if the land

belonged to so few people that they could, and did.

act together as one man, and Ox the rent by agree-

ment among themselves. This case, however, is

nowhere known to exist, and the remaining supposi-

tion is that of tree competition, the landowners
being supposed to lie. as in fact they are. too

numerous to combine." (Mill.)

Another group of causes affecting values are

the building laws and requirements of modern
legislation. As rent is relative and not abso-

lute, if all lands were subject to exactly the

same requirements arid regulations ad-

ministered in exactly the same manner, apart

Trom the immediate effect, which might in-

crease the cost of building and cause some
retardation in the production of new build-

ings, values would not be affected. But lands

subject to different rules are affected in value.

But perhaps values are affected more by

changed means of communication.

improved com miinicat ons 15 to
monopoly

of the land nearest to the places wh
embled. Itoai s and 1 anals are
» the value o the la nd which

already suppUes the ig other
purposes) to cbeapei the supply 1 y letti K in the

produce of other an
more elTectually this purpose IS at tained he lower

values which has bee 1 exerted in tl e mode n age by

spicuous as ill the history of lane : its V ilue rises

markets in which its produce can be soh . and its

value falls with every its own markets

of the landlords

of the soil." (Marshall.)

As surveyors we have seen a phase of the

latest development on these lines. Along
many of our main roads are scattered shops

which, before the development of electric

traction for tramways, motor-'buses, or tube

railways, managed to retain a lucrative local

trade. In many instances we know that the

improvement in the means of communication
has developed at important traffic points

enormous trade centres, where high values

are found ; but the shop positions in between
have suffered a serious and substantial

diminution in value. Improved methods of

construction also have their effect. In all

schemes of building a consideration arises as

to whether a better return will be nhtnincd

by the expenditure of money on com-

paratively light structures extending over a

large area, or the erection of more costly

buildings on a smaller area. The develop-

ment of lifts, the improvements in lighting
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niul veatilation liave o\ercoinc many o( tlie

objections to nccomniodatioii provitled at a
distance from the street level, and the rents
for various floors do not show the disparity
that once e.\isted. The result is that sites

can be made to earn more than the normal
profits to the builders, and this has increased
their rent. It is quite familiar to us to hear
that sites are not developed to their best
advantage, by which we mean that the ex-
penditure of more capital will produce a
return greater than capital ordinarily earned
when so employed, and some, at least, of that
increase enures to the owner of the site by
developing its latent value. On the other
hand a point is reached where further ex-

penditure gives a return of less than the
normal profits, when it is not made, or it has
the effect of diminishing the value of the site.

These two laws were developed by the

This definition will doubtless help us more
clearly to understand what we are doing, or

ought to bo doing, whenever we attempt to

, determine the value to the owner. It may
j
in many instances be nothing more than

[
market value ; in others but little in excess of

it ; but in some the considerations would re-

move it altogether from the region of tlie

ordinary market level.

^**'

SLATES : THEIR SIZES AND COVERING
POWER.

Tally slates are sold by count, reckoning
1,200 as a thousand ; some quarry proprietors
allow si.xty slates per thousand extra, to

cover breakages in transit. Queens and Ton
slates are sold by weight, the ton being 20cwt.

ment that the committee bo instructed to

bring up an estimate for the painting work
at the six schools to be done by the direct

employment of labour at the rate of wages
settled by the Council.—Mr. R. C. Philli-

more seconded, and said that the Council,
by shutting down its old Works Department,
had played into the hands of the " ring " in

the building trade.—Mr. F. L. Dove, as a

master builder, stated that 9d. was the

standard rate throughout London, and 9Jd.
was a factitious rate, which might cause a
dislocation in the building industry.—Mr.
Cyril Jackson said he must vote against the

amendment, but lie had no intention of

throwing himself into the hands of the
London Master Builders' Association. It

would not be desirable for the Council to

establish a new Works Department on
account of a difficulty which might adjust
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Wide Ladies
Broad Ladies
Ladies

16
16
16
16

12
10

7 „ 12
7 „ 10
7 „ 9
7 „ 8

84 ITJ

70 J.-

63 J-

56 -S..

[" '

' M 17S 6.75
; .'11 5.62
"1 -'iV 5.06
„1 ,., 4.50

64 „ 12 7H 185 6..50

64 „ 10 6:-. 222 5.42

6* „ 9 .W* 246 1 4.87

6J ,; 8 52- 277
,

4.33

6J ,. 12
6} „ 10

1 256
288

4.68

4.16

6 „ 12
6 „ 10
B „ 9
6 „ 8

72 1200
1

6.00
60 240 5.00
54 267 : 4.50
48 |300 ! 4.00

Wide Headers
Headers
Small Ladies
Narrow Ladies .

14
14
14

14 ,

12
10

7

6 „ 12
6 „ 10
6 „ 8
6 „ 7

72
60

343

6.00
5.00
4.00

3.50

5j„ 12

51 „ 10
5 „ 8
5 „ 7

69 '209
, 5.75

.57J l251 4.79
46 1314

1

3.83

404 358 3.35

5 „ 12 66 219 5.M
5 „ 10 55 262 4..58

5 „ 8 44 32.S 3.66

5 „ 7 asl :!75 3.-M

1.
229
275
343

5.25

I'iS
3.05

5 „ 12
5 „ 10
5 :; 8
5 „ 7

60
50
40
35

240
288
360
412

Small Headers 13 .

13 ,

13 ,

13 ,

10
8
7
6J

•5| „ 10 55 |262

44 1328

38J 375
351 |403

3!66

1:9^

5.)J I275 1 i 37 5 „ 10 :.n >^ 1 k;

5 „ 8 in :-" .: :: 1)
'.'. 'h

47*

1
304
379
434
467

Ife
4|„ 10

ib., 6*1

3.75

Doubles
Narrow Doubles

42 m
36i 392
34l !422 2.84

3.00
2.62
2.43

Wide Doubles
1

Small Doubles '

Small Singles

12 .

12 ,

12 .

11 ,

10

1

5 „ 10 50 |288 4.16

3.33
2.50
2.06

43 „ 10

506 2.37
616 ! 1.99

4* „ 10
,

45 320
,

3.75

4| „ 8
:

36 400 3.00

4i „ 6
1

27 534 1 3.25

4 „ 5*' 22 653 1.83

4 „ 10
4^ „ 8
4 „ 6
3 „ 5i,

42*

1
339
424
565
698 If.

40 360
32 '450

3.33

1.60

Singles
10 ,

10 .

10 ,

10 .

1
6
5

4 .,10
4 ,. 8
4 „ 6
4 „ 5

24 ,600

20 1720

2.00

1.66

3 „ 10
3 „ S
3 „ 6
3 „ 5

37§

i
384

I

3.12
480 2.49
649 1.87

768
1

1.56

3 „ 10 35 412
j

2.91

3 „ 8 ;
28 515 2.33

3 ,. 6
i

21 686 1.75

3 „ 6 ' 17* 823 1.45

3i „ 10
3 „ 8
3 ,. 6
3 „ 5

i'S!
as

2.709

2.16
1.62
1.35

3 „ 10
3 „ 8

3 ;; 5
m
15 960

2.50
2.00
1.50

economists, and were known as tlie law of in-

creasing return and tlio law of diminishing
return.

advantages of

more intensive culti\.il.i

than to face the dimini
could get by applying n
old land." (Marshall.)

The general discussion of value has been
of that value representing the market price

;

but there is another value with which as

surveyors we have to deal, that known as
" value to the owner." This apparently bears
a close relationship to what Marshall referred
to as

littU

of 1121b., but an allowance of Icwt. in every
ton is made on delivery to the railway for

loading. Queens vary in length from 24in. to

36in. Tons are 12in. by 6in., llin. by 7in., or
lOin. by Sin. The purchaser has to take his

chance whether he receives the samples
mentioned above or not. No handy table is

available covering the figures given herewith,
which its author has found useful, and trusts

may be so to others.^^
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

At the meeting of the London County
Council on Tuesday, the Education Com-
mittee reported that tenders were accepted
last December for building work at six

schools, the capital expenditure on which
was estimated at £82,920. Last November
the Council amended its schedule of wages
by substituting for "painters' wages, 9d. an
hour," the words " painters' and decorators'
wages, 9^d. and lOd. an hour." In view of

the dispute as to the rate of pay, the tenders

for the six schools were accepted subject
to a condition that w'hile the contract should
specify 9Jd. an hour for painters, all paint-

ing work should be omitted unless and until

the question of the rate of wages to be paid

had been definitely settled.—Sir John Benn
said the Council had, after due inquiry,

decided that 9Jd. was the proper rate ; but
since many of the contractors had declined

to fender oil this basis, he moved as an amend-

itself within the next month or two.— Sir

John Bonn's amendment was lost by 63 votes

to 46. A further amendment, instructing the

Education Committee to invite separate

tenders for the painting work on the basis

of a wage of O^d. an hour was also rejected,

and the committee's recommendations were
agreed to.

At their meeting last week the Council

agreed to transfer Mr. Wilfred Hardcastle,

F.R.I.B.A., district surveyor for Finsbury, to

the district of St. George's, Hanoversqiiare,

a vacancy caused by the death of Mr. 'J'. H.
Watson. The Building Act Committee now
recommended that Mr. Arthur Crow,
F.R.I.B.A., who has acted as district sur-

veyor for Whitechapel, Spitalfields, Mile End
New Town, and the Tower Liberty, for a

period of twenty-two years, should be trans-

ferred to Finsbury. Arising out of this pro-

posal the committee expressed tlie opinion

that the boundaries of the Whitechapel
district should be adjusted. The district now
includes the parishes of St. Mary, White-
chapel, and Christ Church, Spitalfields, the

Liberty of Norton Folgate, the Hamlet of

Mile-end New Town, and the Tower Liberty.

The portion of the parish of St. Botolph
Without Aldgate, formerly known as the

Liberty and Precinct of Old Tower Without,
is isolated from the Whitechapel district and
adjoins the western boundary of the district

of St. George-in-the-East, and the committee
considered that it should be added to the
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latter district. Moreover, tlie soutliern
boundary of the Whitecliapel district is

irregular, and they recommended that tlie

portion of the district southward of a line

drawn along the centres of Royal Mint-street
aiui Cable-street to the parish boundary at

Baokehureli-lane should be severed from tin

district, and added to the district of St
George-in-tbe-East. Although the proposals
were submitted with a view of improving the
boundaries of the two districts mentioned,
and avoiding admnistrative difficulties, tliey

would, in effect, also adjust to a relatively

equal standard the monetary values of the
districts.

The Highways Committee reported tlint the
cost of reconstructing Lower road brid;:e.

Deptford, over the East London Railway, iu

connection with the electrification of tram-
ways in that thoroughfare, which was esti-

mated to be £6,000, had really been £9,20.3

9s. 8d., due to pipe diversions to meet the
requirements of the road authoritv and the
General Post Office, and the seltin'g back of

the boundary wall of the Surrey Commercial
Dock by 5ft.", for a distance of IGOft. Certain
matters in dispute between the Council and
the contractors have been referred to an
arbitrator for settlement.

It is proposed to grant permission to the

Salvation Army to erect temporary buildings
on the land beUeen Aldwyeh and the Strand
for an international congress, to be held
during the coming summer. The rent offered

is £400 for a period of about thirteen weeks,
during which the buildings will be erected
and removed.
The residence of the brothers Robert and

James Adam, the famous architects, at Xo. 4,

Adelphi-terrace. is to be marked by a tablet.

CONCERNING WOODTRIMMERS.
These indispensable auxiliaries to every

shop—indeed, to every work-bench where
wood is cut and fitted—have in time past

The Canting Table (wbicli is an entirely new
feature) of the HoUis Machine extends the full

width, and ftrmly supports the work for the
whole length of the cut. This table rests truly
at the marked angles, but can, in addition, be
adjusted to allow mitres to be slightly under-

been generally identified with the names of

"Fox," "Oliver," and "Robinson," and,

more lately, witli that of .Joseph Hollis. The
last-named, pcrh.ips, principally in Great
Britain, where there are over 4,U00 users of

machines of his design. It is, therefore, a

matter of general interest that a company,
entitled "Gap-Bed Wood-Trimmers (Hollis

Patents), Ltd.," was registered last year, and
started operations in London at Hardwidge-
street Works, Bermondsey, to manufacture
the latest developments of his designs, and
the rather unusual title of the firm has been
chosen in order to emphasise one of the prin-

cipal points—the Gajy-Bcd.
Every user of a wood-trimmer knows to his

cost that the knives of the machine must be
high enough to take the maximum size he
desires to cut, but that 99 per cent, of the

work is done on the bottom inch or inch and
a half, and that a single chip in the cutting

edge here renders the whole blade useless till

it has been reground. In the "gap-bed"
wood-trimmer under review this defect is

overcome in a highly ingenious an'd

thoroughly practical manner. The knife-

earrier, instead of sliding in a groove along
the rear edge of the table, works backwards
and forwards along a massive bar, which is

carried out on brackets clear from the table

edge. There is then left a clear space or gap.

through which cut shavings can drop, and
into which the knives-can be lowered, sepa-

rately, hole by hole, as they become chipped
or dulled, thus utilising the whole length of

Diagram Illustrating Principle of the Gap-Bed.—
.K, table of the machine ; B C, knife-carriage
guide carriers: D, knife carriage; E, knives,
in highest position; F, gap-bed, permitting
shaWngs to fall clear of guides, and leaving
space into which knives can be lowered when
dulled or chipped to obtain a fresh cutting edge
without the need of their being ground along
whole length ; G, ratchet handle allowing

vhen operating (

t be obtained at all t

the cutting edge before regrinding is neces-
sary.

Practical users of machine tools will bear
us out in saying that it is not only the expense
of regrindiug knives frequently (sometimes
after the first cut) that causes plant to stand
idle when economic conditions call for its

regular use : it is the nuisance of having it

sometimes available and sometimes not, of

men bringing work to it only to find the
surface scored by an unsightly mark. These

Diagram of Special Fittings for Cornice and
Hollow-Back Jlouldings.—.\, thumb-screw, to
set height of fitting; B, fitting in position on
top of cornice mould ; C. adjustable block to
hold top of cornice mould ; D. lower portion of
cornice mould, held between fence and table.

troubles cause the workmen to stick to the
old "time-eating" methods. In the Hollis
" Gap-Bed " machine the time which it stands
idle is reduced to the absolute minimum. It

is merely necessary to alter one or two
screws. One, two, or three lowerings, thus
doubling, trebling, and quadrupling the life,

are possible in the various sizes. One thing
further: the knife-carrier is a long rect-

The " llasten)iece Gap-bed Wood Trimmer
shows one cf the knives lowered so that as the
knives get dull or chipped, they can be lowered
to wear all along the edge. It also shows the
cornice mould fitting at top ready to be dropi>ed
for use.

ngular frame, which can be slid out of the
machine bodily, and the knives honed with-

out removal.
C.\KTIXG T.\BI,E.

The trimming of skirting-boards or similar

articles of great width has baffled many, the

length of the knives being the limiting
feature. On the Hollis Patent Gap-Bed
Wood-Trimmer the width of board that can
be trimmed is limited only by the clear space
between the fences, this being a feature made
possible by the long canting table. The
fences, instead of being made to any non-
descript curve, have their edges formed to a
true spiral, and on them rests, at marked
points, the upper member of the table:
45deg., COdeg., and 67ideg. are the angles
usimlly provided for, but special markings
can be arranged if desired. The lower
member of the canting table, be it noted, is
a rectangular bar, one lower corner of which
rests on the table, and the other is close up
against the knife. The timber, it will be
seen, is thus firndy supported on the top and
bottom members, but does not touch the
table of the machine with its lower edge. No
weight can come on the part which is being
rut. Users of the old-fashioned blocks, who
have seen their fresh-cut edge curl up under
the pressure they are obliged to put on to

Shows the Canting Table, which is supiwrted at
the different angles marked on the fence edges,
and will cut on the angle boards up to '21in.

hold the board steady, will appreciate this
point.

Another feature of the long canting table
is that obtuse angles can be cut on it, across
the grain ; there is no more struggling to hold
a moulding against the fence set at 135deg.,
say. and against the pressure of the knife.
And all mouldings can be cut when being
true and flat on their natural square faces.

The ConNicE-MoLLD Fitting.

The problem of cutting cornice and other
hollow-backed mouldings, fillets, etc., especi-
ally when various interior and exterior mitro
angles have to be considered, has been a soro
trial for wood-trimmers in the past. But on
this machine it is solved by n simple and
workmanlike fitting. The moulding is just
held on its natural faces against the table
and the fence. Loosing a thumbscrew allows

rwi
a stout L-shaped fitting to slide down until
its foot rests on the upper edge of the mould-
ing, which it holds with absolute rigidity
against the cut of the knife.

CENTRE-B.iCK Angles Fitting.
A centre-back angles fitting is also listed,

a movable block which can be dropped into
dowel-holes in the bed. By its means angles
of 45deg., 90deg., and 135deg. can all be suc-
cessively cut without any intermediate
adjustments.

The Dead-Length Gauge.
Of more general utility is the dead-length

gauge for repetition work, consisting of two
steel straightedges, marked in iuches, and
a sliding block, allowing one to slide over
the other and be clamped in any position.

The longer rule is clamped in a "slot in the
bed-plate ; the shorter can be slid over the
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bed plate right up to tlie knives or riglit bnck

to tlie far end of the long rule. It forms a

gauge allowing any luiniber of similar pieces.

from lin. to 36in.", or longer, it reqnired, to

be trimmed off dead to length, without any

need of accurate measurements. 'J'lie value

of this where a large number of equal pieces

have to be cut can liardly be appreciated.

COXSTRLCTIONAT. POINTS.

The machines are made in n variety of

stvles and sizes, giving a range between

4iin. and 21in. in length of cut, Sin. and
6in. in height. All the machines can bo

had with the fittings described, with the ex-

ception of the dead-length gauge, which is

fitted to the large stand machines only.

Attention to the foregoing will have shown
how greatly the special fittings increase the

size and range of work that these machines
can tackle.

Six different bench typo machines are

made, four worked by lever, two by rack

Detail of Special FitlinK for Cantini, Table

and pinion, handle, and flywheel. With the

former type, in the two smaller sizes, the

lever engages in a slot at the back of the

knife-carrier, through P'n, roller, to

friction. In the two larger, rack and

toothed quadrant are employed, keeping the

leverage constant throughout the stroke. The
gearing is so placed that it cannot be fouled

ith shavings. All parts are adjustable

The constructional details of the machines
worked by rack, pinion, handle and flywheel

are all more or less similar. In addition to

the two bench sizes, there are three sizes

mounted on stands. The rack and pinions

are of mild steel, cut from the solid, unbreak-

able and renewable. The gearing is placed

on the top, where it does not get fouled with

shavings. All parts are adjustable for wear.

The knife-carrier is a rectangular frame,

wholly removable, and with long-wearing

surfaces. The heavy flywheel carries the

knife easily through '

the" heaviest cuts, and

the wheel "action does not jar the operator

in the manner that the lever is liable to. A
notable feature is that the handle is not

mounted on the flywheel itself, but on a loose

steel bar, capable of revolving independently.

^^nm

A rETIiOL-DRIVEX PUMP.
AVe illu^tiMli a light portable petrol

to the li

Water t

aiid Sons, of Greei
requirements of M
eompan;

tly been supplied
nrth and Uxbridge Valley
by Messrs. Merrvweather
"u'wieli. to suit th'e special

K. Rostler, the

employed for

Showing how cornice moulds are held in position
to cut the angle while mould edge is resting on
.flat table. By this means all work sets itself

out at all angles con-ectly. This view also
shows the stamped rule, to measure dead
length and repetition work from lin. to 36in. or
longer.

This bar carries a bolt, or catch, which can
engage in any one of the half a dozen holes

pumping out Hooded trenches when repairs

are being executed.
The pump, which is of the centrifugal type,

is capable of dealing with 20(1 to 250 gallons
of water per minute, and of working on a
suction lift of 15ft.. and delivering against a
head of 6ft. The pump-casting is of iron,

with steel spindle and gunmetal impeller,
and has 4in. pipe connections. The suction
inlet is fitted with a gunmetal flange, having
screwed connection tor the attachment of

flexible suction hose and toot-valve. The
outlet is fitted with a 4in. gunmetal bend,
with the connection screwed for the attach-
ment of flexible hose. It is also provided
with a smaller screwed connection at the top
for priming purposes by hose from the street

main. Tlie engine is direct-coupled, has two
cylinders, and develops 4 to 5B.H.P., when
running at about 1,000 revolutions per
minute. It is fitted with magneto ignition,

automatic lubrication, and is water-cooled by
a branch from the delivery.

The engine and pump are mounted on a

strong four-wheeled carriage with angle-steel
side-frames suitably braced and stayed, and
provided witli drag-handle. Wide-tired
wheels are fitted for use over soft ground,
and a small wooden box for tools is placed
over the foreearriage.

nside. Tubes of

rubber and glass led to a pressure-registering

instrument, consisting of a scries of inclined

glass tubes, one end of which was connected
to a small reservoir and the other end to the

tube from the holes. The gauge tubes were
mounted in a frame, one over the other, with

a scale in the centre. l''l>otographs were
taken of the meniscus to obtain simultaneous

readings on all the gauges, and at the same

drilled round the fivwhee . Thus there is

sometluiiu of ;, ]:,!. li.'t- or ree-wheel action.
allowin.u' .1,. up,., ,,,.„• invar iablv to place the
handle il. |M.-it,:.n w lere the greatest
leverage ,- , ,1,1.,,,,;, 1,1, , a \ •ilnable provision.
as the machiin> is desi-u. for l„...nv work.

Adjustable stops can Im ti,.,l tu the kuife-
earner, slightly m ad, :i , ,.\ llii, rutting
edge, to prevent the ri- i

heavy a cut that the 1 i liable
to damage. This is rath

, liand-

operated machine; but .
'

, ature
ill the power-operated ... .1 :i,w,i.,.i uhich
this firm are also making.

WIND-LOAB ON BUILDINGS.*
Experiments on a roof of semicircular

section of 6ft. span and 10ft. length, covered
with tin, mounted on walls 5ft. high, indicate
that the common assumptions in regard to

wind-load do not come very near actual con-
ditions. Results of the experiments led the
author to propose a conventional loading of

the full-wind specification over 90deg. of the
roof.

After each set of observations the roof was
lifted and 6iii. of the walls were taken off.

At the middle section of the building ^in.

Iioles were bored about 1ft. apart in walls
and roof, the row ixtniiliuL' Irnm ground to

ground. In the rnul ilir |i,,l,s liad a short

•Abstract of Paper )i\ I'roi. Ai.i.i'rt Smith, of
Purdue University, presented belore the Western
Society of Engineers.

time that wind-velocity observations were
made, 30ft. to the windw^ard side, with a Pilot

tube, which had been calibrated with a thin

plate. Kerosene was used in the glass

tubes and reservoirs. The reservoirs were
placed ill sloping rows on the back of the

frame, so that when the whole instrument

was tilted iiii. in lOin. a horizontal plane

passe, I ihii,: jh III- centre of any tube at the

mi.hP I
' liass through the middle

of th M Mservoir of that tube.

Th.
I

; I
,' i.versal of wind-load from

pressure to suet ion varied from 25dcg. to

,50deg.. but the average of seventeen readings

indicate the point is at 45deg.

In applviug the unit loads it was proposed

to draw on the cross section of the building

a semicircle with the half span as radius,

placing the centre of this semicircle nt such

distance below the peak that the area of the
,

cross-section of the building abo\e the base
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of tlie semicircle is the same as that of the
semicircle. The 45deg. radii will then inter-

sect the roof at the point of change in the

OBITUARY.
The death took place on Sundaj e\ening,

at his residence, Rojdou House, Launceston,
of Mr. James Hine, formerly a well-known
architect and surveyor in practice at Ply-
mouth. Mr. Hine, who was eighty-four jears
of age, retired from active work seven years
ago, and had since lived at Launceston, near
his immediate relatives. Dr. and Mrs. T. W.
Shepherd. Mr. Hine was formerly in
partnership with Mr. Alfred Xorman, and
together they were responsible for some ex-
tensive works, including the county lunatic
asylum at Bodnii[i, and the imposing and
ornate group of buildings, Early English in

style, in iSt. Andrew's-square, Plymouth,
used as the Guildhall and Municipal Offices.
The latter commission was gained in com-
petition in 1869, was carried out by Messrs.
Call and Pcthick, local builders, and the
suite of premises was opened by the late King
Edward, then Prince of Wales, in August,
1874. Mr. Hine, however, was be&t known as
a church architect. Emmanuel, St. Matthias,
and St. Jude's, at Plymouth, and the Wes-
leyan church at Ivybridge were built from
his designs. In later years he went into
partnership with Mr. Odgers, with business
premises in Lockyer-street, Plymouth, in

collaboration with whom the Blackadon
Asylum and the municipal buildings at
Launceston were erected. They were also
con.sultiug architects to the former Plymouth
School Board, and their work for that
authority included the planning and super-
vision of Palace-court, North-road, and
several other schools. Mr. Hine also designed
the Stuart-road schools and several other
educational institutions m Devonport. The
deceased was tli' li.::

. r .. ;i;. \\. II known
water-colour aii II

i ,. Fellow
of the Roval 1; ; 1: i \

i
, hitects

in 1864, and trai.-i^ n. . i
- ,,: ,. t. the list

of Retired Fellows in UMI7. He was one of
the founders and active workers in the
Devonshire Association, and was also a pro-
minent Freemason. The funeral took place
yesterday (Thursday) at noon, at Plymouth
Cemetery.

The death occurred on Tliursdav night in

last week, at his resi.L i I"-il;.'i ille, St.
Andrews, of Mr. Davi.l 11 I

~ \ Scot.),

architect, in his si - .-ar. A
native of Forfarshire. Mt II- i,i . \, nt to St.

Andrews over fifty years aso. He joined the
late Bailie Hall in business, and many build-
ings in St. .\ndrews and elsewhere are from
their designs. Mr. Henry took a keen in-

terest in antiquarian research, and wrote on
local matters connected with that subject.

Mr. Joseph Harvey Trollope, fourth son
of the late Mr. George Trollope, of West-
minster, died at Beddington on the 10th inst.,

in his eighty-sixth year. Mr. Trollope, who
was for many years in partnership with his
father and two elder brothers, George and
Robert, in the firm of Messrs. George
Trollope and Sons, retired from business in

1890. He married in 1856 Madalina,
daughter of the late Mr. John Woollright,
and two sons and three daughters of the
marriage survive him. The funeral took
place at Hackbridge on Saturday afternoon.

The Bishop of Gibraltar dedicated a n...
church, situated on the Cap d'Antibes. in the I

South of France, Thp land and buildin'' ar.^ tlio

gifts of Mrs. William (iiriMi.in TliP arrli;l. !-

of the church, wliah ;. Pr,,-,,-,,, ,| ;,i -m 1. ,i;.-

Mr. Frank P.-ai-.n, FS \ ,t W . --ii,:!, -
i

S.W., and Mr. Ehvar.l Il,_wLi.n„. F R I I! A
,

of Cannes.

Official approval has been given to the plans
prepared by Prof. F. M. Simpson, F.R.I.B.A..
for repairing and altering the old buildings of
the London Institution so as to adapt them to
the requirements of the projected School of
Oriental Studies. Quantities are now being
worked out, and it is expected that the work of
rebuilding will last about a year, the cost of
the structural adaptation being borne by the

|

Government. The estimated annual cost of i

maintenance is £14,000.
I

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATIO.V OF
IREL.WD.—The annual dinner of this asso-
ciation was held in Dublin last week, when
some ninety members and guests met under
the chairmanship of the president. Professor
Seott, A.R.H.A. The toast of "Our
Guests," proposed by Mr. W. M. Paton, was
responded to by Sir Geor'^e Roche, Mr. C.
P. Boland, chief valuer, Valuation Office,

and Mr. W. Charlton, of H.M. Office of
Works. The toast of the evening, " Success
to the .Architectural Association of Ireland,"
was given by Mr. R. Caulfeild Orpen, R.H.A.,
P. R.I. A. I., the first president of the revived
association, and was acknowledged by the
president. The health of the president was
proposed bv Mr. G. L. O'Connor; and that
of the hon.' secretaries, Messrs. Allberry and
Lundy. by Mr. A. E. Murray. A musical
programme was contributed to . by several
members, and during the evening the O'Brien
Smyth Gold Cup was handed to Mr. Louis
Deahe by the donor, Mr. R. O'Brien Smyth,
F.R.LA.I.

. . .
•

DAVID'S TOWER," EDINBURGH
CASTLE.—At the last meeting of tlie Anti-
quarian Society, held in their rooms, Queen-
street, Edinburgh, Mr. W. T. Oldrieve,
F.R.I.B.A., principal architect to H.M.
Board of Works, gave an account of the
recent discovery of the remains of David's
Tower at Edinburgh Castle. The tower was
built between 1367 and 1378, and was de-
stroyed in 1573, during a bombardment. Its
site was unknown until investigations were
made by Professor Baldwin Brown, Dr.
Thomas Ross, and the lecturer, when it was
found to be entirely covered by the present
Half-Moon Battery. Originally the tower
was, Mr. Oldrieve believes, L-shaped on
plan, having an entrance on the lower level
at the re-entering angle, and with one prin-
cipal apartment on each floor about 36ft. 6in.
by 22ft. At a later date the lower entrance
at the re-entering angle was found insecure,
and an addition was made at the south-east
corner, making the plan almost a square.
Before this outer chamber was formed the
entrance was strengthened by the thickening
of the walls. Having abolished the lower
entrance, the doorway on the south side was
probably formed (if, indeed, it did not pre-
\iously exist), 21ft. above the surface of the
rock outside, access being, doubtless, gained
for greater security by a ladder or movable
steps.

THE TRIUMPHAL ARCHES OF ROME.
— These formed the subject of the lecture
last week by Mr. Banister Fletcher at the
British Museum. These arches of chiselled
masonry commemorated in an imposing and
magnificent manner victory and success,
whether in war or peace. These arches,
which were found not only in Rome, but also
in her colonies in Europe, Asia, and Africa,
were, indeed, the last word in Roman love
of display and ostentation. They were all

very similar in plan ;' bold in execution and of
excellent proportions. A central archway
for processions was flanked by piers,

decoratively faced, either by attached or by
free-standing columns. Above the arch
cornice w-as an attic story to contain the
dedicatory inscription to the Emperor. The
sijigle arch of Titus recorded the capture of

Jerusalem, and had bas-reliefs of the seven-
branched candlestick and the Temple treasure
carried among the spoils ; the triple arch of

Septimius Severus commemorated the siege
and capture of Babylon; while the arch of

Coiistantine had preserved and incorporated
the fine panels from the ruined arch of
Frajan. Other arches there were in con-
nection with town planning, such as that of

Janus Quadrifrons in Rome, and the arch of
Trajan in the Roman town of Tiingad, in

North Africa.

FACULTY OF SURVEYORS OF SCOT-
LAND.—The annual general meeting of the
Fellows of the East District Section was held
ill the Faculty's rooms, 117, George-street,
Edinburgh, on Friday night, Mr. F. H.
Lightbody. chairman of the East District
Council, presiding. The annual report and
accounts were adopted, and the following

office-bearers were appointed: Chairman of
District Section, Mr. A. K. Smith ; new
members of East District Council, Mr. F. H.
Lightbody and Mr. John Webster; repre-
sentatives on General Examining Board, Mr.
F. H. Lightbody and Mr. Robert Smith.

GLASGOW.—A quarterly general meeting
of the Institute of Architects was held on
February II, in the secretary's chambers,
115, St. Vincent-street, Mr. Charles R.
Macintosh, P.R.I.B.A., vice-president, in
the chair. The secretary reported with
regard to the matters dealt with by the
council since the previous general meeting.
The follow ing were the principal items : (1)
The election of Mr. Jas. Carruthers to the
council in consequence of the death of Vice-
president R. D. Sandilands. (2) Motherwell
Housing Scheme Competition : assessor
appointed on the recommendation of the in-

stitute. (3) The reference made to the death
of Dr. Houeyman, R.S.A., a former president
of the institute. (4) Conference with the
Building Trades Federation re building
contracts. (5) The institute's suggestions
regarding Cathedral-square lay-out. (6) The
architectural design of the proposed cross-
river bridge.

LIGHTING OF ART GALLERIES AND
STUDIOS.—A discussion took place on
Tuesday evening on " The Lighting of Picture
Galleries and Art Studios," at a meeting of
the Illuminating Engineering Society, held
in the rooms of the Royal Society of Arts.
Mr. Goodenough occupied the chair. Prof.
Silvanus Thompson believed all would
concur in the principle that for art galleries
where objects were to be displayed on the
walls, there should be a superabundance of
top-lighting to admit daylight. The wall-
space above the pictures was of extreme im-
portance. Neglect of this axiom was illus-

trated conspicuously in the Turner room of
the Tate Gallery, \vhere the walls above the
pictures were bright red. A studio should
have a skylight facing north, for excellent
illiimination could thus be secured without
any risk of trouble from direct sunlight.
When artificial light was used, the lamps
should be so placed that there could be no
risk of interference by reflection of the light
from the varnish or the glass. Indirect light-

ing might be admirable for engineering
offices, but was not satisfactory for artistic
purposes, for, especially in sculpture, a
shadowless light was 'undesirable. 'I'he

lights should be placed so that the direction
of the light was the same as that of the day-
light used.—The chairman mentioned that
the Couiuil had decided formally to ask Sir
William Bi'iiiiett to succeed Prof. Thompson
as President.

MODERN DRAINAGE.—Mr. George W.
Tullcy, M.R.San. I., H.M. Office of Works,
delivered an able lecture on " Drainage

"

at the last meeting of the Edinburgh Archi-
tect.nal \«*r,o,ntinn. Mr. A. Lome Camp-
bell I I' I I! \ presided. In the course of
111- '

1 was illustrated by lantern
sli'l' -li Im,,. dealt with the principles
of iiic.i, 1 ,1 MiaiiuiLie. It was essential, he said,
that a drainage system should be as simple
and free as possible from complicated traps
and other fittings, for both economical and
mechanical reasons. There was no more
vexed question tlian that of trapping, and he
ventured to say that the labours of the De-
partmental Committee on the disconnecting
trap had not rendered it less so. His own
opinion was that the disconnecting trap
should be retained, and he did not agree with
the opinion that sewer gas is not worse than
drain gas. The lecturer criticised the present
method of manholes, and illustrated various
modern schemes, also some common defects
and the means of remedying them,

THE ROYAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE
ARCHITECTURAL CRAFTSMEN'S
SOCIETY, GLASGOW.—At a meeting of

the above, held on Friday, the I3th inst.,

Mr. T. G. Gilmour. A.R.I.B.A., in the chair,

Mr. Donald Gair delivered a lecture,
entitled "Restoration of an Historical
Building." He dealt witli the restoration of

ancient buildings in general, and drew a dis-

tinction between restoring and preserving.
Most restorations are carried out under the
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Board of Works, and even in Scotland are

controlled from London. Tlie work is

executed by contractors at rates for wages,
etc., previously arranged. Kestoration work
should be left distinct, and not coated with
sooty water, as is often done. The founda-
tions of mauy ancient buildings were very

shallow, often seen protruding above the

ground level, and were composed of large Hat

bedded stones laid dry. Castle walls were
found to be 13ft. thick at the foundations,
8ft. at the first, and 6ft. Gin. at the second,
floor. Much money was often spent
strengthening foundations, when the fault

really lay in the roof-thrust. The joiner and
plaster works of the old castles were plain

and substantial, but the plumber did not

seem to be in existence in those days.

SAXON AND NORMAN FONTS IN
GLOUCESTERSHIRE.—A paper on this

subject, illustrated by lantern slides, was
read before the Bristol Archaeological Society

at the University on Monday night by Dr.

Alfred C. Fryer. Jlr. J. J. I'ritchard

occupied the chair. Dr. Fryer referred to

the fact that Viollet-le-Diic was not
acquainted with any font in France anterior

to the 11th century, and said certainly very

few of our existing English fonts are of an
earlier date. It has been conjectured that

many of the earlier vessels may have been
basins, and it is probable that a large number
of pre-Conquest fonts were nothing better

than wooden tubs. Gloucestershire possesses

one of these early ornamental fonts, and it

is found in the old Saxon church of Deer-
hurst. Facts favoured the theory that these

early Saxon fonts may have been constructed
of well-covers, and this seemed to apply to

the Deerburst font. In a few instances
Roman altars have been converted into fonts,

and the one at Haydon Bridge, Nortlininber-

land, is an instance where the pagan in-

scription has been carefully removed with a

chisel. The font at Staunton is constructed
out of a large block of stone cut into a

cubical shape, and decorated by Norman
masons. The font is commonly designated as

a Roman altar, which was converted into a

Christian baptismal font at some much later

date. The Staunton font is more cubical than
many Roman altars, and if it were over a

Roman altar it was of very simple con-
struction. However, Roman remains have
been found at Staunton, and Ariconium was
not far away. Possibly this font was made
out of a Roman stone used in the rough as
building material, and after the Norman
masons had carved some decoration upon it

they converted it into a font for their new
church. Dr. Fryer referred to a number of

Gloucestershire fonts. He spoke of the
beauty of the Norman ornamentation. As
the prevalence of infant baptism increased,
the font took the place of the earlier piscina,
or tank, and for a time the font was in form
a survival of the piscimi, and many Norman
fonts are of the unmounted, tnb-shaped
pattern. So the fonts may be divided into
those that are unmounted and those that are
mounted on supports. Many of these fonts,

^originally placed on the floor, were mounted
*on pedestals or shafts at a later date. In
some cases this was done during the Middle
Ages, but more frequently in modern times.

THE VALUE OF REINFORCED CON-
CRETE.—" Reinforced Concrete and its

Application to Architectural Building
Work" was the subject of a lecture delivered
at a meeting of the Sheffield Society of
Architects and Surveyors, held at the Uni-
versity on Ff-hniarv 12. The lecturer was
Mr. Gi!l..M-t Tleathcote, B.A., of London.
The piT.-,i,lr,it ,,f tli<. society (Mr. A. F.
Watsr,!
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concrete designs and estimates. He outlined

what he thought to be the best manner in

which to undertake work of this nature, in

the interests of the architect, his client, and
the contractor, and also, as he considered,

in the interests of the whole future progress

of this form of construction in England.
•t*

COMPETITIONS.
BARNSLEY TOWN-HALL COMPETI-

TION.—Members of the Society of Archi-
tects are further notified that the amend-
ments of the conditions proposed by the pro-
moters are not sufficient to justify the Society
withdrawing its disapproval. Members are
referred to Clause 4 of the Society's Code of

Ethics, and are requested not to take part in

this competition.

BATH.—The designs submitted in the com-
petition for the new Secondary School will bu
exhibited at the Long Acre Teclinical In-

stitute, Walcot, Batn, on the following
dates; Saturday, Feb. 21, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.,

2 p.m. to 5 p.m., 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. ; Monday,
Feb 23, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Admission tree.

LONDON. — The competition for the

Board ot Trade new offices on the Embank-
ment, at the rear of the Chapel Royal, ou
a site lacing Whitehall-court, lias been so

far settled m the preliminary contest that

ten sets of plans have been uboseii by the

assessors. Sir Aston Webb, K.A., and iMessrs.

Reginald Blomheld, R.A., P.it.l.B.A., and
Ernest Newton, A.K.A., V.P.R.I.B.A. The
names of the authors of these designs has
not been divulged, and we understand that

it is not mteuUed to publish them till after

the final competition has been determined,
it IS said that the idea of this secrecy

originated with Lord Beauchamp, the First

Commissioner of Works, who ueeided that

the assessors should make their award with-

out knowing the names of the authors of the

designs upou which they have to adjudicate,

riie one hundred and seventy-seven un-

successful competitors, who have received no
intimation in tlie meantime, will have to con-

clude that they have failed, and we gather
that so far no communication has been made
to any other architect than the ten above-

mentioned. We have had no official reply to

our request for information from the Office

of Works as to the result, though incidentally

we have heard of the names of some of the

selected competitors. It seems, however,
reasonable that those who have not suc-

ceeded should be told that they have failed.

SHIPLEY.—Fifty-five designs have been
sent in for the competition, open to archi-

tects practising in Yorkshire, arranged by

the urban district council of Shipley, in con-

nection with their scheme for new public

offices on the Manor House estate. The first

premium is £100, the second £50, and the

third £25. Mr. F. E. P. Edwards, city archi-

tect of Sheffield, is the assessor.

A church of St. Augustine is to be built at

Chesterfield, from plans by Mr. Bailey Deeping,
of that town. The estimated cost is £3,000.

.

The contract for harbour work at Victoria,

British Columbia, will be let by the Dominion
Government to the Hon. Angus McDonnell, sou

of Lord Antrim. The contract amounts to

2,250,000dol. (£450,000).

A large furniture depository is about to he

built in Barlby-road, Kensington, as an addition

to the premises of the Pall Mall Depository

Company, Ltd. Mr. W. G. Hunt, F.K.I. B.A., of

Vicarage Gate, Kensington, is the architect.

The Council of the Royal Institute of British

Architects have reappointed Mr. John Slater,

F.R.I.B.A., as member of the Tribunal of Appeal
under Section 175 of the London Building .\ct,

1894. The appointment is for a term of five

years, as required by Section 176 of the Act.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art and the City

of New York have accepted the conditions im-

posed by the will of the late Benjamin Altmau
in disposing of his art treasures, and the
transfer of ownership of this invaluable collec-

tion to the city will probably soon be consum-
mated. The bequest includes some rare Chinese
pottery and canvases by Filippo Lippi, Memling,
Montagua, and Rembrandt.

!BmI5ing Intelligence.

BIRMINGHAM.—Tlie reconstruction of

New-street Station is shortly to be entered
upon. Tlie contract for the first section of

the work has been let by the Nortb-Western
Railway Co., and an immediate start is to

be made with the extension of the Queen's
Hotel. An important aspect of the under-
taking is the provision of a second public

footbridge across the station, carrying non-
passenger traffic from Stepheiison-place

direct into Station-street. The cost is esti-

mated at £12,000, towards which the city

council will contribute £6,000. The new
wing to the Queen's Hotel will provide

lounge, coffee-room, smoking-room, billiard-

room, writing-room, drawing-room, hair-

dressing saloon, and typewriting office, with

a suite of rooms available for functions and
dinners. The number of bedrooms at present

existing will be doubled. The accommodation
in the existing building is to be remodelled.

The whole building is to be of a fire-resisting

character. Alterations are to be made to

No. 1 platform. The reconstruction ot the

hotel and station is expected to take two
years.

STAFFORD.—New premises erected in

Vine-street for the Stafford Industrial Co-

operative Society, Ltd., were opened on

Saturday afternoon. The original Vine-street

stores were opened for business in 1861. The
new premises are situated at the corner of

Salter-strect and Malt Mill-laue, the prin-

cipal frontage to Salter-street being 86ft.,

and the return frontage to Malt Mill-lane

being 70ft. The architect is Mr. F. E. L.

Harris, A.R.I.B.A. (C.W.S., Manchester),

and the contractor Mr. Mark Warrington,

Hyde, Manchester. The frontages are of

red-faced brick and white marmo, supported

on granite pillars. The premises are con-

structed on fireproof lines, the floors through-

out being laid with Tin. of reinforced

concrete. The cost of the new bui'

"

the fn ling ith the additions made to

the bakery, has been £7,000, exclusive of site.

Mr. .\ugustus R. Galbraith has resigned the

appointment of Director of Public Works,

Zanzibar.

PadJington Borough Council decided on Tues-

day to purchase land near Porchester-road, at a

cost of £16,000, as a site for pubUc baths.

Extensive works of internal restoration, in-

cluding reflooring and new benches, are about to

be executed in St. Patrick's Roman Cathohc

Church, Dundalk. The architects are Messrs.

Ashlin and Coleman, Dawson-street, Dublin.

A gift of £60,000 has been made to the

University College of South Wales and Mon-
moutlishire for the erection of new buildings

for tlie medical branch of the college at Cardiff.

Colonel li. M. Bruce-Vaughan, F.R.I.B.A., is

the architect.

To enable them to proceed with the St. Mary's

Wynd improvement scheme, which has for its

object the demolition of Stirling's slums, Stirling

Town Councd have purchased a number of the

existing buildings in that area. It was reported

at Monday night's meeting that a number of

proprietors had accepted the offers of the town
council, amounting altogether to £1,867.

The Secretary of State for India in Council

has appointed Mr. Robert William Cable to be

Professor of Architecture and Design at the

Sir Jamsetji Jeejeebhoy School of Art, Bombay.
Mr. Cable was a student at the Ecole des Beaux
Arts in Paris, and is the third-yeat Master at

the Architectural Association Day School in

Tufton-street, S.W.

M. Paul Jacquier, Under-Secretary for the

French Department of Fine Arts, announced on
Tuesday, in the Chamber of Deputies, that he

would shortly introduce a measure providing

for the formation in Paris of a Kodin museum
of sculpture. M. Auguste Rodin has offered to

the State all the works executed by him still

in his possession, and his collections of Greek,

Roman, and Egyptian antiquities, on condition

that this museum should be placed in the Hotel

Biron, a house near the Invalides, and that he

should be appointed curator of it for life. The
catalogue of these collections, which was begun
three years ago by the Fine Arts Department,

has just been finished.
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A joint committee of members of the Royal

Institute and of the Architectural Associa-

tiou has been formed to get together a

collection of drawings, etc., representative of

British architecture, together with students'

drawings, for exhibition in Paris early in the

month of May next. The proposal to hold

the exhibition emanates from the Societe des

Arehitectes Diplomes, of Paris, to whose
good offices, it will be remembered, the pro

fession in England were indebted for the

most interesting exhibition of drawings by
students of the Eeole des Beaux-Arts held by
the Architectural Association at the Tufton-

street Galleries last year. The exhibition

now to be held in Paris was originally in-

tended to be composed mainly of English
students' drawings; but it was ultimately

resolved to include a representative collection

of British architectural work, and for this

reason the Societe des Arehitectes Diplomes
have invited co-operation of the R.I.B.A.
The exhibition will comprise three main
sections : (1) Historical

; (2) Modern AVork
;

(3) Students' Work. Scottish and Irish

exhibits will be grouped separately to show
their historical and modem development.
Modern work of a representative diameter
will be shown, limited to buildings actually

carried out. It is understood that the ex
hibition will be officially opened by the

President of the French Republic. The
chairman of the joint committee is Mr.
Reginald Blomfield, R.A., President R.I.B.A.,
and the hon. secretary, Mr. P. Cart de La-
fontaine. We hope there will be a good
response to the proposal.

It is announced in the current issue of the

Architectural Association Journal that films

are being made under the supervision of Mr.
Alan Potter and a member of the A. A.
Council for the schools at 18, Tufton-street,

of the various operations in the principal

building trades, for display before the

students by means of the cinematograph.
Each film is to be accompanied by a lecture,

written in collaboration with an expert on
the subject shown. As the Editor of the

Journal remarks : The advantages are
obvious of having lectures on the various
branches of construction so illustrated that
a large audience has an uninterrupted view
of the whole process of manufacture and all

the details of craftsmanship. Instead of the
waste of time and energy involved in visits

to brickfields and stonemasons' yards, the
value of which depends upon numerous
factors over which there is no control, the
students will have examples of the workings
of all the most important trades brought
before their eyes in the lecture-room. A
public exliibition of some of the films will be
held at Tufton-street on Friday, March 6, at

8 p.m.

Mr. Urquhart, the chief sanitary inspector
for Crewe, stated at a conference of sanitary
inspectors at Crewe last Saturday, that if

every room, good or bad. occupied or un-
occupied, in all the workmen's dwellings in

the country, were reckoned as existing

accommodation, there were still not enough
of any kind to house the working population
without unhealthy overcrowding. If only
healthy rooms were reckoned the position was
infinitely worse. And so far from new houses
being built in sufficient quantities to make
up the deficiency, there was a distinct lessen-

ing of the rate of increase, and no prospect

of relieving the intensity of the famine. We
unhesitatingly endorse every statement. Here
in London, at any rate, the middle classes are

not much better off. The stagnation of the

last five years, thanks mainly to the burdens
laid oil the builder, has resulted in a dearth
of houses in nearly all directions, and the

comparatively few empty houses in the nearer
suburbs are hopelessly behind date in their

fittings and sanitary conveniences. If our
legislators would use their brains and facili-

tate, instead of hindering, operations, we
should witness a sustained activity in the

building trades unequalled by anything
known during the past fifty years, and in-

finitely more justified than any that has

preceded it.

Further facts were given on Tuesday, in a

debate in the House of Commons, when Mr.
Edmund Royds, the member for Sleaford,

stated that he had asked a very large

number of builders how the laud taxes had
affected the building trade in their districts,

and had received replies from 500. They
were all substantially to the same effect, and
stated that the Chancellor's legislation had
destroyed credit and frightened mortgagees,

and had seriously affected the building

trade. The result was that the country was
practically approaching a house famine. Mr.
Royds added that he had made inquiries of

the town clerks of forty of the largest towns

in England as to the number of uninhabited

houses. Unless something was done by the

end of this year there would hardly be an

empty house in England. In 1901 there were

oG,000 uninhabited houses in those forty

towns; in 1911, 47,740; and in 1913— abont
six months ago—the number went down to

21,000. That, added the speaker, was a most

alarming state of affairs. The population

was being driven into insanitary and back to-

back dwellings. Slum clearances could not

be made, because there were no houses to put

the people into meantime. 'The credit and

security of land could only be restored by

repealing the measure that destroyed it.

The closing of cottage tenements at Pen-

rith, Cumberland, by statutory order has not

gone unchallenged, thanks mainly to the

strong case made out by Mr. Charles Bethain,

a local solicitor, who seems to have fought

the battle of the homeless singlelianded at

the recent Local Government Board inquiry.

We hope the result will stimulate expansion

and general improvement. It is often diffi-

cult to insure due provision of houses corre

spending to the needs of the people, or

abolish overcrowding and insanitary dwell-

ings, especially where vested interests are

hostile. The recommendation of the Local

Government Board that the Penrith Urban

Council should build six houses having three

bedrooms for the working classes of large

families may, therefore, be not altogether

welcome. But we are sure if subsequently

enforced it would add to the other very

desirable acquisitions as regards water and

ige lately achieved in the town. Judging,

however, from the comments of the two local

newspapers upon the Board's views, there is

still divided opinion, and it remains to be

seen whether the council will act upon the

outcome of the Board's disinterested in-

estigation of the statutory complaint as to

housing.

the basis of a conference, as arranged by Mr.
Bowerman, the secretary of the Parlia-
mentary Committee, Trade Union Congress,
with the London Master Builders' Associa-
tion, was accepted. The conference will be
between the master builders and repre-
sentatives of the trade-unions concerned,
thus waiving recognition of the Building
Industries Federation. There should be little

difficulty now in arranging terms of peace, if

common-sense prevails. We are glad to note
the action taken by the Office of Works,
which was announced in a letter to the

Federation read at the meeting on Wednes-
day night, and which stated that the Office

regretted that the men had formed the im-
pression that the Department have been
bringing pressure to bear on the men to sign

the document put forward by the master
builders, which was not the case, to their

knowledge. The First Commissioner pro-

posed to reduce as far as was practicable,

and, if possible, dispense with altogether,

during the dispute, the contractors' men, and
arrange that during the same period any men
who might be required on day work in

addition to the men now working should be
engaged direct by the Board's officers on the

special agreement already communicated to

the

At a full meeting of the London Building

Industries Federation on Wednesday night

Mr. Thomas H. Mawson, who has been
selected to prepare designs for the complete
replanning of the City of Athens, is as modest
as he is gifted, or he might be a prouder
man this week than the new American
general manager of the Great Eastern Rail-

way, whose appointment has been " ex-

plained" by Lord Claude Hamilton, in

deference to the dissatisfaction with the

remarks which accompanied his announce-
ment of Mr. Thornton's appointment. It is

true, of course, that Mr. Mawson has had
large experience on the other side in his own
sphere—at Ottawa, and Vancouver, and

Calgary, and Regina, and elsewhere; and we
may be quite sure nothing he may have done

there will be detrimental to the preservation

of the glories of the City of the Violet

Crown. Probably there are fewer really able

town-planners all the world over than rail-

way engineers, and there will be no heart-

burnings in Greece of the sort that have

ruffled British railway men. If such super-

vene, may Pallas Athene once again produce

her olive branch and shield the British town-

planner from the wrath of the modern
Poseidons.

Canada, like ourselves, is hoping for better

times in the building trade. She needs them,

though the industrial gloom there which has

engendered slackness has not been deepened

by bad legislation. The total value of build-

ing permits issued in 1913 in fifty cities of

Canada was 167,518,614dol., compared with

201,161,550dol. in the preceding year. In the

nineteen cities of Ontario for which records

were available there was practically no

change in the aggregate, the value of permits

for 1913 being 51.546.101dol., as against

51,486.204dol. in 1912. The returns for

Quebec province are 35,245.345dol. for 1913,

as against 26,433,889 in the previous year, an

increase of S,S01,456dol. For the maritime

cities, Halifax, Sydney, and St. John, the

figures are 3,537,708dol.. an advance of

l,725,622dol. over the previous year's total of

l,812,086dol. The western provinces,

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and

British Columbia, all show- substantial de-

creases as compared with 1912, the total

being: Manitoba, 19,660,490dol. in 1913, as
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against 21,81o,262dol., decrease 2,154,772(lol.

Saskatehcwaii, 16,584,485dol. in 1913, a de-

crease of 9,567,232dol. in the previous year's

total of 26,151 Jbldol. Alberta, 22,367,379dol.

as against 39,424,52odol., wliicli represents a

reduction of 16,057,144do!. Toronto still

maintains its position at the top ot the list,

with permits valued »t 27,038,f)24dol. ; but

Montreal is a close second, with Winnipeg,

Vancouver, Edmonton, and Calgary follow-

ing in order as to actual total. A remarkable

feature in the maritime provinces is the

activity of St. John, N.B., where the permits

totalled in value nearly two million dollars in

e.\eess of 1912, while a noteworthy increase is

also recorded for the province of Quebec. On
the other hand, heavy declines are reported

from every point in the three western pro-

vinces with the exception of two or three

cities, of whieli Medicine Hat has the best

record. The greatest set-back has taken

place in British Columbia, the city of Van-

couver in particular faring badly iu tlie

general dep]

A joint exhibition of pictures under the

auspices of the Royal Scottish Society of

Painters in Water-Colours and the Glasgow

Art Club, was opened on Saturday at the

M'Lellan Galleries in Sauchiehall-street,

Glasgow. The exhibits number 368. of which

162 are in water-colours. Among tlie works

the portrait ot Russell Simpson by Sir James

Guthrie, P.R.S.A., is conspicuous, and the

landscapes include works by A. K. Brown,

James Paterson, Morris Henderson, Thomas

Hunt, Brownlie Docharty, and James Laing,

president of tli- Cla^L'.iw Art Cluli. Among
the water id-iirs :,rc tlirr.' ^^t.^^]\ separated

"Market IMacx-s '- those of Noruich and

Verona and one in Normandy, respectively

exacuted by J. G. Laing, Charles Oppeu-

heimer, and James Kay. Edwin Alexander's

wild-bird studies and Gemmell Hutchinson's

genre pieces are attractive. Robert Wallace

shows Sir Aston Webb's new front to

Buckingham Palace as in course of erection.

««»

A Roman Catholic church is about to be built

at Monevglass at aa estimated outlay of £7,000.

The duuensions of the edifice will be 116ft. by
38ft., and a feature will be a spire rising to a

height of 122ft. Mr. E. P. Nolan, of Down-
patrick, is the architect.

The trustees of the Cathedral of St. John the

Divine, Mornington Heights, New York, have
approved plans for the Chapel of St. Boniface,

which is intended for services in German, and
will be built for Mrs. George Bowdoin, at a

cost of about .£35,000 sterling. It will.be erected

on the north side of the cathedral.

The Local Government Board liave issued a

provisional order in connection witii the pro-

posed main-drainage of the city of Kilkenny
and the purification «ork^ Tlie .lisposal works
will be situated :''-.' "M. :n-.l n lialf below
the city, and » P I -r Xore.

Mr. James F. I: W
, . ilord, is

the engineer, ,!, niied at

£22.000.

At Barnstaple, on \\ I, 'ili

Edward J. Stead, county I: -
,:1

was presented by the coini- - ii ' ;
- Hi mi

the district surveyors of the uimmuh \miIi twu
clocks, as a token of esteem and personal regard,
on the occasion of his leaving to take up the
appointment of roiintv surveyor of Somerset.
Mr. Mc<ll:iii 1 .if Terti, -,,.., mnde the presenta-
tion, v, i

-
'

. knowledged.

Th. I .l.ratta Railway
Com|. . irtinn of offK-P

buildl,.,- „„ „ i '- ..„.„.-^|:,.,I,.

adjacent lu :
,

, .

Madras. The :

will be three
around three - li. u lu
staircase will - and will bo
lighted by a il^ ler, while eight
angle-towers w I n-hed by domes.
The estimatcil , :,,i,i and buildings
will be £110,000.

CorrBsprmiiena.

BARXSLEV TOW.N-HALL COM-
PETITION.

To the Editor of the BUILDING Nnws.
Sir,—'This competition has been banned by

the Society of Architects, and its members
have been requested not to take part therein,

owing to the unsatisfactory nature of some
of the conditions. I ask your co-operation in

enabling me, through the medium of your
paper, to get into touch with other respon-

sible architects, especially those who do not
lielong to anv architectural body, and to

invite tliem to act in unison in tliis matter.

Tin r. ix I- 111 the hands of rndividual
areliiti I 1~, anil it is in their own interests and
thai .ri lii,. pnifession of which they are

nieiiiber.-.. tliat they should refuse to have
anytliing to do with architectural com-
petitions the conditions of which are not in

accordance with certain recognised prin-

ciples.

It is not so much a question of member-
ship in any architectural body as of member-
ship in the profession. The object of pro-

moters of areliiiei'tiiral competitions pre-

sumably is tn 111, lain the best professional

well eties should use

petitioi

essenti

not be

1: promoters that com-
li .lo not embody the

!
Ill the profession can-

i I he ve their object, and
Iso that tliere is sucli a thing as professional

tiquette in the architectural profession.—

I

m, etc., C. McArthur Buti.er,
Secretary of the Society.

28. Bedford-sqiiare, W.C.

THE FIRE AT SARACEN'S HEAD
BUILDINGS, E.C.

Sir.—We shall be extremely obliged if you

will kindly allow us to contradict the state-

ment that the amount of damage at the above

was £6.000, as estimated. We are pleased

to say that it does not amount to anything

like this sum, and that the ordinary business

on these premises is being carried on as

usual, and prompt measures will be taken to

reinstate.

An insertion of this letter in your next

issue will be much appreciated.—We are, etc.,

Patman and Fotheringham, Ltd.
James Parker,

Managing Director.

100 and 102. Theobald's-road,
London, W.C, Fe"b. 13, 1914.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITABY
MATTERS.

GUISELEY SEWAGE -DISPOSAL.—In the
mmer ot 1913 the Guisclej Urban District

Council found themsehes in trouble with the
West Riding Rnei Boiri on account of the un-
satisfactory effluent tioni tlieir sewage disposal

works The council nnUt i Messrs. Taylor and
Wallm of \c\^ I tk on TNne, and Messrs.
Pit 1 1 N 1 1 II ct Bradford, to prepare

«c 1 new works must produce
I tl , ^ I tUuent so as to meet with
Ih aip.cx il It the West Kiding Rivers Board
and the Local Go\ernment Board. In due
course the two schemes were received by the
Guiselcj Council the estimate ot Messrs. Taylor
and Wallm being about ±11000 while that of

Messrs. Paterson and Nicholson was about
£2,350. The scheme prepared by Messrs. Taylor
and Wallin complied fully with the Rivers
Board's and Local Government Board's require-
ments in every respect. The council considered
these schemes, and as a consequence returned
Messrs. Taylor and W'allin's scheme to them,
instructing them to reduce it to the bare

it every refinement, and to

the tblc,

The Metrooolilan Railway Company are about

to build an liotel ever tlie reconstructed Baker-

street station. It will be 81ft. in height from
the pavements, and will have frontages to

Marylebone- road. Upper Baker - street, and
AUsop-place.

The corporation of Salford have expended a

total sum of £224,865 since 1894 in providing

for the housing of the working classes, and the

annual loss on the properties is about £1,800.

The corporation have no new housing schemes
under consideration, it is not surprising to learn.

The Archbishop of Canterbury conducted on
Monday a dedication service at Lower Halstow
Clnirch, upon the completion of the work of

II •"laiion. The nave and ai.sles of the church
,11 iKtored in 1907. The work which has

; lull executed included the building ot a
III A ii.ir. li. new inner doorway, the reparation

ul ilie tower, the renewal of bell-beam.s ami
frames, and the quarter-turning of the belN

The restoration during the last ten years li i-

cost about £1,400. and has been carried out uihh
the advice and direction of Mr. W .D. Caroe.

A Local Government Board inquiry (Inspector
Mr. A. G. Drury) has been held in regard to
n loan of £10,750 for sewerage and sewage-
'! 11- al works at Pencoed, Glam. Mr. T. J. Moss-

iif Westminster and Bristol, explained
' ine, which involves the construction of

liles of ith

: 1 a:ii crossings, sewage-disposal works, pump-
iig plant in duplicate, and disposal of sewage
ly percolating-filters. The representatives of
he council made an earnest appeal for the loan

be spread over fifty or sixty years; but the
nspector held out no hope for this.

to just comply with the Rivers Board's and Local
Government "Board's requirements. This was
done, the amount of Messrs. Taylor and Wallin's
reduced estimate being a little less than £8,000.
The council again considered the schemes, and
as a consequence accepted that of Messrs.
Paterson and Nicholson at an estimated cost of

£2,350.

Leeds Citv Council have confirmed the ap-
pointment of Mr. W. J. B. Leech as gas
manager at a salary of £800 per annum.

The salary of Mr. H. W. Bowen, of Horsham,
county surveyor to the West Sussex County
Council, has been increased by £100 per annum.

The completion of the restoration of the
ancient parish church of Moseley, Birmingham,
at a total outlay of .£8,000, all of which has
been raised, was celebrated last week.

On account of ill healili. Mr, \V. L. Grant,
M.S. A., has resigned his position as surveyor
to the Sitlingbourne Urban District Council.
Mr. Grant has held the post for nearly forty

years.

The corporation of Belfast have resolved to

apjily to till l.iil iiM\irnment Board for

sanction to a ,
' ' I'len in connection with

the Obstrinn ' > i ines, 1910, under the
Housing of tin W.akiiiL: i lasses Act.

The Stafford Town Council have received an
intimation that the Roads Board have decided
lo make a grant of £1.000 towards the cost of

constructing the new road from Lichfield-road
across the river to the Lammascotes.

The War Office are about to spend £8,000 at

the Queen Victoria School Dunblane in the
erection of e ght cottages and three houses for

married member* of the staff also a science-

re om and recreation room Messrs J J. and
C M Lauflilan Larbert are the contractors.

n V P 1 r nl District Council,
[ 1 Mr T J. Moss-
n Westminster, and
L e sewerage and
s a I

I-
1 1 uiO water-supply

namely St Dogmaels Newport and Kilgerran.

Tlie town council of Dunfermline have
approved of a report by Messrs. Crouch, Hogg,
and Easton, of Glasgow, recommending new
works for supplying water to the burgh of

Dunfermline and the dockyard area of Rosyth.
The estimated cost ot the scheme, which pro-

vides for a reservoir at Craigluscan and some
twenty miles of new water-mains, is £82,000.

Mr. W. M. Cross, one of the engineering
:.i.]i..'. '- .,' till T.rral Cryernment Board, held '^

I ,

' 111' I'aiti of the Brampton
i; II il |i I 11. ! 'i iiinnection with the
- ,Mi,i._ ..,,,_. I, |....al of Castle Carrock.
llii. ^elieiiie a- .1 j:i.u.ia;.eii one, and the sewage
will be disposed of bacterially, the estimated
cost being £1,250. Messrs. Taylor and Wallin,

of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, are the engineers.

The town council of Aberdeen adopted on
Monday a scheme submitted by the tramways
committee for the purchase of the militia

barracks. King-street, and the conversion of the

property into the headquarters of the tramways
department. The scheme provides for offices,

car-shed accommodation, and workshops, anil i ;

the total cost, including £2,000 for the property, '
is estimated at £25,897. It is intended to pro--

ceed with the work by instalments.
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)ECTION. A.B„
PRIXCIPAL SECTION, lIcLELLAN C4ALLERIES, GLASGOW.

ut lllnstrations.

THE McLELLAN GALLERIES,
GLASGOW.

This admirable suite of Art Galleries and
reception-rooms has now been erected by the
Glasgow Corporation in Sauchiehall-street,
on the site of the old galleries which were
built for Mr. MeLellan about the middle of

last century. The site was largely extended
by the removal of three blocks of 'residential
flats facing Renfrew-street. The site levels
materially affected the plan, the Renfrew-
street level being, on an average, 24ft. above
that of Sauchiehall-street. The old main
entrance and corridor from Sauchiehall
street have been retained. These give access
to a spacious semicircular staircase, which
leads up to the art galleries' floor, on the
level of Renfrew-street. This staircase opens
on to a sculpture hall, from which access is

obtained to the various rooms. There are in

all eight galleries, four of which are 70ft.

long by 42ft. to 32ft. wide, two 42ft. square,
and two 21ft. square. The space below the
galleries, on the Sauchiehall-street level.

provides a hall to accommodate about LOdO
persons, two lesser halls, and ample ladies'

and gentlemen's cloakrooms and lavatories;
and, on the entresol floor, a curator's office

and bathroom, two large kitchens, a store-

room, and additional cloakrooms and lava-

tories. The main staircase is constructed of

ferroconcrete, finished in marble, the lower
walls being of Tinos green, the steps of Greek
white, and the landings of Greek white and
Tinos green marble. The sculpture-hall floor

is of oak wood-blocks, with a broad Tinos
green border, . and a dado of tlie same
material. All the roofs are of ferro concrete.

covered with rock asphalt, tliat of each
gallery being in the form of an oblons; dome.
pierced, in the case of the large gallery, by
three glass cupolas, of HelliwelTs patent
glazing and reinforced obscured glass. The
gallery floors are of edge-grain pitch-pine.

and the dado and other finishings of walnut,
french -poll shed. All the walls are plastered.

but have, as n special feature, five rows of

steel channel rails, at 2ft. Sin. vertical in-

tervals. This permits of the easy hanging
and removal of the pictures. .All the galleries

are heated by hot-water radiators in the

centre of the floors, the radiators being
enclosed in walnut settees. Fresh air is in-

troduced at these points, and vitiated air is

extracted by means of electrically-driven fnns

in the roof. The plans were prepared by.

and the work carried out under the super-
j

vision of the citv engineer. Mr. A. B.
McDonald, M.Tnst.C.E.. the survevor being
Mr. John Allan, and the chief contractors
for the various works Messrs. Train and
Taylor, while Mr. David Skinner acted ns

clerk of works. The new galleries, which
j

PRIXCIPAL PLAN, McLELLAN GALLERIES, GLASGOW.

were nau gurated bv an a itum
Royal Gl sgow I stitnte of tl

have met with ui iversal apprc
emine ntly suitable for tl eir f rpose. We

double-page plate of the sculpture hall, a

plan and section showing the approach, and
the hall below the art galleries.

PROVINCIAL TRAINING COLLEGE
AND PRACTISING SCHOOL, DUNDEE.
These buildings, of which we give a view^

and plans, are being erected on a somewhat
restricted site adjoining Dundee University

College. The plans show the general arrange-

ment of the administrative and classroom
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DEIIONSTRATIOX SCHOOL NEW TRAINING COLLEGE, DUNDEE.
Mr. T. llARTrs- Cappox, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

floors. The ground floor, which is semi-
basement and has a separate entrance for
students, is utilised for men's and women's
changing rooms, lavatories, etc., large gym-
nasium, with dressing-rooms ; wood and
metal workshops, dining-room, kitchen
offices, etc. ; while the third floor is set apart
for two laboratories, nature-studv rooms,
lecture theatre, art room, rooms for clay-
modelling, cookery. Isundry, and domestic
science. The pl.iiis of scliool show ground
and first floors, tlio third fl(.or being occupied
by art room, room for o!aymodelling, and
nature-study rooms, and a large part of flat

roof at back is occupied for nature studv,
conservatory, and re r. at inn purposes. For
the convenieiii ' ~ •

f^ and school
ronnpcted by
of classroom

J executed in

ni<i ih(> estimated cost
is about £50.000. The architect is Mr. T.
Martin Cappon, F.R.I.B.A., Dundee.

THE DARRACQ MOTOR COMPANY'S
NEW PREMISES, CL. NEW BONTD
STREET, W.
The above building was designed for

Messrs. A. Darracq and Co., Ltd.. as West-
End showrooms and offices, at a total cost
of about £10.000. It has a frontage to New
Bond-street of 18ft. 4in.. and a depth of about
110ft., and there is also an entrance in

Bruton-place. The front to New Bond-
street is faced with Portland stone from the
quarries of Mr. F. J. Barnes. The ground

pupils these t

an overhead
floor. The hi

red Dumfries

and first floors are used as showrooms, and
the walls of these floors are finished in Stuc,
the floors being in marble. A large lift is

provided in the centre of building to raise

the motor-cars from the lower ground floor

to the main ground floor and first-floor

levels, enclosed with ornamental iron guard.
The basement is let off as a store for works
of art. The second floor is used for offices

of the company, and the upper floors to be
let off as offices. As light was of the
greatest importance to the rooms the front
is practically a "frame" of stone, filled in

with iron fronts and glass. The general con-
tractors were Messrs. C. F. Kearley, Ltd.,
of 4, Great Marlborough-street. London. W.,
and among the various subcontractors were

:

for the stonework Mr. F. J. Barnes, Port-
land ; tiling and mosaics, Messrs. Diespeker
and Co. ; pavement lights. Hayward Bros, and
Eckstein. Ltd. Means of escape from fire to
pass the L.C.C. regulations are provided for
with external iron staircases and stepladders,
supplied and erected bv Messrs. F. A.
Norris and Co., 11 and 12, "St. Andrew's Hill,

E.C. These are constructed to give access
between the front and rear buildings con-
nected with long gangways at each floor level.

Mr. Thomas H. Mawson, Hon. A.R.I.B. A., and
special lecturer in Landscape Design at the
University of Liverpool, has been commissioned,
on the personal recommendation of the King
and Queen of the Hellenes, to prepare compre-
hensive plans for the extension, remodelling,
and beautification of the citv of Athens.

ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION, 1914.

The days set down for receiving works
this year "will be ; for water-colours, black-

and-white drawings, and architectural ex-

hibits, Friday, March 27 ; oil paintings,

March 28 and 30; sculpture, Tuesday.
March 31. The Exhibition opens on Monday,
May 4, and closes on Saturday, August 15.

The secretary, Mr. W. R. M. Lamb, will

send labels
" and forms to intending ex-

hibitors " during the month of March only,"

and applications must be accompanied by a

"stamped and addressed envelope." Only
three works may be sent by any one artist.

Hours of reception. 7 a.m. to 10 p.m., and

works must be delivered to the Burlington-

gardens entrance on the specified dates, as

above.

The parish church of Hove, built from designs

by the late Mr. J. L. Pearson, R.A., is about to

have a new stained-glass west window as a

memorial to the late King Edward. It is of six

lights.

At the quarterly meeting of the West Sussex

County Council, held at Chichester, a scheme fof

road improvements and repairs, estimated to

cost £41 000. was adopted. The Road Board has

offered a grant of £16,000 and a loan of £25,000.

The Health Committee of the Bradford Cor-

poration propose that the city architect be

instructed to proceed with the preparation of

plans for additional hou-ses to be erected on land

at Faxfleet-street. now used as allotment

gardens.

The Franklin Pierce statue commission of New
Hampshire have accepted the design by
Augustus Lnkeman. of New York City, for the

proposed statue of Pierce for the State House
Yard at Concord. The cost of the work is to be

14.500dol., and the monument is to be com-
pleted by October 15 next.

The Devon Education Committee were asked

at their last meeting to consider a proposal to

build science, art. and technical schools at

Torquay, at an estimated cost of £11.000. A
subcommittee was atinointed to confer with the

Torquay authorities" before approval of the

scheme could be recommended.

The new Roman Cathohc Church of the

Enilish Martvrs. in Roseneath-road. Salford,

buiU at a cos't of £2,300, was formally opened

last week. It is Romanesque in style, is built of

white-headed bricks, with terracotta mouldings

from designs by Mr. Henry Oswald Hill, of

Manchester, and will seat 300 people.

As memorials to the late Dr. Stubbs, Bishop

of Truro, a statue modelled by Mr. Nathaniel

Hitch is beinc placed in a niche in the west

porch of Truro Cathedral, and a stained-glass

window, to be executed bv Messrs. Powell, is

to be erected over the altar of the Chapel of

Intercession in the episcopal palace at Lis Escop.

Tlie housins committee of the citv council of

Cardiff have under consideration plans, prepared

bv Mr W Harpur, the citv engineer, for build-

ins 37 houses in Market-road, Canton, at an esti-

mated cost of £150 each, and for building

houses in Portmanmoor-road. as follows: 51

houses at .f 155 and £165 each. 45 at £175 each,

and 43 at £230 and £240 each, and also plans bv

Mr. W. H. D. Caple for building 34 houses at

.£135 and £145 each.

The orisinal foundation-stone of the East

India Docks was brought to light during

pumping operations on Saturday. It forms part

of the basecourse of one of the old quay-walls,

and the inscription shows that the stone was laid

on March 4. 1804. bv Joseph Huddart, F.R.S.,

the names of the engineers. John Rennie and

Ralph Walker, being added. The old clock-

tower, with its cupola, demolished during the

making of the East India Dock road, is being

replaced bv a replica by the Port Authority.

The new lock will be 80ft. broad, as compared

with 47ft. 9in. The depth will be increased to

31ft.. as compared with 24ft. lOin.

At Bridswater. on Friday, Mr. W. O. E.

Meade-King, on behalf of the Local Government

Board, conducted an inquiry into an application

by the rural district council for sanction to

borrow £1.400 for works of water supply at

Otherv. Mr. T. M. Reed, clerk to the council,

explained that out of a number of samples of

water taken in the villase. the great majority

were found, after an analysis, to be hi?lily

contaminated and not at all fit for drinkini:

purposes. By the extension of the water supr'"

it was proposed to suppy water for four hundr-

inhabitants. Evidence in support of the appli-

tion was given by Mr. W. A. Collins, survey-r

to the rural district council.
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DARRACy MOTOR COMPANY'S PREMISES,
CL. NEW BOND STREET, W.

Mr. R. I'RANK Atkinson, F.R.I. B.A., Architect.
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ASCENT OF THE GRAND STAIRCASE. NEW McLELLAN GALLERIES, GLASGOW
Mr. A. B. McDonald, Mem.Inst.C.E.. Cit\ Engineer Architect.
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
CERAMIC ART AT THE VICTORIA AND

ALBERT MUSEUM. — Mr. Grant on Friday
asked the President of the Board of Education
whether the destruction of the majolica columns
of the old ceramic gallery, or lecture-theatre
gallery, in the Victoria and Albert Museum,
has been so complete that not a single specimen
of them has been preserved.—Mr. Pease: None
of the columns in the old ceramic gallery has
been preserved; but all the originals, from which
the columns in the gallery were adapted, are
in the central refreshment-room, and they are,

students and
othe ng tc udv this cla of vs-ork.
Grant mquired whether it was the fact that
no specimens of Middle Victorian pottery con-
temporary with the majolica columns in the old
ceramic gallery of the museum had ever been
or were exliibited in that gallery; and, if so,
what steps he proposed to take'—^Mr Pease-
Between the years 1844 and 1869 more than
1.000 specimens of contemporaneous pottery, in-
cluding 356 pieces bought at the Paris Exhibitionm 1867, were purchased for the museum. A
great improvement in the general classification
of the collections is in the course of being
earned out by grouping the whole of the
examples of ceramic art, the property of the
museum, and by arranging the collection in the
new corridor of the lecture theatre. The new
ceramic gallery, now open to the public, has
been filled with specimens of the potter's art of
all countries and periods.

VALUATION OFFICER.?' SALARIES. -In
reply to a question by Mr. Pretyman. Mr.
Montagu state.l that the numbers of officials
employed lu the Valuation Office on January 31
last, and the amounts of their salaries, were as

^JlT'o'.r^';™""''"^- ^'5 " ""mber, salaries

il^li,^
7s.: temporary, 4,326, salaries

£412.941 4.. Total number, 4,641 officials.
sala t544,]

ROAD B

Januai
The a„„ ,

definitelv i

was £906.8
grants. Th
grants had

tual pav
69 for'

e objects
been in

execution
authorities

or prepn

proposed Brentfonl I

tion of which powers
County Council of
before Parliament.

tAVrS AND LOANS.—Mr.
^It Fell, slated that the

- of the Road Board on
1 to £2,833,747 14s. 7d.

inted and earmarked or
I" highway authorities in
ments to January 31. 1914,
loans and £2,380,132 for
for which these loans and
ilicated were in course of
iration by the highway
I. with the exception of the
-oop road, for the construc-

i were being sought by the
Middlesex bv a Bill now

CROWN PROPERTY IN REGENT-STREET
—Sir S. Scott asked the Secretary to the
Ireasury, on Monday, to state what were the
old ground-rents upon the Crown property in
Regent-street, and what were the new ground-
rents now asked for by the Crown for a renewal
of lease, together with the building require-
"Z"'^'—M""- Runciman, President of the Board
of Agriculture, who replied, said: The old
ground-rents of Crown property in Regent-street
(a street formed and sewered entirely at the
cost of the Crown) are not uniform, the rents
obtained on new lettings are based on the
present value of the land as certified by the
Crown Surveyor in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Land Revenue Acts, and vary
according to the position of the site, the relative
amount of frontage to back land included in
the letting, and other circumstances. A general
reply to the question is not, therefore, prac-
ticable. As relettings are effected, full informa-
tion including both old and new rents, is iriven
with the Commissioners of Woods
Parliament
building hi usually

reports to
igs in Regent-street, re-
een necessary to meet

nents, and has been carried out
s part of the arrangement for

reletting.-Mr. Lawson : Is increase of rent

M '?>^°^- ''^'*' °" "^« goodwill of the tenant?
-Mr. Runciman: No, ^ir. We try to avoid
assessing the goodwill of the tenant as far as
possible, and I understand the Crown Surveyors
have not taken that into account.

THE ROOF OF WESTMINSTER HALL.-On
Tuesday Mr. Whitehouse asked the hon. member
tor St. George's-in-the-East, Mr. Wedgwood
/«"• ."^ representing the First Commissioner

of Works, if he could make any statement as to
the condition of the roof of Westminster Hall
and the repairs necessary.—Mr. Wedgwood
IJenn: A very complete survey of eight trusses
and SIX bays, and a yery able and exhaustive
report and drawings have been prepared by Mr.
Baines. one of the principal architects in H.M.
Jllic of W orks. The First Commissioner hopes
to Pir. able to publish this report and place the
drawings, in original, in the Library for

Willia

members to see. It is proposed that the
trusses and three bays most affected by decay
shall be dealt with during the next financial
year. The present scaffolding, being purely for
survey and examination purposes, will be re-

moved, and the repair work carried out from a

movable steel supporting centre and scaffold.

He added in reply to further questions by Mr,
Lyall and Mr. Whitehouse, that he was afraid
it was impossible to say when the repairs would
be completed, and that he thought that when
the dangerous part of the roof had been
moved the public would be readmitted to the
hall.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
CARRICK-ON-SUIR.—An arbitration has just

been held before Mr. Francis Bergin, B.E.,
Dublin, at the town-hall, Carrick-on-Suir, as to
a dispute concerning the completion of the
Carrick-on-Suir water scheme between the urban
council and the contractors, Messrs. Martin and
Co., Drogheda. The council and their engineer,
Mr. James F. Eeade, allege that the service
reservoir has not been completed in accordance
with the specification and within the time laid

down in the terms of the contract. They also

complain of the restoration of the road-surfaces
which were opened up by the contractors for the
laying of pipes in Carrick urban district and on
the Dungarvan-road. About £14,000 is involved
in the contractors' claim.

THE SHEEKNESS HIPPODROME CASE.—
The end of the dispute over the Sheerness
Hippodrome, following a hearing which ex-

tended over several days, was reached on
Monday, with a- verdict in favour of the
plaintiffs, Messrs. Booth's Distillery, Ltd. "The

case was heard at the High Court of Justice,

London, before one of the Official Referees, Mr.
Muir Mackenzie. It opened on Monday,
January 26, and lasted over the week, and since

then Mr. Mackenzie had been down to Sheerness
to inspect the premises. The plaintiffs were
Messrs. Booth's Distillery, Ltd., of London,

Thomas Amos, of Cowcross-street, and
Martin, of Brockley, Kent; while the

defendant was Mr. Begoni Pareezer, lessee of

the Sheerness Hippodrome since April, 1910, and
actively connected with theatres at Lowestoft
and other places on the East Coast. The action

had been brought during the currency of the
lease to recover damages—first in respect of a

breach of the repairing covenant, and second for

the loss of fittings, goods, and chattels. As re-

garded the claim for a breach of the repairing
covenant, the defendant denied liabihty, but
with such denials had paid £75 into Court, while
as regarded the second part of the claim, it was
admitted that some few articles were missing,

and £15 had been paid into Court. The
plaintiffs sued for general damages, principally

on the ground that the license of the Hippo-
drome had been jeopardised by the defendant's
negligence when the Actors' Association lodged
a complaint with the Sheerness Urban District

Council as to the condition of the place, and the

local authority had threatened to withhold the
license. There was also a counterclaim in respect

of the plaintiffs having failed to keep the Hippo-
drome roof in repair, and that by reason of

that, water had entered the building, and had
damaged certain properties. Mr. Muir Mac-
kenzie reviewed the facts of the case at con-

siderable length. As regarded the counter-

claim, and so much of the defence as related

thereto, he had treated the obhgations of

keeping the walls and roofs in repair as obliga-

tions binding upon the plaintiffs, who had sued
mainly with reference to the interior, parti-

cularly as regarded the auditorium and the
gallery steps. The Official Referee said he could
not give effect to the contentions urged on
behalf of the defendant. The covenant, of which
evidence had been given, and which particularly

applied here, was absolute and of a definite

character. So far as the walls and roof of the
auditorium were concerned, he found that the
plaintiffs had not failed to comply with their

obligations, as detined in the covenant, and as

to the walls and fibrous plaster, he also found
that their condition was not due to damp. As
regarded the measure of the damages and injury

on the reversion of the lease, he had had to find

out what it would mean to put the Hippodrome
in repair now. He had been asked to award
t]iat amount, less some discount, and, on the
whole, making what he considered to be a fair

estimate, he found that £200 would be sufficient

to compensate the plaintiffs as damage to their

reversion. In respect of fittines. goods, and
chattels and so forth, he awarded £50 as suffi-

cient compensation, although it had been diffi-

cult to arrive at what might be considered a

satisfactory figure. On the whole, therefore, he
awarded the plaintiffs £250. and decided in their
favour on the counterclaim. Judgment would

be for the plaintiffs, the execution to be limited
to £160, bearing in mind the two sums of £75
and .£15 paid into Court. The following were
the witnesses in the case for the plaintiffs:—
Messrs. Marshall Harvey, architect and sur-
veyor, Sittingbourne; Mr. W. Sone, builder and
contractor, Gillingham ; George James Hare,
contractor and decorator, Sheerness; I. T.
.Mlison, builder and contractor, Sheerness;
Edward Leyy, manager to Mr. James Tower,
auctioneer and valuer, Sheerness; Felix Joseph
Kelly, managing director to the plaintiff firm;
William Mortimer Brutton, architect and sur-
veyor, London; Alexander Ronald McKean,
solicitor's clerk ; Edward Williams, a former
manager at the Hippodrome ; and Thomas
Moriarty, formerly employed at the Hippo-
drome. The following were called for the
defence:—Messrs. .J. S. Bills, auctioneer and sur-
veyor, of Sheerness and Queenborough

;

Leonard Bishop Grant, architect and surveyor,
Sittingbourne; Arthur Hamilton Warden, a
former manager: and Chillman Taylor,
builder's manager, Sittingbourne.

(But (^fkt fabk.

At n meeting of the geiieral committee
which lias been considering the question of

the advisability of forming a Ministry of Art,

held at No. 9, Conduit-street, on Tuesday, a

scheme prepared by an executiye committee
was discussed, and, with small alterations,

adopted. The scheme proposes the setting

up of a Ministry of Art, and it is intended
to lay it before the Government as a basis

for the formation of such a Ministry. The
suggestion is that there should be a Minister
at its head, with a permanent secretary and
a standing advisory council of some eighteen
members, a certain number of members
retiring each year in rotation. The members
should be recognised authorities in archi-

tecture, painting, and sculpture, also in in-

dustrial design and museums, and include one
antiquary, dramatist, musician, and literary

man, with ex-officio representatives of the

official departments concerned. The duties

of this council would be to advise tlie Minister

on all points pertaining to his department,

which would include the advising on all

sesthetic matters of public interest and legis-

lation affecting the same ; it would deal with

national museums and galleries, modern
national art, industrial art, the laying-out

and changes in cities, streets, public build-

ings, parks, etc., the preservation and the

amenities of towns, villages, and country-

side, and the acquisition and preservation of

national art treasures.

The Local Government Board has issued a

circular regarding the housing and town-

planning procedure regulations which have

now been in force nearly four years. Ex-

perience lias led the Board to the conclusion

that the regulations may be modified by (1)

the reduction from two months to four weeks

of the period required to elapse between tlie

service of notices of intention to prepare a

town-planning scheme and the making of

application to the Board for authority to

prepare the scheme; (2) omission of all

requirements as to service of notice on

occupiers of lands. The Board think the

regulations as altered will remove difficulties

hitherto experienced, and retain the neces-

sary safeguards.

Messrs. Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 11.

Henrietta-stre'et, Covent Garden, issue two

useful textbooks of American origin. The
first is "Architectural Drafting," by A.

Benton Greenberg, B.A.. and Charles Howe,
M.E. The method is good, and, moreover,

facilitates a course of study adapted to local

needs. The price is 6s. '6d. The next is

" Symmetrical Masonry Arches," by Prof.

M. A. Howe. It is a second edition, revised

and enlarged, and the price is 10s. 6d. The
volume includes natural stone and plain and

reiuforced-concrete arches.

"Local Legislation, 1913," by Frank Noel

Keen, LL.B., Barrister-at-law, of the Parlia-

mentary Bar ; 348 pages ; tabulated headings

and index. Cloth, medium oeta\o (9in. by

ejin.l Price 10s. net.
;

post free 10s. 4d.

2ial price for orders reaching the

publishers on or before March 31, 1914 ;
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7s. 6d. net; post free, 7s. lOd. (Walter
Southwood and Co., Ltd., 30, Craven-street,
Charing Cross, London, W.C.) is most
useful. It sets out in compendious form
numerous provisions of general interest con-
tained in private Acts of Parliament dealing
with such matters as sanitation, building
regulations, infectious disea.se, water-supply,
lighting, tramways, railless traction, super-
annuation, rating, and Local Government
finance. It deals with all the Acts, sixteen
in number, obtained by provincial corpora
tions and urban district councils in Kngland
and Wales in the session of 1913 which wore
considered by . the Local Legislation Com-
mittee of the House of Commons. About
1.400 sections from these Acts are classified

under convenient headings, for the purpose
of easy reference, and so as to show the

differences in the form of legislation applied
to different districts.

In a note on the gripping power of Port-

land cement bv H. Lnftsehitz f'Tonind.
Zeit." .xxxvii. 1491). the setting of Portland
cemcTit is assumed to be due to the formation
of a gel. which ultimately hardens to a lime-

aluminate-silicate mass and forms a close-

fitting network around any embedded inert

material. With concrete," such a network
.surrounding angular gravel or sand would
be stronger than one enclosing rounded
grains, and the strength attained with w.nslied

sand would be greater than unwashed, since,

in the latter case, the intervening layer of

soft clay prevents the surrounding network
from di'rectlv erippinc the grains of sand.

Similarly, with form cnncrete. rust is detri-

mental, as preventing close contact between
the iron and the surrounding gel.

Jlessrs. Harris and Sheldon, Limited, are

doing continuous good business. The report

of the directors for the year ending Dee. 31,

1913, cives as the prnfit.; to Ppermliop 31 as

£14.2,33 5s. 7d., and aftrT ninkiML- ample pro-

vision for depreciatinii. full nlinwanre for

bad and doubtful d.l-fv and paving all

management exnenso';. there remains a

balance of £15,53.-! lis. 4d., inelndinK ,£2.620

19s. bronsht forward from 1912, which it is

proposed to alloente as follows: To confirm

dividend on preference shares for the year
ending December 31. 1913. already paid,

£2,029 15s. 6d. ; to leasehold buildings re-

demption account. €340; to pay directors'

fees, free of !n^ mh,,, i;i\ i::inn: to resi^rve,

£4.000; to pav :i .1 .1 .1 M
. nr.linarv shares

of 7i per cent ^.i i' •
'• .• .nAn,a^ Dor :il,

1013. £2.411 IP-^^ i;,l _ In ,,,rrv balanoo

forward to next year. £3,251 17s, 4d,

The death is announced of Mr, Harry Davev,
who for thirteen vears was the surveyor for the
Hopton sub-district of the Brandon Rural
District Council.

Rochdale Town Council have decided to
purchase for £12,500 the Springfield Estate,
.Marland. as a site for a sanatorium for the
treatment of ronsiimption. The estate covers
nearly TOO acres.

The work of constructing a new light railway
from Dingwall to Cromarty was becnn last

week, the first sod bein? cut by Lady Bisnol,!

of Loch Rosque, The line will" be 18 miles in

length, and will cost £96.000. while it will p.ass

through good agricultural districts ITithrrtn
the only ways of reaching the count v town of

Cromarty have been by road or by ferry from
Invergorden.

The Earl of Northbrook laid on Wednesday
the foundation-stone of the Queen Alexandra
Nurses' Home at tin- Tripplrv" Hne|,iial at .\ltnn

The new nurs.-' i •,
.

. n i, , ...i ,i,,. .n.-.m-
tion being exi' ' n : i

a total of 270 li :
,

:

ing allows of fi:i ' ' :' 11. rf- .,•, ml
provides every nurse witli a spparalc room, with
recreation- and reading- and writing-rooms.

A very extensive addition to the architecture
of Liverpool is about to be erected next the
Lever Building, Pier Head, comprising new
offices for the Cunard Steamship Company. Ltd,
The architects are Messrs Willink andThick-
nesse, Castle-street. Livrrnr.el fiir- ,l,,s;f_.n is a
bold treatment of tl- V -

' "
handled with strong h<
by handsome pavilion
fat;ades which add int

and give it scale whicli :i :,, ; ^
the big buildings adjoining

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK

Won
r*!b

MoNn,\T.—Royal Institute of British Architects,
" London Railway Stations," by Paul
Waterhouse, F,E,I.B.A. 8 p.m.
Royal Society of .\rts. "Artistic

Lithography," Cantor Lecture No, 2.

by .Tosepli Pennell, 8 p,m.
Liverpool Architectural Society.

" Architectural Aspects of Tot
"

n n 1 L Patr ck Aberc
MA 6pm

TrESDAT.—Inst t
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WAGES MOVEMENTS,
LABOUR AND WAGES IN .JANU.\RY.—The

Board of Trade reports tlial . niployment in

January was good on tlie x.li'' mil -Imwed
no marked change compai. ] • I. I. i

.
\ mus

montli. The seasonal decl m ; 1 ling

trades continued, and thiT I

'

I Miing

in the brick, potfnv mi I I'an-

pared with the hi-li I '
I '• Mar,

employment show. , I ,
- ,:'m, m W , , ,, ihe

iron and steel tra.li .
m ,,

,

,
; .1, h, ,.il,cr

trades there wer.- ^-
:

- - i i i, ,.,-,,,, ants.

The changes tal.:inm nnaith affected

46,400 workp.o, , I .
a :nii received in-

the
effect of al

Dfonle involv
61.783, asron
52,066 in Jan

The salary of the engineer and manager of
ttie Ipswir-li Corporation's electricity undertaking
li i 1 ii a in< ,, :,.r,l by £100 per annum,

I
"I'ii

I 1h' total amount of loans sanc-
iM ; ' i; 11 and rural authorities under the

ll>ja,ii.^ .\c:., was £718,708, the number of
liouses to be erected being 3,132,

The urban district council of Wrotham, Mid-
Kent, adopted at their last meeting an amended
scheme of drainage and sewage-disposal for the
district prepared by their surveyor, Mr. Elliott,

The estimated outlay is £12,000.

.\l llio Carlisle Consistory Court on Tuesday,
' '' - II f Prescott granted an application bv

It of St. Lawrence. Appleby, for "a

In enable him to place over the west
! I lie chancel arch of that church the

:„,ii..iital colours of the old Westmorland
I Militia, which dates back from 1806 to 1816,

LATEST PRICES.
IRON.

Steel Joists, Belgian and German
(ex London) per t 1 fS 2 6 to £6

SteelJoists, English 7 10

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,,
Steel Girder Plates 7 9 6,,
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,,
Do,, Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Squ

8 10

20 ,,

Do,, Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 20s, per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. &c,, ,£8 1,5s to £9.
Ditto galvanised. £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No, 18 to 20, No, 22 to 34

6ft to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Bestdtto 13 ... 14
W re Nails (Points de Paris)—
3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B,W,G

8/3 8 9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per owt

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast Iron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9
Rolled Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Rolled Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 550
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 ,, —
Corr gated Iron, 24 gauge 16 „ —
Qalvan sed Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14BW.G 14 5 0,, —
B B Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised-
0to8 9 10 11 13 B.W.G.
£10 lOs. £10 158. £11 OS. £11 58. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes—
3n d ameter £6 2 6 to .£6 7

4n to 6in 6 0,, 650
7n to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od, per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5s, Od. per ton extra.]

P g Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall 110s. Od, to 1178. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 708. Od. „ 75s. Od
Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f ,o.b. (plus 24 per cent.)—
Gas Tubes '2 P.O.

Water Tubes "^

Steam Tubes 66i ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes f"

Galvanised Water-Tubes (

Galvanised Steam- Tubes f

OTHER METALS.
Spelter Silesian Per ton £21 10 to £21 15

Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 2 6,, —
Country 23 17 6 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 2 6 „ —
„ Country 24 17 6 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 25 2 15 „ —
Country 25 17 ,,

—
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 27 12 6 „ —

Country 28 7 6 „ —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 26 2 6 ,,

—
Country 26 17 6 „ —

dead Soil-pipe (np to 44in,l Town 26 2 6,, —
„ ,, „ Country 26 17 6 ,,

—
LOver 4iin. £1 per ton extra.)

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0„ —
CopperSheets, sheathing & rods 82 „ 82 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 73 10 „ 79

Tin, English Ingots 172 0., 172 10

Do,, Bars 173 0„ 173 10

Pig Lead, in Icwt, piga (Town) 20 1'2 6 „ —
Sheet Lead, Town 22 12 6„ —

Country 2:j 7 6 „ —
Genuine White Lead 29 15 „ —
Refined Red Lead 25 „ -
Sheet Zinc 29 „ -
Old Lead, against account 18 2 6 „ —
Tin per cwt. 10 5 „ —
Cut nails (per owli. basis, ordi-

nary brand 11 3 ,.
—

TIMBER.
OONBTRDCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard ;—
1st quality £38 to £45

Spruce Deals : St, Johns 10

„ ,, Miramichi 9 ;

Boards: Swag 11

Red Deals : Archangel 1st quality 21

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10

Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 13 10

White Deals ; Crown 14

18 10
11 10
10 10

Flooring : White and Planed—
1st and 2nd quahty mixed ...

let, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed
Red Planed, Ist quality

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards

Lignum Vitaj Per ton

yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5

Pitch Pine Logs 2 0,
Birch : Quebec Logs 3 3

Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7

Mahogany Goon 2

Per cubic foot.
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FURNITURE AND HARDWOODS.

Teak: Burmese per load, 50ft. :ei30 to f25
Teak: Java, per load. 50ft 16 „ 21

Per cubic foot.
OakPlanks: U.S.A., imported 1 9 to 2 6

„ Boards ., „ Prm. 3 0., 036
,, Mdm. 2 6,, 029

Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 2 4,, 036
Birch : Quebec logs 2 3,, 029

sawn planks... 13,, 020
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0. 080
Walnut : Prime boards and
planks 6 0,, 066

Walnut: Udm. „ „ 3 6 ., 4 6
Greenheart : Hewn logs 3 3., 040
Cedar : Cigar boi 4 9., 056
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime 3 4,, 029

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime 2 0,. 023

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ... 6 0,. 090

,, African. Assinee, &c. 5 0,, 066
„ Lagos and Benin 4 6,, 060
., Sekondi and Cape

Lopez 3 0,, 040
„ Gaboon 2 0,, 020

Satinwood : West Indian 10 ,, 14
Rosewood Per ton 8 0,, 13 3
Lignum Vitse 7 .. 14

STONE."
Bed Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube fO 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto ,, 2 3
Red Corsehill, ditto ... „ 2 i

Closeburn Bed Freestone.dilto ,, 3 il

Ancaster. ditto '..
,, 1 10

Greensbill, ditto ,, 1 10
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) 1 ID*

Hard York, ditto ,, 3

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ,, 13

•All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on read
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 17*

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,. 1 9J
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,, 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ., 1 fj

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Brown White

Delivered on road waggons
| ^I'^.foot^eube^"^

at Paddington Depot,
*o 3 3°°Ho « 4*

Nine Elms Depot, or (
" ^" ' ^ - *" ' *2

Pimlico Wharf )

SLATES.
in. in. £ a. d. per 1,000 of

Blue Portmadoc ... 20x10 ... 12 12 6 1,200 at r.stc.
16x 8 ... 6 12 6

Blue Bangor 20x10 ... 13 3 6 „ ,,

,
20x12 ... 13 17 6

FirstQuality 20x10 ... 13 „ „
20x12 ... 13 15
16X 8 ... 7 5

Eureka unfading
green 20x10 ... 15 17 6

20x12 ... 18 7 6
18x10 ... 13 5
16x 8 ... 10 5

Permanent green... 20x10 ... 11 12 6
18x10 ... 9 12 6
16x 8 ... 6 13 6

BBIOKS.
(All prici

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15
Fecond Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Bed Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
. Ruabon Facing ... 5
Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks

2iin. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic

[

Facing Bricks

.

10 6

(Net, delivered in

1
full truck loads
in London

Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,0(

Bricks £2 10

3J" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2

Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17
Sewer Arch Brick not more than 34' in

r thickest part 2

ii' Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6

3i' ditto ditto through and through 2

3k' Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 21" and i" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7

Accrington Air Bricks ,
9" x 2 course deep, each

Ditto ditto 9" xl course

ditto 44- ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto 4*- ditto ditto ... (

4»- ditto ... (

ditto q- ditto ditto ditto ... C

ditto cr ditto ditto ditto ... (

ditto q- ditto ditto ditto ... C

ditto 9- ditto ditto ditto ... C

Net free on rail or tree on boat at works

GLAZED BRICKS.
HARD OLAZES, (PER 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Bn£f. Cream. Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

f12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6
Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins, BuUnose, and 4iin. Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square—

18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, BuUnose Stops

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers £22 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6

C impass bricks, circular and arch bricks \ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours y ing 9in.

C.imber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4iin
Is. 2d. each ' by 2?in.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
H,3aders, £1 per 1.000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations.

B. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0.,
Thames Ballast 6 „

s. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G :ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge tor sacks.
s. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
s. (J. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tUes 43 per 1000 ry.stn.

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7perdoz
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ,. .,

Ornamental tiles 53 6 „ „ „
Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz. „ .,

Ruabon red , brown, or brindled
do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., .,

Ornamental do 60

Hip tiles • * perdoz
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles:—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ ,

Ornamental do 48 6

Hiptiles 3 104perdoz. „ „
Valley tUes 3 4i
" Rosemary " brand plam

tiles « per 1000,, „
Ornamental tiles 50 „ „ „
Hip tiles i perdoz
Valley tiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 43 6 per 1000 .. ,

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „ „ ,.

Hip tiles i perdoz
Valley tiles .•..•• 3 6

HartshiU" brand plam tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 „ „

Pressed *l °

Ornamental do 50 „ „ ,,

Hip tUes * perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 ....

OILS.
Rapeseed,EngUshpale,p6rtnn£38 15 to £29 5

Do brown 26 15 ,, a7 5 u

Cottonseed, refined S ,S S " 5S S S

gocoa^nu?, Cochin 46 „ 46 10

nn r^vlon 43 10 ,, 43

Do" ^uritius".:: " .: •• ^ lO O „ 43 O O

Pa°lm^agos.... 33 5 „ 33 5

DO. Nut Kernel ..... 35 35 10

silrrn ;;..... ... 30 .. 31

STcatiig U.S per gal, 7 0.. 080
Peta-oleum refined ? 2 S* " ? in n
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0"

J
1°

Do., Archangel ... » 19 ^ •• ^ ° °

Linseed Oil per gal. 2 3^ „ —
Baltic Oil

n I q
•• -

Turpentine u ^ J ..

Putty (Genuine Lin-
1 ^^ 8 0., -

seed Oil) )

Pure Linseed OU

1

10 ..
—

"Stority" Brand!

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz. 32oz

Fourths M. ... 3d. ... 3id. ... 4ld.

Thirds 2id. ... 3td. ... 4W. ... Bid.

Jluted Sheet m. ... 3|d. ... 6id. ... 7d.

Hartleys EngUsh Boiled Plate; ^. =/ion. im-

Figured Boiled and Eeponsslne ^^'®' ^"^^

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.
Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10 u
Superfine Hard-drying Oak. for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Palo Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French OU 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 1 4 U
Extra Pale Paper 13 9
Best Japan Gold Size 10 9
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and .Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16 U
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
Mr. Clifford A. Aish, F.S.I., L.E.I.B.A., lias

removed to 526, Oxford-street, and his telephone
number is now " Mayfair 6661."

Under the direction of Messrs. Blaucliarrt and
Wheatley, architects, Hull, Boyle's latest patent
"Air-pump" ventilators have been applied to
Xew Wesleyan Chapel, Anlaby Common, near
Hull.

The Right Hon. the Lord Mayor of Loudon
will open an international advertising exhibition
<a Holland Park Hall, London, W., on April 27.
ll will provide a comprehensive display of the
resources and methods of modern advertising,
which should convince those who do not
advertise of the necessity of doing so in con-
ducting modern commeicial operations.

The salary of Mr. W. E. Jones, county sur-
veyor of Anglesey, has been increased by JE15 per

The corporation of Eye have engaged Mr. E.
J. Silcock, M.Inst.C.E., of Westmmster and
Leeds, to prepare a scheme of sewerage and
sewage disposal for the borough.

Mr. John Sargent, R.A., has given to the Fitz-
wiUiam Museum, Cambridge, a characteristic
oil-study of a Sicilian Peasant, painted on his
visit to that country a few years ago.

Contracts have been placed with a Devizes
firm of builders for the extension of the Central
Flying School at Upavon by the erection of
several new sheds for aeroplanes.

Prince Arthur of Connaught will take the
chair at the one hundredth auniversary dinner
of the Artists' General Benevolent Institution,
at the Whitehall Rooms, Hotel Metropole, on
May 6.

On Thursday evening in last week, the Bishop
of Manchester consecrated the recently-com-
pleted north aisle and organ transept of St.
John's Church, Thornham, an edifice consecrated

The new two-sioried porch to the church of

St. Alphage. London Wall, E.G., was dedicated
on Wednesday. It is Late 14th Century iu style,

and contains above the entrance a six-

light window with traceried head. Mr. Henry
Ling is the architect.

The Exch
Hon. Waltc
proceedings

-quer Court of Ontario
r Cassels presiding, is

in Toronto for the expr

, with the
conducting
priation of

Adelaide-street property to be used as a site for
the new general post-office. The new building
will take in the entire block bounded by
Victoria, Lombard, Church, and Adelaide streets.

The Bucks Countv Council have approved a
scheme involving aii expenditure of £30,000 in

the reconstruction of portions of the London and
Oxford main road and Watling-street main road.

The work will comprise completely new stone
foundations and surfacing, so as to be capable of

withstanding the constant traffic of heavy motor-
lorries and traction-engines.

Mr. P. M. Crosthwaite. a Local Government
Board inspector, has held an inquiry at

Bcuehton-under-Blean. re the application of the

Faverham Rural District Council for sanction to

liorrow a sum of £5,000 for the extension of the

Boiighton water supply into areas in Boughton
parish not at present served, and also in part

of Dunkirk parish. Mr. Howard Humphreys, of

Westminster, the engineer, outlined the scheme.

Fireproof wooden shingles (roofing tiles) are

being made in the Forest Products laboratory of

the University of Wisconsin at a cost of ISdol.

per thousand^ The method consists of forcing

into the wood, under pressure, such chemicals

a; ammonia sulphate and ammonia phosphate. It

is claimed that the new process is commercially

practicable, and extended experimenting is ex-

pected to lower the cost.
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OBILVIE&CO.si.co
Bunhill Row.

Mildmay Avenue. ISLINBTONjN
EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS 4 DECORATIONS. ^''J]^^'

Olivers'

Seasoned
Heu'dwoods,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.O.

TENDERS.
•,* CorreBpondentB would in all cases oblige by givinp

the addresses of the parties tenderins—at any rate, of

the accepted tender ; it adds to the valne of the informa-

Alcoxuvry.— For reconstructing Matchams Bridge,

for Hunts County Council. Mr. H. Leeto, Market-

place, Hnntingdon. county surveyor :
—

Rose and Son, Whittlesay £-126

Allen and Sons. Brampton ... 370 7

Thackray and Co., Huntington* ... 36tJ 17 6

County surveyor's estimate, £iOO.

Aldeksbot.—For alterations to old market premises,

for Meetrs. Park and Sparkhall. Messrs. Friend and
Lloyd, Aldershot, architects :—

Kemp, G., and Co., Elms-road,
Aldershot £2,309

Snuggs, W. J., Frederick-street,

Aldershot 2.348

Edgooae, W. L., Church-lane,
Aldershot 2,224

Ciesar Bros.. Hale, Famham,
Surrey (accepted) 2,155

Aldekshot. — For alterations to shopfronts,

Wellington-street, Aldershot, for Messrs. Nelson and
Goodrick. Messrs. Friend and Lloyd, Aldershot,

architects :—
Kemp, G., and Co., Elms-road,
Aldershot £317

Ciesar Bros., Hale, Famham,
Surrey 329

Snuggs, W. J., Frederick-street,
Aldershot (accepted) 308

BcKFORD.—For the erection and completion of council

school, Burford, Oxon. Mr. William A. Daft, A.E.I.B.A ,

9, New-road, Oxford, architect and surveyor :
—

Simms, J., and Sons, Oxford
Pcther, C, and Sons, Burford ...

Franklin, Ltd., Deddington
Chick, P., Highworth
Bosher, Sons, and Co., Choisey ...

Kimberley, J., Banbury
Wyatl. G., and Son, Oxford
Cox, A., and Sons, Abingdon
Bowley, J., and Sons, Leohlade ...

Groves, A., and Sons, Milton.
under-Wychwood ,

Turner, R., Kingham
Hutchins and Sons, Oxford
Wooldridge and Simpson, Oxford*

• Accepted.

CASiBEiiWELi., S.E.—For erecting a new school in Cork-
street, Camberwetl, for the London County Council :

—
Thome, F. and T., Isle of Dogs ...£23.617

£2,8.50

2.1)!)1 13

2,525
2.495 6 8

2,480
2,450

2,225
2,196 18
2,08)

2,053

road 21,876
Wallis, G. E., and Sons, Hay-
market 21,84i

Godson, G., and Sons. Kilburn ... 21.197
Leng, T. D., Deptford 21,153
Lawrence, W., ahd Son, Finsbury
Circus 21,072

Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 20,093

Moss, W., and Sons, Ltd., Lough-
borough " ... 20,778

Smith, J., and Sons, Ltd., South
Norwcoil 20,.->50

Marsland, J., i Sons, Walworth* 20,549
Architect's estimats, i;il,383

• Accepted.

Cbosskkss, S.B.—For the wiring and fitting for
electric lighting of the new building in connection with
the enlargement of Crossness pumping station, for the
London County Council :—

Tredegar and Co., Westminster ... £716
Cash, H. J., and Co., Ltd., West-
minster 648

Pearson, R. H. and J„ Ltd.,
Notting Hill Oato . 575

Foot© and Milne, Ltd., West-
minster 57-1

Hawkins, A., k Sons, Southwark* 669
• Recommended for aocoptance.

DEvo.troRT.— For new frontage and alterations to
dtaper> premises in Market-street, Devonport, tor
Mesan H., J., and E. A. Boolda :—

Tnrpin, C. B., Plymouth (accepted).

DOKSDEK—For additions to council school. Eyes
Dunsdcn (Sonning Cociimon), Oxon. Mr. William
Datt. A.R.I.B.A.. 9, New-road, Oxford, architect :—

Cox, A., and Sons, Abingdon ... £611
(Accepted.)

FiNpnuRv.— For installing heating apparatus
the Vernon-E<ittare school. Central Finsbury. for I

London County Council :
—

Palowkar and
Christie, J. C, Aldgate
Deane, E.. and Beale, Ltd.,
Monument-street

Wilson and Smith. West Strand...

Cormack. .1., and Sons, Ltd.,
Westminster

Knight, T. S., and Sons, Great

£1,568

land-i

Pean Ltd.,

1,150

I Gate .

Brighteide Foundry & Engineering
Co., Ltd., Victoria-street

Cash, H. J., and Co., Ltd., West-

Freer, W.. Grays-inn-road'
Architect's estimate, £1,200.

* Recommended for acceptance.

FuLHAM, S.W.—For remodelling the council school in

Star-lane, Fulham, for the London County Council :
—

Leslie and Co., Ltd., Kensington
Square £18,255

Wallis, G. E., and Sons, Ltd

,

Haymarket 17,994
Willmott, J.,andSon8, Homsey... 17,346

Downs, W., Walworth 17,286

ChesBum, J., and Sons, South
Place 17,095 19 6

Marsland, J., and Sons, Walworth 16,457

McManus, J., Hammersmith-road 16,386

Bowver, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 16,335

Blake, W. E., Ltd., Fulham* ... 15,431
Architect's estimate, £16,900.

Accepted.

Hasimeksmith, 8.W.—For remodelling the Victoria
Hammersmith, for the London County

Thorne, F. and T., Isle of Dogs ... 15,725
Wallis, G. E., and Sons, Ltd.,
Havmarket 14.875

Garrett, J., and Son, Balham Hill 14,498

Carmichael, J.. Wandsworth ... 11,456
Patman and Fotheringham, Ltd.,

Islington 14,023
Bowver, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 13.097

Soole, S. N., and Son, Richmond 13,6:iJ

Smith, W., and Son, Harleyford-
road 13,617

Brand, Pettit, and Co., Tottenham 13.493

Moss, W., and Sons, Ltd., 43,

Bedford-row (accepted) 13,263 5 10

Architect's estimate, £14,350.

HoLBECK,—For constructing bridge over Low Beck,
Domestic-street, for the Leeds Corporatiju. Mr. W, T.
Lancashire, Municipal Buildings, Leed.^, architect :

—
Builders' work :

—
Throup and Sons £8J0 3

Iron and steelwork :
—

Clayton, Son, and Co., Ltd. ... 3S8 11 8

H'tNiLET.—For erection of a house, outbuildings, &c..

for Mr. Herbert L. Wade, Honiley, Warwickshire. Mr.
Charles F. Bateman. 18, Bennett's-hill, Birmingham,

Redhouse
Benfleld and Loxley
Foster and Dicksee ..

Smith, J
Kingerlee
Franklin
Bowen, T. W.
Willcock
Briley

East Court
Parnell

Collins and Godfrey

Sapcote
Smith, G. F.

Bishop ...

Blvins ...

Cleaver
Crowder
Smith, F. H.
Bowens
Espley ...

Barnsley

Gibba .'.'.'

Langley

Bragg
Revised e

Collins and Godfrey
Barnsley
Espley
Langley
Bragg. Solihull, Warwickshire

* Accepted, subject to U par c

16,574
15.600
15 462

14.812
14.880

14.800
14,719
14,875
14,577

14,670
14,567
14,429
14,395
14,266
14,000

13,040
13 760

, discoun

KiNBswAT, W.C—For the demolition and clearance
of Old Stanhope-street school in Kingsway and Kahn-
street, for the London County Council :

—
Marshall, W. (accepted) £56
Highest tenaer of 13 received by the Council.

LoKDoK, S.E.—For the supply of an additional
motor fire-engine, for the fire-brigade committee ot the
Loudon County Council :

—

Simonie, Henry, and Co.,
Walthamstow (accepted) ... £825

16,268

Le-wisham, S.W.—For enlarging the council school
at Hither Green, for the London Countv Council :

—
Carmichael, J., Wandsworth ... £16,472
King. W., and Son, Vauxhall
Bridge-road 16,319

Akers, W., and Co., Ltd., South
Norwood

Thorne, F. and T., Isle of Dogs
Wallis, G. and E., and Sons, Ltd.,
Haymarket 16.984

Thomas and Edge, Woolwich ... 16,972
Garrett, J., and Son, Balham Hill 16,444
Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 16,297

Smith, J., and Sons, Ltd., South
Norwood 15,136

Smith, W., and Son, Harleyford-
road (accepted) 14,820

Architect's estimate, £15,000.

London.—For the supply of (1) 500 tons special
section rolled steel bar for type 25 A magnets ; and
(2) 84 tons special section rolled steel bar for type 26 A
magnets, required in connection with the main-
tenance of magnetic brake equipments over a period of
twelve months, for the London County Council. Prices
per ton :—

(I)—A. (2)-B. (1)—C. (2)—D.
Brown and Tawae, London Wall-buildings, E.C.

—

£9 12 6 ...£9 12 8 ... £9 2 6 ... £9 2 6

Ditto do. (alternative)—
8 7 6 ... 8 7 6 ... 7 17 6 ... 7 17

Colville, D., and Sons, Ltd., Old Broad-street, E.C.-
9 5 9 5 9 6

Murdoch. R., and Co., Glasgow—
9 6 ... 9 5 ... 9 6 ...

Bain, W., and Co., Ltd., Coatbridge, Scotland-

9 6

and Co , Ltd., Bolton-
8 ... 8 ... 8

McLellan, P. and W., Ltd., Glasgow-

Schultz, G., and Co., Ltd., Bush-lane, B.C.—
7 2 6 ... 7 2 6 ... 7 2 6 ... 7 2 t

Cargo Fleet Iron Co., Ltd., Middlesbrough——
... — ... 6 16 8 ... 6 16 (

Batt, J., & Co. (London), Ltd., Old Broad-street, B.C.-
7 ... 7 .. 6 15 ... 6 15 C

Frodingham Iron Ik Steel Co., Ltd., Scunthorpe, Lincs-
6 119 ,., 6 14 9 ... 6 14 9 ... 6 14 i

Brown, A., S Co., Cannon-street. B.C. (agent for 8ocie;o

Anonyme des Acieries d'Angleur, Belgium) —
7 1 6 ... 7 1 6 ... 6 10 ... 6 10 (

•Lilleshall Co., Ltd., Prior's Lee Hall, Salop—

* Accepted for both sections delivered at either place.

Total amount of tender, approximately £3,706.
Estimate of the chief officer of tramways, £4,450.

(1)—A. (2) -B.— Delivered on floor of the Council's
central car-repair depot or of any other stores within
120 miles of Leicester. (D—O. (2)—D.—Delivered in

truck to siding at the Council's depot. Angerstein
branch of South-Eaatern and Chatham Railway.

LYiiiNGTOK.—For electricall.Y.driven plant at the
sewerage station, for the town council :—

Crompton & Co., Ltd . (accepted) £346 10 5

Margate.-For erecting a pavilion at West CUffe
gardens, for the town council :

—
Lester, T. (accepted) £285

Margate.—For the supply of l.OOOyds. of 8in. cast-iron

water main, in 12tt. length, to be laid from Hengrove,
through Garlinge to the junction of All Saints-avenue,
in Canterbury-road, for the town council :

—
Stanton Ironworks Co. (accepted), cast-iron pipes,

£7 2a. per ton ; and specials, £11 158. per ton.

Nbwcastle-on-Tvne For building a council school
in Walker New-road, for the Newcastle Education
Committee —

Heath, F. H., and Co., Ltd., Man-
chester (accepted) £1,647

North Kensington, W.—For sanitary improve-
ments at the Womington-road school. North Kensing-
ton, for the London CLiunty Council :

—
Crook, H. W., & Son, Ltd., West-
boume-grove

"' " "

Ben . T., Ltd.,

Ciodson, G., & Sons, Kilburn-lane
Tennant, I. U., & Co.. Willesden-
green

1,371

Fletcher, F. W., Tooting 1,035

Triggs and Co., Clapham 947

Finch, B., and Co., Ltd., Lambeth 920

Beattie, W., Westminster 852

Heath.T.W., & Son, Kensington* 761 5

Architect's estimate. £012.
* Recommended for acceptance.

Poplar, B.—For rebuilding Woolmore-street council

school. Poplar, for the London Count.y Council ;—
Cheasum. J., and Sons, 7a, South

Place £17.5;/7

Wall, C, Ltd., Upoerne-road,
Chelsea

Thorne, F. andT., Isle of Dogs ...

Rowley Bros., Wood Green
Wallis, G. B., and Sons, Ltd.,

Havmarket
McCormick and Sons, Ltd., Essex-
road 16.a',i8 u

Patman and I'olheringham, Ltd.,

Islington 15.823

Shurmur, W., and Sons. Ltd.,

Upper Clapton 15,768

Lawrence, W., and Son, Finsbury
Circus 15,757

Marsland, J., and Sons, Walworth 15,421

Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 15.317

Brand, Pettit, & Co., Tottenham* 16,236

Architect's estimate, £16,950.
• Accepted.

17,280

16.447
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Shoeeham-bt-Sea.—For erecting school, for the We3t
Sussex Edacation Committee. Mr. H. P. Roberts,
F.R.I.B.A., Thnrloe Hoase, High-stieet, Worthia?,
architect :—

Gates, W. A., & Sons, Shoreham-
by-Sea £1,700

Waters, H. and E., Forest Bdw .. 1.689
Bodle and Addison, Eastbourne ... 4 -169

Baker, H., and Son, Horsham ... 4,139
Loneley, J., and Co., Crawley ... 4.135
Peskett. A., and Co., Crawley ... 4.074
Potter, G., Horsham 4,050
Lindfield, H., and Son, Horsham 4,038
Cook, E., and Sons, Crawley ... 4,020
Yonng, R., Shoreham-by-8ea ... 3,983
Parsons and Sons, Hove 3,929
Cnid, B. H., Shoreham-by-Sea ... 3^894
Sandell.F., and Sons. Worthing... 3.810
Rowland Bros., Horsham 3 799
Willett, W., Shoreham-by-8ea*... 3,791

* Accepted.

of the parishes of Great Cressingh
North Pickenham, for the Housi
Swaffham Rural District Council :

Boulton and Paul, Norwich
Foreman and Sons, Lynn ...

Harvey, A. E., Watton
Read and Wildbar, King's Lynn...

".., Gaywood

£4,C85
3.413
3,395 19

3,312
3,264
3,244
3,190 19
3,067 17

Banham, 0,

Howes, J. J., IVi

Blyth & Son Foulsham (accepted)
For twelve cottages only :—

Jeffries, G., Swaflham 2,636
, S., Watton l,99o

Wiif:
iDBhar

County Council

, S.W.—For the enlar
Ensham council schools, Wandsworth,

and Son, Vanxball
Bndge-road £7.735

Garrett, J., and Son, Balham Hill 7,714
Carmicbael, J., Wandsworth ... 7,693
Higgs. P. and H. F., Heme HUl... 7,693
Smith, J., and Sons, Ltd., South
Norwood 7,io9

Triggs and Co., The Chase,
Ciapham 7,150

Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 7,300

McManus, J., Hammersmith-road 7,177
Lole and Co. , Chelsea (accepted) . .

.

6,992
Architect's estimate, £6,995.

Woolwich, S.E.—For the provision of
the car-shea extension. Abbey Wood, for the London
County Council :—

For the supply of traverser and ploughs-
Brush Electrical Engineering Co.,

Ltd.* £437

For electrical equipment to same

—

British Westmghonoe Electric
Manufacturing Co., Ltd.* ... 184 6

• Recommended for acceptance.

WooLwic H, S.B.-FortheenlargcmentoftheMaryon-
park tchool, Woolwich, by 256 places, lor the London

Mills, W., and Sons, Ltd., Black-
heaih £5,711 10 6

Longiey, J., and Co., Crawley ... 6,490
Thomas ana Edge, Woolwich ... 5,270 10
Kent, H., Hither-green 6,188
Brand, Pettit, Jt Co., West Green-

road 6,117
Friday and Ling, Erith 6,116
Groves, H., Greenwich 5,060 9
Houoway, H. L., Deotford ... 4,947
Bowjer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
^orwood 4,941

Roome, E. A., and Co., Hackney 4.762
Gorham, F. J., Greenwich* ... 1,656 8 6

Architect's ebtimate, £1,919.
* Kecommended for acceptance.

TO OOSBESPONBENTS.
It ; rticularly sted drawings

matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Building News, Ellingham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C, and not to
members of the stall by name. Delay is not infre-
quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other

the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be'liable
tor, unsought contributions.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. ,-Vll communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to

' correspondents.

*,* Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details ot old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,
on mutually advantageous terms, which may be

I ascertained on application.

VVhen favouring us with drawings or photogranhs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
ouudlng has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
5oma time executed, except under special circum-
itances.

' Telephone: Gerrard 129L

Telegrams: "Timeserver, Estrand, London."

NOTICE,
lound copies of Vol. CV. are now ready, arid slioul
be ordered e.arl.v (price 12s. each, by post lis. 5d.,

'x\\n;l

just ended should order at on
soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for I

News, price 2s., post free 2s.
from any Newsagent, or 1

EHingha t. Strand, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part ol
he United Kingdom; for the United States,
:i Gs. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France or BelRlum,
:l 6s. od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India. £1 Cs. od. To anj
if the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
;ape. the West Indies, or Natal, £1 Cs. Od.

*,*Our Direct Subscription Agents for Australia
re .Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co., Printers and
'ublishers. Ill, York Chambers, 103, Liverpool-street,
-vdr.ey. New South Wale- for Japan. Messrs. Z. P.

*,* The special rate to Canada is £1 Is. 8d.
-5dol3. 27c. for 12 months, and 10s. 10d. = 2dols. G4c.
ix months- n,: hjr,,; .siihscription Agents for
'anada hi., m - Ltd., 302, Shaughnessy

to The Str.I.nd Ntnsp.U'ER Company! Lnin-E'D'^^and
crossed London Counly and Westminster Bank.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.

The charge for Competition and Contract Adver
tisements. Public Companies, and all otlicial adver-
tisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first
hue counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s.
for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Laud Sales, and Ms-
eellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-
tion Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 50 words. Special terms for series

tion to the Publisher.

Situations Vacant aso Paktneiisiiii

The charge for advertisemeu
I'acant " and "Partnerships"
rwenty-four Words, and Sixpen

for "Situa

Situations Wanted.

Advertisements not exceeding Thirty Words
inclusive of name and address, are inserted undc
the heading "Situations Wanted," Iree ol charge.

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, anc
special and ' other positions, can be obtained oi
application to the Publisher.

or stop orders
for serial advertisements must reach the oflice by
Tuesday morning to secure attention.

•,* Replies to advertisements can be received at
the Olllce, Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street,
Strand, W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded

Eeceited.—W. W.—W. O. and Son.—C. A. P , Ltd.
—W. P. T. and Co.—D. and Co., Ltd.—F. M. and
Co., Ltd.—L. U. D. C—C. and Co., Ltd.-D. Bros.,
Ltd.—F. G. E. aud Co.—J. C. K., Ltd.—C. and B.—
H. G.—H. W. S.—C. and Co.—W. and Co., Ltd.—
T. T.—F. F. Co.—B. T. and M.-E. C. C.

N. G,—Yes.
M. S. A.—Please send.

Pre-historic.—Thanks : a little out of our sphere.

Alfred Sang.—Many thanks. We will take an early
opportunity of using.

Price.—We think not. There are some useful hints
in our first article this week.

Sixpenny ST.iMP.—We said as much last week, and
(luite hope with you that the course you suggest
may be taken.

i. J. Williams.—Undoubtedly it does. But he is a
comparatively venial sinner I We have given far

of the wiles of the advertising

An Absolutely

Unique Work on

Decoration

By R. GOULBOURN LOVELL, A.R.i.B.A.

"Home Interiors" is an absolutely unique
work for all interested in any way in the
application of colour to internal decoration.

Not only does it contain a series of 3S large
facsimile water-colour drawings, providiBg, in
complete detail, suggested decorative schemes
for all sorts of houses, with full half-size detail

plans, instructions, etc. It does much more
than this.

Patented Colour Charts.

It provides, for the first time, the means of
drawint; up similar schemes, and, indeed, colour
schemes of any kind with absolute ncciiriicij. For
this purpose, it includes a series of patented
mechanical colour charts, designed for the
selection of colour schemes and harmonising
colours. By the use of these charts, the exact
complementary of any given colour is at once
disclosed, and at the same time not only those

other colours that can he used to produce any
desired scheme, but also the proportion of each
that must be used to give the best possible effect.

These charts teach, moreover, in a particularly

valuable manner, the whole theorj' aud practice

of coloui-.

Large Water-colour Drawings.

But apart even from this unique invention,

the many large facsimile water-colour drawings
of specimen rooms would be extremely valuable

as showing practical and economical schemes of

decoiation that will appeal as being decidedly

novel and at the same time in the best of taste.

Moreover, these plates are the first large-size

plates which show how windows can be treated

effectively and without obscuring light.

Full Working Details.

Each plate is accompanied by full half-size

details, as well as complete explanatory notes,

explaining its principles and objects, and pointing

out an alternative scheme where, for any reason,

it cannot be adopted in its entirety.

BUILDING NEWS, October lltb, says :—

"Til. -;.i,i!l iiHis, holder, at a rental of from
tj", I

i l7". ,1 ,. 11, has not had much done for
Imim .1,-1. is liie economical and effective
.1, .

. 1 . : : home, and 'Home Interiors'
will |.i..\. .1 I II to decorators and designers
of such dwelliuf,'s and all concerned in their
adornment. We cordially recommend the work
to all."

The work, however, is so unlike any other

ever published that a clear idea can better be
given by the

FREE BOOKLET,
which will be sent free of charge, and without

any obligation, upon receipt of this form.

To the Caxton Publishing Co., Ltd.,

130, Surrey Street, London, W.C.

Please send me, free of charge, booklet on
" Home Interiors " and your offer to deliver the

work as published for a first payment of 2s. 6d.

only, the balance being paid by small monthly
payments.

NAME
(Send this form or a postcard.

ADDRESS
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

21—Wesleyan Methodist Charch, Carcroft J. C. Starkie, 52, HaU-gate, Doncaster.
2—Desiens for Pablio Baths. The Barroajhs. HeniiQ (H. W.

Wills, F.R.IB.A.. Aasessor) £100, £75, and £50 H. Hnmphris, Clert Council Offices, Hendon. N.W.
5—Bank. St. Peterebare (Five Premiaras, amoantin
9- Water Snnply and Drainaze Scheme for Villase c

20— Public Mnsenm and Art Gallery, Belfast (John J. Ba
A.B.S.A.,LL.D..

April 2—Departmental and Courts Buildings. Ottaw* (T. B.
Collcntt, J. H. G. Russell, and J. O. Marchand,
Asscesore). Double Competition, five unsuooessfal
competitors in second to receive 3,000dol. each R. C. Desrochers. Department of Public Works. Ottawa, Ont.

,, 11—Ferro-concrete Bridge over the Mense, Heer- The Bureau des Travaus, Maison Communal. Heer, Vamur.
May 1—Workshops for (;hiljan State Railwavs, Valparaiso The Com. Intell. Branch, Board of Trade, 73. Basinghall-st., B.C.

4-New St. Paul's Bridge, Designs for (Sir W. Emerson,
P.P.R.I.B.A., AssefBor) £300, £100 The Town Clerk, Hallkeeper's Office, Guildhall, E.G.

June 20—Champlain Tercentenary Uonament, Orillia, Oatario
Canada (limit of cost £4,100) The Canadian High Commissioner. Victoria-street, S.W.

„ 30—Villa-Flats at the Lido, Venice (limit of cost £80,000) £480, £320, £2C0 Direzione della Csmpaania Italiana dei Grandi Alberghi,
S.M. del Glglio 2J67, Venice.

Jul.v 15—Harbour Extension, Helsiagborg 7,000 bron., 4,000 kroa., 2.000 bron... The Harbour Extension Board. Helsingborg, Sweden.
Dec. 31—Planning Workmen's Settlement, <3ampine Coalfield £100, £240 M. le President de la Commission piur rAmenagement des

Agglomerations Industrielles, Rue de Louvain, Brussels.
No date—Alexander Thomson Triennial Travelling Studentship—

Design lor College Memorial Lecture Hall £80 Scholarship, £20 C. ,T. Maclean, Sec., 115, St. Vincent-street, Glasgow.
do. —Pire-Station and Caretaker's House, Earl-road, Mold D. Thomas, Bar., Town Hall, Mold.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
20- OfBcesat Com Exchange, Alterations to. Sneffield Markets Committee The City Architect, Town Hall, Sheffield.

20—New School, Thome West Riding Education Committee .. The Education Architect, County Hall. Wakefield.
20— Residence, Barleigh-road, Bodmin W. W. R. NichoUs W. . P. Jenkins, Archt.. Bodmin.
2C—Picture Hall and Two Cottages, Boldon Colliery J. N. Bingle, Archt., 3, Oceaa-roal, South Shields.

2C—Ifolation HOBCital, Bradley-road, Warminster Joint Isolation Hospital Committee C. H. Lawton, Archt.. 32. High-street, Warminster.
21—Military Hospital, Namur Commandant du Genie de Namur-Sud, Rue Henri Lecoc<i, Samur.
21-Altei:cant6' Residences at Asvlum, Xapsbury Middlesex County Council H. T. Wakelam, County Archt.. GttildhaU, Westminster.
21-Joletfield C.E. Schools, Additions to. Partridge Green E. H. Lingen Barker, Archt.. 4, Mosoow-ODurt, W.
21-CcnTertinB Royal Arms into Lock-no Shops. Penydarreu T. E. Rees. U.S.A., Bank Chambers, Merthyr Tydfil.

21— Six Garden Labcnrers' Cottages at Asylum, Sapsbury ... Middlesex Countv Council H. T. Wakelam, County Archt., Guildhall, Westminster.
21-Hcfpilal, Additions to, Bolehall, Tamworth Joint Hosnital Boiri C. L. Clarson. Archt., 21, Church-street, Tailworta.
21—Pandstand and bowling Green, Bishop Auckland Urban District Council J. T. Proud, Clerk, Town Hall.Biihop Auoklaal.
21-(;oit»ge. Additions to, Bardonside, Bimie - .. Angus Cameron, Factor, Seafield Estates Offices, Elgia.

21— Tuberculosis Sanatorium (90 beds). High Cariev Lancashire County Council ., D. J. Bmndritt, Archt., County-square. Uiveratoa.
23—Ko. 12, Ccmhill, Additions to, Dorchester Town Council The Borough Surveyor, 21, N'orth-eqaare. Dorchester.
23-Offlcer8' Mess and Qoartere, Connanght Barracks, Dover Secretarv of State for War The Director of Barrack Ctonstruotion, 8). Pall Mall, S.W.
23— Station Buildings, Carstairs Caledonian Railway Co The (Company's Engineer. 3)2, Buchanan-street, Glasgow.
23—Fair of Cottage Homes, Tendnng N. J. Dawson. Archt., 17, Duke-street, Chelmsforl.
23— Stables, Additions to, Halifax Old-road, Hndderefleld Hillhcnse P.F. & Indus. Soc., Ltd.... J. H. Hall and Son, Archts., Exchange, Hnddersfleld.

23—Hcuse. Pringle-street, Buckie A. Cowie W. Hendry, Archt., 81, West Churoh-street, Buckie.
23—Schcol, Cloakroom and Drainage at, Cowling West Riding Education Ck)minittee .. B. Thornton, Div. Clerk, Education Offices, Skipton.
23-Six Booses. Eddisbury Northwich Rural D strict Council ... E. T. Ward, Brockhurst-street, Northwich.
53-GreeLhonieat Cemetery, Additions to, Wigan Corporation The Borough Engineer, King-street West, Wigan.
23— Snrday School, Cowes Building Committee J. W. Bessant, Archt., 95, Pelham-road,Cowe3.
24— Station, Additions to, Morpeth Nonh-Eastern Railway Co W. Bell, Archt., Westgate-road, N'ewcastle-on-Tyne.
24—Yard iiasttr's Office, Hedon-road, Hull Xorth-Eastem Railway Co W. Bell, Archt.. York.
24—Excavations at Substation, Mount Pleasant H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
24-Careiaker'6 Lodge, Park-lane, Wembley Urban District OouncU C. R. W. Chaoman, Eng., Public Offices. Wembley. M'sex.
24—Depot, Additions to, Baecht . .. Societe Nationals des Chemins de Fer Vicinaux, Bruxelles.
24— Reslaiing Roofs, Public Baths, Cathall-rd., Leytonstone.^.' Leyto'n UrbanDistric't Council E. H.Essex, A.M.I.C.E., Town Hall, Leyton.
25—Measles Receiving Room at Hospital, Tottenham, N. .. Metropolitan Asylums Board W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., Eng.-in-Chief, Embankment, E.G.
25- Princess Pavilion Tea House, Additions to, Falmouth Town CouncU T. S. Walton, Boro' Bng., Municipil BuUdings, Falmouth.
26—Bouse, Fochabers D. J. Ctmningham, Factor, Fochabers.
25—Foundations for Gasworks Plant, Morley ...........'.....'.. Corporation ......',','....'.'.'....'. ..'........'.. The Town Clerk, Town Hall, Marloy.
25— Public Baths, Additional Slipper Baths at, Gooie Urban District Council R. Tyson, Clerk, Goole.
25—Manse, St. Bnryen Rev. W. C. Caddy . . R. H. Roberts, Cape Cornwall, St. Just.
25-Ccnnty Asjlnm, New Buildings at (200 patients), Wilts ... Visiting Committee G. T. Hme and H. Carter Pegg, Archts., 95, Parliam ent-st., S.W.
25—iKo Bouses, Cocsett Park-terrace, (.astleside No. 3, X.B.R. Terrace, Leadgate, Duraam.
25-EigiijeHcu£e& Water Tower, Walton Head, near Pannal Wetherby Rural District Council H. A. Johnson. M.I.C.E., 15, The Exchange, Bradford.
25-Diapcr'8 Premises, Alterations to, Pontycvmmer M.Hughes D. Morgan, F.R.I. B.A., Charies-street Chambers, Cardiff.

25—Pavilions, Baguley Sanatorium, Manchester Sanitary Committee The City Architect, Town Hall, Manchester.
26—Workhouse Dining-Hall, Repairs to, Bermondsey, S.E. ...Guardians .. . E. P. Fenton, Clerk, 23i, Tooley-street, S.E.
26—Houses (23), Lutterworth Rural District Council A. J. Ross, Sur., Council Offices, Lutterworth.
2«—House, Cwmaman Mrs. Wilson . . J. L. Smith, L.R.I.B.A., Aberdare.
26— fcchcol, Adoitions to, Llanychllwydog Pemb.-okeshire Education Authority O. T. Thomas, County Education Offices, Haverfordwest.
2«-ecmidetached Vulaa (18), Cwmaman Penybrvn Building Club J. L. Smith, L.R.I.B.A., Aberdare.
2<-fcchco), Cloakrooms at. Lydd Dungeness Kent Education Committee w. H. Robinson, M.S.A., Sessions House, Maidstone.
2.—Workman's Ccltage, Trtthake, St. Cleer H. Batten, Trethake, Cornwall.
27—Residence, L'andaff ' Thomas and Morgan, Archts., 23, GelUwastad-road. Pontypridd.
27—Cart Sheds, Cioft's Bank, Davyhulme Barton-on-irweii R D c! J. Mountain, A.M.I.C.E ., Sur., Green-lane, Patricroft, Lanes.
28-Two China Clay Dries, Par China Clay Co.'s, Ltd Andrews and Reed. 13, Basiaghall-street, E.C.
28-Oct8Eonal Brick Chimney Shaft (212ft. high), Leicester ... Tramways and Electricity Com E. G. Mawbey, M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town HaU, Leicester.
28— Office, Sands Cattle Market„Carli8le corporation H. C. Marks, M.I.C.E., City Eng., 36, Fisher-st., Carlisle.
2*-I'olice Station, Additions to, Clacton-on-Sea '

Essex CoantyConncii. . .....' F. Whitmore, Cotmty Archt., Dake-street, Chelmsford.
28-(_GLcrcte Foundation, Teachers' Centre. Brockenhurst Hampshire County Council A. L. Roberts, Archt., The Castie, Winchester.
28-honr collages. Acle Biofieid Rural District Council H. H. Cole, Clerk, 12, Bank-street, Norwich.
2»-Priii,itep, CrotsTree, Braanton Frank Rowe and Co G. S. Schawbe, Archt., Braunton.
28—Alexandra Mill, Rebmlomg and Extendmg, Morley W. B. Stockwell W. Hanetock and Son, Archts., Branch-road, Batley.
28—college Buildings, Earlsfort-terrace, Dablm University College Governing Body J. w. Bacon, M.A.. Sec, 86, St. Stephen's Green, Dublin.
28—Working-Class Dweilicgs (149), church Fields Featherstone Urban District Council S. Chesuey, A.R.I. B.A., Council Offices, Featbjrstoae.
28—>uiies Apartment, Alterations to, 8t. Ives Guardians G. D. Day, Union Offices, St. Ives, Hunts.
;.»-l,ctiBges (128), Morbnry, burrey London Countv Ck)uncii L. Gomme, Clerk, Ckjnnty Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W.
28—BniiOmg. Adoition to, Heath Drive, Etomford Urban District CouncU H. T. Ridge, Acting Sur., (JouncU Offices, Market-place, Romford.
28— Wcaving-ehed Warehouse, skipton j. Hartley, Archt., Skipton.

f^J?"""""* Hospital, New buildings at, Oundle Rural and Urban District (iooncils Traylen and Sou, Archts., 16, Broad-street, Stamford.

. /;.£
°°'*^' "'*^"^*""'K "''^'"•''"''onhead Guardians E. Kirby and Sons, Archts., 6, Cook-street, Liverpool.

4-Ofiicee and Ktores, Compton-street, Ashbourne Guardians.-. . John Twemlow, Sur., Green-road, Ashbourne.
8-bchcol, bBdoleworth Friculano, Iforka .._ West Kidmg Education Committee .. The Education Architect, (^unty Hall, Wakefield.
/—iwo lumping Stations, Bedford Cornoretion Maior Tnlloch and Haworth, Engs., 28, Victoria-st., S.W.
7-Bxtendmg Day-Uoom at Asylum, Denbigh North Wales Lunatic Asylum Com. W."t. Lcctwcod, F.R.I.B.A., 88, Foregate-streat, Chester.
U-Kecpliou station. Castle Park Barracks, Dunbar Secretary of State lor War . The Director ot Barrack Construction, bU. Pall MaU, S.W.
»— beat eheds and Alterations to Premises, Poplar, E Kojal National Lifeboat Institution A. W. Lewis, M.I.C.E., 15, Victona-sireet, Westminster, S.W.

IV"?,*"' , ?.•
^O",;"™"". Bishop's Castle Corporation The Borough Surveyor's Otfice, io, High-st , Bishop's Castle.

,„~S i* "'• '""«'Kto° Heath Barracks, Lichfield ... Secretary ot State for War The Director of Barrack Construction, »J, Pall Mail, S.W.

JtS'," *^?' "^ Buweior H.M. Works Commissionere The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey 's Gate, S.W.
ze—rouce btauon, BocUonl Kasei tkinaty Uoanoil F. Whitmore, Archt., 66, Dake-street, Chelmtford.
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and Sons, Architects.

Strand, W.O.

Architect.

Station and Hotel at Ipoh. Perak, Federated Malay
States Railways. View and plan. Mr. A. B.
Hubback, F.R.I.B.A.. Architect.

Whitley Bay Secondary School. View and plans.
Mr. C. Topham Forrest, Licentiate U.I.B.A.,
Architect.

Doorway, San Maria Ara Coeli, Capitoline Hill, and
the Arch of Titus. Rome (the Rt. Hon. Walter
Ruuciman's Prize "Sketches in Colours," Royal
College oi Art Sketch Club), by Mr. H. Young-

and New Residential Institutions for the Treatment of
Pulmonary Tuberculosis. Local Government
Model Plans. Mr. Brook T. Kitchin, Architect.

TILED CONCRETE, WOOD, AND
SOUNDPROOF FLOORS.

Although a form of floor as illustrated by

Fig. 1 has been in use for some years, it

does not seem to be so generally known,

or, at any rate, adopted, to the extent it

deserves. Considering its many conveni-

ences where concrete and fireproof floors,

for some reasons, are not used, it is

extremely useful. Apart from being

of a semi - fireproof character, it is

admirably adapted for use in upper halls,

landings, and passages of Ijusmess places,

offices, Hats, etc. For upstairs bathrooms,

lavatories, etc., in particular, it forms a

most convenient method for tiling. In the

latter case it is also preferable to adopt

tiled skirtings and a dado, where possible.

It merely consists of the customary wood-

joist floor, with 2in. by lin. fillets spiked to

the latter for carrying Jin. boarding. 'A

couple of inches of fine cement concrete

—

the ballast mainly consisting of coke-b;i;eeze

for lightness—is really all that is required

for depth, a Jin. fine cement bedding being

placed on top, and trowelled on face, for

setting the tiles.

A greatly-improved form of this type of

floor, renciering same as soundproof as

possible, is shown by Fig. 2. In the latter

case, a jin. matchboard is tacked to the

bottom of the fillet-pieces, in addition, to

admit of Uin. of slag-wool pugging to be

introduced on to]). A layer of thick,

inodorous felt is also taken along under
the Jin. boarding, and over the tops of the

joists. This is not nailed at all, but simply
wedged into a thoroughly taut position by
the boarding on top, the outside edge
being well turned down against the wall,

and firmly pegged to start with. As
shown, the wall-joist requires a long,

narrow splay taken off on the wall side, to

admit of this being done thoroughly in a

satisfactory manner. The various lengths
of felt should be well lapped at the joints.

With work where it is imp.irtant to obtain
the very best results as a sonndpioof Hoor.

it is preferable to thorniit;hl v jmhi t In- suiiis

of felt together at th.- l;i|.«iih .i iul.l„j

solution, making a complete felt carpet, so

to speak, under the whole. Such floors can
either be tiled, paved with wood blocks, or
hoarded, as shown in the illustration. It

should also be noted that the type of

splayed fillet illustrated, set hi the
concrete, for tacking the boards to. is far
better than the customary straight-edged
fillet in general use with this principle of
board -laying on concrete. The former is

nrooerly set in, and has thus a thoroughly
binding capacity with the concrete, which
effectually prevents their springing at any
time. This noint is not attained by the
latter method. The slight extra ccDst in
this respect is well worth the extra ad-
vantage and security attained. These

splayed fillets need only be about 2in. by
f'in. The particular advantages of the
example illustrated as a soundproof floor
is that it really combines four insulations :

two spaces, the slag-wool, and. most im-
portant of all, a complete felt surface over
the whole, entirely unbroken by nailing.

It is well known, or should be, that any
beneficial results to be obtained from the
use of felt are largely destroyed by the

iin., and that for the concrete to ^in.
;

whilst the concrete itself might even be re-
duced to a good, fine, and even mixture
tliroughout of 2hn. depth, with trowelled
face.

One of the greatest nefjds at the present
time is that of thoroughly soundproof floors
for' flat -work. With domestic work
generally, such floors are a desiderata for
certain positions—viz., over, and also

Fleor' y

ooaraiR®. 1./

customary method adopted at present-
viz., by nailing through it, the latter
forming a medium of sound conveya.nce.
Tli,:> method illustrated gives about the
most perfect soundproof floor obtainable,
and that within a very little space. In fact,

its depth is not ni.ire than that of any
average doiutstic Hour, which is a great
consideration m its.lf. For large work,
with bearings on intermediate steel joists

of medium spacing, it might even be made
a few inches lighter. In the latter case,
the felt should, of course, be taken over the
tops of the steel joists also. Boarding to

carry the slag-wool might be reduced to

under, lavatories, etc., where same occur
above the ground-floor.
There is only one point about the latter

floor which can be considered at all weak
with regard to perfect soundproof
qualities. That is, the top joint of the
concrete with the wall, which really forms
a solid mass with the latter. It is well

known that solid concrete floors are com-
plete sound conductors, and are, therefore,
perfectly useless in this respect. There
have also been instances known where the
walls themselves clearly conduct sound,
distributing it through the floor. In fact,

to such an extent, that ordinary conversa-
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floor..^

9}^1tb 3£cfi©f7,

tions aie distinctly audible in a room over,
even with a pretty thick floor, felted in the
usual manner in vogue. The peculiarity is,

that with a similar thickness of wall "and
construction elsewhere, there is apparently
no conduction through the walls, when an
ordinary thick floor, quite unfelted, will
turn out a far better sound-bar. The
reasons for these variations are usually
obscure, and exceedingly difiicult to define.
Such points also require guarding against,
as one never knows when they may occur.
To Qoun.teract this propensity to the utmost
extent, with regard to the design illus-
trated, it undoubtedly forms an improve-
ment against possible conductions through
the walls (and thereby the concrete) to
insert a. felt lap-cover to the end joist, well
turned up against the wall above the
concrete. This is shown by Fig. 3.

Although, with this lap-piece, the under
strips might perhaps be nailed with safety
to the top of a square-edged joist agains"t
the wall, it is certainly better to treat this
point as shown in the last fig. and the
previous sketch, the under-felting being
firmly plugged atout every 6in. or 9in.
with wooden plugs, and the interstices ol
the splay filled with tightly-rammed slag-
wool pugging. The felt lap-piece over
should at any rate be well tarred
on the inside against the wall and
under layer of felt. It is then firmly
pressed into the proper position, with
board strips, whilst wet. As indicated,
this would completely insulate the con-
crete, and so effectually prevent any
possibility of the conduction of sound
at this point through the mediumship of
the wall. It should also be seen that the
lower portion of the plaster is filled in
behind the skirting. A^Tiere this is left
out, for the sake of saving a little expense,
it usually seems to form a veritable
sounding-box in this position for any noise
which may be conveyed through the walls.

Occasionally it is sometimes necessary
to take further precautions with some

j

forms of business premises where work of

I

an exceptionally noisy or heavy character
may fake place underneath, on a ground
floor. If it'should be considered necessary
to insert a further insulating-bar on this

account, it can be done by nailing a
coating of felt to the under-side of the

floor-joists. This method involves specially-

chamfered laths. These are preferably out
of a Jin. or o-16in. material, to admit of

forming a good key for the plaster. A
felt surface is also of such a nature that
it at any rate forms a partial key for fine

plaster-work. The under-felting is also

preferably turned down an inch or two on

the wall -face, behind the plaster. It

sliould be needless to observe that a floor

of this description, possessing five insula-
tions, is about the best floor for its purpose
that it is possible to conceive. With the
majority of everyday work it is often found
necessary to adopt some system of sound-
proofing, existing floors. As mentioned at

the outset, nailing through felt forms a
most objectionable fault. Therefore, the
only means of largely overcoming this

diSiculty with existing floors is to insert

a double layer of felt, as shown—one on
top of the existing joists, which are tlien

in turn crossed by l^in. or 2in. by 2in.

fillets for nailing the boards to, wliilst

the fillets are also covered with felt

—underneath the floorboards. Although
this involves slightly raising the floors

throughout a story, it is by far the best

plan if the work is to be done at all

thoroughly. The latter point usually pays -

best in the long run. Boarding on fillets,

to carry slag-wool pugging, can also be
added, although it is a somewhat difiicult

matter fixing the fillets on joists in posi-

tion—the latter, of course, being done, as-

a rule, before joists are set up, where such'
provision is made in the first instance.

W. C. Kerbt, Architect.

NEW RESIDENTIAL INSTITUTIONS
FOR THE TREATMENT OF PUL-
MONARY TUBERCULOSIS.

[with illustrations.]

We illustrate the several plans just issued

by the Local Government Board for the

guidance of architects, and to afford local

authorities and others further assistance iii

the provision of special residential insti-

tutions in connection with permanent
schemes for the treatment of pulmonary
tuberculosis. The unit taken in setting out

the details has been 100 beds in buildings,

with ten additional beds in shelters.

In the selection of a site, the most im-

portant considerations to be taken into

account are : (1) area
; (2) elevation in rela-

tion to surrounding country ; (3) cheerfulness

of outlook; (4) protection from certain winds;

(5) subsoil
; (6) drainage facilities ; (7) water

supplv ; (8) convenience of access.

The site should be sufficiently large to

permit of open-air employment of a consider-

able number of patieuts." It is desirable that

a site of 50 acres in extent should be pro-

vided for 100 patients if land is readily avail-

able and the cost is low ; but an area of not

less than 20 acres may suffice for this number
of patients where suitable land is difficult

to obtain, or the cost of land is high. It is

desirable that in all cases an area of at least

one fifth of an acre should be allowed per

pitient I lie site should preferably slope

_i I 1 I ill\ t ) the south, and be protected on

th 11 rth iiid east by high ground, prefer-

ibl\ weeded In some districts protection

from «e»terl\ and south-westerly gales may
be deairable The site should be moderately

elevated above th country lying to the south

of it. The subsoil has importance, not only

as regards dampness or dryness, but also

because the cost of the building may depend
somewhat upon its character. The main
consideration is that the site should be dry.

The site should, it possible, be within easy

reach of a railway-station.

In residential institutions for the treatment

of pulmonary tuberculosis the following pro-

vision will be required :— (1) Patients' sleep-

ing accommodation ; (2) kitchen, diniug-hall,

and offices; (3) staff block, containing

quarters for resident medical officer, matron,

and staff ; (4) outbuildings, including laundry,

boilerhouse. disinfector, sputum-destructor,

mortuary, etc.

The following classification has to be pro-

vided for:—
Group A.—Cases in which permanent im-

provement or recovery may usually be

anticipated.
Group B.—Cases in which only temporary,

though possibly prolonged, improvement may
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be anticipated. Such eases will include

:

(1) Patients who may be expected to recover
considerable ability to work as a result of
protracted treatment; (2) patients admitted
for a short term for educational treatment

;

(3) patients with advanced disease, many of

whom improve grjatly under institutional
treatment.
Group C—Advanced cases requiring con-

tinuous medical care and nursing.
Group D.—Cases requiring special observa-

tion : (1) Patients admitted for the purpose of
diagnosis

; (2) patients needing to be watched
before the best form of continued treatment
can be determined.
"Emergency" cases— e.g., patients with

haemoptysis, etc.—may come within any of
the above groups.
The sleeping accommodation provided in

residential institutions for the treatment of
pulmonary tuberculosis is commonly one or
more of the following types :— I., Single-
bedded rooms; II., two-bedded rooms; III.,
beds on both sides of a ward, as in the
ordinary isolation hospital ; IV., shelters.

I. Single rooms are often desirable for
patients who require a considerable amount
of nursing, whether in Groups A, B, or C.
These rooms should be situated in the special
nursing section. Single rooms may also be
required for patients in Group D. The
rooms for patients in Group D need not all
be situated in the special nursing block.

II. ']"wo biMlded rooms are suitable for all
types ..r |.,r[, ,i^, v, itl, the exception of the
cases I II.

( : il.ove, for whom single
i-oonis ;i ! 1

.
.|ii !

I

III- \\ III- v> 11 L-iiorally be found useful
for patients in (iioup B who are able to be
up and about all day. They may also be
used for some of tlie" patients in Group A.
If the wards are situated near a nurse's duty-
room, they may also be suitable for patients
in Group B who require only a limited
amount of nursing, and arc not sufficiently
ill to make the use of single bedded rooms
desirable.

IV. Shelters, single or double-bedded, are
suitable for patients in Groups A and B who
are able to be up and about all day. Single-
bedded shelters may also be useful for
doubtful eases sent for diagnosis—Group D
(1)—and for training patients with a view
to the subsequent use of shelters at home.

Shelters.—Owing to difficulties in super-
vision and administration, it is undesirable
to have a large proportion of the sleeping
accommodation in shelters, and, as a rule,
provision of this kind should not exceed
10 per cent, of the total accommodation. In
deciding upon the kind and the proportional
amount of the different tvpes of sleeping
accommodation, the following general con-
siderations sliould be borne in mind:— (1) It
is desirable that patients in different stages
of disease should, as far as practicable, be
treated in different wards or rooms. (2) It
is desirable, in order to secure adequate and
continuous attention to patients ^ilnng ,vJH,
economy of st;,ir, thM. s,, f:,,- -.,.. ,,,;,,(,, ,i,i,,

all pati.'iit, i',.i|iiii-!iii. -,,1,., r,\ - ir. ,h,...| I

be treat,.,! m ;, .,.,.,,,,,, ,,r ,|, ,, ,-,;!,,,
',

,

devoted tL> till- piirpo,-,,.. ,;;; .Siil.J.-el. In lln-
foregoing considerations, there is no adniiiii-
strative or other difficulty in haviu" patients
in different stau-s of disease in the same
pavilion. Tl,.> .,,..r..:nl nnrsinr; .section should
be qnir! ,..,1 .

.
.

i; ,i,|,, ,,, ,||,turbance from
the p,y- ,, : .

.. .1 I:., ,,r ,,,!„,, patients, nn.l
shoul.l i... -iiii, ,,.:,i 1 ,,,.;,,. tin, ,-.p,,f,-„i i,;t„l,„„

to per

For a Sanatorium, about 20 per cent, of
the ^sleeping accommodation for patients

nursing section; for
il is desirable that

should be in the
Combined

about eeping accom-
modation should li . -,,

In a Combin.Ml Institi'iln,,,, ,t is undesirable
that any special pavilion or spction should
be used exclusively for patients witli ad-

I

vanoed disease. The pavilion or section used
I

for these patients should also include accom-
modation in separate rooms for patients in

I Groups A, B, or D requiring special nursing,
rest in bed, or supervision. If this is done,

1
patients will not be led to suppose, from the
place where they are being treated, that their
cases are hopeless.

The following plans aiv appended :—A,
Block plan of a inn linl sanatorium with
three separate pa\ilinns; li. Iilock plan of

a 100-bed sanatorium witli a single pavilion
;

C. ground plan of staff block; D, first-floor

plan of staff block ; E, plan of dining-hall

and kitchen block ; F, plan of nursing pavilion
for 36 beds; G, plan of convalescent pavilion

for 32 beds ; H, plan of two-storied pavilion

for 100 beds; I, ditto (alternative design).

It will not usually be practicable to pro-

vide in a single one-storied building 100 beds

pavilion to about twenty beds, and by in-

creasing that in the separate pavilions for

male and female patients. The block plan
shows that the central portion of the site is

occupied by the staff block, kitchen and
dining-hall block, and outbuildings, and by
tlie special nursing pavilion. The eastern
and western sections are occupied by the
separate convalescent pavilions for male and
female patients respectively. The portions
of the site devoted to male and female
patients are thus separated, so far as

\L^.^y,Jio^-.i.- c /.

Bi^^Plzn.ScAmiel

n.lD

H^

a PlnnE

^p \

-'-^—"-—
^ P(-XInF \ X Pi^an G \
\y^ Kur^ngn,tii^nJ^Iied, ^V
IXSTITUTIUNS FOR TREATMENT OF PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS.

in rooms or wards with beds arranged on one
side only. Such an arrangement would
necessitate a very long building, which may
be e.xpensive to construct, except on a level

site, and which would be inconvenient to

administer. For an institution for 100
patients, it will often be preferable to

arrange for three separate pavilions

(Scheme I.) ; under some circumstances it

may be found desirable to provide tlie

accommodation in one two-storied building

(Scheme II.) If an institution for more than
100 beds is required, it will usually be prefer-

able to adopt a modification of Scheme I.,

with at least three pavilions—one a special

uursing section, and two separate pavilions

for males and females respectively.

Schemes I. and II. have both been pre-

pared upon the assumption that equal accom-
modation will be required for each sex. They
may require modification in this respect

according to local needs. An arrangement is

also shown by wliich ten becls between the
ilnl\ iMoms in the special nursing pavilion in

I'll I I' and in the central section of the
jii. I .1 floor in Plans H and I, ordinarily
Jill. ii.l..ii in each instance for five male and
five female patients, can bo utilised either

entirely for male or. entirely for feniale

patients, as occasion may require. Some
elasticity in the amount of accommodation
for tlie two sexes is thus secured.

or supervision, and two additional pavilions
for male and female patients respectively
who are able to be up and about all day.
This arrangement makes for efficiency and
economy in nursing, and secures separation
of the sexes more efficiently than is possilile

if all patients are treated in the same build
ing. It has been prepared for a Combined
Institution, and shows a special nursing
pavilion for 36 patients, a pavilion for 32
male and a pavilion for 32 female patients.

The plan can be modified so as to make it

suitable for a Sanatorium by reducing the
accommodation in the special nursing i

by iidministrative and otherpossible,

buildings

Special Nursing Pavilion (Plan F).—For
convenience of service, this pavilion is con-

ith the centrally-situated kitchen

g-hall block bv a 'coveredway about
nected
and dii

60ft, ii

Df thii

diHiM.. iM-.i,,. .1 ,111.1 ;
,-, ..: I. .l.lrd rooms.

It IS iiilemled iIk -
.

i I
iimi should

be used for thos.> pi
:

' ..i.' acutely

ill. The north \..|.,n,.; .

.
i n-eful for

nurses attending ihi ii... p;iii.Ms. At tlie

end of this verandah a liospitai slop sink lias

been provided. It is desiralile that arrange-

ments should be made for heating some of

these bedrooms. At each end of these

centrally - situated rooms is a lavatory

section, and beyond this, in the wings, is

aecommodatiou for those patients who
requir.; only a moderate amount of nursing.

This accommodation niay be provided either

in double-bedded rooms or in small wards.
The latter arrangement is shown on Plan F.

The section between the service kitchen and
tlie duty-room on each side is practically cut

off from the section beyond the duty-room.
A small lavatory annexe situated behind the

service kitchen, and containing two w.c.'s

and one bathroom, has been provided for

these sections. This arrangement makes it

possible to use these sections entirely for

male or entirelv for female patients or for

five pati.Mits nf' raoli s.:-x. In the event of

the siM-ti'Mis lioiii^ occupied by patients of

different sexes, pa.li spction would have a

separate w.c. ; but the bathroom would be
common to the two.

Convalescent - Pavilions (Plan G). — The
sleeping accommodation is shown partly in

iluul.l.. licdded rooms and partly in a small
waul. .\s patients occupying those pavilions
uill lie al.le to take their meals in the diiiiiig-

luill. uu provision has been made for tlie

ser\ice of food, and the pavilions need not
be situated close to the central-kitchen block.

No provision has been made in these

pavilions for special nursing, as it is assumed
that patients requiring this well be trans-

ferred to the special nursing pavilion.
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SrHl'MI! II.

(Dotails of tlio various blocks are given in

Plans C, D. E, H, and I.)

Plans of a two-storied building liavp been

pi-epared to mset those cases wliere local cir-

cumstances make it desirable to provide the

whole of the sleeping accomnKulntion for

patients in a single building. The plans have

been prepared for a Sanatorium. If it is

proposed to use such a two-storied building as

a Combined Institution, the plan can be

modified to secure more accommodation on

the ground floor within the special nursing

section. Provision has been made for a

centrally-situated .special nursing section on

the ground floor. The general arrangement

of this section is similar to that of the speci;il

nursing pavilion included in Scheme I.

Arrangements have been made for the ncconi-

inodation of patients needing little nursing

supervision on the first floor and in the \vniL;s

on the ground floor. As it is suggested that

the first floor shall be used only by patients

who are able to be up and about, only n.Trrmv

balconies for access to the rooms have been

provided, in order that tlie lighting and

ventilation of the ground-floor rooms may not

be materially interfered with. It will be

noted that the plan of the first floor differs

from that of the ground floor, only one duty-

room having been provided.

OENER.iL OBSKRV.iTIONS.

Space for Patients, and Height of Walls.

—The accommodation should be so arranged

that a floor-space of at least 64 square feet

will be available for each patient. The
distance between tlie centres of the heads

of any two adjoining beds should not be less

than 8ft. measured along the wall behind the

heads of the beds. Patients' rooms should

not be less than 8ft. 6in. high; wards should

be higher, but may be carried partly into the

roof, and ventilated by openings in the gable-

end. Doors should be made on the "stable-

door" pattern, so that in inclement weather

the lower portion may be closed while the

upper portion is left open. They should be

constructed in the form of French casements,

with a clear opening of not less than 3ft. Gin.,

so that beds may easily be wheeled througli

them. Windows should preferably be of the

casement pattern, and be hung "to fold,"

without mullions. Baths should be provided

on a scale of about one to twelve patients.

They may.be of enamelled iron, and should

be fitted with large taps and wastes to facili-

tate filling and emptying. Spray-baths may
also be provided. There should be at least

one watercloset for every twelve patients.

Hospital slop-sinks should be provided in the

special nursing pavilion. Every institution

siiould have ample storeroom accommodation
for linen, clothes, etc., and lockers for boots

and shoes. The provision of some arrange-

ment for drying patients' clothes will also be

advisable.

Day Shelters.—The question as to whether
day shelters shall be provided will require

consideration for each proposed institution.

If verandah accommodation is not adequate,
day shelters will be needed. These should be
of inexpensive construction.

Recreation-rooms.—In view of the import-
ance of continuous open-air treatment of

patients, it is unwise to encourage them to

collect in a recreation-room, e.\cept for a
very limited time, or on special occasions.
In view of these considerations, the dining-
room li:is fr.i|iH.,:!v 1,, i, regarded as

tion, lrr\ lir( - . :

.

I

necessar\ In pi i
. . i

i
.

>

for use on «•!
1 r. .,i m

these may eoim m.m 1\ In

of the pavilion- l-i ... ,,;,1

Kitchen aiMl !l:n;n_. I):.

(Plan i: 11,,. l,l.,..k ,,,nt

dini,,.. I, 1 , .1 1 M,. ,, I,.,

shoulil
I

:
.

: : ,J,!.. 1,, :i ,

Whicll .-.l.uuia Lrpl.Krd 1,

strativc block, and to the
requiring special nursing
nected with the special n

desirable, by a coveredwa
should, if practicable,

Ritnated, may ;

in this block,

is available for

vision may l.'

floor of til k;

above the <|,.r'

Staff Blurk ,1

of this bnildin

view to givinj

Iso conveuK
Unless othe
the male dc

inniodntion

staff, pro-

an upper
hall block.

out IflO

AiU be
are will

,iber of

lesignnig

; it with
made the

-. 'lit patients.

II Accommodation
ii,iiig the patients'

p.iUents and staff

,:!. story building,
I'ur to the admini-
looms for patients

It may be con-
ursing pavilion, if

y. The dininp-hall
have a southerly

spect. The consulting-room, dispensary, and
laboratory, which should be centrally

economical service ana aniiiiniM i.i

accommodation for a miii:iI.,i inn

beds will include ni. .ii. .,i ..Hi,, r -

offices, matron's ., '
' ,i ,j

nurses, bedroom ,
•. ,- I..' ,1

nurses and servants, i;,,. h i,,ir„ s

a separate bedroom of .tii area of

square feet. Usually one nursi

required for twelve patients ; but

be needed if a considerable 1

patients with advanced disease arc lieiiig

treated. Baths and waterclosets sluuild be

provided in the proportion of not less than

one to each twelve nurses or servants. It

is desirable that the principal cooking for the

staff should be done in the central kitelien

block, so that a separate, fully - equipped

kitchen is not required in the administrative

block. A small kitchen-pantry with food-

store is shown on the plan adjoining the

nurses' dining-room. This could be provided

with a small range or gas-cooker for minor

cooking.

Outbuildings.—The laundry should consist

of receiving - room and washhousc, drying-

room, and ironing and delivery room.

Mortuary accommodation may be provided in

the sanie block. The amount of boiler-

house accommodation will depend on the

amount of steam required for laundry, dis

infector, heating, and hot- water supply, and

for driving dynamos if electric current is to

be generated "in this way for lighting or other

purposes. Special provision should be made
for the sterilisation of sputum and for the

cleansing of sputum-cups. Unless suitable

arrangements are available elsewhere, some
form of disinfector for clothing and bedding
should be provided.

Construction.—Where, owing to local cir-

cumstances, the use of brickwork would be

economical, cheap bricks may often be em-
ployed, faced e-xternally, if necessary, with

roughcast or cement. Walls in e.ijposed posi-

tions should be of hollow construction. In

some districts other materials may be less

expensive, and may be employed, such as

steel framing carrying terracotta slabs, or

concrete slabs or blocks plastered internally

and cemented externally, or timber-framing

lined internally with asbestic sheeting or

expanded - metal lathing plastered with a

hard - setting plaster, roughcast, or coated

externally with weather-boarding chemically

treated. "The roofs should be of simple con-

struction, and may be covered with slates,

tiles, or asbestic
" material. The floors of

verandah should be of impermeable material.

Mr. Brook Kitchin, F.R.I.B.A., the archi-

tect to the Board, has designed these plans

thus officially published in the memorandum
prepared by'Mr. Arthur Newsholme, medical
officer to the Board.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

The ninth fortnightly meeting for the

present session of the Royal Institute of

British Aehitects was held on Monday
evening, Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A., 'Vice-

President, in the chair. Mr. E. Guy
Dawber, Hon. Secretary, announced the

deaths of Mr. James Hine, of Plymouth,
retired Fellow, and Mr. Ernest Barraclough
Crossley, of Nottingham, Associate.

LONDON n.ilLWAY-.STATrCNS.

Mr. Paul Waterhonse, M.A.. read a paper
on this subject, illustrated by numerous
lantern-views. Of the three hundred stations

in the Metropolis, he confined his observa-

tions to the greater termini, about a dozen
in number, noting their good points and
defects. To Euston he' did honour as a

worthy pioneer of a great movement. To
the noble hall and .splendid Doric portico,

the platforms and their roofs were an anti-

climax ; but Euston was now setting its

house in order. St. Pancras, one of the

,I;M,,^,.^\ thiit -.1 LMiiiit |M, lilted arch, with

,1 ri.iiri.;il...l li" l,,.ii.-,i t li tliii' rails, was the

fi,rni li,'st snii .! 1.. Ins iireds. The resultant

.11,. I u;,s :iiii;./i,,- in its grace, beauty of

r..iiii. :iii.| sh . T niagie of fitness. The only

((.iiipl. i.lv 11. w t. ritiinus built in late years

—

Maryleboiie -was disappointing. True, rail-

way companies were not primarily either

philanthropists or patrons of art; but it was
a good rule of civic decenev that beauty was
ahvnvs possible in small things, but in big

things it was imperative. At Paddington,
Brunei called in Wvatt. and perhaps Wyatt
failed. His affectation of the Moorish mode
was unhappy, but it was well-intentioned,

and there was certainly grandeur in the big

arcaded spans of the glass roofs. King's
Cross might well be named Dignity and
Impudence. There was hardly a more
striking combination of vigour with debility

than its south elevation, where the members
uniting two Cyclopean arches turned a drama
into farce. He was amazed at the treatment

of the shapeless but valuable site forming its

forecourt. Tlie glass - and - iron roof of

Charing Cross succumbed a few years ago

to premature decay, and was rebuilt in the

manner which the lecturer was unwilling to

regard as the last word in the steel artist's

vocabulary of beauty. Cannon Street still

maintained, when viewed from the river, an
almost pieturosque suggestion of one of the

minor entrances to the Infernal Regions.

To Holborn Viaduct he would be generous

and forget its existence. He had always

admired the architecture of its hotel-front to

the street, but as a station it was quite coii-

spicuoulsy inglorious. The first Waterloo
was a poor and mean affair, but as developed

it had niauy of the elements of dignity due

to size. 'Victoria, again, was a notable in-

stance of reconstruction. He recently called

the attention of a free-speaking friend to the

Buckingham Palace-road with its fine blank

wall, "'i'es," he replied, "I call it a blank

fine wall." The iron roofs, though lofty,

were uninspired; but the worst fault was

its inordinate length. Liverpool Street was

also a monster, but got over its difficulties

by lateral expansion. As to the stations at

London Bridge, they were relics of the inter-

mediate barbarism" between the prophetic

lamps of Euston and St. Pancras and the

mean modernism of Marylebone. Passing

awav from a criticism of the actual railway-

stations, the lecturer considered, in the

second part of his entertaining lecture, where

these stations should be placed. The

Utopian idea of a single railway terminus for

London he dismissed as the vision of a vast

and terrifying nightmare of disorder and in-

convenience. Almost as bad would be the

collection of all lines into two termini, on

the south and north sides of London. If

they were mapping out a new and raillcss

London for a virgin system of railways, an

ideal plan would be thirteen main lines—

a

reasonable confirmation of the existing

twelve termini. He contended that there

was much to be said in favour of a dis-

tribution rather than a concentration of the

termini, and any readiustment of the rail-

way systems ought to rid the Thames of those

tliree"blemishes, the iron bridges at Cannnn

Street, Blaekfriars, and Charing Cross. By

a large plan the lecturer showed a new oval

railway, actually touching with its circiini-

ferential line eight out of the twelve existing

termini. Two other stations would be pist

outside, on the eastern margin, and the three

southern lines would be transgressors within

the sacred enclosure. This oval would be

crossed bv a diametrical tube across the

major axis of the ellipse, nearly on the hue

of the Central London Railway, and a second

tube from north to south would mute

Victoria and St. Pancras, these tubes inter-

secting at the junction of Tottenham Court-

road and Oxford-street. Treating of the

area within the ellipse, on such a plan it
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would be possible to replace upon it r. jarlv
all the existing stations, and j-et save four or
five miles of rails, and get from an\\vlioie to
anywhere with only one change.
Mr. H. V. Lanchester, iu proposing a \ota

of thanks to Mr. Waterhouse for his able,
eloquent, and suggestive paper, observed
that Waterloo new station and its approaches
—which the lecturer had let down very
lightly—needed entire recasting, as there
was an absolute disregard of architectural
and fEsthetic considerations. The Brighton
Company's station at Victoria was cramped
iii regard to width. The long walks now
necessitated there to the various platforms
could have been obviated had the engineer
boldly designed it on two levels—one for
steam traction, and the other for electric
traffic. It would have been more economical
had all our termini been designed as, or
adapted into, through-traffic stations.
Mr. Frank Potter, general manager of the

Great Western Railway, seconded the vote
of thanks. He thought it spoke well for
Brunei and Wyatt that Paddington Station
had served its purpose for over sixty years,
and only now were the directors comp'elled,
by the demands of expanding traffic, to
enlarge it. He agreed with Mr. Waterhouse
that the idea of providing one central station
would be utterly impracticable, and the
scheme for a general good clearing house
seemed almost equally Utopian. There
would be obvious and practical difficulties in

the opening out of termini as through
stations.

Mr. H. H. Statham deplored the disfigure-
ment of stations with advertisements. It
would be worth the while of the directors of a
great company, to keep one terminus—say
the new Brighton one at Victoria—absolutely
free from advertisement-boards and placards.
Mr. G. A. T. Middleton said a few years

since he brought forward a seherao, which
still looked feasible and attractive, for
closing Charing Cross and Cannon Street
statiojis, and utilising the loop-line viaduct
between them as a new high-level thorough-
fare, flanked throughout by shops on the two
levels. A further development of the scheme
was to provide a joint station abutting on
the south-east of this chord highway, and
so do away with the London Bridge and
Waterloo termini, and to also abandon the
extension of the Chatham and Dover system
between Blackfriars and Holborn, utilising

the line as a spur highway to Holborn-circus.
Mr. Edward P. Warren urged that open

places in front of our London termini should
be provided at the cost either of the State
or the municipality.
Mr. Charles Morgan, engineer-in-cliief to

the London, Brighton, and South Coast
Railway Company, remarked that members
of his profession had to consider problems
from commercial and utilitarian view-points,
and then had to run the gauntlet, in London,
of the county and borough councils, the
Loudon Traffic Board, and the police

authorities. The scope for individuality in

planning and design was, therefore, \ery
small. Victoria, he admitted, was not an
ideal station ; but there was possibility of

widening it. As to levels, they were
restricted by the depth of the Metropolitan
District line and by the necessity of pro-
viding headroom when crossing the Thames.
A possible solution of the problems of level

some far-future day might be to construct
underground tracks beneath the present line

from, sav, Clapham Junction, running
beneath the Thames, to a junction witli tlie

District system. He claimed that, by tlie

provision of a third set of lines between
those abutting on tlie platforms, Victoria
was the easiest termini for traffic-working
purposes in London, and that a train could
be broken up, and horse-boxes or carriages
inserted or removed, at any required point
with the least possible interruption to -the

services. The station roof of St. Pancras
was magnificent in conception, but was diffi-

cult of inspection and costly in repair. As
to advertisements, Mr. Forbes and he would
like to prohibit their introduction into
Victoria; but the temptation of the huge
revenue they produced, with little outlay on
maintenance, was too great.

In replying to the vote of thanks, M
Waterhouse said he still had hope that
Waterloo at some future day would be ai

architecturally good station. 'As to the pro
jected universal goods clearing-house, Ik
understood that an advantage claimed for it

was a device for mechanical sorting and d
tribution of the contents, which, so far
he could learn, had not yet been applied to
passenger traffic. He had not ignored nor
forgotten Mr. Middleton's well-known anc
ingenious scheme for a semicircle of high
level railways through South London from
Charing Cross to Cannon Street ; but con-
siderations of time compelled him to omit
its discussion in his paper. In all matters
of traffic they should bear in mind that local
authorities were not, as they assumed to be,
our masters, but were elected to carry out
the demands of the public in all arrange-
ments for traffic and communication.

CLERKS OF WORKS' ASSOCIATION
DIXXER.

The thirty-first annual dinner ot the In
corporated Clerks of Works' Association was
held on Saturday evening at the King's Hall.
The attendance of members and guests was
the most numerous known in the history of
the Association, and tables had to be set in

the corridors and galleries of the hall. Mr,
Howard Chatfeild Clarke, F.R.I.B.A.,
V.P.S.I., occupied the chair, and was sup-
ported by Lieut, -Col, Preston, and Messrs,
F. Chesterton, A. B. Colls, George Corderov,
F.S.I. ; W, W. R. Hall, Henrv Holloway, Vf.
May, A, Nettlefold, William A. Pite,
F.R.I.B.A. ; T. P. Ross, John Todd, M.S.A.

;

C. Trollope, Paul Waterhouse, M.A,,
F.R.I.B.A.; William Woodward, F.R.I.B.A.

;

W. Lake, president; H. R. Henley and C. W.
Denny, past-presidents ; W. H. Hookham,
vice-president; A. Coates, J. Davies, C. W.
Fincham, R. H. Kellond, W, R. Scales, J.
Tegg, J. Williams, etc.

I'lie loyal toast was given by the chair-
man, w'ho referred to the King's recent
entertainment at dinner in that hall of the
workers employed on the refacing of
Buckingham Palace ; it was heartily re-

ceived. Mr. W. H, Hookham proposecl the
health of "The Architects and Surveyors,"
remarking that clerks of works recognised in

the members of the profession their best
friends. In responding, Mr. Paul Water-
house said that he offered no apology for his

appearance as the representative of his pro-
fession, for he guessed that his friend the
chairman had made choice of him by lot.

Architects had a lot to answer for, and he,

then, had to answer for the architects. What
was an architect? An architect was, before
all things, a manager. He must manage, ot

course, in the first place to be a designer.
After that, besides managing without adver-
tising to secure a client, he must manage the
building, manage the accounts, manage, re-

spectfully, the client, perhaps manage the
client's wife, manage his own temper, and,
finally, must manage the clerk of works with-
out destroying the illusion that the clerk of

works was managing the architect. And
what was a clerk of works? The speaker
thought that the ancient Greeks, who had a

passion for heavy-handed riddles of a dull

sort, could have enshrined the idea of a clerk

of works in some such conundrum as the
following : Who is he that is always a by-

stander, but never idle? Who is he that takes
his pay from one man and his orders from
another; that will take offence at nothing,

and neither n hint nor a tip from anybody;
tliat takes his lunch on a drawing-board
dailv and his dinner anuallv at the Holborn
Restaurant; and, finally, to iinish his takings,

takes his holiday the year after next ?--Answer,
the clerk of works.' Common-sense might
sometimes ask why clerks of works and
architects should not be abolished together.

Why should not purchaser and producer go
straight to one another, as in other markets,
and why shonld these middlemen exist? The
answer, apart from the artistic question, was,
on simple economic grounds, that the build-

ings would actually cost more. The architect

and clerk of works were together instruments
of order, arrangement, and regulation, which

rendered the fulfilment of the purchaser's
wishes actually clieaper than if he dispensed
with the intermediaries and their fees.
Among the many debts which architects owed
to clerks of works was the help of experience

adv youth. re were more young
architects tlian young clerks of works (owing
chiefly to the method by which a clerk ot
works arrived at liis responsible position),
consequently many a young architect whose
inexperience would land him into difficultv,
actually owed the structural success of much
of his work to the wise and generous help of
one of those men among whom the speaker
was proud to acknowledge several lasting
friendships. Mr. Waterhouse concluded by a
personal expression of thanks to clerks" of
works for their help to the men of his pro-
fession, and congratulated himself at being,
owing to the chairman's invitation, for a
third time present at their excellent annual
festivity. Mr. George Corderoy, F.S.I., also
replied, observing that the surveyor had to
deal with the dull and prosaic work of esti-
mating the day-sheets and other documents
which showed what was expended on the
fabric. Ue acknowledged the hearty and
reliable assistance always rendered by clerks
of works in connection "with the accounts of
their buildings. The surveyor sometimes
acted as a buffer between the perplexed
architect and the infuriated client and the
anxious builder. Mr. Waterhouse had
suggested that the architect and the clerk of
works enabled a building to be erected more
satisfactorily, and, in the long run, more
cheaply; biit it was certain that if the
services of the surveyor were dispensed with,
buildings would cost more. Mr. J. 'J'egg pro-
posed "The Worshipful Company of Car-
penters." They had for many years afforded
the association free housing in their palatial
hall, assisted them in their examinations,
and also maintained schools for the principal
trades.

Lieut. -Col. Preston responded in the
absence of the Master of the Company, Mr.
John Hooke, owing to sudden illness, and
expressed the pleasure it gave the Court to
assist the association in every means in their
power. Sir. C. W. Denny proposed "The
Builders." In acknowledging the toast, Mr.
Henrv Holloway expressed satisfaction that

the dispute in the building trade seemed
likelv to be settled, and vigorously defended
the attitude which had been taken up by the

employers in demanding from workmen a

monetary guarantee that they would not

strike w'ithout due notice, and that trade-

union men would work side by side with

non-unionists.

At this stage of the proceedings, the chair-

man called upon Mr. William Woodward.
F.R.I.B.A., whom he introduced as the

generous founder of the association's pension

fund, for a song. Mr. Woodward selected

and rendered in robust fashion an old

favourite, "The Boys of the Old Brigade,"

and under his genial leadership all the

members joined lustily in the chorus, "Roll-

ing along, steady and strong," again and

The toast of the evening, "Success and
Prosperity to the Incorporated Clerks of

Works .Association," was then given by the

chairman. In feeling terms he alluded to

the recent decease of the secretary, Mr. F.

Dashwood, who did so much for the welfare

of the Association. Clerks of works needed
to be men of high character and possessed of

great tact, intimate knowledge of all con-

structional materials and building operations,

and their work grew more and more difficult,

varied, and exacting as the year went by. A
good, all round, practical workman who had

been a foreman, was the best man to be

selected for the responsibilities of clerk of

orks. They had recently started a pension

fund, and had elected" two members of

dvanced years to its benefits. These could

be usefully incrca.sed it funds permitted, and
architects, surveyors, and contractors at

his table had had p"leasure in joining with

him in contributing to the fund. 5Ir. W.
Lake, the prrsidoiit, responded, remarking

that the clerk nf work- seemed to come be-

tween the architect and the builder; but.

after all, it was the client who derived the
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lienefit from his services. The association

was doing a great work in binding tlie

members together and helping those of ad-

vancing years, for men who laboured for

wages could not expect to amass fortunes, if

they were honest. The committee received

many and repeated applications for grants,

which they would be glad to contribute if

their means allowed.
The concluding toast was that of " The

Chairman," proposed by Mr. R. H. Henley.
In replying, the chairman referred to the

interest" taken in the progress and work of

the association by his father, the late Mr.
Thomas Chatfeild" Clarke.

COMMENTS ON THE LAND
INQUIRY COMMITTEE'S (RURAL)
CONCLUSIONS.*
By Christopher Turnor (Visitor).

One cannot use the word "agriculture"
without thinking of land and the people em-
ployed on it. Is the land carrying the popula-

tion it should? Are the people working on
the land getting the utmost out of it? There
are still a great number of persons who do
their best to convince themselves and others

that there is no land problem, that all that

agriculture wants is to be left alone. I can-

not agree with them. It may be the view
of the very large landowner who has other

sources of income, or of the highly successful

large farmers who are prospering as they
deserve, and whose pedigree stock, for

instance, mav be said to command the
markets of the world. Unfortunately, we
have only some 17,000 farmers who farm over
300 acres, and are so well able to take care
of themselves, and there are 480,000 or so

who have been suffering for a long time from
conditions unfavourable to agriculture—

I

would put it more strongly, indeed, and say
suffering from the penalising of the agri-

cultural industry. The time has come—it

had come some time ago—for the nation to

take serious thought how to better the con-
ditions and raise the average of production
of this great mass of smaller farmers. Asa
nation we must give the attention to tliis

problem which has so long been withheld,
and our politicians must begin by careful
study to endeavour to understand it from
within. For years I have urged the neces-
sity for a full and comprehensive inquiry
into the condition of land. Such an inquiry
should have been in the form of a Royal
Commission, or, what to my mind would
meet the needs of the case better still, the
creation of a Country Life Institute. This
idea was put forward some years ago in the
remarkable report issued "by the United
States Country Life Commission appointed
by President Roosevelt. Such an institute
would be in effect a kind of permanent com-
mission investigating all questions bearing
on country life, and collecting and co-

ordinating information. What a centre for
teaching urban politicians the way in which
they should go! Such was the inquiry I

would have wished for ; the inquiry we have
had is not even a departmental one, and is

strongly of a party character. Yet for all

that it is an inquiry, and though I shall have
to criticise its fundamental principles, I still

welcome it, because it must force politicians
to pay more attention to land. Not only has
it forced Liberals—townsmen for the most
part^—to think more of the needs of agri-

culture, but, I regret to have to say it, that
the Unionists also required stirring up to
think more about the land and to recognise
and speak about the great land problem
which has to be solved.
Lord Lansdowne has given his opinion that

" The yield of the national estate is too small.
It is patent and obvious that more ought to
be got out of the land." Again, speaking in

July of last year, he said :
" It is common

ground of both parties that there is a land
question, and that its problems have to be
dealt with, and dealt with with a certain
amount of courage." And Mr. Bonar Law
said at Norwich, in November, that "In
some districts wages are too low and must

be raised." These considered opinions are

highly important, and, speaking as an agri-

culturist, I feel that in the natural order of

things the Unionist Party should be the Land
Party, or, rather, should be dealing with land
on national, and not party, lines. I feel

further that if the Unionist" Party during the

last few decades had been the real champions
of agricultural development, and if they had
realised the need for great changes in our
system of land tenure, changes which can only
bo effected by a large comprehensive land
policy, the Liberal land report would not
only have been unnecessary, but impossible.

We are all so apt to accept existing con-

ditions, and to tliink that they are, if not
the best possible, at all events, quite good
enough, and for this reason I would like to

devote some space to illustrating the neces-

sity for change in our present land con-

ditions. In the first place, tlie land of Eng-
land is not retaining its population as it

ought; ours is the only country in which the
decrease is absolnte and not relative. I am
aware that the last census showed a slight

increase for the decade 1901-1011 ; but, alas!

the check seems to have been only a tem-
porary one, and the tide of rural depopula-
tion has increased again since 1911. Secondly,
ours is the only country in which the yield of

the land is not increasing. Alas! our official

figures reveal a decided tendency in the
downward direclion--we have 227,000 acres
less of arable land than last year—fewer
sheep, fewer cattle, fewer pigs. A few months
ago I heard Mr. A. D. Hall say that he
would like to know why it was that, in spite

of increased prices for agricultural produce,
the yield of the land is still going down?
These are two points of the greatest im-

portance, and. to my mind, are sufficient to

show that there is need for very great

alteration in our present system of land
tenure, and in the present conditions affect-

ing agriculture. But there are further

reasons. I hold that, from the landowner's
point of view, the continuance of the present
land system without certain alterations is

more than a doubtful benefit. Your late

President, Mr. Edward Strutt, has said that

he could not see why a man should want an
estate exceeding 5,000 acres of agricultural

land, and I am entirely in agreement with
him. The possession of large areas of land

no longer gives political power, and is really

an encumbrance, especially if the area is

composed of several different estates. The
very large estate no longer justifies its

existence. I am sure that the members
of this Institution are well aware of

the fact that the large landowner gets

a smaller rental for his land than the

smaller landowner. Land on a 1,000-

acre estate is, I believe, often let at a rental

20 or 25 per cent, higher than similar land

on an estate of 20,000 acres. Too often the

large landowner is simply looked upon as a

kind of milch cow by the tenants, and one
often hears of tenants saying, "Oh, I have a

very good landlord; if difficulties come I'll

trust to my landlord." The whole relation-

ship is out of gear. How rarely are agree-

ments adhered to in regard to repairs; how
hard it is to get hedges kept properly and
ditches kept clean enough to discharge the

proper function of ditches? This state of

things did not exist before the great de-

pression, and it is the natural outcome of

that disastrous period; but none the less it

is a condition which is not justifiable, either

morally or economically.
Consideration of these facts leads us by a

natural sequence to the question of owner-
ship versus tenancy. Now, I think it is almost
ridiculously irrelevant to argue that -'f r.n

appeal is made to the practical man— tliat is,

to the tenant-farmer—there is little evidence

of any wish on his part to buy. How could

there be? They are practical men, and know
when they have a good bargain. I cannot

do better than quote the words of a tenant-

farmer who was discussing the matter quite

frankly with me. "As long as you land-

lords," he said, " are willing to put your
hands into your pockets and pay for us", let

us go on being tenants ; but when you get

tired of doing this, let us have some fair

arrangement to enable us to purchase our

farms." The large estate— I am referring to

estates of over 10,000 acres— is not an
economic unit, fxir it does not produce the

income for the landowner which it .should.

I have yet to hear of the landowner who has
not benefited materially by selling large

portions of his estate, even though the money
realised has to be invested in trust funds.

I believe that a sum equal to 30 per cent, of

the gross income is regarded by the Land
Agents' Association as the fair cost of

working an estate. On smaller estates,

where money is perhaps scarce, this sum
may be sufficient for the upkeep ; but on the

great estates I am convinced that 50 per
cent, is nearer the mark, and even that does
not include all the expenditure forced upon
the landowner. The one privilege whicli still

attaches to land ownership is that of con-

tributing to every imaginable local fund.

Subscriptions, and, indeed, general ex-

penditure, do in practice bear a very close

relation to the size of the estate. The public

at large, and even those who have to do with
land, fail to realise how little the landowner
gets from his estate. Even the land agent
does not always know ; for very often the

agent pays over to his employer a fixed sum
per annum, but does not know how much of

that sum has to go in payment of mortgage
charges. There must be numbers of largo

estates in purely rural districts which bring
in to the owner next to nothing as clear

income, and these not by any means always
heavily-mortgaged estates. I am labouring
this side of the question because I am con-

vinced that the large estate which is not
being developed to its full potential value is

an evil not only for the landowner, but for

the farmer, and the labourer, and also for

the nation, for there is a great deal of truth
in the saying, "Low rent, low farming, low
wages." I believe that it is not so much a

political, nor even a moral, but rather an
economic exigency which demands the re-

duction in size of the great estates and the

creation of a large number of occupying
ownerships, for ownership will remove that
undue dependence on the landowner, and will

again call forth those qualities of sturdy in-

dependence and enterprise for which our
English farmers were once so famous. Please
do not misunderstand me; I am not saying
that the landowner ouglit to be abolished,
but that the time has come when there must
be a reduction in the size of our great estates

and a great modification of our present
system. I hope that landlord and tenant
will long continue to exist in this country,
and not only so, but that the pleasing
relationship which exists will deepen and be
still closer. But it this is to be done the land
of England must be industrialised, and each
estate looked upon as an industrial unit. One
of the most remarkable features of Con-
tinental agriculture is the way in which sub-

sidiary industries connected with, and help-

ful to, agriculture are developed on private

estates. Now, there are so many cases of

large estates being owned by men who are

either too rich or too poor—one is almost as

bad as the other. Take the case of a man
with a 20,000-acre estate, with little or no

very small
anything for the development of his estate.

How much better for such a man to sell off

10,000 acres, and thus have a larger incomo
on which to live and develop the remainder
of his estate. It would be quite possible to

go a step further, and arrange for a certain

amount of the cash capital to be at the dis-

posal of the life tenant, while the rest would
be invested in trust securities in the usual

way. This system has been at work many
years, at all events in one European country,

with most satisfactory results. But if this

industrialisation is to be achieved, land-

owners and land-agents must have a different

attitude towards the land. Landowners must

be trained for their profession, and land-

agents chosen for their real knowledge of

agriculture, not because they are good

lawyers or rent collectors or accountants.

Landowners have still the opportunity of

becoming the active leaders of the industry,

but if they will not avail themselves of that

opportunity, it will soon be too late, and the
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industry will be reorgaTiised— or, indeed, will

reorganise itself—on a basis which will pay
scant heed to the claims of the inactive land-
!owner. In nearly every country of the world
the landowner is accustomed to farm a con-
siderable portion of the land, and to make
it pay. In England, when the landowner
farms, he generally loses considerable sums
thereby; in fact, it is quite a common saying
that the landowner cannot farm at a profit.

This is altogether wrong.
At last, to come more specifically to the

subject of this paper: it is some months since
I have read the report of the Liberal Land
Committee, and I have refrained purposely
from re-reading it before writing this paper,
for it is not upon points of detail that I wish
to fix my criticsm—that has been well done
by many highly-qualified persons—but rather
upon the main conclusions of that report, and
their bearing upon the larger land question.
The principal conclusions of the report are
these :

—

(1) That the wage of the agricultural
labourer is too low

;

(2) That a great number of new cottages
are needed

;

(3) That the yield of the land could, and
should, be increased;

(-1) That there should be increased security
of tenure and compensation for the tenant;

(5) That there is e.\cessivo damage from
game

;

(6) That land courts should be created for
the purpose of adjusting rentals;

(7) That " land monopoly " exists.

With the first five of these conclusions I

think that most fair-minded men who have
studied the problem will in the main agree.
With the proposal to create land courts we
come to a strong cleavage of opinion. I

think that the larger number of agriculturists
will at once say that land courts are in no
way necessary fn England, and would prove
a great evil. If there were to be fair-rent
courts the matter would be somewhat
different; but it has been quite clearly stated
that the proposed rent courts are to exist
solely for the purpose of reducing rentals.
and not to increase uneconomic rentals. This
would be disastrous. The land is one of the
nation's greatest assets, and if it is to be
properly used a full economic price should be
charged for it. To allow rents to be below
the economic rent is to encourage the bad
farmer. The three principal reasons urged
in favour of the rent court are:—

(1) There are a few districts in England
where rentals are higher than the fair
economic value of the land. We want a
great deal more evidence than is as yet
forthcoming if agriculturists are to be
made to believe that there is much rack-
renting in England.

(2) Where land has changed Iiands, the
new landlord not infrequently does ask an
unfairly high rental; in this' case I think
protection should be afforded to the farmer.

(3) As the chief means for enabling the
farmer to pay an increased wage to the
labourer. But this is altogether wrong.

It the wages of labourers are to be in-

creased, they must be increased by creating
conditions more favourable to agriculture,
by the better organisation of the industry
itself, and not in seeking to help the former
to pay a full wage by reducing a rental
which is already very " often less than an
economic rental. We cannot too often insist

upon the fact that low rental, low farming,
and low wages go together. In regard to
the case of the farmer who is overrented, or
of the farmer who suffers from a change of
landowner, the right way to deal with such
cases is to provide the proper machinery to

enable them to purchase, not to establish a

land court. Apart from cases where property
is sold, I do not think it has been by any
means proved that a farmer is often "given
notice without good reason. In fact, l\vish
landowners would be more strict than they
are, and give bad farmers notice more fre-

quently than they do. Much is heard of the
need for increasing the compensation of the
outgoing farmer, and he should have full ami
complete compensation for all bona-fide
improvements, and if he is turned out against

his will he deserves especially high com-
pensation, for having to leave his home.' Biit
in many countfes much reform in the system
of _ valuation 'and' tenant-^ight is necessary;
and there is little doubt to my mind that in

most cases the outgoing tenant has the best
of it, and the problem really is how to secure
real and effective dilapidation against the
bad farmer. In regard to the conclusion
that a land monopoly exists, as to whether
there is any monopoly in regard to urban
land, I am not qualified to express an-

opinion; but I am unable to understand how
anyone who knows the country can seriously
s^lggest that a monopoly of agVicultnral land
exists ! One has only to study the sale lists

to see the amount of land that changes hands
annually, and to consider the fact that in

most cases the land changes hands at what
we are pleased to call its agricultural value,
in order to be convinced that there is no such
monopoly.' Good agricultural land, well
equipped with buildings, selling at from £15
to £25 per acre (when its potential value to

the nation should be double that sum)
scarcely indicates the existence of a monopoly.
But I think it is only the urban Liberal, wlio

has studied neither the dictionary nor
country conditions, who believes in this
" mortopoly," I do not feel that the authors
of this report take it very seriously, albeit

they may pretend to do so.

We liave, then, arrived at this: Of the

seven principal findings of the Land Report
there is more or less agreement with the first

five; but that we disagree with tlie last two.

We must now consider how far we accept the

remedies suggested to meet the evils which
we agree exist. It is here that we must not
lose sight of underlying principles, for we
may well agree with many of the suggestions
in

' themselves. The two main principles

underlying all the suggested remedies are

those of laud nationalisation and centralisa-

tion, as opposed to the principles of owner-
ship and the development and strengthening

of local government. Liberals still very
generally oppose the whole principle of

occupying ownership, and their opposition is

based upon two entirely separate reasons.

There are those, on the one hand, who quite

logically and consistently oppose the ex-

tension of occupying ownership, because they

know that nothing will create a stronger

barrier against the nationalisation of land.

There is nothing to be said about this except

tliat agriculturists cannot accept land

nationalisation as coming within the range

of practical politics. But all Liberals are

not land nationalisers ; many oppose owner-

ship and hold to tenancy because they

honestly think that it is a very bad business

for the cultivator of the soil to sink his

capital in the purchase of land when he

wants every available penny to to use as work-

ing capital. To those who put forward this

as a reason against ow'nership there is a very

clear answer. We agree that it would be

very unwise, from every point of view, to ask

the" tenant to sink capital in the purchase of

his holding. But no one is suggesting for

one moment that he should do this. It is

easy to devise machinery which will enable

the tenant to buy land by paying annual in-

stalments of interest and sinking fund which
will not exceed the economic rental of the

land. In England there is generally such

horror at the bare suggestion of mortgage
and borrowing money that the great ad-

vantages possible from introducing the

system of redeemable mortgages on a large

scale have been overlooked. After paying

the first instalment the tenant becomes the

owner, is dependent upon no one but himself,

antlis responsible for the upkeep of his own
buildings, as every man should be. I am
putting forward this view in favour of pur-

chase as an agriculturist, and thinking only

of the interests of that industry. It has,

alas! been made an especial point for

"party" dispute; but that I cannot help.

Purchase—it need hardly be said— should
never be forced, and safeguards must be care-

•fuUy devised. The machinery should be

there, but the bad farmer should not be
allowed to buy: it is much better for all

concerned that the man who is destined to

fail should fail as a tenant, and not as an
owner. Again, where the machinery for

purcha,se is set to work, land must be bought
at a fair, and not at a fancy,' value'.' And
here there will luidonbtedly "be ' need for' a

certain amount of outside interference ; but
far less interference than would be the result
of setting up land courts.' Time does not
permit me to go further into this question.
Mr. Trustram Eve, if I recollect rightly, has
given a very clear account of how it "would
work.
The suggestions in the Report for increas-

ing the wages of the labourer, and the
umnber of cottages in rural districts, all

point to a centralisation, and an interference
of London officials, which, as an agriculturist
and i believer.

the spirit of local go-

n spii its failings,

it, I would very
much regret to see. In regard to wages, I

feel that every kind of voluntary effort should
be encouraged and tried and proved in-

effective before resort is had to wages boards.
Ill all low-paid districts committees of inquiry
should be appointed. The lords-lieutenant or
groups of leading landowners might well call

these into existence. The duty of these com-
mittees would be to ascertain the cost of

living in the various districts (for this varies

considerably), and to make public the relation

between this and the current wage, and
finally to endeavour, by publishing these facts

and by consulting with the farmers of the

districts, to obtain an increase in the local

standard of wage. If, however, voluntary
effort fails to effect the needed increase, then
I for one do not see any other method to

resort to than the institution of wages
boards; only they should be voluntary, and
as local in character as possible ; and if

wages boards are to be introduced this must
only be done as part of a whole system of

measures which will be for the improvement
of agriculture generally, improved education,

improved marketing and transport facilities,

easier access to capital, and so on. If, by
all these measures worked out in a carefully

planned and comprehensive policy, our land

again becomes more attractive to capital, and
the yield increases, and the farmer finds

liimself with a larger margin of profit, then

the farmer can be asked to share his in-

creasing prosperity with the labourer, and I

do not believe that he will prove recalcitrant.

If, on the other hand, a great system of

wages boards, worked by officials controlled

by a London office, is created, then I am
afraid that manv farmers will still further

reduce their land under the plough and the

number of men they employ, and I do not

see how the existence of a land court will

help matters. Both wages boards and land

courts mean outside interference, and there

is nothing to which the English agriculturist

objects more. Further, the great object is

to make the land more attractive to capital,

and I do not think that the most ardent

supporter of the rent court can maintain that

such an institution, with all the restrictions

its existence must entail, will assist that

desire to invest capital in agriculture which

it is so necessary to promote.

Again, in regard to the provision of houses,

it would seem that the proposal is for the

central authority to supersede the local

authority. Up to the present local autho-

rities have not, I admit, done much, and the

need for houses is great. I do not think the

local authoritv is to blame, for nearly every

building scheme adds a further liability to

the already overburdened ratepayer. Justice

to the ratepayer is long overdue, and yet

there are people who dare to taunt the local

authorities for not embarking on an enter-

prise which they know will add still further

charges upon the rates. To my mind the

district council is too small a body; it cannot

deal with the matter on a sufficiently large

scale. But I think that the county council

could do all that is necessary, and would do

so if the bulk of the loss on any housing

schemes was borne by the Exchequer. This

question of housing is a very vast one, and I

fear that I do not, perhaps, vi^w it in quite

the same light as the majority of my fellow-

agriculturists, who eommonlY liold that if all

who employ rural labour were to build houses

for all the men tliev or their tenants employ

the need would be met. We must remember
that there are a great number of villages

where the cbttages are Owned by small
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owners or speculating builders. Many of

these cottages should "be condemned ; but
these small owners cannot afford even to

put their cottages into proper sanitory con-
dition, let alone to build new cottages to
meet the demand that exists in most parishes.
There are others who go so far as to say
that cottages ought to be provided without
regard being had to an economic rental ; that
farmhouses, as houses, are not let at an
economic rental. This is true ; but the reason
IS that the period of great depression so
upset the whole economic conditions that it

is unlikely that landowners will ever again
'be able to get anytliing like a fair interest
on the capital really represented by land
and buildings. On any well-managed" estate
at the present time, if a landowner puts up
a new building for a tenant he charges him
5 per cent, on the cost. And I am convinced
that it should be the same in the case of

cottages
;
private enterprise in the past has

not met the demand, nor will it in the future
unless an economical rental can be obtained.
And even with an economical rental prevail-

ing, I am doubtful as to private enterprise
proving sufficient. If landowners, railway
companies, the Post Office, the police, and
different councils all provided cottages for

the men they employ, there would remain
the need for still more cottages.

We agriculturists must take a large view
of the matter. We must remember that
during the last fifty years or so the number
of men employed in agriculture has
diminished by nearly Iialf a million. It is

our duty to our country to leave no stone
unturned, no measure untaken, which will

tend to create conditions more favourable to
agriculture, and help us to win back that
half-million of men. And this can only be
done by making agriculture sufficiently

attractive to retain the rising generation of
young men in the country. If we succeed in

winning back this half-million of men, either
as labourers or as small-holders, we shall
want many more cottages, and in view of
this and the present demands, the figure of

120,000 can hardly be termed excessive. And
for such an undertaking I believe that we
shall have to look to public authority rather
than to private enterprise ; but it must be a
local authority and not a London depart-
ment. Increased wages and the provision of
cottages are two factors of greatest import-
ance to rural reform. And there are other
things which must not be overlooked. Rural
labour is to a great extent a blind alley.
Opportunities of betterment must be created
on a large scale. Even in the counties where
wages are high the majority of labourers
inust be given the opportunity of supplement-
ing their wages by owning or occupying some
small bit of land. It is often said that nil

the labourers who want allotments have got
them. My reply is, "Then tench more to
want them, and teach them how to use an
allotment." We cannot afford to leave the
great rural proletariat working as mere
machines for others; they must be given a
direct interest in the land, and country life

must be made for them a brighter thing than
it has been in the past. We must reduce that
great migratory class of rural labourers, and
fix them on the land. In no other country,
even where cash wages may be far lower
than with us, has the labourer so little stake
in the prosperity of the countryside. In most
Contiiiental countries it will be found that
from GO to 70 per cent, of the labourers own
cither their cottages or their plots of land.

I have seen many criticisms of the per-
sonnel of the Committee who are responsible
for this Report. It is commonlv snid that nil
were prejudiced, and that niost'knew nothing
about the land. I confess that there are
views put forward, generallv, however, in
the form of Minority Memoranda, which I
am inclined myself to' consider botli ignorant
and unfair. But I cannot forget that i.i the
whole rendering of the Report there is tlio
work of wise and devoted social reformers,
some of whom it has been mv privilege to
know for a long time ; and I feel that if there
is one criticism which it is impossible for me
to make, it would be to deny the value of
the Report as a sincere contribution to the
solution of the present land question, tliough
it makes it all the more regrettable that they

were not working on a great non-party

inquiry. No one who has studied social

questions will be inclined to belittle the

opinions of such an investigator as Mr.
Seebohm Rowntree, whose books on poverty,

unemployment, and other labour questions

are works of real authority. Nor do I think

that there are many who would wish to deny
to Mr. Acland a measure of gratitude for his

preface to the Report; and, indeed, one
would look far to find a fairer and more
judicial statement of the case for agriculture.

This Report has caused immense discussion.

And is there anything better for agriculture

than to be talked about, even by those who
know little, since they may thus learn? My
greatest fear is that because this Report puts
forward certain proposals which the majority
of those engaged in agriculture cannot
accept, we may be tempted to stiffen our
necks and harden our hearts against all

suggestions for reform. This would be
disastrous. In no other country has the

question of agricultural reform and develop-

ment been made a matter of party politics.

It has been reserved for us to achieve this

supreme folly, which would have been im-

possible if agriculturists were properly
organised, and could thus give force to their

opinions. On the one hand we have a land
policy that consists chiefly of shouting,
" Down with the landowner !

" and on the

other of " Damn the Radical !
" The only way

out of this dangerous predicament is for all

interested in agriculture to combine and put

forward a policy of which the motto will be
"Agriculture first." Certain reforms are

necessary. The "land problem" must be

studied from the broadest point of view by
agriculturists, and the constructive policy of

reform should come from agriculturists them-
selves.

««»

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At the meeting of the London County

Council on Tuesday the Fire Brigade Com-
mittee recommended that steps be taken with

a view to a further conference between
representatives of the Council and repre-

sentatives of the Metropolitan Water Board,
relative to the questions outstanding between
the Council and the Board as to the supply

of water for fire-extinction purposes, the con-

ference to be held on the basis that neither

the Council nor the Board is responsible

legally for the provision of an adequate
supply in places where the existing supply is

insufficient, but that it is desirable that a

settlement by consent should be arrived at in

the matter.

The General Purposes Committee i-eported

that they had had under consideration the

position of Mr. W. E. Riley, the architect,

who entered the service on March 21, 1899

his salary then being, as now, £2,000 a year.

They were impressed by the extent and im
portance of the duties attaching to his office.

Among other onerous duties which have

devolved upon Mr. Riley during his term of

office might be mentioned the securing of

designs for, and the arrangements in connec-
with the erection of, the new County

Hall, the erection of buildings (including the

Greenwich generating station, the central car

repair depot, and numerous fire stations and
technical institutes) used in connection with

the Council's various services, and the

transfer to him of the whole of the archi-

tectural work connected with the education
service. Since his appointment the volume
of capital work executed under his super-

vision had increased about tenfold, while the

maintenance work of his department shows a

corresponding increase. During the" last

fifteen years buildings providing accommoda-
tion for 49,800 persons of the working class

lunc bepTT designed and erected under his

supervision. The committee mentioned
these as illustrations of the great increase in

all branches of the work under the control

of the architect of the Council, who. in ad-

dition, as superintending architect of Metro-
politan buildings, has the responsibility of a

heavy and increasing amount of statutory
work under the London Building Act and
the Factories and Workshops Acts. The com-
mittee were convinced that every member of

the Council appreciates highly the value of

Mr. Riley's services, and the zeal with which
ho has rendered them. They asked the
Council to place upon record its appreciation
of Mr. Riley's s» '

'

not suggest ;iii i

Its app
ind. while they did
of his salary, they

Riley, who 1. ,mnIx m,„ >, ars of age, being in

the service of tlie L'uiniLil at the age of sixty-

five years, tlie addition of ten years should
be made to his period of service, for the
purpose of calculating the retiring allowance
payable to him.

The committee further recommended, as to

the staff in the Architect's department, that
Mr. C. G. French {£230 in May, 1914) and
Mr. A. B. Cox (£215), assistants in section
(b) of the first class, be advanced to section
(a) of the first class, each at the commencing
salary of £245 a year. That Mr. J. B. Stede-
ford (£150), assistant in section (b) of the
second class, be advanced to section (a) of
the second class, at the commencing salary
of £102 10s. a year. That the under-
mentioned officials be granted special duty
pay: Mr. F. H. Peacock, principal assistant,

and Mr. A. W. Sheppard, senior assistant,

each £25; Mr. A. Cowie, Mr. H. W. E.
Ruffle, Mr. W. H. Carey, Mr. H. B.
Mackenzie, Mr. P. W. Hine, Mr. T. Grant,
and Mr. P. A. Bick, assistants in the first

class, each £20; Mr. H. J. Sturges and Mr.
W. Bennett, assistants in section (a) of the
second class, each £15; and Mr. G. Gerrard,
Mr. F. J. Coombes, and Mr. H. J. Linnell,
assistants in section (b) of the second class,

each £10.
Twelve months ago the Council resolved

that the services of Mr. Andrew Young, the
valuer, who, on June 28, 1913, would attain

the age of sixty-five years, should be retained
for a period of one year from that date. Mr.
Young was appointed io the position of

valuer on October 29, 1889. and entered the
service on November 19, 1889, at a salary of

£1,000 a year, which was increased in 1896

to £1,250, and in 1899 to £1,500 a year. In
1902 his salary was increased to £2.000 a year
"by way of recognition of special services

rendered to the Council, and not as fixing the

salary of the office." The General Purposes
Committee now recommended that as the

retirement of Mr. Young would cause in-

convenience to tlie public service, his services

be retained until November 30 next, and that

Mr. Young be granted a retiring allowance of

£501 14s. a year, in addition to his retiring

allowance out of the superannuation and pro-

vident fund.

The committee's recommendation was
adopted.
The committee also recommended that tlie

salary of Major Philip Maud, C.M.G., the

chief officer of the Parks department, who
was appointed in Januarv, 1911. be increased

as from April 1, 1914, from £700 to £750 a

year, rising on April 1. 1915, to £800 a year.

The Council rejected a proposal to re-

establish the Works Committee by G7 votes

to 44.

As the arrangements and accommodation
at the existing Tooley-street fire station,

which was built in 1879", are considered un-

satisfactory, it is proposed to build a station

in substitution for it on a site at the junction

of Tower Bridge-road and Queen Elizabeth-

street, to be purchased from the City Cor-

poration at the price of £6,000.
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(InvxtnU Calamo.

We regret exceedingly the failure of the

conference on Monday to end the dispute

in the London building trade. The joint

meeting took place at Essex Hall, Strand.

The president of the London Master Builders'

Association was in the chair, and there was

a full attendance of members of the council

of the association. On the men's side Mr.

S. Stennett was the leader, and the follow-

ing societies were represented :—Carpenters

and joiners (four representatives), stone-

masons (two), smiths and fitters (two),

plumbers' societies (four), operative brick-

layers (two), mill-sawyers and wood-cutting

machinists (two), operative plasterers (two),

builders' labourers (three), cranedrivers

(two). An offer was made by the men's

delegates to submit to their members the

following:
—"That the trade-unions agree to

a clause being inserted in each agreement
that any member or members violating any
agreement entered into between representa-

tives of the trade-unions and the London
Master Builders' Association shall be dealt

with by the executives of such trade-unions."

This was declined by the London Master
Builders' Association as "perfectly useless,"

and the conference ended. A meeting of the

executive committees of the trade-unions con-
cerned was held on Tuesday, when it was
decided to submit certain proposals to the
men involved which, it is hoped, will satisfy

tlie employers' demands in regard to

guarantees for the proper performance of

any future agreements. Meetings of the men
will be held, and if they ratify the scheme
the employers will be asked to meet the
men's representatives in another conference.
Meanwhile, we suppose we can all only wait
patiently and wish both sides a clearer per-
ception of the desirability of not looking for
trouble !

Yet once again the Council of the Royal
Institute of British Architects is endeavour-
ing to bring a quorum of members together
to discuss, and if possible approve, the Re-
vised Scale of Professional Charges. Archi-
tects evidently fight shy of any proposal to

change the basis of fees, lest when a dispute
comes into court counsel and the judges
should laugh to scorn any plea of "custom."
The specially convened meeting called for
July 7 last was futile, owing to the paucity of

attendance. Adjourned meetings called for

November 2i and January 12 were also

failures, and now the revised scale is set

down for a fourth time for consideration at
the tag-end of the business meeting to be
held on Jlonday week. Under By-law 67
"at least forty members, of whom at least

twenty-one must be Fellows," are needed as a

quorum for a resolution on any professional
question, and such resolution can only be
carried by a majority, of two-thirds of the
members present as "declared by a show of

hands.

Mr. Christopher Tumor's paper on the
land question last Monday at the Surveyor's
Institution was a valuable and level-headed
one, and in refreshing contrast with much o-f

'lie party bunkum talked nowadays by those
"11 the one' side who do little but shout
Down with the landowner," and on the

iithcr "Damn the Radical," as he aptly put
it. It is a disgrace to England that she is

the one country in which questions of agri-

i-ultural reform and development have been

made matters of party politics. The natural

result has been the shameless proposal of

sham remedies by the dozen by empirics mis-

chievously resolved to play to the gallery at

all hazards on the one side, and sullen ob-

struction on the other ; and, meanwhile, the

land grows less productive and more labour-

starved year by year. We especially direct

the attention of our own readers to Mr.

Tumor's remarks with reference to cottage

building, about which so much humbug is

talked nowadays. We have said again and

again—as he says—that private enterprise

will never meet the demand unless an econo-

mical rental is obtained ; and that even then

it is quite likely the need for more cottages

will remain. We are entirely at one with

him as to the way in which the need should

be met, and so are all who know what they

are talking about.

In a four-story building of reinforced con-

crete construction throughout, erected re-

cently by an industrial corporation, for use

exclusively as an administration building, the

noise, particularly on one of the floors, was

the greatest nuisance, it being at times well-

nigh an impossibility to hear what anyone

said when talking over the telephone, and

various expedients were tried during several

months in an effort to remedy the trouble,

without success. The main room on this

floor is flanked on two sides by private offices

used by the management, which were sepa-

rated by the main office by partitioiis of wood

and glass, carried up about 8ft. from the

floor. After various other experiments had

been tried, an authority on acoustics was

consulted. He advised putting down a square

of carpet or a rug in the centre of each of the

private offices, and one or two in various

spots in the main office. His advice was fol-

lowed. The echo from the voice in talking

has entirely disappeared, the office force no

longer seems to be perpetually shuffling its

feet at the desks, and the clicking from eight

or ten typewriters, although they are situated

on an uncarpeted part of the floor, is

markedly subdued. The general sense of

quiet is most noticeable, and this in an office

through which there is constant passing from

one department to another, to be added to

the countless other noises that go to make

up the general hum of an office.

The Queensland Institute of Architects

have been discussing the question of obtain-

ing Legislative authority for the registration

of architects. A committee has reported that

the following conclusions were drawn from

the answers to a carefully-selected list of

questions submitted to the examining boards

in the States of Illinois, California, New
Jersey, Colorado, Louisiana, Utah, and also

Manitoba. (I) Architects in the States with

licensiiig laws give almost unanimous

approval to those laws ; evidence that the

laws are working satisfactorily. (2) The law

has not been a hindrance to any worthy prac-

titioner, but rather the reverse, since it has

removed the once popular individual called

"architect and contractor," tlie "architect-

builder," and the alleged architect who

carried his office in his hat. (3) Many State

Universities and technical schools have, since

the advent of the license laws, revised their

curriculum, added thereto, and modernised

their courses to meet the present demands.

(4) The law has created a higher ethical and

moral standard in the practice of the pro-

fession, as well as competency in planning

and designing. (5) There is no doubt that

tlie applicant for a license makes a greater

special effort in preparation for the examina-

tion than he would otherwise do, thus be-

coming far better fitted to practise from the

very beginning of his architectural career.

(6) The public has already learned that in a

State where a license law exists the man who
has not a license is a questionable man to

deal with. (7) No one thing done by archi-

tects has had such a salutary effect toward

better architectural education than the esta-

blishment of such laws as are now in exist-

ence, and the inevitable result will be that

in a few years only thoroughly competent

men will dare attempt to practise architec-

ture.

In connection with the appeal of the Dean
and Chapter of St. Paul's for the £70,000

which is needed to insure the safety of the

Cathedral, it is worth noting, as the Times

reminds us, that in the section of the

" Pareiitalia," in which the younger Chris-

topher Wren described, the architectural

work of his father, it is laid down as an

axiom that " in cramping of Stones, no Iron

should lye within nine Inches of Air, if

possible ; for the Air is the Menstruum that

consumes all Materials whatever." It is a

curious fact that the decay now visible in the

stones round the base of the dome is chiefly

due to the disregard by Wren's builders of

this very precaution. There are, of course,

additional elements of danger due to the

sewers and other underground works carried

out during recent years near the Cathedral,

and aggravated by the increase of heavy

street traffic. We are sure the Dean and

Chapter are not asking for a penny too much
if the fabric of the structure is to be kept

intact, and we think the course proposed to

be taken of first strengthening the super-

structure before doing anything to the foun-

dations is the right one. The response of

all interested—and who is not?—should be as

prompt and generous as we trust the work of

repa will be successful.

Writing in the Times on the battle of the

styles in arcliitecture, Sir Thomas G. Jack-

son, R.A., points out that there is no such

sharply-drawn division either of architects or

architecture into Classic and Gothic now, as

in the middle of the last century, when the

protagonists of Classic—Cockerell, Smirke,

Burton, Barry, and others—faced the cham-

pions of Gothic—Pugin, Butterfield, Scott,

and Street—across an impassable barrier.

Even in their time the barrier began to give

way. Wilkins deviated into what passed for

Gothic at Cambridge ; Barry, with the aid of

Pugin, built the Tudor Houses of Parlia-

ment; and Scott, though somewhat unwil-

lingly, obeyed Lord Palmerston's fancy for

Classic at the Government offices. A sort of

fusion has resulted, the effect of which is

that the rigid Classic of the textbooks has

been relaxed in favour of a freer treatment

not very remote from the Gothic manner,

while Gothic itself is becoming eclectic, and

is no longer a matter of strict obedience to

Mediaeval example. " In the last century the

question was really one of outward form

rather than of principle. The battle was be-

tween the Five Orders and the clustered

column ; between the round arch and the

pointed; between plain openings and

traceried windows. These features were

thought essential to their respective styles,

which without them would have been in no

style at all. This view will not do nowadays.

It is beginning to be understood that columns

and entablatures will not make a building
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Classic, nor

make it Goth:

•Till.' real diffeieiiee between Classic and

Gothic lies not in the outward features, but

ill the way you use tlieiu. It is possible to

take Classic features and use them in the

Gothic manner; it is possible to do the re

verse. On the other hand, during the

greater part of last century, when details

were copied by the N'eo-Goth as slavishly us

the Five Orders by the Neo-Classic, Gothic

was being practised in the Classic manner.

The real battle now is not between Gothic

and Classic as the terms used to be under-

stood, but between the principles for which

these styles stand. It is not between their

outward features, which may even be inter-

changed, but between the principle of liberty

on the one hand and convention on the other.

It is not unlike that now raging in another

field, ill which tradition and authority are

arrayed against what is understood as

Modernism. Classic stands for strict con-

formity to rule; Gothic for liberty of expres-

sion. Architecture has sat too long at the

feet of archaeology, which, useful as a hand-

maid, is destructive of all original effort if

it is allowed to become mistress. We should

regard the art of the past as our tutor, not as

our model. No art is of any \alue except so

far as it retleets the conditions of its own

age, and no other. In art, at all events,

there is no hope of life except in Moderiiisin."

Mr. C. F. A. \ oysey, a further letter

the Times, points out that one modern dif-

ference between the Classic and Gothic

modes lies in the fact that the Classic de-

bigiier imposes a precoumMil sjiiinietiicul

design upon himself, ami then cuiitnvos to

fit requirements and conditimi, to it, whereas

the Gothic designer develops his design out

of a careful study of the requirements and

conditions. In other words, the Classic

mind proceeds from without inwards, while

the Gothic mind proceeds from within out-

wards. Classic architecture, says Mr.

Voysey, expresses intellectual culture, while

Gothic architecture expresses spiritual

culture.
<»•

The West Suffolk Road and Bridges Conninttee

have appointed Mr. George fickering. of Soutli-

ainptou, district surveyor for No 3 district, at a

commencing salary of HIM, and to reside m ot

uear tlie borough of Eye.

Extensi\e drapery premises are about to bt

rebuilt oil an enlarged site in Brixton, S.W.

with frontages to Bnxtou-road, Stockwell-road

Stockwell-avenge, and Pikher-place. The arclii

tect is Mr. H. Knight.

Mr. ifeiuv Cliapni.iu Frilh, of Gleiicoe, Barton

street. Gloucester, luchitectural sculptor, whosf

death occwrTed on Jamuiry 2 last, left estati

valued at i;7,582 a^ IM lOttigies of deceased

prelates executed bv .Mr. I-'rith have been placed

in Bristol, Gloucester, Norwich, and other

cathedrals.

A series of illustrated lectures on the City

churches and monasteries of early London will be

given by the Kev. .J. Stephen Barrass, rector of

St. Lawrence Jewry, at his church on the

Monday evenings during Lent at seven o'clock.

The first lecture will take place on Monday
evening next.

The foundation-stone of the new Sale and
District Central School was laid on Monday by
the chairman of the building committee of the

Sale District Education Committee. The school

is to be erected at a cost, including site and fur-

nishing, of £12.000, and Iho architect is Mr. E.

J. Thompson, of Sale.

In the matter of Thomas Ramsay, an architect

and surveyor, of Glasgow, the public examina-
tion was closed in the Bankruptcy-court, Liver-
pool, on Monday. The debtor ascribed his failure

:o losses in connection with the Liverpool Exlii-

as architect and surveyor.

HOPES AND FKAKS FOR ART.

At the annual meeting of the Scottisli

Modern Arts Association, held on Friday ni

Edinburgh, Mr. Patrick Ford presiding, an

address was delivered by I'rof. G. Baldwin
Brown, M.A., upon "Hopes and Fears for

Art 111 the Twentieth Century." 'llie whole
atmosphere of the times tended, the lecturer

thought, to exaggerate the personal element
the painter's work. The numerous new
lements in painting were only local phases

of the general unrest which in those days
pervaded the coiiininiiil_\ . In all those niove-

ts there might be discerned a serious

purpose, though the carrying out of it might

iivolve pernicious fallacies. Post-Iinpression-

sm was a groping after a profound truth that

sculpture and painting were not in their

essence imitative arts, but creative. It was
fallacious, however, to suppose that they

could create objects in violation ot the

natural laws by which alone such objects in

Nature could come into being. Cubism
might be claimed as a revolt against a me-
ticulous rendering of a complicated object

with no break or accent. To build a figure

up in squares suggested a certain starkness

and force, the idea of which was stimulating.

Albert Durer had built up the figure in the

same way, but only as a means of seli-

educatioii. The mistake was to treat such

studies as final statements. The sensible

lover of art was wanting in moral courage in

his attitude towards those obvious ex-

travagancies of the modern " isms." We
heard too much about the artist "expressing

his own individuality." There had been

periods when the arts had flourished greatly

though the personal element was altogether

in abeyance. They were ages when the arts

ot construction had achieved their noblest

triumphs, while sculpture and painting in

their modern forms had no existence, and
carvers and colourists worked in entire

subordination to the architectural sehenie.

William Morris had dreamed of bringing

back an order of things when all the workers
ill tlie arts should co-operate together in

building and adorning some great national or

civic monument. Conditions were, however,

against anv general revival of craftsmanship

in the Med'iaeval spirit. William Morris had,

however, accomplished, much, and in some
departments, such as dress, textiles, and fur-

niture, the standard of work had greatly

risen. Architecture and decoration bad

coquetted a moment with " I'Art Nouveau,"

but had happily sent it on to Vienna, where
it was at present riotously alive. After a

notice ot the conditions of the time in archi-

tecture and sculpture, and a reference to

some Scotti.^li works recently completed, o"

in progress, such as the Gladstone Memoria
the Cliapel of the Thistle, and the decorativ

productions of an accomplished ladv. th

speaker coiicludod bv congratulating th

Scottisli Modern Arts Association that it had

begun its collection when the ideals and prac

tice of the school had been raised and

strengthened. There was no real danger that

the threatened anarchism in the world of

painting would break up the well-grounded

traditions of the art. and the collections of

the association might be trusted to grow not

oiilv ill size but in interest and intrinsic

worth.
«*»-

The portrait of Dr James Ward. Sc I)
,
Pro-

fessor of Mental Philosophy and Logic since 1897,

will be presented to Cambridge University to-

morrow (Saturday), in the large theatre of the

new lecture-rooiiis. The portrait has been

painted by Mr. Ambrose McEvoy.

The Bishop of R<.r\M=t.r prnMched in Strood

Parish Church .'ii SupI,,. n llie reopening

service after the III '"M ' '!
i nl rrior and the

restoration of thr .. i n. i
-I --t of the work

being about £600 Hi- l,.r.Miip dedicated a

carved oak pulpit, which has been presented by
friends as a memorial to the late Mr. William
Ball, J. P.
'

Mr. A. M. Salmon, late of the Public Works
Department. India, has died at Sutton, Surrey,

at the age of sixtv-three. He was trained at the

Madras Engineering College, and was in 1869

posted to Bengal In 1877 he was employed in

Bombay on famine relief works, and was district

engiii£6r in Patna from 1889 till 189.5 Mr
Salmon retired in 1899.

!8ml5ing IntelUgena.

EXETER.—Exeter has anticipated by a

few months the operation of the Order ot

the Local Government Board restricting

workhouses to adults. Erected at a cost of

£6,500, the home for children which Exeter

now possesses occupies about two acres of

land, not far from, but quite independent of,

the city workhouse, and it affords accom-

modation for thirty girls and forty-four boys,

together with four attendants. The building

has been carried out in the Georgian style,

in brick, with rusticated groynes, and free-

stone dressings to the front elevation, the

whole being covered with slate roofs. Mr.
R. M. Challice, of Bedford-circus, was the

architect, and from his plans the building

has been erected by Messrs. Sopor and
Algear.

HOLSWORTHY. — A Territorial drill-

hall was opened in the North-road, adjoining

Stanhope Park, on Thursday in last week.
The drill-hall was erected from plans pre-

pared by Messrs. Ellis, Son, and Bovvden,

F.S.I.. Bedford Chambers, Exeter, and
built by Messrs. Blatchford and Dawe, of

Okehainptoii. The building is ot roughcast

brick and stone, covered with slate. On the

ground floor are orderly officers' recreation-

and lecture-room, with servery attached, and
sitting room, kitchen, and the usual offices

for the use of the resident sergeant-

instructor, with three bedrooms and bath-

room over. At the rear is a drill hall 60ft.

by 30ft., with covered shooting-range extend-

ing 40ft. beyond on one side. Communicating i

with the drill hall is a quartermaster's store

fitted with clothing and ammunition cup-

boards and rifle-racks.

LIVERPOOL.—Erected at a cost of over

£21.000, the new church of St. Barnabas, at

the junction of Smithdowu-road and Allerton-

road, was on Saturday evening consecrated

by the Bishop of Liverpool. The church
consists of nave, north and soutli aisles,

narthex, chancel, morning chapel, clergy and
choir vestries, and organ-chamber. The font

is in the tower. The church is heated by a

low-pressure hot-water system, and ventilated

by radiators, with fresh-air inlets in the

walls, and extract ventilators. The lighting

is by electricity.- The exterior of the building

is of rustic brickwork, and the dressings to

the windows and doors are of red Runcorn
stone. The interior walls are finished in

stuc-plaster in imitation of stone, and the

columns to the aisles are of white Storetoii

stone. The roof is covered with Precelly

slates. The principal dimensions are : Nave,
length 58ft.. width 27ft. lin., height from

j

floor to roof 49ft.. total width across nave
|

and aisles 52ft. 4in. ; chancel, length 34ft.,

width 25ft., height from floor to roof SSH.

The seating accommodation is for about 670

worshippers. The style is Transitional

between Decorated and Perpendicular. The
architects were Mr. Sidney W. Doyle and

the late Mr. J. Francis Dovle. of Liverpool.

The oak reredus. which depicts "The Feast

at Emniaus." is the work of Messrs. Harry
Hems and Sons, of Exeter.

Captain H. A. L. Hall has been appointed

Director of Surveys in the Survey Department of

the Gold Coast Cilony, in place of Captain E. F.

W. Lees, who has been restored to the establish-

ment of his British unit (Royal Engineers).

architectural students in Paris, is about to he

rendered more visible by the removal of the old

and dilapidated houses that so closely environ it.

The fafade to the Seine will be left entirel.v

unbuilt upon ; but near by a new school of the

decora! ivc arts is to be erected.

Km -will 1- il,i!l\ liecoming more and more the

I,... I,
, 1 ,

, Ihoroughfare. Firms from

tl,, i II lie lime past been centring

tli.ir nil HIM iij^l the latest firms to take

posKcssnni "f premises in Imperial House 18

United Water Softeners. Ltd., and Messrs. Felt

and Tarrant IManufacturiiig Co The advertising

business has for some time turned its attention

seriously to Kingsw.iy and Messrs. C. F-

Higham. Ltd . have taken a large suite in
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PKOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

BRISTOL.—The annual banqutt of tin

Bristol Master Builders" Association wai
held last Tuesday night at the Roval Hotel
College Green, and was attended" bj about,
a hundred members and friends. Mr.
Audley Perkins, president, occupied the
chair, and amongst those present were Mr.
F. A. U. Woodward, vice-president; Sir
Isambard Uuen, Messrs. W. Thomas, Presi-
dent National Federation Building Trade
Employers of Great Britain and Ireland ; G.
H. Oatlev, president Bristol Society of Archi-
tects; E. M. Dyer, E. I. Neall, lion.

treasurer; Louis Bamberger, C. F. W.
Dening, hon. secretary Bristol Society of

Architects; and H. C. Sleep, president
Weston-super-Mare Association. After the
loyal toasts had been honoured, Mr. Louis
Bamberger submitted " The City and Port
of Bristol." He said there was not the
slightest doubt that the building trade had
been, during the last few years, in a de-
pressed condition, but there was hope to-

day for the building trade. The president
announced with regret that Sir Frank Wills
was unable to be with them, and in liis

absence, Mr. H. F. Cotterell, who responded
to the toast, said he would like to see a
proper set of municipal buildings in Bristol
in keeping with the standing of the city.—
Mr. Alfred Dowling submitted " The National
Federation of Building Trade Employers of
Great Britain and Ireland," and Mr. W.
Thomas, the president of that body, replied.
—Sir Isambard Owen ga\e "Architects,
Engineers, and Surveyors." It had been his
good pleasure since he came to Bristol to

know intimately one of the architects prac-
tising there, his friend Mr. G. H. Oatley.
That gentleman was now engaged upon a
work which gave him a chance to display the
full scope of his powers. In the magnificent
building which, through the munilicence of
Hie brothers Wills, was about to be erected
at the top of Park-street he trusted Bristol
would possess a treasure which would last as
loug as Stonehenge, and for ever be a monu-
ment to the genius of the people of Bristol.-

-

Mr. G. H. Oatley, president of the Bristol
Society of Architects, replied. Having referred
humorously to the interpretation of clauses
of specification and to bills of extras, he said
he had noticed lately that BriMol bnililers

had lost some big joi.^ ni ilir niy He did
not know why. Otiioi tlnnL'^ Immil' f (|iia!, one
liked to see things krpt m lli. nu, iilthough
he had notbi..'.' to .:n .ImmiI _•

I lirnis which
can II fr

knew ni:iii\ nf il,, lln-inl 1 J, ,, l,,i,lt out-

side tli._- rit\. 1 Iiiii_' lip. Ml ilii> subject of

education, 'Mi: dallcy said that if they put
before the public of this country larger ideas
than they had in the past, the public would
be educated to appreciate them, and tliere

would be in England more linilding nn tlie

lines of buildings they saw in Conlinental
towns, for we were far beliind such things
in England. He hoped the Bristol Corpora-
tion would move in the matter of the Town-
Planning Act quickly, so as to be ready for

the time when increased activitv came to the

building trade.— Mr. Frank N." Cowlin pro
posed "Kindred Associations and Visitors."

—Mr. R. Slaughter, president Society of

Clerks of Works and Builders' Forrmen, re-

sponded.— Mr. E. M. Dyer proposed " The
Bristol Master Builders' Association,"
coupling with it the name of the president,
who, in acknowledging the toast, said he
might safely say that the association had
endeavoured to carry on its work in a just

spirit and without aggression.—The new-

president (Mr. F. A. R. Woodward) was
then inducted.

DAMS WHICH FAIL.—"Some Dam
Failures " was the subject brought before the

Liverpool Engineering Society, at the Royal
Institution on Friday evening, by Mr. .J. R.

Davidson, assistant water engineer to the

Liverpool Corporation. He said experience,
to be complete, must be won from failure as

well as from success, and he proceeded to

describe in detail the most notable failures

of high dams in modern times, including one
in West Virginia this year. Reviewing these.

he summarised the lessons to be learned

thus:-(l) A gra^ity dam of masonry must be
wholly founded on rock

; (2) tensions should
be practically non-existent in a masonry
dam

; (3) in an earth dam there ought to be
provision for settlement and to prevent un-
equal settlement; (4) adequate provision must
be made for exceptional floods under all con-
ditions; (5) in a masonry or concrete dam a
secure foundation must be obtained and up-
lift guarded against. Each of the appalling
disasters enumerated had been caused by the
violation of one of these rules, and such
failures continued to occur with painful
frequency.

HITTITE MONUMENTS AND SCULP-
TURE.—Mr. D. G. Hogarth, Keeper of the
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, in continuing
his course of Munro Lectures on " The
Archasology of Syro-Cappadoeian Civilisa-
tion" in Edinburgh University, devoted his
lecture on Monday to what he called a
pioneer attempt to" put Hittite monuments
and sculpture into chronological sequence,
and to date six classes he was going to make.
The great majority of sculptures, he said,

were carveil on stones which were integral
parts of buildings. There was (1) carving on
the lowest stones of buildings externally; (2)

there were rock monuments, with scenes
generally either commemorative of conquest
or of religion carved upon them, which could
not be dated, except by their own intrinsic

artistic features; (3) there was a small
amount of free standing sculpture

; (4) there
was a large class of relief inscription, the
symbols ot wliich were so elaborately carved
that they practically ranked as sculpture;

(5) there was a small number of plastic works
in metal, bronzes. In grouping these he first

described the archaic group, the oldest form
of Hittite sculpture, examples of which were
illustrated on the screen. The distinguishing
feature of all Hittite art was what might he
called the silhouette effect. The carving was
done on a plane, the angle of which to the
bed-plane was very abrupt. Dealing with the
second class, the mature group, he described
the carving, and pointed out that in con-
ception, technique, and definite treatment
of the human body and its drapery that found
at Boghezkeni represented a great advance
on the Hiiyuk sculptures. At Carchemish, in

the South, there were examples features of

which bespoke a strong Semitic or Southern
influence. There was a change in the foot

wear and in the hair fashion. The next, tli->

third, he called the transition class, in wlm li

the influence of the earlier art was i|iiii,

strong, but with a new element coming in

under which it would develop into the later

classes. Describing what he called the early

new style, the fourth group, the lecturer said

in this the Semitic, or Southern, influence

was becoming strongly accentuated, and with

regard to the mature new style, the fifth

group, he observed that there was another
change of hair fashion and an unmistakable
grace had come into Hittite art. He thought
that was introduced from the West, and some
Ionian influence, he thought, was beginning

to make itself felt. Only one monument
existed of the period of decline, the sixth

class, in wliicli the feet were shown turned

pointing to the front, as compared with the

side direction of the previous sculptures.

There, again, they had the influence of

Ionian art. The last three classes all came
after 1000 D.C. he thought, the transition

class between 1000 and 1200 B.C., the second

class about the 13th century, and the first

group about the 14th century is.c. The
sequence he had suggested would, he thonglit,

be confirmed bv further research. The two

kindred iiitlnmices tliat worked conjointly to

fluence in llif Htli reiitnrv from the first

\ssvriaii kiiiLMi.ini iii the ease of the Northern

art," and tlh l!:iln Lhiiiiii or Kassite influence

of the ll'itli "1 17th I . iitnry B.C. in the case of

the Sonthf-rn iirt.

LONDON MASTER BUILDERS' ASSO-
CIATION JinXTHLY REPORT. — The
ordinary meeting of the council was held on

Thursday, the Ifltli inst., at the ofiices, Koli-i

Noor House. Kingswny, W.C. the president.

Mr, Walter Lawrence, jun., being in the

chair. The result nf three meetings of the .

Conciliation Boanl. held on the 13tli iust., I

nieetii illed

uiiciliation Board
1 discuss alleged

breaches of the Working Rule Agreements.
Complaints reached the association that the
plumbers, crane-drivers, and mill-sawyers
and wood cutting machini.sts, with whom
working agreenients are in existence, had
been withdrawn from their employment
during the past week. This association,
acting in conformity with the agreements,
called the Conciliation Boards together for
the purpose of considering the cases. There
are three boards, each composed of three
employers and three operatives, and in each
ease the following resolution was carried
unanimously :

" That the action of the
Society in calling out certain of their
members without the question having been
referred to the Conciliation Board is con-
trary to the meaning and intent of the con-
ciliation rule of the working rule agreement
existing between the London Master
Builders' Association and the Society."
The meaning of this resolution is that tiie

men admit that they have broken the agree-
ments. The position re the trade dispute was
considered, and it was resolved, in response
to a communication received from Mr. C. W.
Bowerman, M.P., Secretary of the Parlia-

mentary Committee of the Trades-Union
Congress, that his request for a conference
made on behalf of the various trade societies

with whom the association have, or recently

had, working rule agreements should be
acceded to, and the date for the same was
fixed for Monday, the 23rd inst., at 3 p.m.

LEEDS AND YORKSHIRE ARCHITEC-
TURAL SOCIETY.-A general meeting of

the above societv was held on Thursday even-

ing, the 19th iiist,, at the Leeds Institute,

Cookridge-street. In the absence of the

president and vice-president, Mr. W. H.
Thorp, F,U.I.B.A., occupied the chair. Mr.
Patrick Abercrombic, M,A. (Liverpool) gave a

lecture on "The Architect's Sphere in Town
Planning, Past and Present," illustrated

with lantern .slides. The lecture covered a

large ground, practically showing the whole
development of town pianning, and dealing

with the component parts of the problem
from the jEsthetic, the traffic, and the socialo-

gistic points of view. The paper was largely

an attack upon architects for not interesting

tliemselves sufficiently in matters of town-

llL' nf Mr. Aber
rn.iiil.i.' ,r.iirliiil. il 111- Ifcture with a com-
|,:ii:iln,' liiiiLMiini ~lioi\ing the density and
.li^p.iMtiiiii nf l'".iii;lisli towns. Continental

towns, tlie modern garden city, and a sugges-

tion for the future development of cities. The
latter showed concentration of the centres for

commercial purposes by the use ot sky-

scrapers, so obtaining quicker transport into

the outlying countrv in wliich were distri-

buted the houses, the works and the manu-

facturers also beiiK^ cnncentrnted in another

localitv. The discussion which followed

largely centred around the hist proposition,

and a vote of thanks to the lecturer was

heartily accorded, on tlie motion of the hon.

secretary (Mr. W. Whitehead. A.R.I.B.A.),

ami spconded bv Mr. .T. H. Foggitt. A.R.C.A.,

A.U.I.B.A.

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.—"Some Architectural Aspects of

Town Planning" was brought before the

Architectural Societv of Liverpool on Mon-

day evening by Mr. L. Patrick Abercrombie

in 'a lantern iilu>trate.l paper. He demon-

strated the weaknesses ,.f the gridiron plan

of towns and in showing the necessity of

for

nien al effects, pointe'l out tlnit English

tow vp.l muol to the country roads by

in",'

h t

effects

llie obsti

-ts, lie contended,

of town planning,

eles to town plan-

atcd. The hope

of B as show- to a.-peiul on the

deielopnlent of c vie spiri , and the sugges-

areliitpct s should ;ake a more active

part townplai iiiiig aiK housing schemes

M.ANCHRSTER SOCIETY OF ARCHI-
TECTS —Tlie following prizes subscribed by

the Manchester Society of Architects are
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offered to students attending tlie day and
evening classes of the school:—Degree and
certificate courses: 1. Second year course;
prize for best student in the studio, £1 Is.

2. Final year course
;
prize for best student

in the studio, £12 12s. (This prize is intended
to be used for sketching and measuring, and
the work done will have to be approved.)
Evening classes: 3. Elementary design class

(Friday evening)
; prize for best student

£3 3s. 4. Advanced design class; prize for

the two best students—first prize, £6 Gs.
;

second prize, £3 3s. In addition to the ses-

sional prizes, the following are offered to all

students of architecture who are members of

the Manchester Society of Architects:—
Measured drawings: Senior—Mr. Beaumont's
prize for best set, £3 3s. ; second prize,

£2 2s.
;
junior—Professor Dickie's first prize,

£2 2s. ; second prize, £1 Is. Measured draw-

ings to be delivered at the societv's rooms on or

before Monday, October 26, "l914. Water-
colour sketches: The president's prizes —
senior, £3 3s.; junior, £2 2s. Architectural

sketches: senior £2 2s.; junior, £1 Is.

Sketches to be delivered at the society's

rooms on or before Monday, October 5, 1914.

The Royal Institution Prize for Design

(£7) is for a hostel for town workers, with

incomes from £150 to £400 a year ; to accom-

modate thirty men, a married warden, a

housekeeper, porter, and eight servants. The
attention of students is also drawn to the

following scholarships and prizes:—The
Faulkner Fellow^lnp. viilno £100, awarded
for excellence ninl |.r..i,,i.r in llir lloimnrs'

School (includiiit; Aivliii.-tni-- m llir F:iciilt\

of Arts, and tl.r Cr.Mlii;:!-- S^lmlarsliips nf

£25, which in >|n
.

' 'i|;i^ I'e increased

to £50, both olT.i. :

-' I- \l;inohester Uni-

versity. The Bi I: .1, Scliolarship,

£50 a year for i ,. ^. n- l, nable at the

Manchester University. Fur particulars see

syllabus of Architecture School. The Procter

Travelling Scholarship, value £30, open to

all students in the Municipal School of Art.

(See Kalendar of School of Art.) The Hay-
ward prize of design, £7, open to students of

architecture of the School of Art. (See

Kalendar of School of Art.) Prize given by

School of Art for Architectural Design,

£1 Is. Prize given by School of Art for

Measured Drawings, £1 Is.

RECENT DISCOVERIES AT
W R X E T E R. — At a meeting of the

Society of Antiquaries, held at the Bur-

lington House on Friday evening. Sir C. Her-

cules Read presiding, Mr. J. P. Bushe-Fox
described the excavations of the Roman City

near Wroxeter in 1913, which the society is

carrying out in conjunction with the Shrop-

shire Archaeological Society. One and a half

acres had been uncovered to the north of the

portion worked on in 1912. The remains of

a large dwelling-house had been discovered,

but the principal discovery was a temple near

Watling-street. It included a podium, like

that at Caerwent, on a level witli the sur-

rounding floor and the courtyard in front of

it. Under the corner of the ambulatory they

found a pot containing a number of bones, all

except one belonging to the small ox. INIany

bronze and ivory objects were discovered,

and above 1,300 nails, some of lead. Some
of the bricks and tiles showed the impression

of liob-nailed boots, and among some 500

coins, in good condition, which had also been
unearthed, was a silver coin of Carausius.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF THE
ARCHITECTS OF IRELAND.—A general

meeting of the above body was held on
Thursday, February 19, at 31, South
Frederick-street, Dublin. The president, Mr.
R. Caulfeild Orpen, B.A., R.H.A.. was in the

chair. There were also present: Messrs. A.

E. Murray, J. H. Webb, G. L. O'Connor,
P. J. Lynch, W. A. Scott, L. O'Callaghan,
J. Holloway, P. L. Dickinson, and F. G.
Hicks, hon. secretary. Tlie minutes of the

previous meeting were re:ul and signed. The
president read his inaugural address. It

seemed to him, said the president, our advice

should be, " Study the fashion in design of

to-day, with an eye to to-morrow's develop-

ments; avoid, as you value your professional

reputation, outraging the canons of fashion

your country and time have decreed, and

—

Heaven forgive you !—you will float on the

tide of popular success." "Gracious!"
lims the scandalised student— one who
adopted the creed of Liverpool and sat

le feet of that most attractive personality
((iin]>. lliiij; enthusiast, my friend

.Hiill\, (iracious!" The student will

i:ilil\ .1. rliM,. lo carry an unfruitful cun-
ii I

m

ilii I : lint if he deemed me worthy
ill II, 1 can fancy him asserting

. II , -iir style which, in its purity
.1 I I adopted to all conditions of

,t..iural .lL-5ign, and that is the Neo-
." 1 am afraid the interview is over,

student— I respect him and envy the
peace of mind the whole-hearted acceptance
if a creed brings— will invariably refer to a

leriod, which to some of us is comparatively
ecent, as that of "the now nniversally-

liscredited Neo-Gothie." We—and there are
everal among us here to niglit—who served
ong apprenticesliip in this "discredited"
seliool cannot but feel pained by tliis crude
condemnation of tlie educational efforts of

our masters. Undoubtedly the " Gothic
period" discovered many architects of

mediocre skill, as every period of history has
done ; many who were merely slavish

"adapters," often ill equipped by study. The
world went mad and clamoured for turrets

and gables, crockets and gargoyles, and our
offices produced these ad nauseam. But it

was because, as is always the case, the true

exponents of the Gothic spirit were few and
often neglected, and the false and vulgar pro-

fessors of a fluent style were blatant and
many, that the movement became discredited.

We, who know the patient study and scholar-

ship brought to their art by such men as

Sharpe and Street, Burges, Sedding, and
my old master. Drew, will, I fancy, continue
to' resent the repetition of the expression
" universally - discredited Neo - Gotliic." I

used, just now, the word "fluent" in con-

nection with the use of the Gothic Style. It

was, undoubtedly, this fluency which com
passed its discredit. In our student days
(happily for all of us still incomplete) we
filled our sketch-books with records of old

English homes— Elizabethan, Jacobean, and
the rest—revelling in the picturesque group-

ing of dormers and gables, oriels and turrets;

with our colour-boxes we noted the charming
effect of tiled roof and black timber gable-

framing ; of widely-tabled, roomy brick

chimney-stacks, russet and grey and lichen-

encrusted — all added picturesqueness that

came from periodic extensions of these

ancient homes; all the accidental effects of

inserted windows and clinging creepers; and
through over-indulgence in this riot of beauty
we went mad. Look at the work of the

leaders of these schools in the domestic work
they produced, and note how the affectation

of the picturesque obsessed them ; how tor-

tuous the planning to break up the masses
of the elevation. Huw illogical it all was,

how childish, how futile ! Then came the

jerry-builder with his bastard Gothic
suburban terrace houses, who finally dis-

credited the only typical style of architecture

our country possesses. It was this craze for

tlie picturesque—a Kate Greenaway kind of

pictur-esqueness— which distinguished the last

quarter of the 19th century. We sketchers of

English Domestic Gothic work were "out
for" the picturesque—such as our taste recug

nised—and we seem to have failed to see how
logical and straightforward the planning of

these old English homes really was ; liow, in

their dignified arrangement of apartments
and unaffected external treatment, they

offered us splendid examples of sane and
practical architecture. The keynote of their

design was that which is the true test of all

art—honesty and sincerity. I fear any words
of mine in feeble defence of our predecessors,

to whom the study of our English Gothic in

all its periods meant so much, will meet with
little sympathy from the pioneers of to-day.

There is one broad lesson to be learnt from
the overthrow of these champions, and I

sliould like to enforop it to ni-lit. I think the

lesson is this—tlml iln |.;i- in- nf the vogue
our masters repri i .:-

i
•.,i iml the result

of any inherent 111 i i he principles

of design they prnfi i ^1 In .ilueate, but the

result of their applying themselves almost
exclusively to the task of mastering the in-

tricacies of detail—detail of constantly

changing variety, and of giving too little

ittention to the great principles which under-
ie the spirit of Gothic design. Archfeology
itrangled architecture during the Neo-Gothic
lunod. None of us can confidently predict
liL' ilneclion which what for want of a
jrUrr tirm we may call fashion in archi-
uetural style will take, and though the
proplietic mantle, lightly assumed, frequently
becomes burdensome under the fierce light
of unexpected revelation, I look forward to a
period, not in the very distant future, when
we shall see a revival of the "discredited"
Neo-Gothic, no longer characterised by a
pedantic fumbling over the distinction be-
tween mouldings of "Late" and "Early"
Decorated, or engrossed in the study of the
development of the crocket, but based on a
true appreciation of the essential spirit of the
style. One such as I am, who served his

apprenticeship in the Gothic school, is

saddened and shocked when he meets the
work of many modern architects essaying
the Gothic style, either the actual buildings
or their illustrations, and sees liow per-
functory has been the training of the
designers, how little evidence their work
shows of study of the spirit of the style they
exploit, or of the detail they attempt to adopt.
I was refreshed and uplifted when, last year,
on the excursion of our own Architectural
Association, I visited Liverpool Cathedral,
and saw, for the first time, the completed
Lady-chapel. The old spirit of the Goth in

me rejoiced. Here I found in, to my mind,
quite amazing beauty, traditional scholarship
refining and curbing a splendid conception

;

freshness and vigour of detail always modern
and suggestive, but decorous and true to the
spirit of the Style. No stammering statement
this, but a splendid paean of praise in stone
by an accomplished architect and master of

his craft. I hope I have said enough to em-
phasise my contention that to condemn the
study of English Ecclesiastical or Domestic
Gothic work is both foolish and unjust.—

A

vote of thanks was proposed by Mr. P. J.

Lynch to the president. He said they had
had the pleasure of listening to an address
which had broken new ground, and was full

of suggestive thought. He was glad to hear
such a temperate protest against the whole-
sale condemnation—so prevalent nowadays

—

of the work of the Gothic revivalists.— Mr. F.

G. Hicks, in seconding, said the president's

address reminded him of his water-colour
work liotli exhibited great colour charm.—
Mr. ^Aur], .:,]]. -i] altontion to the Roval Com-
missi. mi ^^lMrll ^^;ls now being held 'in Great
Briii.iii, \Mili ilin nliicet nf recording and pre-

sorviiiL' rriiiaiii^ III' architectural and anti-

quarian interest in the country, and suggested

that the institute should identify themselves

with a movement to obtain similar facilities

in Ireland. It was agreed that a letter be

drafted and considered by the council.—The
president announced the postponement of the

annual dinner until March 5.

SANITATION IN ANCIENT ROME.-
This formed the topic of Mr. Banister F.

Fletcher's lecture at the British Museum on

Monday. The genius of the Romans was no-

where better shown than in their provision

for a good supply of water for the living, and

in their regulations for the burial of the dead

outside tlie city walls. An ample water

supply was necessary for the Imperial City,

and it was found in the hills not very far

away. They set to work to form the great

arolies which carried the water in a covered

specus, free from contamination. It might

be asked whv Ihev expended money and

labour in oarrving water at such a lieiglit

instead of in mains underground. The reply

was that pipes had to be made of costly lend

or bronze, and they had not the lead, and

bronze was still more costly. It was thus

cheaper by forced human labour to construct

these great arches across valleys and rivetf

into Rome. The regulations for the 'water

supply threw light on Roman administrntiM

metliods. for officials were appointed by the

Senate to secure the purity of the water, and

careful provision of water was made for

thermic, fountains, and houses. The RonianB

also strove to secure the sanitation of tM
city by prohibiting burial within its wallS,

' and thus it was that great monumental toml!
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of different types lined the roads that
approached Rome and Pompeii, and even the
great mausoleum of Hadrian was on the other
side of the Tiber.

COMPETITIONS.
BARXSLEY.—Members and Licentiates

of the Royal Iiistitnte of British Architects
must not take part'in the town-hall competi-
tion, because the conditions are not in

accordance with the published Regulations of

the Royal Institute for Architectural Com-
petitions.

B.ATH.—The design for the new secondary
school which is to be erected at Bath, at a

_ . , , was thro'

petition, and as many as

submitted by architects in various parts of

the country. The Education Committee had
appointed Mr. H. T. Hare as assessor, and
his award was considered by the Special City
Secondary School Subcommittee at a meet
ing held last Friday. The envelopes accom-
panying the two leading designs were opened.
and the result of the competition is: First.

Messrs. Hickton and Farmer, Walsall

;

second, Mr. A. McKewan, Birmingham, and
Mr. C. Standbury, Madeley.

MILL HILL COUNTY SCHOOL COM-
PETITION.—Any members of the Society
of Architects who have been invited by the
Hendon Education Committee to take pnit
in the above competition are requested not
to do so without first ascertaining from the
Secretary whether the conditions are such
as can be approved by the Society.

CHIPS.
Mr. Harry Pollen, vounRer" son of Dr. J.

Pollen. CLE., late "of Bombay, lias been
appointed assistant architect to the Government
of Behar and Orissa.

A Unionist public hall at Acle, East Norfolk,
was opened on Thursday in last week. Mr R.
Coates was the honorary architect, and Mr.
Daniels was the builder.

The Archbishop of Canterbury consecrated the
second portion of St. Stephen's Church. Norbury.
on Sunday, consisting of chancel, side-chapel,
and vestries. The present scheme has cost
£4,400.

Mr. J. T. Peters, of 62, Westbourne-road,
Birkenhead, died with tragic suddenness on
Friday at the entrance to the co-operative
society's premises in Catherine-street in that
town. Ho was a well-known house-painter and
decorator, and was 70 years of age.

The Alexandra wet dock, and the Hughes Dry
Dock, at Bombay, are to be opened by the
Viceroy on March 20. The works have cost 6i
millions sterling. The consulting engineers in

England are Sir John Wolfe Barry, Mr. A. .T.

Barry. Sir Walter Hughes, and Mr. K. A. Wolfe
Barry.

The town council of Godalming have elected
from 225 candidates, Mr. A. Bromlv. now
assistant borough engineer of Croydon, as

borough surveyor and water engineer, at a
salary of £250,'rising to £350 a year. Mr. I. H.
Norris, who recently resigned the post, has been
appointed consulting engineer at a remuneration
of £50 a year.

A protest was made at the Halifax Trades and
Labour Council meeting last Tuesday night
against the employment bv the chief constahle-
of a policeman in doing painting and wall-paper-
ing work for the watch committee. At present
several painters in Halifax were walking the
streets for lack of employment. The meeting
authorised the Labour representatives on the
town council to raise the question in open meet-
ing of that body.

At the Parish Hall, Thorpe St. Andrew,
Norfolk, Major J. Stewart. R.E., Local Govern-
ment Board inspector, has held an inquiry into

the application bv the rural district council of

Blofield for sanction (1) to borrow £8.250 for

purposes of sewerage for the parish of Thorpe
(next Norwich) including the execution of works
in the city of Norwich; and in the narish' of

Whitlingham. in the rural district of Henstead,
and (2) to the communication of the sewers to he
provided with the sewers of the city of Norwich,
Mr. Arthur J. Martin. M.Inst. C.E., the engineer
for the scheme, explained the proposals, and
stated that the execution of the work would be
supervised bv Mr A. E. Collins, the city engineer
of Norwich, who would be paid a commission of

1 per cent, by his corporation.

Corr£sp0n5enr£.

HOUSING IN' PENRITH.
To the Editor of the BUILDING Ni;\vs.

Sir,— I thank you sincerely for your
reference last week to our "housing" excite-

ment. It will carry weight with the autho-
rities. Though a native of these parts, uiy

lifetime has been spent in busy Lancashire
towns until about tour years" ago, when,
through the Unseen Guiding Power, I settled

down to practise here. It did not occur to

me that tlie "gates," courts, and alleys so

necessary for protection against marauding
Scots were figuratively mapped on the social

heart of the Mediaeval town, and were as

much barriers to progress as the gamekeeper
against poachers upon the influential landed
proprietor's preserves.

I had. however, remembered the poet
Burns's " Forew'ord " to the Housing Acts,

fittingly, though unknowingly, written

—

To make a happy fireside clime
To weans and wife—

That's the true pathos and sublime
Of human Ufe.

Experience has set up within nie an axiom
that "all arbitrary rule is a violation of

liberty," and pointed out the necessity for

preaching the sentiments of the Rev. Sydney
Smith, almost a century ago: "It is culpa-

bility in a high degree to want every sort of

compassion for human misery when it is

accompanied by ignorance, and to deem the

bodily wretchedness and the dirty tears of

the poor a fit subject for contempt."
Again thanking you for your most helpful

contribution to the cause in Penrith, I am,
etc.,

Penrith. CH.4RLES BETH.4M.

CONDENSATION OF MOISTURE ON
CONCRETE WALLS.

Sir,—In your leading article of Feb. 13

you say that " when concrete is well rammed
"in walls it is likely to show damp, for it is

practically non-absorbent, and an absorbent
surface is necessary to keep walls dry inside.

May it not be that concrete is not a popular
material for house-building because it is a

better conductor of heat and cold than
ordinary brick, or even stone, walls?" My
experience, after living in three concrete

houses for over twenty years, the walls of

which were in each case built with a quite

different description of aggregate, is quite

tlie reverse. No condensation took place in

ordinary circumstances, and when it did it

was much less than on plastered brick walls

ill the same neighbourhood.
The walls proved to be bad conductors of

lieat and cold, and the houses were cooler

in summer and warmer in winter than brick

houses. The concrete was well rammed in

place, and the materials carefully graded,

and could not, I think, contain any air

centres. When a brick house was shut up
for a time, without fires or any ventilation,

there was always a fungusy smell on enter-

ing; but I never experienced this with a

concrete house.—I am, etc.,

Thoma-s Potter.

GEOLOGY AND BUILDING.
Sir,-In your editorial of the I3tli inst.

you state, in speaking of the porosity of

concrete, that "complaints of the dampness
of concrete walls are universal and per-

sistent." You say that if a waterproofing
specific could be added to the outer two or

three inches of the wall of a house, leaving

the inside porous, we should have fewer com-
plaints regarding concrete wall failures.

It must appeal to a practical mind that to

waterproof concrete throughout a mass is

unnecessary. Many concrete structures have
been waterproofed with Sin. of waterproof
concrete. In some cases a waterproof
rendering on one or bolh sides will be suffi-

cient. A concrete church was recently water-

proofed with a fin. Pudloed cement render-

ing inside and outside. The inside was
finished with a Jin. coating of Keene's or

Parian, and the outside was cased with 4^in.

red brickwork, thus obtaining an artistic

effect which blended with the surrounding

THE LATE E. W. GODWIN'S FUNERAL.
Sir,—My attention has been called to an

extract printed in your issue of Feb. 13
from Mr. Caton Woodville's "Recollections."
I wish to point out that the account of Mr.
E. W. Godsvin's funeral is inaccurate. I was
present myself, and I can bear witness that
the ceremony was carried out in perfect
order and with due reverence.

I make this statement in justice to the
memory of the lady who was Mr. Godwin's
wife.—I am, etc., William Webb.
The Rectory House, 3, Devonshire-

square, Bishopsgate, E.G.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

LEITH.-Tlie memorial which is to be reared
in Leith to the late King Edward VII. is

approaching completion. The memorial takes
the form of a statue of the late King, and it has
been executed by Mr. John S. Rhind, Edinburgh.
Th» .-<-..Ipf— b-V now finished his work, and the
(iL- " 11 1- -patched to Frame, to be cast
mi' ' statue Mr. Rhind represents
111-'

I
'li .Hired in the robes of the Order

of tin n -il I'lip costume is a short doublet,
slashed trunks, and shoes with rosettes: while
over all has been draped a regal mantle. In his

right hand the King carries the sceptre of peace,
which has on the too the ball, cross, and dove;
while the left hand rests on the left thigh. The
figure. Sft. in height, will be set on a granite
pedestal. 12ft. high. The pedestal is of Classic

design, with moulded base, frieze, and cornice.

The memorial is to be erected within the
entrance of the Victoria Park at Newhaven-road.

An appeal is being made for an endowment for

a University Professorship of Forestry at Oxford
by the founder of the School of Forestry, Sir

William Schlich. F.R.S., who starts it with a

donation of £500.

At their meeting at Dublin on Wednesday, the

governors and guardians of the National Gallery

of Ireland appointed Sir Hugh Lane to be

director of the Gallery in the room of Sir Walter
Armstrong, resigned. No better selection could

have been made, especially after the ungenerous
refusal of the corooration of Dublin to entertain

his nroject of an "art gallery designed by Mr E,

L Lutyens, A.R.A.. to stride the Liffey on a

new structure, replacing the unsightly Metal

Bridge.

.\n official insnection on behalf of the urban
district council of Cromer took place on Wednes-
day week at Metton— five miles from Cromer—
of the Candv filtration nlant. recently installed

at the council waterworks. The plant, which

has cost £2,000. has been instrillerl for the

purpose of removing from the water sntpeuded

particles of iron, which caused at times discolora-

tion. The engineers were Messrs. J. C, Melliss and
Co . who planned and carried out the under-

taking.

The corporation of York are striving to solve

the problem presented by the demands of sub-

urban districts for further tramway facilities, for

the streets in the centre of the city are narrow

and congested, and contain some fine examples
of Media-val Domestic architecture. Some
14th-century houses in the Pavement were
pulled down half a dozen years ago bv the

owner. The site has recently been aconircd by

the citv council, and a broad thorouirhfarp con-

structed to Walmgate. It is now proposed that

the tramways shal betaken alonsr this route, and
by a single line alongside Walmgate Bar to the

ITuU-road district, on the north-east side of the

city.

.\ school has recently been erected in Shirley-

road. Birmingham, but, so far. only a main
schoolroom is finished. Ultimately it is to be sur-

rounded on three sides by class-rooms (divided

from the main room on two sides bv folding

nartitions. and on one side bv a corridor), and
kitchen and lavatory accommodation already

built. The exterior is faced with bricks with

white mortar ioints. The roof is covered with
brown tiles; asnhalte tiat roofs will be used over

the classrooms." The first portion of the scheme,
which ircliidns the main schoolroom, two class-

rooms, kitoh'-n c'lr-H' livatories. and entrance
lobby, was .,!,, 1 .'

, rost of £1318, Mr.
T. .lohnsnn - l: M was the builder, and
the archil ' - Ingall, Brid<rwater.

and Porter T, --,. i; T B, A,, of Temple-row
West. Birmingham.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
ANCIENT LIGHT DISPUTE. — In the

Chancery Division on Wednesday week, Mr.
.Instice Warrington heard an action brought by
Canon Langton Geo. Vere. of St. Patrick's
Roman Catliolic Church. Soho, to restrain Mr.
F G. Minter, builder, of Ferry Works. Putney,
from building upon Mr. Minter's land at 22.

Soho-square, so as improperly to block the
ancient light of the church and the house. 21a,
Soho-square, adjoining, in which the Canon lives.

Mr. JIatthew explained that the action came on
without pleadings, on an order made on Jan. 13,

when there was a motion for injunction before
the Court. Canon Vere declared that the
present building was interfering with the light in

various directions, principally in the basement
and dining-room of his house; but also of the

fair, pleaded guilty to obtaining various simis of

money by means of false pretences. Mr. Sefton
Cohen stated that the accused had been making
out false vouchers in respect of contract work,
had been charging wages for a fictitiovis work-
man, and had taken cash from the safe. The
downfall of prisoner, a man of hitherto excellent
character, it would appear, was due to severe
domestic affliction. The Alderman sentenced
accused to two months in the second division.

PARLIAMENTAKY NOTES.
L.VROUR EXCHANGES AND THE LONDON

BUILDERS,—In the House of Commons on
Mondav, Mr. W. T.Wilson (Lab., Westhoughton)
asked whether unemploved men in the building

(©rtr minstrationa.

BKUMINSTER PUBLIC LIBRARY.
This building, which is the gift of Mr.

George A. Wills, J. P.. was designed by
Messrs. Sir Frank W. Wills (F.R.I.B.A.) and
Sons, and erected by Messrs. A. Dowling and
Son, of Bristol, the total cost amounting to

nearly £10,000. The main entrance is in

East-street, Bedminster, and in a line with
the entrance-hall there is a corridor 10ft.

wide, with mosaic floor, running to the other
end of the building. On the right of this is the

newspaper-room (in2ft. in lengtli and n2ft. in

F\UST FLOm PlJaM

BEDMIXSTER PUBLIC LIBRARY, BRISTOL.—Messrs. Sir Frank Wills. F.R.I.B.A., and Sons, Architects.

clerestory of the church and the north end
window. The light, too, of a first-floor bedroom
window had been obstructed, and it was to this

room, said the Canon, that he sometimes re-

paired for study at certain times of the year. It

was cooler than other rooms, and that quality

was occasionallv vnv desirable.-Mr. R. L
Curtis, aiil . :.N,i :iMevor. Mr. John Robert
Moore S i 1 M:A,'. and Mr. Thomas
Uenrv S. ! I: I I \ chief assistant to Mr.
Curtis, L-r . ; t.., the plaintiff, and Mr,
William Wooduard, FKI.B.A., F.S.I.. of 13,

Southampton-street, Strand, Mr. E. Keynes
Purchase, F.R I.E. A., F.S.I., of 20, Maddox-
street, W., for the defendant.—Mr. Clausen
observed that the defendant vias quite prepared
so to alter his plans. The plans bv which they
were building, Mr. Purchase contiimod. would
only slightly diminish the light in the dining-

room, and would not create a siilistantial

nuisance. Mr. Clausen offered, with tlie altera-

tion of plan, to pay costs to the present moment.
and submit to an expert inquiry for damages
He thought the damages would now be slight.

—His Lordship said he found that if the new
buildings were erected, the result would be a
substantial privation of light sufficient to render
the occupation of the plaintiff's house uncomfort-
able, an-l [1. .,,11 il,. ranon from enjoying it

in as belli r ;,il tiiiiiin. I ,i. h. had previouslv done.
With rr..'a.,l .., ill. ,1m,, I,, he found theeVection

exchanges were being asked whether they were
prepared to sign the circular recently issued by

of

ibstan atiun ui light sufficient to render
the occupation of that part of the church which
was under the gallery uncomfortable, and the
use of the chapel with its altar at the west end
also imcomfortable. In both cases the plaintiff
had proved there would be an actionable
nuisance. Injunction naturally followed ; but an
offer had been made in the last stages to alter
the plans. He should make the injunction asked
for; but he thought that as the plaintiff had
been very reasonable throughout, it would be
possible to carry out the changes now so that
they met with his approval. Plans .should be
discussed between the parties. Costs would be
the plaintiff's up to and including the judgment.
FALSE VODCHERS.-At the Mansion House

on Thursday in last week, before Aid. Sir John
Baddeley, Charles Wesley Kycroft, SO, Crabtree-
lane, Fulham, sub-engineer at the district office
of the Office of Works, Middle-street, Cloth-

eply, stated
ppi: ange ifor

both

tless

iiders had been
existence of a

dispute and of the conditions of employment
offered, including, of course, the condition to
which the question referred. The information as

to that condition has been given l,.v way of

norkmen to comply with it. But for tlu.^ proper
information workmen might have had fr

journeys to apply for jobs in ignorance of
dition which would cause them to refus
work on arrival.

EUand is enjoying an unparalleled boom in the
building trade, for plans have just been passed
for two new churches, a Sunday-school, and a
lactory.

The loth-century parish church of Hundon,
near Clare, West Suffolk, has been destroyed by
fire. The cause is unknown. The church was
restored in 188S.

The Selby Urban Council have received
intimation from the Local Government Board
of their consent to a loan of £8,800 for the
erection of thirty-nine houses in Fairfax-avenue,
at Selby.

At the last meeting of the corporation of
Dublin, a report by the housing committee, pro-
viding for the erection of 156 dwellings in the
Church-street and Beresford-street area, at a
cost of £44,180, was adopted.

Mr. John Robertson-Bird, one of the best-
known artists in stained glass in Canada, died on
January 27 at Montreal. Mr. Bird, who had
reached the age of 65 years, had designed the
windows in many churches throughout Canada.

A formal Local Government Board inquiry
was held on Fridav at Bradford-on-Avon Town
Hall, into the application of the urban district
council for sanction to borrow £1,690 for the
purchase of land and for the erection of working-
class dwellings in Frome-rnnd. There was no
opposition to the proposal

width), with a smaller section (26ft. by 21ft.)

at the end, which it is suggested may be set

apart for juveniles. To the left of the

entrance hall is a magazine- and refereiioe-

rooin (.32ft. Gin. by 16ft. 6in.), beyond which
IS the stackroom (i.'ift. 6in. by 26ft.), fitted up
with polished teak counter, and steel stacking
for the storage of books; also librarian's

room, from which, owing to the employment
(if glass screens, a view is obtained of prac-
tieaUy the whole of the ground floor. The
walls" are tiled to a height of 4ft., giving a

\iiy clean look to the various apartments.
On the first floor is an excellent lecture-hall

(77ft. 6in. by .33ft.), with waggon head
ceiling, and platform, with proscenium and
retiring-rooms. There is a fireproof flooring,

and at the side a pair of doors afford an
emergency exit to the roof of the main por-
tion of tiie library, and a means of egress
to the street at the rear. The entrance to the
lecture-hall is in the side street at the foot

of the tower, and the setting of the latter

back from the front building-line has greatly
improved the entrance to Regent-road. The
building has been executed in brick, with
stone dressings.

EXTENSION OF THE AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE.

The Agricultural College extension at

Cambridge University has just been com-
pleted. The new edifice is treated similarly

to the original building, also erected from
Mr. Arnold Mitchell's design a few years

ago. We give a photograph of the new "pedi-

ment of the front and a general plan. The
main laboratory in the extension is on the

second floor, and is shown on the accompany-
ing plan. The ventilation is arranged
automatically, the flue from the heating-

boiler being turned into a large shaft, into

which ducts are carried from the rooms, with

trumpet - shaped porcelain outlets nenr Hie

ceilings. A small fire at the bottom of the

shaft maintains the extract during the

stimmer. The ventilation of the main
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SECOND FLGDR PLAN.

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE.— Mr. Arnold Mitchell, F.R.I. Arcliitect.

laboratories in the extension is effected in

the main tower. The general contractor is

Mr. William Sindall, of Cambridge.

STATION AND HOTEL AT IPOH,
PERAK.

FEDERATED M.\L.iY ST.iTE.S RAILW.\V.S.

This building is being erected to take tlie

place of the old station that has been in

existence for almost twenty years. Ipoh is

the largest town in the State of Perak, and
is one of the largest tin centres in the world.
The building, when completed, will provide
accommodation for the usual station offices,

refreshment-rooms, etc., on the ground floor.

On the first floor are drawing-room and
reading-rooms and seventeen bedrooms, eacli
with a private verandah. Bathrooms are pro-
vided to each bedroom, and are situated in

a mezzanine Hoor under the bedroom
verandahs. Rooms for private servants are
provided to each bedroom, and are also
situated in the mezzanine floor. The whole
building is constructed in steel and concrete,
owing to the absence of any good building-
stone in the Federated Malay States. The
plinth, columns, entablatures, etc.. are of
concrete, cast in special moulds. The floors
throughout are of concrete, and are finished
^•ith tiles on ground and mezzanine floors
and verandahs, and in parquet to the bed-
rooms. The architect is Mr. A. B. Hubback.
F.R.I. B. A., architect to the Government of
the Federated Malay States.

NEW SECONDARY SCHOOL AT
WHITLEY BAY, NORTHUMBERLAND.
The above .school, now nearing completion,
for the Northumberland Education Com-
mittee, accommodates 144 boys and 144 girls.
Some of the rooms are common to both
sexes. Mr. C. Topham Forrest, Licentiate
R.I.B.A., now architect to the Essex County
Council, is the architect. In the boi's'
school there are six classrooms, room for
manual instruction, common room for staff,
private room for principal, with cloakroom,
lavatories, and w.c.'s. The girls' school is

similar, with a room for domestic science.
The art-room, an elementary-science room,
and gymnasium and assembly - hall are
common to both. The site has" an area of
eight acres. The classrooms obtain the
maximum amount of lighting. Each class-
room has a superficial area of 17 square feet
per scholar. All the rooms have left-hand
lighting; the windows have hoppers fixed on
the lower panes. All the rooms have fixed
blackboards and wall - cupboards. Single
desks are used throughout. The assembly-
hall is ample, being 59ft. by 29ft. and 22ft.
high, and the walls are panelled to a height
of 7ft. It is easily accessible from the main
corridors, and is used as a gymnasium. A
platform is erected at the end." and the floor-

ing is of polished maple. The floor area
allows 6 square feet per scholar. No special

room is set apart for lectures. Lectures in

science can be delivered in the elementary-
science room and in the pair of classrooms
fitted with demonstration - tables. Cloak-
rooms are provided near the entrances
opening off a crush-hall. They are lighted

by large circular bays, and have cross-

ventilation. Lockers are provided which
have combined .seat, locker, and cloak-rail all

in one compartment. The seat is made to

pull out in wet weather, something similar

to an ordinary drawer. The fittings are of

steel. Economy of space is insured by
having the seats recessed between the ward-
robe, and also having the combined seat,

locker, and cloak-rail in one compartment,
thus doing away with a separate changing-

room, which was necessary under the old

arrangement. Lavatory compartments open
off each side of the entrance crush-halls, and
basins are provided, in accordance with the

requirements of the Board of Education.
The w.c. blocks open off separate corridors,

and complete privacy of access is obtained.

These blocks are semicircular on plan, so as

to allow in each compartment for a large

window, the old arrangement of one window
serving two compartments being unsatisfac-

tory. In addition to these windows, a large

deck-light is provided, and lavatory basins

are also fixed. The principal of each school

has a private room, easily accessible to

assembly-hall and school; a" lavatory, w.c,
and store cupboard are provided en suite.

The staff rooms are large and well lighted,

with lavatory accommodation en suite. A
waiting-hall is provided independent of both
schools, but with access to each. A labora-

tory provided for elementary science measures
40ft. 3in. by 23ft. The art-room has access

from both schools, and is lighted from the

north. The building is of brick with stone

dressings, and the roof slated with green
.slates. All the inside walls are plastered,

and the floors of classrooms laid with wood
blocks. The floors of vestibule, cloakrooms,
and w.c.'s are laid with terrazzo. Fire-

hydrants are provided in the building. The
estimated cost of the school, including
buildings, boundary-walls, tar-maoadam to

playgrounds, etc.. but exclusive of fittings,

is £11,100. The contractor for the general
work was Mr. J. F. Newbold, North Shields.

THE RIGHT HON. WALTER RUNCI-
MAN'S PRIZE "SKETCHES IN
COLOURS." ROYAL COLLEGE OF
ART SKETCH CLUB.

DOORWAY, .SAN MARI.4 ARA CCELI. RO-ME, AND
THE ARCH OF TITUS.

At the end of the road by which the

triumphs reached the Summa Sacra Via
stands the Arch of Titus, one of the best-

known and most familiar monuments, erected
I to commemorate the conquest of Jerusalem.
It is famous for its sculptures, the frieze

representing a procession of warriors leading
oxen to sacrifice. Tlie vault has in its centre
a bas-relief representing the apotheosis of

Titus, and the "Triumphs of Titus" on a

large scale enrich the piers under the arch
in bold relief. Tliis arch was incorporated
in the Mediajval stronghold of the Frangi-
pani, protected by the Torre Cartnlaria, the
foundations of which remain on the side
towards the Palatine. It was called the
"Arch of the Seven Lamps," and was
restored to its old form in the time of

Pius VII. The new parts in travertine are
easily distinguished from the stained

Pentelic marble of tlie original, which was
erected after the death of the Emperor,
A.D. 81. On either side above the arch are

figures of Victory. The keystone on the

facade towards the Colosseum has a figure

of Roma, and on the other side Fortune.
The Church of Santa Maria di Ara Coeli

probably dates from the 6th century, and was
dedicated by St. Gregory the Great as

Sancta Maria in Capitolio. The brickwork
of the facade is, of course, less ancient, and
it was formerly decorated by mosaics. What
Gothic fragments remain belong to the 14th
century. Here the Festival of the Bambino,
continued from Christmas Day to the Feast
of the Epiphany, is crowded by peasantry
from all parts of the surrounding country to

witness the theatrical groups fixed up in the
second chapel in the aisle to represent the
Nativity, the figures being nearly life-size.

There are 124 marble steps in front of the
church erected from the ruins of the Temple
of Qnirinius on the Quirinal. We also give ".

sketch of the Doorway, chosen, like the
sketch of the Arch of Titus, from the many
graceful tinted drawings submitted for com-
petition at the Royal College of Art Sketch
Club, and which "obtained the Right Hon.
Walter Runciman's prize, the author being
Mr. H. Youngman, of St. John's Wood. N.W.

NEW RESIDENTIAL INSTITUTIONS
FOR THE TREATMENT OF PUL-
MONARY TUBERCULOSIS.
(For des •ipti. id plan see p.

A new rood has just been placed on the cast
face of the great choir-screen in Chester
Cathedral, consisting of carved oak figures of the
Crucified Saviour and of the Virgin Mary and St.

John the Evangelist.

The abstract accounts of his Majesty's Woods,
forests, and Land Revenues for 1912-13, just

published, show a total income of £732,423, of

which land revenue accounted for £665,907.
Crown rents representing 596,053 of this, and
mines £39,314. The total expenditure for woods,
forests, and land revenues was £182,416, and the
surplus income paid over to the Exchequer was
£530,000, leaving a balance of £20,007.

Mr. William Newton Bakewell, M.I.C.E., of 41,

Criffel-avenue, Streatham, S.W., the contractors'

engineer for the erection of the Forth Bridge,
also connected with the work of the Tower
Bridge, afterwards second in command at the
building of the Nile Dam. and associated with
other important works at Cairo and in Asia
Minor, who died on November 3 last, aged 68

years, left estate valued at £6.436 5s, 4d. gross,

of which £6,385 5s. is net personalty.

A new municipal hall, with a line organ, has
been provided for Leicester. The old town-hall
was acquired bv the corporation bv purchase in

1563, and was "originally the hall of the Corpus
Christi Guild in pre-Reformation times. The town
has had for some years new municipal offices;

hut for a quarter of a century there has been an
agitation for a new town-hall suitable for the
requirements of the growing municipality. The
new hall, which has been named the De Montfort
Hall, is .situated in a garden in an elevated posi-

tion overlooking the valley of the Soar, and with
open spaces extending to about 1.000 yards on
three sides. A.s the municipality owned" the -site

the total outlay on the buildings h.is been kept
mder £20,000."
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The First Commissioner of Works, Earl
Beauchamp, in a memorandum attached to

the annual report of the Inspector of Ancient
Monuments, states that the hands of the Com
missioners of Works have been materially
strengthened by the passing of the Ancient
Monuments Consolidation and Amendment
Act, which "introduces a new era in the
history of the preservation of ancient monu-
ments." The increased general interest now
taken in tlie subject has stimulated some
owners either to do more for the preserva-
tion of their monuments or to place tliem

under the care of the State. But there are

still many monuments, some of outstanding
merit, which, tlie owners being unwilling to

adopt either course, are in consequence
rapidly falling into decay. A few others
have been injudiciously treated and have
irrevocably lost some of their most valuable
features. Moreover, cases are not unknown
of wanton destruction or removal of monu-
ments. The hope that owners would wel-

come the assistance of the State has in

general proved vain. For such cases the

present Act provides a remedy, as it em-
powers the Commissioners of Works to adopt
measures of varying stringency for the pro-

tection and preservation of these monuments.
The number of monuments under the rare
of the Commissioners is 140. The number
of monuments placed under the care of the
Commissioners during the past year was 22

—

seven in England and Wales and 15 in Scot-

land.

• Progress is being made with the restora-

tion and preservation of the remains of the

ancient Priory of St. Nicholas, E.xeter, which
have long been used as tenements. The
entire remains were, until last year, private
property, but the western part of them has
now been purchased by the corporation, who
are having them rep"aired. The northern
section is still in private hands. The remains
include examples of work of each century
from the 11th to the 16th. The north wing
contains the refectory, with open-timbered
roof; the west wing still has cellars, kitchen,
prior's room, guest hall, cell for the guest
master, one of the original entrances to the
priory, and a three-stage tower about 30ft.

high. The cloisters have gone, but the posi-

tion of part of the roof can be seen on the
eastern front of the western wing. Of the
chapter-house and dormitories .nnd priory
church, nothing can be seen above ground.
The repairs are being carried out under the
direction of Mr. L. F. Tonar. L.R.I.B.A.. of

Bedford-circus, Exeter, backed bv the advice
of Mr. Harold Brakspear, F.S.A..'F.R.I.B.A..
of Corsham.

A party representing the British and
American committees for the Peace Cen-
tenary celebration motired to Sulgrave on
Saturday to inspect the Manor House, the
English home of the Washington family,

which has been acquired as a permanent me-
morial of the centenary. The party, which
included the Duke of Teck. Viscount Brvce,
Mr. J. A. Stewart, Mr. Shirley Benn, M.P.,
and the committee's advisory architect, Mr.
Reginald Blomfield. R.A".. P.R.I.B.A.,
visited the Washington tomb in the parish
church. At the house they made a thorough
inspection, under the guidance of Mr. Blom-
field, who examined the buildings from the

archseological as well as the architectural

point of view, and who will make a pre-

liminary report on the subject in time for

consideration to be given to it by the board
at its ne:tt meeting, on Tuesday next at the

American Embassy. It was found that many
repairs and extensive alterations were neces-

sary. Living quarters for the caretakers, a

meeting-place for the board, and a hall in

which gatherings of considerable magnitude
mav take place are among the things for

which it is desired to make provision. The
report will deal not only with repairs and the
best means of utilising the present building,

but with the improvement of the whole
estate, including the nine acres of land, and
may recommend the erection of one or two
out-stniotures. Apparently in former times

tlie Manor House was considerably larger

than it is now, indications being traceable
of a large wing not now in existence.

Mr. Thomas Walter Lawrence Emden, of

Lancaster -place. Strand, W.C, and of

Loxley, St. Margaret - at - Cliffe, Dover,
a Past - President of the Society of

Architects, for three years Mayor of

Dover, and a former Mayor of West-
minster, who died on December 3 last, left

£30,410 gross and £14,526 net. Testator
bequeathed to the City of Westminster the

epergne presented to him by members of the

old Strand Board of Works ; to his wife, the

silver salver presented to him by the Wim-
borne Habitation of the Primrose League,
the silver loving-cup presented to him on his

wedding by the Primrose League, and the

silver presented to him on his wedding by
the City of Westminster; to his nephew,
Alfred Brotherton Emden, the ivory mallet
used in the laying of the foundation-stone
of the Tivoli Music Hall, the ivory hammer
presented to him by the Strand Board, and
the silver cup and stand presented to his

father by the employees of the old Olympic
Theatre ; to his nephew William Saul Alfred
Emden, the silver-gilt casket with the
Freedom of Dover ; to his brother Henry,
the silver salver presented to him by the
officers of the Strand Board ; and to Johanna
Margaret Elkington, the silver salver pre-
sented to him by the .Society of Architects.

A committee appointed by the New York
Chapter of the Institute of American Archi-
f-ects to consider William H. Goodyear's
work on " Architectural Refinements " has
presented a report on its deliberations. The
report reviews at some length the work done
by Professor Goodyear, its unusual value
and importance, and directs attention to the
large measure of educational opportunity
that is presented to architects who desire to

inform themselves of the various discoveries

and researches in this important field. The
report has been unanimously adopted by the
chapter.

The cost of council schools was discussed

by the Wallasey Education Committee as an
issue of an announcement that the Local
Government Board had sanctioned a loan
of £16.037 for the erection of a school
in Church - street, Egremont, and £1,443
for furniture. The chairman (Alderman
Oldershaw) observed that he viewed with
some dismay the price they were paying
for that school, and he trusted the
next time they would be able to get

a different plan of building. He had seen
good schools in London that had cost less

than was being paid in Lancashire and
Cheshire. Mr, J. Stewart Edwards observed
that recently several members urged that

£12 10s. was too high, and when they sug-

gested £10 to £11 per head they were told it

would not be possible. The "chairman re-

plied that Wallasey had always accepted the

Board of Education's regulations with regard
to building, and they had invariably been in-

formed by architects that to carry out those

regulations the expenditure would be any-

thing from £12 to £15 per head. In Cheshire
the cost averaged £14 10s., and in Lancashire
it was even more. Wallasey had always kept
under that average, and when they saw cer-

tain regulations had been relaxed in favour
of London, he saw no reason why they should
not insist on the same advantages. He could

have saved £1,500 by a rearrangement of the
roof and chimneys of one of the schools in

the borough, and, while it would not have
improved the building architecturally, it

would not have interfered with its efBciency.

The matter was allowed to drop.

Speaking on the work of the Manchester
Corporation at a public meeting in that city

on Saturday night. Alderman Turnbull
stated that the town-planning schemes which
would be put in operation within the next 12

months in both the north and south areas of

the city were expected to assist very materi-

ally in solving the housing problem. The
town planning committee had resolved not to

allow more than 20 cottages to be built upon
any acre of land, whereas under the existing

by-laws 34 houses were allowed to be built

to the acre. The new conditions would give
242 yards to each cottage, including street
land, and a little back garden to each. Many
people liad an idea that town-planning would
stop development, but the landowners had
only to reduce their prices a little in order
to make it practicable and profitable to build
cottages at the rate of 20 to the acre, and to

let them at rentals at from 5s. to 7s. 6d. a

week each.

At the quarterly meeting of the Kent
County Council, held at the new Sessions
House, Maidstone, on Monday, the roads
committee reported recommending the
acceptance of tenders for material for main
road repairs and team labour for the ensuing
year. Thirty-one tenders for hard material
liad been received from twenty-nijie con-
tractors, and it was recommended that
tenders for 74,930 tons be accepted. Prices
were again higher, the average price per ton

in the tenders now recommended for accept-
ance being lis. 5.47d,, as against 10s. 11.34d.

last year, showing an increase of 6.13d. per
ton. The prices of 1913 14 showed an in-

crease of 8.22d. per ton over the prices for

1912 13. In two years, therefore, the price

of hard material liad risen by Is. 2.35d. per
ton. Tlie Kentish rag tarred macadam which
liad been laid still gave satisfaction. Tenders
had tlierefore been invited for a further
supply, and twelve contractors had re-

sponded. The committee recommended that

tenders for 14,060 tons be accepted. The
average cost (including carriage to nearest

place of user) was lis. 11.92d. per ton. an
increase of 1.84d. over last year, which in

turn was 2.48d. over the preceding year, an
increase of 4.32d. per ton in two years. The
tenders for the supply of other local material

(untreated Kentish rag, Sevenoaks rock and
flints) also showed an increase of 4.94d. per
cubic yard over last year, when an increase

of 4.09d. per cubic yard was reported, an in-

crease of 9.03d. in two years. The committee
recommended that te"nders for 7,080 cubic

yards be accepted. The total amount of

material recommended for purchase was
96.076 tons or yards. The report and re-

commendations were adopted after some dis-

cussion.

A concrete hardening material now being

introduced in tlie United States contains 95

per cent, iron dust, which is mixed with

cement for finishing the surface of concrete

floors. From 151b. to 251b. of the material

is mixed with 1001b. of the cement while dry.

and one part of this mixture to two parts of

sand makes the slurry for the top coat, which
varies from ^in, to lin. in thickness. It is

said to make a hard and durable floor, which
is waterproof and not slippery. The harden-

ing material is used also to make new con

Crete adhere to old concrete in repair work.

A fourth edition of "Carpentry and
•loinerv," by Messrs. Banister F. Fletcher

and H. P. Fletcher, FF.R.I.B.A. (London:
Whittaker and Co., 2, Wliite Hart-street,

E.C.. 6s.), is Issued. The volume is largely

rewritten and brought up to date. The
addition of the large number of sketches of

old buildings in England and on the Con-
tinent, of all types of work, including half-

timber construction, turrets, porches, market
crosses, barge-boards, door-heads, well-heads,

roofs, staircases, balustrades, pulpits,

lecterns, tables, chairs, etc., made by the

authors themselves during the past twenty

years, materially enhances the value of the

work.

The Law Land Company, Limited, has had
another prosperous year. The thirty-first

annual report submitted to the shareholders

at the thirty-first animal ordinary general

meeting of .shareholders, held on Wednesday
last, at the offices of the company, states that

tlie gross rental for the past year was
£135,287 3s. 3d. The balance available,

after adding £3.755 7s. 9d. to the leaseholds

redemption account, and including the

£1,242 8s. Id. brought forward from last year,

was £42.923 9s. Id. Out of this the interim

dividend on the ordinary shares and the divi-

dend on the preference shares to Dec. 31,

1913, have been paid; £10,000 has been

added to the reserve account, and £2,000 to

the fund for improvements on the company's
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property. The leaseholds redemption account
is now £41.775 6s. Id., and the reserve
account £137,000. The reserve for improve-
ments now amounts to £7,000. The balance
reniainijig after providing for the above pay-
ments is £12.462 18s., and out of this the
directors recommended that a final dividend
for the half-year ending December 31 last

at tlie rate of 8 per cent, per annum be paid
on the called-up ordinary capital, making,
with tlie interim dividendpaid in September
last, 7 per cent, for the year. This will

absorb £11.037 10s.. leaving"£l,425 8s. to be
carried forward to the next account. The
directors have purchased Sardinia House, r

fine block of offices in Kingsway. The build-
ing, the greater proportion of which is let to
well-known business firms, is held on long
lease direct from the London County Council
at a moderate ground-rent. All the com-
pany's property continues to be well let, and
in addition to the usual outlay on repairs
and the amount transferred to improvements
account, considerable sums have, during the
year, been expended in maintaining the
various buildings at a high state of efficiency.

The result of the offer of £20,000 of ordinary
capital to shareholders referred to in the last

report was an application for nearly double
that amount, and the directors tlierefore

decided to increase the issue to £30,000.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSTTING WEEK.
Kkidat (To-DATt.—Institution of Civil Engineers.

Students' Meetings. " The Use of Re-
inforced Concrete in Connection with
Dock and other Maritime Work,"
Vernon-Harcourt" Lectiure No. 2, bv
C. S. Meik, M.Inst.C.E. 8 p.m.
Leicester Society of Architects.

"Hampton Court Palace," by C. E.
Mallows. F.R.I.B..\. 8 p.m.
Glasgow^ Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. '* Mediaeval Architecture of
St. .Andrew's, " by J. S. Boyd.

otrance to
offices. 2.30 p.m.

Monday.—Architectural Association. " Architecture
and Environment," by Professor
W. S. Purchon, A.B.I.B.A. 8 p.m.
^
Victoria and Albert Museum.

" Inigo -Jones and Later Renaissance,"
by Banister F. Fletcher. 5 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts, ".\rtistic

Lithography," Cantor Lecture Xo. 3.

by .Toseph Pennell. S p.m.

TUEsnAT.—Royal Society of Arts. Discussion on
"The Georgian Canal." 4.30 p.m.
Societj- for Promotion of Roman

Studies. "The Dacian Campaign of
Trajan, a.d. 102," by G. A. T. Davies.
BurUngton House. 'W. -1.30 p.m.
Institution of Civil Engineers. Dis-

cussion on "Rail-Steels for Electric
Railways." and ' Rail Corrugation

i Cau
VTedsesdat.—Royal Archfpological Institute. " The

Corbridge Excavations, 1913." bv R. H.
Forster, LL.B.. F.S.A. Burhngton
House, -W. 4.30 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. " Travels

in the Balkan Peninsula, " by H. C.
Woods. 8 p.m.

THUnsDAT.—British Museum. " Basihcan Churches
in Rome," by Banister F. Fletcher."
4.30 p.m.

Saturday (March 6). —Architectural Association-
Exhibition of Educational Cinemato-
graph Films. 18, Tufton-street. S.W.

fraie i^Bins.

'WAGES MOVEMENTS.
WYCOMBK.-The dispute in the chair and

furniture industry of High Wycombe, which has
affected over 3.000 men and women workers and
has lasted 12 weeks, was settled at a mass
meeting of the workers on Saturday. As a result
of the negotiations between the parties, under
the presidency of Sir George Askwith, terms
have been arranged. A general advance in

wages has been granted, minimum rates have
been established for all sections of workers, and
a code of working rules has been set up. The
employers have guaranteed that there shall be
no victimisation.

.4 parish hall is about to be built in Avondale-
s.-)uare, Camberwell. next to St. Phihp's Church,
from plans by Mr. H. P. Burke Downing,
F.R.I.B.A., of Little College-street, Westminster.

LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
Steel Joists. Belgian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton £6 3 6 to £6
SteelJoists. EngUsh 7 10 „ 7:
Wronghlrlron Girder Plates 7 0,, 7

Steel Ghrder Plates 7 2 6,, 8
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8:
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round,

„
„ 5 17Do.. Welsh 5 15

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles lOs., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,, £3 153 to £Q.
Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 1

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per
£13

No. 23 to 34
Per ton.

... £13 10
Best ditto 13

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G

8/3 8'9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Boiled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15
Castrlron Sash Weights 5
Cut Floor Brads 9 15
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply.
14 B,

!.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galv
0to8 9 10 11
£10108. £10 15s. £11 08. £1158,

14 5

13 B.W.G.
£11 15s. per ton.

6 to £6
Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter
4in. to6in 6 0,, 6 5 C
7in. to iWin. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 58. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 58. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 1178. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 753. Od

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount oft

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)-
Gas-Tubes 73 p.o
Water-Tubes
Steam-Tubes
Galvanised Gas-Tubes ,

Galvanised Water-Tubes
Galvanised Steam-lubes

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Bilesian Per ton £21 10
Lead Water Pipe. Town 23 2

Country 23 17

Lead Barrel Pipe. Town 24 2
Country 24 17

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 25 2

,, Country 25 17

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 27 12 6 „

,, Country 28 7 6 ,,

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 26 2 6 „
Country 26 17 6 „

Lead Soil-pipe (np to 4iin.) Town 26 2 6 ..

,. „ Country 26 17 6 „
[Over 44in. £1 per ton extra.l

Lead Shot, m 281b. bags 24 15 ,,

Copper Sheets, sheathing* rods 82 „
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 78 10 „
Tin, English Ingots 182 „
Do., Bars 185 10 „
Pig Lead, m Icwt. nigs (Town) 20 12 6 „
Sheet Lead, Town 22 12 6„

„ Country 23 7 6 „
Genuine White Lead 29 15 „
Refined Red Lead 25 .,

Sheet Zinc 29 ,,

Old Lead, against account 18 2 6„
Tin per cwt. 10 5 „
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand Oil 6,.

TIMBER.
CONSTRUCTIONAIi.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :—
1st quaUty £38 to ,

2nd „ 26 „
3rd „ 16 „

Sprnce Deals : St. Johns 10 „

„ „ Miramichi 9 10 „
Boards : Swag 11 „

Bed Deals : .\rctiangel Ist auaUty -21 „

18 10
11 10
10 10

13

St. Petersburg-
1st quality 16 10 „

„ „ „ 2nd „ 14 10 „
Wybnrg & Uleaborg 13 10 „
Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 „

White Deals: Crown 14 „
Seconds 11 10 „

Flooring : White and Planed—
Ist and 3nd quahty mixed ... 10 15 „
Ist, 3nd, & 3rd quaUty mixed 10 5 „
Red Planed, Ist quality 14 10 0„

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „

Lignum Vitse Per ton 7 „

Per cubic f

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,,
Pitch Pine Logs 3 0,,
Burch : (Juebeo Logs 3 3,,
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0,,
Mahogany : Gaboon _ 2

FXTRNITURE AND HARDWOODS,
Teak: Burmese per load, 50Jt. £20 to £25
Teak

:
Java, per load, 50ft 16 „ 31

_ . _ Per cubic foot.
Oak Planks: U.S.A., imported 1 9 to 3 6

„ Boards „ „ Prm. 3 0,, 036
„Mdm. 3 6,, 029

Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 2 4,, 036
Birch : Quebec logs 3 3,, 039

sawn planks... 13,, 030
Oak

: Austrian Wainscot 7 0. 080
Walnut; Prime boards and
planks 6 0., 066

Walnut: Mdm. „ „ 3 6 „ 4 6
Greenheart

: Hewn logs 3 3., 040
Cedar : Cigar box 4 9,, 056
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime 2 4,, 039

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime 3 0,, 033

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...060,, 090

African, Assinee, &c. 5 „ 6 6
Lagos and Benin 4 6,, 060

„ Sekondi and Cape
Lopez 3 0,, 040

,, Gaboon 3 0,, 030
Satmwood : West Indian 10 „ 14
Rosewood Per ton 8 0,, 13 3
Lignum Vitse 7 „ 14

STONE.'
Bed Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 3 4

Darley Dale, ditto „ 2 3
Bed Corsehill, ditto ,, 2 J
Closeburn Red FreeBtone,ditto ,, 3
Ancaster, ditto „ 1 10
Greenshill, ditto ,, 1 10
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) ,, 1 lOi

Hard York, ditto „ 3
Ditto ditto 6in . sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab eawn two
sides, random sizes „ 13

•All F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7i

Ditto, ditto, Nme Elms Depot „ 1 9J
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station „ 10

Ditto, dehvered at Nine Elms

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average :

—

Brown White

Delivered on road waggons ) ^'le'^rfoot^'cube''"'
at Paddington Depot, m 3 3 ^ -i 4*Nme Elme Depot, or •" *° i 3 ... £0 i it

Pimlico Wharf I

SLATES.
m. in. £ s. d. per 1,000 of

Blue Portmadoc ... 20x10 ... 13 12 6 1,300 at r.stn.
16x 8 ... 6 13 6

Blue Bangor 20x10 ... 13 2 6
20x12 ... 13 17 6

Firstquality 20x10 ... 13 ....
30X12 ... 13 15
16 X 8 ... 7 5

Eureka unfading
green 30x10 ... 15 17 6 „ „

20x13 ... 18 7 6
18x10 ... 13 5
16x 8 ... 10 5

Permanent green... -20x10 ... 11 12 6
18x10 ... 9 13 6
16x 8 ... 6 12 6

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

Furst Hard Stocks ... £1 15

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

laild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wure Cuts... 118
Bed Wure Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Bed 3 13

Best Bed Pressed
Buabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2|in. Best Bed Ac-

)

crington Plastic [ 4 10
Facing Bricks .,

per 1.000 alongside. In

in London.
Accrington Best Bed Plastic Facmg per 1,000

Bricks £3 10
34" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 3 6

Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3J" in

r thickest part 3
34" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 3 6
34" ditto ditto through and through 3

34' Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and i" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto 9"xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches ;—

3 course deep, 4j" soffit, per foot opening ... 13
4 ditto ii" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
6 ditto 4j" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 1

6 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6

3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

4 diWo 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 9

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.
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. each 8d. each

GLAZED BRICKS.
HABD GLAZES, (PEB 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff. Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers—
£13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £U 17 6 £13 7 6

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, Bullnose, and 4jin. Plats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 30 17 6 34 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers-
14 17 6 1.3 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square-
19 17 6 19 7 6 23 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6

Splays and Squints—
17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 6d. each 4d. each

MOnLDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each
Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 6d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers £22 17 6

., Quoins and Bullnose... 37 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks\ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours > ing 9in.

Cimber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4|in

Is. 3d. each I by 2iin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations.

s. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0.,
Thames Ballast 6 0.,

8. a. Per ton,
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Gjound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
B. d. 8. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
rai way s a ion.

.jjj^gg^
s. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red rooflngtiles 43 per 1000 ry.stn.
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz
Broseley tiles 60 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 53 6 ,, ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental do 60

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. „ „
Valleytiles 3

Selected " Perfeota " roofing
tiles ;—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ ,

? Ornamental do 48 6

Hip tiles 3 lOj perdoz
Valleytiles 3 4j
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 50

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valleytiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 43 6 per 1000 „ ,

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,, ,, ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valleytiles 3 6

HartshiU" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 .. „
Pressed 47 6

Ornamental do 50 „ „ „
Hip tiles 4 perdoz
aUeytUes 3 6 ....

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 15 to f39 5

Do., brown 26 15 „ 37 5

Cottonseed, refined 29 ,, 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 ,. 40

Seal, pale 21 „ 3110
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ 46 10

Do., Ceylon 42 10 „ 43

Do., Mauritius 42 10 „ 43

Palm, Lagos 33 5 „ 33 5

Do. Nut Kernel 35 „ 35 10

Oleine 17 5 ., 19 5

Sperm 30 „ 31

Lubricating U.S pergal, 7 0,. 080
Petroleum refined 6| „ 65

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,. 1 10

Do., Archangel 19 6 ,. 10
Linseed Oil pergal. 3 4i „ —
Baltic Oil 2 7., —
Turpentine 3 9i ..

—

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Pine Elastic Carriage 12
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14
E.xtra Pale Paper 13 9
Best Japan Gold Size 10 9
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES
Boyle's latest patent "air-pump" ventilators

have licen applied to New Police-court, Great
^f.^rll.o^oul;h-st,^eet, London, W.

^Ir. Win. Claes.sen, M.S. A., architect and sur-
veyor, has removed to 9, Queen-street, Colombo,
and requests all letters to be forwarded to his

Tlir T-!,n,in"linm Tirlr.Tnhlc for 1914, which
l.n^ ! :

I
! ; ,. -'.I =ize. gives the high-

w;il. 'ill Immingham for
rntlt i: ' :i ...iiiit ion to useful facts
aii'l : .11 . . I. .unship services, etc.,

ri-|. 'f Immingham and Grimsby.
r,i|i .

!
II free on application to Great

f'riin !
:':'. niTicc. 216. Maryle>)one-road,

Tlio National Radiator Company, Limited,
have just issued a new showcard containing a

reproduction in colours of a sectional view of a

non-basement house fitted with their "Ideal"
radiators and "Ideal" boilers. They have made
a distribution of these cards to architects and
the heating trade, but will be glad to send a

copy to any firm who have not already received

one. on application to them at 439 and 441,

Oxford-street, W. It will be found most useful.

A new United Methodist Church, with tower,
is about to be built in .leftreys-road, Clapham,
from plans by Mr. W. B. Rees.

The Marylebone Borough Council have resolved
to borrow rf;225.000 to extend the electricity

undertaking in the parish.

A Baptist chapel is to he built at Shirley,

Southampton, from plans by Messrs. Spalding
and Myers, of King-street, Cheapside.

Mr B. M. Sullivan, who has been appointed
consulting architect to the Punjab Government
hy the Secretary of State for India, has assumed
charge of his duties.

The Congleton Town Council have adopted a

recomuieuiiation by the general purposes com-
mittee that the salary of Mr. .T. H. Walters, the
borough surveyor, be increased from £160 to

£180, and to £200 per annum as from April 1,

i915.

A notable gift has been accepted for the Fine
Art Galleries at the Ashmolean, Oxford. It

consists of six Old Masters—two early Spanish
and four Italian—presented by Mrs. Reddie
.Anderson. They have been hung on screens in

Putty (Ge
iOil)

per cwt.

QLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheeli Glass : l.toz. 31oz. 26oz. 33oz
Fourths 2d. ... 3d. ... 38d. ... 4ad.
Thirds 2id. ... 3Jd. ... 4W. ... BW.
Fluted Sheet 2Jd. ... 33d. ... 6Jd. ... 7d.

Hartley's English Rolled Plate : iin. '/i6in. iin.

2Jd. ... 33d. ... 3d.

Fienred Rolled and Reponesine White. Tinted
3id. ... 6d.

the

Sir Walter PhiUimore on Saturday afternoon
laid the fonndation-stone of the new chancel,

nave, and south aisle of the Hendon Parish
Chnrrh- The enlargement scheme, which will

provide for an additional 418 sittings, will cost

about £6.500. Mr. Temple Moore, F.R.I.B.A., of

Temple-walk. Hampstead, is the architect.

Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhlll Row, London,

•.• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by givinpr

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of

the accepted tender; it adds to the value of the informa-

Abekdeen.—For preparing the site for tbo statue of

King Edward VII.. for the corporation ;
—

Morgan. J £4 99f)

Ganld, J 4.538

Gall and Walker 4.3(17

Beattie, R.,and Son 4,318

Bieeet. P.. and Son 4.248 6 7

Maneon. W 4,060

Cheyne, A 4,noii

Shir'ras, J 3.997

Anderson, A 3 965

Tawse, W 3,865 o

Farquharson, W 3,799

Hall, G. (accepted) 3,809 16

BiKssLET.—For making-up Mottram-street, for the

PILKINQTON & CO.
(ESTABLLSHED 1838.)

DEPTEORD WHARF,
190 ft 192, CREEK ROAD, DEFTFORD, S.B.

R,S„t,rrd Trad, .

POLONCEAU ASPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.
Tei-ephuse: Nus. : New Cbosb 1102 (2 Lines).

1870, for I

16.843

16,786

Taylor, F £916 18

(Recommended for accaptance.)

Bkistol,—For building a boating-house in EastviUa

Park, for the corporation ;
—

Speaker, G. R., and i;o.. Bristol ... £!21 8 4

(Accepted.)

Chartham.—For the erection of two additional blocks

at the county lunatic asj-lum at Chartham, for the K-,nt

County Council :
—

Elliott, Reginald. & Co.. Margate £31,611

(Accepted.)

Clerkjnweil.—Fresh tenders for _rebaildi_ng Pa" of

the Cierkenwell fire-station,

London County Council :—
Monk, A.. Lower Edmonton ... £18,136

Hiags and Hill, Ltd., South Lam-
beth, 8.W iJ-na*

Hiegs, H.&H.P..Heme-hill,8.E. 17,225

Smith, J., and Sons, South
Norwood 17,149

Leslie and Co., Ltd., Kensington-
sqnare 17,113

Carmichael, J.. Trinity-road, 8.W. 16,971

Lorden, W. H., and Son. Ltd.

Trinity-road, S.W 16.893

Patman and Fotheringham, Ltd.,

Islington, N
Godson, G., and Sons, Kilburn ...

Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 16.770

Downs, W., Walworth, S.E. ... 16.470

Coxhead, F. J..Leytonstono ... 16,373 16 4

On July 30, 1913, the Council accepted a tender at

£16,243 tor the work, which was afterwards withdrawn,

and the above-named list of tenders was received in

answer to renewed invitations. The Fire Bngado
Committee now stated that all the present tenders, with

one exception, that from Mr. Monk, are based on a

schedule of 9d. an hour for painters and decorators (the

rate recoenised by the London Master Builders

£1,887
1,795

Ward, T. J 1.793

Chambers, W 1,748

Everitt and Son (accepted) ... 1,694

DoECHESTEK.—For erectiou of semi-detached houses.

Victoria Park Estate, Dorchester. Messrs. Jackson,

Son. and Feacey, 26. South-street. Dorchester, archi-

28. High-street,

Colcbetter, for Messrs. Wright Bros. Mr. Duncan W.

Clark. A R.I.B.A., P.A.S.I.. 3, High-street, Colchester,

architect. Quantities b.y the architect

;

Dobson and Son

£1,175

1,085

1,075

amendment.

of council school to

handicraft centra

Pickett, A. E., Dorchester...

Jesty and Baker. Portland
Watts Bros., Dorchester ...

Conway. T., Ltd., Weymouth
Blade,' C. B.. Dorchester*

* Accepted subject

DuliFTDAM.—For the

accommonate 370 child - . ^ ..
attached, for the Leicoi-tershire Education Committee.

Mr. B. G. Fowler, County Education Otfioe, architect :—

Parker. T., and Sons, Lough-
borough £2.950

Chiiham and Co.. Leicester ... 3.899

Griffin Bros.. Hueglescote 3.8-3 10

Orton and Co., Coalville 3.810

Kellett, J. C, and Son, Leicester 3,830

Cole, J, and Sons, Leicester ... 2 813 1 b

Haycock Bros,. Great Glen ... 3,797 15

Moss. W., and Sons. Ltd., Lough-
borough 2.780

Moss. W., and Bon, Coalville ... 2.749 10

SIcaih, F., Rotbley 3 743

Maule, W., and Co., Nottingham 3,730

Fox. E., Leicoeter (accepted) ... 3.694

Bast Heckikgton.—For carrying out a scheme of

water supply at East Heckington, for the Bleaford

Rural District Council :—
Banks, J. J., and Son, Sleaford... £3,780
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-For the erection of council school to
240 children, for the Leicestershire
mmittee. Mr. B. G. Fowler, County

KelK
, J.C, and Son. Lfiicester

d Sons, Birmiaaham
nd Co.. Nottingham

& Sons, LoushbDrough
Maul.
Barbi
Chitham and Co,
Cole, .1., and Sons, Leicester
Fox. E.. Leicester
Griffin Bros., Hneglescote...
Moss. W., and Son, Coalville
Hancock Bros.. Great Glen
Orton and Co., CoalTiUe ...

Sleath, F., Rothlev*
Moss, W., and Sons,

Hinckley.— For erecting handicraft centre, for thf
Leicestershire Education Committee, Mr. E. G
Fowler, County Eaucation Office, Leicester, archi-

Jeffcote, A., Hinckley £773 18
Sharp, W. M., and Son, Ltd.,
Leicester 680

Moss. W.. and Son, Coalville ... 631
Barker, T.,i: Sons Loughborough 679
Havcock Bros.. Great Glen ... 663 15
Kellett, J. C, & Son, Leicester ... 6i5
Hall, J., and Son, Hinckley ... 630 16
Fox, E., Leicester 620 10
Cole, J., and Sons. Leicester* ... 60j 15 8

• Accepted.

HouNSLOw.—For the erection of new schools and
caretaker's lod^e in Alesandra-road. Hounslow. for the
Beston and Isleworth Urban District Education
Committee. Mr. J. G. Carey, architect and survev(

Blake, W. E., Ltd., London and
Plymouth ... £16,975

Dickens, W. J., Ealing 16,197
RobtrHs, 8., Ltd.. Plymouth ... 16.087 9
Millman, T., South Ealing ... 16.995
Gibson, G. H., and Sons, High
Wycombe 15,382

Doiey, J., and Co., Ltd., Brentford 16,228
Hanson, A. and B., Southall ... 14,995
Kite, J.. Shepherd's Bush ... 14.900
Lacey, W., Hounslow* 14,271

* Recommended for acceptance.

Lewes For the erection of an elementary school for
160 children in Western-road, St. Anne's, Lewes, for
the Lewes Education Committee. Mr. E. H. Fuller,
19, Hiiib Lewes, architect :

—
Burfoot. W.. Lewes
Chitham and Co.. Leicester
Errey and Bishop, Lewes , ..

£3,169

SpiLDtNt —For the erection of three pairs of cottages
in vitlages. forth© Spalding Rural Diptrict Council ;

—
Vanfleur and Co., Priskney (accepted), at £7i0 fjr two

pairs of cotlages at Gosberton Westhop3. £7i6 for two
pairs at Gosberton village, and £1,080 for two pairs at
Cape's Entry.

Wandsworth, S.W.—For the enlargement of Broad-
water tchooi. Wandsworth, for mentally defective
children, for the London County Coaacil :

—
Fletcher. F. W., Tooting £1,138
Lea, H. and E,, Kegent-straet ... i.Ul
Leather. A., Wandsworth 1,103 19

Akers, W., and Co., Ltd., South
Norwood 1.065

Lole and Co.. Chelsea 1.' 63 10 8
Triggs and Co., Clapnam 1,030

Pasterfield and English, Colli"

1,033

Bowyer, J. and C,
Norwood

Marsland J.. & Sons. Walworth
Fo.-ter, P. & G.. Norwood-juuctiou
Hollingsworth, H. H., Peckham*

estimate, £1,019.
* Recommended for acceptance.

WiLLBSDEN.—For the erection of a factory at Park
Royal, for Messrs. Simonis and Co. Mr. Walter
Pamphilon, 21, Finsbary-pavement, EC, '

... £5,619
i.555

Horswill, H. C.
Sabey and Son
Roome and Co.
Harria and Wardrop
Parker and Sons - ,,,

Jones, VV.. and don ...

TO OOBBESPONDENTS.
It is particularly requested that

all communications respecting iUust

matter, books for review, etc., should be

to the EDITOR of the Bcildisq News, Emngham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C, and not to

members of the staff by name. Delay is not intrc

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
ntrlbu

Seaford
Godfrey Bros., Seaford 2,998
Saunders Bros., Brighton 2,993
Cook and Sons, Crawley 2,820
Cruse, H.. Lewes 2,800
McKellar and Westerman, Hove 2.795
Sandell and Sons. Worthing ... 2,790
Chilton, A., Dckfield (accepted),,. 2,747
Crane, A., Worthing 2.483

London.—For the supply of benches, easels, and
models, Schedule No. 157, during one year, for the
London County Council. Accepted tenders :

—

"terns 20 and 21

—

Bradford, T., and Co., Manchester £207
terns 4, 6, 24, 28 (al and (b), and 3ti-

Hammer, G. M., and Co., Ltd.,
Bermondsey, 8.E 183 o

terns 2, 7 to 11. 16. 17, 19, 25 (a) to (k), 26 (a) and (b),

31 to 34, and 49—
The Imperial Cabinet Co., Ltd.,
Grimsby '670

tems 1, 3. 5, 36, 41, 43, 47, and 48—
The London School Furniture Co.,
Upper-street, N *45

tems 12, 13. 35, and 36—
Siemens Bros, and Co.. Ltd.,

Woolwich, S.E. ,., ; 71
tems 14, 15, 18,29, and 36-

bimpson A Sons, Ltd., Halifax ... 55
• Quantities not given for certain items.

London, S.E.—For kerbing, channelling, and
making-np roadway, for the Lewisham Borough
Council ;—

Gloaer, J. T £1,769
Woodham, H., and Sons 1.760
Mowlem, J., and Co.. Ltd. ... 1.724
Pearce, W '. 1,679

Fry Bros., Ltd. (accepted) .. 1.655

Padd:
Paddinglon. Mr. J. Dixon Butler,

Scotland Yard, S.W., architect. Qn
Thnrgood, Son, and Chidgey, 8
Strand. W.C. :—

Ashby

the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or I

for, unsought contributions.

We do not bold ourselves responsible for the

of our correspondents. All communication:
be drawn up as briefly as possible,

many claimants upon the space
correspondents.

•*' Drawings of selected competition desi

portant public and private buildings, detail

and new work, and good sketches are always
and for 'urh ti- ' '

-

It does neither tl

pt under special

liabli

should
IS there
allotted

Prestige and Co
Godson and Sons
Perry and Co
Higgs, P. and H
Minter, P. G
Taylor, W
McCormick and Sons
Dove Bros
Sabey and Sons
Sheffield Bros
Roome and Co.
Wall, C, Ltd
HoUiday and Greenwood .

Garliok, J., Ltd
Willmott and Sons ...

Dickens, J. W
Patman and Fotheringhan
AdamEon and Sons ...

the police stations at
F.R.LBA.. New
ntities by Messrs.
Adelphi-terraoe,

£14.914
14,693
14.584

13,641
13.533

13,477

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES,

charge for Competition and Contrac

for four lines.

3 charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Wis-
icous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-
Advertisements) is Cd. per line of Eight Words

(the first line counting as two), the miniiiuim charge
being 4s. 6d. for 50 words. Special terms for series

Publisher.
ertained

Situations

The charge (or

Vacant" and " P:

Twenty-four Word;
words after. All i

prepaid.

exceeding Thirty Word=.
address, are inserted under

; Wanted," free of charge.

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on
application to the Publisher.

the office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-
page advertisements and alterations or stop orders
for serial advertisements must reach the ollice by
Tuesday morning to sec

•.* Replies to advertisements can be received at
the Oince, Einngham House, 1, Arundel-street.
Strand, W.C, jree of chanje. If to be forwarded
under cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Six-

pence is made. (See Notice at head of "Situations.")

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: "Timeserver, Estrand, London."

Ltd.—A., Ltd.-

Co.—P- C. B. and Co.—T. G

-L. B. C—C. L. and Son.—
-J G, K. and Son.—M. M. Co..
. and Son,—J, W. and Son.—
). M. Co.—T. U. D. C—B, and

and Son.—W. J.,

. D. and Son, Ltd.—
A. W. and Son.

ViBGrL.—No.

R. C. H.—Both to hand.

Mklioba.—Rather a sleepy association :

pretty regularly

!

WoTAN,—No "specialist"
of responsibility of the s

Edw.\rd McDonald,

as o.nly a lin...

volumes of ^

LIIL, LXI„ 1.''
:

I

LXVIII., LXl.X., l.W
LXXIV., LXXV., LAW
LXXX.. LXXXI., LXXXl
LXXXV.. LXXXVI., I

LXXXIX., XC. XCl.,

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding
News, price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtaiiie

from any Newsagent, or from the Piiblishe

Elllngham House, 1, .\rundel-street. Strand. W.C.

n relieve an architect
i'oit refer to. 2. In that
e that his instructions

:orrect. 1,200 Countess
it a •Mn. lap, will cover
This, divided by 144

iquare foot), is T.TOft,, as
nothing " upside

U find a good deal of
ssues of Oct. 10. 1913,

1. and many previous volumes, "We
for designs of sewage installations in

uiuication." A competent sanitary
.uld be consulted and employed.

'BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

of former roomiV. '

reached from
The hall to 1

running doors.

e UUII.UIN.; wide by 10ft. h

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post

Kingdom; for the United Sta

£1 Cs. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France or Belgii

£1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. od. To
of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to

Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 Cs. od.

•-•Our Direct Subscription Agents for Australia

are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewbite and Co.. Printe

Publishers, 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool-

Sydney. New South Wales: for Japan. Messrs

Maruya and Co., Ltd,. 11-16. Nionbaslil

Saiichome, Tokyo; who will receive Subscript!

£1 Cs. per annum on our account. Copi:

paper will be sent by ect to the subsc

•,• The special rate to Canada is £1 Is. 8d

= 5dols. 27c. for 12 months, and 10s. 10d. = 2dols. Mc
six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents foi

Canada are Messrs. Sells. Ltd., 302. Shaugbness\

Buildings. McGill-street, Montreal, who will receive

Sub.ecriptions. £1 Is. 6d, per annum, on our account

Chetiues and Post-office Orders to be made payable

to Tub STR.4-ND Newspaper Company, Limited, and
crossed London Counly and Westminster Bank.

SIXTH LIST I SUB,IECTS.

re. comprising 1 driU-hall,
ith lockers, a bath-

:;<1 ofllces, and house tor
,

. who will need tw
[ 1 i:o boys' lavatory t

: I lu-inal of lour divisions
,11 oiien yard or covered way.
at the west end a pair of big

ing an opening in the clear 14ft.

nr marching in and out punioses.
iiital.le for a gymnasium. The

I ,
; 1 if removable. The hall

;iift. wide, and to have
II may be dormers. On

>i ' 1 roofed verandah. 10ft.

.Mth oak posts about 10ft.

1 out of verandah at west end
leading to the hall. The height to top of hall wall

inside to be IHf t. Walls to have dado of salt-glazed

bricks bft. high, above that level red facings. Tie
beams to be used for gymnastic appliances. Club-
room ion. by 14ft. Dressing-room about 14ft. by
10ft, ; lookers for 60 boys. Bathroom tc

'

baths in it. .\ clock turret is wanted.
is to include the keeper's cottage pre

I have three

The
sho

pla
. tiiess not being ignored. The site

I mi open level lield, with some trees

i
111,' liiiilding on the north, where the

hir> hedge at present is growing. The mate-
,0 be brick and tile, with hard stone sparingly

The drawings to include three elevations,

jghha
plans may be 1

tions and section
view from the so
with coupon tixed

ING News Office n<

16ft. the the (

should be 8ft. to the inch. A
ith-east is required. Drawings,
an the back, to reach the BnrLD-
t later than Saturday, March -28.

D.—" Scout, "N..- "A. Payne,"
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
-Desiens for Public Baths. The Burroughs. Hondoa (H. W.

Wills, F.R.I. B.A.. Assessor) £105, £75, and £50
-Pank, St. Petersburs (Five Premiums, amonntine to£180)
-Water Sucply and Drainage Scheme for Village of Cemaea
-Laying Out Land and Erection of.Workmen's Cott%gea,

Hawan
20— Public Mnsenm and An Gallery, Belfast (John J.

A.R.S.A., LL.D., Assessor)

'. H. Hughes. Clerk, Fir-grove, Menai I

. Barrett, Sanitary luspeclor's Office, Hawarden.

25—Designs for Children'*
2—Departmental and Courts Buildinsts, Ottawa

Collcntt. J. H. G. RusseU, and J. O. Marchand,
Asseeeors). Double Competition, tivo unsuccessful
competitors in second to receive 3,000dol. each

11— Ferro-ooncrete Bridge over the Meuse. Heer
1—Workshops for Chilian State Railways, Valparaiso
4—New St. Paul's Bridge, Designs for (Sir W. Emerson,

P.P.R.I.B.A., Aesetsor) £300, £100
20—Champlain Tercentenary Monument, Orillia, Ontario

Canada {limit of cost £4,100)
3f—Villa-Flats at the Lido, Venice (limit of cost £80,000) £480, £320, £2ro..

il Travelling Sludentship-
. Lecture Hall

-Fire-Station and Caretaker's House, Earl-road, Mold
£80 Scholarship, £20

B. C. Desrochers. Department of Public Works. Ottawa. C
The Borean des Travaui, Maisou Communal, Heer, Vam
The Com. Intell. Branch, Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall-i

The Town Clerk, Hallkeeper's Office, Guildhall, E.G.

I Giglio 2167, Venice.
The Harliour Extension Board. Helsingborg. Sweden.
M. !e President de la Commission pour TAmenagement des

Agglome rations Industrielles, Rue de Louvain, Brussels.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

27-Residence, Llanda
27—Cart Sheds, Croft's Bank, Davyhulme
28—Two China Clay Dries. Par ....

28—Octagonal Brick Chimney Shaft 1212ft. high), Leicester .

28- Office, Sands Cattle Market. Carlisle
28— Police Station, Additions to, Clacton-on-Sca
28— Concrete Foundation, Teachers' Centre, Brockenhurst ....

28—Four Cottages. Acle
28- Premises, Cross Tree, Braunton
28—Alexandra Mill, Rebuilding and Extending, Morley
28—College Buildings, Earlsfort-terrace, Dublin
28—Working-class Dwellicgs 1149). Church Fields
28—Nurses' Apartment, Alterations to, St. Ives
28-Cottages (128), Norbury, Surrey
28—Building, Addition to. Heath Drive, Romford
28—Houses (24),Nantjbwch
38-Houfe, Eswick
28— Mission School Chapel, Fagley-road, Bradford
28—Three Houses, Burnley-road, Sowerby Bridge
28— Wea^^ng-6hed Warehouse, Skipton
2—Isolation Hospitai, New Buildings at, Oundle
2— Hall and Institute, Treorky
2— Police Court, Alterations to, Pontardawe
2—New Institute. Hornby
2—Memorial Hall, Craigdam
2—Villa, Queen-street, Buckie
2—Six Workmen's Dwellings, Haren
2—Post CflEce, Alterations to, Cockermouth
2—lion Building, Church Fields-road, Beckenham
3—New Council Offices, Bedwas
3— Orphanage, Molenbeek
3—Three Masonry Bridges, Mons

,

3—Woikhonse, Wood-Sawing Shed at, Birkenhead
3— Six Hooves, Paddock, Rirkburtcn
3— Eub-ttations, Alterations to.Sheffield
4—Infirmary, AJterations to, Pendleton
4- School, Alterations to, Dunvant
4—Tynccasue School, Additions to, Edinburgh
4—fcemi-deuched Houses, Shibden
4-Schoo), Additions to, Pontardawe
4— Offices and Stores, Compton-street, Ashbourne
4— Schools, Rue Joseph Bueats, Eiterbeek
5-BcnscB (321, Newearth-road.Walkden
5— fcninniijg Mill, Lower Mills, Holmfirth
6—tmaiipcx Hospital, Maiden Law, Lanchesier
6—Woiktcnse Innrmary, Operating Theatre at, Dewsbury .

6- Dispensary Residence, Burgatia
6—Labcnters' Single Cotlageh (11), Letterkenny
6—Training School Farm, Waterloo
6— School, Saddleworth Friezland, Yorks
"—Iwo Pumping Stations, Bedford
7— School, Improvements to, St. Agnes
7— Pccrhcuse, Lannory Buildings at. Craiglockhart
7—Workmen's Dwellings (16), biy
7— Extending Day-Room at Asylum. Denbigh
S-Reciplion Btation, Castle Park Barracks, Dunbar
«— Maliby-street School, Sheffield
9—Two fcmall Bnilairgs, Bellaet
9— Klectiic Generating btation, Basmgstoke
S— Children's Centiai Home, Hartley-road, Nottingham ...

9— Pest Office, Alterations to, Conseit
t— Beat fcheds and Alterations to Premises, Poplar, B
It- House, Additions to, Viila-garUene, C)ld Lakenham
Il-fcmilLfield, Additions to. Bishop's CasUe
11- Cttceib' Mess, W hiitington Heath Barracks, Lichfield
ll-lc - _ - -

. Barton-on-IrwellR.D.C
, China Clay Co.'s, Ltd .

, Tramways and Electricity Com...
, Corixiration
. Essex County Council
, Hampshire County Council
Blofield Rural District Council ..

Prank Rowe and Co
W. B. Stockwell
University Colle.re Governing Bo
Featherstone Urtian District Coun
Guardians
London County Council
Urban District Council
Brynteg Building Club
W. R. Mallett

Rural and Urban District Councils .

W. Duthie
A. Wood Boyd,
Belgian State Railway

Belgian State Railways
Guardians
Urban District Council
Electric Supply Committee

i (14), Repair of, Mii
i Isola

U-Schoole, Auditions to. Earl Shil
11—Public Wash Louse, Ulaham ...

12—Woikbouse Hospital, Repairs tc

13- Isolation Hospital Buiiai
13- New Post Office, Bicester
14— Gaiety Theatre. Whitley Bay '',

14— Six Cottages, Horning
'

16— Gasfitteib' tinops ana Stores, Gas-street Works. Coventry
16— rnblic Libiary, txtension of, Rawtenstall
"" -New Blaiicn Boiling Office, (jiattbrd

, tonnaation Works for, Cockett '.'.

a, Rochlord

Salford Guardians .

, Glamorgan County Council ....

School Board

, Glamorgan County Council ...

.

Guardians
Communal Authority
Co-operative Society, Ltd

. Joint Hospital Board
Guardistns
Clonakilty Guardians
Rural District Council
Brabant Province Authority
West Riding Education Commi
Corporation
Cornwall Education Committei
Edinburgh Parish Council
Urban District Council
North Wales Lunatic Asylum
Secretary of State for War ...

Guardians

Royal National Liftboat Instiiutic

Norwich Corporation
Corporation
Secretary of State for War
Trustees
Guardians

Baths Committee
Penzance Guardians
Oower i Oystermouth Hospital Con
H.M. Works Comn

. W. H. Robinson, il.S.A.. Sessions House, Maidstone.
H. Batten, Trethake, CornwaU.
Thomas and Morgan. Archts., 2?, Gelliwastad-road, Pontypridd.
J. Monntain, A.M.I.C.E., Sur.. Green-lane. Patricroft, Lanes.
Andrews and Reed. 13. Basinghall-street, B.C.
E. G. Mawbey. M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng .Town Hall. Leicester.
H. C. Marks, M.I.C.B., City Eng., 36. Fisher-st., Carlis'o.
F. Whitmore, County Aroht., Duke-straet, Chelmsford.
A. L. Roberts, Archt., The Ca«tie, Winchester.
H. H. Cole, Clerk. 12, Bank-street, Norwich.
G. S. Schawbs. Archt., Brauntou.
W. Hanstock and Sou, Archts., Brauch-roa,1, Ballev.
J. w. Bacon, M A . Sec, 86, St. Stephen's Green, Dub'iu.
S. Chesuey, A R t.B.A , Council Offices, Peath irstone.
G. D. Day, Union Officss. St Ives. Hunts
L. Gomme, Clerk, County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W.
H. T. Ridge, Acting Sur., Council Offices, Market-place, Romford.
Ivor Davies, Archt, , Brynawel, Nantyb
H. Reed, F.R.I.B.A., Aicht., 12, Castle-i

J. Harper Bakes and Son, Archts., Victc

S. Wilkinson, Archt., Sowerby Bridge.
J. Hartley, Archt., Skipton.
Traylen and Son, Archts., 16, Broad-stri

, Exeter.

. Stamford.
J. Ree3
The Architect, County Hall. Cirdiff.

Austin and Paley, Archts , Lancaster.
J. Cobban, Archt., Hado House, Craigdam.
W. Hendry, Archt., 91, West Chnrch-street, Buckie.
The Secretariat du Ministere des Cheminsde Per, Bruxelles.
Sealby Bros., Station-street, Cockermouth.
J. A. Angell, Sur., Council Offices, Beckenham.
A. S. V. Taylor, A.M.I.C^E., Sur., Bedwas, Mon.

E. Kirby and" Sons, Archts., 5, Cook-street, Liverpool.
Abbey and Son, Archts., Market-street. Huddersfield.
S. E. Fedden, M.l.C.E , Eng., Sheffield.

F. Townson, Clerk, Poor Law Offices, Eocles New-road, Salford.

The Architect, County Hall, Cardiff.

, Clerk. Castle-terrace, Edinburgh.
u-road, Halifax

20—New At} li

26—Police t

31—Police StBUon', Btamlordbam .

31— Police Elation, Ponteland..

Smallburgh Rural District C

Gas Committee
Corporation ;..

H.M. Works Commiseioners
Visiting Committee
Ks£ex County (JouncU
Standing Joint Committee
Standing Joint Committee

Walsh and Nicholas, .irchta., 10, Har
The Architect, County Hall, Cardiff.

John Twemlow, Sur, Green road.

The College des Boiirg mestre et Echevinsd'Btterbeek, Brussels.

J. T. Proffltt, Central Buildings, Uemona'-road, Walkden.
P. S. Brown, Archt., Hawthorne Bank, Holmfirth.
W. T. Wilson, L.R.I.B.A., 21, Durham-id., Blackhill, Durham.
W. Hanstock and Son. Archts., Branch-road, Batley.

J. J. O'Crowiey. Archt., Clonakilty.
R. S. Walters, Clerk, Board-room, Letterkenny.
MM. Fern Bodson et Tbeo. Clement, 20, Rue dn Chene, Bruaeels.

The Education Architect, County Hall, Wakefield.
Major Tulloch and Haworth, Bugs., 38. Victoria-6t., S.W.
Sampson Hill, Archt., Green. lane, Redruth.
R. M. Cameion, Aicht., 53. Great Queen-street. Edinburgh.
S. Wearing, A.R.I.B.A., Archt., 16, Upper King-st., Norwich.

. W. T. Lockwood, F.R.I.B.A., 88, Forcgate-street, Chester.

. The Director of Barrack Construction, 60, Pall Mall, S.W.

. The City Architect, Town Hall, Sheffield.

, T. Morrison, Sec, Amiens-street Terminus, Dublin.

. F. R. Phipps, Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Basingstoke.
Sutton and Gregory, Archts., Bromley House, Nottingham.

. J. J. EUringham, L.R.I.B.A.. Derwent-st., Blackhill. Durham.
I A. W. Lewie, M.l.C.E., 15, Yictona-street, Westminster, S.W.
A. B. Collins, Cit,y Eng., Guildhall, Norwich.

, The Borough Surveyor's Office, 3j, Uigh-st., Bishop's Castle.

, The Director of Barrack Construction, sj, Pall Mail, S.W.
. A. A. Kekwick, M.S.A., Archt., 12, Noi folk-street. Strand.

. A. Jenkins, Archt., Market-street, Welimgton.
Btockdale Harrison and Sons, 7, St. Martin's East, Leicester.

The Borough Surveyor, Council Offices, Oldham.
T. H. Cornish, ClerK, 8, Parade- street, Penzance.
U. A. Ellis, 11), Fisher-stroet, Swansea.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storej'j

H. T. Whitehor -
-

^ -

F. Davies, Clerk, North Walsham.
P. W. Stevenson, Eng., Gas Works, Coventry.

J. Johnson, Boro' Sur., Town Hall, Rawtenstall.

, The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
, G. T. Hine and H. Carter Pegg, Archts., 35, Parliament-st.,

. F. Whitmore, Archt., 66, Duke-street, Chelmsford.

. J. A. Bean, County Sur., Moothall, Newcastle-on-Tyue.

. J. A. Bean, County 8ur., Moothail, Newcastle on-Tyne.
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OUR ILLUSTBATIOKS,
The Usher Hall. Edinburgh. (Opened to^lay.) Mr.

Howard H. Thomson, F.B.I.B.A. (Messrs. S
Harrison. Sons, and Thomson), Architect.

Selected Design: The New Public Offices for the
Government of Baroda. India. View, elevations
sections, and plans. Messrs. Charles F. Stevens,
F R.r.B A., T. S. Gregson, A.R.I.B.A., and R.
Sharp, Licentiate R.I.B.A., Architects.

Royal Institute of British Architects Silver Medal

;

Temple by Bramante. San Pietro, Montorio
Rome. Elevation, section, and plans. Prize
Drawings by Mr. James Bennett.

SPECIFICATIONS AND PHILOSOPHY.

After the perusal of many specifications

by different writers, one is forced to the

conclusion that to deal with problems in

building construction, scientific method is

conspicuous by its absence in the training

of the architect. The documents referred

to are necessarily written in a kind of pro-

fessional shorthand, which should embody
facts classified and condensed in formulee

readily comprehensible, and capable of

being promptly applied by those for whom
they are intended—namely, builders, who,

being practical men, are not slow to judge
of the capacity of the writer. Much of the

specification-writing which has come under
our notice has been based on a-priori think-

ing, a method we may describe as thinking

without any experience of the matter
thought of. This method does not satisfy

the builders, who are essentially a-posteriori

men. All our knowledge begins with

experience—so said Kant ; and Locke,

before him, said it was based solely on
sensation and reflection, although the

former asserted that some knowledge was
independent of sense-impressiuns. This he

called formal thought, and, unfortunately.

much of this kind of knowledge finds its

way into our specifications. Wo will illus-

trate what we mean by examples that have
come within range of our own experience.

An architect in extensive practice assuied
us that he knew a good Portland cement
at once by its feeling gritty when rubbed
between the lingers, and he condemned all

that did not satisfy this test. Now, if

there is one thing in connection with
cement that is agreed to without dispute, it

is the absolute necessity of so grinding the
clinker that the resulting powder shall be
free from grittiness. Yet here was a man
who declared the opposite, when, at any
time, he might have sifted out of the
cement the gritty particles he admired so

much, and, with a little water, have dis-

covered that they would not set, and that,

in consequence, they were of as little value
as so much sand. It is clear that his

knowledge of cement was not based on
trial. He came to a conclusion independent
of experience, and he was altogether wrong.

In another specification now before us
we read that "the timber for joiners' work,
and for spars and lintels, to be best Kemi
redwood." Now, this is a welcome variant
from the old formula, that the timber is .to

be Memel, Dantzic, or Riga fir; but what
does this innovation really mean ? There
is no timber grown at Kemi, any more than
there is at the other places mentioned.
They were shipping ports for a good class

of balk timber, and nothing more. The
reliability of this timber for build-
ing passed away with the importa-
tion of sawn scantlings, and now the

|

proviso that wood from these ports
must be used is valueless, for sapwood, and
even bark, are exported as sound timber.
Kemi has been specified as affording good
timber ; but, if it does, how is it to be
identified when fixed in a building ? It is

obvious that unless this can be done with-
out possibility of dispute, the specification
is at fault. Recently, several timber ports
have been opened m Finland, extending
from Tornea in the north, to Abo in the
south, and no human being could tell the
difference between the timbers from any
one of these. Kemi, the port we are imme-
diately interested in, is sixteen miles south
of Tornea. It is on the Kemi river, which
has two great tributaries, that drain
thousands of square miles of forests in
Lapland and these form the great high-
ways by which the timber shipped at Kemi
reaches that port. It is intelligiblo why
deals from Onega and Archangel should be
preferred for joinery in building where
expense is no object, for they are com-
paratively free from resin, and slow-
growing, which makes the wood-grain close
and compact. But that one should go to

Lapland for timber for joinery and lintels

in buildings of the cheapest description is

not at all obvious. Here we have a good
example of the use of terms without any
experience of the subject to which they are
applied. The whole of this matter was
treated e.xhaustively by us, and many of

the newer generations of specification-

writers would do well to look up the
volumes containing our articles on " Build-
ing Timbers," published some years ago,
for the information in them embodies
everything of use in specification-writing,

and in dealing with builders. Let the
architect, when specifying timber, avoid
using the names of shipping ports, or
qualities, and describe what he wants in a
few plain sentences, not using any which
he does not mean to enforce ; for instance,
asking for timber free from sapwood, and
then accepting some three-fourth sapwood
because it is the custom of the trade.
With the use of foreign-cut small scant-

lings came a flood of sappy timber to our
markets, and now it is impossible to get

such scantlings having as much as one-half
th.> entire pieces heartwood. Suppose an
architect wants 4in. by 2in. red battens
for rafters, and that he says they are to

be free from sapwood : then the only way
he can obtain them is by cutting them from
good-siz._^ logs, and this proviso he must
embody in his specification ; but such
timber will cost more than double what the
rubbish will cost that usually passes for

first quality 4in. by 2in. In passing, we
will remark that the expression, " timber
for joiners' work, spars, and lintels," is

rather a curious one, as timber suitable for

lintels and spars may be coarse-grained.

rough, and strong, while that for joinery
should be straight, fine-grained, and free
from knots and resin.

Continuing our examination of the
specification referred to in our last article,
we find that the walls are to be carried to
a good and approved foundation (more or
less than shown on the drawings as
required), and as the architect may
approve. This is an objectionable clause,
for the foundations are sure to be shown
as shallow as possible in the sections, and
if they are to be altered from them it must
be to increase their depth at the con-
tractor's expense. Tho equitable way
would be for the foundations to be taken
at the depths shown on the drawings, and
to pay the contractor for any extra work
that may be required to reach a good
bottom. Provision is made for turning
relieving arches of two rings over all

lintels. These are generally of the heaviest
scantlings in the outer walls to doors and
windows, where lintels are not required,
for the window-arches can be plastered to

match the jambs, and the turning-pieces
can be removed when the arches are keyed.
The flues are in no case to be straight. We
have seen flues go straight up to the
chimney-cap from the fiivplare. .tilI they

;
did not smoke, whilst Sf\.i;il wiih In nds
land twists made the hous.- uiiiiili.ilniahle

!
with a fire during certain \mimIs, CoilLlling
to chimney breasts is to be done m cement
mortar, and strong corbels are to be built
in to support the ends of purlins, ceilings,

beams, etc., where necessary. Here it is

strange that tlie kind of inortar in wliicli

the corbt'ls ai.. to l„- 1„.,|,U.,1 is sp.-rified,

whilst the iiiatenal of ^^llnll they are to be
made is not, mentiuiied. In this clause one
may ask, What is meant by the ends of a
ceiling, and how could they be supported
by corbels? Ceiling-joists in a cottage of

one story are usually nailed to the rafters
at the wall-plate level, or a few feet above
it, and in a two-story cottage the collar-

ties are ceiled, so that the corbelling
specified would be inapplicable in either
case. A novelty is provided for windows
and doors : they are to have drips formed
over them, with red roof-tiles projecting
2iin. ; these are to be in two courses, with
continuous nibs ; the sills to tho windows
are to be 4in. " quarry " tiles in the larder
window only. Nothing is said about sills

for the other windows, or arches in the
facings over doors and windows. The
"copper" is to be of rustless "cast iron."
which involves a transmutation of metals
hitherto unknown to scientists. This
useful article is also called a " set-

pot "
; but, as we dislike calling names, we

shall stick to the old one. The sill in the
entrance doorway is called a " threshold
step." This is no improvement on the word
wc have used, and the expression "sill and
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landing" would cover all the stonework
(hero concrete) in the doorways ; the
threshold is usually that piece of the door-
frame which, in some cases, forms a sill

;

but it is now applied to the stone sill in

Southern counties. The tile floors are to

he laid with 9in. quarries. AVe always
found this size tile very irregular in make,
and we should never think, from our ex-

perience of them, of having any larger than
Gin. square. The benches in the larder
and dairy are to be of natural stone or
slate, on " selected brick piers. " We
confess our complete ignorance as to what
a " selected " brick pier is, having mvcr
seen or heard of one before; but, probalily,

an ordinary pier, built in cement, is wliat

the writer meant. An admirable provision
is one made for growing creepers against
the walls. Strong galvanised eylets are
just the things for the purpose; but, in

some cases, the creepers are a nuisance,

and if it becomes necessary to remove them,
say to clean the wall, they give more
ti'ouble than when the creepers are
fastened to wood trellis. "Wo note in

passing that provision is made for a mat-
sinking to the front entrance-door. AVhy
not also at the back door, where it is much
more likely to be of service? Again, if

things of this kind are provided, why not
add scrapers ? They would be of more use
here than mats, which would soon get
clogged with clay. Tlie roof is to be covered
with tiles, hung with two nibs to each
tile, or nailed with two stout copper nails.

There is much difference in the cost of

these alternative methods, and if we had
the contract we should certainly cover the
roof with " two-nib " tiles. There is a pro-
vision for "torching," that is rendering
the roof-tiles on the inside "with hydraulic
lime and hair-mortar," although it is plain
that hydraulic lime here would be of little

value as compared with tliat attending its

use for builiiiiij (In- brickwork, as it is

essentially a Inn i.,\- . \|ii.sure to the
Weather. For li. i- it is n-, ,1 under cover,
while that whicli i^ tx|M,s, ,| (,, the weather
is to be "stone lime." There is much con-
fusion of thought here, for what is the
mortar mad& of to which the hydraulic
lime is to be added? Few understand that
the object of rendering slates or tiles is to
prevent snow and rain driving up through
the beds, and if draughts are stopped, and
the beds made wind-tight, then the roof
will be rainproof in any storm, as no water
can drive through the slate itself; it is

obvious that if the beds or joints of the
slating (or tiling) are closed on the inside,
the roof will be quite safe. Plastering
with hair-morta);, or any other mortar over
the whole of the slating, is a waste oE tuv.c
and material, and the roof is nothing Hi.

better for it. The alternative of a pariiil.

roof is provided; but. for good Imildin-,,
that is, for covering any but 11.1. sli,,u

pantiles have been consigned tn tli, -. i,i|i

heap long ago—in fact, all skin (|..|. til. s

are unsuitable for permanent work. Xot
that the material in them is perishable,
but that they afford no protection against
rain when one gets broken. This is not
the case with slates, which are always three
deep on every roof. The clause which pro-
vides for pantile laths being sawn free
from sap is an amusing one, seeing that
the contractor does not saw his laths : he
buys them already sawn, as they are im-
ported from Sweden or Finland! and the
foreigners do not saw laths to this specifi-
cation : they saw them to pay, which means
that thev send us laths frequently all sap-
wood. In this pantile roof there"are to be
sawn fir laths 1} by lin. under the tiles,
and also under each row of tiles three
plasterer's laths, on which the tiles are to
be bedded in mortar. Slating is specified
as an alternative ; the slates to bo 16in. by
Sin. "best seconds." Slates are stocked as

firsts, seconds, and thkds, and neither of

these qualities are known as good, better,
or best. If a man wants " best " seconds,
why not try firsts? The defects in slates
which are guarded against in this specifica-
tion are "eyes" and "shakes." Eyes may
mean the green spots so common on many
slates, and these are specially approved by
some architects;' but we always thought
that shakes were confined, to timber; a
cracked slate is conceivable, but a shaky
one is not. For the plastering, the lime is

to be "grey stone lime." It will be noticed
that the word "grey" is introduced here;
if it implies tliat the mortar is to be
hydraiilie to some extent, why not have
specified it for tlie brickwork where the
property would be of some use, and not for
plastering where hydraulicity would be
valueless ? All lime for plastering is to be
run to putty for one month, before being
used, so that the provision against its

having flare, lump, or core is useless, as
putty must of necessity be free from such
imperfection. Here, two specificali.ms for
the same things have apparent Iv L'..t

mixed. The roughcasting is to be m tlie

finest Portland cement in two crats dashed
while wet with granite chips or shingle.
Cement work in two coats is generally a
failure

; if not immediately, at the outside
few years after. Once a' coat of cement
sets, another coat will not incorporate
itself with it. "We had a large building,
once plastered with cement on the outside.
The plasterer, "a practical man," strongly
advised two coats

; we, unfortunately, gave
way to him, and in ten years the outer
coat came away in patches several yards
square, showing unmistakably that" they
never really united. Since that time, we
have always insisted that cement rendering
shall bo finished in one coat, and that
stability must not be sacrificed to
appearance.

-«*»

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING
CLUB.

.4 VILLAGE MARKET HALL. •

"Marstouian," "Paolo," and "N" are
placed first, second, and third respectively.
On a casual inspection both the premier pair
of designs named in this award seem to be
very nearly equal in merit. Although they
display some skill and taste, neither of them
can claim to have succeeded in precisely
giving what we bad hoped to secure. In
arriving at a conelnsion as to which of the
twain ought to be accorded a preference, we
had to hear in mind the exact purpose for
wliieli the luiildiii^ is proposed. Some may
possildv think that a little latitude might be
allowed as to what the literal definition of a
\ill:iL'.- site really implies. The possession of
a iiMik.t hall infers something more ini-

I'ortaiit than a mere hamlet. Rural sur-
iMUiiduit^s clearly were intended, and there
was no allusion to a small country town;
moreover, none of the provisions were
specially applicable to urban situations, so
the competition conditions must have been
fairly well understood. This market hall, it

will be noted, was described as a memorial
to the late squire, and squires nowadays do
not count for much in townships. This pre-
amble leads up to the point which seems to
have been overlooked by " Paolo," though he
may liave felt justified in reckoning cost as a
secondary question under the circumstances,
and so thought ashlar pilasters, pediments,
and rich cornices perhaps suitable to the
occasion. Nevertheless, from an architectural
standpoint it remains evident that he made
an initial mistake, because simplicity
harmonises more with village ideals and
environments. Ornateness is out of place in

any building to be used by country folks for
business or amusement. Marketing is a very
mundane affair, and this hall, erected to the
memory of the landowner, esteemed in a
neighbourly way, enjoying kindly relation-

ships which prevailed when lie was accus-
tomed to meet and mix with the villagers,

while now and again chatting about
mutual concerns on market days. Ostenta-
tion, therefore, was a matter apart from
the genesis of the Whole affair. We
all are more or less acquainted with
village streets which have been vulgarised
by some pretentious modern building,
pottered all over with wrestling details,
regardless of cost, and fussed like a show-
piece, regardless of good taste and devoid
of the least appreciation of fitness. If we
suggested for a moment that these last
remarks could be fairly applied to "Paolo's"
design we should do him an injustice; but
they are intended to indicate what we had
in mind, while judging these plans on their
merits, for we admit a predeliotion in favour
of simple lines in any building proposed
to be placed in such a countrvside market-
place like that we described. On these prin-
ciples " Marstoniau " is rightly accorded the
leadership on this occasion, and his details
confirm us in our decision, though both
designs, in their notions of detail, are open
to criticism. Taking the selected scheme, it

seems to us that the piers bearing the end
trusses of the assembly-room root should have
III en placed in a line with the apex of the
hip, so as to have ob\iated locating this truss
over a window, or avoided having a half-
truss, as would now probablv happen if the
roof-framing corresponded wi'th the centre of
the walling piers enrried by the colonnade
below. It would have improved the side
elevations of this design if the spacing had
been rearranged with four bays to the
colonnade instead of five, and by these means
have strengthened the appearance of the
building. The beadle's office and the store-
room need not have been so wide, and both
ends of the side facades might then have
corresponded. The windows also need not
have been so wide, and the terminal ones
might Iiave been made less than the inter-
mediate windows. At present they look over-
large, and are set too low down. The curtains
shown do not help the design, and only serve
to annoy, because they appear so out of

place. The entrance-door sill is shown too
low down outside to come level with the floor

of the assembly-hall. Steps inside the wind-
lobby would be most inconvenient. None,
however, are shown, and so we do not quite
know what would have to be done to set the
matter riijht. All sorts of larks would
happen on and about the unenclosed outside
stairway, and it is not clear how boys and
tramps would be prevented from appropriat-
ing these steps, either for games by day or
for loafing by night, "Paolo," the second
man, only increases these difficulties by his

plan, because it encloses the stairway in such
a manner that no gates could be employed to

exclude intruders, owing to the proxiniity of

the steps. Consequently, the more open
arrangement is less objectionable than his

partial enclosure, encouraging practices inore

mischievous than desirable. Reverting again

to " Marstonian's " plan, it would appear that

the wing walls to his steps Would stand very
much in the way of cattle seeking to avail

themselves of the drinking trough so thon^'ht-

fully provided, A doorway through into the

market space on the street level would have
been a far better arrangement at this point,

instead of the fountain, omitting the end
column, which anyhow is rendered needless

by the wall, and, as a fact, siuRle. shafts

would have encumbered the market space

much le.ss than the double ones. We tiroatly

prefer the south end elevation of this design

by " Marstoniau " to that by " Paolo," and the

section of his assembly-hall is distinctly

better than "Paolo's" awkward-looking
ceiling and squat mural spaciugs, which are

poor.

" Paolo," however, has a decidedly good

side elevation broadly set up and nicely pro-

portioned, though our previous remarks in-

dicate clearly that such a treatment woidtl,

in otir judgment, be better suited to a

countrv town than a mere village. The end

arches" are only filled in with wallins;. and

should be omitted. A through-way below the

steps would have improved the marketinR

floor, and the " front elevation " looks as if

" Paolo " had intended a through way at tliis

point. In fact, had the plan been a little
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altered to allow of this, he could have put

gates to shut up his staircases quite easily.

The perspective which he has made abso-

lutely distorts his scheme beyond recognition

and alters its true effect very unfortunately,

interfering with the proportions badly. This

view does his design much injustice and
spoils his proposal.

We placed "N" third. The bailiff's office

and store aj-a set out in such a manner as to

waste much space in the marketing enclosure

without any gain. The colonnade runs out

to the ends in a legitimate way ; but, all the

same, the building would have looked much
better if a wider breadth of masonry had been

employed to add a more sturdy effect and

solidity at the corners of the block. The
staircases, with iron handrails, are set out

in too long a flight for exit purposes from an

assembly-hall. The south end elevation is

rather good, and we like the doorway. The

north end, without any fenestration, fits the

platform inside, of course, fairly well; but

externally the elevation might seem too bald

in appearance. The surroundings to the

market hall are not particularly well drawn.

The hall ceiling would be effective. Whether

the roof could be made to stand, of course,

depends upon the method of steel construc-

tion to be employed for the trusses. JN Has
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:^v

not indicated how lie intended tliese to be

managed, liowever.

"Punch" has designed a very commend-

able side elevation. The windows, perhaps,

are somewhat too tall, and the bull's-eye

lights for the beadle's office are very in-

adequate. The other end of the ground-stage

would be too dark for effective marketing.

The staircases in themselves are workman-

like, and suitable for the dispersion of the

assembly, and the projecting wind-lobby is a

good idea. The objection, however, is that

the whole scheme is too elaborate, and out of

keeping with a village. The gables obtain

a better justification at the entrance end than

circumstances allow of at the other. The

proscenium and general effect of the

balancing rooms to the stage does not

suggest an audience of rustics, and the

ceiling is scarcely pleasing. The roof, too,

makes a constructional problem not,

perhaps, impossible, but rather doubtful.

The remarks about the need of closing up

enclosed staircases already made in regard

to previous plans equally apply to

"Punch's" proposal. His perspective is

weaklv delineated, and his turret is too squat,

and oVercapped with a domical cover. The
retiring-rooms should have been connected

with the platform, and not have had doors

only opening from the body of the hall.

"Enfant" wisely makes his market

accessible from both ends, as well as from

the sides; but there was no need to form

a wasteful lobby between the beadle's office

and the store. The stairs to the hall are

entirely inside the premi.ses, and are none

too amplv lit. Tliis arrangement keeps the

stairs better under control ; but the people

coming down from right and left in such

close quarters might become very congested.

The hall is too small to render this point at

any time very serious ; but when twin stair-

ways are used, "Enfant's" plan is not the

way to arrange them to the best advantage.

The oriel bays projecting at both ends of

the building scarcely strike us as being par-

ticularly pleasing, and the clock-turret has

a truncated appearance. "Enfant" has not

grasped the idea of what would be becoming

in a village square, and the detached columns

at the sides of tlie hall interior are out of

keeping with rural amenities.

"T. T." in this respect is even still more
at variance with bucolic needs, piling up
sculpture over a pair of segmental porches

with bolster-shaped shafts. Both ends of the

premises are very overdone, and much too

clever to be admirable. There is a cinema
operating-room shown by the section ; but

goodness only knows where it would come in

the elevation. "T. T." has evidently over-

looked it in his drawings.

"Toby" is very poor, but painstaking,

having two solid square piers rising up turrot

wise over the hall entrances, witli a flag in

between, suggesting a Salvation Army meet-

ing citadel. The circular "rendezvous" is

a fine word for an awkward stand-up place

at the foot of the two staircases. Being also

always open, as it clearly must be, the

arrangement suggests a trysting-porcli for

assignations. The exit is rather cramped at

the head of the stairways.

"Mak" shows a segmental arcade which
would thrust out the walling at the southern
angles of the building, where there is only
one column, stafijding isolated, with a poor
rainwater down-pipe to stiffen the construc-
tion. This pipe rakes back above the head
of the column, and suggests tihe direction in

which the inevitable fracture would go. This
design is more in keeping with a village ; but
"Mak " must be a simple himself to make
such an initial mistake. A good big buttress
would have to be built on the diagonal.

"Tee Square" avoids a risk of this
character by putting a good width of walling
which prettily balances the mural con-
trivances of liis market. His plan in this
respect is quite one of the best submitted.
The gables and projecting windows along tlie

side are also pleasing, even if we object to
the top extension of this fenestration, and
we think the flat pockets between the gable
roofs and at the ends, behind a Scotch-like
stone parapet, are very bad indeed. No view

is given : else the bad effect would have been

made conspicuous.
"Sherwood" is too ambitions. The turret

has slipped down to the eaves-level, where it

rides upon the walls of the wind-lobby ; but

these walls come over a void below, so we
wonder how the stone return-flanks of the

turret are carried, unless cantilevers are

employed to do the work. The arcades to

the market are pretty enough, but are out

of scale with the high-shouldered expanse of

walling above.

"Smoke's" perspective is a poor perform-

ance, and the enclosed space between the

stairways is an awkward rubbish-heap sort of

square—justified, presumably, by the mural
drinkiiig-foimtain set in a narrow verandah.

The columns are very close togetlier; but

the side facades suggest a village use. The
pediment copings are enormous, with un-

gainly results. "Young Tom" sends a

strange scheme, arcaded on Italian lines, and
badly presented by a most imlifFeroiit view,

taken as a bird's-eye isonii'tri'-al ilran^'ht.

The following is a reprint nf th ( un.litions

issued for the competitors' ii>i'. and shonld

be read in connection with tlie criticisms

embodied in the above report:—"A Village

Market Hall, in memory of the late squire.

It is to be built of coursed rubble stone

walling with ashlar dressings, and granite

circular plain columns, the assembly room
being on the first floor. The site is a flat

square place where the main roads cross,

with ample space about it for marketing, and
standings for carts at the two ends. The
lower body of the building is to be left open
for stalls to be rigged up under cover on
market days, and to be colonnaded on the

outsides, also one row down the middle. Tlie

building to measure 85ft. long by 4-4ft. wide,

and an external double stone stair at the

south end to lead up to the assembly room,
h must have a wind - lobby to the

entrance. A small removable platform to bo
provided at the other end. This assembly

1 to have an enriched and coved plaster

ceiling. There will be a small office for the

beadle in the market hall below, put in one
corner, and in the other corner, to corre-

spond, a store for stall framings and fire-

hose. These will be at the north end, the

longwavs of the building going north to

south. ' No lavatories needed, nor cloak-

rooms. The style may be Georgian or

Tudor, with Renaissance or Jacobean details,

and mullioned windows in any case, also a

pitched roof covered with tiles and stone
gables. The height of market hall 12ft. in

the clear, and assembly room 14ft. round
walls to top of cornice. \ clock-turret may
be added, not necessarilv on the ridge of

roof. The drawings to be to scale of 8ft. to

the inch, and some larger details. Two
elevations, two sections, and two plans.

These plans may be set out to 16ft. to the
inch. A view from the S.E. to be given on
the sheet."

read the "house list" of the Council's

nominations of officers for next session, the

name of the designate president. IMr.

Maurice E. Webb, M.A, (son of a former

president and lion, secretary, now Sir Aston

Webb, R.A., K.C.V.O., C.B.) being received

with warm applause.

ARCHITKCTURE AND ENVIRONMENT.

A paper on this subject, profusely illus-

trated by an excellent series of lantern

slides, was read by Mr. W. S. Purchoii,

A.R.I.B.A., of Sheffield University.

The lecturer observed : The main point

with which I am to deal this evening is the

proposition that for a building to be fully

beautiful, for it to be architecture in the

best sense of the word, it must be suitable

to its environment. A certain form, for

example, may have a kind of beauty in itself,

but its fullest beauty can only be seen when
it is in its proper place. It is very true of

architecture that what is beautiful in one

set of surroundings is not necessarily so in

another. While we shall see that the ma-
terials which are available from part of the

environment, and that the arrangement of

the buildings with regard to the nature of

the site are matters of considerable import-

ance, what is perhaps the principal point

to be considered is tlie suitability of a build-

ing to the climate of the neighbourhood in

which it is erected. It will be best to ap-

proach the study of architecture in relation

to environment more or less chronologically.

Generally speaking, buildings erected in the

architectural periods preceding the age of

revivals were very considerably influenced

environment. Architecture de-

ines suitable to its surroundings,
ditions having the most obvious

iriiig the Renaissance period,

11 architects at the close of the

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The fortnightly meeting of the Architec-
tural Association was held at 18, Tufton-
street, Westminster, on Monday evening,
the chair being occupied by the President,
Mr. W. Curtis Green, F.R.I.B.A. Messrs.
A. C. Day and C. D. St. Leger were elected
as members. Mr. G. 'L. Elkington, lion,

secretary, announced that a visit will take
place on Saturday week (the I4th inst.) to

the rebuildings now in progress on the
Duchy of Cornwall Estate, Kensington,
under the direction of Professors S. D.
Adshead and Mr. S. C. Ramsey; also that an
exhibition of educational cinematograph
films, prepared by Ruffell's Exclusives,
under the direction of the Association's

Council, will be held on Friday (this even
iiig) at 8 p.m., in the Association's meeting-
hall) ; and that at the next meeting but
one of the Association, to take place on the

30th inst., there will be an exhibit of work
by the late Messrs. G. F, Bodley and J. F.

Bentley, when two short papers will be read.

The President proposed a vote of thanks to

Mr. J. J. Joass for permitting the members
to visit the new Mappin Terraces at the Zoo-
logical Gardens on Saturday last. He also

by their

veloped on
climatic coi

effects. D
when Italir

Middle Ages looked for inspiration to the

buildings of the Romans, and the architects

of other countries looked similarly to the

buildings of their fellows in Italy, the in-

fluence of environment was to some extent

neglected. First, however, we will note the

mean annual distribution of rain over

Europe. Egypt, we see, has a very low rain-

fall ; Greece! Italy, and France have more.

There are, however, patches of little rainfall

in Greece. Italy, and South France, but

none in North France or in England, where
also snow is a factor with which the archi-

tect has to deal. Note, too, that Greece,

Italv. and South France are similar with re-

gard to verticalitv of sunshine. Egvpt is

still hotter, while' tlie north of France and

England are further from the Equator. We
will begin, then, with the ancient architec-

ture of Egypt. Here the climate is hot and

dry, rain being somewhat rare. Such a

climate allows of a comparatively simple

type of building, for, while protection

against heat was necessary, such a climate

results in the use of a fiat roof, a sloping roof

by means of which rain-water is conveyed

fror-- the building not being necessarv. and

simplv could not have occurred to the

builders. To obtain light in such a climate

it is only necessary to make openings, and

these need not be very extensive even to get

a well-illuminated interior, and in a hot

sunny climate a dim light would be pre-

ferred. In sunny lands artists seem to use

bright colours
" naturally—possibly partly

because such colours are prevalent in Nature

ill such countries, and so ornament \ividly

painted was usual in Egyptian work, to-

gether with delicate reliefs which are only

suitable in a clear, sunny atmosphere. So

we find that the remains of ancient Egyptian

temples show flat roofs, comparatively small

openings arranged to give light, and a large

amount of delicate carving painted in viyid

colours. In all these matters Egyptian

arcliitecture was in harmony with its en-

vironment. With regard to the siting of the

buildings with reference to their surround-

ings, there was not much choice. The

temples were usuallv built on the flat land

near the Nile, while'manv of the tombs were

cut in the face of the cliff. The climate of

Greece is less drv than that of Egypt, so

here we find, as might be expected, slightly

sloping roofs, not used to give a pleasing

proportion to the pediment, but as a matter
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of sound building. And in Greece the
general nature of the climate was sucli as to

encourage in the Greek of the great period
of architecture a love of open-air life. Open-
air sports were indulged in to a considerable
extent; the theatres were out in the open,
and many of the religious ceremonies were
performed out of doors. These factors had
their effect on the architecture. In Egypt
the interior of the temple was all-important.
In Greece, while the interior was by no
means neglected, the treatment of the ex-

terior received far more attention than in

Egypt. It was beautified by the addition of

the peristyle, which is of great value as a

protection from sun and rain, and which in

a liot climate keeps the building behind
cool; it was also enriched by the wonder-
fully beautiful figure sculpture in the pedi-
ments and friezes. This sculpture was
usually carefully protected from rain. The
sculptures of the main frieze in the Parthe-
non are under the ceiling of the peristyle.
while those in the frieze of the external
order and in the pediment had great project-
ing cornices over them. These cornices
were so designed that the rain would drop
off well in front of the sculpture. This type
of cornice could not have been thought of

but for the nature of the environment. And,
while provision had to be made for some
rain in Greece, there was still plenty of
bright sunshine, so that details and orna-
ment could be extremely delicate and re-

fined ; and colour decoration was freely used.
"Without bright sunshine the great frieze of
the Parthenon and much Greek detail would
be foolish. The beautiful marble which was
available was but another important factor
in the environment, and excellent use was
made of it. In almost every case the
entrance to a Greek temple was arranged to

the east, and the statue placed opposite the
entrance, so that when the doors of the
temple were opened the morning sun would
illuminate the statue. It is quite possible

that these doors and the grille over them
were the oulv means of lighting the in-

teriors. With" regard to the siting of Greek
buildings, their designers made excellent use
of fine natural sites. In Italy climatic con-
ditions are very similar to those of Greece,
so that the modifications made by the
Romans when they developed their arcbitec
ture partly on Greek lines were not due to

difference of climate. The Roman roof, for

instance, is slightly steeper than the Greek
one, but that is probably because the
Romans, in developing the construction of

timber roofs, found they could obtain in-

creased strength by increasing the pitch. In

studying Roman architecture, certain points
are worthy of attention. We find that, as in

Greek work, great importance was attached
to the appearance of the exteriors of Roman
buildings, and, though the colonnades at the
sides of the temples were frequently
omitted, ample protection from sun and rain

was provided in the increased covered space
in the front of the temple. Roman theatres,

like Greek ones, were open to the sky, but
they were usually built up from the level

rather than fitted into a hill-side, as in

Greek times. The Roman amphitheatres,
which were also built up from the level, were
also open to the sky. Roman colonnaded
streets are also indications of the influence

of the climate on the architecture of the

time. In the Roman house climatic in-

fluence also shows clearly. The Romans are

famous for developing the arranging of

buildings in fine symmetrical groups. In

the countries which the Romans conquered
there was, generally speaking, no architec-

tural style in existence, and in these

countries the Romans ei'ected the needed
buildings practically as they built in Rome.
But in Ei^ypt. where the Romans found a

great architectural tradition, they practic-

ally left it alone to develop on its own lines.

The Greek, too, had made little impression
on Egyptian architecture. In Greek work
columns were practically always fluted.

Probably for reasons connected with the
nature of the material, the Roman fre-

quently left his columns unfluted. and the
same practice was followed in Byzantine
times. We will next consider the develnp-
ment of Romanesque and Gothic arohitec

ture with special reference to the influence

of climate. At times in the south of France
the Romans built public baths. These con-

sisted of a rectangular hall, with a barrel

vault over it, strengthened by ribs of stone

at intervals and supported by means of a

similar small vault over a passage at each
side. Following somewhat on the lines of

these baths, Romanesque churches were
built in South France with a ribbed barrel

vault over the nave supported by a half-

barrel vault over each aisle. Such an
arrangement allows of no clerestory, though
windows might be arranged at the back of

the triforium. While this plan might be
quite suitable in the south of France, it

would be less suitable in the more cloudy
north. A similar arrangement was, how-
ever, used at Clermont-Ferrand, rather more
to the north. But still further north, at St.

Etiennc, Nevers, a ribbed barrel vault was
poised over a clerestory in a somewhat
dangerous fashion. This, of course, gave a
lighter and very pleasing interior. At
Autun, in Burgundy, the cathedral was built

somewhat similarly, but to reduce the thrust

of the vault it was made pointed. These
barrel vaults over clerestories were not, how-
ever, sound pieces of construction. At
Tournus the interesting expedient was tried

of building arches across the nave support-
ing short barrel vaults running across the

church, and so, while bringing the thrust

low down, still allowing ample window space
high up ill the vaulting. The use of groined
vaulting, instead of a continuous barrel, as

had been discovered long before in the great
halls of Rome, allowed light to be obtained
in the upper part of a building; and in

Romanesque architecture, particularly in the

more northern parts of France and in Eng-
land, groined vaulting was developed with
this object in view. With the use of the

round arch various difficulties were en-

countered, the ugly stilted arch having to be
used, as in the apse of St. Bartholomew's, or

the segmental arch for the diagonal rib, as

at Durham. At the Abbaye aux Hommes,
Caen, and in many other churches, the sex-

partite vault was adopted, and at the Abbaye
aux Dames at Caen the still more curious
form in which a vertical wall is carried on
the intermediate rib. With the application

of the pointed arch to groined vaulting, all

the difficulties were overcome. The pointed
groined vault giving plenty of light in the

upper part of the church became the normal
method of construction in North France and
in England, and the clerestory in the vault-

ing contrasts finely with the dark shadow at

the back of the triforium in many of our
medifeval interiors. Even this was not

enough, and, finallv, additional light was ob-

tained through the triforium— in some cases

from windows in tlie outer wall behind. In
some examples in France the actual tri-

forium opening was glazed, the roof over

the aisle lieing kept out of the way. The
tunnel or barrel vault brought its load down
uniformly on the wall below, so that with

this form of vault large windows were not

easily obtained. With the groined vault all

the load is brought down on definite points,

as at King's College Chapel, Cambridge. At
these points buttresses could be formed pro-

jecting boldiv outward, and all the space be-

tween these "was available for the window.
It may, however, be thought that this same
development of the lighting was going on
in more southern parts, such as Italy and
South France: that it was simply a part of

the method of design of the time, and not
directly related to climatic conditions. At
Albi, liowe\er. in South France, we sec

great masses of walling and comparatively
small area of window, and in Florence
Cathedral, a typical example of Italian

Gothic, we may note the small amount of

window space compared with the amount of

walling. Just in the same way that we have
found the necessity for larger windows in

more northern parts, so, too, steeper roofs
are advisable in more rainy districts and in

districts in which snow is not unusual. In
the north of France and in England, for in-

stance, with ordinary roofing materials
steeper roofs than those used in Greek and
Roman buildings are advisable. Ill Italian
ir.p(lia?\al \\nrk. however, the roof could be

flatter. Detail, too, in the more northern
countries must be made bold in order to be
effective. The vigorous detail in the Percy
Tomb, Beverley Minster, is much coarser
than good Greek carving, and has much
stronger effects of light and shade ; it is

therefore more suitable for the climate in
which it was made. Similar comments
apply to the deeply undercut mouldings of
the Early English period. Just as Greek de-
tail is more beautiful in Greece than in Eng-
land, so is this detail more beautiful here
than it would be in Greece. We thus see
that Gothic architecture developed in Eng-
land and France, not because some designer
thought he liked the shape of certain forms,
but because, to a considerable extent, it was
necessary that it should develop on certain
lines in order to be effective in its par-
ticular environment. We have also seen
that it did not develop on those lines in Italy,
so that, when during the 14th century en-
thusiasm for antique culture developed in

that country, it was far easier for the Italian
to go over to Rome than it was for the
Frenchman or the Englishman. When, how-
ever, the Renaissance in architecture spread
to England and France, it did not at first

entirely upset the traditional methods of
building, so that, for instance, we find in the
Early Renaissance chateau of France the
steep roof and the great chimnev-stack, and
in England Inigo Jones's Coleshill retains
these features. But gradually Italian forms
were copied in France and England, not
because they suited the climate, but because,
being the work of the Italian masters, they
were considered beautiful in themselves. So
that at the Church of St. Martin at Avallon
we find a steep roof with a flat pediment in

front of it. The Frenchman knew his steep
roof was sound, and meant to stick to it ; but
the Italian pediment was fashionable and
had to be dragged in. It may be urged that
in Late Gothic times flat roofs were used :

true, but not because flat roofs were thought
beautiful and had to be introduced even to

the disadvantage of the buildings, but
because by their use the clerestory could be
increased in size, and thus, in tlie minds of

the builders, the church made more efficient.

In the 18th century William Kent and others

gave us ill this country Italian architecture
with no attempt to modify it to suit the
changed surroundings. Houses were built

with windows spaced according to Italian

methods. Facades were designed to fit in

with Palladio's rules, and the houses were
attached at the back as well as they could be.

During the 18th centurv a gre'at deal of

building was carried out in Bath, and in

many wavs it was of liigli quality, but it

followed Italian methods too closely, and, as

a result, many of the windows have had to

be increased in size in recent years. Many
mistakes were made during the Renaissance
period; convenience was sacrificed to out-

ward show, and environment was often ne-

glected. From these mistakes there is much
that we can learn, much that can help us to

keep English architecture on sound lines.

In the latter half of the 18th century a great

deal of attention was paid to Greek culture

and art in general, and to Greek architec-

ture in particular, with the result that a re-

vival of Greek architecture took place in

this and other countries during the early

part of the 19th century. Unfortunately

Greek buildings were not seen to be beau-

tiful solutions of local problems, and,

quite regardless of suitability to climate,

buildings were erected in England and else-

where following closely on Greek models. In

rather later days Cockerell tried to work on

Greek lines, but endeavoured to make his

buildings fit in better with modern require-

ments and local conditions. In his Taylor-

iaii Institute the detail is Greek, and the

climate of Oxford has not changed to suit it.

It is usually found that buildings constructed

of local materials fit in better with their sur-

roundings than do those built of material

brought from a distance. To make a defi-

nite rule of this would lead us into numerous

difficulties, but it is safe to say that where

there is no serious objection to the use of

local material it is generally advisable to use

it. There is also the question— frequently a

difficult one— of erecting a building in liar-
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niony with surrouading buildings. These ad-
joining buildings are part of the environ-
ment of the new building, and as such should
be carefully considered. Such consideration
naturally leads to less striking individuality
in the buildings, but to greater unity in the
group. Let us return for a moment or two
to the architecture of the past to sec if we
can discover something of the secret of its

greatness. Is it not to be found in the
striving after perfect efficiency, the attempt
to make the very best building for a definite
purpose and a definite environment? In a

great Greek building what impresses us is

the fact that we cannot suggest any improve-
ment—it seems absolutely right ; it is per-
fectly fit for its work and place. And this

result was arrived at by gradual evolution
from humbler efforts. In Roman architec-
ture the struggle was one with structural
difficulties and with planning problems. And
how well the Roman builders tackled them !

They wanted big, uninterrupted floor spaces
with permanent roofs, and they got them !

Look, too, with what skill they' tackled the
dLfflcult problem of planning a great and
complicated building such as the Batlis of

Caracalla. They were not satisfied with
Greek architecture— it did not answer their

purpose, and wisely they worked out their

problem in their own way. And in Santa
Sophia we realise that the Byzantine archi-

tects were not satisfied with what the
Romans did, but, requiring a dome over a
square space, they developed the pendentive,
and improved the scheme of the Roman hall,

with its level-topped groined vault, out of all

knowledge. The mediaeval builder also had
his planning problems, and he tackled them
nobly. The plan of his early churches was
comparatively simple, but when vast throngs
of pilgrims began to arrive he did not con-
tinue to build as his father had done before
him, but he realised that he had a new
problem to solve, and proceeded to solve it.

And so arose the great porches of the Bur-
gundian churches, and the wonderful cathe-
dral at Bourges. What is admirable in

these types of architecture of the past is not
so much that which was taken from previous
styles, but rather the bold modifications
which were made by the builders on that
which had gone before, in order to make
their buildings fit for new requirements, for
different environments. Should not we also
tackle our own problems in a somewhat
similar spirit? What is Greek archi-
tecture? Short definitions are danger-
ous, but is it not fairly safe to say that it is a
combination of Greek marble, the Greek
climate, tlie requirements of the time, and
the Greek mind? We do not possess one of
these things, but we have our own require-
ments, our own materials, our own climate,
and our own mind. Let us find an architec-
ture which shall be a combination of these
things—poor things, perhaps, but our own.
With regard to the style to be adopted in the
new buildings at Del'hi, surely these edifices
should be designed with the object of making
them thoroughly efficient for the purposes
for which they are required, and perfectly
harmonious with their environment. Exactly
the same ohiects should be borne in mind in
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with the latter we may get architecture. My
third reason for reading this paper was con-
nected with educational matters. Far from
desiring to reduce study of the work of the
past; on the contrary, rather would I see it

increased. I am very sorry that measured
drawings are no longer compulsory for the
R.T.B.A. Final, for those wliich have now
to be done for the Intermediate are liardly
likely to reach such a liigh standard. The
study of the architecture of the past should

be approached not with the idea of collect-

ing interesting details either Gothic or
Greek, but rather with the idea of seeing

how problems were solved in other times or

in other places, bearing in mind that our
requirements are different from those of

other times, and that our environment is dif-

ferent from that of other lands. And not
only can we learn from past successes, but

also from past mistakes. To those en-

trusted witli the setting of problems in de-

sign. I would particularly draw attention to

the importance of environment. Students
are frequently asked to design a building for

no environment in particular, but no archi-

tect ever had such a problem to carry out.

There is, in fact, no such thing as architec-

ture apart from environment. In a prolilem

recently set the environment was given, and
it was so interestingly put that it will bear
repetition:—"A Classical villa situated in

wooded country.", . The environment I can
uiiderstaiul. incomplete as it is, but why a

Classical villa? I would suggest, as an
alternative problem to this: "A Greek Re-
vival Church for a Cotswold village," or "A
Gothic Cathedral for the Athenian Acro-
polis." Seriously, however, it would be
interesting to ask students to design two
buildings to meet the same requirements, ex-

cept that one was for Athens and the other

for England. The idea of asking a student
to choose between making shaded drawings
of designs for buildings or of making work-
ing drawings for such features as a bridge, a

spire, or a roof is, I think, a mistaken one.

It is a mistake because it suggests that there

are two kinds of architecture—one in which
construction is important, and another in

which it is not. It is also a mistake,
because it allows a student to avoid, as Mr.
Reginald Blomfield has said, the making of

working drawings, to avoid those "greater
opportunities for that design which is, after

all, the final end of those studies, including,

as it does, construction, materials, and ap-

plied science as necessary elements of good
design." And when the working drawings
are not to be of complete buildings, as is the

case with the present set, the student who
wishes to design such complete buildings is

not allowed that free play for individual

methods and idiosyncrasies which was pro-

mised him when the new scheme was intro-

duced. It mav l)c said that a design in anv
style could lir liui-li.Ml with shadows and a

gold bonli I-, liiit «. ar< practical men. and
we know \x 'II .iMH.-li that tliat method of

finishing drawiiiL-s t<iids to produce one par-

ticular type of design. It is. in fact, tending
to squeeze out the consideration of construc-

tion, material, colour, and suitability to en-

vironment. So I am glad that one set of

designs worked in a recognised school may
be submitted in lieu of one set worked to

the Institute conditions, and I hope that

before long all four sets ninv be siilimitted

in this way. And is all tlii-^ ,i'""^t:i'^i"g

drawing of shadows worth \\liil. When
casting shadows on plans aii'l -.-.Imus, and
even reflfrtrd ^linfloAvs „i, pl.-\ali.nis. are

we not lit. I

." -I |ii, - at the sliadov. and
losing thr ~ ; Wnuld not oiir time

be far beti. . -i^m m i, aniing a little more
about such Inii.laiiuMital factors in design

as the proper uses of materials, sound con-

struction, sanitation, and suitability to

purpose and surrounding conditions? The
making of sound, clear, and definite working
drawings is aLso far more valuable to a

student than the making of shaded draw-

ings, and would doubtless lead to a higher

standard in working dia^injs than tliat

which obtains among Eiil'1i-1i arJnii.l- at

present. I firmly believe in tiaimirj -in.hnts

to understand architectnie latlar lliaii tn

follow cut-and-dried rules. The latter

method brings quicker results, but the

former is a surer one. and one more likely to

lead to ultimate success.

Sir Thomas G. .Jackson. Bart. R.A.. pro-

posed a vote of thanks to Mr. Pnrchon for

his most instructive lecture. Students could
not have the lesson too often impressed upon
them that the changes which had taken place

in architecture bad not resulted from
caprice or mere fancy on the part of the

designers, but bad behind tlicni some solid

reason, sonic necessilv of construction, some

fresh environment or choice of materials.
Fresh phases of architecture were the result
of development, not of imaginative origin.

Mr. Purchon had demonstrated in a most
interesting manner how the influence of

climate affected architectural forms in

Egypt, Greece, and Rome. After the fall

of the Roman Empire builders found them-
selves confronted with fresh problems

—

workmen were uninstructed, and the old
constructional materials were not available.

Consequently, in France and in Britain men
learned to adapt their work to the require-

ments of a colder climate and smaller
materials, and as skill developed the Gothic
modes of construction and of vaulting were'

gradually evolved. A distinct reason ran
through all the changes in architecture, and
from the work of the Romans to the latest

phase of Gothic there was no real break in

architectural continuity. If they passed from
Ravenna to Milan, to the Rhine, to the
buildings of Aquitaine, the lie de France,
Normandy, and England, from Amiens to

Salisbury, Canterbury, and Westminster,
they found no abrupt break in the sequence.
Then in the 15th and 16th centuries came
the revolution, with the study of Classic

learning, and this brought about the first

attempt at a revival of former architectural

fashions in the Cla.ssic Renaissance. In the

course of time the cult of revived Greek and
Roman art wore itself out. people grew tired

of the revival of Classic art which had lost

its life-giving qualities, and a second
revival took place, in which men turned to

the story of old Gothic architecture for in-

spiration. Ethnology in art was influenced

by temperament, and this was reflected in

architecture. The monotony of Classic

architecture, as known in revivals, soon
caused men to turn away from it. The rest-

less mood of Gothic was reflected in its

frequent changes, and in a rapid develop-

ment, which ran its course in less than four

and a half centuries. This same restless

temper still exerted itself, and architects

must have full liberty. They could not be

confined by strict constructional rules.

Architecture mu^t have its only vehicle of

expression—the Gothic—or it could never
live in England.

Mr. F. Dare Clapham seconded the vote

of thanks. The influence of environment on

architecture was, as the lecturer had pointed

out in bis sound paper, very strong. All

architeetuml features and details were
evolved as the result of efforts to overcome
partial difficulties in handling materials or

in obviating the vicissitudes of varying

climatic conditions. The early builders fully

recognised this principle, and adapted their

edifices to the requirements and the

surroundings. The facilities with which
local conditions had been ignored led to such

breaches of observance of environment in

modern work as the planting of a red-brick

bouse ill a village in the Cotswolds or a

terracotta frontage in a quiet East Anglian

High-street. Modern architects ought to be

content with less assertive iiidividualitv in

their work, and aim at greater uniformity

and harmony with their surroundings. If

they do this they would do more to fulfil

the" motto of the "Association : "Design with

beauty, build in truth."

Mr. F. Winton Newman remarked that

most of the details that gave pleasure to the

beholder were non-essential to construction,

as, for example, Gothic vaulting.

Mr. Arthur Keen suggested that Mr.
run linn, as a member of the Board of Edu-
,ai \\oii]il have more effectively made
his pinti st as to the present requirements
fnr trstininiiies of study in committee than

liefore a body of students. The Board recog-

nised that the swing of the pendulum was
bringing Classic studies to the front, and.

therefore, sought to prepare candidates for

the work of the day. Both practical and

academic subjects were set for the students,

and insisted that everything undertaken

should be done well. This applied to the

delineation of shadows or perspectives,

which, if shown at all, should be thoroughly

well drawn. Gothic architecture was

essentially a building with small stones, and

its development was due to repeated efforts
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to reach a high ideal under difficult con-

ditions. Pride- in achievement often carried

the builder far beyond the necessities of

actual structural requirements, as, f9r

example, in the evolution of the later

svstems of vaulting. In. reply to Mr.

ClaplKims (rilii nins Ije would point out that

in nKni\ .il,l l•:lrJll^ll villages they would see

briik. ina^MinN, :iim1 half timbered buildings

side by Mcli', with no apparent, incongruity,

and tliey mn.st remember that many of the

ancient edifices now much admired for their

picturesqueness owed much of their charm
to the fact that the hand of Time had dealt

gentlv and tenderly with them. He con-

curred with the lecturer that the orthodox

Classic building was out of place, out of

scale, and out of plan in modern conditions

of life.

The President remarked that they had
had a particularly excellent paper, the more
excellent, perhaps, because they were not all

in a'Tcement with Mr. Pnrchon's deductions.

When manv of them were surveying the base

upon wlii.h areliitoctnro stood it was in-

evitalilr tliat sniii.' ,,r tlieni should be at

oppo^iii' M.li^ <il ill.' riMimiferenee of that

ha^r. alil.' iiriilh r 1.1 -... 11. ir hear the fellows

on til.. ..tlin- M.l.'. H th.' Iiase were, as he

believed, a circle, one side was really as

beautiful as another, and those who could

ascend to the apex of the cone might see the

whole in perspective. English architects

were following a spiral course up that cone,

a course passing in its ascent a view seen

from a lower level earlier in the pilgrimage.

Just parsing the

Neo-Greek Revival of fifty years ago ; the

view below was so enticing that, some might

halt there altogether, leaving others to

advance. Others, again, either further on

or further behind, could see below them the

romance of the Middle Ages or the feast of

the Renaissance. Yet others dug in their own
consciousness and in that of the workmen
for inspiration. Mr. Purchon had taken

them with him to the apex of the cone in the

last sentence of his lecture, when he spoke

of ' the ennobling influence of genuine arclii-

tecture." Personally, he eared little wliat

trappings Architecture wore so long as she

was there herself. We all attached too much

importance to externals; the essential thing

was that we ascended to where the atmo-

sphere supported life. The lecturer was

devoting his powers to finding the way up

for others besides himself, and they were

much indebted to him for coming from

Sheffield that evening, to give them the

benefit of his thought and experience.

In acknowledging the vote of thanks, Mr.

Purchon observed that the President, Mr.

Keen and other speakers differed from him

verv largelv on qne^tinus of terminology and

defi'nition. ..\ivin....in,v w-as affected by

uianv oth..|- iiilln. - than mere physical

environmrnl. H. lia.l endeavoured to

hiake his \ir\vs kiiuxMi on the Board of

Education, of which he had comparatively

recently become a member ; but he was not

on the" committee which regulated the tes-

timonies of study, and. therefore, made a

public protest. He wished to acknowledge

his indebtedness to Mr. Herbert Batsford for

permission to make several of the lantern-

slides exhibited that evening.

ROMANESQUE ARCHITECTURE.
'

By Mr. P. J. Lynch.

.An ordinary meeting of the Architectural

Association of Ireland was held on leb. ,^b

.at 15, South Frederick-lane, Dublin The

President, Professor W. A. Scott, A.R.i.B.A

occupied the chair. Mr. Rupert Jones, of

Tipperary was nominated for membership.

Mr. P. J.' Lynch, M.R.I.A.I., read a paper on

•"THE IIISTOUY or THE KOMANESQl'E STYLE

OF ARCHITECTURE."

He said that the Romanesque styla was

associated with some of the best traditions

of native art. Church-builders are now

'turning their attention to this style, which

undoubtedly possesses a great wealth of

beauty, both in ornament and outline. In

tracing its history he referred to the death

<o"f Classic artr in Italy in the fourth century,

and the efforts made to revive it in Ravenna,

the last capital of the Western Empire.

When, afterwards, this a-rt "of Ravenna
became dominated by Byzantine influences,

the union gave birth to Early Lombardic,

hich may be said to have been the parent

of the Romanesque. Giving a short history

of the guild of craftsmen known as the

Comacine Masters," the lecturer stated that

the theory that they were the founders of

Freemasonry is now discredited, and the

statement that they were protected in foreign

countries by Papal Bulls needs confirmation,.

'n dealing with France, the features peculiar

to Provence, Aquitaine, Normandy, etc.,

were explained. The Church was the

moving spirit, and the monks were frequently

the architects in those days. There was a

long connection between Ireland and Aqui-

taine. and a recent writer (Rivoira) showed

that the presence of a band of monks from

"the land of the Seoti " (Ireland), who were

established in Poitou in the seventh century,

would explain the introduction of a striking

feature in the architecture of Poitou into

early Irish and Anglo-Saxon architecture.

German Romanesque had an interesting

history. The plan of the Monastery of St.

Gall (who was an Irishman) in the ninth

century, with its double-apsidal terminations

and two flanking round towers, had much to

do with forming the German style. At that

time the principal monasteries on the Rhine

and other parts of Germany were ruled by

Irish abbots, who would naturally follow St.

Gall, which, as Zimmer states, was then-
owing to its Irish monks—the great centre

of culture in Europe. In England, at

Durham, Tewkesbury, and other places, we
find some of the best specimens of the Late

Romanesque in Europe; but the history of

the early style, or Anglo-Saxon, is more
interesting, as it is only in the latter part of

the last century it was restored to a place in

architecture.

ROMANESQUE IN IRELAND.

Mr. Lynch hoped that the admission of a

pre-Norman style in England may lead to

a similar result in Ireland. He explained

that tlie difficulty of dealing with the history

of Irish Romanesque is that those who dis-

parage our early architecture rely on the

incident related in the life of St. Malachy

(who died 1148 A.D.), that when the saint

commenced building a stone church at

Bangor the people expressed wonder at his

extravagance— this, as tlie Life states, being

the first stone ehurcli in Ireland. Yet we

read in tlie Annals; "a.d. 1065 Donnchadh

ua Mathghamhiia, King of Ulidia, was killed

by the Ulidians themselves in the Daimhlaig

(stone church) of Beaiinchair," so that 100

years before St. Malachy's time there was,

even in Bangor, a stone church, and such are

iiientitiiie.I in the Annals from the eighth

ceiituiv. iMost writers on this subject do not

realise' the pre-cmiiieiice of Ireland in science

and art up to the eleventh century. A late

writer, Mr. Champneys. ascribes all our orna-

mental architecture to Norman influence.

Rivoira, who has been to Ireland, states that

the cross of Muireadhach could not be of the

tenth century, as from his observation he

feels sure there was no artist in Europe up

to the close of the eleventh century capable

of producing such a fine work, and he assigns

it to the last half of the twelfth century. As
archseologists are agreed as to the date of

this cross, Rivoira's statement means that

Irish sculptors were over a century ahead of

the artists of Europe at the end of the tenth

century.
TASHEL.

Cormac's Clnp.O at Ca-li.-l, a fia ~p . 'ii: a

of Romaiiesi|n . in tli.' 1 a tin. i"^ .i|.iiii..ii

also requires iii\r,li..Mi

deuce that it has l» .

of C'ormac MacCullin..

corporated witli it. I

'

Romanesque church at i

century appears from
history of the great

Ratisbon, as when its

McCarthy, who was in

money for his monastery

Cashel. This was before the foundation of

the present Gothic Cathedral.

LANTERN-SLIDES.

Many lantern-slides of Early Romanesque
carving in Ireland were shown. Some were

from a church which was derelict, under no

protection, and may be used for building

material it required. The lecturer appealed

for some protection for such interestiug

ruins, and also hoped that the School of

Architecture at the National University

would organise some scientific research into

the history of Irish Romanesque.
On the motion of Mr. R. M. Butler,

F.R.I.B.A., seconded by Mr. H. G. Leask,

Mr. Lynch was thanked for his lecture.

^**'

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

At the meeting of the County Council,

held on Tuesday last, the Housing Com-
mittee recommended that tenders be

invited from selected firms for the

erection of 128 cottages tor the work-

ing classes on the second part of Section

C on the Xorbury Estate.

In consequence of the recent rearrange-

ment of the boundaries of the areas served

by district surveyors immediately east of the

City of London, it was decided, on the

recommendation of the Building Acts Com-
mittee, that the district now known as

Whitechapel, Spitalflelds. Mile-end New-

town, the Tower Liberty, and the Liberty of

Norton Folgate, be henceforth renamed and

described as the district of Whitechapel ; and

also that so much of the district of Hackney,

South-East, and North Bow as is situate

within the Metropolitan Borough of

Hackney, be added to the district of

Hackney, North-East, and that the district

so constituted be henceforth known and de-

scribed as Hackney, East. A fresh appoint-

ment for the latter district, which had a

gross value in fees in 1913 of £783, will be

made in April. The committee further

recommended that Mr. Henry Thomas
Bromley, now district surveyor for East

Wandsworth, be transferred to Whitechapel,

and that Mr. Percy John Black be trans-

ferred from Central Battersea to East

Wandsworth. Temporary arrangements are

being made for the supervision of Central

Battersea.
-•**

MURAL PAINTING IN AMERICA.*

This book is an amplification of a series of

lectures delivered to the Art Institute of

Chicago in 1912 by the author, who has had

twenty years' experience in decoration, and

is ma'iiiiy an argument in support of mural

painting^ "Save by few," says Mr. Blasli-

field ""it has been absolutely mis

apprehended, as a form of art-at best

demandins little save arrangement, fancy,

ightn Df hi St as

la r. I ,a,.l portion

lia' 'i-'a Uir^
:-l..| !a 111., twelfth

l.)r. Wattenbach's
rish monastery at

abbot. Christian
Ireland collecting

died at Cashel,

product calculable as to its worth by the

hour and the square foot. It is the object

of this book to try to make a fair statement

of the real demands of mural painting, and

to endeavour to suggest its real value."

With that olijeet all will sympathise. And,

perhaps, with a reservation or two, with the

author's plea for harmony, or. as he calls it,

"mutuality" between the architect and the

artist. It is not always practicable, or

advisable, that "as soon as the architect's

drawing is done, the painter (and sculptor,

tool should see it, and decide (under the

architect) just how much or how little, how

ricli or how seveVe. mural painting and

-.. nlptiir,^ should be placed upon the walls.

'I'!,, ;'lii-trntinns—nearly fifty in number—
,

'

;
,

.,
. ..f undoubted merit by men

, ,,, . are honoured this side as

.1 ,, ,,^ ,11 America. There are others,

Nslii..h .I.Mil.ilrs-i "influenced by varying con-

ditions," hardly excite admiration ;
though,

ill fairness, it must be borne in mind, as the

author remarks, that such small reproduc-

tions, each covering only a few inches of

paper, very inadequately represent wall

paintings fi'fty feet . in length. The illus-

trations include examples by numerous

• Mural Painting in America. By Edwin H Blash-

lELD New York : Charles Scnbner s Son?. London :

. T. Batsford. Ltd. 8s. 6d.
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leading American artists, such as Jolm Le
Farge. EcUvin A. Abbey, Howard Pyle, Jolin

S. Sargent, and Elihu "Vedder, as well as by

the author and his assiBiants.

MANCHESTER BUILDING TRADES
EXHIBITION.

The Lord Mayor of Manchester, Alderman
McCabe, opened the eighth Manchester
Building Trades Exhibition in the City Hall,

Deansgate, on Tuesday.
It is more representative than the ex-

hibition held in the same place two years

ago. One of the most interesting corners is

that where the art students of Manchester,

by plans and descriptions, give their ideas of

"What to do with the Infirmary site." They
propound these ideas with a definiteness of

conviction unknown to the City Council

;

but with them, as with that authority, there

is not unanimity. " Museum and monu-
ments," says one student; "a library and a

terrace, with groups of sculpture," says

another ;
" a new cathedral in the Gothic

style, with a central tower and spire domin-
ating the town," says a third. A further

vision includes an art gallery and museum,
with an open arcaded court for sculptures

and antiques and a monumental archway,

and in the centre of a semicircular space a

triumphal column or large obelisk. Prizes

are to be awarded to the students, and the

winning designs will be e.\hibited after

March 11. The exhibition is open until the

14th.

Mr. Alderman AVilson. who presided at the

opening ceremony, said there had been a

the building trade for tin four

IBmltJing Intelligence.

years, and anything they could do to promote
that industry" w^ould be good for the city.

The Lord' Mayor said a great deal was
being said about housing, find what they

wanted was to get suitable houses at reason-

able prices, with room enough for people to

live in—houses that would also have some
artistic design about them. One of the com-
plaints on the Blackley estate was about the

corners in bedrooms and living-rooms. In

this part of the world people seemed to have
great objections to flats and also to angles in

rooms, because they could not stand upright.

The necessity of housing people properly
was a question that the City Council would,
sooner or later, have to set its mind to more
seriouslv than it had done. As to the

Piccadiily site, he did not think it creditable

to Manchester that they could not make up
their minds about it.

Mr. G. A. McFarlane hoped that during
his year of office the Lord Mayor would lay

the foundation-stone of a substantial and
nrnamental building in Piccadilly that would
he a credit to tlie corporation and worthy of

the communitv and the city.

The stand of the British Portland Cement
Manufacturers, Ltd., is a practical and well-

devised exemplification of the increasing

uses of Portland cement. The structure

shown is built of coiicrete cavity blocks, and
on it are exhibited such articles as re-

inforced-concrete fence-posts and fencing,

concrete drainpipes, columns, flower-vases,

etc., all showing the steady advance of

concrete and reinforced concrete in the
manufacturing and building of all appliances
and structures on the farm and estate.

Messrs. .J. M. Heathnian and Co.. of

Parson's Green, Innc an up - to - date
assemblage of their \v>ll known ladders and
kindred appliances, the marked character-

istics being the insurance of safety to users

and adaptability to every conceivable need.

Vulcanite, Ltd., Tr'afford Park, Man-
chester, have a varied and very interesting

display of their speciality applied to many
uses. There is a model swimming-bath
waterproofed therewith, a model flat roof,

and numerous other exhibits.

Mr. William Curlett. F.A.I. A., of San
Cisco, died at his residence at Menio Pa
January 21, after an illness of miin up

Mr. Curlett had served as a mcinl i .

California State Board of Architect ur. -ir

formation, and was prominently iilciiiilii

architectural and social organisations >

Pacific Coast.

EDINBURGH.—Operations are in pro-

gress in connection with the extension of the

Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh. The
work, which has been begun, constitutes the

first of three sections of a scheme of exten-

sions designed to provide accommodation at

the museum. The extensions, when carried

out, will effect a great change in Lothian-

street and Brighton-street. The first section

of the extension scheme provides for a great

architectural hall and an extension of the

natural history section. The architectural

hall, which in width will be about 40ft., will

be about 12(Jft. in length, and it will consist

in height of three floors, with open galleries.

At the rear of the present natural history de-

partment there will be raised an extension

about 40ft. wide and 140ft. in length, pro-

viding on all its three floors much needed
accommodatoin for that department. A new
administration block, now completed, clears

the way for the architectural hall. An
interesting point in connection with the con-

struction of the hall is that it will cover the

site of a portion of the old city wall, and it

is proposed that the ends of the wall pro-

jecting into the architectural hall shall be
left intact, and shall thus constitute a
permanent architectural exhibit. The cost of

the administrative block has beeu £5,000.
Whilst the main staircase at the end of the
architectural hall will not be included in the
section at present being dealt with, it will

form an important part of the third and last

section of the scheme. The section now in

progress will, it is estimated, cost £45,000,
and it includes a small but useful addition to

the library accommodation. There are two
divisions of this second section. Under one
division there will be provided, in a fine block
fronting Lothian-street, a public lecture-hall

on the ground floor, with access from
Lothian-street ; a gallery for temporary loan
exhibits, on the first floor; and study and
research rooms on the second floor. The
lecture-hall will be well fitted for its purpose,
and will be to the museum a most desirable
and a necessary addition to its educative
equipment. The second division under this

section of the scheme will involve an exten-
sion of the present machinery first floor.

Here accommodation will be found for the
ethnographical section, and the geological
and mineralogical sections will be housed on
the second floor. The third and completing
section will be an extension of the lecture-
theatre block in Lothian-street. The second
and third sections of the extension scheme
are estimated to involve an expenditure of

£120,000. The scheme has been designed by
Mr. W. T. Oldrieve, principal architect to

H.M. Office of Works in Scotland.

LINCOLN.—The Carnegie public library

in Free School-lane, Lincoln, was opened on
Tuesday week. The building stands on part
of the site of the old Grey Friary, the
remains of which, recently restored, are now
used as the County Museum. It is a simple
and solid 17th-century building, sparing in

ornament, and relying for effect on spacing
and proportion. The library is only one story
in height. It is of Aneaster stone and West-
moreland slate, with a central dome. The
central entrance opens into a hall 24ft.

square, in the four corners of which will

stand pedestals with the busts of Newton,
Tennyson, the late Dean Wickham, and
Wesley. On the right is the news-room, 60ft.

by 27ft.. and on the left the reference
library, 42ft. bv 21ft., while at the rear is the
lending library, 42ft. by 35ft. From the
entrance hall corridors run to right and left,

giving access to the ladies' room and the
quarters of the staff. Beyond the lending de-

partment is a committee-room. The building
is fitted with electric light. Mr. Reginald
Blomfield, R.A., P.R.I.B.A., is the architect,
and Messrs. Wright and Son, of Lincoln,
were the builders.

STAMFORD.—The endowed High School
l'<i- Girls, built in 1877, was reopened on
riiursday in last week by the Marquis of
Kxeter, after enlargements and improve-
iuents. The improvements comprise the addi-

tion of a classroom, 17ft. 3in. by 21ft., on the

ground floor, the extension of the corridor,

the rebuilding and modernising of the offices,

and provision of a fireproof staircase leading

to the new art room and chemical laboratory

on the first floor. The art room is 27ft. by

21ft., and the laboratory 26ft. by 21ft. The
fittings of the laboratory include a demonstra-

tion table for the mistress, installed with gas

and water fittings, fume-closets, balance-

shelves, etc., and the art room is also well

equipped. The buildings are roofed in blue

slate, and are carried out in brick hollow

walls, damp-proof. The work was carried

out by Mr. E. E. Howes, contractor, Stam-

ford, to the designs of Messrs. Traylen and
Son, architects, Stamford, at a cost of £1,400.

COMPETITIONS.
PROPOSED NEW WESLEY AN

METHODIST CHAPEL AT CARCROFT.
Members of the Society of Architects are

requested not to take part in the competition

for this building without first ascertaining

from the secretary whether the conditions are

such as con be approved by the Society.

Mr. L. B. Grant, son of the former
Mr. W. L. Grant, M.S. A., who has retired, has

been appointed by the Sittingbourne Urban
District Council surveyor and waterworks and
cemetery superintendent.

Mr. Robert E. Wilson, for the past three years

surveyor and sanitary inspector to the Knares-

borough Urban Council, has been selected from
amongst eighty applicants for the position of

surveyor, sanitary inspector, and waterworks

engineer of the Leiston Urban Council, Suffolk.

Mr. Ormsby-Gore, M.P., was the chief guest of

the evening at the St. David's Eve dinner of the

Welsh Society at Cambridge on Saturday night.

He referred to the ugliness of some of the Welsh
public buildings, and said there was need for a

great Welsh architect who would be able to

beautify them.

The town clerk of Glasgow invites tenders

for the demolition and purchase of the materials

of the premises in Cochrane-street and John-

street, which come into the possession of the

corporation at Whitsuntide. The site will be

utilised for the new buildinn;s which will be an

extension of the city chambers, and of which
Messrs. Watson and Salmond, of Glasgow, are

the architects. We illustrated the design, when
selected in eomnetition, in our issue of May 2,

1S13.

A special subcommittee of the City Corpora-

tion has under consideration the question of the

old houses in Cloth Fair. The owner desires to

sell the site to the Corporation after having

cleared it. The houses he desires to take down
in such a way that they can be re-erected else-

where. If the houses are demolished, the Cor-

poration will be prepared doubtless to purchase

the site, so that every inducement is being

offered for the removal of the ancient and
picturesque houses.

Tenders will be received at the office of the

Under-Secretary, Federated Malay States, Kuala
Lumpur, up to'noon on May 4, for the construc-

tion of new central offices in Kuala Lumnur
for the Federated Malay States Railways. The
value of the contract is estimated at 508,000dol.

(about i:59,200). Tenders must be endorsed

"Construction of New Central Offices in Kuala
Lumpur for the Federated Malay States Rail-

ways." and must be accompanied by a deposit

of lOOdol. (£11 13s. 4d.), which will be returned

after the signing of the contract. Plans,

specifications, and all particulars can be seen at

the office of the Government Architect, Kuala
Lumpur.

Having considered the representations made
on behalf of the Edwardes-square Garden Com-
mittee, and the observations thereon of the

representative of the freeholders of the Earl's-

terrace estate, the works committee of the

Kensington Borough Council again recommended
that the council approve of the redevelopment
scheme, believing that it would be advantageous
to the borough without being detrimental to

the immediate neighbourhood. The scheme
included the erection of four blocks of flats on

tlie site of the existing houses and gardens of

Earl's-terrace at a cost of about £240,000. At
the meeting of the borough council, on Tuesday
night, the recommendation was vigorously

opposed by Sir Aston Webb, R.A., who regarded

the scheme as disastrous to the amenities of

Kensington. On his motion the proposal was
referred to a special improvement committee
about to be constituted.
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(luvxtntt Calamo.

The applause with which the aniiou

by Mr. W. Curtis Green of the no

of Mr. Maurice E. Webb as lii:

President was received at the Architectural

Association on Monday is a sufficient earnest

that the choice is a wise and popular one.

Mr. Maurice Webb labours under two dis-

advantages, which he is the last man to

regret any more than we do— first, that he

is to follow so good a President as Mr. W.
Curtis Green has proved himself; next, that

he is the son of his father as well, and that

the pleasant memories of Sir Aston Webb's
ability as Honorary Secretary and President

will not easily be surpassed by any suc-

cessor. But, unlike the prophet of old, Mr.
Maurice Webb has no need to pray for a

double measure of the spirit of any of his

forebears, for his energy is as forceful as

it is well directed, and the A. A. will sustain

him to the utmost. It was the best of omens
that the same night witnessed the presence

of a veteran like Sir Thomas G. Jackson,
whose contribution to the discussion on Mr.
Purchon's paper was as welcome as it was
to the point. Whatever may be that of archi-

tecture, may the environment of the A.A. be
broadened and enriched during Mr. Maurice
Webb's presidency to the fullest degree, and
may its increase of membership be a record !

The London Master Builders' Association

has rejected the latest proposals submitted
by the men's representatives. They were,

subject to the withdrawal of the "obnoxious
circular," that a vigilance committee should
immediately meet on the outbreak of any
dispute and endeavour to remove tlie

grievance. Failing to do that, the matter
to be at once referred to a central united
trades committee, to meet within twenty-four
hours. That body, if satisfied tliat the
grievance was a real one, to refer the matter
to a joint board of employers and workmen,
to meet within twenty-four liours, and their

decision to be binding on both sides. Places
of workmen failing to obey the <leeision to

be filled, and benefit to such suspended by
the unions. In return, the Master Builders'
Association to undertake to enforce the

decision on its own mejnbers, and if any such
failed to comply, tte United Trades Com-
mittee was to be at liberty to take necessary
action. It seems to us that if collective

bargaining is to continue, some such basis

as this must be formulated. So far, that is

not yet evident to all concerned. There is,

however, evidence of friction between the

more militajit sections of the men and the
executives of the unions involved in the

dispute, and if various new demands talked of

are pressed, the struggle will assume an
acute phase. Possibly .the masters fear that

the latest suggestions tliey have declined

would only postpone the quarrel, and there-

fore refuse to move from the position they
have taken up.

On Tuesday,

strative Comnii
tion of Buildin.

Britain and I

quarters, Koh i

consider the dis

was passed uii

the statement o

this conunittee

support should

President to c;

at a meeting of the Admini-
ttee of the National Federa-

! Trades Employers of Great
reland, held at the head-

. Xoor House, Kingsway, to

pute, the following resolution

lanimously :—" Having heard
f the London representatives,

is of opinion that further

be accorded, and requests the

all a special meeting of the

Executive Coiuicil at an early date to take

this and any other suggestions into con-

sideration." The President lias called the

suggested special meeting for Tuesday next

at half-past two. If this foreslnidows possi-

bilities of a national lock out, we are in for

trouble the extent and direction of which no
one can foresee. The stronger unions might
resist for some time ; but the weaker ones

would soon exhaust their funds, and a general

levy would not long yield much unless the

trade-unions generally consented to con-

tribute. On Wednesday night a meeting of

delegates of trade-unions conuected with the

building trade was held at the Union Club,

Gray's Inn-road, when a number of resolu-

tions were passed for recommendation to the

Executive of the Building Trades Federa-

tion. The meeting was of a stormy
character. The men complained of the

policy of their leaders, and the principal

resolution urged the Executive to consider

the question of calling out the men employed
by any member of the London Master
Builder.s' Federation, whether the lock-out

manifesto had been issued by him or not.

This and the other recommendations will be

placed before the whole of the London
district committees on Saturday afternoon,

and then placed before the Executive of the

men's Federation early next week.

The vast importance of Mr. Justice

Serutton's two judgments last Saturday, in

what are popularly known as the "Nortou-

Malrewood " and "Chalk" cases, can hardly

be estimated. We ve thi points of the

judgments briefly in our Legal column. If

they are sustained, it seems certain that the

method of valuation followed by the Com-
sioners of Inland Revenue since the Finance

(l'J09-1910) Act, 1010, was passed in respect

of agricultural land is erroneous. Every

agricultural valuation that has been made up

to the present time is contrary to law. New-

valuations will have to be served, and the

work of the Valuation Department during the

last three years will have to be done over

again. In the valuations already made of

agricultural land, the Commissioners have

excluded the added value given to the land

by cultivation, and also the value of the crops

planted in the land on April 30, 1909. In

arriving at the full site value they have made
no deduction in respect of the value given

to the land by growing crops, such as hops,

strawberries, corn, and asparagus, etc., nor

have they deducted the value of grass. Mr.

Justice Scrutton has decided that all these

subjects must be deemed to be divested in

the full site value. He has given full force

to the W'Ords "then condition" in the defini-

tion of gross value, and has held that the

land, when valued for this value, must
include every element of value in the shape
of manures, tillages, or crops on April 30,

1909. Moreover, by this decision both the

full site value and the assessable site value

will be so materially lowered by the above

deductions that if rating upon either of them
should be enacted in the future, the owner
of the land will have to pay much less than

he otherwise would have done. The judgment
also decides that made farm roads must be
taken to be divested between the gross and
full site value.

The judgment given in these cases clearly

sliows that the final fixing of a provisional

valuation before questions of principle have
been determined by the Courts causes not

only great confusion, but places upon owners

id others interested in agricultural land

uch expense which is uselessly incurred.

Owners who have agreed their provisional

valuations should at once take steps to

protect their rights by asking that the pro-

visional valuations shall be reopened and
made according to the law as now decided.

Others who have not yet agreed their valua-

tions should in every case see that full allow-

ance is made for the deductions referred to

above, and should accept no provisional

valuations unless such deductions are fully

accounted for. In addition to the points

enumerated above, which were dealt with

in these particular test cases, there are

other test eases which will come before the

Courts where points of the greatest import-

ance are at issue. For instance, whether

stone walls, dead fences, gates, field-drains,

should be fully allowed for when arriving at

the site values under the Finance (1909-10)

Act, 1910. The decisions recently given in

tlie High Court and the Court of Appeal, in

which the Commissioners have been found to

be erroneous in their interpretation of Acts

of Parliament, show how important it is that

the subject should insist upon no Act of

Parliament becoming law unless he has the

right of appeal to impartial judicial bodies.

If there had not been such a right in respect

of the Finance (1909-10) Act, 1910, the subject

would have been mulcted in many thousands

of pounds of duty owing to the interpretation

of the wording of a statute which has been

shown to be incorrect, but which the tax-

gatherer elected to take. The most im-

portant cases which have been decided

against the Commissioners of Inland Revenue,

in addition to the two cases Mr. Justice

Scrutton dealt with, are the following :

—

"Allen v. the Commissioners of Inland

Revenue," "Southend Estates v. the Com-
missioners of Inland Revenue," and the

"Marquess Camden v. the Commissioners of

Inland Revenue." Another point decided

last week is worth noting, especially by local

authorities. Mr. Thomas Binnie, surveyor,

Glasgow, as referee in an appeal between

John Miller and others and the Commis-

sioners of Inland Revenue, has held that as

the Finance (1909-10) Act, 1910, lays it down
that "increment value duty shall be a stamp

duty," and as the Public Health (Scotland)

Act provides that "all conveyances granted

ill favour of the local authority under this

Act shall be exempt from all stamp duties,"

no increment value is exigible on a transfer

of land to the Corporation of Glasgow for a

public recreation-ground.

It is well to note that one question

raised, which more concerns most of our

readers than grass values, is only partially

settled. Is a private road a structure?

According to the Solicitor-General, such a

road is not a "structure " from which, under

Section 25 (2), the laud must be divested in

ascertaining its full site value. "Structures,"

he contended, "refer to something built

under the surface—e.g., a well"— a strange

and novel definition ! But it was admitted

that practically in each case the status of the

road—structure or non-structure—must be

decided on its own merits, and the guidance

to valuers and referees on a point which, it

was stated, is "continually recurring" is

thus indefinite. A gravel-path is not a

"structure," which is pronounced to be

"something artificially constructed, put

together, of a certain degree of size and per-

manence, which is still maintained as an

artificial erection, or which, though not so

maintained, has not become distinguishable
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in bounds from the natural earth surround-

ing." This does not carry us far, seeing that

"tlie degree of size and permanence is a

question of fact in every case"; and the

Judge, in upholding deduction of the private

road which was the subject of appeal from

the referee's decision, admitted that it was

"very near the line," and that for purposes

of guidance his finding "bound nobody—not

even himself." Thus, even on points upon

which judgment has been passed, and which

may be upheld in the final Court of Appeal,

we have no assurance of certainty or finality I

To the last issue of the GrajMc Mr. Harold

Oakley contributes an interesting double-

page illustration embodying, in picturesque

form, one aspect of several possible methods

of embodying the improvement of the south

side of tlie Thames as contemplated by the

Special Committee of the London Society

presided over by Mr. Paul Waterhouse.

Under the scheme, which is attractively

described by Mr. Philip Gibbs in the same

issue, the new embankment would least in-

terfere with the present water frontages,

and a backwater, or lagoon dock, would

give access to the riverside properties. Thus,

certainly, the actual riverside facilities would

not be "diminished ; on the contrary, many

of the present wharves would have tlieir

trade convenience materially increased. Few

but sentimentalists, we think, would regret

the substitution of such an embankment for

the present mudbank and the grimy struc-

tures that line it from the new County Hall

to Southwark Bridge.

PBOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ASSOCIATION OK KENT SURVEYORS.
—About thirtv meiubcrs of the Association of

Kent Surveyors attended a dinner in honour

of the ex-president of the association and the

late county surveyor, Mr. H. P. Maybury, at

the Queen's Head Hotel, Maidstone, on

Saturday evening. Mr. NichoUs (chairman

of tlie association) presided, and with him

was the new president and county surveyor,

Mr. W. Chapman, to whom the members

were introduced. Following the repast, an

excellent musical programme was gone

through, and during an interval Mr. Maybury

was presented with a magnificent silver

salver, subscribed for by the members of the

association. In the afternoon the members

met in the board room at the offices of the

Maidstone Guardians. The subject discussed

was the extraordinary usage of district roads

other than main roads by mechanical traction

for commercial purposes, and the need of

relief in the shape of grants eitlier from the

road board or from the county council

Previous to the meeting, the members visited

the Maidstone Electric Light Works and tlie

corporation baths, being shown over by Mr.

Hoadley (electrical engineer) and Mr.

Bunting (borough surveyor).

CELTIC AND NORMAN ARCHITEC
TURE IN IRELAND.—At the Picton

Lecture-hall, Liverpool, on Tuesday night,

Mr. M. O'Maliony, lecturing on "Architec-

ture of the Celt and the Norman in Ireland,

dwelt on the dissimilarity of ar.

development in Ireland and Britain,

land, like Ireland, he said, had at one

an amount of Celtic culture, and from

itectural

colour. The French stated

that the half-tone was warm
compared with the shado

farying forms of

Do any of our own readers know of a case

of the expiration of a 999 years' lease? The

letter of an Ohio correspondent, Mr. W. P.

Reeves, in the Alhenceum of January 24, as to

such a lease has raised the question, which

is of considerable interest both to lawyers

and owners. In "Notes and Queries" of

June, 1887 (7 S. iii. 450), there was a question

asking for information on the subject ; but

although there was considerable subsequent

correspondence as to long leases generally,

no evidence, so far as we are aware, has ever

been produced to show that a lease for such

a term has ever fallen in.

A novel foi-m of award to the winners in

a representatives' competition has been

created by the American allies of Messrs.

Robt. Ingham Clark and Co., Ltd., Messrs.

Pratt and Lambert, Inc., varnish manu-

facturers, of New York, Buffalo, and

Chicago, and Bridgeburg (Ont.), who employ

upon their staff between seventy and eighty

representatives. The award, which will be

given to the first twelve winners in the com-

petition, will take the form of a trip to

Europe, lasting a month, and will include a

tour through England, Scotland, and

Ireland, and n visit to Paris and Hamburg,

to inspect the Continental factories of

Messrs. Robt. Ingham Clark and Co., Ltd.

The visitors will be the guests of Messrs.

Robt. Ingham Clark and Co. from the time

of their arrival at Queenstown until the ter-

mination of their visit.

«*^

The Dublin Cba
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of the Depart ri

Conditions in I

that it might '
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ment Board woiil

expert staff.

Commerce adopted oi

iniin^' the recent report
lie on Housinj

,-ing the hope
public action

' he Local Govern-
' ;trranj^e to place the

1 the hands of its own

source, rude as it

beauty miglit have been evolved ;
but during

the Roman occupation it disappeared for

ever. In Ireland, which was never within

the Roman Empire, this did not happen.

Native art went on in unarrested develop-

ment till from the rude grandeur of the

Grinan of Aileach there followed iii time the

beautv of Clonmacnoise. The Norman

Conquest brought Norman splendour to

England, but the Romanesque arch, so

widely regarded as the hall-mark of Norman

architecture, was the subject of beautiful

workmanship in Ireland not only before the

invasion of Strongbow, but before the

Normans left Normandy.

CONVENTION IN ART.—Mr. F. Morley

Fletcher, Director of the Edinburgh College

of Art, delivered the last of the winter course

of the lectures at this college on Friday

ni"ht. The subject was, "Painters' Conven-

tions." The lecturer stated that the need for

a convention in art arose at the moment when

they perceived that complete realisation of

nature in their work was an impossibility.

To a painter there was special need in the

present time for a clear view of the matters

and principles that were fundamental in

painting. A student must examine very

thoroughly the technical convention he is

accepting. The law known to economists as

the law of diminishing returns applied with

unfailing exactness to the work of painting as

to anv other craft. The perfect method was

that which ended when the point of greatest

advantage had been reached. In the work of

the great masters of painting they found a

certain systematic method of simplification

of the broad facts of natural appearances.

Their brush only attempted to do that which

„ brush could do with ease and certainty. In

the masters of the realist school they found

one general practice commonly employed. In

its simplest form it might be studied m the

work of the Dutch painters. The object re-

presented was painted by a broad rendering

of two major facts, each modified by a minor

factr—the half-tone and its high light—the

shadow and its reflected light. This is the

root convention or fundamental method of

the realist schools. The great painters

scarcely made any elaboration beyond the

broad statement of these two major and two

minor facts, but were elaborate in the perfect

observation and rendering of them and their

mutual relationships. The French school of

realists carried the statement further

as a principle

ill colour, as

hich was rela-

tively cold, and, secondly, that the warm
half-tone was broken by a cold high light,

while the cold shadow passage was modified

by a warm reflected light. These broad

generalisations were at the base "f our

modern systems of painting, and would be

found constant for all pictorial work

expressed in terms that are related to natural

vision. The impressionist and neo-expres-

sionist schools, while striving by new methods

for greater force and luminosity, had not

abandoned this convention. The cubist

tendencies of the post-impressionists, as seen

first in the paintings of Cezanne, were a re-

action, so to speak, from the flatness of some

impressionist work, to an exaggerated insist-

ence on the old convention, which, if crudely

practised, must of necessity give an angular

solidity to all forms. The application of the

old convention, however, underwent an im-

portant change with the post-impressionist

painters in their subordination of all facts in

their psychological importance. The frank

abandonment of the convention was, how-

ever, seen in modern futurist painting, which

claimed no corespondence with the actual

appearance of forms.

FACULTY OF SURVEYORS IN SCOT-
LAND.—Mr. F. H. Lightbody, president,

occupied the chair at the annual meeting of

Fellows of the Faculty of Surveyors of Scot-

land, which was held in 117, George-street,

Edinburgh, on Monday night. The chairman,

in moving the adoption of the report and

accounts, said that the membership of the

Faculty was increasing. As to the question

of modes of measurement, he said that the

east and west districts would have to come to

some agreement on the matter. With the

view of securing recognition by the Govern-

ment Departments of the qualification of the

Faculty in a manner similar to which the

qualification of the Surveyors' Institution

was at present recognised, the General

Council had submitted a memorial to the

Chancellor of the Exchequer setting out

briefly the history of the Society of Ordained

Surveyors and 'the Glasgow Institute of

Measurers, and the requirements of tlie

Faculty, to insure that only properly

respect of certain constant relationships

qualified persons were admitted as Fellows.

Mr. William Howatt, Glasgow, was appointed

president of the Faculty, and Mr. A. K.

Smith vice president.

IMPERIAL PALACES OF ROME.~At
the British Museum, on Thursday iii last

week. Mr. Banister F. Fletcher described

the imperial Palaces on the Palatine Hill,

and suggested a conjectural restoration of the

buildings, so as to give an idea of the appear-

ance of Rome in the days of the Cresars.

Augustus reared on the Palatine Hill the first

Imperial Palace, which was subjected to sub-

sequent additions and developments by

Tiberius and Caligula, Vespasian, Titus, and

Domitian, while Septimius Sevenis re-

modelled and extended the buildings, which

thus became the finest group of palaces ever

erected. The plan was magnificent, and there

was nothing piecemeal or accidental, but the

whole was laid out on axial lines, which gave

fine vistas, and when irregularities occurred

they were masked by hemicycles and devices

siinilar to those employed in the recently^

erected Admiralty arch. A great portico of

fluted cipolino columns led into the throne

room flanked bv the chapel of the Imperial

Lares on one si^e and by the hall of justice

on the other. Beyond was the peristyle, with

colonnades, for State life and pageantry, and

this led to the triclinium. This Imperial

dining-room was flanked by nymphtea, with

flowers, fountains, and running water. It

was only a step from the palaces to the work-

men's dwellings, where the slaves were

herded together in buildings erected stor.\

above storv, so that Augustus had to issue

regulations' limiting their height.

THE INSTITUTION OF MUNICIPAI.
ENGINEERS.—At a council meeting, held

on February 25, the following applicants were

recommend'ed for admission i-To member-

sliip: Mr. O. Frewin, surveyor, Nevybuiy

R D C. ; Mr. E. C. Young, engineer.
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Tientsin, China. To associate-membership:
Mr. E. W. H. Vallis, assistant surveyor,

Langport R.D.C. (Under the new by-laws,

these elections will be ratified at the next
council meeting if no written objections are

lodged within fourteen days.) Mr. E. A.
Stiekland, past-president, was appointed as

delegate to represent the Institution on the
committee of the Roads Improvement Asso-
ciation. A report on the Architects' Registra-

tion Bill, which has been under the con-
sideration of the General Purposes Com-
mittee, will be presented at the next council
meeting. Arrangements have been made for

the following meetings: March 21, Leeds;
April. Birmingham ; April 18, Hexham ; Mav,
Finedon and Wellingborough ; May 16, Hull

;

June 13, Tisbury and Cumberland; July,
Hunstanton; Ju"ly 11. Alnwick; September
12, Harrogate; October 10, Sunderland;
November 7, Newcastle ; December 12, New-
castle. The next meeting of the council will

be held at Leeds on Saturday, March 21.

THE LONDON SOCIETY.—The annual
meeting of the London Society was held at
tlie Mansion House on Wednesday after-
noon, the Lord Mayor presiding at first,

being succeeded in the chair by Viscount
Hambleden. The Earl of Plymouth was re-

elected president, and Dr. Stephen Miall
hon. treasurer of the society, on the motion
of Sir Aston Webb, R.A., seconded by Mr.
H. H. Statham. The Lord Mayor said that
it was important that the new St. Paul's
Bridge should be a thing of beauty as well
as utilitarian, and any recommendation
made by the society to the Corporation con-
cerning it would receive careful considera-
tion.—The Arclideaeon of London referred
to two City buildings which, he said, seemed
to be in danger— St. Paul's Cathedral and
the Church of St. Vedast, Foster-lane.
Unless immediate precautions were taken
the future stability of the Cathedral would
be imperilled. The Church of St. Vedast,
since the demolition of the old Post Office

buildings, had been brought to sight, and
that view also should be preserved; but he
feared that unless they were vigilant the pro-

jected new roadway to Liverpool street

would go right through the church.—Sir

Melvill Beaehcroft expressed regret that

London had no real governing body of any
sort or kind for architectural purposes. No
one bodv was responsible for what was done.
They had, therefore, to be thankful for the

City of London and the Mansion House,
where they could air their grievances. He
hoped to see the Charing Cross end of the

Mall provided with a proper approach very
soon, and he hoped that eventually there

would be an appropriat-e statue of King
Edwnr.l ;it til.' .nlr.iiH-.. tr. tli.. Aroh.—Lord
Hanil^Ic .1,1, ,u^.^\ t!,. ,i.l<.|,li,.,i of the
repiiii, \iliiih -Ihiwr.l ,1 -I. Mil\ increase in

the nniiili. rs nl tlh^ -nl.^riliiir.; members,
and dealt witli various matters brought
before the public by the society. The
balance-slieet showed an excess of income
over expenditure of £548. The society,

though young, had fully justified its exist-

ence. He called attention to their action

over the Mall Approach, on the question of

the new main roads out of London, and on

that of the Regent's Quadrant.—Mr. Harold

Cox seconded the motion, which was adopted.

ST. ANDREWS CATHEDRAL AND
CASTLE.—At a meeting of the Royal

Technical College Architectural Craftsmen's

Soeietv, which was held on Friday,

February 27, in the college, Mr. James S.

Boyd, lecturer in the Architecture and

Building Department, gave a lecture on 'The
Mediaeval Architecture of St. Andrews and
the East of Fife." The lecture was
illustrated by a series of 100 slides, made by

the lecturer from photographs taken on the

spot. Mr. Boyd stated that the east gable-

top of the Cathedral is entirely gone, .but

from measni -nii Ml - mil nn the skew check
of one of III' I

ill ' I'liund the inclina-

tion of tin L'.i ' ! 1 roof to be a pitch

of 2 in 1. Ill' I'ill'i-A ii'l: fr-atures were also

noted : On tlie inner face of the east gable are
remains of the springers and bases of wall-

arcade of interlacing arches, similar to what
is in transept. The floor of the choir and
nave seems to have been all on one level.

Probably the east end of the choir was
beautified, to make it a Lady-chapel, about
the end of the 14th or beginning of the 10th

century, as at that time the cult was the

worship of the Virgin. In doing this the

floor would be raised, and the altar drawn
forward to the first bay, and a reredos built

across, with entrances at either side for

admission to the Lady-chapel. The high

vault would also be added to make the chapel
richer in effect than the choir. The west
wall of transept is 5ft. 4in. thick, and had
no vault thrusts to resist. He believed the

side aisles of this Cathedral were never
intended by the original designer to be
vaulted. It was planned by a Norman
builder, all the buttresses being broad and
shallow (only 7^in. projection), and quite in

keeping, so far as design is concerned, with
Late Norman work. In further support of

this we have the evidence of the wall itself

being only 3ft. 6in. thick. All the remains of

the vault springers are clearly insertions, as

can be proved by the jointing, which shows
lack of bonding, there being not one of the
stones but what could be built into an
existing wall. The later insertion of the

pointed w'indows in the south wall-was clearly

proved by the jointing on the south side of

wall. A further proof of this is given by Mr.
Henry, who says that the mason, when pre-

serving the wall-head of the south aisle,

found that over the pointed window all the
mortar was white in colour, while over all

the parts of the wall undisturbed by the in-

sertion of the pointed windows, brown mortar
was used. Mr. Boyd was convinced that in-

sufficient buttressing, and the adding of stone
vaults where none were originally intended,
was the chief cause of the collapse of the
north wall of the nave and of the aisle walls
of the choir and transepts. Further, he
believed that the south wall of the nave was
just saved from falling by the abutment of

the cloister lean-to-roof, this abutment being
just sufficient to support the wall against the

oblique thrust of the vaulting until the whole
of the vaulting had fallen. The fall of the

Cathedral would take place in this way. The
vaulting of the north aisle of nave did

actually thrust the walls out of the vertical,

because, near the west end, huge buttresses

were added on the face of the existing flat

buttresses to resist this thrust. As the thrust

on the vaulting in the other bays of this aisle

was not properly counteracted, the wall

would be pushed out at several parts, until

the builders despaired of making effectual

supports to resist the thrusts—probably due
to lack of funds. When the thrust

eventually sent the north wall over, the north

arcade and clerestory would be partly pulled

with it. Possibly part also of the south
arcade and piers would go at the same time,

owing to the pull of the falling roof, and the

thrust of the south aisle vaults. Thjs vault,

with its support on one side gone, would fall

vertically to the ground. Referrnig to the

Castle, the lecturer said, a little to the west

of the Bishop's lodging ni the Castle is the

original and present entrance. There is

absolutely no doubt that this was tlie first

and, at one time, the only entrance to the

Castle. The gateway is' pointed, having
splayed and checked jambs on the interior.

He examined the face of this arch, and it had
no bond whatever with Hamilton's portal,

and the face is exactly in line with the face

of the old wall. If clearer evidence were
necssary to prove this to be the original

south side of the entrance, we have the

remains of the barrel vault of the first portal.

A portion of the splayed jamb is also visible

on the upper arch springer, and a part also

visible at the ground level. Beaton's tower
was built in front of the old Bishop's tower
of 13th-century date. From his own observa-
tion he is practically certain that there was
an entrance of some kind here. There are

distinctly traces of the jambs of a wide
opening right in the centre of the tower, and
directly behind this, on the interior of the

wall, are exposed the remains of the stone
arch which covered the entrance. His
opinion is. that the pointed gateway—
already referred to—was the first and only

entrance up to Beaton's time, but when he
added his portion, he must have carried his

new thick wall right across the front of this

centre of his tower, and so more
observation. When Hamilton rebuilt the
destroyed parts of Beaton's work, he built

the new portal exactly where the first gate-

way was, but, of course, directly to the south
of it. At the same time, in building up the

ruined part of the tower, he filled up
Beaton's entrance. There is a distinct

difference in the style of Beaton's and
Hamilton's building. Beaton's work rises

about 6ft. above the battering wall, which
was added by the Office of Works Depart-
ment, but the east side of the Bishop's tower
is practically all Beaton's work. Hamilton
must have rebuilt more than the half of the

tower. After this, he gave a brief survey of

Crail, Kilrenny, Anstruther, Pittenween, St.

Monans, Ceres, Cupar, and Leuchers.

STATUTORY REGISTRATION OP
ARCHITECTS.—At the meeting of the

couucil of the Prestou Society of Architects,

etc., the following resolution was passed
unanimously: "That the members of the

society, having always approved of the

principle of Registration of Architects, do
give our cordial support to any proposed
legislation for this purpose, and that a copy
of this resolution be sent to the Members of

Parliament representing Preston requesting

their support of such a Bill when presented to

Parliament."

THE VALUATION OF COPYHOLDS.—
Mr. G. W. Lloyd, head of the Copyhold
branch of the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries, read a paper on "The Valuation of

Copyholds" before the Auctioneers' and
Estate Agents' Institute on Friday evening.

The President, Mr. B. I'Anson Breach, was
in the chair. Mr. Lloyd related some curious

customs of the descent of copyholds, and then
dealt with the effect of the Real Property
Bill, introduced by Lord Haldane in the

House of Lords last season, which proposed
that all copyhold and customary tenure
should become freehold, but that the rights

of the lord of pecuniary value be continued
until they are extinguished under the Act,

and in the meantime, in order that the lord

may be in a position to claim them, all

instruments dealing with the land to be pro-

duced to the steward for registration. It was
not clearly stated in the Bill as introduced,

but the indication was that lords and tenants

might extinguish the incidents by agreement
,xs to the compensation which the lord is to

receive. In default of agreement, the coin-

pen.sation is to be determined under the

direction of the Board in the same manner as

the compensation for enfranchisement under
the Copyhold Act, 1894. After the expira-

tion of five years the incidents are to become
forthwith extinguished, subject to the pay-
ment by the tenant of the compensation to be
determined by the Board.

VITRUVIUS AND MODERN ARCHI-
TECTS.—Mr. William G. Newton, M.A.,
A.R.I.B.A., of London, lectured on
"Vitruvius" before the members of the

Manchester Society of Architects, at

their last meeting. Vitruvius, he said,

had left much valuable information
about the remains of Hellenic architectural

work. It might be asked. Mr. Newton said,

why should one trouble about a writer of the

remote past when there were so many
present-day problems pressing for solution,

such as the questions of architectural educa-
tion, statutory recognition, and the trnu

source and basis of design? But it was well

to look back into the past. By studying tlie

writings of Vitruvius one discovered tliat the
problems which vex one nowadays were no
less the problems which troubled men twenty
centuries ago. The first chapter of Vitrnvins's

first book was devoted to education ; he
showed that he was in favour of some form
of regulation by a professioaal body equi-
valent to the statutory recognition now so

much desired. It was not alone because
Vitruvius dealt with modern problems that
he wasworthy studying. It wa« worth while,
for instance", to studv tip m.lliMik of

building of two thousand \in- _ - .ii^-

scribed by Vitruvius, and In- il' -' i ,|i; im of

the materials used in his. ,l,i\. 'I In- old

author was full of constructional hints.
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(Bnv Sllnstrations.

THE USHER HALL, EDINBURGH.
To-day this exceedingly well-plaiined ami

large, capable building is to be opened with
civic ceremonial bv Mrs. Usher. The cost

has been set down at £134,000. including the
site. The hall will seat 3,000 persons. Mr.
Andrew Usher presented the city with
.£100,000 for this object, the provision being
that the hall should be used chiefly for

F.R.LB.A., Leicester. The contract was
secured by Messrs. Xeil M'Leod and Sons,
builders. Edinburgh, and the work, since its

commencement, has proceeded without a

hitch, though held back on two occasions by
strikes. On July 19, 1911, King George and
Queen Mary laid two memorial stones,
wbii'li, " itli tlipir inscriptions, are to be seen
sot i

' "! 'nil side of the Cambridge-
stn , : .

:i,i Ihe hall may be described
as I" H -ii,i|ii li 11] form, with the wide end
to Lotluaii-ruail and the narrow end abutting
on the Lyceum Theatre. It is surmounted

three doorways are similar in design. They
are set in a massive, elliptical-headed, rusti-

cated arch, rising to a lieight of 25ft. above
floor of crush-hall, and are flanked by twin
Doric columns. In the lower half of the
arch, up to a height of lift., is a triple-

bronzed doorway, and above that an
elliptical-headed window, divided into three
panels, which light the foyers of the grand
tier. The doorways are surmounted by iron
and glazed canopies, with electric lights
round the inner edge, and at each side of the
three doorways are electric lamps. The key-

THE USHER HALL, EDINBURGH (opened to-day).-

Mr. How.\RD H. Thomson, F.R.LB.A. (Messrs. Stockdale Harrison, Sons, and Thomson; Htect.

musical performances. Mr. Usher died in

1898, about two and a half years after this
gift had been intimated. The protracted
delay has been due to difficulties in obtain-
ing a suitable site. The land in Lothian-
road was settled on in 1909, when Sir Wm.
S. Brown was Lord Provost. It comprises
approximately 3,170 square yards, and cost
£36,000. The committee unanimously
recommended that plans for the hall be
obtained by open competition, and that Sir
Aston Webb be appointed assessor to
adjudicate upon the plans, Mr. J. A.
Williamson, city architect, being associated
with him. In April. 1910, architects were
invited to send in plans for a hall to cost
£65,000, such sum to cover all sculptural or
architectural embellishments, heating, light-
ing, ventilation, hoists, sanitary and fire

appliances, but not decorative painting or
furnishing, and to design a hall to seat in
the auditorium 3.000 persons, with a plat-
form to accommnil.it, ,,tl,..,. '.nn Premiums
were offered of '

i ClOO. One
hundred and tli plans were
sent in. and tli^ .ven by Sir
Aston Webb on .)..,. _.. l:.li,. The success-
ful competitors were Mesors. Stockdale
Harrison and Sons and Howard H. Thomson,

by a dome which rises to a height of 115ft.

The style of architecture may be described
as of the " English Renaissance," and the

architects have been fortunate in producing
a building to conform to the recommenda-
tion given them to make the exterior simple
and dignified. The three main entrances are

placed, one facing Lothian-road and the

other two in Cambridge-street. A bold
cornice and entablature, carried round the

elevation, is an important feature of the
building. The base of tlie building is of

grey Aberdeenshire granite. Above this the
walls are of a fine warm cream-coloured
sandstone from Darney, Northumberland,

weatherin^
thickness.

A large part of the foundation of the hall is

on solid rock. Over the boulder clay a solid

mass of concrete was spread, and on the rock
and on this concrete bed the building was
reared. The excavations were deep enough
to allow of a basement under the flooring of

the main hall, and heating and ventilating

appliances have been installed. It was
originally intended that the Usher Hall
would be connected at this end by means of

a bridge with the Synod Hall ; but that idea,

after due reflection, was abandoned. The

stone of each of the door arches is a con

ventionalised lion's head, carved by Mr.
Hubert Paton, sculptor. The Grindlay-

street front is arcaded, with four Doric

columns. On each side of this part of the

wall are two entrances to the gallery, or

upper tier, with a sculptural device over the

doorway ; other two entrances to the gallery

are in a similar position in Carabridge-

street-laiie, the outer wall of the hall there

being treated in simpler style. The central

of the three main entrances gives access to

the grand tier ; the doorways on each side

of it are for the area of the hall. The ex-

terior has important sculptural decorations.

In Grindlay-street are two colossal figures,

by Mr. H. S. Gamley, A.R.S.A., repre-

senting " Musical Inspiration " and

"Achievement." On the top of the columns

at each side of the doorway facing Lothian-

road are two figures, representing "Mu-
nicipal Beneficence" and "The Soul of

Music." Over the northern entrance, in

Cambridge-street, are two figures, sym-

bolical of "The Music of the Sea" and "The
Music of the Woods." These four figures are

by Mr. Crossland McClure, London. Over

the entrance to the grand circle are

sculptures by Mr. W. Birnie Rhiud, R.S.A.,
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the Royal Arms on one side and the City
Arms on the other. The hall has two walls,

an outer, 44ft. in height, and an inner, rising

to a height of 64ft., and carrying the dome,
to the top of which there is another 27ft. A
distance of 25ft. between the outer and inner

walls represents the space taken up on the

ground floor, the grand circle, and the

gallery stages by the corridors, foyers, and
cloakrooms, which form a very distinctive

feature in the accommodation provided for

the audience in the difTerent parts of the

building. The corridors are 8ft. in width.

The inner wall is built of brick and re-

bust set in a marble frame, the work of Mr.
H. S. Gamley, sculptor. The stairs leading
to the grand circle are on each side of the

entrance-hall. The staircase is lined with
Roman stone—a soft, grey, mottled marble

—

and panelled with Sienna. The staircase of

the grand tier opens upon a large crush-
room, with marble piers and floor. Over
each of the staircase doorways is a decorative

panel in relief, the work of Mr. H. S.

Gamley, representing the Influence of Music.
Off the corridor on each side of the crush-

room are two large foyers, 38ft. by 23ft., in

white and gold, with columns in Sienna

floorwork of the corridors and erush-halls,
are of reinforced concrete. These concrete
seats have been covered with oak, and the
floors of circle and gallery are laid with
same. The fronts of both circle and gallery
are of flowing lines. The level of the back
of the gallery corresponds to that of the
roof of tlie orchestra, which is considerably
lower than the main hall. The area floor is

laid with teak, and the seats for the front
part are tub-shaped chairs, with mahogany
frames and dove-coloured corduroy up-
holstery. For the second part of the area
the cliairs have iron frames. There are ten

OWNDl-^-^

THE USHER HALL, EDINBURGH.

inforced concrete until it emerges into the

open air, where it is of ashlar, 17ft. above
the outer wall, where it takes the dome ; it is

finished with a cornice. The inner wall in the

corridors is faced with polished Roman
stone and Sienna marble. The dome is con-

structed of steel, and is covered on the out-

side with copper. Internally it is lined with
wood. The dome between the supporting
walls is 117ft. ; the weight of the roof is

about 600 tons. The corona of the dome is

44ft. in diameter, and its moulded walls 8ft.

high. Within the corona walls, but not
seen from the street, is a glazed roof, which
gives light to the hall beneath and supple-

ments in an important manner the light from '

the three sets of oblong clerestory windows
around the gallery tier, each window in this

set being 10ft. long by 5ft. high. This light

from the dome passes into the hall through
a circular glazed panel, 25ft. in diameter,

set in the centre of the ceiling. The triple

doorways of the main entrances are of

mahogany, with bronzed fronts. The ticket-

hall has piers and pilasters, etc., of Sienna
marble, with moulded and gilded plaster

ceiling. On the inner side of this pillared

entrance-hall, and facing the doorway, is the

memorial to Mr. Andrew Usher— a bronze

marble. They are lighted by elliptical

windows over the main entrances. Nearer
the ends of the corridor are cloakrooms, each
38ft. in length by 15ft. in width, open to the
corridor. At each end of the cloakrooms are
retiring-rooms for ladies and gentlemen.
Five doors open off the inner side of the
corridor, and give access to the grand circle.

The arrangements of the corridors and cloak-
rooms are the same in all respects on the
street floor as on the level of the grand tier.

For the gallery there are no fewer than five

crush-rooms, three in the centre, leading
from one to the other, each 38ft. by 24ft.,

and all lighted with dome lights from the
roof. The crush-rooms at the ends of the
gallery corridor are each 49ft. by 15ft. From
the upper crush-rooms there are seven
entrances to the gallery. The interior of the
hall is well proportioned. The scheme of
decoration, in white and gold, pleases by its

simplicity and refinement. During the day
the hall is well lighted from the dome and
the clerestory windows at the back of the
gallery, and acoustics, so far tested, have
given very satisfactory results. The grand
circle and gallery or upper tier have been
constructed of reinforced concrete. The
seats in circle and gallery, as well as the

entrances to the area portion of the hall from
the main corridor. The floor of the area,

from the last row of seats at the back to the

platform, has a " rake " of 4ft. 6in. The
level of the floor at the back of the area
corresponds with that of the platform. The
height of the hall is appro.ximately 60ft. ;

from the front of the platform to the back
of the grand circle is 93ft. ; to the back of

the gallery the width of the corridor, lift.,

has to be added, and the width of the hall

at the widest part of the circle is 117ft. For
acoustic reasons the hall has been fitted

with a fiat plaster panelled ceiling, so that

the dome above is not seen from the interior.

The proscenium opening is 65ft. in width,

and in a depth of 60ft. there is an intake of

7ft. 6in. on each side, which makes the width
of the orchestra at the organ front 50ft.

Behind that is the organ-chamber, 42ft. by
18ft. in size. The height of the orchestra

part of the hall is 47ft. The whole of the

orchestra flooring and tiers have been con-

structed of wood, and the plastered walls are

finished in graceful panels, decorated with

gilded musical devices. This wood con-

struction of the orchestra is with the idea of

making it more or less of a sounding-board.

The ceiling is also panelled and gilded, with
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one glazed panel in the centre. As supports

to the proscenium opening there are on each
side a stately fluted column and a pilaster

with Ionic "capitals. The seats of the

orchestra, rising in tiers, are arranged In

segmental form. The accommodation pro
vided is for 349 persons. In front is a plat

form for a band, and when the hall is used
for meetings it would seat about 120 persons.
The seats in all parts of the house are fixed

to tlie floor. The singers', orchestra, etc.,

entrance is in Grindla^'-street and Cam
bridge street-lane. From each of these

ontrauces there is a main staircase, with top

light. There are, in all, six rooms for

artistes—two for ladies, one for gentlemen,
one for instrnmentalists, one for principal

artistes, and a general assembly-room.
There is a circular corridor at the back of

the orchestra, with opening in the centre

leading to the platform. Off this corridor,

in the centre, is the assemblv-room. On the

Cambridge street-lane side "is the "Green
Room " for the principal artistes, male and
female. The corresponding room on the

Grindlaystreet side of the corridor is for

the band. On the Cambridge street-lane side

there is a lift, which rises to the top flat,

where is placed kitchen and scullery accom
niodation, available for any function in the

hall. The heating is on a low-pressure

steam principle, and is oln=olv n's^nniated

with the ventilation. By :mi h .
-

. I. vice

known as the " Thermostat mi i. mp i;itnre

of the hall can be autoin,-,i i. ;. 1
1

v i

,

-ul:,!.,].

Wlien the heat rises to a certain lieiglit the

steam pressure is cut off; when the tem-
perature falls below the desired level the

thermostatic restriction becomes inoperative,

and the heat can mount acain. The "Thermo-
stat " works on the principle of the expansion
of substances by heat. There is a large in-

stallation of fire appliances throughout the
building, these being stored in neat glazed
reces.ses in the corridors. The building, how-
ever, is practically fireproof. While Messrs.
Xeil il'Leod and Sons were the contractors
for the whole work, there have been nearly
100 subcontractors, most of them Edin-
burgh tradesmen, and so far as possible the
fittings and furnishings of the hall have been
of local manufacture. The preparation of

the site and the erection of the hall have
been accomplished within three years—the
contracts having been let in February, 1911.
and the work of demolition begun on
March 13 following. Mr. John Darge was
clerk of the works. The cost of hall and site

is thus given :

—

Site f.36.0ao
Building and furnishings 94,000
Organ and case 4,000

£134,000

The original gift of Mr. Usher was
£100,000, but with the accumulated interest
on the capital during the past seventeen
years the sum now in hand will, it is ex-
pected, be sufficient to pay the entire cost of
the site and the building without a penny
from the rates.—On July 29, 1910, we gave
the competition views and plans of the
chosen and other premiated designs, and on
.August 4. 1911, we published a perspective
of the revised design by Mr. Howard H.
Thomson, the architect who has carried out
the work in conjunction with Messrs. Stock-
dale Harrison and Sons, also of Leicester.

SRf.ECTED DESIGN, NEW PUBLIC
OFFICES FOR THE GOVERNMENT
OF BARODA.
The Public Offices for the Government of

Baroda, of which we give elevations, plans,
sections, and a view, are to occupy a com-
manding site just outside tli.- Cilv nf Baroda,
and on the main rond 1 ...m.l Irnm tlie

capital to the palace (thi- r I II H.
the Maharajah Saheb, (i;:. : I; ]:,].

The main elevation has -., ' ,, l,„lia

avenue on the soni 1

the State, or Ti-

rises the lofty l.r

which will domiii.i i
. ,| i,,

ible the IS for
many miles. The central block is flanked by
two smaller towers, designed so as to give a
buttressing effect to the central feature, and
thus lead up from the long two-storied

SELEC II I) 1)1 M(>N NE\^ PI

Messrs. Ch.\rles F. STEVE^i3, F.R.I.B.A.
Architects

verandah front to the main tower just behind, a

In inviting architects to submit competitive ii

work for their Public Offices, the Govern- n

nient of Baroda issued a suggested plan

showing the amount of accommodation
needed for the various Government depart-

ments. This was a most useful procedure,
and though it was found necessary to

reconstruct the scheme and produce an
entirely different plan, the accommodation
was kept almost identical with that embodied
in the official scheme. The lay-out of the

building is rectangular in shape, with a

spacious courtyard, and as climatic con-

ditions in Baroda make a verandah an
essential of siioli a l.inlfliiiL'. ample and lofty

loggias are jirnuli
1 -'i ,i '! its sides except the

north. Till i ,, i
! .mlier occupies the

centre of tlu' Im l, an.! leads direct from
the main hall ami circulating area, directly

off the State entrance. The main business

entrance marks the centre of the eastern
front, whilst a further entrance for

pedestrians' use is treated as a feature at

the angle of the southern and eastern

fa(;ades. The building is of two stories, a

replica of the accommodation given in the

ground floor being arranged on the floor

above, with the exception of the Council
Chamber, which is carried up above first-

floor level. The question of cost made it im-

portant to use brick wherever possible ; thus

when stone has been used it is confined to the

two main facades. The verandah treatment

of a large building is always a difficult

problem ; but we think that the straight-

forward method adopted in this instance is

eminently satisfactory set between solid

parts and made thoroughly in keeping with

the scale of the design as a whole. The
general effect aimed at throughout, both in

elevations, plans, and internal decorations,

is one of quiet, dignified restraint, adapting

English traditional design to Tropical re-

quirements. In this way the architects felt

that this chief building of one of India's most
enlightened States, whilst true to all that

»\'»s required of it from a climatic stand-

point, should at the same time reflect not a

little of that Western spirit, the acceptance

of which ideal has effected so much in making
Baroda what it is to-day. Mr. John Begg,
F.R.I.B.A., Consulting Architect to the

Government of India, in the official annual
n |H,rt on "The Architectural Work of India.
'i|'.: 1913." mentions particularly this com-

,
itirm, in which he acted as assessor. He

ays that he alludes to the matter in order
to put on record the exceedingly high

nuality of the work represented by the

designs submitted. Ten designs were sent

in. and their general average of quality

would have done credit to a competition for

a similar project at home. The chosen design

in his opinion exhibits " a fine piece of

masterly handling. I regard this competition

as marking a distinct epoch in the general

progress of the profession in India." We
have added these quotations from this report

because they enhance very much the interest

of our illustrations, and only do justice to

the work illustrated. The architects are

Messrs. Charles F. Stevens. F.R.I.B.A.;
Thomas S. Gregson, A. R.I. B. A. ; and R.

Sharp, Licentiate R.I.B.A., of Colombo,
Bombay, Calcutta, Rangoon, and London.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS' SILVER MEDAL.—
TEMPLE BY BRAMANTE, SAN
PIETRO, MONTORIO, ROME.

(Prize Drawings.)

The Silver Medallist has sent us the follow-

ing descriptive particulars of this building:

•This little temple, one of the gems of the

Italian Renaissance, is situated in the

rectangular cloisters of the Church of San

Pietro, in Montorio, Rome, and was built as

a shrine on the spot at which St. Peter was

supposed to have been crucified. Letarouilly

shows a scheme for a circular cloister here.

This undoubtedly would have shown the

temple at its best. At present it is rather

cramped, only one good view—that through

the entrance to the cloister—being obtain-

able. Externally, the Doric columns of grey

granite, with caps and bases of marble, stand

on a podium of travertine. The balustrade

over shows a departure from the usual type.

The balusters are circular and widely spaced.

The leaded dome is not the original one, but

a restoration carried out about 1600. The
lantern is of marble. The interior is in plain

white plaster, the Doric pilasters standing on

pedestals. The ribs on the dome are only in

paint. The floor is a fine example of Opus

Alexandrinum work. The crypt, approached

by two stairs at back, has the walls and floor

in marble, while the elliptical domed ceiling

is in plaster, the panel mouldings all being

enriched and touched with gold. The panels

themselves represent scenes from the life of

St. Peter in low relief on a coloured back-

ground." -Tas. Bennett.

A VILLAGE MARKET HALL.

(For the assessor's award in thisBoiLDiNO

News Designing Club Designing Club com-

petition see pp. 320-22.)

^«»

The death is announced of Mr. W. Bowen, who

was the first surveyor of the old borough of

Stoke-upon-Trent, and occupied that position

until some thirteen years ago, when he retired

with a retaining fee.
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"A PRETTY MARINE RESIDENCE."

To the Editor of Ike BUILDING News.

Sir,—Just recently, in one of your eon-

temporaries, the following advertisement

appeared under the heading of 'Competi-
tions":—
" Two Guineas tor accepted plan and elevation of

pretty Marine Residence. Two sitting, four good
liedrooms ; principal entrance (side or front); square
hall. Site 30ft. frontage. Cost £.550. — Address,
Solicitor, .59, Shiivstreet, Brighton."

Thinking the small amount of work
entailed in designing a "pretty marine
residence" was disproportionate to the large

premium offered, I wrote to "Solicitor"

asking if a specification and half-inch details

should not also be included. In reply I

received the following letter:—

" In reply to your letter respecting my advertise-
ment offering £-2 -Is. for accepted plan and elevation
of Marine Residence. I beg to say that the specifica-

tion '"««' be included, and the drawings <»» a half-

inch scale.
" If you submit, please send the same to

Esq Brighton, to be received by him
not later than the 26th February.—Yours faitbfull>-.

I did not become a competitor, as at the

time I had not a sufficient number of half-

inch scales on which to illustrate the design,

and I felt that I \vas too old to give up
drawing-paper for boxwood, or even ivory.

If the advertiser had stipulated that the

drawings were to be made on a postage
stamp and mounted on strainers (without

margins), the problem would have been
simple. Again, if he had even offered a

second and third premium (say a Bath bun
and an acidulated drop), my decision to

refrain from attempting to become rich

quickly might have received careful thought.
1 thought also that no self-respecting archi-

tect would send in designs for such an
important competition unless an assessor was
appointed by the President of the R.I.B.A.

In charity, I have refrained from giving
the advertiser's name, as he has doubtlessly
received so many designs that he will be
somewhat like the historic old woman who
did not live in an "Ideal Home."— I am, etc.,

R. Stephen Atlino, F. R.I.B.A.

8, Dartmouth-street. Westminster, S.W.,
March 2, 1914.

Uions sterling. And that is where the

cottages and the Imperial subventions will

mostly go—in enhancing the value of real

estate at the expense of "private enterprise."

But not a word of protest do we hear from

Mr. Tumor. There is no occasion to say

"Down with the landowner!' All that is

necessary is to "invite" him on to the rate-

book, then private enterprise will have a

chance.—I am, etc., John Baoot.

138. St. Annes-road East,

St. Annes-on the-Sea.

REGISTRATION IN U.S.A.

your ant issueSlR,--On page
you mention that the Queensland Institute of

Architects have been discussing Registration,

and that a committee has reported that

certain conclusions have been drawn from
answers submitted to the Examining Boards
of certain States, and you quote the conclu-

sions come to.

On the face of it it would appear that the

committee referred to— presumably that of

the Queensland Institute of Architects—had
drawn up those conclusions, but probably

that is not what it is intended to convey, as

these conclusions were arrived at more than

two years ago, and were embodied in a paper

by Mr H. B. Wheelock, a member of the

Illinois Board of Examiners, which he read

before the American Institute of Architects.

A summary of this appeared in the Society's

Journal, under the heading, "Seven Cardinal
Reasons in Favour of Licensing Architects."

I send you a copy of the Journal referred to,

and if you will compare the conclusions, yon
will see that they are identical.—I am, etc.,

C. McArthur Butler, Secretary.

28, Bedford-square, London, "W.C.

COTTAGES AND "PRIVATE
ENTERPRISE."

Sir,—I profess to know what I am talking

about, but certainly am not at one with you
and Mr. Turner as "to the ability of the State
to succeed in placing labourers (or anybody
else) in an economic position where private

enterprise has failed. It is amazing how a

man of Mr. Tumor's acumen can bring
himself to believe that a mere shuffling of the

cards, such as the removal of local taxation
on to the Imperial Exchequer and the build-

ing of 120,000 cottages, can be social reform.
He must see that there is something at the

back of it all to account for the failure of

private enterprise. That "something" is of

the same nature that he is now asking from
the State—doles. The thing that has killed

private enterprise, and also left the labourers
in so helpless a condition that makes it

almost impossible for builders and other
workers to obtain a decent living, is the

crushing weight of Imperial and local taxa-

tion. The building of 120,000 cottages and
the subvention of local authorities for

Imperial sources will add to the crushing
burden all who work have to bear.

Will the building of these cottages and the

relief of local authorities out of Imperial
taxation equal in amount what has been
"given " (the phrase is Mr. Tumor's) by
Parliament during the last generation?

What has become of it all? The answer lies

in the enormously increased rent-rolls of the

landowners. We have had Bootle instanced

during the past few days, and Bootle is

simply like all other places. Here a value

of £7,000 has been raised by the "private

enterprise" of the inhabitants to a value

variously estimated at from £1,500,000 to four

SPECIFICATIONS AND THEIR
CONTENTS.

Sir,—Writing on cement floors in your issue

of Febraury 20, you state that, "We have
pointed out in preceding articles that such

floors are not damp-proof, aEid they should

never be used for bedrooms or sitting-rooms."

We can confirm these remarks from our

experience of many people writing us com-
plaining of rising dampness through cement
floors. Cement for this purpose is a very

suitable material when it is waterproofed,

especially as it can be waterproofed for the

slight cost of 4id. to 6d. per yard, according

to the thickness of the work executed. We
shall be glad to forward particulars of our

powder, "Pudlo," which makes cement
waterproof, to anyone interested.—We are,

etc., Kerner-Greenwood and Co.

King's Lynn.
-t^

The magistrates of Bradford granted on

Monday a license for the new Alhambra Theatre,

which has been built at the foot of Morley-

street, in that city, from plans by Mr. Watson.

Mr. H. M. Jessel, MP., writes to the Times
suggesting that, in lieu of placing the statue of

King Edward VII. on the site in Waterloo-place

now occupied by the memorial to Lord Napier

of Magdala, it should take the form of an

equestrian group, and be erected on the top

of the Admiralty Arch, thus facing, from the

other end of the Mall, Buckingham Palace and

the memorial to Queen Victoria.

The Financial Board recommend the Senate

of Cambri.lsje University to enter into a con-

tract with the Master and Fellows of Peterhoiise

for the purcha.<e of Grove Lodge for the .sum of

£12,000. The property adjoins the Fitzwilliara

Museum on the south side, has an average depth

of 300ft., and a frontage to Trumpington-street

of 285ft. It will be utilised for the erection of

an extension to the FitzwilUam Museum, which

has been rendered necessary by the Marlay
bequest.

At the last meeting of the Northumberland
County Council the resignation of Mr. G.

Topham Forrest, architect to the education com-
mittee—that gentleman having been appointed

architect to the Essex County Council—was
accepted, and Mr. Matthew George Martinson,

chief architectural assistant to the county sur-

veyor since 1904. was offered the vacant post, the

appointment to commence on April 1, at a salary

of £250 a year, rising by annual increments of

£25 to £300.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
VALU.VTION OF AGRICULTURAL LAND.—

Commissioners of Inland Revenue v. Lady E. F.

Smyth; Same v. G. M. Hunter.—Mr. Justice
Scrutton last Saturday delivered his reserved
judgments in two appeals in regard to the valua-
tion of agricultural land. The first case was
that of "The Commissioners of Inland Revenue
v. Lady Emily Frances Smyth," and the other
was "The Commissioners of Inland Revenue v.

G. M. Hunter, and G. M. Hunter v. The Com-
missioners of Inland Revenue." Both appeals
were concerned with the matter of tillages and
agricultural manures, and the second case

further raised a question as to -p rf-nc- r:-jht<:

The Commissioners of Inland ll- '

i !' !

from a Referee's decision in r. lm' . i-

tion of Model Farm, Norton .M ii ' 1-

wood, Somerset, owned by L;nl\ l.ir,:lj linhs
Smyth, of Ashton Court, Bristol. The valuation
which the Commissioners had fixed was: Gross
value, £12.741; total value, £12,625; full site

value, £7.650 ; assessable site value. £7.534 ; and
agricultural value, £12,475. The Referee, on
Lady Smyth's appeal, fixed the value as follows:

Gross value, £11.935 (including' the tenant right

of the sitting tenant, £300 for tillages and un-
exhausted manures): total value, £11.819 (in-

cluding the above £300) ; and assessable site

value £4,143 (from which he had deducted £66
for 22 acres of grass land at £3 an acre laid

down by the tenant, and £300 for tillages, etc.).

On behalf of the Commissioners, it was argued
that the £300 formed no part of the gross value

under the Statute, and, therefore, ought not to

be the subject of allowance. The same con-

tention applied to the £66. The questions in-

volved in the second case were as to the full

site value, and as to the addition or deduction of

the value of sporting rights, and the value of

the tillages and unexhausted manures, etc . of

Chells Farm. Stevenage, Herts. The farm com-
prised 468 acres of land. The Commissioners
put the assessable site value at £5,380, and the
agricultural value at £9,755. From the assess-

able site value the Referee deducted £450 in

respect of tillages, etc.. and he also found that
£245 in respect of sporting rights was included
in the value for sporting purposes. He put the
full site value at £5,120, and the total value at

£10,000. including the value of the tillages. The
Crown accepted £5,120 as the full site value,

but contended that the tillages and sporting

rights should not be included in the valuation.

In Lady Smyth's case. Mr. Justice Scrutton's

judgment makes the figures as follows:—Gross
value, £11.935; total value, £11,919; full site

value, £4,625; assessable site value. £4,509. He
gave no costs to either side of the appeal to

the Referee, but Lady Smyth had substantially

succeeded on the present appeal, and he gave
her the costs, except in so far as the oral

evidence was concerned. There would be leave

to appeal if desired on all the points raised.

In his written judgment on the Hunter appeals,

Mr. Justice Scrutton said his decision in regard

to tillages and unexhausted manures in Lady
Smyth's case also applied to this case. The
additional point raised was whether sporting

rights were" included in agricultural valuation.

His Lordship held that sporting was not an
agricultural purpose within the definition of the

Act, and, therefore, the decision of the Referee
was wrong. The value for agricultur.al purposes

would be £9,755. Each party woidd have to

pay their own costs of the proceedings before

the Referee. As the Crown had substantially

succeeded in the apneal, thev would have the

costs in that Lerive to :itin, al, if desired, would
be given on il , i: -iiorting rights. As
was to be .; Government have
decided tn ,,, !

1 1,, decision.

.\TTFM 1' < ''•'•>'' Tin- BOIIoroH
sui;\-i ^-|

• "! I I' \

fin.--

Suf :

•!

Jo,5. !'' " i

:

'"
for the Koli.-.n Vr ' ...,,|mii F. n. Ii.r,-h-

street. Lonilon. who was siiniiiiontMl at the

instance of the Director of Public Pros.-rnfions

for unlawfulK- u, 1 ,..rn,|,.lv _.•,;„,
:

. WMli.im

X H. rlarr -
' M-

field. £10 :

the Robe- •'

from compl' '

'
' "e

company, 'the il,:-t'"-nil:ntr |.i<-iijr-ii ^'iiiirv -Mr.

Maddocks, who prosecuted, explained that at

the time of the offence the defendant repre-

sented the Robeson Cnmpany, the proprietors of

a patent sn>i^-Tn-p -ill 1
" Ghltrin." used for

makiii;: r-- i
'

! ' ' l'i = t. "That pr^epara-

.I'nd tb..~l,';'. :: : ::
: l' three orders for it-

first fnr IS l..,i!,l. ,il .Cl' per barrel, next for

40 barrels, and later for 60 barrels. In

September last, after the third order had been

executed, the defendant called upon Mr. Clarry,

I who mentioned that the "Glutrin" had not
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been quite satisfactory, aiul that lie intended

taking Mr. Wilson, the"maTi:i.. ,
. ! Mm r.unpany.

over the roads to point " i i i.lcrcd

faulty. When the defe, nil'
. i- go,

he turned round to tlie 1 . ili MiM\nr and
held out an unaddressed envelope Mr. Clarry

said, "What is this?" The defendant replied.

"Oh, it is all right; open it." Mr. Clarry looked
inside, and saw that it contained Bank of

England notes, and at once said, "You had
better take this back again; you have evidentiy

made a mistake." The defendant replied. "Oh.
no. I shan't; vou keep it-it'.=; all ri^ht." Mr.
Clarry then said. "If ron rln tiM take it. I

shall pay them into the r.r. i i' -i :i "inl, as

in no event could I loiicli I ]i - li. i iVmlant
smiled and went ont >nl>. 1 .

,
, i_. vhere

Mr. Clarry follow...! 1,,,,, ,:, i .r,.uu ...lid he
would much ralli.r ili. .i. !

.
n.liint took the

envelope back tlni'i I'ni' Mi.i. should be any
bother about )i I Ii" .1. i- n.lant. however,
waived the matter ;. o 1. :ii, 1 wmt out. leaving
the envelope with the notes in the hands of the
surveyor, who immediatelv took it to the town
clerk's office, where it was found that the
envelope contained two £5 notes.—For the
defence, Mr. Hastings said that at the time of

the offer the defendant was under notice to leave
the company, and he thought if ho could get a
testimonial from Mr. Clarrv favourable to
"Glutrin" the companv would take him back
again. That was the explanation of what
happened, and it came as a bombshell to him
when he was told that he had laid himself open
to proceedings.

A GENTLEMAN OF M.^NY PROFESSIONS
—Xt Harwich, on February 25, Herbert Booth,
auctioneer, was charged with having, bv the
wording and contents of a letter to Messrs
Steed and Steed, Long Melford. wilfnllv and
falselv pretended to be a solicitor. Defendant
pleaded "Not guiltv."—Mr, W. Rowlev Ellistnn
prosecuted on behalf of the Incorporated Law
Societv. The charge was tliat on .January 24 of
this Tear, purporting to act for a Mrs, "Steed,
who he pretended was his client, he wrote a
letter to a firm of solicitors in Lon" Melford
Messrs, Steed and Steed, The latter were in

no wav related to Mrs, Steed, The letter
asserted that defendant was instructed to take
steps to issue a writ. He submitted that the
offence was completed by the writing of that
paragraph in which the defendant pretended
that he could take out and issue a writ, and
was about to take out a writ. Counsel would
prove that the letter was written bv the
defendant, and he would oroduce the current
Law List, in which defendant's name did not
occur. Defendant did not cross-examine, and
admitted that the sii^nafure was his -.Joshua
Owen Steed, of Messrs Steed and Steed,
solicitors. Long Melford, said that ho had
received the letter dated .Januarv 14 1914,

Wi
not

reply he addressed defendant's firm as
"Accountants," Defendant pleaded that bis
firm had not oretended to be solicitors. The
Bench, after retiring, said that they considered
the letter written bv defendant was a most
imnroner one for the defendant to have written-
but thev believed that it was written in

ilfnll

and
id fals

itent
be

.\ MONTHS H.\RO L..\BOUR FOR A
BUILDING TRADE riCKET.-.Tames Bryan,
forty, labourer, of Western-terrace, North
Kensington, was charged at West London Police-
court on Saturday with assaulting Frederick
Dickinson, labourer. The prosecutor was work-
ing on a building job in Jjancaster-road, when
the defendant, a union man, who was picketinr'
with two other men outside, followed him from
the works, ieerinc at him, and ultimately dealt
him a blow in the mouth with his fist. The
defence was that the two men fought, and that
the nrosecutor slinned and fell, Mr, Fordham
regarded the conduct of defendant as verv
serious, and sentenced him to one month's hard
labour.

^*^
The annual dinner of the Societv of Architects

will be held at the Hotel Cecil on Tuesday,
April 21.

The Ellington Council schools at Ramsgate,
built at a cost of £16.850. were opened on
Thursday in last week. The architect is Mr G
Graham Tucker,

O^nr ©ffirB fable.

One of tlio comparatively few historic

and arcliitecturally interesting churelies of

Scotland, the parish church of White Kirk,

in East Lothian—a memorial to the valour

and piety of Black Agnes of Dunbar—was
gutted "by Suffragette incendiaries on
Thursday in last week. It is reassuring, how-
ever, to know that the portions which are of

the greatest arcliitectural interest and beauty
have not been damaged beyond hope of

repair, and that, indeed, a movement has
already been initiated for the purpose of

restoring the fabric. For this, it is estimated
that a sum of from £6,000 to £10,000 will be
required, which will necessitate a national

appeal being made. The church was chiefly

work of the 14tli and 15th centuries, and was
notable for its characteristically Scottish

crow-stepped east gable and low, square,
fortress-like tower, with corbelled parapet.

The porch was stone-roofed, with corbie-

stepped gable. Tlie porch roof was groined,

with ribs meeting in a carved boss at the

apex. The south transept was restored in

1891. The woodwork in front of the Had-
dington gallery in the north transept, now
entirely destroyed, was of special interest.

Among the contents of the Haddington
family pew which have been consumed were
some high-backed chairs of the reign of

William and Mary, and a Barker Bible, dated
1611 and 1617 in the Old and New Testa-
ments respectively, and given to the church
bv John Murray, laird of Annandale, in 162.5.

The stained-glass windows of the church,
which have all been destroyed, were modern.
During Cromwell's invasion in 1651 the
clinrcb w.ts used by the English as a stable.

A crisis occurred in the affairs of the Roval
Society of British Sculptors on Friday, wh'en
tlie long-standing disputes eventuated in the
resignation and withdrawal from the meeting
of Sir George Frampton, R.A.. the president,
Mr. W. Reynolds-Stephens, the vice-presi-

dent, and the other members of the council,

Mr. E. Gillick. Mr. H. Poole, Mr. Bertram
MacKennal, A.R.A.. Mr. D. McGill. Mr.
Gilbert Bayes, Mr. F. W. Pomerov, A.R.A.,
and Mr. J. Havard Thomas. Several un-
official members also left, including Sir W.
Goscombe John. R.A.. Mr. R. Colton.
A.R.A., Captain Adrian Jones. Mr. Leonard
Merryfield. and Mr. Alfred Turner. The
dispute resulted from the proposal of Mr. D.
A. Tbomas to present ten pieces of statuary
for the adornment of the City Hall of

Cardiff. In June last year a local committee
sought the advice of "the Royal Society of

British Sculptors, when Sir George
Frampton nominated Mr. J. Havard Thomas
as assessor. At first a limited competi-
tion was contemplated for the choice of
sculptors, but this idea was abandoned. At
an extraordinary meeting of the Society, held
in January, a resolution was passed, "on the
motion of Mr. Paul Montford, a former
member of council, expressing disapproval
of the action of Mr. Harvard Thomas. At
the annual meeting on Friday a spirited
defence of Mr. Harvard Thomas was offered
by Sir George Frampton and Sir Goscombe
John. The meeting was adjourned.

Mr. Thomas Shelmerdine, city surveyor
and land steward, and Mr. Joseph Parry,
water engineer, are both about to retire on
superannuation under the standing order of

the City Council of Liverpool, which came
into'force at the beginning of this year, and.
acts automatically when the age of sixty-five

years is reached. At the monthly meeting of

the council on Wednesday it was proposed
that both these two gentlemen shall be placed
on the consultative staff for a period not
exceeding two years in either case, and that
each shall receive fees at the rate of £.300 per
annum. Mr. Shelmerdine entered the
service of the Liverpool Corporation as sur-

veyor and land steward in December, 1871, so

that he recently completed forty-two years of

The Public Rights of Way Bill, the object
of which is to amend the law relating to

public rights of way, has been reintroduced
into the House of Commons by Mr. Soames,

supported by members of all parties. The
Bill passed through all its stages in the House
of Lords in 1912 without opposition, after

being referred to a Select Committee, pre-

sided over by Lord Alverstone. It also

passed the House of Lords in 1913, but owing

to want of time it has not been considered by

the House of Commons. It is proposed by

the Bill to enact that wliere evidence is given

of forty years' uninterrupted user of a way.

the cl.aiin of the public shall not be defeated

by showing that the land has been in family

settlement during that period.

The Provincial Architects' Association of

Saskatoon, Sask., now desire powers similar

to those granted by the legislature to the

legal and medical professions, and applica

tion to this end will be made at next session.

came before the courts, in which a man was
charged with collecting fees for architectural

work, although not registered as a member
of the profession.

The South Carolina State Senate rejected,

on January 27, a Bill defining the qualifica-

tions for the practice of architecture in that

State, and providing for the licensing and
examination of architects. In the debate it

was freely stated that the Bill would, in

effect, create a monopoly in the practice of

architecture. The clause to which particular

obiection was taken was the one reading as

follows: "Any person practising architecture

in this State without a license shall be guilty

of a misdemeanour, and subject to a fine of

one hundred dollars for each and every day
so practising, and shall not be entitled to

recover compensation for bis or her services."

" The Inventors' and Patentees' Year-
Book. 1914." by William H. Taylor (Man-
chester: Dexter"Press, Ltd., 3, Brown-street,

7s. 6d). is the first attempt of the kind we
remember. It covers nearly 750 pages. The
second part will be especially useful to many,
containing as it does the regulations in

foreign countries. If it becomes an annual

fixture the first half might be advantageously
condensed—probably it will be, to make
room for other matter.

The Law Land Company, Limited's,

meeting last Wednesday marked the end of

another prosperous ye The thirty-first

report submitted to the shareholders

stated that the gross rental for the past year

was £135.287 3s. 3d. The balance available,

after adding £3.755 7s. 9d. to the leaseholds

redemption account, and including the

£1.242 8s. Id. brought forward from last

year, was £42,923 Os, Id, Ont of this the

interim dividend on the ordinary shares and
the dividend on the preference shares to

December 31. 1913. have been paid; £10,000

has been added to the reserve account, and
£2,000 to the fund for improvments on the

company's property. The leaseholds redemp-
tion account is no"w £41.775 6s. Id., and the

reserve account £137,000. The reserve for

improvements now amounts to £7.000. The
balance remaining after providing for the

above payments is £12.462 18s., and out of

this the directors recommended that a final

dividend for the half-year ending December
31 last at the rate of 8 per cent, per annum
be paid on the called-up ordinary capital,

making, with the interim dividend paid in

September last, 7 per cent, for the year.

This will absorb £11.037 10s., leaving

£1.425 8s. to be carried forward to the next

account. The report was adopted. The
success of the Law Land Company, from its

inception, thanks to good management, and
the wise selection of suitable properties in

situations certain to improve in value—as in

KiniTsway, for instance—at the present time,

has been' a gratifying one, and all architects

and builders will heartily hope for its con-

tinuance and increase.

The new ocean nier at Hobart. Tasmania. wa>

formally opened on Wednesday by the Governer
The length of the new nier is 1.150ft.. and fhi

greatest depth of the water is 60ft, at low tide.

A Select Committee of the House of Lord-

on Wednesday passed the Bill of the Soutl
Metropolit.an Cemetery Company for the con

struction of a crematorium at West -Norwood,
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MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Friday (To - datj. — Architectural Association.

Exhibition of Educational Cinemato-
graph Films. 18, Tulton-street. S.W.

Monday.—Victoria and Albert Museum. Wren
and his City Churches." by Banister
Fletcher. 5 p.m.
Royal Institute of British Architects.

Business Meeting, 8 p.m.
Surveyors' Institution. Discussion

on " The Land Enquiry Committee's
Rural Conclusions." 8 p.m.
Institute of Sanitary Engineers.

" Health 'Value of Coal-gas for Heat-
ing and Lighting," by Prof. Vivian B.
Lewes. 8 p.m.
Liverpool Architectural Society.

"Architectural Metalwork." by .1.

Gardner. 6 p.m.

Tuesday. — Institution of Civil Engineers. Dis-
cussion on "Eail-Steels for Electric
Railways "

; and *' Rail-Corrugation
and Its Causes." 8 p.m.
Nottingham and Derby .\rchitec-

tural Society. " Town Planning," by
Professor S. D. Adshcad, A.R.I.B.A.
Exchange Hall, Nottingham. 7.30p.m.

'Wednesday.—Royal Society of Arts. "Bacterial
Treatment of Peat." by Prof. 'W. B.
Bottomley.M.P.,Ph.D., F.L.S. »p.m.
Northern Architectural .Association.

.Annual Meeting. 6, Higham-place,
Newcastle-on-Tyne. 7.30 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Associa-

tion. " William Morris." by A. Blyth
'Webster. M.A. 8 p.m.

Thursday.—British Museum. "Basilican Churches
and Baptisteries" by Banister F.
Fletcher. 4.30 p.m.
Society of Architects. " Bricks and

Brick-making," by Arthur E. Brown,
B.Sc. 8 p.m.
Sheffield Society of Architects and

Surveyors. " An Architectural Tour
in Central France and Burgundy." by
W. S. Purchon. A.R.I.B.A.
Architectural Association of Ireland.

"Timber for Architectural Work."
by R. H. Hayner. 1.5. South Frederick-
lane. Dublin. 8 p.m.

Friday (March 13).—Leicester Society of Architects.
"Leonardo da Vinci" by E. A. C.
McCardy.M.A. 8 p.m.
Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. " Notes on House Plumbing
Work." by John K. Eraser. 8 p.m.

Saturday (M.vbch 14).—Architectural Association.
Visit to the Duchy of Cornwall Estate.
Kennington. Meet in small square
between Courtenay- and Cardigan-
streets. 2.30 p.m.

PAKLIAMENTAKY NOTES.
THE NEW GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS

FOR DELHI.—Replvmg to Sir Charles Hunter,
Mr. Montagu, the Under-Secretary of State for

India, stated that the project estimates of the
engineers and architects in respect of the new
Government buildings at Delhi are at present
being examined by the Government of India.
According to the estimates the outlay on
Government buildings of all kinds will amount
to i:2,800,000.

The death is announced of Mr. Roland Arthur
Thomas, surveyor to the Holywell Urban
District Council.

Nottingham Corporation decided on Monday
to apply to the Local Government Board for

authority to prepare an important scheme of

town planning, the proposal being to deal with
a large area of undeveloped land near the Day-
brook Valley.

Class I. of the Civil Service Estimates, dealing
with works and public buildings, shows a total

proposed expenditure for 1914-15 of £3,744,769,
an increase of £127,310. New works, altera-

tions, and additions to the Houses of Parliament
will cost £15,400, against £5,700 during 1913-14.

Additional accommodation for members on the
upper floor, river front, and elsewhere, rooms
for staff, and other alterations in the House of

Commons will cost £10,000, and the Victoria
Tower Garden extension £3,300; but the ex-

penditure on the passenger lift and the site for

Rodin's "Burghers of Calais," is almost
completed.

In the report of the Inspector of Ancient
Monuments and Historic Buildings for the year
ending March 31 last, issued on Wednesday, the
First Commissioner of Works, in a prefatory

ments Consolidation and Amendment Act intro-

duces a new era in the preservation of ancient
monuments. The number of such monuments
now under the care of the Commissioners of his

Majesty's Works and Public Buildings is 140.

In the lists forming part of the report they are
classified under two heads : (1) Monuments trans-

ferred to the charge of the Commissioners under
the Acts, and (2) Crown property, including
military buildings.

LATEST PRICES.

IBON.
Steel Joists. Belgian and German

steamer. London) per ton £6 3 6 to £6 5

Steel Joists. English 7 10 ,. 7 12 6

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0.. 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,, 836
Bar Iron, good Stafif? 6 5 0., 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Koand, or

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles IDs., Tees 308. per ton extra.

Bnilders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. &c,, £3 153 to £9.

Ditto galvanised , £14 to £15 lOs . per ton

.

Galvanised Corrngated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 30. No. 23 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ... £13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 9 10 U 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8 9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 13/6 13/6 per cwt:

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9

RoIIed-Iron Fencing Wu-e 8 5 0,, 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10
Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 550
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 ,, —
Corrugated Iron, 34 gauge 16 „ —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 6 0., —
Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised-

)to8 10 13

£10 10a. £10 158. £11 08. £U 58. £11 15s. per ton.

£6 3 6 to £6 7

4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 34in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with compoBition, 58. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints. 5a. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 117s. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount o£f

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2J per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes '2 P.O.

Water-Tubes 70 ,,

Steam-Tubes 66i „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tubes 60 ..

Galvanised Steam- Tubes 63 ,,

OTHEB METALS-
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £21 13 6 to £-21 17 6

Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 10

Country 34 5

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 10

„ Country 35 5

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 35 10

,, Country 36 5

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 38

„ Country 3S 15

Composition Gaa-Pipe, Town... 2i 10

Country 27 5

Lead Soil-pipe (np to 4jin.) Town 36 10

Country 37 5

[Over 4jin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 34 15

Copper Sheets, sheathing* rods 82 „ 82 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 69 10 „ 70

Tin, EngUsh Ingots 175 10 ., 176

Do.. Bars 176 10 ,. 177

Pig Lead, in Icwt. nigs (Town) 21

Sheet Lead, Town 2a

„ Country 23 15

Genuine 'White Lead 29 15

Refined Red Lead 35

Sheet Zinc 29

OldLead, against account 18 10

Tin per cwt. 10

Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand 11 6 ..
—

TIUBEB.
oonbtruotional.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard ;

—

lstquaUty£38 to £45
2nd „ 36 „ 33
3rd „ 16 „ 18 10

Spruce Deals; St. Johns 10 0., 1110
Miramichi 9 10 „ 10 10

„ Boarda ; Swag 11 „ 13

Bed Deals : Archangel 1st quahty 31 0„ 24
2nd „ 16 „ 19

„ „ „ 3rd „ 12 „ 14

St. Petersburg—
1st quality 16 10 „ 18

„ ., „ 2nd „ 14 10 „ 15 10

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 0,, 15

Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 ,, 17

White Deals; Cro-wn 14 ,, 15 10
Seconds 11 10 ,, 13

Flooring : White and Planed—
Ist and 2nd quaUty mixed ... 10 15 „ 11 15

Ist, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 „ 11

Red Planed, Ist quahty 14 10 „ 17
Pitch Pine; Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „ 33

Lignum Vitffl Per ton 7 0,, 14

Per cubic foot.
Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,, 05
Pitch Pine Loga 2 0.. 02
Birch: Quebec Logs 3 3., 03
Oak; Austrian Wainscot 7 0„ 8

Mahogany ; Gaboon _ 3 9

furniture and hardwoods.

Teak: Burmese per load. 50ft. £30 to £25
Teak: Java, per load. 50ft 16 „ 31

Per cubic foot.
OakPlanks: U.S.A., imported 1 9 to 2

Boards .. .. Prm. 3 0.. 03
.. Mdm. 3 6,. 03

Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 3 4,, 03
l: Quebec loga 2 3,, 02

sawn planka... 13,, 03
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0. 08
Walnut: Prime boarda and
planks 6 0., 06

Walnut : Mdm. „ „ 3 6 „ 4

Greenheart : Hewn logs 3 3., 04
Cedar : Cigar box 4 9,, 05
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime 3 4,, 02

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime 3 0,, 03

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...0 6 0,. 9

African. Assinee. Ac. 5 .. fi

Lagos and Benin 4 6.. 06
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez 3 0.. 04
Gaboon 2 0.. 03

Satinwood ; West Indian 10 ., 14

Rosewood Per ton 8 .. 13
Lignum Vitss 7 .. 14

STONE.'

Red Corsehill. ditto 2 8

Closeburn Red Freeatone.ditto ,, 3 1)

ditto „ 1 10
Greenshill, ditto ,, 1 10

Chilmark, ditto (in truck e.i

Nine Elms) 1104
Hard York, ditto „ 2

Dittoditto(3in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot aup. 2 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sidea. random sizes ., 13

"All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7i
itto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ., 1 9J

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

Seaton Station „ 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ., 1 6J

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed

Per foot cube.
£0 3 3 ... £0 2 ik

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot. I

Nine Elms Depot, or
Pimlico Wharf )

in. in. £ a. d. per 1,000 of

Blue Portmadoo ... 20x10 ... 12 12 6 1,200 at r.stn.

16« 8 ... 6 13 6

Bine Bangor 30x10... 13 2 6 ., ,,

20x12 ... 13 17 6

FuTBt quality 20x10 ... 13 „ ,.

30x13 ... 13 15
16X 8 ... 7 5

Eureka unfading
len 20x10... 15 17 6

30x13 ... 18 7 6
18X10 ... 13 5
16x 8 ... 10 5

Permanent green... 20x10 ... 11 13 6

BBIOES.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside. In

Second Hard Stocks 1 11 ,. ., [river.

Mild Stocks 19 „ „ . „ ^

Picked Stocks for dehvered
Facings 2 5 „ at rly. stn.

Flettona 1 10
Pressed Wure Cuts... 1 18

Bed Wire Cats 1 14

Best lareham Red 3 13

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bulhiose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

3jin. Best Red Ac-) (Net, deUvered in

crington Plastic [ 4 10 6 „\ full truck loads
Facing Bricks ) \ in London.
" Accrington Beat Red Plastic Facing per 1.000

Bricks £3 10

34" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 3 6

Ditto Ordinary Second Bricka Ill 3

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricka 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 34" in

thickest part 3

3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 3 6
34" ditto ditto through and through 3
34" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and 4" radius BuUnosea ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 coarse deep, each 6

Ditto ditto 9" xl course ,003
Accrington Camber Arches ;

—

3 course deep, 4*" aoffit. per foot opening ... 13
4 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6

3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 9

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.
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QliAZED BBIOKS.
HABD OLAZE9, (PEB 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.

Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second
Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colonra. Oolonrs.

Stretchers

—

f13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £11 17 6 £13 7 6

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, Bullnose, and 4jin. Flats—
1.5 17 B 14 17 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 15 17 6

Donbie Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 31 7 6 17 17 6

Donbie Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 36 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square—
19 17 6 18 7 6 23 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6

Splays and Squints—
17 7 6 1.5 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each fid. each 6d. each 5d. each

Donbie Bullnose, Round Ends. Bullnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each Bd. each

Rounded Internal Angles—
4d. each 3d. each 6d. each 6d. each 4d. eacn

MOULDED BRICKS.

stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each Bd. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/3 each

Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—
6d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers ^33 17 6

Quoms and Bullnose... 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch brick9\ Not
F single radius £6 per 1,000 over above [ exceed

list for their respective kinds and colours
f

ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4*in

Is. 3d. each ' by 2|in.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in (nil track loads

to London Stations.

7 6 per yard, deliveredThames Sand
Pit Sand 7 u
Thames Ballast 6 „

8. d. Per ton,

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered

G.-ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks

Grey Stone Lime
Stourbridge Fireclay
railway station.

s. d. s. d. Per yard,
.. 13 6 to 14 delivered
sacks 27s. Gd. per ton at

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak °
'S 9

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of

churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 16

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Palo French Oil 1 1

Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9

White Copal Enamel 14
Extra Pale Paper 13 9

Best Japan Gold Size 10 9

Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9

Brunswick Black 8

Berlin Black 16

Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
Under the direction of Messrs. Hawe and

Foley, architects, Beverley, Boyle's latest patent

"Air-pump" ventilators "have been applied to

the

tions of various work
They will he pleased
tect who has not recc

ary capital.

eenwood and Co., Kings
cries of five circulars which
out to the architects and
inlain and Ireland during

. All these circulars will

ral beauties of Lynn and
tliere will also be descrip-

and di.«tributing-points in all the
ts and ports. The demand in South
iiade the sending of this representa-

Plain red roofing tiles ..

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7pera(
Broseley tiles 50 per 1(

Ornamental tiles 52 6

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdc
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1(

Ornamental do 60

Hiptiles 4 perdc

Valley tiles 3

Selected " Ferfecta " roofing
tiles -.-Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1(

'" Ornamental do 48 6 ,,

Hiptiles 3 lOiperd
Valley tiles 3 4i
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 50

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brmdled tiles 42 6 per 1000 „ ,

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,, ,, ,.

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 6

Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 „ „
Pressed 47 6

Ornamental do 50 ., ,, ,,

Hip tUea 4 perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 ., ..

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 15 to £29 5

Do., brown 26 15 „ 27 5

Cottonseed, refined 29 „ 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 ,, 40
Seal, pale 21 ,. 21 10

Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ 46 10

Do., Ceylon 42 10 „ 43

Do., Mauritius 42 10 „ 43

Palm, Lagos 32 5 „ 33 5

Do. Nut Kernel 35 ,, 35 10

Oleine 17 5 ,, 19 5
Sperm 30 „ 31

Lubricating U.S per gal, 7 0,, 080
Petroleum refined 6| „ 6J
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0., 1 10
Do., Archangel 19 6 .,

Linseed Oil per gal. 2 5,,
Baltic Oil 2 8,,
Turpentine „ ... 9 9i ,,

Putty (Genuine Lin-

1

j
seed Oil) )

Per own,

Pure Linseed Oil 1

" Btority " Brand

)

QLASS (IN ORATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. i6oz. 33oz
Fourths 2d. ... 3d. ... sBd. ... I8d.
Thirds aid. ... 3id. ... 4jd. ... 6id.
Fluted Sheet 2|d. ... 3jd. ... 6id. ... 7d.

Hartley's English Boiled Plate: iin. ^/i6in. iin.

2id. ... 2id. ... 3d.

Figured Boiled and BeponsBine White. Tinted
Sid, ... &d.

CGOO

McGaw,
vevor at
-•700, and

8

10

•I I r-iiiait Gallery has been
' I 'sting, long-lost portrait of

I'
! I'd by her brother Branwell

nousilile also for a group of his thre<

ch has likewise been added to th(

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,

chitects are asked kindly to state how lonR tbe

lilding has been erected. It does neither them nor

, much good to illustrate buildings which have been

me time executed, except under special circum-

stances.

TERMS OF SUBSCllIPTION.

und per annum (post free) to any
States,

o"d. (or CdolsTsoc. gold). To France or Belgium,
6s. Od. (or 33tr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od. To any
the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the

Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 Cs. Od.

•Our Direct Subscription .Agents for Australia

Messrs. E. T. Kibbk-white and Co.. Printers and
Ushers, ID, York Chambers, 1U5, Liverpool-street,

Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan, Messrs. Z. P.
- 11-16, Nionbashi Tori

Sanchome, Tokyo; who will receive Subscriptions at

£1 Os. per annum on our account. Copies of tbe

paper will be sent by us direct to the subscribers'

addresses.

•,* The special rate to Canada Is £1 Is. 8d.

= 5dols. 27c. for 12 months, and 10s. 10d. = 2dols. C4c.

six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for

Canada are Messrs. Sells, Ltd., 302, Sbaugbnessy
Buildings, McGill-street, Montreal, who will receive

Subscriptions, £1 Is. 8d. per annum, on our account.

Cheques and Post-ofllce Orders to be made payable
to THE Str.\nd Newspaper Company, Limited, and
crossed London Counly and Westminster Bank.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Building
News, price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained
from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher,

EHingham House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.

The charge for Competition and Contract Adver.

tisements, Public Companies, and all official adver-

tisements is Is. per Une of Eight words, tbe. first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s.

for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-

cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-

tion Advertisements) is Cd. per line of Eight Words
(the first lice counting as two), the minimum charge

being 4s. 6d. for 50 words. Special terms for series

of more than .=ix insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

Situations Vacant and PARTNEnsiiiPS.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations

Vacant" and "Partnerships" is One Shilling for

Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight
St be

Tlie bacterial purification of water by the
chlorine process, as in operation at Readin;;, has
been adoDted for the Crovdon water supply, and
plant is fo be installed, at an estimated cost of
ib^.OnO, capable of dealing with 4.000,000 gallons
daily.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held
at Finchley on Monday as to an application by
the urban district council for permission to
borrow .£99,493 for the erection of 3(X) work-
men's dwellings on some 32 acres of the Wood-
house estate. It is propo.^ed to build 240
on! t ages, each to contain two bedrooms, two
sitting-rooms, a kitchen, and a bathroom, and
to let at a rent of 8s. 6d. per week. The remain-
ing sixty will have one sitting-room less, and will
let at 7s. 6d. weekly.

«*^-
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
he drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to

It is jiarlicularly requested that all drawings and
;U1 coiiiiuunications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for reviev\', etc., should be addressed
U) the EDITOR of the Building News, ElBngham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C., and not to
members of the stall by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable

•/Dr;

^ht contributions.

ngs of selected competition design

can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits
on mutually advantageous terms, which may hi

ascertained on application.

SITUATIONS Wanted.

Advertisements not exceeding Thirty Words,
inclusive of name and address, are inserted under

the heading "Situations Wanted," free of charge.

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on
application to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach

the office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-

page advertisements and alterations or stop orders

for serial advertisements must reach the office by

Tuesday morning to secure attention.

%'Rephes to advertisements can be received at

the Ollice, Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street,

Strand, W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded

under cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Six-

pence is made. (See Notice at head of " Situations.")

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: " Timeserver, Estrand, London."

Hi:fEivED.-E. and R., Ltd.—B. Bros.—U. S. F., Ltd.

—O. E. Co.. Ltd.—W. K. S.—T. A. S.-R. A. and Co.

—Van A. and Co.-S. Bros., Ltd.—I. C. S.—H. H -
A. O. and Co.—S. D. B.—G. and T. E., Ltd.—
C. A. Co., Ltd.—A. G
Ltd.—K. E. C—J. C. H.-

G. R.—G.
W.C.

V. R.—No.
G. T. S.—n possible.

R. O'H.-Thanks ; please send.

E. R.—You can only tell your story to the judge.

sual (

agree with all you say, but just now
perhaps it is wisest to be silent. That some more

Cli)

business-like representative organisation is wanted
in London embodying the whole trade no doubt is

true, and we will consider your last suggestion

with a view to possible action later.

H T D.—You seem to create difficulties instead of

doing the natural thing. The segmental shape of

your wall fronting a V-shaped entrance lobby,

between two rectangular buildings, does not neces-

sarily mean a curved door. You could quite well

bring out your central opening to a level face, and

so simplify your architrave with the cornice over,

and so use an ordinary door. The side lights are

so narrow that straight work could easily be

accommodated. The lintels over these Uttle open-

ings would be best omitted, and an ordinary flat

brick arch used instead, with less patchy effect.

" BUILDING NEWS " DESIGNING CLUB.

DRAWINGS Beckived.- " Eclipse.';. " Marstonian,"

"Crescent," Punch," Mak, Ovvl. T.l.,

"Toby,"'" A. Payne," "Sherwood,"^ Tonneher,
" Keystone," " Because," " Enfant," Cavendish,

"N " "Scout," "Brushwood" iThe current subject

conditions were published In last week's Building

News, p. 317), " Q. E. D." (very late).
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Reinforced-Conerete Buildings.

LABOUR UNREST AND THE
BUILDING TRADES.

Comparatively few on either side of those
concerned seem really to understand the
causes of the labour unrest which is so

marked a trouble of the time. It need
surprise no one, for they are very complex,
while the effects of failure to solve thera
are, unfortunately, so painfully visible to
those immediately concerned that it is little

wonder that passionate and often foolish
attempts to cut the Gordian knot with the
sword engender irritation that despises the
slower but safer investigations of the un-
biassed economist. We talk to-day, for

instance, to thousands—masters and men

increasing bitterness aroused by their
feeling of helpless isolation and class
severance. There is a good deal of caste
still in the ranks of labour, and though,
really and truly, this bitterness of the un-
skilled is, so far, a healthy sign of a desire
for organisation, and will disappear as that
process goes on, the skilled organised
workman rather holds aloof from it. At
any rate, he resents attempts to make him,
through his union, bear the financial
burden of those who are struggling for
objects he has achieved long ago, and are
resolved to drag him into the figlit whether
he will or no. When this fails, as
Larkinism " failed in Dublin, thsiance, to tnousantis—masters ana men , .,, , ., , , , ' ;

"' ";
who will laugh to scorn our declaration ^^'}^fl

will only be coerced, not placated
and they will listen readily enough to tli

next "Syndicalist." Of real "Syndicalism,"
of course, we have nothing in this country.
We may have if the amelioration of the
condition of unskilled labour is slower
than it might be. or if remedies like the
" minimum wage "—applicable enough in
the case of wages really below economic
conditions— are fancied as cures for quite
different evils. We may also have it, or

harrtt:nded "th^'eff^i-tr^f I f°-.^"^-S - bad, _if the fallacy, which the

have striven to lessen the
'">"^'""'" ^^^^e idea has encourased.

that really and truly things are no worse
than in the past, and that each disturb-
ance as it supervenes is nothing more than
another stage along the long road to better
organisation. But the patient inquirer
will soon discover that is so. Ho will also
reconcile himself as best he may to the
fact that the end of the journey is hardly
likely to be attained in our time, and he
will learn to see that all through the past
better

those
seriousness of future outbreaks than those
of the advocates of force on the one hand
or violence on the other.

There is, we think, little doubt that one
always-present cause of unrest among the
skilled workers, such as those of the higher
branches of our own and kindred trades,
is the enhanced cost of living. That
steadily advances. There are fluctuations,
of course, which deceive some observers,
who also miss another fact—namely, that
when, as at such a pause in the advance
of prices as we are probably now ne

circular " by the men on pain of dismissal
That this was good tactics we have
ventured to doubt. It is only fair to add,
as we have hinted before, that the London
Association may know more than we do,
and that it determined to get in first blow.
If there was reason for this, then, of
course, what we should have regarded as
the more tactical course was impossible.
That, it would seem, was to have
encouraged the co-operation of the more
level-headed unions in a common stand
against the assaults of the "Syndicalists,"
and the outbreaks of their own less loyal
and too impulsive members.
That, at any rate, we venture to hope,

has influenced the much more businesslike
and pacific resolution passed on Tuesday by
the executive council of the Nationa"l
Federation of Building Trade Employers of
Great Britain and Ireland, which met at
the Holborn Restaurant on Tuesday

age •' idea has encouraged
that the amount of wages depends on the
pressure by which employers can be forced
to concede it, increases, or the equally
pernicious notion that an employer should
only pay what he is compelled to.

The immediate origin of the present
trouble in our own trades was neither in

connection with wages nor hours. It has
resulted mainly from the discontent of the
weaker and less organised workers,
championed by a new organisatinn that
is seeking to federate all the unions, and
to compel the strong unions to help fight

"That
in the L..iM,,n

before aii\
i :

National V, (.

London iJa.-5Ui

two membe;

lecline follows, it is soon followed by a 'he battle of the unorganised or badly

similar drop in wages. The question of
,

organised. It is probable that a minority

shorter hours is also likelv to be always oi the skilled trade-unionists are inclined

with us. We heard this debated warmly, to federate. It is certain that the majority

but not unfairly, by a knot of workmen ^

ar© not— at any rate, while the un-

aboard one of the Smithfield to Waltham organised discontents claim the right to

Cross tramcars only this week. Scheduled force a fight whenever they like over some
time, an hour and twenty minute.s—oftener grievance which in no way directly affects

takes an hour and a half. Three hours each the older unions. But for some time past,

day, and the walk at both ends makes it ^ our own and other trades, certain

nearer four. Workman's return ticket, members of the older unions have struck.

: three shillings a week, bringing the cheap ' 'it the suggestion of the weaker ones, with-

. rent of six shillings a week up to nine, and out the concurrence, and sometimes in

( leaving him no better off tlinn, and quite defiance, of their own societies.

f
as tired as. his grandfithcr \sas when he It must be obvious that trade-unionism

' had to work ten or twelve li.-.uis a day,
i
cannot long retain the right of collective

but lived within a mile of his job. There bargaining if it is unable to keep its

will always be demands for higher wages members to their agreements. It is not
and shorter hours while economic changes surprising that the master builders who
leave the skilled worker no better off as belong to the London Association took the

' regards his not excessive share of the ! course they did. and, professing to despair
necessaries of life. of honourable adherence to agreements hy

Concurrently, amongst the less skilled the unions, determined to extort indi-
and worse organised callings we have the

, vidual acceptance of the "obnoxious

sent dispute
II i> i.-i^.lved that
n .- -k.-n by the

I.-- I :lllCll of the
1.1 A>.-.uciation and
h of the London

branches of the Trades Unions involved be
invited to meet the National Building
Trades Conciliation Board in conference
for the purpose of considering and suggest-
ing some satisfactory means of securing the
honourable observaiire of trade agree-
ments; and, fuith.r. tln^^ rrmncil i's of
opinion that the BmhI -li.-nl.| invite to sit
with it representauv, - ..t th. iit-adquarters
of the operative Unions affected who are
not already represented on the Board.

'

Tho National Building Trades Concilia-
tion Board has accordingly issued an
invitation to the representatives of the
masters and men to meet the Board at
Kingsway Hall on Monday next, at
2.30 p.m. The conference will be one of
the largest yet held in connection with tho
settlement of a labour dispute. The
National Conciliation B.ianl cnn<;jsts of
sixteen employers and sixr. . ii w .ikni.n's
representatives. Tliecounol .: th [ n k.u
Master Builders' Asnciair ii ,

n, ,, .-.s

about forty niemlMi-. In ,.
,

: m : ih,-

nineteen unions in tli- lin;;
i I' i i

s

Federation will s.i,,! t«.> ,,. . j /. , ,,h.

and tho national L.|itraiiVL- > Liti.., in-
volved in the dispute will also bo re|ire-

sented. Roughly, the conference will
consist of nearly 120 representatives.
Apparently it is not expected that a settle-

ment will be effected on Monday, for the
hall has been engaged for two days.

We earnestly hope peace will result, and
on some broad basis. It ought surely to

be possible to solve the problems involved
not merely for London only, but for tlia

wliole kingdom. If peace is patched up,
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merely in London alone, wo shall liavo .1

continuance of the same sporadic out-
breaks all over the country, and
exasperating disputes with varying terms
uf agreements. The National Board of

I'.iuciHation is the only liody that can effect

a reasonable settlement, and it is a pity

its good offices were not invoked at the

outset, and the profitless and costly

struggle of the past two months avoided.

REIXFORCED-CONCRETE BUILDINGS.

By Wm. G. Shipwright, Licentiate

R.I.B.A., M.C.L, and Chartered Sur-

veyor (by exam.)

Messrs. Blundell and Spence's New l^reniises,

Upper Thames-street.

These buildings, which are erected witli

the principal stone front facing the River

Thames, povide, in the interior construction,

an interesting study in reinforced concroto,

designed by the Trussed Coner, !, St, ,1

Co.. Ltd., of Caxton House, AVoimin^t.i .

The wlv.lc of the structure, exerptiipj tli.'

eiuln-ii,, »:,1N, is liuilt ill renilurcrd

,.,.,irr-.l, ilni llir -rlirr;,! ;, 1111 11 -Ollient of tllC

liHildii;' ' ! 1m' -,''ii Irniii til'' iliaL'rani plan,

retaiuii.f .all was utilised on the river front,

and a raft was constructed across the site,

in order i.i secure a reliable foundation.

The construction is substantial through
out, provision having to be made for

the somewhat unusually heavy super-
imposed floor loads of 4ewt. per foot
super, on the first and second floors; 2iowt.
per foot super, on tlie tliinl mum fmiilli lloors,

and IJcwt. per foot snpn-. mi ihr roof,

making a total floor wn^lii i., r ih uliolc

site area of ITcwt. per supirlicial lout in-

cluding the dead weight of tlie construction,
in a building only four stories iu beiglit.

li 1 mn, ;imJ to Itiiu., with six §iii. bars,
he In -I il'Hjr; ISJin. on tlie ground floor,

. i.lii -miliar bars as reiuforceuient,
St llir Lliui. shaft below the ground-floor

level is provided with ten |iu. Kahn "rib"
ertical bars. The octagonal lower sections

re bound with spiral lateral reinforcement,

h f/C.2

1
fattlpffirt

[^i['~;:iE.

Hsanu

The i-nin block approximates Gdft
width :m i T.ift i, ,1. pll, tli.- distance be-
tween tl, .1 ,: i, mi 10ft. 6in. to
14ft., iiiii J 1

'

, :ii,^:i supported
by each -. lii ;i].|., ..\ miai, U 7iin superficial
feet, tlu> tital lua.i. iiiLhulnig dead weight,
being about 14.') tons on each colunui.
Au illustration of the construction em-

ployed for the columns occupying the
positions marked A A on the diagram plan
(Fig. 1) is given in Figs. 3 to 10. Fig. 3
shows the upper section, extending from the
roof downwards to the second-floor level, and
Fig. 4 shows the section below the second-
floor level. It will be seen from tlie detail
plans (Figs. 5 to 10) that the shaft is square
in plan on the third and fourth floors,
measuring lOin. and llin. respectively, and
embodying four %\n. Kahn "rib" bars at the
angles, bound with 3-lGin. binders at 9in.
intervals. The lower sections are octagonal in
form, being \Z\\\\. wide, with six J|iu. " rib

"

bars reinforcement on the second floor. The

varying from iin. to Jiu. diameter, and IJiil.

to ^iu. pitch, carried up the entire height of

the shafts.

The column supporting the area walls

above the first floor Irvcl arc sho«n in Figs.

11 and 12. The slialt m tins case is 13in.

re.

ment of six Jin. Kahn ' rib" bars and
a spiral lateral reinforcement of ^in. diameter

rods at L!iii. pitch, carried the entire height,

slightly over 20ft. The position of this shaft

is marked B on plan (Fig. 1).

The joints between the various vertica

sections of these colunnis are cranked and
securely bound, making a substantial piece

of construction iu positions which are too

often apt to be weak points in reinforced-

concrete construction.

Details of some of the various types

adopted in the beam construction are given

in Figs. 13 to 35, and show concisely some of

the innumerable forms and shape;

adapt it to the contingencies of any par-

ticular load or disposition of load and span.

Figs. 13 to 21 are illustrations of beams
employed ou the lower, more heavily-loaded,

floors. The beam occupying the positions

marked CC on plan (Fig. 1) are illustrated iu

reed concrete be g

^^^^^^

fva 26-^ y// b-li

1
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have a total di'pth of IGiu. ami a width of

9iii., and are reinforced with one liii. Kahn
" trussed," and one ^in. " rib " bars. The
beams carrying these and occupying the

position marked D on the phin (Fig. 1) follow
the general type shown in Figs. 15 (elevation)

FiO 37 SEC-^iOM—

^

tt=^

F;G 36 FLOOa PL,

.SM̂
and 16 (section). They are 20in. deep, lOin.

wide, and are provided with a tensile re-

inforcement consisting of one IJin. "trussed "

bar and two Jin. and one |in. "rib" bars.

The former is carried through from column
to column, and the latter are bent up in the
positions shown in Fig. 15, to afford shear
resistance. The bracketing to the columns
is reinforced with two Jin. "rib" bars,

following the contour of the brackets. These
beams are provided for spans ranging up to

12ft., and the beam shown in Fig. 17 occupies
the position marked E on the plan (Fig. 1)

\ 1 —ys

_„

7

#T.

and is in section a variation of the preceding
example.
The beams shown in Figs. 18 (elevation),

19 (section), 20 (elevation), and 21 (section),

occupy respectively the positions marked F
and G on the plan (Fig. 1). They support
the area walls above the first floor level as

well as their share of the floor loads. The
span in the former case is about 20ft., ex-

tending from the column shown in Figs. 11

and 12 to the intersecting wall of the area.

This beam is 45in. deep and 18in. wide, in

accommodation to the wall thickiiess, and is

provided with a reinforcement of eight lin.

tension bars and six lin. compression bars.
Two gin. "rib" bars are inserted on the
axis line. It will be seen that botli reinforce-
ments are thoroughly linked together, and
that the tension-rods are bent and cranked
to provide the necessary shear resistance for
the heavy load which this beam is called
upon to support.
The dimensions of the other portion of this

beam, occupying the position marked G on

plan, are identical with those of the other
section (viz., 45in. deep and ISin. wide). The
span in this case is about 13ft. and the re-

inforcement is reduced to three jiu. "rib"
bars in tension, and two Jin. "rib" bars,

additional to the concrete, in compression.
The stirruping throughout both sections of

the beam consists of lin. by iin._flat iron.

The beams illustrated in Figs. No. 22 to

31 occupy positions on the fourth floor, and
are constructed for lighter loads over similar

spans to the former examples. Fig. 22 is an

^m- f/(7^2

elevation, and Fig. 23 section of the beams
occupying positions coincident with those

marked C C on the diagram plan, and may
be compared with the similar beams on the

lower floors, shown in Figs. 13 and 14. These
beams are 12in. deep, 7in. wide, and re-

inforced with one IJin. inch " trussed " bar

reinforcement in some cases, and varying

numbers of ^in., \\n., and |in. "rib" bars in

other cases, thereby securing varying

strengths for differing spans, whilst retain-

ing the same sectional area, and, con-

sequently, an even contour in the ceiling

panels. A process of construction adopted
in the case of smaller beams similar to that

already illustrated in the beams at F and G,
under'the area wall, and one of the great

facilities which reinforced concrete offers as

the strength of an equivalent concrete area

may be greatly increased by placing ad-

ditional metal in the tension resistance and
augmenting the compressional resistance of

the concrete by steel up to the required per-

centage of metal area.

Figs. 24 (elevation) and 25 (section) show

the beams across the staircase occupying the

position marked H on the plan (Fig. 1). This

beam is also 12in. deep and 7in. wide, and
has one Ijin., one fin., and two Jin. "rib"
bars reinforcement. The section shows the

cantilever bracket formed in this beam to

carry the staircase wall, with the tensional

resistance in the upper portion carried across

the beam and turned down well into the

concrete.
Beams shown in Fig. 26 (elevation)

and 27 (section) occupy positions co-

incident with those at Don plan (Fig. 1)

on the lower floors, and comparison
may be made with Figs. 15 and 16.

The reinforcement in this case consists

of one IJin. "trussed" bar and three -|iu.

" rib " bars. Variations of these beams are

illustrated in Figs. 23 (elevation) and 29

(section), which is the beam with the longest

span (15ft.), and occupies the position

marked K on the plan (Fig. 1). The staircase

beam in position E on plan, coincident with

the beam on lower floors shown in Fig. 17,

is illustrated in elevation. Fig. 30, and section.

Fig. 31. Two further variations are shown in

Figs. 32 (elevation), 33 (section), 34 (eleva-

tion), and 35 (section), of beams used for

varying loads over similar spans.

The floor section has been limited to 4in. in
thickness throughout. A plan showing a
small portion of the floor is illustrated in
Fig. 36, and a section in Fig. 37. The floor
is constructed on the continuous principle,
and is reinforced by fin. rods, which are
alternately bent up aud carried over the
supporting beams, to provide the tensile

resistance for the negative bending moment.
Further interesting details are provided

by the hatch loading-deck and weighbridge
construction shown in Figs. 38 to 44.

The hatch, which is shown in position on
plan (Fig. 1), and in the floor-plan (Fig. 36),

is constructed to the detail given in Fig. 38.

The sides are 6in., and cover 4in., thick, re-

inforced with fin. "rib" bars latticed in the

cheeks and laid longitudinally in the cover.

The construction of the loading-deck is

shown in Figs. 39, 40. and 41. The floor of

tliis is 6Jin. thick, with \i\\. "trussed" bars

reinforcement at 12iu. centres. The supporting

beam shown in Figs. 40 and 41 is lOin. deep
and 12in. wide, with two Jin. ''Kahn " bars

and two Jin. " rib " bar reinforcement.

Figs. 42, 43, and 44 show the position and
arrangement of the beams supporting the

weighbridge.
The construction employed in the annexe

aud flat marked L on the plan (Fig. 1) is

shown in plan (Fig. 45). The position of

main beams is indicated by dotted lines.

Figs. 46 (elevation) and 47 (section) show the

main beams in positions marked M on plan

(Fi". 1) Two 13in. Kahn "trussed" bars and

two" |in. " rib " bars are the reinforcemenc

of these beams.
Another interesting detail of column con-

struction is shown in Figs. 48, 49, and 50. It

is a good example of simple and substantial

construction, and tvpical of the sound detail

work embodied in this interesting piece of

warehouse construction.

A portion of the first floor was tested to

one-and-a-half tim'es the calculated load (viz.,

Gcwt. per foot super.), by stacking cement-

bags. This test produced a deflection l-32in.,

or'l-4800 of span, under the full load, and as

there were no evidences of cracks or defects

whatsoever, the test under a very heavy load

may be considered extremely satisfactory evi-

dence of the stability of the structure.

The raft was also tested, in accordance

with the architect's instructions, by placing

similar loads over an area of 12ft. square

around one of the columns on each floor, ihis

produced a load of one ton per foot super,

combined load for all floors, and a total load

on the basement column of 144 tons. This

load was, of course, supported by the raft,

and acted as a test for both column and ratt.

As there was not the least sign of deflection

or any movement whatever in either beams,

column, or raft, this test may also be cited as

satisfactory evidence of the stability of the

work under a reasonable loading test, which

has been urged before in these articles as far

preferable to the more or less crippling tests

often favoured by architects.

The architect for the building is Mr. B. b.

.Jacobs, F.R.I.B.A., of Lincoln's Inn-

huildin"s, Hull, and the contractor JVlr. J-

II Feiuwich, of 180, Albert-avenue, Hull.
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EDUCATIONAL FILMS AT TUFTON
STREET.

An inaugural display of cinematograph

films of building and constructionnl opera-

tions in progress, prepared by Messrs.

Ruffell's Exclusives, Ltd., under the super-

vision of the Council of the Architectural

Association, for the instruction of archi-

tectural and technical students, drew to tlie

A. A. lecture-hall, at the Royal Architectural

Museum, Tufton-street, on Friday evening, a

very numerous and representative company,

including Sir T. G. Jackson, R.A. ;
Messrs.

Clausen, H. Austen Hall, Dr. Garnett,

George Hubbard, H. Greville Montgomery,

Alan E. Munbv, Ernest Newton, A.R.A. ;

Edward Prior, G. H. Fellows Prynne, Halsey

Ricardo. R. El<ev Smith. Arthur Stratton,

Percy B. Tiibbs (President, Society of Archi-

tects"), Paul •\Vaterhouse, Maurice E. Webb
(President-nominate A. A.), R. P. Wells,

William Woodward. A. S. E. Ackermann
(Secretarv, Soeietv of Engineers), T. Costigan

(Secretary, Institute of Builders), F. V.

Burridge" (principal. Central School of Arts

and Crafts), and A. S. E. Ackerman (secre-

tary Society of Engineers), C. McArthur

Butler (secretary Society of Architects). T.

Costigan (secretary Institute of Builders),

Francis C. Ford (secretary National Society

of Art Masters), and many other well-known

architects, builders, principals of institutions

and colleges, and art masters.

Mr. W. Curtis Green. F.R.I.B.A.. the

President of the Association, explained tliat

a knowledge of building materials, their uses,

and the processes of manufacture, was

essential to all architectural students. To
impart such knowledge by means of lectures

alone was difficult, almost impossible, and

demonstrations and visits were alike neces-

sarily fragmentary, and occupied much time.

The "Council of the Association wanted films

to supplement the lectures at their schools.

now probably the largest in the kingdom, but

could not afford the heavy outlay involved if

the series was to be fairly complete. They
therefore approached Messrs. Ruffells. who
were sufficiently enterprising to make the

experimental films to be shown that evening

for the use of technical and architectural

schools generally, and. should they prove a

success, the seri'es would be extended, under

the supervision of the Association.

A series of five sets of realistic niid ex-

ceedingly interesting films dealing with luuul-

niade bl-ickmakiiig and quarrying, woiknig

and fixing of Portland stone, the manufactuie

of ferroconcrete piles for foundations, the

making of a hardwood door, and the pre-

paration of fibrous plasterwork were then

shown upon the screen, lecturettes being

given, pari passu, by as many lecturers. The
various narratives

" had to
" be exceedingly

brief and explicit, as at present it is im-

possible to keep a section of a film stationary

upon the screen for more tliau twenty

seconds—probably this time will be length

ed ere ig, or ill be de

iportant sections, so as to enable

the audience to watch the process more
slowly. Even then, when the utmost ex-

pedition and condensation were displayed by

the trained lecturers, the range of subjects

was so great that two and a half hours were

occupied liy the demonstration, and from

lack of tim'e a sixth film, illustrating the

laying of a Kleine fireproof floor, which

should have been described by Mr. A. Gilbert

Scott, had to be cut out of the programme.
It was amusing to see the unusual speed with

which the British workman laboured—when
posing before the cinema operator, and
although this was, of course, exaggerated by

the accelerated motion in the lantern, evi-

dences of breathless exertion were very

apparent. In some instances, notably in the

joinery works, managers and foremen were
immaculate in attire, and even the sawyer
or joiner, guiding a plank under a circular

saw or a planer, or gluing up tenon or

mortise joints, wore the newest and whitest

of collars and cuffs and liis Sunday-best suit.

HAND-M.\DE BRICK.S.

The display began with a representation of

the process of digging tlio clay and producing
hand-made bricks at the Daneshill Brick
Works, the lecturer bing Mr. C. E. Varndell.

F.S.I., A.R.I.B.A., who referred to the great

value of films, the sense of sight being more
retentive than that of hearing. Hand-made
bricks, he said, gave more interesting results

than those made by machine. The colour.

te.\ture, and general effect had more life, and
was more pleasing, and the slight extra

expense, if any, was amply justified by the

results. He selected for illustration from the

infinite possibility of form, three varieties of

operations. He "showed that a brickfield is

arranged, if possible, on sloping ground,

with the works and railwiiy at the lowest

level, the clay bed being so worked that all

weight-carrying was downhill. A general

view of the" offices at Daneshill. erected from
designs by Mr. E. L. Lutyens, A.R.A. , was
shown, and then there was brought before the

spectators, as in a panorama, the brick drying-

yard, the moulding sheds and kilns. Men
were seen wheeling clay to the wetting

ground, and others were digging and levering

the material out, while water was being

poured in to assist the cleavage. Illustrations

of mould-making followed, and the shrinkage

of the clay in burning was demonstrated. The
tempering of the clay and all the details

of moulding operations were witnessed, in-

cluding the" drying of the bricks in jiarallel

banks, and tli"en turning and reversing, to

insure equal exposure to the air. The empty-

ing, sorting into qualities, and loading, well

packed in hay. for despatch, followed. At

intervals during tliis and other deinonstra-

tions a few ordinary lantern-slides were

shown resting the spectators' eyes and

giving more time for explanations.

THE WORKING OF POUTLAND STONi;.

Mr. Christopher Mitchell followed, witli u

description of the history of a block of stone

from its extraction from "the Whitbcd stratum

of the Bath Stone Firm's quarries at Port

land to its final position ns a keystone on the

Aldwych front of Messrs. Marshall Mackenzie

and Son's new Australian Commoinvenltli

Buildings in the Strand. The film first ex-

hibited the various strata from the surface of

the land to the bottom of the quarry at Port-

land. There was first 17ft. depth of rubble,

consisting of soil, broken stone, and clay,

which was being removed by pick and shovel

and wheeled back on the spoil heap on land

which had already been quarried out. Then
tliere was 12ft. depth of "cap," material of

a bard and almost flinty nature, very uneven

in texture, and valueless except for dumping
into the sea to make a breakwater. This cap

was being removed by being blasted with a

high explosive known as armonite. The next

portion of the over beds was the " roach,"

here lift. high. This roach was a material

very similar to the Whitbed. except that it

was full of shells and fossil remains. It was

not greatly used, being only suitable for sucli

work as "dock walls. This was above the

Whitbed, which here was Oft. high, and im-

mediately below that came the base bed,

5ft. in height, and then they were to the

bottom of tiie quarry, below which there was
'

;. for from 200ft. to 300ft., but flint

beds. The next section of the film exhibited

I piece of the Whitbed, which had just been

oosened from its bed, and had now to be

ifted to the quarry bank by a steam crane

ind squared, or "scappled," ready for the

narket. This section proved of exceptional

nterest, because, as Mr. Mitchell pointed out

in passing, it showed the various strata-

rubble cap. roach, and Whitbei
sequence and due proportion, while below,

where the men were seen working, was the

beginning of the base bed. The section, too,

displayed the face of one of the galleries or

natural crevasses which ran all through the

Isle of Portland from north to south, and

were locally known as "southers." Some-
times these'crevasses were only 2in. to 3iii. in

width, and sometimes they were wide enough
for a man to walk into them. The lecturer

drew attention to these natural joints, for all

the quarrying operations in the island were

regulated by them. Running at right-angles

to these galleries were smaller crevasses,

known as " east-and-westers," one of which

now became visible as the film moved onward.

The stone was seen being swung to the bank
and prepared for squaring, and a little later

the quarrymen were squaring, or scappling.

the blocks, ready to be sent away. This was,

the lecturer explained, only done somewhat
roughly, and no attempt w"as made to keep
all the arrises good. The tools which were

used in the scappling were the big kevil,

small kevil, and axe. The big kevil was used

for spalling off large pieces, the small kevil

for picking the face down approximately

level, and the work was then fined up with

the axe. This work was obviously arduous—
the big kevil weighed from I81b. to 241b., and

was only wielded by a man of exceptional

strength. Practically all the getting and
squaring of the stone was piecework, done at

so much per cubic foot. The men worked in

gangs of about four to a hand-crane and

twelve to a steam-crane, the money earned
being divided equally between them. Gener-
ally speaking, the blocks of Portland stone

were not made to exceed 150 cubic feet in

size. A block of 150 cubic feet weighed nearly

twelve tons, and that was the limit of the

size which could be dealt with by the crane

and railway gantries at the loading depot at

Portland. " Formerly all the work at the

quarries was done by hand-cranes, but during

the last ten or fifteen years steam-cranes had
been brought into use, and the bulk of the

work now fell to the latter class of cranes.

When a piece of stone had been lifted from

the bottom of the quarry to the bank, and

the waste to be removed from it in the

S(iiiaring process was too much to be taken

oir with" the Ijig kevil, a 'V-shaped groove was

rut into the block, and this groove was lined

with thin strips of iron, called scales. Small

wedges were driven in, and the waste piece

was easily detached. The stone was then

squared with the small kevil, and finished

with the axe. After the blocks had been

squared they were examined by a repre-

sentative of" the quarry company, who in-

spected the blocks first for defects and then

measured them, entering in his book the

length, width, and thickness of each stone.

Each stone was then numbered and the

cubical contents were painted on. And cut in

with the axe were two private marks, one the

tr.ade mark of the firm to whom the quarry

belonged and the other that of the quarrying

gang concerned. A rather novel system was

adopted for denoting the cubical contents of

an ordinary block. Every vertical stroke

which passed tlirough the horizontal lines

represented 10 cubic feet, and every half-lino

counted as 5 cubic feet. The vertical strokes

which did not touch the horizontal line each

reckoned as 1 cubic foot. For very large

blocks of about 100 cubic feet ordinary

figures were used for the cubical contents and

"Ft." was painted above these. The blocks

were then placed on a stack in the quarry

until required for the market, when they

were loaded on to heavy waggons with solid

wheels and drawn out of the quarry by

traction-engines of great power, either to the

masonry works or to the loading depots. The

worked" stone was handled very rapidly by

the overhead electric traveller. The block

of stone carried bv the traveller was lifted

with the "nips," which avoided the risk of

damage to the arris involved by fastening a

chain round the stone. The saw-frames, grit

saws, carborundum saws, and diamond saws

were next seen, and also shops accom-

modating about a hundred masons, all

observed in full work. The grit-saw had been

employed for a great number of years m all

stone-cutting works, and the steel blade cut

the material away at the rate of 6in. per

hour. The chief modern improvement m
these saw-frames was to have them hanging

like a short pendulum, which enabled the

frame to lift at the end of each stroke, and

allowed the grit to get under the blade more

easily. The carborundum saw was not yet in

gene'ral use ; it was a circular steel blade,

with pieces of carborundum or emery fixed

at its outer edye. This blade revolved

rapidly and the block of stone to be cut was

placed on a moving bed, which travelled

toward the saw-blades. Water was copiously

supplied to the block. The "diamond" saw,

a further development, was an

costing from £700 to £800, and it was, .

sequently, protected and housed in. In

saw, instead of carborundum, small diamoi

weighing one-third of a carat each, were

electrically welded into small sockets, and

ve tool

lids,
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were fixed on the outer edge of tlie steel

blade, about 200 diamonds to eaeli saw. The
blade revolved at 400 revolutions per minute
and cut through Portland stone at the rate

ot oin. per minute. The average life of n

diamond was only eight months. The next
section of the film showed markers cutting

markings and preparing plain surfaces on the
stone. The chisels were carefully fixed in a

heavy cast-iron frame, and the block was
placed on a travelling bed, which carried it

forward against the cutting edge of the tool;

immediately the tool's backward move-
ment was completed the machinist slightly

lowered the chisel in readiness for the next
forward movement. The rough chiselling of

the stone and finishing by a carefully cut tool

lightly applied were successively seen in

progress. The working of the arch stone to

a mould, cut from a stout sheet of zinc to the
required form in the setting-out shop,
Tollowed, giving the exact size and shape of

the rustication for the front and soffit,

followed, and when these outlines had been
measured, scribed, and worked, first roughly
and then with a finishing wide chisel, or

boaster, the surfaces were smoothed down,
first with coarse grit and then with fine sand,

and finally the perfected block was raised by
lewis bolts and carefully set in position

in the western wall of the Commonwealth
Building, and the centering was struck from
below, this and the neighbouring stones form-
ing an arch.

A KEINFORCED CONCRETE PILE.

Mr. A. Gilbert Scott described a film illus-

trating the manufacture of ferroconcrete
piles for foundations by the Considere Con-
struction Co. The core of the pile was of

concrete, and able to stand very great com-
pression, while the wire' spiral wound round
this effectually prevented the pile from
bursting. The concrete piles were made on

the actual site of the building on which they

were to be employed, as the simplest and
most economical mode of manufacture. The
wire for the spiral reinforcement arrived on

the ground in coils of about 2ft. diameter,

and was placed on a large drum and wound
off, after passing round a smaller wheel to

create tension, on to a long wooden drum,
which was the exact size and shape of the

finished pile. When this was completed the

wire was cut, and the coil sprang loose from
the drum to about one inch larger in

diameter, and was then drawn off, looking

like a large spiral spring. This was then

slipped over a skeleton of the pile composed
of eight vertical rods, about jin. in diameter,

which were held in position by a temporary
centering of discs ot wood. 'The coil was
spaced at regular intervals by a gauge and
wired to the vertical rods with pieces of the

wire. The coils were spaced close together at

the head of the pile, so as to withstand the

concussion of driving, as these piles were
driven direct on to the concrete, no pad being

necessary for protection. The iron shoe on

the front of the pile was then hooked on and

wired, and the reinforcement was then

complete. This skeleton was then placed in

a wooden mould, and was not allowed to rest

on the bottom of the mould, being slung so

as to hang an inch above it, so that the

concrete conld pass underneath it and

protect the reinforcement. Concrete was

then carefully poured into the mould, care

being taken to thoroughly work it into the

centre of the pile with iron rods. These piles

were made octagonal in shape, and to com-

plete the octagon it was necessary to insert

triangular lengths of wood when the pile was

half-filled with the concrete. The grouting

,was then completed, and the top flushed off

'with trowels. After two days the sides of the

mould were removed, so as to allow free

circulation of air round the pile, and after

several days it was very gently rolled away,

numbered," and added "to the stock, being

ready for driving in about two months in

summer weather. The piles were usually

about 15ft. long, but they could be increased

in length to 75ft. or more. The final view

displayed the piles being driven in groups of

nine, "with 2ft. interval between each pile,

and then surmounted with an iron grillage,

on which the building would eventually be

erected.

THi; .M.\KINO OF A SI.\-PANEL DOOK.

The next set of films, described by Mr.
Philip E. Webb, A.K.I.B.A., illustrated

phases of joiners' work in hardwood with
modern machinery at the works of Messrs.
Samuel Elliott and Sons, Ltd., of Caversham,
near Reading, and in particular with
the construction of a six-panel door, from
the selection of the planks, the cutting and
planing, the tenoning, mitring, and mortis-
ing, and finally the sandpapering and
polishing of the finished product.

DECOR.\TIVE FIBROUS PLASTERWOKK.

The last set of three films shown illustrated

the manufacture of a fibrous-plaster carved
and coffered ceiling at the end of a large

room, together with the tympanum panel on
the wall under the ceiling, and the modillion
block course and frieze supporting the tym-
panum panel. These all eventually formed
part of the sumptuous fittings of the new
Cunard liner Aquitania, and were explicitly

described by Mr. Frank Jackson, of

Messrs. G. ".Jackson and Sons, Limited,
Rathbone - place, W. The curved form
for the ceiling had, he said, already been
built up, and the blocks, already made
to the correct curve from other moulds, were
ready to form the small panels. The cast

of the mould was shown as being made by
covering with drying plaster, inserting the

canvas support, and strengthening with wood
laths, after which the laths were again en-

wrapped in canvas. The cast, when set suffi-

ciently hard, was lifted off. the model by
manual labour, and the enriched mouldings
in the coffered panels were inverted with the

motor levers. These mouldings were bedded
on with plaster and canvas at the back. The
cast then only required to be screwed up to

wood guards fixed in position and the joints

made good with plaster and canvas. A second
series ot films elucidated the process of clay

modelling preparatory to having a gelatine

mould pressed on it, and a fibrous-plaster

cast made from the gelatine mould ; and the

third series exemplified the construction ot a

plaster

BRICKS AND BRICKMAKING.*
By Arthur E. Brown, B.Sc, London.

GEOLOGY.

It would require a lecture to itself to give

the geological history ot clay, and to-night I

need only touch the fringe ot the subject.

Clays are found in two categories geologic-

all}"—surface clays and geological deposits.

The first-named are those ot more recent

formation, found in all parts ot the world in

comparatively shallow beds which have been

deposited by ice, rivers, or lakes in what is

called the
" Pleistocene period. Such pre-

historic remains as are found in any of them

belong chiefly to the animal kingdom. These

are not frequent, and consist usually of bones

ot large mammals. In my native county.

Essex, I have found the teeth and bones of

the elephant in the white chalky clay under

red clay at Chelmsford. The geological clays

are of varying age; the Bagshot, London
clay, Reading, and Gault beds being the

mo"st recent. The red marls ot Leicestershire

and Warwickshire and Wales were deposited

in earlier times, and belong to the upper

Triassic beds. Earlier still are the shales

and fireclays of the coal measures, or

Carboniferous period. This subdivision is of

the sketchiest kind, because my intention is

rather to show what clay is. and how it is

used in brickmaking, than to describe its

origin. Sufficient to note further that clay

in general is the product of the decomposition

or disintegration of granitic or other igneous

rocks, and that all clays possess certain

chemical and physical properties in common.

CHEMISTRY.

It is frequently supposed that chemistry

must play an important role in brickmaking.

This is true, obviously, to a certain extent,

and in some branches" ot clayraaking its im-

portance is great. In the more ordinary use

ot clay, however, for brickmaking, chemistry

• Head before the Society ot Architects, March 12,

of comparatively meagre value. The reason
ot this is not difficult to appreciate when we
consider what I mav call the proportion ot
things. I will put it in this way: A potter
uses a couple of pounds weight ot carc'-illy
prepared clay and expends upon it nuicii

labour, care, design, and decoration. The
original value of the raw material is, let us
say, under one penny. The final value of the
art vase may commonly be twenty shillings.

It may be two thousand shillings, though
such an increment is rare. Taking it at 20s.,

the value ot the clay is enhanced by art from
less than ^d. to 10"s. per pound, or say 300
times. Now. consider, on the other hand,
how the brickmaker takes three tons of clay
and makes it into one thousand bricks. The
value of the clay is, say, Is. 6d., and ot the

finished bricks, say, 3ds. Not only is the
value increased by a small multiple ot the
original value of the raw material—say
twenty times—but the coal alone required to

make, dry, and burn the bricks costs in the

London district, with the most modern kilns,

at least Gs. The lay mind then can easily

realise that with such a small increment there

is little or no margin tor the work ot the

chemist on his raw material, and really none
whatever to admit of making mixtures with

materials brought from a distance, in order

to vary the composition of the native clay. It

is apparent, therefore, that though the potter

may analyse his clay and bring from a dis-

tance ball clay and felspar to mix with his

China clay in various proportions, the maker
ot bricks' ot even the best qualities can

expend but little on investigating the

chemical nature ot his raw material, and

nothing on the purchase of outside products.

He has to content himself by investigating

the physical properties of his clay and using

such expedients as may be found advisable

to modify them in a suitable manner as are

within the means ot his own estate.

Chemistry tells us that clay is a compound

of silica and alumina in fixed chemical pro-

portions. It is what is called a hydrated

silicate of alumina. Chemically, clay is this

and this only; but in nature clays present

almost infinite variety, by reason ot the

presence of other substances. They contain

free silica or sand in widely varying pro-

portion. They contain also free oxide of iron,

to which the red colour of the Suffolk brick

and the blue colour ot the Staffordshire blue

brick are due. They contain alkalies-

potash and soda, refractory earths—magnesia

and lime; many contain small quantities of

oxide ot titanium, a so-called rare earth.

These are all in comparatively small pro-

portions, and whatever plastic clay ^ye

analyse it is found to contain somewhere in

the neighbourhood ot 85 per cent, ot silica

and alumina. Silica is sand. Alumina is tlie

oxide ot that peculiar light untarnishablo

metal aluminium, which has givep chemists

so much trouble to produce commercial y,

and metalworkers so much trouble to handle

knd fashion tor use. The few other materials

found in clay ha\e far less influence on the

final product than has the varying physical

condition of silica and alumina. The presence

ot iron oxide has effect on the colour, and

the presence of lime also. The presence of

lime and alkalis have marked effect on the

fusibility of the clay under great heat. In

these m'atters chemical analysis is of assist-

ance to us but even so, practical examina-

tion will tell us all we need to know in these

respects without analysis. The presence ot

water which can be measured by anaivsi.s

interests us only when we turn to a physical

examination of the properties ot clay.

PHYSICS.

Clay is unique, though to many i

dirt, because it is the only substan

in nature possessing the property ot plas-

ticity Plasticity mav be described as the

property bv' vir'tue of which cl.iy may be

changed in' form without breaking up or

destroying its continuity, or may be joined

without the use of any cementing material.

In Nature most clays are only in a semi-

plastic state, and become quite plastic when

water is added to them. The purer the clay

the more plastic it is in the natural clay beds,

provided the silicate ot alumina is in a state

of division sufficiently f

found

would
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that tliis important property is dud to tlie

fact that silicate of alumina can absorb water
in large volume, at the same time becoming
gelatinous and swelling up. It is this pro-

perty that makes clay impermeable to water.
From this explanation we can easily under-
stand that when clay is dried and the

gelatinous particles lose tlieir water they
become less in volume and shrink. We all

know that clay shrinks in drying because of

the way clayey soil cracks in summertime. It

is also pretty widely known that the more
"sticky " the clay is the more it cracks when
dried. This, it is apparent, is because it is

purer, and contains more of tlie gelatinous

silicate of alumina in a given volume than a

sandier clay or loam, which shrinks less in

drying. It will be clear, then, that a sticky

or" strong pipe or tile clay shrinks more in

percentage than a sandy clay; but there is

more in the matter than this. Given a sandy,

less sticky, or " milder," clay, like that of the

Suffolk brickfields, the amount it shrinks in

drying depends also on the shape and size

of "the sand particles. These are surrounded
by the gelatinous material when wet, and at

a certain stage in drying they come so close

together in the mass as to touch each other.

Now, if the grains are rough and angular,

their further movement is arrested, whereas
if fine and round they can slide on one
another into still closer positions, and so

shrinkage continues further. Whoi a clay

with fine round sand-grains dries, shrinkage
goes on till arrested by the grains getting as

close together as is possible ; but still the

gelatinous pure clay surrounding them goes

on shrinking, with the result that spaces, or

pores, begin to be formed in the mass, into

which air enters. We thus arrive at another
condition, in w'hich the pores formed in the

clay gradually lose water throughout the
whole mass. The size of these pores depend-
ing on the size and shape of the grains, we
get two different states in different kinds of

clay. The one is called porosity and the

other permeability. They are only different

degrees of the same thing, but they are in-

teresting to the brickmaker because of the

difference in quality of the brick produced
and the different results obtained by different

processes of manufacture. All clays found in

nature become porous when dried, but those
with the larger angular grains are permeable
even before drying. Tliis peculiarity is of

great importance in a building, for the
striking reason that a permeable brick will

better resist the weather, and will also

"breathe." or allow air to pass tljrough the
walls. This is easily understood, and is illus-

trated by a simple proposition. Take a glass

tube wit'h a bore of, say, ^th of an inch, or a

straw, and one can easily blow through it.

But take the broken stem of a thermometer
which has a very fine bore, and it is not
possible. Tlie passage of water is of corre-
sponding ease or difficulty. Now, I can
(juite well believe that my arguments may
convince yon that the permeable brick will

let more air pass than the merely porous one
;

but yon will say that the same applies to
water. This is true, but two points even in

tliis connection still indicate that the
permeable brick is best for buildings. The
first is that, provided the wall is not too
exposed to constant driving rains, in which
case it should be built hollow, the w^ater dries
nut very rapidly when the rain stops. In our
variidilc climate the permeable brick will
n-ually dry out completely between the rain
periodic atid Kefnre any water has penetrated
the wall, and will again let air through. The
porous brick will not, because it takes pro-
]i<.rlion:iti'ly longer to dry than it docs to
\', .1. Tho srrond point is the effect of frost.

It IS well known that water expands just
before freezing. That is wliy it cracks our
water-pipes. The same thing' happens inside
a brick, but when the water in a permeable
brick freezes the holes are large enough co
let the ice squeeze out when formed, and no
harm is rlone. In a porous brick (that is, one
with extremely fine pores) the ice cannot
squeeze out, for the same reason as you can-
not ))low through a minute tube, and so it

bursts the face off the brick instead. I must
speak here, in passing, of two kinds ot brick
in which the properties of porosity and per-
meability are of quite a different nature.

These are tlio bricks made by the semidry
process of manufacture, of whi"ch more later.

In one type, exemplified by the Fletton
brick, the shale is pressed into shape in a
nearly dry state, and plasticity is not present
at any stage of the process. When burned in

the kilns no change of physical condition ot

(he clay takes place. Shale is in the form
of flakes, and the interior of the brick, there-

fore, is in an irregular condition, with no
direct uniform pores or tubes in it. Yet it

contains a proportion of spaces with air in

them. The outside surface is more com-
pressed than the inside, and is smoothed or
polislicd by the action of the steel moulds
in which they are pressed. When, therefore,
after a long exposure to wet, tlie interior

becomes more or less soaked or sodden with
water, frost will produce the same disastrous
results as with the "porous," non-permeable
brick, but in a still greater degree. And
once the skin is broken further disintegration

is still more rapid. 'J'he second type is

exemplified by the Accrington red brick.

This, too, is generally made by the semi-
dry process; but on burning in the kiln the

clay begins to melt and becomes vitrified. It

is then practically impervious to water, and
suffers no harm in frosty weather. It is a

good sound brick, but it does not breathe
at all, and, therefore, possesses only one of

the two important virtues of the brick that
is perfect from the hygienic point of view. I

must not forget to mention that the per-

meable brick has a further virtue, as it does
not conduct heat and cold as much as the
hard impermeable brick, and for all these
reasons I venture to express the opinion that

a sandy, handmade brick, besides being
more artistic, is more lasting and more
hygienic than any other type made. Con-
tinuing my remarks on the physical pro-

perties of clay, I would call your attention

to the fact that in Hk^ practice of brick-

drying and burning many technical diffi-

culties arise, and many iiileresting scientific

principles are involved. In the use of the
plastic method of making a curious feature

is seen in the difference of behaviour of

surface clays and geological clays. The aim
of manufacturers is to dry the newly-made
brick with the least possible injury to shape
by twisting or cracking. It is found that a

surface clay presents little difficulty in the

early stages of drying, but it is very apt to

crack suddenly when about two-thirds dry.

On the other hand, many geological clays are

very liable to crack in the early stages, and
yet give no trouble when about one-third

dried. A similar difference exists in burning
the different classes of clays. The surface

clays do not shrink in burning unless over-

burned; but many geological clays shrink
little in drying, and a great deal in burning.

This is specially the case with the marls of

Leicestershire, Warwickshire, and Wales.
Some of these, when burned, behave
curiously, in that von may get them up to

full temperature in" the kiln, and for twelve
hours or so they do not contract. 'I'hen they
begin to do so, and for forty-eight hours con-

tinue to shrink in a regular manner. Prac-
tice teaches the burners to measure this con-

traction, and when it reaches a certain

amount they stop firing, because they know
the goods will prove correctly fired. With
the surface clays this does not occur, but the

colour of the goods is influenced by the length

of time the full heat is kept up. Red Suffolks

require "soaking" with fire in order to get

the iron in the clay oxidised to a good red

colour. The burning of bricks presents

many other interesting features, chicflv in

relation to the production ot the final co"lour

required; but I must begin at the beginning
of this branrli nf llir snl.joet. Clay contains

a great deal fif w;;!. r, ami, speaking chemic-
ally, this wall r 1, |.n . lit, in three distinct

conditions or -iiil---. A wiiocut or handmade
wet brick contanis " water of ninnnfaeturc,"

which is evaporated completely in the drying

process. The brick is then no longer plastic,

but is hard and solid. If now it is hrnted up
to the boiling point of water, ^l^dpg, F.. it

loses niore water, called In^ro^-eopie water.

The water of manufacture' mav be from 3,1

to nn per cent, of the total woiglit of the wet
brick. The hvgroseopic water is about 5 per
cent. The driving off of the hygroscopic

water in tlie kiln is called steaming. If the

brick which has been steamed is taken out
of the kiln it will absorb water from the

air until all the 5 per cent, is back again in

the brick, but it will not absorb any water ot

manufacture. Up to this stage the clay can
be made plastic again by wetting it. On con-

tinuing to heat up the kiln till it reaches
about OOOdeg. F., more water again is driven
off. This is the water chemically combined
with the silicate of alumina. It amounts to

about 10 per cent, of the weight of the dry
brick, and when once it is driven off the plas-

ticity of the clay is finally lost and cannot
be restored. The clay has become brick, al-

though at that temperature it is not suffi-

ciently changed in chemical nature to remain
permanent and solid. The heat must be
raised to about l,800deg. F. to produce a well

burned red brick, and still further for other
types, such as firebricks, which require

about 2,25ndeg. F. temperature. Having con-

sidered the action of heat in burning clay

we are still confronted with a number of

other features of the process of burning.

nURNING PROCESSES.

There are, roughly speaking, five distinct

processes, each with special variations,

according to the qualities of the goods, and
with a number of different types of kilns for

use. The first and oldest process is clamp
burning. Everyone is familiar with the

large clamps of stock bricks to be seen in

Essex and Kent. The process is characterised

in these yards by the mixing of the fuel

with the clay before moulding the bricks.

The fuel is usually sifted house-dust—that is,

the contents of liouse dustbins freed from
their old tins, cabbage leaves, and other

refuse, till only the cinders are left. This
fuel contains about 3j per cent, of coke
proper. The huge stack of bricks containing

this fuel intimately mixed with the clay have
two or three layers of large cinders at the

bottom, which a"re fired, and serve to ignite

the mass. The bricks are stacked closely,

and air gets access to them so gradually

that the heat is generated slowly, and more
or less regularly throughout. A clamp may
take from six weeks to three months to burn
through, and requires a great deal of expert

attention to get good results. The air supply

is so restricted that no more reaches the

bricks than suffices to burn the fuel. None,
therefore, is left over for the oxidation ot

the iron in the clay, so that a yellow colour,

instead of red, results. On the Continent,

in Belgium, for instance, clamps are also

made, usuallv containing as many as a million

bricks; but 'the fuel, there in the form of

coal-dust, is not mixed with the clay, but is

placed in layers between the rows ot bricks.

The burning of common bricks (other than

stocks and including Flettons), red bricks,

tiles, and firebricks is carried on in kilns ot

a great variety of types, either fired with

coal or gas. This I call the second process.

A brick structure is built to contain the

goods, and firegrates are constructed below

or by the side" of them on which coal is

burned. A similar type of kiln is used for

burning Staffordshire blue bricks and sani-

tary pipes, but tw^o others of the five pro-

cesses are used in them. The stages of the

process of kiln liurning are as follows:

Steaming, raising the heat, soaking, and
cooling. The first two are the same in all

the types of kiln and all processes ot burn-

ing. The soaking, however, is effected in

two different ways. With red and most
common bricks the soaking is done with a

free burning fire and ample draught, so that

a largo vofume of heated air plays on the

bricks and oxidises them thoroughly. With
blue Staffordshire bricks the soaking process

takes another form called smoking. An
excess of coal is put on the fire and the air

supply is reduced so that smoke fills the kiln.

In this, the third process of burning, we see

a reprodnclinn of what oceurs in clamps.

The air snpplv is insnmcient to burn up the

smoke in tlie kiln, and the bricks are finished

in an atmosphere that does not oxidise the

goods, but on the other hand, "reduces"

the iron in them, and produces a blue, in-

stead of a red, colour. 'J'he fourth process

is salting. This niav be used for three

different effects-fum'ing the brick and pro-
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ducing a silvery-grey colour; reducing the

brick, and so in anotiier way getting the blue

colour; or salt-glazing the bricks or sanitary

pipes. Salting is a simple operation, and is

done during the last few liours of full firing

by throwing common salt into the fires. It

becomes volatilised and the fumes pass over
the goods in the kiln and form chemical com-
pounds with tlie silica and alumina, which,
in sufficient heat, fuse and form a more or
less pronounced glaze. The fifth burning
process is that employed for high-class goods
of various kinds, ciiiefiy pottery and ex-

pensive tiles. They are placed in closed

receptacles, either muffles or saggars, so that

the flames and gases of the fuel do not come
in contact witli them. 'J'his process is the

only one that can be called baking, in the

ordinary sense of the word, the muffle, or
saggar, being a true oven with a fire playing

round it. It is not used in brickmaking. One
of the remarkable features of brick-burning
is that though much heat is expended on the

process, very little is actually used. It is

nearlv all thrown away. Raising the tem-
perature of the bricks" and driving off the

hvgroscopic and ehoniically cninliined water
use heat in well known quantities, but the

process of turning clay into brick by heat
uses none. This is a physical fact hard to

understand, because, as I have hinted earlier

in my lecture, the coal consumed in the

process is consi<lerablc in quantity. For red

bricks it is from 15 to 20 per cent, of the

weight of the burned poods in intermittent

kilns. The way in which the heat produced
by the coal is iised is mainly in keeping the

bricks at a high temperature till the neces-

sary chemical action has taken place.

Modern improvements in kilns have resulted

in striking economy, so that now we can burn

them with' 5 to 7t per cent, of their weight in

coal. The continuous kiln, first sneeessfully

applied in 18G5, to brick-burning, is known
known as the lloflmann. It is almost uni-

versally used for common bricks, saving the

brickmakers 5 or G cwt. of coal per 1,000, and
costing less also for labour. I was successful

in inventing an important improvement
in this type of kiln in 1898. by which

it was made possible to burn best-class

goods, such as Suffolk reds, tiles,

chinineT-pots, etc., as well as in the old

Suffolk" kilns, but with 60 per cent, less coal

and with less waste. The principle of the

contiuous kiln is the using over again as much
as practically possible of the heat wasted.

Even in these the loss of heat by warm gases

going up the chimney, and more notably still

the loss by conduction through the massive

walls of the kiln, is enormous, and cannot

economically be prevented. I cannot, in the

limits of this lecture, go more deeply into

these technical matters. The points I have

touched on so briefly, however, will perhaps

have given you an unexpected insight into

the wonderful amount of technical detail

there is in the art. Clay-working bristles

with technical difficulties; but, in spite of

that fact, many innocent capitalists have, in

booming times, been persuaded that brick-

making is easy, and that given the money and

an ordinary working foreman, anyone can

make bricks. They have learned the lesson

many a time too "late, though they might

easily have saved thousands of pounds by

obtaining competent technical advice for a

few guineas.
TYPKS OF CI.AY.

The clays that interest the brickmaker

chiefly are the shales, marls, and surface

clays.
sn.vT.r.

The Peterborough bricks, or Flettons, are

made from an oily shale ; another important

centre using shale being Accrington. Shales

are almost always made into bricks by the

semi-dry process, although the plastic process

may be used. I have already touched on this

process, which is a mechnieal one from first

to last. In Peterborough, even tlic excava-

tion of the shale is done with steam diggers

on the largest works. The shale is brought

straight from the bank to the niachine, there

to be ground to a granular condition. It is

screened mechanically to the required fine-

ness, mixed mechanically with a small

amount of water, if necessary, and then

passed automatically into presses with rect-

angular cast-iron moulds for fashioning the

brick. The pressing into brick form may be
completed in one operation, or the brick may
be pressed a second time, to improve its

finish. Water in small proportion is neces-

sary, in order to obtain the cohesion of the

fine particles or grains of shale. From the

presses the bricks are taken straiglit to the

kiln in which they are dried, and burned in

one continuous operation. It is often stated

that they are made dry, and do not require

drying. This is not true ; but the amount of

water in them is much less than in those

made by plastic process, and they are suffi-

ciently hard and strong to stack in position

for burning direct from the presses. In the

kiln they are dried first and burned after-

wards continuously. In contrast to this,

bricks made on the plastic system are too

soft to be stacked in the kiln, and must be

dried first, by one of the various means
employed in the trade. The economy of

labour" in the semi-dry process over the plastic

process is the chief cause of the cheapness of

the brick made at Peterborough. Further
causes are the price of coal, and the fact

that burning in the kilns is assisted by the

oil contained in the shale.

MARLS.

Marls are found in various parts of the

country, the chief beds being in North Wales
and Leicestershire. They are so called be-

cause of the presence of carbonate of lime

in varying cjuantity. Carbonate of lime, or

chalk, "has this peculiarity in connection with

brickmaking, that when "present in lumps or

nodules it is exceedingly dangerous and de

structive, unless effectively ground up oi

eliminated ; but when in a fine state of

division it is harmless. Marls rarely contain

more than five per cent., but they require

very careful selection and treatment, even

when the proportion is much less. The car-

bonate of lime, when not finely divided,

becomes converted in burning into quicklime,

which slakes when the bricks absorb moisture

from the air, with the result that the face

becomes pitted through the lime blowing

pieces off the face. Yet clay exists contain-

ing as much as 40 per cent, of carbonate of

lime that may be made into sound bricks.

The white Suffolk brick-clay sometimes con

tains this proportion, and the Cambr'

'

Gault contains pel cent. The London
stock 'n-ick clay contains 15 per cent. It is,

however, in such a fine state of division, and

so intimately mixed with the clay and sand,

that it foi-nis harmless chemical combinations

with them when burned. Marls are plastic

clays, and in common with the Reading gault

and surface clays, when made into common
bricks, are treated by the wirecut system of

brickmaking. 1 can, therefore, give you a

short description of this method of manu-

facture as applied to these types of clay with-

out referring specially to each. The clay is

dug and conveyed in" waggons usually by a

suitable hoist direct to the machinery. This

may consist of a brickmaking machine only,

or preferably a train of machinery, which

gives a thorough preparation to the clay

before it is finally pugged. This machinery

may consist of all or either of three types.

The grinding-pan, resembling a mortar-mill,

is useful in working up a sandy non-cohesive

clay to a more plastic condition than^ it

possesses in its natural condition. The
bottom of the pan is perforated in parts, and

the rollers squeeze the clay through the

perforations, causing it to drop into the next

machine. Again, the clay may, instead, be

passed through one or more pairs of rollers

running at different speeds. These crush the

clay, and any stones or lime contained in it,

and at the same time tear it slightly, by

reason of their different speeds of running.

From the pan or the rollers the clay may pass

to a third type of machine, the mixer. This

may be opeii or closed, and have one or two

revolving shafts. On the shafts are knives

so inclined as to push the clay forward pnd

mix it at the same time. The mixer may be

about f)ft. long and horizontal in position.

From the orifice at the end the clay drops

into the hopper of the brickmaking machine.

If required, water is added to the clay either

in the pan or the mixer, but never in the

rollers, as it would cause the clay to slip.

The brickmaking machine usually has a small
pair of rollers mounted on it, through which
the clay is forced into the barrel. This,

again, is horizontal, and is furnished with a
single shaft and pugging knives similar to

those in the mixer. These knead and r-,n.-

press the clay and press it towards the m-nlii
of the machine. At the end of the shait a
worm is placed which pushes the clay throu^di

the mouthpiece and die, and forms it into a
continuous rectangular column of the correct

cross-section. The dimensions of the cross-

section correspond with the length and width
of the brick, allowance being made for the

shrinkage in drying and burning, about which
I have already told v-ou. The column o. i;

is now finally cut o"ff by wires drawn tra.'

versely through it, the wires being spaced the

necessary distance apart to give the corr^ ;

thickness of brick. From the cutting :
' '. •

the bricks are wheeled to the drying groun-J.

shed, or other apparatus, in 'order to he
thoroughly dried before being stacked in the
kiln for burning. This, briefly, is the routine

of the mechanical plastic process. There is

another intermediate process called the stiff-

plastic, which is used for some common brick

clays. It is not of great interest, and need
not claim your attention.

HAND BRICKMAKING.

I now have, therefore, to give you finally

some description of the older process of hand
brickmaking, which holds its own in certain

parts of this country, in spite of the great

improvement of machines in the last thirty

years. It is the process used in the days of

the Babylonians. Egyptians, and Romans,
and was that used by the first brickmakers

in England up to tiie middle of the 19th

century. It is, to all intents and purposes,

the process used for all artistic terracotta

making, in which mechanical aids are almost

useless. Yet. strange to say, it is looked

down upon with scorn by the countries far

advanced in mechanical appliances, Germany
and America, while it is practised almost ex-

clusively in Bekium and Holland, and largely

in France. The hand brickmaking process is

used for making stock bricks and red facings.

The clay is usually prepared for making by
weathering—that is. by being spread out in

layers in the open air, so that air. rain, and

fr"ost may in turn act upon it and loosen it

after its long confinement in the natural bed.

Weathering is practised, as well as what is

termed resting, on other clays, and although

the effects of 'it arc apparent and the causes

guessed at. no definite knowledge has been

obtained as to the reason it is so efficacious.

Stonv clavs for handmaking are also washed;

but tliose' found free of stones do not usually

need it. The weathered clay is pugged or

ground, usually in vertical pugmills driven

by horse or steam power. These mills are

essentially the same as the horizontal ones

previonsly described, and serve to mix the

clay and' incorporate the water, and finally

exp"el the mass in a condition fit for mould-

ing. Steel or wood moulds of the required

size are wetted and rolled in fine dry sand

and placed in position on the moulder's table.

\ "walk" of clay, as it is called, is then

made bv the moulder and rolled into a shape

suitable for throwing into the mould. This

walk is dexterously rolled in dry sand, and.

when ready, thrown with some force into the

mould. TJin excps- of clav is then struck off,

and the finished brick dro"pped carefully from

the mould on to a pallet. The final result

and effect depend on a variety of circum-

stances. The surfaces of the brick may be

fine and uniform or they may be wrinkled

and coarse. The brick may be true and

square, or out of shape and deformed. These

effects are due to the idiosyncrasies of the

moulder, who requires training caretnlly in

the way he is wanted to go. The final colour

and ap"pearance depend on the quality of the

clay and sand used, the kind of kiln, the

method of firing, and the final temperature

and soaking— all matters requiring constant

care and much technical knowledge. The

dryin" is an operation also requiring un-

reiuitting attention, and all the various

materials, operations, and skill combine to

yield the final product, wliich may, or may

lot, pr adequate
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the demand and the success of the master
ill supplying it. From all of which you will

gather some further confirmation of a remark
1 made earlier in ray lecture, that the paths

of the brickmaker "are thorny and by no
means so easily trodden by a novice as some
would be disposed to think. The processes

used in hand brickmaking are such as to

afford to the clay the most perfect treatment
from a physical point of view. The weather-

ing, the slow pugging, the lengthy and com-

plete drying, all tend to assist the clay

molecules to adapt themselves to the altered

conditions they encounter in tlieir drastic

change of state. At the same time, the

ultimate result is not only sound physically,

but it is in the highest degree artistic and

durable, provided the processes of manu-
facture are all properly carried out. It is

durable under all circumstances of environ-

ment; water, frost, sun. and fire all alike

leaving it unharmed and unchanged. That
this is so the old examples of brickwork in

East Anglia and elsewhere eloquently testify.

HISTORY.

We all know that brickmaking as an art is

ancient and even prehistoric. The earliest

bricks found in Egypt are said to be 12,000

vears old, and we are often reminded that

the Children of Israel had to make bricks

for Pharaoh and find their own straw. These
bricks were made of Nile mud mixed with

cliopped straw, and the clay was trodden by
men. much as it was up to quite recent times

in this country. The bricks were moulded
and sun-dried, but not baked, and would have

been of little use in our climate. They were
hard, and served to build lasting monuments
in that arid country. The well-known Step
pyramid of Sakkara is built of such bricks

aiid was cased externally with marble slabs,

now removed. It is the oldest pyramid in

Egypt. It is said that the Tower of Babel
was built of brick, the record being that the

builders said, " Go to, let us make bricks

and burn them thoroughly." The walls of

Babylon were built of bricks, and from the

ruins the bricks have been carted away in

modern days to build new cities. The burned
ones were 13in. square and Sin. thick, and
the unburned ones of various sizes, and they
were set in bitumen. The great wall of China
was built of burned and unburned bricks

2.000 years ago. It was 1,250 miles long and
about 22ft. high. The walls of Athens on the

side of Mount Hymettus were of brick, but
the Greeks did not use them so much as the

Romans, who were probably the first to burn
them in kilns and to improve their quality.

In tlie 1st century .4.D. they were of better

quality than at any subsequent time, being
then made about 2ft. square and lin. thick.

Later they were made smaller and thicker;
but by the" end of the 4th century the art was
practically lost until about the 13th century.
The glazed brick used by the Saracens in

what is known as the Synod at Ephesus is

interesting as being practically of the same
clay as a red Suffolk brick and finished with
a preen glazed surface. In England, as you
well know, tlie Romans introduced bricks
and brickwork in the 5th century, an example
still remaining in Holy Trinity, Colchester.
Colchester Castle, built in 1078, is largely of

Roman bricks, and also St. Botolph's Priory,
built in 1116. The British people did not find

the need of building in brick until the late

I3th and early 14th century, because of the
immense forests and abundance of wood ; but
they used clay as a filling between wooden
external walls and board linings. Little
Wenham Hall, built in 1260. is the earliest
British building, the bricks being 9ain. by
2^in. by 2Jin., and mixed with courses of
stone and flint. These and many of the
bricks used in the Tudor period were pro-
bably imported from Holland, an unpatriotic
practice which has. verv luifortunatelv, hern
follou-.d in the List few vears anain'. The
1.-|tli p.nturv Tudor brick is quite equal in

lualilv to the Dutch bricks rpfcntlv imported
into England; but I think, an.i 1 hny,f von
will agree with me. tliat « iii r ,

, , 1 , nun-
pared in qualitv with uhuI

ic - of

English bricks of the sau;. i
) i.Ir.r

times bricks cost 6s. per fl ih-umI 'I bey
varied a good deal in size from time to time,

some being 12iu. by 6in. by 3in., others 9in.

by 4iin. by lini. In late Tudor times terra-

cotta bega"n to make its appearance, such as

is found in Wolterton Manor-House, East

Barsham, built in the time of Henry VII.

From Tudor times through the Renaissance
period bricks continued to be used, and after

the Fire of London, in 1666, brick was gener-

ally used in tlie rebuilding of the Citj,-. Late
in "the 18tli century, and up to the middle of

the 19th, bricks \vere taxed from 4s. 6d. to

10s. per 1,000, and during this period their

use for facing work declined, stucco taking

their place. A great revival, however,
occurred when mechanical manufacture
became prevalent, and since tlint time one

of tlie greatest booms in the use of bricks

was witnessed in the revival of the Queen
Anne style of architecture in the " seventies

"

and "eighties." This was followed by the

mushroom growth of the Fletton brick in-

dustry in the "nineties," and a marvellous

activfty in the building trade about 1900,

when bricks were in such demand that they

fetched famine prices. The Transvaal War
put an end to this activity, and for the last

ten years such dulness has characterised the

trade that I do not think more than one-third

the number of bricks have been made
annually in the Fletton and stock-brick

districts which supply London. Large sums
of capital, too, are lying idle in many
districts, because of the undue haste with

which it was expended during the boom. You
do not require to be told of the present vogue

for the use of bricks of the Tudor type for

facing buildings of all kinds. The genius of

many of our greatest architects has found

expression during the last few years in this

ancient material in work that is character-

ised by greater variety and charm than is to

be found in any previous style, and I am sure

no other country can show bricks or brick-

work to compare in artistic excellence with

that which has arisen in London recently, or

in the garden cities around it.

«»
COTTAGE HOUSING: ITS ECONOMIC
LIMITATIONS AND DISTINCTIVE
CHARACTER.*

[with illustkations.]

The programme indicated by the title is

sufficiently comprehensive and complex with-

out digressing into tlie provisions of town

planning or intruding into details of indus-

trial urban dwellings. It is impossible,

however, to exclude its political aspects,

owing to recent as well as contemplated

legislation as to land tenure, including

housings for labour. The outlook demands
an impartial inquiry, and the proposals

require consideration before being acquiesced

in or accepted. Lecturing in the Hall of

the Carpenters' Company, I realise, as a

carpenter and joiner by trade, the desira-

bility of being explicit; while, as an archi-

tect, I know that in being explicit it is far

from easy to put forward much that is par-

ticularly new about so popular a subject as

the construction of cottages. No good will

be done by mincing words over the matter
about wliieh I have been invited to speak,

and it is hiL'hly dcsiralili' to open witli no
unc<-ii:iiii Miir,', 111 thr liiipe of helping in

catastiupiio wIulIi is i|iiiI'> likflv to liappcu

before long througliMui ili. I.iii^tli and
breadth of the counhv in lln- beautiful

England of ours, sliimid ,m innstauces of

political expediency bring aliont a more or

less simultaneous multiplication of so-called

cheap standard cottages. In so far as can
reasonably be anticipated, the public will be
allowed no choice, nor individuals afforded
any chance of deciding for themselves. These
model cottages may be run up like mush-
rooms from lithographed plans issued by the
thousand, with outline specifications, and
possibly draft quantities billed out, as part
of a big departmental housing scheme
promulgated under some high - sounding,
ingeniously-worded title, to be boomed as a
promissory note on the Millennium. When,
liowever, we examine this desperate remedy.

* A lecture delivered in the hall of the Worshipful
ComDany of Carpenters by Maorice B. Adams,
F.R.I.B.A., Wednesday, March 11, 1914.

it is obvious that any such stereotyped
standard buildings, made to meet averages,
cannot comprehend varied contingencies, or
accord with differing local requirements. At
best they must be ill adapted to special sites

and surroundings, besides failing to recognise
the little that still remains of vernacular
tradition in the remoter parts of the land.
But what is even more important still is the
ineptitude of all such standard repetitions,

inasmuch as they inevitably ignore the
natural use of indigenous materials peculiar
to geographical districts where houses of all

sorts also ought to be adapted to climatic
requirements.

This indictment does not overstate the case
for the defence of our countryside, and the
misleading plea of economy put forward by
the promoters is no answer to our protest.
Even if the plea were true, it would not
justify this reckless and irrevocable project
for disfiguring wholesale the charm of
British landscape by studding hills and dales
vvitli mean mechanical vulgarities brought
into existence without any provision for the
indispensable supervision by competent
expert control on behalf of the community
at large. An eminent political economist,
speaking before an assembly of specialists
recently, described this prospect as a
"terrible calamity," comprising as it does
a collective enterprise in bricks and mortar
without any impress of individuality or
appropriateness so essential to intuitive
comeliness humanised by tlie touch of the
unsophisticated beauty inseparable from the
unpretentious old domestic buildings which
we all value so highly and love so intensely.
The principle enunciated by the apologists
for the lowest possible minimum in rural as
well as agricultural housing provision is

either that "half a loaf is better than none,"
or that the occupier on his part must remain
content with "a sufficient cottage"—
meaning, in plain Englisli, "short quarters"
—and, on the other part, that the landlord,
he being a private owner, must be content
with some shortage by way of return upon
his capital outlay. Thus "the physical and
economic conditions of supply and demand
are not recognised on their merits, and this
is not the way to deal witli tliis problem
with any chance of success. Something more
is needed in all that concerns the making
of a worthy home for tlie man while insuring
a reasonably remunerative rent for the
master. Herein lies the crux of the whole
question. Mr. Jolin Burns has told us that
there is generally no difficulty in acquiring
suitable land, and that the compulsory
powers given by tlie Act of ItlOO have only
been invoked in three eases. Local authori-
ties up to December. 1913, have erected
7,713 houses with £1.400,000 on loans sanc-
tioned by the Local Government Board.
These bodies can obtain money from the
Government on the full amount of the value
of such property for sixty years at ii per
cent., including the repa"yment of' the
principal ; but private individuals are unable
to obtain advances at anything like such
advantageous terms, because they have to
pay for interest alone from £4 per cent, to
£5 per cent., after liaving already bad to

find at least one third of tlip capil.il cost to

begin building. The usual t rius for the
repayment of the principal arc tliirty ycar.s at
something like £5.V per cent. In this way
the local authority is given a preference in

regard to annual charges, and has to provide
no capital outlay at all. Whatever our indi-
vidual views may be as to land tenure and
disproportionate assessment, there can be no
difference of opinion as to the pressing need
of an enormous increase in the number of
good cottages to be erected all over
England, and also in Wales, in the near
future. As experts, it is our duty to urge
tliat all such buildings ought not only to be
economically produced, but must be con-
veniently suitable and artistically simple,
avoiding the use of alien materials, so as to
insure that all these cottages shall harmonise
with their surroundings and efficiently fulfil

their object. The wise will ever guard the
home of Nature's order, and by observing
this rule alone shall we attain our object and
also insure a judicious expenditure.
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This need of cottage provision of «liich
we have been speaking is undoubtedly ojie

of the most pressing problems of the day,
and linked with it certainly is the question
as to how best to get the labourer "back to
the land." Certainly it will never be accom-
plished unless you make it worth a man's
while to stay on the soil, and that must be

low rate of labourer
consistency in the
carried out. The Pr
Agriculture, dealing ^

'erted 973 ac1912 I

' wages. There is no
.ay in which this is

sident of the Board of
ith Crown land, during
es into small holdins-s;

but he increased the rent-roll by £369, which
has to be paid annually by struggling
occupiers, without a chance of their

The Irishman is not the only individual iji

the world with a taste for a bit of land, and
this natural desire makes all the difference,
as experience demonstrates. Occupying
ownership furnishes the only true solution
of this extremely far - reaching national
difficulty.

These incidental details may, perhaps,

done by degree;

effective.

The small hoh
scarcely seems to

in this country,
operative and co

by voluntary fc

holders, more or

fertilisers, or plai

market facilities

duce. This faihi

excessive load of

land, and this in.

the diminution of

'-t:x

ipectat.ons

?s lulun'ted

n, providing
of tl..?ir pro-

dno t... the

wn upon tlie

Sely explains

able land and

acquiring the holdings. Belgian towns have
taken the lead in deporting their working
populations into the country to the extent

of 25 to 30 per cent., and in' the working of

dairy farms and management of small allot-

ments Denmark has much to teach us ; but
we need not go so far as the Netherlands
to learn some initial lessons, because the

enormous success of the Wyndliam Act in

Ireland is full of instruction. This success

is due, first of all, to the facilities afforded

to the tenants by accommodating them with
money at a low rate of interest to enable
them to ultimately become the freeholders.

appear scarcely germane to the matter in

liaiid ; but actually they do concern the root

of tlie problem. They touch the human side,

which is paramount; for, after all is said

and done, something human is dearer than

the wealth of all else besides. The spirit

which actuates the distinctive character of

cottages is typical neither of the cream of

civilisation nor of supreme intellect.

Cottages have little in common with the

Mistress Art of architecture, but are the out-

come of daily needs, traditions, manners,
and habits of workaday families engaged on

the land -not the sed'iment of society, Ur
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BAILIFF'S HOUSE, WESTCOTT, DORKING, SUEREY.—Mr. Maurice B. Adams, Architect.

From ,
".Modern Cottage Architecture." (Batsford.)

tlie dregs of humanity have less than a

nodding acquaintance with the aristocracy of

industry. These elementary facts have a

direct bearing on all questions of housing

and cottage provision. This economic point

may be fittingly illustrated by a few words
on the much-talked-of "minimum wage" for

the agricultural labourer. His class com-

prises men capable of doing all kinds of

skilled farm work, such as stack-building,

thatching, hedge-laying, sowing broadcast,

and draining; three-quarter men can do tliese

in part only, and half-time men can do no
skilled labour at all, thougli generally they

have big families. If half-time men are paid

at the rate of the wliole-time men, will tlie

half-man be employed in the winter?—and it

not, ho and his cliiUlren will be driven into

tlio Union by tliis \ cry principle of the

i.iiniiiiiiiti \\lfj'-." \\liirh must make matters
wur^r li\ ri ,;ii iiii: li' loafers, tlius weeding
on( ill.' !. - .I'liriciil \Mirkers from employ-

peas in u pod, ;iiiH i i iIm' inmates of

these model "iikii. >
i ili.y are called,

sliell out and niii^ .; i'k surrounding
streets, tlie neigliliom

I I i, dangerously
crowded. It is "said that if all the people
in New York assembled out of doors
simultaneously, there would not be room in

the open spaces and streets for all to stand
upriglit, packed closely together.

In consequence of the increasing means of

locomotion and clieap fares, we seem, how-
ever, to ho appronching a transitional stage
in tliis iiiiiti' I- of nrlmii accommodation.
Trams. Irjlil imiIw :i_\ v. tubes, and motors

iiifs of :irLTss ill tho majority

ings unassumingly managed constitute the

sum-total, all told, for good results. To
worry a rustic's cottage, by the wayside or

in the hedgerow, with platitudinous detail can
only arise from a loss of artistic judgment or

sterility of imagination. To waste labour and
material trying to make a tricky villa

resemble an old-world cottage is sheer folly.

The historic charm of these homes originated

from frank conditions and methods in-

digenous to tlie soil, with workmansliip done
in a vernacular way.

3St pernicious practice,

a America, of piibli

much

rooms ill some eases are badly lighted, and
the stairways are very cramped. Each block
consists of si.\ tenements radiating round a
centre, with projecting adjuncts, containing
offices, extending into the areas surrounding
tlie premises.
Thus far, so to speak, we have been

wrestling with some of tlie economic limita-

tions referred to in my text; but no reason
remains wliy we should limit ourselves to

the threshold of cottage enterprise, for its

artistic and poetic relationships are infinitely

more agreeable than mere utilitarian con-
ditions, and of all branches of building,
ilonipstic arehiteeture is the most personal.

augment l.ioiiiiit-s of ao
of big cities, thus reiidi

more and more possibli

tudes of town workers i

It may therefore be an
far distant fntun, tli:ii

physical developm- nt j

cise will be ol.i,iiii:il,l

reconstrui'tioii of Im.mi

social tio,, \v iii'ii • ilLiL'f

we ad\o. - .1 o (

11!^ il. I I III 1,1 hsation
I. o. j. o , liiulti-

ii'n
I

i
I rcats.

I'.
! •), M I lie not

:i l.i'ltrr cliaiico of

.1 I oinpetitive exer-
oMiipled with the

^ and mending of
niilt houses such as

agricultural locali-

t be so isolated as
past, although no
does still need to

. fl.ildreu's rduca-

In spi.

ties, coi !.!_

often lni|i|M In

doubt till fan
be locatccl ma
tion has tu Im
is caused in tii

the reach of
tlii.s, neiglibon
in life. Gron
preferable, ai

carry out thai

supply and rl,

individnal in-

work Hill i ri

cottages must be free from all affectation
style. Pleasing proportions and nice gron

EDENHURST, BEDFORD PARK, CHISWICK.— Mr. E. .J. M.vy, F.R.I.B. A., Architect.

From " Modern Cottage Architecture.".' (Batsford.) 8

lithographed plans of standard houses for
universal adaptation. A short time since
the Ecclesiastical Commissioners issued sets
of regulation working draughts for vicarages,
with specifications and bills of quantities, and
sold them to country parsons for a few
guineas. This qn
understand, has 1m .

Someone snggnsl

plans of the nun li

"standard cottafjo

ought to be pati n;

to have cropped n|

the notion. Tin i.

of the sort that 1 .

linxagonal cotlaj:! -

't Seacombe, in

original and iiigcnn
I lie maximum qua
with the minimum

iiterprise, 1

INI that the
1 advertised
ley for £110
I nlties seem
I (|uietus on
limited plan
Miat of some
,\ years ago
They were
ed as to give
itable space

it of material ; but
their appearance is far from attractive, the.

Failure often happens by shirking practical

details, and instead of devoting our energies

to obtain the picturesque, we .should do

better by following simpler ideals and

adhering
'

to quiet appropriateness in our

small buildings.

The value of scale in colour must be recog-

nised in any well-thought-out design. Red
brick is apt to look crude or too assertive;

so, if a choice is possible, darker or brindled

shades and thin shapes are preferable.

Purple slates are out of place with red brick

ill a clay district where tiles are made.

Slates go better with masonry, and red

pantiles, though cheap, are too big in scale

for little structures. Flint facings with red-

brick or tile dressings, in Sussex fashion,

want a lot of beating, provided a cream-

coloured mortar is used. Snap fliiitwork, as

used in Norfolk and Suffolk with stone, is

too expensive for cottages. When random
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masonry is employed with wide, uneven
joints, the walling is much increased in

interest by garnetting with pebbles or little

pieces of black ironstone stuck into the

mortar. I have used salt-glazed bricks with

good effect for house-walls facing the sea and
actually built on the shingle shore. For
walls under bay-windows, salt-glazed brick

is also valuable, keeping out the damp, so

often a source of trouble in such positions,

owing to the w'ater running down from much
glass surface. Grey stocks look nice for

cottages; but the size of Midland and North-
eouutry bricks makes them difficult to use un-
plastered. Cob cottages roofed with thatch
nearly always look delightful ; they are warm
in winter and cool in summer, and last a

long time. Deep eaves are essential, of

course, and the plinth of the walls of

thatched buildings should be tarred or

asphalted, on account of the drips from the

roofing. Unbroken roof-lines are of the

utmost consequence in buildings of this

class, while horizontal proportions are so

essential that not even breadth of walling

—

always so valuable—can claim a prior place

for insuring success. Pargetted cottages are

met with chiefly in the Eastern Counties,

where they are built with studs, and lathed
with split unbarked hazel, used when green
and pliant. The panels were prieked-up
with coarse plaster mixed with chopped
straw or hay mingled with pebbles, and
finished off with fine stuff. This style of

building had a remote origin in the mud-
and-wattle work of our Saxon ancestors, and
it is very durable. Pargetted walls often

had rounded angles, such as befit the

material, and were frequently whitewashed
or roughcasted. New plastered examples are

familiar, and sometimes are made very

pleasing, though the effect too frequently

bespeaks the builder's ideas of cheapness
with vulgarised detail and lack of broad sur-

faces. Whitewashed brickwork is recom-
mended for inexpensive work; but a spotty

look results from soft and dark bricks

grinning through, and though the lime may
help to keep out the wet, it is not satisfac-

tory. The question of cost necessarily has
to be faced, and occasionally disputes arise ;

but a large proportion of these financial

troubles are due to misconceptions resulting

from an absence of judgment and fore-

thought. Too commonly inducements are

held out which persuade the unwary to give

a preference to quantity regardless of

quality. The craze for bargains is still so

deep-rooted as to justif\ tli ••]•} -aying, "If
you scratch a Britisher, '^In 1" k ,i).|i".ars very

near the surface," thii- :il , p' iliap-;. inci-

dentally confirming th'j liir.tii.-s of our
Israelitish origin. Casual promises easily

take in sanguine people, and, in looking back
over our immediate past, we know the cost

of living was not appreciably reduced after

the alluring poster of "The Big and Little

Loaf" had played its part in the last

election. Deceptions at the best are risky;

but deceptive building-work is dear at any
price, creating an enduring source of trouble

in store for those who come after, because
scamped work, sooner or later, is bound to

tell. Many smaU houses, not otherwise bad,
fail from the initial fault of their builders in

trying to make them look bigger than tliey

actually are. The result is a thni and gaunt
appearance, devoid of all imagination, owing
to upstart blight of its parsimonious conceit.

The practice of utilising every odd corner
of almost every available cubic foot of

enclosed space, thereby multiplying the
number of windows, greatly increases this

restless, shoddy character, which is aggra-
vated by overdoing the superficial areas of

glass to the detriment of breadth and value
of wall. This bad habit is made worse by
model by-laws, and by keeping the top of

all window-lights level with ceilings. It is

preposterous to impose urban regulations,
determined by the conditions of crowded
areas, upon buildings carried out in the open
country. Ill-considered restrictions of this

increase the cost of building in quite a" need-
less manner. Thatch is one of the most
delightful roof-co\ erings in the country ; but

under the regime of these provincial wise-

acres, thatch and weather-boarding are not
allowable. In vain may you draw attention

to the fact that thousands of boarded and
thatched cottages and wooden makings also

liave graced numberless out-of-the-way lanes,

by the turnpikes and away nestling by the

hedgerows of pastureland, for numerous
generations. It may be interesting at this

point to state, as an instance of longevity,

that there still stands in Grove-lane, within
a stone's-throw of Camberwell Green, a

thatched cottage in substantial order, and
this probably is the sole representative of

its class existing within the Metropolitan
Police area. Good reed thatch will last good
for thirty years—quite as long as corrugated-
iron sheeting, which at best is a horrid-

looking material, raining condensation-water
in winter, and bakingly hot in summer.
Timber and thatch can be treated with fairly

reliable solutions to render them fire-

resisting, and corrosive sublimate makes an
excellent dressing against vermin. Lloyd's
insure thatched buildings of brick, stone, or
cob wallings at half a crown per cent., or one
shilling premium above the usual charge
when the roofs are covered with tiles, slate.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

At the meeting of the County Council on

Tuesday, a portrait of Major-General Lord
Clieylesmore, who was Chairman for the year

1912-13, was presented by the subscribers, the

members of the Council.

The Council were recommended by the

Building Acts Committee to consent to a

deviation from the plan approved on July 17,

1906, under Section 22 of the London
Building Act, 1894, for the erection of main
buildings on the eastern and western sides

of Regent-street, between the Quadrant and
Oxford-circus, so far as relates to an altera-

tion in respect of the corners next to Regent-

street and Little Argyle-street, as shown on

the plan, now submitted with the application

of Mr. John Murray, F.R.I.B.A.
The Housing of the Working Classes Com-

mittee submitted a scheme for the develop-

ment of 1181 acres of the White Hart-lane

estate, Tottenham, and Wood Green, on the

lines of a garden suburb. The scheme pro-

vides that the Council may erect and main-
tain workmen's cottages on 64 acres, and may
sell or let on lease 48 acres for the purpose
of the erection of houses of a better class,

reserving the right to impose conditions and
restrictions as to the elevation, size, and
design of the houses to be erected. Five plots

of land are reserved as sites for public

buildings, and the Council may sell or let on
lease any such plots accordingly as it may
think fit. The plan attaclied to" the scheme
indicates a number of small open spaces

which it is suggested should be maintained
by the Council as recreation-grounds.

The Parks Committee reported that, owing
to the exinratinii r,f leases, the Council is

obtaining i- -
'i tlie houses known as

Charlton II ~ iii\side, and Modena
College, ,1, ' . . i. t.iml between Peckham
Rye and l'c>.!vli,iiu \.i\e Park. The general
condition of Sunnyside and Modena College
are such that they could not be adapted to

any park purpose, even if such course were
necessary or desirable, and in the circum-
stances the Council had no option but to

demolish them. Charlton House was attached
to Prospect House, which was adapted about
niiie years ago for use as tenements for the
staff." Charlton House could not with advan-
tage l)e pulled down separately, and the cost

of altering the building (which had suffered
from an old settlement) for use as tenements
for the staff, and of executing repairs to

both houses, was estimated at £529. Having
regard to the amount of this estimate and
the probable cost of upkeep, and to the situa-

tion and general condition of the houses, the
committee recommended the Council to
remove this and the two other houses, and
so increase the amenities of the park.

*«*^

A new Wesleyan school at Beaumont, near
Manningtree, was opened on Wedneedav week.
Messrs. Sage and Sou, of Wix, were the buiillers.

ARTERIAL ROADS FOR GREATER
LONDON.

The first of a series of half a dozen
divisional conferences called by Mr. John
Burns, before he left the Local Government
Board, to discuss the question of additional
arterial roads in Greater London, was held
on Monday afternoon at the offices of the

Local Government Board. Mr. Burns was
present, accompanied by his successor, Mr.
Herbert Samuel (who occupied the chair),

and representatives of the Road Board, the

Traffic Board of the Board of Trade, and
various local authorities in North - East
London attended, as well as various interested

societies and institutions.

Mr. Burns remarked that North-East
London had increased enormously in popula-

tion of late. Some of its roads were very

wide and very good, and in many cases well

maintained ; but there were intersecting por-

tions that should be dealt with. They asked

the members of the conference representing

that district to come to some agreement first

as to whether additional main roads were

desirable in the area, and, if they answered
that question in the affirmative, to determine
where those roads should be. Secondly,

should the existing roads be widened or

diverted, and, if so, where, when, and how?
Thirdly, was it not possible, through the

adoption of town-planning schemes, forthwith

to hold the vacant land which now existed on
either side of the existing narrow roads

—

and which could be secured at a low price

because it was vacant—for future widening or

for new roads? He believed that by agree-

ment with the owners roads could now be

staked out and worked in with the existing

houses and gradients, with the town-planning

scheme adapted to the local needs. So far as

verging land was concerned, one way was to

earmark the ways on either side, metal the

roads in the centre, and, as the traffic grew,

convert the margin into a wider road. The
ultimate width would be realised only when
the maximum traffic was reached. For
eighteen years on the County Council he had
many opportunities of seeing the enormous
waste of public money that ensued from the

lack of foresight in these matters, and in

even allowing one building to project 20ft.

beyond what should have been the ultimate

line of frontage.

Mr. Samuel explained that the decisions

of the conference would not in any way
commit the local authorities or other bodies

of which tliey were representative to a course

of action, but must necessarily be referred

back to the constituent bodies before any
definite action was decided upon. The situa-

tion was likely to be altered in the very near

future by the assumption by the Imperial
Exchequer of a very considerable part of the

cost of main roads. The Government
intended to lay proposals on those lines

befor.' I'arluuiient in the present session.

Mr. AMriiiiaii lx,:i:..>t,v. chairman of the

Middl. -lx L'uiiiitN Cuuiiril. afterwards took

the c.iair, and, 'after .-oiiie discussion, the

conference passed a resolution expressing the

opinion that additional arterial roads were
necessary in the North-Eastern districts of

London.
The opening meeting of the north-west

section of the conference was held at the

offices of the Local Government Board on
Tn.--<! iv, V h. 1 about sixty delegates

att. I

I 1 M II. ibert Lewis, M.P., Parlia-

m.ni '
- .f\ of the Local Government

Boaii, ill. Ill- welcomed the delegates,

Alderman Regester, Middlesex Cotinty

Council, was elected chairman, and Mr. F.

M. Elgood, of Ruislip, chairman of the town-

planning committee of the Xorthwood Urban
District Council, vice-chairman. Colonel R.

C. Hellaiid, of the London Traffic Branch of

the Board of Trade, submitted the proposals

of that branch of the Board of Trade, and
said that the main Oxford road, which passed

through Uxbridge and Ealing, required relief

more than any other, and the green fields

came nearer to London here than at any
other point. They wanted to get a road

which would communicate with the Mary-
lebone-road, Euston-road, Pentonville-road.

and Citv-road, and then communicate with a

road ea"stward. There was also a circular
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road proposed. A committee was formed to

draw up an agenda, and the conference ad-

jonrned to a date to be fixed b^' the cliair-

ninii.

The south section of the conference met on
Wednesday, when an address was given by

Mr. Thomas Adams, of the Local Govern-

ment Board.

REVIVAL OF THE BUILDING
INDUSTRY IN RUSSIA.

The Nachrichten fiir Ilandd (Berlin)

contains a report from tlie German Consul-

Gcneral in St. Petersburg, in whicli it is

stated that the building activity, and the

consequent cement consumption are charac-

teristic of Russia's economic developnioiit.

In 1912 the total consumption of cement was
about 10 million barrels (1 barrel equals

3601b.), while the consumption last year is

estimated at 12 million barrels. In spite of

great efforts made by Russian producers, the

home production has, as yet, always been

insufficient to supply the extraordinarily

growing demand, and so an increase of

cement imports has taken place. In 1911 the

imports were 9.082.000 pouds ; in 1912,

11,090,000 pouds; and in the first eleven

months of 191.3. 11,004.000 pouds, compared
with 10,547.000 pouds for the corresponding

period of 1912. (1,000,000 pouds = 15,000

tons— about.) The increased building

activity has not been confined to Govern-
ment orders, as great development has taUeii

place in private enterprises. Not only in the

big centres, but also in the smaller towns, old

buildings have been demolished and new one.s

put up, and factories have been erected and
enlarged. The use of ferro concrete has also

increased considerably of late. Great efforts

are being made to demolish the old wood and
mud huts in the country districts, and to

erect in their stead fireproof houses, which
will introduce a great demand for cement
tiles. The cement industry received a

decided impetus from the Government during

the year, as there has been no lack of orders

for harbour works, railway buildings, and
drainage works.

It is expected that in the future Russia
will be quite independent of foreign cement,
as by the end of 1914 it is anticipated that the

number of Russian works will be double the

number at the end of 1912. Hopes are enter-

tained of Russia not only being able to supply
her own needs, but also to be in a position

to have a considerable export. As it is, there
is a certain export to Egypt, Mexico, and
some other countries.

The number of works in use, together with
their estimated production in barrels, during
1914 is as follows:— Poland. 10 works
(2,290,000) ; in the West, 5 (1.180,000) ; Baltic
Provinces, 3 (1.600,000); St. Petersburg, 3

(1,200,000); Moscow, 8 (3,480,000); Don
Basin, 12 (2,535,000) ; Caucasus (including
Baku), 14 (4,760,000) ; Crimea, 1 (200,000) ;

Volga, 5 (2,600,000); Asiatic Russia, 6

(1,325,000); Finland, 1 (250,000); total, 68
works, with an estimated annual production
of 21,420,000 barrels.

The South Russian Works, with few ex-
ceptions, have all joined a Syndicate of

Russian Cement Manufactunrs." havinf; its

headquarters in St. Peter.shurg. whilst there
are still independent unions in Poland and
temporary ones in St. Petersburg and
Moscow.

The city council of Kegina. S.isk., has approved
the expenditure of 140,000dol. on sewerage
extensions, 450,000dol. on pavement work, and
295,000dol. on street-railway exten.sions.

The sanction of the Government of India has
been given for the erection of a Knropean
lunatic .isylnm ten miles out of Kanchi. The
building, which will cover a large area, will cost
ten lakhs of rupees, and the contract is in the
hands of Messrs. Martin and Co.. of Calcutta.

The governors of the Peterborough Cathedral
Grammar School have applied to the Board of
Education for authority to sell St. Thomas
A'Bcckct's Chapel in the Minster Precincts at
Peterborough for =£860. The chapel was built
760 years ago. For many years it was used as
the Cathedral Grammar School, and then as a
museum. At present it is a school of tapestry.

OBITUARY.

The death took place on Tuesday last, at

his residence, in Highbury New Park, of Mr.
Sidney Young, the well-known quantity

surveyor. He was born on July 5, 1843, and

in 1858 was articled to the late Mr. F. W.
Meakin, who was for many years quantity

surveyor to the Corporation of London and

to the War Department. In 1866 Mr. Young
commenced practice as a quantity surveyor.

and until his retirement in December, 1911,

he was extensively engaged in his profession

in connection with many buildings, including

churches, schools, barracks, asylums, and
other public buildings throughout the country.

In 1885 he entered into partnership with Mr.

Wm. B. Brown, J. P., and the business has

since been carried on under the style of

"Young and Brown." In addition to his pro-

fessional avocations. Mr. Young found time

to devote to that City literature of which he

was so fond. He was a Fellow of the Society

of Antiquaries, and, as a bibliophile, he

collected a large number of Mediseval manu-
scripts and old Bibles. His knowledge of

Latin enabled him to translate those in-

teresting records which led to the compilation

and publication by him of "The Annals of the

Barber-Surgeons," of which City company he

twice served the office of master. Mr. Young
also found time, quite recently, to write the

annals of the Glass-sellers Company, and
some interesting memoranda connected with

the Bakers' Company. "If I may be per-

mitted." writes Mr. Wm. Woodward,
F.R.I.B.A., to whose kindness we are in-

debted for these particulars, "to add a

personal note. I should like to say that in

Mr. Sidney Young I have lost one of my
oldest and" dearest friends. I have known
him intimately for over forty years, and was
always delisjlited with his wit, humour, and
versatility."

A new Wesleyan school-chapel in Beauchamp-
load. Pennycross. Devonport, was opened on

Friday. Mr. F. A. Wibhn, of Old Town-street,

Plymouth, is the architect.

The UckBeld Rural District Council have
adopted a scheme bv Mr. R. H. Halls. C.E., for

the drainage of the village of Waldron at an

estimated cost of £12,512.

Mr. Alfred George Temple, F S.A.. who until

October last was the Director of the Art Gallery
at the Guildhall, and retired under the age
limit, has been appointed temporarily to con-

tinue his duties at an honorarium of a hundred
guineas per annum.

Both the Colne and Nelson Town Councils are

applying to the Local Government Board for

nermission to prepare town-planning schemes.
The area of Colne's proposed scheme is 8.020

square yards, and that of Nelson is 1.300 acres,

situated on the outskirts of that portion of the
borough already built upon.

The east end of the parish church of Wrexham
is to be improved at a cost of £2,000. in accord-
ance with the recommendations of Sir T. G.
.lackson, R.A. The works include a new reredos.
altar-rails, and marble pavement to chancel, and
the replacement of the present unsatisfactory
stained glass in the east window by fresh glass.

A new picture-hall in the main thoroiighfare
of Stafford was onencd last week. The principal
front is of ma«oMrv. with central half-timbered
gable. The internal dimensions of the hall,

which has a sloping floor, tip-up seats, and no
gallery, are 108ft. by 57ft. Messrs., Campbell
and Fairhurst, of Liverpool, were the architects.
and Mr. W. C. Pemberton, of Wolverhampton-
road, Stafford, the contractor.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held
at Plymouth by Mr. W. O. E. Meade-King.
M.lnst.C.E., on Wednesday last, at the council
chamber, respecting the application of the cor-
poration for sanction to borrow sums amount-
ing to £3,121 for works of private street improve-
ment in Kensington-terrace-lane, Southern-
terrace-lane, Thornbury Park-avenue, Hyfield-
terrace-lane. and Bickham Park-road.

The report to the University of Oxford of the
curators of the Taylorian Institution states
that the buildings of the institution are now
quite inadequate, and that it is "imperatively
necessary" immediately to erect additional
buildings on the ground adjoining the institu-
tion. The curators estimate that to carry out
such an enlargement in a manner worthy of
the old buildings, which are very handsome and
dignified, will cost at least £20,000.

COMPETITIONS.
DOUGLAS, I.M.—At Tuesday's meeting

of the Higher Education Board of the

Eastern District of the Isle of Man, it was
decided to erect a new secondary school at

Douglas to accommodate 400 scholars. It

has been estimated that the new school will

cost £21,000, and towards this the Insular

Government has made a grant of £10,500.

The Board resolved to invite competitive

plans for the school, and a number of pro-

minent architects in Liverpool and Leeds
are to be asked to compete. Mr. E. R.

Robson, of London, is to be appointed

assessor.

MIDDLETON, LANCS.—The finance com-
mittee of the town council of Middletou have
presented a report scheduling the accommo-
dation to be provided by competitions in their

designs for the proposed new town hall, to be
built in Long-street. Mr. Hastwell Grayson,
M.A., F.R.I.B.A., of Liverpool, will act as

assessor, and the competition is an open one.

The architect placed first by the assessor will

be commissioned to carry out the work, the

premium of £100 being merged in the 5 per
cent, remuneration, and second and third pre-

miums of £50 and £25 are offered. The cor-

poration intend to have a model constructed
showing the Boar's Head Inn (a picturesque
half-timbered building adjoining the site) and
the selected design. If it is found that the

inn has seriously interfered with the satis-

factory planning or exterior of the town hall,

the corporation reserve the right to remove
the iun and erect a town hall on tlie site. In

that case they will pay £100. the amount of

the first premium, to the author of the

selected design, and will appoint him archi-

tect. In the event of the corporation not

giving any instructions to proceed with the
work within 12 months of the award, the

selected architect will be paid in addition to

the premium the sum of £100, which sum also

will merge into the commission of 5 per cent,

if instructions are given to proceed within

three years of the date of the assessor's

award. Designs will be excluded from com-
petition :— (a) If sent in after the date named,
(b) if in violation of the instructions, (c) if

they exceed in any part th'? limits of the site,

(d) if the assessor should determine that the

probable cost of the building will exceed
the architect's estimate by 7J per cent., (e)

if any competitor attempts to make known
his identity or to influence the decision of the

assessor personally, or through any member
of the corporation. The drawings submitted
must include all floors, one section and three

elevations to sixteenth scale and a perspective

view, in which the actual width of the build-

ings will be 15in. The view is to be taken

from a somewhat elevated point in the park,

and must show part of the return to the rec-

tory garden. Dimensions and areas of all

rooms must be figured on the plans and the

heights of all the rooms on the sections. The
maximum amount which the town council are

prepared to expend on the buildings is

£18.000. which includes sums of £1,000 tor

furniture and £300 for clerk of works. Any
design likely to exceed that figure will be ex-

cluded from the competition.

SHIPLEY MUNICIPAL OFFICES.—
The assessor appointed by the council, Mr.

F. E. P. Edwards. F.R.I.'B.A., of Sheffield,

having presented his report on the fifty-five

sets of designs submitted in this competition

by architects practising in Yorkshire, the

council decided to adopt the recommendation
of the assessor, and awarded the premiums
as follows :—First premium. Design No. 28,

Messrs. Anderton and Bailey, Shipley and

Keighley ; second premium. Design No. 53,

Messrs. Clark and Moscrop. Darlington;

third premium. Desisu No. 9, Mr. R. T.

Wilson, Frisinghall, Bradford. The council

have also resolved to appoint Messrs.

Anderton and Bailey as architects for the

erection of the building. The whole of the

designs submitted will be on view for two

weeks. «»
New elementary schools are on the eve of com-

pletion for the London County Conned m
Caldecot-road, Norwood. The contractors are

Messrs. J. and C. Bowyer. Ltd., whose tender

amounted to £16,883.
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dntvtntt Calamo.

A handy little waistcoat-pocket epitome of

the Rules and Fixtures of the First Atelier

of Architecture has been issued by the Beaux
Arts Committee, established to promote im-

proved methods of architectural training in

Britain, under the patronage of the French
Societe des Architectes Diplomes par le

Gouvernement. at 16, Wells-raews, Wells-
street, Oxford-street, W. The Atelier is not
a school or a class. It is a club for the
cultivation of architecture as a fine art and
for the working out of competitions in archi-
tectural composition. The patrons, Mr.
Charles Mewes, Mr. Arthur Davis, and Mr.
J. P. C. Chaures, are all Beaux Arts men,
but no attempt is made to introduce Frejich

designs or details. On the contrary, the
student is encouraged to develop his own
ideas, with the help and co-operation of the

patrons and Atelier comrades, w-ho assist him
to lift his work to the highest possible level.

The Atelier is always open, and its internal
control is in the hands of a students' com-
mittee, consisting of Messrs. Adrian Berring-
ton, L. E. Carreras, W. G. Xewton, M.A.,
A.R.I.B.A. ; Leo Sylvester Sullivan,

A.R.I.B.A., M.S.A. (hon. trea.su rer) ; C.

Spencer Willmott (hon. librarian), and L. H.
Bueknell, A.R.I.B.A. (hon. secretary). The
entrance fee for students is one guinea, and
a subscription of 30s. is payable monthly, or

when taking part in an Atelier competition.

Gentlemen in sympathy with the committee's
aims are invited to become honorary mejnliers

of the Atelier at a yearly subscription of one
guinea. Such honorary members are entitled

to join in all social functions and to keep in

touch with the ideas, methods, and progress

of the movement. Professional members sub-

scribing one guinea per annum have similar

privileges, and are eligible in addition to take

part in certain of the twelve-hour competitions

(Esquisse Esquisse), which are most valuable

as exercises in rapid architectural com-
position. The Paris member, Mr. H. Bartle

Cox, A.R.I.B.A. (Atelier Laloux), of 31,

Avenue du Maine, Paris, will be pleased to

give information relative to the Ecole des

Beaux Arts to any English architectural

students in Paris, or particulars of the

London Atelier to any Paris students. Com-
munications intended for the Atelier should

be addressed to the Hon. Secretary, at the

Atelier, 16, Wells-mews, Wells-street, Oxford-

street, W. Those intended for the Beaux

Arts Committee should be addressed to the

Secretary, at 28, Bedford-square, W.C.

by the score to the honorary secretary, Mr.

W. H. Jones, Sunnyside - road, Hornsey-

lane, N.

Mr. G. A. T. Middleton, A.R.I.B.A., of

" Laleham," Clarence-road, Clapham Park, is

arranging a three-weeks' sketching party for

architects to Italy at Easter. Leaving
London at 2.5 on Wednesday. April 8, the

party will travel direct to Genoa, where two
nights will be spent, leaving early on Satur-

day, the 11th, for Pisa, en route to Florence.

On the following Wednesday the members
will proceed to Rome, where a full week is

to be spent. On the return journey, two
days will be devoted to Bologna and two to

Milan, which will be left late on Monday,
April 27, London being reached the following
evening. The total cost of this excursion will

be twenty guineas.

We are sure its chairman, Mr. P. H.

Adams, is right in regarding lack of know-

ledge of its advantages as the cause of the

signs of lethargy which have manifested

themselves amongst members of the A. A. in

respect of the Camera, Sketch, and Debate

Club. Quite apart from the threefold objects

of its title, the club holds really capital

meetings, at which good papers are read, and

at which members have excellent opportuni-

ties of informal and friendly discussion

which are not always furnished at the

meetings of the A.A. itself. Then there are

the week-end excursions and the inexpensive

foreign tour arranged annually. These
things all cost money, and when it is remem-
bered that the very modest annual subscrip-

tion of four shillings secures full participa-

tion, we are certain the fact only needs full

publicity to bring a substantial increase in

the membership, and the despatch of dollars

We are glad to note that the unusual
refusal of the Directors of the Manchester
Royal Exchange to permit us to illustrate

the selected design, at the last moment, and
after allowing us to photograph them,
marked no hitch, as some have thought. At
the annual meeting of shareholders of the

Exchange, held on Tuesday, Sir Arthur A.
Haworth (chairman) referred to the recent

competition for the alteration and extension

of the existing building. Mr. J. S. Gibson,
the assessor, he said, on January 10 informed
the directors that the design numbered 25
was tlie first, and it was ascertained that the

successful architects were Messrs. Bradshaw,
Gass, and Hope, of Bolton. There were
thirty - seven architects, who submitted
designs on 333 stretchers. The directors are

well satisfied with the designs of Messrs.

Bradshaw, Gass, and Hope, and after modi-
fication (upon which the architects are nt

present busily engaged) they hope that

eventually a most successful extension will

be accomplished. That was the opinion we
expressed in our notice of the competition in

our issue of January 23, and we are still

unable to conceive why the Directors refused

leave to publish.

Possibly the ease will go further, but local

authorities will do well to note the decision

of the Divisional Court on Monday, consisting

of Mr. Justice Lush and Mr. Justice Atkin,

dismissing an appeal by the corporation of

West Ham against the refusal of the Bow
County-court judge to grant a new trial in

the action "Clarke v. the West Ham Corpora-

tion," in which the defendant obtained a ver-

dict and judgment for damages for injuries

sustained by her by the negligence of the de-

fendants in the construction and maintenance

of a road. Plaintiff then applied for a new
trial, which the County-court refused, hold-

ing that there was evidence of negligence.

The Divisional Court have taken the view

that although the County-court Judge could

have heard the appeal, he would have had no
power to reverse his own judgment. Mr.

Justice Atkin, in giving judgment, said that

the question whether there was any evidence

for the jury was one of law and not of fact.

The County-court Judge had already ruled

upon that question at the trial, and held that

there was evidence for the jury, and had given

judgment for the plaintiff on that basis. If

the Judge, on an application for a new trial,

had held that there was no evidence to go to

the jury, and had entered judgment for the

defendants, he would really have been setting

aside his own judgment and reversing it, and

a County-court .Judge had no jurisdiction to

do that. In his view, therefore, the Judge
was right in refusing to grant a new trial on
the ground that there was no evidence to go
to the jury. With regard to the merits, in

his opinion it could not possibly be said that

there was no evidence to support the plain-

tiff's case, and, that being so, both grounds
of appeal taken by the defendants failed, and
the appeal must be dismissed.

Is there really any need, as resolved by the

Watch Committee of the Southampton Town
Council, to pull down the Old Bargate, which
dates from the 14th century? It may be an

"obstruction to traffic," but we entirely agree

with "A County Magistrate," who pleads in

the Times that it would be quite possible to

construct a road round it on both sides for

up and down traffic, leaving the tramcars to

pass through the centre arch. If this were
done, the roadway would be much improved,
and the ancient gateway, which is part of the

city wall, stand out more beautiful than ever.

The cost of this work would not be excessive,

and if the town of Southampton is too poor
to find the money, we are sure outside help
would be forthcoming.

The Public Rights of Way Bill, which
passed its second reading in the Commons
last Friday, only Sir Frederick Banbury and
six others dissenting, has been twice read a

second time, has been through Grand Com-
mittee, has passed all its stages iji the Lords,

is sponsored by the Commons and Footpaths
Preservation Society, and is backed by mem-
bers of all parties and by over 600 public

bodies. The general approval that has met
it is well deserved, for the evil it removes is

a vexatious one. The Bill provides that, in

the case of a path over entailed land, if un-

interrupted use by the public for forty years

is proved, the right shall be deemed esta-

blished ; and where the path is over unen-

tailed land twenty years' use shall sufSce for

this purpose. It thus clears away, by the

simplest means, a burdensome legal tangle
;

applies to the proof of public ways the same
rules as were applied to private ways by the

Prescription Act, 1832 ; and brings the law of

England into line with the law of Scotland

in this respect. The importance of the Bill

naay, perhaps, be realised when it is remem-
bered that there are over 300,000 public foot-

paths in the United Kingdom.

The many queries which reach us from

time to time on the best means of fireproofing

and sound-deadening by the use of slag-wool

are evidence of the rapidly increasing use of

that material, the leading quality of which,

known as the "Lion " brand, is manufactured

by Messrs. F. McNeill and Co., of London,
Glasgow, and Stockton - on - Tees. The
peculiar characteristics and advantages of

slag-wool, however, are not fully understood

by architects and builders. No other

material, either natural or manufactured,

which can be used practically approaches it

as a non-conductor of heat. This can readily

be accounted for by the fact that slag-wool,

and particularly McNeill's patent slag-wool

—

which is the result of the most modern appli-

ances and of a patent process, and is the

lightest form of slag-wool in the market

—

holds in confinement a greater portion of air

than any other material. Air is so subtle

and rapid of movement when unconfined, and

so slow to carry heat except by its own
motion, that it is at once the best distributor

of heat, and also the greatest barrier to its
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1, according as it has or lias not tub and in «liich tlip host and most

freedom to circulate. So long as air may I
economical methods of application are fignred

circulate at all, it is conveying heat from one
|

and described^ As regards tests, undoubtedly,

place to another. An air-chamber. diatev

its size, if sufficient to permit any movement

of the air, fails as an insulator of heat,

although the air. may be confined to the

chamber, for any difference in the degree of

heat affecting the distinct sizes or parts of

the airspace will impart motion to the air,

which, continually changing place, will

convey the heat and distribute it. But when

air is confined and held in position by a

medium, the heat cannot be conveyed, and

can only be conducted. In converting slag

into slag wool the material is increased to

twelve times its bulk, so that the resulting

fibres enclose eleven times their bulk of air.

It is certain that this proportion of air is

not held in confinement by any other product,

natural or artificial, which is at the same

time indestructible.

Hence the unequalled power of slag-wool

to prevent radiation of heat or transmission

of cold or heat, and its special value as a noii

conductor of sound. Moreover, it is prac

tically unbreakable, and will neither rot,

decay, nor disintegrate. Neither can it be

suspected of containing any germs or fungoid

spores, for it is produced from molten slag

at a temperature of 2,000 to S.OOOdeg. Fahr.

Further, it contains a very large amount of

air, and is porous, so that it in no way pro-

duces the conditions favourable to the propa-

gation and growth of "dry-rot." The use of

unsuitable puggings in floors leads to "dry-

rot" in the timber; and in lawsuits which

have been contested on account of "dry-rot"

in buildings, the architects and builders have

been held liable! In view of this serious

liability, the Royal Institute of British .\rclii

tocts, for the benefit of its members, ad-

dressed itself to the subject of "Dry-Rot" in

Timber, and in a communication on the

matter recommends that in the pugging of

wooden floors some dry substance, such as

slag-wool, should be used ; and Mr. Max
Clark, writing on this subject, deals with the

best form of pugging to be used so as to avoid

as far as possible the liability of "dry-rot,"

and says:—"In considering this question,

slag-wool, which is perhaps the best material

to use . . . but it is somewhat costly." Slag

wool is now so cheap that its cost no longer

militates against its use. As in the course of

the manufacture it has been subjected to a

temperature of about 3,000deg. Fahr., it is ob

vious that it can contain not a truce of any

thing organic, and therefore will not support

germ vegetable or animal life, will not sup-

port fungoid growth, can never become odor-

ous or musty, and being a pure mineral fibre,

cannot rot or decay. From its peculiar nature

slag-wool offers a barrier to the incursions of

rodents and other vermin. Its peculiar glassy

nature and its absolute freedom from any-

thing organic offer no inducements to a

"mixed population." It has further been

found to be an effective filter, preventing the

transmission of disease germs. This valuable

quality renders its use in hospitals, asylums,

schools, and other public buildings a sanitary

necessity.

But the advantageous use of slag-wool, like

that of all materials, depends largely on its

quality, and architects specifying it will do

well to get from their head office, Lamb's-

passage, Bunhill-row. E.C.. the informative

pamphlet Messrs. McNeill and Co.. Ltd.,

have just issued, in which the results of tests

by the Home Office and other authorities are

as the Home Office report says :—" Speaking

generally, the lightest material is the best in-

sulator," therefore the lighter the slag-wool

used the better are the results obtained I As

McNeill's Patent Slag-Wool, "Lion" brand,

is the lightest of all the slag-wools made, by

reason of the patented method of manufac-

ture de\ised especially to secure lightness,

McNeill's slag-wool is the best non-conductor

extant in our opinion. We may remind

readers, moreover, that a recent proof of its

superiority was its selection for insulating

purposes for lining the saloons and state-

rooms. King Edward VII. 's yacht, to exclude

extremes of heat and cold. Other instances,

too numerous to quote here, are given in the

pamphlet of its use with complete satisfaction

by many well-known architects and engineers,

to meet requirements as varied as can well be

imagined.
^t*

PROFESSIONAL, AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

GLASGOW INSTITUTE OF ARCHI-
TECTS.—The annual meeting of the Glasgow-

Institute of Architects was held last week in

the Rooms, at 39. Elmbank-crescent, Glas-

gow. Mr. A. N. Paterson, president, was in

the chair. The secretary (Mr. J. C. M'Lean)
read the report of the council, in the course

of which it was stated that the membership
included 116 Fellows, 90 Associates. 31 lay

and 25 student members, a total of 262, as

compared with 252 last year. The president,

in moving the adoption of the report, sain

that the institute had every reason to be

gratified with the record of the past year. As
regards the influence of the institute, they had
gratifying evidence during the past year that

the benefits of their advice and assistance

had been recognised where in former years it

not so appreciated. In thiswas, perhapi
part of the cc

iipton, on Tuesday week. Sir Wm.
Bart., presided, others present in-

Mr. R. F. Chisholm (Portsmouth),

. G. W. Minns. Mr. A. F. Gutteridge,

country they had not much to com-

plain of, with one" or two flagrant exceptions,

as regards the employment by public autho-

rities of unqualified or semi-qualified officials

in carrying out architectural works of im

portance, and where the work was thrown
open to competition it seemed that an

approach to the institute for guidance in

drawing up the conditions and selecting the

best design was steadily becoming recognised

as the best course to pursue. The best in this

ease did not mean solely, or even mainly, tlie

best in the interests of the architects, but

rather as regards the artistic quality and the

general effieiencv of the result secured in tlie

building erected". Architects individually and

as a class were a most altruistic section of

the communitv. They might be jealous of

each other, but they were much more jealous

in regard to the high standard of their own
work and of architecture generally, and they

endeavoured to raise its standard quite out-

with and bevond the demands of their clients,

who in mos't cases were little aware of the

amount of labour that had gone to the study

and perfecting of the designs tor their build-

ings. It was by making it clear to the public

generally by their conduct as individuals and

in their corporate capacity that their interest

was in the advancement of the art of archi-

tecture and the better service of the com-

munitv through its means, rather than in self-

seeking, that they had the best hope of ex-

tending and consolidating their influence.

Th3 advice which they had proffered to the

Corporation of Glasgow in the matter of the

Municipal Buildings extension had been

accepted, and again in the case of Cathedral-

square. Was it too much to hope that the

appeal recently addressed to it in connection

with the thoriiv subject of cross-river traffic

would also be "listened to? The report was
adopted. Messrs. Andrew- Robertson. Thos.

Lunan, .John Fairweather, and John Watson
were elected as new- members of council.

HAMPSHIRE AND ISLE OF WIGHT
ARCHITECTS.—The annual meeting of this

association was held at the Tudor House,

Southai
Portal,

eluding
the Rev
Mr. R. F. Gutteridge. Mr. T. A. Parker, Mr.
W. Wheeler, Mr. J. R. Gardner (Win-

chester), Mr. H. P. Bryant, Mr. E. C. Lomer,
Mr. R. M. Lucas, Mr. Ingalton Sanders.

Alderman H. J. Weston, and Mr. H. T. Trot-

man. A visit was afterwards paid to Messrs.

Pirelli's premises, now- in course of erection

on the reclaimed foreshore, Alderman
Weston (of Messrs. Weston and Burnett, the

architects) conducting the party over the

buildings, and explaining the details of the

construction of the new- cable -norks. The
building, as he explained, was an interesting

example of modern ferro-concrete construc-

tion, 670 concrete piles had been sunk, and
the floor-space of the premises when com-
pleted would be four acres, three on the

ground floor and one on the first floor. The
chimnev shaft, jnst raising its head, will be

180ft. in height, with a depth of 10ft. below

the surface, and a circumference of 30ft.

square at the base. Half a dozen concrete

water-tight tanks are also in the making. Mr.
Weston drew special attention to the Italian

paving which was being laid down, which was

composed of pitch, sea-sand, and very fine

gravel, which was boiled up together, spread

out like asphalte, and hardened in ten

minutes, possessing remarkable durability.

Afterwards the partv reassembled at the

Hartley Hall, where. Sir William Portal pre-

siding," Councillor S. G. Kimber, of South-

ampton, delivered an interesting address on

"Westminster Abbev." illustrated with a

number of unique and beautiful lantern slides

from the lecturer's photographs. A hearty

vote of thanks to Councillor Kimber. on the

motion of the Chairman, concluded the pro-

ceedings.

ITALIAN SCULPTURE IN LONDON.—
In lecturing upon this subject on Saturday

afternoon before the Home Counties Archseo-

loffical Society at the newly-arranged sculp-

ture gallerie's. the Victoria and Albert

Museum. Mr. Ernest Short pointed out that

outside of Italy there was no city in Europe,

with the possible exception of Berlin, with a

more complete series of works by the great

Italian sculptors than London; the "Cupid,"

an early work of Michaelangelo. and reliefs

and other works bv Donatello at South Ken-

sington, were of' unique importance. The
masterpiece of Torrigiano, the tomb of

Henry VII., was in Westminster Abbey. In

the Armoury at Windsor Castle could be seen

the famous "shield of Cellini given by Francis

I. to King Henry VIII. on the "Field of the

Cloth of Gold."' A series of mischances de-

prived Greater London of Benedetto da

Rovezzano's Tomb of Cardinal Wolsey ; only

the sarcophagus remained, and to day it held

the revered dust of Nelson in the crypt of St.

Paul's. The handiwork of Rovezzano could

perhaps be traced in the terracotta medal-

lions of the Csesars at Hampton Court ;
the

"ift of Pope Leo X. to Cardinal Wolsey in

1518. For the systematic study of Renais-

sance sculpture, however, the Londoner must

go to the Victoria and Albert Museum, for

the rearrangement of the Italian Galleries

had raised the collection to a very high level.

The IB. .4. probl

under subject XIII.

c'alleries of the R.I.B

23. between the honi

(Saturday, 6 p.m.)

A new group of schools

Crumlin, Countv Dublin, fi

L. O'Connor, F.R.I.A.I.,

Dublin. Thev are of tw

IS in design, submi
ill be on view in

. on March 20, 21,

of 10 a.m. and 8

occupying the upper floor

has been built at

,m plans by Mr. G.

of Dawson - street,

stories, the boys
ind provide for 210

raid and Leonard, of

and the cost has been
children
Tere. w(

£1,800.

The Pudsev Town Council at a private meeting

have adopted an important scheme for pro-

viding the town with swimming-baths, fire-

bri^ade station, and housing accommodation for

the highway department. It was o'''g''"*'^" ^™'
mated that the cost would be about £3.0CK1.

exclusive of land and equipment; but the scheme

has been extended, and will now. it is estimated,

involve an outlay of over £10,000.
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VESTIBULE, ST. MARK'S, VENICE.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART SKETCH CLUB PRIZE
WATER COLOUR DRAWING.

The atrio, or vestibule, of the Church of

St. Mark at Venice forms the main entrance

to tlie building on the west side. The mosaics
are partly of 13th-century date, and the

broEize doors are of Byzantine origin. Three
red slabs, or lozenges, of coloured marbles in

the pavement below the steps mark the spot

and commemorate the celebrated reconcilia-

tion which took place on July 2.3, 1177,

between the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa
and Pope Ale.xander III. This was brought
about by the mediation of Doge Sels. Ziani
and the" Emperor knelt at tlie feet of the

Pontiff, exclaiming, " Non tibi, set Petro,"

when proud Alexander answered, " Et mihi

et Petro," and raised him up, shedding tears

and giving the Emperor the kiss of peace.

Then swelled out the "Te Deum," and thus

the Pope brought him, with the Doge and
Senators, and with his own Teutonic nobles,

into the choir, and received the Papal
benediction. The marble columns of these

portals were chiefly brought from the East,

and aI)ovo these are equally precious mosaics.

That over the principal door of St. Mark
is by the brothers Zuccati, from the designs

of Titian (1545). That of the Cruci6xion,

opposite, is by the same artists. The earlier

mosaics date from the 11th century, and
many of these are of great interest. That
on the left is a figure seldom represented in

art—that of Phocas, the sainted gardener of

Sinope in Pontus (A.D. 303), who, being much
given to hospitality, courteously received and
lodged the executioners sent to put him to

death — who received his kindness not

knowing, but in the morning, when he
revealed himself to them, were compelled to

behead him, and they buried him in a grave
of flowers. The accompanying illustration is

reproduced from the water-colour for which

recently been carried out in the Episcopal

Church of St. Paul, York-place, Edinburgh.
The chancel and the sanctuary have been
panelled in oak, and new canopied choir-

stalls, sediliae, etc., have been added. The
principal feature is the carved-oak altar and
reredos. This work has been given by Mrs.

Marshall as a memorial to her husband, who
was long coiniected with this parish. The
altar has curtained wings, with octagonal

posts at the corners supporting angels with

musical instruments. The part above the

altar is treated with buttresses enclosing

richly-traceried panels ; in the centre of each

there' is a coat of arms. The reredos is in

triptych form, with canopies crowning each
bay; the centrepiece represents the Gospel
story of Clirist Blessing Little Children.

The side panels contain figures of St. Paul
and St. Cuthbert. The panelling on either

side is treated with linen-fold panels in the

lower part, surmounted by a ribbon enrich-

ment ; the upper panels have richly-traceried

heads, the whole being finished by an
elaborate cornice, bearing cresting above,

with shields containing symbols set in the

foliated pierced work. The chancel screen

bears the rood enriched by the symbols of the

Four Evangelists, the whole being carved in

oak. A new pulpit will shortly be erected,

with a rich canopy forming part of its design.

This addition to the building will be in

memory of Bishop Rowland Ellis, of Aber-

deen, who was formerly an incumbent of this

church. The work hasbeen carried out from
designs by Messrs. Peddie and Forbes Smith,

architects, of Albyn-place, Edinburgh.

NURSES' HOME, CHELSEA HOSPITAL
FOR 'WOMEN.

The plans of this building here reproduced
really speak for themselves. Accommoda-
tion is provided for seven Sisters, thirty

nurses, and thirteen servants, with a spare

room for an extra nurse, and sick-quarters.

Common sitting-rooms are provided for

Sisters and for nurses ; also a writing-room
and cloakroom. The whole building will be

Messrs. A. E. Richardson and C. Lovatt Gill, A.R.I.B.A., Architects.

1913, from drawings lent us by the same
arcliitects.

SOUTHAMPTON BUILDINGS.
This building has been erected as office

premises, on a narrow site, with a frontage

next to the Birkbeck Bank. In view of the

fact that tlie street is a narrow one, and not

much frequented, it is deemed expedient to

keep the design simple and free of un-

necessary ornament. Portland stone re-used

from the old General Post Office, and purple

bricks, form the chief materials of the front.

The building is fireproof in construction, with

up-to-date arrangements for heating and
lighting and sanitary fittings. The con-

tractors are Messrs. Chessum and Sons, of

South-place, E.C., and the architects Messrs.

Richardson and Gill, A.R.LB.A., of 41,

Russell-square, W.C.
-«*»

Mr. Gilbert A. Ballard, second assistant to the

city engineer of York, has been appointed

assistant borough surveyor of Guildford.

A new Roman Catholic church and schools are

about to be built at Foleshill from plans by

Messrs. Harrison and Cox, of Colraore-row,

Birmingham.

The Scala Theatre, Smallbrook-street, Bir-

mincham, was formally opened last week. The

building, which cost £10,000, has accommoda-

tion for 700 in the pit and 200 in the balcony,

the internal dimensions are 100ft. by 50tt., and

the entrance-hall is 30ft. by 30ft.

The governors of the West-End Hospital for

Nervous Diseases have decided to leave the

present building in Welbeck-street and erect a

new hospital either in Northumberland-street,

Marylebone-road, or in Vincent-square, West-

minster. The new hospital will cost between

.£40,000 and £50,000.

The church of All Saints', Braybrooke, near

Market Harborough, which possesses one of the

finest examples of a Late Decorated tower and

spire is in a dangerous condition, and steps

are now being taken by an influential committee

to repair the same, under the superintendence

of Messrs. Traylen and Son, arcliitects, Stam-

ford, at an approxi late cost of £500.

At the last meeting of the town council of

'amworth, the borough surveyor, Mr. F. E. G.

Iradshaw. submitted drawings of a ferro-con-

,.„,. hr-]",- in ,-rn5« the River Anker from

late, amounting altogether

works in connection with

s, and the estimate was

ved.

igh Board of Guardians have
m of heating and lighting

f,-,,.'ii 11,, |,,,ni| liv Messrs. Tennant

a„,l i;, .
I

. i : -"^t £6,252. Under
[),.. , II' Mm cost per annum
(Oil,, i

- '-'liii 1^- iTid under the pror

posed new system the estimated annual cost is

£992 2s., or £35 4s. more than is at present

hcin-' paid. The tender of Messrs. Brightside

and°Co. for the installation has been accepted

at £4,805, and tenders for additional building

have been invited.

Four members of the new City-Planning Com-
mission which was provided for under an

ordinance recently passed by the city council of

Boston, Mass.. have been appointed—viz., Messrs.

Ralph Adams Cram, president of the Boston

Societv of Architects: \Vm. C. Ewing, en^'ineer.

Mr. Herbert Hendrie, of Brook Green, W.,
was awarded the Club Prize of the Royal
College of Art Sketch Club rece'ntly.

ST. PAUL'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH,
YORK PLACE, EDINBURGH: ROOD
SCREEN AND REREDOS AND ALTAR.
We publish photographs by Messrs.

Bedford Lemere of the new reredos as

well as the chancel screen, which have

of fire-resisting materials. All the outside
walls will be faced with red bricks. Tlie

floors of the bedrooms will be covered witli

linoleum laid on concrete. The floors of tile

sitting-rooins are to be of lustrous oak. The
corridors, anterooms, and sanit.iry offices will

are Messrs. "keith D. Young and .Vlu i W
Hall. We gave a view and i.hiii- ••< ili

Women's Hospital at Chelsea on Oetnln r :!.

structure of Ir '
.::," -:;. 1

.
• • rn

1 18 one-r. Mr 111 - III I;, II 1 ,1, l.-.l 1
.el..

hh Ime, thev li,i>e p
v. One row coiisi ,ts of fortv flats, each con-

till a bedroom, a scullery, and

itarv accomnioda ion. Rents are 4s. 6d. a

i\p ek. Another row contains fifty rather larger

fla s. with two bedro Dms, and they let at 5s. 9d.

a \ -eek. To the flats on the upper floor there is

liii ect access by stai cases from the street, but
ril he hack two uppe flats have a common stair-

n Victoria-square the rents

,, e,ie-room tenements are 2s. 6d. and 3s. 6d.,

om tenements range from
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IBnilbing intelligence.

si. ALBANS. -Tu St. I'aul-s Cluireh,

Kleetville, St. Albans, new schools Imve been

added at a cost of £4,000, and these were

opened on Thursday in last week by the

Bishop of the Diocese. The central hall seats

600, and there is also an infants' school.

There is in course of erection a north wing,

and a south wing will be added at a later

date. The building is Gothic in style,

and is carried out in red brick and Bath

stone. The central hall and infants' room
have silent jointl^ss floors, and are heated by

radiators. Tli- ' -lii:nj i- liv sas, with pneu-

matic nttinp- I 1 is Mr. Percival

C. Blow, A. I; 1 l; \ i li.- contractors are

Messrs. C. JIi-Lm :iii'l S'-n. Ltd., also of St.

Albans._ The iusUtute is situated in Bland-
ford-road, immediately adjoining St. Paul's

Church, which faces Hatfield-road.

On Saturday the foundation-stone of a new
Episcopal church for Blackness was laid. Built

in the Norman style, with spire, the building
will seat 20O; but provision is made for future
extensions. 'The estimated cost of the present
section is i:"00.

The Mansfield General Purposes Committee
have instructed the borough surveyor to prepare
a plan of the undeveloped land in the western
part of tlie borough, including portions of Mans-
field Woodhouse, with a view to a town-planning
scheme for this area being prepared.

In the
1)V the
Plalon-

course of excavations being carried out
T^r.pv Arohfpolo-ical Pocietv at Leo
T.;.,-.- pn-M> :, ,v..|l.p.-,..„rvcd crom-

an.l

bci-i.

- \ 1 In. period.
'1

1 1m work is

At the
of the
Childron

annual meeting on Friday of supporters
Royal Aberdeen Hospital for Sick
the report of the directors stated that

the grounds
fSS.OOO requi
Inscribed. It

Ccrresponbence.

SKETCHING TOUR TO ITALY AT
EASTER.

7'o Ihe Editor of the BCILDINO Nkws.

Sir,—In accordance with my usual custom,

1 am organising a sketching party for archi-

tects and their friends this Easter, but having

selected Italy to go to, the tour will be of

longer duration than usual, lasting three

weeks, it not being worth while to go so far

for a much shorter period. Leaving London
at 2.5 p.m. on Wednesday, April 8, I propose

travelling direct to Genoa, where two nights

will be spent, leaving early on Saturday,

April 11, so as to have a few hours in Pisa

on the way to Florence. I should leave there

on the following Wednesday afternoon, going

on to Rome, where a full week is to be spent.

On the return journey two days will be de-

voted to Bologna and two to Milan, which

will be left late on Monday, April 27, London
being reached the next evening.

These arrangements will, as I know from
inlilo a considerable amount of

I
.';,- I, hing to be done by a

workers, while enjoying
;:.:! Ii .hday.

As fur .lo G^iioa ilio party will form a sec-

tion of tliat which Sir Henry Lunn will be

sending out on the same day. This enables

a considerable economy to be effected, so

tliat the total cost will be only twenty guineas

(£21), to include second class travelling and
good hotel accommodation (tliree meals per

diem) from leaving London till departure

from Milan on the return. Remittances at

tliis rate per head must reach me at latest by

Wednesday, March 25, while those who con-

template going would greatly help me by
letting me know earlier. They are at liberty

to introduce friends, either ladies or gentle-

men.—I am, etc., G. A. T. Middi.eton.

Laleham, Clarence-road, C'lapham Park,

London, S.W., March 5.

expen
measii

party

llnterc0ntnmnicati0n.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We offer a prize of one guinea every vfeek for what
we deem the best reply to any query appearing in

this column, which we deem worth insertion.

Replies must be sent in over real name and address.

No others can receive a prize. The Editors

judgment is final.

This competition is restricted to buyers ot the paper,

and with each reply a coupon cut from our front

page must be enclosed.

Any number ct replies can be sent, but a coupon of

this date must accompany each.

All else being equal, brief replies will stand the

best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre-

spondents ignore the fact that querists want terse

tacts, not long essays. Any necessary illustrations

must be in line only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-

duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of replies

that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no

reply being received worthy ot it is reserved by the

Editor, who also claims the right to publish any

other replies he may deem useful.

Mr. Hunter JkDo
the A:

1860,

Ky., School
ties, Mr. M.H :,,.:

Nashville, CI),,

as assistant . i

Colonel R. CM !

Mr. W. M. Cross
under the Local G
inquiry at W
to the corpor

Engine
lied in

and Le
Louisville,

Universi-
ce of the
i Railway

Har

M. Lou
-ucceedii _

engineer in 1892.

.C.E., an inspector
nt Board, held an
on Friday relative
'On for sanction to

I -ion of the pubhc
tile proposed re-

Mr. George Sir

in the service of 1

on the 1st in-i

Windsor, in hi,^ n

clerk of works
d Forests, died

. Frances-road,

II is being buil

plans by Mr.
hat town, architect

A pumpho
1 the cen

hicli has for many years stood
I the village of West Tofts,
en removed, having becomeNorfolk, ha

dilapidated. It was erected in the autumn of
1868. The three Gothic windows came from
the neighbouring church of Feltwell St. Mary
when the new north aisle was built. The
windows will 1,.- placed in a new church now
heir, \\ iLiiL'liam, Lines.

I
1 . lixstowe and Walton has

rtf.
: , to seek a fresh (and third)

s<"i!- - .ijily, and under Parliamentary
powers a titt lor wells and a pumpinp-station v .-

purchased at Rushmere, near the boundary -

the borough of Ipswich, and about ten mil
from Felixstowe. The boring has now b< .

carried into the chalk at a depth of 200fl .

tapping a good supply, and the foundations of
the permanent buildings are being laid on the

A Local Government Board inquiry was held
on Saturday in the Municipal Offices, South-
ampton, by Mr. A. W. Brightmore, D.Sc,
M.I.C.E., relative to the application of the town
council for approval to purchase land at Bassett
as a site for a new reservoir, and for sanction
to borrow money for the purpose. The town
clerk. Mr. R, R. Linthorne, explained that tlu-

present reservoirs on the Common were buill i^

1852. In those days they contained seven da

storage; but now they contained only one da

reserve for summer consumption. Techi

points relating to the supply of the town
laid before the inspector by Mr. E. C. Rodda
the waterworks engineer.

Bury St. Edmunds froi

Ainsworth Hunt, M.S. A.,

to the West Suftok County Council.

The Government apparently has not much of

an opinion of its own valuations. The Public

Trustee, a Government official, so says a corre-

spondent of the Morninq Post, will not accept

the valuations for mortgage advances, etc.

A mtiuorial has lieen unveiled in the Reid

United Free Clmrch, Hurlford. to the late

Rev. William Reid, who for fifty years was

minister of the congre.(;al io,i II I ak. s the form

of a mural tablet, with in.ilalliMii laalrait in

bronze, and has been pi a. a 1 ,il"Oc ili" pulpit.

QUESTIONS.

[13141.]—GRILLAGES.—Rolled-steel joist grillages

are sometimes used on solid concrete foundations to

save large base stones, and in those cases it appears

to be the custom of many engineers to reckon, not

the area of steel on the concrete, but the total area

otthe Krillage. including the concrete-packed inter-

inc we have 300 tons in a stanchion
1,',,^,, 111,1 iaiiiia L-oncrete as equal to a load of 12

1.,, ,, 1 ,: all ongineers would have a grillage

Ml, X .'jft. in area. But the joists

,,,„
I

I close, as the interspaces must be

i,',,ci,a , ;ii a.aurete, and such a grillage would

iisuully lie Kiven six joists, having a net steel bearing

area of 15ft Now these engineers argue that this

would be eciuivalent to the whole area of -ioft.,

because the interspaces get support from the inner

side of the upper flanges, as in sketch. Is this

feasilile' On the other ihand, there are engineers

who maintain the necessity for the full net area of

steel bottom flange. Which is right?—W. L.

[131 4'2.]-STRENGTH OF E.S.J. WEBS.-Are there

any particulars published giving the supporting

nower of webs of standard sections of R.S..I. when
employed as a column? Such cases occur where

short pieces are used as packing. It also

where a girder (to avoid eocen' : loadii ; made t

I \i' vi'

The the

odda,

culptor, Kilmarnock.

The Arclibishop of Canterbury unveiled on

Friday a bronze statue of Dr. Charles Gore, the

first Bishop of Birmingham, and now Bishop of

Oxford, which has been erected in St. Philip's

Churchyard, Birmingham, near the west front

of the Cathedral, The sculptor, Mr, T, Stirling

la.-, has shown the bishop standing on a

!
' ' 1 a". iled in Convocation robes, the right

I in the act of bestowing the

.-ing, and the left hand holding

,1 „laft.

.M II,. M..-eling of the Metropolitan Water

liuard on Friday it was resolved to increase the

salary of Mr. H. Oxlev, the Board's surveyor,

from £500 to £600 a year. Mr. Oxley was

appointed surveyor in December, 1909, at a

salary of £400, and in 1911 he was granted an

increase of £100 a year, thus bringing his salary

to its present amount of £500. The works and

stores committee reported at the same meeting

that the drawings of the proposed reservoirs

Nos. 6 and 7, estimated to cost £1,650,200, hatl

been approved by them. They had invited

i.nl.r^ for (he taking out and preparation of

iiiities for the above-named works,

l>tcd the offer of Messrs. H. L.

; ,1. Coombe Searle for the prepara-

liiUs of quantities at the rate of

,. ui, ,..1 cent., and on the terms and con-

ditions contained in the Board's model form of

contract. Tenders were received from 55 firms.

base of stanchions, and in

luictimes occurs in grillages,

uppoitcd laterally with con-

An adjudication has been made in the case of

Ewen Sydney Barr (described in the Receiving

Order as Ewen S. Barr), John-street, Adelphi,

architect.

It is a matter for grave regret and appre-

hension that the Watch Committee of the cor-

poration of Southampton have passed a resolu-

tion declaring that it is desirable to pull down

or remove the picturesque 14th-century Bargate

wall opposite the High-street. To provide for

the increasing traffic it would be quite feasible

to construct a roadway round it on either side,

leaving the single line of tram-rails as at present,

under the archway.

The care and preservation of Lindisfarne

Priory Holy Island, has become vested in H,M.

Board 'of Works, and the Board have begun an

extensive scheme of strengthening the wliole

structure on Holy Island, the crad e of

Christianity in England. The scheme will take

five years to complete. The late General Sir

Holy Island.

esponsioie for the

lonastic buildings
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
BUILDING NOTICE APPEAL.—In a King's

Bench Divisional Court consisting of Justices

Channel!. Scrutton. and Bailhaehe. last week,
an appeal was heard which raised the point as

to whether it was necessary for the London
County Council or their contractors to give

notice of the erection of new school buildings

to the district surveyor. The appeal arose in

this way : Messrs. HoUiday and Greenwood, Ltd.,

ImiMer's and contractors, who were under con-

tr.i.ct to erect certain new schools for the London
Louiity Council, were prosecuted, at the instance

of the District Surveyors' Association (Incor-

porated), for having failed to give proper notice

to Mr. Dixey. a district surveyor, in accordance
with the London Building Act. The magistrate
refused to accept the defence that the Education
Act, 1911. exempted the builders from giving

notice, and convicted, stating a case for the
High Court. Mr. Danckwerts, K.C., arguing
against tlip comlction. said that the question
waswh.',,! ; ,, :i. London County Council,

as edm I tir London, were obliged

to give :i ^i rtion 145 of the London
Buildiiiu V l-'.U •'>ve starting erection of a
new schf'Oi 1 hat question, said counsel,

depended not onlv upon the interpretation of

Section 145, but also upon that of Section 3. of

the Education Act, 1911. This latter section,

counsel argued, exempted the London County
Council, or their contractors, from giving any
notice, provided the schools were erected in

accordance with the regulations of the Board of

Education. — Mr. Justice Channell raised the
question as to whether the Act of 1911 took away
from the district surveyor the right to inspect

the building whilst it was in course of erection.

If it did so, it seemed hardly necessary to give
any notice.—Mr. Danckwerts replied that the
London Building Act made tlie right of inspec-

tion irrespective of the notice.—Mr. Ryde, K.C.,
who supported the conviction, said that notice
ought to have been given, because the Act of

1911 preserved a certain amount of control by
the district .surveyors with reference to a variety
of matters which were not dealt with by any
regulations of the Board of Education. — In
giving judgment. Mr. Justice Channell said that
the point was one of substantial difficulty when
one came to apply the words of Section 3 of the
Act of 1911 to the provisions of the Section 145

of the London Building Act. If those words
were quite clear, of course the policy of the
Act would be an irrelevant consideration; but
if they were not, then the Court had to try to

find what was the true meaning. In his opinion.
Section 145 was a provision dealing with the
construction of new buildings, and the notice
required bv that provision was dispensed with
by the Act of 1911. in the same way as notices

under the Public Health Acts were dispensed
with in other parts of tlie country. He was
guided in coming to that decision by the fact

that he could find no reason for holding that
there was a difference in the law in places, such
as London, governed by local Building Acts, and
those governed by the Public Health Acts.

—

Justices Scrutton and Bailhaehe agreed, and the
appeal was allowed, and tlie conviction quashed.

ROOD BEAMS IN CHURCHES.-In the Con-
.sistorv Court, on Saturdav, judgment was given
by the Chancellor. Mr. A". C. B. Webb, on the
unopposed application of the vicar and church-
warden of all Saints. Westbury. for a faculty
sanctioning the erection of a chancel-screen of

oak with a rood-loft and beam surmounted by
the figures of Our Lord upon the Cross, the
Virgin Marv. and St. John, as shown on the
plans of Mr. Harold Brakspear, F.S.A.. the
architect. It was stated that about £1,400 was
being expended on this work and the decoration
of the chancel. The Chancellor stated his con-
viction that the structure was being erected as
an architectural decoration, and there were no
circumstances suErgesting a probability of the
figures being subjected to superstitious rever-
ence. He therefoi-e decreed a faculty in accord-
ance with the petition.

BUILDER'S APPEAL SUCCEEDS.—In the
Court of Appeal, last Friday, the Lord Chief
Justice and Lords Justices Kennedv and Swinfen-
Eadv hearl the appeal of Mr. Oliver Holden,
a buildpr nf Will. -1,.,, from a judgment against
him liv Mr .Ti-iH, Pliillimore in the King's
Bench Di- i-mi i'li. respondents to the appeal
were Mr I'r.d.-nrk Hankes and Another. . Mr.
Holden. wiro appeared in person, said he a=;ked
for a new trial of the action on the ground that
the learned Judge did not deal fnllv with the
case, because it was an agreement between the
parties that either was at lihertv to appeal. In
addition to that, he (the appellant) had now
obtained additional evidence. 'with the aid of
which he could establish his claim. The dispute
was about a building and the question of certain
sums which were due to him. The value of the

building was about £800. and he had £300 or

£400 due to him at a certain stage in the build-

ing operations, but he had not received the
money. After he Jiad reached that stage in

the building operations he was convicted by the

Willesden magistrates for having contravened a

by-law through making a well below the regula-

tion thickness. The defendants then stepped in.

—Mr. Shakspeare (for the respondents) said the
Judge held that the contract by which the
plaintiff sued the defendants had been
abandoned, and he therefore could not claim
to proceed with it or claim damages for breach.

—After hearing legal arguments, the Court held

that the appellant was entitled to a new trial of

the action, and his appeal would be allowed.

The defendants would be allowed to counter-
claim if they desired to do so.

DEDUCTING INCOME-TAX FROM COST
OF MAKING ROADS.—Corporation of Gates-
head V. Lumsden.—In the Court of Appeal, on
Tuesday, March 10, Lord Sumner, Lord Justice

Kennedy, and Mr. Justice Lawrence heard the
appeal of the defendant in the action of the
Mayor, etc., of Gateshead v. Lumsden from a

judgment of Mr. Justice Rowlatt at Newcastle
Assizes. —Mr. Walter Ryde, KG., for the
appellant, said the action was brought by the
Corporation of Gateshead to recover money for

the making of roads abutting on which were
houses owned by the defendant. It was in the
nature of a test action, and it depended ulti-

mately on the Income-tax Acts. The amount
was not in dispute, but the question at isstie was
if the defendant was entitled to deduct interest

for Income-tax, and paying to the corporation
the net sum only after deducting the Income-
tax. The defendant paid the whole amount,
claimed after deducting Income - tax. The
learned Judge had held that the defendant could
not make such deduction either under the local

Public Health Act or the Income-tax Acts,

basing that finding on the law between a banker
and a customer in respect of loans to the latter.

Counsel submitted the Judge was distinctly

wrong —Lord Sumner said if the defendant had
paid the money punctually when due, there
would have been no interest from which he
could claim to deduct Income tax. Because the
corporation had been indulgent, why should he
benefit?—Mr. Ryde said the corporation had let

the matter rest for six or seven years. Counsel
said the corporation were not entitled to insist

upon the whole 5 per cent, interest without the
deduction for Income-tax. The corporation had
plenty of funds and loans at 3i and 4 per cent.

;

therefore, why should they demand 5 per cent,

on the outstanding debt due by the defendant?
It was not legal, and it was unjust and un-

reasonable. It was a good investment to borrow
money at 3J or 3.^ per cent, and lend it at 5 per

cent.—Without calling upon counsel for the re-

spondents, the Court dismissed the appeal,

holding that the appellant had no power to

deduct Income tax.

•WATER STTPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

FIFE BURGHS WATER SUPPLY.—Messrs.

Carter and Wilson, civil engineers, Edinburgh,
have submitted a report to the joint water com-
mittee of the burghs of Anstruther, West
Anstruther, and Pittenweem in regard to addi-

tions and improvements on the water supply—

a

question that has been discussed for over a

decade without any progress being made. The
cost of the scheme is estimated at £10,500,

exclusive of the cost of land and wayleaves.

Mr. Arthur T. Bolton, F.R.I.B.A.. of Victoria-

street. Westminster, has been elected a Fellow

of the Society of Antiquaries.

The partnership heretofore subsisting between

T. C. Hope and G. Roberts, architects and sur-

veyors, Bradford, under the style of Hope and
Roberts, has been dissolved.

Mr. J. Watkin Thomas, engineer to the

Gwyrfai Rural District Council, has had his

salary increased from £150 to £200 annually,

with" an additional allowance of £20 a year

towards the upkeep of his motorcycle. Mr.
Thomas is now preparing a scheme for the pro-

vision of thirty-six workmen's dwellings, and for

this work he has been promised an honorarium
of £100.

The architects of the Usher Hall, Edinburgh,
of which we gave plans and views last week, are

"Messrs. S. Harrison, Sons, and Thomson." For
the wording of our title we were careful to

follow the style adopted in the correspondence,
and so wrote " Mr. Howard H. Thomson (Messrs.

Harrison. Sons, and Thomson), architect"; but
that description, we now understand, is not

precisely correct, and regret the discrepancy.

PARLIAMENTAR"? NOTES.
VENTILATION OF THE HOUSE OF

COMMONS. — Mr. A. P. Patey, resident

engineer at the Houses of Parliament, under his

Majesty's Office of Works, gave evidence on
Friday to the Select Committee of the House of

Commons appointed to consider the methods of

ventilating the House. Mr. Charles Bathurst
presided. Dealing with the ventilation of the

Debating Chamber, Mr. Patey said that any
practical method which could be found to reduce

the quantity of air through the bench-inlets

would be a step in the right direction. He con-

sidered that the present system of ventilation

was well adapted to the conditions that obtained

as regarded size, seating arrangements, and
capacity of the Chamber. Any drastic altera-

tion, such as a downward system, would involve

considerable structural alterations and prove

very costly, while at the same time it would not

be as satisfactory as the present system. A good
deal could be done towards meeting the
criticisms of members by certain alterations in

the working of the present system and improve-

ments in the system proper. He thought that

the requisite control could not possibly be
obtained with the existing plant. As a matter
of fact, the air admitted through the centre

gangway, which was covered with siring

matting, streamed up the centre of the House
with scarcely any perceptible spreading laterally

over the benches, and was drawn out through
the ceiling-panels by the exhaust-fan without
any benefit to Members other than to produce

a sweeping action through the Chamber. He
was satisfied that the existing cotton-wool filter

for the removal of fog could not be improved
upon. The method of filtration was, however,

a somewhat clumsy one, and had the objection

that the moisture-laden fog-particles were held

up in the wool, and consequently gave off a dis-

agreeable odour. The dirty layers of wool were
removed as frequently as occasion served ; hut
the process was long and troublesome. Sir

Oliver Lodge had demonstrated that fog-particles

in the air could be deposited by electrical means,
and possibly some solution could be found in

that direction. Mr. Patey offered the following

among other suggestions : Increased air supply

to the Debating Chamber under the gallery, im-

proved method of air humidification. an altera-

tion in the system of heating from steam to hot

water, more open-window ventilation, improved
method of fog-removal or filtration, and im-

proved method of reading and recording tem-

peratures of thermometers in connection with

the ventilation systems of the House of

Commons, House of Lords, and other rooms.

Mr. Frederick Griffiths has been elected

Master. Mr. Charles Sheath Upper Warden, and
Mr. G. Mowlem Burt Renter Warden of the

Paviors' Company.

A new highway-bridge is to be constructed

over the Ri"ver Aire at Carlton, near Selby.

at an estimated cost of £16.000. It will have

a clear span of 150ft. without openings. The
Selby and the Goole rural district councils will

each contribute £2.500 towards the outlay, the

balance of about £11.000 being defrayed by the

West Riding County Council.

An appeal is made for funds for the restora-

tion of the fine 15th-centurv church of Htindon.

near Haverhill, which was recently gutted by
fire. The Fellows of Jesus College. Cambridge,

the patrons of the living, have asked Mr. Detmar
J. Blow, F.R.I.B.A.. to make a report on the

church; but from a cursory examination it is

evident that to rebuild it as it was before, which

is an impossibility, would cost at the very least

£10.000.

Mr. Norman J. McLean, Belfast, has been

appointed surveyor to the Lisburn Urban
District Council at a salary of £'200 per annum.
The second reading of the Public Rights of

Way Bill, which provides that where evidence

was civen of forty years' uninterrupted user the

claim of the public shall not be defeated by

showing that the land had been in family settle-

ment during that oeriod passed its second

reading in the House of Commons on Friday

night by 199 votes to 7.

The scarcity of houses in Motherwell has

induced the town council to formulate a scheme

for the erection of dwellings suit.able for the

working classes. In this they were greatly

assisted by the offer of Lord Hamilton of Dalzell

to provide sufficient ground at a greatly reduced

feu rent, and to gift a large portion as an open

space. The council have decided that the class

of house to be erected be thirty one-room-and-

kitchen houses, with scullery and bathroom;

ten two-room-and-kitchen houses, with scullery

and bathroom; and the remainder of a larger

class of house.
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(Bnx C^ffia fabk.

We hear that the well-known and old-

established firm of asphalts contractors,

Claridge's Patent Asphalte Company, Ltd.,

have decided to nndertake road-construction

work in the form of tar macadam, bituminous

granite, and similar substances. The

directors have been fortunate enough to

secure the services of Mr. C. H. Johns,

formerly highways surveyor of Southampton,

for the supervision of this branch of their

business, and we are sure their many friends

and clients will wish them as complete

success in their new venture, which, we are

informed, will be kept quite distinct from

their asphalte business, as they have so

deservedly earned during their long career

as the pioneers of that industry.

Arrangements are well advanced for the

British Arts and Crafts Exhibition, to be

held in the Pavilion de Marson, in the

Louvre, Paris, this spring, on an invitation

from the Union Centrale des Arts Decoratifs.

The exhibition is being organised by the Ex-

hibitions Branch of the Board of Trade, with

an advisory committee. Invitations to sub-

mit works "for selection are being issued by

the advisory committee, anrl thf<;o f:iibmitted

works in all sections must li'- S'^nt to the

Upper Central West Gnllmv nf tli- Imperial

Institute. South KensinL-ton. , itli.r to-day

(Fridav) or to-morrow. The exhibition is ex-

pected" to be opened when the King and

Queen visit Paris next month.
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which takes thf form nf a riinnin" en

mentary upon the tables in the volnmp. a

of maps and diagrams.

"Mechanics for Builders,"
E. L. Bates and F. Chai-les\\

Longmans. Grcon, ami Co.. r

continuation of I'mi T
, pr.-

by us, when, a= \\. iM-nliom
would convcninntlv i ovf i- a

year course, while that now
take Iiim on through the seoo

The sixty-fiftli

dential Assuran
year ending Tir

the Ordinary 1 '

issued during lli . r ,. 71 n.'in. ns'siiring

the sum of ,tn.P.(n.'?21. and prndiminc a new
annual premium income of rG42.'i,717. The
premiums received during (he vear were
.C4.92n,.518, being an increase of S,m.B2!i over
the year 1912. In addition. £11.116 was
received in premiums under the Sickness In
surance tables. The el;

amounted to ci rc.r, r,->r,

deaths was 8.r,i^'
'

Part II.. by
orth (London :

^.1, i= a useful
inii^lv notirrd

•.I, llir. rormer
student's first-

issued would

orage duration exceeds twelve and three-

quarter years. The assets of the company,
both branches, as shown in the balance-

sheet, after deducting £1,750,000 written off

securities, are £86,993,003, being an increase

£2,421,071 over those of 1912.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Fiim.4T (To-dat).—Leicester Society of .Architects.

" Loonardo da Vinci." by E. A. C.
McCurdy, M.A. 8 p.m.
Glasgow .Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. " Notes on House Plumbiufi
Work," by John K. Fraser. 8 p.m.

Saturdat (To-mobrow).— Architectural Association.
Visit to the Duchy of Cornwall Estate.
Kennington. Meet in small square
between Courtenay- and Cardigan-
streets. 2.30p.m.

Monday.—Victoria and Albert Museum. " St. Paul's
Cathedral," by Banister F. Fletcher.

Institute of Sanitary Engineers.
"The Health Value of Coal-gas for
Heating and Lighting," by Prof.
Vivian B. Lewes. 8 p.m.

Tuesday. — Institution of Civil Engineers. Dis-
cussion on " Eail-Steels for Electric
Railways "

; and " Rail-Corrugation
and Its Causes." -Also papers to be
read :

" Some Recent Developments in
Commercial Motor - Vehicles," by
Thomas Clarkson, M.Inst.C.E. : and
" Comparative Economics of Tram-
ways and Railless Electric Traction."
by Theodore Graham Gribble, M.Inst.
C.E. 8 p.m.

Wednesday.—Royal Society of .Arts. " House Flies
and Disease," by E. Halford Ross,
M.R.C.S. 8 p.m.

Thursday.-British Mus
stantinopl
4.30 p.m.

Eoyal Society of Arts. " Indian
Water Gardens," by Mrs. Patrick
Villiers-Stuart. 4.30 p.m.

Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural
Society. " Modern Hospitals." b\
William Milburn, A.R.I.B.A. li.30p.ni.

Friday.—.Junior Institution of Engineers. " Light-
ning Conductors and their Tests, " by
F.H.Taylor. 8p.m.

LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
SteelJoiBts, Belgian and German „ , „

(ex steamer, London) per ton £6 2 6 to £6 5 C

SteelJoists. English 7 10 „ ' 13 6

WroughVIron Girder Plates 7 0,, '50
Steel Girder Plates 7 3 6,, 836
Bar Iron, good Staff? 6 5 0,, 8 10 C

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17 C

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 815
Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10 C

Angles lOs.. Tees 208. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c„ £S 153 to £9.

Ditto galvanised, f14 to £15 109. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet

6ft. 8ft. long, inclus
No.lSt

gauge
Bestd

Wii-e Nails (Points

3 to 7 8 9 10

8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9

Per ton.
£13

. 13

. 23 to 34
Per ton.
£13 10
14

Paris)—
12 13 14 IS B.W.G
11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per owf.

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 550
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 „
Galvanised Wu-e Strand. 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 „ -
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 9 10 11 13 B.W.G.
£10103. £10 15a. £1103. £1153. £11 153. per ton.

£6 3 6 to £6 7

>6in 6 5

24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6., 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints. 53. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast. Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 117a. 63.

Hot Blast, ditto 70a. Od. „ 758. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f .o.b. (plus 3J per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 'J P-"-

Water-Tubes ™ „
Steam-Tubes 664 „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 60 „
Galvanised Steam- rubes 63 „

OTHEB METALS.

TBADE NOTES.
direction of Mr. T.

ohilr-ct. Doncaster, Boyli
H. Johnson,

latest patent " Air-

ators and air-inlets have been
nrw billiard-room, Old Volunteer

al report nf the Pru-

of

s of the year
The number of

• of endowment
r Ihc premium

The number
i of the year was
ial branch the

income of whn
of policies in f.,,,.. „, ,n. .1,

ni7.nni. in the Indust
premiums received durinc the vear were
£7.874. 4.')G. being an increase of £81.894. The
increase shown would have been much
greater but for the fact that, owine to the
system of accounts. fiffv-thrce weekly
collections were credited in the report for the
vear 1912. The claims of the year amounted
to £3,139.193. including £.3.5n..';72 bonus
additions. The number of claims and
surrenders, including ."5.942 endowment assur-
ances matured, was .366.104. The total

number of policies in force in this branch at

the end of the vear was 19,778.135: their

^[i|. r r.vriii lias been appointed as manager
of tin T, on. I. Ill linsiness of Dorman, Long, and
(-.. II iM nl i>r of Mr. IT. B. Powell, wlio is

ic ;n II i!!. I 1,1- long connection with the firm.

Mil, I i; II, I
I lately assistant superintendent

oi Mm IImiiiI Mil, ill Arms Factory at Enfield.

Mr. E, Campbell MacCormac. formerly chief

assistant in the sewage department of Messrs.

J. Stone and Co., Ltd., engineers, Deptford,
S.E., has been appointed chief of the sewage
.leparlment of Messrs. Daniel Adamson and Co.,

iKPrs and boilermakers, Dukinfield and

Tramway extensions are to be carried out bv
the Swansea Corporation in Carmarthen-road
Ysgol-street, and Wernfawr-road.

Dumfries Town Council have agreed, along
with the burgh of '\rv.,«, 111 own. to erect
swimming-ponds al 1

' '.'I'^nn

The county conn, il W i-liire at their
meeting on Monrlav 1,, I. i l,, ir. \ otes to 13 to

raise the salary of the county surveyor, Mr.
Geltings. from £450 to £650 a year.

Mr. W. D. Bell, surveyor to the Kingswood
Urban District Council, has tendered his resigna-
tion, to take effect at the end of April.

The foundation-stone has been laid of the St
Nicliolas' parish hall in Robinhood lane. Sutton.
Surrey. The cost will be about £1,500. Messr.«.
R. W. Price and Sons are the architects, and
Mr. F. Potter is the builder.

At the last meeting of the town council of
Leigh, Lanes., it was resolved that the housing;
special committee be advised to prepare n

scheme for the erection of 200 houses within the
borough.

Spelter, Bilesian Per ton £21

Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 i-j d „

„ Country 24 7 6 „

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 1'2 B ,.

„ Country 25 7 6 „

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 25 1'2 6„
Country 26 7 6 ,.

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 28 2 (i ,.

Country 38 17 6 „

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 2S 12 6 „
Country 27 7 6 „

i:jeadSoil-pipe(upto44in.)Town 26 12 6 „
Country 27 7 b „

[Over 44in. £1 per ton extra.l

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 ..

Copper Sheets, sheathing* rods 81 „

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 69 „

Tin. English Ingots 174 10 ..

Do.. Bars -• 175 10 „

Pig Lead, in Icwt. oiga (Town) 21 0.,

Sheet Lead, Town 23 2 6„
Country 23 17 b „

Genuine White Lead '29 15 „

Refined Red Lead S 9 2 •"

Sheet Zinc 29 ..

Old Lead, against account 18 12 6..

Tin per cwt. 10 ,.

Cut nail's (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand 11 b ,.

TIMBEB.
CONSTRUCTION AIj.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :-

Spruce Deals : St. Johns ..

„ „ Miramichi
Boarda : Swag

Red Deals: Archangel Ist quality 21

to £21 7 6

18 10
11 10
10 10

16 ,

13 ,

St. Petersburg—
"

.. let quality 16 10 ., 18

3nd ,. 14 10 ., 15 10
"

'.'. Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 „ 15

Gefle. Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 13 10 .. 17

White Deals: Crown 14 0., 15 10

Seconds H 10 ., 13

Flooring : White and Planed—
Ist and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 .. U 15

iBt. 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 .. 11

Red Planed. 1st quaUty 14 10 0., 17

Pitch Pine: Prime Deals and
Uoards 18 ., 23

Lignum Vitse Per ton 7 0,. 14

Per cubic foot.

Yellow Pine Logs (Waney board) 5 0., 05
Pitch Pine Logs " ? 2 " So
Birch : Quebec Logs 2 3,. u J

Oak: Austrian Wainacot 7 0.. 08
Mahogany : Gaboon ~ 3 0,, 08
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FUBNirnBE AND HARDWOODS.

Teak: Enrmese per load, 50ft. £30 to
- • - i -

Per cubi
Teak : Java, per load, 50ft..

Seqnoia(CaIifomian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

sawn planks...
Oak : Austrian Wainscot
Walnut: Prime boards and

Walnut :Mdm 3

Greenheart : Hewn logs 3
Cedar : Cigar box 4

Satin Walnat: Imp. sawn
boards, prime 3

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime 2

Mahogany : St. Domingo,Cuba,
and Honduras ... 6

,. African, Assinee. &c. 5
„ Lagos and Benin 4

„ Sekondi and Cape
Lopez 3

„ Gaboon 2

Satinwood : West Indian 10
Rosewood Per ton 8

Lignum Vitas „ 7

STONE,'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube fO 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto „ 3 3

Red Corsehill. ditto ,, 3 1

Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto ,, 3
Ancaster, ditto „ 1 10
Greenshill, ditto ,, 1 10
Chilmark. ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) 1 104

Hard York, ditto „ 2

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

DiWo ditto Sin. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ., 13

•All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on read
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 ti

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot .. 1 9J
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station „ 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station „ 16}

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—
Brown White

Whit Bed. Base Bed
Per foot cube.Delivered on road waggons

)
at Paddington Depot, I

Nine Elms Depot, or
[

Pimlico Wharf.

Blue Portmadoo

Bine Bangor 20x10 ... 13 2 6
20x13 ... 13 17 6

First anaUty 20xi0 ... 13

20X10 ... 15 17 6

18X10 ... 13 5

Permanent green

.

11 13
9 12
6 13

BBIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... f1 15 per ]

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Bed 3 13
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

Ac- (Net, delivered in

,, ] full truck loads
[ in London.

crington Plastic ! 4 10
Facing Bricks ;

" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing pei
Bricks £'2

3i" ditto Second Beet Plastic ditto 3
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3S" in

r thickest part 2
34" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2

3a" ditto ditto through and through 3

3i' Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and i" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 3 course deep, each
Ditto ditto 9" xl course

Accrington Camber .Arches :

—

3 course deep, 4^" soffit, per foot opening ...

4 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto ...

5 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ...

6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ...

3 ditto 9* ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

ditto

QLAZED BBIOKS.
HARD GLAZES, (PER 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

f12 7 6 £10 17 6 fl3 17 6 f17 17 6 £12 7 6

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, Bullnose, and 44in. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 30 17 6 34 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square

—

15 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 36 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6

Splays and Squints—
17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles—
4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles-

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers £22 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose... 37 17 6

C impass bricks, circular and arch bricks^ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours r ing 9io

.

Cimberarch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4iin

Is. 2d. each ' by 2Siu.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

• These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations.

s. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, deUvered
Pit Sand 7 0.,
Thames Ballast 6 G „

s. d. Per ton.

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G.-oand Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge ioT sacks.
s. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 deUvered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 37s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TIIiES.
8. a. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry.stn-

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz. „ .,

Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 52 6 „ ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 D perdoz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental do 60 „ ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tUes :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ ,

Ornamental do 48 6 ,, ,, .

Hip tiles 3 104 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 4i
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ ,,

Ornamental tiles 50

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Beds or
Brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000 „ .

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „ „ ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 6

Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 „ „
Pressed 47 6

Ornamental do 50 ,, ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 „ ..

OILS.
Bapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 15 to f29 5

Do., brown 36 15 „ -27 5

Cottonseed, refined 39 ,, 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 ,, 40

Seal, pale 21 „ 31 10

Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ 46 10

Do., Ceylon 42 10 „ 43

Do., Mauritius 42 10 „ 43

Palm, Lagos , ... 32 5 „ 33 5

Do. Nut Kernel 35 „ 35 10

Oleine 17 5 „ 19 5

Sperm ... 30 „ 31

Lubricating U.S per gal, 7 0,, 080
Petroleum refined 6J „ 6i

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 10

Do., Archangel 19 6 „ 10
Linseed Oil per gal. 3 5i „ —
Baltic Oil 2 8,, —
Turpentine 3 9i ,,

—

'""^'?eTSi?) '::':: }^--'- " ^ o „ -
Pure Linseed Oil I n in n —
" Stority " Brand ; " u lu u ..

GLASS (IN ORATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oj. 26oz. 32oz
Fourths 2d. ... 3d. ... 38d. ... 48d.

Thirds 2id. ... 3M. ... 44d. ... 6jd.

Fluted Sheet 2|d. ... 3ld. ... 6Jd. ... 7d.

Hartley's English Rolled Plate : Jin. ^/isin. iin.

2Jd, ... 2id. ... 3d.

Figured Boiled and BepouBsine White. Tinted
an. .. Bd.

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drjing Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil 119
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14
Extra Pale Paper 13
Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16 n
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10 n
French and Brush Polish 10

PILKINQTON & CO.
(ESTABLISHKD lSo8.)

DEPTFORD WHARF,
190 ft 182, OREEK ROAS, DEFTFORD, S.B

POLONCEAUASPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing

Seyssel Aspbalte direct from the Mines.
Telephos-e No3. : New Csoss 1102 (2 Lines).

Olivers'

Seasoned

HardAvoods,
APPLY To-

wn. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bnnhill Row, London, E.G.

TENDERS.

BENTLEY-wirn-ARKSEY.—For laying a surface-water

drain in High-street and Mill-gate, Bentley, for the

urban district council. Mr. R. G. Whitley, 384, Bentley-

road, Doncaster, surveyor :
—

Drake, H., Adwick-le-street ... £621
Stubbs, F. G , Bentley 105
Pullar, H. C, and Co., Wrelton,
near Pickering 383 10

Wilborn, T. H., Doncaster ... :jSl 17

Porter, S..Barnby Dan (accepted) 3U3

Bletchingley. —For the construction of a small

installation of sewage works at the isolation hospital,

Bletcbingley. for the Gcdstone Rural District Council :—
Adams, H. U., Alton £402 10

F. W. Honour, Warlingham ... ^43

Streeter Bros., Oroydou 248

Pink, J.J. .Mersthatn 212

English, T., Si Sons, Bletcbingley

Brown, J. M., Oxted
Brice Marchant, Godatoue ..

Howard, P. H.. Bletchingley' .

• Accepted.

^hapel-en-le-Feith.—For carryii

15

waterworks
il. Messrs.

Brady and'Partington, Chapel-en-le-Frith, engineers .-
Sheldrake. J., and Son, Hornsea,
Hull £1.181 6 11

Leckenby, C. E., Uhapel-en-1

?rith ,015 19 7

A, and P., Bettws-y-Hyslopn,
Coed

Hanney, E. J., Swansea
Jowett. W., Preacott

Clajton Bioi., Poyntoa
aiaveley Uoal and Iron Co.

Chesterfield (accepted)

Bate, U., Chinlev, Sloclsport'
• Two sections only.

Connah's Quay.—For the construction

under the Dee. and the laying of the miw
fromConnah's Qaay to FlajbricK Hill, E

distance of about 13 miles, for the

committee of the Birkenhead Oorooration :
-

Wardle.T., and Sons, Bristol ...£140,335 8 i

(Accepted.)

Dekmakk Bill, S.B.—For the erection of urinal

a drettinp-Toom at Raskin Park

London County Council :—
Bickerton, W., Catford
Marsland, J., ard Sons, Walworth
Garrett, J., and Son, Balbaoa Hill

HolUngsworth, H. H , Peckham...
Fletcher, F. W., Tooting
Triggs, B., and Co., Clap

687 13 3

rKenheid. a
rater-supply

£63)
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Darimouih.—For the erection ol a new school tor 352
ecbolars Rt Dartmonth. for the Devon Education Com-
mittee. Mr. P. Morris. 1, Richmond-road. Exeter,
coontv architect (education). Quantities by Mr. S. AV.

Haaehton, 41, George-etreet, Plymouth :
—

Williams. R. C.
Taylor, W. H. ..

i,397

Wakeham Bros 5,254 15 6
Piitard H., and Son 6.243
Badcock. P. J 5.075 19
Narracntt, R. E 5.068 18 4
Pratt. N., and Sons (accepted) ... 6.067

EvEsHiM.—For reconstruction of bnsinoss premises
31, BiKh-etreot, Evesham, for Messrs. Fowler, Son. and
Chapman, house furnishers. Bveabam. Messrs. Dicks
and Waldron, 1, Market-place, Evesham, architects
and surveyors ;

—
While, W., Rvesham £2 650
Jones. W.. Gloucester 2,6.37

Saunders and Co., Cirencester ... 2.537
Steward and Co., Broadway ... 2.53J
Tilt Bros., Bromserove 2.519
Cliff and Co.. Evesham 2.4ii5

Collins and Godfrey, Tewkesbury 2.389
Knox. J., Evesham 2.3B3
Espley and Co., Evesham* ... 2,I'.i3

• Recommended for acceptanca.
Fui.ESHiLL.—For the making pood of Sleath's Yard

and Spiialflelde. Bedworth, and part of C^nal-rnad and
Eden's Yard, Foleshill, for the Foleshill Rural District
Council. Mr. A. E. Newey, engineer and surveyor :

—
Green, W. H., Corley. near
Coventry £1.148

Smith, J., Bedworth 1,065
Palmer, A. E., Leicester 1,062
Trentham, G.. Ltd.. Birmingham' 989

Engmeer'e estimate, £997 17s. 4d.
* Accepted.

GEREiBn's Ci:o>!'.-For erection of house in Orchehiil-

F.S.I

... £!,•Elcook, C
Green, F. (accepted) 1,125

Gerkard's Cross.—For erection of house in Fnlmer-
way, for Mr. Walter Seller. Messrs. Davis and Boddv,
A.R.I.B.A., M.S.A., F.S.I., 14, Southampton-street,
Strand. W.C, architects ;—

Bailey, J £1,09)
Green, F 1,083
Dean, A. C. (accepted) 995

GiLLiSGBAM, Kest.—For additions to St. Barnabas
Church. Messrs. Cutts, Davis, and Boddy, A.R.I.B.a.,
M.8.A.. F.S.I. , 14, Southampton-street, Strand, W.C,
architects :

—
Phillips, H. E £770
West Bros 748
Skinner, C. E 731
Home. A. H. (accepted) 669 9

GtiMsur.— For annual supplies tor ensuine municipal
year-viz., April 1. 1914, lo March 31, 1915. Mr. H.
GUbcrt Wbyatt, Mnnicipil Buildings, 170. Victoria-
" "

"
borough engineer and surveyor. Ac-

Whinstone (Northumberland)—Jackson, M., "and Son,
Louth ; Ord and Maddison, Lt., Darlington.

Slap—Mitchell, J. R., and Co.. Ltd., Grimsbv.
Artificial flags—Hewins and Gxidaaod, Grim'ibv.
Yorkshire flags—Marshall, 8., and Sons. Ltd., Halifax.
Y'orkshire kerbs, ic— Marshall, 8., and Sons. Ltd.,

Halifax ; Turner, T., and Son. Lightclitfe, Yorks.
Granite setts—Mottntsorrel Granite Co., Ltd., Mount-

sorrel, near Loughborough.
Whinstoue setts—Ord and Maddison, Ltd.. Darlington.
Pitch-Brown. J., and Co., Ltd., Dewsbury.
Coal-gas tar—Great Grimsby Gas Co., Grimsby.
Blue Lias lime—Contract and Works Supply Co.,
Kirton-Lindsey.

Dog-kennel lime—Blosv, N.. and Co , Grimsbv.
Buxton quicklime—Blow. N., and Co., Grimib?.
Portland cement—Dawber, Townslev, and Co., Ltd.,
Grimsby.

Drainage Pipes, 4o.—Revell, C, and Co., Grimsby.
Lubricating oils—Leeds Oil and Grease Co., Leeds.
Oils (except lubricating)—Leeds Oil and Grease Co ,

Paints—Middleton Bros., London, E.
Plumbing-Dolby, D. J., Grimsby.
iJOnmonKery-Duke, J., Grimsby.

Hackxet. S.E.—For the erection of conveniences on
a site near the cricket pavilion at Victoria Park, tor the
London County Council ;—

Newell, H.. Poplar £355 o
Bickerton, W.,Catford 497
BtevensandSons, Crouch Hill, N. 485
Thome, F. and T., Isle of Dogs ... 435
Mather, J. c., Islington 430
Marchant, Hirst, and Co., High-
gate-road, N.- 435

Estimate of the architect. ill6.
Recommended for acceptance.

If.ivicH.-Forthe supply of electrical plant, for the
oorporsiion. Mr. F. Ayton, chief engineer and
manager. Accepted tenders :

—
British Westinghonse Co., alternator, rotary converter,
I [automatic voltage regulator, and switchgear.
£2,212 138. 3d.

Ferranti, Ltd., three Su-kw. transformers and a testing
transformer, £194.

Voightand HaeUoer (England), Ltd, high and low.
tension switchgear tor main power station and suD-
elations. £l,9i(2 liia.

British Westinghouse Co., two rotary converters for
Duke-street coovorter sub-station, £1,566.

Ateliers de Constructions Electri<|U0 du Nord de I'est

(agents, H. W. Butler and Co., London), high and
low-tension underground cables, £6,157 15s.

Lucy W., and Co., Oxford, fused mama discoanectiag
boxes for four-core three-phase low-tension
distributors, £19i; (excluding fuses).

Kendal.—For crtncrete work at the sewage disposal
works extensions, for the sewerage committee :

—

Woodburn, R. (accapt ed) tl.7oO

Battersea, Basnett-road. pamttag iat3rtor aal extsri)
(not iron buildings)—
Willett, W.. Sloane-sqnire ... £918
Garrett. J., and Son Btlhtm Hill 878
Rice and Son, Stockwell-road ... 771
Maxwell Bros., Ltd., Brixton-
road 741

TriggsandCo., 93, Th5 Chise' ... 711

Camberwell, N., Gloucaster-roai, piinting interior au
exterior—
Patman and Fotherington, Ltd.,
Theobald's-road 1,'77

King, H.. and Son Peokham ... 1,043
Thome. F. and T.. Isle of Dogs .. 1.026

King, W.. and Sou, Westminster... 1.019
Parker. G., and Sons. Peckham ... 989
Mills, W.. and Sons, Blaokheath .. 039
Fenn, J. S., Woolwich' 886 18

Kulham. Munster-road, piintinir interior —
Polden, A. .S: F., Shepherd's Bush' 695 12

Peckham, Coils-road, painting interior and exterior-
Thome. F. and T., Isle of Dogs ... 814
Mills.W.. & Sons. Ltd., Blackheath 791
Loasby, F. W., Hither Green-lane 7.i8

Peyton, A. T., Lewisham 710
Bailey. W.. East Greenwich ... 679
Vigor and Co.. Poplar' 633

Peckham. Hollyda'e-road, painting exterior and c'.eac

Thome. F. and T., Isle of Dogs ... £696
Coldman, A.. & Son.East Dulwich 649 3
Bailey. W , East Greenwich ... 629 4
Loasby, F. W., Hither Green-lane 575
Peyton, A. T., Lewisham .334 11 6
Vigor and Co., Poplar* 632

Newington, W,, Penroee-street, painting interior-
King, H., and Son, Peckham ... £598
King, W. A.. Brixton 578
Ford. J.,andSons, Fitzalan-street 576
Lapthome and Co., Ltd., Lambeth 559
Smith, W., and Son, Harleyford-
road 654

Goad, W. v.. Camberwell-road- ... 652
Sims, J. R.. Hor^eferry-road ... 515
King, W., Sc Son, VauxhaU Bridge-
road ... 533

St. Panoras, N., Carlton-road, painting exter
imerior-

Marchant. Hirst, and Co., High-
eate-road £67S

Williams. G. 8. 8., Barnsburv ... 61'J

Waddington, J., and Sons, Ltd.,
Creed-lane. E.C 611

Warbuiton and Son, Regent-

Chapneli',' W.. UaidaVale '.'.'.

Stevens and Sons. Crouch Hill ...

1 Sons, High-street,

LoNDOX.—For cleaning and painting L.C.C. schools,
for the London County Council. Accepted tenders ;

—
Barmondsey, Galleywall-roal—

Banks, W £119
Bow and Bromlev. Atley-road—

Stokes, J., and Sons 419 10

Camberwell, N., Credon-road—
Groves, H 473

Scarsdale-road

—

Munday, G.. and Sous
Clapham, Bonneville-road—

Garrett, J., ana Sou ,

Rajwood-street—
MaxweU Bros., Ltd

Finsbury. E., Central-Street

—

Hornett, W
Hackney, C., Gayhurst-road —

Butters. G
Hackney, N., Detmold-road-

Horswill, H. C.

351

313

412

283

289 17

353 12

276 13
Mandeville-streat -

Horswill. H. C
Hammersmith. EUerslie-road —

Chapoell, W 209
8aunders-road—

McArthur, G.. and Co 410
Holbom, Rosebery-avenue—

Inns, A. H 349
Hoxton, Scrutton-street-

Press, Robinson, and Co 314
Islington, N., Poole's Park—

Randall and Ball 430
Islington, S., Queen's Head-street (J.M. and I.)—

Inns, A. H 308
Kennington, Upper Kennington-lane —

282 13

342

Beeley, J. H. ...

Poplar, Glengall-road—
Vigor and Co

St. Pancras, E., The " Brecknock"—
Stevens and Sons 493

Torriano-avenue—
BtevensandSons 366

Southwark, W., Hatfiald-straet—
Staines, A. J., and Co., Ltd. ... 435

Westminster Bridge-road-
Lapthorne and Co., Ltd 467

Wandsworth, Hitheraeld-r,)ad—
Maxwell Bros, Ltd .

243
The " Southfields"—

Garrett, J., and Son 373

The •• Wandle "—
Garrett, J., and Bon 215

Woolwich, Wood-street—
BaUoy, W 335

London.—For the supply till December 31st of meta
filament electric lamps with filaments other than
drawn under items 8 to 27 of schedule No. 17, for the
London County Council :

—
Pope's Electric Lamp Co., Ltd. (recommended tor
acceptance)

.

London.-For supply of bitumen, pitch, and green
oil. during one year, for the tramways department
(Schedule No. 47 1. for the London County Council -.—

Grindley and Co., Ltd., Poplar E.,
(accented) , about £2,763

London.—For the supoly of 160 uninsulated trolley
heads, with booms, required in connection with the
equipment of electric tramcars, for the London County
Council :—

Brecknell, Munro. and Rogers.
Ltd., Bristol (accepted)

LuTTEEwoKTH.—For the erection of 23 houses, for the
rural district council. Mr. A. ,1. Ross, Council Offices,
Lutterworth, surveyor ;

—
Scotney, T. and A., Meadow Gate.
Bourne £3,970

Barlow, T.. and Co., Nottingham 3.^78
Hickman, T., and Sons, Market
Harborouah 3.667

Moss and Sons. Loughborough ... 3.600
King and Ridley, Lutterworth ... 3,518
Sleath, F , Rothley 3,353
Ford. and Sons, Broughton
Astley 3.333

Rourke, P., Lutterworth' 3.333
Chitham and Co., Welford-road,

Leicester (withdrawn) 2,997
• Accepted.

LrNDHCEST.-For shop extension at Lyndhurst. New
Forest, tor Mr. Emanuel Howells. Mr. William
Burrough Hill. F.8.I., Southamptoa, architect :

—
Fussell.W. A £163
Gale. I. E.. and Sons 159
Jenkins and Sons. Ltd 151
Wright, A., and Son (accepied) ... 149 10

Shoreditch.—For providmc swings and giant-strides
in the g.ymnasinm at Cfeflrye's- garden, for the London
County Ckiuncil :

—
Siegwart, Ltd., High Holborn ... £166 10

(Accepted.)

Sleights. -For oak seating (221 places), St.

John's Church, tor the vicar and churchwarden. Mr.
A. A. Ough, F.R.I.B.A., Bsk Hall, Sleights, Yorks,

White, J. P. and Sons Ltd,
Bedford

Elliot's Moulc ugand Joinery Co.,
Ltd., Newb

North of England School

Wilkinson. G , and Sons, Sleights
Simpson and Sons, Ltd., Halifax

Leeds

Hartlepool'
Teanby. J. S., and Son Ltd.,

• Accepted, with Dantzig oak.

SouiHAiipioN.- For sewage works in two roads, for

the corporation. Mr. J. A. Orowther, Town Hall,

Southampton, borough engineer :—

Bittern Park ;-
Nichol, J £377
Osman, F., and Co 359
Douglas, J. (accepted) 328

Brookvale-road :
—

Richards, R 223 2 8

O.-man, F., and Co 216

Douglas, J. (accepted) 199

SoLTUAMiTON. — Far painting Nos. 4-8 and 10-15,

inclusive, Brunswick-place, Southampton, for Messrs.

the Trustees of Wolfris Charity, Mr. William Burrough
Hill, F.S.I., Southampton, architect and surveyor to

the Trust;—
DdaU, J. J.,ftndCo., Ltd £17116
Chalk. F 142 10

Danbury, E. J 138 12

Franklin, J. E.. and Co 138

Stevens. H , and Co 137 <•

Saunders, W 135

Fussell, W. A 126
Beach, G 120 W *

Neale, W. M 96

Jenkins and S,on8, Ltd 93

PrazierandSon 89 10

SiAFioED.—For the construction of the embankment
to the new road from the Lammascotes to the Lichfield-

road, for the corporation :— „ ,_

Holloway, H., Bilston-road, Wolverhampton.
(Accepted.)

To-jTON —For erecting tour cottages at Compton,

road Vanghan HUl Estate, Totton, Hants, for Mr. W.
V. Cotton. Mr. William Burrough Hill, F.8.I..

Southampton, architect;— Tiled. Slated.

Soper, E. G £715 ... £695

Nichol. J '72 ...
—

Creighton, F., & Sons 815 ... 830

Fry and Son '670 ... 665
• Accepted.

Warrington.—For erecting Oakwood-avonue Council

School, for the Buildings Committee :

—

Dolan, J., and Sons, Napier-street, Warrington
(accepted).
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A BURNING QUESTION.

In February, 1912, the President of the

Board of Agriculture appointed a Com-
Tnittee to inquire into the nature and
character of the buildings necessary for

small farms, and to submit plans suitable

for the purpose, that might be of assist-

ance to local authorities and landowners
who contemplated erecting buildings of the

kind. It does not appear that any member

ings, cut and dry, to be erected anywhere.
He must know the nature of the land and
the stock it will carry, and design accord-
ingly. We have found the problems of farm
buildings rather perplexing ones, for build-
ings that suit in some cases will not suit

on the same' land in other cases. We have
erected sheds a hundred feet long for cattle-

feeding, only to find from the farmer at

whose request they were built, that fatten-

ing cattle had ceared to pay, and that the

fall, and they are of opinion that this
minimum standard is the most settled
element in the problem.

Unfortunately others, like ourselves,
think it more unsettled than any other
element in this much-vexed question. We
shall define a small-holder as a man with,
say, from 20 to 50 acres, by the working
of which he has to make a living, and here
it may be said that in some places 50 acres
would not afford sustenance for a single

(it th" Committee made his living by work-
in- ;i SI,,:, 11 fann, ur any farm, for that

11, all., s,, ihat il,i- I 'uiiiiiuttee had to

i. la. Ill, 111- |i,a(i:.al I n lu , i,,ation they re-

il,i:,,.,l l,\ ,Naii,,i,,ii ; laii.J-agents and
others nut exa.il\ ^-niall farmers," but

men who were ii, . 1.,^, mniart with tliem

at all times. Th. i h,\, i imant has already

furnished every landowner with accurate

maps of his estate for a few shillings,

through the Ordnance Survey, thus
effectually extinguishing the old land-sur-

veyors' business, and iinw laiulou iuvs and
others are to be funnel,. J u,ili plans of

farm buildings for a ftw sIhIIhil'^, s,, that

the time is not far off when lucal ar.liii.rts,

skilled in the planning of sucli Im iMiiiL";,

will have died out as certainly as ih,. iLil.

did. The ardiitect should in'tei, si l,,,„s.|f

in this ciKslmn. ,-, In- will fin,l a r,,i,s,,|,,r

able am, 11,1,1 ,.f ^^.,,l. sli|,|an>: thrnneh his

liands ml.. Ih.i-.. ..f l,an,l-a..^,.i,ls ai,<l

stewards ..( laij,. ,.siat,.s, „1,., aiv m-n..i;ill v

s„rr. ssl„l ,1, ,.l,laiiiin._' w,,rk ,.f tins kind
l.N 111. Ink, I, - in ,a r. ,iis„l,.,-al.l,. ani.anit of

rla|, II,,,. al,.,ul •,;c..n,,n,y,- f.,r tlirv kn,.w
that iliis IS the lime by which the bird is

caught.
Now, the architect cannot sit down and

prepare drawings for a set of farm build-

only F.alvatinn for the farmer was horse-

Ijk I ilin.^. Tile time came when this did not

l.a\ an. I sin. |. ilid. Luckily they required
III. <].. . lal liiiil.liiigs, except in the lambing
.•i,is..ii, will n an old barn offered all the

sli.lt.T 1. c| lined. Thus It will be seen that

])larinin.4 faiiu buildings is not a mere

on drawing-paper, which will be of use any-
where. Even though the arrangement may
be all that is desired, the plans must suit

the land, and the buildings must be
designed to enable the tenant to pay his

rent, and the last is the main considera-
tion.

We now come to that part of the report
whiih iii..^t ilinrtly concerns us at

j

|.i.'-.iit ii.inii'lv. what the Commissioners
rail ilii- siiiair-ln.l.lers house, the con-

I

stiiiiti.in of which must not be cheapened
.il tin- II. st of the ordinary requirements of

li .altli, ileoency, and convenience. Here.
.i-.iin, these words will mean different

tliiiii;s to different people, especially if

lln.ir pecuniary interests are involved ; but
j

this dithculty is to some extent met by the
Commissioners, for they give us plans '

fixing a minimum standard below which
it would be undesirable, in any circum- i

stances, that the accoinr.:odation should

j

human being, whilst in others less than
half the quantity would be more than

I ample. Fifty acres of gorse and fern

I in the sandy lands in North Hampshire

}

would exhaust all a farmer's resources

in a few years, and he would have
the mortification of seeing the land

return to its original waste condition.

j
We next come to the man who rents a

!

cottage with or without a garden, and who
works for any farmer who will find him
employment—he may be called an inde-

pendent farm labourer. The "last of this

class wo will refer to is the labourer who
finds permanent work on one farm, and
whoso cottage is found for him by the

farmer. He has certain perquisites.

I generally dependent on the locality, and he

I

is more under the farmer's control than the

independent labourer. This man may
have a large garden ; if so. the farmer must
find him manure for it ; he may lend him
horses to plough it. and it is obvious that

any work d..iif in tin- i;,iiden must be at

the farmer's ,.\|i. lis,., i.,i his whole working

time is the faun. is, 11. nee it is that the

latter do not look with favour on such

gardens, and they like even less the

keeping of fowls or a pig by their work-

men, fur they naturally conclude that the
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ROUGH COPING STONE

1 r

"ir

l.cteil in
may be

1.1 lore be,

IS partly

; l.nt, as
!

1 If use of

by the

labourer's animals will n.

the matter of food wh.
obtained. The oiuulli. . ,

independent workmau w
perhaps, unsuitable li .

dependent, as we ha v. ,

they may be easily ail.ij.t

the small-holder, as \

dependent labourer, we will describe what
we thing the minimum accommodation
should be—and it will In. sen tlial \vr
differ somewhat frum tin (niiiiniH ,

,.

For the small-hol.l.i. th. i,|,.,m |.i..M,lm
a living-room or kitili.n l-,fi l.v l^ft
scullery 10ft. by 8ft., ]iantry Gft, by iit.',

fuel store 7ft. by 5ft., bedroom 12ft. Gin!
by 12ft., do. lift, by 9ft., and ono Oft. by
7ft. .Sin

; our accommodation is living-
room 18ft. by Mft.. scullery ]2ft. by 7ft.,
bedroom 12ft. by 10ft., and two 12ft. by
Sft. Gin. There is no pantry, but there
is instead a capacious food-locker in the
scullery, ventilated directly from thu out-

side. The offices are a fuel-shed Sft. by
7ft., a lock-up store 12ft. by 6ft., fowl-
house Oft. by 5ft., piggery Sft. by 5ft., with
yard, and a privy with ashpit. We hold
that the plans provide for the wants of

either class of farm workmen, and that
they show an irreducible minimum in the
size of the apartments and the number of
them, so that the entire scheme may be
callecl a standard plan for a farm labourer's
r.illaur. W.i liavo no porch to the
' II' r.iiir. iliM.r, f(ir the occupants either
'III.

1 ,ii tlh- hack, the usual way, or they
li I I 111 iiis.Urs in by the front door with-
out knocking or waiting. If there had
been fewer doors in the living-room it

would have helped to make the house more
fninfnrtalilf ; but with a separate entrance
ii. .X' ly liiiirnnm the doors could not have
l"iii iv.luri'il in number. The (irincipal
lMilrn..ni iniLjlit be larger, so as to take a
nit or Iwu at the side of the bed, and the
.smaller bedrooms would be better if each

was 12ft. by 10ft., instead of 12ft. by

Sft. Gin. ; but this would add 3ft. to the

width of house.

There is little use in supposing the slops

will bo taken down the garden to be dis-

posed of there, so we have faced the

inevitable, and arranged for their being

thrown down immediately outside the back

door. We have paved the yard \yith

concrete, to prevent soil being carried into

the house, for the traffic will be incessant,

and in wet weather hard clay with gravel

will get soft and adhere to the boots of

thoso walking over it.

The outoffices explain themselves. In

some cases the boiler is fixed in an out-

ofTice, to prevent the collection of steam in

the house. We know of no objection to this

plan except its cost. We have shown well-

gravelled paths around the buildings.

These are usually neglected on plans ; but

the occupants of the premises cannot walk
on clay and keep a decent house. We have
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ver the well, a pro-

Tlie section shows that the rooms are

open to the roof, which has no collar-ties,

the raftei-s being supported on steel joists,

and in this wav all stupid vcroptarles in

the ro<.f, «liirh'linl,l niily diit, :nr !4ot rid

of. A liiiiik- N.'iililalor .if c'a|Mii(ius size

dischart;, s ml., a ilu.' iii lli.' rliiuiii. v-stack,

and it exhausts all the foul air in the

rooms. We have seen some plans for cheap
cottages lately, and they were remarkable
for the hips and vall.'ys nn dormers and
gables .1. sijii.il I., iiiak.' pi-.tty roofs; but
we havi' a\..i.|.'.| lli.s.., (.n- they involve a

plumbi'n- in tl,.. \';ll..\s ;' tli..v a'.l.Vc.nsi.l.'r-

ably (.. III.' . \p. n-.', .111.1 lak.. fn.iii lli.^

nltimat. -.tal.iln^ ..( il.,' r....f. I'.iiin,,^ il,,.

—and a welcome improvement in the

decoration oJ the central room, the wails

being covered in brown, and two screens

being introduced for the display of

drawings, etc.

Mr. Frank Brangwyn, the new President,
only contributes one work, "The Bridge,
Avignon " (39). It is unfinished, but
attractive by its force and the due impres-
sion it leaves on the beholder of the scale

of the architecture. One brother critic, we
see, says ;

" It is more in the spirit of

Piranesi "
; while anotlier insists that " Mr.

Brangwyn has not that passion for archi-

tecture which Piranesi expressed." Both
doubtlosrs l;n-iw nir.rf al.ont it than we do,

Mr

tlic

iiia.l.' t.. i.iiil.r il ailisli.- ..r ]

for th.iM- ^,]u, a.l..|.t th.. plans

such al!. latL.iis 111 11 a-- will s

resthetic instin.is, \\.- \\..iil.l

here the wind..\\- ai. ..f . I'-l n

door is to be sli. . i. .1 \\iili ^lal.--

asbestos and I'.ntlaii.l .. in.iil :

this cottage there is n.. \'. h
outside walls that can I" .I.--1 i

.i\
.

.1 l.v ex-

posure to the rain. Tli. nvIi-I.^ ..1 tin- lime

'used should lie lias. ,-ai. I.. 111- lak. n that

it is c.mpl.'t.'lv slak...|, an, I il.is ,, k, .1

done \<\ llir.,«iii.^ a --iiili. I. Ill .|nanlil \ .'I

water ..11 lln- liilii|,s il Imnp liiin- IS lis.'. I.

,^nd then covering it up with sand for

twenty-four hours, no more water being
used than will convert the lump lime into

a fine powder. We would mention here
that th,. p'Tular brli. f al...ni iimiil' lime
hot is bas.,1 .111 iL'ii.,ian.v ..f ll,.' nial. laak

AVhile 111 (liis r,.ii.lili..ii il is slakiii-, aii.l

should not be used. ri,.i.eil.v-slaked lime
is in a powder so fine that it cannot be
matched by any mechanical grinding.
When, therefore, there are lumps in it, the
lime is not burned, or it is not slaked

TEIE ROYAL SOCIETY OF BRITISH
ARTISTS.

The nvevage of excellence is certainlv
better af l!i,-."l list Fxliil.itk.n ..f 111.. i;..v.al

Sociefv ..f nmisl, \rl,sis, an. I lli.i. a,..

.s rr\.|..'s 'Sinisl r Interior"
it Its ml... .\.. .'11.- eaii deny its

e, e 1 if the elfect is n ore puzzling

ng. Mr. Bertr.am P
,.

\ cxhil)itF. "An 1)1.1 Chalk Pit
"

"1 nine" (14); am "Piazzale
ll.'H.I ., Fl..reii,a. " (:U). Th,. s(.,..,ii.l

Is 1.. us 111., si ; 1,1,1 all ai e 1; 1. Mr.
' 1 .m-\s "('h..rri.:s

all'ra.-|i\.' 1
.•

' (LkS) are
s., than the

W.
;i!lk

hk.. \li- ,\lfi..

rJ-J,, 111.1 1...

1 Hartley's
h .Mr. W.

V .\ :.,i,en" (27),

\\1

isthoi-.'snlt ,.f fl,.. r.r..iii .1, .,„..sl i,' .liam/.s

we do not know. Otherwise they are only
apparent by a somewhat increased total of

non-contributing members—fifty-six in all

Avenue. X..ii,i.iii.U ' (171), an.l "..s l',.|ils

Muulius, -MLiitieuil" (i:.-,). Mi: llely

Smith's "Ricdimond, Surrey, in Winter"
(29) is satisfactory, though there is not
much of Richinoii,! luit the bridge; and so

i~ Mr. .k.lm Miiuh.ad's "The River of
I. kill al <: nliilli." (30).

Mr, A. Caiiiilli. 1- s Could's "A Gala
^l^lll, St.jekh.jliu " (:il ). is olever w,.i-k. Of
liis throe other \\.,iks w.^ lik.- k.-l "Tlie
Symphony of SjiriiiL; ( 111. 1 Mr l'liili|iA.

doLaszlo's "I'ortrail '<iii.lv..lM\ M.itlier"

^69) is good work. Mr. I.oiiis \V,.nter's

"Carneval, Russian Ballet" (74), is un-
equal. The dancers are unsatistnetory

;

but, as a whole, the pii-liire attra.ls niie.

The Red Shawl " (Vli), kv Mi- W, M.
Palin, and his "r.i\s IkiihiiiL: (111) .ii.'

both good. About lli,. List .,t tli,- |..,iii,ails

is Mr. G. C. Drinkwater's "Nina" (ll;i), a

really interesting, because simplv-rendered,
child study.

Mr. W. E. Rilev, F.R.I.B.A., has only
two exhibits tiiisv..ii-: ' SI ii.llamt P.av"
(143) anil "The l;li,.

,
ik. I'L^li, the Ev,n-

Free" C^'la) : ea,-li , n.. 11. in -jlni-e are n<,t

ni.anv L' I w;il,.r ,..! s. M , W. Walcot
li.as lu,, |,..-,N, ifal .t.kin-s. ]n the davs of

An, a. Ill \: . I. isi, ,...," (12.1); "and
A11I..11V111 K.-.M.t"(is(i),

For the first time that we remember, we
have a poster in tiie North-West Gallery, a
triptych, by Mr. Gerald Spencer Pryse,

Labour," in three scenes,

"The Awakening," and" Workless,
" Homeless.
There is little sculpture. Mr. F. Derwent

Wood's "Ceres '' (ISLi) is a reproduction in

plaster of his original torso ; and there is a
plaster statuette in the vestibule by Sir W.
Goscombe John. "The Scout" (294).

^*»-

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At tlie meeting on Tuesday o£ the London

County Council, the Improvements Com-
mittee reported upon a proposal to widen the
Albert Embankment, as to which negotiations
have been proceeding for some time past with
Messrs. Doulton and Co., Ltd., owing to the
proposed purchase by the company of the
premises ot Messrs. Stiff. The scheme pro-
vides for tlie widenins of Allji.rt Embankment
for a I. iiL'tli ..r l,l'::ilf(. rr..i,i il- |,,vs..|,l ui.llh

or Clin, I.. ,. v.i.illi i.r MTi,, .,,,.] n. a.klilH.n,

provenieiit nf Lanilictleroad, and the altera-

tion of tlie line ot the britlge so as to permit
of tlio improvement of tile gradients of tbo
bridge on the Lambeth side. Under the pro-
posed arrangements this improvement ot

gradients could be effected witliout inter-

ference with Lambeth Palace. No decision
has vet keen arriveil at. tlie committee ex-
plain". <k ... r. -ai'.ls il,.. r,. I, milling ot Lambeth
I!ii.Il'. \Ii I |.. ,i

.
i.liiiL' r.ir the cost of the

|i,i\ii;:. v..i;,- II,. i..ial ...st of tile scbeme
is ..si iiiiai. ,1 al ril.-jiiii. (Ill this estimate of

.£41,2(10 the sum ,,( £in.000 in respect of

property would, in the event ot the recon-

struction of Lambeth Bridge being under-
taken, be charfjeable to the cost of rebuilding

the bridge. Having repard to the special

character of tlie thorouphfare. The proposed
terms ot settlement with Doulton and Co.,

Ltd., provide for the payment to the company
of £27.550, to include all purchase money,
costs, and compensation, otiier than stamp
duties and registration fees on the conveyance
to the company ot certain land not required

for the widening. It will not be possible to

effect the widening immediately, and the

draft agreement provides for the payment to

tlio Council by the company of an annual
1. lit ot £1,080, reducible pro rata as the land
1, .|uired is surrendered, the latest date for

III., surrcniler of anv portion being fixed for

Dee. ml,, r 2.1, 1020. "The report was adopted
witl I .-..111111.. lit.

Th.. sail... ...nimittee also reported in

favniii- ,,r (11.. wi.k.iiing ot a small section of

York rond, lianiketh, as part of a general

sehenie now in progress for the widening ot

that thoroughfare and Stamford-street, as

opportunities occur.

It was reported that the widening of Mary-
leboncroad. Upper Baker-street, and York-
place has been completed, at a cost of

£5,893 4s. 8d., borne in proportions of two-

thirds by the St. Marylebone Borough
Council and the other one-third by the County
Council.
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PLAN OF PRIORY CHURCH. GREAT ilALVERX.

As a preliminary step to the construction to the groinid plan by Mr. A. T. Griffith

of the authorised" double line of trams in shows that the church is placed, as usual, to

East Hill, Wandsworth, to connect the exist-
i

the north of the priory buildings, ami that

ing lines in East Hill with those proposed to it consists of a short and broad crncirorm
be put in hand in HiRli-street, Wandsworth edifice, with fine central tower; the northern
(to form a connecting link between the Putney aisle to nave was widened in the 15tli century,

to Hamnicrsmith and Wandsworth-roacl to which period the reconstructed choir,

systems), the Highways Committee recom- presbytery, and choir

mended that trial trenches be made by the
jobbing works contractors, to ascertain the
positions of existing mains before the esti-

mate for the track work is submitted to the
Council.

It was resolved that application be made
to Parliament in the session of 1D15 for
powers to enable the Council to enforce, in

the case of the Royal Albert Hall, the rei^-n-

lations for the' protection of the public
against the dangers of fire and panic tliat

are required to be observed at all other halls
in London used for public music.

the 11th and the 15th. All that is not Per-
pendicular is \orman." Mr. Deane em-
phasises the marked influence of Gloucester
upon the later work in Malvern chnrch,
notably in the central tower, which is mani-
festly copied from that of Gloucester, and is

set upon tiie Xorman tower piers. Manv of

tes 1453 "and

GREAT MALVERN PRIORY CHURCH.
To the handy and nspfnl -series of volume

f Churches of

: publication
~. one upon
li ..: Great

upon the Cath< 1' '

England and W
by Messrs. Gn
the Benedict 1

Malvern has ji ' the
Rev. A. C. 1)

I of
Worcester, aiui i- of
the parish, ami mly
does Canon Ij. ; Mi.Tte

personal know!
: ,liric

dealt with, bin rs to
elucidating it> i ^ the
references and as-rti.in^ ni:ul.' li\ the com-
pilers of guide books, who, as he remarks,
display a tendency to repeat without in-
f|Uiry each other's inaccuracies. On several
matters the author is able to throw fresh
illumination. Thus, he rejects as an ini-

authenticated legend of the loth eontnry the
familiar story of the martyrdom o"n an
adjoining hillside of one St. Wcrstan of Deer-
hurst—indeed, the very existence of Werstan
is unmentioned by earlier ehroiiielcrs than
Leiand. There is" abundant proof, however,
despite the divergences of early narratives
that a religions settlement existed at Malvern
in the days of the Confessor, and that at that
period, or soon afterwards, it was attached
as a cell to Westminster Abbey, the con-
nection continuing till both priory and abbey
were dissolved. The church of" the priory,
built in or about 1085, and altered at sub-
sequent periods, was very largely re-
constrticied between 1400 and 1-lCO, in which
year, on July 30, the seven altars in the
rebuilt chnrch were consecrated by John
Carpenter. Bishop of Worcester. Reference

[HE PRIORY CHUP.CH. GREAT MALVERX

• A Short Account of Gic-at Malvern Pri
By the Rev. Anthony Chaiii.es Dkane
cloth. lOOpp.. plan, and 41 illustration
George Bell and Sons, Ltd.

orj- Church.
M.A. 8vo..
> London :

Lady-chapel, south transept, and cloisters
have been destroyed. As the author remarks,
"Some of the Norman work is of later date
than the rest; between two stages of the
Perpendicular reconstruction a clear differ-
ence is to be seen ; but the church as the
Perpendicular builders left it, and as we see
it now, is in design the work of two centuries.

1456. Between 14C0 and 1483 the forty

windows of the church were, with one ex

ception, filled with exquisitely beautifnl

st-ilned glass, of which, despite IStli centuiy
np'jlect. much fortunately remains. The end
window of the north transept or Jesus-
chapel was glazed in 1501-2, and still contains
in their original positione, portraits of Prince

i
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Arthur and Sir Reginald Bray. Incidentally
the author denionstratci the absiirditv of the
stateniria r,.|,i, i ,,, ,... ,x _ :,hlr-booU since it;

was a- . ,1 J M, ( , \ "History of
Uah,,u l~r. ,1,,, i; „ after shouiuf-
his ski'l M II. ... \ II, , I I, ape! and St.
George's, AViud^or, re edified Malvern.
Wiien the Perpendicular reconstruction of
the priory church was in progress Bray was
engaged in warfare and political intrigue,
and he died in August, 15C.3, seven months
after the foundation-stone of Henry VII. 's

chapel had been laid in his presence. The
priory of Great Malvern was dissolved in
loTO, and innncdiatciv aft-rwards the

except on the north and cast, as an hotel
eloselv adjoins it at the west end, and on the
.south side is the hotel garden. The view
fiom the north-west, reproduced with other
illnstrations from the volume, suggests an
edifiee dating wholly from the 15th' century.
The nave still retains its low Norman piers,
circular bays, capitals, and abaci ; but the
wall above 'the arcading was rebuilt without
triforinni, but supporting a range of twelve
lofty clerestory windows on "either side.
Traces of tlie usual Benedictine custom of ex-
tending the ritual choir into tlie oastern
portion of the nave can be seen in the two
easternmost bays. All the internal roofs are

COTTAGE HOUSING: ITS ECONOMIC
LIMITATIONS AND DISTINCTIVE
CHARACTER.*

[with illdstcatioxs.]
{Concluded from page 363, last xvcrk.)

The only reliable way in which to produce
satisfactory cottages—vvhicli must, of course,
be modern— is to intelligently learn the
lessons taught by the old \or'>nfiilM- w.rk
scattered up and down the ( > i

''
' M,i\

I enumerate a few very siiii|i:
;

'i li

occur to me, though most nl i m m ,i i
.

|i n n..

to anyone who uses his eyes: \\ ii -n luilf-

timbering is employed, never use small
scantlings, but follow historic, solid methods'
and sizes, with curved stuff as grown, aiid;

carefully selected, for tlie shaped framing's'

in honest carpentry, well pinned, and in oak
left from the saw or adze to weather. It

will stand quite well in big scantlings, if

green. Old and seasoned oak fresh worked
will shrink and split more or less when
exposed to the wind, sun, and rain. Teak
makes the best sills, and will not so readily
turn up and twist in hot weather. Brick
Hogging or pargetted fillings look best in

Hi?

'mk .^-^ .._^^
m: v!

• - •.r«-''<s*s«iB

--;

I^^HBWSL.. "~ --J^
'^.

-,:
,

'

' \-'\- :
-'

VRCADE OF CHOIR. GREAT MALVERX. KNOTSFORI) MONUMENT, GREAT MALVERX,

materials of "the superfluous buildings"
were sold for £9 8s. 4d., when the Lady-
chapel (which had been rebuilt in tlie

Decorated period and stood upon a lr:ni

sitional crypt) and south transept w.r,-

destroyed, the eight bells were acquired l;v

the parishioners of Watton-at-Stone (they
are no longer in existence tliere). The prim's
house was rebuilt as a dwelling in Early
Jacobean days, and about the middle of tin-

19th century was demolished and the pii

misnamed Abbey Hotel built on th.-

The gateway of the inonasterv still s;

though greatly injured by a'Vicloii.M
storatioii. Ill' Jin rrli i; -•

i'
.;!- I ii

at and of wood and seem to ha\ c been con-

ide rably raised in the 1 .5th ce turv. Tlie

1..

h nnve
nni-tlin

aisle eniilrl nn
|. .

,

i,,..|,.|..

it./il n|i

1 in a Nn',', ;:ii":i::n' I'.i^."

:'.'

hu.'ii

ho r still coi tun.s th aml-lu
ini ks' stn wo rows of SIX o 1 each side.

nr all but two •etain thi ir inise ricords Of
li. pres._ nt a kale the mouths

./.
1 other.

3

are m secllai cous
'

1 -h north s de of s anetua •y is

to .loh 1 Kno sford. who
he diss

1:J96, a id his

lory

vife,

from til. 1 1 .
ii.

Malvcn. • ' .1 -
in lieu ..; limi n, ^i 1

i
..n.. 1 1

,. .

repaired in ISOt). .sunorpd ,„ 1.1, f,,i,i

storation effected in 1815, w icn a C
altarpiece with Ionic entablat lire and
news were erected. B.'t.\er.i l.'^.'^)! an
other work was .s.

. n. .1
: .linliii- t

placement of tl. i .i i
, ; \ III Ulli.

the south un^ n '. !. .i Ml III

peudieuhn- .mI. - ,.. 'II

in 18Gn 1 II.
,

.
, --

1 1

Scott, fnl .1

.
,

I . .,

same iiui.uW, .....i
. 1

~.|
i i . . .: . 1

1

was repaired :,i.i ^ il. 1

supervision of Sm 1 ,, : '

period the som Ii . I'..| r i
.

. . ,^ 1

a work executed by Messrs. Ken
Unfortunately, it is not possible

the exterior of the church at s

.i,]i.|.|nri.,l to l,e a

M. families of Brom]
. real evidence for e

IS prodiieed a very readable as well as

.liable little monograph, wliiel, vv.ll be of

i-cat value, not only to visitors to Mahcrn.
It to architectural students. It contains
.er fortv illnstrations. ehieflv from phcto
•aphs by the Rev. Ur. Hermitage Day.

grey lime, properly used, with sharp sand
of iiglit colour, and it has a better appear-
aiiee tlnin Portland cement. Concrete-ljreeze
~1 ii - n . I either double or singly, can be
ji . 1 into the timber framings and
i. Ill 1.1 leer. The natural surface of lime
niurtai should be left untouched, for colour-

wash IS not to be compared with it.

Decorated, diapered, and trowelled par-

gettings are familiar in many parts of

England, also plastered figure-work and
foliations of great beauty. Moreover, it is

most durable, lasting much longer than some
masonry: witness the fiLiures still intact in

tlie unfinishrd iii.in-' . i -iindiiie in ruins in

front of Harilv.i. I, 11, li^ M rlix-lnie.

Deep ea\i - ..
I ' i |.i . . i In. :i|)p.?arance

-Hailing sn,L;,n

e.' -Windows
'

- needed
1 into the
or other

• A lecture delivered in the liall of the Worshiiifal
Company of Cariienters by Maurich B, .\d.\ms
F.R.I,B,A., 'Wednesday, March 11, 1911.
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simple patterns, sparsely managed to

emphasise points, anil not scattered about,

will be found effective. The liistoric mud
Walls at Warka, in Chaldasa, are handsomely
treated precisely in this way, and are so

ancient as to be reckoned of uncertain

antiquity. I am intending to show a drawing

of this "work. In Egypt the mud wallings

in the valley of the Nile resist the sand-

scourings of the winds, and stand better

than the modern French ashlar buildings,

which rot near their bases from the salt loft

after the Nile subsides, and they crack badly.

So much for cob. As to concrete for

cottages, if shingle or other suitable aggre-

gate is found on the site, the material may
be useful ; but rounded shapes for walls, as

in cob or flint-built work, where stone is

scarce, seems the more natural form to adopt.

Nothing adds to the charm of home
interiors like good plastering, and artistic

attention to stucco detail repays itself more
than anything. For example, in ceiling-coves

above the walls, or to soffits for bay treat-

ments, in buildings where handsome ceilings

and rich cornices might be out of key with
the general scheme, much effect can be
obtained for trifling extra cost. On the other
liand, it always seems a doubtful expedient
to affect a barnlike eccentricity by using
rough construction such as we see adopted
for gentlefolks' cottages, under the sup-

position that this style of thing is very arty

and chic, particularly when combined with
random-built masonry or rough brickwork in

big fireplaces which smoke like fun, and, to

.stop their nuisance, end up by resorting to

the use of American stoves for anthracite
coal. Fussy - shapi ,1 inLil.' inxiks in such
rooms surely arr n uiiniv. ni of old bar-

parlours with roiiL'li ., il'ML.' Im aiiis and big
posts of timber of littir n-r m inrturally, and
looking more fit for tb.' (nuKxre tliiin a

modern parlour. On tlu- citlin- 1i:iimI, tli n-
is undoubtedly a perfii tl\ natural ami
artistic quaintness, at inin' In.iiiily aiid

comfortable, without evidml .(Tnit. a:> the
:outcome of taste in tlu- ii^r nl luni; low
windows or pretty orieU ami (.uiiiincichuus

bays, with pleasant vistas, so uiiassuiiuiij^ ami
befitting in cottage interiors, with pt p-
through the open casements into the sunliulii

and the garden suggesting the mystery of j) r

speetive and beyondness. Contentment i>

inspired by such "simple possibilities, and the
treatment, being reposeful, is unlikely to
wane or become out of fashion. Meretricious
effects soon tire, having cnly a transient
character, which is apt to become uncanny.
When good - patterned wallpapers are
judiciously used, they are comfortable to
live with, and last a long time. Whitewashed
walls show off oak furniture and pictures to
advantage, displaying tulips and roses
delightfully. Consequentlv, no bptter setting
need be required for wrll'ilr.-^ .1 laHi^ s. In
Englishmen's hoii^.-s tli- r!;;itiii xpi . r- :n„l

fireplace is the ct-ntrc ..r li.ini ,
I

. ,ii , « Ii,.r,

refinement and in.lu iilnaln \ nl' ticalnn'ot
ought to find recognition. A pi-otty grate is

certainly a desideratum. Choice carpets and
well-chosen rugs arc of the utmost import-
ance in any will fnrni-li.il 1k,i„,.. l',.,,-

things tell more a- a , :-h ,, ,. .,i :,,, :ni .^i ;,.

temperament. ]',
. ,.| iian,^

are essential, anil a i rio

cession to old a
i

., ,. ,,,

sport equally
j , : ,1 ,, ,i

and where btt; \\\,\
should clubs l.a ( -aia-. ,

for workaday ptu],,.- ..,,:: m ,
: na r mnui-i- un li

precisely the same qualiln ai i.,n a^ I., rr Mfnl
ideas; but they can scar-.U li.- m nii' too
simple. Lime-white for wall- i m ,i, mhI
able than paltry-pattern^ I ^ ,J'i,,[, , a,.!
is far more sanitary. I

;

, :

angles of walls next tli

along the skirting, are 1.
: l.il ,,

dirt, and are more readilv cl. ansid. Lclj, il

doors with latches are more appropriate than
panelled doors with mortised locks.

_^
The outstanding drawback about so called

"standard cottages " for labourers in country
places is their inadequate size, giving no
room "to swing a cat"; and vet healthy
men and growing bovs, working from
morning till night in the open fields, develop-
ing their muscles like carthorses', are to be

cramped up, with scarcely more than a gang-

way between the table and the hearth to turn

in, or stretch out their tired limbs when the

day's task is over. It is a mistake to provide

parlours. They encourage taking a lodger,

leading to troubles later, and parlours are

occupied for storing a lot of dust-collecting

rubbish, and seldom are used except for

funerals. In middle-class cottages it is wise

to reduce the parlour in order to enlarge the

living-room, or the parlour may be arranged

as an alcove out of the other, for use at meal-

times. But a small separate room in which

to see visitors and for personal business is

desirable. Staircases in the better type of

cottage should be located out of sight of the

front entrance, to preclude too ready a survey

of the interior, and all stairways must be

ample enough to pass coffins and wardrobes.

Bathrooms and lavatories are best placed

away from the main fronts, so as to keep

wastepipes out of hearing and sight. In such

rooms, window-boards of plain oak, or topped

with plate-glass, prevent stains and mess

from soap and sponges. In cottage sitting-

rooms, tiled window-ledges aceomniodatc pots

of flowers better than painted wooden boards.

Vitrified glazed baths are to be preferred

;

but earthenware baths are not adapted to

domestic use or small dwellings, as they crack

if hot water is suddenly turned on : they are

too heavy, and cool the water. It would be

tiresome to extend this list ; but the hot-

water system of cottages cannot be over-

looked.
" People often insist on having up-to-

date baths, and get exalted ideas from "Ideal

Exhibitions" about all sorts of costly equip-

ments. It is not everyone, however, who will

allow sufficient fire to heat the needful

supply of water. A lady was overheard to

say, when inspecting her intended bungalow:
" i am glad there is a bath, as one must have

a .stoja' fnr tin- anthracite coal." Some time

a^ni, win n 1 i la rtcil some groups of cottages

ailjnininL' hlunk kept fowls in liis bathroom.

It led out of tin- seullerv, and so was handy
for poultry. At Letchunrtli, Mr. S. H.
Donnelly, the resident engineer, designed an

ini'xppiisive hot-water contrivance, using a

rxlnnl.r in lieu of a cistern with nuicli

-m,,-,-.. People complain somotiincs that

111, ouK (lay of the week on which tliey can

oljt.iin a liot bath is an awkward time—on
Sundays when dinner is ready. The old

trouble about a sufficient fire probably

explains this difficulty.

One word, in conclusion, about drainage,

which cannot be too simple for industrial

tenants, who usually lia\e very elementary

ideas about such matters, and tliey neglect

earth-closets shockingly. Waste-water and
slops are best thrown on the garden ; but tlie

bucket is seldom left in its proper position

outside the scullery wall. If, therefore, the

I'iral anthority will permit, a soakage-pit, in

l:_'!i: MiiK, makes the simplest arrangement.
r^niliimal drainage is allowable for cottage

M,.'.. I-.. ^1 -nli-a-.l, and sto|, the aerobic
Unman \ of the sfliemc, causing a fearful

ini^anr,'. Brick built junction - rliainbcrs,

Hilli airtight covers at every branch con-
mi iiiii, add greatly to the cost of drains.
ami •• . asionally cause accnmulatimis of (iltli

'.i I, :na- very offensive. 'I<i i.lnial,' -ndi

I

'IIS and expense, tli.-
' K.iJ.lim; .>.'

,-i-ai has been carried out ^m, .-vrnll\ on
rin extensive scale at Lctclnvorth by Mr.
Donnelly, and the local authority has also

taken it up for their properties. The point
about this method is facility of access, all else

as to ventilation, tubes in straight lines, and
ventilation being similar to all up-to-date
plans of drainage.

I conclude by urging attention to the
warning with which I started this lecture,
and, ill order to give chapter and verse for

what I have urged, the following particulars

are added :—The Council of the Associated

Chambers of Agriculture last month came to

the conclusion that a standard cottage of

cheap construction, "without sacrifice of

efficiency," at 3s. 6d. a week, was the lowest

economi"c rent conceivable. The annual

rental was thus £6 lOs., and from this deduc-

tions of £1 for repairs, 2s. Gd. for insurance,

leave a balance which, if capitalised at 3| per

cent., would represent £143 6s. 8d. This

would provide £5 for the site purchase, £10

for water supply, and £5 for fencing, paths,

etc., and leave £123 6s. 8d. for the building.

Evidence was given that three bedrooms, a

living-room, and scullery had been built for

that money. Mr. Walter Runeiman, speaking

on behalf of the Government, promised if

money was wanted for such rural housing

it would be forthcoming from the national

purse. More recently still, the Chancellor

of the Exchequer, on the eve of a by-election,

promised, in the House of Commons, that

the Government would arrange to what

extent public credit should be hypothecated,

and what would be tlio financial grant

necessary, "to deal with this tremendous

problem."

THE ARCHITECTUHAL ASSOCIATION'.

The last meeting but one for tli- present

session of the Architectural ,\s-n. latnm was

held on Monday evening at 1^. I'
Westminster, the President, i\li

upyi
W. Cnrti

cliair. Mr

the -2

Hon-,
and !

gard.'

iced that a

I S.aturday in next week,

p.m., to Roeliainptou

K. L. Lut\mis, A.R.A.)
„ I'nmv'lan.', and to

Hmi... Mialiifct. Mr.

PresRlcnt, a vote 'of thanks was accorded to

Professor Adshead and Mr. Ramsey for

granting permission for a visit to the im-

provements on the Duchy of Cornwall Estate,

Kennington, on Saturday, the 14th inst. The

President announced the following noinuia-

tions for officers and Council for the ensuing

vear, stating that the results of the election

"would be made known at the meeting to bo

held ou Monday, the 30tli inst., when two

short papers will be read on the work of the

late Messrs. Bodlev and Garner and the late

Mr. J. F. Bentl-v.'and an exhibition of work

by those architects will b.- held.

President: *llaurice E. Webb, N.A.

Vice-Presidents (2 to be elected) : *G. Leonard

Elkin-ton, A.R.I.B.A., and *H. Austen Hall,

F.R.LB A.

Ordinary Members of Council (ten to be

elected—nineteen nominations) : P. H. Adams,

A.R.I.B.A.; Cecil C. Brewer, F.R.l.B.A. ; *F.

Dare Clapham. F.R.l.B.A.; Cvril A. Farey
;
1.

F. W. Grant. A.R.I. B.A. ; Edwin Gunn,

A.R.I.B.A.: E. Stanley Hall, M.A., A.R.I. B. A.;

V T. Hodgson; Gilbert H. Jenkins; Ralph

Knott; *P. Cart de Lafontaine ;
*A^G.R. Mac-

kenzie F U.I.I!. A.; E. Brantwood Maufe, B.A.,

\ i; I i;.\ l.'-Ii'- T M .-, A.R.I.B.A.; *F.

\V mm, NmMnan VV~ 1 I ; \ , *W. G. Newton,

\ l; I i; \ W I l',,lmm-l.,nc.s; *A. Gilbert

spoilt ar„l riiilip I. WM-I' .V K.I.B.A.

I'ast Presnlm.i \V ( m n- Green, F.R.l.B.A.

Hon Treasi.ia. .<...nlv llamp, A.R.I.B..\.

Hon pditni ' \ [ I iiii 1 ( 1 iiral Association

Journal-; *J. Alan Sl.,im, A R.I. B.A. ,
M.A.

Hon Librarian: *F. C. Eden.

Hon. Secretary : *H. M. Fletcher, F.R.I B A.

('Members of present Council )

tlU: WiiNPlCR nv WORK.

'A breezv mMr,-- 'm llim sni.jrmt was gucn

by Mr. Joscpli I'miiiMI. taking. Ill,- form of

free and lninim,iis cmiimntarx upon a series

of admirable lantern-slide illustrations of

bnilding and engineering operations of all

periods, as shown by sculptors, painters,

etcliers, freseoists, and engravers, cnlinin-

aling in a number of reproductions of the

lecturer's own drawings in such unpromising

districts at London, ehe cotton and wooUou
factories of Lancashire and Yorkshire, the

Black Countrv and the Potteries, in New
York, Chicago, Pittsburgh, and on the

Panama Canal when in course of construc-

tion. "Work," remarked Mr. Pennell, "is

the greatest thing in the world, and the artist

who best records it will be best remembered.

I
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Work lias always been an inspiration to

artists from the time when we were told to

earn onr breail by the sweat of our brow, till

now, when most of us are trying to forget
the command and live like ladies and gentle-
men." Ha\ing given some illustrations of

the building of a temple for a Babylonian bas-
relief, the lecturer remarked that it was
strange we had no works by Egyptian or
Greek artists showing building operations in

progress, and those shown by the great Italian
painters as backgrounds to pictures of

saints were drawn from the imagination, and
were not actual transcripts of sketches. Even
Leonardo da Vinci ignored work in his pic-

tures. The first artist that the lecturer knew
of who realised the pictorial privilege of work
was Rembrandt, who perceived that his
father's mill was beautiful, and by his pictorial

rendering of the windmills and"the dykes of
Holland proved tlieni the great works" of his
little country. Claude revealed the wonder
of work in commercial palaces, in tlie light-

houses, and in bustling cities. Turner
imitated and tried to rival Claude, but
failed. Turner had magnificent ideas,
wonderful colour-sense, grand composition,
but was often ridiculous or pitiful because he
had not observed work nor studied facts.

Canaletto followed Claude, and found in-

spiration in the buildings of Venice, while
Piranesi discovered that the prisons were as
enthralling as the ruins of Rome. Mr. Pen-
nell remarked that though he was never the
pupil of Whistler, and never studied under
him, he always regarded Whistler as his

master, the master of the modern world, the
master who would endure. That many-sided
genius never abandoned the study of work
till he did what he wanted in the ways that
he wanted. Constantia Meunier was a
sculptor who exhibited iu bronze the dignity,

the power, and the romance of toil.

Courbet, again, influenced Legros and Brett
and Millet and Segantini, and also Ford
Madox Brown, a man who would one day
make Manchester a place of pilgrimage
because of his pictures of work and of toil.

Having touched on the masterpieces of

Japanese artists, the lecturer referred to the
work of Tissot, Ridley, and W. L. Wylic in

showing commerce on the Thames. Our deco-
rative artists strangely neglected the pictorial

possibilities of present-dav work. Among
the frescoes in the Roval Exchange, where
were the bnildin? r,f tlip Tower Bridge, the

electric-light "-lU iii- I-. k«. the Blackwall
Tunnel, the it,, I

I..-, or any of the

other works l.v ,,!i,. Ii ili,- ,ii:.', this workaday
age, had di,iiii;iui,l„-J it,elf, all of which
were worth painting ' In France Pnvis de
Chavannes had shown in magnificent fashion

the way to combine the old decoration with
the new realism, while in Glasgow John
Lavery had made grand decoration out of

shipbuilding. Having referred in approving
terms to the work of Anning Bell, Muirhead,
Bone, Frank Brangwyn, Walter Crane, Moira,
Strang, and Short, the lecturer referred to

the artistic possibilities of modern New York,
with its statue of Liberty, its bridges, and
skyscrapers, to those of the coalmining dis-

tricts of his native State of Pennsylvania,
and after a series of illustrations of indus-

trial England, dealt with the mammoth
cranes, the gigantic cuttings, the huge con-
crete dock walls of the Panama Canal, where
there were no architects, no decorators, and
no designers, but simply engineers, with
whom great work was great decoration. All

art which showed life and work would never
decay, for such art was everlasting, undying—"The Science of the Beautiful."

Mr. Frank Emmanuel, in proposing a vote
of thanks to Mr. Pennell for what he de-

scribed as a splendid and stimulating lecture,

remarked that if he were asked to produce a

symbolical figure of the wonder of work, he
eou.ld not do better than execute a faithful

portrait of Joseph Pennell. His tireless

energy in pouring forth a truly stupendous
output of consistently beautiful works of art,

constituted him an unnatural phenomenon.
and when one considered still further his

books and lectures full of knowledge and re-

search, one marvelled still more. When the
speaker was a schoolboy, shirking work with
all his heart, a schoolfellow, since become an

art publisher, used to lend him .9, ,,/,„<, ',.

Mo'/azinc. VoUiig and inexperienced as he
was. he was convinced that the illustrations

in that publication were far and away ahead
of anything that was then being done here,

and right up to the time that process repro-

duction came in, Scribiicr's, the Ccnturt/, and
Harper's came first of all m.agazines in his

humble estimation, with their magnificent
wood engravings. Among those Mr. Pen-
nell's illustrations were invariably his

favourites, and among those was a series of

reproductions of Tuscan etchings, notably one
showing a stonemason's yard. In the course
of his most enjoyable lecture Mr. Pennell had
said that Turner had imitated Claude, but
that was but a single item in a very crowded
and independent career. Turner certainly at

one period set out to try and beat Claude on
his own lines, but had those experiments
never been made, there was enough left of

entirely original effort to constitute Turner
a great and an inventive one at that. That
Turner could draw work was evident in his

marvellous studies and paintings of shipping,
and in his Liber, in such plates as "The
Mill," "The Kirkyard," and "Morpeth."
Turner's architectural work was built on
splendid foundations, nnd it wnnl,! t:iK-o an
avalanche of stone-thr '> -h it.

No one would dispute il :itum

that Whistler would ,;... iiially

the speaker was Cd,- , \\hile

Whistler's masterpiece, i
- \1 ii, i, ' his

"Thomas Carlyle," Iti- I
i :,liiiigs,

would always retain tli.n iPipuKu ii \ , much
else that to-day was far too Inylily esteemed,
would eventually find its true level, high
as that liiight be. Mr. Pennell had said that

it was far easier to paint a heavenly host or

a dream city in one's studio than to make a

decoration out of a group of miners, or to

draw a rolling rink in full blast. It might
b; easier, but there were fewer who could do
it satisfactorily. Ruskin was kindly enough
to take an interest in the youthful efforts of

the speaker. He was one dav showing llip

great man a water-colour of distant t'onuay
Castle enveloped in a purple shadow, anil as

a foil to this a straw-coloured sawmill .was
painted in the foreground. Ruskin observed :

"Young man, never depict any building that

is less than two hundred years old." Well,
the speaker did not see the truth of this ad-

vice, and could not see it now. He believed

with Mr. Pennell that there was endless
matter for the artist in up-to-date subjects,

and that there the scope came in for origin-

ality in treatment.

Mr. P. H. Adams .seconded the solo of

thanks, reinarkiiig that the lectnr, r would

opportuniti.^s from the work around them.

Mr. H. M. Fletcher sucgested tli;it if Mr.
Pennell had visited the works of w,.t:r supply
for Birmingham when in proav. -s m lindnor-
shire, he would have found many siil.jrets for
his facile pencil in the three hii,t,'e dams.

Mr. V. A. Flower said Mr. IVnnell li.i.I

ignored the illustrations of buildings in the

paintings of 12th and 13th century artists,

and in the still earlier illuminated missals to

he seen in the British Museum and at South
Kensington.

The President, in putting the motion,
which was carried by acclamation, observed
that Mr. Pennell's drawings were marvels of

detailed suggestion. He went once to see a

remote hamlet in France that had been im-
mortalised by the lecturer, and was so dis-

appointed that he wrote: "I have discovered
the man who can make mountains out of

molehills !

"

111 replying, Mr. Pennell said Clauda's
architecture was a million times better than
that of Turner, who was an old bore, except
when he drew imaginative conceptions. H.^

had visited the Elan Vallev waterworks, and
agreed with Mr. Fletcher that althongli

operations were finished when he wont to

Radnorshire, it still presented fine possi

bilities to the artist. But its capacities were
verv small as compared with the Panama
Canal, with its sheer monotonously toned
walls of concrete in the locks, pieces of work
which he regarded as unequalled in their

vastnesR, simplicity, and grandeur.

PROFESSIONAL CHARGES.
At the meeting of the R.I.B.A. on March 9,

present, Mr. George Hubbard, F.S.A., Vice-
President (in the chair), forty-one Fellows
(including sixteen members of the Council)
and twenty-five Associates (including three
members o'f the Council), the chairman an-
nounced that at the urgent request of the
Council the President had consented to allow
himself to be nominated for a third year of
office, and that the meeting was called to
obtain tlie sanction of the general bodv to
the suspension of By-law 28, in order "that
he might be nominated President for the
session 1914-15.

The chairman then moved, Mr. A. W. S.
Cross, Vice-President, seconded, and the
meeting unanimously

Resolved that under the provisions of By-
laws 65, 66, and 67, subject to the approval
of the Lords of His Majesty's Privy
Council. Bv-law 28 be suspended from
March 31, l"914, to June 30, 1915.
Further, on the motion of the chairman, it

was resolved that the very cordial congratula-
tions of the Institute be offered to Mr. Blom-
field on his elevation to full rank as Royal
Academician.
The meeting then passed to the considera-

tion of the draft Revised Schedule of Pro-
fessional Charges (adjourned from the
meeting of January 12), commencing with
Clause 4.

•Clause 4.

—

If iJie project be ahmidoned, or is
from any other cause the services of the Architect
cease or are dispensed with before a contract if
entered into or order given, tlie remuneration is

as follows :

For preliminary studies, ami approximate
estimate hy cubic measurement, one-fifth of the
appropriate percentage calculated on the esti-

niated cost.

For vreliminary studies, approximate esti-

mate by cubic nn asiirtiniitt mid r/eneral draw-
'"' "' -/' ,,",/•,' ':

-i. lit to enable

V '
'

, ; ,' h r obtainfd,

\ :• '
,

!! 1 by Mr. Edward Greeuop
il 1

I I'v Mr. II. P. Burke Downing
1 , :

> I
:

:iii> words "or from any other
ean- ,

^^;,- ri-iv-ed tO.

All aineiidment by Mr. Edward Greenop
(F.), seconded by Mr. W. Henry White (F.).

to insert the words "or instrnctioiis," so as

to read " before a contract is entered into

or order or instructions given," was
negatived, and the wording agreed to as
printed in the draft.

After discussion of various amendments,
the second and third paragraphs of the clause
were agreed to as follows ;

—

"For taking client's instructions, pre-

paring sketch-design, and making approxi-
mate estimate of cost by cubic measure-
ment, a fee equal to one fifth of the fee set

out in Clause 1.

For taking client's instructions, pre-

paring sketch design, making approximate
estimate of cost by cubic measurement,
and preparing drawings and specifications

sufficient to enable quantities to be pre-

pared or a tender obtained, three-fifths of

the fee set out in Clause 1."

•Clause .

the above
and on a

any other irasun. The remainder of such re-

muneration sliall be payable by instahnents from
time to time as the work proceeds on tlie issue of
certificates to the Contractor.

Various amendments proposed by Mr. A.

W. S. Cross (F.), Mr. S. D. Topley (A.), and
Mr. Edward Greenop (F.) were agreed to,

and the clause was passed as follows : On
a contract being entered into or order given

for the works the architect shall be paid an
instalment of three-fifths of the fee cal-

culated on the total amount of the contract

or order, and no part of such payment shall
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be reclaimable from the arcliitcct on account

of tlie subsequent abandonment of tlic works.

The remniiulcr of such remuneration shall be

payable by instalments from time to time

as" the work proceeds on .the iss;io of cer-

tificates to the contractor.

•Clause 6—In addition to the percentage on

the total cost of executed works the Architect is

to be paid three-fifths of the appropriate per-

centage calculated on the estimated cost in respect

of all works included in the tender or order, but

not executed.

The substitution of the word " fee " for

"perCCntapc" ""d • =ppr,^pri>.o porrpntnge "

was agreed to iiul with these amendments
the clause wa'; nrnrd

•Clause?—/ " ' " ration

is by way of p r I th per-^

centage shall ti / I' rl and
the total or rsti " 'nay br)

shall be valued a rl /I t ik are cxt uted

with new materials thrt u /I u (I

After considenble discussion the woiding

of the clause was recast b\ Mr I'lul \\ iter-

house (F.), and agreed to as follows. "In
all cases where work is executed wholly or

in part with old materials, or where material

or labour is provided by the client, the fee

shall be calculated as if the works weie
executed with fully paid miteinl and hboui
throughout

Clauses—TA< a! > , w 1 „ f < i,,

the following i n > ml l r mni

provided for, th< I i I n thi

skill and work I,w.U i b, u, u, nu ,a<,t to U
less than the Time Charges mentioned m Claun
18 —

Adv.
of sit

desiqn

to the selection and suitnbihfi/

alter,,! , i n, ,,,,,,)', „l m , ,H,t uf

party u nl n I n iht I h /hi iin I th I lasi

ments i 1 1 ' i / , r i ii i maknuj
extra ,h.,n,„i , < »

ground I m II , i n i

other aiitli nli ' i/" i

tion of dtviall // /(/ ' and
omissions, serin s i h Iht

laying out of <]t mil i nl on
the failure oj tiiilnni i thii

wise to carry out th, » / / ;// con
tiection with fire fiood tti It nq/r^t dtinnq irecu
iionof works, or services m connection uith
litigation and aibitration

A motion by Mr. Herbert Shepherd (A.)

that the clause he read before being put to

the vote was lost, and Clause 8, as printed in

tlie draft, was aprced to without alteration.

ri.iuse 'I 7"' r',!,> inj and making a plan of
!

'

', • ' I, ite, or grounds, and for
• : i '/ plans for the develop-
" ' ' ' •Kirges are in accordance

The clause was agreed to without altera-

tion.

At this point, on the motion of a member,
a count was made of those present, and the
numbers being found short of the necessary
quorum, the chairman declared the pro-
ceedings at an end. The meeting closed at
10 p.m.

mt»
THE SELECTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OF BUILDING ESTATES.*
By J. Seagram Richardson (Member of

Council), and Partner in the firm of
Debenham, Tewson, and Chinnocks.

Owing to various causes, to some of which
it might be invidious to refer, there has been
very little development of building estates
in tliis country i:, rr ,,| v.:ii-, ;,;„! ,1 may,
therefore, be tli , : ,

i .
| ; nt time

the subject-niati ' ' '

i
! ' n > im only

an academic n,'. i- i i; , _ i,, the
general cessation of bi.ilo _ :

i ;:,ndfor
houses already exceeds t ii, , mniiv
districts, and although If, t.

, , i, .pipnil
reluctance to buy, tcnam m n.l w,tli
little difficulty." Instead of ba\inf; nearly
everything their own way, as was formerly

* Read before the Auctioneers' and Estate .^Rents'
Institute of the United Kingdom at 31, Russell-square
London, Friday. March 13, I9H.

the case, tenants are no longer in a position

to dictate terms to landlords, some of whom
may be deriving a certain satisfaction from
the novel position thus created. You and I,

gentlemen, know how owners of house pro-
perty have been harassed of late by legis-

lation and by the demands of tlie authorities,
both Imperial and local ; and we, at least,

will not grudge them any little crumbs of

comfort which may thus have come their way.
These are simply the result of the operation
of the immutable laws of supply and demand.
It was stated in the House of Commons two
or three weeks since—and the statement was
not challenged— that during the seven years
of the life of the present Government the
average increase in the number of new
dwellings had fallen from 135,000 to 85,000,

a loss of 50,000 a year, there being thus a

present deficiency of 350,000 houses and
cottages. To make matters worse, the

shrinkage is becoming more marked, for since

the passing of the Finance Act the average
increase of 85,000 has fallen to 61,000, and
for the year ended March last it was only
56,000. Polities, very properly, have no place
in our Institute, and nothing'is further from
my desire than to introduce them. I am
simply trying to give the facts. The result of

nil this is that even old-fashioned basement
houses are no longer passed disdainfully by
intending tenants, whilst others whose attrac-

tions arc not easily discernible, are, " faute
lie mieux." becoming tenanted, and now, so

fir as many suburban and even distant resi-

dential districts are concerned, there is un-
questionably a shortage of houses. In the
opinion of many, therefore, the time cannot
he far distant when investors and sp'iculators,

encouraged by the promise of the Govern-
iiH-nt to introduce legislation setting aside
III.' decision of the Courts in the celebrated
I lunsilen case, will once again direct their

Tttention and energies to the development of

building estates. And here, if I may be
pirdonel a momentary and purely unpolitical

digression, I should like to say bow un-
fortunate it is that the only visible result to

the working classes of recent land legislation

tonccived in their interests is a general in-

( rease in the rents of cottages and small

dwellings throughout the country.

SKLKCTION.
Let me summarise what appear to me to

be the essential elements of a successful

buildin,!; estate, premising that I have in mind
in ordinary suburban estate of moderate
area. Any serious attempt to deal with the

formation and development of estates such as

those of the Hampstead Garden Suburb or

the Letohworth Garden City would occupy
the whole evening. In the first place, it is,

of course, necessary that the

Land should be ripe for building, or that

there should be every prospect of its be-

coming so in the near future. This is largely
a question of judgment, and must be deter-

mined liy a knowledge of present local con-

ditions, 'inckuling the growth of population,
and an intelligent anticipation of future

needs. I would say here that the question of

price—with which I will deal at once— is not
necessarily all-important, for it may quite

possibly be more profitable to develop a piece

of land which is ready for the process at a

cost of, say, £3,000 an acre, than another
parcel at a cost of £100 an acre, where
development would be slow and uncertain.
At the same time, price must always con-

stitute a governing factor in a proposed pur-
chase, and the question of

Vrihir should, therefore, be first considered,
for the iihl adage that a thing well bought is

half sold applies as much to land as to articles

of everyday commerce. I am one of those
who are inclined to think that a valuer, like

a poet or a policeman, is born and not made,
ami I have known men, shrewd judges of
value, to whom " Inwood's Tables" was a

sealed book. But be this as it may, we all

recognise that something more than
tlicoretical knowledge is necessary to make a
man a valuer. Experience is a good, if at
times a hard, taskmaster, and no one under-
rates its value; but, after all, sound judge-
ment seems to me to be often the result of
instinct, or, shall we say, of a natural "gift"?
But whether or not the fairies have been

kind in this respect, and whether our ex-

perience has been great or small, we can all

at least take pains, and this, perhaps, is half

the battle. One cannot lay down general
rules for determining whether land is worth
£50 or £500 an acre ; but before advising on
a proposed purchase it will be necessary to

formulate a tentative building scheme, with
a view to a comparison of the wholesale pur-

chase price with the expected result of

development and resale in plots. To do this

the length of existing and proposed road
frontages should be ascertained (taking care

to deduct the flank frontages of corner plots),

and these should be valued on the basis of the

price per foot which they are expected ulti-

mately to command on re-sale, it being wise to

err, if'atall, on the side of moderation. It will

probably be prudent to defer a considerable

portion "for a few years, and from the total

then arrived at must be deducted the cost of

sewering and road-making, and, say, one-

third for other expenses and devcIoper"s

profits. Assuming a correct forecast of

frontage prices to have been made, the

resultant figure should approximate more or

less closely to the wholesale value of the land.

Having satisfied oneself that the price is right

and that the local conditions are favourable,

the next question to be considered is, per-

liaps, that of

ACCli-SSIBILITY.

This, contrary to consideratioiiE of price, is

all-important, proximity to a railway station

with a good train service being, in the great

majority of cases, a necessity. I say this with-

out attempting for a moment to disparage the

usefulness and advantages of a good electric-

car or motor-omnibus service. For, popular
and economical as such services admittedly
are, they have their drawbacks, and whilst

many fiiid their attractions irresistible in the

summer, there are obvious objections to

being dependent upon them in the winter,

particularly on a wet night, when the accom-
modation afforded is, for all practical pur-

poses, reduced by one-half. There are, it is

true, building es'tates, miles distant from a

railway, which may appeal to an extent to

the leisured class, the motorist of means, and
the half pay officer. But these estates are

few and far betwe.-n. iiihI iIm' (l.'iiiand for

such land is limited; anvmi, iil,..iit to embark
upon a scheme of the kind \mI1. in iii.\ opinion,

be well advised to take to heart "Punch's"
advice to those about to marry. Ranking in

almost equal importance to accessibility is the

question of

DRAINAGE.

If this is not already existent the pro-

spective developer must satisfy himself of the

possibility of providing an efficient system.

This is a large subject, and I must content

myself by observing that there is a strong,

healthy prejudice in favour of main drainage.

AV he re" the subsoil is favourable— e.g., chalk,

gravel, or sand— and houses are few and far

between, there is little objection, per se, to

the okl-fashioncd cesspool ; but obviously

drainage by such a method is impracticable

in the case'of an estate where, say, fifteen or

twenty houses are built to the acre. Where
the subsoil is clay there is often difficulty in

disposing of the o"verflow, costly litigation not

infrequently resulting. In this connection it

should be remembered that an owner of land

possessing an easement in the way of a ditch

or watercourse has no right to allow the over-

flow from a cesspool (however innocuous) to

drain into it, or on to adjoining lands, to the

detriment of his neighbour. This would be

"increasing the burden" of the easement,

and the Courts would grant an injunction in

restraint. I have come across building estates

where earth-closets have been adopted, and
others where the bacterial system of disposal

of sewage has been installed, but neither plan

appears to be free from objections. In my
opinion, the developer, unless he is a hygienic

reformer and prepared to pay the price

usually paid by the enthusiast, will be wise

to rely upon" the more generally-accepted

method of drainage. In the selection of land

its natural fall and the levels of existing

sewers (if any! must be taken into account.

The ideal land in this respect has an easy

fall to the sewer. Too steep a fall is not

desirable, and, although it is best to rely upon
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gravitation wherever possible, the resources
of modern civilisation provide automatic
pumps for raising sewage which in actual
working have been found to be inexpensive
and efficient. The Finchley District Council
have in use at the present time an automatic
electric pump which requires little attention,
au engineer simply inspecting and oiling it

about once a week. Bv ingenious con-
trivance, as the liquid in the pump rises the
starting gear of the pump is released, and
when it falls to its normal level the pump
automatically stops working. The necessity
of a pure and adequate

WATEE-SUPPLY
is so obvious as to need only passing
reference, and the intending developer should
make it one of his first cares to see that this
is available. Services of

GAS AND ELECTRICITY
are also very desirable, especially in these
days of acute "domestic" difficulty. Both
are now used extensively for heating and
cooking, as well as lighting, and, as you all
know, the electric current is being harnessed
for vacuum process cleaning, for ironing, for
running a sewing-machine, and for other
domestic purposes. The nature of the

SUBSOIL
must not be lost sight of, for although most
of us live on a clay subsoil, and seem none
the worse for it, the advantages of living on a
gravel or chalk subsoil, with the dry atmo-
spheric conditions which result are becoming
more widely recognised, and the existence of
a gravel or sandy soil on a building estate
will probable prove not the least of its
attractions. At the first blush,

THE SLOPE OF THE LAND
(if it has one) may not be regarded as of
moment; but I know one or two building
estates which are 'hanging fire" for no
apparent reason beyond the fact that they
are situated on the north slope of a hill'.

Another matter which requires careful con-
sideration is the way in which the

NATURAL ADVANTAGES
of the land may be turned to account. The
longer the existing frontages the less will be
the sum to be spent upon roadmaking. If the
subsoil is of gravel or chalk, the cost of road-
making will be materially reduced, whilst a
bed of sand will later on e'ffect an appreciable
saving in the cost of building. Proximity to
and convenience of

SOURCES OF SUPPLY OF MATERIALS
must not be lost sight of, for cartage for a
long distance, or even to the summit of a
steep hill, may render the cost of building
prohibitive. Inquiries should be made as to
the amount of the

LOCAL RATES,
as a low-rated district possesses at least one
attraction which will appeal to everyone, and
a moderate charge for gas or electricity will
be of assistance.

CHEAP TRAVELLING
is also an advantage. Some companies, for
instance, still continue to make an appreci
able rebate in the price of season tickets
issued to two or more members of the same
family, and a few (the Great Eastern, South-
Eastern, and possibly others) grant season
tickets at half rates to wives of season-ticket
holders. Such apparent trifles may be
thought to be scarcely worthy of serious con-
sideration

; but those of us who are accus-
tomed to deal with houses which appeal to
the man of moderate means, know that such
matters not infrequently influence intending
purchasers and tenants in coming to a favour-
able decision. Where it is intended to pro-
vide an estate for the working classes it will
be important to see that there is a service
of workmen's trains at cheap fares. To some
the existence within a reasonable distance of

PLACES OF WORSHIP
will give the casting vote in the selection of
a residence, whilst others will be influenced
by the social amenities of the district.

FACILITIES FOR GOLF
will appeal to many. Indeed, it may be safely
said that in not a few instances building
estates have ceme into existence in con-

sequence of their proximity to a popular golf
course.

SHOPPING FACILITIES.

Owing to the advent of the large stores and
the commercial motor-ear, shops do not play
so important a part in the domestic economy
of to-day, and the absence of good shops doe's

not seem to have interfered with the success-
ful development of new districts, such as
those which have come into being during the
last few years in South Bucks on their open-
ing up by the Great Central Railway and the
new Great Western line to Oxford. Reference
must be made to some of the many

PITFALLS TO BE AVOIDED
in the selection of land as a building estate.
It may, for instance, be situated in -two
parishes with differing by-laws, and, more
important still, different systems of drainage.
Or one may have no system at all, in which
case the other will not unnaturally object to
take its neighbours drainage. Again, the
possibility of adjoining lands being developed
in an undesirable manner may have to be
taken into account. Where land is openly
advertised for sale as " building land " there
may be an implied warranty that it can be
built upon ; but even then there may still be
ample grounds for a wise observance of the
old maxim, " Caveat emptor." One of the
first inquiries would naturally be to ascertain
if the land is included, or is likely to be
included, in a

TOWN-PLANNING SCHEME,
the powers given to local authorities by the
Housing and Town-Planning Act, 1909, being
of so wide and sweeping a character as to
prevent development on the hitherto accepted
lines. Amongst the more important of the
innovations may be mentioned a voice in the
general laying out of areas, including the
position of roads and the description of
buildings to be erected—namely, private
houses, shops, or factories. They are given
control of the general character of buildings,
and, it is claimed, can even insist upon the
adoption of a particular style of elevation.
Power is also given to vary by-laws and to
limit the number of houses per acre. The
scheme of the Finchley District Council, for
instance, restricts the number of houses to
four, six, and eight per acre in one locality,
and to ten, twelve, and fourteen per acre in

another. It will be seen, therefore, that in

the case of land comprised in a scheme under
this Act it is no longer possible for an owner
to do what he likes with his own. The neces-
sity for giving local authorities a larger voice
in the development of their districts arose
mainly from the rapacity of many speculators
in extracting the last ounce out of their land,
in utter disregard of social conditions, of the
physical welfare of the inhabitants, and of
the amenities of the neighbourhood. The
need for legislation of the kind was admitted,
and, although individual owners may suffer,
the greatest good of the greatest number

—

and in these days it is necessary to think
Nationally" as well as "Imperially"—must
follow upon a general adoption of the Act.
Everyone recognises that environment plays
a large part in the life of the working classe's.
and healthy homes, with an abundance of
light and air, will perhaps go farther towards
ameliorating their lot than any other scheme
of social reform. Whilst, therefore, far from
regretting many of the provisions of this Act,
it will be prudent to take them all into con-
sideration when estimating the material
possibilities of the development of land
affected, or likely to be affected, by it. A
copy of the

LOCAL BY-LAWS
should be obtained and studied, as in some
important respects—for example, width of
roads and lengths permitted without cross-
roads, air space, etc., by-laws will be found
to vary in different districts. The question of

EASEMENTS
is also one that requires careful investigation.
Some of these, such as footpaths and water
courses, are superficial, and it is important
to ascertain to what extent they will affect a
cheme of development. Where it is desired
to divert a public right-of-way it is well to
'~~~ in mind that the justices must be satis-

fied that such diversion will be either " nearer
or more commodious " than the footpath
which it is desired to close. A watercourse
may also be a source of difficulty and expense,
especially where culverting is necessary. But
there are other easements which may be
latent, such as sewers and water-mains, and
whilst it is the duty of a vendor to place a
purchaser in posess'ion of all material facts
affecting the land, he may be ignorant of the
existence of an easement of this description
(such a case has come within my own ex-
perience), and in these circumstances it may
he difficult for a purchaser to obtain redress.
Too much caution, therefore, cannot be
observed In satisfying oneself that the land is

free from drawbacks of this kind. It is also
of equal importance to ascertain that it is

not burdened with

RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS

TITHE AND LAND-TAX

(if any) should also be sought, for although
these are often inconsiderable in amount, the
contrary is sometimes the ease, as many a
purchaser finds to his cost when he learns
that tithe and land-tax are " incidents of

tenure," and that there is no legal obligation
on the part of a vendor to disclose them.
Then, again, it sometimes happens that in

some more or less distant past, sand, gravel,
brick-earth, or the like, may have been re-

moved in larger or smaller quantities, the
excavations being filled up with rubbish or
other undesirable material, or a large pond
may have been similarly treated. Although
time will often obliterate the evidence of such
proceedings, the practised eye will generally
detect indications of their existence, and if

there is the least ground for suspicion in-

quiries should be made. Failing information
from the vendor, the local authorities should
be consulted, and, if necessary, recourse
should be had to that interesting personality
the "oldest inhabitant." For, apart from
the difficulty and expense of constructing
roads and building upon " made-up " ground,
it is apt to dislocate drains, whilst the de-
composition of organic matter in the soil must
be inimical to health. Where a

STRIP OF " WASTE "

exists between the property and the road, or
where land abuts upon a common, the rights
of interested parties should be ascertained,
for it not infrequently happens that the local
authority or the lord of the manor can prevent
construction of a road across a piece of

common or waste land, thus largely sterilising

an estate for building purposes. Again,

LAND W'lTHIN THE COUNTY OF LONDON
is subject to the requirements of the Loudon
Building Act, 1894, the Metropolis Manage-
ment Act, 1855, the several amending Acts,
and the Public Health (London) Act, 1891, a
knowledge of all of which is essential. These
should, therefore, be studied, and I will

content myself with reference to two only of

the more important provisions of the London
Building Act—namely, those entitling the
Council to refuse their sanction to a proposed
new road which does not afford direct com-
munication betw een two streets, or which has
a gradient steeper than one in twenty. In
the consideration of these and many other
matters

THE VALUE OF THE ORDNANCE SURVEY

is great, and a reference to it should be one
of the preliminary steps. This reference
should not be confined to the actual sheet or
sheets showing the land in question, and the
adjoining maps should also be studied. Bench-
marks will give the data for levels, footpaths
will be shown—although it is true the Ord-
nance Department state that the representa-
tion of a road, track, or footpath is no evi-

ence of the existence of a right ofway—the
site of a disused brickfield or fiUed-up pond
may be discovered, the presence of a sewage-
farm or other unsuspected objectionable
feature may be detected, and if the land is

low-lying the area (if any) which is subject
to flooding will probably be shown.

(To be contiitneil.)
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II O D E L ABATTOIRS.
[WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.]

If there is one class of public buildings in

arrear more than any otlier in this country

it is the municipal abattoir. Almost every

kind of inefficient and makeshift slaughter-

house in the meantime is permitted to exist

under a very inadequate, not to say casual,

system of supervision, such as Continental

authorities, for humane and sanitary reasons,

would condemn straight away. Between 1830

persons. The cost, including cattle markets,

avenues, bridges, railway sidings, corn

market, and restaurant, cost 6s. 9d. per unit

of the population. At South Shields a few
years ago a very complete abattoir cost

£20,052—viz., 3s. "8d. per unit of the popula-

tion.

The cost of such establishments necessarily

depends on local conditions. The scheme here

illustrated for the slaughter of 100,000 animals
annually was exhibited at Belfast in 1911,

and would be suitable as one of six needed

Buckiiigliam Palace-road, and are available
for the use of municipal authorities con-

templating erecting a municipal abattoir.

References to block plan for a model
abattoir capable of dealing with about 100,000
animals per annum:—1, Root and forage
store ; 2, disembarking stages ; 3, manure pit

;

4, office; 5, latrines; 6, roadway for cattle;

7, beast lairs; 8. sheep lairs; 9, extension;
10, roadway for cattle; 11, covered pens for

animals awaiting slaughter; 12, stunning
court; 13, meat dressing court; 14, covered

1^

IS

>< 7

'3

/5 /6 /J

and 1840 only two public abattoirs were
established in England, and during the first

twelve years of the prisunt century twelve
new abattoirs lur - i i.nni ,i_m le-i i 'a. nt i

two in the periinl ; i

-
, ,.i i

:

1

1

will thus be ev.,|. , ; ; ,,i n, i,

extremely desiral.;< nMn.n:. hi I,,i- -:,,. k. ;i. J

of late, and a consiileraljle number of tciwiis

still lag behind. The Model Abattoir Society,
under the presidentship of Sir James
Crichton-Browne. F.R.S.. is fulfilling a highly
useful work by (iiile;i\ nuniiL' to induce the
nation to insist rm the ere, tinn of up-to-date
institutions of tlii^ iKiinie, -m lliat the private
slaughterhouse ^\ ern.iiillv. ninv be
abolished, bcsi^i. ;i.m|ii .:,_ ,'n,, i,.|,i in-

spectiatt, imprce
I i|„ use of

humane arrange 1,,.
, ,,|i| ,, , ,. With

a view of furthering ilie>e wli.,le>uhie nl.jpots

this society has just pnbli.slicil a timely and
thoroughly practical report, with an iutro
duction by the president, wlio, without
enterii;- " "

!. , ,1 :ul mhi-es of
publie ' ,;,

i ., . :, „.,.ful

inform;,
, -,-t in

creatin- . y ..
.

. ,i |,|i,„,-

away sonu' pii
, ,ns on

this question sii : nhen
Ayling, F.R.I. I

;

:,,ehi-

tect to the so.
;

,

i , me ex-
cellent plans and \ie\\'^. uith uhich this
report is illustrated. He has obtained a very
large amount of valuable particulars from
some eighty-six authorities, who have replied
to twenty two questions relating to abattoirs.
The first establishment of the sort was built
in 1774. In 470 town.s private slaughter-
houses still exist, and in forty-seven all have
been abolished. Three towns never had any,
and in three only some arc allowed to remain.
The latest and most perfectly equipped
British abattoir has recently been opened in

Edinburgh, with a population of 310,500

for London to supersede the 270 private

slaughterhouses licensed by the London
County Council, with 546,000 animals killed

111 ihein e\eiy \e:ir. Mr. Ayling has planned
I Iri ,1 1.1

1 1 Ml] III Mieh a way as to allow of ex
:

I

'
i 'I iliiniiiiitiun. The block plan shows

ilri\iiiL; llieni tiirongli the streets. The
gallery ruuiinig the length of the building is

for the use of \eterinary inspectors super-
vising stui ig the beasts and dressing the

carcases. Tlie report fully describes tlie

scheme of working in detail. The animals are
brouglit to the back of the site ; they are
laired, shiugliterecl. the enrenses dressed,

cooled, anil earleil awa\ without retracing
any steps. Our ..tlier ilhi-t i;il loii shows the
design for an aljalloir lor a town of 35,000
to 40,000 people. 11 was exhibited at the
Congress of the Royal Sanitary Institute,

held in York, 1912. In this sclieme provision
is made for 641b. of meat per head per
aininin, 551b. of foreign meat being allowed
for. In the United Kingdom eacli person
eoiisunies 1191b. of meat, exclusive of game
and poultry, per annum. It is necessary to

allow lairage accommodation for a greater
number of animals than those killed on any
particular occasion, and space is therefore
allowed for lairing 42 beasts and calves, 160
sheep, and 115 pigs. The plan is self-

explanatory ; but generally it may be briefly

said that the animals arrive by rail on the
north end of the site, and the stunning courts
are placed adjoining the lairs, and separated
from them by sliding doors, and from the
carcase-dressing courts. The "twin-bar"
system is used for conveying the carcases to
the cooling rooms, and are thence carted by
butchers to their shops. The site covers
about an acre. We give the detailed plan
and also the view. Models of these two
schemes are on view at the I'arkes Museum.

ventilation court; 15, cooling court; 16, chill

ing court and refrigeration ; 17, extension

;

18, inspectors office; 19, 20, 21, 23, lairs,

stuiuiing-court. meat-dressing court, and

cooling-court fur infected or su.spected cattle;

22, post-mortem room; 24. destructor; 25,

hides; 20, offal; 27, blood; 28, additional

hiirs; 29, stables; 30, coach-house; 31, work-

shop; 32, men's lavatories, baths, w.c.'s, and
changing room; 33. men's mess-room; 34,

ambulance; 35. roadway for meat carts; 36,

superintendent's residence, offices, etc. ; 37,

main entrance; 38, inspector's offices,

changiiig-rooni, mess-room, etc.; 39, ad-

ditional entrances and exits; 40, pig lairs;

41, pig slaughter-hall; 42, pig cooling-hall;

43, tripery ; 44, boiler-house; 45, sausage-

making, etc.

The governors of the hospital at Croydon iire

proposmg to extend the buildings at a cost of

£49,000, and equipment at £3,714.

The Local Government Board have recom-

mended drastic revision of the sewerage scheme

of the Spalding District Council, which was to

cost nearly £30,000. suggesting that an experi-

enced engineer should be consulted. The
council, however, decline to entertain the sug-

gestion, and express confidence in their own

At Monday's meeting of the Wrotham Rural

District Council some official correspondence was

received, from which it transpired that the

Board of Agriculture have sanctioned under the

Land Improvement Company's Acts the erection

by Sir Mark Collet, Bart,, of a pair of cottages

in the parish of Wrotham, which are specially

exempted from the operation of certain by-laws

of the rural district council. The buildings in

question are a pair of working men's cottages,

constructed of chalk and weatherboard, and

each containing three bedrooms, living-room,

scullery, and wash-house. They are being built

on the Pilgrim's-road.
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€ntvtttU Calamo.

A reasonable settlement of the dispute in

the London Building Trade ought now to be

possible on the sensible lines recommended
by the National Board of Conciliation, which

met at Kingsway Hall on Tuesday, and was
attended by the council of the London
Master Builders' Association and twenty-six

representatives of the various trade-unions

concerned in the dispute. The Conciliation

Board, consisting of twenty-one employers

and a similar number of workmen's repre-

sentatives, was presided over by Mr. James
Storrs (Stalybridge). Mr. Walter Law-
rence, jun., President of the London Master

Builders' Association, presented the case for

the employers. He was followed by other

employers, and Mr. Steunett, London District

Secretary of the Amalgamated Society of

Carpenters and Joiners, and four other

workmen's representatives, submitted the

case for the men. It is understood that the

master builders insisted on the retention in

any future agreements of the clause pro-

liibiting exception being taken to the employ-

ment of any workman, whether a member of

a trade-union or not, and also pressed for a

monetary guarantee, to secure the honourable

observance of any agreement. The men's

representatives declined to entertain the pro-

posal of a guarantee. The Conciliation

Board, after hearing both sides, issued the

follow ing recommendation :

—

That in the opiuion of this augmented Hoard the
entering into a direct agreement between the London
Master Builders' Association and the head executives
of the various Trade Vnions, to the effect that all

duly signed rules between the L.5I.B..\., and the
local branches of the Unions shall be rigidly en-
forced, and the head executives of the various Trades
Cnions concerned undertaking under agreement that
unless such rules are observed the head executives
will not countenance any strike, and will suspend all

benefits, and will countersign all rules agreed upon,
then such undertaking shall be deemed a sufficient

guarantee for their observance. It was further
suggested that London should come under the
conciliation scheme.

On the suggestion of the chairman, the

London representatives on the Board did not

vote on the resolution, and it was agreed that

they slionld remain neutral. The committees

of the trade-unions concerned met on

Wednesday night to consider thereeomuienda-

tiou, and decided to accept it. They also

further expressed willingness to confer with

the London Master Builders' Association on

other outstanding differences, with a view to

a settlement. The Master Builders' Associa

tiou met yesterday ; but, at the time of w riting

this, just as we go to press, no decision hud

been made known. Possibly it may not be

till it is submitted to the .\atioiial Board of

Conciliation, which will meet again next

Monday. We trust it may in no way hinder

the well-conceived endeavour of the National

Board of Conciliation, which is, in our

opii Me [lud practical one. Those

of us who remember the troubles of 1834 and

18D9 have little faith in " peace and penalty
"

agreements

!

The Surveyors' Institution has prepared

some exhaustive and most useful notes on the

Land Inquiry Keport, which were presented

to Mr. Runciman by a deputation from the

Institution on Wednesday. The members of

the Institution say they feel that the in-

formation on which the report was based was

not infrequently founded upon limited in-

formation obtained from persons who un-

wittingly drew larger inferences from special

instances than the circumstances warranted.

They discuss the minimum wage and housing

proposals in the Report, and then say that

apart from the question as to the desirability

a minimuni wage fur farm labourers, the

differences of opinion between the Institution

and the Land Inquiry Committee on these

two matters are not very substantial, but

their practical experience is wholly opposed

to the conclusion of the Committee that the

present system of land - tenure tends to

encourage bad and penalise good farming,

even with the qualification of "not in-

frequently." They refer also to the dis-

abilities under which an inquiry, constituted

in the manner of that under discussion, must

necessarily stand. It was unofficial in

character; the evidence printed in the Report

was selected, and, being anonymous, was in-

capable of verification ; and the members of

the Committee were too closely identified

with one school of political thought to permit

the acceptance of their conclusions as alto-

gether impartial. The Institution strongly

recommend that a speedy and official in-

vestigation should now be held by the

appointment of a Royal Commission, in-

structed to act through a number of Assistant

Commissioners experienced in agricultural

and rural matters, and desired to report

within a specified time. The appended

replies of the Council to the questions ad-

dressed to the Institution by the Land Inquiry

Committee on Housing, Security of Tenure,

Prices and Rents, and Rural Taxation will be

found most pertinent and useful.

The Government came badly out of a dis-

cussion on housing at Rosrth on Monday.

For years the representatives of the

Admiralty repudiated all responsibility,

which, they insisted, lay solely upon the con-

tractor. That position was undermined by

their subsequent undertaking to incorporate

in all future contracts the statutory obliga-

tion as to housing of construction employees

imposed on other promoters of public works.

The indifference of the Admiralty was

exposed by one of their own supporters, Mr.

Ponsonby, who told the House that so long

ago as 1909 he foresaw the housing congestion

that would inevitably arise, called the atten

tion of Mr. McKenna to the matter, and was

told there was "no need to hurry." State-

ments as to the effects of this neglect were

made by Mr. John Ward, whose trade-union

experienced at Rosyth double the amount of

sickness claims that came from any other

district. If he can substantiate them, Mr.

Ward will be able to put in operation the

clause of the Insurance Act which entitles

an approved society to recoup its organisation

at the expense of the body responsible for

excessive sickness. We hope he will. It is

shameful that a Government whose most

blatant member professes such zeal for

housing the poor should so systematically

ignore the claims of its own workmen to

adequate shelter, and seek to saddle the con-

tractor with the responsibility.

In London that universal stalking-horse,

the ratepayer, is so used to being skinned by

revaluations that he does little but growl

when some "juodel borough glorifies itself

over the reduction of a halfpenny following a

raise the rateable value of the district. It

so easy to raise the assessments. The rat

payer is almost invariably ignorant of his

rights, and does not know where to learn

them. He must go through numerous for-

malities, and then go before the Assessment

Committee, where he is opposed to a skilled

\aluer with fnll knowledge of rating practice

and law. The result is that his side of the

case is frequently not properly stated, and

injustice is done by those who should hold

the scales between the valuer and the rate-

payer. In the provinces the ratepayer seems

to kick—not with great success. He seems

to be kicking in Birmingham just now. The
following is one of many examples of what
takes place:—A new tenancy commenced of

a portion of a building. The tenant was
asked to produce evidence of the terms of his

tenancy and rent, and he showed the valuer

his agreement, which was for an annual

tenancy, all repairs being done by the land-

lord, and water rate and cost of heating his

premises with hot water and his share of

wages for a lift attendant and stoker being

included in the rent. To arrive at the net

rateable value he is, first of all, entitled to

deduction of cost of water, heating, etc., from
the amount paid to the landlord. The balance

remaining represents the actual rent of the

premises themselves, and from that he is en-

titled to the usual repair allowance of 15 per

cent. Instead of this, in assessing him no
allowance was made for water, heating, etc.,

and he was allowed 10 per cent, only for re-

pairs. That, of course, is the usual allow-

ance when landlord does outside repairs only.

He knows this, and is appealing. We hope
he may succeed. In London the odds are

that he would be browbeaten into payment.

The question of the liability of a building

owner for an accident to a third party caused

by the negligence of a contractor working
upon his land is a knotty problem of law and
fact. It depends upon whether or not any
legal duty to protect such third parties is cast

on the owner. The recent case of the Tube
Station, Leicester-square (Times, March 14),

is of much importance. There the London
Electric Railway Company were the owners

of the land on which is their station, and

they agreed with Dunkley, Ltd., that they

should erect a building to the owners' satis-

faction, of which they were to have a lease

for ninety-nine years, at a rent of £500 a

year. While the works were in progress, the

plaintiff, in passing under the gantry, was

injured by a falling piece of timber. He
sued both the building owners and the con-

tractors; the jury found negligence, and

judgment for £75 was given against both

defendants. Mr. Justice Scrutton held that

it was the legal duty of the Tube people to

safeguard the public during the building on

their station, and they could not escape this

liability by giving the work to an independent

contractor. The railway appealed success-

fully, and the Court held that this was an

attempt to extend a well-established doctrine

which applied as between employer and em-

ployed, but not where this relation was

absent. The Lords Justices ruled that on the

agreement these two defendants were not

legally undertakers an(^ contractors, but

lessors and lessees. The contractors, of

course, remain liable; but if the judge's

decision had not been reversed the liability

of all building owners in such cases might

have been much increased.

The law of real property is the oldest in

the land, and one would think that no new

point could be raised about it nowadays, after

the centuries of legislation and litigation that

have gone to its making. Yet a startling

question has just been raised in reference to

a purchase by Sir John Shelley of some free-

hold land from the widow and administratrix

of the owner, who had died intestate (Times,
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March 16). The sale was completed in 1899,

and £3,500 was paid to the widow. But after

she died, in 1911, her executors found in soino

unlikely place a genuine will of her husband.

So the letters of administration granted to the

widow, and on which she had sold the land,

were revoked, and probate granted of the

newly-found will, which gave the property to

other people. These parties then sued Sir

John Shelley to recover the property, and

Mr. Justice Astbury, while admitting the

hardship upon him, found in their favour.

Xow the Court of Appeal has reversed this

ruling on the main ground that the granting

of letters of administration to the widow was
itself a "judicial act," and so conclusive, and

could not be reopened. The bonafides of all

parties was admitted, and the tangle was
purely a point of law. The wonder is that

there should have had to be an appeal to get

it untied. For if the grant of administration,

which is the act of the Court in the same way
as is a probate, does not give a legal title,

then where are we to find one? However,

justice and co^lmon-sen^e have now prevailed

and a precedent established for future use

when lost wills turn up again.

We advise all who have followed our own
criticisms of the Insurance Act to read the

last issue of the New Slalestnan, which

contains the unbiassed result of the com-

mittee of inquiry instituted by the Fabiaji

Research Department, and presided over by

Mr. Sidney Webb. The facts are fairly and

lucidly set out. The main conclusions are

that, by the end of the present year, the

accumulated deficit on sickness and maternity

benefit for women will have grown to more
than a million and a half; that the medical

beiiefit is inadequate; that the sanatorium

benefit is defective where it is available ; and
that the hardship on the casual labourers and
on the poorly-paid classes of labour of wage-

deductions is often severe. Substantial

benefits are conferred on many, no doubt.

Are they adequate to the huge expenditure of

twenty millions? Are they fairly or wisely

distributed? The returns of many societies

show that the sickpay granted to members
has increased from 12 to 60 per cent., and it

is not surprising to hear, therefore, that some
societies are considering the reduction of

benefits. What has been the effect on the

old voluntary societies? The years 1912 13

have witnessed the death of 1,255 voluntary

registered societies, some of which had
carried on their work for over 100 years, and
the total membership of which was over

100,000. Many of the older members of these

societies have not been able to join another
society, and the effort which they had made
to provide for their old age is thus brought
to nought. Is it not the case, moreover, that

the sense of resentment of compulsion is

growing among the young, who, forced to

pay up from the age of sixteen till they

earn more than £160 a year, are then
compelled to retire without benefit, leaving

their contributions to swell the cost of

management and the sums paid to the sham
sick? Like the "lapsed policies" of some of

the industrial life offices, these are fast

accumulating into a scandalous diversion of

the money saved at much sacrifice by the

thrifty young, and often out of narrow means.

In the year just closed the Tower Bridge,

according to the story Mr. A. M. Nortier, a

Guildhall official, told last Tuesday evening

before the Ward Club of Aldgate, cost the

Bridge House Trust of the City of London
H sum of £17,000 in upkeep. The number of

vessels passing under the bridge was 9,595,

the bascules were raised 8,363 times, and the

average time the land traffic was suspended

in consequence was 4.84 minutes. That is,

every time the bascules were raised a couple

of sovereigns went, and during more than 18

days a year the traffic was blocked. In our
issue of June 29, 1894, when we fully illus-

trated the bridge, we said we "thought as we
had thought ten years before, that a see-saw
bridge over that part of the Thames was a

mistake; that the repeated opening and
lowering of the bascules would be found
tedious, and that by-and-by the bridge will

become a fixed bridge, which it might and
should have been from the first, with the
result that a million of money would have
been saved."

OBITUARY.
We regret to announce the death of Mr.

Arnold Thorne, F.R.I.B.A,, F.S.A., of
Cross street, Barnstaple, which occurred on
Monday, at the age of seventy-one. The
deceased was at one time president of the
Devon and Exeter Architectural Society, and
was appointed as the delegate of the
Surveyors' Institute at the last Sanitary
Congress at Exeter. He joined the Royal
Institute of British Architects and the
Surveyors' Institution, in each instance as a
Fellow, in 1888.

1 he dea th has just occurred at Roden
idscore- eignmouth, of Mr.

no s 1- o.x. Al.l st.C.E ., at the advanced
age of 9o, .\1 •. l-'n H ;is I npil and afterwards
partne r w ith .Mi- Jvlw 11 0. Tregelles, of

ll. .11 III' r.l lied out a railway
slip for vesatla at i'lymuuth, erection of fire-

proof factory for J. S. Fry and Sons, Bristol,
and the erection of gasworks at Sidcot
School. From 1843-4 he was engaged in his
own belialf in the erection and addition to
Messrs. Fox Bros, woollen factory at Wel-
lington, Somerset. In July, 1846, lie joined
the staff of I. K. Brunei as an assistant engi-
neer, and remained with the firm until 1851,
during which time the construction of the
South Wales Railway in Glamorgan was
carried out. In 1851 he acted as contractor's
engineer in the construction of the South
Wales Railway in Carmarthenshire, and also
on the Truro and Falmouth section of the
Cornwall Railway. From December, 1854, to
March, 1876, Mr. Fox was chief engineer of
the Bristol and Exeter Railway. During
that period he designed and carried out new
stations at Weston, Taunton, Exeter, and also
tlie Chard Branch Railway, Cheddar Valley
Railway, dock gates and" improvements at
Bridgwater Docks, new railway lines from
the main line to the dock, with iron-girder
opening bridge across the River Parrett, and
Templemeads joint station at Bristol for the
Great Western, Midland, and Bristol and
Exeter Companies. Mr. Fox also carried out
the following works from 1876 to 1895:—The
Weston loop line and station, the Tiverton
and North Devon Railway, the Exe Valley
Railway, flour mills for Messrs. Baker and
Sons, Bristol, Bristol floods prevention, ex-
tensive works in the River Frome and Bed-
minster, St. Augustine's Bridge and covered
water space—the two latter works for the
Bristol Town Council. In 1860 Mr. Fox was
elected a member of the Institution of Civil
Engineers, He contributed a paper on "Iron
Permanent Ways" to the proceedings, which
was awarded a Telford medal.

Some hint of the future adornment of the late
r. J. F. Bentley's Westminster Cathedral is

ipphed by the recent casing of a pier with
arble, opposite St. Gregor's chapel. Above, a

design for a Station of the Cross is being
executed.

It was reported at an annual meeting of the
National Museum for Wales, held at Cardiff on
Saturday, that the contract for the erection of
I he shell of an additional part of the museum
buildings at Cardiff, to cost about £12,000, has
been let to Messrs. H. Willcock and Co., tbr
ontractors for the buildings now in course of
rection.

LIVERPOOL.-The new Midland Adelph
Hotel in Lime-street was opened on Satur

It :;upi, the site of an old hotel of
the same name, and has been built from pla
by Mr. Frank Atkinson, F.R.I.B.A., of
London. The main entrance leads into the
courtyard, where small raised balconettes are
arranged on either side, and the walls are
treated with decorative plaster, with breche
rose marble pilasters having gill capitals
supporting an ornamental frieze. Leading
out of the court are the main public rooms.
The decoration of the dining-room has been
carried out in the Louis XIV. style, and the
restaurant is in the style of the French
Renaissance. The ballroom is 100ft. in
length. Nearly all the 400 bedrooms have a
bathroom attached. There are swimming,
Turkish, and other baths, and amongst other
novelties introduced is a sports section,
where squash rackets, lawn tennis, and rifle

shooting can be indulged in, Messrs. William
Thornton and Sons, general contractors, of

38, Wellington-road, Liverpool, carried out
the excavations, foundations, drainage, brick-
work, masonry, joinery, and bedroom fit-

ments. The "Valtor" spring floor installa-
tions, which provide for the resiliency
desirable when a floor is used for dancing,
were inserted by Messrs. Francis Morton,
Junior, and Company, of Cannon-street,
London. The Otis Elevator Company, Ltd.,
of Queen Victoria-street, E.C., provided the
lifts. In the cement-work of the hotel, Pudlo,
the powder which makes that material water-
proof, was largely used.

SUDDEN.—The first sod of the two new
mills to be erected on the Castleton Estate,
at Sudden, near Rochdale, was cut on Thurs-
day in last week. The mills are to be erected
by two private companies. Tyre Yarns, Ltd.,
and Fabric Weavers, Ltd., for the manu-
facture of cloth for motor tires. They will face
Manchester-road, which is to be widened at

this point from Gipsy-lane to Silk-street from
36ft. to 45ft. The contract for the building
work has been let to Messrs. R. and T.
Howarth, Rochdale, contractors. Each mill
will occupy an area of about 14,500 square
yards, but they are being built with a view to
further extension. The two mills will both
be parallel with the railway, end to end, the
area occupied by each building being approxi-
mately 450ft. by 390ft. One mill will be
devoted to cotton spinning, the second mill

will be used for weaving and other pro-

cesses. Mr. Sidney Stott, of Oldham, is the
architect.

-••^ —

A new workhou.se hospital is about to be built
for the Cardiff Board of Guardians at Llan-
dough, from plans by Mr. E. Seward,
F.R.I.B.A., Queen's-chambers, Cardiff.

The Birmingham Tame and Rea District

Drainage Board, at a meeting held on Friday,
adopted a scheme by the engineer, Mr. John D.
Watson, for the treatment of Acock's Green and
the adjoining district, at an estimated initial

cost of £2,140.

At Bramford, near Ipswich, the timber-built
railway-station which was destroyed by fire in

August, 1911, has just been reconstructed, and
will be fully opened next week. Reinforced
concrete has been utilised for the platforms and
(he fronts, and they are carried upon reinforced

concrete piers and guides, the station being built

on an embankment. The external walls are of

red Suffolk bricks, and the roofs are slated. The
plans were prepared by Mr. Harry .Tones, C.E.,

chief engineer to the Great Eastern Railway Co.,

and the contractors were Messrs. T. Parkington
and Son, of Ipswich.

A new Union church, to be used for worship
jointly by the Baptists and Congregationalists,

has just been opened at Hutton Mount,
near Shenfield Station, Essex. It is built

of bricks, and is half-timbered, and has a

west gable, and adjoining this an

embattled tower, rising above the general

roof-level, and carrying a slender shingled spire.

Ar.omnindiitiou is provided for 350 persons. The
-rutin- is (if Oram wood. Under the platform
is a i,a|ilisi,.rv lined with glazed tiles. Mr.
Wiiliaiii Ifavne, ,].P., of Frinton-on-Sea, was

I ho architect, and Mr. F W. Jarvis, of Brent-

wood, the builder.
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PKOFESSIONAI. AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

BRITISH SCHOOL AT ROME.—Prince

Arthur of Connaught presided on Monday
at St. James's Palace over a meeting of the

Council of the British School at Rome, when
the following appointments to the Executive

Committee and the Faculties of the school

for the ensuing year were made :

—

Executive Committee.—Lord Esher (chairman).
Lord Plymouth. Lord Redesdale. Right Hon. Lewis
Harcourt. Sir Charles Holroyd. Sir Frederic Kenyon
Sir Edward Povnter, Mr. J. S. Sargent, Sir Georce
Frampton. Sir Thomas Brock. Sir Aston Webh. Mr
Reginald BlomBeld. Professor J. S. Reid, Mr. Arthur
Smith, and Mr. John Penoyre.
Faccltt op Arch.^!OLOqt.—Mr. 0. M. Dalton, Mr

A. M. Daniel, Sir Arthur Evans. Mr. G. H. ITallani.

Professor F. J. Haverfleld. Mr. H. S. Jones, Mr. G. A,

MacMillan. Mr. John Penoyre, Dr. R. Lane Poole
Professor J. S. Reid. Mr. Arthur Smith, and Sir

Charles Waldstein.
Facout op Architectcre.—Mr. Reginald Blomfleld.

Mr. W. Curtis Green, Mr. W. R. Lethaby. Mr. E. L
Lutvcns. Sir Robert Lorimer, Mr. Ernest Newton.
Professor C. H. Relllv, Mr. J. W. Simpson. Mr
Leonard Stokes, and Sir Aston Webb.
Faculty op Painting.—Mr. George Clausen. Mr,

A. S. Cope. Mr. Dermod O'Brien. Sir Edward Poynter.
Sir William Richmond. Mr. Charles Ricketts. Mr
J. S. Sargent. Mr. Charles Sims. Mr. Wilson Steer
and Mr. Henry Tonks.

Facl-i.tt of Sculpture.—Sir Thomas Brock. Sir

George Frampton. Sir W. Goscombe John. Professor
Edward I.anteri. Mr. T. Stirling Lee. Mr. Bertram
MacKennal. Mr. F. W, Pomeroy. Mr. J. Ttavard
Thomas, and Mr. F. Derwent Wood.
(Among the fresh nominations will be

noticed the name of Mr. W. Curtis Green.
President of the Architectural .\ssociation,

added to the Faculty of Architecture.)

DEVON AND EXETER ARCHITEC-
TURAL SOCIETY.—The annual meeting of

this society, which embraces the counties of

DcTon and Cornwall, was held on Saturday
last at the Rougemont Hotel, Exeter. The
chair was taken bv the president, Mr. E.

Coath Adams, M.S.A. (Plymouth), and those
present were Messrs. J. A. Lucas (vice-

president), .John M. Pinn, J. Jerman, T. A.

Andrews. L. F. Tonar, S. Dobell, C. Cole.

A. Stevens /Exeter), A. S. Parker, R. H.
Arthur. J. B. Ward (Plymouth), and Allan
J. Pinn. hon. secretary (Exeter). The annual
report was presented 'by the hon. secretary.

This, together with the balance-sheet, was
received "and adopted. The president then
delivered his address. Having dealt with
local topics generally, he referred to the fact

that the society prize for measured drawing
has been awarded to Mr. "W. W. Kitchens
this being the fourth time he has won it

the first time was as long ago as 1901, and
whilst not wishing to damp his or any
student's ardour, the president did not think

it advisable the society should allow the p
to be competed for by the same person more
than twice. Referring to the Registration of

architects, the president said :
" It is, to my

mind, the most important subject concerning

the architect to-day ; nearly each week brings

some fresh argument in favour of it, or some
cause why Registration is necessary. We are

aware that attempts have been made to draft

a Bill to be submitted to Parliament ; but

obstacles have been met with, and opposition

from one quarter or another more or less

difficult to understand. As with most new
ideas or innovations, it takes time to over-

come prejudices and convince people. Still,

it is, I believe, bound to come, sooner or later,

and so it should, not onlv in the interest of

the architect, but also the" public, and, may I

add, architecture? If a broad view is taken,

what matters it how it is attained, or by

whom? We are told the Royal Institute have

been advised there are Parliamentary and

constitutional difficulties, and it would be im-

possible for them to promote successfully a

Bill at present. The Society of Architects

liave drafted a Bill, and do not seem to ha\e

the same difficulties, then why not support

the Bill which has more chance of success?

—a Bill which, as far as I can see, will protect

all vested interests and provide for the

welfare of the community, the art, and- the

profession in the future. On so vital a

question it seems incomprehensible that as

a profession we cannot pull together. My
personal feeling is of regret that the Royal

Institute is unable to see its way clear, and.

under the circumstances, I hail witli joy and

thankfulness, irrespective of the promoters,

B Bill which is for the general good and fair

to all. I believe it to be admitted by the

Royal Intitute that the majority are in favour
|

of Registration ; indeed, it might be said that

the profession almost unanimously demands
t. The Royal Institute is about to apply for

|

I new Charter ; but this can only concern its
^

own members, and cannot deal with the pro-

fession as a whole ; this will not meet our

demands. Therefore, whilst giving its own
members certain benefits, a charter is only a

|

half-way measure. It is greatly to be

regretted, but I fear it is a fact that there is

a certain amount of feeling between those

inside the Royal Institute against those out-

side. Harmony and agreement amongst
architects as the real essentials, are, I am

^

convinced, the consummation devoutly to be

wished. I referred just now to the frequency
^

of arguments occurring in favour of Regis-

tration. One benefit it would undoubtedly ,

eventually bring is the better understanding
|

of the etiquette of our profession. This, of
j

course, is a very delicate subject, and I do

not wish to be misunderstood ; at the same
time, only those whom the cap may fit will. I

feel sure", be likely to take exception to my
remarks, and without going further thaTi im-

pressing on the younger man to study and

adhere "to a strict code of ethics, more especi-

ally as to the improper solicitation of pro-

fessional work, and the competing for em-
ployment on the basis of professional

charses, I will leave these few remarks, in

the hope that all who follow me will do their

utmost in promoting the dignity, integrity,

and purity of onr profession." The following

officers vvere elected for the ensuing year:

Mr. .T. Archibald Lucas. A.R.I.B.A. (Exeter),

president; Mr. C. Cheverton. M.S.A.
(Devonport), vice-president ; Messrs. A. J.

Cornelius. M.S.A. (Truro). John M. Pinn

(Exeter). T. A. Andrews (Exeter). Harold

Watts. A.R.I.B.A. (Plymouth), to fill the

vacancies on the council of those retiring, as

well as those remaining in office— viz.. L. F.

Tonar (Exeter), A. S. Parker, F.R.T.B.A.

fPlvmouth). and the two past-presidents.

Messrs. J. .Jerman. F.R.I. B. A. (Exeter), and

E. Coath Adams. M.S.A. (Plymouth) ; Mr. S.

Dobell. hon. treasurer; and Mr. Allan J.

Pinn, A.R.I.B.A., hon. secretary (Exeter).

THE DEVELOPMENT AND DE-
CADENCE OF STAINED GLASS.—At the

Victoria and Albert Museum on Friday. Mr.

Noel Heaton lectured on "Stained Glass."

.Mr. Heaton said Mediaeval stained glass was

a mosaic built up of fragments into the

framework of a window. Its mosaic character

was of its essence, and the craft advanced as

desicn and execution w-ere perfected within

a scheme that all the while loyally recognised

the lead-line limitations. Up to its finest

achievements, which were to be found in the

15tl) century, the mosaic foundation was

present. At" the same time these showed a

desire for escape from its limitations, which

the craftsmen were able to indulge success

fully as long a^ they had the support of a

great tradition that had been enriched

through generations. The change taking

place after the 15th century, which led to

the decadence of stained glass, was one from

the domination of the lead-line to complete

independence of it. In the golden age of the

craft transparency was the great aim, and to

attain it no technical difficulties were

shirked. But in the decadence transparency

was sacrificed to facilitv bv the introduction

of the painted enamels, with their heavy,

muddy eiTects, and with the departure of the

flat convention of the mosaic came in the

fatal naturalistic treatment. Mr. Heaton
predicted a successful revival of the craft

through co-operation between the artist and

the scientist.

EIGHTEENTH - CENTURY BRISTOL
ARCHITECTURE.—At the Royal West of

England .Academy on Friday night. Mr. C
F. W. Dening, F'.R.I.B.A.. gave an interest

ing lecture on "The ISth-Century Architec

ture of Bristol," in connection with the

Bristol Society of Architects, of which Mr
Dening is the honorary secretary. Th(
onair was taken bv Mr. Mowbray A. Green
F.R.I.B.A.. of Bath. Mr. Dening said the

17th century was a time of great d

pression in
"
Bristol. Indeed, at the end

of that century the city was still tinged

with the spirit of the Middle Ages.

The streets were narrow and tortuous, and
the houses with overhanging stories were
crowded together, shutting out both light

and air. Latimer records that in 1638 build-

ings with overhanging stories were still being

erected. Practically to the end of the 17th

century the method adopted for the small

amount of building in progress was that of

the timber-framed structure. With the dawn
of the 18th century the reaction came. That
was an age of prosperity to the city, and,

consequently, of great building activity. The
continuity of the former evolution of style

being broken, the new buildings at once

assumed the advanced character which was
only obtained in other districts by a gradual

i^ro'wth. Latimer spoke of "the rage for

building." and a comparison of the plans of

Bristol at the end of the 17th and beginning

of the 19th centuries showed the extent of

the remodelling ; the new portions were set

lut in a formal and architectural manner,
lud the important feature of the planning

vas the provision of open spaces or squares.

The finest and largest was laid out in 1669

n Marsh -now Queen—square by the city

urveyors, who. together with the mayor,
were 'ordered to view the void ground, to

nsider how it might be leased in plots for

e uniform building of houses. It was not.

iwever, until 1701 that the first houses were
erected. The use of brick as a local facing

material was first mentioned in 1698. Bricks,

ever, were in use in 1671 for the fireplace

and chimnevs. If one excepted isolated

es of detached houses, then generally the

joritv of the buildings during the first

fifty years were of brick with a very sparing

use' of stone ; but towards the latter part of

the century brick as a facing almost entirely

disappeared, and was superseded by stone.

John Wood, of Bath, was credited with

having introduced Bath stone into Bristol,

but there were many instances of its being

used before his connection with the city.

Undoubtedly his work at the Exchange
revived the' use of that easily-worked stone,

and important public buildin'as were carried

out entirely in that material, which was.

perhaps, more in sympathy with the Renais-

sance or Classic
' Palladian treatment of

buildings nssnmins a monumental type. Mr.

Deninc traced the general development of

architecture through the century, indicating

the chances in the fronts, roofs, windows,

and other fentiires of the buildings, as well

as their interiors. He snid there was little

record of those responsible for the bulk of

work in Bristol during the 18th century.

The works of eminent men. such as Van
brufh and John Wood, were summed up in

the former's work at Kings Weston and the

latter's at the Exchange and markets. James

Gibbs, of Aberdeen, designed the monument
to Edward Colston, in All Saints' Church.

Of the lesser lights, John Strachnn was

credited with ranch work in Bristol, and

also at Bath, where he worked in conjunction

with Wood. Thomas Patv and his sons.

Wi^linm and James, carried out a great deal

nf their own designs, and executed a large

nnionnt of woodcarving. William Halfpenny,

architect and carpenter, published many
treatises on architecture, but only one

example of his work could be definitely

assigned to him—viz.. the Coopers' Hall. Old

King street.— .A hearty vote of thanks was

accorded the lecturer,' on the proposition of

Jlr. R. .James, seconded by Mr. John E.

Pritchard, and supported by Mr. E. W.
Savory.

NATIONAL ADVISORY BOARDS ON
ANCIENT MONUMENTS.—In pursuance

of Section 15 (1) of the Ancient Monuments
Consolidation and Amendment Act. 1913, the

Commissioners of Works have constituted the

following Advisory Boards for England,

Scotland, and Wales:—
ASCIEST MONUMENTS BOARD POR ESOLANP.—Mr

Lionel Earle. C.B.. C.M.G. (chairman). Lord Burgh-

nd).

FS 4.. F.S.A. (Scotl.ind) (represontinc the

Society of Antinnarie* of London). Sir Aston Webb
K.C.V.O., C.B.. R.A.. F.S.A. (representing the Royal

\cademv of Arts). Mr. Reginald Blomfleld. U.A

F.S.A.. P.R.I.B.A. (representing the Royal Institute

of British Architects). Sir C. Hercules Read. P.S A

F B A. (representing the Trustees of the British
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Miiseuin). Mr. C. P. Trevelyan. M.P. (re|ireseiitinK

tile lio^rd of Education), Professor F. J. llavcrllild.

V PS. A.. F.S..\.. Professor W. R. Lethaby. F.S.A.,

F l; I I!. A.. Mr. Iteginild A. Smith. F.S.A., and Mr.
(• r. Pits F.S.A. Chief Inspector of Ancient Monu-

V. I M Mm itMS Board for SroTi.ANO.— Sir John
S' ! Il.irt. (chairman). Sir nerl)crt

\1 III 1 i:,S,, P.S..\. (Scotland) (represent-

in' M, i: .:i: I 'iiimiission on Historic Monuments in

SciLir,.!,. .Mr. Alexander 0. Curio. F.S.A. (Scotland)

(reprc-^entinc the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland).

Mr. C. Macdonald. F.B.A., LL.D. (reprcscntini; the

Scotch Education Department), the lion. Sir Schom-
l.ir; K. MoDnnnell, O.C.V.O.. K.C.U., Sir James
f;iilh-i- Tin. P.R.S.A., Sir Robert I.orimer.

\ 1 - \ r i: 1 It A.. Mr. J. R. Findlay, Mr. C.

I. I r ~ \ . Chief Inspector of Ancient

V, :m M.MMIM.* liOlItD For. \V M.ES. - Sir K

Hovle, D.Sc. Profc.^nr J. Edward I.U'Vl.

F.R.nist.Soc. Mr. C. R. Peers, F.S.A. (Cliief

Inspector of Ancient Monuments).

SHEFFIELD SOCIETY OF ARCHI-
TECTS AND SURVEYORS.—"All Archi-

tectural Tour in Central France and
Burgundy" was the title of an instructive

lecture given by Mr. W. S. Purchon before

members of the Sheffield Society of Archi-

tects and Surveyors at the University last

week. The lecturer described a tour arranged
last year as a summer vacation course asso-

ciated with the Department of Architecture

at the University. The places vi.^itcd were
Troves. Sens. Villeneuve-snr-Voniie. .\uxerre.

Vezelay, Avallon, Seinur. Dijon. Beaune.
Tournus. Pnray, Autun. Nevers. Bourges.
Blois. and Chaftres. Mr. Purchon dealt with

a number of important buildings which were
studied in the various centres visited. Good
examples of Roman work, be said, were seen

on the tour, showing how Mediseval detail was
gradually evolved from it. They saw some-
thing of that great struggle with structural

difficulties which led to the glories of tlie I."?th

century, and learned that the Mediaeval
builder was not a mere copyist of earlier

work, but endeavoured to solve the special

problems put before him. The lecturer drew
attention to the western wing of the Chateau
at Blois (1635-40), which he instanced as a

triuniph of the Italian forces, not quite com
plete, perhaps, for the steep roof was still

retained, but the exact symmetry of the
design and the " correct " use of tlie Orders
show that Mediaeval ideas had given way
before the onslaught of the rules and regula-
tions of the later Renaissance. He referred
to this as "part of a great movement, for

people were getting more formal in their
conversation. At the present time an attempt
is being made to run a formal movement in

architecture against the current, for in all

branches of art and in life itself we are
getting less and less formal." Of the modern
work some called for admiratinii, while other
specimens drew att. :.i (n i Im i --ii\ fni'

hesitation befor. i ,,!,,; ,,,:,,,, I

recklessly into th .
I '

i :
i ..

;

In some of tli- - 1'.;, ;: i^.w ,
- . -:i,.,\ iii,

students were parliinlarly stnirk liy the re

tention of the Medineval spirit, and in others
by the town planning schemes.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
GASPITES AND EXCAVATIONS.-At the

Bow County Court on Monday, Judge Smyly
had before" him a case of importance to gas

companies, and also to borough councils, in the

matter of the responsibility of repair to mains
and the reinstatement of pavements. Plaintiff,

Mrs. Ellen Braine, of Canton-street, Poplar,

brought an action against the Commercial Gas
Company to recover £50 as damages for personal
injuries sustained by tripping over a paving-

stone in the street where she lived, the stone

being about an inch and a half higher than the

one in front. The gas company had been laying

mains. The paving-stones had been temporarily
replaced. The mishap occurred on Aug. 5 last.

It was mentioned bv Mr. Abinger that he could
,,,.l <•'„] 1 .-:<=.- on nil fniirv with thi^ one. and it

The Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and
Joiners' annual report states that £14.417 are
due as arrears of contributions from members.

The Watford c ,. i ,,,. i ,,.,. rlecided to
enlarge their wnrl i ,,v at a cost of
£10,000. The (M I

, Inle a nursery
with accommodati II •

;

Premises for the Geii. i i
'

:
[
mv.

Ltd., are about to be nn
corner site opposite the '>" ' is
having frontage? to Kit ! ,,,ui

Keeley-streets. The ar. I (;

and T. S. Vickerv, of Gr. ami
the contractors Messrs. 1 - of
Belvedere-road, S.E. On 1

1

i tern,
side of Kingsway, a plot of i.r.,u.Kl t., (lie south
of Portugal-street, having an area of 10,196sq.ft
and a frontage of 95ft. to Kingsway, has this
week been let by (he Countv Council to the City
and Kingsway Estates, Ltd., on a 99 yea

'

le.i.se, at .£2.548 per annum. Yet another site
Kingsway and Gate-street, having an area of
n,600.?q.ll., and frontages of 67ft. to each
thoroughfare, has been l^t at .£2.300 per an
on a lease of like duration to Mr \V Tarrv

span
e local authority

that work was
lompany were liable.—Mr.

Casseh for the defendants, said when the

trading comoanies were first allowed to interfere

I'it.h the street pavements and the roadways,
he statute made it compulsory that they should
einstate the same permanently and to the
atisfaction of the local authoritv. Then came
egislation relatins to the MetroDolis onlv, and it

vas m.ide lawful" for the locarauthority to do
he K i-rl: nnl rlinr~f> tlif ;:rt= company with the
o = l 1:; •'

. -1 : '
:<-- lie contended that

iitii-l l\j[ iln I uii-iiUr.ition of his Honour,
eventually decided to give judgment at a

later date

UPTON'S, LTD.. AND THE FEES OF AN
ARCHITE(7r. — FIVE GUINEAS A DAY
ALLOWED.—Judge Smyly, K.C., delivered a
considered judgment in the . Shoreditch County-

t on Thursday, March 12, in an action, which
had been remitted from the High Court, in which
Mr. Herbert Harrv Gissing, of 14, West-side.
Clapham, an architect and survevor, sued
" irs. Lipton. Ltd.. of 196. City-road, E.C., to

ver £96 7s., fees alleged to be due for work
done. Mr. A. E. Woodgate appeared as counsel

the nlaintiff, and Mr. Craig Henderson,
ister, 'for the defendant. It appeared that

for eleven years the plaintiff was employed in

the architect's department, of the defendant.
Then a number of shops were opened in Man-
chester, and contracts for the "building were
made with Messrs. Hardwick, of Manchester,
amounting in all to £5,000. In 1908 plaintiff

went into business for himself, at which time
£1.500 was due to Messrs. Hardwick. In 1909.

as this was not settled, action was entered, and
then Mr. Cansfield, the general manager to the
defendants, asked the plaintiff to go to Man-
chester, and see if he could arrange things. He
was to have a fee of £30. and 10 per cent, on
whatever amount he saved. He got the price
reduced to £1.300; but this was refused by
Messrs. Lipton. Later he was asked to go to
Manchester, and make a complete survey of the
£5.000 «ortli of unik His usual charge" was 8s.

.iri 111. II III ,1,1 ],.„„ overtime, and 16s. an hour
-^11

i

' II. liail to put in more hours
i. - .1 I

:

' -" liir four .lavs in Manchesf55r
111 I hi,,..

I 1-7 !,-. ;, , lav. including his hotel bill,

wlurl, lie eonsiiiered very reasonable. All the
other work lie did in London he had charged at
the rates he had already mentioned. Mr. Won-
nacott, an architect, of 10, Old Cavendish-street,
W., said he considered £7 10s. a day quite
reasonable. £3 3s. was quite a minimum fee,

and £7 10s. was bv no means a maximum He
had never heard of £4 4s. as the standard
charge. For the defence, Mr. Moore Smith,
F.R.I.B.A., surveyor to the West Ham Justices,
said £3 3s., with £1 Is a day hotel bill, was an
ample figure to charge for the work done. From
the statements produced, the plaintiff had got it

out in block quantities, with no scheduled
I'tails, and for such work, six days—a day a
-hop—was ample. He thought £52, which the
plaintiff had already received, quite sufficient.
Me should have employed an assistant for a lot
of the work done by the plaintiff. In giving his
considered judgment. Judge Smyly said a
F.U.I B.A. had said that £4 4s. a day was an
ample charge. He thought that might be right
for normal days; but the plaintiff had said he
liad to work abnormal hours, so he would allow
him £5 5s. As to the time worked in London,
he could not see how he could have possibly put
in 173 hours himself and 187 for his assistant,
after he had had the benefit of his four days'
survey in Manchester, so he had reduced that
charge to 12 hours a shop, at 8s. an hour. With
mcidenlals, therefore, he made the total
£72 3s. 6d , of which (he plaintiff had had

£52 2s. His verdict would be for the plaintiff for

the balance £17 Is. 6d.—Mr. Woodgate applied

for costs: but His Honour said no costs could
be allowed, as the amount recovered was under
£20.

ALLEGED LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE.
—Court of Appeal, before the Lord Chief
Justice, Lord .Justice Swinfen Eady, and Lord
Justice PhiUimore. — Hurlstone v. London
Electric Railway Company and Another.—This
case involved the question whether the company
were liable for the negligence of a builder
engaged in erecting a building over one of the
Tube stations. While Dunkley, Limited, builders,

who were joined with the company as de-

fendants, were carrying out certain building
operations over the 'Tube station in Cranbourn-
strect, a piece of wood fell on to the head of

Miss Florence Hurlstone, who was walking
along the pavement. In an action for damages
for personal injuries the jury awarded her £75,
being of opinion that there had been negligence
on the part of the builder. Mr. Justice
Scrutton decided that on the agreement entered
into by the company and the builder, and which
was one for the erection of a "dangerous"
building—one in a highway on which the public
walked—the company could also be held liable

for the builder's negligence, and he accordingly
gave judgment against them.-Mr. RoskiU,
K.C., argued in support of the appeal—Mr.
Clavell Salter, K.C., argued on the other side,

that when the work was such that it became
dangerous, then the person who caused it to be
done could not escape liability merely because
he delegated it to somebody else —The Lord
Chief Justice said the appeal must be allowed.

The circumstances reveal'ed the fact that the
railway company were merely the reversioners

of the building, having given the builder the
sole occupation by virtue of a lease, and no
authority had been cited in which a reversioner

had been held liable for the negligence of a
lessee. It was argued by Mr. Salter that as the

railway company "caused" the dangerous work
to be done, they could not shelve their respon-

sibility merel.y because the work had been dele-

gated to an independent contractor. It was also

argued that the company had a duty imposed
upon them to protect the public. The Court,
however, saw no ground for these contentions,

having regard to the position of the company.
In fact, they could not see that the railway com-
pany could not free themselves from all respon-
sibility in connection with the erection of the
building. Lord Justice Swinfen Eady and Lord
Justice PhiUimore concurred, and the appeal
was allowed.

(^nv IHnatrationa.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE
BLIND, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.
This building, which was opened yesterday

by H.M. the King, will be the headquarters

of the National Institute for the Blind,

hitherto known as the British and Foreign
Blind Association. The front portion,

facing Great Portland-street, comprises the

general offices, a shop for the sale of publica-

tions and apparatus for the blind, a res-

taurant for the blind employees, and. on the

first floor, an assembly-room, to be called

the "Armitage Hall" ("here illustrated), seat-

ing about 300 persons, and containing a

large organ for the use of blind musicians.

To minimise the transmission of sound, this

room is formed independently upon special

foundation-plates of reinforced cork, and
entirely isolated from the surrounding
structure of the building. The rear portion

of the premises, facing Bolsover-street, is

devoted to the factory for the production of

embossed books on the Braille system,

letterpress printing, and bookbinding. Pro-

vision is made for the subsequent addition of

two stories to the factory. A large part of

the basement has been carried to a depth of

30ft. to accommodate an iron book-stack of

four decks, with shelfroom for some 80.000

Braille volumes, which are of considerable

size, and a very large stock of the stereotype

plates used in "their production. In the con-

struction of this stack-room, wdiich is of re-

inforced concrete waterproofed to resist an

actual bead of 10ft, of water, Messrs. L. H,

Chase and A, C, Auden, of Liverpool, have

acted as joint consulting engineers. The
steel framework of the remainder of the

building has been carried out by Messrs. Red-

path. Brown, and Co., from the architect's
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details. The main front is in Portland stone,
with plinth of Cornish granite and roof of

Mandall's Coniston slates, and the Bolsover-
street front is in plum-coloured bricks, with
artificial stone dressings bj' Messrs. F. Brad-
ford and Co., who have also supplied the
staircases. The fireproof floors and roofs

throughout the building, in which absolute
fire-resistance and silence are of such ex-

ceptional importance, are the well-known
"Kleine" floors, constructed of hollow
bricks, of the excellence and advantages of

which the architect had the opportunity of

judging on some of his other buildings. The
ceilings of these floors not yet being plastered,

several members of the distinguished com-
pany present appeared to be much interest^>d

;

in what looked like brick walls built hori- :

zontally. The asphalte work is by the Val
\

de Travers Co., and the steel windows by the
\

Crittall Manufacturing Co. The principal

floors are being laid with "Durato" asbestos

composition, and the mosaic and terrazzo

pavings are being executed by the Art

Pavements Co. Messrs. George Corderoy
and Co. prepared the quantities, and Mr.
H. .7. Wagg is acting as honorary consulting

electrical engineer. Messrs. Holloway
Brothers have carried out the foundations

and basement, the contract for the super-

structure is in the hands of Mr. William
Willett. and Mr. R. H. Kellond is clerk of

works. The architect is Mr. Claude W.
Ferrier, 11. Waterloo-place. Pall Mall. S.W.

THE PALL.4DIUM, SOUTHPORT.
The Palladium, Southport, of which an

illu.stration is given, has recently been

erected at a cost of upwards of £30,000. It

has a seating capacity of 1,500, with large

cafe and tea balconies. These overlook the

beautiful gardens which have recently been

laid out by the Corporation. Installed in the

building is a large orchestrelle organ, costing

approximately £6.000 ; this forms an im- i

portant feature of the auditorium. The pro-

scenium opening is 37ft. wide, and the stage

40ft. deep. The elevation is of Italian

Renaissance design. Messrs. J. C. and F.

Woods, of Bolton and Southport, were the

contractors for the building. The greater

part of the int-erior structural work, and the

whole of the electric lighting, sanitation, in-

terior decoration and furnishing, has been
carried out bv Messrs. Hampton and Sons,

Pall Mall East, London, S.W. The scheme
of decoration is in the style of the- English

18th century. An elliptical ceiling of ex-

ceptionally graceful line is supported on ii

decorated frieze, beneath which are hand-
|

some pilasters. The colour scheme consists

of very soft shades of grey, cream, and
white, enriched with a very restrained use of

gold, finished to an antique tone, with all

draperies and carpets in a very pleasing
j

shade of old-rose colour. Adjoining the
|

auditorium is the foyer, with columnar treat-

ment and a vaulted ceiling. From this a

large marble stairca.se leads up to the circle,

tea - lounge, and retiring - rooms. The
tea - lounge is decorated in the style

of the Brothers Adam, many of the orna-

ments employed being copies of original

Adam models. The scheme affords an
admirable example of how, when handled
with knowledge and .skill, the essential

features of this hi.storic style can be so

adapted to local conditions as to impart an
[

atmosphere of refinement and distinction.

The colour scheme is a beautiful shade of I

mauve, the pleasing effect of which is greatly

enhanced by the gilt enrichments. All the

decorative features were originated in the

studios of Messrs. Hampton and Sons, in \

Pall Mall East, and the work has been
CTitirely constructed and carried out by them i

in the "record time of just over two months.
Mr. George E. Tonge, of Lord-street. South-
port, was the architect.

GOLDER'S GREEN CREMATORIUM,
FINCHLEY ROAD, N.W. : NEW
CLOISTERS.
We give two views of these buildings and a

plan which also includes the Duke of Bed-
ford's crematorium, adjoining the premises
belonging to the London Crematorium Co., of

324. Regent-street, W.. to whose chairman,
Sir Herbert Thomas, Bart., and Mr. J. C.

Swinburne-Hanam, tlie managing director,

we are indebted for these photographs.
In July last the directors accepted a tender

for building the cloister, which was included

in the original design for the crematorium
buildings made bv Messrs. Sir Ernest George,
A.R.A., and Alfred B, Yeates. FF.R.I.B.A.,
but which was not built at the time for lack

of funds, and the works, now completed, in-

cluded the substitution of a single large

window, also part of the original design,

for the row of narrow, upright windows in the

end of the chapel. The cost of these additions

and alterations was about £2.500.

The new window has proved to be a con-

siderable improvement to the chapel and the

cloister, which is about 240ft. in length, apart

from its architectural effect in bringing the

several buildings into a pleasing group,
provides a fitting place for monuments and
memorials to the dead, where they will be
sheltered from the weather and seen by the

large number of persons who visit the

crematorium.

COTTAGES, OTFORD, SEVENOAKS,
KENT.

A series of cottages has been erected at

Otford, near Sevenoaks, by the Rural Co-
partnership Association, from the designs of

Mr. W. G. Newton, M.A., of Raymond-build-

ings, Gray's Inn. They vary in size and agree
in style and character with the two examples
which we are enabled to illustrate to-day.

These photographs and plans will almost
explain themselves, and are given as an
example of Mr. Newton's work, included
among the slides shown last week at the
Carpenters' Hall, on the occasion of Mr.
Maurice B. Adams's lecture on " Cottage
Housing: its Economic Limitations and Dis-

tinctive Character," of which we complete
our report to-day. The upper house on our
plate has a very commodious and well-lighted

hall, three reception rooms, and four bed-
rooms, besides a dressing-room. The second
cottage is also very economically arranged,
and has a living-room, parlour, kitchen, afld

three bedrooms, nicely and compactly con-

trived in the roof. The bathroom is on the

upper floor, and there is an enclosed yard.

In the first house the bathroom is located on

the ground floor, so the hot-water supply is

consequently economised, the scullery sink

being adjacent, and the kitchen is also close

at hand.
-«**

The premises at the corner of Park-lane and
Piccadillv are about to be rebuilt and raised in

height. The architect is Mr. Delissa Joseph.

Mr. Bernard W. H. Brameld. architect, of

Manchester, a bachelor. 59 vears old. was foymd
dead at Ins lodsinss on Wednesday in last week,

near a •.'as-stove, from which gas was escaping

in his liedroom. The jury at the inquest on

Fridav returned a verdict of "Suicide during

insanity."

Alterations are about to be made to Daly's

Theatre, Cranbourn-street, W.C., from plans by
Mr. J. Emblin Walker. It is proposed to reduce

the number of tiers from three to two, and to

abolish the pit. the whole of the ground-floor to

be used as stalls, with boxes at the rear. The
reconstructed theatre will have accommodation
for about 1,112 persons, or about 480 less than

the present theatre. X new heating and venti-

lating system will be installed.

The death occurred in London on Fridav of

Mr. W. J. Sandford-Thompson. F.S.L . of The
Villa, Montrose. J, P. for Kincardineshire, at the

a-'e of seventy vears. Mr. Sandford-Thompson
belonged to .\sk"ham. Westmoreland, and had a

lifelong experience in the management of large

landed properties. Trained in the Edenhall
Estates Office, near Penrith, he was appointed

assistant to Sir Jacob Wilson, who had charge

of the Chillinsham Castle estates of Lord
Tankerville. He was subsequently agent on the

Saltmarshe estate, in Herefordshire, a position

he resigned to take up the agency of the

Myddelton Lodge and Stockeld Park estates, in

Yorkshire, which carried with it the survevor-

ship of the Ilkley building estate. In 188,5 Mr.

Sandford-Thompson accepted the offer of the

factorship of the Kintore estates, in Aberdeen-

shire and Kincardineshire, an appointment

which he resigned in 1903 owing to the estates

being placed in the hands of trustees.
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WHY NOT?
To the Eililor of the Buil.DlNO Nrws.

Sir,— It is not so very long ago that an
important building in Sheffield - street,

Lincoln's Inn Fields, was built to accom-
modate the inmates of the Strand Union.
This is now closed, only a small part being

used, and the dirty windows of the un-

occupied part present a woebegone appear-

ance.
Why not turn the building into middle-

class residential flats, for which it could

easily be adapted, thus lightening the burden
of the ratepayer and providing what is really

wanted in this district—viz., commodious
flats for those who are willing to pay £G0 a

vear and upwards?— I am, etc., C. Kav.
London, W.C. March 18, 1914.

[Whv not? We suppose because this Is one
of the" many white elephants that stilLkeep
poor-rates up. in spite of all the cengratula-

tions on the decrease of pauperism.

—

Ed.
••B.\.-] ;^^_^

SUPERINTENDING ARCHITECT,
NIGERIA.

Sir,—In an advertisement which has
appeared in the professional journ.-vi<

regarding this appointment, candidature wji-;

restricted to the merabersof one architectnral

institution. In the interests of menibeis <if

other architectural bodies, and of unatta.lied

architects. I suggested to the Crown .Agents

for the Colonies that by so narrowing the

selection they were inadvertently doing some
injustice to other members of tlie profession.'

I have received a most courteous reply from
the Crown Agents to the effect that the facts

to which I drew their attention did not occur
to them when issuing the advertisement
referred to, and that in any reissue the ad-

vertisement will be amended to meet the

case. They further intimate that they will

in the meantime be pleased to consider appli-

cations from any suitable candidates.
I think this information will be of interest

to fjuite a number of architects.—I am, etc.,

C. Mc.\rthbr Btti.er, Secretary.

The Society of Architects, 28. Bedford-'
square. London, W.C March 18.

— «»

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
HOUSE OF COMMONS VENTILATION.—

Further evidence as to the ventilation of the
House of Commons has been given by Mr. A. P.
Patey, of H.M. Board of Works, "before the
Select Committee of the House. The Chairman,
Mr. C. Bathurst, asked what were the peculiar
difBculties which were supposed to make the
debating-chamber the most difficult building in
the world to ventilate. Mr. Patey replied that
the main difficulty was the very small floor area
in relation to the number of "the occupants of
the chamber. The floor area was less than eight
square feet per member. The fact that the
chamber was situated in a larie block of build-
ings contributed to the <Iifficult v. Having regard
to the size anfl cnn^trnri k,, r,{ tlio chamber, he
thought adcfjiM . :, rrmld not be ob-
tained withr lu-d throujh the
floor of he II ntitv of air ad-
mitted migli- il" nfT. riln;: il =

purity in a •
' "

were reducr 1

passed into il

admit thai
, ,, -,.

efficiently v* ii
-

1 nii.;s wcru occu-
pied by and!. :t three hours at
a time. Ht
such buildin'j

that of the Uomr- of (

hi- ventilation of
' >t imposed upon

Subject to the sanction of the Local Govern-
ment Board, the Hendon Urban District Council
have accepted a tender of £9,960 for the erection
of fifty workmen's cottages at Child's Hill on a
site acquired from the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners.

The town co\mcil of Falkirk have appointed
the assistant borough engineer, Mr. William
Gibson, as borough engineer in succession to Mr.
David Ronald, who has been nominated as an
engineering inspector under the Local Govern-
ment Board.

lnten:0tnttmnti:attmt.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We offer a prize of one guinea every week for what
we deem the best reply to any query appearing in

this column, wtiich w-e deem worth insertion.

Replies must be sent in over real name and address.

No others can receive a prize. The Editors
judgment is final.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper,
and with each reply a coupon cut from our front

page must be enclosed.

.\nT number of replies can be sent, but a coupon of

this date must accompany each.

All else being equal, brief replies will stand the

best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre-

spondents ignore the fact that querists want terse

facts, not long essays. Any necessary illustrations

must be in line onl.v—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-

duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of replies

that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no
reply being received worthy of it is reserved by the

- Rditor, who also claims the right to publish any
othei- replies be may deem useful.

'We a*ard theiGninea to Mr. O. Lewis Abbott.

JIEPLIES.
' [13142.1—STRENGTH OF R.S..T. WEBS.—At the
tutspt 1 must say that a K.S.J, placed in the position
t i'. 1, nil l.^iilorl uniformly, is subjected to con^
1;* ,: 1

-. =rs for which it was not primarily

sufficient

presi

ength

is obtained) that the fewer the joists, the greater
the depth of concrete. By using sufficient joists to
give an actual flange area of 25sq.ft., the need for
concrete would, tlieoretically, be nil; but. it is

obvious that the joists alone would not give such an
equal distribution of load as a homogeneous block
of concrete, hence the practical necessity for
concrete. Therefore, as concrete is a necessity for
the equal distribution of pressure on the earth, it

naturally follows that it would be wasteful to have
two members performing the work of one. and that
it is quite feasible the joists and concrete conjointly
should support the superstructure. Therefore.
ISsq.ft. of flange area would probably be quite suit-

able, and all that would be necessary, in conjunction
with the concrete.—O. Lewis Abbott, City Surveyor's
Office, Town Hall, Manchester.

(13141 and 13142.)—GRILLAGES AND STRENGTH
OP R. S. J. WEBS.—The idea of a grillage base is

to properly transmit a load over an extended area,
and is generally adopted where the soil is of
indifferent quality, or where the load is excessive.
Consequently, the factor which governs the area of
the grillage is the bearing capacity of the soil, and
not the bearing capacity of the concrete, as supposed
by querist. Speaking generally, with a grillage base,

the bearing capacity of the concrete can be
ignored, because the base-plate usually rests directly

on top of the steel joists composing the grillage, and
its area is governed largely by the spacing of the
joists, and the tendency of the webs to cripple.

Taking the example in question, and assuming the
soil is capable of taking 3 tons per square foot, the
area of our grillage will be 300/3 = lOOsq.ft. It is

somewhat ridiculous to imagine that this area is to

be the area of steel in the grillage. Providing the

joists are spaced close together as to eliminate all

tendency to local failure of the concrete considered

as short beams between the joists, it is quite per-

missible to regard the whole area of grillage as doing
the work oi 1 1 m nut i mil- tli>- load to the soil. In

practice tli 1 close together; but
a space oi, ' iil he left between the
flanges of li: Mi.a the concrete can be
well tamii 1 i she webs. Also, proper
s.piM'. :- I, :

I. iTMihlril. u^ insure that all the
ini • I.' n.-,tliLT. In designing the steel

i,M : , :
;i.irv to assume that the whole

i,,,,.;
'

, Mir Mii>te. and work to a bending
ti, . , : ,,.;. |.. r >q.iii. The concrete is simply

I
, ! Mii!; the steelwork and

designed of sufficient streiiut

which is greatest at th.

bending moment nor shear

nd 1-2

g this. 1 4ft. by 4tt. = icsq.ft., and
provide two tiers of jojsts.

ecarded. wide and 10ft. long, and tl

he ends wide and 10ft. long. If w
depends max. occurs under the cenl

are inch formula W/S (i - .r) can be

( "—

)

VSR.OnOK"-' V -24.000 R2/

ends.

(^m )
*. 18,000 E2

ngth of eolnm pounds per
square inch,
ultimate compressed strength of metal in pounds
per square inch = 60.0001b.

I length of column in inches = 10".

= least radius of gjTatiou

—

y^y moment of in
.141,

Vsfi.oooR-/ ^x.m
_ 33,900

•2,240

—say. -24 tons, allowing factor of 4. the total load on
plate G X 6 = 3(5 tons.—O. Lewis Abbott, City Sur-
veyors Otfice, Town Hall, Manchester.

[13U1.1—GRILLAGES.—Grillage foundations are
II-' 1 to olttain an equable distribution of super-

'
I

f :iimI, thus dispensing with the small off-

::<\ the consequent great depth of
! M avation. The plane of rupture of

: I Mentally found to lie l)etween 4.';deg.

.
' - rhii , in the case nf a lieavilv-loaded

the offsets will i ili. the
superincumbent In ' '

i Mnite as
effectively, and nm i, .

, \ tlinn with
the small offset t- ..tr alone. Hoth
the arguments im n- l

' . ,
i

i l ma> be correct:
it all depends lumii

i
im :i i rpted. and upon

which the arguni. i; '

l T ,le a case where
the joists are jihi i

i .mI. :\ :i|iart, Hy drawing
dotted lines from the ends of each liottom flange
at an angle of 45deg. till they cross, and allowing
this to Rive the depth of the concrete, it will be
seen that the concrete under the joists must he
thicker than would be necessary were they closer
together. This must be to avoid fracture, owing to
unequal loading and consequent settlement of the
earth, and the ultimate complete failure of the
foundation. Referring to the area of S.lsqft.. stated
by querist, the argument seems to centre round the

mber of joists that ought to be used. The only

that the U.il.

of the hasi

be used.

W = total load on joists,

; = length of joist,

.r = width of base-plate.

Inserting known values we get

—

.?55 (120 - 48) = 2,700iu.-tons.

The required ',

7.5

Turning up a table of sections, we find that a lain.

by 5in. by 421b. I has a sec. mod. of 57, and this

will about do. The lower tier has the same B.M.

to restst; but as the width in this instance is lott..

we shall have, sav, 14 joists doing the work, and each

will resist a B.M. of 270a'14 = 193in.-tons nearly.

The required Z = 193,7.5 = 25.8. A lOin. by Sin. by

Sfiib I has a .sec. mod. of 2!i. and this will do.

Dealing now with the crippling of the webs of

joi-ts. the webs under these circumstances are for

ralcu'laUrt'" as such, although it is not very often

done in practice. The writer is not aware of any

simi)lerule' but in some section books there are given

minimum s'pans and the maximum safe loads for

joists. It is obvious with a little reasoning that it

would be quite possible to have a beam of so short a

span that although it showed quite good enough to

resist the stresses due to bending, the web. especially

at the supports, would be quite inadequate to resist

the load, and would cripple unless some expedient

were adopted. Where this crippung is probable,

stifteners are fitted in tightly between the flanges

and riveted to the web. A formula sometimes used

is as follows ;—
12,000

L.'iOO'a

• depth of web iu clear between fillets in

inches,
I thickness of web in inches,

depth of web in inches.

421b. I-Applying this formula to the 1

= 7,8001b. nearly.

1.500 X .422

Then the safe load on the web is-

In other words, supposing the beam is simply sup-

ported at the ends, the maximum load which it can

take is 44 tons, which gives a reaction at each end

of 22 tons. Of course, if the span were more tlian,

say. Git. or 7ft.. the load would be governed by tlie

bending stress.—Alfred Lane, 14, Natal-road,

Thornton Ueatli.
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THE BRITISH AND I'OREIGN BLIND ASSOCIATION NEW PREMISES,
GREAT PORTL.\ND STREET, \V. (OiJcned bv the King and Queen yesterday).
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GOLDER'S GREEN CREMATORIUM, FINCHLEY ROAD, N.W.: NEW CLOISTERS.

Messrs. Sir ERNEST George, A.R.A., and Alfred B. Yeates, F.R.I. B.A., Architects.
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COTTAGES AT OTFORD, SEVENOAKS, KENT.—Mr. W. G. Newton, Architect.
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(But (©ffitB fabk.

Ill order to cope with the increasing traffic

ill the central streets of Manchester, Mr.
McElro)% the general manager of the corpora-

tion traniwajs, is reporting to the city conneil

in favour of the construction of a, system of

shallow subways in the central area com-
prisiiis the line of continuous thoroughfare
known by the names of Blackfriars-street,

Market-street, PiocadiUv. and London-road.
The subway would be 18ft. in height and li

miles in length, and would extend from the

intersection of Blaekfriars and Chapel street

to the bridge over the river Medlock in

London-road. The contour of the central

area of the city, where there is the greatest

congestion, is a hump of land sandwiched in

the corner of a triangle between the rivers

Irwell and Medlock. with the highest point at

Piccadilly. The main artery of traffic across

this hump or watershed is Market-street,
Piccadilly, and London-road. From Picca-

dilly along Market-street to Blaekfriars
Bridge, the continuation of Market-street into

Salford. there is a drop iu level of 45ft.

From Piccadilly to the bridge carrying

London-road over the Medlock there is a drop
in level of 37ft. Tliis hump consists of red

rock sandstone, presenting no great enginee
ing difficulties for the construction of tra

subways. The cost of the subway itself

estimated by Mr. McElroy at between
£300,000 and" £500,000, exclusive of the ex-

penditure upon alterations to sewers and
street widenings.

The city council of Coventry will consider,

at an early meeting, proposals for widening
some of thff existing streets and for making
new ones in the middle of the city. Coventry's

central streets are, for the most part, of a

narrow character. The most acute troubles

arise in Cross Cheaping and Smithford-
street, and schemes for improving matters
take cognisance of conditions there. Widen-
ing for a few yards in Cross Cheaping is now
taking place with the rebuilding of shop
premises, and if the new line were carried to

Well-street corner a further improvement
would be effected. A scheme which has been
before the general works committee is to

cut a new thoroughfare from Well-street to

West Orchard or Fleet-street, which would
have the effect of carrying much of the heavy
traffic from the north-east side of the city to

the south-west, and so obviate the need of

climbing the incline into Broadgate. A few

years ago the city council adopted a plan for

making a new street by way of Butcher-row
to Hales-street. and across "to the Chauiitry,

but this was rejected by the ratepayers on

a poll. The scheme is, however, likely to be

revived whenever there is a full discussion of

the new thoroughfares.

A meeting of representatives of authorities

in the south-eastern section of the conference

on arterial roads in Greater London was held

on Wednesday at the offices of the Local

Government Board, presided over by Mr.

Hume, chairman of the Highways Committee
of the London County Council. Colonel

Hellard, superintendent of the London
Traffic Board of the Board of Trade, pointed

out that the south-eastern section of the

Greater London area was traversed by three

main roads leading to Dover, Maidstone, and
Tonbridge. The serious defect lay in the

converging of all upon one point in Deptford

and New Cross, with the result that a section

of the New Cross-road, 700 yards in length,

was practically the only vehicular outlet from

London to the south-east. An important

suggestion had been made on the construction

of a new road from the Old Kent-road to

Catford, in order to relieve the New Cross-

road. This would save half a mile in distance

and give direct access to tlie district south

of Crofton Park Station ; but the best route

to be followed from Peckham Rye Common
to Catford Station was yet to be decided

upon. Colonel Hellard also explained the

route of the proposed south circular road

from Forest Hill through Catford, and along

Brownhill-road and St. Mildred's-road, from

whence a new road would cross the open

ground past Horn Park and Eltham Green

to join the Well Hall road leading to Wool-
wich and tlie ferry to North Woolwich. After
some discussion a committee was appointed
to arrange the future procedure of the con-

ference, with Mr. Hume as chairman and Sir

Heni-y Lennard as vice-chairman.

The town-planning sub-committee of Edin-
burgh Town Council held a meeting on Friday
at wliich the different schemes which have
been before the committee were considered.
These had reference to Fountainbridge and
Lochrin, Bellevne area, and Murrayfield and
Corstorphine areas. The Fountainbridge
and Lochrin area proposes the construction
of a .street to connect Lochrin-place and
terrace with Gilmore-place, and the

acquisition of certain properties for this

purpose. The subcommittee agreed to re-

commend to the full committee that this

scheme should be approved and sent forward
to the town council. The Bellevue area
scheme was remitted. As to Murrayfield and
Corstorphine areas, Mr. G. S. Carfrae, the

county expert, was present, and explained
what the country had done and proposed to

do with reference to these areas.

In his annual report, just published, the

Nuneaton borough engineer (Mr. F. C. Cook)
makes some interesting observations on the

question of motor traffic in relation to road
construction. There can be no question, he
says, of the utility of tar-spraying, and
economy is demonstrated by the fact that

despite the comparatively large expenditure
on this account during the past few y
there has been no marked increase in the cost

of road maintenance. Operations are re

stricted by the capacity of the plant and the

supply of" materials; but there must be a

material extension of this work, particularl}

on the routes traversed by motor-'buses.

The day of water-bound roads is passing by
and although tar-spraying has proved a vain

able expedient during the period of tran-

sition, there is little doubt of the ultimate

economy of the use of more lasting material

than ordinary macadam in all cases where

the traffic is" other than of a purely local

character.

House-building at Ashton-under-Lyne has

for several years been virtually at a stand-

still. In the hope of inducing builders to

provide much-needed new houses an attempt

is to be made to secure the extension of the

rate-compounding system. At present the

majority of householders in Ashton pay their

own r.ates, property owners only being

allowed to compound for houses up to an

annual rental of £8. Such compounding
carries with it an allowance to the owners of

from 20 to 25 per cent. The proposal is to

increase the compounding figure to £12, £16.

or even more. It is contended that this would

be a great inducement to speculation in house

property. Such an alteration would necessi-

tate either an Act of Parliament or an order

from the Local Government Board.

A superintendent architect is required by

the Government of Nigeria to prepare plans

and supervise the erection of buildings for

the new capital. The appointment will be on

agreement for three years. Tlie salary is

£500, rising to £600 a year, with duty allow-

ance of £100 per annum. Free furnished

quarters are provided, and first-class

passages allowed. Four months' leave in

England on full salary will be granted after

each tour of twelve months' service. Can-

didates must not be under twenty-five years

nor over forty years of age. Applications

should be sent immediately by letter, giving

full particulars of qualifications and experi-

ence, to the Crown Agents for the Colonies,

Whitehall-gardens, S.W. An important letter

by the Secretary to the Society of Architects

w'ith reference to the removal of the proposed

restriction of candidates to members of one

professional body appears in our Corre-

spondence columns.

"Suspension Bridges. Arch Ribs, and

Cantilevers," by W. H. Burr. C.E. (London :

Chapman and' Hall, 11. Henrietta-street.

W.C, 19s.), is a valuable classroom book,

and likely to be of .service to the practising

engineer— especially if he is dealing with

some statically indeterminate structures. It

is almost entirely based on American prac-

tice, but Professor Burr has had the best

help from the leading American engineers,

and his treatment of his subject is thorough
and that of a master thereof.

" Investigating an Industry," by William
Kent (London: Chapman and" Hall, Ltd., 11.

Henrietta-street, W.C, 4s. 6d.). is a reprint of

some useful articles that appeared in our
American contemporary. " Industrial En-
gineering." last October. Incidentally, of

course, the principles laid down apply in the

main to a country of large area like the

United States; but there is much that might
be studied with advantage here, and it is

sound talk, and not mere talk, like so much
of the " business " pabulum of the pro-

fessional advertisement writer!

Other American issues for which Messrs.

Chapman and Hall are the publishers this

side are: "Technical Mechanics," by Pro-

fessor E. R. Maurer, issued at 10s. 6d.

;

"Power and Power Transmission," by Pro-

fessor E. W. Kerr, the price of which is

8s. 6d. ; and " Working Drawings of

Machinery." by Assistant Professor W. H.
James, marked at 8s. 6d. All three are for

students, and the first two have each seen

three editions.

A useful manual on " Masonry," by George

R. Barhani (London : Longmans, Green, and

Co.. 2s. 6d.), gives much information of

service to the practical student, together with

some examples of Stereotomy, w^hich will be

w^elcomed by all workers" in the craft,

whether draughtsmen or craftsmen. At a

later date the author promises to extend the

scope of the work and to include marble

masonry and interior decoration, with more

advanced examples of Stereotomy and the

Statics of Construction.

All in want of good, cheap, and easily-fixed

fencing should get the illustrated list of the

Kent County Fencing Company, of Crouch,

Borough Green, Kent (Telephone, "Borough
Green, 14"). Tlieir speciality is an improved

variation of the wire-bound chestnut fence

(known as spile fencing), which is so popular

throughout Kent. It is made of stout pales

cleft with tlie grain from chestnut wood, and

bound together bv machinery with galvanised

wire, the pales being stapled top and bottom.

The superiority over the spile fence consists:

(1) In its greater durability, arising from the

fact that it is hung on the ground level by the

use of stout intermediate posts, instead of

each pale being driven into the ground. (2)

In its greater handiness for erection and

transit to distant parts, being sent out in rolls

of ten yards (over 4ft. high in lesser lengths),

any handy man being able to erect it. (3) In

being movable without injury to the fence.

(4)In adaptability for use on an irregular bank

(where the foothold for the driven spiles is

often inadequate) where rock or flint occurs,

or for fencing through a stream or pond.

(5) In its being unclimbable. (6) In its neat-

ness and picturesque appearance and greater

uniformity—being made in various patterns

to suit tli"e tastes of the users. Attention is

drawn to its usefulness in mending "quick"

hedges which have become weak at the bottom

and are becoming weaker by the depredations

of children and animals. In such cases the

use of the special fencing will be found most

economical while the hedge is being " nursed
"

along, the fence being eventually removed for

another such purpose, it needs be. All the

varieties of fence illustrated are very mode-

rate in price. The company's London agent,

Mr. Cecil Clayden, Radlett, Herts, is daily

in London, and will call on any customer by

appointment. (Telephone. Radlett, 52).

The manufacture of window-blinds is an

industry which demands more skill than

those "content to use ordinary varieties

imagine, and we are glad to note from time

to time the firms whose enterprise and skill

have improved, and made not only more

useful, but more attractive, the blinds

required for the multifarious needs of build-

ings of every kind. No doubt the blinds that

are now, or "will very soon be. in most request

are those protecting rooms and buildings

from the sun's rays, and we learn that

Messrs. John Hall and Sons, of Hornsey-
make speci ity of Pino-

for windows of
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shops, hotels, and private residences and
bungalows, but also for greenhouses,
verandahs, etc. These blinds, while effectu-

ally blocking out the heat of the sun, yet

permit the transmission of ample light, and
as they are very durable and easy of action

there should be an excellent market for them.
Messrs. Hall and Sons also make a strong
feature of Venetian blinds, and among their

other manufactures reference may be par-

ticularly made to their excellent art. lace,

and duchess Minds and easement curtains

;

in fact, all are admirably suited for window
of everv kind.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSTTING WEEK.
Fbicat (To-hatI—.Tnnior Tnstitution of Encineeip

Lifilituiuc Conductors and tlieii

Tests." by F. H. Taylor. S p m.

Monday.—Victoria and .\lbert Museum. " Georcinr
Houses." by Banister F. Fletcher.
5 p.m.

Rnv.l1 Institute of British .Architects.
-n- p^,.,.„^i..s in .Architecture,- by
I. --I -. ' V, ,1'in. sp.m.

' - i'f .\rts. "SHrface
< I 'ntor Lecture No. :!.

L.,rii".....i .Vifbitectural Society.
"Concrete and Reinforced Concrete.
Don'ts' for Architects." by John .\.

Davenport. M.Sc. 6 p.m.

Tuesday. — Institution of Civil Engineers. Dis-
cussion on " Some Recent Develop-
ments in Commercial Motor-

Economic ' Tramways and Railles^

Civil Engineers.
ii. ,,....,. .... ... Widening and other
^Aork^ on tlu- London and North-
western Railway.
Manchester Society of -Architects.

Paiier by .7. Harvard Thomas
iSculpton. 6.30 p.m.
Edinburgh .Architectural Associa-

tion. " Heraldry." by Francis J.
Grant. Rothesay Herald and Lyon
Clerk. S p m.

Thtrsday.—British Museum. " St. Mark's. Venice,
and San Vitale. Ravenna " by
Banister F. Fletcher. 4.30 p.m.
Architectural Association of Ire-

land. "Notes on .American Archi-
tecture." by Cecil Brewer, F.R.I.B.A.
1.5. South Frederick-lane. Dublin
8 p.m.

Friday (March 271.—Leicester and Leicestershire
Society of .Architects. "Domes." bv
A. .J.Wood; and "A Sketchins Tour
in Normandy," by C. J. M. Cond.U.
8 p.m.
Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. Business Meeting. S p.m.

SAirRDAT (March -28).-.Architectural Association.
Visit to Roehampton Lodge. St. Serfs
House. Gardens of Downshire House
Meet at the Lodge, St. Serfs House.
Priory-lane, Roehampton. 3 p.m.

%taht Jiflns.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
BELPER.-The house-painters of Belper,

whose pay was 6d. per hour as compared with
8d. in Derby, Buxton, and Mansfield, and TJd.m Ripley, have, after a brief strike, secured an
advance in wages of Id. per hour, the amount
demanded.

BURTGN-ON-TRENT.-The master builders
have met the employees in connection with the
demand formulated five months ago. The
various classes of operatives in the buildin"
trades asked for an advance of a penny an hour
all round, and improved working conditions;
but the plumbers, who had not had an increase
for twenty years, applied for an advance of lid
The masters offer of a halfpenny an hour in the
case of all grades, with the exception of
plumbers, who were offered a penny, has been
accepted by the stonemasons, plasterers, and
plumbers: but the joiners, bricklayers,
pamters. and labourers, while agreeing to the
new rules, have decided to submit the wages
question to the conciliation boards.

Mr. Robert Thomas has been appointed, at a
salary of f80 a year, rising to £100. surveyor
to the Valley (Anglesey) Rural District Council
in succession to the late Mr. J. Hugh Evans.

Mr. E. Prest, who has occupied the position of
surveyor at Norton, Malton, has been appointed
surveyor and inspector of nuisances to the
Knaresborough Urban District Council in suc-
cession to Mr. R. E. Wilson.

LATEST PRICES.

(ex steamer. London) per ton £B 9 6 to f6 5

SteelJoists. English 7 10 „ 7 12 6

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 3 6,, 836
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 ., 6 17

Boiler Plates, Iron-
Sooth Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,. f8 15s to £9.
Ditto galvanised. £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to ao. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.O
8/3 8 9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt:

Per ton. Per ton

.

Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9 ''

Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

8 10 n
7 10 n

9 5 (1

6 6

Galvanised 8 15
Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5

Cut Floor Brads 9 15
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14B.W.G 14 5 0., -

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised-
Oto8 9 10 11 12 B.W.Q.
£10 10s. £10 158. £1108. £1158. £11 15s. per ton.

4in. to 6in.
. £6 2 6 to £6 7

5
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7

[Coated with composition, 5a. Od. per ton extra,
turned and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall 110s. Od. to 117s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 703. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)-
Gas-Tubes 72 p.o.
Water-Tubes 70 ,,

Steam-Tubes 66i ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 60 ,,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes ."^3 ,,

OTHER META.L,S.
Spelter,' Silesian Per ton £21 5 to £21 10
Lead Water Pipe. Town 23 10 ,. —

Country 24 .5 „ —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 10 ,, —

„ - „ Country 25 5 ,, -
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 25 10 „ -

Country 26 5 ,,

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 2.S ,. —

Country 29 15 „ —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 2« 10 „ —

Country 27 5 ,. —
Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4lin,) Town 26 10 „ —

,, „ „ Country 27 5 ,.

[Over 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]
Lead, Common Brands 18 17 6,. 19 li 6
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 .. —
Copper Sheets, sheathing* rods 81 „ 81 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 63 „ 68 10
Tin, EngUsh Ingots 174 ,. 175
Do., Bars 175 „ 175 10
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) 21 ,, —
Sheet Lead. Town 23 ,, —

Country
Genuine White Lead
Refined Red Lead
Sheet Zinc
Old Lead,

per cwt. 10 „

Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand Oil 6.

TIMBEB.
CONSTRUCTIONAL.

allow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :

1st quality £38 t(

2nd „ 26 „
3rd „ 16 ,

St. Johns 10 ..

Miramicbi 9 10 ,,

Swag..

PURNITURE AND HARDWOODS.

Teak: Burmese per load, 50ft. £90 to ;

Teak: Java, per load, 50ft 16 „
Per cubic

OakPlanke: U.S.A., imported 1 9 to
„ Boards ,, „ Prm. 3 0.,

.,Mdm. 2 6,,
Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 2 4,,
Birch ; Quebec logs 3 3,,

sawn planks... 13,,
Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7 0,
Walnut: Prime boards and
planks 6 0,,

Walnut: Mdm 3 6.,
Greenheart : Hewn logs 3 3.,
Cedar : Cigar box 4 9.,
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime 9 4,.

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime 2 0.,

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ... 6 „

African, Assinee. &c. 5 ,,

Lagos and Benin 4 6,,
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez 3 0,,
Gaboon 3 0,.

Satinwood : West Indian 10 ,,

Rosewood Per ton 8 0,,
Lignum Vitse 7 0..

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube i

Darley Dale, ditto
Red Corsehill, ditto
Closeburn Red Fre6stone,ditto
Ancaster, ditto
Greenshill, ditto ,,

Chilmark. ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms)

Hard York, ditto
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes oer foot sun.

Ditto ditto 3in.
sides, randon

slab sawn two

All F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per toot onbe

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station

Portland Stone, . random blocks of 20tt. average :—
Brown White

Whit Bed. Base Bed
Per foot cube.

23 15 „

Spruce Deals

3rd 12
Bt. Petersburg-

1st quality 16 10 „
2nd „ 14 10 „

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 ,,

Gefle. Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 ,,

White Deals: Crown 14 „
Seconds 11 10 „

Flooring : White and Planed—
and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 „

",& 3rd quality mixed 10 5 ,.

Bed Planed, 1st quaUty
Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards

Lignum Vitee Per ton

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board)
Pitch Pine Logs
Birch : Qaebec LogB
Oak: Anstrian Wainscot
Mahogany : Gaboon _.

14 10

2 3
r

9 0,

Blue Bangor 20x10 .

20x13
.

First quality 20x10
.

20x12 ... 13 15

20x10 ... 15 17 6
20x13 ... 18 7 8
18x10 ... 13 5

Permanent green ... 20xio .

BBIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 „ „ [r
Mild Stocks 19 ,

Picked Stocks for deliver.
Facings 5

(Net, delivered in
full truck loads

I London.

Flettons .

Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Bed Wire Cnts 1 14
Best Fareham Bed 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Buabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

aSin. Best Bed Ac-)
crington Plastic [ 4 10
Facing Bricks )

Accrington Best Bed Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

34- ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6

Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 S

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3i* in
thickest part 3

3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6
3|' ditto ditto through and through 9

3k' Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2i- and i" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto B"xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, 4§" soffit, per foot opening ... 1

4 ditto 44- ditto ditto ditto ... 18
6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 9 6

3 ditto 9- ditto ditto ditto ... 3 1

4 ditto 9* ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11

6 ditto BT ditto ditto ditto ... 3 9

6 ditto g* ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.
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GLAZED BRICKS.
HiRD aLAZEe, (PER 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Bnff, Cream, Other Second

Best. SecoDde. & Bronze. Colours. Coloare.
Stretchers—
£13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £li3 7 6

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Qooins, BuUnose, and 4im. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6

Doable Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square—

18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 36 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end. square—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints—

17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each fid. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double BuUnose, Round Ends, BuUnose Stops—

5d. each 4d. each fid. each fid. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 6d. each 4d. each

MOCXDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/3 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/3 each

CiU BuUnose, Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each fid. each 5d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers £23 17 6

Quoins and BuUnose... 27 17 6

C impass bricks, circular and arch bricks^ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above I exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours > ing 9in.

Cimberarch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4jin
is. 2d. each I by 3jin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers. £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations.

s. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0.,
Thames Ballast 6 0.,

e. d. Per ton,
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G-Ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
B. d. 8. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 fi to 14 deUvered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27a. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
e. a. Dlvrd. at

Plain red rooflng tiles 43 perlOOO ry.stn-
Hip and Valley tUes 3 7 perdoz
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ,, „
Ornamental tilea 52 fi ,. ., ,.

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz
Rnabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental do 60 .. „ ,,

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " rooflng
tiles ;—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ ,

Ornamental do 48 6

Hiptiles 3 10* perdoz
Valley tiles 3 44
" Rosemary " brand plain
tUes 48 per 1000 ,. „

Ornamental tUes 60

Hip tUes 4 perdoz
VaUey tiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000 „ ,

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „ ,, ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 6
HartshiU" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 „ „
Pressed 47 6
Ornamental do 50 ,, „ ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. „ „
alley tUes 3 6 .. ..

OILS.
Rapeseed, EngUshpale,pertanf28 15 to £29 5

Do., brown 26 15 „ 27 5
Cottonseed, refined 29 „ 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 „ 40

Seal, pale 21 „ 21 10

Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ 46 10

Do., Ceylon 43 10 „ 43

Do , Mauritius 43 10 „ 43

Palm, Lagos 32 5 „ 33 5
Do. Nut Kernel 35 ,. 35 10

Oleine 17 5 ., 19 5

Sperm 30 „ 31

Lubricating U.S pergal, 7 0,, 080
Petroleum refined 6j „ 6i

Tar. Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 10

Do., Archangel 19 6 „ 10
Linseed OU pergal. 3 6,, —
Baltic Oil 3 8,, —
Turpentine 3 95 „ —
Pttty (Gemjme^ Lin-Jpg,g„t^ "80.,

Pure Linseed OU 1 n in n —
"Stority" Brand! " ° ^° ° "

GLASS (IN OBATES).
EngUsh Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 36oz. 33oz

Fourths 2d. ... 3d. ... 3id. ... 4id.

Thirds 2id. ... 3M. ... 4§d. ... 6jd.

Fluted Sheet 3|d. ... 3id. ... fild. ... 7d.

Hartleys EngUsh Rolled Plate: iin. Vion. iin.

2Jd. ... 23d. ... 3d.

Figured Boiled and Repoussine ^^'®' "^"^

VABNISHES, &o. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak. for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13 o
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16 n
Fine Pale Maple 16 „
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18 „
Extra Pale French OU 1 1 "

Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 "
White Copal Enamel •. 14°
Extra Pale Paper ; 13 °
Best Japan Gold Size 10 "
Best Black Japan 16 "
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9"
Brunswick Black 8"
BerUn Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10•

XBAD£ NOTES.
Under tlie direction of Mr. W. Rushworth,

aiclutect to the Durham Education Committee,
Boyle's latest patent "air-pump" ventilators
have been apphed to Dean Bank Schools, Co.
Durham.

-Messrs. R. Waygood and Co., Ltd., Falmoutli-
road, Loudon, S.ii., have just issued their 19U
list of eight pages, which effectually illustrates
and describes some of their most recent instal-
lations, and contains besides much useful in-

formation of value to all readers.

.Among the many important contracts for
tower clocks which Messrs. J. B. Joyce and Co.,
Ltd., have in hand, are the foUowing :—St.
-Michael's Church, Manchester, with four illu-

minated dials 6ft. diameter; Whitehead
.Memorial Tower, Bury, with four illuminated
dials 6ft. 6in. diameter; Manchester Racecourse,
Castle Irwell, with four illuminated dials 5ft.

diameter; Sarvajanik Library, Dabhoi, State of
Baroda, India, with four illuminated dials;
Mourne Park, Ireland, for the Earl of Kil-
morey, clock with one dial; Llandulas Church
House, quarter-chimmg clock with two dials.

The same firm have just fixed a two-dial clock at
Hooton Station, a striking clock at Mostyn Hall
for Lord Mostyn, and also one at Messrs. John
Stanning and Sons, Leyland Dye Works, near
Preston.

Mr. F. Cartwright, of
appointed engineer to the Goole" Urban District
Council.

Mr. Hugh Owen has tendered his resignation
as surveyor to the Flint Town Council after 40
years' service.

The salary of Mr, Bell, surveyor to the High-

The Briti.sh Insulated and Helsby Cables,

Ltd., have secured for their works at Prescot,

South Lanes, a contract for the equipment of

the Melbourne electric railway, amounting to

nearly £300,000.

The death is announced of Mr. Peter Rosby
Donald, of St. John-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
and of Balmoral-terrace, Gosforth, Liecentiate

R.LB.A., and an associate of the Northern
-irchitectural Association.

An addition is about to be made to Messrs.
Wm. Whiteley and Co.'s premises, Queen's-road,
Bayswater, from the plans of the architects of

this lately-erected big building, Messrs. J.

Belcher, R.A., and J. J. Joass, of Clifford-street,

W.
Permission has been received from his

Majesty's Government for the erection of an
equestrian statue to Viscount 'V\'olseley, in

Trafalgar-square, immediatelv opposite to the

entrance to the National Gallery. About £3,000

is still needed to provide adequate funds for the

memorial.

Messrs. Herbert O. EUis and W. Lee Clarke,

MM.S.A. are the architects employed in con-

nection with the extension of Messrs. Selfridge

and Co.'s premises, now intended to include Nos.

421-429. Oxford-street, to abut also upon Lumley-
street and Balderton-street, W

Mr. B. Womersley, of Hastings, has died there

suddenly at the age of sixty-five. He came from
Leeds, where he was the head of a large firm of

decorative contractors, and also had a seat on

the town council there. For several years he

was on the Hastings Town Council.

The Local Legislation Committee of the House
of Commons sanctioned on Wednesday a scheme,

promoted by the corporation of Preston, for the

dredging and deepening of the upper reaches of

the Ribble, in order to enable vessels of greater

tonnage to use the dock of the corporation at

Preston. In connection with the project

authority to raise £210.000 was granted.

An Absolutely

Unique Work on

Decoration

By R. GOULBURN LOVELL, A.R.I.B.A.

"Home Interiors" is an absolutely unique
work for all interested in any way in the
application of colour to internal decoration.

Not only does it contain a series of 30 large
facsimile water-colour drawings, providing, in

complete detail, suggested decorative schemes
for all sorts of houses, with full half-size detail

plans, instructions, etc. It does much more
than this.

Patentad Colour Charts.

It provides, for the first time, the means of

drawing up similar schemes, and, indeed, colour

schemes of any kind willi absolute nccKrac;/. For
this purpose, it includes a series of patented
mechanical colour charts, designed for the

selection of colour schemes and harmonising
colours. By the use of these charts, the exact

complementary of any given colour is at once

disclosed, and at the same time not only those

other colours that can be used to produce any
desired scheme, but also the proportion of each

that must he used to give the best possible effect.

These charts teach, moreover, in a particularly

valuable manner, the whole theory and practice

of colour.

Large Water-colour Drawings.

But apart even from this unique invention,

the many large facsimile water-colour drawings
of specimen rooms would be extremely valuable

as showing practical and economical schemes of

decoiation that wUl appeal as being decidedly

novel and at the same time in the best of taste.

Moreover, these plates are the first large-size

plates which show how windows can be treated

effectively and without obscuring light.

Full Working Details.

Each plate is accompanied by fuU half-size

details, as well as complete e.xplanatory notes,

explaining its princip es and objects, and pointing

out an alternative scheme where, tor any reason,

it cannot be adopted in its entirety.

£2.3 to £73 a year, has not had much done for

him yet as regards the economical and effective

decoration of his home, and 'Home Interiors'

will prove a boon to decorators and designers
of such dwellings and all concerned in their

adornment. 'We cordially recommend the work
to all.

"

The work, however, is so unlike any other

ever published that a clear idea can better be

given by the

FREE BOOKLET,
which will be sent free of charge, and without

any obligation, upon receipt of this form.

To the Caxton Publishing Co., Ltd.,

130, Surrey Street, London, W.C.

Please send me, free of charge, booklet on
" Home Interiors " and your offer to deliver the

work as published for a first payment of 23. 6d.

only, the balance being paid by small monthly

payments.

NAME.
(Send this form or a postcard.)
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0GILVIE&C0.5S?7S-?
Eunhill Row.

Mlldraay Avenue. ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOIHEEY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS, ^"^kl^n"'

Olivers'

Seasoned

Heo'dwoods,
WM. OLIVEK & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhlll Bow, Xiondon, E.G.

TENDERS.
i would in all casoB oblige by giving

the'addreafios of the parties tendering—at any rate, of

t adds to the value of the informa-

B»siifr.srOKE. — For erecting electric generating
station. Mr. F. R. Phipps, Town Hall, Basingstoke,
architect.—

Monday, H., Basingstoke £2,647
Jones and Son, Sontheea 2,396
Franklin acd Co.. Southampton... 2,393
Rowbotham, T., Birmingham ... 2,336 10

Wort and Way, Salisbury 2,2'M
McCarthy, E. Fitt, Reading ... 2,177

Gcodall and Sons, Basingstoke ... 3,lti7 12 1

Smallbones and Sons. Streatley-
on-Thames (accepted) 1.087

Bbockley. 8.E.—For installing electric lighting and
heating apparatus at the county secondar.y school,

Brockley, now in course of enlargement, for the London
County "Council ;—

Electric Lighting :—
Dickmson, W., andCo., Kent ... £907
Weston, G.. nnd Sons, Ltd.,
Fenchurch-street B9J

Taylor, G. E., and Co., Cannon-
street 1188

Cathcart. C, and Co., Fleet-street 600
Lund Bros., and Co., Queen

Victoria-street 565 10

Newman, A., Ltd., Ilford 559 10
Christie, J. C, 3 and 5, Mansell-st.,
Aldgate* 553

Heating:—
Palowkar and Sous, Queen-street 1 396
Brightside Foundry & Kngineering

Co., Ltd., Victoria-street ... 1,390
Cormack, J., and Sons, Ltd.,
Westminster 1.381 10

Aiding and Dyne, Sonthwark
Bridge-road 1,375 15

Cash, H. J., and Westminster ... 1 2B4
Deane, E., and Beale, Monument-

May, J. and F., Lincoln's Inn-
fields 1,231 15

Cannon and HeHord, Peckham ... 1.197 o
Bradley, G. and E., Lever-street .. 1,143
Cannon, W. G., and Sons, Ltd.,

107, London-road, Southwark* 1,138
Chief engmeer'sand arctiitect's estimates,

£680 and £l,10u respectively.
• Recommenaed for acceptance.

CiisTEK, Norfolk.—For the extension of the sewer
cnHail at taitter, for the Fiegg Rural District Council

:

Wilton, P., anUCo., Wenaling ... £J95
(Accepted.)

CAKniii.—For the erection of a further section of the
Katicial ilubtum for Wales, for the Governors. Messrs.
Brewer and amith, arcaitects :—

Wilcock, u.., and Co. (accepted) ... £12,' OO
Contractors for the section E 1 course of

(.iiii.D'.s HiLi,.—For building fifty arti
for the Henaon Urban District Council.
blower, 2, Devonshire-terrace, Portland-place.
architect. No quantiiies :

—

Allen, M. J., Biggleswade £16.232
Peddle, B., West ^'orwood 16,069
Wright, J., Hendon 14,884
Tome, W., Hendon 11,797
Cooper, W. H., Hammorsmith-rd. 11.790
Boswoilb i Lowe, ^ottlnghaIn ... 11,551
Bow, T.. Nottmgbam ... ... 11,499
Rowley Bros., Wood Green ... 11,205
Evans, F., Nottingham
King, W. J., GolOer'B Hill
Smyrk, W., Hendon
Drever, O. P., Kettering
Oalliford, G. E.. Hendon
King. W., and Son, Watford ...

Gntindgeand Bon, Peterborough
Gibson, G. H., and Sons, High
Wycombe* 9.960 o

• Recommended for acceptauce.

Ei.v.- For electing workmen's dwellings, Now
Barnes-road, for the urban district council. Mr, 8.
Wearing, A.R.I.B.A., 16, Upper Kmg-street, Norwich,

' dwellings,

231

11,11

10,875

LmgeU 4 Edmondson, Newmarket £3,297
Drewor and bon, Ltd., Kettering 3.074
Ponen and Son, Erith, Hunts ... 3.053
bhanki, uhatieris 2,850
Monis. Ely 2,703 U 6
Clarke, Mellon Mowbray 2,768
Tucker, Ely ' 2,100
burgetsBUd Wykes, Ely* 2,1U o o

ProTisionally accepted.

21, North-Fiiuare. Dorchester, architect
Watts Bros., Dorchester (accepted) £473 16 10

GoouEKsTONK, NoKioLK.-For the construction of a
highway bridce over the river at Gooderstone, for the
Swaffham Rural District Council :

—
Bardell. W. A., King's Lynn ... £117 10

(Accepted.)

GosioKiH.-For making-UD road between Ilford-roail
and Rectory-drive, for the urban district r/inncil :

—
Henderson, J. W. (accented) ... £317 17 9

Lowest tender received.

High Wycombe.-For the erection of now grammar
modate 210 boys. Mr. Arthur

P.P.S.I., 11. QoeenVit
High Wycombe, architect :

—

Fassnidgeand Son ...

Franklin, Ltd.
Webster and Cannon
Falknor, J. W., and Sou
Gibson, G. H., and Son

-street, London, E.C., and

. £10.730

Lawrence. W., and Son 9 810
Hunt and Son (accepted) 9,533

master's house and boarding accommodation :

' " "
... 4,650Nash, O., and Son

Gibson and Son
Hunt and Son (accepted) 4^399

Cycle bouse and workshop :

—

Hunt and Son (accepted) 260

London.—For the supply of tramway track insu-
lators and porcelains, for the London County Council ;—

Track insulators :—
BuUer's, Ltd., Laurence Pountney- Pjr 100.

hiU, B.C '... £19 15 10

Buller's, Ltd., Laurence Pountney-
hill, E.C 3 15

Doulton and Co., Ltd., Lam-
beth, S.E 3 15

Taylor, Tunnicliff, and Co.. Ltd..
Hanley 3 13

Gaskell and Grocott, Longport ... 3 6 8

Accepted tenders: BuUer's Ltd., for the whole of the
12.000 track insulators, the estimated expenditure being
£2,376. and the tenders of Gaskell and Grocott, at
£3 6s. 8d. per 100, and Taylor, Tunnicliff, and Co., Ltd..
at £3 13s. per 100, for 5,000 porcelains each, the esti-
mated expenditure being £166 138. 4d. and £182 10s.
respectively.

Town Hall, Merthyr Tydfil, architect :-
Evans, T., Troedyrhiw £i75 4

(Accepted. Lowest tender received.)

Meethi'r TxDFiL,—For painting the cottage homes,
for the guardians :—

Jones, G. T., Ynyslwyd-street,
Aberdare (accepted) £137 15

MiLioRD HiyEN.-For the erection of a Liberal club
in Charles-street. Milford Haven, Mr. A. S. Chugg,
Lyndhnrst, Hakin, Milford Haven,

-'

'

— - '

Watts (Thomas and Watts, dis-
solved), Haverfordwest £1.815

Harries, Neyland 1,495 10
Miller 1,467

Cole and Sons I,'i89

Lewis, G. M 1,250
Powell, E. T 1.198

Adams, H. (accepted) 1,189
Rest of Milford Haven.

MooRTHORPE.—For improvement works, for the
Hemsworth Rural District Council :

—
Swift Bros, (accepted) £501

MoviLiE.—For carrying out works of water supply,
for Innishowen Rural District Council. Mr. Foster
Nolan, C,E.. Firmount, Moville, architect :

—
McDaid, W., Gulladuff, Moville ... £35

Mii.LiNG.4K.—For carrying out works of sewerage, tor

the rural district council :—
Grainger Bros., Belfast (accepted) £13,555

NoKwicn.—For the supply of an electric testing set

at the technical institute, for the city education com-

Crompton and Co , Ltd., Chelms-
ford (accepted! £h3 15

Penehos College.—For various alterations and
additions to the dining-room block and the erection of
new music rooms and Btudioi at the Ponrhos College.

Mr. J. M. Porter, F.S.t,, The Estate Office, Colwyn
Bay, architect :

—

Williams, R., Rhos £5,568
Jones, 6,600

Jones, T.L 5,408
Bond and Sons 5,300
Tucker, F. J. (accepted) 6,225 2 7

All of Colwyn Bay.

SxoKt Newingriv, N.E. — For erection of wash-
houses, for the Stoke Newiugton Borough Council.
Mr. W. F. Loveday, Djrough surveyor :

—
Gladding, W., and Co £1,889
Wood, F. and F. J 1,814
Price, C.R 1.820
Lawrence. E., and Sons 1,799

Goodall, S.,and Son 1,709
Kollard, W. H. T 1,798

I'atman and Fotheringham ... 1,783
Dabbs, W. M., and Bon 1,743
Garrett, J., and Son 1,716
Blaploton and Sons 1,643
Shurmur, W.,and Bon ,„ ... 1,620
Harris and Wardrop 1,698
Monk, A 1,578
Sands, J 1,.5H2

Webster, F., and Sou (accepted)... 1,658

Stoke-on-Tkent.—For the installation of an electric
generator at the central school of science and tech-
noIop,\-, for the governors ;

—
Adnil Electrical Co., London ... £116 5

(Accepted. Lowest tender received.)

TiLBiiRv.—For erection of 13) workmen's cottages,
for the urban district council :

—
Rowley Bros,, Wood Green ... £48.376
Wall, C, Ltd., Grays 47,807
Skinner, O. E., Chatham 46,967
Coxhead, T. J., Leytonstone ... 45,970
Drever, O. P.. & Sons, Kettering... 41,721 6 8

Myall Bros., Southend 43,000
Potter, W, , Croydon 41,080
Burrows, W,, Maidstone 40,500
Saunders, Croydon 40.500
Brightman.G., & Sons, Watford.. 40,000
Brown, G., Gravs 39,780
Walsham, W. E., Grays 39,777 17
Carter, H. J., Ltd., Grays 38,941
Brown Bros,, Grays* 38,910 16

• Amended to £36,130 and provisionally accepted.

West Grinstead.—For the enlargement of the
Josefleld schools. Partridge Green. Mr. E, H. Lingen
Barker, 4, Moscow-court, W., architect. Quantities by
W. G. Silvester, F.S.I,, 7, Adam-street, Adelphi, W.C.

:

Satmders Bros., Brighton £723
Bodle and Addison, Eastbourne ... 639
Swayno and Son, Guildford ... 604
SandoU and Sons, Worthing ... 635
Bishop and Baigent, Henfiold ... 635
Olliver and Sons, Brighton ... .531

Jerram, East Ham, E 535
Cook and Sons, Crawley 530
McKellar and Westerman, Hove 506
Bartlett, Shermanbury 498
Burdfleld, Partridge Green* ... 498
Lown and Co., Hoiloway, N. ... 497

' Accepted.

At the Liverpool Cousistory Court on Tuesday,
the vicar and wardens of St. Anne's, Aigburth,
applied for permission to take down the apse
and vestries of the church, aud erect in lieu

thereof a larger chancel, with clergy- and choir-

vestries, and an organ-chamber, aud to remove
the organ after repairing the damage caused by
a recent fire in the organ-chamber; to remove
the purpit (also damaged by the fire), and erect

a new pulpit ; to change the position of the
lectern; to utilise for seating accommodation the
space uow occupied by the organ, choir, vestry,

and choir seats; to reconstruct the gallery in the
south transept, and erect seats therein; and to

insert stained glass in the circular window in

the west wall of the new chancel representing

"The King of Glory " surrounded by angels.

TO OOBKESPONSENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions

of our correspondents. All communications should

be drawn up as briefly as possible,

many claimants upon the space
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and

all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed

to the EDITOR of the BuiLDI.\o News, Effingham

House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C, ' '
'

members of the statf by name. Delay
quently c

'

allotted to

id not
„-_,-- . not inf re-

caused. All drawings and other

tions are sent at contributors' risks, and

the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be Uable

for, unsought contributions.

•.•Drawings of selected competition designs, im-

portant pubUc and private buildings, details of old

and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,

and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of

more conmionplace subjects—small churches, chapels,

houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,

on mutually advantageous terms, which may be

ascertained on appUcation.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any [lart ot

the United Kingdom; for the United States,

£16« Od (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium,

£1 6s. Od. Cor 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od. To any

of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the

Cape, the West Indies, or Natal. £1 Cs. Od.

'.Our Direct Subscription Agents for Australia

are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co., Printers and

Publishers, 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool-street.

Sydney New South Wales; for Japan. Messrs. Z. P.

Maruja aud Co.. Ltd., 11-16, Nionbashi Tori
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ij. h.is been
1. , ,111.1 many

III i.ntative

,.„ ,n such a
,|...l.,,,ment,

OUT HOMES FOR PAUPER
(HILBREN.

There is cniipiilerable perturbation

amongst Boards of OuarcUans ]ust now, up
and down the country, because, in another

J ear's time—that is, after March 31, 1915

— it will be nil Linger permissible to retain

pauper chilihiii in th.' L;,rL.ial wmkhouses.

The desiml.ihtx .A il

tacitly a.liiiitl.il l-r .i I

e.xpernji.iils h.ix > li. . r

fashion, fill li.,iisiii>^ Il

manner as l.i s, lur.- li

morally. in(iitall\. and |ili\ anally, com-

bined with frerdniii fiMiii 111, |iaii|i.-r taint.

But the priiMiiii n'lnaiiis uiisoK.-d;

perhaps it admiN nl im -iir;l siiii|ili'

i-'olution ; and thns,' li.iiln s wlm liavf imt

hitherto experimented, in spite of having

the experience of those who have done so to

guide them, are now being forced into the

liosition of experimenters themselves.

Of the expedients which have been

tried, the first, and perhaps the most
courageous, was th-it of building large

industrial m Iimi.K Ai pi.-fiit the feeling

is again-t i In n muli
i |.l n ,ii n iii, at any rate,

in tlitii ..M r!;,:i,ii t, i
,

1, i the taint of

- (ami .liii..^s) to thosepauperism cJ

educated, or
They were t

managed as tu

children than
character, pa

ili.d. vails.

-.•d and
like wiiikliNUses for

lor development of

larly in the past, and
although this may have been greatly-

altered of late years, the impression that
this is the case still remains, and public

prejudice—very difficult ti.i contend with— is

opposed to them. It is alsu jierttctly clear

that schools of this character are only suit-

able for the comparatively older children,

and that if the pauper taint is to be
eradicated, a start must he made much
sooner.

Possibly the ideal thing— at least, manv
have thought so-wouh.rbe to board out

in th- -lia r- m( a ! I, iill,;i il l,.i 11, IS

who V,,, ,1,1 1 1 III III. M II |. \\ 111 ih,

children an 1 IIII..1 -nil .1 i..|ih,:s 111.-

difficulties n til,. a,|,,| 1 i,,M ,

are, lioweve il ,•! \ l.\ 1..II'- ill.'

numbtr of la , Ul. 1
-. n i .

s \\\ ,. 11., Mlhir;
to act the | ait .if 1.,^ t..l-ll,i th.rs .. UIl-

known child en is not great and
sujiervision IS almost impi ssible and.
besides, as « all knott well. the d.. rth i.f

lal Iris 1-, ttages IS such t hal 11 . !. IS

lltrlalK Ih.t sufficient acconi ]:,„l.ili ,11 |',,|,

111 ^ a,n.|,h.,n of the f .,n an stiiin I

the present emergency. Given that they
possess the necessary powers, it might,
however, be possible for Guardians, in
some few districts, at least, to themselves
build cottages in districts where they are
most in demand, letting them only to
labourers wlio would take two or three
pauper children as boarders or wards ..ii

an equitable financial arrangement. Sin li

cottages miglit even be a trifle larger tlnan
those usually provided in rural districts,
so as to house as many as, say, four
children, in addition to those forming the

j

labourer's own family, who would all
pttend the same local elementary school ,is

S...II1 ,is th.y reached school age. It is m,
p.ni i.f (II,. .liilies of Guardians of the P,h,i-
I., .leal Willi (he problem of rural housing

;

but if, while providing homes for the
children in their charge, they at the same

t

time could add to the cottage accom-
modation of the country where this is most

|

required, it would very likely be found that
they weie accomplishing two ends with

They must, how-

such "houses" have been built, forming
self-contained colonies. In this way a
distinct measure of success has sometimes
been achieved, in economy as well as in
discipline and administration, and equally
so from the architectural point of view.
But, unfortunately, if such a colony be
.I,sn_;ii,.,I as a whole, within gates, there is
ii^lv .1 the pauper taint surviving, the

. liiMi. il being known as having come from
such and such a "Home," while all their
playmates are of the pauper type. Still,
the advantages are considerable, and
doubtless we shall see the establishment of

considerable econ
ever, be prepareil l.. l,i,ild

boarding-out syst.m ..n ,,

there are not ,n..ii,_'l,

country to meet ili.- |.i,-

be futile, and th,, mall. , i

the playing of ,1 «,iii iii,_'

time as the provision ..f .

taken the present demani
specially-planned cottages
essential.

The same may b."' said

another alternativ,- win, 1

that of the ,\M,,.,i,|

"scattered home. '
,11 win.

Some dozen (ir

both sexes, ar

a matron nr f,

an,l a village name, along a high road or
round a green, and without either gates or
a surrounding fence. Such a settlement
might very well have its ,.wi s,li,...l, and
possibly also its ,iwn l.inn.ln in.l l.;iL.,|v.

where some of the .1.1. 1 , In!, 1,11 .,,.1.1.1 1,6

simultaneously em|.l,.\,.l ,in. insi|,|i,,t,,,l,

tins inst]ai,,fi.,nal hi.,-, I„ m .apable of

''''Y''"l'""'"'
as .V|.,,|i,,i,.-., „ .,1,1 suggest

n.l

Furthermore,
luld be almost

ith regard to

being tried-
lily - named
1

" family " of

III.- .l.hr ,hil,lu,i, w,„.ld, 1,1 curse of
liiv.' t.i be taken away, and .b-alt
s.|,, irately. In the case ,,f liigh-

I..1, stalwart boys, particularly if the
IS to be made of them, it would be

desirable that at about ten years of age
they should be gathered into schools; but

) ,:if pauper children only, of
placed under the control of
ter-mother, \vho devotes her
icr charL'.'s There is con-
't,iti,'ii in tins case to

the old mistake ..f the

Po
lea

th.

strial school
It all costs.

11, i; IS to be
1 Is, where
ll.,^..l un.l,,r

.iMislini.nts

I.. I f,.|' l,..vs

Mil

ilding of cottages is commencing
;

1 probably come too late to meet

all the art

case, such hn

li-i.s.-' IS l,..al,,i IS by 1,., „„ans i.l,;,al f.

'Inl.l lif.,, S|..,.-,aliy |.lann,.l. Ii„wev..,

children and their matron could attend to.
jIn sorr.o well-known instances, groups of

1 it slniuld now be the object to
ild be that known as "esprit de
it which leads to "playing the
he sake of one's side, and not of

set

L'llK,

111,, ,,,

in.j w,.m„n ..iit ,,f th„ b.ivs an,l

shall 1..^ cr...lital.l.- nn-mbers of
iit\, ;in.l m tins Lspect the

; .. m>,,-it,-r |.,ai-t than direct
111.' I'lime factor.

i|. ii seems as it this can be
s|.. akin..; broadly, by means of

the pu
tions c

to be fulfilled. That modiCca-
systorri rr.ay be desirable under
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special circumstances is to be conceded;

that mistakes will be made is to be

expected; that there are difficulties like

tiiat of the constant introduction of fresh

children of all ages and of all degrees of

mental and physical development, is

(ibvions. But the necessary modifications

would bo made, tlie mistakes would be

rectified, and the difficulties would be over-

come ; not all at once, nor even with

linalilv but reason.iblv. and in the not

vo--uU"both the children individually and

the country as a whole, would gain lui-

measurablv. But there must be no i-eally

serious initial blundering. Each scheme

needs to be well tliought out in advance

from beginning to end, and each establish-

ment requires to be skilfully planned, else

extravagant waste and bitter disappoint

ment would be the inevitable lesult wheie

economy and congratulation weie intici

pated.

„er. Hedges are better tliau posts and

chains on the garden frontages, as proposed

bv "Owl" "Owl's" copper, placed under

the stairs, is so set that tlic contents could

never be seen without a candle or lamp, and

the steam would pervade tlie living-room.

Coppers for labourers' cottages are best put

outside, under a pent roof. Tlie kitchener or

cooking-^rale is also badly situated tor light.

The coal pUiec in the end cottages opens into

the scullery, and tlic coppers arc too small

to 1)0 of luueli use. To show earth-closets, as

"Owl" does, with no side or rear access

exhiliits a want of experience of cottagers'

habits ami of the manner in which they

invariably neglect commodes of this kind.

The bedroom, with two boil- ;.., i- in fn.ni

an ideal apartment in this l« i
n i i

'
-,

and there is some loss of u- i
^ |> '

tl.o

top of the staircase. The n^ i- ;ir- \ ;<l ntly

till there being fourteen only

Eclipse placed third Ins a \er\ com

pact and eon\enieut plan but his method

of dentin^ with thatch is 1 TrU

passage

'BUILDING NEWS'
CLUB.

DESIGNING

COTT\GLS

th tlnteli

A GROUP OF TURK

These Susses farm cottages were uii

restricted by the limits of the site which

is more than ample. It Ins a smill stream

in front, by the side of th liomesteid lo-id

and by these means the frontiges of the

gardens are protected from the c utlo con

tinnallv passing to and fro The central

Iiousp "of the group had to be bi^s^ei than

the two end cues, being i it ndecl for tl e

foreman. We specified tint the loofing wa

to be in thatch, with the ground stor>

wallin" faced with flint and having lel

brick quoins. Tile-hangin„ to the first flooi

was t3 be employed.
"Toby" and "Owl" luu each othei sa

closely in their averages of merit and aic

so very similar in nianv r
i

t tl at wc

really cannot diseriiuii ""

"V*°
decide which is the but Tor

some points we \\e\'- leci,

"Toby"— viz., for tlio - tour

and balance of the da 1 tl i pi i

dormer treatment, in particul r seen b so

much more closely adapted to tl at h) and

for the homely-looking effect cl lai el as

shown by his perspective Owl Ik i c

has some good points, ai d i al co \ i 1

unsophisticated-looking. H s rai loi cm 1

brick quoins run into the fli t \ 11 "

they should, and so are pief lal le 1 c

they appear thus less Inid ii fl t tl a

when blocked as shaped quoi ai 1 1 1

when so treated they are some\ hat in titn

of stone set out in"to squares ^\ hei 1 is

piers are narrow. " Toby has forgotten that

he was using brick, and so he has jointed up

his work as if he were handling masonr\

shading the ashlar-work accordmglv Ihis is

precisely the wrong thing to do

tictou
thatehmg
smngh re dered p

suggest tiling ^^

the prefeience o\

planning is gener

the pUn

i h

must I

Echp 1

, lei-koi iiig

rst floor in the end cottages

.s an "awkward bit of scheming, and the dog-

legged staircase for the middle house is an

extravagance on "Punch's" part. Ilie rear

front has a queer gable and dormer treat-

ment, not to bo commended, though the

hipped handling of th" roof itself is suitable

for thatch.

"Marstoniau " fus-- up In- |i!:iii v.itli

paving-flags, which an ,,11 ,

,
i ;, «, :i ; but li.;

fails in more important |.;ii lii ;il,ii -. ^p ,_i:ill>

by crowding up the scnlK'n with ^i ciampcl

Staircase in both the end cottages, 'llie

earth-closets in these houses would have the

receptacle close by the front doors, which

must be a most objectionable plan. The tool-

places are too deep for so narrow a width.

Everything would have to be cleared out in

front" to reach whatever might happen to get

put at the far end. The two best bedrooms

to the foieman s house are \erj odd in

shape Externallj the design is too cut up

and the o\ersailing gable to the front in the

niidlle 1 an i istance of restlessness which

the dn ight im Ii p increases owing to the

wait f tieulth displa\ed We do not see

whit is gai 1 d b^ parth co\eiiii8 th^

1 iniej tacks with tile hanging as hcie

lia« 1

Mak spar-^s i o libour o\erhis diawings

I \ e approve his care but the result is

t n 1 IS irate with all this patient

foi gotten the budges
a 1 u the perspoctne

1 st '^ to loui d about

He

cop, ei I o 1 u 1

e\erv case ihe buck q
t facing in a reasonal

author has piovided no di

aid wiidow opeuii gs

used foi the uppei pait of

w c s are u^hth 1 ept

Hil 1 11 V 1 111
1 I

1

of con e

1 tefnl foi d

om\ Is f tl

1 txcept 1>

he foreman
\ hen this p'

iiglit

I lour

Ule

r 1 U

ployi ig a part

first mportniu
in order that

pression n til.

"Ow l' 1 ;i\:

of II

roof
"0^^ 1

beii.^.

al It IS of th

etue does not set tl

itase Hips seen tn a

scheme. "Toby's" plan is 1

in its lay ont, and the rooms I
I

especially those of the middh- •

the front bedroom is needlessly hir^ic and
the small back room, with two berls in it, so

awkwardly lighted, is not really big enough.
The working- kitchen, or scullery, hardly
requires a wind-lobby, and the projecting

sink intrudes awkwardly into the floor area.

Larders are better put away from w.c.'s.

The back elevation looks a trifle elaborate,

perhaps. There would be a considerable drip
from the thatching-eaves, so that in botli

designs a small pent over each of the door-

ways miglit have been on advantage in wet
weather. The little wooden bridges over the

stream may be reckoned a small affair, hardly
worth nlliidiuR to, some will say; but they
were specified. We like "Toby's" idea,

though a central upright is needed as a

1 ti\ to bull 1 allow p rs 11 t

pi IS fla 1 1 s th fn t dooi ol tl ii

iKJS a d those I e\t th la 1 1 r >

have beei bi It 1 1 1 iicl si s tl <

hand pier see i i tl t cl t

do not care abo t th i ig 1 i 1 t a

buck shown to all the outsid 1 i

landings are economical in this 1

the per-

ff t ad
1 I ttei than gabl

lel) when a g I

to get a li^l t

makes too much I

tl Tonneher is neat 1

11 s are scaicel> atti active
" Punch " is neatness itself, and we credit

him for taking pains. His scheme looks over-

done, adding a restless effect, which is in-'

creased by the swaggering curtains and

I
blinds, as well as outside shutters, along the

front elevation. All these things seem
beyond the means of poor farm hands, and

belong to the cottage ornee. "Punch's"
perspective is thinly drawn, and grass plots

big enough for badminton stretch out in

front. The working-kitchens, having the tip-

up bath in thein next the copper, are a bit

too skimped for mother to do so much with
comfort and expedition. Larders are kept
more fresh and airy when .they do not open
out of living-rooms, in which cottagers like

to stew of evenings when the men and boys,

tired out by open exposure from sunrise to

sunset, like to feed and get warm before

3tt

of

t! t h „ tl 1 ttl ca en t , tlio

ten pting Piovideuce m storm time

ng as It does in the thatch Th" lardeis

• the stall s form anv thing but an ideal

1 cliloiates his dnwi gs with i i

t i" exactit ide all the lo ^wav fl ts

si o\ 1 ^\e realise tint 1 e Ins

lel the e ntnl facts of his mat ii Is

in g in tl thatch when finishing off his

re^ver^ feel n„lv His bridge with the

lere 1 t p rail looks right but for all

tl e _ al effect of the whole r nni s

g 1 1 si aped 1 e lb ai d grass

d ot ft 1 V th 11 t 1 ctio s of

11 jassaopwavs upstairs to

tl e 1 h 1 are out of accard with

il 1 \ t eme its while the m ddk
111 1 r Iv gets air fiom a pe tvaj

tl w 1 \ lb vib a VIS with the pmv
1 f el plae s aie spac ons

Rool but evtravan t f r

1 1 II glut id floor

)tlv ai d con pact 1 he

cipboard to the faren a s

small to be of a V u e It

to repeat the slow wall of

md so give a bav window

ff ct but such tufles are best avoided when
obviouslj useless foi labouring people

Crescent has verv steep pitches for I is

oofs and the effect belongs more to tile

overed buildings Plats on the apex would

be needed to keep the ridge effect down . else

lie height of the roofing would be inordinate.

The central cottage follows out the idea of

what used to be called a "douhlofiontagod

liouse." The scheme is economical, and the

ends are pretty enough, though quite ont of

Inraiony with 'the narrow gables in front of

the block. The sculleries of the end dwell-

ings have no windows, either on plan or in

olcnatio-.i, so "Crescent" has forgotten a

desideratum.

"Enfant" sends an ovor-busy-looking sheet

of drawings, and clearly he does not appre-

ciate thatch at its essential value, putting it,

for one thing, behind his brick-on-edge

topped main gables in front of the group.

The flashings behind, which would have to

bo arranged for, cause him, evidently, no

anxiety. So good a competitor ought to have

V tapoi
loam IS t(

in morel
rid lobb>
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done .better tlian tliis. We do not like tlie

central bridge with its cross-framings. The
staircases are not the type of tliijig for the

use of labourers working on farms, and. ulint

is more, they would be very dark and
cramped with winders. The end cottages

have no waterclosets. The perspective is not
effectively drawn, and "Enfant" dees not do
himself justice.

,"N." sends a bird's-eye view, and makes
Iiis buildings much too large and varied

in outline for property of this character,
with wings set out right - and left,

regardless of cost. His care in working
out his scheme has been wasted, owing
to this initial fault. We cannot say

these houses would be very satisfactory. Tlio

stairways in all three are wanting in

sufficient light. The landing of tlie middle
one depends on a borrowed window from the

"boxroom." A bathroom might have justified

itself better in such a prominent position.

Labourers possess few. "boxes."
" Because " sends a proposal which is

essentially designed on Gothic lines, with
small slates or tiles as a roof-covering. The
tall dormers and bays, capped by square,
hipped roofs, are occupied by staircases ns

turrets, and the proposal is quite out of

harmony for such cottages and for thatehiiig

cheaply, the whole scheme being nuich
too ambitious for ai^n'.-iiltnr:il liuiisiiiL'.

"Because" has ideas \\lihli. if ir-hamrd l.v

study, might enable him to do .niL'inal «nik.
To justify a departinr liom i .^'ulahnii

methods he must design willi liMr ami draw
more correctly. His bay \\ mmImu slair tiui-ets

in the perspective are i|iiii. ini|HisMlde as

shown, and bear no relalic.ii t.i tiir rlt \ations
and sections A A, taken tlirougli tlicse

features.

"Q.E. D." came to hand very late, aiid lie

sends no perspective. The author lias little

interest in thatch, and his plans are not very
good. The front elevation is suitable for
cottage work of a very ordinary sort.

"Scout" is more odd than gnnd. and a fuel

place out of the " liall " tn Ins ppntral " villa "

appears ineongriu>Ms. with shutter hatcliwav
door shown in' the front faradi'. 'I'lif lean to

roofs shown at the buck are Mrv stian:;.'

looking. "Cavendish" better iiimI.i-IumK
"thatch," but he provides very axikwardK
shaped bedrooms, 'J2ft. by 8ft.. and IMI li\ sii

Weneedsayno iiion-. 'Koxst ' i^ a j- od
dashing drauglit^iiian. th.inLjIi Ins inrsjirri uc
dashes too nincli. and tlir liiiildiii'js nr.- ninoli

overweighted with umdows. 'Ihc llmtuork
is so reduced in quantity that there is hardly
anything of the sort left' to speak about. Hafl
plans like these for labourers' roltages are
never good or appropriate. " Sherwood " is

very queer, and puts the coal-plaee in the
centre of the middle cottage. The front is

nearly all fenestration. "A. Payne" con-
eludes the series with an elementary effort,
showing his chimneys on fire in a sort of tea-
tray perspective.
The following is a enpv of the instructions

issued tor competitors to'f..]low — " A firnnp
of Three Coimi.' 'i r. - o,, ., i,..,.| Plot
near a farm in ^:

I i
. ;i,i,l,ll,. honsr to

be for the foi. ,,^.i ,i- ..|,.>,al to

project about Ijil. liom li,.' iioniaL'o Imr of

the two end ones, nvIu.I, ^Mil \r.n,- mJ.-
entrances. The aspect of iln it. i- dm -onili.

and a forecourt jrnrdrii ot mi, fi,,,,, )i|,. f;,,.,.

of the projecti- -' -,
i i wiU

be enclosed v i Hach
cott.nge to ha , I iiy a
simple timber i

i
, i

, d way-
bridge over a Mr. a m liiit. Wl.li I II,..

1.".

tween the farm road and the Ian. I .:; ii i i

the cottages. Qnii-kscl hedges \\ .:: i .1. ili.

Kardens hack and front of the |,r. ni,~. -. 'I I,,.

length of the out to out frontage is not fixed
;

but the end houses will have the main
portion of their kitchen gardens right and
left of the block, the foreman's ground being
nt the rear. Thus the competitors have
simply to provide a suitable building to stand
ns described. The principle of compactness
and a due regard to cost (cubing the work at
r>d. per foot cube from the bottom of footings
to half way up roof) being the chief factors
to consider, beyond, of course, convenience
and a suitable simple cottage treatment. The
exterior will be faced flint walling backed by

4Jin. brickwork, with red brick quoins and
dressings; tile-hanging to upper part of

buildings on 9in. brick walls, and also tile-

hang the gables. Uoofs to be thatched, and
chimney stacks to be in brick. Casements in

wood. End houses to provide living room,
15ft. by 13ft., or of that area; a small

scullery opening out of big room, and having
a kitchen range, copper, and sink in it;

larder, w.c, fuel-place, and tool store. A
bedroom on the ground door about Oft.

square. or of that area, and on first door
two bedrooms, one being for a double bed
and the other for two single beds and cup-
boards. The middle house to be similar, only
on ground floor put a small parlour, the three

bedrooms being upstairs. Put a wind lobby
to each cottage, but no outside porch. Both
stories to be 8ft. high from floor to ceiling,

but upper-floor rooms may be partly sloped.

Footings 2ft. below ground line. Three ele-

vations, two plans, and two sections, also a

view. Scale, 8ft. to the inch."

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

The fortnightly meeting of the Eoyal In-

stitute of British Architects was held on
Monday evening, the chair being occupied by
the President, Mr. Reginald Blomfield, R.A.
.Mr. !•:. (!iiy Dawber, Hon. Secretary, said he
Innl, Willi ijicat regret, to announce the death
of M. Jos, .[ill Aiignste Emile Vaudremer, the

niiiiiH lit r'niu'li architect, who had for forty

years l.een connected with the Institute as an

Hon. Corresponding Member. M. Vaudremer.
who was in his eighty-sixth year, was held in

the greatest veneration by the profession in

France for his architectural achievements
and high personal qualities, and was greatly

esteemed and admired by the many architects

in this country who knew his works and had
been brought into contact with him. M.
Vaudremer won the Grand Prix de Rome in

1834, and besides the many iinportant official

appointments he sueeessivciv held, was a

niomber nf the Institute of ' France and a

Comniander of the Legion of Honour. Mr.
Haulier ennohided liy moving that a message
of sviii|iatliv and condolence be conveyed from
I ho' Inslitilte to the architects of France
lln.iiiL'li Le Societe Centrale des Arehiteetes
riaii.;ais. He also announced the decease of

Mr. .\riir.ld Thorne, of Barnstaple. Fellow,
who s.rved some vears ago on the Council of

til.. Iiislituti'. when president of the Devon
and Fxeter Architectural Society.

Mr. G. Hubbard. F.S.A., moved, on behalf

of the Council, in accordance with Clause .'!3

of the Charter: "That this meeting hereby
confirms the resolution passed at the special

general meeting, held on March !)— viz.. ' That
under the provisions of By laws 65, G6, and
G7, subject to the approval of the Lords of

his Majesty's Privy Council. By law 28 be
suspended from March 31, 1914. to June 30,

1915.'"

Mr. Sydney Perks. F.S.A.. also without
lent, seconded the motion, the purpose

..f wlii.li is to permit of the election of Mr.
lil.iinliild to a third year of office as Presi-

d, Id, It was put by Mr. Hubbard to the

iiieeliii<j. and carried unanimously, amid

I he President briefly acknowledged the

motion and also the resolution recently passed
congratulating him upon his election as R..^.

BORROWING IN ARCHITF.CTURK.

An address on this subject, illustrated by a

li.l.

in touch with ea
not borrow ; noi

art had lost tone

!\ri

Gr
downright flagrant borrowing had I

resorted to in the history of arcln

a source of ideas and as a suh-

creative effort. The first time
Rome borrowed from Greece ; tl

time was when Europe borrowed tin

mixture from Rome. At the tit

borrowcff from Greece she was dc

seco
esulti

Ro.

style of her own, eflective, original, and of
great promise, and the borrowing process
certainly acted as a check upon this. What,
in boUi cases, had been the effect on tho
style which had borrowed? Taking tho
Uoinan case first, it was indisputable that
Uonic, at the very time she was borrowing,
possessed the rudiments of a style of her
own. The most characteristic and noblest
structural works of the Romans were perhaps
their aqueducts, bridges, drains, and roads.
In these they were themselves, and the
qualities apparent in these—a stern sim-
plicity, a sense of practical purpose ennobled
by a correspondingly direct treatment

—

might often be dimly apprehended behind the
Greek additions to their more ornate build-
ings. This was what was promising in Roman
architecture; but this was never allowed to
develop. Typical Roman structures consisted
of a core of Roman masonry and a veneer of
Greek marble. The core of masonry was
always arched, for the arch was the natural
Roman idiom; the veneer of marble was
always trabeati'd, or arranged on the column
and lintel principle, for this was the natural
Greek idiom. But these two structural prin-
ciples were incompatible. They did their
work in a different way. Such principles of
support could not be reconciled and could
not work together. The effect of covering
Roman buildings with an outer jacket of
architraves and columns was, of course, to
falsify and stultify the work of the inner
arched constniction. How could this eon-
struetinn possibly express itself and develop
Its own gifts when it was not allowed to show
itself, and when the whole structure was
desigiicil tn pretend that it was not there?
Under such circumstances the real Roman
architecture, that architecture with its ex-
cellence of sincerity and strength of which we
got fleeting glimpses through a glittering veil

of borrowed features, was doomed to remain
rudimentary and never to develop into a
genuine arched style. In place of such de-

velopment what happened was that the
borrowed features, after strangling the native
style, proceeded to form themselves into a

style of their own. a purely artificial and dead
style, cut off from contemporary life and
entirely in the hands of a body of oflicials.

The lecturer recalled temples and other build-

ings in North Africa and elsewhere, all cut
to exactly the same pattern, of which tho
terrible and inhuman monotony seenied to

assert not only the indifference with which
these buildim^s looked on the life around
them, but til.. e.,iiall\ cold indifference with
whiel, luim.. in,.n ami uonieu looked upon the
bnildiiiL.v I'lom (Ins liisf ^reat borrowing

bega
and described its eriieieuev and vitality and
the hold means it was adopting, in its

widened arches and spreading vaulting, to

meet the requirements of that age in con-

venient breadth and spaciousness. The like-

ness at this moment to the Roman precedent
was intimate. In both cases an arched in-

digenous style had to meet the dangerous
attack nf tliat feature, in which, more than

in anv, the clean cut intcllectualism of the

Greek" genius had embodied itself. In both

eases the Greek feature— the architrave—was
victorious; and in both cases the other con-

sequences upon the existing style wcri'

identical. In England, as in the Roman
world, the imported Classic forms, of a dif

feiriit nature to the native ones, corrupted

lie- lilli-r and finally destroyed them. What

iporte

Iheir own, a style

entirely ninler offieial control, and entirely

cut off from the life around it. There was

LM-av.. n-k that architecture would become
M;.,r .....mil ed ; that its exponents lui.ght

II \\ iiineli more than merely pro-

I In in;, art really was. Sometimes.
III. L.ini.r d.'elared. walking through

Lmidoii streets, or looking at the pilasters

and pediment of some great modern Corin-

thian structure, he had felt over again the

same emotion, his rnind had been invaded

again by just that conciousness of the un-
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lUterable deadiiess of tlie tliing looked at. as

he had felt when he watched the ruins of the
Roman temples on the edge of the Sahara.

Professor VV. R. Lethaby, F.S.A., pro-

posed a vote of thanks to Mr. March Phillips

for a lecture delightful in form and phrasing
and in humour, although he could not concur
in its conclusions. The tyrannj' of Roman
architecture was evident, as the lecturer said,

all over Europe ; many of them loved that
tyranny still. He fancied that not many pro-

fessional societies would have tolerated as

they had done such an attack upon the works
of its members, and it evidenced much
generosity on the part of the Institute to

invite the lecturer, who had already ex-

pounded similar views in the daily Press, to

address them that evening. The address was
simply Ruskinism brouglit up to date. The
fact was architects were a part of the life of

the age, and they were doing the living work
of their own day, and not after the fashioiT

of past ages. Architects were carrying cut
their work as conditioned by their environ-
ments. It was the deadness of our modern
town life that produced dead architecture.

Mr. E. B. Havell, in seconding the motion,
asked whether the return in architecture to

Classic tradition, now so fashionable, was a

national movement or was a pedagogic
tyranny? The whole trend of public school

education, and of all our architectural

schools, associations, and institutions in this

country was at fault, and the lecturer had
rendered a public service in his attacks upon
our educational methods.
Mr. H. \'. Lanchester said the lecturer had

acclaimed the Tudor style as the greatest in-

digenous style, full of vitality and invention ;

but he, for one, did not regard it as the last

word in architecture, nor was it capable of

meeting the varied requirements of the

present day.

Mr. Edward Warren agreed to some extent

with the lecturer's appreciation of the Tudor
style; but it was more an outcome, a develop-

ment, of the architcture of the 14th and 15th

centuries, and had no iidierent claim to be

regarded, as Jlr. March Phillips erroneously

supposed, the beginning of a Northern Re-

naissance. The lecturer had laid stress on

the fact that the porch and tlie fireplace and

its mantelpiece were the first parts of the

house affected bv the- Renaissance of Eliza-

bethan and Jacobean days; but he failed to

grasp— or, at anv rate, to point out—that this

was due to the fact that this was the neces-

sary result of concentration of design on

features that were of most intense interest in

the home. The lecturer had spoken highly of

the architecture of Oxford ; but it was a

curious fact that Oxford was the most con-

servative city in regard to the evolution of

Gothic architecture. It was obviously im-

possible for architecture to escape in its ex-

pression from the influence of its own day,

and in criticising it allowance should be made
for the extraordinary variety of reqiiirenients

of the present day. 'What was wanted was a

point of departure from which architects

could begin to make progress.

Mr. G. II. Ibberson observed that ever

in the historv of architecture the ruin of the

art had beeii brought about by the literary

men. abetted by the man in the street. The
unfortunate architect was c\er being beguiled

by the infinence of the descriptive writer,

who, in turn, was sOpported by tlie reading

public, who hounded clients into imitating

the work of the past, 'iluis it was, as the

lecturer had admitted, in the days of the

Roman Empire, and of the English Renais-

sance, and still more markedly in those of the

Gothic Revival. If architects would only

enjoy themselves and do what they believed

to be right in the way of design, regardless

of the welfare of their wives and children,

instead of following the counsel of outside

advisers, all would be well with the progress

of architecture.

Mr. G. H. Widdows. of Derby, Mr. A. E.

Richardson, and Mr. Bailey also joined in the

discussion.

The President said they had listened to a

brilliant paper; but he did not agree with

its conclusions. Mr. March Pfiillips had said

much to the detriment of modern archi-

tecture ; but no suggestion had been offered

as to what architects were to do to remedy
its failures, nor how it was to be done. The
lecturer had laid down the rule that it was
impossible to combine the arch and lintel

;

but that was precisely what was done in all

ages since the arch was adopted, and any
practical builder realised that this was pre-

cisely what he had to do. Certain phases of

architecture were denounced as unspiritnal;
but why should any one form of construction

be more spiritual than another? Coming to

later work, the upward lines of a four-centred
arch, which the lecturer admired so much,
might with equal truth bo described as down
ward lines. In his illustrations of so called

Tudor work many of the details shown on the

screen were not Tudor, but Elizabethan, and
even Jacobean. If our architecture was to bo
that of our own times, how could we cram our
modern necessities into the fetters of tlie

Tudor style? Mr. Phillips had considered
that all the later phases of our architecture

could be disregarded; but we could not blot

out from our histories, if we would, the work
of Wren, nor the Georgian houses, which
were so characteristic of the life of this

period.

Mr. March Phillips said he had not advo-

cated a return to Tudor architecture ; he did

not wish English architects to take up that

or any other dead style. They must express

the wants of the age in a manner appropriate

to the material to liand. and he believed that

in ferroconcrete they had such a material, it

they used it sincerely and honestly. He
regretted that he had" utterly failed in his

efforts that evening to convert Mr. Blomfield

and his many disciples.

THE SELECTION AND DEVELOPMENT
OF BUILDING ESTATES.*

By J. Si;.\GRAM Richardson (Member of

Council), and Partner in the firm of

Debenham, Tewson, and Chinnocks.

[Continued from page 395, last week.)

No general rule can be laid down as to the

most desirable

AREA OF A BUILDING ESTATE,

SO much depends upon circumstances. Garden
cities and suburbs do not fall within the scope
of the present paper; but estates at Ilford,

Hither Green, and elsewhere, having as large

an area as 300 acres and upwards, have been
developed by Lord Rowallan (Mr. Cameron
Corbett), presumably with results which have
not been unsatisfactory, whilst others of very

considerable area have been dealt with by

land companies, syndicates, and private

owners. At the present time an interestn-

experiment is in course of progress at We\-
bridge, where an estate of no less than a

thousand acres is being opened up for build-

ing ; but an objection to estates of this mag-
nitude is the danger of the interest on the

purchase-money swallowing up any profits

uliich may be made upon re-sale of the com-
paratively small portions under development
at any particular time. In any case, it is

obvious that large tracts of land of this

character must, in the first instance, be

bought at prices representing little more than
the agricultural value, and I may mention
that the managing director of a large land

company, whom I knew well, was of opinion

that for an ordinary suburban estate the ideal

area was twenty acres. It is now time to

consider the question of

DEVELOPMENT,
the first matter to claim attention being the

Scheme of Development.—Before formulat-

ing a scheme of development the surveyor
should make himself familiar with every
detail of the estate. He should study the loca'l

by-laws, to insure compliance with them, and
dispose of any outstanding questions likely

to give trouble in the future. Amongst these

may be included rights-of-way and
Boundaries.—Where boundaries are formed

by hedges it is a generally recognised custom
that both the hedge and "the ditch belong to

the land where the ditch is on the outside, the

theory being that the earth taken out for

* Read before the .Auctioneers' and Estate Agents'
Institute of the United Kingdom at 34, Russell-square,
London, Friday, March 13, 1914.

the ditch IS used to form a bank for the
hedge. But this may, of course, be rebutted
by evidence to the contrary. Sometimes,
however, ditches are neglected, and it be-
comes difficult to decide the ownership of the
hedge; but when this has been ascertained
the boundary is usually held to extend from
3ft. to 4ft. from the centre line of the hedge,
the former distance generally applying in the
Home Counties. Timber fences are assumed
to belong to the owner of the ground upon
which the posts stand, for it is usual for nails
to be driven home towards the owner's land.
Where a property is bounded by a stream or
an occupation road, and there is no evidence
to the contrary, it is customary to take the
centre line as the boundary in both cases.
The position of footpaths and bridle-paths (it

any) should be carefully noted and considered
with a view to embodying them, whei-e
possible, in new roads. An agreement should
be come to with the local authority with
regard to any necessary
Widening of existing roads, which may not

be of the prescribed width, for if a road is of
less width than that provided for by the by-
laws and building takes place on the land
fronting it, the road becomes a "new street"
within the meaning of the Act. and the total
cost of making up and paving falls upon, and
can be recovered from, the owner of the land.
In such cases, however, local authorities will

often agree to bear such cost themselves, in

consideration of the land given up to widen
the road. Another preliininary step should
be the enfranchisement of copyhold land, and
if it is desired to make it re"ally freehold it

will be necessary to include the minerals in

the enfranchisement, as where this is not
done the land, strictly speaking, is not free-

hold, but " enfranchised copyhold." The
Redemption of Tithe and Land-Tax should

also be effected before development, the
former for convenience, as the amount is fixed

and will not be affected by the development,
and the latter of necessity, for, unlike tithe,

land-tax increases with the enhanced value of

land. Redemption of tithe is effected at

twenty-five years' purchase of the commuted
amount, and land-tax at thirty years' pur-
chase.

Character of Buildings.— It goes without
saying that every detail of the scheme of de-

velopment must be considered • with the

greatest care. The surveyor should make up
his mind as to the character and value of

the houses which are likely to be most in

demand, and formulate his plans accordinglv.

Some of the land will probably be suitable

for shops; one section will be better adapted
than another for large houses ; and one par-

ticular plot may possibly form a good site for

a church. Where it is" not feasible to build

only detached or semi-detached houses, blocks

of not more than four or six at the outside

should be provided for. while the monotony
may be broken and a pleasing effect obtained
by setting back an occasional block at some
little distance from the building line. At one
time no plan of a building estate was con-

sidered complete without a prominent "hotel
site"; but customs cliange. licenses are diffi-

cnU to obtain, and I have not heard it

suggested that Lord Rowallan's building

estates would have been more popular had he

p3rinitted licensed houses to be built upon
them. If the estate is of sufficient importance

it will be desirable to reserve

Open Spaces, especially where, as often

happens, a particular portion is, from one

cause or another, unsuitable for building.

It is not suggested that sufficient land should

be given to form a "public park." or even a

"recreation ground," for the sacrifice might
be too costly, and there is always the question

of maintenance to be faced; but spaces suffi-

ciently large for tennis, croquet, and bowls
should be provided where possible, for t"r.-ey

will not only add to the amenities of the

estate, but should be capable of being placed

on a profit earning basis. Again,
Shrubberies may with advantage be formed

at the junction of roads and at other suitable

points, and as a rule the local authority will

take over and maintain small enclosures of

this description. One will naturally consider

the
Aspect of the proposed houses when laying
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out Hew streets. A due soutli aspect is good,
but it involves n due noi-th aspect at the back,
with an entire absence of snnsliine. In such
cases "cant" or "splay" bay-windows are

advised, and will be found excellent traps to

catch sunbeams. Personally, I am inclined

to think there is a good deal to be said for

east and west aspects, both front and back
rooms being thus assured of a certain amount
of sunshine.

Contour of the land should be studied, in

order to ascertain the best lines for the roads,

which should follow, as far as may be, the

natural surface.

Gradients should be made easy, thus avoid-

iiig the cost and disadvantages of cuttings and
embankments. These are costly to construct,

and whilst the former in some respects are

not altogether undesirable, for a house built

above the road looks more imposing than one
on the level, the latter involves "sunk"
brickwork, largely increasing the cost of

building, and correspondingly reducing the

value of the land. Where it oan be done con-

sistently, provision may be made for meeting
the requirements of the future developii

of adjoining lands. In some cases it will be
well to dig a series of trial holes at inter

along the intended lines of roads, in orde
ascertain the nature of tlie subsoil and
suitability for use in their construction, as

well as for embankments and other purposes
As an example of

An "Up-to-date" Estate, I should like to

cite the Upper Woodcote Estate at Purley,
unquestionably one of the most attractively

laid-out residential estates near London. To
some a visit to this estate will be a " liberal

education," for it possesses features not to

be found elsewhere. It has been developed
upon bold and original lines, the methods
adopted including wide, curved roads, beauti-
fully made, and fringed with borders of trees

and banks of flowers. The division into. plots
is made at the formation of the estate, hedges
being planted, borders made, and front
gardens laid out at the same timo. " Rose-
walk," with its banks of roses, and " Silver-

lane," with its avenue of silver birches, are
particularly happy inspirations, and the
dignified houses which have been built in

numbers on the estate are evidence that these
departures from convention are appreciated.
When practical development has been decided
upon, the first step will be to

Prepare a Plan drawn to a fairly large
scale—say, 44ft. to an inch. Accuracy must
be secured at all costs, as the plan will be
used for laying down the scheme of develop-
ment as well as tor the subdivision of the land
into plots. The cost of constructing roads
and sewers will be based upon measurements
from this plan, which sliouUl sliow existing
fences, ditches, hedges, buildings, footpaths,
and adjoining buildings or streets which may
have any bearing. The position and value of
Ordnance bench-marks should be indicated,
and the correct position of trees shown.
Trees should, of course, be preserved where
practicable, and the plan will enable one to
decide which trees can be saved and whicli
must be sacrificed. When the plan and
scheme of development have been prepared
and approved by the local authoritv, the line
of the road to be constructed sliould be
pegged out upon the prnniKl with stout stakes
to mark f^ > , m ,-. ,,r ii,. ,M;„hvav. The ex-
treme wnl :'

: , i , :\,o road should
be similar: ,::

,
I

, . fo,- the longi-
tudinal ;.: -: i,„ :, ^ , . - .1 ,,,. can now be
taken. Thcsf >l.nNM l„ ,,!,4,,,,| to the same
scale as the plan imiii. l- , iM-nzontally, 44ft.
to an inch, and ^^ rii.,illv lift, to an inch.
The levels should 1.. .oninHi.r.d from one of
the bench-marks previously mentioned, and
continued along the centre line of the pro-
posed roadway, readings being taken where
an inequality appears in the surface of the
ground, or, otherwise, at distances of about
100ft. Cross-sections at riyht angles to the
centre line should also be taken at intervals,
and the .stakes at these points should be
numbered, such numbers being noted in the
level-book, to indicate sections left or right
of the centre line. When considering the
la^ing-out of

New Roads, it will be well to remember
thpt- nothing is more dreary than long

straiglit lines of streets. Their avoidance in

town planning schemes, garden-cities and
suburbs, and the .substitution of curved roads,
is having an influence on the public taste,

and as such roads are far more attractive in
every way, it may confidently be said that the
days of the so-called " gridiron " roads are
numbered, and that if intending purchasers
have an opportunity of choosing between the
two it will be found that the modern, curved
roads will carry the day.
Short Connecting lioads or footpaths

should be made at convenient intervals—in-
deed, these are required in many districts,
and the introduction of a small square here
and there will be u welcome departure from
traditioiiiil linrs. Some local authorities
insist upon pathways affording back
entrances; but where these serve a number
of houses and the length is great they are
by no means free from objections. Where
only four or six houses are built in a block
these objections largely disappear, and such
entrances should be provided. In deciding
upon the

.\uniber of Houses to the Acre, regard must
be had to the value of the land and its suit-

ability for large or small residences. It is

impossible to generalise, for although twelve
houses per acre is regarded as the maximum
by garden-city enthusiasts, open spaces in the
vicinity are often included, with the result
that tlie number of houses standing on a given
net acre of land may bo twenty, and possibly

The Miiiimu
bv the by law
4(lft. or 50ft.

by-laws have

u Widtli of Roads is regulated
. Roads of less width than
are seldom allowed, unless
been varied under a tow

over the houses,
corner positions
An opportunity
Planting Tree:

distance of froi

taken to select

s otherwise those occupying
lill bo unduly handicapped,
ill then be afforded of

which should be done at a
.?Oft. to 50ft., care being
ioties suitable to the soil.

plainiing scheme, it being not unusual for r

local authority to consent to 30ft. foi

seeondarv roads, in consideration of sufficient
bin.

I
li.iiiL' L'i.. I, ii|. til form a nniin road 70ft.

"1-
I

I' -" i:i "iiltli. I must not, how.
fM I

I-
I ' i! ;iih.„-:itnig 30ft. roads.

Soiii'iini.^ I"'.!- :in.' cnn.st ructed right up to
the boundary of an estate, with the result
that when such a road is taken over the
adjoiuiug owner has to pay half the cost,
whether he wishes to use the road or not, and
I have known instances where the construc-
tion of such a road has inflicted real hardship.

Hints on Road Construction. — It is

customary in the first instance to construct
the sewers and make what are known as
"builders' roads." Such roads are merely
formed and covered with sufficient metal to
permit of materials being carted to the
various points, and although it is not unusual
to kerb these roads, I Uiink that in the
ordinary way it is just as well not to incur
the expense before building operations are
completed. Roadways are subsequently
formed in a nninnrr calculated to bear the
traffic to be carried over them, and are con-
structed as follows: 15in. of hardcore, con-
sisting of broken bricks, clinkers, stone, etc.,

laid upon the fomidation-bed which has
been previously formed, and is well rolled

d consolidated to 12iu. ; upon this a laver
about Sin. of Thames or pit ballast is laid

d well rolled, to complete the bottoming
foundation. The roadwav is then com-

pleted bv lavini^ on this foundation Gin. of

broken flints or granite, thoroughly rolled

d consolidated, and finished bv adding
out lin. of hoggin, well watered and again

rolled. Clianncls or gutters are formed at the
siiles of the roads; these consist of granite

clung or cubes three courses wide laid on
Gin. of Portland rcmcnt concrete, and
grouted in cement and sand.

Footpaths are formed in the first instance
th 6in. of hardcore, finished with Oin. of
iggin well rolled and coiisolidated and laid
a fall to the roadwav of about Jin. in 1ft.

At their junction with the carriageway paths
re finished with granite ,\v,-^^r(] horli. 12in.

by Gin., laid on Gin. of l'i.itl;ind n niciit

concrete. Wlien taken om r l.\ tlio Imal
ority the footpaths arc umkiIU paMil « ith

either York stone, patent stone, or tar pavnig.
On many estates it is usual to make up the
roads to the satisfaction of the local autho-
rities on the completion of building opera-
tions, and to indemnify purchasers against all

road-making charges. " When this is done the
cost of road making should be spread fairly

Naturally, the question of

junction with tin ',=
i In nip for roads. Should

more than on, , xi-liii- si u,r be available, it

should be ascm lanu il wliother it would be
possible to dram the whole estate into it, or
whether it would be better or more
economical to divide the estate into sections,
with a separate system of drainage for each.
A portion of the estate nmy be below the
level of the existing sewers, thus preventing
natural drainage by gravitation, and in such
cases resort may be bad to a pit or sump with
an automatic pnmp, such as the one previously
referred to, the total cost of which, it may be
added, was about £900. The system of
drainage to be adopted must be determined by
the requirements of the by-laws of this par-
ticular locality. Where there is a sewage
farm the dual system is adopted, the surface
water being diverted to natural channels,
with fl li]i'.t nf reducing the quantity of
lii|unls In l„. liirill with at the farm. The size
of th.. |.i|ii - ns. il in seucrs varies in accord-
ance with the .s\-,tein adopted and the area
to be drained. If the system is a combined
one. larger pipes will, of course, have to be
used than will be the case where it is a dual
one. Pipes exceeding 18in. in diameter are
seldom needed, and should the area to be
dealt with be such as to necessitate sewers
of a greater capacity they will have to be con-
structed in brick, usually egg-shape in

formation.
Eyes should be provided in the sewers at

all points where connections will be required,
and a considerable saving will be effected if

the necessary branch drains are laid at the
same time as the sewer.

Mardiolcs must be provided at intervals
along the line of sewers. These are usually
placed about 300ft. apart in street lengths,
also at the Junction of other sewers, or at

the change of gradients. Manholes are con-
structed ill 9in. brickwork with a cast-iron
air-tight locking-cover on top.

Gullies are provided to conduct the surface
water from the channels, and are nsuallv
placed from lOOft. to 150ft. apart, also at the
change of gradients or the intersection of

roads. Where the subsoil is chalk, small
sumps are often made at the gullies, and the
surface water is allowed to soak away without

Ventilating Shafts must be provided for at

the highest points and at the junction of

sewers. These should be cast-iron columns
from 20ft. to 30ft. high, and connected by
conduits to the manholes. The question of

Restrictive Covenants is, if I may venture
to say so, of paramount importance. Such
restrictions of user are usually intended to

protect the mutual interests of vendors and
purchasers, and when one has considered and
decided upon the nature of the covenants to

be imposed, the assistance of a solicitor

should be sought to insure their being framed
effectively. Affirmati\e covenants are per-

sonal and limited, and it is only negative
covenants which "run" with the land; but
this is such an extremely difficult subject that

I hesitate to deal with it fully for fear of mis-

leading anyone. Special covenants must be
framed to meet special circumstances, but the

more important of the usual covenants deal

with the following -.^

1. Fences.—Privet and other hedses are being
Kirselv substituted for fences, but where it is [iro-

iposed to erect fences, the heijht and character of
such fences should be provided for. Those in front
of the huikling line should not be less than 3ft. or

Lines.—Nothine should be erected
roads than- the buildins line except

idows, porches, or other architectural
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detached houses sUall be built, provi-ion must he
made accordingly, and it is not unusual to require
that drawings showing the intended elevations shall
be submitted to and approved by the vendor's sur-
veyor, whose fee—usually a very modest one—should
be paid bv the purchaser.

5. Prohibited Trades. Etc.—Where it is desired to
restrict buildings to private houses tiiere will be no
dilliculty in providing' for this: any .school, hospital,
church. cha|)el. mission-room, asylum, or public in-
stitution should be prohibited, and it will be well to
provide also that no operative machinery, temporary
buildinus. and the like shall be Ii.\ed or placed upon
any plot. The stipulations should in all cases prevent
the use of plots for anv shows, booths, swings, or
roundabouts, and no hut", shed, raravin. or house on
wheels should be permitted. N'o [lot should be
allowed to be used as an advcrti-iiii: station, or for
the storage of rubbish or waste niatmal of any kind.
Where it is thought that Hats or houses planned for
the accommodation of more than one family will
be undesirable, the erection of such buildings should
be prohibited.

6. Roads.—The restrictions should provide that no
lof : sed ;

part ^. _. _. ,_ „,
land. Purchasers should also agree to keep and main^
tain the road or roads upon which their plots front
until the same are taken over by the local authority.

except such
vatic be allowed

should :

ary for future buildings
avcl. flints, chalk, .-and.

or earth be removed therefrom without the written
consent of the vendor.

S. Light and Air.—It is not unusual to prnvid.- that
purchasers shall not be entitleil to anv rii:lit of
access of light or air to buildings to be ercctid on
any plot which would restrict or iiitcrforo with the
free user of any adjoining or neighbouring land for
building purposes.

Too much care eannot be exercised in
framing restrictions and stipulations, for
althougli the vendor usually reserves the right
to vary, waive, or moditv them, he may often
find it difficult to do " so if a "building
scheme " can be proved. This is an interest-
ing point, and will afford material for careful
and profitable study. It will be sufficient for
present purposes to state that purchasers are
sometimes required to approve a model form
of conveyance, providing that the restrictions,

stipulations, and conditions shall not be
deemed by reason of any inference, im-
plication, or otherwise to affect the remainder
of the estate in question, and further pro-
viding that the vendor shall be at liberty to
use, convey, demise, or otherwise deal with
the remainder of his estate, either subject
to restrictions similar to, or different from,
those imposed, or without any restrictions.

FINANCE.
If the land is ripe for building it will pro-

bably attract speculators and builders who
will be willini,' cither to buy outright or to

take up building leases. Where, however,
these conditions do not obtain, 1 think, as a

general rule, it will be found better for an
owner either to build himself or bv contract,
rather than enter into a building "agreement
with a speculative builder, who may be with-
out resources beyond, perhaps, a limited

credit. The latter course often leads to

troublesome "stop orders" in favour of

merchants, notices of charges upon the

building agreement which, of course, gives

the builder a legal estate in the property,

and. if the builder's credit conies to an end
and the worst happens— as it frequently does
—and possession has to be recovered, it may
be found that his weakness is his strength.

He can, and often does, make himself very
disagreeable ; he is not worth " powder and
shot": legal difficulties ensue, with the result

that the unfinished buildings may be left

derelict for months, greatly to tlie dctiiinent

of the estate. 'When dealing with tlie specu-

lative builder it is sometimes prudent to

stretch a point in the matter of advances
until the plastering is finished. Tlie com-
pletion of the remaining work will then be a

comparatively simple matter; but plasterers

are not, in my experience, the easiest people

in the world to get on with, and it is not
pleasant to have to take over a job until one

is out of their hands. "SVhen one has to

finance a builder, I have found it more satis-

factory to adopt a schedule of advances than

to agree to a percentage—usually from £70
to £75 per cent, of value. The latter method
is often a source of friction, and although a

schedule cannot always be strictly adhered

to, it forms a valuable criterion. In the con
struction of small and moderate sized lionses

costing, say, from £300 to £600 each, it may
perhaps
roofed
total cost has been incurred; but if the in-

ternal fittings and fixtures—e.g., baths,
stoves, and mantels—and the general finisli

are to be of a better description than usual,

rather more than £50 per cent, should be
kept in hand to provide for completion after

roofing in. It may be useful to give the
following schedule of advances amounting to

£75 per cent, upon houses costing £400. It

has been adopted on many occasions, and has
been found to be fair to the builder and a

sufficient protection to the freeholder, for I

take it no surveyor would assume the respon-
sibility of advising anyone but the freeholder
to make advances upon unfinished property.

1. First floor joists on 40
2. Ceiling joists and bays up 25
3. Roofs on, gutters up and painted 3.5

4. Drains in. 13
5. Pointing !and external roughcasting 10
6. Floors liiirl. lathing, and fixing for

7. Pr .^. and floating l.i 0.

s. r: . 1. asing IT)

9.^,1 - hung and glazed.

.

ID

d sink fixed11. i;^;:.. ......I .:.

12. Stove =
, range, and chimney-pieces 13

13. Doors and cupboards and all internal
joinery complete for painting ?3

14. Fences 15
15. Painting 17 10

10. Paperhanging 7 10

17. Drains finally pas.sed 5

IS. Locks and fastenings and all complete .

,

7 10

Total adv respect of each house £300.

HOUSING, TOWN-PtANNING, ETC., ACT, 1909.

This has already been referred to under
the heading of "Selection"; but it will be
usefid to add that Part II, of the Act deals

with town planning, and that the general

object of the Act is to secure "proper sani-

tary conditions, amenity, and convenience in

connection with the laying-out and use of the

land and of any neighbouring lands." Very
briefly, the Local Government Board may
authorise the preparation of a town-platniing

scheme with reference to any land within or

in the neighbourhood of the area of a local

authority, thus enabling it to deal with lands

outside its own borders. A local authority is

to co-operate with the owners and other

persons interested in the land proposed to be

included in the scheme at every stage of the

proceedings by means of conferences, and by

such other means as may be provided by the

regulations of the Local Government Board.

It is authorised to remove, pull down, nr alter

any building or other work in tlio area in-

travene the scheme. The .\et provides that

anv person whose property is injuriously

affected bv the making of "a town-planning

scheme shall be entitled to compensation

in respect thereof from the responsible

authority; but not on account of any building

erected on, or contract made with respect to,

land included in a scheme after the time at

which the application for authority to pre

pare the scheme was made, Whcie by the

making of any town-planning scheme any
property is increased in value, the responsible

authority will be entitled to recover from

anv person whose property is so increased in

value one-half of the amount of that increase.

Section 59. sub-section 2. is of the first im-

it provides tli

perty shall not be deemed to be

affected by reason of the making c

s inserted in a town pla

and considered by the Local Government
Board to he reasonable, which prescribe the

space about buildings or limit the nninber of

buildings to be erected, or prescribe the

height or character of the buildings. That is

to say, power is given to a local authority, as

already stated, to limit the number of houses

per acre and to decide the character of

buildings to be erected—shops or factories

here, private houses there, and so on. .411 this

will, of course, be taken into consideration

by the prudent surveyor. It should, peiha^is,

be added that Section 60 gives a local autho-

rity power to purchase, either by agreement
or coinpulsorily, land comprised in a scheme.
In conclusion," I will briefly touch upon the
question of

METHODS OF REALISATION.
Here it is impossible to generalise, as so

much depends upon the character and extent
of the land to be disposed of. If there is a
demand for small houses, and the land is

suitable for them, an auction sale or sales
will probably afford the readiest means of
disposal, antl it will be of assistance to give
purchasers the option of paying by instal-

ments spread over several years, say three or
five years. An auction sale is perhaps the
best way of advertising the land, and, in-

cidentally, it sometimes saves trouble in the
matter of title, conditions of sale, and re-

strictions. Where, however, it is interided
that only large houses shall be built, one will
probably have to rely upon private treaty
sales, and in such cases it may be wise for
the owner to build two or three houses him-
self, in order to give the estate a start. As
a general rule it will be best to sell the free-
hold, but a lease has this advantage^
namely, that it obviates the necessity on the
part of the lessee to find the purchase money
for the freehold, an option to purchase which
during a fixed period is usually given. In all

these cases it will be convenient to prepare
and adopt model forms of conveyances and
leases, to which purchasers and les"sees should
be required to subscribe,

^t^-

THE LIMITATIONS OF MATHE-
MATICAL THEORY APPLIED TO
EXGLXEERING.*

By W, G. Button.

Oliver Wendell Holmes, in his "Poet at
the Breakfast Table," introduces two
characters in strong contrast : the " Master
of Arts," who finds the order of things rather
narrow, and the " Scarabee," who is appalled
by entomology as a whole, and confines his
investigation to the Coleoptera. These
characters are very suggestive to the civil

engineer, who should combine a broad
general knowledge of the order of things with
intensive specialisation in some particular
branch of his chosen profession. This paper
is not intended to decry mathematics, the
fundamental basis of engineering, bu^
merely to point out some of the necessary
limitations of mathematics as applied to
engineering construction. The branch of

pure mathematics most objected to by the
practical engineer is tlie infinitesimal

calculus, and some really great engineers
have never been able to thoroughly master
this subtle instrument of investigation. It

has been said that mathematicians are born
and not made. Probably this is true of such
masters as Xewton, Descartes, and Leibnitz;
but it should not deter any engineer from
seeking such a knowledge of applied mathe-
matics as will be useful to him in his work.
The late Lord Kelvin, better known as Sir

William Thomson, could write down at once
the result of many mental transformations in

a way that was" quite discouraging to his

students at Glasgow. The story is told of

him that when absent in London being

knighted by the Queen, a member of his

class, then enjoying a respite from his short-

cut methods, and having the advantage of

the more detailed explanations of the

assistant professor. Mr. Day. wrote upon the

board. "Work while the Day lasteth, for

soon the Knight cometh. when no man can
work." Much of the difficulty encountered
by the engineer in the use of the higher

mathematics is due to insufficient drill in the

philosophical basis of the subject. It is

especially necessary to get a clear conception

of the nature of flowing quantities and their

conventional symbolic representation. A
thorough knowledge of Algebra is also

required. Arithmetic deals with numbers,

and numbers are discrete quantities, or may
be represented as points upon a line. Now.
in dealing with certain concepts, such as

space, time, and theoretical curves, we are

dealing with continuities, which cannot be

• Club of Pbila-
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represented bv concrete or discrete numbers.

There are no "finite stops.

The necessity of some method of repre-

senting (lowing or continuous quantities so

that they could be subjected to analysis, led

to the almost simultaneous development of

tlie calculus by Newton and Leibnitz, Newton
very appropriately naming his method
"fluxions." Leibnitz's method having a

more convenient symbolism was the system

generally adopted, "and now known as the in-

tiiiitesinial calculus. At the first glance the

methods of the calculus seem lacking in

accuracy because of the throwing away of

secondary differentials, but when the nature

of •limits" is fully understood it is recog-

nised that the method is essentially accurate.

Some day we shall have the cinematograph

film used for mathematical instruction, dis-

playing to the student the gradual approxi-

mation of the differentials to the perfect

curve. One great dilTieulty is that of accurate

definition, unavoidable in all exact analysis.

The idea must be grasped that the zero of

the calculus is usually not absolute zero, but

only less than any assignable quantity. A
large part of the work of the calculus con-

sists in the summation of an infinite series

within certain arbitrary finite limits. If this

was it only application, engineers, after their

student days, might well accept the results

obtained by mathematical specialists, as we
all do, in fact, for most of the formulas in

use.

But in the design of arches by the elastic

theory, in double systems, dellections, the

calculus becomes necessary. Our conceptions
of time and space are all based upon a

division of these continuous quantities into

arbitrary finite steps, varying from the re-

currence of cotton-planting times, and waxing
and waning moons, to the seconds of an astro-

nomical clock. The calculus has enabled us,

by the idea of an infinite number of infinitely

small steps, to write the equation of these

continuous quantities. It is conceded that

there is great difficulty in getting a thorough
comprehension of this idea; but, on the other
hand, we can get ourselves into quite a meta-
physical maze if we attempt a philosophical
explanation of discrete numbers of integers.

Modern mathematicians are endeavouring to

upset our fundamental notions of space with
their new geometries. While the infini-

tesimal calculus is a wonderful instrninent of

research in the hands of the skilled mathe-
matician, it is not such a magical solvent of

all difficulties as is sometimes assumed. Vou
must be able to write your equation.
Irregular curves have to be solved empiric-
ally or by the use of mechanical integers, or

methods of integration, such as tlie well-

known planimeter. The writer found
ordinary squared paper very useful in in-

tegrating time-speed curves for rapiil transit

work, by the simple device of counting the
squares. Another important idea to grasp
is that you can get from your inatheniatical
mill oniy the product of 'the material that
you feed into the hopper. Slatlicniatics

transform, but create nothing. To solve
mechanical questions mathematically, we
must abstract certain qualities, and follow
determinate lines. The older books in

statics used to show a diagram in which two
arrow-pointed linos projected from the ends
of a third line at right angles and upon
opposite sides. This was supposed to re-

present a couple. No explanation was given
as to what prevented the whole system
straightening out into a right lino", the
necessary shear resistance not being men-
tioned. As a matter of fact, all of the various
resisting forces within a body must act to-

gether. Tension, compression, and shear re-

ed

desired results cannot be accomplished in-

stantaneously. The process of extrusion has
long been applied to the production of seam-
less lead pipes, and the process is now being
applied to the forming of numerous shapes
in several different metals, the metal also

being improved by the operation. The force
required varies with the metal. Lead in the carried still furthe
form of filings can be comjiressed into solid the atom as made up of very much smaller
metal with a pressure of 13 tons per square '. corpuscles, and these are possibly only vortex
inch, and with the use of 32 tons will flow rings in the ether, like smoke "rings in the
like water and obey hydraulic laws. Copper air, which mathematically are said to be the
required 33 tons. Soft and medium steel are I equivalent of a solid. We will stop, how-
readily manipulated by hydraulic pressure,

!
ever, with the molecule as being the physica

stitution of steel, we find that the crystals

are composed of more or less complex mole-
cules, which, in turn, are but solar systems
of atoms, almost infinitesimal spheres, sepa-
rated from each other by relatively large
distances, and moving at incomprelionsible
velocities. The division of matter is now

imagii

rigidity

prngres

U of the comb
ieformation. Tlier

ilics of rigid bodies
property of mattei
successive staL'os ol

innid. and a plasticlid. a viscid
solid to a relatively riyid solid snoh as sici

Steel itself being' sufnciontly plastic to
drawn into wire, rolled into sheets, ai

pressed cold into many shanes.
All metals can be made to flow under sul

eient pressure properly applied. Into tl

process, known as the flow of metals, tir

enters as an important elcn:cnt. T

thus shaping large objects from the sheet
metal. If the proper time elapses during the
operation to allow the molecules to adjust
themselves, no internal stress results. The
theory of elastic forces in solids has recently
been fully developed mathematically, making,
however, many assumptions not fully

accepted by all "engineers. The complications
of the resulting formula can be best
illustrated by the statement that one
formula for non-isotropic bodies contains
21 coefficients. The engineer in active
practice at the present rate of compensa-
tion can scarcely find time for such
mathematical gymnastics. Such investiga-
tions are better suited for those mathe-
maticians who, not content with exploring
ordinary tridimensional space, plunge into
hyper-space of "n" dimensions, study curved
spaces, and pursue the devious ways of non-
Euclidian geometry, and non-Archimedean
mechanics. Another difficulty in statics is in

the use of dynamical terms, such as " moment
of inertia" and "radius of gyration"—not
too easy of comprehension dynamically,
but far harder to grasp when used statically.

There is, strictly speaking, no such thing as
the centre of gravity of a surface ; but by
assuming a very small thickness forming; a
disc, the idea becomes clearer. The English
terms, "centroid " and "second moment," are
less equivocal in the meaning. The real diffi-

culty in grasping the idea of the moment
of inertia as applied to statics is that it is

a biquadratic quantity, and as such could
only be represented geometrically in space
of four dimensions. The nearest approach
to visualisation is when it is a case of the
moment of inertia of a body about an axis
exterior to itself, when yon can represent it

by a sphere equal in volume to the cubical
quantity involved and a line representing
the additional factor. The section modulus,
being a cubical quantity, is more easily
visualised. Even so great a mathematician
as Henri Poincare says that in neither
physics nor mechanics sli6uld we expect that
any letter or symbol can fully represent the
qualities of matter. With exterior forces
alone there is little difficulty, because it is

then a matter of logical system applied to

ideal concepts. Fortunateiv, our principal
structural material is nearly isotropic, so that
we can apply mathcmaticai theories to built-

up or rolled shapes under approximately
theoretical conditions. Of this the " I

"

beam is the best example, and is a really

great invention. Recently an important im-
provement has been made by increasing the
radius of curvature of the fillet joining web
and flange at a point where its combined
shear and tensile or compressive stresses are

Let us now take np the inner nature of

steel. Steel to the lavman is a hard dense
material of practically unlimited strength.

To the man of science 'it is first a crystalline

aggregate, crystals of pearlite, martinite.
hardenite, etc., held together by eementite.
or a mixture of eementite with uncombined
graphite. These crystals, which are beauti-
fully shown by polishing and etching, vary
in size and shape, and. furthermoi-e, are very
susceptible to thermic changes, affecting
materially the strength of the steel. They
are held together by their own innate
cohesive force, of which we know very little,

and fracture may occur by sliding on their
cleavage planes, thus splitting into smaller
crystals. These lines of displacement can
often be clearly seen on the etched surface,
or the failure may occur in the cementing
material, the crystals separating, and this is,

perhaps, the more usual procedure.
Going now a step further into the con-

hose molecules are interpenetrated
by an imponderable substance of such
apparently contradictory qualities as to be
practically inconceivable— of almost infinite

elasticity, of a density far greater than steel,

it is at the same time so tenuous that it offers

scarcely appreciable resistance to the
motions of the heavenly bodies. Matter,
however, is only a sieve with very wide
meshes. Matter is made up of atoms sepa-

rated by relatively large distances, while the

generally accepted idea of the ether is that
it is a continuum. This will enable us to

get the idea of its density. Steel is porous;
the density that we measure is only that of

particles diffused through this ether. If we
knew the density of an atom of any element
we could, by means of the combining
numbers, calculate that of an atom or mole-
cule of steel. The ether is the only really

rigid body in the universe. All of this may
seem rather far-fetched as relating to prac-

tical engineering ; but, fundamentally, all

molar stresses in matter resolve themselves
into molecular stresses, and these are pro-

bably stresses or strains in the universal

luminiferous ether. The simplest reaction of

a beam on a column is only explainable
rationally by the intermolecular forces. The
fatigue of metal due to constantly reversed

stresses for a long period has been the

subject of investigation, and recently it has
been discovered that metals are subject to

disease, and even to contagious disease—the
most conspicuous example being tin, which,
when attacked, is converted into grey tin, a
diseased granular condition in which the
metal falls to pieces. Various metals are

also subject to poisoning, and exhibit thus
the characteristic of a low form of life.

Crystals always assume the same shape for

the same substance, and grow and repair

damages quite like living objects. The
action of a rod or bar undergoing tensile

stress in a testing machine is an interesting

operation — the gradual yielding, the
diminishing of cross-section, and the spring-

ing back when the pull is released, all r.i-

dicate the molecular flow of the metal. When
the bar parts the molecules have formed
closed systems ; the surface becomes covered
with a film of air and moisture, and the parts
cannot be made to again adhere without
heat. This matter of flow comes into play in

structural engineering, in the use of long tie-

rods, subject to transverse bending, which
do not have to be figured for bending, as the

gradual flow of the metal adjusts the stresses

to the sagged shape.
An interesting statical question is the dis-

tribution of stress in a beam of reetangnlar
cross-section subject to transverse bending.
It is well known that a test to failure would
show a greater resistance to tension than
that obtained by direct tensile test. This is

accounted for by hypothesis that the lateral

adherence to the fibres forces upon the fibres

nearest to the neutral axis an amount of

stress greater than the theoretical stress due
to their relative positions. At first this was
thought to apply only when the beam was
tested to destruction, and was not of much
practical value; but it is now thought to

apply also within the elastic limit. This leads

to a curious paradox. A question recently

given in a local Civil Service examination
related to the relative strength of a hori-

zontal square beam, placed on its diagonal
axis, vertical and horizontal. The question
was whether the enttinj; off of top and
bottom angles for lin. in an Sin. square
beam would make the beam weaker or

stronger, or leave it unchanged as to

strength. It proves to be a fact, mathematic-
ally cFemonstrable, that the beam is increased
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in strength by the truncation of the edges,
within certain limits, which can be ascer-

tained by the calculus. If the top and
bottom edges the section, the section

modulus increases until the vertical depth
removed is equal to .0787 x a. "A" being a

side of the square, at this point it reaches a

maximum, and its modulus is .1241.4'. If

more than the above amount is cut off, the
section modulus decreases, and when the

depth, from the angle removed, is .1636a,

straight-line formula is as good as any. The
dangerous results of exceeding loading have
long been recognised as regards compression,

but this is not as plainly evident in tensile

loading. Anyone familiar with the care

required to get exactly axial pulls in a test-

ing machine will readily understand the far

greater difficulty in getting centric stresses

in the practical use of ordinary unsym-
metrical commercial sections. The result

of these eccentric pulls is a tearing action,

the modulus becomes .1179A'. The moment
of inertia of the truncated beam is, of course,

less than the complete square beam. The
gain of strength by truncation is due to a

balancing between the effective cross-section

and the lever arm under which it acts. When
the modulus dgures for the two cross-sections

are drawn it is clearly shown. The increase

of strength due to the hardening of steel is

believed to be due to the diminished size of

the crystals, reducing tlie interspaces and
giving more points of contact between the

crystals. Tempering reduces internal

stresses, but also, to a large extent, the gain

in strength due to hardening is lost. Rolling

and reworking disposes the crystals along the

longitudinal axis, of course, slightly increas-

ing the distance apart of the molecules, but
also bringing more crystals, and with the

crystals more molecules, within the given

cross-section. Certain heat changes affect

the composition of the cementing material,

nnd this affects the strength. The reaction

of a support is a simple balancing of inter-

niolecular and intra-molecular forces against

gravity.
COLUMNS.

It is only necessary to prepare a squared

paper comparison diagram of the various

column formulas, in good standing, to see

how empirical is the present scientific know-
ledge of compressive resistance in members
of any considerable length. A little serious

thought will show the impossibility of a

rational formula applicable to the whole

quite different from true tensile stress, and
may be illustrated in a homely manner, by
the tearing off of a strip of muslin by a dry-
goods clerk.

FRAMED STRUCTURES.

In analysing framed structures we en-

counter the difBculty that, though we treat

them as joined structures, they really have
stiff joints. It is sometimes stated that the
hammer-beam truss exerts a horizontal
thrust; but this is true only when it is im-

properly designed or constructed ; if due
allowance is made for bending in the main
rafter, at the one point on each side where
triangulation fails, it is as safe as any truss.

Tests have been made in England on a full-

sized hammer-beam truss set up on supports

placed slightly above the ground and then
heavily loaded with bricks. It was found by

nts that the spreading was
1
no greater than that permitted by the

stretching of an ordinary horizontal tie-rod.

Domes, when constructed in the orthodox

way, with properly shaped voussoirs

—

theoretically, at least>—exerting only normal

thrusts, permit of theoretical solution. In

the steel dome the possible lines of action

are limited tp definite predetermined

directions. But when we try to analyse the

Gustavino dome, now successfully con-

structed with very large spans, we find our

problem indetcrm"inate. No theory of lines

range of the ratio of length to diameter. The
column will fail, according to its relative

length, by flattening into a disc, by shearing

at 45deg.j or crumpling, or by cross-bending,

which is the usual form of failures in

columns used in structural engineering.

When placed horizontally, the compression
member as a strut has also to contend with
the adverse influence of gravity. Fortunately.
within reasonable, practicable limits, the

variations are not too great to hope for a

practical and rational solution
; probably the

of pressure within the middle third can come
into service. Adhesion between the layers of

overlapping tiles is evidently the saving

feature, giving a very considerable tensile

resistance.

ARCHES.
Few arches approximate to the theoretical

isolated arch, with its theoretical smooth
voussoirs and no friction. Spandrel load-

ings, especially when these consist of bonded
masonry, introduce conditions capable of

taking "up a large amount of horizontal

thrust. The cement mortar of the joints

also introducti an element of resistance that

must be taken into account. The large arch

laid up of hard brick in cement mortar is

very far removed from the theoretical arch,

and a graphical solution, making use of

imaginary large voussoirs, does not give the

true line of thrusts.

RETAINING WALLS.

The theories of retaining walls leave much
to be desired, and are in many cases but little

better than empirical rules. Baker says, in

his Masonry, under this head: 'AH theories

assume that the coefficient of friction in the

interior of the earth mass is the same as in

the exterior slope ; or, in other words, all

theories assume that the coefficient or

internal friction is equal to the tangent of

the angle of the natural surface-slope." The
preceding examples illustrate that most, if

not all, theories are logically self-contra-

dictory, either in their fundamental assump-

tions or in their application to special cases.

First assumption, surface of rupture on plan
;

second, point of application of resultant ^

above base ; third relates to angle between

the back of the wall and the resultant

pressure.^ STEEL BASE-SLABS.

Steel slab bases, now used as distributors

of pressure between column and concrete

footings, offer a more or less indeterminate

problem. Books on applied mechanics discuss

the stresses in flat plates when uniformly

loaded and either supported at the edges

or secured at the edges; but the slab is a

ease in which the plate is supported at the

centre and uniformly loaded, 'the problem

is quite different from the steel grillage-

footing, because in that the lines of stress

are predetermined by the position of the

successive layers of the beams, which are

stressed only in one direction. The con-

ditions are also quite different from those of

the reinforced-eoncrete footings, though the

theories discussed for the latter offer some
suggestions. The most satisfactory mode of

calculation would seem to be to first calcu-

late the unit stress of the uniformly-distri-

buted upward reaction of the concrete

footings; then assume cantilevers of a unit

width of, say, lin., and of the depth of the

slab, projecting from the four sides of the

column base-plate, considering each canti-

lever as loaded with its own proportion of

the unit load, plus its proportion of the

amount carried by the cor]iers, the corner

load being supposed to be transmitted to

the cantilevers on either side. Ihere are, of

course, other views of the matter. We may
assume radial distribution, with the diffi-

culty that if our cantilevers are carried to the

centre they have no width, and if stopped at

the outer edge of column-base are narrowest

at the point of greatest bending moment. As
the tendency of the base-plate or slab is un-

doubtedly to buckle rather than bend— that

is, to bend in two directions—the question

is, how much allowance shall be made for

this double or right-angled resistance? The
slab is, in reality, probably cubically stressed.

We will not take up the question of stresses

and strains in mushroom systems of rein-

forced concrete, as the subject is very intri-

cate, and is fully discussed in a recent issue

of the Proceedings of the American Society.

Tlie University of Illinois testing-station has

recently issued a report on the tests to failure

of reiiiforeed-concrete footings. Other in-

determinate problems of some moment are

the proper size and placing of stiffeners on

plate girders, and a good theory for latticing

of columns. All formulas now in use assume
incipient failure. In many cases of doubt,

we can save the situation by adding

some steel; but this is dangerous in

gigantic structures, in which the dead weight

is more important than the live load. The
weight increases as the cube of the dimen-

sions, the strength only as the square. The
general tendency in engineering at the

present day is towards simplification of

structure. 'The abandonment as far as

possible of continuous beams, the substi-

tution of cantilevers in the place of con-

tinuous trusses, and the construction of but

few double system trusses. The idea that I

have endeavoured to bring out is that we
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should avoid the fallacy of analysing niert

definitions and postulates, assuming that the
results correspond exactly with physical con-
ditions in the material. To follow this up
would draw us into the metaphysical dis-

cussion of nominalism and realism ; but,
avoiding that, we can easily see that no
symbol or set of symbols can fully represent
these physical conditions. The necessity of

ample factors of safety is, therefore, evident,
as is also the importance of cheeking by
actual experimental tests of materials and
structures.

o»
ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION

SKETCH BOOK.
The four quarterly parts of this well-

sustained folio have just now been completed
for the year 19iy. under the combined editor-

ship of Messrs. C. C. Brewer, F. C. Eden,
S. K. Greenslade, and A. Gilbert Scott, all

of whom have helped as contributors for
many years past.

The title-page has been drawn and designed
by Mr. G. Gilbert Scott, F.R.I. B. A., the
architect of Liverpool Cathedral, and his
conception is unlike any of its predecessors,
taking for the subject the form of a dock-
side range of Classical buildings, with four
bronze figures in the front of the picture
grouped on a pedestal, bearing. Atlas-like,
the globe of heroic dimensions, judging as we
must by the scale given by a man hard by,
overlooking the wharf. " The prow of an
argosy is shown emerging from an enormous
portal very severe in its outline and almost
attenuated in the detail of its frieze and
cornices. There are seventy-two plates,
forty-four being occupied by English subjects.
twelve pages are devoted to Italian studies
and a couple from Upper Egypt, these being
of the Portico of the Temple of Hibis
(B.C. 424-500), and sketched by Mr. W. J.
Palmer Jones, before the restorations carried
out by the Department of .ALutiqiiities were
done. This gives an additional interest to

these capital drawings.
The first part includes a selection of the

R.I.B.A. prize drawings for last year; but
had not the cover intimated as much, wc
should not have known this fact, and in

neither the index nor in the plates is any
information afforded by which one not
otherwise informed mav" identify this prize
work. The old Manchester Town -Hall,
designed by Francis Goodwin (.A..D. 18:^6 1.

is fully measured up by Mr. Gordon
Hemm, and Mr. H. C. Mason similarly
illustrates Sir John Vanbrugh's master-
pi^ece at Blenheim, erected between 1705 and
1722. We reproduced some of these Silver
Medal drawings on March 7. 1913. In the
same part Mr. J. R. Leatbart shows a useful
drawing, with also a view of the most in-

teresting lantrrn-cnpped tower of St. .Andrew,
Sutton, ( '

, ; ]:]7->.). Mr. A. Bryett is

to be liis Royal Acadeniy
Medal _ - of ,Ta"nies Gibbs's
mastfii,

I uest front of St.

Alartin riiere is no note on
the tliT. ., tlieir liaving been
accor.i.u ,,,,.d distinction. We
gave .-1 1 - -1,!,. of these in onr
issue for S.pi. m ~

, Christopher
Wren's tower i St. Vedast,
Foster-lane (li- use. less im-
portant and 1.-- J,M-n ; but
the risk of its d. in.iln ,,

, with
road "improvements' . new-
Post Office site at St, M >i, lias

added interest to these .^1 . ,1,, I , Hans
ford White has done it jn.^tui:. ajid tlie plan
illustrates how well Wren could grapple with
an awkward site. Mr. Walter J.' \. Millard,
long known for his measured draughts of old
historic churches, sends a sheet of the
triangular tower and spire of octagon shape
from Maldon, Essex, with its three conical-
capped roofs to mask the triangle corners.
He has taken the tronble to draw out the
timber framing at the level of the wall-plate
to sliow liow the spire is carried, thus doing
the job thoroughly. The peculiar shape of
this tower is an ingenious device suggested
by the skew frontace on the west end of the
nave. The date of the part drawn is mid-
13th century. Mr. W. Curtis Green,
F.R.I. B.A., "the President, contributes an

5tudv of tl por
of the Church of Sta Maria de
Venice, designed by Pietro Lombardo
(1480-89), and Sir Charles Nicholson,
Bart., owns the only sketch from the
Netherlands included in the year's pro-
duction. It is a measured draught of the
gateway and gates round the Choir of St.

Sauveur's Church, Bruges, of early 17th-
century date.

Finedon Church, Northants, makes a mono-
graph by Mr. James Macgregor, a fine and
famous church ably drawn and fully shown
by eight plates. Sir Charles Barry's Art
Gallery, Manchester, 1829, brings measuring
up to within a century's retrospect. Mr.
Gordon Hemm has done this. Gothelney
Manor, Somerset, is a very picturesque and
not very well-known 15th-century example of

Gothic Domestic work. Mr. James Mac-
gregor has sketched it feelingly ; but we do
not admire his trees, either in this study or
in the next—one of Stokesay Castle's over-
hanging timberwork end, beyond the hall.

The same industrious hand has drawn the
undated screen-work of mixed character from
Holbeton Church. Devonshire, and the well-

known Late 15th-century screen and pulpit at

Kenton,' in the same county,

<»»
AN EVENING AT THE ATELIER OF

ARCHITECTURE.
The First Atelier of Architecture for

London, founded by the Beaux Arts Com-
mittee last year at 16, Wells-mews, Wells-
street, W., is now firmly established, and is

receiving accessions of new members at the
rate of from ten to twelve every month, while
as yet there have been very few resignations.

The Atelier, which is under the patronage
of the French Soeiete des Architectes
Diplomes par le Gouvernment, aims at the

promotion of improved methods of arehi

tectural training in Britain, and the study
of, and discussion upon, the principles of

composition and design. The patrons are

Mr. Arthur J. Davis and II. Charles Mewes
;

M. J. P. Chaures, of the At,. Her. hein- the

sous-patron, and Mr. C. H. Gaue, A.K.I.B.A,.
the hon. secretary, supported bv an influential

committee. The annual subscription for each
member is a guinea, with a guinea entrance
fee ; a further 30s. subscription is required
for permission to sit for each monthly com-
petition, and a like fee of 30s, per month is

due as subscription from a member working
in the .\telier and not taking part in the
monthly competition.
The monthly competitions are carried out

very much upon the system adopted at the

Ecole des Beaux Arts "in Paris. The com-
petitors meet in the Atelier on a Saturday
from noon till midnight, or on Sunday from
10 a.m. till 10 p.m., and devote their attention

to a " projet " set by the committee, pre-

paring during the twelve hours a sketch

design, plan, and elevation to the required

scale. 'Tracings are subsequently made by
the student of these preliminary drawings,
which must not be notably departed from in

the "rendu," or finished "design, which has

to be worked out in detail at the Atelier, in

accordance with the original suggestion,

during the following four weeks. The' finished

results are then exhibited, together with the

first sketch, on the walls of the Atelier, and
are judged by the jury, drawn from members of

the Beaux A"rts Committee, who award marks
thereon. A set of drawings for a "projet"
which obtains from ten to fourteen marks in-

clusive receives the distinction of Mention,
which carries with it remission of a month's-
subscription for a "projet," and a set gaining

from fifteen to twenty marks is awarded Hon.
Mention. At the monthly meeting these

awards are announced, and the competitive
designs are publicly criticised by the patrons
and other members of the jury.

One of these monthly gatherings took place

on Wednesday night, and there was a good
attendance of students and much interest

displayed. .\mong those present were
Messrs. L. H. Bucknell. C. MeArthur Butler,
J. P. Chaures, Arthur J. Davis, C. H. Gage,
A. R, Jemmett, L. F. Jones, E. J. Kibble-
white. H. Vaughan Lanchester. R. Goulbnrn
Lovell, W, G. Newton, L. Sylvester Sullivan,

and Percv B. Tnbbs. The" whereabouts of

the .atelier is not prominently notified in the
locality—there is not even a notice-board at

the entrance—but a little research and
inquiry revealed that it occupies the top floor

of a three-story warehouse in an obscure
paved courtyard. It is a square, top lighted
room, with" bare, whitewashed walls, tie-

beams, and ceiling, and the furniture is

homely and inexpensive ; but the wall-spaces
and panels formed on the surface of the
boarded roof are gradually being covered with
fresco designs and a series of vigorous and
easily-recognisable silhouetted busts of

members of the committee, executed by
students. There are no suggestions of luxury
or over-refinement ; those who attend the

Atelier are reminded that they are there for

hard plodding and concentrated study.

Four series of designs were hung on the

walls on Wednesday evening, and the sets of

drawings were keenly compared and examined
by the members and students before the in-

cisive and informative criticisms were passed
upon them, in three classes by Mr. A. J.

Davis, and in the remaining one by Mr. H. V.

Lanchester. ,

The subject for the first-class "projet" was
an art gallery, the design placed first and
gaining a "Mention." being that by Mr. L.

H. Bucknell, and that put second being by
Mr. P. M. Ware. Mr. Davis, in his review,

pointed out that none of the competitors had
strictly complied with the conditions, and
even the design placed first omitted to provide

quarters for a caretaker, and did not give

sufficient height to the upper story, nor keep
the wings recessed in a satisfactory manner.
All displayed a failure to grasp the problem
of providing the utmost uninterrupted, well-

lighted space for statuary. One design was
"hors de concours," as it showed three

windows in each wing in the finished rendu

and only two in the esquisse, and exhibited

an entirely different treatment of the dome
over the portico.

The second-class "projet" had as its topic

a peristyle of six Corinthian columns under
a pediment, with a porch and colonnades, used

as the entrance to a court of law. In this

competition only, "Mention" was accorded

to the competitors placed first and second,

Mr. P. M. Ware and Mr. R. H. Gutteridge.

Jlr. Davis showed that many of the com-

petitors failed in the proportioning and inter-

spacing of the columns, in the drawing of the

capitals, in the management of the pediment,

and chiefly, perhaps, in omitting to provide

a dignified central entrance, free from

obstructions.

A twelve-hours' subject which provoked a

keen contest was that for the principal stair-

case in a nobleman's house, the staircase

having to be designed in a space 35ft, square

in the clear, including first-floor landing,

and the problem was complicated by the

necessitv of making a prominent feature of

an ancestral portrait, 8ft. high and 5ft. wide.

In this case Mr. Davis said many competitors

made the mistake in so small a well of

dividing the staircase into three fliglits, and

in not "allowing space for landings. The

design bv Mr. L. H. Bucknell, one of great

dignity and refinement, gained mention and

first place, that by Mr. L. F. Jones beini'

placed second.
Another twelve-hours' subject was for a

public fountain, to be erected in the centie

of a market-square in a provincial town, and

widely diverse were the attempted solutions.

One which at first sight appeared to the jury

most charming in treatment and colour, said

Mr. Lanchester in his criticism, proved to be

hopelessly "hors de combat," in that it

occupied" 150sq.ft.. instead of the allotted

50 feet square on plan. The first place and

mention went to a design of jets and basins

surrounding an obelisk, which was crownen

by a winged figure. the work of Mr

O. Bellamy, a design by Mr. L. H. Bucknell

being placed second.

At" the close of the proceedings. Jlr, K.

Goulbnrn Lovell. hon. secretary to the Beanx

Arts Committee, announced that they liail

received an invitation to show some of the

designs worked out at the Atelier at the im-

portant Architectural Exhibition to he heUl

in Paris, nnder distinguished auspices, ni

.June next.
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dnntnU Calamo.

Tlie work of the First Atelier of Arclii

tectnre at 16, Wells-mews, Oxford-street, W.,
is deservedly attracting the right sort of

support, iiiid we are sure it only needs better

acquaintance with its objects and methods

to secure the adhesion of all architects who
will pay it a visit. The Atelier is always

open ; but the best opportunity is afforded by

tlie Wednesday night monthly criticisms of

the twelve-hour competitions in rapid arclii-

teetural design. Our own visit last Wednes-
day night, thanks in no small measure
to the courtesy of Mr. Percy B. Tubbs,

F.R.I.B.A., the President of tlie Society of

Architects, whose interest in the Atelier is as

vivid as it has been well directed, was a most

enjoyable one. The keen interest of the

students in the results of the four last com-

petitions was as manifest as the intelligent

appreciation with which the criticism of the

juries, voiced respectively by Mr. Arthur
Davis and Mr. H. V. "Lanchester, were
followed, as the merits and, defects of the

schemes were pointed out, and the reasons

explained tor the conclusions arrived it. Our
summary on another page will sufficiently in-

dicate the practical lines on which the work
is conducted. No one can doubt their success

if the Atelier is supported as it should be.

The Society of Architects has .given sub-

stantial help. All that is wanted now is the

recognition of the unique character of the

project by the whole profession to establish

it on a thoroughly self-sustaining basis.

The efforts of the National Conciliation

Board to bring about a settlement in the

building dispute have been fruitless so

far. Since the board issued its suggestions

to masters and men a week has passed, but

the London Master Builders' Association

have not yet signified acceptance of them as

a basis for conference, though the men did

so days ago. The Master Builders' Associa-

tion has issued a penny " Statement of

Case," which is before us. In this, after the

recital of a good deal of past history, it is

stated that

The Employers "have no desire to permanently
adopt the principle of individual guarantee ; it was
only adopted when collective guarantee was with-
held, and could be dispensed with so soon as a
collective guarantee was forthcoming. Thu Em-
ployers are not wedded to this particular method of
guarantee, but would be willing to adopt any other
method, provided it was effectual and reliable.

If that is the case, it is a pity the basis of

coEifereiicc suggested by the Conciliation

Board has not been accepted.

We are glad to note the strong backing for

the Bill which Mr. James Boyton, Unionist

member for East Marylebone, has introduced

into the House of Commons, the object of

which is to establish a register of persons

dealing professionally as auctioneers or estate

agents with real estate, and to prescribe the

qualifications for admission to the register.

The measure proposes: To constitute a

Registration Board, to be composed of

members nominated or elected by the Board
of Trade, the Auctioneers' and Estate

Agents' Institute of the United Kingdom,
and the Surveyors' Institution, which board
is to be endowed with certain disciplinary

powers in regard to persons whose names are
entered in the register. Tlie Bill, after tlie

expiration of a period which will enable duly-

qualified persons to be entered on the register,

prohibits unregistered persons (with certain
exceptions) from acting professionally as

valuers or auctioneers of land or buildings;
but it does not seek to impose any restrictions

upon the right of an unregistered person to

carry on the other branches of the busi-

ness of an auctioneer or estate agent.

Subject to this prohibition, the prin-

cipal purpose of the measure is to pro-

vide for the keeping of a record of persons
possessing such a knowledge of the subjects

appertaining to the business as to qualify

them for registration. All persons possessing
the necessary qualifications will be entitled

to registration. Associated with Mr. Boyton
ill supporting the Bill are Sir John Bethell,

Sir W. Bull, Lord Robert Cecil, Mr. G. L.

Courthorpe, Mr. J. Hinds, Mr. Walter Long,
and Mr. Pretyman.

Building and bankruptcy have, during the
iast few years, been most calamitously con-

nected. There are now signs of a turn of the

tide and the coming of a period of more
prosperity. But we fear, somehow, that
builders and bad bookkeeping will continue
to go together. The new Bankruptcy and
Deeds of Arrangement Act, 1913, which
comes into operation on April 1, 1914, con-
tains some clauses about this weakness, as to

keeping books of account, which may be of

interest to builders and others in business.

The Act, by section 3, now, for the first time,

makes it a criminal offence in a bankrupt
who has been engaged in any trade or busi-

ness not to have kept proper books of account
during the whole or part of the two years

preceding the petition. It is, however, pro-

vided that this section shall be only applicable

to those who have previously been bankrupt
or have compounded with their creditors. It

is further declared that tliere can be no pro-

secution except by order of the Court, and
this cannot be made if the failui-e is within

two years of tlie Act coming into force. In

other words, the criminal offence can only be

committed by a bankrupt \\lio has some
former failure against him, while lie is given

a free period of two years from April 1. But
when this proviso does get to work it can be

enforced summarily before a magistrate,

unless the accused prefers going to trial.

There are other drastic clauses in the Act

creating new criininal offences in bankruptcy

which are expected to clear the air in favour

of commercial honesty, while the whole

statute is a decided advance upon the present

There are now some hundreds, or probably

thousands, of undischarged bankrupts about

tho country, getting a living somehow, and
doubtless creating new creditors. The Bank-
ruptcy Act of last year, coming into force on

April 1, seems likely to make their position

e\en more precarious than it is. At present

an undischarged bankrupt who obtains credit

to the extent of £20 without disclosing the

fact can be punished. By the new statute

this figure is reduced to £10, and the offence

is applied to any such bankrupt who "either

alone or jointly with another person " obtains

that credit. This change will prevent an

accused from using a solvent party acting

with him as a sliield of defence. The same
section 5 also creates a new criminal offence

by declaring that an undischarged bankrupt

who engages in any trade or business under a

name other than that in which he was adjudi-

cated, without declaring to all persons with

whom he enters into any business trans-

actions the name under which he became
bankrupt, is liable to be convicted. Many
such bankrupts are, doubtless, now trading

under assumed names, maiden name of wife,

or fancy names of all sorts, so that tlieir true

names, by which alone their former failure

can be traced, is unknown to their new
creditors. This clause should clear the air a
bit.

For the third time the Unionist Housing
Bill was before the House of Cominons last

Friday. The Bill has twice passed second
reading, and has secured the support of the

Labour members; but nothing further has
been done, because Mr. John Burns opposed
the system of a State subsidy embodied in

the Bill, and without the approval of the

Government the financial clauses were worth-

less. The subsidy proposed is a Parlia-

mentary grant of £1,000,000—£500,000 for

rural, and £500,000 for urban, housing. The
new President of the Local Government
Board was not quite so strong in his oppo-

sition to the Bill. He was willing to assent

to the second reading ; but disliked as much
as Mr. Burns the subsidy proposals, and the

Government will give them no support in

committee. Mr. Samuel is having a housing

survey of the country made, in order to

ascertain how many houses are dangerous to

health or suffering from grave structural

defects. Already he has replies which show
him that the task before the Local Govern-

ment Board is practically the rebuilding of

England. For which, of course, we must all

wait till the surveys are finished, and till

builders are not penalised to an extent that

frightens private enterprise!

Once more, as recorded elsewhere in our

Parliamentary Notes, it has been stated, in

reply to Mr. F. Hall, M.P. for Duhvich. that

the Government -proposes shortly" to in-

troduce legislation relating to builders'

profits on the lines of the clause in the

Revenue Bill of last session. Mr. Lloyd

George's promises are not worth much, but

it is surely impossible that the exceptionally

unjust taxation which has reduced the

second great industry of the country to

stagnation can much longer be levied? It

is little that Parliament can do to help any

industry ; but the experience of the last six

years, unfortunately, is a sufficient deiuon-

stration that blundering legislation can well-

nigh ruin any trade, ici spite of the pluck of

the sort with which builders have struggled

against the baleful finance which has crippled

them. The outlook for any "proposals" of

the Government is not a promising one just

now; but their most faithful followers can-

not wish them better fortune than we do in

any really honest and intelligent endeavour

to repair the mischief which Mr. Lloyd

George has caused.

However irritating their presence, it is

well to bear in mind that it is dangerous and

imprudent to set the police on to Mr. Lloyd

George's Government valuers. On the 19th

inst.. Judge Amphlett. K.C., in the Birming-

ham County-court, gave judgment in a rather

funny action, in which an allegation of false

imprisonment was made by an assistant

valuer for the Inland Revenue Com-

missioners. The plaintiff was Cyril Vaudrey

Mnlluck, of Blower's Green, Dudley, and he

claimed damages for wrongful arrest and

false imprisonment from Henry A. Russell,

described as a gentleman, of 54, Dennis-road,

Balsall Heath ; Henry Bennett, 68, St. Paul's

road, Balsall Heath, police constable; and

Leonard Tansell, police constable, of Edward-

road Police Station. The plaintiff, it seems,

went to make a valuation under the pro-

\isioiis of Section 31 of the Finance Act. Mr.
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Russell took umbrage and complained to the ,

policeman Tansell, and wanted him to take the '

valuer to the station. The policeman explained

matters, but Russell insisted on the valuer

going to the station ; so all three went. There

the valuer renmined for a quarter of an hour

while the station constable did his best to

explain matters. The judge gave tlie valuer

£10 10s. damages, with costs, against Russell

;

but decided there was no case against the

police, and gave judgment in their favour.

The plumber's pipes are not usually the

media of music. One is bound, therefore, to

help immortalise Mr. George Leads, the

plumber, who yesterday week, in the High

Court, was mulcted in £75 damages, in-

cluding £8 lent to him by the plaintiff, for

breach of promise of marriage. In the

plaintiff's autograph album he wrote as

follows :

—

Why ?

You ask me why I love you ?

You might, methinks, as soon
Ask why the nUjhtingale still sings her love song to

Or why the suntiower ' the

Their answer would be mine, sweetheart, if they
could give you one.

You ask me why I love you ?

Ask the needle why it spurns
All other points the compass shows and ever north-

The one and only answer it could give is that it must.
And as my heart will turn to you until that heart is

dust.

And yet. it still you ask it.

There's a reason I can give
Why I must be your lover for as long as both shall

And cannot, will not, come what may, be ever aught
butt

I, and you, dear love, t

All this soft solder failed to wipe a joint,

and Mr. Leads—so he said in evidence—not

being in a position to lead his dear love to the

altar, " is going to fight to the end," which is

"coming soon." Not of his wooing of Erato,

we trust 1

The new free library in Lichfield and Newport-
road, Stafford, was opened on Wednesday week.
Messrs. Briggs, Wolstenholme, and Thornely, of

Liverpool, were the architects, and Messrs. F.

Espley and Sons the contractors.

The annual meeting of the Winchester School
of Art was held last week in the Guildhall of

that city, when the prizes were distributed by
Mr. Reginald Blomfield, R.A., who described the
school's work as being sound. He afterwards
gave an illuminative and suggestive address
upon ' Atavism in Architecture as Applied to
Gothic."

The design of Messrs. Cheal and Sons,
nurserymen, of Crawley, which has been selected
by the Bacup Park Committee for the laying
out, at a cost of £1,250, of the Moorlands and
Stubbylee estate as a public park, provides for
a bowling-green, tennis-lawn, children's play-
ground, and pavilions. Moorlands House will be
pulled down, and a bandstand will be erected on
the site.

The City Corporation have approved the
letting of the important site Nos. 1 to 5,
Adelaide - place, and Adelaide - buildings, in-
cluding London Bridjje Wharf, hitherto occupied
by the Pearl Life Assurance Company, Ltd. to
Mr. L. A. Solomon, of 41. thcapside, for ninety-
nme years from Ladv Day next, at a rent of
£7,000, the previous' rent' being £5,000. The
property belongs to the Bridge House Estates,
and the lessee is to expend not less than £80,000
on a new building.

A chapel of St l';,l ri<-k ) 1 dded to
St. Saviour'.s 1

1
1 rrh at

Lewisham. Ii. Kelly,

l.d by
li .pel is

architect, of o
Messrs. Anscln.
7ft deep, 12ft. v

a full-size pan, 1 The
style of the shrn
altar is of sclcr,, 1 >:. •,

pillars
of Tmos green; i i;ir-tr ,„t;,|

mara green, and the wall-hnine is n dark
Swedish green in our slabs, each side forming

11a is ofpanels with black borders. The prede
the floor red

and Sicilian.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At Tuesday's meeting of the London

County Council a report was received from
the General Purposes Committee recom-
mending that the several Metropolitan
borough councils be invited to send repre-

sentatives to a conference on the subject
of the securing of grants from the Road
Board, and generally on the question of the
provision, maintenance, and improvement ot

main roads within the county.
The arbitrator appointed by the Local

Government Board to determine objections
to the assessment made for the levying of

an improvement charge on certain lands in-

creased in value by the Holborn to Strand
improvement has now made his award, the
effect of which is that the figures in the
Council's assessment stand in every instance
but those concerning Nos. 112 and 112a, High
Holborn, in which case there is a reduction.
In two other cases the arbitrator has deferred
the commencement of the charge until April 1,

1D19. The total charge amounts to £1,048 13s.,

and. except as regards these eases, will begin
to be payable on April 1, 1914. The owners
have the right to redeem the charge on pay-
ment of a sum equal to thirty-three times its

amount.

The Improvements Committee reported
that the improvement in Mitcham-lane and
Southcroftroad, authorised by the London
County Council Act, 1909, has b^en com-
pleted, with the exception of certain small
widenings at the corner of Mitcham-lane and
Babington-road, and at the corner ot

Mitcham-lane and Southcroftroad. The
execution of these remaining widenings has
been delayed pending the occurrence ot

favourable opportunities.

The Building Act Committee recommended
the approval of drawings submitted tor the

buildings proposed to be erected on part of

Lot 1, Putney Bridge-road and High-street,

Putney, recently leased to Mr. G. W. Beattie.

The elevations to High-street. Putney, and
Putney Bridge-road of the building to be
erected on the corner will be in red bricks

and reconstructed Portland stone. The front

elevation ot the building in Putney Bridge-

road will he in stock bricks with red brick

facings and reconstructed Portland stone.

The Highways Committee reported that the

recoiistrnctinn; on the conduit system ot

electric traction, of the tramways in Ball's

Pond rnnd. between Sonthgateroad and
Kingsland-road, had been completed, and
the lines opened for traffic.

The Council decided to enlarge Kilbnrn

Grange recreation ground by adding thereto

an acre ot land which had been acquired for

other purposes. The cost of the acre was
£4,296. to which the Hampstead Borough
Council has promised to contribute £1,500.

OBITUARY.
We regret to announce that Mr. Charles

Pryor Avres, architect, of Watford, died

suddenly 'on Tuesday week, the 17th inst..

from heart-faihire. aged sixty-three vears.

Among his chief works are the extensions of

the Royal Masonic Schools at Bushey, carried

out at an outlay of £1.3.000; the Grammar
Schools for Boys and Girls ; the isolation

hospital and the cottage hospital (illustrated

in our issue for October 2. 1885) ; Colne
Valley waterworks fire-station, and work-

house infirmary at Watford ; and several

churches and schools and warehouses and
business premises in the immediate vicinity

of that growing town. A group of Board
schools at Watford, a commission gained in

competition in conjunction with Mr. A.
Ardron, was illustrated in the Building
News for October 28, 1891. Mr. Ayres was
for many years a member of the former local

board for Watford, and served as its chair-
man for two years (1896-98).*
The trustees of the Radcliffe Camera. Oxford,

after receiving a report of some serious falls
of stone from the upper part of the exterior of
the Camera, decided to renew. the decayed stone-
work on the south, south-west, and west faces
ot the building, in accordance with the advice
of Sir T. G. .Tackson, Bart., R.A. The work is

now in progress.

COMPJiTITIONS.
BARXSLEY TOWN - HALL COMPETI-

TION.—Members and Licentiates of the
Royal Institute of British Architects are
again warned that they must not take part
in the above competition, because the con-

ditions are not in accordance with the pub-
lished regulations of the Royal Institute lor

Architectural Competitions.

MOTHERWELL HOUSING SCHEME.—
Mr. John Wilson, of the Local Government
Board for Scotland, has made Ins award in

the competition for a municipal housing
scheme for the burgh of Motherwell. The
successful architect is Mr. A. Victor Wilson,
Motherwell, who shows a scheme composed
ot cottages in two terraces. The number ot

houses was fixed by the town council. There
are to be thirty one-room-and-kitchen houses,

with bathroom and scullery; ten two-room-
aud-kitchen houses, with bathroom and
scullery, and the remainder of a larger class

of house. The estimated cost is £13,000. The
scheme had its inception in an offer by Lord
Hamilton ot Dalzell to give the town council

some ground lying south-west of Catherine-

street, closely adjoining the Clyde Valley

Electric Power Works, and extending almost

to Adele-street, several acres in all. If this

housing experiment should prove satisfactory,

facilities will be granted for extension in

other parts ot the town, in accordance with

the requirements of the people.

PROPOSED NEW CONSTITUTIONAL
CLUB, GREAT GRIMS3Y.—Members ot

the Society ot Architects are requested not

to take part in the above competition with-

out first ascertaining from the secretary

whether the conditions are such as can be

approved by the society.

VENICE.—With reference to the com-

petition for the construction of villa-flats at

the Lido, Venice, it is notified by H.M.
Consul-General at that city (Mr. G. Camp-
bell) that, in order to obviate the necessity for

competitors visiting Venice to view the site,

the company has prepared a large coloured

plan ot the Lido, which may be obtained on

payment ot 5trs. (4s.) from the " Direzione

della Compagnia Italiana dei Grandi Alberghi

(Riparto Concorso Internazionale dei Villini),

S. Maria del Giglio," Venice, where also

plans will be received up to noon on June 30.

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE.—A jury

composed of Messrs. Paul P. Cret, ot Phila-

delphia ; William H. Kendall and H. Van

Buren Magonigle, ot New York City; with

Professor Warren P. Laird, of the University

of Pennsylvania, acting as professional

adviser, has awarded to Messrs. Palmer,

Hornbostel, and Jones, the first premium in

the competition tor the proposed new joint

city and county building, to be located at

Wilmington, Del. The estimated cost ot the

building is l,000,000dol.

oo •

The death is announced from Los Angeles ot

Mr. R. B. Young, President ot the Southern

California Chapter ot the American Institute

^'f Architects.

The Exeter City Council, having consulted Mr.

T. H. Mawson, as to the preparation ot a scheme

of town planning, the latter has prepared a com-

prehensive report for the erection of a new Free

Library on a site included in the demolition area

of the Paul-street improvement.

Mr. B. E. Osmaslon, of the School of Forestry,

Oxford, has been appointed adviser in forest

matters for a group of counties, of which Kent

is one. Any farmers, landowners, or others who
desire advice on the management of woodlands

can avail themselves of Mr. Osmaston's services.

No fee is charged; but farmers in respect of

whose woods advice is given will be asked to

contribute towards the officer's travelling

expenses.

Work in connection with Berwick's new fish-

quay has now been begun. A timber quay is

being constructed 40Dtt. in length and 35ft. m
width. Behind this, about 1,700 square feet of

ground will be reclaimed. Alongside the quay

the depth at low water will be 7ft., and 20tt.

off there will be a depth of 10ft. Messrs. Kirton

have now practically finished the dredging con-

tract. The contractors for the new quay are

Messrs. Brims and Co., Newcastle. It will pro-

vi.le accommodation for 100 boats at all stages

of the tide.
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BIRMINGHAM.—The new public

swimining- and private baths for women,
forming an extension of the Kent-street esta-

blishment, will be opened on Monday next.

The new buildings provide a swimming-bath,
75ft. in length by 30ft. wide, the floor having

been constructed with a gradient of 4ft. 6in.

at the shallow end and 7ft. at the deep end.

There are promenades and dressing-rooms on
all sides of the bath, and spectators' galleries

have been provided. On each side of the

main entrance nine first-class and nine

second-class private baths have been con-

structed. The internal walls throughout are

lined with glazed bricks, the scheme of colour

being silver-grey and white.- with green
Carrara for moulded work. The building has

been designed by Messrs. Cossins, Peacock,
and Bewlay, architects, Birmingham, and
erected for the corporation by llessrs. B.

Whitehouse and Sons. The engineering work
has been carried out by the engineering staff

of the department, uiider the directions of

Mr. J. Cox.

EGREMON'T.—A new council school is

being built in Church-street, Egremont, Wal-
lingsea. It will accommodate 1.030 scholars,

and is being built from plans by Messrs.

Appleyard and Quiggen, of Liverpool, whose
design was recently selected in competition.

The main building, which is to be faced with

hand-made bricks, has a basement and two

upper floors, and is divided into four de-

partments. The boys' and girls' depart-

ments are placed on the first floor, and the

infants' and special subjects department on

the ground floor. The three former each

comprise seven classrooms, assembly hall,

teachers' common rooms, and cloakroom and

lavatory accommodation, and the latter

rooms for cookery and laundry work, manual
instruction and practical work, and school

medical officer.

The Warden and Fellows of Winchester

College have entrusted to Mr. Reginald Blom-

field. R.A.. F.R.I. B.A., the restoration of School,

a beautiful building of the Renaissance type, of

which Sir Christopher Wren was the architect.

Mr. George T. Hovey, senior member of the

firm of George T. Hovey and Son. architects,

of Marietta. Ohio, died on January 20, in his

seventv-seventh vear. Mr. Hovey was one of

the oldest practising architects in Ohio. He was
a member of the Western Association of Archi-

tects when it was merged with the American
Institute.

Mr. George L. Pepler, Local Government
Board Inspector, held an inquiry at the town-

hall, Hnddersfield. on Friday, into the applica-

tion of the HuddersfieU Town Council for

authority to prepare three town - planning

schemes. The scheme? rr-fer to lands com-
prising 311 acres at Bi.l • lij :' -i, and Far-

town ; 1,076 acres at r. '
II

- M, Dalton.

and Longley; and 913 i lunl Moor.

I.indlev. Lockwood, I,, i j i
'iirl.ine, and

Paddock. There was opposition on the part of

At the Edinburgh Dean of Guild Court, on

Friday, the application of the Central Picture

House. Portobello. Ltd.. for a pictnre-houiie at

the corner of High-street and Hope-lane.

Portobello, was contin\ied. In connection with

it, the Lord Dean of Guild, Mr. J. Macintyre
Henrv. F.R.I.B.A., said it was proposed to make
the front of brick, and to have it cemented over.

The Court decidedly objected to that, and they

would like the apphcant to consider the matter
before the case came up again for consideration.

This was a prominent site in the centre of

Portobello, and they knew how shabby these

faced-up buildings became.

At Parkham. Devon, on Monday evening, Mr.
H. A. Chapman. F.RI B.A.. on behalf of the
Local Government Board, held the first of three

inquiries into the application of the Bideford
Rural District Council for sanction to borrow
the sum of £2.700 for the purpose of erecting

workmen's dwellings. The clerk to the council

stated that the application was for £2,700. of

which £146 was for land, and £2,554 for build-

ings and water supply. That would enable the

council to erect ten cottages—two at Buckland
Brewer, two at Parkham, four at Hartland, and
two at Woolsery. The annual loss to the

council would be about £70—equal to |d. rate.

PROFESSIONAL AND TKADE
SOCIETIES.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION OF
IRELAND.—A meeting of this association

was held on Thursday evening, at 15, South
Frederick-lane, Dublin, the president, Pro-
fessor W. A. Scott, A.R.I.B.A., in the chair.

Mr. R. Gower Sargent, of the Great Northern
Railway Co., Ireland, read a paper on " Steel

and Steelwork." He described the process

of manufacture of modern steel, and pro-

ceeded to work out various simple problems
of steel construction, such as are met with in

architectural practice. Referring to the steel-

frame structures in America, the lecturer

quoted examples of the speed with which sky-

scrapers are erected, illustrations of the

buildings at various stages at few days'

interval being thrown upon the screen. The
lecture concluded with numerous views of

well-known bridges at home and abroad, and
Mr. Sargent pointed out that the rapid

growth of the weight of locomotives and their

increasing speed presented serious problems
to the railway engineer. Mr. M. J. Burke
proposed, and Mr. L. F. Guon seconded, a

vote of thanks to the lecturer.

THE LEEDS AND YORKSHIRE ARCHI-
TECTURAL SOCIETY.—A meeting of the

above society was held last Thursday,
March 19, at the Leeds Institute, Cookridge-
street. Mr. A. E. Kirk, A.R.I.B.A. (the

president), occupied the chair, and Mr. Wm.
Milburn, A.R.I.B.A., of Newcastle, gave a

lecture on " Modern Hospitals," with illus-

trations by lantern-slides. Mr. Milburn
opened his remarks by a few comparisons of

modern English hospitals, followed by
examples of many Continental types of hos-

pitals, more particularly those of Germany.
.Attention was drawn to the extensive

grounds and their laying-out, also to the

more open distribution of the various depart-

ments. The combination of infectious

diseases and surgical and medical depart-

ments under one institution was noticeable,

also the absence of out-patients' departments

in Germany. A few American examples of

hospitals were a great contrast to the latter,

being of seven and eight stories in height.

Details of the different departments were

dealt with, and proved most interesting. Dr.

Eddison proposed a vote of thanks to the

lecturer, and Mr. S. D. Kitson seconded

' LONDON MASTER BUILDERS' ASSO-
CIATION MONTHLY REPORT. — The
ordinary meeting of the council was held or

Thursday, the lOth instant, at the offices

Kohi-Noor House, Kingsway, W.C, th<

president, Mr. Walter Lawrence, jun., ii

the chair. The suggestions of the Nationa

Board of Conciliation with respect to the

trade dispute were very carefully con-

sidered, and it was resolved that inasmuch

as they were somewhat indefinite, the board

should be requested to supply further infor-

mation in order to ascertain how far-reach-

ing the suggestions are. The reports made
by members of the men returning to work

upon the present individual undertaking

were most satisfactory. It was resolved that

at an early opportunity the policy of the

council would be laid before the members in

general meeting. Several new members
were elected, and further applications for

membership received.

ROYAL SOCIETY OF BRITISH
SCULPTORS.—At the annual meeting of

the Royal Society of British Sculptors, held

on Tuesday night. Sir Thomas Brock, R.A.,

was elected president (in succession to Sir

George Frampton. R.A., resigned), Mr. T.

Stirling Lee vice-president (in succession to

Mr. Reynolds Stephens), and the following

comprise the new council :—Messrs. S.

Nicholson Babb. W. R. Colton. A.R.A. ; T.

Mewburn Crook, R.B.A. ; Alfred Drury,

R.A. ; W. S. Frith. Basil Gotto, A. H.
Hodge, T. Stirling Lee. Bertram Mackennal,

M.V.O., A.R.A. ; Paul Montford, R.B.A. ;

A. G. Walker, and F. Derweiit Wood,
A.R.A. Only Mr. Mackennal, Mr. Derwent
Wood, and Mr. Hodge were on the council

before the controversy last month about Mr.

Havard Thomas's action in regard to the

commissions for statues to be placed in

Cardiff Town Hall.

HAYWARD BROS. AND ECKSTEIN,
LTD.—NOT HAWARD BROS., LTD.

To (he Editor of tlu' Bl'M.DINO Nt'.ws.

Sir,—We shall be glad if you will note that

we are not in any way connected with

Haward Bros., Ltd., of" Waltham Cross,

against which company a winding-up order

has recently been made, in case any of your

subscribers should confuse us with that firm.

—We are, etc.,

H.4YWAED Bros, and Eckstein, Ltd.

J. Gray, Secretary.

187 to 201, Union-street, Borough,
London, S.E., March 21.

PARLIAMENTABY NOTES.
BUILDERS' PROFITS. -Mr. F. Hall (U ,

Dulwich) asked the Chancellor of the Exchequer
on the 19th inst. it legislation would be intro-

duced in the present session, and, if so, when,
with a view to making it clear that builders'

profits were exempt from increment duty under

the Finance Act, 1910? — Mr. Montagu: The
Government propose shortly to introduce legisla-

tion relating to builders' profits on the lines of

the clause in the Revenue Bill of last session.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

BR.\DFORD —The Bradford Sewage Com-
mittee of llie Corporation have approved of the

principle of a low-level scheme for carrying the

sewa.'e over the River Aire and the canal at

Thackley. The valley crossing is to be 30ft.

lower than was provided for in the original

plans, reducing the estimated outlay from

£72,000 to about £42,000. The committee have

five instructions to the waterworks engineer

(Mr. James Watson) and the sewage engineer

(Mr. James Garfield) to prepare plans and esti-

mates for submission to the committee.

HULL.—The corporation health committee

adopted on Friday the report of a sub-

committee on the question of converting existmg

sanitary conveniences into the water-carriage

system. It was decided to deal with 2,500 con-

versions, and to apply to the Local Government

Board for sanction to borrow £20.000. If the

whole scheme of substituting water-carriage for

tlie present accommodation is proceeded with,

there will be 43.065 conversions. The worst

areas are to be dealt with first, and in certain

cases the cost will be borne equally by the

owner of the property and the corporation.

Fifty-seven applications were made to the

council of the Institution of Municipal and

County Engineers for the position of secretary,

in succession to Mr. Thomas Cole, whose resigna-

tion was recently accepted. The choice of the

council fell upoii Mr. J. W. Dudley Robinson.

B Sc secretary in the central offices of the

University of London. The salary is £400 a

H.M. Consul at Punta Arenas, Chile (Mr. C.

A. Milward) reports that he has received an

inquiry for the names of United Kingdom con-

structors of wooden houses, sheds, cottages, etc.,

who ship these buildings in sections complete, so

that they can be easily erected at their destina-

tion. Catalogues, with prices (if possible c.i.f.).

should be sent by United Kingdom builders of

wooden houses, etc., to the British Consulate,

Punta Arenas.

The Leathersellers' Company are rebuilding

Xos. 54 to 66, Bishopsgate, and are negotiating

with the City Corporation for their sanction to

build over the entrance to St. Helens-place. on

the understanding that widening of Bishopsgate

shall be effected at this point, by setting

back the new premises, without cost to the

ratepayers. The plans have been prepared by

Mr. Howard Chatfeild Clarke. The scheme is

still under consideration by a committee of the

City Council.

As a memorial of the late Sir Robert Boyce

Professor of Pathology at the University of

Liverpool, and one of the f,iti;.i i^ invr^ti^ators

of the Liverpool School of T
i

i! ^I ! :nc, a

mural tablet has been pli'
-

i
: ' mce-

hall of the Thompson-Yau- 1. i :
the

University. The tablet, whi.u .. ,.. ...,,. ..ilJ by

Mr. C. J. Allen, sculptor, has as a centrepiece

a bust in marble of the deceased scientist. The

Vice-Chancellor. Sir Alfred Dale, publicly un-

1 veiled the tablet on Friday.
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LEGAl, INTELLIGENCE.
THE HOLKORX ANCTKXT-LIGHT CASK.
-In the rhanocrv Division, liefore Mr. Jnstici

Sargant. the hearin

d, it

tinned of the case of Dean v. The Prudential

Assurance Company, Ltd.—an action by the

plaintiff for an injunction to restrain the

defendants from conliniiing the erection of

biiildiiii"! -f l'>>rriTv_'"^'i-^n-i^i-t Holborn, to the

south ^r •'

' 1 .
• ! iluMtiff's premises

in Lei'jii '

>''
'

'

i' "- to the rear of

the Pru i
:.:...', i ;, ! , k ..f buildings so

astool.-;i 11 ill' .in, I. hi l^lii-iit the plamtin s

premises. Mr. JIark KomVr. K.C, and Mr,

Rowlands appeared for the plaintiif; and Mr.

Martelli, K.C, and Mr, Sayer for the defendants.

At the conclusion, after hearing evidence,

"ivin" judgment, his Lordship said he had

visited the factory. The rights of the plaintiff

were, in his judgment, undoubted, and his

remedy was not by way of damages. There was

the best reason for grant inp an injunction.

When a plaintiff had held property

ment with a view to sale, and li;i

had been held that damages did as well as an

injunction. But here the boot was on the other

leg. The defendants were building for invest-

ment, and the plaintiff desired to cariy on his

business. He saw no reason for turning him
out of a factory where he had been carrying on

business successfully, and he should grant him
the injunction prayed for. with costs against

the defendants. He thought the defendants
should make some substantial alteration in

their building, not of the nature of a mere
splaying off similar to that which had been
already contemplated.

IN RE PETIIKK. DIX. AND CO.—At tlie

London Bankrn;i'> 1.11; Mr l.'-iirir 11.. I

has held the piM 1
1 1

:

John Dix anil ' M
. 1 !

works contract 111 ' \ 1
1

ii^' iiihn.; i-

Pethick, Dix, and I II
I In .1 11 . m.-rd nf affairs

showed gross l.r In- L,".J (199. of which
.-634,354 was ex n I

in imk fm- dividend,

against assets rnn^i-imL' nf a had book debt,

£6,447. The examination was concluded as con-
cerned Mr. Pethick, and adjourned to April 30
in the matter of Mr. Dix for further accounts
to be supplied.

RETIRED BUILDER'S WILL.-The Presi-

dent of the Probate and Divorce Division. Sir
Samuel Evans, and a special jurv concluded on
Friday the four days' lu-arin^ of an action as

to the . - r. I

'• Mil III, i.Ii ]),,..] N, 11, .mi, I

Osmeid II'
. !

' Mil I
r Wim l.,ii,i, . 11,11

who ill.
,

l .

'II':'
.1.1 I'll" II ,1" |.,i'.,ri,

>:7,700 1 I" I'l N ,,. ,.'.1
I ,ii,i-. ml.,,

legatee.,,. (,i ui.lt.l a «ill ,u.d r.idird. .lau-.l

March 6. 1913, by which the testator cut olT

his wife with a shilling, and left the residue
to the children of his deceased brother Robert.
The defendants, Mr. William Osment a hrotlier
and the widow. Mrs. Florence Osment con^
tested the will and codicil, alleging that they
were not duly executed, the testator at the time
being mentally incapable owing to epilepsy and
chronic alcoholism. They set up a will of
August, 1912. The jury fiund that the will and
codicil of March, 1913, were dnlv executed the
testator being of sm,,, 1 mind. His I.onlsliip pro-

costs, to conn . 1,,. (.slate
devised as leg a, , iimr, and
Mr. Samuel F.d., inldir. the
two executors atm idamnns in the action

Coil

The
I 11 has just been

augmented bv n nking of a second
artesian well at ih, foriinralion waterworks.
Messrs. Thomas Wilson and Sons were the con-
tractors.

At a special meeting of llie Dunstable Town
Council held last week. Mr. Arthur Fawcett
Wilkins. of Barnet. was appointed as surveyor
and inspector of nuisances for the borough, in
succession to Mr. John Stewart, resigned.

At the last meeting of the town council of
Rochdale, Mr. P. W. Hathaway was given
ofBcial status as borough architect, and his
salary raised from .£270 to 4:290 a year. Some
members urged that the value of' his service
warranted a salary of £300 a year.

The new Royal Library at Berlin, which has
been in course of erection for twelve years past.
was inaugurated on Sunday by the Emperor of
Germany, viho described the building as a
master work of German architecture. "On the
occasion of the inaueuration, the architect of
the building, Herr Ernst Eberhard vnn Ihiie,

of Berlin, received tfie title of Excellency.

®nr illustrations.

PROPOSED HOUSE AT KXOWLE.
WARWICKSHIRE.

This country hoiuse has been planned for

an open site of some sixty acres, having an
approach from the north. The actual
building area is level ; but the ground slopes
sharply in front of the house to the south-
east, giving extremely good views over
typical Warwickshire country. The walling
generally to be of rough texture, sand-faced
narrow bricks; the cornice, porch, etc., of

Hollington best white stone, roofed with
Dutch pantiles. Neighbouring houses on the
west side prevented advantage being taken
of that outlook, and so the plans allow for
that difficulty being taken into account. A
special requirement also influenced the plan
-viz., that the hall and billiard-roora had to

bo arranged so that both could be thrown
together for special occasions, dances, etc.

Mr. Alan Brace, of Lincoln's Inn, is the
architect. This drawing was shown lately

at the Triangle Club, Maddox - street
Galleries.

NEW ALTAR SCREEN AND ROOD,
ABBEY CHURCH OF ST. MARY AND
THOMAS OF CANTERBURY,
WYMONDHAM, NORFOLK.
The choir of Wymondham Church has

jniir- : lint tlie centraftower and the doorways,
Ik j.iM' aci'pss to the nave through its

:ii
I

1^1' uiipierceil west wall, remain.
\-:aiii-i this wall it is proposed to place a

wiiiiil.ii altar-screen, surmounted by a tester,

and a rood-beam in advance of it, somewhat
in the manner of Westminster Abbey, as

shown in the Islip roll. The whole of the
work is intended to be decorated in gold and
colour, and the drawing shows the elaborate
scheme of imagery and heraldry which has
been worked into the design to i'lhistrate the

history of the church from its first connection
with the Abbey of St. Alban down to the
present day, Tlie present position of the
altar is the position in the nave where the
rood alwnvs stood, and records show that
there was a rood in Wymondham Church. The
ri'storation of the building was commenced
about ten years ago, during the vicarate of

the Rev. the Hon. Archibald Parker, M,A.
(now vicar of Wem, Shropshire). No
less than £20,000 was spent on the building,
which was in a most mined strife. It is now
proposed to cnmpl, t,- tli.' 1 r-inration and to

erect an altar-siT-.n iL'-iumil hv Mr. .1. N.
Comper, the aieliiti'.t. Hi.- n.lal cost, when
complete, will be ,t4.t>llil ; Imt it is evident
that the work can be done 111 parts, and
after the screen, the tester, and rood are
erected, the figures of the saints can be added
from time to time as M-ar, ^:nli\ and ni'i-asiou

offers. This is lli, Ini' -|,iril m uhudi to
restore an old bnildinL'. l.\' ei'i.iiiiL' s,,iMething

worthy of such n Ld.ni.iii- old elnireli. even
though it may take years to complete the
design. The vicar of Wymondham is en-
deavouring to obtain some £2,500 with, which
to start, and the object needs every support
t'l . iiiilil, 1,1111 to carry out this fine and suit-

ak , k. ,,,. iikiiiit to be taken in hand. We
1,.. ki'd to add that the Rev. S.

.Maiiiii .Jiiiu.s will be glad for any sub-

scription or promises of help. It is expected
it will take over a year to carve and decorate
and complete even the first portion of the
work to be undertaken.

R.I.B.A. PUGIN STUDENTSHIP PRIZE
DRAWINGS, 1914: ST. PETER'S
CHURCH, FORDHAM, CAMBRIDGE-
SHIRE.—THE NORTH PORCH AND
CHAPEL.
We have selected this admirable set of

drawings from Mr. W. Cecil Young's
studentship prize studies, as the subject is

not well known, and it is of great interest.

The Pugin Student has sent us the following
particulars :— Sufficient evidence remains to

make certain that the original church of St.

Peter at Fordham. near Newmarket, was of

a Norman foundation, .4ddition3 were pro-

bably made in the 1.3th century at the east

end. The Late Decorated porch on the north
side was apparently next added, -while some
hundred years later almost the whole of the
12th-century work was demolished and re-

built as seen now, and is worthy of little note.
The north porch has a roof of" no fewer than
six vaulted bays, running east and west, and
supporting a" parvis chamber, which is

approached from without by a stone stair-

ease, and seemingly this building was
designed for a chapel, having a .separate dedi-

cation to St. Mary Magdalene.

A GROUP OF THREE COUNTRY
COTTAGES IN SUSSEX,

(For the assessor's award in this Building
Ne-ws Designing Club competition see pages
422-4,) ««

CHIPS. ^^
Mr. Edward Park, of Sedbergh, has 'been

appointed surveyor of highways for the south
subdistrict of the Horncastle Rural District

Council. fcl

A new parish church of St, Mordan is being
binlt at Falkirk at an estimated cost of £5,000,

from plans by Mr, Macgregor Chalmers, of

Glasgow. ,4'll

Mr. George Ernest Ashforth, chief assistant

surveyor to the Durham County Council, has

been appointed assistant county surveyor and
bridemaster for Cheshire.

There was unveiled at the Birmingham
Queen's Hospital, Birmingham, on Friday, a

marble bust of the late Professor Jordan Lloyd,

the eminent surgeon, who was connected with

that institution during a period of thirty years,

Tlie bust was executed by Mr, Albert Toft,

West Ham Town Council have decided to

purchase, at a cost of £10.000 for the purpose of

a public recreation-ground, the sports ground
and a portion of the Memorial Estate at Manor-
road. The land, which has an area of 26 acres,

was recently purchased by Sir John Bethell.

The Duchess of Marlborough formally opened

on Wednesday cvenins a new secondary County
Council sclio.il 111 ill.' Ili_'k,'_'; a,l. Kentish

Town. The 11' .'.
' I

1
'

' 'I' iirnnimodii-

labor itor es

room

The
with ^ypt 1 Government has placed an order

Sulzer Bros., Switzerland, and

Norfolk-street, Strand, W.C, for a large pump-
ing installation, which is to be erected near

Baltim in the Delta of the Nile. The value of

the contract, exclusive of buildings and canals,

amounts to about £180,000.

•At Chester-le-Street a Local Government
Board inquiry has been held into an applicati

of the urban district

loan of £50,609 for the j
erection of working-cl

Boyd and Groves, Emen
street, Newcastle-on-Tyn

The Brighton Corpora

for sanction to a

chase of land and the

dwellings. Messrs.

Chambers, Blackett-

are the architects,

n approved on Tues-

day plans fill 111' . '1,-1
1

, 'I ion of a new band-

sta'nd and .," In- West Pier, while

the Palace Ik 1

. idened and provided

with a coven I
i,,, k, n, 1 .iceommodating 4,000

people, in additinn to an outdoor restaurant at

the pier-head. These improvements involve an

expenditure of £40,000.

Mr. H. S. Stewart, A.R.I.B.A.. a Local

Government Board inspector, conducted a

stormy inquiry at Meare. near Glastonbury, on

Friday, relative to an application by the Wells

Rural District Council for sanction to borrow

£1,500 for the purpose of a housing scheme for

the village under Part III. of the Housing of

the Working Classes Act, 1890 Mr. Warren,

of Messrs. Better and Warren, presented plans

for the cottages, which were to be built in one

block, each house to have three bedrooms, a

sitting-room, and a scullery, with 20 perch of

land.

The four Lunettes for the decoration of the

dome of the reception-room of the recently-

reconstructed Royal West of England .\cademy.

Br istol, are now 'oniplete The'y are the work

of Commendal '1 \v ill. 1 r ranf , who received

th e commissii. . 1,. ,
'

ill of a 1 open competi-

tic n, the 111.1 ' I'l . 1
'

- ..1 M Dira, Pite, and

Lethaby, of tin ;.i\ ,ii 1 I'M. e ' Art, selecting

his designs fi.mi li,,.e ..ei.l ri u ider seal. Two
of the Lunettes, "Painting ai d • Craft sman-

sh p," both illust ated in ou rer

mbcr, were in heir nlaces whf n the Academy
wa and the other two.

"Architecture" a nd "Sculpture,' were exhibited

at Leighton Hous6 last week
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Professor Edunnl Scliroder Prior, M.4
F.S.A., t'.R.I.B.A. ; Mr. Julius Olsson, the
seascape paiuter ; and Professor R. Arming
Bell, decorative artist and illustrator, of

Glasgow School of Art, were elected Asso-
ciates of the Royal Academj- at a general
assembly held on Friday evening. Mr. Prior,
who takes the place of the President of the
Royal Institute of British Architects, now a
full Academician, is the third son of Mr. ,1.

V. Prior, Chancerv Barrister, and was born
in 1852. Educated at Harrow and Cains
College. Cambridge, where he distinguished
himself as an all-round athlete, he was a
pupil of the late R. Xorman Shaw, R.A., and
joined the Royal Institute as a Fellow eight
years ago. He has been architect to Cam-
bridge University. Harrow School, and Win-
chester College, and is responsible for a
number of churches and houses in various
parts of England. One of the founders of

the Art Workers' Guild, he was its Master
in 1906. and has been secretary to the Arts
and Crafts (London) Exhibition Society since

1902. He is Slade Professor of the Fine Arts
at Cambridge, and author of a well-written
"History of Gothic Art in England."

There is being exhibited this week in the
North Court at South Kensington a collection

of articles generouslv leTjt by the Earl of

Dalkeith, including a'valnable" Persian carpet
from Montagu House. Its date is about 1600.

The centre contains a pattern of palmettes
and curved stems on a deep red ground,
while the border has an arrangement of

shaped compartments on a dark green ground,
with palmettes. cloud forms, and floral stems
in colours. Lord Dalkeith's carpet resembles
one now preserved in the Hall of the Girdlers'
Company, in Basinghall-street, which was
executed in 16.30-4. In it also there is a

central panel with palmette devices, on a red
ground, and a wide border, but the design is

more crowded. The East India Company
records show that it was made for Robert
Bell, the Master of the Girdler's Company,
in the Royal factory at Lahore, in which
Persian workmen were employed.

The report on the local passenger trans-
portation problem of Mr. J. McElroy,
general manager of the Manchester Corpora-
tion Tramways, was submitted to the tram-
ways committee of that corporation at their
meeting on Tuesday. The report is based on
the investigations of the general manager,
and the chief civil engineer of the depart-
ment, in the large cities of Great Britain,

America, and the Continent. It deals with
the limits to the growth of a tramway system,
the question of the provision of rapid transit

lines, tramway subn-ays, motor-'buses. new
arterial lines, city torm'innls. and the financial

questions involMil in ili. |iniposals. Among
the places visii-l I. \| MElroy and the
chief civil P„u ! \. .V York, Phila-
delphia. Bostfm, ( li. :i_.. I' 11 -burg, Newark.
Montreal, Toronto, I'.ti,^, Berlin. Vienna,
Hamburg, London, and Glasgow. The main
proposals of the report arp : The construction
of half a dozen new arterial routes. The
provision of four tramway terminals. The
opening up of negotiations witli the corpora-
tion of Salford as regards the tramway
traffic entering the city from the Salford side.

The streets in the centre of the city are.

states the report, so badly laid out for'traffic

purposes that a determined effort should be
made to effect some imn.-..v,.,>.on/ ind the
committee propose a " I'^oting

St. Peter's -square uire—
forming a continuation , t ; and
a widening of Fountain -.i... ....,, Ahuket-
atreet to Princess-street, and of Cooper-
street from Princess-street to the above-
named new street.

The corporation of Rochdale have under
consideration several suggested alterations to

their code of bnildinV bv-laws. brought
forward by the local Master Builders' Asso-
ciations. Among these proposals is one that
party walls, which at present have to be
carried up 9in. thick to the roof, should be
that thickness up to the bedroom floor only.

and above that 4Jin. At present each house

must have at least two rooms with 120 square
feet of Hoor area, other rooms not less than
80 square feet. The builders propose 120
square feet for one living-room, the second
floor to be divided into three bedrooms, if

thought desirable. Sleeping rooms must not
be less than 8ft. 6iu. high. The builders
suggest a reduction of this minimum to an
average 8ft. Less expensive modes of house-
drainage are also urged.

The report for 1912 by the Chief Registrar
of Friendly Societies of the proceedings of
the Registrars under the Building Societies
Acts has been issued as a White Paper. On
December .SI, 1912, there remained on the
register 1,684 societies (1,480 in England and
Wales, 120 in Scotland, and 78 in Ireland).
Of these 144 were in process of dissolution
and 23 winding-up. Fifty were unin-
corporated. The membership of building
societies was 608,737. against 605,209 in the
previous year, and the total receipts were
£22,355,236. against £22,045.359. The
advances on mortgage were, however, less,

being £8.438,256. against £9,004,093. Since
the winding-up of the two Birkbeck societies
in 1911 the group of unincorporated societies
has become of considerably lessened import-
ance, and there now remain only 50 of these
old societies, their aggregate membership
being 35,000, as compared with a membership
of over half a million in the 1,588 in-

corporated societies making returns. The
progress of building societies appears to have
been more satisfactory during 1912 than in

1911. The present trend of building society

activity appears to be in the direction of

absorption of an increasing amount of busi

ness by the larger permanent societies.

A most useful book for all concerned with

decoration is "Stencils and Stencilling," by
Arthur Louis Duthie (Trades Papers Publish-

ing Co., Ltd., 365, Birkbeck Bank-chambers,
High Holborn, W.C. .3s.) It is based on the

obvious need of most decorators of help in

design, and not so much in regard to the

practical side of their work ; but the latter is

by no means neglected. Undoubtedly, as Mr.
Duthie says, style in ornament depends
largely on the limitations of the process. If

they are borne in mind, the use of stencilling

is legitimate and advantageous. It should,

however, be remembered that much orna-

ment, however satisfactory in itself, when
otherwise employed, is quite unsuitable for

steneilwork. Mr. Duthie's examples are

well conceived, and his many practical hints

will be found of value.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Fbidat (To-dat). — Leicester and Leicestershire

Society of Architects. " Domes." by
A. .1. Wood ; and " A Sketching Tour
in Normandy," by C. .1. M. Cowdell.

Glasgow Archil
Socii

SATUBDAT (TO-MOBROW).— Ai-.l,i

Visit to Roehiih,;. •
i

- -.

House. Garden^ -i h •-'!,-! :! li-

Meet at the Lodue, m.. .-^i-ii ^ Ho i-,.

Priory-lane. Roeliamptou. 3 p.ui.

MOND-VT.—.Architectural .Association. Short Paii. i

on the Work of the late lle^sis

Botlley and Garner, and the latf JIv

•J. F. Bentlev. and exhibition o

designs 1 *

Com I l.cture No. 3.

byl'i in.

Tuesday. — Eoyal ^ " The Oil
Eesoui^r-. -. ..- l,...iJ,ic," by Dr. F.

MoUwo revluii 1 -aipm.
Institution of Civil Engineers. Dis-

cussion on " Some Recent Develop-
ments in Commercial Motor-
Vehicles." ; and "Comparative
Economics of Tramways and Railless
Electric Traction." 8 p.m.

Fbipat.—Students' Meeting. " East Stirlingshire
Waterworks, and a Note on Eai'then
Embaiikments." by Oswald I. Bell.

Stud.Inst.C.E. 8 p.m.

The

Wvatt ^Blos.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.

iges and double paj' for overtime.
at the Drill Hall on Tuesday niL-lit

to receive the report that the masters refused to
recognise the men's federation in the negotia-
tions. The question whether the men were in
favour of a strike on March 31 unless there was
recognition before that date was submitted, and
there voted for 628, and against 347. A two
thirds majority was, however, necessary, to
carry the resolution into effect, and the 628 fell
short of the two-thirds by 30. It was decided to
call another meeting next week to consider
wlu'thcr the federation should have' power to
lall out the men on April 14 if recognition was
still refused.

NEWCASTLB-ON-TYNE.—There is a move-
ment among the building trade operatives in
Newcastle for a general advance of wages. The
requests range from ^d. per hour to Id. per hour
increase. The men base their claim principally
on the ground of increased cost of living.

ROCHESTER AND CHATHAM.-The master
builders of Rochester, Chatham, and district
have agreed to an advance of ^d. per hour to
carpenters and joiners, and also to labourers, in

their employ from May I next. The increase
for carpenters will be from 8.^d. to 9d. per hour,
and that to labourers from 5Jd. to 6d.

YORK.—The house-painters and paperhangers
are seeking an advance in wages, failing whicli
they have decided to come out on strike on
April 1. They are asking for an advance of

Ud-- to 9d. per hour. The employers offer ^d.
per hour advance on April 1. and another Jd.
at the end of two years: but this offer has been
rejected

.

TBADE NOTES.
Messrs. .1. E. and S. Spencer have removed

their offices to 16, Dowgate-hill, B.C., and their
warehouse-:; to 33, Dowgate-hill.

Under the direction of the Bromsgrove Higher
Education Committee, the Boyle system of
ventilation (natural), embracing" Boyle's latest
patent "Air-pump" ventilators and air-inlets,

has been applied to the main room of the
Bromsgrove School of Art.

The Great Central Railw.ay announce that
passengers who book early in advance by their
express excursions will have a seat reserved for
them without extra charge on the trains leaving
Marylebone on Thursday, April 9. This will

obviate the necessity of rushing to the station
a considerable time before the train's departure
to secure a seat.

Mr. Samuel T. Nunn, surveyor, 5, Queen-
square, Bloonisbnry, London, has entered into
partnership with his friends and colleagues.
.Messrs. v.. J Run- and Son. as from March 25.

Tlic j. Mil 1-1,, ill henceforth be continued
un.l. 1

i, '.
i; .r. Burr, Son, and Nunn.

Till- I
:

I
li plione number will remain

of thf Con

il tlie town clerk, Mr, A. Varley,
riion of a road, 42ft. wide, from
Keighlev. The estimated cost is

n.-lM > i\
; I

i.i.a-..;-!- SirRirhanl Maiil-v
Sir l: 111 Mr. F. A. Bevan. Mr. H
Co-iM l: I: md Mr. Frank Debenhani
Thr III 111 11 h 1;,. Ii,.en at work for over fift^

years, and il now distributes some £15.000 pei

annum in annuities to needy
travellers and widows.

The Ravensbourne Residential Club m Eltham-
lane. Lee Green, built at a cost of *18.O0O for

the assistants in a firm of St. Paul's Church-
yard, was opened by Sir Frederick (^ook. Bart.,

on Saturday afternoon.
Mr. James Sant, K.A.. who is in his ninety-

fourth year, has resigned his membership of the
Royal Academy. A pupil of John Varlev and
Sir Augustus Calcott. R.A., Mr. Sam .i ; , '. n. 1

A.R.A. 1861. and :

The completion for the urban i i 1

of Harpenden of a sewage-disp .-,il ^clu-ni- va^
celebrated by a public banquet in that town last

week. The works have been carried out from
plans by .Mr. A. P., I. Cotterell, M.LC.E., and
has involved an expenditure of £40.000. :ilr

Thomas was the resident engineer.
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LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
SteoIJoists. Belgian and German „« ^ „

(ex steamer. London) per ton £6 2 6 to £6 5

Steel .Toists. English 7 10 „ 7 1? 6

Wroiight-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,, 826
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or „ „ „
Snuare 90 „

Do., Welsh.. 5 15 „ 6 17

Boiler Plates. Iron— „ „ „ „ ,„ n
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Beat Snedsbill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles lOs., Tees aOs. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, *c,, £8 15a to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron—
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8*9 9/3 9/9 10/3 111- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt:

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-Iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Boiled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 550
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 0,,
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 „ —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
flOlOs. fl0 15s. £1103. £1158. £11158. per ton.

7in
.toe

) 24in. (all sizes) 5 7
• • - Od. - ton extra.

1178. 6d.

[Coated with composition,
urned and bored joints, 53. Od. per ton i

'ig Iron-
Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. IM. „ vbs. ua

iVrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 24 per cent.)—
G^s-Tubes '3 P.o

Water-Tubes 70

Steam-Tubes 66i

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65

Galvanised Water-Tubes 60

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 63

OTHER METAIiS.
1 £21 7 6 to £21 10

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town ...

,1 ,. ,, Country
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town

25
25

Country 25 15

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 27 10

„ Country 28 5

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 26
Country 26 15

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 44in.) Town 26

„ ,, „ Country 26 15

[Over 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]
Lead. Common Brands 18 17

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15

CopperSbeets. sheathing*! rods 80

Copper. British Cake and Ingot 68 15

Tin, English Ingots 175

FUBNTTURB .
HARDWOODB.

imported
„ Prm.
„ Mdm.

Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

sawn planks...

Oak : Austrian Wainecot
Walnut: Prime boards and
planks

Walnut: Mdm
Oreenheart : Hewn logs
Cedar : Cigar box
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orbam: Imp. sawn boards.

3 „ 2

Mahogany ; St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...060,, 09

African. Assinee, iSc. 5 „ 6

Lagos and Benin 4 6,, 06
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez 3 0,, 04
,, Gaboon 2 0,, 02

Batinwood : West Indian 10 „ 14

Rosewood Per ton 8 0,, 12

Lignum Vitgi 7 „ 14

STONE.'

Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 .

Darley Dale, ditto ,, 2;
Red Corsehill, ditto ,, 2

Closeburn Bed Free8tone,ditto „ 2

Ancaster, ditto ,, 1 H
Greenshill, ditto „ 1 li

Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) Oil

Hard York, ditto ,, 3

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,

landings, random sizes per foot 8up. 3

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
aides, random sizes ,, 1

"All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1

Ditto, ditto, Nine Elms Depot „ 1

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at SeatoD Station „ 1

Ditto, delivered at Nine Blma
Station „ 1

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average :

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot, I

Nine Elms Depot, or f

Pimlico Wharf )

QLAZED BRIOKS.
HARD QLAZE8, (PER 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colour!
Stretchers—
£13 7 6 £10 17 8 £13 17

Headers-
11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 1

Quoins, BuUnose, and 4iin. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 S

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 aO 17 6 i

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 i

£17 17 6 £13 7 6

Blue Portmadoc ... 20x10

5x12 ... 13 17 6

Permanent green... 20x10
. 11 12

9 12

6 12

Sheet Lead, Town
Country

Genuine White Lead
Refined Red Lead
Sheet Zinc
Old Lead, against accc

CONSTRUCTIONAL.
Yellow Pino Deals, Quebec, per standard :—

Ist quaUty £38 to £45

Spruce Deals : St. Johns ..

„ ,, Miramichi
Boards : Swag

Red Deals: Archangel let quality 21

3rd
16
13

,. ,, 8t. Petersburg

—

let quality 16 10 „ 18
3nd „ 14 10 „ 15 10

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 „ 15
Gefle, Qolhenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 „ 17

White Deals: Crown 14 ,, 15 10
Seconds 11 10 „ 13

Flooring : White and Planed—
1st and 3nd quaUty mixed ... 10 15 „ 11 16
let, 2nd, it 3rd quality mixed 10 5 „ 11
Bed Planed, let quality 14 10 0„ 17

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „ 23

Lignam Vits Per ton 7 „ 14

Per cubic foot.
Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,, 05
Pitch Pine Loge 2 0,, 02
Bircb : Quebec Logs 3 3,, 02
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0,, OB

»ny : Gaboon _ 2 0,, 02

I and 1

21 17

Two sides and one end squar
19 17 6 IS 7 6 23 17

17 7 6 15 17 6

6 26 7 6 18 17 6

6 26 17 6 19 17 6

_..___. 24 17 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double BuUnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—

6d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 6d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles-

l''2each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Cill Bullnose, Stretchers

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks 1 11 „ „ [river.

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 2 5 „ at rly. stn.

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18

Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12 C „
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ...BOO „ „

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2Sin. Best Bed Ac-

1

(Net. delivered in
crington Plastic 4 10 6 „] full truck loads
Facing Bricks ) I in London.

Accrington Best Bed Plastic Facing per 1,(

Bricks £2 10

3i- ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 3
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17
Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3i" in
thickest part 2

3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 3 6
34- ditto ditto through and through 2

3i" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and i" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each
Ditto ditto 9" xi course

Accrington Camber Arches :—

3 course deep, 44" soffit, per foot opening ... 1

4 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto ... 1

6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 3
6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 2
3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3
4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

d Headera-
.„. 6d. each 6d. each Bd. each

Maioiica or Soft Glazed Stretchere and Per 1,000

Headers ^32 17 6
Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6

C impass bricks, circular and arch bricksX Not
of single radius £6 per l.OOn over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours V ing 9in.

C.imber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4»in.

Is. 2d. each ' by 3jin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Doable
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in fall truoK loaaB

to London Stations.
8. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, deliverea

Pit Sand 7 0,.
Thames Ballaat 6 „

s. d. Per ton,

Best Portland Cement 36 a to 41 delivered

G -ound Blue Lias Lime ... 21 per ton delivered.
Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. a. d. Per yard,

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278.

railway station.

per ton at

TILES.
8. d. Dlvrd. at

flngtiles 42 per 1000 ry. stn.Plain red
Hip and Valley tiles 3

Broeeley tiles 50

Ornamental tiles 52

Hip and Valley tiles 4

Buabon red , brown, or brindled
do. (Edwards) 57

Ornamental do 60

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tUea :—Plain tiles (Peake'e) ... 46

Ornamental do 48 b

Hip tiles 3 10*perdo
Valley tiles 3 44 „
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48

Ornamental tiles 50

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Beds
Brindled tiles

Hand-made sand-faced 45

Hip tiles

Valley tiles 3 6 „
Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 ,

Pressed 47 6 ,,

Ornamental do 50

Hip tiles 4 perdoz.
,

alley tiles 3 6

OILS.

Bapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 15 to £3G

6 per

per 1000
,

per 1000

perdoz.
,

6 per 1000

perdoz.

Cottonseed, refined .

Olive, Spanish aa lu u

Seal, pale 21

Cocoanut, Cochin 46

Do., Ceylon 42 10

Do., Mauritius 42 10

Palm, Lagos 33 5

Do. Nut Kernel 35

Oleine 1' 5
Sperm 30

Lubricating U.S per gal, 7 0,

Petroleum refined 6s

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16
Do., Archangel 19 6

Linseed Oil per gal. 3 6

Baltic Oil 2 ? ^
Turpentine 2 9i

^""^'rd"ou) ''.'::}''—»• " «

"

GLASS (IN ORATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 31oz. i

,, 30

Figured Boiled and Repousalne
... 2jd. ... 3d.

White. Tinted

3id. ... 6d
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VAKNISHES, &o. Per gallon

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13

Fine Extrra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 16

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Pale French Oil 1 1

Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18

White Copal Enamel 1 4

Extra Pale Paper 1'2

Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9

Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16

Knotting 10
French and Brash PoUsh 10

The British Archaeological Association w
hold their annual meeting at Canterbury tl

vear on July 13 and 15, and have invited t

Kent Archaeological Society to join them.

Mr. John Tweed has completed his pi

liminary sketch, in clay, for the statue of i

John Moore to be erected opposite the Menior
Library at Shorncliffe Camp. The hero
Coninna is shown in Field-Marshal's u.iifor

witli sword in hand, and hat underneath I

arm. The statue will be about Sft. high.

PILKINQTON & CO.
(ESTABLISHKD 1838.)

DEPTfORD WHARF,
190 * 192, GREEK ROAD, DEPTFOBD, 8.B.

POLONCEAU ASPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing
ACTD-RESISTINO ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILICA PAVING.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from tbe Mines,
TiLEPHONE Nob. : New Ceoss 1102 (2 Lines).

Olivers'

Seasoned
Heu'd^voods,

APPLT TO-
WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BuxLhill Row, London, E.O

and Co , Ltd.,

Fountain, Sonth-

Lld.'. Pali

place. E.G.
lampton and Sons.
Mall East, S.W. ..

Elliott's Moulding and Joinery Co,

ibrary flttinss.

1,391 13

Ltd., Newbnry, Berki
Holloway, e. L.', Deptford ... 1,26S
Hammer, G. M., and Co., Ltd.,
Bermond8e.y, 8.E l,r"9 11 8

W^lie and Lockhead, Ltd.,
Bloomsburv, W.C. 1,070

White. J. P., and Sons, Ltd.,
Bedfcrd 1,C69 11 4

Libracco, Ltd., 62, Cannon-street,
E.G. (accepted) 885 12 6

PrRHAM —For taking off a corner and remaking the
read and footpath at the north end of the railway
bridge at Cropfgate Moor, near Durham, for the Durham
Rural District Council. Mr. G. Gregson, 38. Saddler-
street. Durham, surveyor :

—
Coats. T , Durha-n £844 10 n

O'iv r. R , Gilesgate \foor .967 .i 6

Meredith. B.. Anton Stile . ... 36i 2 6
Carrick, J., Darbam (accepted) ... 3r4 5 7

EsBTEE.— Fnr the snnp'y of fcur tramway-cars, for

tbe city crnncil :—
Dick, Kerr, and Co., Ltd £3 83116

HiCKXET.—For painting Detmold-road school. North
Hacbnev, for the Loniion County Council :

—
Bull, P. (accepted) £435 fl

In lieu of tender from H. C. Horswill, at £353 125.,

Backset,—For painting Mandeyille-etreet school.

South Hacliney, for the London County Council :
-

Butterp, G. (accepted) £323
In lieu of tender for £3'6 Ids. from H. C. Horswill,

withdrawn.

BovE, — For undergronnd lavatories at we«ern
esplanade, for tbe Hove Corporation. Mr. H. H. Scott,

Town Hall. Hove, borough surveyor :
—

Pareons. J.. andSons, Hove .. £1,085

London.- Accepted tenders for twelve months' sup-

plies for the Asylums Committee of the London County
Council, with estimated value of contract :

-
Painter*' materials -All Asylums:—

Schedule 36a—White lead—
Farmilno, T. and W.. Ltd £871

Varnishes-Items 1, 3, 3a, 5, 6, 7. 8. '.i,

10-

Farmiloe, T. and W , Ltd. 97 18 9

Items 3, 4. 9. 11, 16. 17. 18, 19, 24,, 26. 27—
Cross, Sherwood, and Heald, Ltd. 75 18

Foster, Mason, and Harvey, Ltd. 67 18 6

Item 4— , ,- „
Jenson and Nicholson, Ltd. ... 32 1/ 1

Builders' materials -Asylums on Horton Estate;

Schedule 60 -Item 20-
The Associated Portland Cem^tit
Manufacturers (190'), Ltd. ... £28) II 8

Items 1, 8, 12. 23. 27, 6i. 65, 69, 70. 74, 76, 78, 79, 8 1,

113.
19(1 12 9

60. 61, 62, 63, 67,

115-

•." Correepondenis would m all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendermg—at any rate, of

the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the informa-

tion.

Alleeton Btwater.—For building new Wesleyan

clini el, Allenon Bj water, near Castleford. Messrs.

i.HrMde and Penniogton, Pontcfract, architects.

*^

BuUders :—
Walker R

Joiners :-
Wright, T G. and Sons ...

Plumber :—
Nicholson R.

Siater:-
Allison. W P.

BEinsii Gkeen. — For painting Morpeth-street

Echcoi. for the Londod Cotmty i^ouncil ;

—

Inns, A. H. (accepted) £243 1<

In lieu of tender for £189 17s.. from Arthur Newman,
Ltd., withdrawn since acceptance on account of error.

Caeeleon.—For kerbing, channelling, metalling, and

paving Broad-walk, Caerleon, tor the Caerleon Urbiu

DiBtnct Council. Mr. C.J. Fox , Caerleon, surveyor :

—
Leadbeater, G. F £«?
Patfltt, F. C M^
Richards, E *^0 }2

°

Monks, J f2''
'6

Green and Son ^[l '^ °

Parfltt, B. C

, Julian Farm*
303 10

301Laurence, J

Dowden, J.
• Accepted. Rest of Newport.

Cambridge.—For alterations and additions to the

infectious diteaBes hoemtal, tor the corporation :

—
Clark and :,ons

'

£8.766 1

(Recommended for acceptance,)

Colnet Hatch. N.— For the supp)y of joinery to,

aEd alterations to, recreation room at Colney Hatch

Ltinalio Atj lum. t^r the London County Council

Longhurst, E,. and Sons
Items 26-

Pryke and Palmer
Items 21, 25, 30 to 55, 59, 75, 86, 114, 117—

Wiggins and Co
Banstead Asylum :

—
Items 13, 16, 24, 27, 28, 83, 64, 66, 69, 70. '

88, 113, 111-
Whiteway, W., andCo £

Item 20 -
Tbe Associated Portland Cement
Manufacturers (1900), Ltd.

Bexley Asylum —
Items 60, 64-

I. P.

.

i20—

NOE St. Pa
Burghie.y.road
County Council :

—
Thomas and Edge, Woolwich ... i

King. W., and Son, Vauxhall
Bridge-road

Rowley Bros., Wood Green
McCormick and Sons, Ltd.,
Essex-road

Wallis. G. E., and Sons, Ltd..
Haymarket ..

Smith, J., and Sons, Ltd., South
Norwood

Chessum, J., and Sons, South-

Lawrence, W., and Son, Finsbnry-

Eoberts, L. H. and R., Lower
Clapton-road

Brand, Pettit, and Co , Tottenham
Willmotl, J,, and Sons. Hornpey ..

Bowyer, J, and C, Ltd,, Upper
Norwood'

Architect's estimate, £17 8

Recommendec

18.733

18.656

18,548

18,388

17,873

17,8*4,s, C, P.,

Paignton,—For the widening of Torquay main
from tbe Torfjuay gasworks southwards to the fc

combe Hill, for the urban district council. Mr.

Baines. engineer and surveyor :
—

Small, Taunton £1,835
Brebner, Edinburgh 1.794 15

Shaddock, Plymouth 1,589 1

Yeo and Sons, Torquay 1,459

Elkington 1,337

Narracott, Torquay 1,380 16

Webber, G 1,368

Jackman, H. C 1,360

Westlake, C 1,350

WebberandSons 1,319 8
Bridgman. M, (accepted) 1,294 12

Surveyor's estimate, £1,290.
Rest of Paignton.

Shaxdon, Teignmocth.-For erection of farm 1

ngs, 4o., for Mr. J. A. Taylor. Mr. P. G. 13

M.Inst.M.E., B.Sc, 9, Fleet-street, Torquay, s

The Associated Portland Cement
Manufacturers (IWn), Ltd. ... 110 15

Itemsl3.-35,c9,71,72, 73, 115, 117-
Wiggins and Co 10114 b

Items 5, 11, 30 to 55, 74, 76, 119, 131—
Whiteway, W., and Co 83 9 9

Cane Hill Asylum :—
Items 6, 20. 70, 72, 73, 75, 83- „. , , „

Copper, W. J £'3 )•)

OUiey Hatch Asylum :—

Items 5. 18, 19, 21, 24, 25, 59, 75, 117—
Wiggins and CO. £198 3 2

Items 2, 13, 15, 70, 85, 114-
YonngandSon ... .. ... I3o ll •)

London, W.— For pulling down and rebuilding No.

70, New Bond-street, W. Messrs. Palgrave and Co.,

architects:- „,, — , „ ,

GrayC £11, -o)

Staines, A. J., Ltd 10.270

Kearley, C. F., Ud 10.2oO

Blay, W. F., Ltd 10,200

Sharpin,W.L 9,700

Lowestoft.—For the erection of additional ward

pavilion and lodge at sanatoriom, for the urban

sanitary aothority. Mr. G. S. Hamby. A.il I.O.ffi..

Town Hall, Lowestoft, borough surveyor. Quantities

by the surveyor:- „. „,„ „ „
Todd, B , and Sons £1,918

Underwood, A. E 1.867 lo b

Marshall, G. and H., Smethwick 1.856

MobbsBros L?'!
Bedweli and Parker 1,713

Wales, J., Suseex-road (accepted) 1.633

Rest of Lowestoft.

Bayman, J. J
Green, B
Pollard, G.. and Co
Spiller. H J., and Co.
Coles, A. N
Pittard, H., andSon
Lambe, J

Narracott, R. E
Blount Bros,, Teignmouth'

£931

' Recommended for acceptance.

SHALDON. TEIGNMOtn:H,—

I

country re&idence for Mr. J

Moore, M.I.M.E., B.Sc, 9

architect :

—

Hayman, J. J.

Pollard, G., and Co., Ltd.

Spiller, H. J., and Son
Coles, A. N

Fleet-street, Torquay,

Soper and Ayers 1.1

Stepheno and Sons, Ltd I,

Pittard, B. and Son 1,<

Narracott, R. B 1,1

Lambe, J '

Blount Bros., Ferndale, Teign-

mouth' • ^

* Recommended for accsptance.

West Ham.—I

Luton, J. T., Stratford £1"3

Hosking, G. and E.. Forest Gate... 17 J

Horswill, H. C, Forest Gate ... 166 11

Maddison, W. J., Canning Town 14/ 10

Sjmes, A, B., Stratford- .. .. 147 10 -

* Recommended for acceptance.

West Ham.—For erection of a school for mentaUy

and physically defective children on the Knoi-roaa

school site, for ttie corporation :
—

Blow, S.. Ltd., Tower-hiLl £8,960

Webb, A., Stratford '.986

Horswill, H. C. Forest Gate ... 7,59J

Coxhead, F. J., Leytonstone ... 6,884

Symes, A. B.. Stratford 8,799

Sharpin, W. 8., Bow 6.690 17

Clark and Son. Cambridge ... 6,486 11 o

Madditon, W. J., Canning Town 6.355

Referred to the Works Suli-committee for CDn?id)ra-

tion and report.

West Hampstead, N.—For the installation of electric

Ught at the Belsize are-station, the erection of whicli i"

approaching compleiio

Council:—
Buchanan and Curwen, Victoria-

the London County

Pearton, R. H. and J., Ltd.

Nottmg HiU-gate, W. ... ..

Weston, G., and Sons, Ltd.

Fenchnrch-street, B.C.

Tredegar & Co , Victoria-

Taylor, G. B., and Co., Bush-

lane, E.G.

£360

2J3

W. 195

155Newton. A„ Ltd., Ilford* .

Chief engineer's estimate. £ 190.

• Recommended for acceptance.

TiLDiNG.-For the construction of a sewer at the

Kintons, Talding, for the Maidstone Rural District

Council

:

Road Maintenance and Stone

ciapplyCo., London
Martin and Newman. Maidstone...

Burrows, W. T., Maidstone

Latter, A., Yalding (accepted) ..

£134
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
I 2—Dopartraental and Courts Buildings, Ottawa (T. E.

Colleuti, J. H. G. RuBseU, and J. O. Marehand,
Asscppore). Double Competition, five uneucoeasful
competitors in second to receive 3,000tiol.?each

n—FeiTo-cxircrctoBridee over the Mense, Hoer
l.")—Literary Institute, Sacneton
l—Workphopsfor Chilian State Railways, Valparaiso
1—l\mr Groups of Symbolical Sculpture for New Bridijo,

Uadnor-street, Kelvingroye Park, Glasgow „
1—Design of Banner, Gorsedd Mon "'gs

1—Design of Workman's Cottage, Anglesey (£180) logs
4—New St. Paul's Bridge, Designs for (Sir W. Emerson,

P.P.R.I.B.A., Assessor) £300, £100
15—Designs for Detached and Semi-detached Labourers'

Cottage, Home Counties of England (Max Clarke,
F.E.I.B.A., Professor Beresford Pite, F.R I.B.A., and
Edwin O. Sachs, F.R.S.Ed., Assessors) (£125 each) lOOgs., oOgs., 26g8., two of lOgs. each

30—Designs for Concert Hall and Public Shelter, Hythe SOgs., 25g8., lOgs
20—Champlain Tercentenary Monument, OriUia, Ontario

Canada (limit of cost £4,100)
30—Villa-Flats at the Lido, Venice (limit of cost £80,000) £480, £320, £2C0

B. C. Desrochers, Department of Public Works, Ottawa, Out.
The Bureau des Travaux, Maison Communal, Heer, Namnr.
J. Walker, Sec. Eliza-street, Saoristtm, Darham.
The Com. Intell. Branch, Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall-st., B.C.

J. Lindsay, Town Clerk, City Chambers, Glasgow.
The Secretary, Eisteddfod, Llangefni, co. Anglesey.
The Secretary, Eieteddfod, Llangefni, co. Anglesey.

The Town Clerk, Hallkeeper's Office, Guildhall, E.G.

The Publisher of *' Concrete and Constructional Engineering,'
Walerlco-place, Pall Mall. S.W.

"s 03103, Hyth9, Koat.B. C. Drake, Town Clerk, Towe

I dane—Club House, Southatrand Estate, East Preston, Worthing

S.M. del Giglio 2467, Venice.
The Harbour Extension Board, Helsingborg, Sweden.
M. le President de la Commission pour I'Amenage

Agglomerations Industrie) les. Rue de Lonvain I"

W. HoUiB, Bur., Southstrand Estate Offioej, Finchley, N

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Mar. 27—Repairs and Painting, Church-street, Liskeard Cornwall Tuberculosis Committee .

,, 28—Workhouse Kitchen and Offices, Alterations to. Rye (Guardians
„ 28—Aylmer Place. Alterations to, St. Austell Cornwall 0,0. Tuberculosis Com. .

„ 28—Extending Morgue Block, Belvedere Hospital, Glasgow ... Corporation
,

„ 28—Vestry-room, Blaenanerch ;

„ 28-Conncil School, Alterations to, Wooler : Northumberland Education Com. .

„ 28—Adding Tower to church. Fintona .

-Machine Works, Extension to, Lister-place, Ha
„ 28-Chnrch, Repairs to, D*wley
,, 28—Infirmary Buildings. Ruthiu
,, 2S—TW0 Greenhouses, West House. Halitti\

„ 2e-Woollen Mill, Spa Field. Eilami
„ ;8-Workmen's Dwellings (16), HmcKlov
,, 28- Electricity Transforming Statioo, u'ross-street,

„ 28— Residence, Newport-road. Thomastown, Bedwi
,, 28— Reslating Root of Borough Markets, Halifax .

,, 29—Workhouse Infirmary, Nurses' Home at, Caml
-Roman Catholic Chapel, Browniow-hill Inst., ]

Cowlersley, Milnsbridge

Improvement Comij

1 Committee

30—Branch Store Hous

, Council
Urban District Council
Dr. J. R. H.MacManns
Markets Committee
Guardians
Select Vestry
Perseverance Co-op. Soc, Ltd.,

Dr. Burnet, County Hall, Truro.
H. M. Jeffery, Archt., 25, High-street, Rye, Sussex.
Dr. Burnett. County Hall. Truro.
J. Lindsey, Town Clerk, Glasgow.
J. Jones, Archt., Dolwen, Rhydlewis.
C. WiDiams. Sec, The Moothall, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
R. E. Bnchacan and Co., Arcbts., Castle-ttreet, Londonderry.
J. Lord, M.I.CE... Boro' Eng.,Towu Hal), Halifax.
Fl eeming, Hickman, & Fleeming, Market-e(|., Wellington, Salop.

P. A. Roberts, M.S.A., Earl Chambers, Mold.
J. Lord. M.I.CE. , Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Halifax.
James Lumb and Sons, Ltd., Engs., Blland.

E. H. Crump, A.M.I.C.E., Council Offices, Hinckley.
O. P. Abbott, Sur., Hindley.
J. T. Jenkins, M.S.A., Forth, Glam.
J. Lend, M.I.CE., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Halifax.
S. Frtnch, Archt., Cambridge.
G. W. totter. Clerk, Parish Offices. Brownlow-hill, Liverpool.
Lunn and Kaje, Archts., Huddertfleld.

THE ASSOCIATED PORTLAND CEMENT MANUFACTURERS

(1900), LIMITED.

PROPRIETORS OF THE LEADING BRANDS

PORTLAND eEMENT
INCLUDING

"J. B. WHITE & BROS." "ANCHOR"
"HILTON ANDERSON&CO." "EDDYSTONE"
FRANCIS' "NINE ELMS" "FERROCRETE"

AN UNRIVALLED RECORD OF OVER HALF A CENTURY.

Head Oface: PORTLAND HOUSE, LLOYD'S AVENUE, LONDON, E.G.

M^^VI

I, Lo.VDO.N'." Tehphone: No. .5690 Ave.xue (Six Lines).
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New Synagogue, Wilbraham-road, Fallowfield, Man-
chester. View and plans. Mr. Joseph Sunlight,
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BUILDING CONSTRUCTION IN THE
SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

Have we, of this steel-concrete age, any-

thing to learn from the builders of the

sixte'enth century, or are the principles of

their work so obsolete as to make the con-

sideration of them a mere waste of time?

At first it may appear to most of us that a

survey of building methods now four

hundred years old would not disclose any-

thin? likely to be of value to us; but, if

this 'was leallv so. possibly, in the course

I; , I \ at any rate, discover

.. welfto avoid. The

, ,, ,
.

,ne of the professional

r^uinut^. 111. riiiii;. i..'cently certified that

we had much to learn from Vitruvius ;
but

wo do not propose to go back so far. About

16th-century construction our chief

authority must be Palladio, and he

appropriated the practical knowledge of

Vitruvius and assimilated most of it. No
ir.atter how tho centuries may pass, or how-

many, building methods persist unchanged.

The "stones of the Egyptian pyramids, like

those in the Coliseum, testify to tho fact

that in working and in laying them the

same methods were pursued as those we

seo practised to-day. The means of trans-

port and of scaffolding alone have under-

gone a radical change. Even concrete,

wliich many of us think a modern building

material, is not so, for it was used for

walling over two thousand years ago, the

loose \vet material being thrown between

planks and rammed, as it is to-day. \Ve

make it with a rapid-setting cement, and

enwrai) steel bars with it. and that is all

tho difference. Some of the concrete made

by tlio Romans in this country is now as

hard as we may expect Portland cement-

concreto to become. In the old walls of

Verulamium we find it impossible to pick

out a pebble. This induration, so un-

expect.:d, would lead us to suppose that

soino other material rather than chalk

lime had been used in the work, probably

puzzuolana ; but, if so, it must havo been

bvou'dit to this country from Germany or

Italy.

Tlic notions entertained about timber in

th"so olden times were strange. The ti" s

which furnished it were to be felled wli. n

tho moon was in the last quarter :
otlui » i-'

tlio material would engeiul-r worms, winch

\v..uld rot it. Of course, this plague came

fioni a certain moisture which was fmim

in (he wood during the time of tlie lull

moon. Tho timber was also be be cut in

tile winter season, for this strango reasoii-

nainelv. that in tho autumn and winter the

tiv-es have a vigour conveyed to them from

tho root, which in summer is dispersed

amona the leaves. As, with the exception

of our native oak, all our building timber

is felled abroad, wo have no control what-

ever over the time of its being cut down,
and know nothing about it except that the
work is amenable to the strictest forest

laws. AVo go on using this foreign timber
with a full knowledge that we cannot

ntrol the time of its being felled in any
:iy. What, then, concerns us most in

this matter? Surely that when timber is

cut down for building, there should bo as

ttle sap as possible circulating in the

tree, for tliis sap affords nutriment for all

tho micro-organisius which prey on wood,

and they give rise to what is commonly
known as dry-rot. If an architect's specifi-

cation wore carried out, and no timber used

in building but heart-wood, then it would
mako little diiferenco when tho wood was
felled, for sap circulates only in tho sap-

wood.
But, unfortunately, nearly half our

best timber is sap-wood, through which the

sap circulates freely. It is, then, of vital

importance the tree should be felled when
the sap is not rising, and tliere are no

leaves on it. "Dry-rot" is easily culti-

vated. One or two im])ortant new build-

ings havo been destroyed by it lately, and

tho wonder is tliat so many escaiie, the

favourable conditions for its development

being present in so many cases. Does any-

one wish to know wliat it is like, and what

its effects are? Tlien all tliat is necessary

to produce it from ordinary building

timber is to enclose tlie timber in an air-

tiglit space where tlicre is moisture in the

air and no draught. Then, in a few

months, the timber will be in a fair way

to be destroyed, if tho temperature is much
above freezing. Lay a floor on the ground-

level with ordinary joists and boards,

[irovide no ventilation under tho floor, and

cover the boards on tlie top with any im-

permeable material. :iii-l in I'-^s Ih.in two

years the legs ..i ,l,,,,i- •( L- >M, ,..N. will

go through the boards, win. 1, l,av,- u.. more

power of resistance ihan a imilcd carrot.

Ilio wood in a first door, if it is not well

ventilated, will fail in tlie same way, and

tho architect should ever bo on the look-

out that where w I is ni Ins Imilding there

is a thorough cm mI.ii.om .f .in-.

Sap-wood always, out a. nsiniuh sugar and

sfa.rli; tli.-s,-. av. ^ol „1-1, n, water. Micro-

,,p.aMi^iii^ lliriN- aii.l ll.a.n>li ni solnti.ais

tlie timbers. Tho ventilation of tlio first

floor is, however, not so easy, for as tlie

joists, in a single floor, are boarded above
and ceiled below, an air-brick can only
ventilate the space between two joists, or
tlie side of one joist, depending on the way
the joists run, and the position of tho air-

brick. Then a few holes bored through
each joist will answer tho purpose, for the
plaster ceiling itself is porous, and tliere is

no damp in the floor except tliat brought
there by unseasoned timber, while in the
lower floors damp continues to rise from
tho soil, or from concrete, as tho caso may
be. Timber is not like steel or concrete

:

theso do not usually decay. So it is neces-
sary to its stability in a building tliat the
architect sliould understand its structure
and its capabilities. In some old floors,

where thero is sap-wood in the boards, it

will be worm-eaten ; the same may be s.-iid

of sapwood in joists, rafters, and main
beams. This kind of rot is found in wood
a hundred years old or more, nn.l it ni.iv

be called dry-rot, to distiiiLMiish it fioiii

that produced by moistui.- llns ]i:i!i-

occurs at once when scantliiiLis ai ilii .wii

in a heap in an exposed place and lefr

there, and the occurrence of tho usual
form of "dry-rot," but in reality wet-rot.

so well known to architects and dreaded
by them, sets in under favourable circum-
stances in a year or so. Although sapwood
will, if exposed to the weather, decay
rapidly, it will, if painted when dry, and
kept painted every three years, last for one
hundred years or more. Old panelled out-

side doors taken down in Chancery-lane,
from houses where the Record Office now
stands, had framing 3in. thick, raised

panels, and heavy mouldings, and all were

j

sound as the day they were hung, both
sapwood and heart-wood, but they were
covered completely by at least three

separate hard layers of paint.

It is usual when paiiitint; an outside

door to burn ..ff th.- ol.l lianl paint of the

pi-'iviour. coat ; l.ut this is a mistake, and

the durability of th.- w..oil is lu-re sacrificed

to the pride of the piniit. r in k.-.-i.ing sharp

arrises and re-ent.iin; an^jl-s on the

AA\

il I)o,-ks Will

:ni.l Dantzic
lallv for th.?

.A.-nt them
of -.ivinc; the

partitions which may mlun-.-i.t tlio air

current and cut it off from the ..piinsi t

outer wall are bored throusli, so as tr

secure,, if possible a stroTig d-.-.v.ight aero?;

splitting: a n o,,- , 1,-in v.:,\ ot

logs than 'nn.l.aiiiL.- tlioin with -w-
dun?. That nn.l.. 1 -1. .1 not I.; .h:iwn

in the morniir; .t-w s.-.-ins l.ni.-ifnl ;
not

so. however, that it must not be worked

if it is wet—a precaution which nvesents

itself to the ir.erest tyro in building as
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lieing ioason;it)le. It was considered that

limber would not be fit to cut into " planks,

iloors, and windows," under three years,

for it will be liable to rot if it is. Our
foreign-sawn scantlings will then have a

jjoor chance, for many are worked into

carpentry within twelve months after they

have left the forest.

Palladio gives those about to build rather

good advice in this particular. Ho says

;

" Such i)ersons as propose to build ought

to advise with such as are well skilled in

timber, and inquire into the nature thereof.

and what kind is fit for such and such

particular uses." AVhen ono recollects what
a quantity of water there is in the walls

and plastering of every house, and that

seasoned wood, which is porous, is fixed

sometimes in contact with these, the

wonder is that there are so few cases of

dry-rot in buildings; and that it is so is

more the result of accident than design.

We rep.?at. that wood is about the most
dangerous material which the architect can

introduce into his buildings, and it is in-

cumbent on him to follow Palladio's advice

in the matter as to its selection and
seasoning. Take floors, for instance. Our
specifications usually provide for the joists

being spaced 12in. apart, or 12in. from
centre to centre; but what would be
thought of an architect who specified that

tho space between the joists must bo the

breadth of one joist and a half? Yet this

was the IGth-centiny wav of framing
floors to chambers and liiilK. Our floor-

joists are usually [•<" nniiw and too deep,

and this fault is'so wAl uihl.Ktnod that we
fix rows of herring-linno strutting through
them at about every 6ft. apart, these again

being stiffened with a wrought-iron rod,

which is threaded through each joist, and
screwed up tight against the outer two.

We have often thought that these stiffen-

ings are of not much use, for the joists

shrink in thickness, and the strutting

shrinks too. Then, as the wrought-iron
rods are never tightened up, after a year
or two the whole of this framing must be
loose. It is not easy to see how it can
be avoided. Fixing solid blocks between
the joists will not do it, for they get quite

loose, and fall on the ceiling. Hero the
resources of the present day come to our
aid. for with rolled-steel joists we can
make a floor stiff enough to carry any
weight without deflection. AVe have
always found, no matter what scantling
we made- floor-joists, tliat if the span ex-

ceeded Gft. or 7ft., the floor sagged after

some time. AVith llin. by 4in. joists

across -. span gt 18ft., tho deflection, after
twelve months, was fin., and this necessi-
tated their being taken out and turned
upside down ; so that when the span of a
floor exceeds 12tt. it should, if tho joists

are wood, be supported by a rolled-steel
joist.

The next material we have to deal with is

stone, and this was supposed to be natural
or artificial, the former being used for
making lime, and tho latter wo now call
brick. They were made of chalky,
whitish, soft earth, cleared of clay and
sand. Tho earth was to be opened in the
autumn, tempered in the winter, and made
into bricks the summer following—a process
closely followed at present where hand-
made bricks are produced. To dry the
Ijricks of this period took two years; for,
when moulded, they were set in a shady
idace, so that they might dry equally
inside and outside without "

cracking.
According to the importance of the build-
ing, and the uses to which the bricks were
to bo put, they were made larger or
smaller, "accordine to the custom' of the
Ancients"—a bricklayer would think a
most inconvenient custom, and one that
would lead to an immense amount of con-
fusion in working the courses and bonding

tho bricks. It was usual when bricks were
made thicker than usual to have holes
made tlnuush them in several places, that
they T1114I11 il)-\ and burn better. Of course,

thcM' liiil -^ a|i|.aied only in the beds of

thi- Inirkv, a- ill. y do in our modern ones.

Sonir vIimH imn >iiice we drew attention to

tho (l.Mial.ility .if working Bath and other
oulil.-- «lii n ill y liad tho quarry sap in,

anil It 1^ miil:ii1,ii- Palladio should specify

stone, should be wrought as s.i.iii as it is

dug up. We are fully salislml ni ihi-

necessity there is for working tliu softer

limestones as soon as they are quarried;
but old quarrymen in the harder stones,

such as tho Carboniferous Limestone, have
assured us that they work as easily and as

well when they have been quarried some
time, and are as durable as if they were
worked from the green stone. In the case
of the softer and more porous limestones,
the quarry moisture containing calcium
carbonate in solution evaporates, leaving a

protective skin of that mineral on the
surface of the stone, and, of course, in a
crystallino condition ; but no such process
takes place with the harder limestones.
At least, if it does, wo have not been able
to trace it. Architects in the sixteenth
century had to guard against bad
weather" stones, as we have, for they dug

quarried stone in the summer, and
sheltered it from the weather until it

hardened by degrees, so as to stand the
shocks of the most violent tempests, any
waste or imperfect stone being disposed of

in tho foundations.
Sand was known under its three

divisions, as at present—namely, pit-sand,
river-sand, and sea-sand, the first being
considered the best. Pit-sand, we are told,

makes a "tenacious cement." It so, it

could not have been clean, for all clean
sand is "short." as well as tho mortar
made from it ; but this tenacious cement
was recommended for long vaults, and
raising walls, though we are told that it

cracks. The young architect may, how-
ever, learn fiom Palladio what good sand
is, aind the (b-fiiiiti.m cannot be bettered
now. Hero it is: 'Tliat sand is best
which, whtn lnui^.l li.t\v..n the fingers,

makes a cra.l.lin- ii..is.; ..r if, wlien laid

upon any wlni.. silivi;,,,, ,.. n, itlier fouls
nor stains." Saii.l whiili wluii mixed with
water makes it thick and muddy is bad,
because it retains a considerable quantity
of earth and rotten vegetable matter, which
brings forth plants which are of great
prejudice to a building.

THE R.r.B.A., AND REGISTRATION
IN THREE MONTHS.

Nr;w pnoposALS to ni; sub.mittkd on
APRII, 27.

Tlie R.I.B.A. seems to have changed its

mind about Registration, and at its special

giMieral meeting on Monday, April 27, the

following proposals for new charter and by-

laws are to be submitted :—

If they receive the approval of members,
tlie Institut-3 solicitors will be instructed to

prepare the necessary petition for submission-
to the Privy Council.

(1) Tlie Charter to enable the R.I.B.A. to

constitute and maintain a Register of persons
who have shown

—

(a) In the first instance by the possession
of certain qualifications (see Clause 3).

(b) In the future, and after the first e.sta-

blislinient of the Register, by their having
passed certain prescribed tests (see

Clause D).

that they are qualified for the practice of

Architecture.
Kellows of the R.I.B.A. elected by the

Council under Clause 2 of the Supplemental
Charter of 1909 to be admitted to the Register
without having passed the "prescribed tests."

(2) All persons so inscribed on the Register

to have the right to call themselves "Regis-
tered Architects," but only Corporate Mem-
bers of the R.I.B.A. to have the right to call

themselves "Chartered Architects."

(3) In the first instance there shall be in-

scribed on the Register:—

(.a) The Fellows, Associates, and Licen-
tiates of the R.I.B.A.

(b) All , such members of the Allied
Societies in the United Kingdom as are en-

. gaged in the practice of Architecture and
are reeominended by those Societies and ap-
proved by the Council of the R.I.B..\.

(c) Any person who shall prove to the
satisfaction of the Council of tlio R.I.B.A.
that at the date of the granting of tho
Charter he had been for at least two years
engaged as a princip.-il in the bona fide
practice of Architecture, or bad served for
ten years as pupil, apprentice, or assistant,
or partly as one and partly as the other, to
a person or persons w!io tit the date of the
granting of the Charter is or are entitled
to be enrolled on the Register; and who
shall be approved by the Council of the
R.I.B.A.

No applications for admissions to the Register
under 3 (b) and 3 (e) to be entertained after
three months from the date of the Rrantiim
of the Charter.

(1) Every Architect on the Register must
sign a form of declaration prescribed by the
Council.

(0) The "prescribed tests" shall lie the
E.'caniiiiations qualifying for admission to
membership of the R.I.B.A. and the fees pay-
able for entering for such Examinations shall
be identical with the fees payable by candi-
dates for the R.I.B.A. E.xaminations. Candi-
dates who liave passed the Examinations
shall be eligible for membership of the
R.I.B.A.

(G) An annual registration fee shall be pay-
able to the R.I.B.A. by all Architects on the
Register.

(7). The Register to be administered by a
Standing Committee of the R.I.B.A. whose
functions shall be limited to supervision of
the Register, to investigation of complaints
in regard to the professional conduct of any
person on the Register, and to reporting to
the Coinicil of the R.I.B.A. on matters con-
nected with the Register only. The Com-
mitt.^e's power.s to he limited to reporting to
tlie Council, by whom tho required action
will be taken.

(8) Representation on this Standing Com-
mittee and for the specific purposes only as
defined in Clause 7 to be given to Licentiates.
In all other regards the constitutional posi-
tion of the Licentiates to remain as at
present.

(9) The number of members of this Stand-
ing Committee not to e.\ceed 21, in the pro-
porlimi of 10 F.^llows, 7 Associates, and 4
Licentiates, until such date as the class of

Licentiates shall have expired.

(10) The Council to consist of:— 1 Presi- i

(lent (Fellow), 4 Vice Presidents (l''ellows), '

I Hon. Secretary (Fellow), 5 Chairmen of

Standing Committees (Fellows), 1 Chairman
of the Board of Architectural Education
(Fellow). All ex-officio. 15 Ordinary Mem-
bers (Fellows) 10 Associate-Members, 2 Past
Presidents (Fellows), 1 Representative of the
Architectural Association (Fellow or Asso-
ciate).

The President or other representative,
beini; a Fellow of the R.I.B.A., of every
Allied Society in the United Kingdom having
not less than CO of its members on the
Register (or such other number as the
Council may from time to time determine).

[Allied Societies having less than 50 of its

members on the Register to be represented
on the Council in rotation.]

(11) The R.I.B.A. to be empowered to issue

a scale of fees payable to Architects on the

Register.
"

.

^
(12) The R.I.B.A. to have enlarged powers I

]

of holding property.

(13) The By law in regard to the Board of

Architectural Education to be revised so as
;

to confer upon certain Schools of Architec-jl

ture the privilege of representation on thej

Board.
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THE INSTITUTE OF BUILDERS.
The 30th annual general meeting of the

Institute of Builders was held at Koh-i-Noor
House, Kingsway, W.C, on Wednesday,
March 25. The " audited accounts for tiie

year ending December 31, 1913, and the
annual report were received and adopted.
The followiiik' offie;'rs were appointed for the
comi..j ^ :ii I'l Mdent, Mr. F. G. Rice;
vice].] I Mr. E. J. Strange, Mr.
Leo, 1,1 I II ; .. 1, Mr. G. Bird Godson, Mr.
Walt.r L..U i.:iL.\ jiui ; treasurer, Mr. Jan:es
S. Holliday.

Tlie following were elected on the execu-
tive council:—Messrs. F. J. Gayer. E. J.

Hill, B. J. Hollidav, S. Smethurst, J. P.,
F. M. May, and A. W. Turnbull.

MEMBERSHIP.
The Institute of Builders now numbers 94

members. Of tliese 69 are London firms, two
foreign, and the rest provincial. It can
hardly be said that the membership is

iiuiiierically representative of the trade.
Tlie Report deals, inter alia, with the fol-

l.iwiiig subjects:^

NATIONAL INSURANCE ACT.

It must be patent to everyone that the

National Insurance .4ct lias lived long enough
to entail very heavy burdens on employers
and dissatisfaction among those whom the
Act was supposed to benefit. It is to be
hoped that eventually it will be so modified
in its terms and working as to become a real

benefit to the deserving; but members of the
building trade have no reason to alter their

views regarding the fact that their industry
was so unfairly dealt with by making the ex-

periment of solving the unemployment diffi-

culty apply to the building industry. It is,

however, satisfactory to note that the Act is

so worded tluit the application for unem-
ployment benefits by the members of trade
unions in London who had been locked out
because of their failure to keep their agree-
ments was refused.

.STANDARD FOR.M OF CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT.
Close attention has been given to the many

requests from all parts of the country to

bring about an improvement in the agreed
form of contract. The Royal Institute of

Bi-itlsli Arcliitects desired that certain altera-

tions should be made in Clauses 20 and 21
of the present agreed form in order that
those two clauses should be so amended as to

embrace not only the enactments of recently
introduced Acts of Parliament, but any
fiitnr.' .\. t Hint may be passed; your council
ciii';i !

i
I ii ^MnId be waste of time to

at(oiii|' :
'

,
I ; w M of tlie clauses only will

out iL > , ,_ ,11 Iments to the form of the
whoK; >.,,,ii„, i. LUimat-Iv the R.I.H.A. ex
pressed its willingness to'fall in with tliat

opinion. Voiir couiull is in hopes that a
conference on the subject will be held in

near future between representatives of this

institute, the R.I.B.A.. and tlio National
Federation of Building Trades' Employers.

SUBCONTRACT AGREEMENT.
The new sub-contract agreement, drafted

by your council and submitted to the
R.I.B.A., has been debated at several con-
ferences between representatives of this in-

stitute, the National Federation of Bnilding
Trades' Employers, the Builders' Merchants'
Alliance, and the Confederated Sub Con-
tractor-!, and (ho trrni^ nf tli - oriL-iinl draft

jnfo

liv r.iii- to bull ling

nUi.o-. an.l sub-con-
Mm-s ,„n,t take the
• iiior, -n are afe-

the iinportanor of il

that shall be prn,

owners, architects,

tractors, but that
greatest care that tl

guarded without iiiij> ,,_
. i minstice on

others. Before tlio
i

:
' if.ronce on

the subject takes phi. :1, :l i; IB.A. the
above-mentioned bo.I;^ will unit and -dis-

cuss the various suggestions that have been
put forward, so that a generally acceptable
form may be discussed with the R.I.B.A.

FINANCE ACT, 1909-10, AND BUILDERS'
PItOFITS.

This matter has received great considera-
tion, and conferences upon it have been held
with the Chancellor of the Exchequer, who,
when he received a deputation from the lu-

titute and the National Federation Bnilding
Trades' Employers, expressed his sympathy
with the views of the building trade placed
before him, and he promised that an Amend-

Blll woidd bo introduced into the House
of Commons in order to remove the dis-

abilities, such as occurred in the judgment
of the Lnmsdeii ease. The Chancellor of the
Exchequer invited the deputation to appoint
two to CO operate with him and his com-
mittee in drafting the Amemling Bill. Mr.
Henry Holloway and Mr. W. T. Massey
{Messrs. Sheen, Roscoe, and Co., solicitors)

were appointed, but these gentlemen were
not satisfied with the rcconiinend.ntioiis that
were to be incorporated in the Amending
Bill promised. This Bill was drafted and
laid before the House of Commons, but there
was so much threatened opposition to it that
it was withdrawn. Close attention will be
paid to it when it is again brought before the
Commons, ami there will be no hesitation to
remind the Chancellor of the Exchequer of
his pronounced sympathy for the fair and
reasonable requirements of the building
trade.

AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH BUILDINO
CONTRACT : ALDWYCH.

Exception was taken by this institute to a
clause in the contract for this building to the
effect that "trade unionist workmen only
were to be employed in its construction.'"'

I.etters were addressed to the R.I.B.A. and
to the architect, and ultimately the objec-
tionable clause was withdrawn.

APPRENTICES AND EVENING TECHNICAL
CLASSES.

The council has thrown itself heartily into
the movement promulgated by the L.C.C. in

order to foster and encourage apprentice-
ships and the attendance of apprentices at
evening teelinieal classes. There is a con-
sciousness of a great deal of money and
energy being wasted on the various schemes
that have been tried from time to time. This
institute has formulated suggestions on the
question, and promised its hearty co-opera-
tion in seconding the efforts of the L.C.C.
to secure good attendance at day and even-
ing technical classes, but, so far, no definite
scheme has been put into operation. The
institute is under an obligation to Messrs.
J. S. Holliday and W. J. Renshaw for the
time and trouble they have taken with regard
to this important matter.

TIMBER SPECIFICATION.
The council formulated and forwarded to

the R.I.B.A. suggestions with regard to ob-
solete clauses in timber specification. The
matter is now under consideration, and the
results will be known in due course.

LABOUR EXCHANGES.
Being invited to express its views on the

utility of Labour Exchanges to the building
trade, your council considered the question
carefully, and, from the experience of the
members, came to the conclusion that the
Labour Exchanges involved a large cxpcndi-
ture yearly, but were of little or no use to
our trade.

WAR OFFICE CONTRACTS.

The institute was advised officially that in

War Office contracts of £2,000 and upwards,
bills of quantities would not be required for
lump-sum contracts, except from the con-
tractor whose offer is under consideration
with a view to acceptance.

CUTTING AWAY AND ATTENDANCE ON SI li

CONTRACTORS.
The council, having communicated with

the Surveyors' Institution and the Quantity
Surveyors' Association on this question, was
informed that neither of those bodies had
much to do with the matter. To this the
council demurred, and requested tlic former
body to receive a deputation from this insti-

tute, when its \iew-s of this burning question
might be set out clearly.

BUILDERS PREPARINO PLANS.

The Society of Architects requested infor-

mation with regard to builders preparing
plans. The council replied that there was
no allusion to the Institute Articles of Asso-
ciation to such a practice, and that it occurred
too seldom for any serious notice to be taken
of it.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The fortnighly meeting of the Architec-

tural Association was held at 18, Tufton-

street, Westminster, on Monday evening, the

chair being occupied by Mr. Maurice E.

Webb, vice-president (and president-elect).

The walls of the lecture-room were hung
with an exhibition of drawings and photo-

graphs of the works of three eminent archi-

tects who have passed away during recent

years—Mr. G. F. Bodley, R.A., and liis some
time partner, Mr. Thomas Garner, and Mr.
John F. Bentley. The examples of Messrs.

Bodley's and Garner's work (chiefly lent by
Mr. Bodlev's successor, Mr. C. Greenwood
Hare) included the churches of All Saints',

Cambridge; St. .John, Tuebrook, near Liver-

pool ; the Holy Angels, Hoar Cross, Clumber,
Danehill, Sussex, and St. Augustine, Pendle-

bury, Salford ; the original block of the Lon-

don School Board Offices, on the Embaiik-

meut ; River House, Tite-street, Chelsea ; at

Oxford Colleges additions to the great tower

at the angle of Tom Quad, Christ Church;
the Master's Lodge at University; and St.

Swithin's Quad, Magdalen; and at Cam-
bridge additions to the colleges of King's

and Queen's; and the designs for Truro,

Liverpool, and Washington Cathedrals. Wa
did not see illustrated Mr. Garner's rere.dos

in St. Paul's, nor the Empire Hotel at

Buxton. Of Mr. Bentley's works, the most
conspicuous examples shown were the Roman
Catholic Cathedral at Westminster, the still

incomplete church of Corpus Christ! on
Brixton Rise, and St. Thomas's Seminary at

Hammersmith, and decorations at Carlton

Towers. On a table were exhibited

numerous models of carvings executed in Mr.
Bentley's churches by Messrs. John Daymond
and Son, of Vauxhall.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS AND COUNCIL.

Mr. G. Leonard Elkingtou, hon. secretary,

read the report of the secretaries (Messrs. G.
Vey, A. E. Vey, F. J. Matthews, R. W. Stod-

dart, W. Harold Jones, and Bart Tuniiard)

on the voting for officers and council for the

ensuing session. They stated that 270 voting

papers were returned, of which three were
rejected as invalid. The result was that the

following were elected :—President : Maurice
E. Webb, M.A. Vice-presidents: G.
Leonard Elklngton, A. R.I.B.A. ; and H.
Austen Hall, F. R.I.B.A. Ordinary Members
of Council: W. Curtis Green, F.R.I.B.A.
(past - President) ; Cecil C. Brewer,
F.R.I.B.A.; F. Dare Clapham, F.R.I.B.A.;
Edwin Gunn, A. R.I.B.A. ; E. Stanley
Hall, M.A., A.R.I.B.A. ; Ralph Knott;
P. Cart de Lafontaine, A. G. R. Mac-
zenzie, F.R.I.B.A.; F. Winton Newman.
F.R.I.B.A.; W. G. XoHton. A.R.I.B.A.;
and A. Gilbert S,r,ti. Hon. Treasurer:

Stanley Hamp, A.R.I.B.A. Hon. Editor
"Areh'ltectural Ass^ovraiioa Journal": J.

Alan Slater. A.R.I.B.A., M.A. Hon.
Librarian: F. C. Eden. Hon. Secretarv

:

H. H. Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A.

A vote of tlnuil,- I,. 1! ,
,,,;,. wai

agreed to, on th- n, >
. . as

were also votes oi m ,i,,i,
:

, i

|i - of

Sutherland for -.;,, ;

i-,
i i

• lornn-

Sat

Mr

\.., „,,„ ::.. II,,. M-.l,; :m,.I !., Mr l:. L.

l-^o,. ... i n,,M,:;,n,- ;. x.,|l I , K, .. I ,,onptoil

Ilon.,o on lIk. aaino d.iy.

Mr. H. M. Fletcher proposed in genial

terms a vote of thanks to the retiring officers

and Members of Connell--:Mr. Gerald C.
Horsley, past President: .Mr, \i;S:i Keen,
hon. treasurer; and Me^- \ ' llors-

nell and Geoffry Luca-, i
: ,

\l mliers

of Council. They were, Il ,
,!.'

,
:!.. .1 l..slng

the services of all four gentlemen solely

bwiiig to effluxion of time. Thj motion was
seconded by Mr. G. L. Elkingtou, and
carried by acclamation. A vote of thanks to

the representatives of the professional Press,

proposed by Mr. John A. Slater, was also

adopted, 'fwo nominations for membership
having been read, Mr. R. Marehant and Mr.

J. S. Milner were elected as members.
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Mr. G. Lfnuarcl Elkiiigton, hon. secretary,

:;ii). . .1 ili.il ;i special {general meeting of

11:. \ .: uill be held on Moiul;iy,

.\|'i ' |i.Mi.. wlien ndditions to the

li\ l.n\ . i.i |iii'\nle for the creation of a new
I la<5 iif rdiiutry members will be proposed OJi

behalf of the Council.

THR WORK OF MESSRS. BODLEY AND GARNKIt.*

The Chairman stated that Mr. F. C. Eden
had prepared a short paper on Messrs.
Hodh-y and Garner's Work. Circnnistaneps
hail at tlie last moment prevented Mr.
H.-ntley from preparing a similar paper oji

lus fatlier's career as an architect.

.Mr. Bodlev's earliest works— St. Michael's,
Bii-hl,.!!. alid St. Jlartin's. Scarljoroii-h -

church is notable for
Rossetti. Morris, and

1 the decorative details.

Jul

building, surmounted by a

stone, and rises with quiet

level turf of the Duke nf N
l.'ormin.t :,ninnL' tlie p,-,

Do.ll.^ :mh1 (i.nirr's xs,,rk

a small t

lofty spi

dignity o

eweastle':

iforce condit

Further, 1 would
upon the minutest
difference to chaiigi

their s.gnal a..h„n

took

built la the year 1800, about the time \\li.

he took Mr. Garner into partnership. 'I 1

work of these artists falls iiaturallv into IC

period- 111 B,-fore the partnership, win
Jli- li>i.ll: ^ u;,. workiiif. alone, and prodnee
H. ;Mi.l:i..Mi In il„, churehei mentioned abov
St. ^:iK;iil.ii -, Dundee, and some sin:

lug as perhaps the earliest e.\ainphs
Revived Georgian, (l!) After he was join.
iiy !\Ir. Garner, when the partners «.

collaborating in intiiinite association. -;i

roughly, from 1800 to 1884. During lli

which may be called the culminating pciu"!,
the following were the chief works prodncrd
The churches at Hoar Cross and Pcndleburv,
work at Christ Church, Oxford ; and the
School Board offices. (.3) About the year 1884
the dual autlinrship ceased, the partners
having aL'i: - .1 ili:it , .i, I, ,1, -i-u mn-i !•- tlir.

work of M • II • .1 II, -I 1 li, ,,., . I, ,!., ,,|,| th,

distinct ami ._.i;ii\ .,i|j.u.aL. Mr, Budl.)'.-,

churches at Clu'mber, Epping, Danehill.
Hackney Wick, and Cowley belong to this
period, as do the following works of Mr.
Garner: The St. Paul's irrcflns; St.

Michael's, Camden Toun; St Switlnn's
Buildings at Magdalen ('(.11, -i, i>xl,,i,l-, tlie

magnificent design snlnnitiiil m tln' lii -t

abortive competition for l.uerpool Cathe
dral, and Lord I'lyinouth's great house.
Hewell Grange. (4| Lastlv, after tlie definite
dissolution of partnership', when Mr. Bodlev
carried out a large number of churches and
made designs for cathedrals at Washington
and San Francisco, upon which last he was
working at the time of his fatal illness. The
early "seventies" are remarkable in the
annals of church-building for the erection of
the two most remarkable churches which
have been built since the tune of Wren— viz..
Hoar Cross and I', n-i!, Lm \ I he former is a
country church, M , .1 . i ml- trees on the
edge of a park, 1,11 I 1 Mi M.vnell Ingram
ns a memorial ti. li i In, I ;,,,,! To anyone
familiar only with (he ordinary rnck of
Gothic Revival work it comes a.s a revelation.
It is impossible to believe that this refined
and poetic creation is contemporary with the
masses of jejune and sterile stuff which marks
the mid-Victorian era. St. Augustine's,
Pendlebury. is situated, not amid trees and
grass, but in a Manchester suburb. It is a
simple, lofty parallelogram, dominating by
sheer bulk the flat squalor of its surroundings
ns perhaps no more complicated building
could do. It was one of the earliest buildings
in which the foreign system of passage aisles
through internal buttresses was adopted, and
remains the most successful. Clumber is the
first church of importance which Mr. Bodley
carried out after the partners had agreed to

• A paper on tlic life and work of Mr. Bodley was
read four years ago before tlie Royal Institute of
British Architects by his friend and pupil, Mr.Edward Warren. F.S.A.. ind will be fonnd fully
reported 'n our issue for Feb. 18, 1910, pp. 227-8.

I„,hii,l ,l,,«uasaxlnui:,ti,-llK,l ll.,. u,

other lill^i^s of a clinieh luuM lir ,,l

period as that to which the -tin.

supposed to conform. Tlinu^h tie

Me.il

,n,l I s ,.f

ml ,ii
I fittings thev always adopted the

Iiucut. If one were to attempt to

ii,- . Ill, enntribution of each of the partners

to jniiit result, the following may be accepted

as a fair estimate : The poetic ideals, the

sensitive and refined perceptions of Mr,
Bnfllev were pniu)ileine iitarv to the executive
;il,ilit> tl,,. iieliiMiv and scholarly kimw-
1, ,lj, ,i| ll,- |i:i

1

1

II, r. iiimI ;l^ a result their best
\', ,,1 i, - w, !, |u iiiliie, ,1 ilei iiig the period when
thev uere in llie ele.se, t eullaboration, and
when interaction and ad\ice were most
constant and intimate. Without Mr. Garners
help Mr. Bodlev's works sometimes show a

e.. I. tented r.^lian.-.- on eert:,iii simple effects

,.f uliieli le. XM.'I kii,,u- til,. .,.,,ret-efrecls

ul,i,-li ,-|i,l ni.t r,.,|inr,- :iii\ sp,.,i:illv laborious

xMirkii.L' out. Without iMr. Bodley, Mr.
Garner's exhibit an occasional coarseness of

detail, and a tendency to over-reliance on
precedent. Each lacks the corrective criti-

cism and suggestion of the other.

f labour opposed
icli tlie Council had
o labour.—Mr. R. C.
the motion.—Mr. H.

t the chairman of the
illv intervene in the

.liuuld be def

ml, iveiie; but he had liuuself

IS with the view of bringing
an end. Personally he had
Kith those who were snflering

le dispute, but by refusing to

er they uonld probably make
instead of better.—Sir

II, .t ;igree with Mr. Jackson
,.il ei.iild not intervene. A
111. I, -I .1 on the Council

,
I

,
.1. ii..\ed the iiistni-

II ..ill have done the
I ll . iiiiiiinau (Viscount

.1 (' nil wished to impose
p.. II liiiii a- had been referred
.1 I.,. II,,- man to shirk it.—
...i (ehaimian of the Ednea-
) suggested that the matter
•ed for a week, with a view to

1 the meantime of the possi-

g towards a settlement of the
matter was accordingly ad-
-~,l:iv next.

,|,i- -tions put by Mr. .7. D.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At their meeting on Tuesday the Cn

received a recomin. ii,l:il e.i, fri.in tin

provements Committ,-,- as t-. tl,,- \\i,l,-i,i

the Strand to 80ft. l.etw -,-,i S:,m,\ Mi-- I

Teri-v's Th.-atr,.. cii.lil ;. I U ,.,, tl,.- \

lease-: of Nos. KIT, 1(18, and Kill expire this

year, and those of Nos. IIO to 116 in in.'iT

and 1989. The committee suggested that it

should be possible to aecpiire the bulk of the
interests in the sectu.u 1.,-tH -.-n S:i\nv ,lr. et
and Terry's Tlieativ f,.i :,l t COyiiOO
The Education ( '..niiinit.-.. i iiiie-ii,l,-,l

that the tender of M. .-1. .1 :,i,,l ( l'.,,»N..|-

(I,,. new C,.iiiit\ Hall fri.in o-JO on Jan. 24,

when til,. tr,,iil.l,- eoiiiiiieiiced. to an average
i.f seiiiitv SIX oaoh week. Work had been
stopped for nine weeks. No estimate of the

eonseqnent delay could be made until con-

ditions were again normal.

Mr. Gantrey moved the reference back to

the Local Government, Records, and
Museums Committee of a recommendation
that a request of the Camborwell Borough
Council that the County Council should take

over and maintain the South London Art
Gallery, Peckhain-road, be not acceded to.

He urged that it was of great value as an
adjunct to the Council's School of Arts and
Crafts ill Camberwell; but Mr. Meinertz-
ha-eii. the chairman of the committee, said

that tl,,. eirenmstauces had been fully con-

sul, r,, I. :ni,l (lie refereiiee back was defeated,

the 1,-, ,11, r, I, 11, lute, II l.,-iiig approved.

It 1, pr,,|, ,,-,-, I (,. ,',,ii-tiii,-t new coal blinkers

at tie- „, nth. Ill (,ii:f:ill. at an estimated cost

of £1U, (1(1(1, with an additional £2,500 in the

event of the gantry, including the crane,

being proceeded with. A proposal submitted

by the Main Drainage Committee for carry-

ing out this work will be considered on

Tuesday next.

tlie i,.ululii. lei.iLlun should b,- refeil,-,! I,;i,-K

to the committee, with instrnctions to arrange
for obtaining fresh tenders from firms that
had not locked out their workmen. It was a

I

farce to accept a tender from a firm which
could not carry out the work, because it was

1 one connected with the London Master

llAVEN'SBOURNE RESIDENTIAL CLUB,
ELTHAM ROAD, LEE, S.E.

1 his club, just opened at Lee Green, is the

e,,iMitrv Inailquarters of the staff of Messrs,

i',,,,k S,,,,, and Co., of St. Paul's Church-

\ ,1,1. 1,11,1 the land, buildings, furniture, and

;.,,iM,',i,,, 111 h.,ve be, .11 paid for by the bead of

ii,,
I

-I I
1, ,| 1 I, k L. Cook, Bart., who is

1 ,,, ...
I

,' I |,i..|e-rty. The architects arc

\| !- ii,i ,,,,, :nid Norman, of f)2,

|.i,,,,,'ii - Inn inM-, ;i nd the contractors Were

tiie Geiii-ral Building Company, 45, Chandos-

street, W.C. The outlay was near upon

.C2n,n00. The club provides healthy and

comfortable living and sleeping accommoda-

1 1.111, at a reasonable rate, with improved

.Iressing, bathing, sanitary, and commissariat

111 rangemeuts for all male residents. The re-

.r.ation ground is an inducement for

iii.inliers to get out of the city and have the

iiilvaiitage of good club-rooms and an evening

„„ al at a moderate cost. Here the Raveiis-

l,.,nni.. Snorts ami House Garden-party, held

tliat'a small percentage on the outlav will be

realised in lieu of rent. The charge for board

and lodging is £40 per annum. No ladies arc
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RAVEXSBOURXE RESIDENTIAL CLUB, LEE, S.E.^ Messrs. Teehearne and Norman, Architects.

ailmitted inside the chib buildings, except b}-

invit.itioii of the owner. There are fifty bed-
rooms on each floor (150 in all), with a private

sitting-room to every ten bedrooms, pins

bathrooms. Each bedroom has a lavatory

basin, with li. and c. supply, llicre are two
invalids' rooms. The first floor is Tuscan
red, the second floor turquoise blue, and the

third old gold, as a colour scheme. The
smoking-room measures 27ft. by 21ft. Gin.

The library is rather smaller, but the billiard

room is 42ft. 6in. by 21ft., and the dining
hall is 58ft. 6in. by 26ft. The gymnasium is

fully equipped, and there is a professional

director in charge. Two preliminary demon-
strations were held on Monday last, the HOth
ult. The swimming bath is 27ft. by 18ft.

No one is allowed to enter the water under
any circumstances unless in perfect healtli.

and all nm>t pa^- tliiMiiuIi r.ml n-. il,. -.>,,|,

tlioron-lily. There is a buffet or b

ducted under strict and proper regu

LONDON BEFORE THE FIRE: AS RE-
FERRED TO IN SIXTEENTH AND
SEVE.N'TEENTH CENTURY LITERA-
TURE.*
By W. WlLBEBFORCE Jenkinsox, F.S.I.

For the London-born man the City always

had something of enchantment.

"The sipht of London to my exileil eyes
Is as, Elysium to a new come soul."

So speaks a Londoner in Marlowe's
"Edward II." Herrick calls it his "native
countrey" in the "Hesperides." Lyly, in his
" Euphues," says, with something akin to

rapture :

—

"A place both (or the Ijf.uiti. -i IhuMh:
.

all the Cities'in the World ;'inMaiin"'> i! :-
,

'-

called the Storehouse and Jlarte .n i . I i
i

\\ h n

not in this noble Citle eyther to hL> bon;iht or

borrowed."'

The traveller from the south must needs
approach the City by London Briilszp iiirl.ss

lie use the ferry. "For want nf a i"
i

Henry I'eacham writes in Wii:
Penny" (1669), "Some have been ..11:- I :

go from Westminster about by Li'.kIuu

Bridge to Lambeth." But before crossing

the bridge he will diverge a few yards to the

;.^s tli.

westward to obtain one of the finest prospects

in Europe. From the Bankside the river lies

before him

:

"his either banks adorned with buildings fair."

as Drayton (1622) has it; or to quote

Browne's " Pastorals " (1613)

:

"The Queen of rivers fairest Thames
That for her buildinas other floods cnllamcs
W.th greatest envy."

"Royal Towred Thame" was Milton's phrase

(1626) in his early days at Cambridge, for it

is the tn,^^r. .1 bliilfliiiL'^ that linr tlir north

bank of II.,' in.i. uitli l.a.k-r....ii.l ..f .linroh

spires (l.m.ii.ai.'.l l.\ I

'

its 5()nrt, ..r hnulit, ll

with the idea of picturesque magnilicenee.

The tra\eller will not have passed the fine

old church of S. Mary Overie (now the

cathedral) without a glance. The bells are

notable, and will lin. .ina-t.-d him.

"Hark' il .
.

i
.ickcts

Like s x: ,
. M ,

.. L ll,/'

(So Dekker win- I,.:"' II- «.II note the

tombs of John Go\v..r, W n -l W^k.-ham
(surveyor, bishop, and 1. i

' •<' and
Launcelot Andrewes. I iliat he

will not liud the beaut l.:Hl^ hai.-l (still

preserverl to us) in tlie state described by

Anthony Munday in 1633—

"Leased and let out by the Corporation, and this

house of Uod made a bake-house."

Passing by "The Clink" prison and the

Bishop of Winchester's House, the traveller

will make his way to the playhouses by the

river bank, unless, as still happens to this

day, there should be a spring-tide, and then

he" may find, to quote Ben Jonson in "Epi-
grams'" (1616)—

"The powerful moone
Make.-, the poore Eauck-side creature wet its shoonc."

"The Globe" playhouse stood on part of the

site now occupied by Barclay's Brewery; a

-. ;il|'iiii . .1 mural tablet now "marks the spot

the ordmary
Monda

Trasedics. &c within theire
now usual how.sc called the Globe
within our County of Surrey."

So runs the license of James I. (Malono tells

.!< ..raiit.-d in Ifinfl tn William Sliako^iK-aiP.

l; l; .il.a.j.', ai..l ..tl„r., '[|i,' (11. .1,--, 111.-

_^-.v ..f 111.. I. auk.-,- a, li. I, .1..1I-..I1 |,ia.,..lK

.1, -. iil„..l It. «as l.nrnt .k.wn iii If.i:!: l.iit

Mr Ueiirv Wotton in a letter to Sir Edmund
Bacon (July 2, 1613) makes light of the
disaster:

—

" This was the fatal period of that virtuous fabric

that would perhaps have broiled him it he had not
by the benefit of a provided wit. put it out with
bottle ale."

The theatre was rebuilt the next year, and
demolished in 1644. "The Rose" was built

some years earlier than "The Globe," being

erected by Henslowe about 1590, whom, in

1607, we find negotiating for a new lease, and
indignant at the idea of being asked to pay

a rent of £20.

"I sayd I

howse."

So he notes

pull

his Diary, June 25, 1603. "The
Swan " and "The Hope" will probably re-

ceive a \isit, and the Bear Gardens would
not be omitted by a traveller determined to

exploit London thoroughly, more especially

if this advertisement (Henslowe Papers)

should catch his eve:—

the horse and ape and ins of

The names "Rose Alley" and "Bear
Gardens" still exist as reminiscences. The
traveller now retraces his steps to cross the

bridge, entering by the arched gateway and

shuddering perhaps, if he be a novice, at the

spiked heads above.
" that brave bridce

• The barre that thwarts the Thames '

There was I birn,"

says the fam..ii- a.I .
.,' n. i-. Captain

Stakelcv. in his .1, r -

. .1 the Battle

of Alcazar (G. 1'..
.

I M \- a place of

trade it was tli.' I.i '
' m! the career of

L..i.i lliii'- jli, 1 '
' ..rihiir: to Sir Robert

N,, ,' ;
t luh man on London

I'l . I
! iiiuer of a contiuuall

str. .1 -
I

- I,.,. v.. 11 replenvslied with

large and stately 'houses." The most notice-

able of these vvas the beautiful "Nonsuch
House," constructed entirely of timber, every

portion of the building being, so we are told,

fashioned in Holland, and only put together

here. An early instance of the importation

of ready made joinery that does not seem to

lia\p lipon objected to by the workmen of the

.la\, riiere was a chapel in the centre (in

will, h ili.^ Bowyers' Company kept up a light,

. .1. ll iii.inber paying 3d. a quarter), as we
may read in Stow":—

bnilded - from the foundation the large Chappie on

that Bridge of bis owne charges."

The traveller will pass from the bridge up
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Fish-street to Eastcheap on Ins way to the

Tower, and will, no doubt, pause for some

refreshment at "The Boar's Head," which

stood about in the position now occupied by

the statue of King AVilliam, as the street now

bearing that name was not constructed. The

inn has become famous from the FalstaU

scenes in "Henry IV.," but in the I'olio

1623, the name is not given, and in the old

plav of 1598, "The Famous Victories of

IleJiry V.," it is called "The Olde Taverue."

" Tlicro is cnort wine there : besides there is a

pretty weneli thiit can talk well."

According to Stow there was no tavern there

in Henry IV. 's time; indeed, by a note in the

" Remeiiibrancia," we find that the name first

appeared in a lease dated 1537:^

\11 that Taverne called the Bore's Hcdde . . . .

appen

I ,, ,r, «hk Letters," dating about
. l.N the Ballad Society, there

u me at the " Bore's hedd."

. :;-,,| I lie goodman often tyines to

ninrke tn Bedd," and this note is

ded, which gives an earlier date; "The

..iil of W. Warden (temp. Richard II.), who

gave all that tenement, called ' The Boar's

Head,' in Eastcheap, to a college of Priests

in the church of S. Michael, Crooked-lane."

In Shalcespeare's time the players from the

Bankside no doubt used the irm. and in the

Allevn Papers, 1603, we find Joan Alleyn

writing to her husband, "Browne of 'The

Boare's Head ' is dead, and dyed very pore."

Dekker has an allusion-

Simon Eyre, the speaker, i

lived in 'i'ower-street near by

became Lord Mayor. If on

Tower we diverge a little, ai

in Thanies-stnnt. we may

and useful historian" (and he might have

added, "that Prince of Topographers") John
Stow, "died Apr. 5, 1605, and is buried at

the Upper end of the North Isle of the Quire

of Saint Andrew, Undershaft" ("Under-
shaft," from the fact that the maypole was
there set up in the street at the customary

season of the year). This church escaped the

Fire, and the memorial to Stow is worth a

pilgriir

Mary-aaxe, so called fi cm an ancient chnrcli

'ornhill formerly com-
irner of Graceclnircli,

^schurch. Street, from
stood the Leadenhall,

to the Citv by Simon
.-•St

i-o, iiiislit )j\i.v of the Tanners without se(

the hero of Dekker's play, "The S

's Holiday," already quoted.

5 march ti-ether for the honour ol S.

' Chroii

ind Ki

place was a store-

in 1018—Baker's
the apprentices

orvins out for God

some ot rii;ii i,,iiii

Culpepper i^ i
i

i
i

>

classes Billi^.- - -i •

I'aris GardL.i ..> oiu u

in his play of the " Sih

Passing All Hallow:
finest of the ancient .

the Fire, aiul =till v,it

enter the jm. i- -I

much to s;Mi i' .1 - 1 i

poet, John 1 i,i . ]•- - "I I

~j;d.- rhetoric" that

\i\:<-l. Indeed. Jonson
!i Lniidon Bridge and
iliL' noisiest of pUices,

it Woman."
Barking, one of the

ches that

. tlir travc

(IGU)

The ChatMiell open: where was shewd to nice

VVlierc lisse.'c was interd."

He is r.'ferriiig to the little church ot S.

Ptt-i nl ^'ilh iil;i. wlnTf were buried so many
]„,;,; ,. li- iwM ,|iiccns, Anne Boleyn

lui.l Ix ' M-.Mii-. I ; the unhappy "Queen
.Jam :- ii. li. r ili" title of a day) and her

bii.-band; Thomas Cromwell, James Duke of

Monmouth, John Fisher, and, not least. Sir

Thomas More, who met his fate with a blithe

heart and a jest on his lips. Lord Herbert of

Cli' rliMiv tfl!> tlic story of the execution in

loll "1 ili;it Mininih old dame the Countess of

hid him if I" I
:

I, nl
' .

-
'

!

could: so thr h. ., II |.:uii..l 1- i-'i.'i II •

slovenly."

To be "committed to the Tower" meant in

so many eases a tragedy that it is refreshing

to hear of a joyful t.\it. If our visit had
liappencd t" !" .i;i

,
,. ihim (l;iv in the year

rud pur

to the northwar
Heywood, in

makes Sir Johi

all'd it (

his play o

Crosby say

Stow savs, built "of stone niul limli' r, \

larg:- an'd beautifull." It oecn|i i

.
,

area; but only the Banr|uetniL' 11
.

'

:

tn our own time, and mav still 1" -'
' " hi

place of its exile at Clielsea. Crosby was

knighted in 1471, the year that Henry VI.

died, and he enjoyed his home for only four

years after, dying in 1475. It we may take

Shakespeare's' " Richard III." as a history

primer, the Duke ot Gloucester was using the

house in 1478. the year of the murder of

Clarence, for he says to the murderers:

"When von h.ivc done, repayre to Crosli.vplacc

But Sirs, he suddaine in the execution.

priory and church
rear otCroshv Hon.
aiiis-one of the

-ches that escaped

Till

Leather Sellers'^C

common hall. Foi

wood bequeathed
sowe ot lead w

mpany, and used as their

this purpose .John Ilasel-

loney and plate, and "a
ighing ll^ewt." An old

ul.;ed crvpt, and over this

hlv panelled ceiling and

Majesty Queen Elizabeth loved

a play, and, no doubt, rightly thought that

her presence would tend to raise the level of

the stage, and her influence may be traced in

the letter of the Lord Chancellor of the

Household to the Lord Mayor in 1594, praying

him to permit the players "for the service of

her Majesty if need soe requier, to play this

winter at the 'Cross Keyes ' in Gracious-

street." The players here alluded to. who in-

cluded William Shakespeare, were to be " coii-

tributories to the poore of the Parish accord-

ing to their Habilities." From Shoreditch to

Cripplegate is not a long walk, and there are

interesting references to " "The Fortune

"

Theatre, built by Henslowe and AUeyn in

Golden-lane in 1599. There were difficulties

because of an order of the Privy Council "to
restrain the excessive number of ' Plaic-

howses ' "
; but the Queen evidently had a say

in the matter, " hir Majestic beinge pleased

at sumtimes to take delight and recreaeion in

the sight and hearinge " of plays, and the

building was allowed to proceed. So we read

in the " Remerabrancia" (Malone Society).

In the Henslowe Papers the contract for

building "The Fortune" bas been preserved.

It provides that in all important details the

new theatre was to be an exact copy ot " The
Globe." Amongst other things—

" \ stad!;e and T.vrcing howse to he made, creeled

and sett up wth in the saide flrame wth a shadov e

or cover over the saide stadge . . . .contryvcd

and fashioned like unto the stadgc ot the saide Plaio

lioMse called The Globe."

The ennlrart was with "Peter Streete,

(;i,|i. Ill, I uho had built "The Globe," and
.1 that an architect or surveyor

\\,,. 11 I
I

.1 unnecessary, and that plans

ami -| . , ji. ,ii ions were superfluous: £440

\va- tin- iMiilract price, but there w-ere evi-

,1, ntl\ li.iixN expenses in fitting up not in-

rliHlcl 1.1 that sniu. At this time AUeyn was

only a leasehuiaer, but he bought the freehold

in iOlO, as he notes in his diary:

"Don.qht the inheritance ot the laiul nf the (iills

. which is the Fortune and all llic hoivscs in

\Vlii"ht Crosstrett and Gowlding Lane in June iniO

for tho sum of 3401.

In 1021 the theatre was burnt down. Alleyn

at once prepared to rebuild it, and devised

the novel scheme ot creating ground rent and

raising building capital by dividing the pro-

perty into tweiitv four shares. A separate

lease was granted" for each share, at a ground

rent of £5 6s. lid., for a term of fifty-one

years, each lessee paving down a contribution

of £41 13s. 4d. towards the rebuilding.

Alleyn thus olitained a ground rent of £128 6s.

per annum (worth in present money, perhaps,

somothini; over £600) and a sum of £1,000 iii

cash tor his building.* It should be noted

that only three years before tho Fire the

lad been let at £200 a year, " and

iiullctts ot wyne, the one sack and

Clarett, of ten shillings a peece

c delivered at the feast of Christ-

V." Alleyn made over the property

,vich Trustees; but its later career

1558 we
sued our ^^ I

amidst tin |
i
ii ;

populace. f"l Ii :/:ii

Princess Kli/.J- il

her Royal |.ri-:.i - i

minster tliere In li

the route of the ','

throng and linger i

the Minories and
remembering that (

there. John Stow':

summary executiohe tells

street, the unfortunate viet

of any real offence, and give

his innocence.
" I heard the words of the prisoner, 1

executed upon the pavement of my <loor.

Thomas Fuller, in his "Worthies
land," says of Stow, "that painful.

il company,
and happv

IIV tn \V, 1

' ran f.jJl.M'.

joining tlij

pass through
liv Aid-gate,
once lodged
near by, and

(See

were erected. The
Korthbrook's treatise,

allusions to them

:

one of the earliest

house

not rofitable to the twenty-

liareholdcr s, especi

D theatres in 1012

Itv in obt ining th

G50 obtain ed a sur

s follows :--

after the clc

eyor s

the
Bing innocent
time to prove

ii'nd huiTdcd for sn
Theatre ' and ' C
iiaded that Satan
d fitter school to

Marlowe is said to havi

"The Curtain" Theat
popular ballad

:

This doggrel was written about 1,)93, and
entitled "The Atheist's Tragedy"— an nn-

justifiablc libel on the author of " Doctor
Fau.stus" and "Edward II.," and the friend

of Ben. Jonson and Chapman. Nntwitli-

standing the strong feeling of opposition to

"Wee . . . licing desired hy the Maistcr

Warden of Dulwieh Colledg to vew tho . .

late i>lay house called the ffortune ....
humbly certefy .... in as much as greate i

ye tymber is Eotten ; y= Tyles much broaken and

decayed and y^ brick walls_ inich shaken
that y sayd materialls may
then eightty pound." '"(Henslowemore worth

Papers).

Four years later we find that the Court ot

Assistants orders the sale of the materials,

consequence ot their inability to find a tenant,

notwithstanding their

" utmost endeavours . . . . hy posting ot hills

in the Cities of London and putting it into the ncwcs

bookcs."

In the " Mercurins Politicus," February, 16G1,

there was an advertisement: "The Fortune

playhouse—with the ground thereto beloiigii

is to be let to be built upon, where 23 ten

nients may be erected, with gardens, and a
j

« Tlic counterpart (or

called) of one ot these cu

with the Alleyn Papers.

' counterpane " as ;

us documents is preserved
j

, nulwich. A copy t
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street niny be cut tlirougli." A street lias be
cut tlirongli, and tbe present Plavlioiise-yard
is all tliat is left to remind iis of the depaVtecl
glory of ''I'lio Fortnnc."

TJie mention of Edward Alleyn sufjgests tin

great act of liis life, tlie erection and endow
i.ient of nuKvich College. [ append the
bnilder's contract as an iiiteresting specimen
of Alleyn's method. t A minute and detailed
description is given of every part of the
bnildings, in lieu of plans or specification;
hilt the contractor, who was termed "brick-
layer," was to provide a " plott "— i.e., ground
plan. The bricks and other materials were
provided by Alleyn. and the price paid to the
builder for the work was at the rate of 40s,

per rod.t It is interesting to read Alleyn's
entry in his memorandum-book of liis pur
chase of the manor of Dulwicli, whicli com
prised some 500 acres, with seventeen houses;

"In no: do: .Anion. Ano 1C03. nonsjlit the l.oril

fhipp of nnllwich of S. R. Francis Calton. Knight, thi;

aotii day of October for ."iOOO'."

" I doe wonder how he can offer 4500'' for 330
and odd poundes (rental) whicli .vf he c:i>l lint :a
XV yeares purchase comethe verye neare to 5000''.

besydes the woodes upon the waste."

I give one more extract from the Alleyn
Papers, partly as a contrast to the above,
where we see the ex-actor as landed pro-

prietor and philanthropist, and partly as the
only reference I can give to the poor rate in

Loudon

:

'' .\ breif noat taken out of the poores bookc. con-
tayning the names of all thenhabitantes of this

Liberty (the Clink, Southwark) web are rated and
assesed to a weekely paimt towards the relief of the

" Phillip Henslowe esuuior assesed at weekely vjd,
Ed. Alleyn assesed at weekely vJU."

and many others. Si.\pence is the highest
rating, one penny the lowest (Collier).

Shakespeare's name appears, but the entry
is a fraudulent interpolation in the MS.
Returning to the centre of the City,

Threadneedlo - stroet§ demands a few
moments' attention — not "Threeiieedlc-
street," as Stow has it, though the Merchant-
Taylors niiglit have suggested needlework.
That ancient and wealthy company removed
here from Basing lane in 1331 hiving pur
ch sed I house which becnme then new Inll

lliia Inll WTS almost entiiely destroyed in

the Guat 1 ue but some portions of the
building Gothic i i 1 n t i i ii ii ud and
liny be tiaccd in tl I i pait of

the crNpt (app u tl I st 11 in

t ood piesLix iti I ) the site

it the JUi t 1 U t Till

Coiiil ill a I 1 d with

upuaidscf luilliiffs soldc
for 478 pu I I I I I

I
I 15 as should take

and cairy them th il and then possession
tlicrL(f was gneii to Sir ilionns Gieslnm
Knight theieupon to build a Bursse ri

[ lu
for maiclni ts ti assemble in at I

piopei clnig (Stow) A glonou 1

L\ly calls it Golden Greshan I

stvles the donor that beautified ^ I

w th Roy il Change It was th (^ n

leiself at the opening in 1570 th it dubbed
it Roval To quote her words in Hey wood s

plav lioubles of Queen Elizabeth of
lt)OG

nd James Howell writes

and Middleton

Under Cromwell there must have been
ihiinge of scene. We read in 1653—

to his honoui

But in 1600 Samuel Pepys writes in

"Diary"—
' Then.

Second.'

But to go back to the opening day of the
Exchange. The Queen dined with Sir
Thomas Gresham at his house in Bishops-
gate. 'This was the house used for the
college which he endowed. In the play
already quoted he is made to say^-

" .And Lords so please you but see my School
Of the seven literal sciences,
Which I have founded here ncarc Bishopsgate.

I will make, Lords.
.\n University within itself";

and many years later. Sir George Buck, in

his "Third Universitie," re-echoes the senti-

ment

—

" This is a Uttle UDiver.sitie or Academes Epitome
as Rome when it flourished was ' Orbis Epitome.' "

The college still exists, as Gresham
decreed, under the control of the Mercei's'

Company ; but the laudable ambition of the
founder has not been realised. Still, it was
flourishing a century after Gresham died,

and gave a home to the Royal Society. Elias
Ashmole writes: "I was admitted a member
of the Royal Society at Gresham College,"
and Evelyn says that be took the Danish
Ambassador there, where were showed him
various experiments in vacuo. It survived
the Fire, for another writer (S. Ford) says, in

1667, with an allusion to Charles II., who
paid a visit and made a speech

—

"Philosophers here govern earth and .ikies

And Kings themselves Philosophize."

But while we have been making an ex-

cursion both in time and space, our
imaginary traveller has probably been seek-

ing for an inn in Cornhill. He may have
tried "The Fleece " about which James
Howell sent a warniu' to a friend

—

cful rie

,h street of i

illed a Bur:
City

for J the Eo\al Lvching

It IS mteiesting to note that only three
years after her death we find the Queen
represented as "Dramatis Persona "

; but the
actor who personated her Majesty must have
been a boy, as women did not appear on the
stage.

The Exchange became a great place for
shopping, there being a covered arcade called
"The Pawne." In 1607 we read in Dekkcr's
"Westward Hoe":

•• You must to the Pawne to buy Lawne."

Keo from Collier's " Jleinoin

riiete in Cornh

or more piobabh he will It foiiii 1 t lie
Popeb Head the name f wli h still

sumves in Pope b Head all \ Hei I l will

lia^e met a better wtkome th ii that
affoided to another fiequenter of this famous
ti\ein ibout whom Randolph wrote

—

II ^^ II larJh tri t i u fcr a drop tis

Iliomas Mav the histoiian of the Parlia
meiit and moreover, a playwright was e\i

denth a fiequenter of this inn Hl died
1 I h (so the Bin i iph i Diinntica

1 fiom tving I I
I

t close

his fat chin I \ I M null
I s Ills amazeiii i I ^ i th

L 111) I lelds and not b iii„ tU tu deti i

mine in what place he w is

—

these bosses or reservoirs are elsewhere
alluded to. In later times most of the
springs and wells would be cut off by deep
drainage and modern sewers ; but w hat is

probably the oldest erection in London
above-ground—viz., "The Roman Bath," in

Strand -lane — is still supplied. But the
citizens did not always escape water-rate.
William Lambarde writes at the close of
Elizabeth's reign :

"As for the Coiidiiite at Aldgate and Lothcbury
theare weare two Fifteenes levved through the Cytie
for the Buildinge of tlieim in the yeare isij."

This tax of a fifteenth on personal property
was not popular. There is an allusion to it

ill Shakespeare's "Henry VI." The Map by
Ralph Agas shows a conduit in Aldermanbury
in the middle of the street. Some few years
ago the wooden pipes that served this were
dug up. The water of the Thames could
hardly have been pure, considering that the
river received such streams as the Fleet,
which wMs used as a common sewer. The
state of the Fleet ditch is realistically

described by Ben Joiison in what he calls

"The Famous Voyage." He gives "The
brave adventure of two wights," who
"At Bread-Streets Mermaid, having din'd, and merry,
Propos'd to go to Uol'borne in a Wherry."

The distance is not far from Bridewell Dock
to Holborn Bridge; but the experience was
not pleasant. "Many a sinke pour'd out her
rage aiienst 'hem." Over everything "hung
stench, diseases, and old filth, their mother."
With a tenderness for the delicacy of the
audience, I have selected only the mildest
and sweetest of Jonson's phrases, and refer
you to the whole poem for a picture of

London sanitation in the reign of James I.

Still, water was taken from the river, as wo
may read in the fullowing extract from
Howe's p. Ill I

>:...,'•- "Annals":—

An ancient erection in Con I II

few notes on water supply 1

of the stieet stood a cirtulai I

in early days as a prison for c i I

and (so wiites Stow)

Called the Tunne .... because the same was
liiiildcd somewhat in fashion of a Tunne standing on
the one ende .... In the yeare HOI the said
prison house was made a Cesterne for .sweet water
conveyed by pipes of lead from Tiborne."

The Great Conduit was in Cheapside. It

was supplied with "Sweet w^ater conveyed by
pipes of lead underground from Paddiugton."
These are only two out of many references to

water supply, which appeared to be abniidant.
Besides springs, there were w^IIs and
pumps. The Pump at Aldgate still stands,
and there are traces of the one (thoiigli out
of use) attached to the Holy well of S.

Bridget (shortened to Bride), which gave a
name to the palace of Bridewell adjacent.
There was "a bosse of spring-water con-

tinually running" (Stow) at Billingsgate, and

labitants ueero adjoyning that will fetch it." •

It was some thirty years after that Loudon
vs supplied with pure water by a project
iich has lasted to the present day. The

New liner was designed and carried out by
bir Hugh IMiddleton but not without the

ciil assistance of King James, who thus
me own I cf one h ilf of the undertaking.
lint 11 the fir t inst ince, meet witli

I

t appip itn 1 or afford much, if any,
piuht to tl I PI t 11 I as Middleton was
termed \\ t tl t cold reward," so
Junes 11 II I rather those cold
diops ot I I \pie cast upon my
ouiiti>iii s 1 Ih I Ml Idleton, for bringe-

U ^\are Knei tliio her streets, the meist

enieeable and wholesome benefit that ever
he reeened If Sir Hu„li could return in

pint to I o idon he would have the satis-

aetio 1 of seeiig Ills statue on Islington
Green with possibh the letters "M.W.B."

ibed on the pedestal
f)ie moving westward Drapers' Hall
1 ds us of a case of high-handed dealing
property on the part of Thomas

II 1 1 the reign of Henry VIII.
I built a house in Throg-

iwaids tl e Drapers' Hall,
I Glial garden, seized 2:2ft.

I gar lens and added it to

1 IS o \ J hii Stow s father was one of the
sufferers Stow writes

"My father had a garden there and an hoii-e

We observe the absence of such tr

xt Broken Wharf, and the City granted him a lo

3f .€1.000. See Sharp's "London and the l\in','doii

vol. ii, 19.
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formalities ns "notices to treat," followca by

arbitration. As Stow moralises:

"Tho siKlilcn rising of soino men causctli llicm tc

forget tlRinsclves."

Tnrning onr faces westward, we pass the

Stocks Market, where now stands the

Mansion House, and cross the road to Conoy-

hope lane, now Grocers' Hall-court. Civir

baiMinets did not cease during the Tr '

tectorate; but there was a preliminary com-
of two sermons, as Whitelock wrote in his

"Memoirs " just after the death of the King :

' Sir Mnvor invites his Hislinesse his Ruest

And bids him to Grocers Hall to dinner.

There never was saint at so great a Feast

Provided him at the charge of a sinner." t

West cheape, or, more familiarly, "The
Cliepc," now lies before us. Apparently, to

judge from the old plates, something wider

than the present Cheapside. This famous

highway must have been a feast for eyes and

ears on the occasion of "The Passage of our

most drad Sovereigne Lady, Queue Eliza-

beth "—to quote the title of the rare little

hook which describes the procession. Upon
the porch of the little church of S. Pctcr-

by-the-Cross, which stnn.l «li. r, tlie tree now
is",

" the waites of tli' . iii' 'li'l lh.;- a pleasant

noyse." The crosp \\lihli si I here was a

conspicuous structnr.-, rar\.il and gilded, and

surmounted by a hgnre of the Virgin. In

Puritan times" this latter caused much ill

feeling, leading to disorderly rioting, ami

eventually to the destruction of the cross. The
site was chosen for another bonfire at a later

date, when tlic "Book of Sports," originated

by James I., and much hated In- the Puritans,

from tlicm ;

the greatest

Hall '

ompnv

was publicly burnt

and which may Ijp s.

calls the book ' i li '

phemous bnnk -^f :

times on I' i

surprise i

of the K:
•'Return n
Near the (... ai i

of the- street, stood

most noticeable huili

hall of tlie Sieve-

lUed IG-IG,

Museum,
and bias-

and pas

From Goldsmiths- null, the Dev and Kv

Th.

le Chepe stood a church

from the time of the

i Stow writes, being

p huiUled on arches of stone

lied nt Ma
liow.

and popularly known to Londoners as Bow
Church. Some of the arches of the old

Norman church form the crypt of the present

one, built by Wren after the Fire. Traces

may also be seen of an earlier Saxon church,

and some relics of Roman material are

visible. From this church "in the arches"

came the name of the Ecclesiastical "Court

of Arches " which was tliere held. It is often

referi-ed to. For instance, in a play of

Middleton's:

and in Samuel
16G3)—
"To now Church

Pepys's "Diary" (Feb. 4,

to the Court of

as perhaps tlie Beaninoi
the Chcpe, The cce
pany. An old 'The Cr

church is still used as a court in the

..11 nf a new Bishop of London. In

l-ii..t was tlie famous "Mermaid
ill -acred to the memory ot Shake-

, i;< 11 .Jonson, and the circle of poets

,Mls uho made it their haunt. Francis

•s line lines have often been quoted.

itric Thomas Coryate, author of

dities." when absent abroad, wrote

luls at " The Mermaid "
:

hi-h Sencschall of the right Worsliii'lnll

"Fin.sburic Fyeld," "Tho Moorfiold," not as

yet laid out, and called " The Pleasannt

Walkes of Moorfield " ; even Chancery-lane

and Fetter-lane were bordered with fields;

the Convent Garden occupied many acres;

Drury-lane led only to "Drury House"; S.

Giles's and S. Martin's churches were

actually, and not only in name, " in tho

fields," and Gray's Inn lane led to open

country, and, by way ot Battle Bridge, to the

little deserted church of S. Pancras— "ohl

Pancridge," as it got to be called when a new

parish church was built elsewhere. Nordcn

(1593) writes of it -

c'hincii have hin rnanie buildings, now decaied, leaving

ponre Pantra.s without companie or comfort."

and I venture to intrude a verse from iv

ballatl (about 1660)—
" Lady Nancv was laid in S. Pancras Church.

Lord I.ov"el was laid in the choir;

And out of her bosom there grew a red rose.

And out of her lover's a briar."

Its old churchyard is now a public park, and

it has King's Cross and St. Pancras stations

for pleasant company. "'The Mewes

"

occupied the site of Trafalgar square, with

open fields in the rear. Two lanes, "'The

Haymarket" and "Hedge-lane" led to Picca-

dilly, which was called "the waye to

Redinge"; "the Oxford-road," further

north, being called "the waye to Uxbridge."

The riverside, from Blackfriars to West-

minster, was adorned with the gardens ot the

great houses in the Strand. Most of this land

in course of time was built on. the great

increase of population being the natural

cause. But Queen Elizabeth, and her suc-

cessors following on the same lines, en-

deavoured by legislation or Royal enactment

to arrest all increase ot houses. Not only

were new houses forbidden in I^ondon itself

(except if rebuilt on old foundations), but, to

quote Baker's "Chronicle" (the time de-

scribed being the twenty-third year of Eliza-

beth) :-

ol.l ,lia|.. 1 -I s, I 1 as A, .,,11. piir,lia-.,l In

the eonipaiiy. with the hospital, at the tune

nf the Dissolution, and afterwards used as a

free grammar school. The grammar school

suggests a reference to a light and air case.

In 1603 there was an "Order in Council pro-

hibiting Arnold James from raising a building

in Soper-lane-end, Cheapside, higher than
the shed which stood there before, lest it

should injure the lights of the Golden Key,
belonging to the Mercers' Company, the rents

of which are appropriated to a free grammar
school." A good idea of the general appear-

ance of Cheapside may be obtained from some
of the contemporary drawings, and a still-

existing example of the timbered gabled
houses is with us in the Ilolborn front of

Staple Inn. The goldsmiths were in great

force in the street, and " Goldsmith's row "

was the glory of the Chepe. The hall of their

company was near by in Foster-lane. " A
proper hnll, but not large," Stow \vrites. Tho
company was undoubtedly wealthy.

"Faith to tell thee. Goldsmiths' Hall is damnable
rich; and informers will have the devil and all."

Randolph wrote this in 1651, in the intro

duclion to his play, " Hey for Honesty."
(In this play Aristophanes has come to

London, and is offering his comedies for pro-
duction. He says of his " Plutus, tis a
golden comedy, fit to bo acted at Goldsmiths'
Hall.") A Parliamentary Committee was
sitting nt Goldsmiths' Hnll. and the sequos
tration of the estates of the Royalists was
under discussion. The Duke of Newcastle
n staunch adherent of the King, was a ruined
man. It must have been just at this time that
the Duchess of Newcastle writes in her diary

play

Another inn in Bread-street known to Jonson

as "The Mitre." Rowley mentions it:

"Come we'll play at Bar, an to the Mitre in

read Street."

Little Wit," a character in tli

Bartholomew Fair," exclaims:

"•n„ ., 1,:, i.ii.l. ,
. I,, >.il • -^-.-iir Tl

probably the same " Nag's Head " ;iliont wliieli

there had been, at an earlier diite. some

scandal to the reproach ot the Reformed

Church, as it was said that Archbishop

Parker had been consecrated there, and un-

seemly details were added of a kind offensive

to members of the Anglican Church. 'The

story was, of course, false, and the following

quotation from Ileylin's history (1661) in-

dicates merely a dinner

:

"Tho Vicar-Oei
presence was reqi

taincd at dinner the

;he Dean of Arches.

'Nag's Head ' Tavern,

p. 374. Ant.

as the invitation

No doubt before the dinner there had been

an official visit to the Court ot Arches at Bow
Church. As a matter of fact, Parker was
consecrated at Lambeth.

Some few references to building regulations

and dealings with property will not be out of

'place. The London as we know it in the old

maps of the 16th century had many open
spaces or enclosed land unbuilt on. Taking
the map of 1563 used by Pennant: eastward
bevond the wall we note"" The Spitel Fyleld,"

ing from Howe's edition (1615) ot

lals" shows the state of things at

,r ,,f the r,>i''n iif James I. :
—

In 1624 tliere was an Order in Council to

this effect:
" »fany persons have lately violated tlio Prcclama.

such buildings as m,

terrify others The liuiidings in w."k

Aero "especially are to be pulled down.

At a somewhat earlier date the State papers

have a petition of Alexander Walker to .spare

four tenements built by him in Horsely

Down—
" which were ordered to be pulled down as built on

secured the Certilicato

Mary Magdalene's parish

old foundation:

tions forbidding all

have been rigidly

of U
that

foundations, ho ha
e Churchwardens o
they were built on

vm

But it is clear t

building c

lal regi

anid nr

i
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enforced, and the rapid growth of the City is

iiidicated in an "Epigram" of 1611 (Thos.

Freeman)—
• London lias got a great way from the strearnc."

I think she meanes to goe to Islington."

In 1597 Rowland Whj-te writes to Sir Rob.
Sydney that he cannot find him a house.

"I can heare of none fit for .vou to lye in."

This shows the scarcity of accommodation.
Tliere is a curious and scarce little book with-

out eitlier author's name or date, but evi-

dently written at an earlier period than

above described, entitled

—

•The lioke tor to Lerne a man to be wysc- in

hiivldviig of his howse for the helthe of body and to

hiiid quyetncsb for the belth of his soule."

J'liese are a few of the author's injunctions

:

"The house must be * coniodious and pU-a.^auiit.

He must dwelle at elbowe rome .... havjjig

water for to wash and wrynge to balfe and to brewe.'

Kverything must be ' desent and fayre to the iye not

ncly within tlie precynct of the place .... lint

also

nd behold The builde

an injunction that might have been followed

with advantage by many builders during the

lust hundred years. The writer adds
direetioiis as to what we term sanitary

arrangements, calculated to shock the modern
I inspector, and which show a state of things

coarsely described by Ben Jonson in his
' Epigram " No. 133, already quoted. An
instance has already been given of Thomas

' Cromwell's high-handed dealing with land ad-

joining his own, possession of which he
desired. Here is a case about a hundred
years later, showing how some kind of com-

I pensation was awarded where property was

I
required for a public improvement. (1G31,

Rushworth's Tracts.)

\
" Because the surveyors brought In, that tin;

down of their dwellings.'

{To be continued.)

'»*^-

STURTEVANT "READY-TORUN "

VENTILATING SETS.

The Sturtevant "Ready-to-Run " venti-

lating set was primarily designed to fill the

long-felt want of a small portable electric

m which would provide positive ventilation
—that is to say, which would not only circu-
late the air within the room, but actually
remove it and replace it with fresh air from
outside.

Desk and ceiling fans, which have hitherto
been largely employed in ofifices, etc., do not
in reality provide any ventilation, but merely
circulate the bad air, dust, etc., already
present in the room. By the use of Sturtevant
"Ready-to-Run" sets, the smoke, vitiated
air, or obnoxious fumes can be collected and.

expelled from the building, a corresponding

volume of pure fresh air being introduced

exactly where it is required. They are par-

ticularly well adapted for use in small private

offices, telephone-boxes, and similar rooms
which have to be closely shut in to keep out

disturbing noises. They are also invaluable

for ventilating kitchens, lavatories, etc.,

situated in basements, where there can be no
natural circulation of air. They are extremely
compact, light, and portable, and can be
connected to an ordinary electric lamp-
holder without requiring any special switch-
gear.

Tlie question of silent running is a point
which has been carefully studied, and the
machines operate without any undue noise.

The regulating resistance in the base gives
about five speeds, and if practically entire

absence of noise is essential, the fans may
be run at a lower speed by means of this

permanently-rated resistance. The shell and
base are of cast iron, and the electric motor
is totally enclosed, the whole having a good
finish, and forming an exceedingly neat and
self-contained little ventilating set. They are
made in standard voltages—that is to say, in

direct-current 110 and 220 volts, and in

alternating-current for single-phase 40 and
50 periods, IIO and 220 volts.

These fans can be placed in any position,
and used either to blow or to exhaust. When
desired, the inlets and outlets can be
furnished with canvas-hose connections, so
that the apparatus can be carried from room
to room. In cases, however, where the posi-

tion of the fan can be permanently fixed, it is

usual to construct the air-ducts of light

galvanised sheet steel. The makers will

quote prices for either class of tubing.

The portability of these fans makes them
extremely useful, and renders them applicable
to many purposes. In industrial enterprises,
they are used for drying, cooling, venti-

lating, removing steam and fumes, etc. They
are capable of handling a comparatively large
volume of air against moderate resistance.
They are ready to run when received. No
installation-work is necessary.

Prices, which are most moderate, and full

particulars can be obtained from the
Sturtevant Engineering Company, Ltd., 147.

Queen Victoria - street, E.G., if inquirers
mention this journal.

VAL DE TRAVERS ASPHALTE PAVING
COMPANY, LIMITED.

The report of this company to be presented
at the forty-fourth ordinary general meeting
oC shareholders, to be held at 18, Hamilton
House, 155, Bishopsgate. London, E.C., on
Wediiesdav. April S. 1914, at 12.30 o'clock
p.r,.,, ^,t:ltr^ that aft.-r iii.ikliii; llie folkiwi i,,u'

aiiiinMiruii i"ii? : I )iiir.. ei.iUuii and cost of

£2.000
Conwritten off cost of Neuc

£882 7s. Id.; written off cost of buildings,
London, £164 12s. 7d. ; depreciation in value
of horses and harness, £69 17s. 6d. ; the net
prnlits of the year are £25,092 lis. lid..

HJiioli. with the sum brouglit forward,
£G,.j51 15s. 3d., amounts to £31,644 7s. 2d.

From this has to be deducted the interest

on the debenture stock, amounting to £6,900.
An interim dividend of 6d. per share was
paid in October last. A further dividend of

Is. 3d. per share, free (^f im i. ta.\, is now
recommended, makiny t^^L'tlh r 1~. 9d. per
share, or 8^ per cent. Iit il,, \, ,,r. L.a\ing a
balance to be carried forward o( 1,7. .094 7s. 2d.
The directors have filled np the vacancy in

their number by electing Mr. T. D. Cooper
to a seat on the board, which the share-
holders will be asked to confirm. The re-

tiring directors on this occasion are Mr.
H. C. Scott and Mr. C. H. McEuen, who
offer themselves for re-election. The divi-

dend will be payable on April 17 next. Its

numerous customers will congratulate the
company on its well-sustained success, the
contiiinously well-won fruit of steady enter-
prise and the best possible work.

Mr. P. T. Harrison, borough engineer of
Chelmsford, has received. an increase of salary.

OBITUARY.
1 artist of extraordinary versatility and

great ability passed away in the person of Sir

Hubert von Herkomer, R.A., who died at

Budleigh Salterton on Tuesday from an
attack of pneumonia, with other complica-

tions, in his sixty-fifth year. The only child

of Lorenz Herkomer, a wood-carver in the

village of Weal, near Landsberg, Bavaria, his

parents sought to better their position by
emigrating to the States, when Hubert was
but two years old, but after half-a-dozen

years of unprofitable toil they came to Eng-
land, taking up their residence in Southamp-
ton. Here Mrs. Herkomer gave music lessons,

while her husband worked as a carver and
joiner. The boy showed a talent for drawing,

and attended the local school of art, and after

a brief visit to Munich, where father and son

sought to study art, Hubert came to London
to study at South Kensington. Refused
admittance to the life class, he boldly

marched into the prohibited studio, started

on a chalk drawing, and was reprimanded,

but was allowed to remain in the room. He
afterwards obtained work on the Graphic,

and in 1869 his "Leisure Hours" was hung
at Burlington House, to be followed in 1873

by "After the Toil of the Day," which was
hung on the line, and was purchased by

Mau'nsell Lewis for £500. The next Academy
exhibition saw his " Last Muster : Chelsea

Pensioners in Church," afterwards shown at

the Paris Exhibition, and from that time

Herkomer never looked back. To last year's

Academy he contributed a portrait of

Viscount Morley. He was elected an A.R.A.

in 1879. a full Academician in 1890, and was
knighted in 1907. For three successive

periods of three years he was elected Slade

Professor of Fine Arts at Oxford. He de-

signed his own residence and studio,

Lululand, at Bushey, and also displayed great

ability as an etcher, engraver, playwright,

actor, lecturer, headmaster of an art school,

and as a musician and composer. He was
thrice married, and is survived by Lady
Herkomer and a family.

The death occurred from pneumonia, at

Richmond, on Friday last, at the early age of

thirty-five years, of Mr. Spencer Frederick

Gore", one of the younger school of English

landscape painters. Born in 1879, Mr. Gore
had a pnblio school education, and began the

study of art at the Slade School under Pro-

fessor Brown. He was a frequent exhibitor

at the New English Art Club, and was one of

the prime movers in the formation of the

Allied Artists' Association. He came into

fuller notice in the Exhibitions of tlie Camden
Town Group, the London Group, and the

Paris Independants, while he also had one-

man shows at the Chenil and Carfax

Galleries.

The funeral of Mr. Thomas Patrick Spall,

master at the Birmingham Central School of

Art, and for many years in the service of

Elkington and Co., took place on Tuesday at

Lodge Hill Cemetery. Jlr. Spall, who was

sixty-one vears of age, was born in Dublin.

He "was apprenticed to Elkington's many
years ago. and was trained as an embosser and

chaser \inder Mr. Moore. He twice won the

prize given annually bv the Goldsmiths'

Company for figure work." Mr. Spall was first

appointe'd to the teaching staff of the Bir-

mingham School of Art in 1885 as teacher of

modelling. He left the school in 1888 at the

request of Messrs. Elkington, but returned to

the school in 1904, devoting all his energies

to his work as a teacher. Mr. Spall was a

connoisseur of very many forms of craftwork
;

he had a thorough knowledge of English

work. Mr. R. Patterson Smith, director of

the Birmingham School of Art, says: "Mr.

Spall expressed in most perfect workmanship

the English version of the Italian 16th-

centurv Renaissance as demanded by the

fashion of the middle of the 16th century."

Mr. Spall lent many of his possessions to the

Victoria and Albert Museum, and his fine

collection of old English glass is now at the

Birmingham Art Gallery.

The death is announced of Mr. Frederick

Griffith, for thirty-three years engineer to the

Leicester Corporation water committee.
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PKOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION OF
IRELAND.— At a meeting of the Archi-
tectural Association of Ireland on the 26th
inst., Mr. Geo. F. Beckett, M.R.I. A. 1. in the
chair, the house list of members willing to

serve as officers, and on the committee, of the
Association was read, and scrutineers of the
ballot appointed. The following were elected
nuMiibers of the Association:—Mr. J. J.

Brnntz and Mr. Stanley Grant. The Rev.
Professor H. Browne, M.A., read a paper on
-Mr. W. H. Goodyear"s Architectural
riieories, the object of the lecture being to

pave the way for Mr. Goodyear's approaching
\isit to Dublin, which has been arranged fir

the month of May by the Classical Asso. ki

tion, in conjunction with the architectiirul

societies of Ireland. Slides illustrated III':

curvatures and other refinements universally
admitted to exist in Greek temples, pre-
paratory to the consideration of the im-
portant question whether analogous refine-

ments exist in the best Medieval archi-
tecture, and, if so, whether it is to be ad-
mitted that the practice of introducing them
was due to the influence of Classical tradi-
tions. The lecturer dealt first with de-
partures, in plan and elevation, from strict

geometrical forms; then with leaning (i.e.,

overhanging) facades in Italian cathedrals;
and, lastly, with the widening refinement in

the lofty naves of Gothic cathedrals of
Northern France. This, he added, might be
claimed as the most characteristic and, in

every way the most important, of Goodyear's
theories. The lecturer regretted that' with
regard to the great English cathedrals (which
were undoubtedly built under French in-

fluence, and, in some cases, by French archi-
tects), no plumbings and measurements for
this widening refinement have as yet been
taken, or, at least, published. But, even in

the examination of photographs, he thought
he had been able to detect \ery clear evidence
in two cases— those of Salisbury and Canter-
bury—of the refinement; evidence which
he believed could not be accounted for by
camera distortion. He trusted that a more
complete and satisfactory investigation would
be undertaken at some not distant date. It

was also gratifying, he said, to those who
believe in the truth of Mr. Goodyear's
methods and results, that news had just" come
to hand that an American committee of
experts, appointed to report on the whole
matter, have done so in a very favourable
sense. Mr. Hudman proposed, and Mr. J.
Geoghegan seconded, a vote of thanks. The
chairman, in putting the motion, stated that
the president was absent through ill-health.
They all welcomed Professor Browne, who
had played a leading part in arranging for
the keenly-anticipated visit.

i:i)I\l;li;(4)| \ 1.' CHITECTUR.A L
^~

' IS of this assocm-
'

I mg altogether about
1

. liapel and the Usher
11 '.."u,> .III.muun. The party first
inspected the ThisLle Chapel, the principal
features of which, external and internal, were
pointed out bv Mr. Francis J. Grant, W.S.,
F.S.A.Scot., Rothesay Herald and Lyon
Clerk. On the party's arrival at the Usher
Hall, Jlr. H. Howard Thomson, F.R.I.B.A.,
of the firm of Messrs. Stockdale Harrison,
Sons, and Thorns. ,n. Leiiestcr, architects of
the building, dpscribud the principal feature
connected with the planning and construction
of the hall, with its galleri. - , ,,n nlors. stair-
cases, exits, and entrant i , ,ii wpre
afterwards conducted . nt,
where the heating, venti ,iing
arrangements were i\; Mr.
Thomson and Mr. Dargr, , 1, rk '.f' works!
Returning to the hall, the party heard a short
recital on the organ by Mr. Collinson, which
tiave a splendid impression of the instrument
and the acoustics of the hall. Before leaving,
the party were entertained to tea by Mr.
Thomson, after which Mr. Lome Campbell,
F.R.I.B.A., president of the association, pro-
posed a vote of thanks to the corporation for
permission to visit the hall, and to Mr.
Thomson, the architect, for conducting the
party over it, and his hospitality. A vote of
thanks was also awarded to "Mr. Francis

Grant, W.S., for conducting the party over
the Thistle Chapel.

EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY ARCHITEC-
TURE.—Mr. A. Hamilton Thompson, M.A.,
lectured on this subject in the Free Library
Lecture-hall, Northampton, on Friday
evening. He spoke of the architecture of

the 18th century, and specially referred to

the house plan of the period. It was an
Italian style adapted to au unsuitable
climate; and in describing its chief features,

the lecturer showed that while it was stately

in form, it was inconvenient in use. It was,
however, an imposing style for large public
offices. Some beautiful slides of the magni-
ficent palaces, and of many churches of this

prnoil, \\.>re shown to illustrate the style then
|ir. \;il, lit. The lecture concluded with a brief
ill -rnpiini! of the revival of Greek arehi-
t. I liir,. (.iwards the end of the 18th century.
This was a purely imitative movement, and
was no part of the Renaissance programme.

ENGLISH EFFIGIES.—At a meeting ou
Wednesday of the Royal Archaeological In-

stitute, Dr. A. C. Fryer read a paper on
"Nicholas Stone's School of Effigy-Makers."
Discussing a number of effigies in English
churches attributed to Bernini, the lecturer
said it had been supposed that Nicholas
Stone was the author of the effigy of Lady
Berkeley in Cranford Church, while he was
studying under Bernini at Rome ; but Dr.
Fryer thought that this was due to a mis-
reading of Stone's diary. No documentary
evidence was forthcoming to show who made
this remarkable effigy, but the noble family
originally responsible for the erection of the
monument held the tradition that the effigy

was the work of Bernini. The effigy

possessed the feeling of Italian workman-
ship, and the admirable execution of the face
and hands led one to conjecture tliat Bernini
was alone responsible for its production.

TO'WN PLANNING IN GREATER
LONDON.—A conference of representatives
of the urban and rural district councils of

Greater London was held at the Westminster
Palace Hotel on Wednesday, for the purpose
of considering the practical administratiou
of the town-planning clauses of the Housing
and Town Planning Act of 1909. Mr. W.
Thompson, of Richmond, Surrey, who
occupied the chair, explained that this year
It was proposed that the Ruislip-Northwood
town-planning scheme, which was now pass-

ing through its final stages, should be dealt
with. A great deal of useful educational
work had been done during the past four
years, and it was more than probable that

several of the projected schemes would be in

operation in tlie not distant future.—Mr. F.

N. Elgood, chairman of the Ruislip-North-
wood Town-Planniiig Committee, and Mr.
E. R. Abbott, clerk of the Ruislip-Northwood
Urban District Council, explained the pur-

pose of the Ruislip-Northwood scheme. The
land unit was five acres, to which certain

building limitations applied according to the
classification of the land unit. On land within
one classification the buildings should not
number more than an average of four to the
acre ; under another classification the number
of buildings might average six to the acre,

and so on up to an average of twelve. These
restrictions might, however, be modified for

certain reasons. There were other areas
marked out for shops and warehouses to

which these restrictions as to the number of

buildings did not apply, but with restrictions

as to height. In the discussion it was staled

that already areas of land worth £80 an acre

and possessing an aggregate value of £10,000,
had been given as open spaces for the benefit

of the public.

The general purposes committee of the town
council of Folkestone have appointed Messrs.
.James Mansergh and Sons, Victoria-street,
S.W.. as engineers for the construction of relief

sewers. The estimated cost is JE29,000.

Plans have been prepared for a hillside garden
village on Blaenrhondda. The first 20O houses
of the scheme will be built -at once, and it is

contemplated building up to 600 houses on the
site. The cost will be over *50,000, The pro-
moters are the Fernhill Garden Village. Ltd.
The architect is Mr. W. Beddoe Rees, and tlie

contractor is Mr. J. H. James, also of Cardiff.

COMPETITIONS.
BRIGHTON.—The competition for the'

proposed clock - tower. Queen's Park,
Brighton, has been settled, the council
having accepted the design of Mr. Llewellyn
E. Williams. A.R.I. B.A., of No. 4, Coleman-
street, London, E.C. The design of Mr.
Charles H. Rose. A.R.I.B.A., of No. 61,
Pepys-road, Wimbledon, London, S.W., has
been placed second iu order of merit. Sixty
designs were sent in, and the six selected
designs can be seen at the town-hall,
Brighton, during the week commencing the
6th inst.

EDINBURGH ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.—Through the generosity of
one of its oldest members— Sir R. Rowand
Anderson—this association has been enabled
to offer for competition amongst the younger
members of the profession in Scotland two
travelling studentships of £40 each for the
encouragement of the study of the develop-
ment of steel construction, more particularly
as exemplified in the work of France anci
Germany, the aim of the donor being to
direct attention to the manner in which steel-

work is being treated in the most modern
•buildings abroad. The successful candidates
are required to expend not less than eight
weeks on the Continent, during which time
they will study, examine, and make detailed
drawings, sketches, and, if possible, photo-
graphs of this class of work, amplified by de-
scriptive notes, it being the intention of the
association to publish the whole in book form
if of sufficient merit. Applications, accom-
panied by testimonials of study, have been
received from various parts of Scotland,
showing a high standard of merit, and these
have now been considered by the committee
in charge, who have, after full consideration,
awarded the prizes to Mr. James M. Brown,
at present assistant with Messrs. Alexander
Cnllen, Lochhead. and Brown. Hamilton, and
Mr. William Paterson, A.R.I.B.A., of Edin-
burgh. Both these gentlemen are to under-
take the duties of the studentship in the
course of the coming summer.

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Ten architects

have been invited by the George Washington
Memorial Association to enter a preliminary
competition for plans for the proposed
George Washington memorial building, for

which Congress has given a site at Sixth and
B streets, N.W.. Washington, D.C. The
architects invited are Messrs. Parker,
Thomas, and Rice. Baltimore. Md. ; Peabody
and Stcarii = . Boston. Mass; McKim, Mead,
and Wliiti , Ni-'A York City; Eames and
Youn-, SI I, Mil.. Mo.; Hornblower and
Marsiiall. \V:,,l,Mii;ton. D.C; John Galen
Howard. San I'rancisco. Cal. ; John Russell

Pope, New York City; Paul P. Cret. Phila-

delphia, Pa. ; Howard Van Doren Shaw,
Chicago. 111., and Warren and Wetmore,
New York City. The successful competitor
is to receive l.'oOOdol., and each unsuccessful

competitor is to be paid SOOdol. The total

of 265,000dol. has now been raised for the

building, and further material subscriptions

to the fund are expected.

The death occurred on Sunday of Mr. R. M.
G. Coventry, A.R.S.A., R.S.W., a well known
Glasgow landscape artist. Born in Glasgow, he

served as a youth in a designer's office; but later

he studied art in Paris with Bonguereau and
Fleurv, His subjects were chiefly drawn from
the old harbours of Fife.

The foundation stone of St. Luke's new church

iu Corporation - road, Darlington, has been

formally laid. The estimated cost of the

present" section, the nave and aisles, is i;4,000.

The architects are Messrs, Clark and Moscrop,

of Darlington, and the chief contractors Messrs.

R, T, Snaith and Son, and J. Guthrie, of

Darlington.

Mr, G, A, Birkenhead, formerly of Cardiff,

one of the founder members of the Society of

Architects, and a past member of the Council

of that body, is now resident in Vancouver,

where he takes an active part in the affairs

of the British Columbian Society of Architects,

Soon after his arrival he was elected to the

Council of the Vancouver Chapter, and is now

a member of the Provincial C^ouncil. which

includes in its area the whole province of British

Columbia.
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From tlie summary we give on another

page, it will be seen that the R.l.B.A. is

going for "Registration," after all, in its

new Charter, and its latest proposals are to

be considered at a special general meeting

on the 27th instant. The R.l.B.A. now pro-

poses within three months after obtaining

powers to register, firstly, all its Fellows.

Associates, and Licentiates, and, secondly,

all members of the Allied Societies engaged

in the practice of architecture, "and ap-

proved by the Council of the R.l.B.A."

Tliirdly and lastly, all will be registered who
can prove to the satisfaction of the Council

of the R.l.B.A. that they have been engaged

as principals in bona fide practice, or who
have served for ten years as pupil, appren-

tice, or assistant, or partly as one and partly

as the other to persons who at the date of

the granting of the Charter are entitled to

be registered, and shall be approved by the

Conncil of the R.l.B.A.

At the expiration of the three months no

further iipplication under the third head,

above mentioned, will be entertained. There-

after the "prescribed tests" for Registration

will be the ordinary R.I.B .A. membership
examinations at the usual fees, candidates

who pass being eligible for membership. All

who pass will be able to call themselves

"Registered Architects," but only corporate

members of the Institute will be allowed to

call themselves "Chartered Architects." An
annual Registration Fee (amount not stated)

will have to be paid to the R.l.B.A. by all

architects on the Register. The Register is

to be administered by a Standing Committee
of the R.l.B.A., with powers of "super-

vision," investigation of complaints, but no

powers of action, its functions being limited

to •' reporting to the Council, by whom the

required action will be taken." This Stand-

ing Committee will be limited to 21 members,
In the proportion of 10 Fellows, 7 Associates,

and 4 Licentiates, till the class of Licentiates

shall have expired. There are to be no

Licentiates on the Council, which is to con-

sist of 1 President, 4 Vice-Presidents, 1 Hon.
Secretary, 5 Chairmen of Standing Com-
mittees, 1 Chairman of the Board of Archi-

tectural Education, who must all be Fellows,

15 Ordinary Members (Fellow^s), 10 Asso-

ciates, 2 Past Presidents (Fellows), 1 repre-

sentative of the A. A. (Fellow or Associate),

And the President or other representative,

who must be a Fellow of the R.l.B.A., of

every Allied Society of more than 50 mem-
bers, or, in rotation, of those of less.

The fundamental and fatal objection to

this new scheme is, of course, that it does

not and cannot achieve the one supreme ob

ject of Registration, which is the protection

of the public from the unqualified architect.

Those who choose may come into more or

less direct connection with the R.LB.A., as

"Registered" or "Chartered" architects;

or, if so qualified, they may, as heretofore,

append the initials of their qualifications as

Fellows, Associates, and Licentiates— and

puzzled beyond measure will the people be

to make out the difference : But the irre-

gular practitioner, who at present gaily gar-

nishes his door-plate with as many or more
varied qualifications, will be able to add

"Architect" thereto with the same impunity

as now, and to underbid his qualified com-

petitors as unscrupulously as ever, no matter

wliat scale of fees the R.l.B.A. may seek to

enforce on those on its Register. The
R.l.B.A. will not be able to stop the char-

latan—no single society will ever be per-

mitted to do that—nor, indeed, any amalga-

mation of professional societies, without the

CO operation and control of the State. How
in other respects the new scheme may com-

mend itself to present or future members of

the R.l.B.A. we do not now inquire. It is a

selfish scheme—though it may quite honestly

not be meant such ; and the verdict of the

Privy Council or of Parliament will be that

its inherent certainty of failure must effect-

ively bar the grant of the powers the

R.l.B.A. demands.

The letter of the Secretary of the Society

of Architects, inclosing one sent out on the

13th instant by the President of the R.l.B.A.

to the Provincial Societies, which we publish

in this issue, deserves careful consideration.

The most recent reports of the Provincial

Societies which we have published certainly

do not indicate that support by such will be

rendered to the opposition to the Registra-

tion Bill, which the R.l.B.A. intends to offer,

nor do we think it should be. Anyhow, the

two policies are now before the profession

—

presuming, of course, that no other quick

change of front is executed by the Council of

the R.l.B.A. Our chief preseut concern

is that they should be judged on their

merits, and by all. So far, the Regis-

tration Bill has the adhesion of every

member of the Society of Architects,

and of many others. On the other hand, the

attendance at the meeting of the R.l.B.A.

on Jan. 5 can hardly be said to have been

representative of the "unanimity" of the

great body of its members, which should

alone justify the Council's action. Action,

be it remarked, which is already modified

without any "mandate" of any sort. What-
ever may be the result of the R.l.B.A. meet-

ing on the 27tli instant, we trust it will be

well attended, and that the issue may be

fairly discussed, and decided by an tide

quately representative majority.

The Society of Architects has issued the

following to its members: "The R.l.B.A. is

committed to a new policy of Registration by
'Charter,' instead of Registration by 'Bill,'

and the Council has declared its intention of

opposing the Society of Architects' Regis-

tration Bill, on the grounds that it will be

highly injurious to the interests of the Royal

Institute, and conflict fundamentally with its

new policy. Notice particularly that the

opposition is for the reason stated, and not

because the Institute consider the Society's

Registration proposals are unsatisfactory or

prejudicial to the profession or the com-

munity. A reprint of the proposals of the

Council of the Institute in regard to the

new Charter is sent for the information of

members of the Society, who are urged to

read them through carefully and to send in

their observations thereon not later than

Monday next, April 6, when the Council of

the Society will meet to consider what steps

they shall take in the matter. The Society is

pledged to Statutory Registration. Nothing

less will, in their opinion, enable the pro-

fession to deal with what is really the crucial

question— viz., that of preventing unqualified

persons from practising as architects. Xo
system of voluntary registration can possibly

accomplish this, and without these powers

any other form of Registration will, in my
opinion, simply be a farce. It is merely

duplicating what already exists— viz., volun-

tary registration of their members by every

architectural society. The matter is one of

extreme urgency to the Society and its

members, in view of their pledge to accom-
plish Registration by statute, and every

member should on this occasion give the

Council the benefit of his suggestions, after

reading the particulars referred to."

The deadlock in the London building trade

continues. The London Master Builders'

Association has been addressing certain

inquiries, asking for explanations, to the trade

unions through the medium of the National

Conciliation Board. The executive of the

L.M.B.A. met on Tuesday to consider the

replies received, but it adjourned without

coming to any decision. It is understood,

however, that the matter will be further con-

sidered at a full meeting of the Association

to-day. The London County Council is in a

serious position. Work has been stopped for

nine weeks on the new County Hall, where

500 men are out, but the really serious busi-

ness is the holding up of new schools and

work in remodelling and painting other

schools. In the few instances where work

has been continued, it has only been pos-

sible by boarding and lodging the workmen
inside the schools. The Progressives declare

that the Council would never have been in

such a pickle if it had not abandoned its

Works Department. Mr. Gosling, a Labour

member, suggested at the Council meeting

on Tuesday that Lord Peel, the chairman of

the Council, would be acceptable as a peace-

maker, and Sir J. Benn, the leader of the

Progressives, and Mr. C. Jackson, leader of

the Municipal Reform party, declared lliat

it would be a happy even't it a settlement

could be negotiated through the medium of

the chair. Lord Peel said he was willing

and certainly no man is more fitted.

Tlie Mental Deficiency Act came into

operation on All Fools' Day, but it will not

be in full working for some time. The

difficulty is proper accommodation. The Act

contemplates that the Home Secretary will

transfer one of the buildings of the Prison

Commissioners to the Board of Control (the

central authority for the administration of

the Act) for the accommodation of really

vicious and dangerous defectives. But this

class will not form a large percentage even

of the defective ofi'enders or inebriates who

come before the magistrates. The Act

sought as well to give parents release from

defectives who are a burden and danger to

others, and if accommodation is not forth-

coming, the intention of Parliament will be

defeated. Use may be made of Poor Law

buildings, if properly equipped and suited

for the purpose, and the Act contains a pro-

vision for the approval of such buildings, but

there are few fit. Parliament only grants

£150,000 a year towards working expenses,

and does not require local authorities to

spend more of their own money than they

draw from the State; so that if local

authorities combine and decide to provide

their own buildings, they will have to expend

vastly in excess of their obligations under the

Act.
,

A letter was read at Birmingham Chamber

of Commerce meeting on Tuesday from Mr.

Lloyd George, in which it was stated the in-

crement value duty may be payable not only

where there has been an increase in the value

of the site over the original site value, but
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also wliere tlie purchaser has, for some

reason, been willing to pay for the property

a price in excess of what could be obtained

in the open market. In such cases the full

value attributable to buildings, etc. ;
is

eliminated, but a charge for duty arises in

respect of a fortuitous windfall occurring to

the vendor—namely, the excess of price ob-

tained over the value of the property as a

whole, which does not fail to be eliminated

in arriving at the site value on the occasion.

Tliis hardly seems to encourage the anticipa-

tion of any real relief in the Budget on the

lines the" Chancellor of the Exchequer's

recent promises held out.

'J'he Government of India have deemed it

desirable to prepare a special report on the

progress of the building of the new Delhi for

the information of the King, and this report

has been sent to his Majesty by the India

Office. It shows that the building of the

city will be by no means so costly ns some

have supposed. So far as the preparation of

the estimates has gone, the total will b.^

something round about £6,000,000. The esti

mated cost of the Government buildings I

amounts to £2,800,000. Doubts have been
j

expressed as to the extent of the operations
|

covered by the last-named sura, and the
,

Government explain that it represents the

estimated cost of certain Government build-

The examination of the figures is

^ns complete, and the recommenda-

tion as to the cost of these buildings, or of

such important parts of the scheme as drain-

ing roads, lighting, or irrigation, has not yet

been finally formulated. Meanwhile, in

spite of some lingering prejudices against the

scheme, there is general agreement that the

new capital shall be built on a scale befitting

our Indian Empire.

iigs oni

Our Canadian contemporary, The Cnulract

I'ecurd, taking the recent competition for the

new Masonic Temple at Toronto for its text,

doubts whether there is any real advaiitage

in the system. "As a matter of fact," it de

Clares, "the history of competitions, archi-

tecturally and otherwise, has not been par-

ticularly encouraging. In fesv cases have

even the first awards established a man per-

manently in the hall of fame. The limelight

is turned on for a day and then frequently he

is seen no more—not possessing the breadth

of vision and experience to meet the demands
and live up to the reputation of such a high

status. Competitions might be conducted

successfully on a modified scale, perhaps ; but

the expense entailed in such a case as that

cited is altogether disproportionate, and, in

onr opinion, not calculated to promote the

best interests of either the architectural pro-

fession or those desirous of obtaining the

best ideas that the architectural profession

has to offer. When one reflects upon the

system adopted by the Dominion Government
in obtaining designs for the new depart-

mental buildings at Ottawa, one is inclined

to commend the procedure followed.

Sketches drawn to a small scale were in-

vited, and from the list of competitors a few
were selected for the final competition. These
few were all paid for the work. Architec-
tural competitions are disappointing. Fre-
quently there is disagreement over the
sketches, and a compromise is effected which
leaves the best man out of it. We cannot
but think that the rising generation of archi-

tects will be better advised to perfect them-
selves in a skilful blending of the art and
practice of their profession by a more direct

nietliod than competition affords. Much of

the inefficiency found to-day in the architec-

tural profession may be attributed to time

wasted in looking for royal roads to success—

ephemeral success at best."

The following is interesting. We are not so

sure as our Dulwich contemporary that

statutory registration will quite abolish

pauperism, even among ourselves; but we

are glad Mr. Mullius has made it clear that,

even in these days of general adaptability of

the all-obliging " architect," the line must be

drawn somewhere as regards "competitions."

The Caniberwell Board of (iuardians have had a

lesson in professional etiyuette from architects. They
reauire some painting done at Constance-road work-

house, and wrote to two architects for then- terms.

Thev did not know that architects, accordmg to the

rules of the profession, are not permitted to enter mto
competition. Prices are fixed by their Associations,

and thev adhered to them. Let the Board choose.

The Board, however, did nothing of the kind, but

sent the matter to committee to find out who liad

blundered in trying to get architects to cut down
their fees.—" South London Observer."
The HuHnliiin^ want -ouie building done, and had

[] ,
!.

I

M .
', ^Ii A. E. MuUins, architect, to

, . > iiichitects have begun the

, I

!! 11 all other trades and
,„,,., M^e as the architects there

will i.e nn nt>i.ii lor hoards of Guardians. Mr.

Mullius wrote that he was a member of the Society

of Architects lor 25 years. He was liable to be struck

off the register if he did what the Guardians asked.—
" The Dulwich, Peckham and Camberwell Post."

The Guardians have since instructed Mr.

Mullins to carry out the work, and have

agreed to pay him the customary fees, in

accordance with the Schedule of Professional

Charges.

The Birkenhead Education Committee have

accepted tenders for the erection of two new
schools, each to accommodate about a thousand

children—one in Pilgrim-street, in the centre

of the town, at a cost of £10.990, and the other

in Bidston-avenue, in the north end, at a cost of

£13,865.

Seven applicants out of a total of sixty-six

for the new post of headmaster of the Liverpool

Central Technical School appeared on Tuesday
before the technical instruction subcommittee

of the citv council. After prolonged considera-

tion, the subcommittee decided unanimously to

recommemi the appoini mi :i; .; Mr .=^clioles

Haigh. M.Sc . foimerlv 1 _ n. ering

department of the Boo; 1. I

~ ...1. and

at present principal of iIk IiuI dlkm I • dmical
School. The salary attaciied to tiie ollice is

£500 a year.

At a meeting held in Glasgow on Friday of

the district committee of the Middle Ward of

Lanarkshire, it was reported by a subcommittee
on tlie question of the erection of houses for the

working classes that they were unanimously of

opinion that the local authority should erect

fifty houses in the Cleland district, having in

contemplation the erection of, say, other fifty

houses. They proposed that nine or ten acres

of land should be acquired on which to lay out

a model scheme of workmen's dwellings, em-
bracing the features and principles of town
planning.

The Bishop of London has dedicated the new
reredos presented anonymously to the church of

St. Mary Aldermary. The work has been
carried out under the direction of Messrs. J.

Douglass Mathews and Son, architects, Dowgate-
hill. Late 15th-Century, Gothic in style, the
reredos embodies a centre-panel in which a
Bruges artist has represented the miracle of

turning water into wine. At the same time, the
sacrarium has been paved with coloured marble,
and the communion-table, dating from the time
when Sir Christopher Wren rebuilt the church,
has been uncovered in such a way as to reveal
the beauty of its carving.

The foundation-stone was laid on Saturday of
a drill-hall now being built at Newtown,
Bishop's Waltham, for No. 3 Company of the
Royal Garrison Artillery Territorials. The
building, erected by Messrs. Creighton and Sons,
of Totton, to designs prepared by Messrs. Hair
and Bucknill, Portland Chambers," Southampton,
will be a red-brick structure with roughcast
exterior and roof of red asbestos tiles. The size
of the hall is 60ft. by 30ft., and provision is

made for a recreation - room, orderly - room,
stores, and armoury, and offices. In the con-
struction of the building, steel stanchions and
trusses are used, with Shepwood brick partitions.

!Bml5tng SntelUgcnce.

rHESrWlCH.—At Prestwich a group of

cottage flats have been built in Whittaker-

lane, near Heaton Park Station, by the Prest-

wich Model Dwellings Company, Ltd. Each
of the detached blocks of cottages contains

four fiats, and each flat consists of a living-

room {15ft. by 12ift.), a bedroom (12ift. by

9ft.), and a small scullery and food-cupboard

that open out of the living-room. Each
cottage has its own sanitary accommodation.

A return of between 3 and 4 per cent, on the

capital outlay is anticipated. The dwellings

were designed by Mr. Isaac Taylor,

F.R.I.B.A., of Mansfield Chambers, St.

Aiin's-square, Manchester.

Wat€
Smellie, Airdrie, was appointed water engineer

in place of Mr. Nigel B. Wilson, who resigned.

A Local Government Board inquiry by Mr.

R. H. Bicknell, M.I.C.E., has been held at

Winchester Guildhall, into the town council's

application to borrow £2.600 for the erection of

slipper-baths on land at North Walls.

The different committees of the Sunderland
Town Council are to be asked, on behalf of the

town-hall committee, what their views are with

regard to a plan for the proposed extension of

the town-hall. Afterwards a recommendation
will be made to the council.

As water engineer to the corporation of Liver-

pool, in succession to Mr. Parry, the appoint-

ment of Mr. J. R. Davidson, at present principal

assistant engineer for the Rivington and Vyrnwy
works, is recommended by the water committee,

the salary being fixed at £800 per annum.

The rural district council of Hartismere at

their last meeting at Eye adopted plans pre-

pared by Messrs. Winkworth and Winkworth,
architects, Ipswich, for workmen's dwellings,

and remitted them to the housing committee
to obtain specifications and tenders. The esti-

mated cost is £363 3s. 9d. per pair, exclusive of

fencing and water.

Two new blocks of buildings added to the

workhouse infirmary at Portsmouth have been
formally opened. The premises provide a male
and female ward and an operating-theatre, and
accommodation on the roof of the wards for

phthisical patients. The new wards comprise
470 beds. The cost of the work has been
£60.000. Mr. J. Crockerell was the builder, and
Mr. G. E. Smith was the architect.

An inquiry has been held at Stoke-on-Trent
by an inspector representing the Local Govern-
ment Board into applications of the corporation

for sanction to loans of £18,557 in respect of

alterations and additions at the town- hall, and
of £7,706 in respect of the new public buildings

at Burslem. Messrs. Wallis and Bowdon are the

architects for Stoke town-hall, and Messrs.

Russell and Cooper for the public buildings at

Burslem.

The Hotel Paliser, built at Calgary for the
Canadian Pacific Railway, will be ready for

opening in May. Externally the building is

French Renaissance in style. Buff pressed brick,

Roman size, is used for "the facing of the walls,

while the trimmings are of Indiana limestone.

Its ground measurements are 227ft. by 145ft.,

rising to a height of 120ft. above the sidewalk.

It comprises ten floors — basement, ground,
mezzanine, and seven service floors — with a

garden and sun-parlour on the roof. The struc-

ture is of steel and reinforced concrete through-

out. Altogether there will be 315 bedrooms and
278 bathrooms. The architects are Messrs. E.

and W. S. Maxwell, and the contractors F. Lyall

and Sons Construction Company.

An inquiry opened on Monday is proceeding

at the Justiciary Buildings, Glasgow, as to the

Clyde Trust Provisional Order, which seeks

Parliamentary power for the construction of

new docks and the diversion of roadways. The
Earl of Strathmore and Kinghorne, who has

been appointed by the Secretary for Scotland,

is presiding, and the other Commissioners are

Lord Gorell, Lord Lawrence, and Sir John
Fleming. The principal points of difference

between the Clyde Trustees and the Glasgow
Corporation are two in number—the construc-

tion of the substituted road on the south of

the proposed docks in lieu of the part of

Renfrew-road to be closed, and questions

regarding the part of the river-bank imme-
diately adjoining the west end of Shieldhall

Wharf. The scheme, if sanctioned, will involve

an estimated outlay of £1,500,000.
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llEGISTRATION BV •CHARTER" OR
BY "BILL."

To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—Plots and their discoveries are in the

iiir even in architectural politics, if I may
judge from communications which are reach-

ing me containing copies of a letter (see en-

closure) sent on March 13 by the President

of the R.I.B.A. to the provincial architec-

tural societies on the above subject.

Uear Sir,

Your Counc
ot the Siieciai Gi

Architects.
Conduit-street, London, W.

March 13, 1914.

have observed in the report
General Meeting of the K.I.B.A. on

rv, 1SI14, that a resolution was unani-
on the motion of Sir Aston Webb.

ted the Royal Institute of British

a new policy wliich may be briefly

Kegi^tration by Charter," instead of

by Bill."
s the outcome of years of deliberation

Committees representing both the

,e and its Allied Societies throuBhout
nd it will now be energetically pursued
1, reUing upon the mandate expressed
lis vote of the General Body, and they

that
tha

:hitects propose to introduce into Parliament, at

early date, a Registration Bill, which, if carried,

uld be in the highest degree injurious to tlie

erests of the Royal Institute, and would conllicl

idamentally with the policy to which the Royal
ititute is now committed. My Council have

Hded to oppose this Bill when it is presented, and

;y trust they will have the loyal support of youi

-iety in the course which they have decided tc

ie. Yours very truly,

(Signed) Reginald Blompiei.d,

In that letter it is stated that a resolution

was "unanimously" passed at a special

general meeting of the R.I.B.A. on Jan. 5

last, committing the institute to a new policy

of "Registration by Charter," instead of

"Registration bv Bill," which policy is to be

pursued bv tlie R.I.B.A. Council", relying

the interests of the Institute, and therefore,

by inference, not because the Council con-

sider the Society's proposals to be inimical

to the interests of the profession or ot the

community.—I am, etc.,

C. McArthur Butler,

Secretary of the Society.

The Society of Architects, 28, Bedford-

square, .C, March 30, 1914.

upoi that and.n

It goes on to say that the Council of the

Institute have decided to oppose the Society

of Architects' Registration Bill when it is

presented to Parliament, on the ground that,

if carried, it will be in the highest degree

injurious to the interests of the Royal Insti-

tute, and conflict fundamentally with the

poliev to which that body is now committed.
As"the text of this Bill has been published,

arcliitects can form their own opinion (Ui this

statement, which in my judgment is con-

trary to fact. In regard to the resolution re-

ferred to, the printed minutes of that meet-

ing state that it was carried "nem con.,"

and that the meeting was attended by 179

members. 15 per cent, of whom were mem-
bers of the Council. If this is a correct re-

cord, then the vote was not unanimous. In

any case, it does not necessarily represent

the view of the general body.
Presumably the present decision of the

Council of the R.I.B.A. to oppose the

Society's Registration Bill has been arrived

at because they are aware that the alleged

constitutional disability which it is under-

stood in their opinion prevents the Institute

as a body from promoting a Registration Bill

also prevents them as a body from opposing

one. Such opposition as is suggested is

limited under these circumstances to the

persons concerned, and does not necessarily

represent the feeling of the general body, or

even of all the members of the Council of the

R.I.B.A., much less the wishes of the

majority of the profession. It will therefore

be possible to discount such opposition

should occasion arise.

It was a foregone conclusion that the

Council of the R.I.B.A. would, owing to their

cliange of policy, oppose the Society's Regis-

tration Bill (though I perhaps might mention
en passant that they have forgotten to directly

notify the Society 'of their intention); but it

has not been clear hitherto on what grounds
they would endeavour to justify such oppo-

sition. It is a great thing to have secured

a definite statement on this point, and the

admission that action will be taken only in

INTERMENT ALIVE.

Sir,—Tlie excellent views of Golder's

Green Crematorium in your instructive

journal of March 20 prompt me to ask per-

mission to point out that a short time since

a well-known London daily reported the

narrow escape of a Cossack named Chour-

tenko from interment alive. It appears that

the Tuan's death was duly certified by the

Russian authorities at Kirpovshaja, near

Tsaritziu, and after the body had lain in the

morgue for two days, it was buried. The

eolTin had been lowered to the grave, and the

usual spadeful of earth cast^on it by the

mourners, when repeated knockings and

muffled cries were heard proceeding from the

grave. The majority of those present fled in

terror, but some of the nearest relatives

mustered up courage to descend into the

grave and bring the coffin to the surface,

where it was opened. The medically-certi-

fied dead man then stated that for some days

he had lost the power of speech, but was able

to hear, and so was conscious the whole time

of the preparations for his funeral and inter-

ment. Chourtenko was carried back tri-

uiTiphantly to the village, where he had the

extraordi;iary experience of partaking of his

own funeral foast, which in the customary

style was spread at the house of the military

governor. The two doctors who attended the

Cossack in his illness were also present at the

feast.

It was a similar occurrence to the above,

of which he was an eye-witness (where a

young lady showed signs of life by screaming,

and was rescued, when the first clods of

earth were thrown on her coffin during

burial), that led Count Karnice Karnicki,

Chamberlain to the Czar of Russia, to invent

his mechanical contrivance for the rescue of

people who may have the misfortune to be

buried alive. If any of your readers desire

further (printed) information on the tragedy

of interment alive and its prevention, I shall

be happy to send it free of cost on receiving

an envelope, stamped and addressed. Thank-

iuL' von- in anticinatioii of your customary

courtesy and kindness,—I am, etc.,

James R. William.son.

ino. Cliedingtonroad, Unner Edmonton,
I,ondon, N., Marcli 27.

Mr. .1. Bennett, chief architect in the Bolton

boronjh engineer and surveyor's office, has been

appoiiited architect in the Exeter city surveyor's

department.

The Metropolitan Asylums Board have

approved, subject to the sanction of the Local

Government Board, a scheme for the extension

of the Tooting Bee Asvlnm at an estimated cost

of from £m.5O0 to £165.854.

Mr. W. W. H. Musselwhite, surveyor and
sanitary inspector to the Wilton Town Council,

has tendered his resignation, to take effect in

three months' time. Mr. Musselwhite has been

surveyor for twenty-five years.

Ther Sunderland Rural District Council

decided on Tuesdav to seek the sanction of the

Local Government' Board to loans of £360 and
£1,750 for sewerage works at Kyhope, and
£2,250 for sewerage-works at Tunstall.

A faculty has been granted by the Chester

Consistory "Court to the rector and wardens of

St. Mary's-without-the-Walls. in that city, for

permission to erect a porch in the south- west

entrance of the church. The plans are bv Mr.

Wade.

A report on the design and materials to be

used in connection with the reconstructioii of

Stoke Bridge—a narrow and inconvenient iron

structure, erected in 1819, at the lowest point

at which the river is crossed—will be considered

at the next meeting of the corporation of

Ipswich. The estimated cost is from £2,500 to

£2,700.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.—Captain

Murray on Wednesday asked the hon. Member
for St. George's-in-the-East, as representing the

First Commissioner, of -Works, whether -he could

state if any progress was being made with the

proposed new spirit museum in the South

Kensington Museum grounds between the

buildings and Cromwell-road.—Mr. Wedgwood
Benn : A new scheme is now being prepared for

erecting this building as part of the western

extension of the Museum. The original proposal

has been abandoned.—Captain Murray : Has the

site in the Cromwell-road been abandoned for

good and all?—Mr. Wedgwood Benn : Yes, sir.

-««*

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

FORTEOSE NEW WATER SUPPLY.—A new
water supply for the burgh of Fortrose, in-

cluding the older burgh of Rosemarkie, was

formally turned on by Provost Stuart on

Friday. Up to twenty-one years ago the burgh

was supplied by wells in the neighbourhood.

Mr. J. Douglas Fletcher introduced a system of

spring-water from the west end of his estate

and about five miles distant. This in turn has

been found on several occasions inadequate, and

the town council resolved to get a new and

more copious water-supply. Terms were made
with Colonel Ross, of Crpmarty, by which the

town acquired the springs on the farm of White-

bogs. The head-springs are about three and a

half miles from the town, and the pipe is led

down through the beautiful St. Helena Glen,

and is first tapped at Rosemarkie. The engineers

were Mr. Manners, Inverness, and Mr. Pond
Macdonald, Fortrose, and the contractor was

BIr. M'Vinish, Inverness.

The removal of the plaster in and on the Red
Lion Hotel, Colchester, has brought to light oak

beams and much good carved panelUng.

A new council school, built at a cost of

£1 000 has been formallv opened at Hook. The
building was erected by Messrs. Thomas and

Watts from plans by the county architect, Mr.

Owain Thomas.

.\nother stage in the restoration of the Parish

Church of Mundesley, Norfolk, is about to be

undertaken—the repair of the chancel, which for

centuries has been in ruins. An organ-chamber

will be provided on the north side.

A new council school at Kimberworth. built

at a cost of £17.000, has been formally opened.

Major Knight was the architect, and Me -

W, Nicholson and So td-, of Leeds, were the

ractc

Mr. W. H. Johns, gas and electrical engmeer

to the Malvern Urban Council, has resigned that

position, having been appointed chief engineer

and manager to the West Bromwich Corpora-

tion's "-as department at a commencmg salary

ot £500.

Over thirty architects from Toronto, New
York, Ottaw'a, Montreal, Sherbrooke, Three

Rivers, and Quebec are submitting competitive

plans for a new fireproof concrete grand stand

which the Quebec Exhibition Commission are

about to erect at an estimated cost of aliout

lOO.OOOdol.

At the entrance to the new portion of the

cemetery at Sandhurst, Berks, an oak lych-gate

with cleft oak singles on the root has been

erected, and in the centre of the grounds is a

churchyard cross of grey Dartmoor granite,

150ft- In height. Both lyc'h-gate and cross were

executed by Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, of

Exeter.

The Riccall Rural District Council are about

to construct a water-main from Selby to Barlby,

under the River Ouse, tor the purpose ot con-

veying the Selbv water to that district. The

new main will commence near the junction of

Ousegate and New-street, on land belonging

to the proprietors of the Selby Pony Bridge,

and in an easterly direction to Barlby district.

The scheme will cost between £2.000 and £3.000.

The price to be paid by the villagers of Barlby

for water from Selby is 9d. per thousand gallons.

The donor of the new south transept of Selby

.\hl,cy Mr- Wm. Liversidge, has decided to

iii'^ert stained glass in the two smaller windows

on the east and west walls of the transept.

The Chancellor of the York Consistory Coiirt

^ranted a faculty for the work on Tuesday. The

Scheme has been placed in the hands ot Messrs.

Ward and Hughes, London, who executed the

stained glass in the south window of the crypt.

"One window is to be a memorial of the late

Queen Victoria and Prince Consort, and the

Other of Edwa;rd VII. and Queen Alexandra,
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(Brxx illttstrations.

PANORAMIC VIEW OF OXFORD FROM
THE TOWER OF TRINITY COLLEGE
CHAPEL.
This prize study in oils executed on the

spot, was submitted at the Royal College of

Art Sketch Club in competition for "Com-
positions of Architecture in Combination with

Landscape." The picture furnishes a wide

panoramic view of the centre of historic

Oxford. The sketch, taken from the tower

of Trinity College Chapel, gives a corner of

the chapel, built by President Bathurst in

1694. On the left are seen the new buildings

erected between 1883 and 1885, from the

designs of Sir Thomas G. Jackson, Bart.

R.A., overlooking the turfed court, rich in

the fruit-trees which fi

bovs' classes. The ladies enter either by the

mam entrance or from the west side, where
two entrances are provided, flanked by two

large stone staircases leading to two crush-

halls, dressing-rooms, and three galleries.

The essential feature of the design is the

reinforced-concrete construction, consisting

of an unbroken shallow dome spanning a

square of 33ft., carried on four semicircular

concrete arches, on the face edge of the

barrel-vault ceilings of the galleries and over

the platform. These arches spring from four

square concrete piers, hidden in the angles

at the junction of the cross-walls. The
galleries are spanned by lattice girders, thu:

spensnig ith any columns below. The east

platform is spacious, and an imposing Ark,

constructed of statuary vein marble slabs with

Pavonazza pilasters and bronze caps and gold-

domed top, forms the consecrating feature of

the interior. The woodwork and pews

house, and apartments for one of the resident

surgeons in connection with the adjoining
hospital. The church occupies the whole of

the ground floor at level of street front, and
has a small gallery over vestibule portion,

there being seating accommodation for about
450 persons. The building has been treated
simply in an adaptation of 13th-Century
Gothic. The facework is from Hailes
Quarries, near Edinburgh, being a mixture
of pink, white, and grey rock, random built.

The dressings are of Prudham stone from
Northumberland, The roofs are covered with
Aberfovle slates of mixed shades, Mr. James
B. Duiin, of Edinburgh, is the architect,

PROPOSED SECONDARY SCHOOL FOR
GIRLS, BRENTWOOD.

This new school, for the Essex Education
Committee, is about to be built. The first

instalment will provide accommodation for

QUEENS CLUB FOR LADIES. EDINBURGH.—Mr. ES B. Dunn, .\rchiteet.

unique wooded quadrangle in the city. On
the extreme left, or eastern, corner of this

quad is shown an old stone house (1655), once
the residence of Dr. .Johnson, and known as
Kettle Hall. This, together with a row of

adjoining historic cottages of the 16th century,
now form the south side of the quadrangle
and constitute part of the college. In the
background southwards is seen the Broad-
street front of Exeter College (1832). The
President's House, at the end of the chapel,
was built in 1887. The picture is completed
by the picturesque roofs of the surrounding
University bnililiiiL'=. comprising the Shel-
donian Cupola (\\hi=Tt' in the theatre degrees
are conferred), the Dome of the Radcliffe, the
towers of the Schools and Merton College,
together with the spire of St, Mary's Church
and Exeter College. This combination natur-
ally affords scope to the artist's eye and
kindles the imagination. The study is treated
more as a tout-ensemble than as a realisa-
tion of detail. Mr. Ernest A. S. Benney,
R,C.A.. is the author of this prize picture of
" .\rchitecture Combined with Landscape."

NEW SYNAGOGUE, WILBRAHAM
ROAD, FALLOWFIELD.

The foundation-stone of this building was
laid by Mr. E. De Rothschild last spring, and
consecrated by the Rev. Chief Rabbi in the
autumn. It has cost £B,.5nO, and provides
seating for 280 men on the ground floor and
for 180 women in the three galleries, and
seats for officers and distinguished visitors

on the east platform. The front entrance-
porch leads to a spacious crush-hall, elabor-
ately treated, with the committee-room on the
right and men's classrooms and olTices at the
end ; these are also for the use of the two

throughout are of oak, fumed a dark shade,
and the walls are painted cream for the

present, gi\ing a feeling of simplicity. Ulti-

mately, as funds permit, some elaborate
scheme of mosaic decoration is contemplated
being carried out for the whole of the interior

shell. The exterior is built of grey terra-

cotta and grey bricks; metal casements and
leaded lights have been used throughout.
The heating is by radiators and pipes on a

low-pressure hot-water system. An electric

fan is placed in the tower", which extracts any
cold air circulating in the dome. The archi-

tect is Mr. Joseph Sunlight, of St. Ann's-
square, Manchester. His design was chosen
from a limited competition, in which six

architects took part,

QUEEN'S CLUB, EDINBURGH,
This building, erected for' the late Sir

.James Gibson, Bart., is occupied bva Ladies'
Club. The plans illustrate the chief arrange-
ments of the club. The mason-work is of

Prudham stone, scabbled on face. The total

cost amounted to £9,000, The ground front,

towards the street, is used for commercial
purposes and shops, Mr. James B. Dunn, of
Edinburgh, is the architect.

CHARTERIS iMEMORIAL CHURCH,
EDINBURGH.

This church has been erected by the
Church of Scotland as a memorial to the late
Very Rev. Professor A. H. Charteris, D.D.,
LL.fD,, and is situated in one of the poorer
districts of the city, forming the. completion
of the scheme foi- St, Xinian's Mission, com-
prisnng the Deaconess Hospital. Mission Hall,
and the church recently finished. The base-
ment is occupied by a large hall, caretaker's

150 scholars, and the scheme, when com-
pleted, will give 210 places. The classrooms
have all been arranged with a south-east

aspect. Science and art rooms are provided,

together with music-rooms, dining-hall,

kitchen, and larder, head and under
mistresses' rooms, and the necessary cloak-

and changing-rooms. The assembly-hall has,

for reasons of economy in planning, been
placed on the first floor, A large domestic-

economy room will form part of the future

extension. The site, which has been secured,

has an area of six acres. The new building will

stand on high ground, overlooking Shenfield

Common. The materials to be used are red

sand-faced bricks with brindle plinth and
dressings. Stonework will be in Corsham
Down. Roofs will be covered with local sand-

faced tiles. The laying-out of the playing

fields is already being proceeded with. The
drawings have been prepared under the

superintendence of the county architect, Mr.
Frank Whitmore,

The Local Government Board are being

applied to by Harrogate Corporation for sanc-

tion to borrow £",300 for purposes of a water
scheme.

The Aberystwith Town Council has expressed

its approval of a scheme, submitted by Mr. E.

H. Page, for constructing a new promenade-
pier, landing stage, and pavilion opposite the

Castle Point. The council will be prepared,

subject to their approval of plans, specifications,

and details, to give hearty approval to the

undertaking, to grant facilities in regard to the

approach from the promenade at the Cistle

Point, and to support any application in the

matter for the sanction of the Board of Trade
in regard to the foreshore over which the pier

is to be carried.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
DAIMVI N < WATER SUPPLY FROM

BOLTON \l;l;l I 1; MORS REPORT.—Mr. H.
Howai i II i'[i| t;i I tie arbitrator appointed to
adjudic:iii ii.in.iri ill..- corporations of Darwen
and Bohoii on tin- water-charges controversy,
has sent his oHicml report to the authorities, in

which ho fixed the price for the supply of water
to Darwen by the Bolton Corporation at 7^d.
per 1,000 gallons. Estimating the average daily
requirement for this source at 300,000 gallons,

the yearly sum paid to Bolton will reach £3,300.
Before the alteration, Darwen oifered 4d. per
1,000 gallons, and Bolton required Is. Id. Sub-
sequently the prices were modified to 6d.

and UJd.

ATTEMPT TO RATE BUILDERS' STORES.
—Thomas Pratt, builder, was summoned at
Leamington on Monday for non-payment of
rates on stables in Beauchamp-avenue. Mr. H.
Field, who appeared for Mr. Pratt, said the
stables, which were in a ruinous condition, were
at the rear of some houses in course of recon-
struction. Thev had been used for the storage
of materials. He submitted the stables could
not be separated from the house, and therefore
could not be rated separately.—Mr. Pratt said
that during his thirty years' e.xperience he had
never been called on to pay rates in similar
circumstances, and his statement was confirmed
by Mr. Frank Smith, another local builder.—
Mr. Field said when Mr. Pratt objected to pay
the rates, he was told at the borough rate-
office: "We shall ask you to pay rates even if

you put a bag of cement under a roof."—The
Mayor said the Bench upheld Mr. Pratt's con-
tention that the rate was not enforceable, and
dismissed the summons.

PARTY-WALL DISPUTE. — The action of
Jones and Curtis against Barlow and Roberts,
which was heard by Mr. Justice Sargant in the
Chancery Division, turned on a question of
serving building • owners notice under the
London Building Act, 1894. in respect of what
was said to be a party-wall. The plaintiffs were
Richard Hii?h .lonr-^ and Louisa Curtis, spinster,
who suf.l M,^..-, n.rlo.v aiid Roberts, building-
o.wn*' i\ating on the opposite
side "'

i Kin? street. Tower-hill,
s. corn. ,,|i an,i premises of which
the pl.i

:
Aii.r and occupier. The

plaintitts' i,r.Miiv.-N were said to be 160 years
old. Mr. Romer, K.C., appeared for the
plaintiffs, and Mr. Grant, K.C., for the
defendants. —Mr. Romer said the defendants
were building on the south-east and north-east
of the plaintiffs' premises, and the action was
necessitated because the defendants were pro-
ceeding with building in disregard of the pro-
visions of the London Building Act. The matter
came before the Judge on motion, when his
Lordship suggested a course by which the
delendants could put themselves in order by
service of notices. Notices were served, and
the question upon which they failed to agree
was as to who should pay costs. He must call
evidence to show the course of negotiation.
There was a unique element in a counterclaim
for costs. If that was to be permitted, they
must enter a counterclaim to the counterclaim
for the costs of the counterclaim. If he read
the defence aright, part of it was that there

the building trade to ignore the
Lond ildii

jbmit it was not a
good custom. On the motion, the defendants
alleged that when they bought from the L C C
who had acquired with the object of pullin"
down, the site of an external wall was conveyed
to them. There was a question as to whether
two sections were party-walls, and no notice
under the London Building Act was originally
served in respect of these. A meeting took place
when excavating had gone right up to the side
wall and within 10ft. of the back wall, and at
a lower level. That was in direct contravention
of Section 93 of the London Building Act, which
provided for two months' notice when excava-
tions were fo come within 10ft. and at a lower
level -His Lonlship observed that, according to
the .same Act, as to party-walls, user, not title,

':^:h::^„ TJie,-. was a. adjacent olBce by
rty-

-l.nct fr

r said the notice
- and particular.s

vliich it was pro-
ed John Best (of

fence was on- n,,,:,,!,

months for a « ill A

was required f" n

of the work .iml i I,, i

posed to comiii.-n. 1

Best and OoiK \ . 1

plaintiffs' surv\vor, and Mr, H, j, Wadlini. t.iie

defendants' surveyor, were both present at the
meeting, ,-ind Mr. Wadling at first said, notice
or no notice, the work was going on. At the
end, however, he promi.sed to supply a sufficient
plan and party-wall notice. Afterwards there
appeared to be misunderstanding as to which
wall-section the notice referred to. Work went

in the defendants' omission to state when work
would be resumed, and application for injunc-

tion was threatened. Mr. Romer complained
that a printed form, on which the notice was
served, was issued by the Royal Institute of

British Architects, and was in altogether too
general terms. Particulars of the work proposed
to be done were not forthcoming. It appeared
to be the custom of architects and surveyors to
serve party-wall notices on that form.—His
Lordship said if he had had to settle the whole
matter, he should have said the defendants
should pay part of the plaintiffs' costs; the pro-
portion only was in question.—Eventually his
Lordship saw counsel in his private room, and
on their return to court Mr. Romer notified that
both parties were willing to accept his Lordship's
suggestion, and the order would be that
defendants paid the plaintiffs one-half of their
taxed costs, including the costs of the counter
claim, if there was to be any dist,inction.

On the recommendation of the asylums com-
mittee, the Middlesex County Council have
agreed to purchase Rectory Farm, Heston, an
estate of 295 acres, at a cost of iE32,073, for the
purpose of erecting a new lunatic asylum for
the county.

In St. Nicholas Parish Church, at Hornsea,
East Riding, on March 24, the wedding was
solemni.sc-d of Mr, R. Ronald Tate Smith, archi-
tect, of Nairobi. British East Africa, with Miss
Dons Margaret Tate, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. H. Tate, of Hornsea.

The Middlesex County Council have resolved
to purchase, subject to the approval of the
Board of Control, Rectory Farm, and part of
Vicarage Farm, Heston, for the purposes of a
new asylum. The price is £32,073, and the
vendors are the Ecclesiastical Commissioners.

Wc regret to hear of the sad bereavement
sustained by Mr. John Clarkson, F.R.I.B.A

,

F.S.I., of Great Ormond-street and High-street,
Poplar, district surveyor for All Saints, Poplar,
in the death of his wife. Mrs. Clarkson died on
March 25 at their residence, 13, West - hill,

Highgate.

A measure will soon be proposed iu the New
York Stale Legislature creating a State Depart-
ment of Architecture, and making the term of
office of the State Architect six years, with a
sal.iry of lO.OOOdol, a year. The measure has
the endorsement of the New York Chapter of
the Institute,

At Silverdale, Staffs, a Church Lads' Brigade
hall has been opened by the Bishop of Lichfield,
The assembly-room measures 75ft. by 33ft,, and
is seated for 400 persons. Adjoining are com-
mittee-room, billiard-room, and armoury. Mr.
F. Emery, of Newcastle - under - Lyme, is the
architect, and Mr. G. K. Downing, of Silver-
dale, the builder.

The names of Mr. Charles Fitzrov Doll,
F,R,I,B,A. (twice Mayor of Holborn), of
Southampton-street, Bloomsbury; Mr, Horace
John Helsdon, F,K,I,B.A„ of Theobald'.s-road,
Gray's Inn; and Mr. Alfred Young Mayell,
L.R.I.B..\., of Westbourne-grove, have been
added to the Commission as Justices of the
Peace for the County of London.

The new premises of the Lichfield branch of
the Walsall Co-operative Society were opened
on Saturday. The new premises have been built
on the site of the Old Dolphin, at the corner
of Bore-street and Breadmarket-street, opjiosite
the Guildhall. Over the shops is an assembly-
hall. Mr. R. J. Barnes, of Lichfield, was the
architect, and Mr. J. R. Deacon the builder.

Margaret Lady Heytesbury and the Hon.
Elmor Daly have undertaken to defray the cost
of restoring the south transept of the parish
church of Heytesbury, Wiltshire, and trans-
forming it into a chapel. A carved-oak screen
with double cresting is to he erected, and also
carved-oak panelling, with an oak altar and
altar-rails. The chapel will be dedicated bv tlie
Bishop of Salisbury on April 18.

The :^r:iyor of Brighton, writing with refer-
•II'- i-ilr- 1'

-

-III I M-
i

I. in of a portion of the
i; -I i'- I l:- -II .-ontradicts the state-
111 -' III- I.

-
. I\ . lu-eakfast-room and

g are being
-ide

for

breakfast - room, also known as the' "Red
Drawing Room," is retained intact, with the

.il or artistic importance.

(But (B^tt tabk.

A meeting of the new town-hall committee
of Newcastle-ou-Tyiie Corporation was held

on Tuesday, under the presidency of the

chairman (Aid. Sir Henry W. Newton). The
subcommittee presented a report recom-
mending Eldon-square site on which to erect

a new town-hall and municipal buildings

;

and, further, that the city council be
requested to grant £500 for plans showing the

best design for erecting such bulidings. There
was diversity of opinion as to details in con-

nection with the scheme, and the opinion was
expressed that a larger expenditure would be
necessary than was at present anticipated.

Ultimately it was agreed to submit the report

to the city council for its consideration. We
regret that the Newcastle Daily Chronicle

says :
—" A considerable sum of money has

recently been spent in improving—or, at all

events, in changing the appearance—of

Eldon-square, and we trust the opportunity

of wasting this money will not prove an in-

centive to a decision in favour of the scheme,
upon the merits of which, be it understood,

we are expressing no opinion. However, we
think we know our Newcastle City Council

well enough to affirm that there will be no
new town-hall for many years to come."

A Roman pavement has been discovered iu

the course of excavations for the foundations

of the new premises in Northgate-street,

Gloucester. The pavement, which was
found about 9ft. below the surface, is

16ft. Gin. square, and is one of the finest

pieces of Roman pavement in this country
for size, richness of colouring, and excellence

of preservation. With the exception of a

corner the pattern of the pavement has only

been defaced in a few small patches. The
pavement is pronounced to be the work of the

2nd or the 3rd century. The pattern is

worked in mosaic, blue lias, white flint, and
red brick being used. There is a wide
border comprising five lines of alternate blue

and white stones, each band being six stones

wide. Inside this is a rope-work border in

three colours, and the centre is made up of a

variety of geometrical designs in varied
angular frames. Upon the pavement were
found some pieces of the walls of a Roman
villa, which still retain the original colour-

ings of green, red, and white plaster facings.

Messrs. J. R. Pope and Sons, who are erect-

ing new premises on the site, intend to have
the pavement carefully excavated and placed
in the basement of the new building.

A special meeting of the Droitwich Town
Council was held on Monday, the mayor pre-

sidiiisj. to consider llie question of the raising

of Hull sir,,.t -iil,~iil( iins having caused the
lire li.- Mil, 1,1

I
III Hi.nding in times of

wbi
ported upuii ihc tjUL-olion desired to be

instructed by the council whether they would
adopt the proposed raising as suggested by
the borough surveyor, whether they would
refer the matter back to the committe'e to con-

sider a modified scheme, or whether an expert
should be called in to advise the council the

best course to take. It was eventually
deriil.-l III, if ill- niiill- ,- should be referred

b:i. I
1

-

;

', ,
,,-,

I :, ! I - . !-.
. [insider a modified

sc II I, - .- :. .1 that the borough
.sui-M-Mii ,ii,il 111-- i-iiL r to the Salt Union
should eoiisnlt with a view to the holding of

a round-table conference on the whole
question.

The annual report on the work of the Uni-
versity of London, University College, has

just been issued. The total number of

students during the session 1912-13 was 2,083 ;

these were distributed as follows : Faculty of

.\rts, 219 men, 205 women ; Department of

Pos

men, 190 women ; Faeultv of

men. 35 women ; Faeultv of

-,-- i:?7 iiii-n ; F,i. iilty of En-
1.1. -II ;

1',1-iilu -iT Laws. 34

liiiil I l;---- ill. Il, 294 men,
I-

- .1 ml. -Ills; Faculty of

_"il mnen ; Faculty of

. .11, In addition to

11 -1,1. 196 students of

ati-.-lii .: the various inter-

collegiate courses ; the public lectures, which

Fine Arts, i

Science, 147

Medical S.-i.

gineerii

men
;

117 woiii

Arts, 15

Science,

these nil

other colle
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ar.T .TTiPii to tlip public without payment or

t: i
. inled by upwards of 3,000

|, iinber of graduates was 144,

ui ,
, , ;. Honours, and 10 gained

Li. ...._-.,, ,. .,..:,uslups. Tlie most important

event of tbe past year is the combination of

the two Schools of Architecture, previously

separately conducted at University and

King's Colleges under the name of the Uni-

versity of London School of Architecture,

and the completion of the new building

therefor. This building provides accom-
modation for upwards of one hundred
students, and includes three large studios

(50ft. square. 35ft. by 22ft., 27ft. by 29ft.), a

museum, 50ft. square; a cast gallery, 48ft.

by 28ft. ; a library, 35ft. by 22ft. ; a lecture

theatre, 46ft. by 28ft., with two screens for

double lanterns; a classroom, 27ft. by 19ft.;

and an entrance-hall, 37ft. by 19ft. There
are also private rooms for professors and

lecturers, a diagram-room, dark-room, cloak-

rooms, lavatories, and additional rooms for

new developments, which can be utilised as

required. It is intended to use some of these

rooms at an early date for a Department of

Town Planning. 'The new building has been

beautifully fitted at the expense of, and

under tliedirection of, the donor, who desires

to remain anonymous. The University

College Committee will be assisted in the

management and development of the new-

School bv an Architectural Education Com-
mittee. The following is the constitution of

the first Architectural Education Committee :

The Chancellor, the Right Hon. the Earl of

Roseberv. E.G.. K.T.. D.C.L., LL.D.,

F.R.S. :"the Viee-Chancellor, W. P. Herring-

ham, M.D. (Chairman); the Chairman of

Convocation, Sir Edward H. Busk, M.A.,

LL.B. ; the Principal of the University, Sir

Henrv A. Miers, M.A.. D.Sc., F.R.S. ; Sir

Herbert H. Bartlett, Bart. ;
Prof. S. D.

Adshead. F.R.I.B.A. ; Reginald Blomfield,

President R.I.B.A., R.A.. M.A. ; J. J.

Burnet, A.R.S.A.. LL.D., F.R.I.B.A.; Prof,

W. E. Dalbv, M.A,, B.Sc. M.Inst.C.E.,

M.Inst.M.E.. " A.M.Inst.M.A., F.R.S.;

Ernest Newton, A.R.A., Vice-President,

R.I.B.A. ; Hon. R. C. Parsons, M.A.,

M.Inst.C.E.. M.Inst.M.E., A.Inst. E.E.; the

Principal of King's College, Ronald M.
Burrows, D.Litt. ; the Provost of University

College, T. Gregory Foster, B.A., Ph.D.;
Prof. A. Schuster, Ph.D., LL.D., D.Sc.,

Se.D., F.R.S.; Prof. F. M. Simpson,

F.R.LB.A.; John Slater, B.A.. F.R.I.B.A.;

Prof. R. Elsev Smith. F.R.I.B.A. ; Andrew
T. Taylor, F.R.LB.A.. R.C.A., L.C.C.; and
Edward Warren, F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A.

Messrs. Batsford will publi.sh on April 23

Mr. A. E. Richardson's folio volume entitled

"Monumental Classic Architecture in Great
Britain and Ireland During the 18th and 19th

Centuries." The purpose of this book is to

direct attention to the monumental qualities

and academic aspect of English Neo-Classic

architecture, which from the period of its

inception, at the beginning of the 17th cen-

tury, until a comparatively recent date,

shows a record of continuous development.
It is profusely illustrated by examples from
all parts of the kingdom.

Mr. John Bennett, L.R.I.B.A., Bolton, has
been unanimously appointed architect to the
Exeter City Council out of 209 applications.

The Salop County Council are recommended to

purchase, as a site for a new lunatic asylum,
the Copthornc estate, consisting of 104 acres of

land, with a mansion upon it. The agreed-on
price is £16,000.

In lecturing on Thursday night in last week
at the Victoria and Albert Museum on "Greek
Embroideries: their firi^Mns :i,ul TIsrs." Mr. A.

J. B. Ware dcscril" !

• ,. ' .|, ,,|,|m' ir;n"

peasant craft, the i

from mother to cl:i i
' \

A distinctive featui> ,1

joining up of widilis nr im- -it

on the level—with needli ino
being adapted as the 1 > ii.

Annthnr fr-ntiire was its .. iivo
>"'-' ' y.-l-.-ring afU< V.. ;..-;„uns,

r .1 colours, has pruved llie un-
I iiid Mr. Wace recommended,

t f English broiderers of the
pii Mlurn to the old method of

joining wirlths and of contrasted strong colours.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENStTINQ WEEK.
Fbidat (To-day).—Institution of Civil Engineers.

Students' Meeting. East Stirhng-

sliire Waterworks, and a Note on
Earthen Embankments," by Oswald
I. Bell. 8 p.m.

Monday.—Koval Institute of British Architects.
" London's Bygone Building Acts and
the Development of London," by W.
R. Davidge, A.E.I.B.A. 8 p.m.
Society of Engineers. The Utilisa-

tion of Solar Energy," by A. S. E.
Ackermann. 7.30 p.m.

Tuesday. -Institution of Civil Engineers. The
Transportation Problem in Canada,
and Montreal Harbour," by Frederick
William Cowie, B.A.Sc, M.Inst.C.E.

Wtntt iletos.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
LANCASTER.— The house-painters of this

town, who had been out on strike for a month
for an increase of wages, returned to work on

Monday. They asked for an increase of wages
from 8Jd. to OJd., and were granted a half-

penny. •

The uew children's homes erected by the

Guisborough Board of Guardians, at a cost of

£2,750, were opened on Tuesday by the chair-

man of the board.

The tender of Messrs. G. and T. Crampton,
Hammersmith Works, Dublin, has been accepted

for the new buildings of University College,

Dublin, and the work will be begun at once.

Messrs. Martin and Co.. builders, of Calrntt.i.

have taken the contract for the construction at

Ranchi of an All-India lunatic asylum. Tho
estimated cost of the institution exceeds Rs.46
lakhs.

It has been decided by the Hammersmith
Board of Guardians not to invite tenders for

the painting of the workhouse and infirmary,
but to have the work done by the inmates of

the workhouse, with the assistance of two skilled

Colonel Alexander Ross Clarke, of Strathmore.
Reigate, Surrey, and late of the Royal
Engineers, formerly Superintendent of the
Trigonometrical Department of the Ordnance
Survey of the United Kingdom, who died on
February 11, left £10,609.

At the monthly meeting of the committee of

management of the County Clare Lunatic
Asylum, Mr. B. E. F. Sheehy, C.E.. Limerick,
submitted plans and estimate for the conversion
of TuUa Workhouse into an auxiliary asylum.
The plans were approved of. The total estimate,
exchisive of the cost of additional land, is

£15,825.

The Maidstone Town Council have been in-

formed that the Development Fund Commis-
sioners have guaranteed a sum of £23.000, in

addition to £17.000 previously guaranteed, for
the improvement of the navigation of the River
Medway between Maidstone and Tonbridge. The
cost of the work, if executed, will be about
£120,000.

During excavations in the orchard at Limners-
lease. Compton, the residence of Mrs. G. F.
Watts, widow of the Royal Academician, founda-
tions of Bargate stone with pink mortar, charac-
teristic of Roman building, have been dis-

covered. Mr. Ralph Nevill, F.S.A., identifies
the remains as part of a Roman villa. Mrs.
Watts has in her possession a piece of a bronze
vessel which had previously been discovered not
far from the site.

The Local Government Board has sanctioned
the application of the Hull Corporation to
borrow £192,423 for the purchase of the plant
of the old National Telephone Company in the
Hull area, which includes Beverley and several
villages. Hull will be the only corporation
having the sole control of telephones. The pur
cluTse price is fixed upon the amount paid liy

Hp prrt tn the National Telephone Company.
[! " nf the report made to the heritors

:
W I

. 1 Ilk by Sir Robert Lorimer, A.R.S.A..
I i It Koss. with reference to the fabric of

\Vhilel<irk Church, recently destroyed by
incendiary women, a temporary roof is being
placed over the walls of the tower to protect
the burned walls from the weather, pending
restoration. The architects' .report specially
dealt with the fine old tower, which is one of
the most interesting features of the building,
and pointed out that, if left unprotected, it

would soon become a menace to the whole
structure.

LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton £6 2 6 to £6 6

Steel Joists, English 7 10 „ 7 13 6

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, T 5

Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,, B 2 6

Bar Iron, good Statts 6 5 0,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or

Do., Welsh 5 16 ,. B 17

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s.. Tees (Ms. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c„ £8 1.53 to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 lOs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusiye Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.Q.
8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt:

Per ton. Per ton
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9
Boiled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wu:e 7 5 0., 7 10
Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 560
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 „ —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 „ —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised-

to 8 9 10 11 12 B.W.Q.
£10 lOs. £10 158. £11 OS. £11 5a. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes—
3in. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7

4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 58. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 53. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 117a, 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 758. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount ofif

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2J per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 72 P.O.

Water-Tubes 70
Steam-Tubes 66i
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65

Galvanised Water-Tubes 60
Galvanised Steam- Tubes 53

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Bilesian Per ton £21 6 3 to £21 (

Lead Water Pipe, Town 21 15 „

Country 2'3 10 „
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 2-2 15 ,,

Country 23 10 „

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 23 15 „
Country 24 10 ,,

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 26 5 „

Country 27 „
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 24 15 „

Country 25 10 „
L6adSoil-pipe(npto44in.)Town 24 15 „

,, „ Country 25 10 ,.

[Over 4Jin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 18 17 6,, 19 1'

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 34 15 0..
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 80 „ 80 II

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 69 5 „ 69 II

Tin, English Ingota 176 „ 177 I

Do., Bara 177 „ 177 II

Pig Lead, in lowt. nigs (Town) 19 6 „ -
Sheet Lead, Town 21 5 „

Country 22 „
Genuine White Lead 29 15 „
Refined Red Lead 25 „
Sheet Zinc 29 „
Old Lead, against account 16 15 0,, -

Tin per cwt. 10 „
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand 11 6 „

TIMBER.
CONSTRCCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :—
Ist quality £38 ti

"" '

2nd „ 26 ,

3rd „ 16 ,

Spruce Deala : St. Johns 10 .

Miramichi 9 10 ,

Boards: Swag 11 .

Red Deals: Archangel Ist quality 21 0,
2nd „ 16 .

,. „ „ 3rd „ 12 ,

St. Petersburg—
1st quality 16 10 ,

2nd „ 14 10 ,

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 .

Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 ,

White Deals ; Crown 14 ,

Seconds 11 10 ,

Flooring : White and Planed—
let and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 .

lat, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 ,

Red Planed, Ist quality 14 10 0,
Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 ,

Lignum Vitas Per ton 7 0,

32
18 10
11 10 C
10 10
12

18
15 10
15

17
15 10
13

Yellow Pine Loga (waney board)
Pitch Pine Logs
Birch: Quebec Logs
Oak: Ansbrian Wainacot
Mahogany : Gaboon „ ~

7 0,, 14

Per onbio foot.

6 0,. 056
3 0,, 026
3 3,. 039
7 0.. 080
a „ 3 3
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FUBNITUBE AND HARDWOODS.

Teak: Bnrmese per load, 50ft. ;e20 to ;

Teak: Java, per load, 50ft..

OakPIanks: U.S.A., imported
„ Boards ., „ Prm.

.. Mdm.
Beqnoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch: Quebec logs

„ „ sawn planks-
Oak: Austrian Wainscot
Walnut: Prime boards and
planks

Walnut: Mdm
Greenheart : Hewn logs
Cedar : Cigar box
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orham : Imp. sawn boards.

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...

„ African. Assinee, &c.
„ Lagos and Benin
„ Sekondi and Cape

Lopez
„ Gaboon

Satinwood : West Indian
Rosewood Per ton
Lignum Vitffi

STONE.'

Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0
Darley Dale, ditto
Red Corsehill. ditto ,.

Closebnrn Red Freestoncditto „
Ancaster, ditto .,

Greenshill, ditto ..

Chilmark, ditto (in truck at

Per cubic foot.

„ 12 3

Nine Eln
Hard York, ditto
Ditto dittoSin. sawn both sides,

landings, random sizes per foot sup.

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube

Ditto, ditto, Nine Elms Depot
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station

Portland Stone,

Delivered on road waggons
at Paddington Depot,
Nine Elms Depot, or

random blocks of 20ft. average :—
Brown White

Whit Bed. Base Bed
Per foot cube.

.£023 ...£0 2 4J

SI

in.

.A1

in.

Blue Portmadoo . 20 X 10

Blue Bangor lU

First quaUty . 20X10

. 16 t 8
Eureka unfading

W); 1(1

. 30>

. 18>
lfi«

"
8

2II> 10

16 >
"

8

Net, delivered in

full truck loads
in London.

per 1,000

BRIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside

Second Hard Stocks 1 11 „ „ Cr

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for dehver.

Facings 2 5 „ at rly. 8

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14 ., .. ..

Best Fareham Red 3 12

Best Red Pressed
^ Ruabon Facing ... 5
Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bnllnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2|in. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic j 4 10 6

Facing Bricks )

• Accrington Best Red Plastio Fac
Bricks »a

3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2

Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3i" m
..thickest part 2
3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2
34" ditto ditto through and through 2
34" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-

gons ; 2i" and J" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3

Accrington Air Bricks ,
9" X 2 course deep, each 0.

Ditto ditto a" xl course

Accrington Camber Arches ;

—

3 course deep, 4j" e Dffit, per foot opening ...

4 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ...

5 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ...

6 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto ...

3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

5 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

ti '- Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

Whi'

OLAZED BBIOES.
HARD GLAZES, (PER 1,000.

Ivory, and Best,

Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second
Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours,

ers—
^^^ 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 r

Quoins, Bullnose, and 4iin. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 2

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 2

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 2

and two ends, square-

11 17

15 17

17 17

14 17

17 6 17 7 6 17 26 7 6 17 6

Bides and one end,
19 17 6 IS 7 6 22 17

ilays and Squints-
6 26 17 6 19 17 6

17 7 6 15 17 6 17 6 34 17 6 17 7 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers-

5d. each 4d. each Ml. each 6d. each 5d. eacn
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each Bd. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each Bd. each 6d. each 4a. each

MOULDED BRIOKS.

stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—
,5d each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers ^22 17 •

,, Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17

C:)mpas8 bricks, circular and arch bricks

of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above
list for their respective kinds and colours

C.imber arch bricks, any kind or colour.

Is, 2d. each
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Doubl

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
. . „ , , :,

* These prices are carriage paid m full truck loads

to London Stations.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered

Pit Sand 7 0.,
Thames Ballast 6 „

s. d. Per ton.

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered

G.-ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
8. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at

railway station.
TILES.

a. a. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry.stn.

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 per doz^ „ „

Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 52 6 ,, ., ,.

Hip and Valley tiles 4 Operdoz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental do 60 „ ,. ..

Hip tiles i Operdoz
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ .

Ornamental do *5 ,Si "j " '

Hiptiles 3 lOiperdoz

Valley tiles .• •.•;•• 3 "
" Rosemary " brand plam

tiles 18 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 50 „ ,, ,,

Hip tiles * perdoz
Valley tiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or

Brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000 „ ,

Hand-made sand-faced
tile 4 perdoz.

Valley tiles .•••",- o o ••

Hartshill" brand plam tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000
,

Pressed il ^ "
Ornamental do 60

Hiptiles i Operdoz.,
alley tiles 3 o

OlliS.

Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 15 to £2£

Do., brown 2S -^5 2 " f,
Cottonseed, refined 29 ,, 3(

Olive, Spanish ^ ^2 H " ^
Seal pale 21 „ 21

Cocdanut, Cochin 46 „ «
Do., Ceylon 42 10 „ 4c

DO., Mauritius Vi°o" I?Palm, Lagos it ^ 2 "
,,

Do. Nut Kernel ,. - 35 „ 3^

Oleine H 5 9 " 1;

Sperm
Lubricating U.S. .

Petroleum refined,
. . ., „

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0.,
Do., Archangel 19 6 „

Linseed OU per gal. 2 .3 „
Baltic Oil 2 2^,"
Turpentine 2 9t „

Putty (Gemime Lin-|pg,g„j
q 8 ..

Pure Linseed Oil I n 10" Stority " Brand J

GLASS (IN ORATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26pz.

Pine Pale Oak Varnish
Pale Copal Oak
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak ...

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, f(

churches
Fine Elastic Carriage
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage-
Fine Pale Maple
Finest Pale Durable Copal
Extra Pale French Oil
Eggshell Flatting Varnish
White Copal Enamel
Extra Pale Paper
Best Japan Gold Size
Best Black Japan
Oak and Mahogany Stain
Brunswick Black
BerUn Black
Knotting
French and Brush Polish

&o. Per gallo

10
12

10

per gal, 7

_^ ^„ 21oz,

F'ourthi
Thirds '^a. ... ara.

Fluted Sheet 23d. ... 33d
Hartley's EngUsh Rolled Plate : Jm

FUnred Balled and Repouaaine

3aoz
... 3|d. ... 48d.

... 4|d. ... Bid.

... 6id. ... 7d.

=/i6in. iin.

... 2ld. ... 3d.

White. Tinted
3id. „ 6d.

TBADE NOTES.
Boyle's latest patent "Air-pump "ventilators

have been applied to the School of Art,

Nottingham.
Messrs. Escare and Denelle, Ltd., of 129,

Wardour- street, W., have recently been

honoured with the Royal Warrant of appoint-

ment as manufacturers of electrical fittings and
bronzes to his Majesty King George V.

We have recently received a handsome blotter

from Messrs. Kerner-Greenwood and Co., Ann's-

square. King's Lynn. The blotter contains very

useful information regarding Pudlo, the powder
which makes cement waterproof. Messrs.

Kerner-Greenwood and Co. will be pleased to

send one to any architect who has not received

a copy, until the supply is exhausted.

Messrs. J. B. Joyce and Co., Ltd., Whit-
church, Shropshire, have been favoured with an

important contract for tower-clocks for the

Canadian Government. The order is for eight

clocks, each having four illuminated dials of

varvin" sizes from 4ft. to 6ft. diameter, and will

strike the hours on bells weighing about 7cwt.

Thcv have also received instructions to make a

new' hour-striking clock for Clun Church,

Sliropshire, to replace a very old one which is

worn out. The interesting old tower of tliis

church is now being restored, and the bells re-

hung. The same firm are also making a large

two-dial clock to be erected over the entrance

to the Royal Show ground, which is being held

at Shrewsbury at the end of June.
'**»

The St. Albans Board of Guardians have

adopted a scheme for the rearrangement of the

workhouse under which a new boardroom will

be erected, the existing one being utilised as a

guardians' dining-room, .\bout £2,000 will be

expended.

relephOM: DAL9T0N 139S.

th^'latl*"™"" W. H.
LASCELLES A CO., ofOeiLVIE&CO.

Mildmay Avenue, ISLINfitONJ
EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

4LTER4TI0tlS & DECORATIONS. ^Tn"A'^'-

Olivers'

Seasoned
Hau'dwoods,

. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BtmilU Row, London, E.G.

TENDERS.
•.• Correapondenta would in aU cases obUge by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering-at any rate, of

the accepted tender; it adds to the value of the informa-

Leicester, surveyor :
—

Jones. E. L. ...

Chitham
Phipps
Elliott, F.

Cole. J., and Sons
Pother, T

Rest of Leicester.

CiVEKSHiM -For alterations to the Crown Hotel.

Caversham. Oxon. Mr. James Haslam, M.S.A., 156.

Friar-street, Reading, architect. Qoantmes by Mr. V.

C. Martin. U. John-street, Bedford-row. W.C. .-

collier and Uatley ... i-\-"^ " "

Margetts,J.H.,andSon 1.798 o

Newberry. F. ... ... ... •• ''Y^ " "

Lewis, G. S., and Bro. (accepted) 1.648 o
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BiKMiKD C'AiTl.E.-For
Barnard Caello. carryinf^ tbe North Eastern Railway
Oo.'s Darlington-lo-Penrith line over the River Tees :—

ilotborwell Bridge Co., Ltd. (accBpteiJ).

OHESHiM.—For buildins; workmen's dwellings, for
the urban district council. Mr. P. U. l):>rmer. Oonnoil
Offices, Cbesbam, engineer :

—
Honour and Sons, Tring £5.M0
Hanson Bros., Sonthall 4 270

.\bbott, H. and R., Chesham ... 4.275
Bow, T., Nottingham 4.220
Org»a and Son. O.'itord 4.200
Freeman. W. W., Chesham .. 3 776
Clarke, Watford 3,700

Vead, A. and Son, Chesham ... 3.850

Rnst and Ratcliflo. Chesham ... 3,.->81

Clarke. Meltou Mowbray 3,687

Gowisdell i Haddock, Chesham* 3 525

F.DgiDcer's estimate, £3,539.
• Accepted.

Devizes.—lor the erection of additions to the Wilts

county asylnra, Devizes, to accommodate 200 patients.

Messrs. G. T. Hine and H. Carter Pegs, 35, Parharaent-

i-treet, Westminster, S.W., architects. Quantities by
Mr. L. A. Francis, 8, John-street, Adelphi, W.C. :

—
Wakeham Bros., Plymouth ...£32,400

Wort and Way, Salisbury 30 875

Bosworth and Lowe, Nottingham 30.358

ilartin. H., Ltd,, Northampton 29,870

Long, Jacob and Sons, Ltd.. Bath 29,133
Foster and Dicksee, Rugby ... 23.888 n

Saunders and Sons, Cirencester ... 28,745 19 2

Lowe T., and Sons, Burton-on-
Trcnt ... 28.699

Nicholls, W. T, Gloucester ... 28,484

Evans, F., Nottingham 2<i,031 14

Coles Bros., Bath 27.900

Pollard and Sons. Bridgwater ... 27.730

Chivers, W. E., 4 Sons, Devizes* 27,297
• Accepted.

Gkimsbv.—For the erection of a uublic convenience at

Welholme-road Level Crossing. Mr. H. Gilbert Whyalt
M.I.C.E., borough engineer and surveyor :

—
Thompson, J. H., and Sons, Ltd £«j6

401 5 9

349
Dixon, G.
Borrill and C

Edwards and Raynor 329 15

Hewins and Gooahand 320 10

Kirton,W 313 17

Gilbert. W 3u7 18 9

SwHby and Walsham 3)0

Ta.vlor and Richardson 296 16

Seamer, D • 291 15

Smith, E.T 289 10
• Accented. ^ Withdrawn.

UKiMSBi-.—For the erection of public
tur both eexes at Nos. 7 and 9. East Mareh-street. Mr.
H. Gilbert Whjatt, M.I.C.B., borough engineer and
surveyor ;

—

Thompson, J. H., and Sons, Ltd. £522
.312

.310

490 10
496 5

485 19
477 2

• G.
MaretaalI.E
Smith, E
Edwards and Raynor

Kirton, W
Thompson, H. and C 467 15

Swaby and Walsham 460 14

Taylor and Richardson 45)15
Borrill and Cheesman- 435

* Accepted.

HiCrHGiTE-HiLL. — For the remodelling of the
Burghley-rcad tchool. Higbgatc-hill, for the London
County Council:—

Thomas and Edge, Woolwich ...£19,198
King, W., and Son, Vauxhall
Bridge-road 19.030

Rowley Bros.. Wood Green ... 18,967 C
ilcCormick and Sons, Ltd. , Essex-
road 18,733

WalUs, G. E., and Sons, Ltd.,
18,656

18,548

Uaymarket
Smith, J., and Sons, Ltd., South
Norwood

Cheeeum, J., .'c Sons. South-place
Lawrence, W., i Son, Finsbury-

circne 17,872
Roberts, C. P., and Co., Dalston... 17.841
Roberts. L. H. and R., Lower
Clapton-road 17,654

Brand, Pottit, and Co., Tottenham 17.368
Willmott, J., and Sons, Horosey 17,289
Bowjer. J. and C, Ltd., Upper •

Norwood* 17,167
Architect's ettimate, £17,93,3.

' Recommended lor acceptance, but referred back to
I Education Committee at Tuesday's meeting of the

Boufo, architect. Accepted tenders :•

Excavating, masonry, and bricklaying : —
Hjame, A., barrogate £651

Joinery :—
Kitching Bros., Knaresborongh ... 349 18 6

Plnmbing and glazing :—
"

, Harrogate 208Scholes,

Plasi

81 10

Raynor, T., Harrogate
Painting :

—
Topham, Harrogate 28 13 6
Total ... i_389 7

Lowest lender for " all trades " :—
LoDgb and Co., York 1,393 a

Archiujct '8 estimate, £1,306.

. works
Ri

£874 12 1

isLK 01 Dot.s. E.—For the supoly. delivery, and
erection of two gas-engines at the Isle ot Doga pumping-
etation, for the London County Council ;

—
Browett. Lindle,y, and Co., Ltd., A. B.

Patricroft £7,476 ...

British Westinghouse Manufacturing
Co.. Ltd., Manchester 7,345 ...

Premier Gas Engine Co , Ltd.,
Sanriiacre — ... "6.581

Campbell Gas Engine Co., Ltd.,

Halifax H,4'I8 ...£6,918
A.—Trunk piston type. B.— Piston-rod type.

* Recommended for acceptance.

Lkwisr.\m, S.E.—For the enlargement of the
Kilmorie-road school, Lewisbam, for the London
County Council :

—
Downs, W., Walworth £11,382
Akers, W., and Co., South
Norwood 10.993

Triggsand Co., Clapham 10.841
Thome, F. and T., Isle of Dogs ... 10,644
Wallis, G. E., and Sons, Ltd.,
Baymarket 10,561

Wall, C, Ltd., Chelsea ... . 10,518
Godfon, G., and Sons, Kilbum-
lane 10,466

Leng, T. D., Deptford 10,27J
Smith, J., and Sons, Ltd.. Soath
Norwood .. 10,aC9

Smith, W., and Sons. Ltd.,
Harles ford-road 10,165

Moss, W., and Sons, Ltd.,
Loughborough 10,030

Higgs. F. and H. F., Heme Hill... 9.993
Bowyer, J. and C. Ltd., Opper
Norwood 9,889

Holloway, H. L., Deptford* ... 9,876
Architect's estimate, £9,786.

• Recommended for acceptance.

London.—For the supply ot eight motor-waggons, for
the trftueport of railway ballast, stone, wool paving,
and cement upon the tramways system, for the London
County Council :

—
Six 5-ton steam motor-waggons :

—

AUchin, W., Ltd., Northampton ... £4.200 ... £1,770
Clayton and Shuttleworth, Ltd.,
Lincoln 4,110 ... 4,830

Yorkshire Commercial Motor Co.
(branch of Beighton's), Leeds ... 3,891 ... 4,572

Garrett, R., and Sons, Ltd.. Leiston ... 3,693 ... 4,500
Leyiand Motors, Ltd., New Kent-
road, S.E 3,636 ... 4.500

Mann's Pattnt Steam Cart i Waggon
Co.. Ltd.. Penchurch-avenue, B.C. 3,643 ... 4,302

Foden's, Ltd,, Sandbach 3.420 ... •4,140

A.— Steel tires. B.—Rubber tires.

Two 2-ton petrol motor-waggons ;
—

Wolseley Tool and Motor-Car Co..
Ltd.. Birmingham £1,390

Daimler Company, Ltd, Coventry 1,183 7
Albion Motor-Car Co., Upoer
Rathbone-piace, W. .. ... 1,134

Hall, J. and E., Ltd.,St, Swithin's-
lane, E.C 1,126

Dennis Bros. (1913). Ltd., Guild-
ford 1.090

Leyiand Motors, Ltd.. New Kent-
road. S.E 1,056

Ditto (alternative for 2J-ton
waggons) 1,230

Commercial Cars, Ltd., Luton ... 1.050

Thomycroft. J. I., and Co..

Westminster, S.W 1,003

Alldays and Onions Pneumatic
Engmeeriug Co.. Ltd., Bir-

mingham* 934 11
* Recommended tor acceptance.

Maidstone.— For providing auditorial office accom-
modation for the electricity department, for the town
cotmcil :

—

Martin and Newman, Maidstone £550
(.Accepted.)

iiDMoxE.—For the suDply ot a motor fire-engine
and a 65ft. escape, for the town council :

—
Shand, Mason, and Co £1,242
Leyiand Motors, Ltd 1,120

Merryweather and Sons. Ltd. ... 1,078
Dennis Bros. (1013), Ltd.* 1.050
SimoQisandCo 1,005

' Accepted.

KofTiNiiH.vM.—For alterations and additions to the
Black's Head Inn, Park-street, Lenton, tor the Home
Brewery Co., Ltd. Mr. Fred C. Martm, Angel-row,
Nottingham, architect and surveyor :

—
" "~ " Co £715 10

WAi.LiNGioN.-For tbe erection of a new police-
station. Mr. J. Dixon Butler, F.R.I.B.A., New Scotland
Y'ard. S.W.. police architect and surveyor. Quantities
by Messrs. Thurgood and Chidgey, 8, Adelnbi-terrace,
W.C. ;—

. . I

GarlickandCo 8,721
Stuart and Sons 5,689
Higgs and Hill 6 649
Kent. H 5,683
Smith and Sons 5,655
DoreyandCo 5.600
Taylor and Co 5,491
Adamson and Sous 5.416
Potterton. B 5.415
Dickens, J. W 5,311
Barker and Co 5,138

Whitechapel. E.—For installina
in connection with the erection of Vallance-road schools,
Whitechapel, for the London Cjunty Council :

—
Comyn, Ching, and Co., Ltd.,
Long Acre £1,921

Christie, J. C, Aldgate 1.83i)

WiUon and Smith, Ltd., Strand... 1,780
Brigbtside Foundry andiEagtneer-

i., Ltd., Victoria-street .. I,7i6
Heal, Ltd.,

Cash, H
Westmii

Cannon and Hetlord, Peckham

and Co., Ltd.,
10

London-road
Pearson, R. H. and J., Ltd.,
Nottmg HiU-gate 1.6

Arding and Dyne, Southwark
Bridge-road 1,5

Palowkar and Sons, Queen-street 1,4

Bradley, G. and E., Lever-street* 1,4
Architect's estimate, £1,600.

. for acceptance.

TO OOSKESFONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the BOILDI.NO NEWS, Effingham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Str.-ind, W.C., and not to
members of the start' b.v name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise c

the Editor

11 drawings and other
sent at contributors' risks, and
indertake to pay for. or be Uable

for, unsought contributions.

*,* Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant pubUc and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. 01
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,
on mutually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertained on application.

Fish, T.,

Maule, W.,and Co
GUbert and Hall ...

Williamson, C. (accepted) .
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TENOAKs.—For the erection of a pavilion on the
recreation ground, for the urban district council :—

"lodges, W. (accepted) £571

the London County Council

:

Twinii.G. J.. Woaldstono ... £2,170
.Marcbant, Hirst, i; Co., Kentish
Town 1,636

Monk, A., Lower Edmonton ... 1,615
Roberts, C. P., and Co., Ltd,,
Dalston 1,658

NichoUs, H.,Ltd..Fmchley ... 1.525
Bowley Bros., Woo<l Green* .., 1,329

* Recommended for acceptance.

Walwobth, 8.E.—For painting the school in Penroae-
treet, Walworth-road, for the London County Council

:

Smith. W., and Son (accepted) ... £551
a lieu of tender for £354 from W. V. Goad, of
Camberwoll,

-,000 FRIDAY.
' r, Nkws will be published

' at the usual hour. .\11

k's issue must reach the
on \VEDNESD.4.Y, April

—B. A. A., Ltd.-J, J. W., jun.-

A. L. B.-S. E. C—S. P., Ltd.-
J. W. N.—H. H. S. Co.. Ltd.

R. M. A.—Please send.

F. W. P.—There must be some misunderstanding.

BrYEn.—There is no such analogy, and no respect-
able architect would listen 1

witllin

H. J. M

e are sure you do not ui

Dr " insulting "
; but are

The author of the paper, who
laericau engineer, wa well

I

1 ..f the material you refer
li ,1 .1- are rather retiring, and

apparun;: i i ), ,1 ui advertising. We should
•think til, 11 .iliiliuil Steel Lath, supplied by
Messrs HaN ward Bros, aud Eckstein, Union-street,
S.E.. would be quite as effective.

Skating.—Instructions for laying skating-rink floors

have l.i-cu KiviU minis tiliK^. You will find as
good rlir • :" "i V H' 'if ""' i^'^nc of

April I
:

\ ,
I - , ,M.,t.™l

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

Drawings Eeceited.—" Worm." "Section," "N.."
" Bournemouth," " Pinto," " Toby," " Tee Square,

"

" Amo," " Paolo," " E. W. D.," " Owl," " Because,"
" Keystone, "" Enfant," "Smoke," " Marstouian,"
" Queen."

Gehroe F. Hajies.—The instructions for the current
subject will be found ou page xiv. of last Friday's
BriLDiSG News, after Answers to Correspondents.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

1 11—Ferro-coDcrete Bridge over the Meuse. Heer
13—Literary Institute. Sacriston
1—Workebops for Chilian State Railways, Valoaraiso
1—Four Groups of Symbolical Sculpture tor iiew Bridge,

Radnor-street, Kelvinprrove Park, Glasgow
1—Design of Banner, Gorsedd Hon
1—Design of Workman's Cottage. Anglesey (JBISO)

1—New St. Paul's Bridge, Designs for (Sir W. Emerson,
P.P.K.I.B.A., ABseESor)

15—Designs for Detached and Semi-detached Labourers'
Cottage. Home Coonties of England (Max Clarke,
F.R.I.B.A., Professor Beresford Pite, F.R.I. B.A., and
Edwin O. Sachs, F.R.S.Bd., Assessors) (£125 each)

30—Designs tor Concert Hall and Public Shelter, Hjthe
20—Champlain Tercentenary Monument, OriUia, Ontario

Canada (limit of cost £4,100)
3C—Villa-Flats at the Lido, Venice (limit of cost £80,000)

The Bureau des Travaus, Maison Communal, Heer, Namur.
J. Walker, Sec. Eliza-street. Sacriston. Durhim.
The Com. Intell. Branch, Board of Trade,

J. Lindsay, Town Clerk, City Chambers. Glasgow.
The Secretary, Eisteddfod, Llangefni, co. Anglesey.
The Secretary, Eisteddfod, Llangefni, co. Anglesey.

£300, £100 The Town Clerk, Hallkeeper's , Guildhall, B.C.

lOOge., 50g8,, 26ge., two of lOgs. each The Publisher of '* Concrete and Constructional Engineering,'
Waterloo-place, PaU Mall. 8.W.

B.C. Drake, Town Clerk, Town Clerk's Ottice, Hyths, Kent.SOgs., 2ogs., lOgs. .

£«0. £320, £200..

I da e-Club House, Southstrand Estate, East Preston, Worthing

The Canadian High Commissioner. Victoria-street, S.W.
Direzioue della Campagnia Italiana del Grandi Alberghi,

S.M. del Giglio 3167, Venice.
The Harbour Extension Board, Helsingborg. Sweden.
M. le President de la Commission pour I'Amenagement des

Agglomerations Induetrielles, Rue de Louvain, Brussels.
W. HoUis, Sur., Southstrand Estate Offices, Finchley, N.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BtriLDINOS.

, Treheroert .

a—Pchool Works, Buckie,
3—New Cloakroom, Council School, Lydd
3—garon Wesleyan Chapel, Repaf

™

3—School Works. Kindochty
3—Houses (IB), Cowlersley. Milnsbridge
3—Difpenfary Besidence. Bnrgatia, Rbsscarbery
3-8chool Works, Portknockie
3- Offlccs, Westwell Council School, Maidstone
3—Branch Stores, Additions to, Lidget Green, Great Hortou
3-Three Houses, Wakefleld-road, Dewsbury
3—House, Tornaveen P. School, Torphins
3-Free Library and Caretaker's Cottage, Repairs to, Stroud
3—School Caretaker's Lodge, Additions to, Shetlield

3—Six Houses. Horbury Junction
3—Newspaper Kiosk, South Cliff Gardens, Scarborough
4-Two Semi-Detached Dwellings, Cleator Moor
4—Filter House, Blackmoorfoot Reservoir, South Crosland ...

4—Medical Officer's Besidence, Kiltegan, co. Wicklow
4-Alhambra Theatre, Additions to. Penrith
4-Boa6es (12), near Markham's Colliery, HoUybueh
4— Public Hall, West Church-street, Buckie
4—House, North-road, Cardigan
4—Cottages, Repairs to. Wick
6—Beard Room and Offices, Alterations to. WiUesborough ...

6— Auxiliary Stores, Windsor, Belfast
r.-Hsfrjdle CM. Chapel and House, Repairs to, Talysarn ..

6— Labourers' Cottages (29), Stranorlar
ti— Four Houses, The Square, Tarves
6— Church Hall and Reading-Room, St. Alhau
6—Isolation Hospital, Howden
6— Auxiliary Stores, Adelaide, Belfast
»:— Schools, Maimesbury Park, Bournemouth
7-Cottages, Boston
7—Converting Barracks into Cottages, Monaghan
7- Workhouse. Improvements to, Llanfyllin
7— Sports Pavilion. Sheen-common, Barnes, S.W
7-genji-detached Houses (20), Pontllanfraith
7— Premises. Alterations to. Union Quay, Tynemouth
7—Workmen's Model Lodging House, Ystrad Mynach
7— Cottages (16), Monaghan
7—Block of Dwellings, Wood-street, Brompton
7— Coroner's Court, Reoairs to, Depttord, B.E
7—Hospital, Oakdale Village
8—PItughman's Cottage, Hawkhead Asylum, Govan
8—R.G.A. Drill Hall, Repairs to, Parkstone
S—Workmen's Club, Oakenshaw
8— Norton Mills, Additional Story to, Blland
8—Labour Exchange, St. Anne's-street, Liverpool
8— Bouse and Shop. Colne-rcad, Hnddersfleld
8-D Company Head.inartera, Repairs to, Poole
a—Seven Cottages. Warboys
9—Houses (76), Chnrch-lane, Normanton
9-School, Penrith
9-Clive Aims Hotel, Alterations to, Caerphilly
9- Renovating P.M. Church, Redruth
8— Hall, Pontmorlais
9—Through House. Barkisland -
0—Four Cottages and Butcher's Shop, Aldorough
11—Lunatic Asylum, Additions to Kitchen, Lochgilphead
11—Infants' School, Biscovey
11—Cottages (30), Earleetown
11— National School, Killaculla, Tempo
11— Retort House and Coal Store, Clonmel
13—Cottages (10), Trimdon Grange Colliery'

13—Cavendish Memorial Hall, Thurston
13—Blaine's Endowed School. Enlargement of, Hardhorn
13— Palish Cottages, Repairs to, Gosaoms End, Berkhameted...
14—Two Cottages, Cackie-street, Brede
14— Electric Lighting Station, Extensions to, Felixstowe
14^Two Shelters in Recreation Ground, Winchester
14-Cottage, Eeflhiil-lane, GodshiU
14—Two Labourer's Cottages, Coswarth, Colan
14-Cott8ges (62), Hereford
14— Surgery, Jerusalem-street, Rhymney ,

11—Semi-detached Houses (18), Rhubiua
14-Corn Exchange, Alterations to, St. Neots

ICent Education Committee
Trustees
Rathven School Board
Linthwaite Urban District Council .

Clooakiltv Guardians
Rathven School Board

,

Kent Education Committee ,

Industrial Society, Ltd

Committee
Education Committee
Industrial Co-op. Soc, Ltd. ..

Town C ouncil \. .

T.Noble
Hudderefield Corporation
Baltinglass Guardians

Abemant Building Syndicate
J.Archibald '.

Capt. J. W. Jones

East Ashford Guardians .

Great Northern (Ireland) Riy. Co.
Committee
Rural District Council
W. Duthie

Rural District Council
Great Northern (Ireland) Ely.
Education Committee
Rural District Council
Urban District Council
Guardians
Urban District CoiiQoil

Millbrook Bmldmg i.'liib

Corporation
The' Directors
Urban District Council
Town Council
Borough Council
Hospital Committee
Lunacy Board
Dorset Terr. Porc3 Assol:

Dorset Terr. Force Asjot:

Huntingdonshird County Council .

Urban District Council
Cumberland Education Committe

Northchurch Parish Council
Corporation
Urban District Council
Corporation
Isle of Wight County CouncU
Rev. Vyell Vyvyan
City Council
Workmen's Medical Aid Fund Com,
Cardifl Garden ViUage Co., Ltd
Urban District Council

D. and J. R. M'Millau, Archts., 105. Crown-street, Aberdeen.
P. J. Thomas. Archt.. Bridgend.
D. and J. R. M'Millan, Archts., 106, Crown-street, Aberdeen.
W. H. Robinson. M.S. A., Archt., Sessions Hou^e, Maidstone.
W. D. Morgan, M.8.A., 194. Tsirad-road. Pentre.

D. and J. R. M'Millan, Archts., 105. Crown-street, Aberdeen.
J. Ainley, Archt., Chapel-street. Slaithwaite.

J. J. O'Crowley. Archt., Clonakilty.

D. and J. R. M'Millan, Archts., U'5, Crown-street. Aberdeen.
W. H. Robinson, M.S.A., Archt., Sessions House, Maidstone.
J. Drake and Son, Archts., Quaensbury, Bradford.
Kirk. Sons, and Ridgway. Archt?., Market-plaoD, Dewsbury.
J. M'Laggan, Kincardine Q'Neil, Torphins.
F. Winterbotham, Hon. Sec, 5, Rowcroft, Stroul.

The City Architect. Town Hall, Sheffield.

VV. Thornton and Son. Archts., Bond-street, Dawsbury.
H. W. Smith, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Scarborough.
E. Martindale, Tangier Buildings, Wnitahavau.
The Waterworks Engineer, Town Hall, Huddersfield.

J. R. Dagg, Clerk, Baltinglass.

P. M. Hope, Archt., 11, Main-street. Cj!'i3rjl)a',h.

R. Siinmonds, Archt., Blaonwood, Mon.
W. Hendrv. Archt., 91, West Church-street. Buckie.

J. T. J. Williams. Archt., Napier-street, Cardigan.
H. Howard, P.8.I., Sur., Littleharaptou.

A. B. Lacey, A.R.I.B.A., 13, North-street, Ashford. Kant.
T. Morrison, Sec, Amiens-street Terminus, Dublin.

W.J, Griffith, Fron Felen, Tal.ysaru.

G. M'Laughlin, Clerk. Board Room, Workhouse, Stranorlar.

J. Cobban, Archt., Haddo House, Aberdeen.
T. Williams, Carpenter, St. Athan, Cardiff.

T. N. Ullathorne, Archt., Selby.

T. Morrison. Sec, Amiens-street Termmus, Dab'io.

F. W. Ibbett, Municipal Buildings, Bournemouth.
H . Kidd, Archt.. Solent House, Kurton, Boston.

J. J. Inglis, 3l>. Diwson-street, Dablm.
T. Edwards. Clerk, 10, Market-street. Llanfyllin.

G. B. Tomes, A.M.I.C.E., Sur., Council House, Mortlake, S.W.
W. A. Griffiths. L.R.I. B.A., PontUaufraitu.

J. F. Smillie, Boro' Sur.. Tynemouth.
H. G. Jones. Archt., Bank Chambers, Hengoed.
J. J. Inglis. 36, Dawson-street, Dublin.

J. L. Redfern, Boro' Sur., Gardiner-street. Gilliugham, Kent.
The Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, NeivCrojs-roid, S.E.

A. F. Webb, M.S.A., Blackwood.
J. Mitchell. Clerk, 7-8, Oarlton-place, Glasgow.

P. T. Maltby, Archt., Dorchester.

B. Brown, Sec, Lonesome Hill House, Oakenshaw, Durham.
Stott and Sons, Archts., 5, Cross-street, Manchester.

The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
J. Beiry and Sons, Aicht., 3, Market-place, Huddersfleld.

F. T. Maltby, Archt., Dorcuester.

J . P. Maule, clerk, County Council Offices, Huntingdon.

A. Hartley, Archt., Council Offices, Normanton.
J. Forster, M.S. A., 13, Earl-atreet, Carlisle.

S. Williams, L.R.I.B.A., Wharton-street, Cardiff.

S. Hill, Archt., Green-lane, Retlrath.

U. M. Davies. M.S.A., 112, High-street, Merthyr.

T. Button, Council Offices, Barkisland, Yorks.

F. W. Hall, Btanwick Estate, Albrough.
A. MacEwan, Solicitor, Lochgilphead.

a". Bnggs, F.S.I., Town Hall, Barleatown, Laici.

Rev. P. S. O'Neill, P.P., Man.. Tempo., co. Pormauagh.
H. O'Connor, A.M.I.C.B., 1. Drummond-place, Edinburgh.

T. aiephenson, Trimdon Grange Colliery, Uurham.
A. A. Hunt, Archt., 51, Abbeygate-street, Bury St. Edmunds.
Fairbrcther Jt Hall, AA.R.l.B.A., Market-pl., Poulton-le-Fylde.

W. B. Hopkins, Archt.. 113, High-street, Berkhameted.
P. H. Palmer, M.I.C.E., Town HaU, Hastings.

H. Clegg, A.M.I.C.B., Town Hall, Felixstowe.

T. Holt, Town Clerk, GuUdhall, Winchester.

etraiton and Mitigate, Archts., Quay-street, Newport, I.W.

Grillis. Hill, and Hill, Solicitors, Uelston.

J. Parker, City Sur., Town Hall, Hereford.

. E. Pugh, Sec, 2, Price-street, Rhymney.

. A. H. Mottram, A.R.I.B.A., 4, Park-place, Cardiff.

. T. Spencer, Clerk, Market-square, St. Neots, Hunts.
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BVIIiDlNQS—continued.

l.M. Works Comtniseioners..April U—New Telephone ExebanRO, Liscard
15—Parish Ball, Holt. Norfolk
16—8chcoi. Additions to. Chipping OoRar Bssex Edncation OommitteD
15—Bricu Retort Houfe Milnrow Gas Co
16—New Poet Office, Northampton H.M. Works Commisaionera
Iti-HoDBes (Ul. Mountain Hare, Twynyrodyn Gilfach Qynon Bnildine Club
le-Cottages (214). Ebbw Vale AshKrove Bnilding Club

17-RerBir» to No. », Great Ormond-streot. London, W.C. ... Royal Standard Benefit Society

17—Atiendantfi' Rooms at APvlnm, Prestwich Visitors Committee
17-Eight I'ottaees, Chitterne". Warminster Rural District Council...

18—Iron Building at Asylum, Brentwood Visiting Committee
18—Two Houses and Farm Buildings. Nantwich Cheshire County Council
20—Pumping Engme-Honee, Wingham, near Addishara .. Margate Corporation

2a-Clarkecn-ttreet Schools, Additions to, Canmng Town, E... West Ham Education Committee ...

20—County Pecondari- School. Enlargement of, Pletton Hunts Education Committee
20—Four Almshoufee, Holgate'8 Hospital. Hemsworth Trustees

21—Labourers' Cottages (60), Lisburn Rural District Council

21—Town Hall. Wallasey Town Council

22—Municipal Buildings, Extension of, Glasgow Corporation .

23—Demolition and Alterations to Houses, Abingdon-st., S.W. H.M. Works Commissioners
21— School Enlargement, Oiillon-with-Woodlesford West Riding Education Committee
24—Reinforced Concrete Sub-Station, Mount Pleasant. W.O... H.M. Works Commissioners
24-Connty High School for Girls, Extending, Chelmsford Essex Education Committse
2+-6chool, Alterations to. Balby-with-Hexthorpe West Riding Education Committee
24— Police Station, Enlarging. Alcsster Warwickshire County Council

24—School, Works at, Knottingley Holes West Riding Education Committee
2-i—Pair of Cottages. Alcester Warwickshire County Council
27—Cottages (200), Wrexham Garden Village Wrexham Tenants. Ltd
30—Hot-Water Bathe, Beayer-road, Ashfonl Urban District Council

X 4- Central Cottages. Kuala Lumpur Federated Malay States Railways ...

;o date—New Church, Slaithwaite
do. —St. Paul's School, Extensions to, Oswaldtwistle
do. —Three Pairs of Workmen's Cottages, Needham Market ... Bosmere and Claydon Guardians ...

do. — Retidence, Beaton
do. —Brick Chimney (60ft. high), Birstall

do. —Liberal Club. Grendon
do. —Rebuilding A'olunteer Arms, Copley
do. —Repairing Playground, St. John's School, Hanley Managers
do. —Three Cottages. Semer Lodge, Suffolk
do. —Hall at P.M. Chapel, Michael, Lsla of Man Trustees
do. —Houses (42), Craghead T. Hedley and Bro3
do. —C.E. Schools. Alterations to, Maryport
do, —Two Cottages, Landkey W. E. Snell .^

do. —Nine Pairs ot Semi-Detached Cottages, Bamoldswick Co-operative Industrial Soc, L,td. ...

do. —Works Offices, Extension to, Grangetown Cardiff Gaslight and Coke Co
do, —Warehouse and Hall, Clitheroe Equitable Co-op. Soc, Ltd
do. —House, Hirwain
do, —Primitive Methodist Schools, Grassraoor
do. —Workmen's Houses (13), Glyu-Neath
do. —Cottages (12), Benshaw Walsden Co-operative Society, Ltd.
do. —Garage, Shipley

,

do, —FourOottages, Bryngwyn
do. —Club Premises, Westgate, Bradford
do. —Property, Alterations to, Bmgley
do. —Two Houses, Allerton Bywater

The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate. S.W.
C. R. B King and H. O. King. Arcbts.. 2. Dean's Yard. S.W.
P. Whitmore. County Archt., 73, Duke-street, Chelmsford.
J. W. Bnttomlev. Man.. Gaswnrks, Milnrow.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate. S.W.
T. B. Roes. M.8.A.. Bank Chambers. Merthyr Tydfil.
W. Roeser. Archt., Wildings' Chambers, Newbridge, Mon.
Higcins and Thomerson. LL.R.I.B. A., 9. Pinsbury-sq . B.C.
T. (Jhadwick, A.R.I.B.A., Iti. Princess-street, Manchester.
C. C. Hancock. Snr., High-street. Warminster.
The Clerk of Works, Asylum. Brentwood.
W. H. Lancaster. Land Agent, 40. Northgato-street, Chester.
E. A. Borg. Boro' Kng., 13. Grosvenor-plaoe. Margate.
W. Jacques, A.R.I.B.A.. 2. Fen-coort, Penchurch-street, E.G.
The County Surveyor, Market-place, Huntingdon.
F. H. Hewlett. Archt., 1, Polam Plantation, Darliogtou.
W. Sinclair, Clerk, Workhouse. Lisburu.
Briggs.Wolstenholme. AThornely, Royal Liver Bldgs.,Liverpool,
Watson and Salmond, Archts.. 243, West George-st., Glasgow,
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
The Education Architect. County Hall, Wakefield.
Tne Secretary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's G»t8, S.W.
J. H. Nicholas, Sec, Countv Offices, Chelmsford.
The Education Architect, County Hall, Wakefisll.
J. Wilmot, County Sur.. H, Waterloo-street, Birmingham.
The Education Architect. County Hall, Wakefield.
J. Wilmot, County Snr., 6, Waterloo-street, Birmingham,
The Architect, 21, Park-place, Cardiff.
W. Terrill, Sur., 6. North-street. Ashford. Kent.
The Under-Secretary. Federated Malay States, Kuala Lumpur.
W. H. H. Marten, L.R.T.B.A , 3, Oookriilge-street, Leeds.
G. Riley, Archt., 24. Albert-street, Oswaldtwistle.
H. R. Hooper, A. R.I. B. A., Ipswich.
J. Ledingham, F.R.I.B.A., District Bank Chambers, Bradford.
Howden Clough Collieries, Ltd., Birstall, near Leeds,
H. Albrighton. Sec, Grendon.
Jackson and Pox, Arcbts.. Rawson-street. Halifax.
E. Jones. M.S. A.. Hanley, Staffs.

G. P. Letts, Hadleigh, Suffolk.

Kay and Co.. Archts.. Douglas, I.M.
J. Ronnthwaite, A.R.I.B.A., 13, Mosley-st., Newcastle-on-Tjne,
G. H. Elliot, Archt., Heysham, Lancashire.
H. 8. Johnson. Archt., 66, Boutport-street, Barnstaple,
F. E. L. Harris, Archt., 1. Balloon-street, Manchester,
G. Clarry, Man. and Sec, Gas Offices, Cardif
P. E.L. Hams, Archt., 1, Ballc

D. J. Davies, Gasworks, Hirwain.
T. 8. Wilcockson, Arcbt., Chesterfield.

A. Farmer, Sec, 13, Bethania-street, Glyn-Neath.
J. E. Stott, L.R.I.B.A., Bridge-street, Todmorden.
W. P. Butterfield, Ltd., Galvanizing Works, Shipley.
E. L. Lyne, Agent, Llananh Estate Office, Newport, Mon.
A. Sharp and Son, Archts., 19, Market-street, Bradford.
Nunns and Bracewell, Archts.. Bank Chambers, Bingley.

J. Elswortb, Station-road, Allerton Bywater,

Manchester,

r Ca«l9ford.
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BRITANNIA
VARNISHES, ENAMELS, and SPECIALTIES

arc the products of

The Largest Varnish Industry in the World

OMNILAO
A SPECIALTY IN COPAL OAK VARNISH.

FOR INSIDE OR OUTSIDE DECORATIVE WORK.

Manufactured from the finest raw materials and well matured.

9/- PER GALLON.

ROBT. INGHAM CLARK & CO., Ltd.
Works:

WEST HAM ..\BBEV,

STRATFORD. LONDON
Offices:

No. 6, CAXTON HOUSE,
WESTMINSTER.
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MODERN JOINERY.
The introduction of machinery for the

working of wood has to a great extent
revolutionised the builder's ideas of what
constitutes good joinery, and the ever-
increasing use of foreign-worked stuff all
over the country has made this latter, with
II iii\, I III. standard of what is good, for it
I Mi],|,,s,.(l that if prepared flooring is

II - ility," matched-boarding similarly
gia.U-d, and doors, "best," the last word
is said, and the architect has no reason to
object to the use of these in any of his
works. It is hard for a man who has been
accustomed to see foreign joinery con-
stantly used since his apprenticeship days,
to admit that there may be some reason for
its use rather than its superiority over
that which is home-worked ; but a little

practical experience, and independent
thought, will lead him to discover, perhaps
sooner than he expected, that foreign-
worked joinery has not all tho advantages
claimed for it, leant of all its superiority
of finish. Machines do all this foreign
work, from cutting down the trees in the
forests to sandpapering the doors ; but,
valuable as machinery is in working wood,

haiiilwiiik l.ir iiiuil finish, and one need
not li • ,1 |iiM|i|i, I ii, assert that in the work
ing iif \\ I, wlit-re first-class finish is

required, macliiiiery will never equal the
hand. For thu architect, machines have
their place—and that is iii sawing, whother
ripping or cr—

.

niti ihl' : in ioimli-iil;iiiiii.'

flat sui-fac.s. :,,i,| in r.u,!, ,,r.^ .n, Mnkiir's
fur muulilm-; hm ili. n,.,- Ii ,..n

should neV.T li.- allnw,-,! t.. Inllrl, lllL-

finished surface of guod joiner's work. AVe
have been assured over and over again by
advocates of the extreme use of wood-
working machinery, that it ran lio nindi'
to turn out work as higliU rmislinl .is

handwork. This may be so ; Imi .i ivlm , vis
are more concerned with what is ,l,,n.- than
with what can be done, and thev always
find that the beautifully -finished small
specimen of work submitted to them, as
what ran be done liv maobiiies ninnin"
und-i- favnuiMlil,. n,n,liti,.ns li..,s n,,

relation uli,-,t.-MM- In lln- Imlk nf ili,- «,,ik

by them. We once sent to a leading
joinery mill for some mouldings, and were
surprised to get lengths in which k.nots
were torn out, crossgrain torn up, and
tho track of the knivi-s nit clnan .innss th..

wood, rendering one-fiHui li nf tin- wlml, nf
no value whatever fur ..m |iiir|i.i-i-. We
then thought that if we ordered tin sanir
mouldings in hardwood, to be Fnm h-

polished, we should have a better chan i

getting the work properly finished ; but, tn i

our great surprise, the same proportion of
the whole was quite useless, and, on our
remonstrating with the firm whose work it

was, we were coolly informed that any
practical man would know that machine-
work was not liandwork, and that to look
for a better finish was unreasonable. We
have had within the last few weeks mould-
ings worked to our sketches in a mill of
good repute, yet the work was so bad that
wo were surprised that a firm of any stand-
ing could butcher timber in that way and
call it "moulded." There were waves
worked across the members, where the
wood was loose under the moulding-irons,
yet this was sent out as good work, with-
out any explanation or apology. We are
by no means enemies of the u'so of wood-
working machines; but we advocate their
restriction to rougli work, and where
boards for floors or wall-linings are used
as imported, we cannot describe the finish
of either as being good, or at all suitable
for even moderately high-class work.

Let the architect test this matter for
himself—and he can do so by asking a
good joiner to sharpen his smoothing
plane in liis best style. Then, if the
architect hands him a jiiece of seasoned
white ileal and asks him to plane it, ho can
see at once the difference between hand
and machine-work. If he compares what
the man has just planed with a machine-
surfaced board of a similar kind, he will
find that the first has a silky gloss
that is never seen on " prepared

"

boards. Again, machines are made for
sandpapering doors after they are
glued up, and all foreign-made doors
used here are finished in this way. Tlie
architect will, however, for good work,
absolutely forbid the use of sand- or glass-
pappi- in finishinn; it; and liis siirriru';il i.ni

I th

penng
V. tear

ninute s

n will 1

f:Mv li

. planed board must, of neces-
ip the surface, and leave it like
tubble field, while a sharp plane-

^" i-'lii--^ '"f rniirs,.. « |„,Mk

islh-.l 1

Pl.in.'

iind liM

lion wilVbe
.1111 liahts th
vnn,' that t

Imt ii. !,,

1. for the ti

left on tho
e waves arr

lal it «as n,

ark of

work,
•leailv

t k,-'pt

|.ro|i.T

I., ' Tr m
1..- imh
advaiit

s not.

n of a mac
ore. and tha
a few inche

age lay with
The i-evolvi

11 c-uttmu.

111!.' niav i..

of the siiio,

s. we nii..:lit

the formt-r;

ig cutters a

\s th,.

thills-

think
llUt It

; not

favourable to the finest work, and the
smoothing plane has behind it what the
machine has not—brains—when the joiner
cares to use them, and so handwork excels
machine-work in this particular, and will
continue to do so.

It seems strange that with such a
number of works issuing from the Press at
present on the other division of building
construction, there are scarcely any wortli
reading on carpentry and joinery, both
favourite subjects with practical men a
hundred years ago. To deal with the
subject adequately would take a lifetime;
perhaps that is why it is not attempted,
and we have to be content with such
information as we receive from those hand-
books of "Building Construction" whicli
are so jwpular with schools where a super-
ficial knowledge is acquired of everything,
and a thorough knowledge of nothing. We
havo always held that a good joiner can
only be made under the old apprenticeshiji
system, and that any man who attempts to
qualify in technical schools is only wasting
time unless he devotes it to learning what
is popularly known as "the lines" of his
business. Men who take up carpentry and
joinery as trades—a man who aims at
being a first-class hand -will not attempt
both—should know much about geometry,
and here the technical school is valuable,
or might be, if the teaching was confined
to the useful problems of Euclid

—

practically applied ; but to saw and plane
timber, and do ajjy other manual work is

only a waste of time in an ineffectual
attempt to learn rapidly what would come
gradually and effectually in the workshop
and at the bench. There may be some
trades that can be acquired in these
schools, which, we are told, are going to

sujiersede the old apinvntireship 'system
;

To .lo ^o,„l «oik, 'rl,.,-,n-riilfiir'' t!.ols 'are
inTrss;,,y. and a loinn's lool-cliest consists

of few others. Yet. to take one of these,
say a trying-plane, what skill and experi-
ence of a lengthened kind it takes to grind
and sharpen the iron properly, and how
oft, 11 ,|.. w.. s,.,. HI till- finished work evi-

,i,ii,-,- lli.-il th,- «oikiii;in «as unaliK- or
iiinMllin^ to \i^.\, Ins t,.,,ls m .mlcr. Fifty

years ago the joiner prided himself on Ills

tool-chest and on the condition of his tools

—a full set, or at least half a set, of

hollows and rounds helped to fill it ; but
now a man takes to his work what he
can carry in his basket, and he trusts to

Pr, ividence to find anything he may
require.

As we have already pointed out, the

ntroduction of woodworking machinery
las given a special character to the
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present-day joinciy of our cities and

towns. Nearly all uur doors, internal and
external, come from abroad ; they are not

mad© to the designs of any of our archi-

tects, or to the suggestions of our

builders ; they are boards framed and
glued-up to stop openings, the chief

requirements being that they shall look

well and cost little. In a speculative

builder's workshop an apprentice lias

much to learn, and that is chiefly what

ho should avoid ; for the public do not

understand good work, and they will ii"t

pay for it. That, "to pay," Ii^'um

building must be what is li .liinr.ill)

known as "scamped" is, unfuriuii.ilrly.

but too true, and the builder who liuilds

well soon discovers that he does so at a

loss, and consequently at his own expense.

Scamped joinery is common everywhere;

it is around us in all directions ; but we
do not see it ; and the noblest of our

building trades l)ecomes completely de-

based in the competitive race to mako ,is

much money as possible out of it. T.-ikinL;

one branch of joinery alone—say li.ioi s niid

what they are hung to—what a useful

handbook could be produced in describing

their different kinds, accompanying each

with a full description, such as an nirhi-

tect could embody in his siniit'ir.il luii. In

a house of any size thii.- imi^l li' ilums

of halt a dozen sorts, msi.lr ,-.ihl ..iiimJ. .

These are the same for liuusis luiiuim-i--

able. Yet in each single case the archi-

tect's attention must be given to a special

specification for it, and so he has to do

the same work over and over again ;
wliile

others, including surveyors, art- wisiiii^

time and exhausting their i-urviii.'^ :ii

similar employment, which, .nlllhui-li ii

may be profitable, is certainly i iit.i.-.|-

ing. A book containing .|i awin:;-- "l il.iui ,

Commonly in use, with a full disn ipl i\ e

v|.. , ilirat iMii nf each, such as we have
^Tjj. ii

i ,ii .\.', would, if made use of,

s,i\. (Mil. h iiiiir and trouble in architects'

(.llni>. .Making a detail drawing for a

duor IS not necessary where it is of the

ordinary kind ; but a written description

of it—its fittings, and how it is to be

hung—is always necessary, and here the

trouble begins. Taking the simplest form
of door, it consists of boards called

"sheeting," and pieces nnilfd nrvnss these

at right angles, callrd "1- I.:.-
' in

arrangement w^hich is smmh ,i i^, ,,\ ,

i ,
,| i,,

befaulty in thattheboai.U -Imnk, -. iliat

wind blows through thi- j inu, an.! the

door itself gradually haii>js ,|.i\\n Imin ilie

hinges, grating on the 11 ,
sn ili ii n

cannot be eloserl nr .i|i.ni.|, Ibie ihe

sjiecification beciiini^ II. re-.^ II \ . aihl ii pi.-

vides that the liuai.liiiL; -hall he i,.l,ii,.,|,

SI. that it mav sliniik in -ei-,n,iMu uiili..iit

sln.wnm o|.. n i.anK; ami |1 aKe la.iXhI.-

ha- sliiil- I-. ill.' l...l._'..s 1., k,.,.|. ih.. .1

:, i-.a-taii-j.'. -.. ihal il nia\ 1... ..|Mai. .1 an. I

closed uuhuiu .-ai. hiir. a- hum th.- Ih..,r,

Here, then, in ih. m,,.,. -i i iml ..i .1 ,

it is necessarv i- .. .

!

|
.

.

,
, i-n a-am-i

failures thaf .-.[ i : ur. i, nrh.-; mn-t
occur, and this can i.nly in- done in the
architect's s[)ecification—a document em-
bodving all the information necessary to

guide a builder through the mazes of

his work. We have not done with this
simple door yet, for the width and thick-
ness of the boards, or sheetiiie. must lie

specified, also of the 1. .!•. - .nal .|,i,U.

and, when this has born .I.., ih, iiiine

.•md hanging have to k. .i. iii.
I l.,i

such a door a solid rel.ai..! iram.. lUn.
by 3in. is usually provided, and it will
be noted that this scantlinc is a common
one. being a deal flat-cut. The expression
"solid rebated" is used here, for some-
times the rebate is made by railing on
a batten against the frame close to face

of the door after it is hung— a common

plan with inside doors where the janil

linings are pieces of prepare<l flooring. 1

good work the door-frames and jamb-
linings should be solid rebated, for

battens nailed on frequently break away
from the frame, and are a nuisance.

When such a door is used in an outside

wall, the frame is fixed to the cut stone or

concrete sill by means of iron pins let into

the jambs and the sill. These pins are

about jin. square and 3in. long. Driving
such pins into the ends of the frame would,
nf cmirse. split it, and, to prevent this

ha|.|>. iiiim. a thill iron ring is first driven
iiii.i iln> ends, and the pin is then driven
mill the space included within the ring.

The pin is allowed to ])roject about lin. or

Inin. , and it is driven to the same depth
into the frame.

The hanging of the door to the frame
is next to be seen to, and as there is no
door-framing or sheeting thick enough to

take the screws of butt hinges, that kind
known as the T-hiiige mustrbe used. In

on. It now rema
a latch (usually ca

a lock, the latter

stock lock^m mhei w.nds, an iidu

li a \\..ihI, n ease. Ill fitting the latch,

|..iiii I- liy way of a practical joke,

i|!p.is.- |iut it on so that when the

IS pulled-to by it, the knuckles get

barked against the frame—rather a painful

experience, and one which leads to the

use of strong language. Unfortunately,
IIS kin.l .if l.itch-fixing is only too

. mill. Ill, ih'ai..:li latches with a special

111 t.i line side, to avoid the annoyance,
;iy be had for the same price as the

hers. We have now considered only
e very simplest kind of door and frame
lat can be used in a building. Yet, how
aborate iiiii-l ,a -|,eeihe:il nm lielh.al will

describe tliein aeeiiiai.'K ' Sii|i|hisi' w.^ I ry

it? First, thel.. «lll I.e 111,. e.-llenil

^ri]ii

which will applv to other doors as well

as to tins. It is to be " yellow " or " reil
"

deal if an outside door, and white "deal"
if an inside dnor ; il is I., he i;fl. (an. by

3!t., leil.^ed, stnilteil. an. I hiaee.l on liii.

l-ds 7in. wide, Ulllrh ale 1., I.e \M-,.uellt-

ated and beaded. The ledges and
stiuts are to be Tin. by lin., chamfered
he frame is to be wrought, rebated in

le solid, and chamfered, the ends to be
^r-il to the sill with wi-.,ueht-ir..n sinks

id rings. The dnnr is I.. 1..^ Iiiiie^ 1.. the

.line with a pair of iL'iii. l-hinues, nailed

I. ami It IS t.i haM. a Norfolk thumb-
irh ami .sin. st.ick l.iek. If the door is

1 .iiitsid.' .III... It sh.aihl have a weather-

.anl lin. Ihirk, with splayed edges. su]i-

iited on three brackets. It will be seen

lat, after all, a desciiptmii of the

niplcst kind of door is lalher einiipli-

irh

again, and endeavour to describ

•s and their jamb-linings.

BOARD OF TRADE PUBLIC OFFICES
COMPETITION.

Ten chosen firms of architects were
lected by the assessors. Sir Aston
hb, R.A., Mr. Reginald Blomfield,

..v., and Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A. ; but
ere given to under.stand that Lord Bcau-

cnnnip, the First Commissioner of Works,
did not wish the identity of the finnl com-
petitors to be luinouneed. We therefore
reated the selection as a strictly confidential
one, and knowing that the chosen architects
had been requested by the Office of Works to

preserve their anonymity as far as possible,

we refrained from communicating with them,
notwithstanding our desire to confirm the

information in our possession.

When last Saturday the news was made
public in the Manchester Giiardian, and sub-

sequently on Monday in the Times, we ap-

plied to the Office of Works for verification,

but without success. The list which ap-

peared in our contemporaries was not quite

correct, so we have supplemented it as

accurately as circumstances allow.

No less than 187 sets of plans were re-

ceived in the preliminary competition, in-

cluding several designs by leading and well-

known London architects, whose proposals

failed to obtain a place for the final list

selected. Each of the ten competitors will

be paid the sum of £300. The cost of the

building when completed will, it is siiid,

amount to something approaching halt a

million of money. The height of the pre-

mises will rise considerably above the eleva-

tion of the National Liberal Club and
Whitehall Court adjoining the site; con-

sequently it is greatly to be feared that this

eminiuiiis Mo.M; of ofTieps may somewhat over-

\\li..lni jiiej.. .jnii.-s'K iiiastei'|)ifce, the famous
('ha|)el liinal III Wliil.hall, immediately
lii'liiiiil ^^hl,ll this ^.-reat [>ilo is to be located.

I'lie liiiilding is to have an extensive frontage

ovei-loakiiij; the Thames Embankment, reach-

ing southwards as far as the Duke of

Buccleuch's Mansion, next to which stands

New Scotland Yard, designed by the late

Norman Shaw. The new offices tor the

Board of Trade will be erected in two sec-

tions, the northern portion being postponed,

and ill tlie mean time the existing houses are

to be retained. The estimate approximately

set down for the part to be built in the first

instance is stated at £280,000. We under-

stand that the conditions for the final com-

petition have not yet been issued.

The chosen competitors, so far as we
know them, are :—Messrs. Percy Adams,
F.R.I.B.A., and C, H. Holden, A.R.I.B.A.,

28, Woburn - place, Russell - square, W.C,
architects of the King's Sanatorium,

Midhurst; King's College for Women
(University of London), Kensington, W. ;

Bristol Royal Infirmary, and Bristol Public

Library. Messrs. H. V. Ashley and Francis

Winton Newman, FF.R.I.B.A., 14, Gray's

Inn-square, W.C, architects of the Council

House and Art Galleries, Biriningliain

;

authors of the selected design for Public

Buildings, Dcvonport. Mr. C. T. Armstrong,

London, formerly assistant to Mr. John
Mnriay. K.R.I.B.A., architect of the new
offices 'for H.M. Woods and Forests, White-

hall. Mr. Robert Atkinson, A.R.I. B. A.

(Head Master of the Architectural Associa-

ioii School of Architecture, Royal Architec-

nral Museum, S.W.. and one of the arclr

lected for tl onipi titions for

of London New Offices, and the Art

. Manchester), and Mr. George L.

Alexander, A.R.I. B.A., both of 199, I'icca-

dilly, W. Mr. Anncsley Harold Brownrigg,

A.li.l.B.A.. Clay Hill Chambers, Haslemcre,

Surrey, architect for the Secondary School

terborough. and Mr. Aliek

George Horsnell. Grav's Inn-square, W.C,
Soane Medallist R.I.B.A., formerly assistant

Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A. Messrs.

I' Bnckland. Licentiate R.I.B.A.. and

I I'armcr, Norwich Chambers, Birnimg-

architects. New Schools, Bromley, and

Klain Valley. Rhayader. Mr. Edwin Cooper,

F R LB. A., 4, Verulam-buildings, Gray's Inn,

W C. architect of the Port of London New
Offices, Tower Hill ; Town Hall, Marylebone ;

Stockport Police Offices, Homerton Library,

and Hull Public Buildings extensions

(Messrs. Russell and Cooper). Messrs. E.

Vincent Harris, A.R.I.B.A., 8, New-square.

Lincoln's Inn. joint architect with Mr. I.

Moodie, A.R.I. B.A.. of the Glamorgan

County Buildings; premises, Duke -street,

St. jimes's, S.W.; Cardiff Fire Station;

selected for the final competition for the

extension of the Glasgow Municipal

uUdings Messrs. Percy E. Thomas and Ivor

P .Tones, A.R.I.B.A., St. John's-square,

Cardiff, conjointly with Mr. Ernest Prest-

wich of Leigh, Lanes. Messrs. Percy

Thomas and Ivor Jones are the architects of

he Technical Institute, Cardiff, and ob-
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tained the secontr premium for the Cardiff
Fire Station, and were the architects of tlie

V.M.C.A. Buildings at Merthyr Tydfil.

Our contemporaries omitted Messrs. Percy
Thomas and Ivor Joues from their lists, and
both stated that Mr. Frank W. Simon,
F.R.I.B.A., was one of the selected. That is

wrong, as he informs us he did not enter.

ROVAL IXSTITUTE OP BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

A meeting of the Royal Institute of British
Architects was held on Monday evening at
9. Conduit-street, W., Mr. H. Vaughan Lan-
chester, vice-president, occupying the chair.
Mr. A. S. W. Cross, vice-president, said he
had with great regret to announce the deaths
of Mr. John Humphreys Jones, B.A.. of
Dalston-huie, Associate; and Mr. Thomas
McMillan, of Elmfield-avenue, Mitcham,
Licentiate. The Chairman announced that,
acting niidcr the powers given under By-laws
i;4 and 125, they had that day expelled from
membership a Fellow and" a Licentiate,
whose names were given.

LONDON'S BYGONE BUILDING ACT,S AND THE
DEVELOPMENT OF LONDON.

A paper on this subject, illustrated by over
one hundred excellent lantern vs repr
duced from old maps, drawings, and en-
gravings, was read by Mr. W. R. Davidge,
Associate, F.S.I., the district surveyor for
Lewisham. The lecturer remarked that
architects gazed on an old building with sym-
pathetic interest and pieced together its his-

tory, bit by bit, from features to which they
could assign a date ; but had it ever occurred
to them to analyse in like fashion the struc-
ture of the building enactments on which
London could be framed? Much had been
written and more had been conjectured about
Roman London. One thing was certain, that
Roman building laws were enforced in Lon-
diniuni .\ngiista as elsewhere in the Empire.
The streets of the first settlement were appa-
rently laid out in the regular rectangular
fashion, and this arrangement was extended
considerably during the 400 years of the
Roman occupation. The division of the
insulae, or oblong house blocks, were usually
in colonial cities about 120ft. by 240ft.. with
straight main streets dividing the city, as at
Silchester, into four parts. If they pro-
jected the streets and insula; upon Ogilby's
Map of London of 1677, they corresponded
almost exactly with those laid down by Pro-
fessor Haverfield as the result of discoveries.
Cheapside, Watling-street, Birchin-lane,
Cornhill, St. Paul's, Bow Church, the Guild-
hall, Baynard's Castle, and the Tower all

fitted in exactly with the Roman remains and
the suggested lines of streets and lanes on an
Elizabethan snap. After the Great Fire of
1136 London houses were rebuilt with stone
walls and roofed with thick tiles, and Mayor
FitzAleyne, in his Assize of 1189, opened tlie

second chapter of building history for the
Metropolis. When two neighbours agreed to
build between themselves a stone party-
wall, each had to give a foot and a half of
land, and a wall .Sft. thick and 16ft. high was
built at their joint cost. A serious fire in

1212 was responsilile for panic legislation. All
thatched Iiouscs wore to be plastered over
within eight davs, under pain of being de-
molished, and all wooden houses in Cheap-
side were to be pulled down or amended to
the satisfaction of the Mayor and Sheriffs,
while in front of every house in tlie summer
a tub of wood or stone was to be provided full

of water. A great building development
took place in the davs of Edward I., and
again in the time of Edward III. In London
and the suburbs the use of coal was pro-
hibited in 1306. In 1.350, in the reign of
Edward III., legislation was passed with the
view of keeping down wages, and in the sixth
year of Henry VIII. an Act was passed pro-
viding for the payment of artificers and
labourers. In 1503 an Act was passed for-
bidding any new building within three miles
of the City of London to be erected within
seven years. After the Great Fire an Act
was passed dividing buildings into four
classes, and restricting the height for each
class and scheduling the scantlings of timber. I

Special clauses of the Act dealt with street
widening and improvement. A further Act
of 1670 provided sites for markets, the Royal
Exchange, Sessions House, and other public
buildings, and confirmed the purchase of a
tract of ground 40ft. wide from London
Bridge to the Temple for the purposes of a
new quay. This quay and embankment, as

old maps showed, was actually constructed,
and existed for 150 years, but was gradually
appropriated by the erection upon it of
cranes, wooden offices, and other stealthy en-
croachments. Under the Act of 1670 differ-

ences as to party-walls or charges for build-
ing were to be determined by the city sur-
veyors, or any two of them, and legal points
as to ownership were to be settled by the de-
cision of any three judges. In 1707 and 1708
Acts were passed making it compulsory for
each parish to provide a large engine and a
hand engine for putting out fires. Marks
were to be fixed on houses to indicate the
position of stopcocks, the key of the stopcock
to be left at the nearest house. In 1724 a
new Building Act was passed dealing with
party-walls, which required three months'
notice to the adjoining owner before rebuild-
iiig, and prohibiting the use of timber in such
walls. The window tax. differing from time
to time in amount, was exacted from 1695
until 1851. Bricks were taxed from 1784.
with frequent increases, until 1850. Street
numbering was introduced early in the 18tli

century, and became general under the Acts
of 1762 and 1765. Street-naming was not
controlled until 1855. One of the most com-
plete and carefully thought-out schemes for

London improvement was to be found in a

book by John Gwynn, architect, published in

1766, and illustrated by plans. Gwynn fore-

shadowed a Thames Embankment from West-
minster to the Tower; Waterloo Bridge;
Parliament-square ; the Processional 'Way
and entrance to Charing Cross ; Trafalgar-
square, Kingsway, New Oxford-street, and
Moorgate-street. This should give encourage-
ment to the bold dreamers of the present day.
Tlie growth of London had through all tlie

centuries been a source of wniidprmont and
pride to successive generation-, jud it I. id

fair to continue at an even ai i , l( i ni, ,1 ^n.-.^.

True, statisticians averred tliat th.' intnal

county of London showed an actual decline

in the last ten years ; but London itself knew
nothing of county borders or administrative
areas. The state of London's narrow streets,

the lecturer continued, was steadil\ ^'lowin;:

from bad to worse, and with tli. . r. rinni mI

newer and higher buildings in plm r nl tli.

old, the future could not be r. -ar.I. d witli

equanimity. A right to re-erect old build-

ings to the old height might be reasonable,

but any increased height should be under
regulation. Power was also needed, in the

interest of wise town extension, to fix build-

ing lines both for new and old streets, and to

regi late till lit of the buildi 'gs rela

ividth of the streets on which thev
abutt,,! II. |,r,Mlirt,.d that in less than fiftv

vears il,-. |M,|HH;iliun would he double what
it is tu (l:i\. .111.1 p., lilted out that the present
generation must prepare not only to improve
modern London, but to build an immense
city as large again, encircling it north, south,

east, and west.

Viscount Peel, the Chairman of the Lon-
don County Council, proposed a vote of

thanks to Mr. Davidge for his most interest-

ing and enteit.iiniiig paper which threw
fresh light on niplex matters. It

was obvioii- il ' ( ouncil was by
no means tin I "ho tried to im-

prove the sti. Ill 1.1 to insist upon
some methods ot building and piotection

from fire, and that the report ot the Royal
Commission on London Traffic had been
anticipated by John Gwynn and other far-

sighted seers'; indeed, its scheme for direct

north to south and east to west main
thoroughfares was but a plagiarism from the

Romans. He had recently wrestled with the

Road Board in order to get tracts for arterial

roads, but had been unsuccessful. The real

difficulty in the way of improving the Me-
tropolis was the pecuniary one. They were con-

stantly being shown noble projects for grand
embankments, new bridges, and main streets,

and were told that London deserved these
,

amenities. Directly, however, the County
Council carried out works on a much more
modest scale, and the rates were raised by a
paltry 2id. in the pound, the ratepayers" oi"

every class, including the supporters ot the
London Society, were shocked. If some
millionaires would promise a reasonable
grant in aid, say of ten millions, he would
undertake to get the improvements adopted,
and would even endeavour to have the
donors' names, no matter how vulgar,
attached to the project.

Captain Swinton, in seconding the motion,
said it was painful to realise how many of the
London improvements projected by far-seeing
men had been lost to us because the oppor-
tunities for carrying them into effect were
neglected. The possibility of embanking the
south side of the Thames between, say,

Blackfriars Bridge and the new County Hall
was still open, and so was the question of

widening the exists from London, butformosl
of the practicable improvements they must
look outside the county boundary. Person-
ally, he did not think the by-pass behind
Brentford High-street would be of any prac-
tical value, and it was certain it would arouse
opposition from and lead to disappointment
among the residents in that narrow thorough-
fare, who hoped to sell their properties at

fancy prices. Our great fault was that in

contemplating street improvements we did
not look far enough ahead. He held that the
Metropolis, as the capital city, ought to re-

ceive a certain amount ot generous assistance

from the Imperial Government. He would
venture to offer a very bold criticism in that
room—namely, that architects did not, when
preparing designs, show a sufficiently neigh-
bourly feeling and endeavour to adapt their

designs to harmonise with those of adjacent
buildings. Had architects evinced this broad
feeling for the amenities, such buildings as

we saw next the Piccadilly Hotel, or next
Mr. Norman Shaw's premises at the foot ot

St. James's-street would not have been
erected. In the new city of Delhi the

Government owned the whole site, and pre-

sumably they w.inld iiiak,. sure that all the

new buildings w.-r. m Iiiiiirnniv one with the

other. Certaiuh ih. ..liln . s to be erected

from the design^ oi .Mr. Lntyens and Mr.
Baker, who had just returned from Delhi and
proposed to go back every cold season, would
be worthy of the new capital and ot British

rule. Delhi promised to be a real garden
riu, pl.ntv nf space being provided between

I'ri.l. s-.n lla\erfield feared that very little

nl K.iiniin I.i.iidon was traceable in the City

under the existing lines of traffic.

Sir Laurence Gomme remarked that he had
delved into the building legislation of London
from the 12th century to the present time,

and had been struck with its continuity and
progressive development. Wren's masterly
proposals for the better laying out of the

City after the Great Fire were frustrated by
the' selfi.shness of the citizens. London w^^s

steadily being improved, and would in the

future be even more beautiful than it now
was.
Mr. Andrew Taylor, Chairman of the

L.C.C. Building Act Committee, paid a

tribute to the admirable tact and efffcieney

with which the district surveyors discharged

their delicate and responsible duties. He
agreed with the last speaker that there was
no city so charming and interesting as Lon-
don, and that it behoved us to improve the

main thoroughfares so far as ratepayers

would allow

Mr. A A Hudson, K C suggested that it

would be well for the Countv Council to

follow the admiiable example set by the

Lnerpool Coiporation who bv eo operation

with the Inndnwners were pioMding a wide
ciule «( 1 il ^ 11 I ni the outskirts of the

cit\ V pi I il 1 I im would be to obtain

Pailnim iii\ inlli iit\ in\esting the Lon
don Tubuiiil ot U>P> il "'fb p w 1 to define,

in conjunction with thp -ni iichi

tect to the County Com i tual

existing building line u I I
struc-

tuies should comph but an ul i ii i' \hich

it would be to the interest ut all to , uiiform,

in Mew of future developments In thTt case

the tribunal would lequue power- to fulh and
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Fig. 1.-general TLAX ,\SG<i\V CATHEDRAL.

equitably compensate the owners for the Kind
I
of tliree distinct periods, and hero, it any-

where, may be found tlie secret of the de-

velopment of the great cathedral. A sinf^lo

well shaft, resting upon a fragment of a Ixnch
table, is all that remains in situ nl ih, mm,,,,,!

stone cathedral, which was hmli Ijy lii-lin],

Joscelin, and was dedicateil in ll:i7. I Ih

author conjectures that Bi.shup .Joscelm .^

pillar stood m the centre of the ea^t wall of

the crypt, south transept, that the central

tower of the early cathedral was in line with
this transept, and that Bishop ilalvoisin

(1200-02) planned a great revolution when in

his new nave he set out a central tower, the

surrendered in street-widening for the public

benefit. This comparatively simple measure
of reform would benefit London very
materiallv at a comparativelv small outlay.

Mr. Cdwpen and Mr. E. Fiander Etchells
having spoken, the chairman put the vote of

tlianks, and in doing so expressed his concur-
rence in Mr. Hudson's suggestion for giving
fresh powers to the Tribunal of Appeal.
The motion was carried by acclamation,

and was acknowledged by Mr. Davidge.

*«•

GLASGOW CATHEDRAL.*
The excellent series of handbooks on the

cathedrals and greater churches of EnglamI
and Wales, in course of publication I'V

Messrs. George Bell and Sons, and notici

from time to time in our pages, has been ex-

tended by one on thet Cathedral Church of

Glasgow, written by a well-known architect
in practice in that citv. Mr. P. Macerennr
Chalmers, F.S.A.Sc.t. '

I'lciml' In-.-thcr tlif

two 12th-century !n,s ,>l si. Kniti-Mii, with
other references, it wmild ^,;-ui that the
cathedral owes its origin t.> thai saint, who
was born in 578, the son of an unmarried
princess, one Saint Thcnew, who liad been
persecuted, disinherited, and violated, and
who brouglit forth her child on the seashore
at Culross. This lad Kentigern, otherwise
Mungo, or the "dear one," left the monastery
at Culross when 25 years of age, travelled
westward to Carnock, where he attended a
holy man named Fergus until his death. He
then placed the body on a new waggon, to
which he yoked two untamed oxen, who even-
tually halted at Cathures, now Glasgow,
where he buried Fergus, and raised a church.
The earliest remains on the site of the cathe-
dral date, however, only from the first half
of the 12th centurv, and appear to belong to
the stone-built cathedral dedicated in 11,3G;
they form part of the western section of the
south aisle rif th.- rrv„t. Here, within an
•"•'"'•''

I -'111 I.
I lit.

, is to be seen work

by Bondington); .John Cameron (1426-

-Iti). who finished the chapter-house, built the
stone spire and the consistory house which
foi-nioil tlir former south-west tower; William
riiiiiliil: It 17. .4, «lio continued the vestry
li-j \ I iMiM t..ii ; and lastly, the great
IuiIm it l:,in,,.l< . 11,-:; 1508), first archbishop,
who Ijiiilt tliL enpt of the unfinished Fergus
aisle, and erected the rood-screen and
entrances to the choir and under-church and
the carved canopies of the choir-stalls.

During the throes of the Reformation, the

cathedral lost all its adventitious splendour.
The Orders in Council for destruction of

My GLVSGOW C.V'l

r;eovge Bell ttud .Sons, Vo:
W.C.

+ The followinB illnstrftt

have appeared durint; re*
The cathedral fron,
.lames Glen), April
Hmalll, May 13. 18!i-

Royal Infirmary I

Inrd'fi-eye. from tl i

iioir 'T. I.t-nrio.x W

iHcrU-rt Railtoni. 'l

Its new roof. Marcli :\. iiii ; l„,,s.
over choir and transepts. .March 7
or south crjpt towards entrance ;

,lune 30, 1993 : measured drawings i

" ' " *
, prize set. George S. Hilli,

,

GlasKo
bound.
6d. net. London : ,

ise. Portugal-street.
I
eastern piers of which were upon the site of

the western piers of the older structure. The

>.?i'',^f"!y,,^?.','',?.'!''''''
'""' ""^ '''":' "I'"''' "'j°"' '^ft- '^"oader than

i [ininliiiji.,,, ( 12.33-081 ex-

<:i-l\Miiil fur beyond its

'
''

I he lii.-lrup^ who came
1- Bnniliii^.ti.ii, the most notable as
Mers and benefactors of the cathedral

Robert Wischard (1271 - 1316), who

R.l.B.i

lined the building of tli

inm Lauder (1408 - 25), who coni'-

d the central tower and continued
Lady-chapel and Chapter-house (the
r feature probably planned and begun

images in 1560 had deprived it of its stained

glass, mutilated its sculpture, and destroyed

its brilliant altar furniture. The crypt or

Laigh Kirk was formed into a distinct meet-
ing house in 1595. In 1647 the Outer High
Kirk, the nave, was constituted as a separate
place of worship, and was divided from the

Inner Kirk, the Choir, by a stone wall.

Galleries were placed in the nave in 1610,

and in the choir in 1657. In 1805 a local

architect, W. Stark, was employed by the

corporation to rearrange the internal fittings

of the Inner Kirk. The pulpit was removed
from the middle of the south arcade to the

east end, new galleries were built round three
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sides. and a „ md w u
tltlOll wail Wl'O 11 tl

tlie cc i.greg. III > r til

to tlic I'll ir.l ol

super isiuii ol a

saiicti on ai d as ista

ASGOW CATHEDRAL: 1NTERI(.)R OF CHOIR, LOOKING WEST,

I Kirk removed
ml. Under tile

. and witll tlle

H.JI. Office of

of tiio clioir, and a low building northward
to the east of the north transept. The view
from the south-west has since the destruction
of the projecting western towers, in 184G and
1848, been somewhat lacking in dignity. Th"
west doorway was erected about the'middlG
of the 13th century, and is contemporary with
the choir; the rest of the facade dates oiilv

from the middle of the 19th century. Th'i
Fergus aisle was added to the south transept
in the middle of the 1.3th century, but was
not completed until the beginning "of the 10th.
century, when Archbishop Blacader built the
stone vaulting. The intended upper story,
has never been erected. The projecting
chapter-house and vestry are of two stories.
and was built between 1410 and 1454. Ths?
central tower, which is without buttresses,
probably dates from the end of the 14th cen-
tury; its parapet was reconstructed, and the
inadequate angle pinnacles were added in

1756. The broach spire rises to a height of

220ft. above the nave floor, and was probably
completed by Bishop Cameron (1426-46).

The interior of the cathedral, with its un-
broken vista froih end to end, is of great
dignity, albeit but 282ft. 6in. in length ; tho
walls are of sandstone of a rich ivory tint,

darkened by age to a rich brown colour
towards the ground level. A view westward
from the choir shows the fine arcade, tri-

forium, and clerestory, and also the elaborate
rood-screen erected by Archbishop Blacader
about 1497. The choir roof, which was in a
dangerously dilapidated condition, has re-

cently been reconstructed from designs by Mr.
W. t. Oldrieve, F.R.I.B.A.. H.M. Architect
for Scotland (see descriptive article by Mr.
Oldrieve in our issue of March 24, 1911). The
rood-screen has a special interest in that the
name of its designer, one John Morow, or
Murray, preserved to us by an inscription

in Melrose Abbey, is the only record of an
architect's name in connection with the cathe-

dral. The eastern end of the choir has been
extended by the erection of the cross-vaulted

Chapel of the Four Altars, the most graceful

j

and best-proportioned part of the fabric,

lor admission, the Under the choir was the crypt or Laigli

- definitely placed Church, built bv Bishop de Bondington in the

ks.
[
middle of the 13th century, which Mr. Mac-

. as will be seen
|

gregor Chalmers regards, with much reason,

parallelogram ; an ' ns the greatest art treasure of the Mediaeval

hoir of three bays p.iind in Si'ntlan.I. It is of large diraen-

UOKING \ORTH.

Works, not only was the party-wall taken
down and the whole interior opened out, but
the two western towers were demolished,
under a misapprehension as to their date,

and tlie partial reconstruction of the west
end of the cathedral took place. In 1857, as

the results of disputes with the Corporation

and an eastern chapel; central tower and
spire ; north and south transepts kept within
tlie general lines; a great crypt beneath the
choir, and a second one, the "Fergus aisle,"

projecting irregularly from the south tran-

sept ; a chapter-house and vestry, forming a
second projection from the north-east aisle

sion.s, 123ft. 3ni. by 61ft. 8in., and is vaulted

in three aisles. The plan herewith shows the

relation of this main crypt to the Fergus
aisle and the chapter-house, and also indi-

cates that it is carried beneath the Chapel of

the Four Altars. In the centre of the main
crypt stood a chapel covering the shrine of
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St. Kentigern, aridsjHU markfjd bv a group
of four sl™rl<>r pillars at the angles of a

L'.. iiiiieiisioiis of tne cathe-

dral iri the ceutre of a large

com I I port, the building con-

tains sllrprlsnl^;ly lew memorials of interest

and importance! Two 1.3th-century sarco-

phagi and a tomb, Bisliop Wishart's early

14th-centtiry tomb and offigy, and a 15th-

century slab, carved with a priest's figure,

seem "to comprise all the pre-Reformation
mdnUments; and among those of later dat<',

a' bfass, an altar tomb, and the Covenanter

tice as an architect and surveyor outside that

district. Mr. Knight is, however, fifty-one

years of age. Ihe Council's regulations

relating to the appointment of district

surveyors provide that the maximum age for

applicants should be fifty years ; but, having
regard to Mr. Knight's excellent record and
credentials, the committee were strongly of

opinion that the regulation should be
sus])ende(l in bis case.

['lie S|iri iai Committee on London Elec-

tihiu Sii|i|ilv reported that they have re-

r, IX. ,1 ilh I, .port of Mr. C. H. Merz on the
(piL^tiiiii 111 London Electricity Supply, and

Fig. 4.-GLASG0W CATHEDRAL: PLAN OF CRYPT.

martyrs' memorial are the only ones of

interest. There is no stained glass earlier

than 1856, and in the eight years after that

date a series of Munich glass windows were
inserted in the walls in accordance with a

scheme devised by Mr. C. Heath Wilsdu,
architect.

The little handbook will be found ..1 jr. at

utility for purposes of reference, even ti> tli..>..

who do not purpose visiting the cathedral. It

is carefully indexed, and is provided with a
serviceable appendix giving a chronological
list of the eight and twenty bishops (froni

Kentigern, c. 543 to George de Carmichael,
1483), of the twentv archbishops (from Robert
Blacader, 1483, to John Paterson, 1688), and
the subsequent ministers of the three kirks
into which the edifice was subdivided.

-«*•

THE LONDON- COUNTY COUNCIL.
At i .la., - ,,,,,.1,,,,. ,,f the Londoa

Com, I ' - . l; .il.luig Acts Com-
mitt. . ii.i,ii ih. Iiai] had under con-
sidci.ii... ;l. .,ii.-ii..n .,1 tlie appointment
of a distric-i snrvi.yijr fin- the newly con-
stituted district of Hackney East, and appli-
cations for appointment to the ofTice were
invited by public advertisement , In vf.^pf.nc,^

to this invitation, twcnty-nin. apiiLii -

were received. Four of tin a;
|

, i i , I

not obtained the necessar\ : .:. ,i

(lualiflcatioM from the Rojul li..,iitutL n[
British Architects. Of the remaining twenty-
five, six were selected to attend before the
committee, who recommended the appoint-
ment of Mr. R. H. J. Mayhew, the district
surveyor tor Bromley, St. Leonard. Mr.
Mayliew had submitted his'resignation of his
present appointment conditionally on his
appointment to supervise the " district of
Hackney East. To fill the consequential
vacancy in the district of Bromley, St.
Leonard, the committee had considered the
qualiflcations of the remaining candidates,
and were unanimously of opinion that Mr. E.
Walsh Knight, F.S.I., chief assistant to the
district surveyor of Plumstead and Eltham,
should be recommended for appointment.
Mr. Knight has assisted the district surveyor
in the supervision of his di-strict for a period
of twenty-seven years, and is In private prac-

I
recommended that it be placed on sale. The

i' report includes in its scope the existing

means for the supply in London, and the out-

I
line of a complete ultimate scheme for

' Greater London, indicating modifications re-

i|iiired if such scheme were limited to the

riiiiiity of London, and comprises a definite

11 rniii'mendation as to the initial steps to be
taki-ii in the direction of a complete scheme.

j

The Parliamentary Committee reported

I

that the Sewers (Exemption from Rating)
Bill, which has been introduced into the

I
House of Commons by Sir .John Harmood-
Banner, provides that no sewer, or part of a

J

sewer, situate below the surface of the
1 ground, and vested in a local authority, is to

j

be assessed to any local rate, and that no
rate is to be payable in respect thereof. The
expression "local authority" is to include

I

the Common Council of the City of London,
the metropolitan borough councils, and the

I
London County Council. The Bill is intro-

I

duced in consequence of the decision of the

!
House of Lords on March 21, 1911, in the

. case of " The West Kent Main Sewerage
' Board v. the Assessment Committee of the
Dartford Union and Others," that the out-

fall spwiM-s of tliat linard, in respect of which
pa\iii.iiK \\..i.. mad., tii the board by occu-
|.!ii- '.I iMilK ami I, 111. .r persons, and which
". n |iai(l\ mill. J^lllund and partly over-
aiiimiil, v.iii- hulilc to be rated. The pre-
.sf.nt Bill lias been prepared by the Associa
tioii of Municipal Corporations. The Com-
mittee arc of opinion that every effort should

I
be made to secure the passage of the Bill

through Parliament, and they point out that

I

the matter is of extreme urgency in the case

i

of London, as at the next quinquennial
valuation of propcrtv in London (which will
be made in 1915) it' will be the duty of the
assessment authorities to assess all the
underground sowrrs in Lonrlon unless statu-
tory f^:ii" ' i- III tl aiiiiiii.. 1..I1..N to the

,

exempli.. .
,

;, . ,.| . , ,..- ,., , ,i ,„mi1 the
1
year liH I r I

.,,;,.„.. ,, are in

I

inittee ti.. i. ...,. i. , ..mmenilcil tlial tiie Bill

possible steps be
I- of Ihe Bill into
of Parliament.

In February, on the recommendation of its

General Purposes Committee, the Council
resolved that application be made for a grant
of arms, but a design submitted at that time
did not meet with general approval, and this

important detail was left to the further con-

sideration of the Committee. In a report

presented on Tuesday the Committee stated

that after consultation with the College of

Arms, they sought the advice of several

eminent authorities in heraldry, and Dr.

Horace Round, Mr. Oswald Barron, and the

Rev. E. E. Dorling gave their opinion on
several designs, selecting, after prolonged
consideration, as the most suitable one of

which the blazon is as follows : Barry wavy
azure and silver a chief silver with a cross

gules therein, charged with a leopard gold.
" The idea is that on the upper part of the

shield the cross of St. George and the royal

leopard should mark the national and Im-
perial connection, while the wavy lines on

the lower part are figurative of the Thames."

The Building Acts Committee recom-
mended the approval of drawings submitted
for the building proposed to be erected on

the land in Kingsway, which is to be leased

to the Metropolitan Electric Supply Com-
pany. Limited. The elevation will be in

Portland stone, marble, and bronzed metal.

The Council was recommended to approve,

under Section 41 of the Corporation of Lon-
don (Bridges) Act, 1911, the plans, sections,

and elevations submitted in connection with

the reconstruction of Southwark Bridge and
its approaches.

The Improvements Committee recom-
mended that petitions from residents and
tradesmen in Southampton-row, objecting to

the commencement of the long-contemplated

improvement in the height of the season, be

acceded to. and that the demolition of

premises in connection with the proposed

widening of that thoroughfare be postponed

from July next, when many of the leaseholds

will expire, until the end of December.

The Council decided three weeks ago to

widen the roadway to the width of 70ft. of

Bromley-road, northward of Beckenham-lane,

at an estimated cost of £'22,.500. An oppor-

tunity has now occurred of continuing the

widening southward of Beckenham-lane.

from the post-ofBce to Upper Mill Cottages

and at Beckenliam-lane, at a cost estimated

at £1,100. Tlie Improvements Committee
recommended the execution of this work as

the result of which the further widening of

Bromley-road for a distance of about 475ft.

will be increased from a width varying from

about 34ft. to 43ft. to a general width of 70ft.,

with a minimum of 40ft.

Arrangements are proposed by which the

Council will have the advantage of the per-

sonal advice of Sir Alexander Kennedy, the

well-known expert on steam-production plant

and electrical work generally, and Mr.

Doiikin in connection with the electrical

engineering of the tramways undertaking,

particularly in view of the important de-

velopment contemplated at the Greenwich
generating station. The terms are as fol-

lows ;-(l) A retaining fee of £500 a year to

be paid to IMessrs. Kennedy and Donkin to

cover all references, reports, and consulta-

tions whatsoever on any matters connected

with the engineering of the tramways under-

taking ; (2) As regards new constructive

work. Messrs. Kennedy and Donkin to be

paid a commission of 5 per cent, on all certifi-

cates for plant, up to £50,000 a year, and a

commission of 4 per cent, on expenditure

over this amount. As regards new con-

structive work connected with the second

stage of the extension at the Greenwich gene-

rating station, which is carried out substan-

tially to specifications already prepared by

the chief officer of tramways, the commission

to be 3 per cent.

Referring to the erection of dwellings on

the cleared area of Tabard-street, the Housing
Committee reported that they had given the

closest attention to the specification for the

buildings, and, with a view to providing the

fullest amenities to the dwellings consistent

with a proper economy in construction, they

had deemed it desirable to ask for certain

alternative prices in the tenders.
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PARTS II. AND III. OF THE REAL
PROPERTY BILL.

The following are the comments of the
council of the Surveyors' Institution on this
Bill, which was introduced by the Lord
Chancellor in the House of Lords last
Session, and is expected to be introduced at
an early date in the present Session, and
which proposes, among other matters, to
abolish copyhold and other special tenures
and perpetually renewable leaseholds.
According to the explanatory memo, issued
with the Bill, "Land of copyhold tenure is
immediately and automatically converted into
land of freehold tenure on the Bill coming
into operation

; but all the manorial incidents
of pecuniary value to the lord are temporarily
preserved." The Bill, in effect, converts the
steward of a manor into a Land Register
Officer, and the court rolls into a register on
which the title will be freehold, subject to
the rights of the lord. In order to encourage
the extinguishment of these rights the Bill
provides that enfranchisement awards are
not to be liable to Stamp Duty if they are
carried out, or if notice of enfranchisement
IS given, within five years of the passing of
the Act, nor are any fees to be charged by
the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries. This
freedom from Stamp Duty is not, it seems,
extended to deeds of enfranchisement under
Common Law. Many of the provisions are
of a strictly legal character, but some affect
the position of the surveyors or valuers to the
respective parties, and materially alter the
incidence of the expenses to which the lord
may be put.

The compensation, unless otherwise agreed,
IS to be determined in accordance with the
scale set out in the Bill, and this scale is to
be binding as a matter of law, unless an ap-
plication to the Board is made on the part of
either the lord or tenant, and the Board
decide that, owing to special circumstances,
the scale would work injustice, in which case
the scale may be varied, or some other scale
may be fixed. The present scale provided bv
the Board is not binding on the parties, and
in enfranchisements outside the Act is fre-
quently varied.

Valuations are to be made by a single
valuer unless the parties otherwise agree,
and in the default of agreement as to the
valuer, he is to be appointed by the Board,
and his remuneration to be fixed by them.
As it is now required that an umpire shall
have no interest on either side, it would
follow that the single valuer must be equally
uninterested, and it would also follow that
the surveyor usually employed by the lord,
and best acquainted with the practice in the
manor, would be prohibited from acting or
intervening in the transaction except, per-
haps, as a witness. The valuer's charges are
to be divided between the two parties
ing the present rule that the expenses are to
be paid by the party giving the notice. Occa-
sions on which the lord gives notice seldom
arise, and then only in manors of peculiar
custom, as the compensation payable for en-
franchisement makes no adequate return for
the expenses incurred. In fine, certain cases
the advantage of enfranchisement to the
tenant is usually sufficient to justify him in
incurring the costs incident to the transaction
in addition to the consideration money, while
the payment of half the costs might deprive
the lord of a considerable portion of the
amount he was justly entitled to under any
award. There seems no adequate reason for
altering the practice under which the party
desiring to alter the tenure should pay the
cost to which the other party is put, and', cer-
tainly, the desirability in the public interest
of extinguishing copyholds does not afford
adequate ground for imposing upon one of
the parties concerned an entirely new-
burden.

The Bill provides that where all manorial
incidents have been extinguished' the
Registers (that is, the record substituted for
court rolls) shall be transferred to the Land
Registrar, but as the right of escheat is re-

served to the lord, it will be necessary for
him to keep some record, and the requisition
should be met by his giving to the Land
Registrar a certified copy at the Registrar's

expense, or the Land Registrar giving a
certified copy to the lord.

It is proposed that a tenant may have the
option of paying a rent-charge instead of a
capital sum where the compensation exceeds
£2, unless otherwise agreed between the
parties, but as the compensation to the
steward is to be treated as part of such com-
pensation and paid by the lord, it is suggested
as unreasonable to require the lord "to pay
the steward out of capital which would pro-
duce an annual sum as low as twenty pence.
This limit, it is suggested, may be well in-

creased to £25, representing a rent charge of
20s. The steward's fees are, it would appear,
still to be paid by the tenant; the steward's
compensation might well be treated in the
same way.

In order to secure immunity from the
Board of Agriculture fees and stamp duty,
notice by either party must be given within
five years of the commencement of the Act.
Where such notice has not been given, all

manorial incidents are extinguished as if

notice had been given by the lord to th
tenant immediately after "the expiration of
the five years, and the Board is required on
the application of either party to determine
the compensation to be paid by the tenant,
special provisions being made as to rents,
fines, etc., which would have accrued, and as
to the proportions in which the expenses are
to be borne and other matters. It will there-
fore be necessary for the lord to give notice
to every tenant on the Rolls or Register at
the risk of having to pay the costs of enfran-
chisement on the one hand, or of losing his
right to manorial incidents on the other hand.
It is to be doubted whether the draftsman
can have realised the great number of copy-
holds there are in existence, or the difficulty

that occasionally arises in ascertaining the
correct address "for service of notice, or the
greater difficulty that frequently occurs in

agreeing on the identification of the copyhold
property. It is obvious that the enfranchise-
ment of some tens of thousands of copyholds,
involving service of notices, identification,
settlement of consideration money, etc., must
involve an amount of work of which so great
a portion would fall on the Board of Agricul-
ture as to necessitate the employment of a
considerable staff, whose principal duties
would come to an abrupt termination. Nor
does it appear reasonable to attempt to sup-
press in a few years a system of tenure which
has been in existence for centuries. The
term of five years should be extended to
fifteen, if not to twenty.

In the Schedule to the Bill it is proposed
that where there are facilities for improve-
ment, the gross value of the land as deter-
mined for the purpose of the Finance 1909-10
Act, shall be the basis; but as the lord was
not a party to the settlement of this value,
it does not appear reasonable that he as a
third party should be bound by it.

The compensation for forfeiture is fixed at
15 per cent, of the annual value. The pre-
sent scale provides that the compensation
should not exceed 20 per cent. ; this scale is

stated to be for guidance only, and it is fre-

quently exceeded in special cases, while in

some manors less than 15 per cent, is

accepted. It is suggested that this should be
an elastic proposition, and not more than 20
per cent., unless it can be shown that a higher
proportion has been obtained as average en-
franchisement for the preceding 20 years.

Provision is made in Clause 40 in respect
of the acquirement of the rights of either
party in the minerals by the other party, and
the decision of the Board in regard to such
right shall be final. In such important
matters as these differences may possiljly give
rise to, there should be some right of appeal,
although to avoid expensive litigation being
forced upon either party in regard to small
sums, a right of appeal may well be limited.

RENEWABLE LEASE.S.

The Bill also proposes to abolish perpetu-
ally renewable leaseholds by vesting the pro-
perty in the person who at the commence-
ment of the lease was entitled thereto for a
term of 2,000 years. This includes renewable
leases for lives. The amount of compensa-
tion to the lessor, his solicitor, or other agent
may, it appears, be settled voluntarily, but

any dispute shall be submitted to the Board,
whose award shall be final. Regulations in

respect of these matters may be made by the
Board. The compensation is to be trans-
lated into periodical payments to be added
to the rent reserved in the lease, or such
periodical payment may be commuted, and
an endorsement on the lease is to be conclu-
sive evidence of the matters stated. The
compensation to the solicitor or other agent
is to be paid by the lessor out of the addi-
tional rent or otherwise. Here, again, it

seems hard that the lessor should be com-
pelled to provide a capital sum out of an
annual receipt. The lessee should be re-

quired at least to find this compensation
money. And further, there should be a,

right of appeal from the Board where the
amount in dispute or an important question
of principle justified it.

LONDON BEFORE J HE FIRE: AS RE-
FERRED TO IN SIXTEENTH AND
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY LITERA-
TURE.*
By W. WiLBEEFOECE Jenkinson, F.S.I.

{Concluded from page 463, last ivee!c.)

As we have already seen, the leasehold
system was in force in Elizabeth's time, but
we do not hear much of the building lease,

especially for ninety-nine years, as we know
it. (Though Cooper's " Thesaurus " (1584)

has "Solarium: a pension that one payeth
yerely for the soile of his house." In other
words, '• a ground rent.") But here is a case
as early as Henry VIII. : Margaret Countess
of Kent held a lease for ninety-nine years of

a garden and almshouse in Whitefriars at 10s.

per annum, with covenant for perpetual
renewal. In consideration of an assignment
of this lease, and a sum of £350, the Cloth-
workers' Company granted the lady an
annuity of £15 per annum in the year 1538,

a transaction apparently in favour of the
company, even if the lady was still in her
youth. Here is another case, after the

Restoration, of a building lease, but only for

forty-one years, for the erection of the new
"Drury Lane" Theatre:

"1CC3. Killigrew obtained a piece of ground called
Riding Yard for 41 years of Earl of Bedford in
parish of S. Martin and S. Paul's. C.G.—he to expend
1,500£ and to pay 30£ ground rent. The Theatre
was 112f. in length from east to west and 59 from
N. to S." t

Leases were often alluded to as marketable
property and of a beneficial character, and
in 1564 they are classed with chattels in a
curious Order in Council

:

"This j-eer {6 Eliz.) by a Common Councell in
London it was enacted, that all such citizens as from
thence forth should be constrained to sell their house-
hold staff. Leases of houses, or such like, should first

cause the same to be cried thorow the City, by a
man with a Bell and then sold by the Common Out-
cryer appointed for tliat purpose, and he to receive
one fartlnng upon the shilling for his pains."

After the Restoration the tide of building
operations flowed more rapidly, and the large
grounds surrounding the houses of the great
families on both sides of the Strand and in

Holborn began to disappear, and streets

bearing their former owners' names are with
us to this day. The Duke of Buckingham,
who was the last of the possessors of York
House, is a notable case, as is evidenced in

a ballad of the time called "The D. of B's
Litany":

"From purchasing in Dowgate and selling in the
Strand;

"From calling streets by our name when we've sold

Good Lord, deliver

t MS. note British Museum Collection, vol. i. (bks.
3, i., &c., vol. i.) Stephen I'rimatt wrote on the
value of ground rents in Cheapside. immediately after
the Fire; "Fifty pounds per annum is but a reason-
able ground-rent for a house that will cost five
hundred pounds the rebuilding, and yield one hundred
pounds per annum when built. You may reckon the
ground-rent of the house to be worth a thousand
pounds."—1C67, "City and County Purchaser and
Builder," p. 37.

! This was the Duke of Buckingham satirized bv
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All the Duke's names are perpetuated in the

streets "George," " Villiers,""Duke," "Of"
Buckingham." The Water Gate of York
House still stands in situ.

The great increase of houses made the

smoke question a prominent one, and Evelyn

wrote on the subject in a tract called

"Fumifugium " (1661). His idea of a remedy
was

—

"The melioration o( the Acr of London by way of

Plantation .... Low grounds on the south

.... fields of 20 to 40 acres planted with

odoriferous shrubs."

Although Lambeth Marsh is now covered

with buildings, Evelyn would be delighted to

see his dream partially fulfilled by the trans-

formation of the swampy Battersea Fields

into a well-timbered park of real beauty.

which has taken place in our own time.

I have touched only the fringe of a large

subject, and have purposely left out old S.

Paul's, because the theme in itself would have
been sufficieEit to occupy all the time at my
disposal. I shall, however, conclude with a

few words on the great Metropolitan
Cathedral ; but it will be only with reference

to a case of dilapidations of some magnitude.
The church had for many years been in a

state of disrepair. Both " James I. and
Charles I. made efforts to improve its

deplorable condition, efforts extolled witli

some exaggeration in Waller's poem (1645)

on the subject

:

"When the first monarch of this happy isle.

Moved with the ruin of so brave a pile.

This work of cost and piety begun.
To be accomplished bv his glorious son

;

Who all that came within the thousht
Of his wise sire has to perfection brought."

This was not true, though King Charles did
what he could : "Spent part of his treasure

"

(Royston), and recommended to the nobility

and gentry .... "the raising of a large
contribution" (Baker's "Chronicle").

"Poor Fouls look like a great skeleton, so pitifully

handled that you may tell her ribbs through hir

So James Howell wrote. It was in 1633 that

Archbishop Laud wrote to the King that

"The Cathedral Church .lulTers much for want ot
glass in the windows and that the Churchyard lies

very undecently and the gates down";

and ten years later, in his "Memoirs"

—

" I confess I did when f came first to be liislio|)

. . . . Project the repair of that .Ancient and
famous Cathedral ready to sink into its own ruins "

;

leave it a blessing of SOD I vhich

Some money was certainly raised, and
Heylin tells us part of the profits derived
from Westminster lands was "laid out for

reparation to the Church of S. Paul's,"
possibly giving rise to the byword "Robbing
Peter to pay Paul." Matters were worse
during the Protectorate, and for a time the
nave of the t'atluHlral was used by tlie

soldiers for si iii 1 i Iter the Restora-
tion, five y. I'l-cd before any
serious step- lip nintter. We
read in Eve!;.... 1' \, .,,.., -j; jGOg:

"I went to S. Paulc - i l.r Wrpii.... the Bishop . i i . ,,i st
Paule's and several e.xp.: , ;,t at.oiit
to survey the cencrall i

,
i, nt ;iiid

venerable Church."

Needless to say, no repairs were executed.
Within a week the Great Fire broke out, and
the cathedral church—the glory of London
for six centuries— in Evelyn's words, "one of
the most antient pieces of early piety in ye
Christian World," was laid in ruins.

Here it would be seemly to conclude ; but I

ask your indulgence for an afterthought on
a surveyor who occupied an important posi-
tion, and, moreover, filled other parts in life
with distinction. Sir John Denliam, who
died in 1660, after a varied and eventful
career, made his will in 1668, one clause of
which reads as follows:—

" .\5 Surveyor-General for the rebuilding n( R
laul,«. I doe give anil bequeath all mv fees (Ix-in"
twent.v shillings per diem) gratis towards that noble
and pious workc. and as a further remembrance ofmy affection to the same, dr* give the sum of one
hundred pounds to the uid Church of St. Paur« to
be paid when the i-aid church Miall begin to be in
fonic forwardness to be rebuilt."

As a soldier Sir John Denham held Farn-

ham Castle for tlie King in the Civil War,
and he was, and still is, known as a poet and
dramatic writer of no mean powers. But
though a poet, he was no seer, for he wrote

of the Cathedral twenty-four years before the

Fire

:

Preserv'd from ruin by the best of kings."

Only a courtly poet would have written the

last line ; yet Charles had the will, if not the

power, to carry out the restoration of the

church, and it has been said that he com-
mitted to paper a vow that if his armies were
successful m battle he would spend a generous
sum in so doing.

.\PPE.VDIX .\.

Counterpart Lease Edward .illeyn to Charles Massye
ut one twenty-fourth pan of the proposed
"Fortune Theatre."—(Collier's "Memoirs of
Edward Alleyn," 1S41, p. I(i7) (Dulwich College
Muniments. 58).

This Indenture made the twentieth day of May
.\nno. Dom. ie2"2. and in the yeeres of the* raigue of
our Sovcraigne Lord James hy the grace of god king
uf England, Scotland. Fraunic and Ireland, Uetendor
of the Faith, iVC. That is to sax of England Fraunce
aud Ireland the twentitb, and of Scotland the five

and Hftith. Between Edward Alleyn of Dulwich in
the County of Surrey, Esquire, ol thone part, and
Charles Massy of London, gent, of thother part.
Witnesseth. that whereas the said Edward Alleyn
the day of the date of these presentes is seized in his
desmeane as of fee of and in all that part or parcell
of ground upon part whereof lately stood a Play-
house or building, called the Fortune, with a Tap-
house belonging to the same, a tenement in the
occupation of Marke Briggum, one other tenement
heretofore demised to one John Russell, one other
tenement in the occupation of William Bird, alias

tion of John Parson, contevning in breadth
from East to West one hundred and thirty
foote. and in length one hundred and thirty
one foote and eight inches or thereabout, abutting on
the East West North and South as is specified in a
plottforme. .\nd is also seized of and in one other
messuage or tenement contayning a shopp, a
chamber and a garrett towards the strcete, and two
roomes and a garrett behinde the same, and one
yard thereto belonging, late in the tenure of William
Garrell, and now in the occupation of Henry Smith,
scituat* on the Korth side of the way leading to
the said Playhouse, all scituate lying and being
betweene Whitecrosse streete and Uolding lane, in
the parish of St. Giles without Cripplegate in the
county of Midd. upon part of which said ground
there is intended to be erected and sett upp a new
Playhouse. Now this Indenture witnesseth, that the
said Edward Allevn, as well for and in consideration
of the rentes hereunder reserved, as also for that
the said Charles Massy is to pay or cause to be paid
unto Anthony Jarnian and Thomas Wigpitt for the
new building and erecting of a Playhouse in Golding
lane aforesaid, according to the plottforme by them
allready drawnc, for his part the somme of forty one
pounds thirteene shillings and fourpence. propor-
tionally according to the foure and twentith part
thereof, and according to such daycs and tynies as
in one paire of indentures ot Articles of Agreement,
indented bearing date with these presentes. made
between Thomas Wigpitt Cittizen and Bricklayer of
London and Anthony Jarman Cittizen and Carpinter
of London of thone part, and Thomas Sparkcs,
Cittizen and Merchanttaylor of London, William
Gwalter Cittizen and Innholder of London. Hicliard
Gunnell of London, gent, Charles Jlassy of London,
gent. Kichard Price of London, gent. .\dam Islipp of
London. Stationer. John Fisher of London. Barber
Chirurgeon. Edward Jackson of London, gent, and
Frauncis Juby of Southwark in the County of Surrey
wjdowe of thother part. him. the said Edward Alleyn
hereunto especially moving, hath demised graunted
an.l to ferine letten, and hy these presentes doth
demise graunt and to ferme lett unto the said

assignes, from the feast day of the Nativity of St.
.Tolm Baiitist next ensuing the date hereof unto the
full end and tearme of flftie an.l one \eares from
thence next ensuing and fully to be coi'npleate and
ended, yeildine and paying therefore, veerely and
cy-cry yeere during the said terme. unto the said
l-.dward Alleyn his hcires or n«igne=. five rounds fix
shillings and clcavcn pence of lawfuU I'.vii^i, n'"n"v
at foure most nsuall fea-str^ . - i. m,, n. ;i, >, ,

.,

that is to say St. Michaell til •'
i

i,
,

our Lord god, thannuncinn.
i )

St. Mary the virgin, and ih. \,iii;ii ,.i v, i, i,,,

Baptist, bv even and eniiall ].,.::..,i., ..i ,.,- ,„ i;„
College called Codsgiftc in Diihyich afnrc=ai.l \nd
the .said Charles Massv tor him his executors ad-
ministrators and assicnes doth covenant promise and
graunt to and with the said Edward Allevn his hcires
and nssigncs by these presentes, that he the said
Charles Massy liis executors administrators and
assignes. the said one part of the Eaid ground and
premisses, in foure and twenty eqiiall partes to be
devlded, and likewise one part of foure and twenty

equal partes to be devided of all buildings and
edifices which shall hereafter be erected and sett upp
upon the said plot of ground, or upon any part or
parcell thereof, or of any the premisses, in by and
with all manner of needful and necessary reparations
whatsoever well and sulDciently for and concernyng
the said foure and twentith part, shall repayre.
uphold, susteyne, fence, maintaine, and keepe, aud
the pavementes, wayes and passages leading to the
said plott of ground and premisses shall yvell and
sulllciently pave, repayre. amend, ratcably according
to the foure and twentith part thereof as is afore-
said, from tyme to tyme when and as often as necde
shall require during the said terme. And in the
end of the said terme. or other sooner determination
of this present lease, the said foure and twentith
part of ground and premisses so demised as afore-
said and the buildings thereupon to be erected as
aforesaid, soe well and sufficiently repayred npholden.
susteyned maintayned kept paved and amended, shall
leave surrender and veild up unto the said Edward
Alleyn his heiress or assignes. And further, that it

shall and may be lawfuU to and for the said Edward
Alleyn his heiress and assignes, with w
others at his and their willes and pie:
'" "' rly or oftener duri

at to
all the said buildings and premisses, there to view
search and see the state of the reparations of the
same, and it any default or want of reparations
then and there be upon any such view found thereof
to give or leave notice or warneing in wriUng to
or for the said Charles Massy or to his executors
administrators or assignes to repayre and amend
all and every such decayes, defaulte's, or wantcs of
reparations according to the rateable proportion ot
the foure and twentitb part thereof as is aforesaid,
within sixe monthes next ensueing such worneing
given. And further, the said Charles Massy for him
his executors administrators and assignes doth
covenant promise and graunt to and with the said
Edward Alleyn his heires and assignes hy these
presentes, that he the said Charles Massy his
executors administrators or assignes shall not at any
tyme hereafter devide part, alter, transport or other-
wise convert the said one part of the said ground
and premisses, in foure and twenty equall partes to
be devided. or any the edifices and buildings that
now are or shalbe hereafter erected and sett upp as

Playhouse for recreation of his Majesty's subjectes
his heires and successors. Provided alwayes. and it

is convenanted. eondiscented. concluded and fully

agreed upon by and betweene the said parties to
these presentes. that if it shall happen the said
yeerely rent of five poundes sixe shillings and eleavcn
pence, or any part or parcell thereof, to be behinde
and unpaide by the space of eight and twenty
dayes next after any feaste or terme of payment
thereof in which the same ought to be paid at the
place aforesaid, or if the said Charles Massy, his

executors administrators or assignes doe not for his

and their parties pay or cause to he paid unto the
aforesaid Anthony Jarman and Thomas Wigpitt
severally such sommes of money, for their part and
proportion of the said Playhouse according to the
lymitation of the aforesaid Articles of Agreement,
or if the said reparations be not well and sufficiently

done within the tyme and lymitation above said,

and all and every other the covenantes, promises,
and agreementes abovesaid. which on the part and
behalfe of the said Charles Massy his executors,
administrators and assignes are and ought to be
performed and kent. be not well and sufficiently

observed, performed, fulfilled and kept according to
the intent and true meaninj: of these presentes, that
then and at all tvmes after, it shall and may be
lawfull to and for the said Edward Alleyn his heires

and assignes into all and singular the said demised
premisses wholly to reenter, and the same to have
againe. repossesse and enjoy as in his and their
former estate, and thr .ir. u|iitrs thereof from thenco

vthil

alcd and delivered

CilAKLtS J>lA

I the presence of

APPENDl.X C.

Contract for Building Dulwich College.—(Collier's
"Memoirs of Edward Alleyn," IS4I, p. i\:,i

(Dulwich College Muniments, .iSS).

This Indenture, made the seaventeenth day of

May. ini3. and in the yere.s of the raigue of our
soyeraigne Lorde James, hy the grace of <;od. Kiiige
ot England, Fraunce and Ireland, defender of the
faethe &c the eleayenth, and of Scotland the '

ind DmIw

1 the saide Edward All

by tbees presentes in

or Ins assignes sha
hereunder written
sett up, upon a ei

and lavde out for t

i be digged and in

II, his executors
brick, of and witl

stuff belonginge
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ided and deliv vault to each bowse of office

deepe, and a vent ont of each
1 niaiiiiLT of a chimney above tl

V MM lMu\>es: and also shall mi

;:'iin end to end of tli

the courte, eight Im

Seboou

brcdth.

iiid :

if of the s,

the midesi

ipperteyninge, shall well, workemanhke
-iimciently worke make and fynishe in all thir

to the trade of a bricklayer belonginge. And si

md will begin the same worke on or before the

lav of this instant moneth of May, and '^
"

wiil contynue at the
with nuch conv

may be, Edward

fynishe

Alley.!

capitall, ,um1 ,-,nii-lM. t,, 1. ,> h li.im 1 liM :,,>,, ^

same porche, and the saide sixe foote of tynishing
worke on the hedd or to| 1 before mentioned, tc

of every greate pillaster, wit 1 three kinde of tatrr-, M

on the forefront: that is to

same forefront fower halfe roundes for thM i

alVerMll and l.allM ,,mi„,1

Chappell. Scholehowse an.l ' M ,, „,,,,,,; (ojver

teene windowes. viz: iii "
Scholehowse sixe. and o,, n-li twoe

each light to be arthe 1 !th brick

And att the ea^t end

llghtes with a tran-am in tli mid II. tli i

of the saide former windowes and or

parte of the -sajde Chappell tonardes
shall make one durp r mi ird huttert
arched window 1 < ti ippell

able to the win i ir nt 1
the Scholehow unto ai

aforesaide, to I

VIZ from the 1

the grounde t.. th. watprt
halfe in thicknts Iroin the
story tnoe hrickes in thick
storv to the topp I hnck

ifter followeth

And that si-se of th<
made and erected from
Chappell northwardes
bowses from the we>t
howse northwardes as
scribed and prifiniir d

cornishe and to each ^Imeshow-e rn dire
be arched or turned over with brick Kn
north end of each of the ^iame rankes o
howses shall erect one howse of office, to
ten foote one way and twelve fqote anothe

sideration of which worke anl Mrme
aforesaid to be done and peri. mm i

;

i i i l.sard

Alleyn, for him, his execiitm !
m iilors

covenanteth and graunteth t. ! . >

-i «aid

John Benson, his executors ui I • jm t-, iliesc

presentes in manner and f<aiM 'hat is

to say, That he the said Edwai.i \:m -.m. In .MMutors

M,r a«i!-iiM., shall flnde and allM ., m -m1mm,,, caKold-

! Umi' also upon the fyneshinge of every five

I 1 are of the saide buildinge, every rodd con-

I. , <•' fixteene foote and a half of assize, .shall

ij , ,M c.iuie to be paide to the saide John Benson the

um of seaven poundes ten shillinges of lawfull

nonev of England, the same to be measured one with

mother, and runninge measure, which is thirty

hillinges for every rodd. And upon the full fynish-

nge and endinge of the said worke and buildinge for

:very rodd the same shalbe measured into, one with

another after the measure aforesaide ten shillings

more, which in all is after the rate of forty shillinges

a rodd, without fraud or covyn. In witnes whereof

the said parties to theis present Indentures inter-

changeably have sett their handes and scales.

Yeoven the day and yeres first above written.

John Benson.

Sealed and delivered in presence of me
Thomas Bolton Scr.

ANTHONY Wn,LIAMS

Servant to the said Tho. Bolton.

COST-ACCOUNTING ON CON-
STRUCTION-WORK.
By Leslie H. Allen,

Member Boston Society of Civil Enginee

[Communicated by the Author.]

INTRODUCTION.

The problem of eost-aceounting on con-

struetion-work is one that has not received

tlic :imount of attention and study that its

iin|Mirtaiiee warrants. When we consider the

I importance to the contractor on con-

-iiih ti.jii-work of a knowledge of the cost

of Ins work, it is surprising to find that

only a few contractors have succeeded in

finding out in detail what the unit costs of

their work are. Most of the big commercial
enterprises make a point of figuring very

carefully their cost of production ; but
building and engineering contractors seem
content to go on in their old ways, with
onl} a hazy idea how their work is coming
out, and no definite knowledge as to the

amount of profit or loss made until the job

lb completely finished and paid for.

The purpose of any eost-aceounting
s\stem is threefold—first, to watch the job
from week to week to see if the work is

being carried out economically; second, to

see whether the cost is above or below that
of the original estimate ; and third, to furnish
iiifuimatioii for future use in estimating and
111 supervising work in progress. In other
ttoids— first, to determine the items of prime
cost and the unit prices of these items

;

second to discover what relation these bear
to a predetermined selling price ; third, to

establish new selling prices for future work.
The lelative importance of these three items
IS in the order given.
The problem before the contractor's

accountant is an entirely different one from
that of the bookkeeper or tlie factory cost-
keeper A good deal of the dissatisfaction
and incompleteness of many existing systems
IS because the problem has been approached
fiom the financial point of view rather than
the engineer's. I think it was Mr. R. T.
Dana who was the first to insist that cost-

' Read March 25 before the Boston Society of Civil
Engii

lot a bookkeeper's job, and
satisfactorily handled by the

who kept the firm's books. This is so.

bookkeeper's viewpoint is the financial

, and deals with totals and balances of

1. The cost accountant's viewpoint is an

ineer's, and deals with unit costs and
iitities of materials. The two cannot be

sfactorily held by one man unless he has

a thorough training both in book-

ping and engineering lines. Such a

ning is rare. The primary object of the

cost-keeper in a large factory or mill is to

determine the selling cost of the articles,

and therefore every item of expense burden
incurred in carrying on the factory is pro-

rated or apportioned to the cost of the

articles produced for sale. The contractor's

selling cost is determined beforehand, and

he is faced with the problem of so splitting

up his selling cost that he has a proper

appropriation for each item of expense—the

very reverse of the factory's accountant's

problem. It is for this reason that I have

placed prime cost first as being the most
important, and selling cost last as of least

importance.

The estimate of cost on which a contract

is taken is more like the Budget appropria-

tion of our Government, which, having a pre-

determined amount of money to spend, pro-

ceeds to allot as much as is possible to each

Government department in proportion to its

needs, the total of such appropriations being

equal to the amount of the estimate of cost.

The contractor's cost accounts, if they are

to be of any use, must show not only the

amount of money spent in the work, but the

way in which it has been spent ; and this

cannot be shown if items of general expense,

such as plant, watchmen, etc., are all dis-

tributed among the items of excavation or

concrete. The result may be financially

accurate, but uninforniing to the contractor.

For instance, on the cost accounts on the

Panama Canal which appear in the "Canal
Record," which most of the members see, it

will be noted that the cost of plant, track,

forms, and general expense, etc., all are

worked out in terms of per cubic yard of

concrete. This is correct from the financial

viewpoint, and the result shows the cost of

the concrete to the Government; but it does

not tell an engineer whether the work is

being done efficiently or not. He wants to

know the cost of setting up and repairing the

plant, the cost of handling the material, the

detailed cost of form - work, while general

expense is meaningless to him unless he
knows the details. When the cost of moving
tracks, repairing plant, etc., is reported at

so much per cubic yard as a subdivision of

excavating cost, the cost of the operation

cannot be criticised. It is very necessary

that this distinction be kept in mind, and
that costs should be worked out from an
engineer's standpoint rather than from a

bookkeeper's or an accountant's standpoint.

The information turned out by the cost-

accounting department should not only show
results, but should give information showing
the reason why the results are so.

In the writer's judgment, the cost-account-

ing on construction-work should be handled
in connection with the estimating depart-

ment, rather than in connection with the

bookkeeping department. The estimator

should know best what information he
requires from a job to check-up the work he
has estimated, and into what units the costs

should be divided. He is then enabled to

keep closely in touch with actual work in

progress, and compare with his estimate from
time to time. The m, tlnHl iiMi.ilIy employed
by contractors in tlicir r(i,t Mcniiinting is to

divide up the tinii- -|m nl .m iIm- job under
certain fixed heading's, siuli ;is excavation,

brickwork, mason - work, concrete - work,
carpentry, and so on, and to make a report

of the quantity of each kind of work
executed, and to work out from same, either

daily or weekly, the unit labour costs; at the

close of the job, to work these up into totals,

and also to work up at this time the cost of

all materials into units, and combine them
with the labour costs, giving the total cost

of labour and material on each item of the

work. This works well in some offices as
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far as it goes, and shows whether eaeh week's

work was efficient anil euonoiniual. But if

no account is kept of material until the job

is closed, and no check is taken on quantities

reported by the men on the job, and no

comparison' is made with the c:»Jmate, its

value is not very great. In the system used

by the Aberthaw Construction Coinr-y, we
have added from time to time the fy!lowing

features, which do not appear in most

accounting systems. First, in addition to the

weekly labour costs, the average labour cost

resultsproblem and insist on getting just tl;

he wants.

Although the writer's firm specialises in

one branch of construction-work, the system

is equally applicable to any other work of

similar nature, whether in the line of heavy

engineering or the building of modern office

buildings or frame dwelling-houses.

SECTION I.—THE ANALYSIS.

At the start of a job, an estimate is made
of its cost in the usual way. This estimate

ABERTHAW CONSTRUCTION CO. BOSTON

^-4 (^^b-natc
yfUf, I-J' '-yi

WcruAxXe,

'v-Xy.

il\

:n

no

^iV,

on each item to date is figu

periodical check on the qua
made ; third, we use a stanc

code, revised to suit the requii

job; fourth, an aeeounting
kept up from month l^^ m
analysis of the estirn^i:

parison with the «.

monthly balance is stni> i. *

loss t<i ilati-; >.\.iitli. ,1 I

furnish.-a tn tli.- i inukii p-r.

him to krr)i track iiMin-

systenuiti.allv nl tl>,. iii,.ii ,it

It is the pur|i--c' ..| I !ii~ ]..,

the Aberthaw i n,,,,,.ll,^^ .,^

taking up in k v;. ,,! r,i,|, i il

and matters iuciduutal Uicrel

system was not invented in

been a gradual development. The cost-
keeping system was installed early in the
history of" the company by Mr. Wason, the
president of the company, who laid work out
upon the usual lines adopted by other con-
tractors, as indicated above. The above
additional features have been added since
the beginning of 1910, in the order indicated ' This
above, and the complete system may be said I as it

to have been in working order for over two < costs
years—long enough for us properly to try

|
compare

it out, and to know that it realb
the information we need. In other" words,
the system I am about to describe is not the
dream of a theorist, but something that is
really practicable, that is not expensive in
operation, and that anv contractor

ro';>

._, *„,//

i, a is then analysed to show its component costs.

t i^ ' Fig. 1 shows an estimate on a small job

• '«!' executed by the Aberthaw Company this

irh year. Figs. 2 and 3 show the analysis of

I - the s;une. This analysis is almost self-

, :iii
, \|.l:niatory ; but it wilfbe well to call atten-

li . 11 t . one or two points in it. It will be

a
I tliat the seven items of concrete and

1 -f liinMi in the estimate have been resolved into
" is nineteen items in the analysis, and the seven

ibles
I

items of fornk in the estimate have been

and resolved into eleven items in the analysis,

and so on, each item being resolved into its

nln; component parts, and, where these parts are

tail, alike in two items, adding them together.

iiiit- Fur instance, concrete labour in footings

iseiil appears by itself; but the cement, sand, and
has

i

stone are added to those in the columns and
floors. By adding together, it will be found

that the seven items of concrete in the esti-

mate have the same total cost as the nineteen

items in the analysis.

This analysis is used as a basis of com-
parison during the life of the job, and the

original estimate is not referred to at all.

different from the general practice,

usual to build up the units of labour
1 a job in a synthetical manner to

th the estimate, rather than to

for instance, the item of concrete. The
price of concrete is compiled by reckoning up
the labour of unloading cenieut, sand, and
stone, and the cost of these materials, and
also the labour of mixing and placing and
Hnisliing the concrete, and the cost of the

tools and plant. (1 do not mention forms,

which I regard as an entirely distinct

and different item.) If at the end of a

month 500 cubic yards of concrete have

been placed, and material enougn to mix
another 600 cubic yards is on the ground,

and all the plant is set up, it will

be a very difficult matter to determine

exactly how much labour and material should

be charged to work that is done, and how-

much is chargeable to future work. If all

the masoLis' staging is erected, and only one-

third the brickwork done, the cost of brick-

work will be unbalanced in the same way.

To solve this difficulty, we use an analysis

of the estimate, and keep the costs on each

item of the analysis separately. The estimate

is put away, and never i-eferred to again, and
all comparisons are made with the analysis.

You will see, when I describe the monthly
statement, how easily this takes care of

difficulties like those referred to, or to un-

finished work. It is not until the job is

completed and the books are closed that I

make a synthetical summary showing what a

cubic yard of concrete or a cubic foot of

brickwork has cost.

I lay stress on this because the difference

between analysis and synthesis in accounting

Is vital, and" it is my belief that it is not

possible to get a clear and accurate idea of

the fluctuations of cost on construction-work

by a synthetical method, because labour and

material and overhead expense are so dis-

tributed that they cannot be properly identi-

fied or criticised. It will be noticed that

labour and material are kept in separate

columns in the analysis, and are kept

entirely distinct all through the job. For

accounting purposes, material includes sub-

contracts, insurance, travelling expenses,

electric power, etc., and, in fact, everything

except labour and teams. Teams when hired

by the day are reckoned as labour ; but teams

working iinder contract, at an agreed price

id, per yard, etc., are reckoned as sub-

cts, and kept in the material account.

On the work of most contractors it will be

found that the amount and costs of the

per

material
except fi

will not vary very much, and

analyse the estimate to compare with the
units on the job. This is a very important
feature of the system, and is a solution of

one great difficulty. The usual method is to

try and build up the price of each item from
the information on unit costs g'

if he has but the patience to study his
|
to compare it with this item in the estimate

checking consumption of cement,

coal, and Uiniber. the profit or loss made on

materials at the start of a job will remain

steady all through. But the labour does

fluctuate exceedingly from week to week. It

is on the labour side that most of the losses

or profits may be expected. In this paper

and in the writer's firm a good deal more

attention is given to the labour side than to

the materials. At the same time, the

material must not be overlooked, as wasteful

f cement, lumber, etc., may run the cost

of a job up unexpectedly, to say nothing of

the need of a periodical check, if there is

any suspicion of graft among subordinates.

We furnish a copy of the analysis in note-

book form to the superintendent on the job,

as well as to our general superintendent and

to the heads of the firm. This is particularly

useful to the job superintendent, as he kno\ys

what the office expects him to accomplish in

the way of costs. If his judgment on costs is

not sound, it tells him what the items of his

work ought to be done for.

SECTION II.—THE CODE.

Having analysed the estimate, instructions

are made out for the timekeeper in the form

of a code (Figs. 4. 5, and 6). This code

is made up from the standard mnemonic code

used by the author. The code difTers from

that used by other contractors only in the

fact that the mnemonic principle is used

instead of numbers, and that the divisions of

time have been carried a good deal further

than is usual. Although this does not seem

to be an important item in itself, it is so,

because it simplifies the work of the time-

keepers on the job to a very large extent,

and insures more accurate "and intelligent

reports being made from the job.

All contractors who have attempted any

cost-keeping will agree on the necessity for
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some sort of a code to report work done—
not on the ground of secrecy, but to obtain
concise, quick descriptions" It has been
found that if timekeepers are siniply told to

report the work done and describe it, their

descriptions will be misleading and verbose,

and in going their rounds they will probably
make up a code for themselves, which after-

wards tliey

description.

STANDABD TIMUKEEPING CODE.
Main Division—Kinds of Work. Subdivision—Kind

of Labour.

D Dig;^iug. earthwork
and 'rockwork and
items in connection.

yi Concrete.
F Forms.
R Reinforcement.
K Finish of concrete

surfaces.
C Finish carpentry (win-

dows, flooring, etc.)
and any carpentry
not belonging to P,
D, or P.

S Miscellaneous steel
and iron work and
and other metal

B Brick masonry, stoue-
w o r k, tile, .ikron
pipe, etc.

Z Miscellaneous.
X Extra work (prefix to

to any of above).

D and K)

:

Making or preparing

—

viz., making up
forms, mixing con-
crete, bending or
fabricating steel, etc.
Erecting, placing, or
Iniildini;—viz.. crect-

^tripping forms,
ing away con-
e or brick, etc.

cement, sand, lum-
ber, etc.. unloading
and storing same,
unloading plant and
reloading at close of
job, etc.

Second Letter with D :

a Excavate.
e Backfill.
i Pumping.
o Grading.
n Drilling and blasting.

Second Letter with K :

a Picking.
c Plastering.
i Rubbing with carbor-

o Repairing, filling

voids, cleaning floors.

Granolithic finish laid
after concrete has

Third Letter (for all i

divisions except I

and C)

:

Belt course.

CODE.

in the Building,

ird Letter with C :

Column.
Door.
Door frame.
Door trim.

heads (mush- fb Floor beam,
fs Floor screed.

Dncrete. fi> Sub-floor plank
I Top floor maple

cc Cinder concrete.
d Footings.
dp Drain pipe (tile).

fs Floor slabs.
fb Floor beams (beam

ugated metal to

Cornice.
Lumber.
Monitor or pent hovis

Lintels.
Paving or sidewalk.

. Vault lights,

w Walls,
'w Retaining walls
vs Window sill,

w Curtain walls.

Stone or gravel.

Cornice.

Monitor or pent In

It may be worth while to spend a little

time in explaining the principles of the

mnemonic code used. The initial letter is

always a capital, and indicates the kind of

work to be done. For instance, M stands

for concrete Masonry, F for Forms, R for

Reinforcing Steel, S for Structural Steel and
miscellaneous ironwork, B for Brickwork,

and so on. As far as possible, the initial

letters chosen are mnemonical— that is, they

are the first letters of the items they

represent. The seconti letter is always a

vowel, and indicates what is being done m
the division of work which it is describiig

;

stands for making items before setting,

and "e" for erecting or setting or fixing in

place; "i" stands for stripping or removing
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or pui down ;

'

stands for repairing or

patching; " u " is a general utility item

standing for unloading and other similar

items. It will be seen that these are mne-
monic ill that each vowel is the vowel sound

of the word that it represents. The third

letter, which is always a consonant, indicates

mnemonically the place or part of the build-

ing in which the work is done— that is, "f"
indicates floors, "c" columns, "b" beams,

•'k" cornice, "1" lumber, "d" doors, and

so on. As far as possible these are mnemonic,
but it is not possible to make every item so,

and some consonants have to be arbitrarily

chosen to make out. As the standard code i*

the same on every job, and is used sinipl\

witli adaptations to meet the requirements ol

the work in hand, these arbitrary symbols

are quickly learned. It will be noticed that

the third letter has to be a different one in

the case of items relating to plant.

STANDARD ' JEKEEPING CODE.

Subdivisious—Location of Work in the Buildinfl.

Third Letter with S

:

Third Letter with V

:

b 1 - beams, channels, b Boiler.

etc. c Crusher and elevator.

c Columns. ch Chute.
cb Column bases. d Derrick,
d Doors. f

dg Door guards. U Locomotive, portable
df Door frames. engine and boiler.

ds Door sills. h Hoisting engine
fl Flashing. j

j Bolts. bucket and hoist.

k Cornice. m Mixer and engine.

Pump.
Lintels.

Runways, staging.

RaiUngs, gratings. etc.. rails, etc.

s Stairs. » Wood-working shop,
Stab- rails. saw bench, planes.

si Sleeves. etc.

V Inserts for sprinklers,
Water supply.

Window shutters.
wg Window guards. "

'
Miscellaneous.

Fl J. 6

It should be an easy matter to revise this

code to apply to any other sort of con
struction work, or to industrial work of any
kind, bearing in mind the general principles

on which it is framed. Although at first sight

it looks complicated, yet it has been found
to be very simple in practice, and new time-

keepers and superniteiideiits very quickly

pick up its essentials. It has the advantage
that if any work is done on the job which
was not known of or contemplated when
the original code was made out, it is a simple
matter to adapt the letters and make up a

fresh code word for the new work. As a

matter of precaution, we always require our
timekeepers to give tlie explanation of a new
code word whenever he makes one up,

although very often we can read them with-

out such explanation, owing to our familiarity

with the principles on which the code is

I..-' 'I I n,in the standard code, as given
;i'i ', ;i Ml' r Lil code is written out in the
I: i

:>' '.•>! tlie job before the work is

'! ir'. I, ;u:'l from time to time additions arc

made from the office or by the job, to m. . I

special items of work met with on the j-

but all the main items of work, siu li

concrete in columns and floors, forms, ai.l

reinforcement, have the same code word at all

times, for example :

—

M—Concrete. Fill Voids,
Mix. Place. Smooth

Up, etc.

Footings Mad Med Mod
Floors and Roof.. Maf Mef Mof
Columns Mac Mec Moc
Walls Maw Mew Mow
F—Forms.

Make. Erect. Strip.

Footings Fad Fed Fid
Floors and Roof.. Faf Fef Fit
Columns Fac Fee Fie
Walls Faw Few Fiw

OBITUARY.
Mr. W. L. Carruthers, F.R.I.B.A., Inver-

ness, who died on Sunday night, was a leading

architect in the North of Scotland. He
designed and supervised the erection of resi-

dences at Loch Rosque and Kyllachy, and he

carried out restoration and extension works

on Altyre, Dalcross Castle, Belladrum House,
Allangrange, and other well-known Highland
residences. The cricket pavilion at Fettes

College was designed by Mr. Carruthers, who
was an old Fettes boy. Mr. Carruthers was
fifty four years of age. His death was due

t.i '|ni< ""'"ii'^i following a chill which he

,Mii^lit (111 the previous Thursday. Mr.

t ;ii riitlirrs is survived by his wife, two sons,

anil three daughters. His elder son is with

an architectural firm in London.

The death is announced of Mr. James P.

Wilkinson, C.E., of Cathedral-street, Man-
chester, and Ardline. Ley Hey Park, Marple.

Until quite recently he was engineer to the

rivers committee of the Manchester corpora-

tion, and he designed and carried out the

sewage-disposal scheme at Davyhulme. Mr.

Wilkinson, who had carried out works for the

Admiralty in Harwich Harbour, was con-

sulting engineer to the Stalybridge and

Dukinfield Joint Sewage Board and to a

number of urban and rural district councils

in the locality.

-«*»

The first sod of a council school at Knaves-

mire York, was cut on Friday. The architect

is Mr. J. T. Proffitt, of Mancliester, whose design

was selected from 205 sets, submitted in open

competition. The building will accommorlalr

250 boys, 300 girls, and 250 infants, and will co-l

£13,850. Messrs. Lough are the contractors _
The North-Eastern Railway Conipan.y havi-

purchased from the Backhouse family the Faver-

dale estate, which covers a considerable area in

close proximity to th^ company's Stooperdale

locomotive works at Darlington. The
tention of the railway company is to erect

a smithy, a forge, and machine-shop for ths

purpose of constructing waggon ironwork.

Lord Weardale unveiled on Saturday after

noon a bronze bust of the late Sir William

Randal Cremer, which has been placed by his

friends and co-workers in Geffrey's Garden,

Kingsland - road, as a memorial in the

Haggerston division of Shoreditch, which Sir

Randal represented in Parliament for nearly

20 years. The bust is by Mr. W. Paul Moiitford,

sculptor of the memorial to Sir W. R. Cremer
in the Palace of Peace, at The Hague.

The loop-line extension at Charing Cross of

the Charing Cross and Hampstead Railway
under Villiers-street, the Enibaiikment-gardeiis,

and the Thames bed, was opened on Monday,
after two and a half years' work. At the same
time, the buildings of the District railway-

station at Charing Cross have ben reconstructed

from designs by Mr. H. W. Ford, architect, of

Old Queen-stroet, Westminster, and were carried

out by Messrs. Perry and Co., Ltd., of Bow and

Victoria-street. S.W. We illustrated the new
station buildings in our issue of October 3, 1913.

The Metropolitan Water Board received at

their meeting on Friday a report recommending
the foUowings works, at an estimated cost of

£21,925; a reservoir on the Castlewood estate, at

Shooter's-hiU of a capacity of 1,000,000 gallons;

a pumping-station on land near Well Hall-road,

Shooter's Hill, and the laying of a main from
the Woolwich Common reservoir to the punip-

::i 1,1 1 lull, and from thence to the Shooter's Hill

,1 r; and the laying of a main from the
: IS,,,, main in the Well Hall-road to the

|H
i

I lu-w reservoir at Shooter's Hill. The
Ui.iu.i .i|.proved plans for a completion of the
extension of Tooting Bee Asylum at an estimated
outlay of £63,000.

The Chippenham Town Council having applied

to the Local Government Board for sanction to

borrow £2,460 for the purchase of land in Wood-
lane and the erection thereon of working-
class dwellings, a Local Government Board

IBmlbing Untelligena.

BOSTON, LINCS.-The flanking towers of

the Wesleyan Centenary Chapel at Boston,
built in 1910, after the destruction of the old

chapel by fire the previous June, have been
condemned as unsafe by Sir Francis Fox,
M.Inst.C.E., and by Mr. C. A. Kirby,

M.Inst.C.E., of Boston. Sir F. Fox says :—
•' The only course left open to you to pursue

is that the towers should be removed stone

by stone (which would be carefully marked
for re-erection), and a proper foundation of

piles driven down to the boulder clay should

be provided. With necessary precautions the

stone front between the towers can be left

properly shored up during the operations."

The trustees have decided to act upon the

report, and to put the work in hand as soon

as possible. The chapel cost over £11,000 to

build. The design is a free treatment of

Classic, and the front of the building is faced

with Portland stone, the condemned corner

towers rising to a height of 80ft.

LINBY. — Having undergone complete

restoration, the ancient church of Linby was
reopened on Monday by the Bishop of South-

well. The work of restoration has drawn
particular attention to some features of the

edifice which were hitherto unknown to the

present generation. Notable among these dis-

coveries was a hagioscope between the

nave and an aisle. The patron of the living,

Mr. J. F. Montagu, has given the oak

rpredns, pulpit, and choir-stalls; Mr. and

Ml-. .1 \V. Cundy the oak lectern, and two

,,ii ,,i-i, i;il stained-glass windows have been

, ,, ,1,(1 Inuii a bequest of the late Major

Herbert ilorres Prior. One of the windows

depicts Christ as the Good Shepherd and

calling the children unto Him, and the other

illustrates St. Michael and St. George.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADK
SOCIETIES.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE PERSIAN
DOME.—Before the Royal Asiatic Society on

Tuesday afternoon, Mr. K. A. C. Creswell

read a paper on " The History and Evolution

of the Dome in Persia." The Persians were,

he claimed, the first people to devise a satis-

factory "pendentive," whereby a really large

dome could be set over a square chamber—
a problem the Romans failed to solve.

Starting with the pre-Mohammedan period,

Mr. Creswell described the domes of the

palaces of Firuzabad and Sarvistan, the

former of which he assigned to an earlier

date than A.D. 230. He showed that all the

structural affinities of Sarvistan were with

7th- and 8th-ceiitury buildings in Mesopo-

tamia Coming to the period from the rise

of Islam to A.D. 1400, he cited the dome of

the mausoleum at Sultanieh as the finest
j

example, as it is 84ft. in diameter and of very

scientific outline. After Timur's return from

the siege and sack of Damascus, a new type

appeared, built with an inner and -outer shell,

like the dome of St. Paul's. This, the

lecturer suggested, was copied from the

wooden dome of the Great Mosque at

Damascus, which, in the 14th century, had a

dome of this type. He also suggested that it

came to be adopted for the sake of its ex-

ternal effect. This dome spread over Persia,

and it appeared in India in the 16th century.

In Persia it was either covered with faience,

or in the case of sacred shrines, with gilded

tiles After 1700 its external outline became

fuller, culminating in the bulbous domes

built during the 19th century.

(To be inued.)

mqi:

build bathrooms, as the people
as lumber rooms The cost of i

be £200, and to provide a hot-'

add £6 to the cost.

Thii
,
their meeting on Saturday, the Metro-

an Asylums Board resolved to take steps

>lect three sites for sanatoria, two for men

one for women, and the number of patients

r prnviiloil for in the new sanatoria was fixed

i|iiiiv,,ir,atply 150 for men and 200 for women.

l'lii,ii„ilh-road, Totnes, on Sunday morn-

il,i. ,|. ;ilh took place of Mr. George Leaman
. i- iMiiKier. He was engaged actively in his

iiess until a few weeks ago, when he was

aside by illness. The deceased, who was

ears of age, was a widower, and leaves a

. u-up family.
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€nruntt Calamo.

At the special general meeting of the
London Master Builders' Association, on
Monday last, at the Holborn Restaurant, a
resolution was carried to inform the National
Board of Conciliation, which has previously
recommended agreement on the understand-
ing that the executives of the unions should
severally be held responsible in the event of
contracts being unwarrantably broken, that,
while the London Master Builders' Associa-
tion remained of the opinion that a monetarv
penalty afforded the most satisfactory
guarantee for the due observance of working-
rule agreements, the Association was willing
that the principle of the Board's resolution
should be put to the test, subject to con-
ditions. These conditions require :

—

" (1) The reinstatement of the working rule agree-ments which had been so recently entered into, and
subject to their remaining in force for a fixed period
of four years, and the bringing into conformity with
such working-rule agreements any rules of the
operatives I nions which may be in conflict there-

1 adequ. monetary penalty
ber of an operatives'

tted any breach of the
issal from office

condoned

'
12) The inflic

by the Executiv
Union who may
agreed working rules and the d
of any official who
any such breach : and the peaceful workTng"b?members of the operatives' Unions on their return-
ing to work, with all workmen who may then be
engaged or who may have been employed during a
trade dispute.

"(3) That there shall be no ticket inspection inany shop or upon any job, and no blacklisting of anymember of the L.M.B.A. or any .Association affiUated
thereto.
" Subject to the acceptance of the foregoing pro-

posals the Council of the L.M.B.A. will take steps toamend its rules to provide for the infliction of amonetary penalty upon any of its members who

;

commit any breach of the working-rule agreemet

he pound, and the
be 4;j per cent, of

in a relief of 9d the I

; rateable
und.

value of a district tc

value, this would met
(2) That all future increases in local expenditure

that are chargeable on the rates should be met by a
rate upon site values.

(.3) That local authorities be given the option of
raising by a rate upon site values such further part
of their expenditure as they think fit, all such rates
to be based upon the national valuation.

(4) That existing contracts be respected, and that
site value rates should fall on owners only at the
expiration of contracts.

The remaining expenditure out of rates will

be levied upon land and buildings together,

as at present. Agricultural land, the Com-
mittee suggest, should be assessed, both to

the new site rate and to such rates as are

still imposed on the composite value, on a

part only of its full value. In order to do
away with injustice, they suggest that the
assessment area should be the county or
county borough.

.A special meeting of the committees of the
various unions was held on Wednesday night
after we went to press, to consider the master
builders' reply. From a statement made on
Tuesday by Mr. Jack Jones, of the Gas-
workers' and General Labourers' Union, at
the National Labour Conference, the pro-
bability seemed that the conditions of the
Master Builders' Association would be
rejected. Much more hopeful was the state-

ment made by Lord Peel at the L.C.C.
meeting on Tuesday night. Lord Peel said
he had communicated with the master
builders, and had seen their chairman, who
pointed out that the matter was under dis-

cussion with the Conciliation Board, and
there were certain questions on which the
employers had asked for more information.
When these matters were settled, he (Lord
Peel) would again be communicated with.

The sooner the masters cease to formulate
exigeant preliminary conditions, and the men
leave frothy representatives of unions with
which they have little in common to harangue
the members of such, the sooner will Lord
Peel's efforts on behalf of peace lead to

real business. From such, in our opinion, is

peace likely to result.

The second volume of the Land Inquiry
Report devotes 700 pages to the urban side

of the question. It is "constrained,"
although it was not asked to do so, to recom-
mend a minimum wage for all low-paid wage-
earners, and the devising "some further
remedies for casual employment." Un-

• fortunately, the two things are incompatible
and equally impracticable '. The other pro-

positions that will provoke serious discussion

are those relating to site values. The com-
mittee do not think it would be practicable
or just to transfer the whole of the local

rates on to sites, but they suggest

—

(1) That a penny rate be levied on capital site value
in relief of existing rates, .\ssuming the present

A satisfactory proof of the superior ad-

vantages of electricity over gas for street

lighting, when intelligently applied, has been
afforded at Westminster. For some nights

past a portion of Parliament-square has been
lighted experimentally by electricity. Four
Siemens flame arc-lamps of a new pattern,

which gives maximum illumination at about
60deg. to the vertical, and not as with
ordinary types immediately below the lamp,
are employed, two being mounted on a tall

post near the Cromwell statue and two on
another post on the opposite side of the
street. Each lamp gives light of between
2.000 and 3.000 candle-power. At present
Parliament-square, with the approaches to

the Houses of Parliament from Victoria-

street, Whitehall, and Abingdon-street, is

lighted by gas. There are about 90 low
standards about lift, high, which were put up
more than sixty years ago, and the only im-

provement made since that date has been
the substitution of incandescent mantles for

the old batswing burners. The experimental
electric lamps are carried on standards 27ft,

above the ground, in order that their light

may be evenly distributed, and we certainly

endorse the opinion of the Times that the

illumination of the area they command is

certainly far superior to that given by the

gas-lamps. The Office of Works, we know,
have fully realised the need for improved
lighting ; but the existing lamps, however
poor their light, form part of a definite archi-

tectural scheme, which might be impaired if

they were displaced by a score of electric

lamps on tall standards. This objection has
doubtless had its weight elsewhere ; but it no
longer exists, and many street-lighting

authorities should note it.

apply to education—and I don't see why we
shouldn't—what capitalists and owners apply
to machinery we should ' scrap ' all, or
nearly all, the schools built before 1890."
And so, with real economy, might most of our
educational authorities all over the country.

Lord Sheffield's allusion, at the meeting
of the Manchester Education Association last

Friday night, to the continued use in Man-
chester and Salford of school premises which
the Board of Education have repeatedly pro-

nounced to be defective, were endorsed on
Saturday by a prominent education authority
in the city. "In my personal experience," he
said to a representative of the Manchester
Guardian, " I know of at least thirty schools
in Manchester, and twelve in Salford, with
an average attendance of about 20,000
children, which are utterly unsuitable for

their purpose. Half of these might be partly

reconstructed ; but for the other half the only
real cure is demolition, and new buildings
arranged on modern lines to replace them—
with spacious playgrounds. The last twenty
or twenty-five years have witnessed a com-
plete transformation in the art of school con-
struction and school hygiene, and were we to ' automat

Uur contemporarary the Decorator is

putting forward a scheme which has for its

object the encouragement of personal artistic

expression among those who are engaged in

the decorative trades generally, by means of

a public exhibition, which might be held in

the spring, autumn, and winter at a suitable
art gallery in London, and would include
painting in oils and water-colours, designs
for interior and other decoration, archi-

tectural drawings, book illustrations, posters
and artistic advertisements, photographs, and
craft work generally. It is not thought that

it would be desirable at first to take regular
club premises, but there would be little diffi-

cuty in arranging for a meeting-place which
should be always available. If the member-
ship reached sufficiently high numbers, the

following developments are suggested, and
probably others would be added from time to

time as the plan grew: a Saturday afternoon
sketch-club in the summer to places within

easy reach of town, and, in the winter,

drawing from life once a week, also frequent
opportunities for social intercourse. The
subscription would be a very modest one, only

sufficient to defray actual out-of-pocket

expenses. Those interested are invited to at

at once send their names to the Editor of the

Decorator. .305. Birkbeck Bank-chambers,
High Holborn, London, W.C, when they will

be informed as to further developments, and
will, in due course, receive an invitation to a

preliminary meeting. The following gentle-

men have consented to allow their names to

be associated with the preliminary work of

forming the club, or association : Mr. Horace
Warner, of Messrs. Jeffrey and Co.. 64, Essex-

road, Islington ; Mr. Frank Warner, of

Messrs. Warner and Sons, 3, Newgate-street,

London, E.G.; Mr. Fred Taylor, artist,

Hampstead ; Mr. W. Stewart-Greene, of

Messrs. Greene and Abbott, Ltd., 473, Oxford-

street, W. ; Mr. M. Cowtan Cowtan, of

Messrs. Cowtan and Sons, Ltd., 309, Oxford-

street, W. ; Mr. Jno. Anderson, of Messrs.

John Anderson and Co., 4, Clareville-grove,

South Kensington ; Mr. Bertram Puckle, 29,

Newman-street, W. ; and Mr. Tony Sarg,

artist, Hampstead. The idea certainly has

our sympathy and support.

We are glad to see that the Fabian
Research Department is investigating in-

dustrial life insurance and its widespread

canvassing system, which makes industrial

insurance so costly. We want to know,"
writes Mr. Sidney Webb, "whether the

insured persons always get what is due to

them, and, if not, on what grounds is pay-

ment refused? We want to know the good
effects and the bad of insuring babies' lives,

and whether there is now any injurious
• gambling in lives.' We want to know about
the lapsed policies : why they lapse, who
profits by their lapse and who loses, and what
surrender value or fully paid-up policy is

given to the policy-holder in exchange for the

lapsed policy. We want to know why millions

of poor people prefer the expensive policies

of the companies to the cheaper policies of

the Post Office. We want to know how the

co-operative insurance works, under which
every store member finds himself and his wife

Uy insured, in proportion to their
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purcliases. wittiout having to pny any weekly

pennies at all." Mr. Sidney Webb will be

grateful for any account of personal ex-

perience, or any description of how these

things are working, and for any suggestions

for their improvement. A full list of points

for inquiry will be sent on application to him

at 37, Norfolk-street, Strand, W.C. Many

of us are interested, and probably will be

more so some day soon. Some very cute and

influential friends of the industrial com-

panies got the ear of Mr. Lloyd George

when he was " perfecting " his Insurance Act,

and are probably congratulating themselves.

But we are pretty sure that the vast accumu-

lated funds of the industrial companies will

have their attractions for Mr. Lloyd George

or some other Chancellor of the Exchequer-

net at all necessarily of his politics—in the

not far-distant future, and that legislation

will follow in the direction of " nationalising
"

industrial life insurance. Let us hope fewer

blunders will be made than those of the

recent past in connection with health in-

surance. The Fabians are always to the fore

with useful facts, and Mr. Sidney Webb's

compilation will be a valuable one, when we

get it. All, therefore, who can should help

him.

Building trade workmen apparently share

the incredulity of their fellows of Cottonopolis

as to the likelihood of their getting something

for nothing. According to a correspondent

of the Manrhrslff i^unrdian. new premises

for a certain Manchester cnnimercial firm

were completed on Wi'diiesday week, and the

customary flag was flown to announce that

the roof had been put on. The firm decided

that the builder's men should be enabled to

celebrat-e the event, and a clerk was sent to

the new building with half a crown for each

man—about 120 of them. He told the fore-

man of the benefaction, and suggested that

the men should be invited to the pay office

to receive the money. The foreman called a

passing workman and announced the generous

offer. " There's half a crown each for you,"

said he. "Just tell the others." The son of

toil regarded him for a moment, and then

winked with great solemnity. " Ay," he

retorted, ironically, "there would be, an' all 1

Dost think tha's th' only one as knows it's

First of April?"

The " University Correspondent " says that

a learned University professor recently made
an interesting archaeological discovery

While strolling through a country village he

came upon an inn, the sign of which bore

the following enigmatical legend :
" Placet

ore stat ordine." The landlord was asked if

he could explain its origin or meaning, but

he was a newcomer, and knew nothing of it.

Can any of our readers supply the explana-

tion?

At a meeting of the streets and buildings com-
mittee of the Edinburgh Town Council on
Friday, it was agreed to recommend the carry-
ing out of a town-planning scheme for Lochi

BERWICK - ON - TWEED.—Work in con-

nection with Berwick's new fish-quay has now

he-'un A timber quay is being constructed

100ft. in lensth and 35ft. in width. Behind

this, about i,700sq.ft. of ground will be re-

claimed. Alongside the quay the depth at low

iter will be 7ft., and 20ft. off there will be

depth of inft. Messrs. Kirton have now

practicallv finished the dredging contract.

The contractors for the new quay are Messrs.

ns and Co., Newcastle-on-Tyne. It will

ide accommodation for 100 boats, at all

stages of the tide.

COMPETITIONS.
THE MILL HILL SCHOOL COMPETI-

TION.—Members and Licentiates of the

Royal' Institute of British Architects are

warned that they must not take part in the

above competition, because the conditions

are not in accordance with the published

Regulations of the Royal Institute for Archi-

tectural Competitions.

A new clubhouse at the West End Golf Lniks

Halifax, provided at a cost of £2,000, was opened

3n Saturday. Messrs. Fox, of Hahfax, are the

irchitects.

The Government of India have purchased all

.1,.- „„t„ „f ^o=,icrns submitted in competition by
.s,, . _.__ r— iu. i,„„„^.,g of the

bmitted i

Mr. Stephen Wilkinson for the hous
_

omcials in the Imperial City at Delhi.

The partnership hitherto subsisting betwee

E Fox. Sir U.ivid Burnett, B. B
L

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

THE VE\TIL.\TTON OF THE HOUSE OF
COMMONS —In giving further evidence before

the Select Committee. Mr. Patey. the resident

leer. stated that at present 45cu.ft. of air

provided for each member in the House.

There was onlv seating accommodation on the

benches for 370 of the 670 members.-Sir Francis

Fox said that the air admitted into the House of

Commons was heated bv steam pipes, which

cooked the air and the particles of dust in it.

It passed through long conduits and channels,

and as a result, as Professor Hill had shown,

had lost its freshness bv the time that it reached

hamber. The source of the supply of air

too remote, and that accounted for the

stagnant condition of the air by the time that it

reached the chamber. While he would not

favour the destruction of the present chamber,

he would favour a scheme for constructing a new

House, semicircular in form, utilising Palace-

vard as a site for the new building. That

problem would eventually have to be faced. The

committee adjourned until April 16.

THE MALL APPROACH IMPRO\'EMENT.-
Mr Wedgwood Benn moved on Tuesday the

second re'adin" of the Mall Approach Improve-

ment Bill. The measure provided for the com-

pletion of the improvement of the approach

the park through the Admiralty Arch.

,-ould be undertaken by
The

iprov€
Con ith the assistance of

•il and the First Com-
^ estimated that the

exceed £115.000. an.l

uthorities.

district at a cost of £19,000.

Two cottage he
been erected by tin nui-luv,.

Guardians, at a col •
e.> — ,;

week. The home--
some distance frojn

designs by Messr-
Darlington. The
detached villa tv|

outer walls being :

red pressed brick
tion for twelve '1

Baths are provided, aril n sprc
upper floor is fitted up for use
ward. The builder was Mr. J.

GuLsborough.

for children, which 1

nuM„„,„i;;h Board
''." ""' " opened last

. open space

r rirchitc,

ddeley,
and land

4"p..i= Abchurch-lane, London, under the style

of Edwin Fox, Bousfield, Burnetts, and Baddeley,

has been disolved.

A nrovisional order for the construction by the

Cowes Harbour Commissioners of a breakwater

across Shrape Bank to protect the harbour

during north-easterly gales has been approved

by the Board of Trade, who have confined the

Commissioners' borrowing powers for the scheme

to £8,000.

A statement of the objects and the present

position of the Wimbledon and Putney Commons
Fund for the acquisition of lands in Kingston

Vale has been published. It is pointed out that

forty-one acres remain to be acquired, at a cost

of £12,000. and that 135 acres hav'S been

purchased, or are in the process of being

acquired at a cost of £42,000.

The inquiry into the provisional order pro-

moted by the Clyde Trustees for the construc-

tion of new tidal basins and other works at

Shieldhall, at an estimated cost of £1,500,000,

which have been held throughout last week at

the .Tusticiary Buildings, Glasgow, was closed on

Friday, when the chairman, the Earl of Strath-

more,' announced that the Commissioners found

the preamble proved.

From a period of exceptional sluggishness in

1910. the building trade in the East African

Protectorate, savs Mr. C. C. Bowring, the

Deputy Governor, in his official report, revived

during 1911 and 1912, and reached notable

dimensions during 1913. The great extension of

building operations up country, and especially

in and around the town of Nairobi, was a

marked feature of the year, and in consequence

there was a large trade in all kinds of materials

required for the purpose. Both the port, that

is, the island of Mombasa, and the city of

Nairobi, continue their march of progress, ih.tiit

industrial firms having enlarged their works

Numerous houses have been, and are being,

built, and building plots have fetched enormous

al Government Board, an

orwich last week by Mr.
n respect of a proposed
known as the Eavner's

lie council had petitioned

IP of an order to confirm
p the limits of the area
thorise the scheme being

The proposal is to be

ing Cr'

were erected

s side we're of suitable design,

First Commisioner of Works

nower to exercise a veto over the design of the

fa9ades of these buildings.-Sir R. W. Essex said

they had been rebuilding a large portion of

official London, but the expenditure of vast sums

in these schemes had resulted m a number of

buildings of which they had no reason to be proud.

They ought, in the very centre of the Empire,

to safeguard themselves against any further

extension of the architectural abominations

which were a source of heartache and sorrow to

many H.M. Office of Works should exercise

control in the selection of an architect. They

should not onlv be able to exercise a veto as to

the desi<Tn. but should have newer of initiation,

and be able to indicate the general character

of the facades of these bu.ldmgs.-Mr. Dawes

moved the rejection of the Bill, asserting that

the whole history of this improvement was not

very creditable to any of the authorities con-

cerned The scheme nut forward by the I,iver-

pool, London, and Globe Insurance Company,

and endorsed bv the London County Council.

was that the former should give up a very small

portion of land, and that they should be re-

housed on the premises of the Phcenix Insurance

Company. The suggestion really was that the

Phoenix Insurance Company were to be expro-

priated by Act of Parliament for the benefit of

puttim; a trade competitor in their places-Mr.

Hicks-Beach seconded the motion for the re-

jection of the Bil' -Mr. A. H. Richardson con-

tended that the Liverpool. London, and Globe

Company had made great sacrifices in this

matter, and acted with great public /pint --

Lord A. Thynne thought it would be undesirable

for the House to judge between the relative

merits of two insurance comnanies.-Mr. Bovton

thought it unfair that the London County

Council and the Westminster City Council should

be called unon to contribute out of the rates

to what woiild be a national improvement rather

than a local improvement.-Mr^.Handel Booth

considered it unworthy and undignified on the

part of the London County Council and the

Wp^t minster Corporation to ask the taxpayers

of the country to contribute to this small im-

i,r.,vpnient —The amendment was by leave with-

rlrawn. and the Bill, having been read a second

time, committed to a Select Committee of five

members.

irp and Technical
ointed Mr. E. C.

Irish Antiquities

Alnseum, and a

nntiquities. to be

livision in succession to Mr,

ho has retired owing to failing

M citv corporation. Th^
lo be built will house 121

t at rentals of from 3s. 6d

The Departmf
Instruction in T

R .\rmstrontr. ;

division of the
.ithuwell-kr

keeper of that

George Coffey.

health.

At the last meeting of the Council of the

Society of Engineers (Incorporatedl. the follow-

itw resolution was passed : "That the Counc

are of opinion that the abolition of the External

Degrees in Engineering pronosed bv the Koval

Commission on University Education in London

would bo a grave injustice to many engineering

stiident<:. and fhry are stronsrly opposed to the

recommendation being carried into effect."
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nr minstrations.

HOUSE AT PANGBOURNE.
Thi3 residence, beautifully located in the

valley of the Thames, has been erected from
the designs of Mr. Arnold Mitchell,
F.R.I.B.A., in brick, with tile-hanging. The
interior finish and fittings correspond with
the purposes of such a home, and enhance its

interest.

HOUSE, REDINGTON ROAD.
HAMPSTEAD.

We give a plan with the view of this resi-
dence, which has lately been completed from
the designs of Mr." C. H. B. Quennell,
F.R.I.B.A., on the estate of Mr. George W.
Hart. The walls are faced with grey Guild-
ford stock bricks, with red dressings," and the
roof is covered with green Tilberthwaite
slates. The details are homely and simple,
and the plan shows the comfortable con-
trivance of the rooms, with inner and outer
halls, a good cloakroom, and commodious
pantry adjoining the dining-room service-
door. There are two kitchens and a servants'
staircase. A terrace leads from the reception
rooms on to the garden sloping away at the
rear.

VOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIA-
TION NEW BUILDING, TORONTO,
CANADA.
This building was opened a short time

since. It furnishes a home and a club. Ther.-
are 200 furnished rooms and twenty suites of
two or three rooms each on the third and
fourth floors, as well as an emergency
hospital suite. The general capacity is for
,^,000 members. The frontage is 200ft. by
215ft., with two basements, i'he floor areas
are over three acres. The building cost
.540.000dol. We give a plan of the main floor,

which includes a gvmnagium. 85ft. by 50ft.,

and one for boys, 72ft. by 46ft. Below there
is a swimming-hath. The second floor is the
assembly-hall. seating 400 persons. A kitchen
department is attached for banquets held in

this auditorium. There are two ball courts
on tills level, ten classrooms, offices of the
secretary, and the employment offices. The
plan with the text shows the third and fourth
floors, already referred to. Messrs. Burke,
Horwood, and White, of 28, Toronto-street,
Toronto, are the architects.

NEW PUBLIC OFFICES,
WESTMINSTER.

We give the elevation of the St. James's
Park front of these Government build-
ings now being built, and devote a double
page to the detail of its central feature.
The completion of these buildings was
commenced some three and a half years
ago, some time having elapsed after the first

part was completed and occupied, in the
acquisition of property, and, incidentally, in-

volving the rebuilding of the Institution of
Civil Engineers, which has been erected in a
very successful and spacious manner by Mr.
.lames Miller, of Glasgow. The foundations
for the extension have been constructed in
ordinary cement concrete ; but the vaults and
reta'ning-walls are of reinforced concrete.
The external design is that of the late Mr.
J. M. Brydon, F.R.I.B.A., but an entrance
has been formed from St. James's Park.
"The internal arrangements have been con-
siderably modified. "The additions are approxi-
mately about two-thirds in extent of those
already completed and occupied. The details
will be practically the same. The entrances
will be lined with marble, as in those already
finished ; but there will not be any figure
carving. Such carving as has already been
arranged for is being done by Mr. Frith.
The foundation work was carried out by Mr.
F. Minter. of Putney, and the buildin-g itself

is being erected by Messrs. Holloway, of
Lambeth. The works are being carried out
under the supervision of Sir Henry Tanner,
C.B., I.S.O.. F.R.I. B.A.. and the clerk of
works is Mr Searchfield, who occupied the
same position during the erection of the
greater part of the first building. We gave a

QUEN- Architect.

view from Mr. J. M. Brydon's Royal Academy
drawing of the Grand Centra! Court of these

new offices in tlie Building News for Sep-
tember 14, 1900, and various other drawings,

including views, plans, and elevations by Mr.
Brydon, will be found in our pages for

March 31. April, 7, 14, and 21, 1899; also on
March 16, 1900. The circular court is now
being finished, and it measures 160ft. in

but it occupies a prominent and an exposed
position over the town. It is proposed to face

the tower with reconstructed Portland stone,

natural Bath stone wearing badly in the salt

atmosphere so near the sea. The roof will

be covered with lead, and surmounted by a

cast-lead ornamental finial, gilt. The total

cost, including clock, was not to exceed

£1,000, and this necessitated economy of

Third and Fourth Floors.

YOUNG MENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION (CENTRAL BRANCH), TORONTO

diameter and is 66ft. to the top of the parapet
or balustrade. The masonry is in Portland
stone.

CLOCK TOWER COMPETITION,
QUEEN'S PARK, BRIGHTON.—
SELECTED DESIGN.
Sixty designs were received for this com-

petition, and the accompanying illustration is

reproduced from that selected for the first

premium. Queen's Park is a public park,
situated some distance inland from the sea

;

elaboration and absence of ornament in the

belvedere. The architect is Mr. Llewellyn E.

Williams. A. R.I. B. A., 4, Coleman-street.
London, E.G.

ink ondo Coi.

Council electric tramway from London '

Woolwich Dockyard with that from Bcresford-
square, Woolwich, to Abbey Wood, was opened
on Sunday. On the same day the first section of

the Catford to Bromley tramway extension,
that from Catford Bridge to Bellingham, was
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REGISTRATION OF ARCHITECTS.—
•CHARTER" OR " BILL."

To the Editor of the BuiLDINO NEWS.

Sir,—If I might, by your courtesy, address

an open letter to the" Council of the Society

of Architects, re the above matters, I would

like to say:

In dealing with your Bill for the Registra-

tion of Architects. "why not press into service

that famous formula,' " Full steam ahead !

"

and thus at once " put these grave matters to

the test"?
Your Council shut off steam, and held over

your Registration Bill for a considerable

period, as we know to allow the R I B A to

develop their notions of Registration ind

we now see what that courtesy and cm 1
r

tion have been rewaided «ith TIi i

of the Institute has I understand
!

its intention of opposing the S

Architects' Registration Bill on the

(which all architects would do well t i I

'that it will be higlih injuriou i il

interests of the Ro^al Institute and il I

fundamentally with its new policy L iit 1

have no doubt that \ou will— bid p1 ns \ou

are by a large bod\ of pioftssminl opinion

in the country—be equal tn leiling with

those pompou.s platitudes of the board of

control in Conduit-street.

The Society's Bill has been before the

I detail.

.o fully.

iitate to

[losed in

otession.
= of the
alleged.

nf these

wlio has
rr,„rt nf

country for many years |)ast. and its

clauses have been di<i i- 1

by architects and otlp :

indeed, as now to 1-

member of the profe.--ii :

say, favourably known tn ;

supersaturated with prijiuli.

no "axe to grind"; and pvpi

the Institute would, I I'-'i

affirm that the Soci'
i

I'

any way to the intcii

No"; only injnrinn? t- i-i

Institute ami it; i • r

What is to 1.. i' .

quick-ehauKi 1
1

:
' \ >

i

constituted 1 1 !

'

appeal for tin i
i

The SoriH-. ..- .^ M V,,., ,.,:. .-

looking aftr-r : '- '. '. -i- .A ,,1! :m I'.ii' -i -

whether mern!..i- -i .

-.
,

i
.

.-! -> -.,;,,,

and your Bill pi-i>\ nl. '
'

i

of the best interests n' i
i.ii ;

In

teot who may be in
I

'

/
,

''

Bill is passed into la" '" ii V, ' / ih'

well aware, is not cone, r I witli pronintmg

the dominance of a clique, nor confined to

advocating the selfish purposes of any par-

ticular section of the airliitf.tnial profession.

And I should like to kunw wlial member of

the Institute would .l:ii 1- -i.v tliat that is

inimical in any wa\ •..!;. ,i. ..i im the best

interests of the'profes.sion u.s a whulu, or that

the schemes of the Institute are equally dis-

interested?—I am, etc.,

April 6, 1914. An Old Fogey.

I tl

floor s

bedroi

each I

the

might be made of the 1
country every year. The tr

plan referred to, in the the forest, with not a bit of '.

he bed in a corner in I the nature has gone out of

e them further from
ive indicated on the

rough plan t-nclosftl. In some eases, where

theliiglier pitch of root admitted, a loft was

formed over these side rooms. I have in my
mind some cottages that vere very snug-

looking.— I am. etc.,

Belfast. W. H. Lynn.

I'HE

A\ IRREDUCIBLE MINIMUM
COTTAGE.

Sir,—Your " irreducible minimum " plan

printed in the Building News of the 20th ult.

took my fancy ; it reminded me so much of

the arrangement of old cottages in Ireland

that I was familiar with long ago when living

ill the country.

The walls of these were usually built of

mud and the roof thatched. The main
feature was the central living-room, as in

your plan, but more comfortably arranged, I

think. The entrance door was always next

the corner of the front, and on the same side

as the fireplace, with a screen between the

two marked by either a thin mud wall with

a movable form inside next the fire, or by a

fixed settle of plain framing, about 7ft. high,

sheeted on the inside, with a space between it

and the door, sometimes planked over, as

receptacle for tools, etc., that were better

kept in the warmer air of the room when not

in use. This also served the purpose of

porch, and provided a co.sy ing

shielded from dranght.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION IN
SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

Sir.—The editorials, of which this article

is one of a series, are considered by several

III.ml- .if mine to be not only extremely

i,.;m|;,M. I. Ill very instructive. With regard

I., til, 1. marks upon sapwood. Some of the

alt I.' lloors III my house, which is Jacobean,

were so completely wormeaten that when a

bucket of water was thrown on them the

water was immediately sucked up by the

wood. The boards were about llin. wide,

and must have been laid down 300 years ago.

There is one aspect of sapwood which was

not touched upon, and that is the sap of Intb-

wood. As I have employed lath-renders lor

over a dozen years I find now and then lliu

an architect objects because there is a liill-

blue sap upon the wood. This blue sap is ili.

discolouration which has been caused by tn,-

laths being confined and not lieing exposed

to the air, or by sea-water washing over the

vessel which contained the lath wood on the

deck. But, really, all rent laths are made of

nothing but sapwood, because the hearts of the

trees are taken out, or they would not other-

wise rend. It is only the outside portions

which can be rent, and this verifies your

loader-writer's contention; "That although

sapwood will, it exposed to the weather,

decay rapidly, it will, if painted when dry—
and kept painted every three years—last for

one hundred years or more." Although laths

are not painted, they are equally protected

by the plaster.

'He gives an instance of some outside doors

being taken down in Chancery-lane, which,

although sappy, were quite sound. Most
architects condemn all sap in wood which is

exposed to the weather, even if it is painted,

because one cannot always depend upon

trees have died in

sap in them. All

the tree, for sap

means life. It is nobody's business to in-

terfej'e with the trade in this wood, and it is

rowing year by year, because many other

ountries'will not liave this timber, and archi-

tects are finding out—often at their expense-

that it does not do to pass wood simply be-

cause it is free from sap. It behoves them

more to beware of the reddish, foxy tinge and

lightness ill the weight of sapless, dead wood.

—I am, etc., _
J. H. Kerner-Greenwood.

King's Lynn.
-•*»-

\ block of flats is to be built upon the site of

Nos 8 to 12, Manchester-street. Marylebone,

)iy Mr. H. .T. Colebrooke.

ioroii"h Town Council are appointing

..,1 t^M-n-nlannin" assistant, and Mr.
f . ,, •„,_„_._

„f Chester-
committee.

7 relative to

Skelton and Brotton

for power to borrow i:9.250 for

from plan

The Sea

a housing . , ,,

H. E. Exelby. York, and Mi.

field, have been asked to int

A Local Government Boan

the application of th

Urban Coui

Walkc

the purpose
rrhtistarting an electr

-,.. „„. held at North Skelton on Friday, by

R 'e Hopper.

.
i.iiindation-stone of a new Salvatio- *- "

ill Tacket -street. Ipswich,
;

111, Mavnr of that borough last week. The

iiiiMiii- will !" erected in the rear of the

ii, 1-1 mil will provide accommodation for 350

; ,lri II
' mil ,ls„ rooms for the use of the band,

,,,,1 ,, Kii.'l,, 1, The cost will be £2.000,

llr H E Eernow, dean of the Forest School

of the University of Toronto, and Mr. Bristow

\dams of the United States Forest Service,

iiave just been elected president and secretary

esDectively, of the Society of American

Foresters, the only organisation of professional

foresters in the Western Hemisphere.

The wedding took place on Thnrsday, the 2nd

rhr
tish <

Pran Doyle,

B .\ . son of

,
Soiithville,

irrhter of the
Trowbridge,
Apslcy-road,

building being
but many ar.-li'

interior work
in a door, in p .

in wood in a I

greater fear
purpose 01 a situations. 1

lenook quite of dead wnn

I

sands of pmii

intod very three years

;

ibject to sap in

I possibly decay
aths. or. indeed.
There is much

ilinut sap in dry
rly, tn the use
are many thou-

inrted into this

of Mr. I'lulili N-Mi I'l I

Dr. F. T i; 1.1 -mi -'

Bristol, to Mu-.- (ll.ul:- "I

late Mr. Harry Apreg:
Wilts, and Mrs. Applegi

Clifton.

Mr A W BriMitmore. D.Sc, M.I.C.E.. Local

Government insp"ector. attended at the Morant

Hall Brockenhurst, on Friday, to conduct an

inouirv relative to the application ot the

Lymin-ton Rural District Council to borrow

£14.-72 for the pm,. . .t i v - i lue and sewage-

disposal works at I. ill
' ,'''','^^c® lur,

schemes for cm, .m that of Mn
H r II Shrntoii .ilmli lii hi.-n approved by

"edi'lrfct council, and ihat of Messrs,

Brierley, Holt, and Co.. prepared at he expense

of the Rev. F. H. Bowden Smith, for the

parish council.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
ANCIENT LIGHT LITIGATION. — Mr.

Justice Astbiiry began the hearing in the
Chancery Division fast week of the action
brought by Mr. Frank Trew Cope, of 4,

Northumberland-street, Strand, against Messrs.

J. Lyons and Co., the well-known restaurateurs.
seeking an injunction to prevent obstruction of

his ancient lights by the erection of a large
restaurant or hotel by the defendants at the
back of his premises to the rear of the Strand.
After evidence from Mr. Herbert Philip Fletcher,
F.R.I.B.A., F.S.I., Sir A. Bramwell Thomas.
F.R.I.B.A., F.R.I. , and the plaintiff, a confer-
ence took place, as a result of which Mr. Russell
was able to announce that the plaintiff would
accept an agreed sum as costs of the action, and
it would be an understanding that he might at
any time raise his building to an equivalent
height with Messrs. Lycns's.

LEAKY HYDRAULIC MAINS.—In the Court
of Appeal on Saturday, Lord Sumner, Lord
Justice Kennedy, and Mr. Justice Bray, follow-
ing he judgment 'Medwood v. Ma
Corporation of Manchester" and in "Rylands v.

Fletcher." dismissed the appeal of the London
Hydraulic Power Co. against a judgment by Mr.
Justice Scrutton in the action for damages
brought against them by the Charing Cross,
West End, and City Electricity Supply Co. The
plaintiffs alleged that water had escaped from
the defendants' hydraulic mains through the
defendants' negligence, and had damaged the
plaintiffs' cables, and they claimed damages for
such negligence. In the alternative, they alleged
that the escape of the water constituted a nuisance
for which the defendants were liable in damages.
The defendants denied that there had been any
negligence on their part, and they contended
that, in the absence of negligence, thev were not
liable, and, further, that the fractures of their
mains were caused by subsidences due to the
laying of the plaintiffs' cables. At the trial, Mr.
Justice Scrutton, sitting without a jury, gave
judgment for the plaintiffs, on the ground that,
apart from any question of negligence, the
defendants were liable, as they had for their
profit brought into the road a dangerous thing-
water at very high pressure—which had escaped
and caused the damage. The defendants' appeal
was now unanimously dismissed.

LAND VALUATION APPEAL —OGILVY
AND OTHERS v. COMMISSIONERS OF
INLAND REVENUE.-In this appeal concern-
ing the total value to be placed upon a freehold
property of 23 acres, known as Knipp at
Chiddingfold. the award has just been published
by the Official Referee. Sir Alexander R.
Stenning, F.S.I. The Commissioners' provisional
valuation showed a gross value of £12,000.
and, after deduction for tithe-rent charge, a
total value of £11,936. The appellants contended
that the figure should be £9.757. On Mr.
Ogilvy's death, in 1912, the property, which in-

cluded Rose Cottage, was disposed of privately
to Mr. Black for £9,940. exclusive of fixtures
worth £60, and including Rose Cottage. The
provisional valuation of Rose Cottage had
become absolute, with a total value of £183.
The Referee has fixed the total value at £9,817,
the costs of appellants to be borne by the
Commissioners.

ARCHITECTS' FEES.-When the action
Mewes and Davis v. S. J. Waring was to come
before Mr. Justice Darling, in the King's Bench
Division, on March 27, Mr. Holman Gregory,
K.C., appearing for plaintiffs, stated that terms
of settlement had been arranged between the
parties. For defendant, Mr. Schiller, K.C.,
stated that he had arranged with plaintiffs on
the manner endorsed on the briefs of counsel.
The action was thereupon withdrawn by consent.
It had Ijeen brought by a well-known firm, prac-
tising in Maddox-street. Hanover-square, to
recover fees as architects from Mr. S. J. Waring,
of Oxford-street, for work executed as to an
hotel intended to be built at The Hague.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITAR"?
MATTERS.

LONGTOWN (CUMBERLAND) RURAL
DISTRICT WATERWORKS.—Messrs. Taylor
and Wallin presented their report to the Long-
town Rural District Council for supplying
portions of the parishes of Hethersgill and
Stapleton with water, the estimate being about
£3,500. The council have now instructed
Messrs. Taylor and Wallin to extend the scheme,
and report fully upon supplying the nftrth-

eastern. eastern, and south-eastern portions of

the rural district. Eleven parishes are under
consideration, the scheme necessitatine probablv
something like thirty to forty miles of water-

(But (Bf^ct %ahlt.

At a special meeting of the Law Society,

held on Friday week, a discussion took place

on the system of registration of title in

London. Mr. J. S. Rubinstein proposed a

resolution that the meeting was of opinion

that the new Bill should provide for bringing

to an end the experimental trial of the present

system of registration of title which has been

in compulsory operation in the County of

London over thirteen years. Time after time-,

he remarked, they had passed resolutions

condemning the experiment, but the council,

for some inexplicable reason, always seemed
frightened to put the resolution forward in

the' proper quarter. Although it was a vital

question in London and was harassing them
day by day, no representations had been

made on the matter to the Lord Chancellor.

—Mr. H. P. Gisborne, who seconded, thought

that if the public were cognisant of the many
registration evils under which they suffered

they would not sit calmly under them.—Mr.
J. W. Hills, M.P.. replying, said that when
the Land Transfer Act was passed in 1897

questions arose as to its operation, and an

agitation arose for its abolition or amend-

ment. The result was the appointment of a

Royal Commission, whose report, issued in

1911, was unanimous. It admitted that the

present system working in London was im-

perfect, but did not recommend its abolition.

—Sir Charles Longmore, vice-president,

strongly opposed the resolution on behalf of

the country solicitors. The Lord Chancellor

would have a very difficult task to bring the

Bill through the House of Lords, and it would

not stand the slightest chance of passing if

it did not have the united support of their

great profession.—Mr. Rubinstein eventually

withdrew his motion.

The Jetfrye Museum of Furniture which

occupies the picturesque almhouses in

Kingsland-road built for Sir Robert Jeffrye

at the end of the 17th century, was opened
by Viscount Peel, Chairman of the London
County Council, on Friday. Under the

direction of Mr. W. E. Riley, F. R.I. B. A., the

County Council's superintending architect,

certain alterations have been made in the

buildings. The chapel has been retained as

a good example of the almshouse chapel of

the early 18th century. The exterior appear-

ance of the buildings" remains unchanged, but

inside the staircases and the upper floors

have been removed, so as to form eight

galleries, in which the art of cabinet and
furniture making, for which Shoreditch has

long been famous, can be illustrated. The
Council's own collections have been supple-

mented by loans from the Victoria and
Albert Museum, the City Corporation, the

Royal School of Art Needlework, and many
private persons. Every variety of furniture

is represented—chairs, four-poster beds,

cabinets, tables, etc., as well as wood
carvings, panellings, and tapestry. One
room is lined with a portion of the panelling

from Bradraore House, Hammersmith, and
among other exhibits are the 18th-century

doorway from 5. Great George-street

;

another doorway of half a century earlier

date from a house in Horselydown-Iane ; a

bedstead of the time of William and Mary;
a set of Flemish oak shutters, decorated with

linen-pattern carvings ; a deal mantelpiece

decorated with pewter in the Adam style ; an

oak trencher table dated 1648; and a chair

made of turned wood, with the excep-

tion of the seat and the footrail. A desk

has been lent by Sir Laurence Gomme,
which once belonged to Oliver Cromwell,
and was given by him to Sir Bernard de

Gomme. the famous military engineer. The
mu.seum will be open from three to nine

o'clock on Sundays, and from noon to nine

o'clock on week days, except Mondays, when
it will be closed altogether.

The six Italian contractors engaged in

covering with marble the pilasters of the apse

of St. Peter's, says the correspondent at Rome
of the Tahlel, liave almost completed their

task ; but, as often happens in such cases,

they have, at the same time, created another
task—viz., that of the decoration of the spaces

between the pilasters. That is a question of

great importance, for it means the giving to

St. Peter's of its definitive internal decora-
tion. To prepare the way for a solution of

this problem. Mgr. De Bisogno, Economo and
Secretary of the Fabric of the Basilica,

recently assembled in the Chapter-room a

small, "but very distinguished, gathering of

artists and connoisseurs to take the pre-

liminary steps in the matters. It was decided
that specimens of decoration should be pre-

pared and examined. This was done, and the

committee again met and studied the designs

submitted. There was a long discussion,

ending by general agreement in a resolution

that none of the designs could be accepted,

that others should be made, and that with

them this time should be submitted a speci-

men of decoration for the cornice and the

other accessory parts. Another meeting is to

be held shortly after Easter, to examine the

latest designs, and perhaps to come to a final

judgment about them.

The London County Council has informed
the improvements committee of the West-
minster City Council that terms have now
been provisionally agreed upon with the

Duchy of Lancas'ter for the purchase for

£13,000 of the freehold interest in the

portions of Nos. 107 to 116 (inclusive)

required for the widening of the Strand to

80tt. The communication also stated that

the committee of the County Council are

advised that it should be possible to acquire

the bulk of the interests in the section be-

tween Terrv's Theatre and Savoy-street for

£65,000 ; but that it is not possible at present

to prepare a complete estimate of the total

cost of carrying out the improvement at any

given date, as it is intended that the out-

standing leases shall be acquired fts favour-

able opportunities occur. "The Westminster

City Council is recommended to assist the

central authority in carrying out this desir-

able improvement, and to contribute one-

sixth of the net cost of acquiring the freehold

interest in so much of Nos. 107 to 116, Strand,

as is required.

Mr. H. A. Gardner, of the Institute of

Industrial Research. Washington, U.S.A.,

recommends a pigment of 82 to 88 per cent,

of red-lead and the remainder litharge, as

being highly inhibitive of corrosion, and

more acceptable than any. other for general

painting purposes. The components should

be free from nitrate salts and contain less

than 0.5 per cent, of total impurities, such as

copper, silica, or iron. The red-lead should

be bright in colour, and 99.5 per cent, of a

lot should pass a 200-mesh screen. Paints

made from this mixture will be practically

free from hardening in a package for a con-

siderable length of time, and less expensive

than 100 per cent, pure red-lead paints. Ex-

cellent results have been obtained in paint-

ing directly over metals surfaced with mill

scale, especially on large structures; but for

smaller w^ork the expense of removing it will

be justified by the good results obtained.

A seventh edition of "Dilapidations and

Fixtures," by the late Professor Banister

Fletcher, J. P.. D.L., etc., revised and

largely rewritten by his two sons, Messrs.

B. F. Fletcher and'H. P. Fletcher, is pub-

lished by B. T. Batsford. Ltd., at 6s. 6d. We
need do"no more than remind all readers who
know and appreciate this, the standard text-

book of its subject, that changes in law and

practice render the purchase of the new

edition absolutely necessary, and that, in

this respect alone, it will prove to be of

greater service, admirably revised and re-

written as it is by its distinguished com-

piler's sons, than its predecessors, which have

successively found their place on every

architect's"and surveyor's table.

A fourth edition is issued of "Sawmills:

their Arrangement and Management," by M.

Powis Bale. M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E. (London:

Crosby Lockwnod and Son. 7. Stationers'

Hall-court. B.C.. 7s. 6d. net). It is revised

throughout, especially in view of the changes

in the equipment and working of sawmills

since 1883. and especially in regard to the

motive power employed. The author's ex-

perience in the remodelling and arrangement

of old mills has been well utilised in the re-
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casting of what is practically a new book,

and its appearance will be welcomed bv all

interested.

"The Evolution of Greater Britain's Anti-

septic House and Town Sewage Drainage

Systems of the Twentieth Century and After

—for all Time." bv Isaac Shone (London : E.

and F. X. Spon,"Ltd.. 25s. net; post free,

25s. 6d.). is a somewhat long-entitled and

bulky volume of over 450 pages, prefaced by

an introduction of 91 pages, addressed to Mr.

.John Burns, in his late capacity of President

of the Local Government Board, with

portraits of the author and his co helpers,

and the suggestion that the institution of "a

few sanitai-v reforms" on the lines indicated

will save life and prevent disease. The

appendices comprise papers read by the

author, descriptions of the Shone sewer

system, etc.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
THrKSDAT.—Society o! i >-

The corporation of Bradford propose to spend

£68.000 on the extension of tlie building and

equipment of the Comlitioninj House.

A new church is bein- built at Bentlev Colliery

villase, near Doncaster. The plans are by Mr
F Norman Masters, and Messrs. C. Sprakes and

Son. of Doncaster. are the contractors.

The new cattle-testin? station erected under

the auspices of the Government at Pirhrisht.

near Woking, at a cost of £20,000. is now open

for the reception of cattle.

Mr. Thomas Tadmor Thomas, deputy borough

surveyor and inspector of nuisances, Conway,

has been apnointed surveyor and inspector of

nuisances to the Holvwell Urban District

Council.

Mr. Basil Mott, M.Inst.C.E., of London, has

been appointed by the joint representatives of

the West and East Riding County Councils and

the Goole Urban Council engineer in the pro-

posed bridging scheme over the Ouse at Goole.

It has been decided to construct on the North

Beach at Scarborough a bathing-pool 350ft Ion?

and 190ft. wide. The scheme will cost £13.2(10.

The pool, which will have concrete walls, w dl

be so constructed that it will be refilled at each

tide.

At a meeting on Tuesday of the Hitchin Rural

District Council it was announced that Viscount

Hampden had offered to defray half the cost

(£6,860) of providing a new water-supply for

the villages of Codicote, Kimpton, and Whitwell,

Herts.

Mr. Herbert Samuel has decided to appoint a

Departmental Committee to inquire into the

question of housing by-laws. The report of the

Committee will probably have an important
bearing on the housing legislation promised by
the Government in the King's Speech.

The organising committee of the Eleventh In-

ternational Exhibition of Fine Arts, which will

be opened in Venice at the end of this month,
has set aside a specially large hall exclusively

for the display of works by Mr. Frank
Brangwyn, R.A., who has been closely connected
with art in Venice ever since the biennial

exhibition was started.

The corporation of Derby have adopted plans
by three lir-nl arrl«it..r-t= for tlip extension of the
free librar'/ rt'i 1 for two branch
libraries, ti: t.ri respectively on
the Londc' ^rn^md and in the
Normanton ; it. r- tVr {],< ex-

tension of "

'r.

T. H. Th^ :-

manton 1:' -^v

iral district council
f't' 1 "ne roads committee
ri t r^eived a plan and
deseripiir,!, t,.,'ii Mr, K. C. Pretyman, M.P,. of a
road which he contemplated constrnctin"
between Walton and Falkenham, including a
ferro-concrete bridire to sprin Kind's Fife! The
road would measur. '

"
""" •

,;,,

and would lead fr'

and Gulpher Farm ;

Lod^e premises, Fm,, i li,..

road would be l-ft., .,.., ., ., .:..
where it would be 16ft. wide. The coiincil
agreed to the principle, but urged that a wider
thoroughfare should be provided.

%xaU JifhTS.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
BRIDLINGTON.—The master builders and

joiners' society have come to an agreement
whereby the joiners get an increase in wages of

a halfpenny an hour and shorter working hours.
The bricklayers are also asking for an increase
of wages and similar working hours. If their
request is granted their labourers will ask for
more wages, or they will lose by the shorter
hours worked.

GLASGOW MEASURING AND BUILDING
TRADE.—At a meeting of master wrishts in

Glasgow and the West of Scotland, held in

Glasgow, and attended by representatives from
Edinburgh, Leith, Aberdeen, and numerous
other towns and districts throughout Scotland,
it was resolved that on and after July 1 next
the regulations for the measurement of wright
work, known as the "Glasgow Mode of Measure-
ment, 1894," should no longer be recognised, and
that the members of the trade should only
contract under schedules prepared in terms of

the conditions of contract under and in accord-
ance with the measurement known as the
"Scottish Mode of Measurement, 1914," o

adopted and approved by the Scottish National
Building Trades' Federation. Bailie Forrest,
Edinburgh, chairman of the Scottish Building
Trades' Federation, presided over the meeting-,
and the resolution was moved by Mr. John
M'Donald, president of the Master Wrights'
Association of Glasgow, and seconded by Mr.
Rome, Kilmarnock.

PRESTATYN. — A meeting of builders'

labourers at Prestatyn considered on Friday the
following offer from the master builders, in reply
to the men's demand of a minimum wage of 65d.
per hour :—General labourers, 5^d. per hour
summer, 5jd. winter; hod-carriers. B^d. summer.
6d. winter; to come into operation the first week
in July, .\fter discussion, the offer was unani-
mously refused. The men agreed to extend
their notices for another week.

SCARBOROUGH.—The joiners are asking for

a penny an hour increase, and the masters have
offered a halfpenny advance. This the men have
not accented, and the matter has accordingly
been referred to the Northern Centre Conciha-
tion Board at Leeds.

WREXHAM. —The dispute between the
masters and the painters at Wrexham has been
settled, and the men resumed work on ilondav.
The masters have guaranteed the men ten hours
per day, or 54i hours per week, during the
summer, at 8d. per hour, and 8 hours per day, or

44 hours per week, in the winter, at lOd.

^i»

Mr. R. Blakewav Phillips, of the Westminster
City Council, has been appointed surveyor to the
Wellington fSalop^ Rural District Council, in

succession to Mr. John Breeze.

The Denbighshire County Council has received
a letter from the Roard Board making a grant
of £2.040 for road improvements in the districts

of Wrexham, Colwyn Bay. and Llanrwst.

.\ tablet of brass to the memory of .Arch-

deacon Kaye has been placed in the wall beside
the door of the canons' vestry, and opposite the
old altar of St. Peter, in the canons' chapel of

Lincoln Cathedral.

Mr. WiUiam Dawson HoUis, who was for many
years head of the firm of Messrs. HoUis and
Webb, auctioneers and estate agents, of Leeds,
died very suddenly on Tuesday while hurrying
to catch a train at Holbeck. Mr. HoUis was
sixty years of age.

Major J. Stewart. RE., of the Local Govern-
ment Board, has held an inquiry at Colwyn
Bay into an application by the urban district

council for sanction to borrow £7.172 to widen
and improve Abergele-road, Old Colywn. There
was no opposition.

The death has occurred at Stratford-on-.Avon
of Mr. John Batty Langley. of ShefGeld, at the
age of fortv-nine, from heart failure. Mr.
Langley was the son of the late Alderman Batty
Langley. some time Liberal M.P. for Atterclide,
and was for many years in the business of

Jlessrs. Langley and Sons, timber merchants, of

Sheffield. Mr. Langley was a county magistrate
and an officer in the Sheffield Engineers.

The Governors of the Westminster Hospit
have definitely decided to remove the hospital to
a site on Clapham Common, and have instructed
Messrs. TroUope to dispose of the present site in
Broad Sanctuary. Considerable feeling was
aroused last spring by a proposal to pull down
a row of old brick houses on Clapham Common,
attributed to Sir Christopher Wren, to make
way for the hospital.

LATEST PRICES.

I BON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton £6 3 6 to £6 5
SteelJoists, Enghsh 7 10 „ 7 13 6
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 3 6,, 836
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0., 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 30 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 .. 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
BestSnedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Bnilders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,, £8 15s to £9.
Ditto galvanised, £U to £15 IDs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. IS to 20. No. 23 to 24

6ft. to Bft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 .,.£13 10

13 14
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)-

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B,W,a.
8/3 8 9 9/3 9/9 10/3 ill- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt:

Per ton. Per ton
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Castrlron Stanchions 7 10 ., 9
Boiled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Boiled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

„ „ ,, Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 550
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 „ —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14B.W.G 14 5 „ —

Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
1 toS 10 11

£10108, £10 15s. £11 Oe, £11 5s. £11 15b. pert

£6 2 6 to 7

4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to llTs. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od.
Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 72 p.c.

Water-Tubes 70 ,,

Steam-Tubes 66i ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tubes 60 ,,

Galvanised Steam- rubes 63 ,,

OTHEE METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £21 7 6 to £21 10

Lead Water Pipe, Town 22 „ —
,, Country 2-2 15 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 23 ,.
—

Country 23 15 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town 24 „ —

Country 24 15 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 26 10 ,,

—
„ Country 27 5 ,,

—
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 25 „ —

Country 25 15 „ —
Lead Soil-pipe (up to 44in.) Town 23 „ —
„ „ „ Country 25 15 „ —
tOver 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 18 17 6,. 19 12 6

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 .. —
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 82 „ 82 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 70 5 ,. 70 10

Tin, English Ingots 171 10 „ 172
Do., Bars 172 „ 173
Pig Lead, in Icwt. nigs (Town) 19 10 ,,

—
Sheet Lead, Town 2110 0„ —

Country 22 5 „ —
Genuine White Lead 29 15 „ —
Keflned Red Lead 25 ,,

—
Sheet Zinc 29 „ —
OldLead, against account 17 „ —
Tin per cwt. 9 15 „ —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand 11 3 „ —
TIMBEK.

CONSTRUCTIONAL.
Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :

—

1st quality £38 to £45
2nd „ 26 „ 32
3rd „ 16 „ 18 10

Bprnce Deals : St. Johns 10 „ 11 10
Miramichi 9 10 ., 10 10

„ Boards; Swag 11 „ 12
BedDeale; Archangel 1st quaUty 21 0„ 24

„ „ .. 2nd „ 16 ,. 19
3rd ,, 13 „ 14

„ „ St. Petersburg—
1st quality 16 10 „ 18 G

„ .. „ 2nd „ 14 10 „ 15 10
Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 „ 15
Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 „ 17

White Deals: Crown 14 0,. 15 10
Seconds 11 10 ,. 13

Flooring ; White and Planed—
Ist and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 ,. 11 15

1st, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 „ 11

Bed Planed, 1st quality 14 10 0,. 17

Pitch Pine ; Prime Deals and
Boards 18 ,, 23

Lignam Vitas Per ton 7 0,, 14

Per cubic foot.

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) o „ 5 6

Pitch Pine Logs 3 0,, 026
Birch: Quebec Logs 2 3,, 2 9

Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0,, 8
Mahogany : Gaboon _..»._>, 2 0,, 083
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FCRNITnBB AND HARDWOODS.

OakPIanks: U.S.A., imported
„ Boards „ ,. Prm. u

„Mdin.
Sequoia (Calitornian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

sawn planks...
Oak : Anstrian Wainscot
Walnut : Prime boards and
planks

Walnut: Mdm. „ „
Greenheart : Hewn logs
Cedar: Cigar box
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...

African. Assinee, &c.
,, Lagos and Benin

Per cubic loot.

„ Gaboon 3 0,,
Satinwood : West Indian 10 „
Rosewood Per ton 8 0,, 1'3

Lignum Vitte 7 „ 11

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0
Darley Dale, ditto „
Red Corsehill, ditto „
Closeburn Red Freestone,ditto „
Ancaster, ditto .,

Greenshill, ditto „
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) ,,

Hard York, ditto ,,

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot snp.

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ,.

•All P.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station „

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station 1 61

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average :—
Brown White

Whit Bed. Base Bed
Per foot cube.

^^^^_ ^^ ^

,.£023 ...£0 a 1*

pimUco Wharr"""""

Delivered on road waggons ^

at Paddington Depot, I

Nine Elms Depot, or
[

SLATES.
In. in. f s. I

Blue Portmadoo ... 20x10 ... 12 12
16x 8 ... 6 12

Blue Bangor 20x10
,

20x12
.

First quality 20x10
,

20x13
,

13 17

16X 8 .

18x10 ... 13 5

Permanent green ... 20x10 11 12
18x10 ... 9 12
16X 8 ... 6 12

BBIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... f1 15 per 1,0

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 10 „
Pressed Wu-e Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 13
Beat Red Pressed
ci. Ruabon Facing ... 5
Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15 „

Ditto BuUnose 4
Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

25in. Best Red Ac-)
crlngton Plastic j 4 10
Facing Bricks )
" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £'i 10
34" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 3 6

Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 34" in

rthickestpart 3

Qney Bricks fit for outside work

INet, delivered in

full truck loads
in London

34" ditto ditto through and through 2
34" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and i" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3

Accrington Air Bricks ,
9" x 2 course deep, each

Ditto ditto 9"xl course .

ditto :

ditto !

ditto '.

ditto i

ditto S

ditto !

ditto i

Net free c

ditto ditto ...

l" ditto ditto ditto ...

I" ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

1 rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BRICKS.
HARD GLAZES, (PER 1.000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream. Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers—
£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, Bullnose, and 44in. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 30 17 6 34 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 22 17 6 36 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints—

17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Bounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.
Stretchers and Headers—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each Bd. each
Internal and External Angles—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/2 each
Gill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers £23 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose... 37 17 6
C >mpass bricks, circular and arch bricks ^ Not

of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours Y ing 9in.

C.imber arch bricks, any kind or colour, 1 by 4Ain
Is. 3d. each I by 22in.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations.
s. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 „

s. d. Per ton,
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Gjound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. 8. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
s. d. DIvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 43 per 1000 ry. stn.
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7perdoz. ,, ,,

Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ,, ,,

Ornamental tUes 52 6

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz. „ „
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental do 60
Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 ,, .

Ornamental do 48 6

Hiptiles 3 lOi perdoz
Valley tiles 3 44
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 ,, ,,

Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tUes 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000 „ ,

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hiptiles 4 perdoz. „ ,,

Valley tiles 3 6

Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 „ „
Pressed 47 6
Ornamental do 60 ,, ,. .,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
alley tUes 3 6 ,, ,,

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale.per tun £28 15 to £29 5
" brown 26 15 „ 27 5
Cottonseed, refined 29 „ 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 ,, 40
Seal, pale 21 „ 31 10
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ 46 10
Do., Ceylon 42 10 „ 43

Do., Mauritius 43 10 „ 43

Palm, Lagos 33 5 „ 33 5
Do. Nut Kernel 35 „ 35 10
Oleine 17 5 ,. 19 5
Sperm 30 „ 31
Lubricating U.S per gal, 7 0., 080
Petroleum refined 6| „ 6i
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0., 1 10

Archangel , ... 19 6 „ 10
Linseed OU per gal. 2 5j „ —
Baltic Oil 3 8,, —
Turpentine 3 9,, —

^""^'^d'^ii?) ":!:!: Ip-''"- °
» o „ -

^gJo^liir-Brrn']} ..
°10 0" "

QLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz. 32oz
Fourths 3d. ... 3d. ... SSd. ... 4id.
Thirds 2id. ... 3id. ... 44d. ... B4d.
Fluted Sheet 2|d. ... 3jd. ... 6Jd. ... 7d.

Hartley's English Rolled Plate : 4in. ^/isin. iin.

2id. ... 2jd. ... 3d.
Figared Boiled and Repoassine White. Tinted

3M. _ 6d.

VARNISHES, <fco. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak. lor seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale Paper 12
Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
Uiider the direction of Mr. Charles W. Best,

M.T.C.E., county surveyor, Brecon, Boyle's latest
patent "Air-Pump" Ventilator has been applied
to Ystradgynlais Police-station.

The Commonwealth of Australia consists of
several States, each with its own local laws, etc.

These States have combined to build a mutual
bank :it Sy.hiey. British-made materials are
u.itu rally In lug specified where possible, and it

IS interesting to learn that two tons of Pudlo
are being used to cement - waterproof the base-
ments, etc., the shippers' agents being Messrs.
A. C. Kidston and Co., of Fenchurch-street.

The late Mr. William Walmsley, master
builder, of Headingley. Leeds, left £169,559,
vvith net personalty £558.

To fill the vacancy created by the resignation
of the borough surveyor of Falmouth, Mr. J. S.

Walton, 105 applications were received, and the
town council have resolved that Mr. H. E.
Tresidder, of Falmouth, be appointed at a salary
of £150 per annum, increasing by annual incre-

ments of £5 to £200.

The new bridge which has been built over the
River Pont at Ponteland by the owners of the
Darras Hall estate has been subjected to tests,

with satisfactory results. The bridge is con-

structed of reinforced concrete, on the Kahn
system. It has been constructed by Messrs.
Stephen Fenwick and Co., Northumberland-road,
Newcastle, from designs by Messrs. Watson and
Scott, the surveyors to the estate owners.

pILKINQTOff & CO.
(ESTAELISHKD 1838.)

DEPTFORD 'WHARF,
190 & 192, CREEK ROAD, DEPTFORD, S.B.

POLONCEAUASPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.
Telephose No8. ; New Cboss 1102 (2 Lines).

Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

C. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bnnhill Row, London, '.

TENDERS.
*.* Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of

the accepted tender; it adds to the value of the informa-

BEEcr.iiGS.—For the construction of a reservoir, for

the Linlithgow County Council. Messrs. J. and A.

Leslie and Reid, C.B., 72a, George-street, Edinburgh,
engineers ;

—

Murray. H. M., and Co.,

Regent-st., Glasgow
(Accepted.)

BooTLE.—For the supply of a petrol motor fire-engine,

ith Hatfield reciprocating pump, tor the town

West
, £18,331

Ltd.,
£1,237
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Bediokd.—For t

lerbort Hainf
Casbeard. E
WartcD and Danstall
Corby and Son
Foeter, G
Dickins, T
Neuns. C
Dawes and Bowlor
Langhton, W. (accepted)

Bkidi.isgiok.—For extensions to the

lie town council. Accepted tenders :
—

Brickwork :—
Turner, H. E., and Son

Joinery :—
POBtbUl, v.. and Son

Plumbing and glazing :-

180 10

r.ismKiDGE.—Forerection Ola building for the nurses'

accoinniodation, lor the guardians :
—

Brienall (accepted! WOa 10 9

C-isTLBjoKi'.—For works of improvement in Florence-

street. Caeiloford, lor the Casueford Urban District

Council. Mr. W. Green, surveyor :—~ - £379 1 6
377 14 9

' Accepted.

Dekeigh. — For alterations to the North Wales
lunatic asylum :—

Mayers, J., Son, and Co., Chester £7,980
(Accepted.)

Lowest tender received ; highest, £8,870.

Dekbt.—For the erection of a picture palace in St.

Peter's-Btreet, Derby ;

—

Ford, W., and Son (local), about £10,000
(Accepted.)

DnvE for pla

fields in connection with the Dover county schools,

for the Kent Education Committee :—
Pickett, W. (accepted) £8ti0

DvKGEKEss.—For the erection of a cloakroom at the

council school, for the Kent Education Committee :—

Ellis Bros., New Romney £127
(Accepted.)

Driroos.—For the construction of a reservoir to hold

17,C00,0C0 gallons, for the corporation :—
Cameron, E.. Dunoon (accepted) £5,819

Edmokton.—For extension of the laundry at the

workhouse, for the guardians :—
Groves (accepted) £583

FoiiEsi HuL.—For alterations to Jutland. Perry Vale

(exclusive of conservatory), for Mr. W. G. Edwards.
Messrs. Norfolk and Prior, Catford Bridge, archi-

Roberts, T. R. and Co.

£253 :

Black, A., and Son (accepted) ... 213 6

HisiMEEssiiiH, S.B.—For the supply of main pump
suction valve castings, cast-iron plunger and pump
barrel, at the Hammersmithh works, for the

Metropolitan Water Board :
—

Simpson, J. k Co., Ltd. (accepted) £517

Hampios, Middlesex.—For the supply of half-inch

Schonheyder meters, for the Metropolitan Water
Board :—

Beck and Co., Ltd., (accepted) ...£1,050

L1UEHOC6E.—For improving the heating of the Gill-

etreet school, Limehouse, for the London County
Council :—

Brightside Fotmdry and Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd.. Victoria-street ... £953

Christie, J. and C, Aldgate ... 933
May, J. .t P., Lincoln's Inn-fields 815 10

Bradley, G. and E.,Lever-st., B.C. 812
W. G.. and Sons, Ltd.,

740

738Yetton and Brockett, Liverpool-st.
Cormack, J., and Sons, Ltd.,
Caxton-street 735

I'alowkar i Sons, 90-01, Queen-st." 072
itimate, £74.5.

for acceptance.

LoHDox, W.—For installing heating apparatus in
connection with the building of the Ranelagh-road
school, St. George, Hanover-square, lor the London
County Council :

—

Palowkar and Sons, Queen-street £1,148
Wilson and Smith, Ltd., King
WiUiam-strect 931 5

Knight, T. a., and Sons. Great
Portland-street 895

Yetion and Brockett, Liverpool-st. 843
Deane, E., and Beal, Ltd., Monu-
ment-street H32 10

May, J. 4: F., Lincoln's Inn-fields SIO 10
Freer, W.,Holtam Hall 817 10
Cannon. W. G., and Sons, Ltd..
London-road 809

Cannon and HeDord, Peckham'... 707
Architect's estimate, £850.

' Recommended for acceptance.

LoMDOs.—For the supply of machined bronze]castings,
schedule T 17, items 1 Ix) 8, dunng one year, for the
London County Council :—

Anii-Atlrition Metal Co., Ltd.,
Glengall-road, 8.E. ^accepted)... £3,791 5

LosDoy.—For the provision of two tanks for the
storage of oil for use as fuel in connection with the fire
brigade river surface, for the Loudon Conntv Council :—

Lysaghi, J., Ltd., Bristol £455 u
Lancaster and Co., Bromley-by-
Bow, E 345

Wbeeaoe Foondiy Co., Ltd., Dar-
lington* -^99

* Recommended for acceptance,

NiwcisiLE-iantt-LriiE. —For building a sulphate
of ammoiua house at the gas workB, tor the town
council :

—

laylor, F. G, (accepted) £285 10

Wandsworth and Forest Hill.—Tender from selected firms recently engaged in tramway works
for the construction of the remainder of the authorised tramways in High-street, Wandsworth, and those
from London-road to Park-road, Forest Hill, for the London County Council :

—
Previous contract for tramway

^"TuT/ed^o^prl^ioul Approximate value of
'^°'^-

contract rates.
measured work.

Coles, A.N Highbury Station to City-road 16 X'8,364
Ball's Pond-road Nil

Hill to Rushey Green 15
Jlowlem, J., and Co., Ltd.' Bromley-road

8.359
8,317
7,913

Norwood, 8.E.—For the enlargement of Gipsy-road
school, Norwood, for the London County Council :—

Cannon, W. G., and Sons, Ltd.,
London-road, Southwark ... £940
(Recommended for acceptance. Lowest tender

received.)

PrrrcHBECK.—For the erection of eighteen labourers'
cottages at Pinchbeck, Pode Hole, and Pinchbeck West,
for the Spalding Rnral District Council :

—
Contract divided between Langley, of Kiveton, and

Johnson, F., of Spaldmg.

Plcmsteid, S.E.—For laying mains and the covering
and adaption of two disused reservoirs at the
Plumstead station, in order to improve the supply to

' Canning Town, Alternative tendi

selected firms for

by of (A)

Metropolitan Water Board

:

Reinforced concrete.
Pocwra, T.. and Sons ...£1,746 10 4 ..

Mowlem, J., and Co. ... 1,657 7 8 ...

Cubitt, W..andCo. ... 1,449 ...

Bradford, F., and Co. ... 1,156 18 2 ...

HoUoway Bros.

the Plumstead
remforced concrete

arches and a concrete
third reservoir, for ihe

Brick.
£1,971 7

1.867 11 U

Rider, T., .. '1,093 10 3 ...

* Accepted.

-For the installation of vertical r

It the Regent-road gasworks, fo

South Islington. — For I

Queen's Head-street school, Islington, "for the London
School Board :—

Ashby and Horner, Aldgate ... £9,912
Perry and Co. (Bow), Ltd.,
Victoria-street 9,695

Blay, W. F., Ltd., Cannon-street .. 9,592
Wallis, G. E., and Sons, Ltd.,
Haymarket 9,351

and Sons, South-

Lawrence, , and Son, Fmsbury-

Brand, Pettit, and Co., West
Green-road

Roberts, C. P., and Co., Ltd.,

Daiston
McCormick and Sons, Ltd.,
Essex-road 8,398

Rowley Bros., Wood Green ... 8,335

Roberts, L. H. and R., Lower
Clapton-road 8.279

Willmott, J., and Sons, Homsey* 7.877

Architect's estimate, £8,610.
* Recommended for acceptance.

SiOKE Newington, N.—For repairs to two detached
and five pairs of semi-detached cottages at the east and
west reservoirs. Stoke Newington, for the Metropolitan
Water Board :

Keeich
Bate Bros
Porter, A., Ltd.
Oley, W., Ltd.
Ballard and Hogwood

Bros., Ltd.
,
3. (accepted)

£379

285

Stuke Newingtok, N.—For repairs and decorations
at Riversdale House, Green Lanes, Stoke Newington,
for the Metropolitan Water Board

Porter, A., Ltd
Keetcb. G
Oley, W., Ltd.
Almond, a 125

Bate Bros 121 9 6

Ballard and Hogwood 1'20 10

Clemens Bros, (accepted) 115 10

St. GEOKGE-iN--THE-Eisi. — FoT installing heating
apparatus in the Lower Chapman-street school, St.

(Jeorge-ln-the-East, for the London County Council ;—
Cannon and Hefiord. Peckham ... £1,172
Bradley, G. and B.,Lever.st., B.C. 1,137

Christie, J. C, Aldgate 1,100

May, J. and F., Lincoln's Inn-
Fields 1,107

Palowkar and Sons, Queen-street
Yetton and Brockett, Liverpool-

£150
1*4
138 15

1,083

Coles, A. N £4,194
Wimpey, G., and Co 3,972
Mowlem, J., and Co., Ltd.* ... 3,706

Dick, Kerr, and Co., Ltd. 3,572
• Recommended for acoeptanca.

Wi.vD,= woixiH, S.E. — For erecting an elementary
school for 906 children in Derinton-road, Wandsworth,
for the London School Board ;—

Bowyor, J. andC, Ltd £22,659
(Recommended for acceptance.)

In lieu of tender from W. Lawrence and Son for
£22,172, accepted on December 16 last, and since with-

—For installing heating
ith the remodellmg of

Capland-street junior school. West Marylebone, for the
London County Council :

—
Bradley, G. and E., Lover-st., E.G. £5)9 10
(Recommended for acceptance. Lowest tender

submitted.)

'9*^

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of

the United Kingdom; for the United States,
£1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium,
£1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. od. To any
of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

'.•Our Direct Subscription Agents for Australia
are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co., Printers and
PubUshers. 19. York Chambers. 105. Liverpool-street.
Sydney. New South Wales; for Japan, Messrs.
Maruya and Co. ' ""'"
Sanchome, Tokyo

;

£1 6s. per annum
paper will be sent by us direct to the
addresses.

n-16, Nionbashi Tc
live Subscriptions

3t. Copies of t

•.'The s

= 5dol5. 27c.
six months
Canada are

)ecial rate to Canada is £1 Is. 8d.
for 12 months, and 10s. 10d. = 2dols. 64c.
Our Direct Subscription Agents for

Messrs. Sells, Ltd., 302, Shaughnessy

Dd should

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. CV. are now
be ordered early (price rZs. each, by post 12s. 9d.),
as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XX.KIX., XLI., XLVI.. XLIX.,
LIU.. LXI., LXII.. LXIV.. LXV., LXVI.. LXVII.,
LXVni., LXIX.. LXXI.. LXXII.. LXXIII.,
LXXIV.. LXXV.. LXXVI.. LXXVII.. LXXIX..
LXXX.. LXXXI.. LXXXII., LXXXIIL, LXXXIV.,
LXXXV., LXXXVI.. LXXXVII.. LXXXVIIL,
LX.XXIX.. XC. XCI., XCII., XCIII., XCIV..
XCV.. XCVI.. XCVII., XCVIIL, XCIX.. C. CI.,
CII., CIII.. CIV., and CV. may still be obtained at
the same price ; all tbe other bound volumes are
out of print. Most of tbe back numbers of former
volumes are, however, to be had singly. Subscribers
requiring any back numbers to complete volume
just ended should order at once, as many of thern
soon run out of print.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge tor Competition and Contract Adver-

tisements, Public Companies, and all official adver-
tisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s.

for four Unes.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-
cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-
tion .Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words
(the first line counting as two), tbe minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 50 words. Special terms for series
of more than f^ix insertions can be ascertained on
appUcation to the Publisher.

SiTUATIO.SS VACA.NT AND PARINBRSHlP.'i.

The charge for advertJsements for " Situations
Vacant" and "Partnerships" is One Shilling for
Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight
words after. All Situation AdvertisementB must be
prepaid.

Situations Wanted.

Advertisements not exceeding Thirty Words,
inclusive of name and address, are inserted under
the heading "Situations Wanted," Iree of chaTge.

Rates for Trade .Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on
application to tbe Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach
the office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-
page advertisements and alterations or stop orders
tor serial advertisements must reach the office by
Tuesday morning to secure attention.

*,• Replies to advertisements can be received at
the Office, Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street,
Strand, W.C, Iree of charge. If to be forwarded
under cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Six-
pence is made. (See Notice at head of "Situations.")

Received,—B. D. C.-G. P. K.—Y. Bros.—P.—M.—
M. N. I.—D.—D. B. and Co.—R., Ltd.—G. S. and
M. Co.—Capt. T. F. R.—E. E. C—W. W. and Sons,
Ltd.—F. W.—S. P. H.—W, F. S. and Co., Ltd.—
Z. P. M. and Co.—K. M.—D. J. S. and Co.—A. W.—
N. W. L. U.—M. and C. Co., Ltd.—G. W.—W. S. Co.
—S. and P.—P. A. Co.. Ltd.—H. M.—L and Co.—
C. and Co.. Ltd.— G. W., Ltd.—P. B. and P.—
T. and M.—E. B. D.—S. M. W., Ltd.—S. W. and Co.
—J. L. and Son.—H. T. G.-S. W. F. and Co., Ltd.
—C. N. and Co.—J. W. H.—S. and A.—R. J. and Co.-
Ltd.—W. and D.—J. O. and Sons. Ltd.-M. A. G.

E. M.—Yes.

A. D. S.—Please send.

SHnxTEKS.—Not much, nowadays. 2. Yes.

Karos.—We have no record of the case. -2. Y'es.

3. Cannot say.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

April 11-

.. 15-
May 1-

Ferro-con Crete Bridge over the Meuae, Heor...
Literary InBtitute. Sacriston .'

-Workshops for Chilian State Railways, Valoaraiso ..'

-Foot Groups of Symholical Scalptura for New Bridge',
Radnor-street, Kelvinjjrove Park, Glasgow !

-Design of Banner, Gorsedd Mon
-Design of Workman's Cottage, Anglesey (£180) ".!'.'!!'""1!!!!

-New 8t. Paul's Bridge, Designs for (Sir W. Emerson
P.P.R.I.B.A., Assessor)

-Designs for Detached and Semi-detached Labourers'
Cottage, Home Counties of England (Max Clarke,

The Bureau des Travaux, Maison Communal, Heer, Namur.
J. Walker, Sec. Eliza-street. Sacriston. Durbim.
The Com. Intell. Branch, Board of Trade, 73. Basinghall-st., B.C.

-Designs for Concert Hall and Public Shelter, Hythe
-Champlain Tercentenary Monument, Orillia, Ontario

Canada (limit of cost £4,100)
-Villa-Flats Bt the Lido, Venice (limit of cost £86,000) "!!'.'.'.

J. Lindsay, Town Clerk, City Chambers, Glasgow.
5gs The Secretary, Eisteddfod, Llangefni, Co. Anglesey.
lOgs The Secretary, Eisteddfod, Llangefni, co. Anglesey.

£300, £100 The Town Clerk, Hallkeeper's Office, Guildliall, E.C.

lOOgs., oOgs., 26g8., two of logs. each The Publisher of "Concrete and Constructional Engineering,"
Waterloo-place, Pall Mall. S.W.

BOgs., 25g8., lOgs B. C. Drake, Town Clerk, Town Clerk's Office, Hythe, Kent.

£480, £330, £200..
The Canadian High C

Direzione della Campagnia II

S.M. del Giglio 3467, Venice.
The Harbour Extension Board, Helsingborg, Sweden.
M. le President de la Commission pour I'Amenagement

Agglomerations Industrielles, Rue de Louvain, Brussels.
W. HolliB, Sur., Southstrand Estate Olflces, Finchley, N.

£50, £25. £10 J.J Dickson, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Chester.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
April 11—Lunatic Asjlnm, Additions to Kitchen, Lochgilphead

„ 11—Infants' School. Biscovey Cornwall Education Committee
„ 11—Cottages (30), Earlestown Newton-in-Makerfield U.D.C. ...

„ 11—National School, KUlaculla, Tempo
„ 11—New Hospital, Bridport Hospital Comm
„ II— Retort House and Coal Store, Clonmel Gas' Committee
,, 11—All Saints' Church, Nave and Aisles at, Glossop

,

,, 13—Cottages (10) , Trimdon Grange Colliery Aged Mineworkera' Homes Assoc. ...

,, 13—Cavendish Memorial Hall, Thurston
,, 13—Blaine's Endowed School. Enlargement of, Hardhorn
,. 13—Parish Cottages, Repairs to, Gossoms End, Berkhamsted .. Northchnrch Parish Council
,, 14—Two Cottages, Cackle-street. Brede Corporation
„ 14—Electric Lighting Station, Extensions to, Felixstowe Urban District Council
,, 14—Two Shelters in Recreation Ground, Winchester Corporation
„ 14—Cottage, Redhill-lane, Godshill Isle of Wight County Council
,, llr—Two Labourer's Cottages, Coswarth, Colan Rev, Vyell Vyvvan
„ 14-Cottage8 (62), Hereford City CouncU .'.

,. 14— Surgery, Jerusalem-street. Rhymney Workmen's Medical Aid Fund Com.
„ 14—Semi-deiached Houses (18), Rhubina Cardiff Garden Village Co., Ltd
,, 14—Com Exchange, Alterations to, St. NeoLs Urban District Coimcil
,, 14—New Telephone Exchange, Liscard H.iVI. Works Commissioners
„ I5-Pari8h Hall, Holt, Norfolk

A. MacEwan. Solicitor, Lochgilphead.
B. C. Andrew, Archt.,8t. Austell.

A. Briggs, F.8.I., Town Hall, Earlestown, Lanes.
Rev. P. S. O'JSeill, P.P., Man.. Tempo., Co. Fermanagh.
Shayler and Bill, Archte., Wellington, Salop.
H. O'Connor. A.M.I.C.E., I, Drummond-olace, Edinburgh.
O. and C. M. Hadfield, Aichts., 19, St. James-street, Sheffield.

T. Stephenson, Trimdon Grat ge Colliery. Durham.
A. A. Hunt. Archt., 51, Abbeygate-street, Bury St. Edmunds.
Fairbrcther i Hall, AA.R.l B.A., Market-pl., Poulton-le-Fylde.

W. B. Hopkins, Archt., 143, High-street, Berkhamsted.
P. H. Palmer. M.I.U.E.. Town Hall, Hastings.
H. Clegg, A.M.I.C.E., Town Hall, Felixstowe.

T. Holt, Town Clerk, Guildhall, Winchester.
Straiten and Millgate. Archts., Quay-street, Newport, I.W.
Grillis, Hill, and Hill, Solicitors, Helston.

J. Parker, City Sur., Town Hall, Hereford.
E. Pugh, Sec, 2, Price-street. Rhymney.
A. H. Mcttram, A.R.I.B.A., 4, Park-place, Cardiff.

T. Spencer, Clerk, Market-square, St. Neots. Hunts.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
C. R. B. King and H. C. King, Archts., 2, Dean's Yard, S.W.

For Perfect Heating and Ventilation

To meet the modern demand for

abundance of pure warm air in Schools,

Churches, Hospitals, Theatres and other

Public Buildingfs, the Vento Cast Iron

Heaters have been specially designed —
they combine high efficiency, compactness

and durability with fewness of parts and
joints — their sectional construction facili =

tates handling and erection.

If you are interested, write for fully

descriptive catalogue— sent post free on

receipt of professional or trade card.

Cross sectional

^fflOm|?ADIArOKrOMPANY 439 & 441, Oxford Street, London, W.
WORKS: HULL, YORKS. Telephone Nos. : MAYFAIR 2153 & 2154.
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April 15—Pcliool. Additions to, Chi]

15—Prirk Retort HoiifP Miln'

15-MiU ProroippB, A.i.i.i.m^

15— WorklioupeMn-:
)5—Now Post Otti>

IG- Houses (Ul. M
l«-Colt»peB 1211V

17— Sfmi-detBchrcl !

17—KiBbtCottSBi-
18—Iron Bnildma m
18—Pair of rottBL'i^. .'

- •>

18-'IVo Honspe and >rtriii I

20—PnmpirB Encine-Honfc. '

20-Cl»rlisoii-street Schools, A

20—Conntr Prcoi^rtarv Pr-hrr

20—I,RTi"i- "^i.ir»t (11,1 T,,..,

20-Boil. •

SUTUDTSOS—eontinued,
Essex Edncation Committee
CJas Co

H.M. Works Coramif
Gilfach C.vnon Buildine OInb
Ashcrove Building Club

Warminster Rural District Ci

Visitine Cranm.tto»
Ernincbam Rural District Cc
Cheshire Conntv Council ,..

-Ton

22-EB-t('rn Ftver Ho.pititl, Tronchcsat, Homerton. N.E.
22—Infltmary, Wood-block Ploorineat. Pulham, 8.W. ...

2,}— Demolition and Alterations to Houses, Abingdon-st.. E

24~.«cliooI Enlargement, Oulton-wich-Woodiesford
24— Reinforced Concrete Sub-Station, Mount Pleasant, W,
24- County High School for Girls, Rxtendincr, Chelmsford
24— Scbool, Alterations to, Balby-witb-Hexthorpe
24- Police Station, Enlargini:, Alcflster

24-Meat Market E.\ten8ion of, Glasauw
24-8chool, Works at. Knotiingley Holes
24—Pair of Cottages. Alceeter
25— Wibeey Branch Library, Alterations to, Bradford
27—Cottages (200), Wrexham Garden Village
30—Bot-Water Baths, Beaver-road, Ashford
4 Central Cottages, Knala Lumpur
U— Cottages (20), Old Farm-road, Guildford Town Council

late—New church, Slaithwaite
. —Three Cottages, Semer Lodge, Suffolk...

. -Hall at P.M. Chapel, Michael. Isla of Man

. —Honees (42) , Craghead
I. —C.E, Schools, Alterations to, Maryport
I. —Two Cottages, Landkey
I. —Nine Pairs ot Semi-Detached Cottages, Bamoldswick
. —Works Offices. Estenwon to, Grangecown
. —Warehoute and Ball, Clitheroe

Rural District Council
Town Council
Corporation
Metropolitan Asylums Board

P. Whitmore, County Archt., 73, Duke-street, Chelmsford.
J. W. Bottomley, Man,. Gasworks, Milnrow.
Lunn and'Kaye, Archts., Milnsbridge.
A. Hopkinson and Son. Archts., 1.5. Agur-street, Bury. Lanes.
The Secretary, H.Nf, Office of Works. Storey's Gatn, S.W.
T. R, Rees. \f.S.A,. Bank Chambers. Merthyr Tvdai,
W. Roeser. Archt., Wildines' Chambers, Newbridge, Hon,
H. CaMwell, C.R., Estate (Iffiw!, Hlackwonl. Mm.
Higirins and Tbonierpon, LL,R.I,B.A,, 9, Pinsbnry-sq,. B.C.
T, Chadwick, A.R,I B,A,, IH, Princess-street. Manchester.
C. C. Hancock. Sur., High-street. Warminster.
The Clerk of Works. Asylum. Brentwood.
.1. T. Willis, Deputy Clerk, Cromer-road, Sheringham,'
W. H, Lancaster, Land Agent, 49, Nortbgate-street, Chester.
E, A, Hnrg. Boro' Ene,, 13, Grosyenor-place, vlargate,
W, ,iaci|ue9, A.R I,B,A,. 2, Fen-court, Fenchurcu-street, E.C.
The County Surveyor. Market-place, Huntingdon.
The Borough Engineer's Otfii^e, Town Hall, Barrow-in-Furness.
A. Shelley. Clerk, Town Offices, Littlehampton.
F. H. Hewlett, Archt.. 1, Polam Plantation, Darlington.
W, Sinclair, Clerk, Workhouse, Lishurn.
Briggs Wol8tenholme,4Thornely, Royal Liver Bldgs, ,Liverpool.
Wafon and Salmond, Archta,. 242, West George-st., Glasgow.

nmittee

Westminster Guardians
H.M. Works Commissioi
West Riding Education
H.M. Works Commissioners
Essex Education Oomm.ttse
West Riding Edncation Committee
Warwickshire County Council

The Secretary. H.M, Office of Works, Storey's Gate,
The Education Architect. County Hall, Wakefield.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
J. H. Nicholas, Sec. County Offices. Chelmsford.
The Educaiiou Architect, County Hall, WakeflaU.
J. Wilmot, County Sur,. tl, Waterloo-street, Birmingham.

West Riding Education Comu
Warwickshire County Council
Corporation

The Office of Public Works. 6t, Cocorane-stroet Gingo
The Education Architect, County Hail, Wakefield.

.T. Wilmot. County Sur,. B, Waterloo-street, Birmingham.
The City Architect, Town San, Br,vi|ford.

, The Architect. 21, Park-place, Cardiff.
W, TerriU. Snr., 6, Sorth-street, Aahford, Kent.

. The Under-Secretary, Federated Malay States, Suala Lumpur.
, C G. Mason, A.M.LC.E,. Borough Eng,, Bridge-st., Guildford.
, W. H. H. Marten, L.R I. B.A., ,"J, Cookridge-street, Liaeds.

. G. F. Letts, Hadleigh, Sua.)ik
.M.

ye Industrial See, Ltd. .

Co-op. Soc, Ltd

—Primitive Methodist Schools, Grassmoor
—Workmen's Houses (13), Glyn-Neath
—Cottages (12), Henshaw
—Garage, Shipley
—Four ( 'ottages, Bryngwyn
—Club Premises, Westgate, Bradford
—Property, Alterations to, Bingley
—l-wo Houses, Aiierton Bywater
—Rebuilding Parapet, St. Nicholas' Chorch, Hereford

Walsden Co-operative Society, Ltd,

.1. Rounthwaiie, A.R I.B.A , 13, Moslo.y-st., Newcastle
G H. Elliot. Archt., Heysbam, Lancashire.
H. 8. Johnson. Archt.. 66, Boutport-street, Barnstaple.

F, E, L, Harris, Archt., 1. Balloon-street, Manchester.
G. Clarry, Man. and Sec, Gas Offices. Cardiff.

F. B. L. Harris, Archt.. 1, Balloon-street, Manchester.
D. J. Davies, Gasworks, Hirwain.
T. S. Wilcockson, Archt., Chesterfield.

A. Farmer, Sec , 13, Bethania-street, Glyn-Neath.
J. E. Stott, L.R I.B.A,, Bridge-street, Todmorden.
W. P. Butterfleld. Ltd.. Galvanizing Works, Shipley.

E. L, Lyne, Agent, Llanarth Eotate Office, Newoort, Mon.
A. Sharp and Son, Archts., 19, Market-street. Bradford.
Nunns and Braceweli, Archts.. Bank chambers, Bingley.

J. Elaworth, Statioo-roal, AUercoa ^ywt^er, njir Jcih,l3[j:

W. W. RoDinson and Son, Archts., Hereford.
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BRITANNIA
VARNISHES, ENAMELS, and SPECIALTIES

arc the products of

The Largest Varnish Industry in the World

OMNILAO
A SPECIALTY IN COPAL OAK VARNISH.

FOR INSIDE OR OUTSIDE DECORATIVE WORK.

Manufactured from the finest raw materials and well matured.

9/- PER GALLON.

ROBT. INGHAM CLARK & CO., Ltd
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ARCHITECTURE: A MODE OR
MANNER.

The mere repetition of necessary,
elemental, and constructional units of a

building is not devoid of interest. The
fount and origin of architectural expresi
is constructionalism. Platitude as this

may be, its enunciation is justifiable, for

very little observation will convince us
that architecture is too often regarded as
a mere overlay—something tacked on to,

instead of, the actual building itself. Not
entirely or always, perhaps, in the better
examples of present-day domestic archi-
tecture, which perforce, perhaps from
motives of economy, is more or less good
as far as it seeks to obtain the greatest
value from that which we might term
"auto-detail."
Recently we visited a small house,

praised by many as something very good
in its way. The first thing that we noticed
was the nature of the hip-tiling. In place
of small tiles lining-in with the plain-
surface tiling, were practically half-round
drainpipes, flush and harsh, and sleek as
cast-iron guttering. The arrangement was
bad. By all means let there be simple and
severe geometrical lines in the mass out-
line, but let these be softened

;
present but

not obtrusive ; not' necessarilj' even,
nbvious. A hip in winding, broken-
1 lacked, of the traditionary dog's-hind-leg-
I'ler, we do not want; nor do we look for

1 he pleasingly broken lines becoming to a
liuilding after long years of storm and
stress. In buiding dc novo we want true,

straiylit lines. The distinction between
tlio lines that we do require, and the harsh-
ness of a stiait;ht-edge, is a vital matter
to thu designer.

Tho existenco of true, square, and
"plumb" lines is obviously of the essence
of architectural effect; therefore, some
might be inclined to say that the perpe-

l trators of the mathem.atically smooth and
L straight hip-tiling in no wise erred. The
I distinction, as we have suggested, is one of

I harshness v. gentle firmness. ^Vn autocrat

I
planning a railway over hill, dale, and
river, with relentless pencil-point and
ruler, may yet do so in a gentle, courteous
manner; and if we may define gentleness

in its application to design, this often may
mean firm repetition of units in jilace of

the accomplishment of a whole by one
crushing blow. The ultimate work done is

nomin.ally the same ; but, in the one case,

we may have success, in the other, as a

rule, certain failure. A hip-line consist-

ing of a number of small parts gives a

softened, a totally different, effect to the

harsh lines of flush, socketless drain-

pipes. The fundamental base-line, which

is made out by the mean position of the
several tUes, may—should—be as hard and
mathematically correct as the draughts-
man's straight-edge. It is rule unobstru-
sive—the rigid, law-given, fundamental,
geometrical basis, softened by the variation
in disposition of units to the completed
whole.
There is possibly nothing so offensive to

the true architect as badly-executed brick-
work, or the lines of building masses, where
decay and want of true foundation have
brought about all the horror of form and
line characteristic of ignoble ruin. On the
other hand, nothing is so pleasing as true,
solid brickwork. A cottage we have passed
almost daily for twenty years and more is

of some antiquity—"Georgian," possibly,

if we must name a style and era ; but, quite
apart from its mellow and age-tinted
walls, their squareness, absolute truth of

line, and rigid plumbness, after so many
years, still keep this humble labourer's
dwelling a thing of beauty.

It is the repetition of necessary, con-
structional, elemental parts—such as
bricks and tiles—that gives us what we
have styled " auto-detail "—an effect of

enrichment attending upon simple dis-

position of elemental, constructional parts.

To the sensitive eye, a well-executed brick
wall of pleasing colour is a thing of widely-
varied interest. We may ignore the actual
kind and form of repeated ornament, since,

basically, the mere repetition at regular
intervals is pleasing to the eye, and seems
interconnected with the sense of order, which
is at the root of what we call design. We
may, too, oversail a few brick courses, and
although enrichment is wanting, the
elements of effect, of virtual cornice, are
given. These considerations must ever

appeal to the domestic architect with little

to expend upon homely building. If re-

petition at equal intervals is alone pleasing

to the eye, we lose a chance of obtaining
a true sjiecies of ornament each time we
make a bar-iron hard hip in place of

softening the geometric base by numerous
parts, obviously the most frank interpreta-

tion of constructional necessity.

A line, the geometer will say. is the sum
of infinitesimal points. In arcliitecture it

seems well to exhibit plainly the points

that go to make up a line—the string of

pearls, as opposed to the string itself.

Arrow -lines, as fine and true as sun's-

rays, are of all objects beautiful, inducing
the belief that, since Hogarth's time, we
have been under an obsession. In archi-

tecture, and- other concrete objects, the

transcendent beauty of straight lines is a

thing we do not appreciate, because they

have been familiar to our eyes since they

were first opened. But a dentil course is

a thing of superior interest (not necessarily
of superior beauty) to the plain mould

;

hence, a homely brick-on-edge coping is

something vastly superior, in ultimate
effect, to the same harshly covered with
jointless stucco. Such we have termed
"auto-detail." It is inherent in the
material, its wise and sympathetic applica-
tion, the result of homely use and disposi-
tion of homely material, the difference
between the act, as such, and the manner
in which it is performed.
The art of the architect with a client not

overburdened with the ways and means of
evolving architecture, is therefore the due
seizing of opportunities for securing—auto-
matically, so to say—an effect of detail,
using this term to indicate a variety of
parts, not themselves necessarily elaborate
^the engendering, from simple means, by
simple methods, of an effect of enrich-
ment—of eye-interest, at least. It is little

more than " reduced" brickwork, plus the
cost of facings, that will produce an
effective dentil course, by alternating plain
brick and projection from the main wall-
ing. We cannot refrain from suggesting
that the art of evolving and correctly using
that which we have regarded as enrich-
ment—an eye-pleasing effect, germane to.

and arising from, natural application of

homely building material, is of a high
order. We can all put plain-tile arches,
and brick-on-edge sills, once we have been
shown how the thing is done.

Architecture is essentially something
built—constructed, put together; and the
act of such putting together, and not over-

lay and redundancy, offers the opportunity
for the purest and truest architectural
effect. True character and expression are

achieved the right and graceful dis-

position of organic parts, and the correct

and natural use of material, as laid in

position—brick on brick, tile and tile

superimposed. The putting together of

the component elemental constructional

parts is the act of buUding. Architecture

is the mode or manner in which these acts

are performed.

BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING
CLUB.

A .SCOUTS' VILLAGE CENTRE.

This drill-hall, witli a club attached, was
thus described for the instruction of tho

members of our Designing Club, when sub-

mitting their plans:—"A Scouts' 'Village

Centre, comprising a drill-hall, club-room,

dressing-room with lockers, a bathroom, small

kitchen and offices, and house for elub-keeper

and his wife, who will need two bedrooms on
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first floor. The boys' lavatory to have latrines

for three, and " urinal of four divisions,

reached from small open yard or covered

way. The hall to have at" the west end a

pair of big running doors, leaving an opening

m the clear 14ft. wide by 10ft. high for

marching in and out purposes. The hall is

to be suitable for a gymnasium. The plat-

form at cast end will be removable. The hall

is to be 100ft. long by 40ft. wide, and to have
clerestory windows, which may be dormers.

On the
" south side put a sloped roofed

verandah, 10ft. wide, as a play-shelter, with

oak posts about 10ft. apart, and a porch out

of verandah at west end, leading to the hall.

The height to top of hall-wall inside to be

I8ft. Walls to have dado of salt-glazed

bricks 8ft. high, above that level red facings.

Tie - beams to be used for gymnastic
appliances. Clubroom, 20ft. by 14ft.

Dressing-room about 14ft. by 10ft. ; lockers

for si.\ty boys. Bathroom to have three baths

in it. A clock-turret is wanted. The group
is to include the keeper's cottage premises,

the whole treated as one building. The club

room, which may project, should face south.

.V simple lay-out is desired, but a picturesque

plan is suggested, compactness not being

ignored. The site is at the top of an open
level field, with some trees behind the build-

ing on the north, where the boundary hedge
at present is growing. The materials to be

brick and tile, with hard stone sparingly

used. The drawings to include three eleva-

tions, one cross-section through hall, and two
plans. The plans may be to 16ft. to the inch

;

l)iit the elevations and sections should be 8ft.

to the inch. A view from the south-east is

required."

It will at once be seen what a very capital

subjectwas provided to be worked out. It is

quite up to date in character, and affords an

excellent scope for no small degree of fresh-

ness, as well as a picturesque and un-

pretentious treatment. On the whole, we
think the contributors who accordingly sent

in schemes have attained more than an
ordinary degree of success. The choice which
we have made stands as follows :—" Paolo

'

first, "Because" second, 'Owl" third.
' Amo ' fourth, and " 'Worm " fifth. The last-

named is too roughly and insufficiently shown,
and it is also much too sketchy for re-

production. Otherwise "Worm" would have
taken a better position. Such incomplete
work fails to do the author justice, and he
treats the "B.X." Designing Club with less

consideration than is warranted by the

occasion of this, we believe, his maiden
effort in our ranks. What is worth attempt-
ing is worth doing well.

"Paolo" scores very much on account of

Ills perspective, which is quite suggestive and
effectively sketched in. We also^think that
the design in execution would justify itself.

though the clock-turret seems very out of

harmony with the rest of the design. The
porch at the end of the verandah should have
Ijcen entered from the side only, and then
it would have served as a wind-lobby, without
having to add the projection now shown in-

truding upon the Hoor-spaee of the drill hall.

"Owl" is better in this respect. "Paolo's"
club is compact, but the narrow long passage
at the rear of the stage scarcely merits
approval, and the latrines would have been
much better against the external wall, in-

stead of overlooking the inicrnnl yard. The
kitchen to the keeper's eoila^p is not par-
ticularly handy when hot uat. r for fiinc tions
is needed. We cannot pro^s tins point too
strongly, because the contingency was not
individually mentioned. When we come to
the plan placed second we find the author
lins strained a point by entirr !y discr.iuippting
his club and cottage' fn.n; i i.lv
Raving his position by inti

in order to link in sonr up
together into one. He - im'
"eparate kitchen, which cnn .inl\ l,r ;;r.i at
by passing through the keeper's own kitchen,
roiiseqnently. it is not easy to gather exactly
what " Because " had in mind by this
arrangement. "Paolo" provides a covered
way between the scnllery and the main
premises, but he omits a copper, and shows
fo big boiler for heating water, which at
times would be needed. By taking his section

through the dormers he does not explain very

well the shape of his roof framing and prin-

cipals. In the perspective the effect given of

the slope appears to be continuous, of the

same pitch, and all in one line, whereas the

section illustrates a variation. The set-off,

or small break in the roof-lines, on the north

side, as happening between the main roof of

the hall and the attached building, is not

enough to warrant any such deviation from a

continuous plane, which obviously would
have been far preferable. The east elevation

illustrates the point of our objection. The
north Willis of both buildings are in one line,

and the author makes the change by reducing
the projection of the eaves in this way. need-

lessly altering the work above that point, to

the detriment of good effect, and at the same
time complicating a detail of construction in

a trifling way. By the look of the west front

of the hall there seems to be a pent over the

big pair of doors, though "Paolo" leaves us

uncertain. Another item deserves comment,
and it arises from an earth-closet being
shown for the cottage, the club conveniences
being described as "latrines," or continuous
receptacles for the soil. We used the word,
and he has followed it, water being used to

carry off the contents. If he intended earth-

closets, as the other description implies he
must have done, then it would have been an
absolutely bad and nasty arrangement to

have receptacles worked from a service

covered-way, as drawn. The only purpose of

these remarks is to help him to avoid such
objections in future. If water-closets are

used in one place an earth-closet is not

needed in another place in the same building.

" Because," already partly referred to, im-

presses us with a somewhat overstated idea

of his design, due to his having delineated it

in such an elaborate fashion, all shown so

precisely, so smug, and so carefully depicted
that we' feel it suffers from a finical and fine

pretension. He will, perhaps, say we are

hypercritical; but this is far from our in-

tention ; indeed, it is a good fault in a student

to spare no pains, while that quality is rare

in these davs of chic and dash. We will go
further, and add that we think his design, if

built, would be really pleasing and pretty. It

is too scattered, and already we have alluded
to the fact that " Because " has not strictly

adhered to our request that the buildings

should be treated as one. He risked exclusion

on that point, and escaped on a technical point

by the connecting archways. We would recom-
mend him not to risk quit* so much adroit-

ness another time, and to make his drawings
less fussy, as the process is apt to be self-

deceptive. The entrance at the end of the

drill-hall is encumbered by the proximity of

the cottage block. Had the doors been placed

more towards the north they would have
allowed of marching straight in, without any
rightabout turn. As they stand, the opening
is awkwardly adjacent to the doors of the

south porch. The dormers look too much
like windows to an upper floor. The clock-

turret is what Mr. March Phillips would call

"borrowed architecture." as it does not agree
with the character of the design generally.

The cottage staircase is awkwardly planned,
rising, as it does, so close up to the front

door. We are not shown which way this

door would hang, and either hand it would
be in the way. The landing above is poorly
contrived, and a muddle occurs in the stair-

case as such. Still, on the whole, " Because "

is second best.
" Owl," who ranks third, does not improve

the chances of his design by his comparatively
indifferent perspective. Wc are obliged, in

judging students' work, to take into con-
sideration the question of draughtsmanship,
and our aim is to help men on in an all-

round equipment. His failure, however, is

not strictly on account of his poor drawings,
because this scheme suffers from a common-
place, beggared look, due to the lack of

relative proportion in its respective parts,
which want overhauling to set " Owl's " short-
comings right. Most designs—and, after all,

the Designing Cluh proposals are sketch
designs submitted for criticism—are im-
provable by editing, like a draught manu-
script. For example. "Owl's" double-roofed
dormers would justify themselves better by

iirger. rantbeing made a little

their twin ridges; not wider, perhaps, _ _

taller. The ventilation pents above fuss up the
roof up too much, and might be omitted. The
turret rising over the porch is precisely what
we had in mind when we set the subject,
though this tower seems to belong more to a
mountain or hamlet church, and hardly befits
an adjunct to so large a hall as this. A gable
treatment would have been more in keeping
than this conical roof—say a saddleback roof,
with the clock faces on the east and west
sides. The plan is better than the others
in a general way, and in the special kitchen
in particular ; but the cycle-shed, obtained
by duplicating the verandah, adds almost
needlessly to the bigness of the premises,
already large enough for such a comparatively
unimportant scheme. The east elevation
seems enormous, while the chimneys over-
whelm the twin gables rather unbecomingly.
The bedroom windows impinge their heads
too closely on to the roof-rafters inside. The
living-room fireplace is not well placed in

relation to the window, and the club kitchen
is none too amply lit. The west elevation is

quite pretty, and "Owl" in some respects is

doing fairly well.

"Amo" displays a crowd of eight dormers
on the south side of his drill-hall, somewhat
destroying an otherwise good effect. His
cottage has a stilted look. The plan is

arranged as we intended as regards the south-

west porch. The house-yard is too cramped,
but the w.c.'s are placed economically to-

gether, and are reached through open courts.

The drawings are a trifle rough in execution.

The west front, with the bull's-eye windows,
falls short of success, the doors being out

of character, and they are panelled differently

on their two faces without reason.
" Worm," as already intimated, evinces no

little grasp of broad handling, in spite of his

careless and faulty draughtsmanship. The
perspective sketch, partly washed in, is par-

ticularly poor, though the portion illustrated

is on right lines. The yard is of a better

size than in the foregoing plans ; but when
lean-to roofs run up into a gable, as they do
here, their widths should correspond: other-

wise the effect is lobsided. The gabled treat-

ment for the dormers, with boarded fronts,

is a good idea, which is marred by the long,

low windows, giving the appearance of a

second floor instead of clerestory lights to a

big assembly-hall. For this object the

windows are not sufficient. The west eleva-

tion is out of keeping with the side, and the

bedroom plan of the cottage seems quite

paltry, with the windows set on the wrong
side,'where no light can be got. the hall-roof

coming in the way. "Worm" ought to do

much better work than this.

"Bournemouth Queen" overdoes the job.

and fails from want of a sense of proportion.

The clock-turret is a trifling oddment, while

tlie cottage, which faces north, does not seem
to belong to the premises to which it is thus

casually attached, specially in regard to the

ju.xtaposition of the roofin'g. This is a pity,

seeing that the author has spared no pains.

The clubroom is much too squat, with a

monstrously big chimney attached to it. The
fourteen dormers are "too small for good

appearance, but the windows on the north,

below the eaves, no doubt give ample light.

The raking buttresses we do not admire;

thev look like shores.

The dormers in "Pinto's" scheme are

better because bigger, but the break in the

roof-line, over the Verandah lean-to, cuts un

the effect iust where breadth is most essential.

The roof-framing over the hall is extremely

iiglv. and so is the diminutive chimney on the

ridge, coming from goodness only knows

where, as if by mere chance.

"Toby" puts his cottage at the south-w^est

corner of the hall and makes the club balance

with it at the other end of the verandah.

He shores up the walling of theSe little

adjuncts with sloping buttresses, doing no

structural service, and only encouraging boys

to commit a nuisance clos'e under the living-

room and clubroom windows.
"X." runs the verandah out to out from

end to end of the ball. Two doors out of

i

same lead into the hall. The roof-framing

makes a forest of timber, and the dormers
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are very deficient in scale. There is an
enormous forecourt, and the adjacent pre-
mises are much too extensive. The buildings
are shown by a very indifferently executed
bird's-eye perspective, wanting 'in artistic
handling.

" Marstonian " fails surprisingly this time,
scattering his scheme badly, though he adds
a rifle-range on the north side, which is rather
a good notion, as a balance to the verandah
on the south side of his drill hall. The two
eastern wings of his plan are devoted to the

club and the cottage respectively ; but these

buildings do not fit on well to the hall. The
best feature of this scheme is the grouping
of the clerestory dormers. No one ever saw
trees like these depicted by "Marstonian."
They seem to be cut out of tin, as playthings,

dodged about by a kindergarten class.

"Keystone" had a hall to do, and has made
it look as much like a villa in appearance as

possible, placing his adjuncts on to the south
side of the big shed, with its two Brobding-
naiian dormers set in bpt"pe'i tli"=e frontis-

pieces, wedging in a curtailed verandah just

below the dormers. The perspective is un-

attractive and poorly executed.
" Smoke " makes his hall unmistakably

dominating in size. Its vastness is un-

questioned. The cottage attached to it at

the west end, and the club premises pro-

jecting eastward, are intentionally small in

scale to add to this bigness.
" Enfant " puts a circular lobby-hall, which

is larger than tlie club-room to which it forms

nn apnronch. Tlie club kitchen has a window
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set on the cant to balance the entrance to the
premises on the other hand of the club, with
its enormous bay. The dormers are built of

brick. The herring-bone brick-built lint«l

over the double doors at the west end of the
hall is very odd. The spire-turret for the
clock appears to be " Enfant's " supreme
effort. The entire scheme is overdone and
too pretentious, though " Enfant," no doubt,
has expended a vast amount of time and
trouble, working it out with scrupulous care.

The initial shortcomings of his design are at

fault.
" Tee-Square " puts some businesslike big

dormers to a commonplace hall, which is

strangely slif.«i; m -.rtioii, having the rool-

timbers'bhirkrd 111 ^,>li,l m front of these
<lormerp. 'lli. ii!;,n i- \.tv crude and the

suggests a vav shed. Its

tower also has an embattled parapet. A
hipped end to the drill-hall roof is adopted,
so as to get it out of the way. to allow of this
parapet feature. The roof" itself is omitted
in the west-end elevation, in ease it might
mar this effect. No one can tell how the
tower is to stand, because it has uo walls on
two of its sides, owing to the ball precluding
such walls being built.

•' Section " ignores the rule as to size of
paper. He puts his baths and dressing-room
just where the verandah was specified to
come. The cottage is on the north side. The
western big doors are enclosed by a very
large arch of stone resting on pilasters. This
feature agrees with nothing.

LONDON COUNTV COUNCIL SURVEY
OF LONDON.—VOL. V.

ST. OILESI.V-TIIE-FIELDS.—PART 11.

Vol. V. of the Survey of Loudon, con-
taining Part n. of the Survey of the Parish
of St. Giles-in-the-Fiflds. is published, price
lils. Vols. I., in., i,„d IV. of the- Survev

of London, dealing with Bromlev-by-Bow,
St. Giles-iii-the-Fields (Part I.—Lincoln's
Inn-fields), and the parish of Chelsea
(Part 11.) respectively, can still be obtained

from Messrs. P. S. King and Son, Nos. 2

and 4, Great Smith-street, Westminster,

S.W., at the prices of 10s. 6d. for Vol. I

and 21s. each for Vols. III. and IV. Vol. II.,

which formed Part I. of the Parish of

Chelsea, was published by the Committee for
' th.e Survey of the Memorials of Greater
Loudon, who are co-operating with the

Council in the Survey, and copies of the

: volume can be obtained from the Secretary
to the Committee. No. 27, Abingdon-strcet,
\V,.;tniiiist.-r, S.W.. at the price of 2os.

Vnl. \ 1 , Aliieh will deal with the Parish of

lliinmi, r-iniil), will be ready in March, 1915,

ami will !» issued at the price of 21s,

The volumes are all issued under the

general editorship of Sir Laurence Gommc,
for the L.C.C., and Mr. Philip Norman, for

the Survey Committee. The main interest,

of course," will be found in the numerous
drawings and other illustrations, and archi-

tectural descriptions, bv Mr. W. E. Riley,

F.R.I. B.A., the archite'ct to the Council.
I There are no less than 107 plates in the

I

present volume, and twenty-eight illustra-

> tions in the text. These include excellent
photographs and many most useful measured

I

drawings of everything of arehitectur.il

! interest in the parish, which is rich in

materi,',!. Tin- lal.niir spent on the work has
evid.nil 1 ,,r love, and the Council
has li

:; the co operation so
advai: ,1. Architects and all

I

conrir, I

!

r liuilding crafts, espe-

]

cially. oui- Mr. Kil.v a debt of gratitude for

;

the discrimination and untiring industry with
which the work has been accomplished. For

,
all such, the volumes, and the one under

. notice r.p,
, lallv . am perfect treasure-mines.

'The maiiv . I, tail- nf work in the liouses in
Great (.m. . i, .|,., , and Bedford-square will
he fo'iu.i ' 111' In-lif-t value.

Members of the Society of Architects will

be interested in the general description of

their house on p. 170, and the reproductions

of the marble chimnevpiece therein which

form Plate 8G.
-«*»

SELECTED DESIGN FOR THE
MOTHERWELL HOUSING - SCHEME
HOUSES.
We herewith illustrate drawings of the

houses of the selected scheme in this recent

competition. The council propose ei'ectiiig,

in two terraces, thirty houses of type "C,"
ten bouses of type "A," and eight bousc-s

of type "E." the cost will be rather over

£14,000, including streets and sewers. The
area of land has been given by Lord
Hamilton of Dalzell to the council at £10
per acre, on condition that the council make
all the streets and lay the sewers, and also

reserve the triangular areas as a playground.

The houses are to be let at an economic rent

—i.e., sufficient to clear all burdens, and so

make the buildings not burdensome on the

rates. There has been a great dearth of

house - building in Motherwell, and the

council have been compelled to take action

in tlie matter. The houses will be built of

brick and roughcast with cement, and have
slated roofs. The finishings will be kept as

plain as possible, to give the best accom-
modation at the cheapest possible rent. Mr.
John Wilson, F.R.I.B.A., architectural

expert to the Local Government Board,

Edinburgh, acted as assessor. The author

of tlie chosen plan is Mr. A. Victor Wilson,

B.Sc, Licentiate R.I.B.A., civil engineer

and architect, of Merrv-street, Motherwell,

The lay-out of the land next Valley-street

consists of a row of buildings in Georg''-

street and along a new roadway set out

approximately at right -angles therewith,

leaving a triangular open space in front of

all the houses, which have a good garden
accommodation to their br.ck premises.
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Mr. A. Victor Wilson, B.Sc, Architect.

THE ARBITRATION CLAUSE.*

By W. Valentine Ball, M.A., Barrister-at-

Law.

PRELIMINAItr.

Before presenting this paper to the Society,

I desire to make one or two preliminary
observations with regard to the purpose I

liave in view. I do not wish to talk at large

about arbitration, or to treat ot its advantages
or disadvantages. Suffice it to say that it has
become, and remains, a necessary and ira-

portar.t par^ of our legal procedure. Again,
in dealing with the subject before me, I do
not propose to treat the members as if they
were listening to a new topic, discussed for

the first time. I may assume that most of

those who hear or read this paper know some-
tiling of arbitration. Many will have acted

as arbitrators, most will have been concerned
with arbitration proceedings, while a large

number are probably more familiar with
certain aspects of the matter than I am. But
I shall endeavour to refrain from hiding my
meaning in the midst of a cloud of legal terms
and phrases. In dealing with arbitration

from the point of view whicli is interesting

to tlie architect, I hope to illustrate my
points, not only by reference to cases re-

ported in the " Law Reports," but to certain

other decisions. Some of these are not easily

accessible. One has never before been pub-

lished. I shall not necessarily deal with

arbitration in its every aspect. I only want
to discuss with you certain practical points

whicli appear to me to have given both

lawyers and architects a good deal of diffi-

culty during the past few years.

CLAUSE IN THE R.I.B.A. FORM.

I propose to consider the subject before

me in relation to building contracts, and as

most of those documents are in a common
form, it will be convenient to consider the

arbitration clause which is to be found in

that form—namelv. Clause 32 of the form
approved by the Royal Institute of British

Architects. I have no doubt that it was
carefully drafted, with the assistance, pro-

bably, of eminent counsel. Nevertheless, it

is not altogether easy to understand, and
various interesting questions arise with

regard to it. Here is the exact text of the

clause :

—

32.—Provicicd always tliat in ca.^e any disinite or

difference shall arise between tlie employer or the
architect on his behalf and the contractor, either
diirinc the pro^rress of the works or after the
detH?rmination. abandonment, or breacti of the
contract-
as to the construction of the contract, or

thins then
the matters left to tlie sole discretion ot the
ect under Clauses 4. 0. IG. and 1!1. and the
se liv him under Clause IS of the risht to hav»
lork oipcned up1. or. as to the withholding bv
rchitcct of any certificate to which the con-
ir may claim to be entitled.

: of such disputo or ditfcrcncc, and 6ucb dispute

difference shall be and is hereby referred to the
bitration and the final decision of A. B., or. in the
ent ot his death or unwillingness or inability to
t, ot C. D., or, in the event of liis death or un-
llingness or inability to act, of a person to bo

appointed on the request ot either party bv the
president for the time being of the Royal Institute
of British .Architects, and the. award ot such

bitrator shall be final and binding on the parties,
icli reference, except on the question of
rtificate, shafi not be opened until after the com-

pletion or alleged completion of the works, unless
with the written consent of the employer or architect
lud the contractor.
The arbitrator shall have power to open up, review,
ind revise any certificate, opiiuon, decision, requisi-
tion, or notice, save in regard to the said matters
2.xpressiy excepted above, and to determine all
matters in dispute which shall be submitted to him,
md of which notice shall have been given as afore-
said, in the same manner as if no such certiflcate.
opinion, decision, requisition, or notice had been
given.
L'pon every and any such reference the costs of and
incidental to the reference and award respectively
shall be in the discretion of the arbitrator, who may
determine the amount thereof, or direct tlie same to
be taxed as between solicitor and client, or as
between party and party, and shall direct by whom,
and to whom and in what manner the same shall be

d.paii

Its general effect is as follows : It is that
disputes which arise between builder and
building owner are to be referred, not to a
court of justice, but to an arbitrator named
in the contract. In other words, the parties

agree to be bound in certain matters by the

decision of a self-appointed tribunal. That
arbitrator is to have full power to settle all

matters in dispute subject to this, that

certain questions which arise in the course

of the works are left to the decision ot the

architect.

MATTER.S UPON WHICH THE OPINION OF THE
ARCHITECT IS FINAL.

Let me draw attention without delay to

the questions which are for the architect to

decide. In general, they are matters upon
whicli an immediate decision is essential

—

immediate in the sense that unless they are

decided in one way or another the works
cannot proceed. The following is a list of

matters with regard to which the word of

the architect is final. These are :

—

(a) A decision of the architect with regard to

discrepancies in the drawings, or between the
drawings and the specification (Cfause 4)

:

(b) The dismissai of any workman at the request

of the architect (Clause 9).

(c) The removal of improper
of

speciflcatio
not in accordance

r instructions, pro-

the course of the

-letting of any portion

ork shall I

MATTERS WHICH MAY HAVE TO BE DETER-
MINED BY THE ARBITRATORS.

The following are examples of questions

which may have to be determined by an

arbitrator :
—

(b) Whether a pir icuU of wjrk 1 to le

reasonably implied
Clause 4):

(c) .*. decisi on that tting out shall he

amended at the co t of the cmplo er (see Clause f)

(d) Whetfier a deft t in 1 n I stated period

from complet
ship not in a cord I 1 eciRcations.

(e) Whether werk or was not

executed in a ccordii stecifieitions.

(f) Whether an cbj n if

or \ IS n

the w
other incleme c\ of the weather ( ec Clause 1

(h) Whether the works L uld re onably have been
completed by a cert: in date (=ee

(i) Whether the 1 ontrac or was entitled to

as provided 31 Clause "j

%cn h^ the architect to

proceed with the wor ksin aceorda nee with Clause "6

whi;thi;u aruituatuu can decide a point
arising after completion.

There is one point upon this clause which

has not, so far as I know, been judicially

considered ; yet it goes to its very root. Look
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tlic

roof

It is

okcd in a

nt tbe first few words of the clause, i ou

will observe tlmt the arbitrator only has

iurisdietion "in case any dispute or difter-

eiice shall arise between the employer or

the architect on his behalf, and tlie con-

tractor, either during the progress of the

works or after the determination, abandon-

ment, or breach of the contract." It is clear

from this that if a dispute arises wh '

works are in progress—e.g., before tl:

is on—the arbitrator has jurisdiction.

also clear that his aid can be inv

case where the builder throws up the job, or

the employer commits a breach of the con-

tract by not allowing the builder to complete.

The doubt remains: has the arbitrator juris-

diction after the job is finished in the ordinary

way? You will notice that he has juris-

diction with respect to a dispute arising after

the determination of the contract. Were

this the only clause in the whole contract in

which the word "determination" is used, I

should take the view that it is equivalent to

the word "end" or "completion." But it it

means, or is intended to mean, "completion.'

nothing would have been easier than for Iho

draughtsman to use the word "completion."

That word "completion" is, in fact, used ni

the contract. See, for instance. Clause 1/,

which deals with defects, etc., appearing

"within .... months from the completion

of the works." The fact is, however, that

the word "determination," as used in this

contract, is a term of art—that is to say, it

is a word with a special meaning. Look, for

instance, at Clause 31. That clause provides

for what is to happen if the employer does

not honour a certificate, or if the employer

becomes bankrupt, and the trustee in bank-

ruptcy does not satisfy the contractor that

he can carry out the contract. In these cases

the contractor may determine tlie contract

by notice in writing to tbe architect, and

recover from the employer p;,ymciit for all

work executed, and for any loss he may
sustain upon any plan or material supplied

or purchased or prepared for tbe purposes

of the contract. "Determination" of tho

contract is, therefore, a different thing from

"completion," and I venture to express the

opinion that after final completion of works

the assistance of the arbitrator appointed

under the contract can no longer be invoked.

For instance, suppose a defect appears after

completion—such, for instance, as subsidence

of a wall or the dry-rot of joists on tlie

ground floor. The employer may complain

that these defects were due to the fault of

the builder; but if he wants to obtain redress

he must do so by action at law. In this con-

nection it should be borne in mind that the

final certificate of the architect is not con-

clusive as to the sufficiency of any work or

materials to which it relates so as necessarily

to 'relieve the contractor from liability.

It will be noticed that the reference is not

to be opened until after the completion, or

alleged completion, of the works, unless with

the written consent of the parties. It is

necessary to bear in mind the distinction be-

tween a reference itself and the cause of the

reference, or the subject-matter of the

dispute. Tlif ii.iiKiI li. iniuK of the ni-bitm-

tion is not lo i;,l.r p!,,, ,. until after com-

pletion, but <' I li:i.- ;^liv:uly iiulicateil) tl...

cause of IIk- " r ' t-'-l \r.::'- ari-^ni li.-fr,r-.>

that time. 1
.

, i
i ,,i ili- :, 1

1.-

trator ha--
i

decision or I i ,

it comes al"".' ••
:

!• !.
. l mm :,1 -

time or other 1..- ,;ill,.il upon to support his

own certificate in the witness-box. Tn tliese

circumstances, the propriety of his seeing

that his certificate can be fully supported on
the ground of fairness will be obvious.

DAMAGES FOR DELAY WHEN TIME HAS BEEN
EXTENDED.

There is a very important C|uestion arising

on the Institute form to which I would like

to refer. The architect has power to extend
the time for completion in certain cases.

Thus, if delay is caused by a strike or Ixid

weather, or extras, or in consef|uence of the

contractor not having received in due time
necessary instructions from the architect, the

nrchitect must make a fair and reasonable ex-

tension of lime for completion in respect

thereof. Mere extension of time

will not always be sufficient for tbe con-

tractor. Delavniay have the effect of throwing

the work over into the winter months, or it

may otherwise increase cost by rendering it

necessary for building operations to be carried

out at a time when labour is scarce am
pensive. May the employer, in such circum-

stances, claim damages and seek to have the

amouut determined by arbitration? This

very question arose in a recent case, which is

not" reported, but which came under my
notice. The name of the case is "Trollope

and Sons and Colls and Sons, Ltd., v. W. M.

G Singer." and it was heard by Mr. Justice

Chaiiiiell. on December 1, 1913. The material

facts wei-e that, owing to delay in giving

orders for works, the clerk of the works was

kept idle, and the builder sustained other

damage. He sought to recover this in arbi-

tration proceedings, when the employer took

tlie point that there was no claim. Mr.

.Tiistice Channell said (according to a copy of

tlie shorthand note of his judgment):

1 ti:i\f onlv to deal with certain matters which are

opin

If hf lias included matters out-side his ji

is f.>r the Divisional Court and not for me to take

them into account. In substance an .iward in the

form of a special case is equivalent to a request t)y

tho arbitrator to inform his mind upon certain

pointJi I have to deal with the contentions put

forward in paragraphs IS, I'.l, 20, and 21.

Paragraph 18 is as follows (his lordship read

this paragraph, and continued)

:

"It is contended that the power to extend the time

wliich is given in certain events by Clause :;; has
tor dainu

of ,.^. ... other words, it is urjzed that

time is to be deemed to satisfy all

1 cannot think that is what it means.

The Clause specines a
happening of which the
extend; indeed, ho is nc

clause says he shall, in those ke a fai

_ of time for completion li

respect thereof. I have to consider what they are

They fall into three categories. The first two ar

forc'e mfijeiire, and exceptionally inclement weather.

In respect of these the contractors might (unless

ih< ,
, .

I
iillv provided for in the contract) say:

1

,...[' my fault that I have not com-
iili.T was bad.' He could make a

':,,,., ;,,;; 11 ho has contracted to do the work

uuluu .1 I'UlHMlar time tho risk would be his

aicuriiing to our law. Although, in that case, he

might ask for an extension, he would not be entitled

to it. Unless the contract contains some such Clause

as 25 which provides for force majeure, the con-

tractor would have to take the risk. The Clause

then goes on to a dilTerent class ot thing, ' by reason

of authorised extras or additions.' Authorised extras

and additions are, of course, extras authorised and

contemplated by the contract. They do not amount
to a breach of contract. It is no breach of contract

bv an employer to order something extra, and as a

rule the contract shows that it is contemplated that

there shall be extras, and the contract even provides

a way of dealing with them and a way of ascertaining

them". Nevertheless, an extra is a thing which, if

done, and if so done as to make it impra
complete the work in the contract time, p

• In • .lo

»hich it is obviously
;xtension of time."
. John's College,' L

: the
him in respect ot non-completion in the exti

time. Then there is a third event or series of e

in which this Clause comes into operation. Tha
breach or breaches ot contract by the employ

do not distinguish between a breach )iy bini ai

his agent. If such breaches are committcil. a

to have those damages, and I must, therefore, decidt

against tho employer."

I have given that extract from this judgment
at length, because it is not recorded else-

where, and may he of value to those member;

ot the Society who ever have to construe

Clause 25. The case of " Bush v. White-
haven Trustees" (1888), 2 H.B.C., 118, m.iy

also be referred to in this connection.

GROUNDS FOR OBJECTING TO AN ARIilTRATOR.

It does not follow that because a man is

named as arbitrator in a contract he will

necessarily be allowed to act, or that the

parties will necessarily be compelled to

submit their disputes to him. Circumstances

may arise which render it inequitable that he

should act. He may have become biassed by

his position, as where, for instance (to take

an extreme case), he were to enter into

partnership with one of the parties to the

contract. I do not propose to consider all

the various grounds upon which an arbi-

trator may be objected to, but there is one

aspect of the matter which it is important to

deal with. A question has arisen in many
recent eases whether a person employed and

paid by one party to a contract can properly

act as arbitratorin the settlement of disputes.

This point is hardly germane to a discussion

of Clause 32 of the R.I.B.A. Form, because

it is there impliedly, if not expressly, declared

thai I lie .'irlulriilo'r shall be an independent
person. I liii- (;is we have already seen when
pcrii-iii- I lie rhnise), disputes are referred

"to I he iirliitr:itioii and the final decision ot

A. B., or, in the event of his death or un-

willingness or inability to act, of C. D., or, in

the event of his death' or unwillingness or in-

ability to act, of a person to be appointed on

the request of either party by the President

tor the time being of the Royal Institute ot

British Architects, and the award of sucli

arbitrator shall be final and binding on the

parties." It is manifest that the architect—

that is to say, the architect acting under

the contract—could hardly be the arbitrator

within the meaning of this clause. If he

were he might be placed in the absurd and

anomalous position of having to review his

own decisions ! But many of you may have

clients who are groaning under an arbitra-

tion clause. Thus, in contracts with local

authorities it not infrequently happens that

disputes are all referred to the county or

borough .surveyor, and the builder or con-

tractor may very well take exception to his

acting when the time comes. I need hardly

point out that he cannot be objected to

merely because he is in the employment of

and is paid by one party. It has long been

settled by law that this does not disqualify

him. But the cases go further. They show

that even where a man may possibly be

biassed, or has expressly declared himself on

a matter, he is not necessarily disqualified.^

In "Jackson v. Barry Railway Company

(1893, 1 Ch., 238) objection was taken to an

engineer of a railway company acting in the

capacity of arbitrator, because in a pre-

liminary correspondence he had expressed a

view adverse to the interests of the con-

tractor. This fact did not induce the Court

of Appeal to say that he was unfit to act.

Lord Justice Bo"wen said :
" To an adjudica-

tion in such a peculiar reference the engineer

cannot be expected to, nor was it intended

that he should, come with a mind free from the

limiian weakness of a preconceived opinion.

The perfectly open jiuleni..|it, the absence ot

all previously formed or pronounced views—

which in an ordinary arbitrator are natural

and to be looked for— iieithcr party to tho

contract proposed to exact from the arbi-

trator of their choice. They knew well that

he possibly, or probably, must be committed

to the prior view of his own, and that he

might not be impartial in the ordinary sense

of the word. What they relied on was his

professional honour, his practice, his in-

telligence, and the contractor certainly had a

right to demand that whatever views the

engineer might have formed he would be

ready to listen to argument, and at the last

mom'ent to determine as fairly as he could,

after all had been said and heard." The

doctrine above enunciated has been con-

.i„ht siderably modified by certain recent decisions.

Thus, it has been held by various judges that

a reference to the surveyor or architect ot

one party will not lie enforced :
(a) if the

question "to be decided is one which cannot

be properly determined williout the cross-

ts the
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examination of the siirvevor (" Freeman v.

Chester Rural District "Council," 1911, 1

K.B., 783); (b) if the dispute be as to the
exist-ence and terms of an agreement made
between the survejor (acting for the building
owner) and the contractor (" Aird v. Bristol
Corporation," 1912, 28 T.L.R., 278); (c) if

the question is whether the surveyor did, or
did not, act unreasonably—e.g.. by making
alterations and amendments in drawings, by
delaying the delivery of drawings and
materials, and by rejecting suitable material
( "Blackwcll V. Derby Corporation," 1909, 75
J.P., 129); (d) if, although acting honestly,
the surveyor has lost his independence by
conferring with, and accepting advice from,
one party to the contract (" Roberts v. Hick-
man." 2'H.B.C., 3rd Supplement, p. 10); (e)

the contractor will not be compelled to
submit if the matter in issue is an unseemly
personal dispute raising a vindictive feeling
between the engineer and the contractor, and
the engineer has so strongly expressed his
view that it amounts to a prejudgment
("Nuttall'v. Manchester Corporation," 1893,
8 T.L.R.. 513). I think it may be said that in
the above cases the Courts have gone as far
as they are likely to go in the direction of
relieiing contractors from the arbitration
clause. I liave heard of the following attempt
to extend the doctrine. A dispute was on
foot between a contractor for the erection
of a county hospital and the local authority.
The contractor had made a large claim for
extras, and the architect had quoted the
county surveyor, who was named as arbi-
trator in the contract, as having said that in

allowing for extras he had already taken the
contractor's claim into account. In these
circumstances the contractor sought to have
the reference to the surveyor set aside on the
ground that the surveyor had already com-
mitted himself to a view of the matter. He
failed in hi'; nttempt. It may seem odd that a
reference should in any case be ordered to
proceed when one party takes serious objec-
tion to the arbitrator; but when considering
this class of case, it is well to remember that
the parties have voluntarily bound them-
selves to submit disputes to a certain person.
In the stress of coiiipetltion your builder or
contractor makes a tender and rushes blindly
in without considering the arbitration or any
other clause. He has only himself to blame
if, when disputes arise, the judge who is to

consider them is not altogether to his liking.

CONDUCT OF THE .1RBITR.4T0R.

Having said thus much about the arbitra-

tion clause, I should like to devote the rest of

my time to the conduct of an arbitrator.

Perhaps a few hints on this matter from the
point of view of a lawyer may be found
useful. The function of an arbitrator is

similar to that of every judge. He is there
to "liear and determine." "Audi alteram
partem" is an iniunction to be kept
constantly in mind. One side is all very well
until von hear the other. The evidence
which a witness gives in chief may be fairly

convincing until you hear what lie says in

cross-examination. The case for the plaintiff

may sound unanswerable as presented by
counsel in his opening speech ; but it is

essential for the arbitrator to keep an open
mind. Let me remind you of what one of the
greatest chancellors of all time said concern-
ing the duty of a judge. " .ludces," wrote
Lord Bacoi"., in his essay entitled "Of
Judicature," "ought to be more learned than
wittv, more reverend than plausible, and
more advised than confident." And again,
• Patience and gravity of hearing is an
essential part of justice', and an overspoaking
judge is no well-tuned cymbal. . . . The
parts of a judge in hearing are four: to

direct the evidence ; to moderate length,

repetition, or impertinency of speech; to re-

capitulate, select, and collate the material

points of that wliich hath been said ; and to

give the rule of sentence." It would be
almost impossible to state the whole duty of

a judge in a smaller compass. There'is much
to be learned from watching the cross-

examination of the witnesses. Close atten-

tion to the demeanour and unconscious
actions of the man in the box may help to

elicit the truth. Anyone who ever attended

the County-court at Whitechapel or Blooms-
bury in the lifetime of Judge Bacon must
have been struck by the tact that while a

Witness was in the box the learned judge

never took his eyes off him. Even when, in

the days of the insanitary oath, the plaintiff

or defendant was in the act of kissing the

book, the watchful eye was always open.

"The witness has not been sworn," the judge

would say ;
" he only kissed his thumb !

" It

was by dint of this minute observation that

justice would be done in a court where
perjury was often regarded by litigants as

quite a minor offence. The power of being

able to keep an open mind until all that can

be said has been said is also an integral part

of the judieial faculty. A celebrated judge
(who is still living) was once chaffed for

having changed his mind during the course of

an argument. His only comment was, " I

rejoice to think that I am not so old as to be
incapable of being convinced by argument."
The relative importance of the" evidence
given by various witnesses must, of course,

be decided on the spot. It is well, however,

to beware of the witness who is too glib, and
of the expert witness who is obviously trying

to fight the ease of those on whose behalf he
is appearing. The architect sitting as

arbitrator must of necessity use his own
judgment in deciding technical matters. He
has scarcely any need to rely on the evidence
of experts, although it is very desirable that

he should give due weight to their opinions.

He must not, however, refuse to hear evi-

dence and argument. I know of a case in

which an engineer had been asked to settle

a dispute about a motor-car. After counsel

for the plaintiff, he asked to see the vehicle

in question, which was brought to a con-

venient place outside the Court. Having
seen the car, the arbitrator said :

" I have
made up my mind about this matter, and do
not want to hear further evidence or argu-

ment." An award made in such circum-

stances could be set aside as not having been
made by the arbitrator in the proper dis-

charge of his duty.

CONSULTING A LAWYER.
Arbitration is sometimes resorted to as a

means of adjusting disputes without in-

voking the assistance of the lawyer. There
are many arbitration cases where legal aid

can well be dispensed with ; but the

arbitrator should remember that he is

entitled to consult his solicitor either for the

purpose of drawing up his award, or in con-

nection with other matters arising during the

proceedings. For instance, suppose a

question arose during the hearing of a case

as to whether a particular document was ad-

missible in evidence, the arbitrator might
take the opportunity during an adjournment
of consulting his solicitor on the point.

Again, for the purpose of drawing up his

award, the arbitrator will do well to consult

his solicitor. I had a case within my own
personal experience where the arbitrator, an
eminent engineer, was accompanied by his

solicitor throughout the proceedings. I

should say, however, that he asked the

consent of parties beforehand. There should,

however, be a limit to the delegation of his

duties by an arbitrator. The parties before

him want his opinion, not that of a lawyer.

I knew of one case where the arbitrator

having procured a copy of the transcript of

the .shorthand note of the proceedings, sub-

mitted the whole matter to a member of the

Bar, to draw up his award for him. That
was not, in my opinion, a proper discharge of

his duty, although I do not know by what
method' it could be attacked, seeing that the

award, as finally issued, was duly signed by
the arbitrator, and otherwise in order.

POWER TO STATE A SPECIAL CASE.

It is well to remember that it is the right

and privilege of every arbitrator to state his

award in the form o"f a special case for the

opinion of the Court. Thus, if a difficult

question of law arises, the parties may be
willing that the arbitrator shall decide it. In

that event, he ought to decide it to the best

of his ability. He must, however, if so

requested by one or other of the parties,

state his award in such a way that the Court
will decide the point of law, and allow the

award to go in one event for the plaintiff and
the other for the defendant. It would also

seem tliat if the arbitrator himself desires to

have the assistance of the Court to decide a

point of law, he may state his award in the

form of a special case on his own mere
motion.

COSTS.

The general rule in litigation being that

the unsuccessful party must pay the costs, the

principle may well be adopted by an archi-

tect sitting as arbitrator. "Vae victis" might
almost be said to be a maxim of the law.

But there is a rule of procedure with which
arbitrators do not always appear to be
familiar, and of which I should like to
remind you. It is that if the defendant to an
action pays into Court more than the amount
recovered, he gets the costs incurred after

the date of payment in. Again, if before

action brought, the defendant has tendered
enough, or nioie than enough, to cover the

claim, and the tender has been refused, the

defendant gets the whole costs of suit. So
when acting as arbitrator, you should take
into account any firm offer that the defendant
may have made before the proceedings were
commenced. For instance, suppose' a builder

claims £1.1100 for extras, and before the

reference the building owner makes a firm

offer of, or tenders. £500. Having considered
the case in all its bearings, you come to the

conclusion that £500, or even less, is all that

is due. You would then be fully justified in

making the builder pay the whole cost of the

proceedings.
FEES.

A brief word upon the sordid, but not
wholly unimportant, question of fees. The
arbitrator may fix his own fee if nothing is

said about the matter when lie undfrtakes the

reference, but subject to this, that if he
makes an exorbitant charge, it can b6 re-

covered from him by action (" Fernley v.

Branson." 20, L.J.Q.l?. 178). It is well, how-
ever, to give the parties some notion before-

hand as to what the cost will be ; so' much
for the retainer, so much for a view of the

locus in quo, and so much per diem while

the hearing lasts. As to the amount to be
charged, I need not say much. Suffice it that

fees run high, and properly so, for an arbitra-

tion takes up all the working hours of the day.

and interferes considerably with the practice

of a profession. That the judges recognise

this fact appears from the case of " Mason
v. Lovatt." 23, T.L.R. 48G. In that case a

quantity surveyor had acted as arbitrator in

a dispute between a firm of plumbers and a
builder. The reference lasted for twenty-
two days, and the arbitrator was sub-

sequently employed for thirteen days in con-

sidering'the case. He also took the advice of

a solicitor and counsel on certain points of

law. He charged £527 10s., which included

ten guineas a day for thirty-five days, and
£110 6s. for fees "paid for le'gal advice. The
district registrar, disregarding the evidence
of surveyors in good position, held that five

guineas a day was sufficient, and reduced the

above amount by £283 Os. 6d. The Court of

Appeal set this judgment aside. Dealing
with the surveyor's remuneration. Lord
Justice Moulton said :

" The evidence is all

one way, that the price charged by him was
fair for a person belonging to his profession,

and occupying the position which he occupied

in that profession. The district registrar

was not entitled to set that evidence aside.

The true standard, in my opinion, of what
should be paid in such a case is what a fair-

minded man in the position of the referee

would have required if a bargain had been
freely made beforehand. In this case, tliere

is no ground for supposing the referee has

charged more than would have been required

by a fair-minded man in a free bargain."

There is one satisfactory point about fees,

and that is that the arbitrator should have

but little difficulty in recovering them. He
is entitled to keep back his award until the

fees are paid. As a rule, he saddles' the

party who is unsuccessful with payment of

his fees, making them part of the costs.

^ «*»
Mr. G. Stanley has'^ been conlirmecl in the

office of Assistant Engineer, Public Works
Department of the Colony of Sierra Leono
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COST ACCOUXTIXG OX COX-
STRUCTIOX-VTORK.

By Leslie H. Allen,

Member Boston Society of Civil Engineers.*

[Communicated by the Author.]

(Continued from page 502, last week.)

SECTION III.—THE TIMEKEEPINO.

(A) The Field Sheet.—On the job the time-

keeper is supplied with what we call a " field

sheet," an example of which is shown in

p'igs. 7 and 8. This field .'-heet is, we believe,

an innovation in timekeeping. A fresh sheet

or sheets is used every day, and is carried

around by the timekeeper on tlie job. In the

left-hand' column he enters the numbers of

all the men who are at work, and it will be

noticed that the tenth line is a heavy line,

and that numbers ten. twenty, thirty, and so

on appear on these heavy lines always, and,

if necessary, blanks are" left in between to

insure this" being done. (The object of this

will be explained later.) After having

checked the men in, in the second column

from the left, the timekeeper start^s on his

rounds, and in the column headed 7 to 8 he

places against each man's number the code

word for the work he is doing. On making
his second round, which is usually about ten

o'clock, if the man is still on the same work
he simply places a clieck in the intervening

columns, to show that the same work is going

on. The timekeeper has to make at least

four rounds every day, and has to find each

man on every round. If a man is not found,

his pay is docked, unless he can satisfactorily

explain where he was. It will be noted that

the field sheet provides columns for checking

the men in after the noon hour, and for

checking the men out at night, and for over-

time. The last column is the total number of

hours worked during the day, which is used

in making up the pay-roll, as will be shown
later. In going his "rounds, the timekeeper
carries the field sheet in a stiff binder,

similar to that used by the express com-
panies. On a large job" sometimes as many
as six or eight sheets are used every day.

They are, of course, all numbered up with

the numbers of the men before he starts on

his round. The advantages of this field sheet

are as follows :

—

1. The timekeeper keeps a permanent
record of what the men are doing every hour
in the day. This is an improvement on the

old method, when timekeepers used to take

the time on old pieces of scrap paper, backs
of envelopes, or pieces of old board, and
kept no permanent record of the work in any
form. In that way men were frequently

missed and their time afterwards guessed at.

and there was no check on the men that

showed they were all at work.
2. The superintendent can easily check the

work of a timekeeper. Most of our superin-
tendents, each time that they go out on to

the work, make a note of the numbers of

three or four of the men and note what they
are doing at that time, and on coming in

refer to the timekeeper's field sheet to see

what work he has entered them as being on,

and by picking out at random a few men
every day in this way it is easy to find out
whether "the timekeeper is doing his work
correctly.

3. It is easy to disprove men's claims for

more time than they are allowed, ns in

addition to the record on the payroll we have
this actual check on what the men are doing
hour by hour, and a man who claims his time
is short is confronted with the field-sheet,

which shows exactly what he has been doing.
4. On a large job two men can work to-

gether on the timekeeping, for on a job where
the payroll is as much as four thousand
dollars a week it is all one man can do to go
round the work and note the men's time.
He turns in his field-sheet to an assistant-

timekeeper, who makes out the payroll and
time-sheets from it. Under the old methods,
when rough notes were made on scrap paper,
this would be a very difficult, if not an
possible, thing to get done correctly, and the
result would be that the timkeeper's field
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work would suffer, and the cost accounts
would be inaccurate.
There are necessary limits to the number

of subdivisions made in the work. Some
timekeepers, with more zeal than discretion,
will multiply subdivisions without end if not
watched. It is a standing instruction to our
men that the labourer who shakes out and
bundles cement bags is to be charged to the
largest concrete item of the day, and that
the saw-filer is to be reported on the largest

piece of form work. All time on temporary
dams for construction joints in concrete
floors are reported with floors. The superin
tendent, timekeeper, and water boy are not
SCI charged, but are prorated on every item,
as will be seen in Section IV. (A).

(B) The Time-Sheet.—Figs. 9 and 10 show
the daily time-sheet. In this it will be noted
that the ruling is the same as on the field-

sheet, with every tenth line reserved for

iiumbers 10, 20 30, and so on, so that the
men's numbers appear always on exactly the
same line on each sheet. In the left-hand
colunui are the numbers of the men, and on
the top of the succeeding column are written
the code words of the work in progress.

Under these is entered against every man
the number of hours he has spent on the
section of the work denoted, and on the
right-hand side is a column for the man's
rate. The next two columns are headed " For
Office Use," and when the sheets come into

the office the total amount spent on each sub-
division of the work is worked up and entered
there, as is shown in the example. The ex-

treme right-hand column is reserved for the

report of the quantities of the work done,
which are entered by the timekeeper every
day, or, in some cases, where the work is

unfinished at the end of the dav, every second
nr third day. These sheets are" entered up by
tlie timekeeper on the job. sometimes in the

eiening. after the day's work is done; but
nsnally in the morning following the day in

whiili'the work was done. They are mailed
to' the office daily.

(C) The Payroll.—Figs. 11 and 12 show the

payroll, which is also ruled up in sets of ten

lines, like the field-sheet and the time-sheet.

This is similar to all contractors' payrolls,

and needs no comment, except to point out

the immense saving of time that has been
made by the use of time-sheets, field-sheets,

ind payrolls, all ruled uniformly, and insisting

on leaving blank spaces rather tlian using

\ery line on the time-sheets and payroll.

The payroll is filled in simply by placing the

field-sheet over the payroll, and transferring

the number of hours' work without even re-

ferring to the men's numbers. The payroll is

then checked by the time-sheet, so that there

is a circular check on the whole operation.

(D) The Quantity Report.—This has

already been referred to when considering

the time-sheet. It is, of course, of vital im-

portance that the quantities should be

accurately reported. "We make it the duty

of the engineer in charge of the level and

transit to compute the quantity of work done

each day and turn it in to the timekeeper to

enter in the column provided. It is often a

difficult matter to insure correct reports

being received on the quantities of work
done, and at the time the system was installed

the writer made a practice of visiting jobs

monthly and making a rough survey of them,

whereby he could calculate from his original

estimate the quantity of work done, and using

this as a check. The practice on our work
has improved a good deal since then, and it

is very seldom necessary now to make this

check; but it is one that should not be

neglected by anyone starting on a cost-

accounting system, as without this cheek the

cost accounts may be rendered worthless by

quantities either in excess or less than the

actual amounts being reported. On one job,

some years back, we found that a superin-

tendent had reported 20.000 square feet more

forms than he had put up, with a view to

making his costs look low and getting credit

for economical work. Our estimates show

what the total quantities should be, and an

occasional survey and a final comparison will

prevent any such errors being made now. In

concrete work the only item of labour that

can be checked from the bills is the stee!
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reinforcement, and every other quantity has
to be obtained by scaling and computation.
Tliis is also true in most other branches of

construction work, with the exception of

structural steel.

(E) The Inquiry-Form.—We also use a

brief standard form in case of any apparent
mistakes on any of the reports received from
the field. Often a man's rate is entered
wrongly, or a different number of hours
appears on the payroll to that on the time-
sheet, or time is reported with no quantities,

or quantities with no time. It is only by
picking up all these mistakes at once and
having them corrected that a system is kept
going properly, and the men in the field,

knowing that their work is carefully watched,
arc more keen in getting work done accu-
rately. This may seem to be a trivial detail,

but the writer's experience is that it is not
possible to get accurate and careful work
from men in the field unless careful attention

is paid to the smallest items, and any in-

accuracies or omissions are promptly followed
up. If the men on the job arc made to

realise that their work is important, and
really counts for something, they will be a

good deal more careful and eager to co-

operate with the office in matters like this.

{To be continued.)

THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF
SCULPTORS, PAINTERS, AND
GRAVERS.

I hrir is ;i ;;ood dcal at the spring ex-
liilntKiii of tliis society at the Grosvenor
liallery that we have seen before; but some
of it IS not unwelcome, notably Millais's
remarkable portrait of Mrs. Heugh, an old

lady of ninety-three (No. 51), lent by Mr.
Edmund Davi.s.

Of the new work, some is distinctly good,
especially Sir .lames Guthrie's portrait of

Mr. A. Stodart Walker (No. 23) and Mr. D.
Y. Cameron's "Ben Vorlich—Autumn"
(No. 10). Others worth mention in the same
room are Mr. Howard Somerville's " In the
Studio" (No. 9). Mr. G. Sauter's portrait of

Prof. H. G. Fiedler (No. II), Mr. Orpen's
portrait of Mrs. Carstairs (No. 29), and Mr.
G. H. Breitner's "Canal at Amsterdam"
(No. 31), though we like better his "De-
molition of Old Houses " in the next room
(No. 73).

There is less to interest in the Long Gallery.

The best is the "Black Shawl," by Mr.
Gerald Kelly (No. 58), a well-done portrait

of a Spanish girl.

There are some good drawings and litho-

graphs, among them those by Mr. Pennell, of

London and New York (Nos. 135, 136, 137, 138,

and 139), and Mr. Alfred Hayward's "Paris
Plage" (Nos. 126, 144. 185, 189).

is not much to say about the

e. M. lioilni's "Benediction," lent

I
.1.' Walden (No. 41), and his

Inil liy Mr. Ednuind Davis
iturally the best.

'fe

sculpture

by Lord
bronze
(No. 42).

The chapter of St. Michael's, Coventry, have
had plans prepared for screens for the sides of

the chancel in front of the organ and on the

other side, and for rearranging the chancel
seats.

Another step is about to be taken towards
the completion of the Cathedral of St. John the

Divine on the slope of Morningside-avenue, New
York, which has long been in progress, and has

been several times illustrated in our pages.

Plans by Messrs. Cram and Ferguson, of Boston,

Mass., have been adopted for the erection of a

chapel at the south-eastern angle of the

Cathedral, the estimated outlay being

lOO.OOOdol.

The trustees of the British Museum have
acquired a steelyard that was found near

Smyrna. One side of the yard is graduated from

lib! to 111b., and the other from 81b. toSSlb.

The weight is formed bv the head of a satyr with

a covering of fawn skin and wreaths of ivy

berries. Thev are also showing a diphyon vase

2ft. in height", of the eighth century B.C., which

has upon it geometrical ornamentation, and also

a procession of men in chariots and of w;arnors

carrying Bceotian shields. Another acquisition, a

bronze figure Sin. high, and dated probably the

first century A.D., is a combination of Athena

and the Egyptian goddess Neith.
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(InvttnU Calamn.

At the special general meeting of tlie

R.I.B.A. on April 27, when it is sought to

empower the Council to petition the Privy

Council to empower it to proceed to Regis

tration, on the lines we have already com-

mented on, Mr. Sydney Perks, F.S.A. (F.),

has given notice that he will move the follow-

ing amendment :
" That Clause 10 be referred

back to the Council for further consideration,

a revised clause to be submitted to the general

body at an early date— it being distinctly

understood that the members of allied

societies are not to have larger representation

on our Council than our own Associates."

Whether this is likely to second the

Presidential appeal for the co-operation of

the allied societies we do not know ! The

next meeting for the discussion of the

Revised Schedule of Professional Charges

will take place on Monday, May 11, at 8 p.m.

The Council earnestly trust that members will

attend in sufficient numbers to enable con-

sideration of the schedule to be finally com-

pleted.

The Brisbane TeUgraph of March 3 states

that Mr. Chambers, the President of the

Queensland Institute of Architects, waited

on the Minister for Public Works (Hon. W.
H. Barnes) on March 3 with a request that

a Bill should be introduced for the registra-

tion of architects. The Institute considered

that such a step would bring about an

advancement in architecture, and argued

that it was necessary in view of the modern

advances in construction and sanitary and

engineering It was claimed that

ilar action had been, or was about to

be, taken in the Southern States. Mr.

Barnes was told that registration would

bring to the profession better-qualified and

more highly-skilled men ; would protect the

public against incompetence, inexperience,

collusion, fraud, and wasteful expenditure;

would secure a greater protection of public

health and safety by scientific ventilation of

buildings and proper fire-resisting construc-

tion, and by an expert knowledge of

sanitary science generally ; and would reveal

to the public the experienced and competent

against the inexperienced and incompetent.

On behalf of the architects, it was claimed

for registration— (a) the placing of the archi-

tectural profession on a sound and recognised

basis; (b) the direotion of architectural

education in the right channels, as men-

tioned previously ; (c) examination of candi-

dates before admission to the ranks of

registered architects or the issuing of a

diploma ; (d) authoritative right to deal with

all matters pertaining to the profession—that

is, with the rights, privileges, emoluments,

and discipline of registered architects. Mr.

Chambers handed to Mr. Barnes a copy of

a draft Bill which had been prepared by the

Institute. The Minister promised Mr.

Chambers that tlie m.^itter would be sub-

mitted to the Cabinet, remarking that until

the details of the Bill had been looked into

it would be quite impossible for him to make
any promise. Incidentally, Mr. Barnes indi-

cated that the Government were contem-

plating action with regard to certain build-

ings. He remarked that in travelling round

he had noticed that in some streets, not far

from the principal portions of the cities of

Brisbane and South Brisbane, buildings had
been erected in such a way as to be a menace
to health and a danger to the public. He
had noticed more particularly one street in

uliich fourteen liouses had been built with

scarcely any division between them. There

was no privacy, and altogether it was a con-

dition of things that should not be allowed

to be continued. Action had been taken li_\

tlie Government in the direction of seeing

that such a condition of things should not

be allowed in the future. The present posi-

tion was that land could not be cut up into

less than 16-perch allotments; but, so far

as he could ascertain, there was nothing to

prevent a buyer of such allotments from

puttiiig dwellings on smaller areas. In a

climate such as Queensland's he thought an

effort should be made to prevent such a state

of affairs, especially when there was plenty

of room available.

The Building Trades Conciliation Board
met again yesterday, when it seemed likely

that some basis of negotiation for peace

would be set up, thanks mainly to Lord
Peel's good offices during the week with both

sides. Nothing was made public when we
went to press. Both sides seem tiring of

the struggle. Work is being resumed on the

County Hall, and the "call out" of the

maintenance men of the Office of Works has

met with no serious response. Not one of

the men at Buckingham Palace came out.

On the other hand, "appeals to the country "

are still in progress—on the part of the men's
representatives to the provincial unionists for

strike contributions, and on that of the

London Master Builders' Association by

advertisements for hands in the leading pro-

vincial papers—in neither, apparently, with

any great result. The sooner both sides put
themselves in Lord Peel's hands, the better

for themselves and all of us. Neither has

gained much public sympathy so far.

If the strike lasts much longer the Public
Trustee will want a building twice as big as

that whereon operations are suspended in

Lincoln's Inn Fields, so marvellously grows
his big business. During the twelve months
ending March 31 last the record has been
reached in the value of the estates and trusts

which have come under the administration

of the Department since Jauuary 1, 1908, in

the total of £50,674,865. This record has

been reached by a regular and steady in-

crease of business year by year, new trusts

having a value of £13,425,343, having been

accepted in the twelve months now reported

upon, as compared with a value of £12,067,535

accepted in the previous twelve months. And
still the public come along, eager to swell

the total. From wills still in course of pre-

paration, and with regard to which the

Public Trustee has been asked to state

whether he will be prepared to act under
them on maturity, a prospective business has

been disclosed' having an estimated value of

some £59,700,871. In some of these cases,

how^ever, it may be that the value will later

come to be modified, or the appointment of

the Public Trustee revoked; but against

these contingencies there may be taken into

account the fact that, according to present

experience, 75 per cent, of the wills which,

so far, have taken effect, had not been so

previously submitted to the Public Trustee.

It will be seen, therefore, that these figures

of the total business of all kinds, within the

knowledge of the Public Trustee, since

January 1, 1908, large as they are, at the

total of £110,375,736 (although subject to

modification from the contingencies just in-

dicated), may not wholly disclose the full

extent to which the advantages offered by the

Statute have been considered by the public,

and adopted by them in connection with the

administration of private trusts. The financial

position of the Department during the past

year has continued satisfactory, the fees

having reached a total of £55,283 6s. 3d., as

against £43,116 Os. 6d. last year. The

expenses have reached a total of £49,428

Os. 9d., as against £37,395 13s. 3d. last year,

thus providing a surplus of income over ex-

penditure on the year of £5,855 5s. 6d.

At the recent convention of the American

Institute of Architects, held in New Orleans,

La., a resolution was adopted relative to the

award of contracts for heating and plumbing

by the architects instead of the general con-

tractors. The resolution read as follows

:

Resolved: That the American Institute oE

Architects in convention assembled recom-

mends to the members of our profession the

adoption of the practice of direct letting of

contracts for mechanical equipment, such as

lieati[ig apparatus, plumbing, and electrical

equipment. This recommendation is based

on the conviction that direct letting of con-

tracts, as compared with sub-letting through

general contractors, affords the architect more

certain selection of competent contractors

and more efficient control of execution of

work, and thereby insures a higher standard

of work, and, at the same time, serves mor<,

equitably the financial interests of both owner

and contractor."

Referring back to our note on the mutter

on this page in our issue of March 13 last,

we are glad to be able to congratulate Lord

Beauchamp on the result of his intervention

for the prevention of a piece of unnecessary

and uucalled-for vandalism. By 28 votes to

12 the Southampton Town Council have

resolved, after a long discussion, that the

ancient Bargate in High-street should not

be removed. The town clerk read a letter

from the First Commissioner of Works inti-

mating that the proposal had been brought

to the notice of the Ancient Monuments

Board, which had expressed the opinion that

the Bargate was a monument the preserva-

tion of which was of national importance.

The Board could not but think that the

council were fully aware of the value of the

ancient gateway, and expressed the hope that

the scheme for its demolition would not be

proceeded with. We are sure Southampton

will be able to carry out its projected im-

provement in the manner indicated by us,

and that, if a little extra cost is incurred,

many will help, if only in appreciation of the

latest decision arrived at.

Mr. Will. Burrough Hill, F.S.I., F.A.I..

of 93, Above Bar, Southampton, sends us a

copy of an illustrated Appreciation of

Stonehenge which he has compiled and

published for private circulation. His

primary object is to arouse the country's

attention to this priceless gem of antiquity,

lest that little of which remains should fall

and perish. Dr. Stukeley, two centuries

ago, described the ruins as "one of the

noblest antiquities now left upon earth." In

recent years some steps have been taken to

prevent the falling of the rmaining mono-

liths ; but scaffold - poles can scarcely be

described as suitable for the purpose. So

fascinating has Stonehenge proved to the

writer that he has collected much literature

and countless works of art upon the subject.

Recently he was tempted to erect in the
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garden of bis residence a model, one-tenth

of tlie actual dimensions, of tlie temple as

it originally stood, with due observance of

the points of the compass and the sun at

uiidsuninier. This model is produced in

artificial stone, and has a most realistic

effect. Mr. Hill has also preserved pictorial

records of many ancient and historical

buildings of his native town, Southampton,
which have succumbed to town-planning and
tonimercial improvements. Attempts have
been made to remove the Southampton Bar
Gate, the once northern limit of the town

;

but, thanks to legislation and the power of

the Press, it is now safe from the hands of

vandals. In the ordinary course of progress

many works of interest must necessarily give

way ; but all should be carefully preserved
pictorially. Such landmarks as Stonehenge,
however, must stand for all time.

lu a brief, but interesting and well-illus-

trated, article in the Japan Magazine the

writer admits that modern Japanese archi-

tecture is in too much of a transition state

to be called anything but nondescript. Like
ourselves, the Japanese architects are still

talking about styles ; but, says the writer,

the public takes no notice of their theories,

but goes ahead building, mostly adopting
Western ideas. The results are hardly suc-

cesses. Some of them, he says, remind one
of the remark of the famous English wit,

Sydney Smith, when he saw a church built

after a model of St. Paul's, London, to the
effect that it suggested to him the possibility

of St. Paul's Cathedral having come down to

the village and pupped. Well, a good many
buildings in Japan nowadays suggest the same
idea. Certain Western buildings have come
over to that country and had pups, and the
question is whether they will ever become
full-grown dogs. Just what style the Japanese
people will eventually evolve or approve is at

present uncertain. Presumably much will

depend on how public taste is educated. At
present there is antagonism between the
architects and the public. In Osaka they
have recently organised a society to bring
artists and people into closer contact, and
something of the same kind might be done to

bring architects and the public together.

Saskatoon has plenty of work in hand for
builders this year. The local Board of Trade
Circular says local architects are agreed that
over 5,000,000dol. will be expended oji new
buildings in Saskatoon during 1914. Dominion
Government work will constitute quite a pro-
portion of the programme. Much work has
already been done on the big interior elevator
in readiness for the superstructure, which will
be rushed forward at earliest. The new
armoury will represent an expenditure of
about 80,000dol. The opening of spring will
also see an energetic commencemejit upon the
new postofRce, which will be a large and very
imposing structure, the completion of which
will absorb at least two years. The new
mounted police barracks represents another
important item on this year's list. Pro-
vincial Government expenditures are also im
portant: The 25th-street river bridge will
cost about 4.50.000dol., and work upon it has
been in full swing all season; 600,000dol. has
been appropriated for expenditure on new
University buildings, which are urgently
required. The Presbyterian college will also
be commenced upon ; in fact, the foundation
is already in. The edifice involves a this year's
outlay of about 60,000dol. In addition to the
above, quite a number of important business

blocks are planned. That of the Canadian

City and Town Properties will cost in the

neighbourhood of 200,000dol. It is also ex-

pected that certain prominent English

capitalists will spend about 250,000dol. in

buililing upon their central lots on Second-

avenue and elsewhere.

Mr
OBITUARY.

mes Henry Apjohn, M.A.. M.I.C.E.,

An obstreperous Irishman, employed in the

machine shops, had made so much trouble

that the superintendent decided to get rid of

him. Knowing that a verbal dismissal would

make trouble and cause a scene, the superin-

tendent decided to write Pat, which he did,

telling him his services were no longer

required. Accordingly Pat apparently

dropped out. About a week later, however,

as the superintendent was passing through

tlie shop one day, to his utter surprise he saw

Pat at his machine. He stopped and said:

"Pat, what the dickens are you doing here?"

i'at replied: " Shure, I am wurkiu', sor."

• Well," said the superintendent, " that's

funny. Didn't you get a letter from me?"
"Shure, Oi did, sor." "Did you read it?"

'I did, sor, on the inside and on the out-

side, sor." "Well, what did it say?"
" Shure, sor, on the inside it said ' Pat,

you're fired,' and on the outside it said, ' If

not delivered afther foive days return to the

works.'
"

TWELFTH EDITION.

This indispensable guide contains 2,548

pages (exclusive of indices) and about 350,000

classifications. It gives complete lists of all

the various professions, trades, and busi-

nesses connected with the constructive arts,

and tlie publishers have well sustained their

endeavours to make each new edition more
complet-e and accurate than the preceding
one.

No distinctions are made in the Directory ;

a small town, if a builder carries on business
in it, finds its place in it equally with the

large provincial city, or the Metropolis itself.

The work is as reliable as it is possible to

make a book of so large and comprehensive
a character. It contains:—(1) Lists of the

Metropolitan, county, and borough sur-

veyors; (2) every ascertainable name in the

towns and villages, alphabetically arranged
under each county

; (3) the names under eacli

particular trade, in London and its suburbs,
iilphabetically arranged

; (4) the names for

the rest of "England, Scotland, and Wales
similarly arranged; (5) the names for

Ireland, arranged under towns and trades;
and (6) the names for the Channel Islands
and Isle of Man, also arranged under towns.
The whole of the names given in the

Directory have been personally checked by
Messrs. Kelly's canvassers, and their returns

afterwards arranged by a staff of clerks

specially trained to the work.
There is one error. The Society of Archi-

tects has long since removed to its present
offices at 28, Bedford-square. W'.C lint its

address is still given at Staple Inn-buildings,
Holborn, W.C^, on page 1149. Readers
should make this correction. The list of the
Society's President and office-holders, more-
over, IS not up to date on that page, though
it is so on page 1369, where the address is

given correctly, and also on page 1164.

.accepted by the light and water committee, and
the name of Mr. John Smith, the assistant
manager, has been recommended to the conncil
for the position.

The town council of Scarborough have adopted
m committee an improvement scheme which
would entail an expenditure of about ^25,000
rho proposal is to construct a 60ft. roadwav
from St. Thomas-street to the Wesstborough
end of North-street, and to run eventually to
tho East Pier.

late Chief Engineer, Indian P.W.D., di(

Hammersmith recently in his sixty-ninth
year. Educated at Trinity College, Mr.
.-\pjoliii was appointed to the Indian Public
\\-il,- 11. ! iiiuent in 1868, and served in

l; i>i;:i to 1901. He constructed the
''

I
,

(anal, besides minor canal and
II ; ii ' I -"ils-i. In 1887 his services were

Ifiit to tlie Calcutta Port Commissioners,
with whom he remained until his retirement
in 1901, having become vice-chairman as well
as chief engineer of the Commission in 1891.
He took over at an early stage and carried to
completion the construction of the Kidder-
pore Docks at Calcutta. After his retirement
he was for some years consulting engineer
and London agent to the Calcutta Port Com-
missioners.

The death of Mr. Joseph Hill, a well-

known Birmingham antiquarian, occurred on
Friday at his residence, Arden Cottage,
Aston-lane, Perry Bar. Mr. Hill, who was in

his seventy-ninth year, had served in the office

of a local firm of solicitors for fifty-nine

years, retiring in 1906. Few men knew more
about the buildings, history, art, literature,

and ancient industries of Birmingham than
he did. In the course of his work in the

solicitor's office in New hall-street he had
access to a great number of old documents,
from which he was able to glean valuable in-

formation concerning not only Birmingham,
but places further afield. In 1864 he was
fortunate in discovering a number of deeds
which related to properties adjoining the

birthplace of Shakespeare at Stratford-on-

.4voii. These deeds are now preserved at the

birthplace. Mr. Hill was a member of the

Midlands Arts Club from its foundation, and,

as its president, in January, 1897, he
delivered an address on " The Artists and
Art Workers of Birmingham." He was the

author of a number of works, including a

transcript of the first register of the parish

church of St. Martin, 1554 to 1653, "Historic

Warwickshire," "Historic Staffordshire" (in

which he was associated with Mr. R. K.
Dent), "The Bookmakers and Booksellers of

Birmingham," and an annotation of the

survey, in 1553, of Birmingham, a work
which formed practically an early history of

Birmingham. In recentyears he took up the

subject of the common lands in the neighbour-

hood of Birmingham.

The urban district council of Rhyl have

adopted a novel method of settling the strike

of workmen on the New Marine Promenade.
The men struck tor a penny per hour increase

in wages, and the council refused it. The
manager of the works has now been authorised

to re-engage what men he requires at 5^d. an

hour, an advance of a halfpenny, and the result

is that only the best workmen have been

taken on.

.\t Blyth, Mr. E. H. Bicknell, M.T.C.E.. has

held a Local Government Board inquiry into the

application of the Blvth Urban District Council

for sanction to borrow £2.350 for the erection

of new buildings in the council yard and for

depots at Newsham and Kitty Brewster. There
was a further application for sanction to borrow
£400 for the erection of a convenience in Union-
street. Blvth. Mr. R. Grieves, the surveyor,

described the proposals.

Several interesting relics have been uncovered
at Newbiggin Church, to which a new north
aisle is being added on old foundations. The
pillars and arches that had been walled up have
been found very little damaged. The eastern-

most pillar has had a screen attached to it,

possibly a chantry, or a side altar screened off.

Two carved grave-covers have also been un-

earthed, one evidently the grave-cover of

an unidentified priest at" Newbiggin, as the slab

bears a chalice in relief.

The Castle Hotel. Windsor, has been re-

opened under the auspices of the Home Counties

Public House Trust, Ltd. The trust has spent

nearly £10,000 in restoring this ancient hostelry.

During the process, some old panelling was dis-

covered in many of the bedrooms; it had been

concealed for years beneath numerous coatings

of wallpaper. Beneath the lath-and-plaster in

the coffee-room the workmen came across a

Tudor ceiling, and this has been preserved. A
hall, to seat eight hundred persons, has been

added.
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BRISTOL SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
—At the annual general meeting of this

society, held at Messrs. Fortt's, The
Promenade, Clifton, the election of the

council and officers for the session 1914 15

resulted in the following gentlemen being

elected:— President, Mr. G. C. Awdry,
F.R.I.B.A.; vice-presidents, Messrs. G. H.
Oatlev, F.R.I. B. A., and J. Foster Wood,
F.R.l'.B.A. ; members of the council, Messrs.

G. C. Lawrence, A.R.I.B.A.. M. A. Green,
F.R.I. B.A., R. C. James, F.R.I. B. A., W, S.

Skinner, F.R.I.B.A., T. H. Weston,
F.R.I. B.A., and Sir Frank Wills,

F.R.I. B. A. ; associate members of the

council, Messrs. A. B. Botterill, A.R.T.B.A.,
and B. Wakefield, Licentiate R.I.B.A. ; hon.

secretary, Mr. C. F. W. Dening, F.R.I.B.A.
Mr. Mowbray A. Green proposed, and Mr.
G. C. Awdry seconded, a vote of thanks to

tlie retiring "president, Mr. G. H. Oatlev,

which was carried with acclamatiot). Both
spoke of tlie great interest Mr. Oatley had
taken in the society, and of the time he had
given as the local representative on the

Council of the Royal Institute of British

Architects. Mr. A."B. Botterill consented to

act as honorary treasurer for another year,

and a hearty vote of thanks was accorded to

Mr. Botterill and Mr. Dening for the services

they had rendered to the society. It was pro-

Ivisionally agreed that the annual excursion

should be to Frome, Mells, and Longlent.

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY (INCORPORATED). — The
annual report of the council to be submitted
to the annual meeting, to be held on
Monday week, the 27th inst., states that the

present membership of the society consists of

70 fellow^s and 59 associates, a total of 129.

There are also 3 hon. fellows, 9 hon, asso-

ciates, and 9 students. Four fellows have
been elected, all having previously belonged
to the class of associates ; one fellow has
died, and one has resigned. Three asso-

ciates have been elected, one having
previously been a student, and three have
been struck off for non-payment of subscrip-
tion. One hon. associate has been elected

The council have to record the death of

Thomas Harnett Harrison, president in 1891

and 1892. which occurred on September 22
last at the age of seventy years. The
attention of the conneil having been again
directed to the names of members of the
societv appenrilTsj on advertisement boards
placed on buildings under construction,
further consideration has been given to this

difficult question, and the council has also

conferred with the Manchester Societv of

Arcliiteets. Owing to the impossibility of

arranging thnt an architect's name so
appearing sbal] not partake of the nature of

an nrdiii.'irv r,,l\prl i^f.TP.-'iit, the council have
derf-i. 1 f-.

•!' -' '•
. :ine with the Rovnl

In<!|-' •
.

M i..-.^tpr Societv 'of

Ardr' .1 Miiii i is undesirable for

or'lioardings in front of bnildings in cnnrse
of construction." Where the arrliit.^.'f hns
been appointed agent for the lefting of the

property which is being erected, niid tbo
name and address of the nrchitect necessarilv
appear, the name «ihonld be without the
addition of the word "architect." or of anv
architectural initials. The report of the
Council of the R.I.B.A. upon the snbiect of
Rtatutorv Registration was received and con-
sidered.' In view of the apparentlv insur-

mountable difficulty of obtaining the Parlia-
mentary powers sought, the council
approved of the proposal of the Institute
that application should be made to the Privv
Council for a new charter giving the Insti-

tute estended powers. The council sug-

gested, however, that such new scheme
should provide for the permanent representa-
tion of the larger prnviiicial centres on the

Insiifntc ronncil. The Manchester Sociptv
having a«ked for the views of this societv

witli regard to difficulties enperi.-ncpd in

obtfiining the appointment of assessors in

small competitions under the Institute com-
petition regulations, the council expressed
the opinion that the Institute scale of charges

for the remuneration of assessors was too

igli for very small competitions, but they

did not favour the suggestion that the office

of assessor in such competitions might be of

lonorary nature. A proposal from the

South Wales Institute of Architects to in-

ude tlie whole of Wales in their province
did not meet with the approval of the

icil. A communication from the Liver-

pool Master Builders' Association having
reference to tendering was received by tlie

council. The letter referred to a case in

which the estimates having come out too
high, the particulars were revised, and all

the parties were again invited to submit
quotations. The Master Builders' Associa-
tion desired the council to recommend that
in all such cases the firm submitting the
lowest tender should alone be requested to

submit an amended tender. The council
replied that the arrangement suggested by
the Master Builders' Association could not
be made an invariable rule. The association
also drew the attention of the council to the
footnote printed on their members' day-
sheets in a form of words recommended by
the association. The association complained
of cases in which architects had disputed
day-sheets twelve months after the work had
been done, and of a case in which the archi-
tect had refused to sign the day-sheets
because of the footnote. The words of the
footnote are: "Unless objection is taken to
the above daywork sheet within fourteen
days from delivery to architect, no objection
to it will be adm'itted." After careful con-
sideration the council decided tliat it could
not ap-prove of the terms of the footnote, and
suggested the use of other words more in

agreement with the conditions of the
approved form of building contract. It

should be borne in mind that a day-sheet
which has been checked and signed is merely
a verified record of time and material
employed. The National Registration of
Plumbers having requested the council to
appoint a member to serve on their council,
the council nominated Mr. Richard Holt.
Tlie financial position of the society con-
tinues satisfactory, and the council have now
the gratification of being able to arrange for
the investment of a portion of the surplus

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS. — The Board of Archi-
tectural Education of the Kovnl Institute of
British Architects aiiiinni.. .

- ,t ii.,, ,l,^signs

submitted bv the follow -
, xvho are

qualifying for the Fin,,: i:.,,; i,,,:.,ii, have
been approved:— Subject XII i.i, . liL-sign for
a Lighthouse—I. Omar (Egypt). Subject
XIII. (a): Design for a Fire-place—W. J.

Allcorn, W. Alison, G. Bennett, R, Bowes,
P. Butt, G. E. Charlewood, W, T. Ching,
G, A. Cosser, D. C. Derrv, G. M. Eaton, E.
Fincham, R. Frater. B". George, H, F.
Gossling, J. D. Grant. R. B. Hall, G. L.
Head, L. E. Henshall, .1. D. Hossack, .J. H.
•Jacob, A. G. .Tohnson, H. Z. Kassem, M. D.
Koch, E. C. Lavender, R. M. Love, H. M.
Luyken, J. R. McKay, R. H. Maddock, H.
A. N. Medd. A. L. Mortimer. E. D. Mus
maun, A. H. Owen. W. F. Pennington, N. S.

Robinson. C. Rowntree, T. A. Sanders, G.
Shenstone, A. T. Spence, G. Allen, J.

Barford, W. B. Biunie, C. .1. Brooks, G. W.
Callendar, C. C. Cheek, C. J. Clark, G.
Davidson, R. A. Duncan, T. C. Evans, A.
Forlies, .J. S. Fvfe, H. T. Goodwin, R, G.
Graham, H. V. Hague, A. B. Hamilton, M.
Hendry. T. W. Herford, S. B. Howard, H.
v. .Jepson, W. O. .Jones, A. D. Kellock. G.
A. Langdell. G. S. Leadon, S. H. Loweth, J.

Macgregor, A, L, Macmillan, A. E. Maxwell.
R. S. Moore. D. G. Mowat. O. Newbold, C.

L. Pace, A. W. Robertson, G. A. Rose, H. A.
Ryan, L. H. Shattoek. A. Silcock, G. P.

Stainsby, A. E. Stott. H. J. Tebbntt. R. A.
Threadaold, J. B. M. Walch. H. F. Wnlker,
F. Williamson, .J. A. C. Taylor, A. Thorpe,
H. S. Triscott, D. W. Walker, H. M. White-
head, J. F. Wilson. Subject XIII. (b) -.

Design for a Footbridge—W. A. C. Adams,
H. Andrew, J. R. Armstrong, H. Bagenal,
J. Carey, R. Cawkwell, H. K Crossland, T.
W. Dowsett. W. E. Foale. F. E. Gooder, C.
Grellier, E. C. Lavender, J. B. Matthews,
W. N. I. Moscrop, M. Robertson, G. P.

Stainsbv, W. E. W. Terrill, P. G. White, H.
Wyatt, 'W. Alison, C. O. Ap-Gruffydd, C. H.
Aslin, F. A. Barley, E. L. Carreras, H. L.

Charles, J. Dickinson, J. C. Farrer, L. S.

Ford, H, T. Goodwin, G. L. Head, A. A.

Macplierson, J. Moore, J. Palmer, G. A.

Rose, J. C. Swallow, I. C. P. Toothill, C. H.
Woodhouse.

luilbing UntelUgBme.

GODALMING. — On Wednesday, the

second anniversary of the foundering of the

Titanic in mid-Atlantic, the cloister \yas

opened which has been erected at Godalming
to the memory of Jack Phillips, a native of

the town, who was the chief wireless operator

on board the vessel. The ceremony was per-

formed by the High Sheriff of Surrey, Mr.

J. St. Loe Strachey. The cloister occupies

an area of 80 square feet, near Godalming
parish church, and has three cloistered sides

and an arcaded brick wall, from the arches

of which charming views are obtained of

river, meadow, and wooded hill. In the

centre is a pond of water-lilies. The cloister

has been erected by subscription, at a cost of

about £700. Around the memorial the

ground has been laid out as a garden, and has

been planted with shrubs and flowering and
other plants by Miss Gertrude Jekyll. The
cloister roof is supported by oak pillars. The
memorial was designed by Mr. Thackeray
Turner and Miss Gertrude Jekyll.

LOW FELL.—A permanent Presbyterian

eliurch, replacing an iron building, was
opened on Good Friday at Low Fell, near
Gateshead. The new church occupies a

corner site in Dene Well-avenue, just under
Slieriff Hill, and is in the Gothic style. Mr.
W. Beddoe Rees, of Cardiff, was the archi-

tect, and Mr. A. H. Davis, surveyor, of

Pilgrim-street, Newcastle, has been acting as

his representative. The cost has been_ £4.000.

including the land. Beside the main front

is a corner tower and spire rising 75ft. Rock-
faced Wrekenton stone and Bath stone

dressing form the exterior, with slate

roofing!^ The building is estimated to scat

400 persons.

WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL. — 1'he

repair of the exterior of the east end of tlie

choir of Winchester Cathedral has now been
completed. Bishop Fox rebuilt the east end
of the choir with Caen stone, and this lias

suffered much from the weather. The patch-

ing of the octagonal turrets with hard Port-

land stone had added to the mischief. It has

been found that the finials were not ancient,

but only seventy or eighty years old. The
whole of the decayed stone has been cut out

and replaced with Combe Down (Bath) stone,

and new finials carved and erected in place

of the old ones. The figure in the canopy on

the apex of the gable, believed to be an effigy

of Bishop Fox, has been strengthened and
replaced, the stone tracery of some of the side

windows of the choir has been restored, and
the 15th-ccutury glass re-leaded. During the

progress of the work it was discovered that

the three-light windows in the centre of the

apex of the great gable, above the vaulting,

were originally paVt of a six-light window,
and as it is obvious that the larger window
could never have been central with the

present gable, the theory is held that the

east end terminated with level eaves, with

gables north and south, and that the bishop

simply used as much of the old window as

could'convenientlv be brought into the centre

of the gable, and blocked the other lights up.

The repairs have been done by local builders

and stonemasons, and the carvings by Mr. E.

Bradford, all under the supervision of Mr.

N. C. H. Nisbett. of Winchester, the cathe-

dral architect and surveyor. The work of

fixing a memorial stained-glass window in the

east of Prior Silkstede's chapel, overlooking

the grave of Isaak Walton, is in progress, and
the dedication has been fixed for May 29. A
tablet erected by public subscription, in

memory of Miss Emily Worth Bromfield, in

the Chapel of the Epiphany, end of north

transept, was unveiled on Saturday afternoon

last.
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nr SHnstrations.

NEW H.\LL A.VD OFFICES FOR THE
DURH.\M MINERS' ASSOCIATION.

These buildings are to be erected in

Diirham City on a site facing the North-

Enstern Raihvav Co.'s main line, and will

be bnilt in red "brick, with stone dressings.

On the sronnd floor at the front will be

NEW niAPEL AT ELMHURST, NEAR
LICHFIELD.

This fhapel has been designed for Mrs.

Ilamer, to be erected in her grounds at Elm-
hurst, near Lichfield, and will serve as a

wayside chapel. A small chapel for private

use" is placed on the north side, divided from

the main building by an aisle. The interior,

judging from the drawings which we have
seen, will be very effective, with the stone

groined roof, nnd tlie massive internal

Tian cf/T/a/ /7oor

r<^Qivundriooi

HOUSE AT WALKERBURN, PEEBLESSHIRE.
Mr. James B. Dunn, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

land. The roofs are slated with best dark-

green Peggies from Buttermere. We repro-

duce a view of the house from the south-

west, overlooking the lily-pond, and a photo-

graph of the staircase "completes the plate.

The garden was designed by the architect.

The dining-room is panelled in British oak,

slightly wire-brushed and fumed a grey tone.

The inner hall and staircase are of quartered
Austrian oak, fumed and wax-polished. Wc
shall illustrate views of the drawing- and
dining-rooms shortly. The cost of the house

and garden, including terrace walls, was
approximately £8,000. We include plans of

the two principal floors. Mr. James B. Dunn,
F.R.I.B.A., of Edinburgh, is the architect.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING
CLUB : A SCOUTS' VILLAGE CENTRE.

(These designs are described in our referee's

report thereon on p. 527.)

A vestry is about to be added to the parish

church of Eve. Hunts, from plans by Messrs.

Townshend and Fordham. architects, of Peter-

borough.

The Sunderland Corporation have accepted an
offer to provide, free of cost, a reredos, oak

clergy seat, a lectern, and panelling for the

chapel at the Simderland Cemetery.

Blackpool Corporation approved last week

plans for the erection of over seventy new
houses. It is stated that building was never

proceeding so rapidly as at present, and that

there are" very few housse to let.

The Belhnal Green Borough Council have

entered into a orovisional agreement to purchase

a site in Cambridge-road, upon which to erect a

public free library, the cost of which Mr.

Carnegie has offered to efray certain

offices for the general secretary and the
executive secretary, with a strong-room in

connection -,. n i:. -i;. i. also waiting-rooms
and a conn '

i accommodate about
thirty. Tl ' placed immediately
behind, wiin ,: ; j i::M,:,ting from the plat-

form, and capable of accommodating 300
delegates. On the first floor will be ofRces
for the financial secretary and treasurer, with
a strong-room attached to the latter, also a

muniment room and offices for the Coke-
men's. Enginemen's. and Mechanics' secre-
taries. The offices for each department are
arranged in suites of two rooms, one being
for the principal and the other for his staff.

The basement of the building will be used
as a storeroom and for the heating apparatus.
The total length of the building is about
IGOft., and the contract for same, and in-

cluding two pairs of semidetached villa

residences for the agents of the Association,
has been let to Mr." C. Groves, of Chester
Ic Street, wliose tender is ,€21 ..17.5 Gs. 2d. Mr.
H. T. Gradon, A. R.I. B. A., of Market-place,
Purhnm, is the architect.

buttresses, which converge from the piers
towards the windows, forming deep internal
splays. These buttresses are pierced from
tile floor to a height of 7ft., thus forming a

passage aisle. The chancel is divided from
the nave by a rich oak screen, with a rood-
loft, access to which is gained by a small
turret at the eastern end of the north passage
aisle. This turret is carried up above the
roofs, and forms the dominating feature of

the exterior, which is otherwise treated very
simply. It is proposed to carry out the
building in red stone ashlar, both externally
and internally. The architect is Mr. C. G.
Hare, 7, Gray's Inn-square, the partner of
the late G. F. Bodley. R.A.

HOUSE AT NETHER CABERSTONE,
WALKERBURN, PEEBLESSHIRE.

This Scottish house was erected for Mr.
J. K. Ballantyne, and it is situated on a
commanding site on a hillside.. The walling
is built of irregular-faced nibble from different
quarries in the district, the dressed stone
being from Prudham Quarry, Northumber-

Mr. Measham Lea, A.M.Inst.C.E., chief

cnt'ineer. Karachi Municipahty. will arrive in

England durin'' May for a six-months' stay.

Commnnication's will' find him if addressed c/o

nr, F. C, Lea. Professor of Civil Engineering,

Hinningham University.

In the Roman Catholic church of SS. Peter

and Paul, Levburn, on Wednesday week, the

new rereclos in memory of the late Canon Dodds

and the completed altar in memory of the late

Canon Pearson, of Leyburn, were dedicated.

The altar and reredos have both been executed

in Somersetshire stone.

A find of some thousands of bronze Roman
coins is reported from Llangarron, where a boy

noticed coins being scattered by a harrow in a

ploughed field. With the coins were fragments

of several Roman iars and a considerable quan-

titv of partly-smelted iron ore. The coins dnir

from the end of the third to the middle of the

fourth century, A.D.

About £300.000 has been promised towards the

establishment in New York of an ambitious

proposal for the construction of some twenty

museums of the principal arts, to be grouped

round a stadium. The committee, which in-

cludes Mr. Thomas Edison the inventor, and

Mr H. J. Hardenberg, a New York architect,

will report on the 23rd inst. upon the available

sites for the museums.

Mr W C S. Inglis has assumed the duties

of Survevor-General of Ceylon during the

absence on leave of Mr. R. S. Templeton. Mr.

Inelis who is the Deputy Surveyor-General,

entered the Ceylon Civil Service in 1890 and

was promoted to his present office in 1910, suc-

ceedin" Mr. Templeton, who had been Assistant

Surveyor-General for the previous eight years.

Mr George Waddell has been appointed Deputy

Director of Public Works, Ceylon. For the past

twenty-six years he has been connected with the

Public Works Department of Ce.ylon, and in 1898

was seconded for service under the Government

of the Seychelles. He has been Provincial

Engineer for the past ten years.

A new fire-station for Wood Green, situate in

Bounds Green-road, was opened by the urban
district council last week. The station is de-

signed in the Georgian style, and is built of

Marks Tey bricks and artificial stone. The
engine-room, occupying the central position, is

29ft. by 31ft., and takes two motor fire-engines.

Ad,ioin"ing are recreation-room. 24ft. by 18ft.,

and workshop, and at the rear of the site are

firemen's cottages, to be constructed of stock

bricks and red facings. The station and cottages

have been erected by Messrs. Mattock Bros,, of

Wood Green, from the designs of Mr. C. K.

Croxford, the council's engineer and surveyor.

The contract price for the building was *5,89S.
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COMPETITIONS.
BELFAST.—The proposed Belfast Art

Gallery and Museum competition will be
settled before the end of the month, as Dr.

John J. Burnet, the assessor, is expected to

submit his decision shortly, and six designs

have already been chosen for the final

allocation. Messrs. Stephens and Sons, the

(luantity surveyors, are checking the esti-

mates. Sixty • nine sets of plans have
been received. A portion only of the

new buildings will be built in the first

instance, and for this purpose a compact, and
so far complete, structure is an essential

factor which has to be considered, including

as it must do the lecture-hall, with its

entrance, and besides sufficient accommoda-
tion for pictures and museum, which have to

be temporarily housed in a proportionate and
suitable way pending the erection of the

entire scheme. The author of the chosen
design will carry out the work, and pre-

miums of £100, £75. and £50 will be paid
respectively to the authors of the second,

third, and fourth designs placed by the

assessor. The first part to be put up will face
Shanmillis-road, and will occupy a site in

the Botanic Gardens Park next against
Friars Bush Gravevard. An exhibition of all

the plans will be lield in the City Hall.

CIVIC EXHIBITION, IRELAND, 1914.—
A competition for a premium of £500 has
been offered by his Excellency the Lord-
Lieutenant of Ireland, for the best design
of a plan for the improvement and extension
of Dublin. The conditions have been com-
piled by the Technical and Advisory Com-
mittee of the Housing and Town-Planning
.4ssocintinn of Ireland, with the advice of
'""-'"-- Tatrick Geddes, of Edinburgh,

• ' n Nolen, M.A., Sc.D., of Cam-
These two gentlemen will also,

1 the Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland,

,-ict .Ts ndindicators. and they will have as a

colleague Mr. Charles McCarthy, Fellow of

the Royal Institute of the Architects of Ire-

land. City Archit-ect of Dublin. The designs

must be submitted by September 1, 1914, to

the secretary of the committee, Linenhall
Buildings, Dublin, of whom conditions can

be had on receipt of one guinea, not return-

able.

HALE GROVE GARDENS SCHOOL
COMPETITION. MILL HILL.—Members
and Licentiates of the Royal Institute of

British Architects are warned that they must
not take part in the above competition, be-

cause the conditions are not in accordance
with the published Regulations of the Royal
Institute for .Architectural Competitions.

MODEL VILLAGE HOUSES IN MINNE-
SOTA.—A series of competitions being con-

ducted by the Minnesota State Art Society

has to do, among others, with a model
village house, tlie cost of which is not to

exceed S.OOOdoI. The jury having the matter
in charge has announced the winners in this

competition as follows: Eirst prize, 200dol.,

to Lawrence A. Fournier, of 3505, Sheridan-

avenue, North, Minneapolis, Minn. Second
prize. 12odol.. to Marion Alice Parker, 516,

Fourth-avenue. South-East, Minneapolis,

Minn. Third prize, 75dol., to Harry
Firminger, 290, University-avenue, St. Paul,

Minn, Fourth prize, 50d6l., to Frederick S.

Stott. Capital Bank Building, St. Paul, Minn.

Fifth prize, 25dol,, to Roy Childs Jones, Uni-

versity of Minnesota. Sixth prize, 25dol., to

Ralph Mather and James A. Burner,

McKnight Building. Minneapolis, Minn. The
jury which assessed upon the drawings sub-

mitted in this competition included Mr. O. C.

Simonds. Chicago, president of the American

Institute of Landscape Architects; Mr.

Robert Spencer. F.A.I.A. ; Mr. Thomas
Holvoke. St. Paul, vice-president of the

Minnesota Chapter of the American Institute

of. Architects; Mr. A. F. Woods, dean and

difpctor of the Agricultural Departmeot of

flip University of Minnesota; and Mrs.

Clarence L. Atwood. of St. Cloud, president

f.f the Minnesota Federation of the Women's
• 'Mhs. The model house, to cost 3,000dol..

a stucco-veneered building. The con-

:,n,is were that the wall.s should be concrete

_,n, thick, and the exterior walls covered

.Mth a rough pebbledash cement plaster of

light colour.

indows of larg

rooms and bath

? basement is lighted by
rea. The house has six

a .sleeping-porch.

-^

Correspoitttena.

REGISTRATION: ACT" OR
-CHARTER."

To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—When the Institute was proposing to

promote Registration by Statute it was stated

that one insuperable obstacle to their doing

so was an alleged disability, due to the fact

that Licentiates could not vote on the matter,

and that before the Institute could proceed

further with Registration that disability must
be removed.

It the Institute cannot legally promote
statutory Registration because of this

alleged disability, how can they properly

proceed with any other form of Registration

under the same circumstances? Are tbey

sure that they are not acting "ultra vjres," as

they have been on the point of doing in other

matters on two occasions? Personally, I am
more convinced than ever that the position

of the Licentiates does not constitute a dis-

abilitv, and that there is nothing to prevent

the Institute from promoting statutory Regis-

tration, if they choose to do so.

However that may be, I think the following

comparative statement, of the effect of the

respective proposals for Registration by
" Statute " or by " Charter " may be of par-

ticular general interest and value at this

juncture.

The Societv is promoting Thelnstituteispromoting
a Bill in Parliament for ' '""' "

the Statutory Registra-
ot

covering the whole pro-
fession irrespective of

membership in our
architectural bodies, in

the interests of the
community.

Charter to enable it to
establish a voluntary
Eegister of "qualified

"

the
Registration by Charter
as proposed by the

Institute.

(a) Would establish 8

register of persons re-

cognised by the Insti

tute as qualified archi

(b) Would establish s

Standing Committee
with powers restricted
to reporting to the
Council of the Institute,
whose utmost discipli-

narj- action would be
limited to remc
members from
register for professional
misconduct, a proceed
ing which would nol
prevent them from con
tinuing to practise as
architects.

(c) Would protect certain
vested interests only,

(dl Would reserve to the
R.I.B.A. Council the
right to veto quaUfled
applicants for Eegistra-

(e) Would not prevent
any persons, qualified

or otherwise, from
practising as Archi-
tects, or from de-
scribing themselves as
Architects. Thus an
abuse, wliich it is one
of the aims of Statu-
tory Registration to
stop, would be per-

petuated under such a
voluntary system of
Registration.

—I am, etc., C. McAethur Btjtlek,

Secretary of the Society of Architects.

28, Bedford-square, W.C, April 9.

Registration by Statute
as proposed
Society.

(a) Would establish
register of persons r

cognised by law i

quaUfled architects.

b) Would establish a
governing body repre-

sentative of the whole
profession, with ad-
ministrative and dis-

ciplinary powers, en-

abling them (inter alia)

to strike architects ofi"

the roll for professional
misconduct, and so pre-

vent them from con-
tinuing to practise as
architects.

(c> Would protect all

vested interests.

(d) Would give all quali-

fied persons the right to

(e) Would
quaUfled persons prac-
tising as Architects
from recovering fees.

"PLACET ORE STAT ORDINE."

Sir,—Re your query on page 504, in

" Currente Calamo " last week. It can be

read as follows :
" Place to rest at or dine."—

I am. etc.. F. B. Pollitt.

Westmorland Gazelle, Kendal, April 11.

[Mr. Alf. Ridlington. of 35, Cowbit-road,

Spalding, also kindly replies to the same
effect.

—

Ed.]

©nr (BBtt fabk
The cheek that is being given to house-

building operations by the incidence of the

increment duty, and by the increased cost of

labour and materials, is having a noticeable

effect, in reducing the number of empty
properties. This is shown by the return just

published by the London County Council

giving details of the rates levied and col-

lected in the year ended March, 1913, for

each of the "Metropolitan boroughs and

parishes, which states that the number of

empty properties in London decreasd during

the year from 38,983 to 32,837. The borough

possessing the smallest number of

"empties" is Bethnal Green (where the

number of assessments is now 21,445), with

227. Chelsea comes next with 413, but the

proportion there is considerably higher to

the number of assessments, which is 11,993.

Wandsworth, with 68,444, heads the list for

the number of assessments, of which 2,672

are empty properties. Lambeth comes next

with 54,560. Islington third with 47.658, Cam-
berwell fourth with 45,697. and Stepney fifth

with 44,101. Between 1903-4 and 1909-10

there was a steady increase in the percentage

of rates irrecoverable. Since 1909-10, how-

ever, the total irrecoverable has decreased

from 7.72 per cent, to 5.88 per cent. The
percentage irrecoverable decreased in all

boroughs except Hammersmith ; where the

increase is principally due to a reduction in

the assessment of 'the Shepherd's Bush
Exhibition. The number of assessments for

the whole of the County of London on

April 6, 1914. was 816,653.

We are glad to hear that Mr. John Todd,

M.S. A., the district surveyor for the Eastern

Division of the City of L'ondon, is making a

good recovery from the accident he met with

a fortnight ago, and has returned to his office

at Hamilton House, Bishopsgate. In the

course of his duties Mr. Todd was inspecting

a building when the scaffolding on which he

was standing tilted up, and he fell a depth

of 25ft. He had what must be regarded as

a merciful escape, for no bones were broken,

but he is still suffering severely from the

bruises and contusions he sustained. At the

meeting of the City of London Board of

Guardians the other day, on the motion of

the chairman, Mr, Arthur Wilkinson, the

clerk was directed to send a letter of sym-

pathy to ilr, Todd, their architect. All who

know Mr. Todd will unite in this expression

of sympathy, and will congratulate him on

preservation from what might have been

the much more serious consequences of such

a fall.

Following a letter to the Press, in which

Mr. H. Percy Bulnois pointed out that there

appeared to be an abiding future for the road

or highway engineer, and asked in what

manner a "member of this new profession

should be trained, the R.I.A. approached the

various engineering institutions and societies,

inviting their support and co-operation in the

formation of a scheme for the establishment

of a chair of Highway Engineering at a

suitable university. The Institutions of

Mechanical Engine'ers, Municipal Engineers,

and Automobile Engineers have already noti-

field their support, and nominated repre-

sentatives to join

which the Associatic

established. The President of the Institu-

tion of Municipal and County Engineers has

invited Mr. Bulnois to read a paper on the

subject before the Institution at its meeting

at Cheltenham in July next.

Mr. Alfred Dryland, county surveyor of

Surrey, and consulting engineer to the Road

Board, is now engaged upon an experiment in

main-road construction, which has for its

object the substitution of a dense asphaltic

crust for the usual employment of water-

bound macadam. Properly laid, Mr. Dryland

is of opinion that the life of an asphalt-

faced road will be from seven to fourteen

years, and that the cost will not much exceed

the upkeep of the present macadam surface.

In order to put the matter to the test, Mr,

Dryland has been authorised by the County

Council to treat 26J miles of main roads in

small sub-committee
suggested should be
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the eastern part of the county with a finished

thickness of 3Jin. of high-class bituminous

material, which he proposes to lay with his

own plant at a cost of 4s. 6d. per yard super,

complete. The total estimated cost of tlie

experiment is £87.972, and towards this out-

lay the Road Board has promised in grants

.€34,o5G and in loans £4.3,500. Including the

repayment of the loans, the cost to the

county council will be £57,750, or £655 a year

for seven years in excess of the cost of mac-

adam roads.

According to the minutes of the Heriot

Trust, Principal Laurie reported to the

Heriot-Watt College Committee that he had

been invited by H.M. Office of Works,
London, to conduct an investigation into the

question of stone preservation of buildings,

under the Office of Works, the investigation

to occupy two years, and an allowance to be

made him of £300 per annum to cover re-

muneration and nil other expenses. After

considerable discussion. the committee
approved generally of the Principal under-

taking the work, and remitted to a sub-

committe. consisting of the convener, Mr. W.
Allan Carter, and Professor Darroch, to con-

sider the details of the investigation, and to

draw up the conditions under which the in-

vestigation should be conducted in the

laboratories of the Heriot-Watt College.

The twentv-ninth annual exhibition of tlie

Architectural Leayue of New York was held

a fortnight ago. Tlie Collaborative Prize of

300dol. for a museum doorway in faience was
won by Aymar Emhui-y. archilor-t ; Arthur
Crips, painter; ami ^ I, li.ir r.:!,fti.

sculptor. The mcdol ^f ;: \

'

:,:,1

for

wall 5ft. high separates the office from the

corridor, then comes a 6ft. stretch of ground

glass, after which steel wire netting readies

to the ceiling.
-^ «*»^ •

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
-St. Paul - I > '_'. -I-:" !' ''

Martyr. London I'ri: ,,1

guidance of the Hr.ii i
.

I- !

Peek; and to St. Min} :ii Mil: in .i. 1

the guidance of Dr. Philip Norniiui.

2.30 p.m.
Institution of Municipal and County

Enqinccrs. Eastern Pistrict Meetins
nt. riipliusfoi-.l. " Dcsoi-iiition of

fratrt ^cltts.

The Bir
Caxton

6.30 for

Engineers
uungham Water Worki

by E. A. Lees. /

Hall, Westminster.

-Society of .Architects. Thirtieth A
Dinner at the Hotel Cec
7 p.m.

Institution of Civil Engineers.
Discussion on " The Transportation
Problem in Canada and Montreal
Harbour." 8 p.m.

iT.—Royal Society of Arts. " Shakespeare'
Life and Works," bj

8 p.

Sidney Lee.

Qburgh Architectural Associa-

tion. .Annual Business Meeting and
President's .Address. 8 p.m.

Roads Improvement .Association.

.Annual Meeting at Institution of
rge-street,

We 1.3(1 I

S.iTURD.lY

Sculptor medal went to Karl Bitter for his

exhibit, and the medal of the New York
Chapter of the American Institute of Archi-
tects went to York and Saver for their design
of the Guaranty Trust Company building.

The Avery prize for sculpture was won by
F. Telles Chamberlin.

Messrs. Thos. Parsons and Sons, of 315,
Oxford-street. W., have just is^in-,! a little

book on distinctive decoratur wnrk and
colour. It is entitled. "Tlie Georgian." and
the frontispiece is a reproduction in colour of

the Georgian alcove at Messrs. Parsons'
showrooms. The many uses for which the
firm's well-known decorative specialities are
available are interestingly detailed, and
practical hints are given for obtaiuing best
results. A copy will be sent free to any
reader on application.

An unusual feature in connection with a
theatre about to be erected in the centre of

the amusement district of New York City i -.

that it will have a seating capacity of onK
299. This restriction is due to tlic'desiie of
the projector of the enterprise to build a

tlicatre and v.-t p^fap-- tlip risorons rxaction*
of tlie br:i.,' _ I tin.- ai! -.,rt-

of public
I

than 300 ,, - ; . :li

shall be I. ,. : :1,. :.:i,in- ,A a

certain per. . nta-p of the site for"^ exits
around the exterior of the building. The
site for the new theatre measures 4ift. Sin.
by 101ft. 6iu., the architects being Messrs.
Murphy and Dana, of 331, Madison-avenue,
New York.

A six-story concrete building is to be
erected in Manila by My Chaco Sous. Fifty-
six oDices are to occupy the four upper
stories, while a hardware business will
occupy the first two floors. A new type of
floor, or foundation construction, is to be
used in the skyscraper, a type designed by
Mr. Albert F. Fields, inspector of building
construction for the city. This is called the
raft and floor foundation combined, and has
the advantage of requiring only to be
surfaced with tile, when the entire first floor,
including sidewalks and arcade floors, is

complete. The ordinary type necessitates
steel reinforcement being lised beneath the
ma.ss of the floor, after which another fill is

required, and on top of that the floor, either
of wood or tile. A new system of day-
ighting the offices of the building from the

Roval Society of Arts.
"' Rangoon,"

by Geoige C. Buchanan, C.I.E.,

M.I.C.E. 4.30 p.m.
Sheffield Society of Architects and

Surveyors. Annual Meeting.

LPRH, as).—St. Paul's Ecclesiological

Society Visit to Lambeth Palace.

2.30 p.m.

The corporation of Southport have decided t

increase the salary of the building surveyoi

Mr. Wheatley, from *200 to a maximum
£225 by two annual increments of £10 and on

of £5.'

The corporation of Belfast have decided to

raise the salary of their city surveyor, Mr. II. A.

Cutler, M.Inst. C.E.. from £1,200 to_ £1.400 a

year by two annual increments of £100 each,

and that of Mr. H. F. GuUan, superintendent of

works, from £650 to £750 by two annual incre-

ments, each of £50.

Mr. Frederick Ingle (of the firm of Messrs.

Dennett and Ingle, "engineers and contractors),

late of 24, Queen Anne's-gate. S.W.. and of

Nottingham and Colsterworth. Lines, who died

on May 30, 1912, bequeathed £35,000 to charity

—viz.. £15,000 to London and national charities,

£10.060 to charities in the city and county

of Nottingham, and £10,000 to Lincolnshire

charities.

An application has been made by the Birming-

ham City Council to the Local Government
Board for sanction to borrow £41.260 for works
of sewerage and surface-water drainage, and
il.-i £5 150 for the purchase of land for the

. '.nsion of King's Heath Park. An inquiry

-, 11 be held to-day (Friday) at the Council

llou^e. Birmingham', by Mr. R. H. Bicknell, an

inspector of the Local Government Board, into

the subject matter of the application.

The funeral of the late Mr. Edward Henry
Williams, of Liverpool, took place at Anfield

Cemetery, in that city, on Saturday afternoon.

The deceased gentleman, who passed away at his

residence in Grove-street, the previous Wednes-
day, at the age of 62. years, had for the past

twenty-eight years been associated with Messrs.

Waring and Gillow, Ltd., Bold-street, and was
the head of the designing and architectural

department of that firm. He was a Past-Master

of the Ancient Briton Masonic Lodge (No. 1675),

and was also a member of the Liverpool Artists'

Club.

A new drill-hall and miniature rifle-range at

Stowmarket, for the Suffolk Territorial Associa-

tion, was opened last week by Lieut.-Gen. I^. C.

Bethnne, C.B.. C.V.O., Director-General of the
Territorial Forces. The buildings are in Firr-

horough-road. and cover an area of 70ft. by
115ft. The drill-hall has an internal area of

60ft. by 30ft.. and has a wood-block floor. The
range is 92ft. 6in. by 12ft. 6in.. and there is

also a recreation-room 60ft. by 30ft. Tlie archi-

tect was Mr. Raymond C. Wrinch, A.RIB. A.,
of Ipswich and Felixstowe, and the builder Mr.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
THE BLACK - COUNTRY BUILDING

T1!ADE.--With the object of effecting a settle-

M 1 if the dispute in the building trade in

- i.rliridge, Hales Owen, Old Hill, Cradley
! , and surrounding districts, a conference

I I ,,k,-n place between the Master Builders'

Ar-^u^iiiuon and the representatives of the

labourers, who are demanding a minimum wage
of 6d. an hour. The conference, however,

proved abortive, as the lalMurers refused an

offer from the Master Builders' Association to

advance the existing rate of 4^d. an hour to

5Jd. an hour. The matter was left in the hands

of the labourers, who are to lay the offer before

the men.

DUNDEE.—About one hundred of the three

hundred Dundee nainters who are on stnke have

left the city to secure work elsewhere. The

strike has now completed its second week. On
Saturday the secretary of the Dundee branch of

the Scottish Painters' Society received a com-

munication from the secretary of the Dundee

Master Painters' Association, intimating that

the standard rate for Dundee was now 9.5d. per

hour, and suggesting that they follow the- same

lines'as in Glasgow—namely, the rate of pay to

be DM. per hour, and the rules to run till the

end of 1915. The men at present receive 9d. per

hour, but their demand is for lOd. 'They also

want overtime remuneration increased by 6d.,

payment of 6s. instead of 5s. for country work

.and alteration of the date of the agreement

from January 1 to March 1. Both sides admit

that it is this demand to have the date of the

a<'reement altered that is causing all the

trouble. The men have unanimously decided

against a settlement of the dispute on (he

conditions contained in the employers' letter.

MAIDSTONE.—The Master Builders' Associa-

tion have conceded to the men connected with

the painting and decoratins trades in Maidstone

Jd. per hour rise in wages.

MANCHESTER. S.A.LFORD. AND DISTRICT.

—Mr lame'; Denver, the secretary to the Man-
.1, •,. Sil- 'il. and District Building Trades

! ,, \.,iation, informs us that negotia-

h. Electrical Employers' Branch
,. 1 , :-- . ,iion and the Electrical Trades

Uninu for a revised code of working rules for

rlcctrical wiremen and cable jointers to operate

in Alanchester, Salford. and District, -have

resulted in an amicable settlement. The new

rules have now been duly signed. We stated at

the time that the advance of wages of ^d. per

hour (9d. to 9.\d.). as provided for inthe rules,

came into operation at the termination of the

strike on November 5 last. The other rules will

come into operation after the next Pav-day.

Thev provide" for a working week of 52 hours,

with o'vertime rates of time and a ouarter for

the first two hours, time and a half for the

second two hours, and double time afterwards

fill starting-time next day. Sundays. Christmas

Day and Good Friday also to be double time.

Ni»ht oan^s are to be oaid at the rate of time

and a quarter between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m. Travel-

lin'' expenses are to be naid bevond a radius ot

one mile from Manchester Town Hall. Nostrike

or lock-out to take place under any crcum-

stnnces until the matter m dispute has first been

referred to a joint committee of employers and

operatives who shall meet within six davs. and

endeavour to settle. Should they fail, the same

shall be referred to an umpire to ^5" J?'"*""
'''

agreed upon bv the said committee. Where%er

practicable, current conditions to prevail pending

reference to the committee or umpire.

corridors is to be used. In this, a concrete I

*'f'''='' Gayford, of Trinity Works, Ipswich,

At a meeting of the West Staffordshire

[.iberal Association. Mr. W. Beddoe R^^- "f
'"

tect. of Cardiff, has been "".a"imously adopted

as prospective Liberal candidate for the con-

stituency at the next election.

The proposal to erect fifty street fire-alarmc

invarious parts of the city has been the subiect

of a Local Government Board inquiry at Shet-

field. The city council seek sanction to borrow

£6 .500 for the purpose.

Mr Robert Edward Treston Forrest, late of

the Indian Public Works Department, has died

at Bournemouth, in his eightieth year. He was

the eldest son of Captain George Forrest, VJC^.

of the East India Company s Army. Mr.

Forrest served for a quarter of a century in tne

Irrisation Branch of the Public W
ment. He prepared the plans fo

Ganges Canal, which was opened

irrigates some 830.000 acres. During his surveys

Mr. Forrest discovered, in 1860, one of tne/ocK-

cut edicts of Asoka, the great Buddhist

monarch.

rks Depart-
the Lower

n 1878. and
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LATEST PRICES.

7 13

8 10

IKON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton £6
Steel Joists. English 7 ]

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7

Steel Girder Plates 7
Bar Iron, good Staff? 6

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 30 ,,

Do., Welsb 5 IS „ 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 1.5

Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10
Angles 10s., Tees aOs. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, tor bonding, &c„ £8 15s to £9.
Ditto galvanised, ifili to fl5 lOs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 30. No. 33 to 34

6ft. to 8ft. long, '

Best ditto
Wire Nails (Points de Parisl-

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 13

£13 £13 10
14

8/3 8/9 11/-

.£! 10Cast-iron Columns
Cast-Iron Stanchions
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

Galvanised 8 15
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5
Cut Floor Brads 9 15
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 9 10 11 13 B.W.G.
£10 10s. £10 15s. £11 Os. £11 5s. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter
4in. to6in
7in. to 24in. (all sizes)

[Coated with compositit
5 7 6

6 5

1. per ton extra,
turned and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 117s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 758. Od.

Wrought-lron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 3i per cent.)

—

Gas-Tubes 12 d.c.
Water-Tubes 1

Steam-Tubes 6

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 6

Galvanised Water-Tubes 6

Galvanised Steam- Tubes E

Spelter. Bilesian
Lead Water Pipe, Town 22

,, Country 22 15
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 23

„ Country 23 15
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 24

,, ,, ,, Country 24 15
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 26 10

„ Country 27 5
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 23

,, ,, Country 25 15
LeadSoil-pipe(upto4iin.)Town 25

,, ,. „ Country 25 15
[Over 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 18 17
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 82
Copper, British Calie and Ingot 70
Tin, English Ingots 171 10
Do.. Bars 17-2 10
Pig Lead, in Icwt. nigs (Town) 19 10
Sheet Lead. Town 21 10

„ ,, Country
Genuine White Lead
Beflned Red Lead
Sheet Zinc
Old Lead, against

23

17
. -cwt. 9 15 „ -

Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand 11 3 ,.

—
TIMBER.

CONSTRUCTIONAL.
Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :

—

lstquaUty£38 to £45
2nd „ 26 „ 33
3rd 16

Spruce Deals; St. Johns 10

II ,. Miramichi 9 10
Boards: Swag 11

Red Deals: Archangel IstquaUty 31
2nd „ 16

.. ., „ 3rd „ 13
„ St. Petersburg—

1st quaUty 16 10

„ „ „ 3nd „ 14 10
Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10
Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ...

White Deals Crov
nds.

Flooring : White and Planed-
1st and 3nd quaUty mixed ...

1st, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed
Red Planed, 1st quaUty

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards

Lignum Vitas Per ton

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board)
Pitch Pine Logs
Birch : Quebec Logs

13 10
14
11 10

PURNITORE . HARDWOODS.

Per cnbtc foot.

Oak Planks: U.S.A., imported
„ Boards „ „ Prm.

.,Mdm.
Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch: Quebeclogs

sawn planks...
Oak: Austrian Wainscot
Walnut : Prime boards and

Walnut : Mdm. ',', ',',

Greenheart : Hewn logs
Cedar : Cigar box
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orbam : Imp. sawn boards.

Mahogany ; St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...

African, Assinee, &c.
Lagos and Benin
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez
Gaboon

Satinwood : West Indian
Rosewood.. Per ton
Lignum Vitse

Per cubic foot.

Red lilansfleia,
Darley Dale, di
Red Corsehill, ditto
Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto

Greenshi'll, ditto ..!........!.........

Chilmark, ditto (il

STONE.'
blocks per foot cube i

truck at
Nil

Hard York, ditto „ 2
Ditto ditto 6in . sawn both sides

,

landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ,, 13

* All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 74

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 94
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station „ 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station „ 1 6i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Brown White

Delivered on road waggons
] ^'li'rfoot^cube'""'

at Paddington Depot, I fn 3 % £0 a 4*
Nine Elms Depot, or f

- *" ' ^ -*'" ' ^'

Pimlico Wharf I

SLATES.

Blue Bangor 20x10... 13 2 6
20x13 ... 13 17 6

First quaUty 20x10 ... 13
20x13 ... 13 15

Eureka unfading

18x10 ... 13 5

Permanent green ... 20x10 .

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

Fu-st Hard Stocks ... £1 15
Second Hard Stocks 1 11
Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for delivered
Pacings 2 5 „ atrly. stn.

Plettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5 ,, ,,

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4
Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14 G ,, ,, ,,

2|in. Best Red Ac-) (Net, delivered in
crington Plastic 5 4 10 6 „] full truck loads
Facing Bricks ) ( in London.
" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

34" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 3 6
Ditto Ordmary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3h" in
thickest part 2

3i" Chimney Bricks flt for outside work 2 6
38" ditto ditto through and through 2
3|" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and i" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each
Ditto ditto 9" X 1 course . 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, 4^" s jfflt, per foot opening ...

4 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto ...

5 ditto 4J" ditto ditto ditto ...

6 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto ...

3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

5 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

Nut free on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BRICKS.
HARD OLAZE8, (PER 1.000.!

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed.

Best. Seconds. & Bror
Stretchers—
£13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17

11 17
Quoins, Bullnose, and 4i

15 17 6 14 17 "

Double Stretchers-
17 17 6 16 7

Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7

One side and two e
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 :

Two sides and one end, squ
19 17 6 13 7 6 22 :

Splays and Squ

6 £17 IT 6 £12 7 6

13 7 6 17 7 6

in. Flats—
17 17 6 21 7 6

30 17 6 34 7 6

17 17 6 31 7 6

11 17

15 17

17 17

14 17

18 17

19 17

17 7 6 17 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks

5d. each 4d. each fid

Double Bullnose, Round I

5d. each 4d. each 6c
Rounded Internal Angles-

4d. each 3d. each Bi

17 6 24 17 6 17 7 6
Stretchers and Headers—

. each 6d. each 5d. each
Inds, Bullnose Stops-
. each 6d. each 5d. each

. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each Bd. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/2 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers-

Headers
Quoins and BuUnose..

C >mpass bricks, circular and arch bricks

\

£23 17
27 17
Not

by 4Mn
by 2iin.
Double

e radius £6 per 1,000 over above
list for their respective kinds and colours >

C.imber arch bricks, any kind or colour, 1

Is. 2d. each ;

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicke(
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations.

8. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, deUvered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 „

8. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Gjound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. s. d. Per yard,

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 37s. Od. per ton at

railway station.
TILES.

8. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 43 per 1000 ry.stn.

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 „ ,.

Ornamental tiles I

Hip and Valley tiles

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
do. (Edwards) !

Ornamental do f

Hip tiles

Valley tiles

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tUes :—Plain tiles (Peake's)
Ornamental do 48 6

Hiptiles 3 10* perdoz. „
Valley tiles 3 44 „

*' Rosemary " brand plain
tiles 48 per 1000 ,,

Ornamental tiles 50

Hip tUes 4 perdoz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 8 „
Staffordsbu-e (Hanley) Reds or

Brindled tUes 42 6 per 1000 ,,

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „ ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 6 „
Hartsbill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 ,,

Pressed 47 6 „
Ornamental do 50
Hip tiles 4 perdoz. „
alley tiles 3 6

OILS.
n £28 15 to £29
.. 26 15 „ 27

per doz.
,

6 per 1000

perdoz.

46 per 1000 ,,

Rapeseed, English pale
Do., brown
Cottonseed, refined
OUve, Spanish
Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin
Do., Ceylon
Do.. Mauritius

Oleii

39 10

17 5

Sperm 30 ,

Lubricating U.S per gal, 7 0,
Petroleum refined 6|

,

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,
Do.. Archangel 19 6 ,

Linseed Oil per gal. 2 5i ,

Baltic Oil 2 8,
Turpentine
Putty (Genuine Lin-

lOU) per cwt. 8

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz.
Fourths
Thirds
Fluted Sheet ....

Hartley's EngUsh ]

Figared Boiled and Repouesine

Hi;;
, Plate

:

White. Tinted
Bid. .- 6d.
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VABNISHES, &0. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish ^ ^l n
Pale Copal Oak ,...^.... 10

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak.. S !„ S
Fine Kxtra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, Jor seats of

churches S Ja n
Fine Elastic Camace.... S Tk n
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple........„ 16 "

Finest Pale Durable Copal ? '? n
Extra Pale French OU 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish ? ^7

o
White Copal Enamel i ,a n
Extra Pale Paper S IS S
Best Japan Gold Size S }S X
Best Black Japan Son
Oak and Mahogany Stain S S n
Brunswick Black S li n
Berlin Black 16

g
Knotting ° }° °

French and Brush Pohsh 10

Mr. Michael Conway, of Easkey, has been

appomteu deputy county surveyor to the Sligo

County Council.

The rural district council of Kedruth have

increased the salary of their surveyor, Mr.

Cackelt, from iClSO to Xli5.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been

held at Leigh, Lanes, into the application oi

the town council for sanction to borrow ±11,420

for the purpose of the gas undertaking, and

±6,252 for improvements in Firs-lane and Flank-

lane.

Lord Beauchamp, First Commissioner of

Works, has appointed Mr. Harry Sirr,

F.K.I.B.A., an inspector of ancient monuments

in England, and to act as secretary to the

liu'lisu Advisory Board established under the

Act of 1913.

Mr. Stanton William Preston, of 7, Eldon-

road, Hampstead, ^.W., the "Father' of the

Carpenters Company, a former master, and for

tweutysix years clerk of the Company, who

died on March 3, aged 92, left estate of ±28,8o2

net personalty.

The new lighthouse at Maughold Head, Isle of

Man, wa.s ohicially opened on Wednesday, after

three years' work. The tower is 212ft. in height.

Its light is of 569,000-candle power, and it shows

three flashes every 30 seconds, which are visible

for nearly 20 miles.

At the last meeting of the Ipswich Corpora-

tion plans were approved f. i i in . xr. iis-.nn of

the isolation hospital, near i li ' 1 ny
oi the borough, • at an ^ of

±6,000, and for new offices 1.1 i. ,• i .. .part

iL'ent, expected to cost ±5,7UO.

Extensive works of renovation and restoration

are in progress at the historic castle of Fram-
hngham. East Suffolk, under the direction of

H.M. Uflice of Works. The operations of main
teiiance and strengthening are expected to

occupy two or three years in execution.

The new block of luncheon premises at the

rear of the grand stand on Epsom Downs has

been completed. It is Kenaissance in style, and
measures 180ft. in length by a depth of 32ft.

The construction, which is four floors m height,

is of reinforced concrete, faced with brick and
cement. Mr. Albert Charles WilUams, L.R.I.F

of Bridge-road, Epsom, is the architect, and the

outlay has been about ^14,000.

The E. ; '.I i.i^.-ioners have decided

to give I ' .shedral Preservation

Fuud a • ur.OOOj of the money
expende . u.jw reached a total

of ±10,L.. , 1. r, the treasurer of

St. Paul '
1 k on the fabric is

already nr the most critical

question Lml' with the main
supports c: .... .n-. with the piers

on the soutii »:.. j delicate a
.1. after, and so c piehminaries
which may in. : .1 of two or

liree monument> : . i will require
.1 considerable sum .,i:;\ .: ... iit. They hope
to begin it at once, un.kr the direction of their
.rchitect, Mr. Mervy E. Macartney.

A memorial of the Tilmu. .h-M-i, r will \„_. un-
veiled in the Andrews 1'.. n on
Wednesday next, by Sir .\ ; i m-
'ient of the Institute of ' Mr.
Joseph Whitehead, of il. J.
Whitehead and Sons, KenniTj_-t<..ii ij.al Lou. Ion,
submiiteJ the accepted design, and Mr. llamo
Thornycroft, R.A., assisted the comuuttec with
sut'gestions and advice. The monument has a
height of about 19ft., and a length of 32ft. 6in.,
with a breadth of 9ft. The work is executed in
polished grey Aberdeen granite, and the steps in
chiselled Aberdeen granite. The statue of Glory
resting upon a boat prow together with the bas
reliefs are worked in bronze, and the names of
the engineers who perished are recorded. The
cost has boeu £2,000.

TKADE NOTES.
Under the direction of Messrs. A. F. Scott and

Son, architects. >;orwich, Boyle's latest patent

"Air-pump'' concealed ventilators have been

applied to the new P.M. church and school, The
Broadway, Letchworth.

Messrs. Sir W. H. Bailey and Co., Ltd., Albion

Works, Salford, Manchester, have just received

an order through their agents, Messrs. R. H.
Longbotham and Co., Ltd., Wakefield, for one

of their "Roster's" patent electrically-driven

air-compressors to deal with 1,600 cubic feet of

free air per minute, for the Consett Iron Co.,

Ltd., Consett, Co. Durham.

The certificate of the Institute of Hygiene has
recently been awarded to the makers of Pudlo,

which "makes cement waterproof. Pudlo was
tested analytically, bacteriologically, and
practically, in the laboratories of the Institute,

and no objectionable features were in evidence.

The substance in a 2 per cent, mixture was
found quite impervious to water, and the water-
proofing qualities of Pudlo were fully demon-
strated. The bacteriological test resulted so

favourably that the report reads: "It appears to

have distinctive antiseptic properties, and, far

from harbouring germs, tends to destroy them."

Messrs. J. B. Joyce and Co.. Ltd.. Whitchurch,
Salop, have received instructions to make a

large hour-strikin5 clock for the new Lancashire
Asylum at Whalley. near Blackburn. The clock

will show time upon four illuminated dials 6^ft.

diameter. They are also making the Trickett

^Memorial Clock, which is being erected at

W'aterfoot, Lancashire. The clock will show
time upon two illuminated dials, fixed in a

handsome V-shaped bracket for the front of the
Trickett-arcade. The bracket will be made of

gunmetal and copper throughout, and also the

"dials will be of gunmetal. The same firm have
just fixed a four-dial clock at Manchester Race-
course. Castle Irwell, and also one at the Church
House, Llanddulas, North "Wales.

Mr. James H. Walters, borough surveyor of

Congleton, has been appointed architect to the

Congleton Education Authority.

Mr. F. J. Dawson, Assistant Director. Public

Works Department, Nigeria, has left England
for Lagos to resume the duties of his oflice after

leave of absence.

At a meeting of Al...! !.. .. '|.....ii i ...m.il l.v

29 to 4, Mr. Robert W '

, n: -.ii-.r-

intendent of the \' >\ i.i ml
Stewart Parks, au.l ." i.. I. "k- -i' "u-
appointed general superinteii.lent of the city

parks at a salary of ±200 per annum.

OGILVIE&CO.

Telephone : DALSTON IMS.

LASCELLES S CO.,

Mildmay Avenue, |SLINeTON,N.
EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ftLTERATIONS!& DECORATIONS. ^'VA'k'^'

Olivers'

Seasoned
Heo'dwoods,

win. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BunhlU Row, London, E.G.

*,* Correspondents wonld in all cases oblige by giving
the addresses of the parties tenderine—at any rate, of

the accepted tender; it adds to the value of the informa-
tion.

Abeedeen.—For constructing underground concrete
pump chamber, for the town council. Mr. J. A. Bell,

MiUbnrn-Btreet. Abardeen, city electrical engineer :—
Chcyne, X., a", Holbnrn-street, Aberdeen (accepted).

Ten tenders received.

Atcliiie, Co. DrEHiii.—For reconstructing the
bridge carrying the Simpasture branch railway over
the main york-to-Newcastle lines, a short distance
north of Ayclitfe, for the North-Eastem Railway Co. :

—
Cleveland Bridge and Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Darlington (accepted).

Baltih. Egtpt.—For the supply and erection of a
pumping inetallalion near Baliim, in the Delta of the
Nile (to be capable of dealing with H2j million gallons
of water per hoar, with a lift of from 6ft. to lofc), for
the Bgyptian Government :

—
.nd Nor.

BRlDGEyE.—For carrying out road diversion and
widening between Rhiewceiliog and Cwmciwc, Coy-
church higher parish. Mr. B. Jenkins, surveyor;—

Jf.nes. C, Bridgend £88119 3
Watson. W. and J. R.. Edinburgh 816 7 6
Leyshon, H., Bryncethin Uchaf,
near Bridgend 682 1

Palfreyman, J., Heolycyw, Pen-
coed 667 17 8

Jones. R., Jan., Covchurch, near
Bridgend 655 13 9

Raikes, F.. Coychuroh, near
Bridgend (accepted) 616 S

tBiDLiNGTON.—For concreting the floor of the reser-

voir, for the town council :—
Brumby. Robinson, and Son. Hull £119

(Accepted.)
aESHiM. — For the reconstmction of sewers and

house connections, for the Chesham Urban District
Council. Mr. P. C. Dormer, engineer and surveyor :

—
Mead, A., and Son, Chesham ... £3,85S
Free. E., and Sons. Maidenhead... 3,635
Wright, W.. Ohesham 3.639 17 9

Southom. F. W. Leicester 3,330
Shaddock, W. F., Plymouth' ... 3,162 11

Engineer's estimate, £3,363.
• Accented.

EniNBCRGH.—For widening a bridge at Milton-road,
near Duddingston Mills, for the town council ;—

Angus, J., and Sons (accepted) ... £2,5*6

Glendevon. — For construction of waterworks at
Glendevon, for the Dunfermline District Committee :

—
Tawse, W., Aberdeen (accepted)... £28.135

GosFOETH.—For building fire brigade superintendent's
residence, for the urban district council. Mr. Q
Nelson. A.M.I.C.E., Council Offices, Gasforth. archi-

Ktrk & Brown, Newcastle-on-Tyne £630 1 7

Turnball & Armstrong, Gosforth 582
Hedley. T., and Son. Blyth ... 665 5 9

Craven, J., Newcastie-on-Tyno ... 527 17 6

Cnrry, T., and Son, Newcastle-on-
Tyne 50O

Fleck, W. C, Gosforth* 49J 6 10
* Accepted.

GuiMSBV. — For conveniences in East Marsh-street,
for the corporation :—

Borrill and Cheesman (accepted)... £135

Geimsby.—For erection of conveniences m Welholme-
road, for the corporation :

—
Seamer, O. (accepted) £29* 16

HoMEETON, N.E. — For cleaning, painting, and
plastering works at the Eastern Hospital, for the
Metropolitan Asylums Board :

—
Thomerson, W., 4: Son, Hackney-
road £3,350

Reason,W., Rosebery-avenue.E.C. 2,999
Simms.W. J., & Sons, Nottingham 2,720
Pollard, E., & Co., Ltd., Clerken-
well-road, E.C 2.390

Inns, A. H., Camomile St., E.U. 2.233 6 6

Hussey, W^, Albert Ball Mansions 2.081

Kazak, L,., Railway - place.
Belvedere* 2,077

Engineer-m-cbief 's estimate. £ 1,975.
• Recommended for acceptance.

HoENSEi.—For private street works, for the urbin
district council :

—
Robinson, J., Hull (accepted) ... £1,375 1 *

IsiiKGio.-i, N. — For carrying out caving work in

Blackstock-road and Highbury Park, for the Borough
Council;—

Wimpey, G.& Co.. Hammersmith £7,79) 5 2

Acme Flooring & PaviogCo.(1904),
Ltd., Victoria-park, N.E. ... 7.191 7

Anderson, G. J.. Poplar 7.t7l 13 8

Mowlem, J., & Co., Ltd., West-
minster 7,C69 18 10

Manders, W., and Co., Leyton ... 6,909 8 7

Griffiths. W., & Co., Ltd., Bishops-
gate, E.C* 6 676 16 8

* Recommended for acceptance.

Lewisham, S.E.—For the enlargement of the

Holbeach-road school, Lewisham, S.E., for the London

County Council:— „ ^
Downs. W., Walworth £7,056

Appleby, J., and Sons, Ltd.,

Southwark Park 6,988

Akers, W., and Co., South
Norwood 6,633

Mills, W., and Sons, Ltd.,

WestcombQ Park 6,559

Blav, W. P., Ltd., Dowgate Hill . 6,115

Wailis, G. B., and Sons, Ltd.,

Haymarket O.^'S "

Smith, W., and Sons, Harleyford-

road.S.E ».3i-

Smith, J., and Sons, Ltd.,

South Norwood 6,278

Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 6.26* »

Thomas and Edge. Woolwich ... 6,1*9

Moss, W., and Sons '""

Bedford-row 6,083

Hoiloway, H. L.,D8otford ... 6,934

Leng. T. D., Deptford" .. 6,947
6,022.

• Recommended for acceptance.

Lewisham, S.B.—For paintmg and cleanmg woris at

the Park Hosoital, Hither Green, Lewisham, for the

Metropolitan Asylums Board:-
Peyton. A. T., Lewisham £595

Mills, E., Blackheath 6b' o

Finch and Pinch, Hither Greaa ... o6J u u

Johns Bros., North Woolwich* ... 411 7 6

Eoeineer-in-chief's estimate, f ii98.

* Recommended for acceptance.

PoEiENocKiE, N.B.-For the extension of the harbour,

for the town council:—
. ,., nnn

Cooper and Paria, Dunfermline, about £3,000.

(Accepted.)

(Continued on page XI V.)
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MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION.

When an architect is entrusted with the

erection of a mansion, say, in the country,

what considerations should influence him
in the selection of the most suitable

materials for his building? Some of these

are already fixed for him, and the timber

he uses is that which he must use, for here

he has no choice, although he may now
discard timber for his main beams, and use

steel joists; but so long as he uses timber,

it must lie from the Baltic or Canada ;
for

we hn\i- ai.parititlv none liome-grown to

suit hi- iHupM-.s ' [t IS till- universal ex-

perienci' thai \ilirii « I liearers, joists,

rafter^;, girdi is, i:\- j.urlms are stressed for

a fe^v yt-ars, tiu-y invariably sag in the

centre, "so that tlie advent of the steel joist

is, after all, an unmixed advantage, and it

should be used everywhere when the span

of the timbers is over eight feet. The
selection of the timber for his building will,

therefore, give the architect little trouble

;

but that actually supplied by the builder

may give him a good deal, owing to the

diversity of opinion as to what constitutes

sound material, ,ind in this connection we
may remark that ,-it :i iiir.tnig of the Insti-

tute of Buildup h.M oil March 2.5, at

Koh-i-noor llniiM., Kiiit;suav, it was stated

that the cnminl t..i imil.att .1 and forwarded

to the RIBA, siit;iii'sliniis uith regard to

obsolete clauses in tiiiib.r siitciiications.

The nirt-tiiia was iv|Hiitrd iii our columns
on Apnl '.\ Tins .Imiil.l liav,. l.-.n don;,

long a-o iM,- til.. IiiiiIh I- rl.ni.. s ni iiiany

specilirat iMiis wi-rr 'ln.T ii. .lis. ii^.-, and the

provisions were beynml ilit- |Mi\vir of any-

one to carry out.' During the last sixty

years, a complete ri-vulutiou has takoii

place in the timlier ti.i.le, A century ago.

and less, the ai, Int. . i -).. . ilied that all the

timber for hi- ... r. n' i
.. a i- to be cut from

Memel, Riga, i |t,.iii/.;. 1..l;s, whicli were

converted by liaiul-saiMiig >>n the building

site to the scantlings requireil, X.-w tli.'

builder can get any scantlings that iii,i\ l.i'

specified sawn abroad, and with a hi., lal

allowance of sa)i and injuriouK knots, r...,:s

are still imported, as anyone may s. . l.v

visiting the ponds at the Surriv <'..iii-

mercial docks, and an arcliiteot who wants
really g..nd timber will select some of tlie

larsrest of these, and have them sawn to

the^'sizes he requires. It is a pity that it is

necessary to keen these logs in water to

iirevent them splitting; but this cannot be
helped, and when they are to be used, they
should be rcinov.d at once from the ponds,
and sawn t,. ili.. s,/, s r, .piin-.l, Th.- archi-

tect must gii.ai.l ;i-aiiis| -p.vifvinc S\vedish
logs for his «,.ik, ,,- ili.v s,.|,l,,m square to

more tlrin six or c-|.;lit iiichrs. Compare

these dimensions with the twenty-two and
twenty-four inches of half a century ago !

It will be well to recollect, too, that no
matter what the size of the tree may be, the
thickness of sap-wood remains constant,
and for the timber we have referred to it

may be taken as being 3in. all round the
trunk. A tree only 6in. in diameter will,

therefore, be all sap-wood ; but a tree

2ft. 6in. in diameter will have 2ft. of heart-
wood, the thickness of the sap-wood being
the same as for the Gin. tree. We may add
that, in old-time buildings, as logs were
used for tlie carpentry, the timber for the
joists and ratters was cut clear of sap-wood,
and it tilled a spccHication which is now
considered obsolete, and the architect has
to give way to the exigencies of the trade,
instead of his compelling the trade to keep
to his specification. It may be said, how-
ever, that the jiosition of the contractor is

pitiable between the timber merchant and
the architect, for the latter is always speci-

fying what it is impossible for the former
to supply him with, ;iii.l tin- aiminaly
exists in none of the othei ii.i.l.-. It is true
that if the builder purclia-. .1 ]..-- aii.l cut
them up to the scantlur^s rL-quued. lie

would ajiproach the architect's specifica-

tion nearly
; but building timber obt;iined

in this way would cost at least three times
as much as the imported sawn scantlings.
If, therefore, the architect wants good
timber, he must specify not only that it is

to be free from sap-wood, he must also add
that it must bo cut fiMin the logs, and that
u.. i.th.-r tiiiili..r \m11 be allowed on the

I'mpiLl: PiMhio.- i^a l'"nv fiiiZr'il'i-
hard, and the ,v-,,i ,i, n in.ak. - .. .Iilli.uli

where it can
ture of iab..u:

r.thnr rough b ibe.r

.nii..l...n wnh I., III. In,.; i,n,l,er which, on
M.iiiM.. ..,i,..,.|. ,,at,.,M, -1, .,,1,1 influence the
i.lni..! V.I, .11 ,l,aln,: witii it ill his speci-
I'a

, an.
I

Ih' iiiiist i-,-lv on his judgment
.11 , 1.. -1. 1,112, f..i th,. 1. miller .and the timber
I'T.-iianl a,., .vilaiii to lo,,k at the matter
n..iii th.ii own p.uiil of view, and that is

i.urely .l linain-ial .,li...

The II. ,\' iii.ill.'i- loi- consideration will

.e the i....f cv.-nn.r, and the two chief
livisions ,if this siibiect are tliose dealing
.vith slates or tiles. For flat roofs, concrete
m steel joists, and covered with good
isi.halt. is an ideal combination ; but a roof
ivhicli cannot be seen is wholly inad-
iiissilil,. for a country mansion, so that the
.nliiiarv. steep-pitched roof may be con-
sidered .'.s essential, and must be" provided

for. i\ow, in the first place, no matter what
material is used for the roof-covering, it is

essential that provision bo made that the
wind shall not, in exposed localities, strip
it along the gables and the hips. From this
it follows that the former must be pro-
tected by gable copings, and all that these
imply, and the latter should be avoided, if

possible, even in dormers, where copings
will make a much safer covering. If the
style of architecture adopted in the build-
ing does not allow of copings being used,
then special measure must be taken to

protect the slates or tiles from being
stripped along the gables and hips. Tliis is

usually done by having special slates and
tiles for use in every alternate course, and,
by a S])ecial arrangement of slate filleting
in cement along the verges ; but neither of

these, or both together, are equal in point
of efficiency to cut stone gable copings fiir

making a "watertiglii i....f SL.piii.^ i...,fs

are frequently a gr. ,,i ii,ii-,,n..- m uiiiti-i-.

forthey shed snow in l,,,^.-.. ,i, ,,..... .,i, i., any
verandah ..r gift-i,!,. ,,.-,. i... t-. wl,i.li may
be under tli.ni, ,|..n,.i i„,i,l,

,
lai, ,„;;,. ; but

the difficulty IS i^.,| ..N, , 1,\ w..ik,ir.; a few
dozen guniiiftal l,.i..ks mt.. lb.- in,, in r....f

surface, immediatf]\ ,,\,:i- any l..w build-
ings that may be d.ima.j. .1 in tin- way.
These will efiectually |.rHy,nt tli,. snow
from slipping. In iilannmg a roof for this

climate, the fewer lead gutters and valleys
there are the better. Every plan that
retains rainwater inside the walls of a
luiilding, as with parapets, is faulty, and
will iventiiallv lead to the destruction of

the rnlings underneath, no matter how
itli,a. nt ill.' .inang. in. lit may seem to be at

lii-l, W. li.n. .\:iii,in,-d many such roofs
fi .111 ill. Ill, nil.- t . ilu- Shannon, and we
n.M I- I. .1111.1 ..lit- \.t that was not giving
tr.,iil.l,

, or that had not given trouble. We
thrivi.uv strongly advise that all roofs
shiiulil piojt'ct beyond the wall-face, and
drain into a capacious gutter of heavy
metal. Such an eaves-gutter should hang
quite clear of the wall, and the down-pipes
must be held at least 4in. away from the

architect has ni;iiiil\ tin,,, km. I- ..f -kil.'S

to select from n,',i,,..]\ N..,!l, W,.|-li,

Cornish, and th.ise In. in tin l.,,k.. Distiict.

They ,-iie all of good "metal-; but thev
vary in rohmr and thickness. Bangor
slates are mainly of a juirple colour; they

mon.itonous-l.H.kmg' r,,of. Quite recently,
Innvever. the ouarrv-.iwners have dis-

covereil that architects do not like these
very thin slates, and they are now being
split to a much thicker gauge. In any case,

the architect will d.i well to avoid spcci-

iving the liest quality slates; scconil
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.f. n\:
gCII

lies

ItMvc little to be (Ifsirod in llir \v.i\ nf

coloiii- (II- weight. The Lake District slates

are well known as the best green slates we
have ; hut the cost of them makes their use

a luxury wliich few care to indulgo in ; Imt

the extra expense is amply cunip. n^.ili il f u-

liy their appearance when carifully lai.l.

Latterly, to satisfy the artistic yearnings

of some architects, slates are being sent out

from the quarries in courses, gradually

netting narrower as they reach the ridge,

.-ind tlif nrrnnL'cment is a very old one.

l''i<K -f till- Kind give more troubl.' tn lln-

^l.ii, r--. .imJ ili.'v in no way iiu-i-iMsr llic

.Hin, ii,\ nf 111,, roof. Pembvokcshnv slat, s

make a good roof: they are heavy, tli-

colour is pale green, and many fixed in mir

roofs had cubes of iron pyrites embeddrd
in them. Of the Coal Measure slates of

Yorkshire, the "Old Red" stone tiles of

Herefordshire, or the oolite tiles of the

Cotswold Hills, we need not say more than
that thfv ,iir us,,l .inly l.ciily, and, in

many ca~i -. i li' v aiv Im m- .lis|,laced bv the

Welsh flairs, ill. 1 m]1^u,,.|mii, Stonesfield,

and Hur.-ham luuliuu uk:, ha\e a more ex-

tended use than the first enumerated ;
but

they are not as universal a roof-covering as

slates or clay tiles. Roofing-tiles may be

divided into two classes: tlms.. likr

Broseley tiles, which cover a rnn( lik.'

slates, three deep; and the othi-is like tin-

"Roman" tiles of Bridgwater, wliuli an
laid one deep with special int. i Imkiiiu

watertight joints at the sides. If a skit,-

happens to get broken on a ruuf, tlir a.i i-

dent may not affect the ]iii\\( r
'

to throw off rain; but il ..n.- .

referred to happens to l. t ln.ik.n. then
there is nothing to )ii.\,iii ram u.tting

through the roof. 'Mm-- kitt. i iik- is only a

development of th. .11 lasln.au.l i.autile.

which, tor its iii. lii.i. h.n . «as ihr.iwn on
the rubbish-heap nearly half a century ago.

Yet, strange to say, it has been discovered,
and used quite recently, by a leading archi-

tect, as soniething novel ! For good roofing.

the choice lies between slates and ]ilain

tiles, and of these, slates fj.nii some wi'll-

known quarry will probakly 1... f.iuinl the
best in every way. Here .ij.iiii an- v.ni.ius

jnatters for tlie architect l.. i ..nsi.k. i lufore
deciding on his roofing ; l.ni i li. iv a i

. ..t her
coverings he may feel iiirhiiiil to try

—

namely, those made with asbestos and
cement. If he is of an experimental turn
of mind, he may like to try these artificial
slates, and unless they are tried, we can
have no experience of iheir weathering
qualities. They are, like other patent
tiles, laid only one deep on a roof, which
tells against them in comparison with
slates.

Before leaving this question of roofs and
roof-coverings, it is a matter for considera-
tion whether a flat roof is, afl. i- alk ,111 a.l

vantage either in the i.iun .,r ...unliy, f..i-

we have been on many. an. I tli.- snmk.- fr.,111

the chimneys, as well' as the " blacks " from
the soot, made the roof a very undesirable
place to remain on for any length of time.
The fact is, that many features common to
buildings in other climates, such as flat
roofs, verandahs, piazzas, and patios, are
entirely unsuitable for our damp, and
frequently sunless, atmosphere and com-
paratively cid climate. The most im-
portant point for the architect to decide
will be ns to what material he will use in
his W'alis, for their thickness will depend
greatly on that. A rubble stone wall
cannot be built of. less thickness than
20in., while a brick wall can be built 9in
I luck, and a wooden one need onlv be Gin
The thickness of walls and partitions ii
cities, where bricks are used, can be of m

for walling, as the inner

his partitions in 4-iiii. by 2in. wood
studding, would be surprised to see a
country house carried up with 2ft. stone

be askc,

thinner
the laboi

of working

to spo

tli.ni «liirli is filled up \mI

s|ialls. ,Liid this must be so

n..t I... |..,ssibleto get stonrs
width ..1 tho wali: without

W..ukl r, ,is.. I., I„. ,iil.l'.l.-

whoiv nil. I.:,' u;,ll. ,,,>

material c .sis l.,,! |it,|,,. ].^

from stones ,

dressings. In

can be had for

lit 1... oeing the waste
I ijii'iins and other
asis the rough stones
t; ; .sometimes a charge

of a shilling or so a load is made for them.
In a mansion there will probably be exten-
sive cellarage, and stiecial care' sh. mid be

I linlolv t,. keop io.KSe isoll back; but
Ins IS a inislake, for the walls will be
l.iiiil., .unl till' air in the cellars will be
oailrd with moisture, making them of little

use whatever for any purpose. We may
say, without fear of contradiction, that the
only safe way to have dry cellars is to con-
truct a dry area all round them. It

should be not less than Mt. wide, and the
arch which covers it in should be turned
against a skewback in tho main wall

ml, iv.l «i(b asphalt. AVo h:n,- I11..I Ih..

plan of p,.i,ni,.g i,i..lt..n .asphalt ml., a

Iv 111 tin- r,.|lar-walls, tlio msi.h.lmm-'
being of brickwork; but we havo not iouiid

plan so thoroughly succesful as the dry

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

All ordinary meeting of the Royal Institute
of British Arelntect.s was li-lrl on Mondav
evening at !i, <'..ii.lim stiv.-i. \V., th ehiiV
being occnp; .1 l.v Mr, (I, ;.,- 1 1 iil.i.ar.l.

F.S.A., Vir- ..i.-h'I.mi, TI, . s;.,ioi.. ,, >

uhl.'hp.-..s).l..nta'

cciilrally against one of the long walls, the
soats being disposed in a semi ellipse in
front. The result was that not only wis i(

niori' easy to see and hear a speaker in the
(Iiscnssion, but the number of those who
r Mill latvli the chairman's eye was largely

At th • opouiug of the proceedings Mr.
A. W. S. Cross, Vice-president, said lie re-
gretted to announce the deaths of Mr.
Bernard William Hart Braiueld, of Man-
chester, Fellow, elected in 1903; and of Mr.
William Laidlaw Carruthers, of Inverness.
Fellow, elected in 1892.

rnoFnssioN.^L practki!:.

commission, viz. :-L Receiving i'nstnictions
from the client. 2. Preparing preliminary
sketches. 3. Making an approximate esti-
mate of the cost. 4. Preparing the working
drawings, som.e details, and the specification.
5. Procuring tenders for the work. G.
Arrnngiug a contract between the client and

Usually, in the pivp.iration
drawings, too inneh is left

ntinn; a paucity of elevations,
lit,-, liiral importance—sections

il.'tail as possible shown
ji.-ii. lallv taken along the line
.01.. r..iiinlalions left entirely
,
ami 111 iii;iii\ instances a total

10. .1 .1 1. SI., IIS, Tliis style of
drawing k-ax.- il. 1,., |,,,,,..|l points to be
decided by tli.-

,
iii\ sm-x.^,,-, n,,^ person

who gets out till- ,1 a Ills, 1 h,. I,iii|,|,,|-. m- more
generally his ton n, an, I h,- ,,n„-,-ss ,,f finding
out what is not mail,- ck-rir iin..l\..s addition
to the cost and trouble to the architect.
Some architects consider that a .specification
should be as general as possible, and not go
into detail. This method mav have its ./nod

'

should have. At the present lime, it is a
very usual custom for the quantity surveyor
to write the specification. This has its

advantages, and also disadvantages; one of
the former, so far as the architect is con-
cerned, is that it saves him the trouble and
expense of doing it himself. If the surveyor
does wait.- il, all i- tlie quantities have been
prepar.il. ih. xw.ik must lose some of the
indni.liialiis ol ili.- architect. 'Hi.e work of
taking olf (|iiaiiliti.s as practised in the South
of Eiiglaiul. with London as a centre, always.
strikes me as a matter of guesswork. In the
first place, the surveyor guesses what ho
thinks the architect means or would like,

and then the detailer guesses what the sur-
veyor has provided. The specification,

whether it be in general or precise terms,
should bo clear. We often forget that it is

the foreman who has to deal with it and
put his own interpretation on each obscure
sentence. A general clause in specifications
often conspicuous by its absence is one
covering "extraordinary traffic," which in
work.s of any size is sometimes a source of

trouble. The work of the Engineering
Standards Committee has been a great
assistance in the simpHficatioii of descrip-
tions of some materials- Portland cement
and steel, for instance. With regard to the
ronii.r. it will be quite sufficient to state that
11 IS 111 i,,mply with the standard specifica-

t ; I. Ill li iiuist be stated whether "quick,"
nil iliiiiii." or "slow" setting cement is

required. With regard to steel, be careful
to define whether British or foreign manu-
facture is expected ; and in describing bars
of nil sorts, give the weight as well as the
size. Ill writing clauses relating to sub-
contractors' or specialists' work, care should
be taken to make it clear whether the p.c.

sum includes "fixing" by the sub-contractor,
and whether the latter provides all the

expenses connected with getting the material
to the site, and who is to provide water,
scaffolding, and hoisting tackle, if any of

these should be required by the sub-con-
tractor. In procuring or inviting tenders for

work, the architect should, if possible, try

to arrange that the firms asked to compete
should be about the same standard with
regard to the quality of their work and tlieir

ability to carry out the particular building

contemplated. " In this matter careful dis-

cretion should be exercised, and no favour
should be shown to one firm to the detriment
of another. The architect should be par-

ticularly careful not to recommend any one
firm to "do the work without considering the

responsibility which is involved thereby; and
it is also, perhaps, unwise that an architect

should invariably employ one firm of con-

tractors for the reason that they know his

work and methods, and so are able to save

him trouble. When tenders have been
iiivitr.l from selected firms, those competing
slioiilil always be notified as to the amount
of Ih.' \aiioiis tenders and the names of their

cunipeLitars and name of the firm selected to

carry out the work.

THE R.I.D.A. FORM OF CONTR.ACT.

Opi
to wh
of 1911

think
revisii

divided at the present time as
r Iiistitiii.' V ,vm of Contract
111 11 -.Il iiil.l l.e. Many people
r.|.|iiuv, llii.riugh and careful
J.I. 1 am of opinion that an
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entirely new form should be prepared, to be
called the R.I.B.A. Form of t'ontraet, not in

consnltntion with any other body. Althongh
it might not meet the \iews of some bodies
in the building trade, it would be accepted
by individuals in all parts of the country,
and gradually take the place of the present
form. It must be recollected that the
employer pays, and, after all, it is only a
question of how much he shall pay, if

ridiculous conditions are inserted. It is not
the object of any architect or employer to
draw up a series of conditions which would
bo unfair to either party to those conditions;
but the intention should be quite clear. The
present form is not clear, being vague on
many points, and erroneous in some. It

would be most desirable that the Institute
Council should appoint a strong conunittee
early next session to deal with the Schedule
of Conditions. The following clauses espe-
cially require attention :—In Clause 1, the
words relating to the custody of the draw-
ings, specification, and bills of quantities
should be del-3ted from this clause and put in

a separate one. I object to Clause 3 very
strongly. The builder should send in his
quantities, fully priced out, at the same time
that he sends in his tender. There seems to
be an impression abroad that the quantities
are the special property of tlie contractor,
and for his use only. I'do not consider this
is, or should be, the case. The quantities
are for the use of the client or his agents
just as much as for the use of the contractor.
There is too much ignoring of quantities
amongst architects nowadays. Clause 5
requires redrafting. It is not clear if it

covers the Health Insurance payments, or
whether, if no mention was made in the
specification or other document as to paying
fees to any authority, this clause in the con-
tract would make the contractor liable for
the payment without charging the employer
any e.xtra. Clauses 6, 7, 8, and 9 might have
slight amendments made which would im-
prove the meaning and make it clearer.
Clause 10 should be revised, as the architect
should have access to the works at aJl tin

the word "reasonable" is a mistake in this
instance. It is often the time when the co
tractor does not want the architect on the
works that the latter finds out most about
what is going on and the way the work
being done. The clause relating to the clerk
of works. No. 11, if it is necessary at all

should be added to by providing for attend
ance on the clerk of works, and assistance ii

taking particulars and dimensions, as n clain

.
for time occupied in rendering such assist

ance is sometimes made in contractors'
accounts. Clause 12 should be redrafted so
as to include alteration, variation, or devia-
tion from the drawings or specification.

without necessarily involving an extra or
omission. Other alterations may be desirable
with regard to the authorisation of e.\tras.

Clauses 1.3 and 14 should be revised. The
portion of Clause 17 which deals with defects
in sub-contractor's work being made good by
the general contractor requires revision, as
also does Clause 20 (sub-contractors). The
latter clause appears to me to he quite in-

adequate to meet the present-day require-
ments as to subcontractors ; it should be
drafted on entirely different lines. In fact,

the whole question of the position of sub-
contractors with relation to the main contract
requires consideration. It is quite out of

the question that the general contractor
should be allowed to select the specialist. If

this were conceded, there would always be
the risk that a specialist quoting a low 'price
would be employed, and inferior work put in.

The question of how and when the specialist
is to be paid is also a most important one.
The general contractor is inclined to pay the
sub-contractor promptly, so as to secure what
is called a "cash discount," whereas it may
be very much to the advantage of the client
that a portion of the sub-contractor's money
•should be retained for a period to meet the
expenses of making good possible defects.
Clause 21, dealing with "damage to person
and property," is obsolete, and shonid be
altered at once. The sale of the document
containing this clause as it stands creates a
false security in the mind of the employer,
and also of the architect, who may not have

given the clause the attention it deserves,

he proposal of the R.I.B.A. to revise

Clauses 20 and 21 has not been regarded
favourably by the Institute of Builders, tlieir

Council considering that it would be a waste
of time to attempt to alter two of the classes

thout discussing amendments to the form
of the whole contract. In the meantime the

R.I.B.A. should take steps to inform clients

that under the present clause their interests

are not properly- safeguarded. With regard
to Clause 23, which deals with the "Date of

Completion and Extension of Time," it would
be interesting to hear whether, in the case
of extra work being ordered, the architect

should state, before the extra work is com-
menced, what extension of time will be
allowed for this special extra work, or
whether it is within his province to fix the
amount of the extension at the completion
of the work. Clause 27— "Prime Cost,

Meaning of"—should be revised so that the
amounts "for goods to be obtained and fixed

by the contractor" shall be paid and
expended as the architect shall direct, in

a similar manner as the "provisional sums"
mentioned in Clause 28 ; the discount for

cash should be eliminated from the clause,

and various other alterations made to bring
the clause up to date. Clause 28—"Pro-
visional Sums"—requires revision in many
ways ; one point in it has been the subject
of inquiry—viz., the meaning of the words
"after allowing pro rata for the contractor's
profits." Does "pro rata" mean on the
amount of work done or the value of it? It

would be made quite clear if some words
such as "on the amount expended" were
inserted after the ivords "pro rata." Clause
29—"Artists, etc.. Engaged by Employer"

—

should be altered so as to allow the employer
to engage any person he may desire to do
any work for him within the building or out-

side it on the site. The clause as at present
worded seems to imply that only decorative
work can be carried out without the consent
of the contractor, which was not the original

intention. If Clause 30— "Payment of

Certificate"—requires revision, it must be
done from a legal point of view ; but an archi-

tect who is commencing his career should
recollect that in exercising his authority
under the clau>p — as, indeed, under the
whole fif Ml- i-'itrn,'t --he must act as an
arbitral I M ' n. a strictly impartial
attitii.l iMitained. With regard
to ChiM-i ,j \ ri:r ration "—.some scheme
might he pvohi'd which would enable redress

by arbitration in small cases to be conducted
on more economical lines than at present.
In many instances it would suffice if the
whole matter could be referred to an arbi-

trator with a simple statement of the case
from each party, dispensing with witnesses
or costly hearings. How do the last two
lines of th^ clause, which read, "This sub-
mission sliall be deemed to be a submission
to arbitration within the meaning of the
Arbitration Act, 1889," apply to work done
in Scotland or Ireland?—as I believe the Aot
does not apply to either of these portions of

the United Kingdom. The work of an archi-

tect cannot be divested of its business
routine, and the more simple and straight-

forward we can make the latter, the more
easy it will be to carry out the multifarious
duties an architect is now called upon to

perform. Friction will then be avoided, and
architects, clients, and contractors will

perhaps be able to get on without references

to the Law Courts. All these things are bad
for architects, bad for clients, bad for con-
tractors, and, more than all, bad for archi-
tecture and for sound building.

Mr. R. L. Harrison, in proposing a vote of

thanks, remarked that, speaking as a lawyer,
he often found that the difficulties of the
building-owner were accentuated by the lack
of business training and knowledge that were
revealed by the architect. The most valuable
part of the excellent paper to which they
had listened that evening was the second
portion, il ':,l;i!- M ,1 h |ir.,p':-, ,i ,. i,.hitions

of th.. n,::, !, :,L ;• .1 : I
. ,,, :..„,s of

contniM 1 ^ _ . :., K , :,.,|.|,„g

operati mi-. Ir, -ii .\, i
- ,-i V;ty\\ m. :ii. and,

most dangerous of all, judicial decisions in

the Court of Appeal were constantly tend-
ing to make a form of contract, no matter

how carefully devised to meet all possible

contingencies, obsolete. The doeuhiejit which
had been practically torn to pieces was the

result of a series of conferences, eleven or

ve years ago, between the Royal Insti-

tute and the Institute of Builders, and from
the first was unsatisfactory in its phraseology.

Proposals were afoot for a revision of the

Form of Conditions ; but he agreed with Mr.
Max Clarke that the Royal Institute would
be well advised to decline any co operation

with the Builders' Institute, to appoint a
strong conunittee to prepare a fresh form
which would meet the requirements of the

building - owner and his architect, and,
having decided upon it, to adhere to it;

regardless of protests. It would he far

better that the architect should be nominated
as sole arbitrator in the event of any dispute

arising between the building-owner and the

contractor. His experience had gone to

show that the architect acted in a fair and
judicial manner between the parties; but he
feared the proposition would not be generally

accepted.
Mr. Stanley Boydell Houghton, barrister,

seconded the vote of thanks to Mr. Max
Clarke for his well-digested and thoughtful
paper, which was replete with most valuable
common-sense advice to the younger members
of the architectural profession, and might
also be studied with advantage by senior

practitioners. The result of his experience

of the form of Conditions of Contract led him
to concur with the lecturer in his condemna-
tion of that document, which had become
obsolete and an anachronism. When en-

deavouring to construe the form for clients,

he confessed he could not understand the
gist of some of the clauses, which did not
seem to be drawn up in the interests of the

building-owner. The aim of the document
was to arrive at a fair contract between the

building-owner and a possible builder, and
he agreed with Mr. Max Clarke that in any
revision of the form it should be solely

draughted by architects, who had their

clients' interests to consider, and incidentally

their own. Some of the modifications of the

original draught, which were believed to

have been incorporated at the suggestion of

the builders, had proved very much to the

detriment of the builders' rights. For
example, under the older form of contract,

where the architect was made the sole arbi-

trator in the event of a dispute, the builder
was placed under his heel, except in the

improbable issue that fraudulent collusion

between building-owner and architect could

be proved. From that extreme they had now
gone to one which was certainly not fair to

the building-owner, and did not operate to

the advantage of the builder ; it offered possi-

bilities of arbitration to a litigious person on
every conceivable point of difference. In one
case which came under his notice, an un-
scrupulous building - owner dismissed his

architect, repudiated the contract, and com-
menced an arbitration which threatened to

be so costly and protracted that the builder

was forced, in self-defence, to accept an un-
satisfactory compromise. In his experience,

architects, when sitting as arbitrators, acted
in a judicial spirit. Indeed, he had only
known one case where the architect showed
any bias, having formed a personal friend-

ship with the building-owner, and in that

instance his decision was eventually set aside

by the House of Lords. Personally, he
should like to see a reversion to the practice

of appointing the architect as sole arbitrator

in case of dispute.

Mr. F. G. Rice, President of the Insti-

tute of Builders, should have liked to have
heard Mr. Max Clarke insist more strongly

on the desirability— nay, necessity— of

supplying details at as early a stage as

possible in the letting of a contract. It was
also very important, in the interests of the

job, that the district surveyor sliould he con-

sulted befor,' the work was commenced. The
more simpl.- and straightforward the form
of Conditions of Contract could be made, the

better and more satisfactory would it be for

all the three parties concerned in the under-

taking. The present form might be out-of-

date in some particulars ; but it was very

carefully prepared by a joint body represent-

ing the Institutes of Architects and Builders,
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and he must oBer nn emphatic protest against

any proposition to ignore the builders in the

preparation of any new document. Surely

the only object of" the architect in framing

such a document was to be absolutely fair

to the building-owner and the builder, and
therefore it was only right that representa-

tive builders should be given the opportunity

of ascertaining that the conditions were such

as they could tender upon before it was
finally draughted. It should be assumed that

all parties to a contract were desii-oiis of

doing what was right ; but, human nature
being what it wa.s, disputes would occasion-

ally arise, and then it was essential that the

original intentions of those who entered into

the contract should be ascertainable. The
.

••
;• r-ticular, should exactly define

I J t<, and duties of contractors
'IS. If a contractor paid a

~n a- was entitled to a cash dis-

count mr tju> use of his money, and should
also m every case be recompensed for the use
of plant and machinery, and for attendance
upon the sub-contractor. He trusted that

before any change in the form of contract
was decided upon, the builders would be
allowed to put their case forward.
Mr. William Woodward said he must differ

entirely from Mr. Max Clarke's suggestion
that a new form of Conditions of Contract
should be drawn up by architects without
consultation with representative builders.

Such a suggestion was absolutely unworkable
and impracticable. If a form, of contract
was to be satisfactorily settled, the builder
must be a party to the draughting of the
conditions which he will accept. The pro'seiit

form was the result of long and grave
deliberation by representatives of the two
Institutes, and he strongly objected to the
suggestion that any future document should
be draughted by one body. He might inti-

mate that that afternoon the Council of the
Koyal Institute had decided that the whole
Conditions of Contract should be brought
under revision. This step had not been
necessitated so much by alterations in the
conditions of the three parties concerned, but
in consequence of th3 interpretations placed
upon the document by judicial gentlemen
sitting at the Royal Co'urts of Justice, who,
although learned in the law, had no practical
knowledge of building operations and their
conduct.

Sir Henry Tanner sai.l I;,. lui,l only had
experience of a -i : contract

—

that used by H.:\I ' ^ and that
had, he believed, :i in prac-
tice. It was cfi; ,\ that the
Practice Committi-.- -iiMuld revise the Con-
ditions from time to time and keep them up-
to-date. He was strongly of opinion that the
quantities should form part of the contract,
so that if mistakes occurred they could be
rectified without difficultv.

Mr. C. R. Blanco" White, barrister,
observed tliat either they must have a brief
form of contract, summarising the matter
roughly, or must make in each instance a
voluminous and intricate contract providing
for all possible contingencies. The archi-
tect's point of view of a contract must be
largely that of his employer, the buildini;-
owner, rather than that o"f the builder. A
contract must necessarily in its terms be in
the nature of a compromise between the
claims of the building-owner and of the
builder, and if the conditions of an ordinary
form of contract were to be drawn up afresh",
as was suggested, without the co-operation'
and approval of the builder, there would
eertanily be in it a bias against the interests
of the btulder. This the builder would bear
i.T mind ill framing his contract, and
eventually the burden of any unfairness in
the conditions must fall on" the buihlin.--
owner. If the new Conditions of Contract
were to command the confidence of the
builder, he must necessarily be consulted in
tlieir draughting. Among the changes
demanded was one to Clause 12. relating to
extras and omissions, which should bo so
revised as to deal with variations which
involved neither addition to nor reduction of
the contract price. The arbitration clause
provided that the arbitration should not be
opened until after the completion of the con-
tract, and this could be used unjustly by an

unscrupulous architect. Except in tlie case
of an architect of high position and long
experience, it would be best for the prac-
titioner to adhere to the present Conditions
of Contract until it has been officially revised
and accepted, for should a dispute unhappily
come into Court, he would be safe if he could
show that he had followed the usual form.
Mr. Edward Greenop agreed with the last

speaker that the young arohitect would do
well to adhere to the accepted Institute form
of Conditions of Contract, with all its

admitted defects, rather than strive to frame
a form for himself. He regretted that the
paper did not deal with questions of personal
conduct as well as with those affecting
practice. Mr. R. L. Harrison rendered the
Institutes good service in draughting the
present form of contract, and he would
suggest that he should prepare a revised
dominient for consideration.
The Chairman, in putting the vote of

thanks, said he felt very strongly that
members of the Institute of Builders"should
be associated with the Practice Committee
in draughting a revised form of Conditions
of Contract. The defects in the present form
were entirely due to the altered conditions of

the industry as compared with those of 1903.
Mr. Max Clarke, in reply, remarked that

the architect who tried to 'prepare his own
Conditions of Contract would be a young idiot,

and would deserve the trouble hebrought on
himself. He still held that the new Con-
ditions should be drawn up by architects. He
held that they had nothing "to do with any
difficulties wliich arose between the eon"-

tractor and the sub-contractor, who must
settle those points between themselves.

THE R.I.B.A. AND REGISTRATION BY
CHARTER.

The Committee of Associates have issued
the following communication :

—

The committee note with pleasure that by
Clause 2 of the new proposals corporate
members of the Institute would in future be
distinguished from those who have not taken
the Institute examinations.

Ihe committee feel that the Council have
made an attempt to interpret the wishes of

the Institute as expressed in the resolution
adopted at the general meetiug on January 5
last, but desire to call your attention to the
tallowing points, which" should be borne in

mind in taking action on the proposals :

—

Ul A new class would be created within the
iDstitute who will not have submitted to a qualifying
examination.

(2> The proposals will not prevent unqualified
Dersons from practising or styling themselves
.Architects."

(3) It is apparent that there is a great number of
architects who will not join this Register for the same
reasons that they did not join the roll of Licentiates
when it was open for them to do so.
The only other eligible persons are those who were

not of sufficient age at the time to become enrolled
as Licentiates, and it is considered that these young
men should be given no further opportunity of
shirking the entrance examinations.

The R.I.B.A. should have no other register,
solely controlled by the Institute, than those already
listing.

(.5) A register on the limited basis proposed by the
Council would only benefit a small number of un-
attached and unqualified persons, who would be
widening the base of the Institute without increasing
Us prestige.

Without desiring to circumvent the reso-
lution passed at the meeting on January 5,

1914, the committee feel that there are only
two alternatives with regard to the matter
as it now stands : either (a) to meet the new
proposals with a direct negative, or (b) to

endeavour by widening them to make them
acceptable to the vast majority of practi-
tioners throughout the country," and at the
same time prevent confusion in the minds of

the public between corporate members of the
R.I.B.A. and registered architects.
The aims of the committee being to main-

tain the dignity of the Institute as a whole,
while safeguarding the interests of the Asso-
ciates, its policy is constructive rather than
destructive.

With these points in view, the following
conclusions have been come to :—

(11 That the new proposals should he approved in
prmciple only, hut should he refeiTcd back to the
Council with a view to steps being taken to create a
Registering Board consisting of representatives of all

persons on the Register, such a Board being more
likely to attract all bonfi tide architects, and con-
sequently would exercise greater powers of control
over the whole profession than is possible bv the
Council of the R.I.B.A. alone.

(-2) That the Register and the Registering Board
should be of wider scope than the Standing Com-
mittee proposed by the Council, and that the Board
should have executive powers ; but that themajority
of such Board should he corporate members of the
Institute.

(3* That the Council be asked to obtain powers to
ascertain the views of the individual members of
the R.I.B..\. on all fundamental questions.

(1) The Committee notice that the Council's pre-
vious proposals to eliminate the disabilities of
Associates with regard to voting on the by-laws. Ac.
has been dropped in the new proposals, and the
Council should be asked to reconsider the original
suggestion.

Amendments to the Council's proposals
will be suggested on these lines, and the com-
mittee will be glad to have your views on the
foregoing conclusions as soon as possible, and
trust you will use your best endeavours to

be at the Institute on the 27th inst. at eight
o'clock.

With regard to the pending elections, it is

the intention of this committee to ascertain
from the candidates tlieir views on this all-

important matter, in order that the question
of Registration can be settled as soon as

possible, to make room for other pressing
affairs.

A list of the candidates in sympathy will

be forwarded to every member of the
R.I.B.A.

R. GouLDURN LovELL, Chairman.
S. DoL'GL.iS ToPLEY, Vice-Cliairman.
Herbert A. Welch, Hon. Sec.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS-
THIRTIETH DINNER.

The thirtieth annual dinner of the Society

of Architects was held on Tuesday evening in

the Victoria Rooms, Hotel Cecil, Strand, and
drew together a numerous attendance of

members and guests. Mr. Percy B. Tubhs,
F. R.I.B.A., the President, occupied the

chair, and among those present were Lord
Saye and Sele, the Right Hon. Herbert L.

Samuel, M.P. (President of the Local
Government Board), Mr. Justice Bailhache,
Col. Sir Thomas H. Holdich, K.C.M.G.
(Chairman, Royal Society of Arts), Sir Henry
Tanner, C.B.", F. R.I.B.A., Sir Laurence
Gomme (Clerk. L.C.C.). Mr. W. E. WooUey
(President, Surveyors' Institution), Iiis

Honor Judge Athe"rlev-Jones, K.C., Mr. A.
O. Goodrich (VicoChairman, L.C.C.), Mr.
H. E. A. Cotton iDeputv-Chairman, L.C.C.),

Mr. A. Hudson. K.C. iPresident, Tribunal of

Appeal), Mr. V. G. Rice (President, Institute

of Builders). Mr. W. S. Wallis (London
Master Builders' Association). Mr. H. C. H.
Shenton (President, Society of Engineers),

Messrs. A. W. S. Cross, George Hubbard,
and H. V. Lanchester (Vice-presidents,

R.I.B.A.), Mr. A. R. Jemmett, F.R.I.B.A.,
Mr. Max Clarke, F.R.I.B.A., Mr. R.
Goulburn Lovell (hon. secretary, Beaux Arts
Committee). Mr. F. R. Yerbury (Secretary,

A. A.), Messrs. W. Valentine "Ball, R. 6.
Bare, K. S. Broad, Arthur E. Brown, R.

Cecil Davies, Walter Dewes, E. Jay Evans,
H. Phillips Fletcher. Herbert Frevberg, R.

G. Lovell, C. A. Markham. S. Marsland, E.

J. Partridge. J. H. Pitt. M. L. Saunders,

Alban Scott, Noel D. Sheffield, H. T. Tubbs,
Leonard Tubbs, B. R. Tucker, F. C. Moscrop
Young, E. C. P. Monson (Vice-president|,

Col. F. Seymour Leslie, R.E. (Hon.
Secretary), C."E. Jackson (Hon. Treasurer),

C. McArthur Butler (Secretary), etc. During
the evening, songs and recitations were
rendered by Miss Nellie Innes, Mr. Sivori

Levey gave songs and stories at the piano,

and Professor R. Anders showed some
dexterous feats of modern magic and clever

telepathic displ.ays.

The loyal toas'ts having been given by the

President and duly honoured, Mr. E. C. P.

Monson, Vice-president, proposed "The
Houses of Parliament." Architects, as archi-

tects, had no politics, but they were deeply

interested in pressing forward the Registra-

tion Bill, of which Lord Saye and Sole, the

energetic chairman of the Beaux Arts

Atelier, was the sponsor in the Upper House.

They were glad to see, also, with them that

evening the new President of the I,ocal

Government Board, Mr. Samuel, v.l-.om they
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knew better as the late Postmaster-General,
for all arcliitei-ts were directly interested in

questions of Poor law institutions, and in

liousing ami town planning. Personally, lie

felt tliat town planning sclieiiies cost far too
mucli, and that landowners had too many
opportunities to impede their evolution. He
trusted that Mr. Samuel would take early
opportunity to look into this, and endeavour
to lessen the necessary expenditure and
expedition procedure. Reverting to the
Society's Architects' Registration Bill, this
had been draughted and approved by counsel,
and they were awaiting a favourable oppor-
tunity to introduce it into Parliament. It

would be well in the public interest if the
Government would adopt the measure and
give it their assistance. (Loud applause.)
Lord Saye and Sele, in a genial and

humorous speech, acknowledged the toast,
and promised to do his best to further the
progress of the Architects' Registration Bill
in the House of Lords.
Mr. Herbert Samuel, in responding, said

he noted Mr. Monson's arguments on behalf
of the Registration Bill, and they should be
carefully considered by the Government.
.Architects were vitally concerned with the
beautifieation of our towns and villages, but
unless the architect saw with the eye of
imagination the ideal city as it should be, he
could not really properly design even a £500
shop. London was now developing, and in
course of time might be a splendid city ; but
most of our industrial towns were far below
any standard which could be accepted as
even tolerable, and they were also far below
the standard which had been attained in such
States as Germany, or in the countries across
the Atlantic Ocean. They had set their
hands to moulding the future on better lines
than the past, and the Housing and Town-
Planning Act was already making provision,
to a very large extent, for the accomplish-
ment of that task. The Local Government
Board already had cognisance of no fewer
than 220 town-planning schemes in various
stages of completion, proposed by nearly 200
separate local authorities, and they had de-
finite applications for the Department's
sanction to be given to seventy-eight of these
scliemes. which covered an area of no less
tlian 116,000 acres of land. This was a very
good beginning, but architects would be the
first to remind him that it was only a
beginning. Aiiotlier question in which he
was especiallv interested was that of the
pollution of the urban air by smoke. If the
atmosphere of tlie towns was clear and
limpid, they would not only have a happier
and more cheerful population, but tliey would
afford architecture a better cliance. He was
not convinced that the law had done all that
it could do to bring about a better state of
things, or that the objections of some manu-
facturers that it was impossible to secure the
consumption of smoke by their furnaces were
sound. He was taking the first step to better
things by the appointment of a strong com-
mittee, representing all tlie interests con-
cerned, on whicli he was glad to announce
that Sir A^t.Mi Wi'lil) had consented to serve
as n^pii -. Ht iiiL' llir architectural profession,
and till- .|irri,il ,'Miiiiiiittee would investigate
the wl.ule sni.j.t, both from the practical
and the scienlilic view-points. He hoped
they would, before long, be able to make re-

presentations whicli would enable the law to
put an end to the grievance of whicli com-
plaint was rightly made.
Mr. Justice Bailhache, in proposing the

toast of the evening, "Success and Prosperity
to the Society of Architects," said when in

practice at the Bar he had a good deal to do
with architects and builders, and. curiously
enough, when he was appointed to the Bencli,
the very first cause that came before him
was an intricate building case, in which
eminent architects gave exactly contradictorv
evidence. He had weighed tlie matter care"-

fullv, and had given a decision which gave
profound dissatisfaction to both sides, and as
the matter had now gone to the Court of

Appeal, he could only hope for the best.

Architects, it had been said, could be divided
into two very distinct classes— those who
could design very beautiful buildings, and
those who could design buildings suitable to

the purposes for which they were intended.

He understood from his friend, the Presi-

dent, who frequently beat him when they

were on the golf-course together, that the

members of this Society all belonged to both
classes. Architects differed from barristers

in being actual producers, and in the fact

that the work was permanent, and could be
seen and admired or criticised by future

generations. The architect addressed a

larger audience than any other man, except
the philosopher or the writer of nursery
rhymes. The architect held a unique posi-

tion, in which, should a dispute unhappily
arise as to the execution of his design, and
the price to be paid for that work between
the building owner and the contractor, he
was able to sit as arbitrator in his own cause.
In acting in a judicial capacity, unlike a

member of the legal profession, the architect

paid no attention to the terms of the building

contract in dispute, but pronounced judge-
ment solely on the facts of the case. In
their efforts to secure statutory Registration,

the profession had his fullest sympathy, but,

unfortunately, he was precluded from giving
this practical expression unless in the remote
and unlikely contingency of his being called

to the Upper House.
The President, in acknowledging the toast,

which was received with enthusiasm,
observed that the thirtieth year of the
Society's existence found it in a very sound
and strong position for carrying on its work
in the direction of the objects for which it

was founded. The Society had always
prominently identified itself with archi-

tectural education, in the belief that the
practice of architecture demanded that the
practitioner should first of all have received

a liberal education, and have been properly
trained in the mauy subjects embraced under
modern conditions of practice before he is

permitted to hold himself out to the public as

a person capable of practising the art. The
Society's investigation into the present
system of architectural training in design in

Britain had resulted in the formation of the

Beaux Arts Committee to promote improved
methods of teaching design, by the establish-

ment of an architectural atelier, carried on
under the direction of diplomaed architects of

the Eeole des Beaux Arts. The first of those
ateliers in London had lu-.-u istililished

more than a year ago, uu^l. r ih- ilur, tion of

well-qualified architects whu 1ki\ • received
the French Government's diploma, and had
achieved results which had justified its pro-

moters in undertaking the responsibility.

Tliere was evidence that there were other
architectural educationists and bodies who
were coming round to the same point of view
in regard to the method to be adopted in

teaching design, and it was rumoured that

rival ateliers were to be established on
similar lines in London, and possibly in other
parts of the United Kingdom. This was all

to the good, as it would'stimulate a healthy
rivalry. He was convinced that the atelier

method of working was the best one, and
that very soon not only architects, but
painters and sculptors, would be working on
similar lines, and that all those ateliers

would be grouped around .a central esta-

bli-shment under the control of a Ministry of

Fine Arts, a proposal which was already well

within the field of practical politics. The
question then arose as to the position of the
fully-equipped arcliitect in relation, to that

section of the public having dealings with
architects, and how the latter could dis-

tinguish qualified from unqualified prac-

titioners. It was a popular fallacy that
everyone calling himself an architect had
been properly educated and trained for that
profession. That, of course, was not neces-

sarily the ease, and there were numbers of

persons who used the title "architect" with-
out the least qualification, and who thereby
imposed upon the public, and frequently
brought the profession into disrepute. It

was to stop this kind of thing, and to enable
the public to distinguish between a qualified

and unqualified architect, that the Society of

Arcliitect^ advocat >d Statutory Registration.
llipv lia.l in tlic p:,s( promoted Bills in Par-

inoiii,.iil IlmI :i lir-istnilion Bill on tlio stocks
iviidy to iiilr.iiiiuv into Parliament at the
first favourable opportunity. The present

occasion was not one on which he wished to

introduce any contentious matter—they were

gathered together for quite another purpose

—but he felt that the members would expect

him to make some statoment regarding the

Society's Registration policy, and he could do

that at once by stating that the policy of tlio

Society in this respect had never changed
during the whole thirty years of its existoncc.

and it was not likely to do so. They were
pledged to accomplish Statutory Registra-

tion, and it was their intention to continue

to promote that object so long as they held

those views. Some three years ago a pro-

posal for the fusion of the Society with the

R.I.B.A., in view of the promotion of a

Registration Bill by that body, was on the

eve of being consummated. The fates, how-
ever, decreed otherwise, and within the last

few months the Institute had entirely

changed its policy, and was coming forward

with a suggestion for a voluntary system of

Registration within the Institute by means of

a revised Charter. It was, of course, quite

competent for them to do so ; but what he

wished to point out was that such a scheme
was not, in the opinion of the Society, one

which would stop the abuse which existed in

the profession in the present day.whereby
any per could call himself an architect.

As a matter of fact, it would accentuate it,

for it was proposed that certain persons

should be entitled to call themselves

"chartered architects," and others

"registered architects," under the ffigis of

the Institute. It was obvious, therefore,

that the very men who, under Statutory

Registration, would be prevented from de-

scribing themselves as an "architect " would,

under the proposed scheme to which he had
referred, have a monopoly of the title

"architect." However, it was a matter which
the profession must decide ; but, so far as the

Society and its members were concerned,

they were convinced that nothing short of

Statutory Registration would meet the case.

Personally, he sincerely hoped that

eventually the views of the two parties might

be synchronised, and some compromise
effected which would enable them to agree,

once for all, on this question of architectural

politics, and enable them to devote their

whole attention to other matters more con-

genial to them as architects. He still thought

that his suggestion, ma.de some time ago, that

the Institute should look after the art of

architecture, and leave the Society to deal

with the business side of the profession, was
one which had considerable possibilities. It

had met with much adverse criticism from
the professional Press at the time, but

recently it had been brought forward by one

of the leading journals as their own proposal,

and he was, therefore, not alone in express-

ing these views. There were just one or two

matters of what he would call domestic

interest to which he would like to refer,

because of their bearing on the profession

generally. One was the establishment by the

of -ry Adv Coin-

backed by a Professional Defence
Fund, for the purpose of assisting members
who might be involved in litigation on

questions of principle affecting the whole pro-

fession. They had not yet been called upon
to take up a case of this kind, but in at least

one instance, the fact that such facilities

existed induced the opposite party to settle

the matter out of court. They also had evi-

dence that the high standard of professional

ethics which was insisted upon in the Society

was of the greatest moral support to its

members in enabling them successfully to

resist suggestions which were sometimes
made to them, he was sorry to say, by public

bodies and otliers, such, for instance, as

inviting them to compete for professional

work on the basis of fees. A matter whicli

the Society had recently taken up was an in-

vestigatioii of the reason for the high cost of

building in London, with a view to presently

endeavouring to show that the cost of

building in this country is relatively mncli

greater than in others, and to find the

reasons for this. It w-as a somewhat colossal

undertaking, and the inquiry was one which
must extend for many months; but, even if

they were only able to point out the weak
spots, and suggest a remedy, he thought they
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«uuld h^^c neo3mplisli.nl n useful work. One

of the problems wliicli arose out of this

matter wfts that couneeted with labour dis-

putes nud the methods adopted ju this

country for dealing with then, as compai-ed

with those of other countries. One diffieulty

was that even where the available niacluiiery

in this country had been put into force, and

disputes had been settled, the parties thereto

had ionorcd the terms simply because there

was i^o legal obligation upon them to carry

them out. What was wanted, in his opinion,

was statutory powers to make a breach of tlie

terms a penal one.

Col. F. Seymour Leslie, R.E.. Hon.

Secretary, proposed the toast of "Our

Guests."

Mr. A. Ogilvv Goodrich, J. P., Vice-chair-

man of the London County Council, said ho

sat for four hours a week on what was known

as the "dry bones" committee of the

Council, the Building Acts Committee, in the

examination of a great many plans. He was

bound to say he, like most of the members,

failed to understand many of the points, but

largely relied on the judgment and advice of

their officials and on Mr. Andrew Taylor. He
thought it would be desirable that architects

should revert to the practice of signing their

names on the foundation-stones of the

buildings they planned, and felt it would be

a great omission if the name of Mr. Ralph

Knott were not prominently displayed on a

memorial stone of the new County Hall,

which he won so brilliantly in a fiercely-con-

tested competition.

Mr. W. Edward Woolley, President of the

Surveyors' Institution, also responded. As
a Mid'land Counties man. ho felt that much
miglit, and ought, to be doin- io iihivisi: the

amenities of our Midlainl I .\mi^, :iim1

especially of the suburbs. 11 \i i ^li lumy :i

friend the town with -whicli li w is m ist

closely connected, and his guest remnrked :

"You" tell me that many of your fellow towns-

men have been the architects of their own
fortunes ; I suppose they have also been the

architects of their own houses."

MONUMENTAL CLASSIC ARCHITEC-
TURE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
IN THE EIGHTEENTH AND NINE-
TEENTH CENTURIES.*

[with illustr.\tioxs.]

Mr. A. E. Richardson has for several years

devoted considerable study to the Nco-Classic

buildings erected in most pi
'

of G
and Ireland during the century in-

dicated by the title of the handsome volume
published this week by Messrs. Batsford,

Ltd. It is an up-to-date review of the history

of modern buildings, selected for the author's

particular purpose. The book is copiously

illustratcrl ;i: I niiip'-. . nvrrs the t^ronnd pre-

scribed 1.'.
<i

: : 11 . xiiinplrs from the

<lecliniii- • i- 1. tu the middle
of the 1.1-1 - 111 II aIii, li approximately
synchronises wiiii ' ili.' Ilmul nuirality and
aggressive science of that reniarkiible epoch,

the middle of the S'irtonau period," wliicli,

we are told, was responsililr for the specious

notion that the whole of ureliitccturc was
wrapped up in the visible oxpr. -siou f,f con-

struction, whereas, more ri-litl\ r.m-i.li.rrd,

and also according to the rrisMl.nl nl' tlio In-

stitute, we gather that " the |ir.ilihm ..I :i i , In

lecture is not with details, iiiili\ nlunl |r ^d m , ^,

or anything of that sort," il I'iusiM ihiIki m
the grouping and compn^ii luu •\ tli.-

features, subordinated, as they should be, h.

the whole structure. "That is what we im im
when we talk about composition, proportion,
mass, spacing; rhythm and the other
qualities—nebulous terms, but real qualities

—

which form the groundwork and the problem
of architecture." Concerning Early Georgian
Domestic work, we are told, " if there ever
was a house in the world which was charac-
teristic of a country or people or nation, it

was the Georgian house as we know it. . . .

• Monumental Classic .Vrcbitocture in Great
Hritain and Ireland durinij the Eighteenth and
Nineteenth Centuries. By A. K. nicFiAnDsox,
F.R.I.B.A. 60 full-paRe plates and i:)6 illustrations
in text. Bnckrani gilt. i.'l 4s. net. liondon : li. T.
Katsford, T,UI.. Ilnlliorn.

Had arehitccts been allowed to continue

peacefully their development of that phase

of architecture we should not be where we
are." Mr. Richardson adds point to Mr.
Blomfield's words as to this definite

view of academic Classical evolution, and
in support of his conclusion, speaking of

the time of Nash, who neglected detail in

preference to breadth of treatment, the

author says, "Better far the architecture of

Regent street, as at first created by John
Nash, than the ragged contusion wliicli at

present desolates many of London's principal

streets."

Mr. Richardson spares no endeavour to

stimulate our interest in the capabilities and
methods of the architectural style which be

so enthusiastically advocates. His beautifully

executed illustrations in collotype certainly

present a comprehensive choice of typical

examples of the several phases which he has
described so appreciatively. His book is dis-

tinctly worthy of comparison with Messrs.

Belcher and Macartney's twin folios on "The
Later Renaissance in England," which
approximately concludes where this volume
of "Monumental Classic" begins. The last

example which Messrs. Belcher and
Macartney illustrated, if we remember
rightly, was James Gibbs's Radcliffe Library
at Cxford, commenced in 1737 and finished

ten years later. The earliest building figured

in tiie present book is the Parliament House
ill Dublin, attributed to Richard Cassells,

and started in 1730. It was finished in 1739,

at a cost of £40,000. Gandon added the

Corinthian portico to the building about 178j,

and some few years subsequently Robert
Parke built the circular colonnade, after the
" order of the House of Lords," as he hypo-
thelieally said, when chaffed about its quasi-

composite style. Thus, in point of dates, the

starting period is identified by Mr. Richard-
son's Irish examples, very nearly with the

close of the 18tli century. Seaton Delaval

—

Vanbrugh's Northumberland "big .job'

carries us back to 1720, and Messrs. Belcher
and Macartney illustrated it as one of their

latest examples. They also included the

Palladian-fronted house which John Wood,
of Bath, erected for Ralph Allen, the owner
of the famous Prior's Park, a short way out

of that city. Mr. Richardson's second picture

furnishes a view of the Royal-crescent i

Biith, completed from the lay-out and plai

of John Wood, who, in conjunction with h

father, did so nineh to elevate the staiidni

of building design in the West of England
"The Roman Palladian Phase" began with

1730 and ended in 1780. John Carr, of York,

was born in 1723, and his often-mentioned
Conrt-Honse at York was not completed till

1765. Sir Robert Taylor was his con-

temporary. William Kent. Brettiiigham the

elder, and Colin Campbell preceded them,

and wc also recall in this connection the Earl

of Burlington, who. while he paid deference

to Palladio, had a strong preference for the

glories of old Rome, which are said to have
ori-inated the e.vpressioii of the " Juggernaut
t}le." Lord Burlington no doubt displaced

he prevailing provincial manner by sub-

tituting his more academic ideals. This
'inaneipalion from provinciality marked an
inportant development, which is rightly

eekoncd as an advance in the stage of

terprise, and so wc arrive at the time of

John Nash, of whom wo have spoken. He
generally favoured a lugubrious uiiiforinity,

in his Chinese extravaganza at Brighton.

His ranges of buildings were done more after

the manner of a scene-painter, in which there

, however, something intrinsically human in

scale and idea, but which Carlyle called

acrid putresccnoes." C^arlyle evidently

failed to appreciate "the academic tone" of

these governing terraces in Regent's Park or

the stuccoed squares of Belgravia. The
Grteeo-Roman school of the early days of the

lOth century had for its chief exponents

William Wilkins, Gandy-Deering, Sir Robert
Smirke, Decimus Burton, and the Inwoods,

not to mention the Scotch group of Archibald
Elliot, Thomas Hamilton, William Playfair,

and William Burn, who built the Duke of

Buccleuch's florid house in Whitehall, as well

as some ornate Gothic churches in the North.

Mr. Richardson frankly admits that the chief

fault of the Greek school consists of a too

literal borrowing of naked Greek forms, with-

out duo regard to the essential accessory

features of ornament and sculpture. The
" moiuimental manner" is seen in its most
eoinincing and brilliant phase as a combina-
tion of the Neo-Greo and Italian culmination,

because the essence of the style is finesse.

The work of George Basevi (1795 - 1844)

and C. R. Cockerell. R.A. (1788-1863), as

illustrated ]<\ the iMtzwilliam Mnsenm at

CambridL
snmmatiii
their oui
glad tluil

excellent.

samples i

and Tayloriai

exterior of

Basevi's most

this

rchitectii it of

n .,. In -I ,1- . : :. n I
: ,1,.M-11 for NoWgntc

rrisnu ulin li, \lin 1;,, Inii.Nou decides, was
"one of the most iiiiaginative monumental
structures in the whole history of English
architecture." Henry Holland flourished after

James Stuart, the pioneer of Greek Research,
who erected Lord Anson's residence in St.

James's-square. Passing by S. P. Cockerell,
the architect of the Bishop of London's house,
built quite near the last named mansion, and
leaving also the Wyatts, Mr. Richardson
deals at length with Sir John Soane as
marking another stage with buildings over-
done bv ooneoption "or fraught with some
idiosviierasv wliieh added nothing to his

Minion to exhibit this cou-

nt further reference now to

liiiil designs, though we are

( li.irdson has included such
ihu Mills of the most notable

sin, siieli as the Ashniolean
Institute at Oxford. The
I Fitzwilliam Museum is

autifnl work, in which he

did well by placing the portico as a central

feature between two pylonie masses, the

square attic dominating the design and
screening the staircase domes. The com-

position of this fine facade is unquestionably

monumental and grand in scale. The interior

of the cupola was designed by Professor

Cockerell ; our somewhat enlarged' repro-

duction of the entrance-hall is here chosen

because it represents the combined skill of

both Basevi and Cockerell, and the result

illustrates the capabilities of the style for

modern needs.

The conolnding illustrations comprise

several of St. George's Hall, Liverpool, the

ding work of the style by Harvey
Lonsdale Elnies, whose master handiwork was

completed also bv Professor Cockerell. Other

buildings are shown by John Dobson, of New-

castle ; Sir Charles Barry. Thomas Hopper,

Philip llanhvi.k, Sir 'William Tite, Sir

James I'r ntln.rnn. Ciilliliert Broderick,

John (111. son. 1 .MnMiinlnr Thomson, of

Glasgow. SnliM\ Siiiirkn'.s Carlton Club is

not among the illustrations, and we are not

surprised at that. George Basevi was

appointed joint architect ; but, unfortunately,

he died before his design was made, or, at

any rate, if he prepared a sketch, Sidney

Smirke was left unfettered, with a re.sult

which few can admire. We understand that

one of the conditions of the new lease about

to be granted bv tlm Gunniment is that a

new facjade in I'lntliiinl si will have to be

built. It is to bn hn,in,l thnt a more worthy

companion to Sir rhiirlns Harry's Reform

Club, therefore, may soon be realised in Pall

Mall. We are glad to see a view included of

Huddersfield joint railway station, by H.

Stansby, though his name is not in the index.

The Wallasey Town Council has receivci

sanction of the I,ocal Government Boat

"borrow £12.584 Us. for the purchase of

adjoining the gasworks, the Wirral R"-'

Dock-road for purposes of the new
station.

1 til

lul

electricity

The '{

scheme

nplod a
lojhtimx

install

work,
additi

oiilin\

apparatus, feed - tank. pump. ]

altramway, and weigher; to in:

1 generating plant in 191.5, and tc

swilch-.'oar in 1915 IB. The eslim
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THE URBAN REPORT OF THE LAND
INQUIRY COMillTTEE.*

By Dawbarn Yovng (Associate).

The Report is divided into four parts:
Part I., dealing with Housing; Part II. with
the Acquisition of Land; Part III. with
Tenure; and Part IV. with Rating. I pro-

pose to adopt the same order iu tliis paper.

PART I.—HOUSING.
The Committee commence this part of their

Report by making a survey of the condition
of tlie houses of the working classes in Eng-
land and Wales at the present time. They
go somewhat minutely into all phases of the

question, and while they recognise that an
advance has been made during recent years,
they express it as their opinion that the
problem must be dealt with in a much more
drastic manner than heretofore if anything
like real progress is to be made. 'I'licy sum
up the situation by saying :

" We find that the
majority of the urban population have to

live in houses which are overcrowded to the
acre, which are usually built in long, dull

rows, with no sufficient open spaces, and
which, iu addition, are often defective in

various ways. Thus a considerable proportion
still have to live in houses which are so in-

jurious to health as to be unfit for human
habitation, and that one tenth of the popula-
tion have to live under conditions of gross
overcrowding."

CAUSES OF EVILS CONNECTED WITH HOUSING.

The Committee, as a result of their in-

vestigations, give a list of what, in their

opinion, are the causes for the slow progress
that has been made in the past. I will

mention those which will be of some interest

to members of the Institution. They are

(a) The nutliorities have in the |i.

put ton full o[ th<
he .of the hardship that nouli

many slum owners, who .ire too poor
the requisitions prescribed

;

(b) The inadequate powers conferred ujion the
authorities for the control of houses let in tenements
and in tnrnished rooms;

(c) The elfcct of the leasehold system

;

(d) The shortage of accommodation.

Tenement Houses.—With regard to the

control of houses let in tenements, the Com-
mittee point out that in London and many
large towns houses originally built for the

occupation of one family have become
occupied as tenements, without any structure

or sanitary alterations, and as a result the

want of w.r. accommodation, water supply,

sinks, larders, etc., have become a serious

matter.
The Leasehold System. — The chief

criticisms raised against the leasehold system
are :

—
(1) When the end of the term of a kn?.- i<

a)>iiroachin<;, the leasehold owner has no suHlciLiit

motive for spending money on improvinK his property,
or even for keeping it in proper repair, ilo iinows

that the hnildings on the site, with any improve-
ments ho may have made to them, will pass to the
firound hindlord when the lease falls in; And e\en
it he is willing to make the alterations neic.-.-ary to

bring the pro|ierty into line with modern honsins
requirements, the lessor's consent has to he oljtained,

tlic price put upon the
ment valuers has mail,

cases realise that tlic

property
by Govern-

tgngees in many
rgin of security

was too small, leading lu a large number of

cases to the withdrawal of tlie money.
(b) Recent Increase in the Cost of Providing

Houses.—Due to various reasons—namely ;

(1) Less money and increased attractiveness of

(2) Increased cost of building materials.
(3) More stringent by-laws.

(4) Tho recent rise in rates.

(e) The Inability of Owners to Secure
Higher Rents.—The Committee point out in

this connection that although the cost of

buildings has gone up, workmen's wages have
not increased proportionally. Besides this,

the wage they now get has not the same
purchasing power as it had a few years ago.

Accordingly, owners, not being able to bet

rents to meet the increased cost of building,

do not build.

(d) The increased attractiveness of Alter-

native Securities, resulting in a reduction of

the value of gilt-edged securities all round.

(e) The feeling of insecurity caused by the

Town Planning, etc., Act, 1909.—This, the

Committee say, is on account of the new
responsibilities placed upon the owner and
the increased vigilance of the local autho-

rities.

We now come to the remedies proposed by
tlie Committee. They may be grouped under
two heads—namely

:

(a) The supply of dwellings in the future;

(b) The abolition of slums.

(a) The Supply of Dwellings in the Future.

—As a result of their investigations, the Com-
mittee state that as much as 99 per cent, of

the working-class houses have been erected by

private enterprise, and they recognise the

desirability of leaving such work in the same
hands in the future. But they feel that it is

essential that in the future local authorities

should be made responsible for the supply in

their district of adequate sanitary housing
accommodation. The effect of this will be

that the authorities may have to carry out

housing schemes that would not be snUiciontly

remunerative to attract private enterprise.

But it is the opinion of this Committee that

the occasions when this may be necessary will

not be so frequent as might at first appear. If

the Government adopt the principle of the

minimum wage in urban areas (as already

proposed with regard to rural areas— a course

which the Committee urge should be adopted),

the economic status of the workman will, in

their view, thereby be raised, and lie will be

in a better position to pay for a sanitary

dwelling out of his own wages. In order to

stimulate the supply of good houses at a low

cost, tlie Committee make tho following

suggestions as to how it may be done:

—

(c) By Rating Site Value.-Tlie Committee point
out that the rates as at present assessed on the
value of the buildings, as well as the land, are in
the nature of a ta.v upon buildings, and if some
part of the rates were taken olT the buildings and
placed upon the land instead, a considerable increase
in building might be expected.

TOWN PLANNING.
The Committee attach much importance to

measures for guarding against the creation of
slums in the future. They point out that not-
withstanding the Housing and Town-Planning,
etc.. Act, the development of building estates
continues on the old unsatisfactory lines.

They therefore recommend that every local

authority should be required to prepare a
preliminary planning scheme in respect of the
whole of their unbuilt area. The preliminary
scheme should impose only a few regulations,
such as

—

(1) The lixing of the maximum number of dwellings

(2) The fl-xiu of building lines to a!

cation of the building hn

only on payment
(2) He may l.e

the landlord win
interest;

Ci) He usually

ubstantial fin

and he often

SHORTAGE OF ACCOMMODATION.
The Committee point to shortage of accom-

modation as

causes of th

at tl

ig one of the most obv
isting say

present time the shortage is so pcnte

that it extends to one-halt of EiiRlish and
Welsh towns. In their view the following,

anion"; others, are the causes:

—

(a) The effect of the Finance (1909-10) Act,

1910.—This, the Committee point out, has
created, owing to political agitation, a feeling

of insecurity, and people hesitate to invest

Comn Ligge; that

y the local authority acquirmg la

I'y, and subsequently leasing it to

reasonable price. This scheme. 1

only be practicable if the Con
lis with regard to amending the

"

acquisition of land
these are dealt with later:

(ii.) l!y rendering outside land availai

of improved facilities of transit. In
of the Committee, if the country coi

as accessible to the poor man as
wealthier classes, lie would be equall:

country.
trail

irdfl

lie for

until work is found for tliein

oxchange. In the view of the Co
be made obligatory upon the lot

provide transit facilities if suita
av;iilabIo at reasonable prices in

to the tow-n. In order that the a

reap the full benefit of this outlay,
empowered to acquire any land liV

in value on account of the pro
facilities.

(M By the Relaxing of i: r i

'

hold that a considerable an. •
-

;

is incurred on account o( il i:;

building by-laws, and tho r< -tn. ti.ni.

upon builders, both as regards the
roads and the erection of buildings.

ble

With regard to the remedies proposed by
the Committee for ameliorating and doing
away with existing evils. As an initial step

they recommend (a) that a national survey of

housing conditions should be made within n,

limited time ; (b) that this should be carried
out by the local antliorities themselves

;
(c)

that the local authorities should then submit
a scheme for remedying the conditions to the

Local Government Board
;
(d) that the scheme

should be carried out by the same authority
within a limited time. To insure that tliese

duties will lie carried out, the Committee
recommend the appointment of inspectors for

the purpose of supervision and advice, and
that power should be given to the Board to

withhold grants in aid from defaulting autho-

rities.

Leaseholds.—The Committee find that the

recommendations made under the part of the

Report dealing with tenure will, to a large

extent, remedy the evils caused by the lease-

hold system.

Hardship to Owners.—Dealing with the

question of hardship that may be caused to

individual owners by the strict application

of the law, the Committee recommend that

in case of very poor owners, when a closing

order is made the local authority shall have
power to purchase the property at such prices

as they may deem expedient. They further

suggest that in cases where the defect in

houses is due to original structural defects or
design, and not to neglect and disrepair, the

local authority should have power, instead

of closing a building at once, to allow it to be
kept open for a further period of years, thus

giving the owner time to meet his loss. Such
time should, of course, be only for a few
years. This would also help to insure that

the local authorities would do their duty,

instead of permitting the owner to patch the

house up out of consideration to the loss he

would otherwise sustain.

EUPLANNINO.
The Conimitfee point out that in many of

our larger towns there are extensive areas

which are so badly planned that however
perfect the buildings in the area may be, the

locality can never really be healthy. More-
over, in such areas it frequently happens that

the land is not used to its best advantage,
and, consequently, its owners and tho coni-

niunity suffer a loss. The Committee recom-
mend that iu those cases the local authority

should have power to put into operation a
replanning scheme. A new phiii of the area
should be prepared, and tlie scheme declared

to be ill operation, and thereafter no one
would be entitled to Inuld, save in conformity

to the new plan. In the event of the owner
bcins desirous of rebuilding, and finding that

his site, or part of it, happened to be situate

on the site of one of tlio new streets, he could

call upon the local authority to purchase the

site; as the house would be old there would
be nothing to pay for the building upon the

site, Tlicy point'ont that the scheme will be

of special 'value in the case of an area wliern

the buildings are old and worn out, as it
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erection of i;c\v buildings before tlic area is

ripe for replaiiiiiiig. If new buildings m such

cases are allowed to be erected, tlie cost of

tlieir .acquisition might render tlie scheme im-

practicable.

PART II.—ACQUISITION OF LAND.

TIlis part of the Report commences with a

summary of the law of compensation, and is

followed by evidence in the form of extracts

from the replies made to questions that the

Committee have submitted to various persons

and bodies. The Committee have not hesi-

tated to produce evidence that is m direct

conflict with tlieir own conclusions as well as

that ill support. The evidence produced in

the past .seems to be especially strong. Among
these replying to questions put by the Com-

mittee arc bodies like the Council of this In-

stitution, and persons in official positions, such

as town clerks, many of whom have allowed

their name to appear. This part of the Report

may be conveniently considered under four

heads—namely

:

(11 .Vequisition of land Uy public and qi;;iii public

(_>) Acquisition of land by priv.itu persons or

ACQl'ISITION OF LAND BY PUBLIC AND QUASI
PUBLIC BODIES.

i'he recommendations made by the Com-
luittee, as a result of their investigations, may
be considered under the following heads—
namely

:

assessment of coni-
(1) Compulsory powers

(2) Tho' tribunal for

(3) The basis of compensation;
(4) The claimants' power to compel the promoters

to acquire the whole of a property when only part is

(i) Grant of power to local authorities tn .acquire

land in advance of their entire requirements.

COMPLLSORy POWKnS.

The Committee point out that the existing

procedure for obtaining coiiipulsoiy powers
for the acquisition of laud is cumbrous,
ililatory, and expensive, as a result of which
local authorities are frequently prevented
from carrying out improvements, and are put
to great inconvenience. The Committee cite

a considerable amount of evidence in support
«f their eonclusions. To deal with these

objections the Committee make the following
recoinmeiidatinn» : -

(1) That . .:- of counl>

but it should be the duty of
nient to decline to prant su<
thf nAiliy anil the niagnity

'• Miitnt declined to grant the com-
!. liudy applyins should tic entitled

Ml In tho case of private Bill procedure the torn-
nittec make the lollowing recommendatimi- —

(a) That, instead ot referrinR the Hill a« under
the present procedure to two separate r.irlianient
Committees the matter should be referred to a
joint committee ot each House.

(h) That provisions should be made to enab'e a
private Bill to be carried over from session to

(CI Hon,
abolished.

(dl The

should he cither reduced

littec- — have power to
henah-e vexatious <ip|iosition with costs, and to
limit the number of counsel and expert witnctses
engaged.

The first recommendation in effect applies
III" principles of Michael Aiigclo Taylor's
All. 1 iioliec. ill their reply to the Com
iiiillec. that the Council of this Institution
appro\e of the principle, and suggest that
the same power might be extended to nil

Di'j.-iicipalitics. The rtcomffic:!datious of the

Loii:niittce not only ex

of the principle to other
" 5 scope

d the application

thorities. but very

much extend its scope, for instead of limiting

its uso to street widcnings they give a large

list of purposes to which it may be applied.

Powers such as these would be an undoubted
convenience to the authorities, and a con-

venience that, having regard to the class of

authority upon whom it is proposed to be

conferred, is not one likely to be abused. The
tribunal that is proposed' for the purpose of

assessing the compensation under this scheme
is the same as that proposed by the Com-
mittee to determine claims under the Lands
Clauses Acts, and is dealt with subsequently.

'I'he proposal to refer Bills to a joint com-
mittee instead of referring them in turn to a

separate committee of each House will not

only expedite the passage of a Bill through
Parliament, but will be a considerable saving

of expense. 'Witli regard to the suggestion

that committees should have power to penalise

vexatious opposition in costs, they have the

power already, hut the trouble is they will

not use it. If this were done with discretion,

without question it would have the effect of

stopping unreasonable opposition to Bills.

{.To be continued.)

COST ACCOUNTING ON CON-
STRUCTION-WORK.

By Leslie H. Allen,

Member Boston Society of Civil Engineers.*

[Communicated by the Author.]

{Continued from -page 536, last week.)

SKCTION IV.—THE WORK IN THE OFFICE—

LABOIR RECORDS.

(A) 'Working up the Time-Sheet.—As soon

as the time-sheets come into the office, tho

total cost of each operation is worked out

drawn off mi to an abstract sheet, shown in

Fig. V.i. and the items are totaled. The over-

head labour expense (superintendent, time-

keeper, waterboy, etc.) is then distributed by
adding a percentage to each item, and the

complete cost of each operation for the week
is arrived at. The quantities are then written

underneath each one, and the unit costs

worked out. They are then entered on the

office record sheets, which will be described

in the next section, and under them is entered
the total quantity of work done to date

(which is obtained "from the office shtci), and
the average cost of the work to date.

(B) The Weekly Summary.—Fig. 14 shows
a copy of the weekly summary ot labour
costs. The top line shows the total amount
spent during the week on the items. The
second line shows the quantity done, and the

third line the unit cost. There are then left

two or three lines for notes; in the ease of

concrete the number of barrels ot cement
used and the number of cubic feet of concrete

obtained with a barrel of cement is noted.

The two lower lines show the total quantity

of that kind of work done to date and the

average cost. Four copies of this sheet are

made every week, and are furnished to the

heads of the firm and the general superin-

tendent, and one copy goes to the superin-

tendent in the field. He also has a copy of

the analysis. With these two he is able for

himself to see how the costs of his work are

running, and how they compare with the

estimate. Most ot our" superintendents also

work out daily unit costs in the field on the

larger items of the work, to keep more closely

in touch with their costs. We believe in

letting our men know just what we expect ot

them in the way of costs, and letting them
know just how they are coming up to or

bettering our expectations. Since we adopted

the plan of letting them know what the

weekly costs were there has been a marked

AEERTHAW CONSTr.'XIION CO.

W/utl JrtrcT ^hh '.1,^,3
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and entered in the column headed "

Office Use" on the time sheets, as showi
Fig. U. At the end of the week the totals

FiC.15

For improvement in the unit costs and a real

enthusiasm for getting low costs. I may be

asked why we do not "go one better" and

work out "daily costs in the office instead of

weekly. The reason this is not done is not

ou the 'around of expense—althoush it would
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.1 \ery expensive proceeding— but because,
» .:• worked out the cost of every item every

(lay we should have such an overwlielniing
mass of figures to study that we should never
have any clear idea as to how the job .stood

;

and then, again, the costs would show such
astonishing variations from day to day that
they would be in many cases useless." For
example, suppose a line of sheet piling set up
and braced one night, but not driven right
down till next day, following our rule (to

report quantity when work is done) one day
would show a large expense in money and no
(juantity, the next a large quantity with small
c.tpense and exceedingly low unit cost.

iCi flie Office Labour-Sheets.—Fig. 15
.shows the regular record kept in the office of
the labour. This sheet shows only a few
items, and there would be some ten or twelve
sheets for every job. It will be seen that the
first column contains the date, next the quan-
tity of work done in the week, the next the
unit cost of that work, and the next column
the total cost of the work. The next column
contains tlie average cost of the work to date,
combining the week's work with all the
previous weeks. In the case of concrete, two
additional columns are used, giving cement
used and the proportion of the mix. These
are entered up from week to week from thee
abstract mentioned previously. The totals

are kept in pencil at the foot of the columns
and altered from week to week, so that it is a

simple matter to add one week's work to the

total of the preceding week and work out
the averaiie unit cost. On some items, such
as forms Hi.^ ...-t of nKiking everting, and
stripe - '' : - ^- i I'.-i '" separate
cnlniii .

I :: •! ii. 1 M : - :..'pt for the
tor,,l iii,,i ,,.-! ..1 il.. .^.Hk i.. .ir.r. This is

Thii(|naro feet erected
loes not give such an accurate idea of the

L-ost as the three subdivisions do. as all the

making is done at the beginning of tlie job

iind some of the stripping may not come until

good
useful figure to have,

figure w-hieh conip

which is made out

jof). As already m( i

the item for tin. \v..

average is woil,..l mi

average and tlh iniai

fcrred back f.i tin'

< ii.' weekly summary
I
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•vImc the cost of
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hen the resulting

y to date is traiis-

leet. from which
! out.

— THE MATflRIAT,

RECORDS.
1 igs. IG and 17 show a part of the material

records kept in the head office. They are
entirely distinct from the bookkeepers'
records, and are not a ledger account. No
merchants' names appear, as a rule, but
chiefly quantities of materials and costs. The
records are kept on loose sheets, and at the
start of the job columns are headed for each
item that appears in the analysis. In some
eases these items are subdivided. Then every
item of expense is entered under its proper
heading regularly as the work goes on.

Freight case is entered with the item

to which it relates. Demurrage also is

entered in the columns of "Cement,"
• Brick." " Lumber," etc., as the case niay be.

The column headed " Cement " will also

contain items of freight, freight on empty
bags, credit on empty bags, tests, demurrage,
etc., so that the final price per barrel of

cement that appears in the final summary
may be several cents higher than the price

ent"ered on the original order, especially if

many empty bags have been lost. There is

no column for all lumber. Lumber is entered

o keep double '

ide for possible

for each item to pro

. To get hold of the

formation entered in these sheets the pro

cedure is as follows: .\11 bills are sent to the

job to he checked and returned to the head

office, from whence they are paid. As soon as

the receipted bills come in they are sent to

the Cost Accounting Department. They are

tlien entered up in a waste book and at once

returned to the bookkeepers. One waste book

only is kept, and the bills are entered as

they come in, a page at a time being kept for

each job number, and another page taken
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under "Plant," "Forms," "Roof Plank,"
"Cofferdams," "Temporary Buildings," etc.,

according to the use it is to be put to. If

lumber is bought for sheeting trenches and
afterwards used for forms, it is first entered
to the excavation item and then its second-
hand value is credited and charged to forms.
Credits are entered in red in the same
column as debits, as there are very few of

them, and it would be cumbersome to have

when one is filled. When the bills are checked
at the job the material clerk notes on same
what the material was used for (as in the

case of lumber just referred to). This in-

loniiation is usually put in by using the time-

keeper's code and then there is no question

in the Cost-Accounting Department as to

where to charge any unusual item. The use

of the waste book is' simply to save time. The
weekly labour summaries take precedence in
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Fig 17

tlie Cost-Accounting Kooni, Hiid on the last

three days of the week we are much too busy
getting these out to give any time to the
liiateiial slu. ts. TIiusc can be entered up
later in s|i:ii.' hhmh. nt.s. Once a month, at

least, eai li j.ili i- liiought u]-) to date and the

total c(iniii;iir.l vMtli the bookkeeper's ledger.

All orders arc also e.\amined by the Cost
Accounting Department, and a note sheet

on each job of all large orders and sub-kept I

contracts that when a monthly statement
ding of the job
aving or loss on
such as painting
ir linal pa>niuMt

-.ilMil tlirn' W,'.

ils, bolts, tools, etc., arc billed

ir very soon after receipt, and
tlicir place in our records from

(To be continued.)

U lock

louth has b.

the rbou at

Tht It

900ft. long, and 100ft.

it has a depth of 35ft. of water i

A tuberculosis sanatorium erected for the

Habfax Corporation was opened at Slielf the

other day. It has cost ^17,000, and comprises
an admiaistralive block, and bungalows for

patients.

During the restoration and renovation of

Kxhall Old Hall, Warwickshire, a half-timbered
mansion, surrounded by a mnal. some fine oak-

1419 been

Cromwell, and the reconstructed castle will be

devoted to a loan collection of relics of the Army
and Navy.
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,

I . I M part of the widen-

lia, II. A I ' ' II iiii. i" f the property at the

,,,11 ,,. Ill, 1.. I:,,,.. ..r, which comprises

jlili, Ii, , i^r ,111,1 I iiiiiiil" I' '-'I shops, would be

ostlv to (leal wiih ihai il has been thought

er to take a small strip off the churchyard.

«tnp onl.v measures about 156 square feet,

at its deepest it is 3ft. broad.
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(Intunit Calamo.

We hope there will be a full meeting at

the R.I.B.A. uext Monday night and a full

and free discussion. Outside, certainly,

"Registration by Charter" is not viewed
with favour. The general opinion is in

accordance with our own, expressed on this

page three weeks since, and which we re-

iterate. The scheme would prove utterly

futile in operation, and would be found
pernicious to the best interests of the
R.I.B.A. itself, and those of its members.
Moreover, it is a matter for much more
careful inquiry than seems as yet to have
been vouchsafed to it, whether, as the

Secretary of the Society of Architects pointed
out in all the professional journals last week,
the R.I.B.A. is not once again acting ultra

vires, and seeking powers it cannot legally

exercise, and which the Privy Council must
refuse. Possibly the Council and its

supporters feel this, and will contentedly
shelve matters for another twelve months bv
taking back Clause 10, as demanded by Mr.
Sydney Perks's amendment. We hope that
will not be so; but that, at any rate, the
issue he has raised will be discussed on its

merits, and that if his proposal is carried

the provincial architects will be told soon
what their share of representation is to be,
if only in another Presidential letter to the
allied societies! As regards the main issue

our feeling is as strong as at any time during
the past quarter of a century, that Regis-

tration by Statute is the only goal worth
aiming at, and that anything short thereof
is not worth fighting for by any self-

respecting architect.

By the unanimous vote of the Council, Mr.
Ernest Newton, A.R.A., has been nominated
for the Presidency of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, and we gather from the

house list just printed that the Vice-

Presidents for the new session will be
Messrs. A. W. S. Cross, M.A., John Alfred
Gotch, F.S.A., George Hubbard, F.S.A.,
and H. V. Lanchester. Mr. Guy Dawber
will continue as Hon. Secretary. Mr.
Reginald Blomfield, R. A., in compliance with
the general wish of the members, had agreed
to continue in the chair for another year;
but in consequence of a breakdown in health
durhig the Easter recess, recurring aft-er a

similar warning last Christmas, he has had
to withdraw his name. No better successor
could have been nomiuated than Mr. Ernest
-Newton ; but all will regrelrtlie cause of Mr.
Reginald Blouifield's withdrawal. Several
old members of the Council retire by rota-

tion, including Messrs. Wni. Woodward,
Edmund Wimperis, \V. H. White, S.

Warwick, and E. A. Rickards. The new-

candidates are Messrs. Ernest Flint, W.
Curtis Green (who represented the A. A.
1913-1914), E. V. Harris, T. Geoffry Lucas,
G. H. Oatlev, D. IJ. Niven, A. N. Paterson,
M.A., A.R.S.A.; W. E. Riley, R.B.A.,
Superintending Architect L.C.C. ; A. T.
Taylor, L.C.C; E. P. Warren, F.S.A.

;

Paul Waterhouse, M.A. ; and P. S.

Worthington, M.A. The candidates for the

.4ssociate members of Council include the
sitting six and Messrs. H. Shepherd, L. S.

Sullivan, S. D. Topley, P. E. Webb, H. A.
Welch, and W. R. Davidge.

The Xatioual Board of Conciliation met
last Friday, and on Tuesday made public
their proposals for a settlement. They

suggest that the London Master Builders^

Association shall waixe their proposal for a

monetary guarantee of 20s. by each workman
to secure the keeping of agreements, which,

it will be remembered, led to the lock out,

but at the same time all questions of dispute

are to be referred immediately to the Con-
ciliation Board, which shall be summoned
within three days, and give its decision

within the next three working days. The
members of the London Building Industries

Federation are to agree to work peaceably
with non-unionists. Where an employer
objects to a "ticket" inspection, such in-

spection shall not take place. There is to be
no boycotting or " blacklisting " of any
member of the London Master Builders'

Federation or of auy afBliated association.

The London employers are to agree to re-

instate at the earliest practicable moment
those workmen who have been engaged in the

present dispute, and there shall be no
victimisation on either side. Xo dispute

arising with members of the Builders'

Labourers' Union, but employed in other

industries than the building trade, shall be

allowed to affect the due observance of the

agreement. The rules, as amended, are to

remain in force until May 1, 1916. The
executive committees of the trade-unions

concerned held a lengthy conference on
Wednesday. Having considered the recom-
mendations of the National Board of Con-
ciliation for the Building Trades, it was
decided to take a ballot of the ratjk and tile.

It was stated that the result will be declared

on Wednesday next. There was a meeting
of the council of the London Master
Builders' Association yesterday afternoon, at

which the recommendations were discussed,

but the result was not made known whcji we
went to press.

"Too-latcs" at the Academy, if there are

any among our own readers—and some of

them who get us to deliver their drawings
for them cut it finer than we might wish-
may be consoled to know the Council shows
no favour to R.A.'s or A.R.A.'s, if they are

not up to time. By an unfortunate circum
stance, for which the artist himself seems in

no way responsible, none of the pictures

painted by Mr. Joseph Farquharson, A.R.A.,
for the exhibition which opens at Burlington
House next month will be hung. On the 9th

of this month Mr. Farquharson was amazed
to receive the following letter from the

secretary of the .\eadeniy :

—

"Dear Mr. Faniuharson. — i reyret to have to
inform you of the very unfortunate failure of Messn-.

to deliver your pictures on the appointed day.
April tj. I received a letter from them this nioruing,
in which they confef?^ the fault is theirs, and request
to be allowed to send them in next Tuesday aithl.
-is you know, the rule regarding times of sending in
is strictly kept, both in the case of members and ol
non-members—for instance, we were unable to allow
Mr. Lutyens even a days delay in sending in his
designs from Delhi. Hence I have informed .Messrs.

that we cannot receive the pictures. I took care
to consult the president first, and he said the rule
must be kept. Even if it were not, by Tuesday the
hanging will be far advanced towards completion. 1
need not sa>- that the president and council are ver>-
sorry that the exhibition must be deprived of your
pictures.—Yours very truly, W. B. M. Liimb.

All will sympathise with the artist, and we
are glad to see it stated that probably some
means wil be found of showing to the public

the five works which were intended for

display at Burlington House.

The President of the Board of Education
(Mr. J. A. Pease, M.P.J at Stoke-ou-Trent on
Monday said he regarded it as the first duty
of every community to provide for itself free

educational progress, and to see that edu-

cational privilege was a thing of the past.

As for our system of higher education a road
had been made all the way from the iiifant

class up to the threshold of the Universities.

There had, however, been great difficulties

in the past, and there were great difficulties

in the present. "Finance," said Mr. Pease,
" is one of the great difficulties in connection
with the erection of all great buildings of

this kind, and to most of the buildings which
have been erected very little contribution

has been made by the State. I shall feel

very much disappointed if, when the next
Budget is explained, there is not some
allusion to a sum of money which at any rate

will help in bearing these loan charges which
have been such a heavy weight upon rate-

payers throughout the country." We shall

see next week, we suppose. So far the State
has most unfairly handicapped the rate-

payer, and one result is the disgraceful in-

sufficiency of school buildings nearly all over
the country, by which the health of the

children suffers and real education is often

impossible. There is as much leeway to make
up in school-building as in house accommoda-
tion, but we incline to doubt whether Mr,
Lloyd George will at all adequately find the

ways and means.

There is common-sense in the following

idea : Criticisms and suggestions on its pro-

posed State building code are being solicited

by the Wisconsin State Industrial Com-
mission. The Commission soon will issue

printed copies of the proposed code on which
prominent architects of Milwaukee and
Madison and the Commission's building in-

spector have been at work for several

months. The last Legislature passed a law
directing the Commission to fix reasonable

standards necessary to the safety and welfare

of the occupants of public buildings and
places of employment, and when this code of

building standards is adopted by the Com-
mission it will have the force of law. Before
final action is taken, however, the proposed
code will be sent to fire chiefs and architects

throughout the State and to all other in-

terested persons. Public hearings will be

held at Milwaukee, Madison, Superior, Eau
Claire, and Oshkosh. The proposed code is

in eight parts. The first four contaiu de-

finitions and general requirements. These
include a stajidard fire-escape specifications,

drawn up by the Industrial Commission in

co-operation with the fire-escape manu-
facturers themselves, requirements on sani-

tation and toilet rooms, issued in conjunction

with the State Board of Health; size of

courts and air-shafts; boilers, furnaces,

stoves, smoke-pipes, chimneys, etc., on which

subjects the State fire marshal has co-

operated. Here are also included a few-

general requirements relating to the struc-

tural designs of buildings, including the thick-

ness of walls, loads to be put on various

building materials, etc. The last four parts

of the code take up particular classes of

buildings. Part five deals with factories,

office buildings, and mercantile establish-

ments. Part six, theatres and assembly-

halls. Part seven, school buildings, libraries,

and museums. Part eight, apartment houses,

hotels, and places of detention.

Various are the uses to which some of the

old places of worship in London have been

put. The most recent and interesting of

these changes is that of the Moravian Chapel

in Chelsea, which has been transformed into

a sculptor's studio, or, rather, pair of studios ;

for the new tenant—on a long lease—is sub-
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letting part of the tapacious buildiuj;. Tlip

old mellow brick cliapel, with its walled and

now disused graveyard, the flat tombstones

almost contealed by grass, and with its

adjacent 18th-century caretaker's cottage,

form a well-known picturesque corner in the

Chelsea loved by artists. The sculptor and

his wife, after a few judicious renovations

and the addition of a bathroom, now reside

in the cottage, aud find it more congenial

even than a " bijou '" Chelsea flat. Imagine

their pleasure, too, remarks the Manchrslcr

liuardiaii. when, in an early stage of the

negotiations, they discovered that the change

contemplated in the chapel was not the first

which the building had undergone. It was

an adaptation of Sir Thomas More's stables,

the Tudor brickwork and foundations un-

mistakable, and the unaccountable horse-

trough near was Tudor, too, and the big vine

on the graveyard wall was Sir Thomas More's

Mr. H. D. O'Neill, of 15, St. .James'

xjuare, S.W., declares in the Times that

London readers during the ne.vt few weeks

will experience an increasing amount of

bronchitie and catarrhal irritation, and

that their children will suffer from

severe post - nasal catan-hs, especially if

they frequent the parks and gardens. On
penny chairs under the trees iu Hyde I'ark

between the Grosvenor and Stanhope Gates,

nmy be seen the usu'il crow<l ,)f peDple,

all obviously suffering from more or less

severe irritation of the throat, nose, aud eyes.

He says, if they c.vamine carefully the surface

of their clothes, preferably with a magnifying

glass, or if they care to have a more scientific

investigation made microscopically into the

condition of their throats and noses, they will

lind a number of tiny spicules, which are

being liberated in myriads all over London

by the breaking up of the fruitballs of the

plane trees. In the dry winds prevailing^ at

the present time it is possible to watch these

fruitballs actually bursting on the plane-

trees aud blowing away in tufts, which

rapidly become subdivided into these minute

and irritating little spikes. The danger of

these trees has been known since the days of

ancient Greece, and in some parts of

Germany it has been found necessary to

forbid by law the planting of these trees in

the neighbourhood of schools. Dr. Henry, of

Cambridge, exposed some glycerine plates at

Kew aud in Berkeley-square in April, 1910,

and they showed numerous particles of these

fractured spicules; and Lord Walsinghani, in

a letter to the Times in May of that year,

gave some experiences of severe irritation

caused by plane-trees on the Riviera. The
number of plane-trees in London is increasing

rapidly, and it is lime, says Mr. O'Neill, that

the scientific world treated the matter

seriously ; it would not be difficult to pick

the fruit crop before it ripened, but it is

quite possible that a cheaper remedy might

be found in the sterilisation of the trees.

he spring time, but occur quite as frc

(uently at other times during a spell of fine

veather, when the plane-tree fruitballs and

;picules have disappeared. One has only to

nentiou wood-pavement dust, Mr. Basil

lolmes reminds us, laden with chemical

•ompouuds (in which the wood is soaked),

ind with animal excreta iu various stages

of decomposition that lie on its non-absorbent

urface, to provide ample and well-under-

tood causes for bad throats and colds, with-

ut any further botanical reason. That is

true enough, and we fancy Mr. Basil Holmes
has much more reasonably indicated the

source of the irritating clouds of dust which

the spring breezes have been driving into our

eyes and down our throats during the last

week or two.

We are inclined to think the danger is

exaggerated, and to agree with Mr. Basil

Holmes, who in the Times of Tuesday
defends the plane tree, and says even if such

spicules in question do get into people's

throats there is nothing to show that they

are the cause of the ailments mentioned.
'I'lierc are many other impurities beside

plane-tree spicules iu the atmosphere of

London and other large towns, especially in

bright, dry weather, that get into people's

throats and noses, and that are far more
likely to give rise to those throat troubles

Sir William Chance has published a most

useful little book on "Building Bylaws in

Rural Districts" (P. S. King and Son,

Orchard House, "Westminster, Is.) It makes

ear the differences between the existing

iral code of the L.G.B. and that which was

embodied in the Bill that passed the House

of Lords iu 1906, but got no further. If some

of us who talk so much—and with good

reason—about the anomalies of administra-

tion by rural authorities had done something

to help the Building By-laws Reform Associa-

tion, which was dissolved iu 1912, to get

reasonable remedial legislation through

Parliament, it would have been more credit-

able to us than mere grumbling. The Local

Government Board, to do it justice, has done

what it could in recent years to secure more

elasticity, but it is powerless to redress the

blunders of the Act of 1890, and the field is

still at the mercy of jobbery, corruption, or

sheer pig-headedness. We strongly advise

all who really want reform in rural sanitary

administration to study carefully Sir William

Chance's book.

The Bishop of Buckingham and the Earl of

Orkney will lav tlie foundation-stones of a new
Royal Grammar School at High Wycombe on
.May 6.

Mr. W. R. Maxwell, burgh engineer of Dun-
fermline, has been granted an honorarium of

.£50 in respect of extra work performed in con-

nection with the council's water-supply pro-

visional order.

The death took place at .\berfeldy on Thurs-
day in last week of Mr. William Bell, architect

and civil engineer, who had been road survey
for Perthshire Hishlaml District for the past
36 years. Mr. Bell was the first road surveyor
10 be appointed for the Hishland District of

Perthshire, after tl.. pa>si,ij; of the Act in

Owinj; 1.
. ii..ilth. Mr. .J. Stedi

the surii I ,
;

, l,am Rural District

Council, i rtice on appointment
as cons'ili :: 1,. the Council. Mr.
Stedman has I.eeii m ilie employ of the Council
and their predecessors for 44 years. Mr. V
the assistant surveyor, has been appointed
veyor to the Council.

The trustees of the Wbitechapel Art Gallery
have decided to erect a memorial in the gallery
to the late Canon Barnett, in the form of two
long panels to be painted in fresco by Mr. H.
F. Garrett, on either wall of the entrance-hall.
The designs for the frescoes commemorate two
of the many works initiated bv Canon and Mrs.
Barnett--the Art Gallery and the Children's
Country Holidays Fund. The estimated cost ie

£750.

At Friday's meeting of the Bath City Educa-
tion Committee, it was reported that a special
committee had met Messrs. Hickton and
Farmer, w'hose design was recently selected in

competition for the new secondary school, and
had discussed the details of the plans with them.
They had decided that the architects should
consider the various suggestions, revise the
plans accordingly, and arrange an interview
-with the architect of the Board of Education
with I

OBirUARV.
We regret to umiounce the death of Mr.

William George Kirkaldy, the chief of the

testing and experimenting firm of David
Kirkaldv and Son. of 99, Southwark street,

S.E. He was the sou of the late Mr. William
Kirkaldy, and was born on .July 6, 1862. He
was ediiealed at University School, and on
coming of age was taken" into partnership
with his father, and the firm of David
Kirkaldy and Son established. Mr. Kirkaldy
as an associate member of the Institution of

Civil Engineers, aud was awarded a Telford
Premium for a paper on Steel Rails," read
before that iiistitutiou in conjunction with

the late Sir William Roberts Austen, He was
al.so a member of the Institution of Me
chanieal Engineers, of the Iron and Steel

Institute, of the International Testing Asso
elation, and of the Royal Institution, the

Concrete Institute, and the Royal Society of

Arts, and of the Court of the W^orshipful

Company of Turners.

The Leeds Board of Guardians have decided
to add to their workhouse hospital in Beckett
street a children's block at an estimated cost of

i;8,471.

The Oklahoma State Cipitol Commission ha-
.lanied Messrs. I.ayton and Smith, of Oklahoma
City, as architects for the State Capitol

building.

The Salop Education Committee, at their

meeting in Shrewsbury, on Saturday, decided
to purchase from the Earl of Powis, as a site for

the proposed secondary school at Bishop's

Castle, eight and a half acres of land for £1,200,

At the Blaydou-on-'ryne Council Chamber, on
Friday, Mr. R. H. Bicknell, M.Inst.C.E ,

con-

ducted a Local Government Board imii: •

The Chorley Town Council has approve'

ameiuled plan's prepared by the liorough sui

vevor for public baths, and has decided to appl

to'the Local Government Board for sanction t

borrow £8,400 for carrying out the work. Tli

scheme comprises a 75ft.

two fiist-cl.iss and four
liaths. for both sexes.

Electrically-driven air-compressing plant

!io\v being erected in the city of Norwich, und.

the supervision of Mr. Arthur E. Collin-

M.Inst.C.E., the city engineer, ii: connecti.n

with a scheme for raising the sewage from on

level to another, and for conveying it to IIk

irrigation sewage-farms at Newmill. This an

compressing plant, costing about £1.000, li.i

been made in Aberdeen, and operates ejectors

Sir James Caird has given £100,00(1 to 1 1.

town council of Dundee to build a new cit:

hall. The foundation-stone will he laid by the

King on July 10. The building will be erected

iu the centre of the city, on a site to be pur-

e'liased for £40,000, and will provide a council

chamber, a public hall to seat 3.500 persons, and
municipal offices. Mr. J. Thomson, the city

architect, has been instructed to invite tenders

for the work, and to put it in hand as soon as

possible.

For some years past the llighlaud Railway

lias been engaged iu the work of doubling sec-

tions of the main line, the work being done in

stages. The long stretch of line from Blair

.\tholl to Dalwhinnie has already been doubled.

It is now proposed that the line from Blair

AthoU to Killiecrankie (3J miles), from Pitlochry

to Guav (9 miles), and from Kingswood to

Stanley"(7 miles), a total distance of 19.J miles,

should be doubled. When completed, this will

leave only about 9 miles of single track between

Perth and Blair Atholl, with nearly 20 miles of

double line north of the latter station.

The New Zealand Government have acquired

a site in the Strand for the purposes of offices

for the High Commissioner and his staff. The
property purchased is on the northern side of

the Strand, next the Adelphi Theatre, has a

frontage of 50ft.. with a depth of 150ft ,
and

consists of three shops. The«- "ill he pulled

down to make room for a iln. . - r
.
.l.iiiMnig,

which will include an exliil i
i :; • )

the

display of New Zealand prnl, li,, ...id

reading- and writing-rooms t: >
; - ntes

of offices for the use of the ni:.;)i ronuius.sioncr

and his staff, together with the Emigration,

Shipping, an.l Produce Departments. It is

understood that the King has consented to lay

the foundation-stone.
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AND OFFtCES, DURHAM, FOR THE MIXERS'

Mr. H. r. Gradon. A.R.I.B.A., Arehitect.

ASSOCIATIOX.

18nil5ing UntelUgenre.

BRISTOL.-Operatioiis have comiiieiictMl

ill coiiiieclion with the building to be erected
in Wliite Ladies-road, for the Bristol branch
ot the Royal Colonial Iiistitnte. The plans
wre prepared by Mr. Norman G. Bridgnnui,
A.R.i.B.A., of the firm of Messrs. Bridgnian
and Bridgnian, architects, of Bristol,

Torquay, and Paignton. The contract has
been let to Mr. Frank Wilkiiis, of Corn-
street, Bristol. On the ground floor level

there is a reception hall, 37ft. by 25ft., with
a semicircular bay-window facing towards the
city. The main entrance lobby is to have a
domed ceiling lantern, and will conduct to

the grand staircase. 19ft. by Mft., opening
into the reception hall, with Ionic columns
on either side. Cloakrooms and lavatories

and caretaker's staircase occupy the remain-
ing space on this floor. A heating-chamber
will be placed in the basement. The first

floor is to compri.se a salon 37ft. by 25ft. and
15ft. 6in. high, with a raised platform at one
end, and a small gallery at the opposite end.
On the second floor are a library, 25ft.

square, writing and smoking-room, a buffet,

with servery and stores, and on the third
floor there will be a reference-room, com-
mittee-room, and living-rooms for the care-

taker. The style adopted is Italian Renais-
sance." The building is to be faced with
dressed Portland stone.

WIMBORNE MINSTER.—Mr. C. E.

Ponting, F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A., of Marl-
borough, the Salisbury diocesan surveyor, has
been consulted by the churchwardens of

Wiinborne Minster on the reinstatment of the
gargoyle which fell from the north-east angle
of the parapet during the gale of February 22.

He reports that the west-end tower appears
to be in good condition, with the exception
1)1 ;i iTiU'k up the stair turret f.M- :iliijnst ii<

lull li.M,i^lit. which should be sl.i|i|.c'il m uiih
,-riiHiii, s(i that any further inn\ ^ni'ni nu-lit

Im. easily detected. In the < iitnl \un.-y

several stones have so far perished that water
is penetrating, and they should be cut out
and removed. Mr. Ponting indicated other
repairs which should be carried out, and at

the annual church vestry meeting last week
it was decided that the necessary work be
done.

«*»
OOMPKTITIONS.

HALE GROVE GARDENS SCHOOL
COMPETITION, MILL HILL.—Members
of the Society of Architects are requested

not to take part in this competition, the

conditions of which are not in accordance
with those approved by the Society.

HVTHE CONCERT HALL COMPETI-
TION. -- Members and Licentiates of the

R.I.B.A. are advised that the conditions of

this competition are not in accordance with

lli(> Institute regulations for architectural

cnnipetitions. and the Competitions Com-
mittee are in correspondence with the pro-

moters with a view to getting them amended.

NEW HALL AND OFFICES, DURHAM,
FOR THE MINERS' ASSOCIATION.

Last week we illustrated a double-page view

of this building, of which Mr. H. T. Gradon,
A.R.I.B.A., is the architect. By an over-

sight the two plans were omitted, with the

text of the description. We therefore give

them herewith, and refer our readers to the

particulars already printed.

Alai-

dale j<

Leeds.

lade to the Wharfe-
at Menston. near

and Sons, of Otley,

A Board school in Newton-street, Greenock,
erected, at a cost of £16.000. from plans bv
Mr. W. R. Glen, of St. Vincent street, Glasgow,
was opened last week.

At a Local Government Board inquiry, ii

reference to Newquav Urban District Council'i

application for a loan of £4,000 for a housin;

scheme, held on Friday, opposition was offerer

bv builders.

The fu'ieral Mr

The Weslevan chapel and schools at Karl's

Barton were reopened last week, after enlarge-

ment and redecoiation, carried out at a cost of

nearly £1.100. The work lias been executed by
Messrs KIsoii aril KniEht. of Earl's Barton.

Me-i- Till-i I'.i "n and Fi.sher. of \Vellin4;-

bor.vi 1 V- > M . nrliiiects.

Tli. I - ' ihf memorial-tablet to Sir

Lawi. h \! II I I .1 I. 111a, designed by Sir George
Fi-ar]i|ii. 11 1; \ inl presented by the Royal
.\cail. en III \m in London, took place on

Fri(la^ n \'r x p. near Leeuwarden. The
r-oiiipain, «liiili 11. .hided Sir George Frampton.
a.s.-Tiilil.il ;.i il..- hoiisp in which the artist was
born, and Sir Alan Johnstone, British Minister

at The Hague, unveiled the tablet, and pre-

spi.tpd it on behalf of the British Royal
the Fr

Mr. .Josiah G.intoii, F R.I.B.A., has 1.. 1 -

invited by the Local Government Board . -

occupy, and has accepted, the position of iliaii- >

man of the Standing Committee of the North- ...

Eastern Section of the proposed New Arterial la

Roads Board, comprising part of the County of T;

London and the counties of Essex and .Mid'dle- ' P
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

BIRMINGHAM'S WATER SUPPLY.-
Mr. E. A. Lees, seeretary and manager of

the Birmingham Water Department, read a

paper, illustrated hy lantern-slides, on tlie

Birmingham Corporation Waterworks,
before the Institute of Sanitary Engineers, at

Caxton Hall, Westminster, on Monday night.

Mr. Lees described the situation of the
works in the Elan Valley, and the oonstrno-

tion and rapacity of tlie reservoirs. lie

pointed out that an important part of the

works consisted of the filter beds, by means
of which the water was .strained through
copper gauze of forty threads to the inch,

and rough filtered. The filters did not form
part of the original .scheme. The decision to

provide them was arrived at in the year 1901,

in vie V of the -xpe riencc nf T ivcrp'ool. The
filters ;,t (IlP ' v-rr^ Drr V in nil nber.

Their diTi;. n-:. mi., thr total

filter! It: ! 1
. 1 1

'M ii.iii .
, ...• feet. The

filteri ]" lii.il.r 1- |..rni,'cl o! l.ivf rs nf

shin=: e graded d. In ^ -« (.f

the da nger of t le action of the \v:il.'i' Mil 1"m1.

in CO sequence of its softnes ,. Ilh' Ml .Ih-il

nm.'.'l „r luMit 1 of the oitv er.ir;i.lMl '.1 it

' .III :ifiopte(l was
. i|iiniil ity used

iiinnniit liriiii; vari'd as required from time
to time. Mr. Lees explained that with a

"population in supply" of 854,820. the
ma.ximum daily consiiniptioii was 28.325
million gallons.' The axriL-. , Hi-iiniplion

per head per diem by n i
I

i ii I m.]
public sanitary purposi -

i i'> i\~ jiMm-.
and for domestic purpos. .-. .iml uum, asni< d
trade supplies, including water supplied for
fire afid waste, was 19.62 g-illons.

EDINBURGH ARCHITECTS' VISIT TO
ROSYTH. — On Saturday about forty
members of the Edinburgh Architectural
Association had the opportunity of inspecting
the huge works wliioh are in prncpss of con-
struction at tlip 1; i-Mli \n i! T.i-.' The
party were iml. l ' ' \t

'
!l i ''".liLrlit

Reid. superintr .i , : ' ,, ibe
privilege of the \: i. .> M il: i .

!; Wi.itHe.
assistant civil engineer, was the leader during
a two-hours' tour. When the inspection was
completed, Mr. Hippolyte J. Blanc. R.S.A.,
conveyed the warm thanks of the party to
Mr. Whittle and the other gentleiiiou who
had conducted them over the Base.

SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION. - An
ordinary general meeting of the Surveyors'
Institution was held last Monday night at
Great George-street. Westminster. Mr. W.
Edward WooUey (president) occupied tlio

chair. The secretary (Mr. Alexan.l.i
Goddard) read the balloting list of ilh

council for next session, as follows: Tr -

dent. Mr. Howard Chatfeild Clarke: m,.-
presidents, Mr. John Henry Hanson, Mr.
George Francis Stewart. Mr. Arthur Lyon
Ryde. and Mr. John Hubert Oakley;
members of council. Mr. John German, Mr.
F. G. Chinnock. Mr. Alfred Michelinore, Sir
R. J. Thompson. Mr. Andrew Young. Mr.
John Wilmot. Mr. J. II. Sabin. Mr. J.
McC. Clark. Mr. J. Inglis Davidson. Mr
Edwin Savill. Mr. E. W. Rn.shwortli, Mr. J.
D. Wallis. Mr. George Corderoy. Mr. Dendy
Watney, and the followine new- names: Mr.
Ernest Alfred Rawlence, Mr. E. H. I,eeder.
Mr. B. M. Johnson, Mr. C. H. Bedells. Mr.
P. E. Pilditeb. Mr. H. M. Cobb. Mr. W P
Rvan. Mr. E. S. Cox. and Mr. J. J. Done.
The professional associates, of whom two are
to be returned, are Mr. Stanley Hicks. Mr.
E. Howard, Mr. John Maughnn. and Mr. T.
P. Maslen. The associates, of vihom two are
to be returned, are Lord Alver.stoiie. Sir J
Wolfe Barry. Mr. G. M. Freeman, K.C.. and
Mr. R. F. Grantham. A paper was read by
Mr. Dawbarn Yonne (associate) on the urbnii
report of the Land Inquiry Comm.ittee, which
we give elsewhere.

.\ new p->ri»h hall, erected ormositf- tlie
west front of the church, was onened at Wells,
bv-fhe Poa Norfolk, last week " Mr. Egsleton.
of King's T.vnn. w.is the arrhiteet. and Mr. T.
Hinson, of Wells, the builder. The total cost
has been £950.

©nr KUttstrationa.

DRAWING-ROOM AND DINING-ROOM,
HOUSE AT NETHER CABERSTONE,
WALKERBURN.
We gave an external view and plans of this

Scotch country house last week, when a
photograph of the main staircase also
appeared, with some particulars of the
building. Mr. James B. Dunn, F.R.I. B.A.,
of Edinburgh, is the architect, and the
building stands on a hillside in Peeblesshire.

NEW POST OFFICE AND COURT-
HOUSE, MUSKOGEE, OKLAHOMA,
U.S.A.

We give the three principal elevations and
the two chief plans of this important
Governmental building, recently erected at
Muskogee, Oklahoma. The drawings soit
us for illustration were selected by Mr.
L. A. Simon, the chief constructor, iind.-r

\V.

Hon Wi
supervising architect, courteously arranged
for the loan of these plans as typical
of the style of work carried out by the
Treasury Department of Washington. The
working drawings reproduced were signed
by Mr. James Knox Taylor, supervising archi
tect. We are indebteil to :\I r. Seabrook B.
Walsh, of tlip Department, lip having called
nil lis wlif-n in London, ,n regard to this
nia(tpr. Some details of tlio interior treat-

iiiont are included m our double-page illus-

tratinn. 'riiP arraii«.inent of the plans is

partienlarlv inteivslin-. On the first floor,

aloiii; the front, besides the three main
entrances, are offices for the Internal
Revenue Officer, and the Oil Inspector, and
District Agent of the Union Agency, and the
money-order division of the Po'st Office.

The post-office lobl.\ rMinii- ,,- .,,, \,r seen
on the plans, from m- . . . I.uoIp
to the West Bro;ol,vr. , I, l.i-nu.

an ideal arrangement from
of efficiency as regards the

second floor houses the
onrt and the offices of the
attached to same. As will

I- floor, as well as the third

IM-I

building, in exter

type, the walls In

limestone. The .i

Vest Th.

effie

Iliiliie:

;ile Vest
I

Cippolin
I the first

sters and
to be of

es in and
above the screen were to be nf bronze ; but.
owing to the limited funds, these are now to
be of iron. The architecture of the lobby is

also of the Classic type, with a rich pla.ster
coffered ceiling. The floors of lobbies are
of light greys and pink Tennessee marble,
with discs and diamonds in rentres of bays
of Greek tioo. :m„| It ,hm l.epanto marbles.
The stairs ii.,,,, |i,, h,., n,,,,, ,,, the fourth
arc nf r, n, ,1 ,

, tn., I viith marble
trr- 1- - 1 ,

I
.

'
,

,
.1 1 ,1,1-1 ,-

ornamented white-plaster eeilina. The room
is GOft. long, ,32ft. wide, and 22ft. high.

COTTAGE AT WEEK ST. MARY
NORTH CORNWALL.

This cottage formed one of the series
selected for lantern-slide exhibition at the
Hall of the Worshipful Company of

Carpenters, London Wall, on the occasion of

Jlr. Maurice B. Adams's recent lecture on
'Cottage Housing: its Economic Limitations

and Distinctive Character" (see Buii.niNG
News for March 13 and 20 last), and its

choice was due not only on account of the

compactness and useful contrivance of the

plans, but also because of its erection having

preceded the publication of the so-called

"standard plans" produced last year, and

.lissimilar. This cottage illustrates certain
points remarked upon by the lecturer as to
the needlessne.ss nf a .second entrance for such
a dwelling, and the desirability nf locating the
copper outside the house, this plan shows
one pylprtial door and lln- sin]; is placed in

stairs, 1-.
I V . ,,i ihiioi- and (-xt.i iial window

partiv Imliui.i4 til.- steps above. There is a
china cupboard tu the right hand of the fire-

place, i'he three bedrooms allow of good
moviiigabout space clear of the beds, and the
' Hiding is reduced to a minimum. The earth-

' is.t is properly dissociated from the house
the outbuilding. The detail section gives

till' scantlings of the timbers, and shows the
iiollow walls, which are of stock brick white-

washed. The roof is ooxered with rough
slates and the gables are weather-boarded
and treated with gas tar. The building forms
part of a small holdiim. The architect is Mr.
W. Curtis Green, F.R.I.B.A.. who certainly

anticipated, when he erected this cottage a

few years ago, some of the more recent

housing plans to wdiicli publicity has been
prominently accorded of late.

The Ri^ht Rev. Dr. Hodgson, lately vicar of

l!,nM,k and now Bishop of St, Edmundsbiiry
an, I l|.-«i,li. opened Berwick's new parochial

LnildiiiL's on Friday. The architects were
Messrs; Harrison and Ash. Newcastle-on-Tyne,
and the outlay has been £3,000.

Mr R H. Bicknell. Local Covernmeiit Board
inspector, held an inqnirv in the council-

chamber at WliMliA r..i-, ,1. Friday, in refer-

ence to an
.'I 1

i
'' ,,

I lie urban distriol

eniinril for -n, i.,w £2.300 for the

iniprovem.-nt .-r llill 1 1, .ids-road. Mr. A. J.

I,',iiiv.ll 111.- snrvDvor, said it was proposed to

M;ik, a 4rtt( road.'

Tie- r,i-liop of Winchester (Dr. Rvie) visited

I Iniiell-r's Ford on Thui^ilav afternoon in last

week to take part in lii, -e-nm-j of the Dr.

Ritchie Memorial Hal- i,
,

i mst been
erected on a site ad|, : ,

- i

i

,.i-li church.

The hall is of briok will , I -il, . ami w.as buiU-

l,v Mr l-:i,-o,-k I,, ,1, -i-n- prepared by Mr.
I |.,n-.li Tl,, main liall .Vift lons bv 26ft. wide,

l!,l.,i.,iii Tetlev opened St.

11 Church-road, Oldland.
IS of t.wo stories, built of

I freestone dressinis. The
are 50ft. by 30ft,, and

1:1,1,1,1 for 330 persons,
111, m- 30ft. bv 20ft., a

I -I has been £1.500.
1 l; I l; .\.. of Bristol, was

! he builders were Messrs.

age treatment.

Uor. city engineer and snr-

,is tendered his resignation.
> appoinfiiM-ni ,.r , h lii.-pr

ad carried out many street

|„„t,,,.ps arranged for the
'.i ,. , IV Colleup. Gower-

,,„ "The History of

i' , bv Dr. Tancred

bv 111 Rarliel R Reid.
7 at a quarter past five

1, introductory lecture on

111 Eeypt." by Profesor
May 21. at half-past two
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HALEGROVK GARDKNS SCIIOOL
COMPETITION.

To Ihe Editor of the Building Nkws.

SiR.~I much regrot to find that tlie iiotico

1, •,,
I

ill,. iMiiiprtii '(Ml for a school at Mill

II
,- ,,! ; ii-iii inv ofTiee on the 7th

,
, j I

.:,, p:^ Mill' Hill School Com-
n : :

,,; 111-: ;!'! .,f ln^aring the full descrip-

lion, "Hale -grove Gardens School Com-
petltioii. Mill Hill." I should mention that

it is the custom to style a competition briefly

by the name of the district where the build

iiig the subject of the competition is to be

erected, and in so desif^nating it in this case

the fact was lost sight of that the notice

might be taken to refer to the public school

at Mill Hill which is widely known as "Mii

Hill School." I am extremely sorry that il

unfortunate oversight should have been i

cause of annoyance to the authorities of Jlii;

Hill School, "and should be greatly obliged

if you would allow me to express in your

columns my sincere regret at its occurrence.

—I am, etc.,

Ian MacAlistf.r, Secretary.

Royal Institute of British Architects,

9, Conduit-street. Hanover-square,
London. W.. April 21. 1914.

DUblilshonUl the Council boycott

pel it mil where the regulations governing it

are fairlv drawn up, simply because one of

their own nominees is not appointed assessor?

What humbugs we all are ! How we groan

over the wrongdoers in a trades-union who
stop industrious workmen from employment

with free labourers! But here is our own
Council doing exactly the same thing witli

regard to the ordinary lay members— the

workers — of our Institute ! — illegally, I

think.

The time has passed for any more
quibbling, any more "conversations," any

more evasions. Let the ordinary members
stand firm ; let them acquit themselves like

men, and insist that their resolutions, legally

passed, be carried into effect without further

delay, and then victory is ours.

Another point put in hv the Council as n

,, ,1 li, riiii- across the trail, to further

: M, '. Ilie matter, is the question of a

: t\ scale of charges." How on earth

statutory" when the Council

'ROPOSED "REGISTRATION BV
REVISED R T R A v'^:HARTER."

Sir,—Of all tl;
'

- -i . j-.-stions ever

made by an appiir. ;, -,; in irresponsible

bmly of men , ,!;il' : !i. m-elves "the
Council," the idea of "Registration by
revised Charter" is, to say the very least,

the weakest of all.

It really seems, from the continual
evasions, the wretched legal hair-splitting,

and the entire disregard of flie frequent ami
formally - expressed "resulntion? " of the

majority of the lay members of the Institute

in favour of Registration, that the members
of our Council are trying to qualify them-
selves for the position of Cabinet i\iiiiisters

—a position at the present moment of the
deepest degradation that any man or body
of men can possilily sink to.

There must be no more tinkering of the
Charter. There never can possibly be any
"Registration by Charter," and even the
"revised Charter" (which must never be
allowed to pass) would give no greater pro-
tection to a qualified architect than that of

the present Charter against the host of out
siders.

The question, is Registration or nothing;
and inasumeh as the Council hold a mandate
—ail ill-used term. I admit, at the present-
to carry Registration, the only course to

adopt is, in my opinion, to apply to one of
the High Courts for a mandamus for
Council to show cause why the legally passed
resolutions in favour of Registration should
not be carried out forthwith.
Apart from keeping up the standard of

education and excellence so necessary in our
profession, it is also the duty of the'Council
to protect the interests of the members of
the Institute from the attacks of the
charlatans who, principally in provincial, but
especially in seasiile. towns, call themselves
"architects"— men who are generally house
agents, broken-down builders or their sons,
and carpenters; niul as the general public,
as n nile, know nothing whatever of the
existenee of our Institute, nor the qualifica-
tions of its members, these quacks, like
Dr. Pangloss, put all manner of mystic
letters hebiud their names without hiiulrauce.
In one instance within mv own knowledge.
one house agent who calls himself "archi-
tect" puts the initials of a defunct "one-
man" society behind his name, and of
course the public think that he is as equallv
a qualified man as if he were one of our own
members—and employ him, too !

Although perhaps' a little wide of the
subject of Registration, might I be allowed
to ask by what "statutory" process the
Council act as a trades union to prevent men
working honestly in trying to gain a liveli-

hood ill our overstocked profession? Why

po- ler of eufor ig the scale or
ed? Be assured
ven in a Regis-

ng them publicly recogn

lament will never pass,

tration Bill, a monopoly scale of fees for any

trade or profession. The nrily profession that

tained that concession—a fatal one for the

public—was the legal profession, and it was

obtained through, and attached as a schedule

to, the Solicitors (Registration) Act, simply

because at the time of passing that Act
lawyers abounded, as they still do, in Parlia-

rtually passed their own
Act. How
present Pa
Bill? "Til

elected to

members c <

various ad'

fessional f.

ire there in the

forward our own
supposed to be

rests of all the

and not for the

g lo a small pro-

i I am convinced
,e suggested (by

abo
Bill

the

ht of itv 'h;niir4 no chance of passing this

ssioii." etc.. lint send it up to Parliament
r approxal; and passed it would be, inas-

11, li as 111 • P.ill would have the support of

,r\ li,,, i'\ bona - fide architect who
-11 ,

I |, !,l the dignity of his pro-

-.
, .

I
1 il.,, our respected Institute

In, I ,1 li inM l.e—a really representative

id governing body.—I am. etc..

Horack't. BONM.R, A.R.l.B.A.

Eastbourne. April 21.

IntBrtomnmnkation.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We offer a prize of one guinea every week for wliat

we deem the best reply to any query appeariOR in

this column, which we deem worth insertion.

Replies must be sent in over real name and address.

No otliers can receive a prize. The Editor's

judgment is final.

This competition is restricted to buyers ol the paper,

and with each reply a coupon cut from our front

page must be enclosed.

Any number of replies can be sent, but a coupon of

this date must accompany each.

All else being equal, briet replies will stand the

best chance. We emphasise Ibis, as some corre-

spondents ignore the tact that querists want terse

tacts, not long essays. Any necessary illustrations

must be in line only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-

duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of replies

that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event ot no
reply being received worthy ot it is reserved by the

Editor, who also claims the right to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

J. LYONS AND CO
of April 10,

COPE Y

Sir,—We see, in your
U»14. you state that "this action was settled

on the terms " that the plaintiff would
accept an agreed sum as costs of the action."

We would point out that this is inaccurate.

After the evidence of our experts—Mr.
Herbert Phillips Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A.,

F.S.I. , A.M.I.C.E.. and Sir A. Brumwell
Thomas, F.R.I.B.A.—as to the effect that

the defendants' building would have upon the

easement of light and air appertaining to our
client's premises, a very substantial sum in

addition to costs was offered to our client,

and included in the settlement arrived at.—
We are. etc., Letts Brothers.

Solicitors to Mr. F. T. Cope.

8. Bartletfs-buildings, Holborn, E.C.,

April 16, 1914.

QUESTIONS.
tl3143.1-SOrXD THROCGH 1'

Can any of j'our reader^ ,,:ni

following problem? Soin,
heard through a 9in. part \

A iin. concrete block par
one side of the wall in the v

to exclude the sound. TlU' , onrv,

was put 'iin. from face ot wall, a

with slag-wool. It has hart hard
sounds being heard almost as di

and anvone tapping on the wall ,

very plainly.—Quartrant.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
MALL APPRn.\CH IMPROVEMENT.-Mr.

Wedgwood Bonn. Mr. Bird, and Mr. Morton
have been appointed members of the Select

Committee to consider Ihe Mall Approach Im-

provement Bill.

VENTILATION OF THE HOUSE OF
COMMONS.—A novel system of ventilation was
explained on Friday to the Committee ot the

House of Commons, presided over by Mr.

Charles Balhurst, which is inquiring into the

question of improving the ventilation of the

debating chamber of the House. Dr. Glover

Lyon, senior phy.sician of Victoria Park
Hospital, submitted a plan, illustrated by

drawings, by which air would be taken in from
above the roof of the members' retiring-rooms

bv four inlets on a level with the windows of

the chamber. By means of eight fans, the air

so admitted would be forced across the root

and passed through electric heaters, each con-

taining 150 heating lamps similar to those used

in radiators. After passing through these

heaters, the air would be driven down ducts at

the back of the side galleries to outlets above

the heads of members occupying the rear

benches. If necessary, there might be further

ducts to provide an outlet for the air above the

heads ot members occupying the side galleries.

tion f I li, 11
'

•'- to the quant"

The new buildings of Zurich University
accommodate the 1.400 students and 150 .

fessors, were formally opened on Sunday. The
buildings have cost "nearly £350,0000 to erect;

they are of stone, and plain in character. The

ind the
.odnced

erlooki both

lubli.Fffnri- ,ir, being made to preserve a

|,,
'

, i^t line of Cornwall. It is

I

,ri a path 300 miles in length
' il vhe southern point of the

I jlit round the coast to Hart-
1 1 1. 1- north. The co-operation of

•naiiv ul il.>. principal Cornish landowners has
been secured, and the movement has the active
support cf the National Trust, the National
Footpaths and Commons Society, and of the
Society for the Promotion of Nature Reserves.

filtered throi.-ii .-, ,i, , iiu ,„,., ..ml experiments on

mice showed that air so treated had a

deleterious effect. Apart from the filtering, his

chief objection to the method of ventilation at

present employed in the House of Commons was

Ihe difficultv of keeping the air passages clean.

Mr. Bradsiraw, resident engineer of the House
of Commons, explained that the great difficulty

in connection with the existing system of venti-

lation was the lack of control over the humidi-

fvina process. Most of the humidity was re-

riioved from the air by its heating. The passages

through which the air passed were kept clean

by being washed down once a fortnight by a

sang ot men. After a fo" they were washed

down at the earliest possible opportunity. The
committee adjourned until next week.

cbeth, of Rosemoun
and formerly of Caxto
engineer, who died o

Mr. Norman Ma
VVoldingham, Surrey,

House, " Westminster.
March 9, left .£25.737

The cathedral school for Truro diocese at Tre-

winneard Court, Kenwyn. near Truro, is

approaching completion, and will be opened on

.Tulv 28. Mr. Frank L. Pearson, architect to the

Dean and Chapter, prepared the plans, and the

contractors were Messrs. Collins and Godfrey,

of Tewkesburv and Cheltenham, the clerk of

works being Mr. E. T. Price.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
PALilERS GREEN BUILDERS BANK-

RUPTCY.—At the Edmonton Bankniptcj- Court
on Mondav, Albert Frederick Simmons, a
builder, of The Gables, New River-crescent,
Palmer's Green, came up for his public
examination. .According to the debtor's state-

ment of affairs, the liabilities were represented
by i:2,8S6 12s. 2d., due to 36 unsecured creditors,

^210 to one creditor partly secured, and
£403 S.-!. lid. as contingent or other liabilities.

There were 116 creditors representing the sum
of £3S.511 4s. 3d., who hold securities repre-
sented by mortgages on house property valued
by the debtor at £77,175, leaving a surplus
balance of £8,663 15s. 9d. The estimated net
surplus of •.is'.-pk, over liabilities was £5,304
15s, 7d Tli.> d.l.ior who is aged 40, attributed
his till II. I I

ii iliv to realise on his lease-

hold i. .
I I I riving order was made on

a CI' 'ii '
, I lie act of bankruptcy liein^

debtm - I, III II' I ''imply before January 22,

1914, with ih.i ir'jiiirements of a bankruptcy
notice served on him. The debtor stated, in

icial Receiver (iVIr. E. W. ,1.

as a surveyor before engaging
m business in 1899 as a builder with Mr. Whit-
bridge, with a capital of £350. The debtor pro-

vided £200 of this sum. Tliey entered
into building agreements, under which they

reply to the
Savill) thai he

erected 51 house
Winchmore Hill, and leases of the plots

at ground-rents were granted to their
nominees. They raised mortgages on these
properties anion
and subsequenlh

iting to about £11.000,
sold 15 of the houses.

When the partnei ship was dissolved in 1906, he
took over 12 hou ses as his share, and, later,

owing to pressure bv the mortgagees, debtot
took over th-? m: nagement of all the houses.
Debtc
account, after the partnership was dissolved, in

Green-lanes, Palmer's Green, with a cash
capital of £300. He entered into building
agreements in respect of 280 plots of land on
the Hazelwood Park Estate, and erected houses
on all the plots. Leases were granted to his

nominees, and mortgages amounting to about
£53,000 were raised on the properties. When he
completed the buildings in May, 1910, he was
owing about £7,000, apart from the mortgage
debts. In 1910 it was arranged at a meeting of

creditors that he should continue in possession
of the properties, and pay his debts at the rate
of Is. in the £ per ouarter out of the surulus
rents, he being p'aid £5 a week for his services.

Some creditors received 7s. and 8s. in the £ per
quarter by this arrangement. During this
period several mortgages were called in, and the
costs occasioned bv transfers hid to be met
while rond mak " cl ns an o nt 1 to £4 000
In severil ca o II e n o t" t k no
of the

I
rope to on pr

In June 1913 le entere'

brother to or t 16 e f
Sheen, and 1 p annteed certa
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freeholders ill 1 1

and took f

debtor's e t 1 pl t
^

mainly repr t 1 1 tie al

bv
of those I 44 of whch '39 v ro 1 e

hold. II 1 ndebtedness lo to

be due is to £400 for money lent an 1 tie
remaind r mo tl to trale ere 1 to He
debtor's res dence s freehold and est m tel ly
him to be ortl £1 000 b t was s bjecte 1 to a

mortgage for £600 Debtor sa d I e 1 a 1 been
unable to sell 1 s lo se property People were
too ner ous to spec late on tl s pro] erty

nowadays Tl OtTc al Rece er ked f 1 e 1 ad
done anv oth r spec la n o 1 ett " Del tot

L.A.ND VND CA PPFR AND WnoDD -Tl
hearing f 1 1 1 V 1 W OH'
against Me T k! nl n 1 r ,p n ee
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1 A\ ml
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connect on w tl t
ip of 1

light in talht o at fie ew \r
College at Mill nk S\^ as
tinned before Mr t cp A T Ii
King's Bench D n p Apr 1 J

„

The defendants denie.l the charges of negligence.
Following upon Mr. Shearman's speech in

opening the case for Mr. Woodd, the defendant,
Mr. Woodd, gave evidence at very consider-
able length, as also did Mr. Arthur Blomfield,
F.K.I.B.A., Mr. K. D. Young, F.R.I.B.A., and
Mr. E. J. Brown, the President of the Institute
of Builders. Mr. Thomas Kirkland was next
examined, and a large number of electrical

experts. On April 21 counsel addressed the
Court, and eventually Mr, Justice Laurence
reserved his judgment.

BERWICK WATER SUPPLY.-The fact that
the vield from tlie new borehole in connection
with" Berwick Joint Water Scheme has fallen
greatly below the ainount expected has been
causing the town council considerable anxiety.
They have now agreed, as the result of a private
meeting, to supply Tweedmouth and Spittal
immediately from the new bore, and when the
present engineers, Messrs. Read and W'aring,
Westminster, have completed the scheme, the
council will call in Messrs. Leslie and Reid. of

Edinburgh, to report. It is expected that the
borrowing powers (£21,000 will be considerably
exceeded.

«••

At a recent meeting of the Roval Hibernian
Academy, Mr. J. J. Shannon. R.A... was elected
a full member. The election has since been
approved by the Lord Lieutenant.

Sir Hugh Lane has offered to the National
Gallery of Ireland a gift of pictures which has
been accepted by the Board. The pictures are

:

"The Vision of St. Francis," by El Greco; "A
Portrait of a Lady," by Paul Veronese ; and a
larsre group of figures by the Venetian painter.

G. B. Fiazzetta.

The new buildings of the Leys Wesleyaii
School, in Trumpington-road, Cambridge, to be
inaugurated by the King on Thursdav in next
week, the 30th inst.. have been built from plans
by Sir Aston Webb, R.A., KC.V.O. The latest

extension forms the fourth side of a quadrangle,
of which the angles have been left unbuilt upon,
so as to allow of cross ventilation. The walls
are of Daneshill red brick, with Ancaster stone
dressings and pillars. On the inner face of the
quadrangle is an open cloister of fine arches
giving access to the class-rooms. On the upper
floor is the library, which has a modelled plaster

ceiling bv Mr. Bankart. The wings are by Mr.
W. ST Frith.

The funeral of the late Mr Charles T Cox
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Facilities were granted to Members of

Parliament yesterday (Thursday) by H.M.
Office of Works to inspect the ro"of of West-
minster Hall. The Members attended in very

large numbers, and were conducted in parties

over the scaffolding by Mr. Wedgwood Benn
and Mr. Frank Baines, of the Ancient
Moiiumeiits Branch. Every iucli of the roof

lias now been surveyed, aiid the actual task

nf repair will .soon be begun. A sum of

.LIO.OOO was granted for the work in this

year's Vote for the Office of Works, and this

vote was supported later in the afternoon by
Mr. Wedgwood Benn, who exhibited in the

Tea Room specimens of the decayed timbers
from the roof.

Mr. W. Samuel Wenlli'i'i, r,T;,T,T!,A..

writes that the fissure in i' i n h i'wer

of St. Botolph's parish eliiii I I i
.' -liire,

as to which a report has ]iim I n i I bv
Sir Francis Fox. is no new di?cov(-^^. and
has been known for some years, during the

repairs which have been going on at the

church under the writer's direction. Mr.
Weatherley explains that the trustees of the

Wesleyan chapel near by sought advice from
Sir Francis Fox upon the subsidence of their

twin towers, and at his visit to Boston last

month he saw the crack in the "Stump," and
then most kindly called on Canon Ilevgate.

the vicar, and made several recommenda-
tions. Sir Francis reported that there was
no immediate danger, but advised that the

matter be dealt with without delay.

A model of the Nelson Column has been
executed by John B. Thorp to a scale of six

feet to an inch, and is made principally of

wood and cardboard. The four bronze panels
at the base have been pressed out in thin

copper, and the lions carved in wood and
bronzed over. The whole model stands a

little under three feet, and is for an exhibi-

tion shortly to be opened in London, and
any readers who see it there will appreciate
the fidelity with which the well-known
column and its adjuncts have been rendered.

The spring meeting of the Chartered Sur-
veyors' Golfing Society will be held on the
Bramshot Club's course on Wednesday,
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valve, whieh is fiiUv illustrateil and described

ill a booklet to hand, which will be sent to

all renders on application. It is remarkably
compact in design, entirely antomatic in

action, and self-contained. Tliere are no
springs or pistons. It is simple, and cannot

set out of order, prevents water-hammer, and
by its use the life of cylinders, pistons, and
packing is considerably' prolonged.

Nearly a year ago the Supreme Court
.Justices of New York County repudiated the

design that had been selected for the new
court-house by a jury of award. The jurv

—Mr. R. S. Peabodv'tof Boston), Mr. Frank
Miles Day (of Philadelphia), and Mr. J. L.

Mauran (of St. Louis)— recommended the

design of Mr. Guy Lowell, of Boston and
New York, to the Court-house Board as

fulfilling "to an unusual degree the e.\actiti,<;

conditions of the programme," and promising
"a inonument in every way worthy of the

City of New York." The design was for a

circular building 400ft. in diameter and
275ft. high, to be built at the intersection of

North and Centre-streets, New Y'ork, and of

Classic treatment. The justices, however,
took exception to the professional opinion of

the architect, the jury, and others well

versed in the art and science of bnilding, on
the ground that the rnnms in a rnniid edifice

conia not be properly lifzlited nor ventilated.

The justices appoint. -.1 a fre^ji jury of archi-

tects admitte(ll\ nppn^id to tlie unique design
of Mr. Low,-ll. an. I tln^v ba\e now reported
that the plan ^.leete.l in competition.
"despite its innisual fnrin. is eminently fitted

for its purpose as to tlie grouping of court-
rooms in small units, their lighting and
ventilation, and their means of ingress and
egress." Mr. Lowell's design was approved.
"subject only to those slight modifications of
detail which are generally expected in

a rather hastily prepared competition
drawing." and with minor alterations it is

now to be carried out.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSTHNO WEEK.
SvTrRPAT (To-MORROw).—St. Pauls Ecclesiological

Society Visit to Laiiibetli Palace
2.30 p.m.
Association of Muuiciiml Corpora-

tions. Annual Meeting in theCouncil
Chamber of the Guildhall, EC.

JIoXDAT. — Royal Institute of Briti.sh Architects
Business Meeting. Proiwsals for a
New Charter. 8 p.m.
Architectural Association. Special

Consider .^Iterations to.Meeti
Kv-la
Royal Society of .\rts. " Recent De-

Soci.

Cantor Lecture No
Hiu-ton. II. A., F.C.S,
Liveriiool Arcbit.

.\uuual Meeting, 13, Harrii,
street, Liverpool. 2 p.m,

TrrsD.vT.—Institutiou of Ciyil Engineers. A:
Meeting of Conx>rate Members

WKDNF.9DAT.—Royal Society of Arts. "Need for a
Better Organisation of Economic
and Industrial Resources," by C R
Enock. C.E. 8 p.m

TnrRSDAT.—Architectural Association of Ireland.
Annual Meeting. President's Vale-
dictory .Address. 8 p.m.

The General Purposes Committee of the cor-
poration of Folkestone approved on Wednesday a
scheme for the construction of a band pavilion
at a cost of £30,000. The approaches will, it is
• stimated. cost a. further £2,000.

Al Glasgow Corporation Art Gallery, on
Monday next, there will be formally opened a
loan exhibition of etchings and engravings by
the great masters. Durcr. Rembrandt. Meryon
and Whistler are represented bv very fine' im-
prcs.«ions. lent from well-known private col-
lections and the British Museum. The exhibi-
I ion has been arranged with a view to add a
black-and-white section to the corporation art
galleries.

Mr. Edgar Dudley. Local Government Board
inspector, held an inquiry on Friday at the
.Merlon and Mordcn Urban District Council
offices into an application by the council for
sanction to borrow £8.000 for the provision of
recreation-grounds at Cannon Hill-lane, 14 acres,
and Morden-road. seven acres Mr C J
Mountifield. the Clerk, explained that at present
the di.strict only pos.se»sed one acre of recreation-

LATEST PRICES.

ISON.
Steel Joists. Belgian and German

London)
' £6 3 6 to £6 5

8 10

SteelJoists. English 7 10

Wroughtrlron Girder Plates 7

Steel Girder Plates 7 3 6

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5

Do.. Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or

Square 30 .,

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

BestSnedshill 9 0,, 9 10
Angles 108., Tees 30e. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,, £S 153 to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 lOs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 30. No. 23 to 34

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points do Paris)-

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8 9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt:

Per ton. Per ton
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 ,, 9

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wure 8 5 0,, 8 10

RoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10
Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0., 650
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 ganga 16 ,. —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 0,. —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

to 8 9 10 11 13 B.W.G.
£10 10s. £10 ISb. £U Os. £11 5s. £11 ISs. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes—
3in. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7

4in. to6in 6 0., 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 58. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 58. Od. per ton extra.)

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, LUleehttU llOs. Od. to 1178. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 703. Od. „ 758. Od.
Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount oft

Standard Lists f .o.b. (plus Si per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 73 p.c.

Water-Tubes 70
Steam-Tubes 66J
Galvanised Gaa-Tubes 65

Galvanised Water-Tubes 60

Galvanised Steam- Tubes ,
5.3

OTHEB METALS.
Spelter. Silesian Per ton £21 7

Lead Water Pipe, Town 21 1,1

Country 22 10 „
Lead Barrel Pipe. Town 23 1,'; ..

Country 33 10 .,

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town 13 V, 0„
Country 24 10 ,,

Lead Pipe. Tinned inside and
outside Town 26 ."> ,.

,
Country 27 G ,,

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 24 la „
Country 25 10 „

LeadSoil-pipe(npto4iin,)Town 24 1.5 0„
,, ., Country 25 10 .,

[Over 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]
Lead, Common Brands 18 17 G ,.

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0..
CopperSheets. sheathing & rode 82 0.,
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 70 „
Tin, English Ingots 171 10 ..

Do., Bars 172 10 0„
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) 19 5 ,,

Sheet Lead, Town 21 3 0.,
Country 22 .,

Genuine White Lead 29 15 „
Refined Red Lead 25 „
Sheet Zinc 29 .,

Old Lead, against account 16 13 0,,
Tin per cwt. 9 0,,
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand Oil 3,

TIUBEB.
CONSTBUOnONAI,.

Yellow Pine Deals, (Quebec, per standard

:

Ist cjnaUty £38 t<

3nd .. 36 .,

6 to £21

3rd
Spruce Deals: St. Johns 10

Miramichi 9 :

„ Boards : Swag 11

Bed Deals ; Archangel Ist quality 31

13

18 10
11 10
10 10

14
St. Petersburg—

1st quality 16 10 „ 18
2nd ,. 14 10 .. 15 10

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 .. 15
Gefle. Gothenburg.
and Stockholm ... 12 10 ., 17

White Deals; Crown 14 „ 15 10
_„ .. Seconds 1110 0.. 13
Flooring : White and Planed—
let and 3nd quality mixed ... 10 15 ., 11 15
1st, 3nd. & 3rd quality mixed 10 6 ., 11
Bed Planed, 1st quality 14 10 0,. 17

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 .. 23

Lignum Vitas Per ton 7 0.. 14

„ „ „. ^ ,
Per cubic foot.

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,. 05
Pitch Pine Logs 3 0,, 02
Birch; Quebec Logs 3 3., 03
Oak; Austrian Wainscot 7 0.,' OS
Mahogany : Gaboon _ 8 0,',' 9

AND HARDWOODS.

Per cubic foot.
OakPlanks: U.S.A.. imported
„ Boards ,. .. Prm. 3 0,, 036

,. Mdm. 3 6., 039
Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 2 4., 031!
Birch ; Quebec logs 3 3,. 029

sawn planks... 13.. 030
Oak; Austrian Wainscot 7 0. 080
Walnut; Prime boards and
planks 6 0.. 066

Walnut: Mdm 3 6 .. 4 fi

Greenheart : Hewn logs 3 3., 040
Cedar : Cigar box 4 9.. 056
Satin Walnut; Imp. sawn
boards, prime 2 4,. 029

Orbam : Imp. sawn boards.
prime 2 0.. 033

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...0 6 0,, 9

African, Aseinee, &c. 5 0., 066
., Lagos and Benin 4 6,, 060
„ Sekondi and Cape

Lopez 3 0,, 040
,, (3aboon 2 0,, 030

Satinwood : West Indian 10 „ 14
Rosewood Per ton 8 0.. 13 3

Lignnm Vitae I ., 14

STONE,'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 3 4

Darley Dale, ditto .. 3 3

Bed Corsehill, ditto 3 S

Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto .. 3

Ancaster. ditto .. 1 10
Greenshill, ditto .. 110
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) 1 lOi

Hard York, ditto 3
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ., 13

• All F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ..

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ., u i u

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station 1 6i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average :—
Brown White

Delivered on road waggons
] ^'^eXottube''"'

at Paddington Depot, I m a 3 £0 3 4*
Nine Elms Depot, or

f
- ^° ^ ^ - ^° ^ ^-

Pimlico Wharf I

1^

Blue Portmadoc ... 30x10 .

Bine Bangor 30x10
30x12

First quality 20x10

Eureka nnfading

12 12 6

6 13 6
13 2 6
13 17 6

15 17 6

18 7 6
13 5
10 5
11 12 6
9 12 6

6 13 6

BBIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside. In

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 1 9

Picked Stocks for
Facings 3 5

Flettons 1 10

Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Bed 3 12

Best Bed Pressed
Buabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bulluose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

22in. Best Bed Ac-)
crington Plastic 5 4 10 6

Facing Bricks ;

[riv

delivered
atrly. 8tn.

(Net, delivered in

full truck loads
in London.

Acc'rington Beet Bed Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £2 10

3J- ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 3b
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 34" in

thickest part 3

3|" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6

3|" ditto ditto ttirough and through 3 U

3i' Beaded. Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-

gons ; 2i" and J- radiua BuUnosee ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Au- Bricks .
9" x 2 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto 9" xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—

3 course deep, 4J" 8 jfflt, per foot opening ... U I 3

4 ditto 4*- ditto ditto ditto ... 18
6 ditto 4*- ditto ditto ditto ... Oil
6 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 6

3 ditto 9- ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

4 ditto 9- ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11

6 ditto 9- ditto ditto ditto .. 3 9

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 il

Net free on rail, or tree on boat at works.
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QLAZED BBIOES.
HAHD GLAZES, (PEB 1.000.)

VVbite, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream. Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours
Stretchers—
£13 7 6 flO 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 S

Qnoins, BuUnose, and 4im. Flats—
17 17 6 91 7 6 15 17 K

7 6 17 17

17

15 17 6 14 17 6
Doable Stretchers—

17 17 6 16 7 6 30 17

Donble Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 31 7

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 36 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 33 IT 6 36 17 6 19 17 H
Splays and Squints-

17 7 6 15 17 6 31 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 H
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops

. each 5d. each5d. each 4d. each 6d. each
Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 6d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers^
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/2 each 1/3 each 1/3 each 1/3 each 1/3 each

CiU Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers £32 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose... 27 IT 6
C luipass bricks, cu-cular and arch bricks) Not

of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours

f
ing 9in.

C.imberarch bricks, any kind or colour, I by 4iin
Is. 2d. each ) by 2jin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Doable
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations.

B. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0..
Thames Ballast 6 0,.

s. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G 'ound Blae Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 378. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
8. d. DlvTd. at

Plain red rooflngtiles 43 per 1000 ry.stn.

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz. „ „
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ,, .,

Ornamental tiles 53 6

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ..

Ornamental do 60
Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ ,

Ornamental do 48 6 ,, „ ,

Hiptiles 3 10* perdoz
Valley tiles 3 44

" Rosemary " brand plain
tiles 48 per 1000 „ „

Ornamental tiles 50
Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 43 6 per 1000 „ ,

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „ „ ,.

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 6
Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 „ ,.

Pressed 47 6

Ornamental do SO „ „ .,

HiptUes 4 perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 „ ..

OILS.
Rapeseed. English pale, per tnn £38 15 to £39 5

Do., brown 26 15 „ 37 6 "

Cottonseed, refined 39 ,. 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 „ 40

Seal, pale : 31 „ 21 10

Cocoanat, Cochin 46 „ 46 10

Do., Ceylon 43 10 „ 43

Do., Mauritius 43 10 „ 43

Pahm, Lagos 33 5 „ 33 5

Do. Nut Kernel 35 „ 35 10

Oleine 17 5 „ 19 6

Sperm 30 „ 31

Lnbricating U.S pergal. 7 0,. 080
Petroleum refined 6i „ 68

Tar. Stockholm per barrel 16 0,. 1 10 g
Do., Archangel 19 6 „ 10
Linseed OU per gal. 3 3., —
Baltic Oil 3 8.. —
Turpentine 2 91 „ —
Patty (Gename Liu-

1 ^^^ 8 0,. -

VARNISHES, &0. Per gallon.

Pine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak "
'? S

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak. for seats of

churches 14
'"

Elastic Carriage 13

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 16

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18 U

Extra Pale French Oil I 1

Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9

White Copal Enamel 14 9

Extra Pale Paper 13

Best Japan Gold Size 10

Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8

lOil)
Pare Linseed Oil 1

' Stority " Brand )

10

OLASS (IN OBATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 31oz. 26oz. 32oz
-

• 3d. ... 3d.

2ld. ... 3ld.
... 6id. ... 7d.

Fourths
Thirds
Fluted Sheet _,_...-

Hartley's English Boiled Plate: On. 'lion. iin.

2id. ... 2|d. ... 3d.

Figared Boiled and BeponsBlne White. Tinted
aid. _ 6d

frabe Ileitis.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
LABOUR AM) VVAGE.S IN MARCH.-The

Board of Trade Labour report states that
employment in March showed no marked change
a^ compared with February, and was still good.
The building and woodworking trades showed a

the high level of March, 1913, employmeut
generally showed a decline; but there was some
upward movement in the building and wood-
working trades. The changes in rates of wages
which came into operation during the month
alVected only 20,000 workpeople, the net result

of all tlie changes being an increase of £900 per
week. The principal increases alTected 1,2C0

carpenters and joiners at Sheffield.

ORMSKIUK.—Master builders in Ormskirk
and district have decided to grant a penny per
hour advance in wages to all trades in their

employ, the increase to commence on Friday in

next week. The masters recognised that the
< osl of living has greatly increased during the
pa^i tew years, and granted the advance with-
out liemg pressed by the men. The announce-
ment ha.s given great satisfaction in the town
anil district, where about five hundred men will

be alfected.

OTLEY.- Following on a demand by thj
Yeadon and Guiseley stonemasons, who were
recently granted an increase from eightpence
halfpenny to ninepence halfpenny an hour, the
Otiey masons made a demand for a similar

increase. A compromise of a halfpenny an hour
was oiTered and retused, and the men have gone

ike.

TBADE NOTES.
Under the direc

son, F.R.I.B.A ,

patent "air-pump
to Pathhead Srhor

ion of Mr.
Kirkcaldy
ventilator

1, Kirk^ld

William
Boyle

has bee

William
s lr.to.*!

n applie.

The Nat.i oniil 1 i.li. : n|.,Miv I.id
, 13!

PILKINQTOfI & CO.
(ESTABLISHSD 1838.)

DEPTFOBD WHARF,
.90 ft 192, OREEK ROAD, DEFTFORD, 8.B.

Rfgiltered Trade .

POLONCEAUASPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing

Sejssel Asphalte direct from the Mines,
Telf-phoni Nob. : Niw Cbosb 1102 (2 Lines).

Olivers'

Seasoned

Heo'dwoods,
,V Tn-

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Banhill Row, Iiondon, E.G.

and 441. O.vf.n .l-i r.^ I„„mI..i, \V
,

tectural and tr;nl./ iiiiu. .lealuii.' ^i...i,ilU «iili

their Ideal wall r.idiators, and Ubi-i i ,.i m- --lii.

of the special purposes for wliich M.' .11 |.n-

ticularly well adapted. It will mt.^-i .ill

concerned, and they will send a 'u^)\ in ;in\ mi

our readers who have not already received nm
We have recently received a booklet dealing

with the waterproofing of lime. The need of

such a material for use with lime in setting and
fomting ancient and modern stone and brii-k-

work: for roughcast walls rendered with lime:

and for obtaining a white joint for modern
brickwork, is lecognised. The booklet deals with

the substance ealled Linie Piidlo, which is a bv-

rro.luet nf til, w,ll-known Cement Pndlo. Lime
riello ha- b.eii found bv tests to prevent dis-

integratn.ii of lime niorlar by frost.

Messrs. .J. B. .loyee an,l Co.. Ltd., \Vhitehur,.-h.

Shropshire, have been favoured with the order

for the new cloek wliiih is to be erected in

Queen's Park, Brighton. The clock will show
time upon four illuminated dials oft. m diameter,

and strike the hours on a bell weighing 5cwt.

.\lso a quarter-chime clock for Wvchbold Church,
near Droitwich. with two dials 4ft, diameter,

and another quarter-chime clock with two dials

5ft, diameter, for Weston - under - Penyard
Church. Herefordshire. The same firm have
just despatched a large four-dial striking clock

to India.
«*»^

Mr. C. n, Hopwood, of 114, Leadenhall-

street. B.C., writes to the Daily Press sug-

gesting that the new St, Paul's Bridge should be

covered in, so as to proi, •: y 1. i rem- tiom the

weather, the side «:-!' ' -- 'li-ed for

arcades. It is to be f 1
i

i ii arcades

would be improperly n-, 1 mi -iM before

long become an iiitolenlile iiui.-.uice, unless

police supervision were vigilant and continuous.

•«• Correspondents wonid in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tonderinK—at any rate, ol

ihe accepted tender ; it adds to the value otthemformR.

Abekaykon.—For converting the workhouse lulo a

cottage hoenital, for the guardiaua ;
—

Edwaids and Davies. Aberayron £sn It n

Abeicdakk,—For the supoly of about 7,100 hnoal feet

of 7in. and 3,loo lineal feet of Iin. diameter steel liboi,

for the urban district council :—
Russell, J., and Sons, Wodnesbury £936 la 11

Russell. J., and Co., Wallsatl ,.. 8«) 1«

Lewis, E., and Son, Wolver-
hampton 879 18 H

Spencer, J., Wednesbury 8t)7 6 a

British Mannesmann Tube Co. ... 832 la i

Stewarts & Lloyds. Ltd, Oarditf' 786 6 «
* Accepted.

AsHFOEt), East Kent.—For alterations to the board

rcom, for the East Ashford board of guardians :

—
Ellis Brothers, New Romney ... £190 15

(Accepted.)

Bitir.eiM.—For the sewerage and sewage disp^aal

works, tor the rural district conncil. Mr. C W.
Kendrick, sanitary surveyor :

—
Tomlineon, E., Keyworth, Notts. £373

Warner. J. and !., Derby 311 n

Somerfleld. E.. Nottinghim ... 330

Burnett, W.,Hiokling. Notts ... 329

Wilson. W., Bingham, NotH." ... 280
• Accepted.

BRADKOiiD.—For the construction of two cooling

lowers, for the electricity committee :—
Davenport Engineermg Co. ... £1,991

(Accepted.)

Bradfobu.— For thesuoply of an extra high-tension

switchgtiir required at the Valley-road woris. for tuo

electricity commitiiee :

- „,,-«.,
Ferranti, Ltd., HoUmwool, Lanes. £hS» u

(Accepted.)

MnsgraveandCo., Ltd. (accepted) £1.250

BiuBGFND.—For the erection of six hiuaes ai &i

addition to the Cottage Homes, tor the Bridgend and

'"""EvaS E.' D. W.. Tudor-road,

Cardiff t'.-'" '' '

( Recommended for accepUnce.)

Hawkheid La.vaek-hire.—For the installation of

teleijhones and are alarms at Hawkhead Lunatic

Atvlum. for the Oovan Lunacy District Board :-

Birmingham Private Telephone Co., btd., 12. Livery-

street, Birmingham (accepted). £200, with mainten-

ance and rental for 10. 11. or 21 years at £th .is. tl.

per annum. Lowest of three tenders received.

Haves —For making-up private streets, tor the urljaa

"'"'cremrtfyrowling. Brentford .., £6,277

Hanion. A.and B.,8outhaU ... b.lol '

Clayton, T., Ltd., Paddington ,766 U 10

Free and Sons, Maidenhead ... 5,68| 2 11

Mowlem. J., i Son. Westmmster 5,2i)9 8

Thacker, M„& Co., Westminster* t2H0

Surveyor's estimate, £5.602 bs. lOd.

•Accepted.

BiNcKLi'V.-For the erection of sixteen additioual

workmen's dwellings in Coventry-road and Rugby-

road, Hinckle^•, for the Hinckley Urban Distric

Council. Mr. E. H. Crump •
•" • » "'"•

•""

Cole and Sons, Leicester

Plavell, W. K.
Greaves, G
Garner, T., and Son..

:.E., engineer 1

£2,974
2,008

(Oontinwt on page XIV.)
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

1—WorkehopB fc

1—Four Groii}'-

Radnor-Kii
1—DesiRTi ot Hk
1—DesiRn of W,
4-New 8i. IM .

wave Valoaraiso
ipture for New Bridge,

iisloae.v (£ISO) logs. ...

n for (Sir W. Emerson,

Buruloy (H. Percy

The Com. Intell. Branch, Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall-f

J. Lindsay, Town Ulerk, Citr Chambors, Glasgow.
The Secretary, Eisteddfod, Llangefni, Co. Ansloaey.
The Secretary, Eisteddfod, Llangefni, co. Anglesey.

Kdnin O. lOOgs., SOrs., 26g8., two of logs, each

1 .i.'il and Semi-detached Labourers'
rdtiiuies of England (Max Clarke,

ilesBor Beresford Pite, P.U I.B.A., and
, F.R.S.Bd., Assessors) (£126 each)

„ 23—Semi-DetBched Cottases, Blackley Estate, Manchester ... £60, £35
,. 30—Designs for Concert Hall and Pablic Shelter, Hytho SOgs., 2,5ge., lOgs

June 20—Ohamplain Tercentenary Monument, Orillia, Oatario
Canada (limit of cost £4,100)

,, 23—Secondary School for Boys (»iOO places), Barnes Estate,
Dnrham-road. Sunderland. (Assessor nominated by
President of Royal Institute of British Architects) £100, £53, £26

„ 3C—Villa-FlaU at the Lido, Venice (limit of cost £80,000) £480, £320, £200

July 16— Harbour Extension, Helsingborg 7,000 kron., 4,000 kron., 3,000 kron..

„ IB- Designs for New Town Hail, Middloton (cost not to exceed
£18,000) (Hastwell Grayson. Assessor) £100, £50, £25

Sept. 7—Designs for Public Elementary Schools at Linda-street,
York.rcad, Battereea ; and Billingsgate-street, Church*
elreet, Greenwich (Mr. J. W. Simpson, F.R.I. B.A.,
Assessor)

Dec. 31—Planning Workmen's Settlement, Oampine Coalfield £400, £340

The Town Clerk, Hallkeeper's Offlci

P. A. Hargreavee, Hon. Sec, 7, Gri

,
Guildhall, E.C.

lehaw.street, Burnley.

The Publisher of "Concrete and Constructional Engineering,'
Waterloo-place, Pall Mall. S W.

T. Hudson. Town Clerk, Town Hall, Manchester.
B. C. Drake, Town Clerk, Town Clerk's Office, Hythe. Kent.

The I'anadian High Commissioner, Victoria-street, S.W.

,1. W. Moncur. M.Inst.O.E., Boro' Sur., Town Hall, Sunderlanil.
Direzioue della Campagnia Italiana dei Qrandi Alberghi,

S.M. del Giglio 2467, Venice.
The Harbour Extension Board, Helsingborg, Sweden.

F. Enlwistle, Town Clerk. Town Hall, Middleton.

nagen
, BrueAgglomerations Industrielles, Rue de Louyain, Brussels,

I. Dickson, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Chester.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

24- Re
24-Wf

„ 24-foiimy Hich S\lii«.l lor Girls, Extending, Chelmsford..
,. 24-Bclwol, .Mil rations to. Balbv-with-Hextborpe
„ 24—Farm Instituto. Sparsholt, WincbeUer
,, 24—Technical Schools, Additions to, Dublin...

„ V4-Empiro Theatre, Station-square, Whitby
„ 2t—Electric Theatre, Grifflthstown
., 24-Police Station. Enlarging. Alcester
,, 24— Meat Market, Estenyion of, Glasirow
„ 24-School, Worksat. Knottinsley Holes
,, 21—Pair of Cottages. .Vlccsicr

,, 2"— School, NnnsMi-stretn,. Ardwick, Manchester

BUILDINGS.
West Riding Education Corati
H.M. Works Commissioners .. .

Co-operative Society, Ltd
Esses Education Commit
West Riding Education C
Hami]3hire County Gomcil
Technical Education Comu

Warwickshire County Council
Corporation
West Riding Education Comaiittoa
Warwickshire County Council

tinge. Cemetery, Newport,
>-, High-street, Dodworth
place, Eccles

I ilfynydd
inber, Staplemead

Education Coma

Barton Joint Burial Comu
Urbim District Council ..

Finance Committee
Albion (Jolliary Co,, Ltd.

Bradford

Halifax

Library, Alterations
2,"i— Dihpcui-Hry. Demesne, Castlerea
-.^— ^cbuois, Sclessin, Ougree
2,".—Motor E.\change Premises, Horton-st
:l-^ ilia, Queen-street, Buckie
25— Infants' School, Piatt Bridge
27-lnfanlry Barracks, Additions to, Citaciello, Tournai
27- Public Baths, Mexborougb
27-CoitageB (200), Wrexham Garden Village '...'. '

27—Farmhouse, Trehill, St. Dominic
27— Premises, Additions to, Carditf-roadi'Troetiyrbiw ..!'.....'.'

2,—Normal School, Verviers
27-Corrugaied Iron Shed, Dundee !!!!!!!^!!!!.

'.'.

27—Reinstatement of Market Hall, Harrogate
•.'*~5,"'° ^""'"8. Six Cottages, and Dairy, Asylum, Beverley
-»— Electricity Sub-Station and Show Room, Goodmayos
2>--Reliooring Wards at Infirmary, Kenningtou-road, S.E. ...
28— Labour Exchange, Attcrclifie and Brightside
-S—P»'k-Keeper'8 Lodge at Recreation Ground, Goodmayei .

2s-Workhouse, Alterations to.Rochford
-Houses (14), Markham \'illage, near Hollybash

Ivel, Ltd.
Corporation .

Guardiiins .

ig House, Glebe-street, Miirsh .

28—Workshops and Car she
28—Motor Gaiage anil Linci
2;i—I»ig Market, Hull
28—Workhouse. .VM- -..- .

211—Public Balli!-, i

2a-Motor Gam-

I'f—Laundry BiccK, .\,i(iu;i:

;iU—Laundry and Boiler-Ho
JO-Repairaio Floors at School, Horneey-road.

Baths, Beavcr-ioni, At-hfonl
(13),

30—Branch Shop and Twc .

30—Fire Station, Westgaie--
l-8chool (300 places), in
1—Bonecs (ll),Whitweli
1— Retort House Extension, .,,..,

1— liolaiion Hotpjial, Aociitioi;s
2-Mi»tion Hal), Llandylodwg
2-Echcol, Audiiions to, Waterloo-road, Blackpool"!"!!
I Ccnimi CotlHgee, Kuala Lumpur .,. .

4-l'»iiBh Church. Concnberg
4-Old brewery Premises, Additions to, 'Coventry
l-»orkbooio, Alierauons to, ^onhnmberland•6treet, W.'s—« uiiamson's School, Extension of, Rochester
,1—Shop HLd Houjsc, Lepion
6-Two Houses, AddiiiouB to, RowloyHUli'Lepton'!!'!!!!!!'!
S-Bakery and Warehouse, Adswood Sidings, tjtockport ..6—Council OlUccs, Siucup
7—Prmung Works, Upper Qaldelord, Lud'iow "!!"*.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

<—bchool, Fiecivilie, St. Albans
8-hchool, FleeivUle, Bt. Albans !!!!!!!!!,,!!!!!!!!!0—

" ilayfleW," Additious to, I'olham.road, UiBTeeetJii!.!!!

Ilford Urban Distri
Lambeth Guardian
H.M. Works Comu
Ilford Urban District Ci

Guardians
Penyworlod Building Ul
Corooration

Corporation
Guardians
Westminster City Council
Robins' Motor Cab Co., Ltd
Rhondda Valley Breweries Co., Ltd.

Edmbargh District Luuac.\ Board
Guardians
St. Mary (Islington) Guardians ...,

Urban District Council
R. Hudson
Industrial Co-operative Si ,, t , i,;

City Council
Lancashire Education Conn i

1

1

Worksop Co-op. Soc, Ltd.
Gas and Electricity Committee .. .

Joint Hospital Board
Uev. William Edwards, Vicar
Education Committee
Federated Malay States Railways ,

Industrial Co-op. Society, Ltd
Foots Cray Urban District Council...
W. P. Marks

. Herts County Council

. Hertfordshiie Education Com
, Kent Education Committee

The Education Architect, County Hall, Wakefield.
The S6cr.'tary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's G*to, S.W.
H. T. Fowler, A.R I.B.A., 6, Cornwallis-st., Barrow-in-Furness.
J. H. Nicholas, Sec, Countv Offices, Chelmsford.
The Education Architect, County Hall, Wakefiall.
A. L. Roberts, Archt.. The Castle. Winchester.
The City Archt., Municipal Buildings. Cork Bill, Dnblin.
A. B. Young, Archt., 77. Baxtergate, Whitby.
G, Kenshole, M.S.A., Bargoed.
J. Wilmot, County Sur.. ti, Waterloo-street, Birmingham.
The Office of Pubiio Works, 64, Oochrane-street, Glasgow.
The Education Architect. County Hall, Wakefield.
J. Wilmot,' County Sur.. 6, Waterloo-street, Birmingham.
The Accountant. Education Offices, Deansgate, Manchester.
T. H. Murray. L.R I.B.A., Consett.
Stratton and Millgate. Archts.,21, Quay-street, Newport, I.W.
E. W. Dyson, Archt.. 10, Regent-street, Barnsley.
The Borough Surveyor's Office, Town Hall, Eccles.

Thomas and Morgan. Archts.. Pootypridl.
Petter and Warren, Archts.. Church-street, Yeovil.
The City Architect, Town Hall, Bradford.
M. J. Leech, C.E.. Board Room, Castlerea.
The Bureau des Travaux, Ougree, Liege.
T. L. Patchett, ircht., George-square, Halifax.
W. Hendry, Archt.. 81, West Church-street, Buckie,
Biram and Fletcher, George-street, St, Helens, Lauca,
The Service des Batimenls MUitaires, Mens . Balgium.
H. Burgess, Archt.. Queen Anne's Chambers, Westminster, S.W.
The Architect, 21, Park.place, Cardifl.

D. Ward and Son, Archts , 7, Courtenay-street, Plymouth.
Johnson and Richards. Archts., Merthyr Tydfil.

, M. le Directeur des Fonts. 1, Place de Bronokart, Liege.

. G. Baxter, M.I.C.E., 93, Commercial-street, Dundee.
. C. E. Rivers, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng,, Harrogate.
, C. W. Hobson, Clerk, 28, Lairgate. Beverley.

,
H.Shaw, M.I.C.E., Town Hall, Ilford.

. J. L. Goldspink. Clerk, Brook-street, Kennington-roid, S.E.

, The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
. H. Shaw, M.I.C.E., Town Hall, Ilford.

. F. Gregson, Clerk, 4«, Alexandra-street, Southend-on-Se*.

. A. F. Webb, M.8.A.. Blackwood, Mou.
A. E. White, M.I.C.E., City Eng., Qttitdhall, Hull.

J. Berry and Sons, Archts., 8. Market-place, Hnddersflald.

A. B. White, M.I.C.E., City Eng., Guildhall, Hull.

T. Malvern, Archt,, 31, Winchcombe-street, Cheltenham.
The City Engineer, Westminster City Hall, Charing Cross-road.

D. Morgan, F.R.I. B.A., Charles-street Chambers, Cardifl.

T. F. T. Jarvis, F.C.I.S., The Brewery, Pontypridd.
Austin and Paley, Archts,, Lancaster.
J. Wittet, Archt., Elgin.

J. Kyd, Clerk and Treasurer, Castle-terrace, Edinburgh.

W. H. Ward. Archt., Paradise-street, Birmingham.
A. J. Harrison, Archt., 9, Gray's Inn-square, W.C.
W. Tcrrill. Sur.. 6. North-street, Ashford, Kent.
T, .\. Battery, L.R.I. B.A.. Queen-street, Morley.
\\ .

I.. Scott and Co., Archts., 2, Park-lane, Workington.
Ill, - iiud Moodie, Archts., New-square, Lincoln's Inn, W.U.
Ill luler. County Archt., 16, RibDlesdale-place, Preston.

1 . l>. Thompson, Archt., 73, Bridge-street, Worksop.
The .Manager, Gasworks, Burton-on-Trent.
F. U. Gedney, Clerk, Park House, Bromley, Kent.

J. M . Williams, Archt., BlackmiU, near Bridgend.

J. B. Brodie, Boro' Eng., Muu. Buildings, Market-st., Blackpool.

The Under-Secretary, Federated Malay States, Kuala Lumpur.

M. Langerook, Archt., 15, Rue des Chariots. Louvam.
J . E. Swindlehurst, City Eng., St. Mary's Hall, Coventry.

A. Saxon Snell, F.R.I.B.A., Archt., 0, Bentinck.sireet, W.
G. E. Bond, Archt., Victoria Buildings, Rochester.

J. Kirk and Sons, Archts., Market-place, Uudderstteld.

J. Kirk and Sous, Archts., Market-place, Huddersfield.

Wrathmell and Blackshaw. Archts., St. Peter's-sq., Stookport.

W. A. Fernham, F.S.I. Sur., CounoU Offices, Sidoup.

W. G. Lane, I'own Hall. Ludlow.
i.. Smith, County Sur., Hatfield.
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The Leys School, Cambridge, opened by H.M. the

King. April 30. 191J. Sir Aston Webb, K.C.V.O..
C.B., R.A., F.S.A., Architect.

The New Spa. Baths. Hotel, and Gardens, Bath.
Messrs. .John Belcher, R.A., and .J. .1. Joass,
F.R.I. B.A.. Architects.

Messrs. W. H. Smith and Son's New Buildings, King's
College Hospital site, Portugal-street, W.C. View
and plans. Messrs. Herbert O. Ellis and W. Lee
Clarke, MM.S.A., .Architects.

Picture Palace. Warrington. View and plan. Mr.
G. Herbert Kay, A.M.I.C.E., Bradford, Archi-
tect.

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY, 1914.—I.

[WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.]

Public buildings occupy the north and
east walls of the Architectural Gallery this

year ; the south side is devoted to domestic
work, and the west end is resei-ved for

ecclesiastical designs and church archi-

tecture. Water-colour drawings greatly

predominate, there being exceedingly few
pen-and-ink perspectives, though some pro-

minent ones are in pencil. The arrange-

ment generally is very well done, in spite

of some drawings which over-assert them-
selves, and fail to balance with works
which had to be well placed for various

other reasons. The mystery is, why these

few incongruous exhibits were not

excluded.

The centre of the room is appropriated
by a most delightfully-executed model of

a country house at Jouy-en-Josas, France,
by Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A. It is a

very English-looking building, with an ex-

tensive garden scheme and pavilions at the

angles of the formal terraced forecourt.

The recessed entrance front is symmetrical
in treatment, with a diapered brick porch
with no trappings in stone or cornices,

masonry being but sparingly used. The
garden front has an open arcade very
prettily set. The roofs are tiled, and
simple, homely dormers add to the group-
ing, which is extremely well represented
'midst the formal gardens, pergolas, and
sweeping embankments of the site.

By far the most interesting, and. archi-

tecturally, outstanding exhibits in the

Architectural Gallery on this occasion are

the set of seven drawings illustrating the

Government House and the Secretariat,

Delhi (1816-17-18-22-23-27 and 28). The
first building has been designed bv Mr.
Edwin L. Lutyens. A.R.A., and the latter

by Mr. Herbert Baker, both architects

having just lately returned from India
after a protracted stay. In the absence of

any general plans, it is far from easy to

follow the lay out of the great schemes for

the new Indian capital, with their" pools

and grass-sward plots, irrigated, we
presume, to keep them green. These very
sketchy and dashingly - executed per-
spectives are grouped nicely together as

the bonne-bouche of the exhibition. Mr.
Lutyens' series coming above those by Mr.
Baker ; and this is important, as they
illustrate each other in juxtaposition. The
Secretariat buildings flank the Govern-
inent House, making, as they unquestion-
ably do, a fine imaginative and vast com-
position treated in an Indian-Classical
combination, including altogether three

domes and two campaniles. These last are
set towards the forefront ends of the twin
Secretariat blocks, where, perhaps, they
somewhat overmaster Mr. Baker's cupolas

;

but this effect may be due to the drawing
wherein they appear together. Imme-
diately in front of the Government House
three enormous columns occur—one in

the centre, and one on either hand—each
bearing statues of heroic size on their

summits, rather recalling the Nelson
Column in Trafalgar-square, though the

trio at Delhi are more massively managed
in outline. These columns serve as a foil

to the long, horizontal sky-line of the big

pile of the Government House standing at

the end of the vista. This ensemble is dis-

played by the picture 1823, and from a
greater distance in 1822, where the red
brick or stone-terraced walls and ground
story of the buildings themselves give

colour, setting off the masonry or stucco

face of their upper stages. Mr. Lutyens's
Oriental dome, with red-tiled projecting

pents, is unhesitatingly bold and dis-

tinctive, and these oversailing eaves add a

needful and welcome shadow above the

mural treatment in all three of these

Government buildings. Minaret - like

turrets occur over the broadly-managed
pavilions, and are set above their parapets,

which are very severely handled in long.

unbroken lines, with set-offs in horizontal

simplicity. Mr. Lutyens has relied on
bold colonnades of big scale, which sit well

between the wide pavilions of plain

masonry already alluded to, and, by these

means, greater emphasis to the donp
shadows of these verandahs is insured, .in 'I

likewise these masses support the spro.-nl

ing effect of the crowning cupola, with its

golden simple dome capped by a plain

parapet and flanked at the cardinal angles

below the drum by Hindoo minarets:;

These features in Mr. Baker's buildings;

are lifted up more decidedly above the
parapets in a decidedly jn-ominent way,
and being employed singly immediately
in a vertical line with the wider middle
spacing of the colonnaded ends of his

corner pavilions, these turrets present a

somewhat stilted appearance.

The domes of the Secretariat buildings
are more elaborated than that of the
Government House, and the minarets tally

in height with those before alluded to, and
nestle at the base of the cupolas which
have each eight elephants of great sc.ile

looking outwards and supported by
coupled columns on an entablature in a
pleasing and somewhat playful way,
emphasising as they do the drum of each
dome, which is surmounted by a domical
turret of eight columns, following on the

spacings below. The gate-houses set in the
terraced walls of the forecourts are also
domed, and a bright red gives ftoint to

their subordinated scale. In the fview of
the Government House, No. 1827, two
richly-detailed towers occur to the left of

the picture ; but these do not figure in the
general views, 1817-1823, and are not
repeated to the right of the facade, as we
might expect. Huge tazza-bowls or vases,

coloured green, suggesting bronze, are
repeated on the stepped stone terminal
roofs over the angle pavilions of the
Government House, and look uncommonly
like basins for big fountains ; but
this cannot be, of course, intended.
These drawings are dexterous, and the
scale necessitatetl such a suggestive
method, no doubt. The showing of endless
steps, instead of being done with pencil-

lines, is managed by merely indenting the
paper with a sharp tool. The Indian blue sky
is not attempted : its scale would be too

heavy, though in the detail sketch (1816)
the artist has employed ultramarine, which
is more freely employed immediately above
these pictures in Mr. Arnold Mitchell's
big perspectives of the Terminus Stations
in Chili and Bolivia for the Antofagasta
Railway (1824) and of a New Store, built

by Messrs. Herbert O. Ellis and Clarke, at

Singapore (1825), which is very artistically

depicted.

Sir T. G. Jackson, Bart, R.A., does not
exhibit this year ; but Sir Aston AVebb,
R.A. , has sent four drawings. The
largest shows a detail of the Entrance to

Ihn Tinperial College of Science and
I' . hii il^^'jv. Prince Consort-road, South
K.iihii-1mu (1990), a work of great size

.in<l iin|initance. The portal is flanked by
busts of Wernher and Beit resting on
pedestals surrounded by crouching full-

length figures excellently drawn. The
porch is recessed in semioctagonal form
behind an enormous archway supported on
either side by Ionic pilasters of noble
scale, carrying a wide, handsome frieze and
cornice lettered with the designation of

the building. Sir Aston Webb's second

drawing on the north wall illustrates the

King George V.'s Library and Gate-

house building at Leys School, Cambridge,
opened by his Majesty yesterday, and
illustrated by us to-day. It is a most suit-

able addition to the educational buildings

of Cambridge, and is distinctly English

and picturesque in style. The Junior
LTnited Service Club, in Waterloo-place,

S.W., is teing added to by Sir Aston
Webb and Sons, who show a delight-

fully-coloured view of the work which

is now in progress (1782); the new-

story will much improve the effect of
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the club. No. 1909 represents a new.
house at Brooke. Isle of Wight, by Sir

Aston Webb. It has a parapeted "plain

skj'-line with a belvedere tnwer at the end

of a side wing, and the whole is terraced

below with several balcony look-outs sea-

wards and gazebos, all done in stono and
well set in a cliff-like site among the hills.

In the centre is an arched recess, giving

distinction to the symmetrical design of

the building, which is well adapted to an
exposed position.

Sir Ernest George, A.R.A., sends two
water-colour sketches of much charm, made
during his recent visit to India; but these

are in the Water-colour Gallery. In the

Architectural Room he has limited himself

to one exhibit, in conjunction with his

l)artner. Mr. A. B, Yeates, The subject is

a very big one—viz., The Shirpur Palace,

for H,H. the Maharajah Holkar of Indore
(IS04). The plan displays the extent and
artistic contrivance of this important
)ialatial residence, designed in a Renais-
sance style, with arched verandahs and
pcdimented pavilions, handled in that

spirited and direct way of which Sir Ernest
George is an accomplished master, and the

drawing, of course, is from his own hand.
Mr. Reginald Blomfield, R.A., is repre-

sented by two notable works, and pre-

eminence must be accorded to his diploma
drawing illustrative of the New Buildings
to Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford, in front of

Benson-place. These buildings were began
in 1S9G. and have now been finished in
1914. The view and elevations are done by
Mr. Blomiield himself in pencil. The fore-

front, or new building, is "1 shaped on
plan ; the centre of the main facade is

marked by the hall, and the whole is freely

handled in a Georgian manner, the middle
part being distinguished by massive piers,

or buttresses, supporting inverte<l con-
.soles, while balls along the skyline uf

the parapet occur over these pro-
jections. On the tup lit" tlir in.iiii niof

there is a woodt-u ln-lv.-.l. ri' aii.l lulcony
in harmony with thi^ i il,l Kll^ll^ll type
of building. The wuht iiunt has" a
semicircular porch in stone, domed and
columned. Above there is a cartouched
pediment, and the walls are all in brick.
Mr. Blomfield's' second subject is a frame
of geometrical drawings of AValdershare
Park, Kent, as rebuilt for the Earl of
Guilford, not very far from Dover. There
is no plan, so that it is impossible to quite
understand the design, which is in
harmony with English traditions of the
eighteenth century, and such a house can
but present many charms as the home of
a nobleman, and" in which fine interiors,
carried out with choice detail, befit the use
where tradition is highly esteemed on its
own merits.

We have no space left to notice more of
the exhibits to-day, save to refer, as we
must, to the great scheme for the remodel-
ling of the city of Bath with the erection
of a new spa, baths, hotel, and gardens
(1792), and here shown by a very handsome
bird's-eye view, which we illustrate this
week, and of which we give some par-
ticulars. The opening-up of Bath Abbey
Church makes a notable feature in this
plan, on which the late Mr. John Belcher,
R.A., was busy just prior to his recent
death, in partnership with Mr. J. J. Joass,
the joint exhibitor of this strong contribu-
tion to this season's exhibition, which will
open to the public next Monday.

Owing to the growth of the Merriclale district
at Wolverhampton, the public works committee
recommend the town council to construct a new
street, I.OOO yards long, from Mcrridale-road to
Lea-road, to open up that locality. It will mean
a direct rout« to Pennfields. The land for the
purpose is offered by owners on reasonable
tehns.

COST-ACCOUNTING ON CON-
STRUCTION WORK.
By Leslie H. Allen,

Member Boston Society of Civil Engineers.*

[Communicated by the Author.]

{Coilchided from page 570, hist wecli.)

SECTION VI.—THE MONTHLY STATEMENT. .

Fig. 18 shows the statement which is pre-

pared monthly to ascertain the amount of

money saved or dropped on the job. These
are not made for every job on the same day,

but by taking two or three jobs in turn eacli

week we make it part of our regular routine

without undue pressure at any time. The
weekly summaries showed labour costs only.

If any item (excavating, for instance) was

costs on this work ; but it will be well to
point out what is shown on the sheet and to
give a few explanations as to local conditions

I

to make things clear. It will be seen, first,
' that concrete labour is running very close to
the estimate, although the quantity placed ni

j

the footings was eighteen yards in excess of

1
that estimated. Plant shows a loss of 268do1.,
chiefly on the labour items. An old con-

j

struction elevator was sent to the job. wliicli

(
was rather out of repair, and several parts
had to be refitted or remaoe before it could
bs erected. There is also a loss on the sand
and stone. It was found that the crushed
that had bcencounted on to supply us could

j

not be depended on, and so we had to pur-

1
chase from a quarry further off, having a

j

railroad delivery, and to unload the team
I from the railroad, about a mile to the site.
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costing 20 cents per yard more than the esti-

mate, it did not show how many dollars the
total loss amounted to. Every j"ob fluctuates
from week to week. Some items are over the
estimate and some show a saving. This state-

ment brings these items all into view in such
a way as to show how serious an over run
may be, and the final footings show within a
very small amount just how the job stands.
The way the sheet is made up is—first, to
copy from the analysis the description of all

the items and place the unit prices in the
columns provided on the left. Then from the
labour and material records to enter in the
"Actual Cost" columns quantities of work
done and materials purchased, with their unit
costs and total costs to date. Then to work
out in the "Estimated Cost" column the cost
of the quantities done at the estimated prices.
Then to enter all subcontracts made in the
"Actual Cost" column and the corre-
sponding " Estimated Cost," and finallv to
work out the totals saved or lost on each
group of items. A glance at the sheet before
us will show some considerable variations
from the original estimate. It is not within
the scope of this paper to discuss the actual

As we were thus using teams regularly, we
decided to buy sand f.o.b. teams at the pit,

instead of f.o.b. the job. so as to keep teams
steadily employed, so the statement shows u

saving 'on sand" and stone, offset by an over-

run on teaming. It is not necessary at this

time to discuss the other variations, but
simply to note that the difference between
the savings and the losses show a net loss of

230dol. on the estimated total. The amount:
of contractor's profit does not appear on
these sheets or in any of the cost-accounting
records, and the amounts of saving or loss

int the monthly statement have to be added
to or deducted from the estimated profit.

SECTION VII.—MONTHLY COMPARISON 01'

BEST PERFORMANCES.
Fig. 19 shows a statement we prepare

monthly, showing the unit labour costs of the

three or four principal items of coustuctiou

on all jobs during the preceding month. A
copy of this sheet is sent to every one of our

foremen and superintendents. This is not

an essential part of our system, but it is

awaited with great interest by our field

superintendents, and has proved a very useful

factor in stimulating a general interest in the

timekeeping and cost-accounting work, and

is an additional ncentive to our men to try
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for low costs. The costs shown on this state-
ment are nearly always lower than our
average costs, as they show the best work
done month by month, and do not bear anv
preliminary expense or other incidental
items. They will give some idea of what can
be done under favourable circumstances, but
would not be a safe guide for estimating
future work.

SECTION VIII.—THE FINAL COMPAItlSON.

Fig. 20 and 21 show the final comparison
of estimated with actual costs. This is

similar to the monthly statement (Section VI.)
and needs no further explanation as to the
method adopted, but a brief notice of some
of its chief features will be of interest.

ABERTHAW C0N8TBUCTION COMPANr.

Principal Unit Costs for Month of Octobei 1911.

Concrete-Unload, mix, and plac e. N.B.-3 mi'ierB

; ob No.
Largest 6 days' run of Cost.

.. 80.71
941 .

944 .

2,205
602
558

107}
941 . 384
944 .

Lowest days unit cost-
946 . .. .6lJ

917 .

941 .
'. 408

.. .68*

.. .314

.. .31*

Month's ftverage upit cost 917 . 700
5.030 .. .59J
1,418

393 .. .84

Forms—Ereeting only-

Floor forms 917 .

Sq.ft.

45,628
Sq.ft.

83.53
941 . 291.016 ..3 01

82,107

Wall forms ^•- ^ .. 7.10

941 .. 31..556 .. 5.80
s.aw .. 9.59

.. 7.47
Column forms 917 .. ajzs

941 .. 41,260 .. 7.15
944 .. 11,494 .. 9.08

7,095 .. 10.05

Placing floor steel (beam
and slab) 917 .. 82.18 ..S5.36

The cost of laying wood screeds to receive
top flooring wa"s unexpectedly high. The
bulk of it was done in one week at the close
of the job, when the best of the men had
been transferred elsewhere, and is a good
illustration of the necessity of unceasing
vigilance in superintendence to avoid sudden
drops like this. The rest of the carpenter
work was very well done, showing a saving
of 944dol. on the forms. Plant continued to

run high : 110 tons less stone was used than
estimated, owing to its being extremely well
graded, and, therefore, economical in use.

Cinders cost three times the estimated
amount, owing to there being none available
at the owner's plant and no other factories

near that could supply us. Some of our
cinders had to be teamed four miles.

SECTION IX.—THE FINAL SUMMARY.

When the job is completed and all accounts
are paid, the figures are worked up into a

final summary, which shows the costs in the
same manner as in the original estimate. The
cost of plant, cement, etc., is added to labour
cost of forms, and in general figures are com-
piled which correspond with the prevailing

methods of figuring construction work. The
final summary on the job from which my
other exhibits have been taken is not yet

made up, so I have taken one from another
job, a storage building completed last year.

(See Figs. 22 and 23.) It shows the method
of setting out the figures so that, at a glance,

any of the important details of the cost can
be" referred to. The final summaries of all

the jobs are bound together in a loose-leaf

book and are not filed with the job records.
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They are thus always at hand for ready
reference when estimating future work.

CONXLUSIONS.

The system has been used by the Aberthaw
Construction Company for over two years,

and it is interesting "to look back and see
what results can be traced to an accurate
system of cost-accounting. In comparing my
estimates of five years ago with those made
to-day, I find that I estimate concrete labour
at least 40 per cent, lower than then. On
the other hand, 1 have found that not half
enough money used to be figured for plant
and tools. Our labour costs on forms have
come down over 25 per cent., but I think that
most of the' saving on this item is due to im-
proved designs and methods of erection than
to a study of the unit costs. Steel reinforce-
ment is handled for probably 10 per cent, less

than before. Our superintendents have all

got a good knowledge of costs, and are really
interested in following them from week to
week. If a special and unusual piece of con-
struction work is to be built, our men are
keen to find out just what it costs. Some
time ago a large job began to show high
unit costs ; six weeks after the footings were
complete the monthly statement showed that
labour had overrun the estimate by
lO.OOOdol. From any point of view but the
cost-accounting, the "job looked all right

—

well organised, a large force of men all

working busily. Each week's report showed
unit costs as high as its predecessor. At the
expiration of the six weeks the organisation
of the job was entirely changed ; a new
carpenter foreman was put on, and several
other alterations in the force were made, and
at once costs began to go down. At the end
of the whole job the whole of the 10,000dol.
overrun had been picked up and a saving of
about seven hundred dollars made on the
estimated labour costs. It is not often that
such extensive changes are needed, but often
on a job some item runs too high for two
or three weeks. Special attention is given to
that item until it is reduced to its normal
level. I believe that our system is a reliable
barometer, showing from week to week what
our jobs are doing. The contractor does not
want a post-mortem, which, however in-
teresting, does not bring back lost profits. He
wants to know as the job goes along whether
he is making money or not, where his profits
and losses are, and whether his losses can
be stopped. Our system is elastic enough to
take care of any special situations or furnish
any information required. A little time back
I wished to analyse closely the cost of our
form work, with a view "to furnishing our
chief engineer with data which would guide
him in making the most economical form
designs possible. It was a simple matter for
me in laying out the code for three jobs to
subdivide the form work symbols bv adding
fourth letters, and get the costs and quan-
tities of posts, joists, mud-sills, panels, and
beam sides, etc., all reported separately, and
their unit costs worked out, so that we were
able to compile data showing how much each
post, joist, etc., cost to erect.
Although the system may at first sight seem

't is not so in

IS all done by
with adding
than one-fifth
and directing
summer-time
s IS'.OOOdol. a
I'V these two

:.\os my chief
occasionally.

re than other
-•. On a job
10 S.OOOdoI. a
would give his
I the materials
material clerk

at about the same wage. Larger and smaller
jobs would have different organisations as
their needs required.

I think the difficulties which are hardest to
overcome and which need the most careful
attention, are: first, getting the timekeepers
interested enough to study their work and
divide the time rightly; second, seeing that
quantities are reported for every time and
reported eorrectly ; and, third, 'having the

to be complicated and costly
fact. Tlie work in

my two assistants,

machines, ami I

of my own tii

it. "Our total

.sometinirs ai

week.

In til.

confrartors ci .

i, .-

having a pa\ r ; ,

i

week, one tiin.
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, ;

whole time to i i
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PICTURE PALACE

figures handled in the office by men that

understand them. My assistants have been

picked not from the ranks of bookkeepers

but from our own timekeepers. I am sure

all the time that they know the meaning of

the figures they are handling and can detect

errors as thev occur.

As I nm sure tn bp nsked why I have not

nientioii-^l tin- ^u], ].-,, nf .•urves. or sliown

any in tin- piiini-. I «ill anticipate tlie

question In ,s;iMim tliai 1 du nut draw curves

of Wl the

pro'ji-ossion iu figures or costs bctwc^

known low point and known intermediate

hit,'li point, a curve may be drawn to fine

without mathematical computation the i

mediate figures. A great deal of labour

be saved in this way. But, in dealing

contractor's cost, the costs have to be

puted first, and the plotting of a curve of costs

does not save any labour or show any new-

facts which were not easily disecernible by the
computed figures. All you get is a wavy line

which may be satisfactory to the eye, but is of

ijo real use. and adds notiiing to your previous
knowledge. It does, however, give a visual

impression which is helpful to some who do
not readilv take in the significance of figures.

Ill my own work, if I were to draw curves
I slioukl liave to keep over two hundred up
to date by alterations each week, and should
need a special assistant for the purpose.
For the establishment and conduct of a

proper cost-accounting system on construction
work, the chief requisites do not seem to be
so much a high degree of technical skill and
expert knowledge as much as a common-sense
view of the problem to be tackled and patient

persistence in working out the details,

refusing to be halted by any obstacles. It

is easy to pay large fees to experts to install a

system. It is not so easy to plug away week
after week working out the system, patiently

instructing men, detecting errors, correcting

them, overcoming opposition, and getting

PICTURE PALACE, WARRIXGTOX.
This picture palace has been recently

erected in one of the busy thoroughfares in

Warrington. The hall seats about 700 people,
and the chairs are very wide ones, so that
comfort is assured. The general contractors
are Messrs. J. Broadhurst and Sons,
Warrington. The exhaust ventilation, with
fan, is by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and
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Brother, Manchester. Tlie liardwnro came
from Messrs. Leggotts, Bradford. Tlie front

elevation is carried ont in 2Jin. best red

pressed Rnabon bricks, and the terracotta

dressings, freely used, are the Hathern
Station Brick and Terracotta Co.'s glazed

"Hathernware." Mr. G. Herbert Kay,

A.M.I.C.E., Licentiate R.I.B.A., is the

architect.

«*•

THE URB.\N REPORT OF THE LAND
INQUIRY COMMITTEE.*

By D.4WB.\RN Y'ot'NO (Associate).

{Continued from, page 568, last iveek.)

TRinU.NAI, FOR ASSKSSMENT OF
COMPENSATION.

The Committee recommend that in all cases

where land is acquired u?ider compulsory
powers the determination ot the value o£ the

property should, in the first instance,

devolve upon the district valuer. According
to the Committee's suggestion, the basis of

valuation is to be the market value as at the

time of the application for compulsory
powers. The district valuer is to have nothing
to do with the assessment of compensation.
If the claimant does not agree with the de-

termination of the district valuer with regard
to the value of the land, he is to have the
right of appeal to the Judicial Land Com-
missioners. With the Judicial Land Com-
missioners is also to rest the duty of assessing

the amount of compensation due to the
claimant. Dealing with the question of

tribunals' procedure under tlie Lands Clauses
Acts, the Committee severely criticises the
employment of juries or magistrates on the
ground that the matters referred to them are
frequently of a complex and technical nature,
and, not having the necessary technical
training, they cannot possibly be expected to

arrive at a correct decision. There is much
to be said for this view. With regard to
arbitrators, the Committee say that pro-
fessional men engaged in private practice
are not suitable, because a man who at one
time acts on behalf of any person, and at

another time sits to determine some question
of value to which that person is a party, can
hardly avoid unconscious bias. In giving ex-
pression to this view as to what would con-
stitute a reliable tribunal, they say: "We are
of opinion that a permanent tribunal, cheap
and easy of access, with wide powers in

respect of limiting evidence and disallowing
costs, should be substituted for the present
procedure. Such a tribunal should take the
form of a court or commission combining a
strong judicial element with extra members.
These latter should be professional men not
in private practice, who would be obtained in

the service of a court, or commissioners, thus
adding independence of judgment to their
professional skill."

COSTS.

With regard to costs, the Committee
recommend :

—

u!d adequately
solely

linina land.
vhich.

loss or expense

Th.-i should he arcd hy the

they otherwise
in the olFer inadi
l.ould be paid

THE BASIS OF COMPENSATION.

Committee recommend that the ba
ipensation of lands should be as

follows

:

(1) Tho
taken sho
cxpeetcil I

seller. .

principl'

1010. f. I

(2) Sm>

ot the I.:

claimant he hcneOted l.v tii.

(t) No additional alluuai.
account ot the purchase
owner should be awarded

inion of the Commissioners,
innensato him tor any loss due

ce o( the land taken from adjoininu

j) The occupier should be awarded
the opinion of the Com

cquately compensate him for ai

e to his being disturbed in the use or cnjoymcrii

the land acquired.

Purchase Price of Land.—The Committee
complain that the existing basis for arriving

at the value of the land—namely, the value

to the owner—is too wide and hypothetical,

and leads to the claimant being paid on too

beral a scale. As an indication of this ten-

dency they point to the heavy sums that have

been" paid in the past under the doctrine of

"special adaptability," and in support of this

view they give a quantity of evidence from

reliable sources. They further point out that

so far as public bodies are concerned, heavy

prices paid under compulsory purchase have

become, to some extent, the measure of the

prices that have to be paid by public bodies

whenever they purchase. To protect them
selves, public bodies have developed the prac-

tice of effecting their purchase through secret

agents, a practice which in their view is open

to strong objection. The Committee say

that as a result of high prices, due to this

cause, public improvements are checked and
stopped, at great loss to the community.
There can be little doubt that public bodies

have to pay heavy prices for the purchase of

property, especially when acquiring it under
compulsory powers. Having regard to the

serious and detrimental hindrance that such

expenditure must create to the carrying out

of improvements and development works, it

becomes a serious question as to whether, in

the desire to do justice to the individual, a

grave injustice has not been done to the com-

munity. The fact that there is generally such

a demand for property likely to be acquired

for public works. I suggest, goes to show that

claimants generally get something more than

justice.

The Additional Allowance for Compulsory
Purchase.—Frequently it does happen that

the stereotyped figure allowed under this head

is clear gain, but there are cases where loss is

sustained when charging investments, and in

such a case it would, in my view, work harshly

if no provision were made to meet this, and
it appears to me to be covered by paragraph

(5) above, where the Committee recommend
that the claimant should be adequately com-
pensated for any loss or expense.

Consequential Damage.—Dealing with this

question, the Committee's views are best ex-

pressed in their own words: "In our view it

is a most anomalous state of things that

enables an owner to be paid compensation

t only for land taken, but ^Iso for injurious

affection to other lands, when, as a matter of

fact, it may be quite possible that he is

reaping an advantage, owing to the under-

taking of the public works. It appears to us

that, under the circumstances, the very last

reform that should be made in the law of com-
pensation is that no benefit that the owner
may derive from the works should be set off

against compensation he may receive for

depreciation. We fail to see w"liy. because a

landowner has a portion of his land taken, he

should become entitled to claim for any

damage caused to his other lands; whereas

ail adjoining owner, who is not so fortunate

OS to have land taken, although possibly

suffering a much more extensive loss, should

have no claim at all. Losses of tliis kind are

bound to occur from time to time, even with-

out the intervention of any statutory powers."

THE CLAIMANT'S POWER TO COMPEL THE
PROMOTERS TO PIRCHASE THE ENTIRE
PROPERTY WHEN PART ONLY IS REQUIRED.

The Committee recommend that Section 92

of the Lands Clauses Act should be modified

so that the claimant will no longer have

power to compel the owner to purchase the

whole of the property in cases where the

taking of part will not be seriously detri-

moiital to the remainder. As the Committee
point out, a number of recent Acts have

made provision to this effect.

ORANTINO OF POWER TO LOCAL AUTHORITIES
TO PURCHASE LAND IN ADVANCE.

The Committee recommend that local

authorities should be given power to

purchase land before such land is actually

required by them for any special use, and
they should not be compelled to describe

what the ultimate object might be for

acquiring land.

THE ACQUISITION OF LAND RY PRIVATE
PERSONS.

The recommendations made by the Com-
mittee under this head are not so much in

the nature of a reform or amendment of

existing laws or procedure, but constitute afi

entirely new departure. The Committee
point out that some landowners, either by

absolutely declining to sell or lease then-

lands, or by asking prohibitive prices, have

hindered business and commercial progress,

and, in certain cases, have checked the

development of towns and even districts, to

the considerable loss of the community. The
Committee state that where owners hold land

adjoining works or other premises, which is

the only land available if the owner of the

premises wishes to enlarge, the adjoining

owners frequently refuse to sell, save at an

almost prohibitive price, knowing that tho

owner must come to them if he wants to

enlarge. Such practices often result either in

compelling the manufacturer to move and
seek other premises elsewhere or to pay a

prohibitive price, often resulting in a loss ot

capital required for the business—a matter

of serious moment to persons living in that

district, especially when the manufacturer
happens to employ many hands. In review-

ing these conditions, the Committee point ont

that the welfare or development of an entire

town may depend upon the decision of a

landowner, and state. I venture to suggest,

with considerable justice: "It is question-

able if a decision of this kind, affecting, it

may be, the lives and fortunes of thousands

of persons, should be allowed to remain

where accident has placed it, in the power of

some individual, especially as his own interest

may be one in conflict with public welfare."

THE COMMITTEE'S RECO.MMEXDATIONS.

With a view to adjusting these conditions

the Committee have made the following

recommendations :—A private
.
person or

ring to acquire land com-

iiy of the following purposes—

lamely

:

(1) For industrial or commercial purposes;

(2) For the creation of housing lor the working,

lasses;

(3) For the erection of churches and schools, they

hould be enabled to apply to a Uovernment dc|);irt-
"

'rant le;ive for the
lere. however, the
c, the Committee
department should

have power to grant leave for the compulsory sale

of the land.

Applicants should not, however, be able to

get powers unless they can show

;

(a) That thev were unable to purchase or ka=e

other lands suitable for their purpose, and in

accessible position and at a reasonable price
;

(b) That the land in question was either (1) agii-

cultural or (2) undeveloped land;

(c) That the use of the land for the purpose

proposed would not conflict with iiublic interest;

(d) That the proposed use would not iiiturrcr.' with

the amenities of the neighbourhood, or with its

future development;
(e) That they arc in a position to carry out the

scheme within a reasonable time. Where the parties

fail to asree to the rent, or. as the case may be. to

the purchase price ot the land, the amount should

be determined by the Judicial Land Commissioners.

Ill the case of rural districts and boroughs

and urban districts where the population is

less thau ten thousand, the Committee
recommend that the local authority should

have power to purchase tlie land com-

pulsorily, and lease it to the applicant. It

sliould be noticed that the rights proposed

to be given to the individual are very

properly placed under considerable restric-

tions, and it should be especially observed

(1) that the applicant is only entitled to

acquire land that is undeveloped or used for

agricultural purposes ; (2) that except in the

case of land required for churches, etc..

powers will only be granted to acquire land

by lease. Dealing with this point, the Com-
mittee say: "It may be urged, and we think

with justice, that it can seldom be right for

the State to compel one private individual to

hand over to another in perpetuity the pro-

perty of uhlch he IS the owner."

company
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ACQUISITION OF EASEMENTS AND WAYLEAVES
AND THE POWER TO PROSPECT FOR
MINERALS.
Tlie Committee point out that, owing to

the refusal of landowners to grant wayleaves
and rights of way over their land, com-
mercial enterprise is frequently much
hampered. They cite cases in the salt
districts, where, owing to this, very valuable
properties cannot be developed, a matter of
considerable loss to the community. The
Committee also point out that in coal-mining
districts owners of laud frequently refuse to
work the coal themselves, and decline to
allow others to do so.

THE committee's RECOMMENDATIONS.
Easements and Wayleaves.—The Com-

mittee recommend that:

—

(1) A Government department should have power
to make an order for the compulsory acquisition of
wayleaves or easements

;

(2) That before the order is made, the locality and
all persons who have an interest in the land should
have a right to appear before the Commissioners, and
that due regard should be given to the amenities of
the neighbourhood and all persons interested.

Mining and Quarrying.—The Committee
recommend that—

(1) A Gove
to make an
hceoses or
prospect for minerals and 'compelling" the grant ol
mining leases;

(2) The terms should in all cases be Dxed by the
Land Commissioners;

(3) In all cases the local authority and persons
interested should be permitted to appear before the
Commissioners;

(4) The applicant should give satisfaction as to his
ability to carry out the scheme, and should deposit a
sum for restoring land to its original condition.

PART III.—TENURE.

The main feature of this part of the Report
IS the Committee's condemnation of the
working of the leasehold system and their
recommendation for remedying the evils
about which they complain. The Committee
deal with a large number of other points that
come within the category of tenure, but soace

uthonty ome other

rty to

ining leases) for more than 21 years

confer upon the lessee the right to

will permit me only to touch upon these
^hortly.

leaseholds.

Nearly all the objections that the Com-
mittee raise against the leasehold system
arise from the advantageous position in
which the landlord is so frequently placed
as compared with the tenant.

Appropriation of Improvements.—It would
appear that one of the worst features of the I security of tenure, except under the circum
leasehold system, in the Committee's view, I stances mentioned below, and in these ex
is the landlord's power of appropriation of eepted cases the lessee should be entitled to

the tenant's improvements at the end of the ! payment for the unexhausted
term. That is to say, not only the improve- I iugs erected or other improve
ments that he may have put in in accord- ' him. The lessee should havi
ance with the terms of the lease, but others

]

application at such times and uudur such cir-

that he may have put in without being under eumstances during the currency of the lease
any obligation. If the premises are business I as the Land Commissioners might prescribe
premises, frequently the goodwill that the

]
or allow, to a renewal or extension of the

tenant may have created goes to the lessor i lease, for such term, at such rent, and on such
as well. Although in theory the parties take

! conditions as the Commissioners considered
into consideration the fact that the benefit

| reasojiable. In fixing the rent payable the
of all improvements provided by the tenant

j

Commissioners should not take into con-
will ultimately revert to the landlord, the '

sideration the value of any buildings erected

than thai

. ., about to bo put, by the lessee.

It should also be possible for the Commis-
sioners to grant the extended term subject to

the conditions that it should cease if the pro-

ty were afterwards required by a public

authority.

COMPENSATION FOR IMPROVEMENTS, GOOD-
WILL, TRADE FIXTURES, AND COST OF
REMOVAL.
In the excepted cases the lessee should be

entitled (if the Commissioners decline to

renew or extend the term of the lease) to

compensation :

—

le. or increased rent, before the lessor
|

date by

give his permission for the lessee to do
^7^f"^^ba?\reTessor'reTuir'ed'po^session

certain things, such as sublet, make altera- perty in order to carry out some schen

tions, use the premises in some particular
j

struction or improvement desirable in

manner, etc. The Committee say nothing
,

i"*"'^':
^^ ,

. - ^ » . .,

against the imposition of the reitrictions, J^>/„^f..VYg,'-"^,^--^,^^";,,*,';^
but they object to the unfair use that is made ...
of them. Such, for example, of using them
as a lever for raising the rent, or for making
the tenant pay a premium or a fine fre-

quently in addition to the charges of the

lessor's professional advisors. To quote the

report :
" We have examined many cases

where restrictions are used not to protect

amenities of a neighbourhood, but as a means
of levying contributions from those who
desire to be relieved of them." The Com-
mittee go on to say, referring to restrictive

covenants :
" If the refusal to permit a charge

of use is based upon a genuine desire to

protect the value of the reversion and to

preserve the amenities of the neighbourhood,
no just criticism can be brought against the

lessor who insists upon his rights ; if the

ground landlord thinks the neighbourhood
w ill be injured hy waiving the restriction he

should adhere to it ; but if he offers to waive

it in payment of a substantial sum it is a

practical admission that no harm will be done

to the neighbourhood."

Dilapidations.—The Committee also raise

objections to the present law with regard to

dilapidations on two grounds—namely, (1) a

lessor who proposes to pull down an old

building at the expiration of the term can

none the less compel the lessee to pay a

heavy sum for repairs which are never to be

carried out; (2) a tenant has no right to set

off any improvements he may have made to

the property against the landlord's claim.

THE committee's RECOMMENDATIONS.

Security of Tenure.—The Committee re-

commend that provisions should be made for

granting security of tenure in the case of

—

(a) All future leases (other than mining leases for

terms exceeding 21 years);
(b) All existing leases (other than mining leases for

terms exceeding 21 years);

(c) For tenancies of premises used for business and
professional purposes.

For this object the Committee propose that

the following scheme should be put in opera-

tion. To describe it I do not think that I

can do better than quote the Committee's
statement :—All future leases (other

than 11

hould conter upoi

(a) For the unexhausted value of any building

erected, or other improvements ma do by him which
were suitable to the character of the holding, and
had added to its letting value, ded ction being made
in respect of any diminution in th e letting value of

any other property of the lessor di

ment.
Improvements mail. 1 i th :

e to the improve

1. .Iioi.ld include
those made by hi* p; ! tille. for which
they had not recei%. .1 -

:

(b) If the premise- « ' . i :..r the |>i.rposes

of any business or pr- : —n i..r ,nv loss of good
will, or any depreciation in Irade ti xtures, which the

lessee or his tenants would sus ain through the

enforced removal from the premises at the end o

the existing term, and for the expenses of such
removal.

(To be continued.)

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

A special general meeting of the Archi-

tectural Association was held at 18, Tufton-
street, Westminster, S.W., on Monday,
April 27, 1914, at 5 p.m., Mr. Maurice E.

Webb (Vice-President) in the chair. The
minutes of the previous meeting having been
read and confirmed, Mr. W. D. Cresswell was
nominated for membership of the Associa-

tion, and, on the motion of the chairman, Mr.
G. C. Wilkins was elected as a member.
The chairman then called upon the Secre-

tary. Mr. F. R. Yerbury, to read the pro-

posed new by-laws in connection with

country membership of the Association, as

follows :

—

ally II the
ember

•No c

siding

Committee contend that in the case of leases
having long terras, in practice the parties
do not, in fact, include this in their calcula-
tions, the reason for this being that the
reversion is somewhat remote. The Com-
mittee go on to say, even if this factor is

taken into account, the fact that improve-
ments revert at all to the lessor leaves a
strong sense of hardship in the tenant's mind.
This feeling is aggravated when, owing to

the necessities of business or other matters,
the lessee becomes compelled to carry out im-
provements not originally contemplated at

the commencement of the tenancy. In the
view of the Committee the appropriation of

improvements by the landlord has also the
effect of retarding the adequate development
of property. From time to time properties
get out of date and require alterations -that

would be of benefit both to the owner and
to the community ; but the lessee hesitates

to incur the outlay, knowing that at the ex-

piration of the term the benefit reverts to

the landlord.
Fines.—Another feature of the leasehold

system that the Committee raise objection to

is the practice of requiring the lessee to pay

or other improvements made by the lessee.

With regard to the value of the land during

the remainder of the existing term, they

should regard that as fixed by the current

lease, but they would make an estimate of

the value of the land during the extension of

the term. After taking all these elements

into consideration, they would determine the

proper rent to be paid, probably, in most

cases, on the basis of the new rent being

made payable at once. It would probably be

necessary to give the lessee the option of

refusing the terms offered by the Commis-
sioners, but in that case he should be made
to pay the costs of the application. To pro-

tect the lessor in such an event, and also to

penalise unreasonable applications, it might

be necessary to prescribe for a small pre-

liminary deposit by the lessee on his making

the application.

EXCEPTION TO RIGHT OF SECURITY OF
TENURE.

The Commissioners should not be bound to

renew or extend the lease if they were satis-

fied by the lessor or the local authority-

(a) That the property was required at an early

Charing Cross for

or other olTicer of

te is a member,
f each country iiiel

, , ,., , I, M
'

h ,11 not be entitled to hold

,, .
. : the Council, or to vote

,
,-i ,. ri .itii.t-rs and Council of the

\ "..,',.,',.,
r, , .,h,,. , iiiiii with anv other matter.

l,,uhl;i' uiuiibLi., .-lull be entitled to such

privileges as the Council of the Association may

from time to time determine, and shall also be

bound by all by-laws and rules governing ordinary

Mr F Winton Newman proposed that the

bv-laws be adopted, and Mr. H. Austen Hall

(Vice-President) seconded the proposition,

which was carried unanimously.

The Premier Cinema Theatre in Gloucester-

road, Horfleld. Bristol, was opened last week.

It was designed by Messrs. Holbrow and Oaten,

architects, of 9. Clare-street, Bristol, the

general contractors being Messrs. E. Walters

and Son, Montpeher.

New I rouncil offices have just

'
! Min-on-Tvne. from plans

n. 1 M.S. A., Station-road,

.,iii[ietition. The building

I. i, executed in brickwork,

s. and is two stories in

Clement, of Newcastle-on-

Till' tni i.d'i ion-stone ha beet laid of St.

Luke's I'll ircli Corporation- oad. Darlington. It

will c ii'iis t. of a nave with chancel, and

north •ii = which the

nf erect Clark
Messrs. R. T.

Smith 111' Soi . of the same town are the chief

'tor s. The cost of the present scheme will

be £4,000
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BRISTOL.—New Central Young Men'i
Christian AsMH'ia(i..ii pivmises aic al,(mt l(

be built i: r ir,'i ' V,:-u: .J

cost of I

'

oil plan ' '

a.nlTr, ,
.

'^ Ih,: ,

ered

circular dome which surmounts the whole.
Tlie central main entrance gives access to

the main staircase and lift. Right and left

of the main entrance upon the ground floor

are the offices of the secretary and the
general office, beyond which are a restaurant,

with service- room, ladies' cloakrooms (with
separate staircase to tea-rooms on first floor),

and the gallery and upper part of the
gymnasium, whieh latter extends in heiglit

from the basement to tlif first flimr level. To
the left of the main -•una-.- a shnrt flight of

ten steps gives air. -- to th. ^.i-ound floor

of the public m - imu liall a chamber
planned to aecomniudalf suine 450 persons.

KXUTTO.X, STAFFS.—On Tuesday after-
noon the Mayor of Neweastle-uiider-Lyme
opened a new infants' school at Knutton.
The scliool lias been planned with a central
marching hall, lighted and ventilated from
the top and side. On three sides of the ball
are grouped four classrooms, all provided
wjtli left-hand lighting, supplemented by
windows, over the concrete and asphalte fiat,

giving cross ventilation and admitting sun-
liglit into each room. Each classroom is pro-
vided with a fireplace. The front, or fourth,
side of the square comprises a heating vault,
containing low-pressure apparatus; over this
are cloakroom and lavatories, cross ven-
tilated, and on the first floor a teachers' room
with inter-oveu grate and lavatory and store
ad]oiiiiiig. The seating accommodation is for
200, and the cost has been £2,148 14s., in-

elnding site. Mr. S. Heath, Basford. was
the builder, and the plans were by Mr. W. F.
Slater, architect to the education committee.

STOKK n\ Ti;i.:\ |\ -The new Central
School (il S. 1 . 111,1 tiM-hnology, built at a
cost of IJii.niMi. Ill \ ir(oi-ia-road, near the
railway stati.ju, ua» upiiied last week by the
Right Hon. J. A. Pease, President of the
Board of Education. The front block com-
prises the rooms for pottery and mining in-

struction, and a v.iiiL' at the rear is equipped
for the tr-a.lrii'- -if |,livMcs and chemistry.
On the n,. I III,, main entrance is tlie

pottery d.pa rt ni.nt ,, insisting of a labora-
loiy, griiulin..; ;infl furnace room, a smaller
laboratory f„r commercial analysis, and a
privati^ room for the principal. 'The mining
department, to tlu. l..ft of the entrance, com-
prises a LTii.ial liil,,.! M, ninnis for gas
testing, u:i~ ,:. - ,, ,,i |,li.,i., II, .trie e.\peri-
ments, ami i [n

i
i ;..i ili,. principal.

Between lli.-. i -,; .
, ...i,-- ,i. il,.. entrance-

hall and staireas,.. anil b.vnnd are the cloak-
rooms, lavatories, and clerk's office. The
upper story of the main building over the
pottery and mining departments contains a
reference library, museum, two lectin,
rooms, and an assembly-hall. The rear \\i<

contains, on the ground floor, elementary ail
advanced physical laboratories. Tim bniM
ing is carried out in brickwork, witli stone
dressings. The school has been jointly
designed by Mr. J. Hntchings. architect to
the County Education Committee, and Mr.
S. B. Ashworth, architect to the Stoke Edn-
•ation Committee. The contractor was Mr.
I'homas Godwin, of Hanley.
TUTBURY.—The work of restoring the

ancient and historic Tutbnry Church.
Burton-on-Trent, is now complete. The task
was entered iipon in March of last year, and
has entailed an expenditure of £1,550. The
south aisle and the tower have been repaired
and the oak roof restored, the plaster ceiling
hnving been removed. The door in the south
aisle has been opened up and the archway
restored. The brick vestry under the tower
has been removed. Two Korman windows
have been opened out, and the remains of a

portion of the old groining in the south aisle

roof can now be seen. The Bishop of Lich-
field is to dedicate the renovation work in

September.

WORCESTER.—The Worcester garden
sntiiirh. whieh is steadily being created on a

'I.. vMilnn a short distance of Perry Wood,
ami ii\ I I liMiking the city, was opened the
.iilui alteruoon by Viscount Cobham.
Imiriecn houses of varying designs have been
erected, with rentals varying from 6s. to

8s. 6d. per week, and a number of bungalows
at 3s. 6d. per week. The number of houses
per acre will be limited to twelve. There
will be garden space to each house, and
ground for recreation. The cost of construc-
tion, with the designs decided on, has been
so large that it has not been found possible to

fix the rents originally suggested. Up to the
present time the loan stock applied for
amounts to £2,380. and the Public Works
Loan Commissioners have agreed to lend
£5,500. The applications for houses have
been numerous, and two more acres will

probably be developed shortly, making four
acres out of the eleven acquired.

^t^
In the Pubhc Works Department of Trinidad

.Mr. D M. Hahn has been appointed as Assistant
Director of Public Works, and Mr. de Labastide
as Senior Divisional Engineer.

Lieut. -General Henry Alexander Brownlow,
late R.B., who died on Sunday at 8. Homefield-
road, Wimbledon, in his 84th year, was
Inspector-General of Irrigation to the Govern-
ment of India from 1877 to 1886.

The new Roman Catholic Church of All Souls,
in Park-lane. Bromsgrove, has just been opened.
It is built of reinforced concrete, and is roofed
with local red tiles. It consists of a nave,
sanctuary, and two side chapels.

It has been .letided to form an association to
hr kuoiin as the West Riding of Yorkshire High-
way Surveyors' Association. Mr. A. 0. Kilner,
surveyor to the Wetherby Rural District
Council, has been appointed hon. secretary.

At the vestry meeting of St. Saviour's Church,
Scarborough, on Friday night, plans were sub-
mitted of a new church institute to be erected
at a cost of £2, .^00, which, along with the site

on which the building will be placed, lias been
given anonymouslj-.

Tlie town council of Bury, Lanes, are applying
to the Local Government Board for power to

repeal a section of the Bury Corporation Act,
19U9, which provides that no street shall be laid

out for building purposes exceeding 100yds. in

length without at least one intersecting street
in every 100yds. of the total length of the
street. The purpose of the resolution is to

reduce the cost of putting up house property,
and so to contribute to the relief of the housing
difficulty.

Tlirough the generosity of Margaret Lady
Heytesbnry, the south tran.sept of the parish
church of Heytesbury, Wilts, has been restored
as a chapel. The chapel is now inclosed by a

carved and double-crested oak screen, and the
carved panelling round the south and west
walls, the altar, cross, candlesticks, altar-rails,

and chairs, all of oak, are in keeping with the

dedicated on Satu
of Salisbury.

.At Treven, near Tintagel, a new council
srhnnl was npened on Friday. The building is of
:,

.
il ill, and roofed with Delabole slate. The

ills are smooth-plastered and dis-

'

; "liile the exterior walls are finished
"iili niijlicast. Provision is inaile for 149

ch.lilren. the building being .I.m L I
im nii

room with a sliding screen, il i

" 'H^'

room, cloak-rooms, and offin I

i
I I ir^

cost about £2,000, the conlrni I,iimii. I, .ii

carried out by Messrs. T. Ham and C (iros,

Mr. R. Tiddy was clerk of the works, and Mr
B. C. Andrew, of St. Austell, the architect.

Mrs. Willington has arranged for a stained-

glass window to be put in the gospel aisle of

St. Edmund's Church. Southampton. The
subjects represented will be the Nafivitv and
the Presentation in the Temple, with Titian's
"Ecce Homo" in the tracery. A second window
in the epistle aisle will have as its subjects St.

Anastasia, Saints Catherine and Margaret, and
.loan of Arc. It is hoped to get another window
to complete the epistle aisle, and in this will

be represented St. Patrick and St. George and
St. Deiivs and St. Julian. The windows are
being designed and made by Mr. N. H. J. West-
lake. FSA., of London.

(Bn^xntmnQ ilotcs.

ANSTRUTHER HARBOUR IMPROVE
MENT. — After long consideration, Aii-

struther Harbour Commissioners have finally

adopted a scheme for harbour improvement.
The scheme, as proposed by Mr. Robert
Henderson, C.E., Edinburgh, pro\ides for

the deepening of the inner harbour to a depth
of one foot above low water of ordinary
spring tides, and also for the deepening of a

"trink," or channel, between the inner
harbour and the entrance of the outer
harbour, in addition to the necessary re-

moval of rocks outside the harbour entrance.
The cost is estimated at £21,000. If carried
out, it is expected that the scheme v\'ill make
.4nstruther harbour a central harbour for the
Fife coast. It is hoped to obtain from the
Development Commissioners one-third free

grant, one-third as a loan without interest,

and one-third as a loan with interest.

BIRMINGHAM.—One residt of the recent
extension of the city borders has been the

widening of various outlying thoroughfares
and the reconstruction of half-a-dozen
bridges. The latter work is now being com-
pleted under the direction of the city

engineer, Mr. H. E. Stilgoe. The bridge in

King's road. Hay Mills, built to carry the

thoroughfare over the Warwick and Bir-

mingham Canal, which was only 13ft. Bin.

wide, and had very steep approaches, is re-

placed by a roadway 42ft. wide, and the

gradients to the approaches have been im-

proved. The arch of the bridge is of brick,

and with a single span of 28ft., and the

parapet walls are also of brick. The road
has also been widened, and the total cost of

the work was a little over £5,000. The
bridge in Forban's-road, Sparkhill, is also

being reconstructed. The roadway is being

widened to 42ft., and the bridge of the same
width is built of brick, with two arches, each
^vith a span of 20ft., the parapets being of

wrought iron. The total cost, including a

slight diversion of the River Cole, was
£6,250. The bridge in Aston Church-road,
connecting tlie Nechells district with Wash-
wood Heath, has been widened from I5ft. Sin.

to 42ft., and this work has cost £5,000. The
rebuilding of the bridge under the London
and North-Western Railway near Witton
Station will raise the heading clearance

to 17ft., and will increase the width of the

street from 20ft. to 50ft. The new bridge

will be of one span, and it is to consist of

brick abutments and steel girders. The cost

of the scheme to the corporation will be about

£7,000. The reconstruction of the Brook-

vale-road bridge at Erdington is being

rarrird niif by the Birmingham Canal
(',,ni|iaii\ and the corporation, and the work,

x\liiili I- marly finished, will cost the local

anilmnn alimit £3,000. The bridge is over

the lame N'alley Canal, and it will have a

width of 50ft., compared with 20ft., the width

of the old structure. It is being built of

brick abutments and girders to carry the

roadway, and is in one span of 42ft. The
upper end of Reservoir-road is being widened

to 60ft., and the width of Brookvale-road, at

the nearest point to Erdington, will be 80ft.

The si.Ntli ami imisl important scheme is the

recoiishnit I tli.. Stratford-road bridge.

The wnlili 111 ilii mad was only 3Ift., but the

new brid-i. wlii.li replaces two old ones, has

widened
'

the thoroughfare to 60ft. The
bridge is of brick, with Portland stone

facings, in two 25ft. spans, and the parapet

is alsn hciiiL' built of stone. The total cost

,1 111. l,ri,i._m and the river work is about
11, III. Stratford-road tramway-lines

,11 I,, 1.. , Mended from College-road to the

Hull., 11, ad at Hall Green. The track has

been laid, but the erection of the poles and

the overhead electrical equipment has yet to

be carried out. **
Mr Georse King, of Abinger Hammer.

Dorking, builder, who died dn January 18, left

£70,529, of which £59,261 is net personalty.

Mr Edward Svkes has resigned his nosilion as

surveyor to the Cheadle and Gatley Urban
District Council, and has been appointed con-

sulting engineer and surveyor to the council.
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dnxttntt Calamo.

It will probably surprise few that the

meeting held at the Institute last Monday
eventually had to be adjourned. The Council

submitted its proposals for Registration by
Charter—which, as we have pointed out

again and again, is an impracticability ; and
for some two hours members engaged in an
honest attempt to render this impractic-

ability practicable. They got on well enough
as long as they dealt with non-contentious

matter and with questions which did not

touch the bedrock difficulties of the problem
;

but as soon as these were reached—and by
that time the usual hour of adjournment had
arrived—it was found to be expedient to defer

further consideration of the scheme, though
the majority in favour of discontinuing the

discussion was not large.

The time-limit for admission to the register

of practitioners not connected directly with
the Institute or one of its allied societies was
of course, found fraught with difficulties.

Another great difficulty is the constitution

of the body which is to control the register.

That it ought to be elective and represen-

tative of all classes on the register seems to

have been admitted, while the idea that the

Institute must in any event remain " top

dog " was naturally popular in the Institute's

on n room ; but the difficulties in the way of

reconciling these two propositions are great
indeed, except by an Act of Parliament which
would create a Registering Board and hold
examinations for admission to the register,

elected by the whole body of registered prac-

titioners, with power to inquire into cases for

dismissal also, but no power to act without
confirmation by the Council. But this would
be Registration by Act of Parliament and not

by Charter, wliich is what the Institute

Council is fighting against, apparently
because it was originally the Society's policy

and not its own.

The following were the amendments to the

proposals of the Council :

—

Mr. Sydney Perks, F.S..i. (F.), to move :—" That
Clause 10 be referred back to the Council for further
consideration, a revised clause to be submitted to
the General Body at an early date—it beinR dis-
tinctly understood that the members of alUed
societies are not to have larger representaion on our
Council than our own Associates."
Mr. Herbert A. Welch (A.) to move: (1) "That the

following new clause be added to the proposals under
consideration—viz.

:

"
' That the disabilities imposed by previous

Charters and the By-laws upon Associate members
be repealed, and that Associates be permitted to
vote on all matters connected with the manaxe-
raent of the Institute, including the Charters and
the By-laws.'

'(2) And. further, that the Council shall
acquire such powers as are necessary to enable
them to ascertain the opinion of individual

itute on all questions in resard
Charters and By-laws."

Douglas Topley (A.) to move: "That
I to 9 be referred back to the Council for
:ousideration and modification in accordance

.ith the following suggestions:

—

The Register to be controlled by a Kegistration
Board composed of 21 Architects elected
periodically by and from those whose names appear
on the Register, not less than 11 being corporate
members of the R.I.B.A.

" For a period of six months after the date of

members of the ;

further

of
pon

liflcations

the Board

Neither of the amendments submitted by Mr.

Sydney Perks and Mr. Herbert A. Welch
was reached. After discussion, Mr. S.

Douglas Topley allowed Clauses 1, 2, 3a, and
.3b to pass, and, as a matter of convenience,

the Council then permitted his amendments

to be moved, they properly pertaining to

Clause 7, discussion on the intervening

clauses being held over. Much discussion

followed, during which the advisability of

providing for an elective board of some de-

scription, and also of extending tlie date of

admission to the register, were admitted ; but

the amendments were eventually negatived.

On the general discussion of the clauses being

resumed it was soon seen that they could not

all be dealt with that evening, and the

meeting adjourned.

The result of the ballot of the men em-

ployed in the London building trade on the

recommendations of the National Concilia-

tion Board for the settlement of the dispute,

which has now been in progress for over

three months, was made known on Wednes-

d.Tv. There were 2,021 in favour of accepting

the recommendations and 23,481 against, a

majority of 21,460 against. The committees

of the societies affiliated to the London

Building Industries Federation considered

the position at a meeting on Wednesday, and

afterwards Mr. S. Stennett, the Chairman

of the Federation, stated that the result of

the ballot would be sent to the National Con-

ciliation Board, and they would inform them

that they were quite willing to avail them

selves of the good services of the Board if

any further improvement could be effected

in the rejected recommendations, and they

would also express to the Board their desire

to meet the London Master Builders' Asso-

ciation, with a view to settling the dispute.

The London Master Builders' Association

met yesterday, and unanimously resolved to

accept the recommendations of the National

Conciliation Board. That is sufficient proof

of the desire of the employers to concede

all that can be fairly asked. It is evident

that the ballot of the men is by no means a

fully representative one, as far as numbers

go, "and it is certain, in our judgment, that

anv attempt to coerce the masters into

ousting non-unionists will fail, and that any

efforts to extend the dispute over the whole

country will simply involve the entire in-

dustry in disastrous loss, and end in a fiasco.

We are glad to see that Lord Selborne,

eommeuting on Tuesday on the present gross

overcrowding of Government servants in the

State factories and dockyards, to which we

have more than once drawn attention, suc-

ceeded in exacting a promise from Lord

Lucas of a return of the number of civil

employees of each Government Department,

and each factory or dockyard under the

control of a Government Department, whose

wages bring them within the scope of the

operation of the National Insurance Act, and

the number of houses in each case provided

for them by the Government. It is true Lord

Lucas only promised it " in a limited form,"

aud we know what that means. Lord Salis-

bury, who got a. similar promise with regard

to the state of things at Rosyth, asserted with

perfect truth that ever since the present

Government came into office there had been

a growing deficiency in the provision of

housing accommodation. The Government
had no housing policy, but the Unionist

party had a policy, and they had introduced

bills to provide cheap capital for liousing

purposes. That is quite true, and also that

Liberal lords don't like it: Lord Sheffield

protested on Tuesday that "if Lord Salis-

bury's suggestion was that the State should

finance speculative builders, that was

Socialism run mad." Lord Lansdowne, with

perfect justice, said he had rarely listened

to more inconclusive replies than those of

Lord Lucas and Lord Wimborne. It seemed
clear there was still a lack of proper accom-

modation at Rosyth, and that the condition

of certain premises there could only be de-

scribed as pestilential. There seemed to be

no doubt the country was suffering from a

house famine, and that the falling off in the

building of houses was due in the main to the

land taxes of the people's Budget.

It is not to be wondered, remarks the

Salun, that architects desire protection

through a Registration Act, when the follow-

ing notice appears in the daily Press:

—

"Messrs in addition to being
Town Planners.' and " Real Estate Agents,' are also

Ar>:hitects and builders of modern picturesque
residences. The firm is at present erecting some
beautiful homes in those fashionable localities. . . .

The dfsignino and building are carried out wholly by
fhe firm." If the pubUc only knew they would in
every case employ a reputable Architect to look after
their interests. At the Medical Congress held in
New Zealand in February of this year. Dr. Hogg , of
Tasmania, contributed an important paper on " Eye-
sight in School Children," and claimed that the
health of the eye. and in fact the health of child,
depended upon the Architecture of the School.
Exactly the same holds good with the adult and the
" Residence." All houses and warehouses should be
designed by the man who has made the study of this
his only profession, and the physical welfare of the
people depends greatly on the proper construction of
the dwelling.

The advertisement is a little mixed ; but our

irregular Australian fellow-practitioners

have evidently a keen eye to business, and
are not troubled by any false modesty.

If all the dukes follow his Grace of Marl-

borough, our friends the auctioneers will have

to get Registration more quickly than we seem
likely to. The duke is selling some of his

Oxfordshire estates this month, and has

decided to take out an auctioneer's license

and conduct the sale in person. His objects,

so he says in the local papers, are to lessen

the cost of transfer of the land, and to

save the expense of elaborate cataloguing.

Another reason is that the duke wants " to

make it clear that applicants for land in my
ownersliip wilt receive prompt and business-

like treatniciit iit niy liands." Is the duke

^oing to do Ills own conveyancing as well, we
wonder? Few knew better how to save money
than the duke's great ancestor, and it may be

that his descendant's ideas of thrift will

commend themselves to all concerned.

" It is in the nature of a dodge "—words
taken from the opinion of that grave and

learned lawyer, Mr. Danekwerts, K.C.,

w'hose unexpected death has been an-

nounced this week, as expressing his

legal view of the present plan of the

National Insurance Commissioners for

disposing of their surplus funds for medical

benefit. Doubtless he put it as prettily as

possible, consistent with his duty as a lawyer.

These medical benefit accumulated funds are

now said to be about £1.000,000 for the whole

country, and approaching £200,000 for

London alone. They represent the fees that

would have been paid to panel doctors in

respect of some hundreds of thousands of

insured persons who declined to have any-

thing to do with these doctors. The Com-

missioners astutely proposed to distribute

this surprising surplus among the panel

doctors on the basis of a simultaneous, but

imaginary, distribution of the unallotted

isured persons, without any corresponding

edical service. Naturally, the panel doctors

iianimouslv agreed, and Mr. Lloyd George,
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not at all upset by tile ugly word "dodge," accurately enough here and there from the

hacked up the Comuiissiouers in their making i
indignant repulsion uhieh finds vent, as for

a new order to legalise what the lawyer they instance on page 33. Glib partisan politicians

consulted declared illegal and practically dis- and quack-reniedymongers—orthodox and un-

honest. The London Committee were not
^

orthodox— will scoff at this book, but it is

satisfied, however, and they went back to Mr. likely to do more to shake " the pillars of the

Danekwerts, who confirmed his former present economic order," as some of us

opinion, adding that anyone who sanctioned delight to call them, than most of us will

this illegal payment would be personally care to see, and soon.

liable to refund the money, so the plan still
|

**^
sticks. He also said that the funds cannot be

given to the insured, but might be used for

nursing purposes. So we have comedy nii.xed

with the tragedy of tliis statute, and tlie new
farce is. What can be done with this million

of money? Perhaps some good may come out

of it, after all, if the funds can go to tli

COMPETITIONS.
BELFAST.—The result of the competition

for the new public museum and art gallery
Belfast, was made known yesterday. Sixty-
nine sets of plans were received, out of which
si.\ were chosen for final allocation. Dr.
•John J. Burnett was the assessor. The

. , , , . , r ,

selected design is by Mr. James Wynnes, 9,
urses, who have done a great deal of work Woodburn-terraee, Edinburgh, who will

for nothing, and who ^are oft<;n said to be carry out the work. Premiums of £100, £75,
ijuite as deserving as are the doctors. But :i"d £50 have been awarded to the following

what a muddle it all is

!

!
architects respectively in the order given :

I

Mr. Richard Gunn, 25, Craig Villa-road,
' Glasgow, £100; Messrs. Wright and Wylie,

It is well to be wary in paying the rent of 212, Bath-street. Glasgow, £75; and Mr.
leasehold premises in advance. For even if Tate Savage Lawson, 98, Esmond-road,
the landlord is willing to be liberal as to dis-

|

Bedford Park, W., £50.

count, there is always the risk of having to
, COVENTRY.—The Coventry Corporation,

pay the rent over again, besides losing this
^

on the recommendation of -their education
little discount itself. This point came up in committee, have, provisionally, accepted the

a bankruptcv case at the Edmonton County- ! IT^''}}^''.^
sketch-plans of Mr. A. W Hoare,

. , , J 1 i 1 . A
Mountford - chambers. West Orchard,cour

,
reported n our last weeks issue. A Coventry, for a municipal technical institut<.

builder had failed, apparently because he at Pool Meadow. The estimated outlay is

could not sell his houses in the present state ' £24,500.

GATESHEAD
head Education
Monday, when,
the works sub en

invite competitiM
King Edward Si

limit the competition to architects in New
castle and Gateshead, but. after discussion

dation, to institute ai

was carried.

-A meeting of the Gates-
Committee was held on

I till- rrcommendation of

iiiitirrr, it was decided to
)laii^ l.i' the proposed new

proposed to

of nervous dread which puts off people from
buying property. But before his failure, the

bankrupt, as landlord, had collected rents in

advance from some half-dnzen of his confiding

tenants, doubtless with a satisfactory discount
for prompt cash, it was intimated in court
that if the mortgagees took possession of the

property these tenants might have to pay I
the original

their rents over again. This is, however, a , °P<^" competition

rather doubtful proposition, for until a mort- LINLITHGOW.—A meeting of the Dr.

gagee gives proper notice he mav not be able I'^erguson Memorial Executive Committee was

to claim rent which has been "so bona fide '

''"^'^ '" ">%°''^ "T""" ^^\ Linlithgow, on
.

,
. , _ ^ X, , , , I

Saturdav afternoon. Provost Jamieson pre-
paid m advance. But as to the rights of free- aiding. -Four competitive designs were sub-
holders to their ground-rent there is no doubt mitted for the memorial window in St.

whatever. Such a freeholder could distrain— ' Michael's Church, Linlithgow, to the late

or, rather, now serve notice on the tenant !

Rev. Dr. John Ferguson, who was minister

of a leasehold house for ground-rent overdue
i

°^ -^^^ '^'^""^ ^°'' thirty-five years. The
' designs were sent in by Messrs. Clayton and

tenant

landlord in

iwer. There
ble, payment
! discounting

and the plea that tl

because he had paid his o

advance would be no legal

can be no legal, and so no pie:

of rent until it is due, and tl

tenants may have to pay at least up to the
amount of the arrears of ground-rent on their
houses over again, which looks hard, but is

good law.

• The Ragged-Trousered Philanthropists,"
by Robert Tressall (London : Grant Richards,
Ltd., 6s.), is a book to make one think.
Robert Tressall was a builder's labourer, was
out of work, starved, found work again, lived
tile life of his fellows, made time during five
years to write this book—and died. The
manuscript came by chance into the hands of
the editress, who has simply cut away super-
fluous matter. The rest remains as it came
from the pen of Robert Tressall, a grim and
pitiless revelation of the working man's ideas
about the present scheme of things. And
these are not at all as mirrored in the pages
of popular writers. Only those born of the
poor know the bitter scorn with which they
regard the nostrums of some of their political
friends, and the incredulity witi:

efforts of men of their own class to think
out things for themselves are viewed. And
what these latter think of their fellows—" the

Bell, London ; Messrs. A. Ballantine and
Son, Edinburgh; Mr. Alexander Strachan.
Edinburgh; and Mr. Alf. A. Webster,
Glasgow. Mr. Webster's design was selected.

It treats the subject historically, introducing
saints to whom altars existed in the church;
also St. Michael, the patron saint, and Kings
David I. and Robert II., whose names are

associated with the history of the church.
King James IV. is shown kneeling at the

shrine of one of the saints. The cost of the

window is to be £300.

The foundation-stone of a new chancel and
k'estrv for Newchapel, near Wolstanton, Staffs,

A-as laid last week. Mr. Charles Lynain, F.S.A.,

5f Stoke-on-Trent, is the architect, and Mr. C.

Cope the builder. Tl

An inquirv was
Biddulph, St;ifT. -n
Mr. A. G. Di P A

application el :

Council for sain n

works purposes, iml
"ddulph Gas Comp

will be about f !,<

the
rley,

hich had beti

laid on Tuesday of

1 hospital, which is

igtnn Rural District

'.a = iii?tn„ The new
l:irr. fif an existing

III. 1..- nl building
I a Marlet fever

nn, .,,,,1 an adminis-

,
t is Mr. Hugh T. D.

ragged-trousered philanthropists." whose :
Hedley, F.R.I.B.A., of Sunderland, whose plans

tolerance of their own poverty and decrads- '
'*'"'''' selected in competition. The contractors

iir>„ i. ti,„ , 1 u . I. i» X

"^B-aua
; are Messrs. Christopher Brown, Ltd., of Westtion is the real bar to betterment, onn Dj.*!-"— ,r ,, , ,

'.

The foundation-stone
the new infectious di:

being erected by the
Council, at ThoVpe, n

which the liospital is to take t

corrugated iron struct i;

will include an enteric-

pavilion, a diphtheria
tration block. The ar<

Hartlepool, whose price was £12,680.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
I

SOCIETIES.
I THE ASSOCIATION OF CLERKS OK
]

VyORKS (H.M. OFFICE OF- WORKS).—
I

The annual meeting of the above association
was held on Saturday, the 25th ult., in the

I

Trocadero Restaurant, Piccadilly - circus,
I London, and was attended by members from
as far North as Edinburgh. In all about
forty members were present. The meeting
was followed by a dinner, at which Sir Henry
Tanner, C.B., I.S.O.. F.R.I.B.A., F.S.I.,
occupied the chair. Principal architects from
the OfSce of Works, Mr. Walter Pott,
F.R.I.B.A., and R. J. Allison, A.R.I.B.A.,
were present as visitors, and but for the fact
that urgent business required his presence
in Scotland, Mr. Frank Baines, M.V.O.,
would also have been present. This being
the first annual dinner of the association, it

is pleasing to note that the arrangements
were entirely satisfactory, and a very cordial
and enjoyable evening was spent.

DISTRICT SURVEYORS' ASSOCIA-
TION (INCORPORATED).—The annual
dinner was hehl at the Connaiight Rooms,
Great Queen-street, W.C, on April 23rd.
The president. Mr. Ellis Marsland, district
surveyor -i ( .mi., i ,,11, occupied the chair,
and wa- -

; ;
i i.

.

i tin- following guests:

—

Messrv K W .1, L.C.C, chairman of
the BiiiM' J \,; (. -iimuttee ; A. A. Hudson,
K.C., prL'sitleiit of the tribunal of appeal;
George Hubbard. V.P.R.I.B.A. ; J. Briggs,
chief assistant architect L.C.C. ; Lieut.
Sladen, R.N., chief of the Fire Brigade; S.
G. Gamble, D. Andrews, A. Dovastou, F. S.
Capon, J. T. Straiisom, Seager Berry,
A. O. Collard, Gilbert H. Lovegrove,
S. Burgoine, George Billings, C.C. ; E.
J. Sadgrove. Norman Scorgie. W. Stevens,
J. H. Quilter, A. E. Pridmore. A.
W. Claremont, L.C.C. ; J. A, Cheston, P. J.
Tillett. and the following members: W.
Grellier, vice-president; H. A. Legge,
treasurer ; Bernard Dicksee, hon. sec. ; Henry
Lovegrove, past-president; A. Conder. past-
president; Geo. Tolley, A. A. Fillery, H. N.
Kerr, O. C. Hills, "Baxter Greig, H. T.
Bromley. W. E. Davidge, W. G. Perkins,
L. R. Ford, E. A. Young, J. Todd, R. P.
Notlev, G. A. Gill Knight, A. G. Morrice,
A. H. Glasson, R. H. J. Mayhew, C. A.
Daubney, A. Crow. A. W. Tanner, Professor
Elsev Smith. Percy Black, T. E. Mundy, E.
W. Lees, and Horace Cheston. The following
sent letters of regret at being unable to
attend : Sir Laurence Gomnie, Sir J. Dicken-
son. Messrs. W. E. Rilev, Rowland Plumbe,
John Slater, F. Wallen, J. Ryde. K.C. ;

Douglass Mathews, and H. Pa.ssinore. After
the loyal toast, the president proposed " The
London County Council." which was re-

sponded to by Mr. Eiiigsley Wood. The toast

of " The District Surveyors' Association

"

was proposed by Mr. A. A. Hudson, K.C,
and responded to by Mr. Ellis Marsland,
president. The toast" of "The Visitors" was
proposed by Mr., Henry Lovegrove, past-

president, and responded to by Mr. Geo.
Hubbard and Mr. J. Briggs. An excellent

programme of music was provided.

NEW SOUTH WALES INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS.—The annual meeting of this

Institute, the senior body of architects in Aus-

tralia, was held on Thursday, February 26,

at the Royal Society's House. 5, Elizabeth-

street, Sydney. Owing to the indisposition

of the president, Mr. George Sydney Jones,

the chair was occupied bv Mr. John F.

Hennessy. The following officers and council

were declared elected for the ensuing year:

President, A. W. Anderson ; vice-president.

Walter Newman ; ex-president. G. Sydney
Jones; hon. secretary. James Nangle ; hon.

treasurer, A. F. Pritchard ; councillors, H.
Joseland. J. B. Clamp. B. J. Waterhouse,

Geo. W. Durrell. A.R.I.B.A.; W. Deputron.

THE NOTTINGHAM AND DERBY
ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.—A satis-

factorv state of affairs was disclosed at the

annual meeting, held in Nottingham on

Tuesday, April 21. of the Nottingham and

Derby "Architectural Society. The retiring

president. Mr. E. R. Sutton, occupied the

chair. The council's report for the year

ended March 31, 1914, disclosed a member-
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ship of 119, an increase of twenty-eight over
the previous year. The approval of the
Sheffield Society having been obtained to the
rearrangement of the boundaries of the
Sheffield, Nottingham, and Derby societies,
the amalgamation of the two last-named took
place in May. A committee are now con
sidering a revision of the rules. The counci
had appointed a committee to deal with all

matters within their province under the
Town-Planning Act of 1909. The statement
of accounts showed that the balance in

hand had increased from £26 9s. 5d. at the
outset to £62 17s. 9d. at the close. The town-
planning committee regretted a lack of
enthusiasm on the part of the city authorities
for any cohesive scheme of town planning,
and trusted that the example set by smaller
towns would have its influence, the vice-

president, llr. Harrv Gill, M.S. A., Licentiate
R.I.B.A., was elected president, and Mr. H.
G. Watkins, A.R.I.B.A., vice-president; Mr.
F. M. Royle was reappointed hon. secretary
and treasurer; Messrs. W. Bond. A. N.
Bromley, A. Eaton, E. R. Sutton, A. E.
Heazell, T. H. Thorpe, H. P. Gill, C. E.
Howitt, and J. Wollatt were elected on the
council: Messrs. F. W. Gregory and C. W.
Haseldine appointed auditors, and Messrs.
J. Wollatt and R. Spencer reappointed hon.
sec. of the designing club and librarian re-

spectively. It was decided to nominate the
retiring president, Mr. E. R. Sutton, for the
Council of the Royal Institute.

IXCORPORATED CLERKS OF WORKS-
ASSOCIATION.—At the thirty - second
annual meeting of this body. Mr. Lake, the
retiring president, in the chair, the following
officers were elected for the ensuing year:

—

President, Mr. W. H. Hookham ; vice-

president, Mr. E. Stevens; committee,
Messrs. C. W. Denny, David Davies, R. H.
Henley, W. Lake, G. W. Ramplin. W. R.
Saltmar.'!h, J. R. Scales, .J. Tegg, A. H.
Taylor, and J. Wells; secretary (pro tem.),

Mr. .lohn Williams. The newly-appointed
president reported that the committee had
selected a small present, intended to be sent

on to the family of the late esteemed secre-

tary, Mr. F. Dashwood. It takes the form of

a silver rose-bowl upon an ebony base, and
engraved with the following inscription :

—

" Presented to Mrs. E. Dashwood by the

members of the Incorporated Clerks of

Works' Association of Great Britain as a

small token of the esteem in which her late

husband was held bv his fellow members.
April 6. 1914."

At a vestry meeting held at St. .lohn's Church,
Cononley. near Leeds, it has been decided to

apply for a faculty for the enlargement of the

church in accordance with plans prepared by
Mr. G. L. Clarke, architect.

The new post-office which has been erected at

Wick was opened for pubhc business on Monday.
The office is situated at the foot of Market-place,

off High-street, and is in the Scottish Baronial

style, "it has been erected from plans prepared

by Mr. W. T. Oldrieve, F.R.I.B.A., of H.M.
Office of Works, Edinburgh.

The estates committee of the Birmingham
City Council considered on Tuesday an im-

portant communication from the general

purposes committee. For a long time past the

accommodation at the Council House for the

town clerk's department has been found in

adequate, and the general purposes committee
asked the estates department to arrange for an

extension of the offices. It was decided at the

next meeting of the council to recommend that

a further extension of the Council House be

undertaken. It is proposed to build over part

of the quadrangle of the old Council House,
providing two additional rooms on the ground
and first floors.

The fine 15th-centurv parish church of

Thaxted, an edifice hitherto unrestored. is

about to be repaired at an estimated cost of

£5,000. and a widespread appeal is made for

funds. The lead on the roof has almost com-
pletely perished, and the weather threatens to

destroy the carved timbers, said to be of oak
and also (with less certainty) of Spanish chest-

nut. Even more serious, the tower threatens
to give way and to bring about the fall of the
exquisite spire, thus possibly destroying the
nave. The architect for repairs is Mr! Randall
Wells, whose report is endorsed by the Society
for the Protection of Ancient Buildings.

Corr£Sp0n5ena.

BRITISH COLUMBIA TIMBER.
To the Kditur of the Bi; I Mil .N<; .\l «s

Sir,—Mr. J. H. Turner, the Agent-
General for British Columbia, has trans-
mitted the enclosed letter to the Secretary
of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce, it

being a matter with which that body could
most fittingly deal, in the interests of Anglo-
Canadian trade.

[copy of letter.]
The Government of the Province of

British Columbia.
Department of Lands,

Victoria, March 20, 1914.
Hon. .T. H. Turner. Agent - General for British

Columbia, Sahsbun' House, Finsbury - circus,
E.C., London. England.

Dear Sir,—It has been brought to my attention that
occasional shipments of timber have been received
at British ports from other than Canadian ports, and
have been sold under the name of British Columbia
Fir. The inference is that this course is taken to
facilitate the sale of foreign timber to iJersons in
Great Britain who would prefer to buy British
Columbia Timber. I need not point out to you that
practically no British Columbia timber can be
secured in the United Kingdom except by direct
shipments from British Columbia ports. If any such
shipments should come to your notice, I would be
indebted to you if you would inform me of the names
of the importer's and any other facts which would
enable the officers of the Department to trace the
identity of the shipment.—Very sincerely yours,

ISgd) Wm. R. Boss, Minister of Lands.

The Secretary would be glad, therefore, to

receive any information on the point raised

by the Honourable the Minister of Lands of

British Columbia.—I am, etc.,

L. J. Beiene, Secretary.

The Canadian Chamber of Commerce
(in Loudon), Oxford-court, Cannon-
street. London, E.C., April 27, 1911.

VANCOUVER'S COTTAGE.
Sir,—A subscription has been set on foot

at King's Lynn to place a portrait of Van-
couver in the town-hall. The cottage where
Vancouver was born still exists in the

Quakers' Meeting-House yard. It is a half-

timbered tiled house, with a Mansard roof.

Vancouver was baptised in St. Margaret's

Church at Lynn (as recorded in the register)

on March 16, 1'761, but he was buried at

Petersham.
If any architect visits Lynn this summer

I shall be very pleased to show them not only

Vancouver's cottage, but several other in-

teresting houses, and also the churches,

ancient gateways, and relics of the old

monasteries which exist in Lynn.—I am, etc.,

J. H. Kerner-Greenwood.
King's Lynn.

KIRKSTEAD CHURCH IN LINCOLN.

Sir,—In the issue of February 25, 1910,

you published excellent drawings by Mr. J.

B. F. Cowper of the very beautiful church

of Kirkstead, in the Diocese of Lincoln. The
Archteological Journal also published draw-

ings and a description of this church in 1883.

The building is a most perfect and beautiful

example of 13th-century craftsmanship ; it

neasures 19ft. 6in. in wi'dth by 42ft. 4in. in

ength internally. It has a stone vaulted root

of three bays, with transverse and diagonal

, well rnoulded, and enriched with dog-

tooth ornament.
For many years past the members of archi-

tectural and archaeological societies have ex-

pressed great anxiety at the forsaken con-

dition of this church, and some offers have

been made towards the necessary cost of

reparation. The Lord Chancellor, to whom
the presentation has lapsed, has offered me

incumbency of this parish of one hundred
twenty souls, and I have accepted it at

request of the bishop. There is no en-

dowment whatever and no residence, and I

feel confident that many of your readers will

glad to have the opportunity of con-

tributing to the reparation of this church.
"Ir. William Weir, the well-known architect,

ho has directed the restoration of Tatters-

hall Castle, three miles from Kirkstead. is the

rchitect for our work upon Kirkstead
Church. Donations may be sent to me at the

Precentory, Lincoln, or to Barclay's Bank,
Woodhall Spa, or the Capital and 'Counties'
Bank, Woodhall Spa.—I am, etc.,

John Wakeford,
Archdeacon of Stow.

Precentory, Lincoln, April 27, 1914.

Ifnt^rrnntirainiratinit.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We olTer a piize of one guinea every week for what
we deem the best reply to any query appearinj; in
this column, which we deem worth insertion.

Replies must he sent in over real name and address.
No others can receive a prize. The Editors
judgment is final.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper.

All else being equal, brief replies will stand the
best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre-
spondents ignore the fact th.t .,11. D-t- A,.nt terse
facts, not long essays. Ai)\ ; ":itions
must be in line only— ih" ., .

. -and
about twice the size thc-\ ^1 . ,, : niiro-
duced. We are unable to ;i\ u ,

;•- • rt-i.Mes
that contain illustrations unless we receive thern
by first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event ot no

other replies he may deem useful.

right to publish any

JtEI'LlES.

[13143.] - SOUND THROUGH P^RTY-WALL-
leveral important points , to the heirings and th

of bonding-ties or bricks between tl

tition; (2) the partition built upon
sleeper-walls, oversailing course etc attached or
built in or on to th partj wall (3) the removal ot
all bolts. naiU and screw etc The annexed
diagrams show how the partition hould be fixed, and
the floors trimmed the upfer diagram represents a
section through the 9in pirt\ wall with the joists
'^ right angles to the will and the lower with the

ining parallel to the p•^^t^ will It the joists
ight angles to the part\ will and at the
lere the partition wall and joists to floor

le directh in contac with one another (at

felt

conducting material would, o
unless the points of sound
removed. Slag-wool is one of the best-known
conducting materials, and is also fire- and ve

proof, light, and cheap. It would be just as w
pug the floors with slag-wool for a distance o
from the partv-wall. The spaces behind the

ings, which are generally left hollow, should al
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a rolled-steel' joist to carry the floor, etc., above, and

cuttini! out, say. a couple ot inches ol each joist.

.\ felt pad should be used as a beannB for the tinnier

joists on the metal. I think "Quadrant'' iviH he

quite williuR to admit that the concrete-block par-

tition resting on the floor receives a certain amount

of the tuneful sound-waves, which are. however, con-

siderably lessened by the slag-wool packing. Another

po^sihlo hut highly improbable cause of communica-

tion is the touching of wood slips or plugs for the

nxin" of the joinerv (skirting and cornices).—K. H.

Head. Lecturer on Building Construction, Gloucester

and Stroud Tecbuical Schools.

IWHS.j-SOrMl THU.UCIH P.UWY - VV.XLL.-A

, .Aiinipli - .ill.ri g. p actically. com-

plete resist a 1

especially tai

readily penet
conduction ov

f;;^^ ''r^;i

ory character-
is assisted by

ing to the readiness of ;hese materials

to take up V bratory w ive.s, and the noise becomes
and resonant

character of the mate specii

mall: this latter facto is a measure

of elasticitv- a most importan
pagation and
a good .onili

transmissi m of s

ctor of sni p(l. hut the conductivity of

,i.-II-:--. 11. 1

"':"•
- '; lively a poor

.hlv evidenced
. The querist

runductor. h

fore, defeat

aall m ust he as ew a.s

which ma^ he pspoi sihie a

ing er d t^ end;
badlv made 1 h.

plaste cope UI,.|.M,1\. 1- II.

place

Thps lattc lilities: hut, must say

hv-li will countenanc

const l.ewi Abbot . Citi Surveyor's

Town Hall Man chest*
^'-»t*-

PARLIAMENTAEY NOTES.
THE GEOKGI.\X HOUSE IN SOHO.-The

Bill to confirm the first order made by the Com-
missioners of Works and Public Buildings under

the Ancient Monuments Consolidation and

Amendment Act of last year, placing under the

protection of the Commissioners the Georgian

house No. 75. Dean-street. Soho (containing on

the staircase wall paintings attributed to Sir

James Thornhill), came before the Examiner of

Bills on Friday. Proof having been given that

the requirements of the Standing Orders Com-
mittee of the House of Lords as laid down
specially in this case had been complied with,

the Bill was allowed to proceed.

THE ROOF OF WESTMINSTER HALL -On
the estimate of £34.700 for the Houses of

Parliament buildings. Mr. Wedgwood Benn ex-

plained that it contained an item of £10.(X)0 for

the restoration of Westminster Hall. The roof
now being restored was not the original one. It

w-as put up bv Richard II and was completed
in 1402. No 1,-ss tl,;,n 911 ,,. r rent of the timber
now visit. I. Ii.. I III. II 'III iiii. There was

H I
. ni 1402 till

no record
'. .... dormer
winlo-.v. .-.n 11^.. h , I.- I

• -in iri.-.f In 1S16
Sir John Soane nnderiook ins .•xtr.nsi\p restora-
tion of the whole rcof At that time the lower
parts of the north-east and north-west towers
were flanked by two coiTee houses, which were
removed, and "the towers restored to their
original design. Later still the old Law Courts,
which had now disappeared, wore added From
that time nothing was done till Sir Charles
Barrv undertook the buildinsr of the present
Palace of Westminster. He removed the
buttres.ses from the east side, but left those on
the west. After Barry, the dormer windows

were removed bv the late John L. Pearson from
both sides of the roof of Westminster Hall, and

.... I- li.n. I' ..Ml- til., practice of the Office of

\\. il.ti .11111, >. us to employ two men who
111 I

In . :i ill. 1.. .JO up ladders to the roof,

:iii 1 aiLcM\.ir.!- ,l;i\'- their opinion as to its con-

.liiiuu. As these men were not experts, their

.pinion was not very valuable. The formation

. .1 the Ancient Monuments Branch of the Office

.it Works led to the complete survey made last

year. Extensive decay was discovered, and for

this there were four causes—dry-rot, surface-

decay, the work of the larva of the goat moth.
md, of all, the all, acti

grub, the Xestobium tesselatum. It was found
that 35 per cent, of the roof had been destroyed.
In the proposals for the repair of the roof the
following conditions must be insured : there
must be stability, a stoppage of the decay, and
due regard paid to its beauty and historical
value. In slopping the decay, the question of

first importance was that of ventilation. A great
deal of damage had been done in the past
through defective ventilation, and it was pro-
posed to restore the old flares in the place of

the lantern on the roof as one means of im-
proving the ventilation. The question of the re-

introduction of the dormer windows would be
considered. The plan which would be adopted
for strengthening the roof was as follows: Thev
would place on the Richard II. walls a steel

structure which would, in fact, be a roof in

itself. It would be strong enough to support its

own weight and that of the roof, and to resist

the wind-pressure. It would also be able to
support the wood of the timbers already on the
roof. This steelwork would enable them to pre-
serve all the timber except about 35 per cent.,

and save all the six carved winged terminal
figures at the end of the hammer-beams. The
steelwork would be concealed, and that which
was visible would be painted. They would be
enabled to remove the offensive struts, both of

steel and wood, introduced by Barry, and reveal
fully to people in the Hall the wonderful design
of the struts of the great arched rib put up in

the time of Richard II. They had established
beyond the possibility of doubt that the timber
was oak. Its red appearance, which had given
rise to the idea of its being chestnut, was due
to the surface-decay of a vegetable kind which
affected the surface to a depth of not more than
.1.1 . 1l-1.Ii ..f an inch. The bills in the Treasury

ade for' '
I that pavments

I i. I . Kii-- wood at Odiham. the Abbot of
>' \i III and the wood at Kingston. It was
|iii.|iuM-il lu remove the existing scaff'olding

erected for purposes of inspection, and a steel

centre, or scaffold, which would support the
trusses and the bays under repair, would be put
up. The work would not be put out to contract,
because it was of an experimental and tentative
kind. The Office of Works would proceed with
their own men. and it was thought the repairs
would extend over a period of six years. It

would probably cost, although the" estimate
could not be definite, £60.000. The vote was
passed.

The Bath Rural District Council decided on
Friday to applv to the Local Government Board
for a 'loan of £24.000 in respect of the Monkton
Combe sewerage scheme.

The plans drawn by the D. H. Burnham Co .

architects. 9. Jackson-boulevarde. Chicago, for

the new ITnien Station, to be built at Cleveland.
Ohio, at an estimated cost of 17,000,000dol

,

have been approved.

Mr. George Walton, L.R.I.B.A., of 26.

Emperor's-gate. South Kensington, has sustained
a severe bereavement in the death of his wife,

which occurred on Sunday week. Mrs. Kate
Walton was a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gall, of

Sunnyside, Putney.

In the arbitration between Messrs. Cater,
Piatt, and Co.. mantle-makers, Knightrider
-treet. E.G.. and the City Corporation for com-
pensation for premises required for approaches
to St. Paul's Bridge, Mr. Leslie Vigers has
awarded the claimants £24.018.

The special committee appointed by the
Brighton Town Council to consider the pro-
vision of a permanent home for the municipal
orchestra have recommended that the Aquarium
should be the site. Instead of the scheme bv
Messrs. Clayton and Black, of Brighton, illus-

trated in our issue of January 24 last, which was
rejected by the ratepayers on account of the
proposed outlav of £100,000. an expenditure of
about £10.000 'is contemplated in the enlarge-
ment of the present Winter Garden and im-
provements on the terrace enabling outdoor
orchestral performances to be given. Eventuallv
it is hoped to link up the terrace with the
Madeira-road terrace.

nx HUnstratxona.

LEYS SCHOOL LIBRARY WING,
CAMBRIDGK.

The King opened this new building
yesterday, April 30. It was erected in four
luoiiths. The school is a well-known
'Wesleyan educational centre. and the
premises occupy a site in Trunipiiigton-road,
Cambridge. We illustrate a plan of the
gateway building leading to the quad. Our
double-page plate is reproduced from the
perspective now on view at the Royal
Academy. The architect is Sir Aston Webb,
R.A., K.C.V.O., C,B., F.S.A. The work now
finished completes the quadrangle, save that
the corners have not been built upon, thus
insuring cross-ventila.tion. The plan shows
the arrangement of the ground floor of the
new block. Above is a library 75ft. long by
28ft. 4in. wide. The walls are faced with
Daneshill red brick, having Ancaster stone
dressings and columns. Wrotham tiles are
used. There is an open cloister of five arches
towards the quad. The builder is Mr. W.
Saint, of Cambridge, and the clerk of works,
Mr. H. W. Gray. Mr. Bankart modelled the
ceiling of the library, and Mr. W. S. Frith
carried out the carvings. The King has given
permission for this gateway to be called the
King George V.'s Gateway and also for the
Royal Arms to be carved oVer it.

NEW SPA. BATHS. HOTEL. AND
GARDENS. BATH.

The perspective drawing, now at the Royal
Academy Exhibition, illustrates a scheme
which was prepared by Messrs. J. Belcher;
R.A.. and J. J. Joass for a syndicate w'no,

for some time past, have been conducting
negotiations with a view to the development
of the city. The discovery that the waters
of the spa are very highly charged with
radium has greatly interested the medical
profession as a whole, and the scheme has
been supported by some of its most influential

members. At present, however, the matter
is in abeyance. The arrangement as illus-

trated shows a large modern hotel, with a

fully-equipped system of baths and appliances
for "making the fullest use of the curative pro-

perties of the water. The Roman baths are

iiicorporat-ed in the scheme, and between the

hotel and the river the gardens are elaborated

and extended, with a spacious covered arcade
under the street level, and in direct com-
munication by lifts and staircases with the

hotel. The ' squalid buildings at present

blocking up the view of the Abbey are

removed, and several new streets formed, so

as to open for the first time for centuries

the central part of the city, and render it

more worthy of taking a place alongside the

great foreign spas, where so much develop-

ment work of this description has been taking

place.

MESSRS. AV. H. SMITH AND SON'S NE'W
PREMISES. KING'S COLLEGE
HOSPITAL SITE, PORTUGAL
STREET, W.C.
The new central offices, despatch-rooms,

and library .stores which Messrs. W. H.
Smith are erecting upon the island site lately

covered by the buildings of the old King's
College Hospital occupy an area of about
48,000 super, feet, and have frontages to

Portugal-street. Carey-street. Grange-court,
and Clement's-lane. The site chosen for

these important buildings is particularly suit-

able as a depot for the rapid transmission of

newspapers, books, and periodicals to all

parts of the kingdom, and an inspection of

the plans will show the spacious rooms pro-

vided for packing and despatching the thou-
sands of parcels of literature which forms the

daily routine of this immense business house.

The' building will be of six stories, of fire-

resisting construction throughout, and having
a total floor area of about 180,000 superficial

feet; the whole of the site is excavated to

form a basement story, the main rooms above
being grouped around a large central lighting

area, and the ground floor having a yard
spare in addition, for the accommodation of

vans and motor vehicles. The maximum
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN
LEYS SCHOOL. CAMBRIDGE.— Sir Aston Webb. R.A., Arclii

11^ FLOOR^ PUN

Messrs. W. H. SMITH AXD SOXS XEW BUILDIXGS, KIXGS COLLEGE HOSPITAL SITE. PORTUGAL STREET, W.C.

Messrs. H. O. Ellis and W. Lee Cl.«ke, MM.S.A.. Architects.

amount of window-space has been provided
to all rooms. The front elevations are to be
carried out in 2in. red bricks, with Pt>rtland-

.stone dressings, and Aberdeen granite ba.50

to yard frontage. A feature of the scheme is

the provision of two rifle-ranges on the main
flat roof. The co^t nf thp huilrlincs will be
about £151.000. Mp = .v= H, rbprt O. Ellis

and W. Lee Clark. .MM.S.A.. of Fenchurch-
street, E.C., arp the architects. Messrs.

Killby ajid Gayford. Ltd.. are the general
contractors. We give two plans and the
view.

The foundation-stone of the new swimming-
baths for the Balham district of the Wands-
worth Borough Council has been formally laid.

The architects are Messrs. Cooke and Twist, of
Birmingham, and the contractor is Mr. A. Morris
Fenn, of Woolwich.

The new Great Western Kailwav Station at

Snow Hill, Birmingham, designed by Mr. W. T.
Armstrong, the company's new-works engineer,
is now practically finished, after seven years'
work.

The directors of the Great Western Railway
Co. have adopted plans for reconstructing the
station in the High-street, Swansea. The
building will be extended for a considerable
distance, and the present frontage will be set

back bv "Oft.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
\ BlULDKK AND THE DARWEX COR-

p6r\TI0N—In the Kin?"s Bench Divisional

Coiiri, oil April 23. .lusiiees Darling. Avory, and

Rowlall heard an appeal by the mayor and cor-

poral ion of Darwcn against a decision of the

Quarter Sessions at IVeston quashing a con-

viction by the Darwen Justices against John

Knowles." builder, of Darwen. for an offence

under the Darwen Corporation Acts from 1873

to 1887. The circumstances of the case were

that Mr. Knowles was alleged to have com-

menced the erection of two houses in a new

street at Darwen without having indicated with

stones at intervals, or in some other approved

manner, the whole length of the street.—Mr.

Knowles successfully appealed to the Quarter

Sessions, contending that the obligation to

define the new street rested on the owner of the

land.—Mr. Sutton (for the corporation) argued

that the builder had contravened the Act in

building without indicating the course of the

street as required.—Mr. Mackenzie, in reply, for

the builder, maintained that the Quarter

Sessions were right in entertaining the view that

the obligation rested on the owner of the Innd

through which the street was made Tli' ir

Lordships allowed the appeal and set ;i^it' 1-

decision of the Quarter Sessions. Mr. -I ;

Darling remarking that one could find |.

reasons for deciding the matter either uay
The appeal was allowed, without any order as to

costs, and the order of the Quarter Sessions was
quashed.

BUILDER'S APPEAI nisMts.sl n - On
Tuesday. April 29. Loi 1

I I re and
Mr. Justice Lush, in lli ; lieard

the appeal of Mr. Ric li I Ur. of

Marie Hill. CheltcnhMi, h r of a

Master, affirmed by llr .lu-tio. ( "1. rnlgp. in

chambers, in an action he is bringing against

the Welsh Garden Cities, Ltd., of 3. Dumphries-
place. Cardiff.—Mr. Arthur Powell, K.C.. said

the Master ordered that the hearing of the
action should be stayed that the matter might
be decided by an arbitrator. It was a claim by
a builder against building-owners, and the writ
contained two long paragraphs comprising eight
heads of claim. The first was for £672 for work
done, and the others were for damages for pro-
curing the architect to withhold the certificate;

for damages for inducing the architect to certify
that iaOO as retention-money; an injunction
against re-entry and taking possession of the
site. work, and plant; an injunction against
retaining two suras of £500 each :iv smiritv of
the due completion of the work mmj. i i

wrongful termination of th. i

,,,i

damages for the wrongful con-.! i I

plant and the £1.000. Ii apin .

were two contracts, ill w;

to build a large nnr-

defendants at Pen^-r
(Suffolk), and the anioM

I

something like £22.000. iv.,,, .•.,„,.. i.e. «. r,. nr i

the form issued by the Royal Iiisuiuie oi Krui?li
Architects, and the question w.is wlicllifr the
arbitration clauses in both con'rrir-- vli }> w i-.

identical, covered all ili. .I.lr,,. , ,.

The Master thought il.

Judge, with some h.

Master, and at the
appeal. He (counsel)
claims in the action wliith coiil 1 no' '

moment be regarded as coming within i

vince of an arbitrator, and, having r.

those circumstances, he submitted thai i
i

of the case should go to arbitration, bul •^hmiM
be heard in the High Court and be dealt with
by one of the Referees.—After hearing further
argument, the Court dismissed the appeal, with
costs, Mr. Justice Phillimore said he thought
that no part of the plaintiff's claim could be
Mid to be outside the arbitration clause and
therefore the Master was right. Mr. Justice
Lush concurred, and the appeal was dismissed
with costs

IN RE J A. AVERY. BIRMINGHAM —At
the Birmm^hnm CniTntycourt. on Fridav. before
J"''"' * " " ' ' Joseph Albert Avery, a"" ii-road. Gravelly Hill.

JT'' .' from bankruptcv. The
O". rted that the receiving
«" '•

I ly 29, 1912. and, according
to th' Imkr ij r ,,,fnent of affairs, the liabili-
ties to rank for dividend were estimated at
£591 1.. 6d. At that date the proofs lodged
amounted to £601 0«. 9d.. and creditors wbo>;e
claim* amounted to £93 13s. 3d. had no' prnvr l

their dcbU. The assets, which consisted of
•hares in the Aston Biiou Electric Them re. and
the director's fees and interest, alleged to bo
owing to the debtor, were estimated to produce
£231 19s. 2d.: but nothing had been, or could
l>e. realised. In March. 1909. th^

rhsiu-d premise, in I,i<-hfield-r

pavine £2.10 ..nri t.ikint- r,v.

niori"ife of £500. The business then carried

on ar'tlie premises was that of a coffee-house^

and the bankrupt continued the business. In

March. 1911. he granted a lease of the prem'ses

to the London and General Electric Theatre

Companv at a rental of £75 per annum, rising

to £85 per annum. The lessees covenanted to

erect a cinematograph theatre, a b.lh.rd-rooni

and restaurant. The theatre wa.s erecu-d. and

disputes subsequently arose. Litigation was

commenced, and that was the sole cause of the

bankruptcv The litigation cost the bankrupt

£200. besi.l costs of the othe
Receiver (Mr. F. W.

1 Rfceiver had no com-
: the bankrupt. His

[1 liad met with a series

.,. entitled to his dis-

;,inted. subject to three

WATER STTPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

LINLITHGOWSHIRE. - The Linbthgow

rri'intv (Council's new sewa^e-purification works

I,' I l.ive been ,-on«tniried at East Burnside,
.',,,,',, 1,.,^,. f.,M,MlI-, opened. The

„ ;
, ,Tu.,l out under

M 11 ,: ^r. Duff, and

aboil

Mr. William Rogerson. of the Bollington

Urban District Council gasworks, has been ap-

pointed to the post of engineer and gas manager

to the Middleton Corporation.

There was a large congregation at Ripon

Cathedral on Wednesday week, when the

„,^,.^;,„„ ,vn= snl.^mnis.Ml nf Mr. Thomas Peirson

]',,,, I I
~

I \ \1 I'l- I V-.. borough surveyor

,
. \, ,

,
,

irvevor of Ripon, and
,1 iv. youngest daughter

i -s of Ripon (Alderman

Mn Thirlv

1 of U nted the

(Bm (Bf^a labk.

As we stated on our issue of

Corporal. -.. -

the fine building at London Bridge till

y occupied by the Pearl Life Office for

cresting display of water-fittings

and modern appliances connected with

ter supply of Londi

r----- .•- '--' •

The Bill by which the London Con
s seeking power to construct a sii

itv Council
jl'e line of

double line

iipt piir-

and s<. : ntl tliere, was
passerl "I. ' iiMiilli-e of the

House 01 i.u, ' l.v Mr.
Soames. The ' ' the

County Council with

wood, and also i n of

the present Wlo, j- . 11... ....ii... .,1^1 of

the corner of LLUi,Hi-.ilicet.

The council of the Surveyors' Institution have
accepted an invitation to liold the next country
meeting at York on tb> •'''"nl mii -i:?!-,! inst.

Visits have been arran^o 'n of

the 22nd to (a) York 1 -.iim
Gardens, St. Mary's AM k-liire

Philosophical Society's Messrs.
Rowntree's cocoa-works iiirl ilu rnol. 1 villigc of
Earswick; (c) the Olvmpia Oil and Cake Mills,
Selby. and Selby Abbey. The following excur-
sions have been arranged for the following
day: — (a) Excursion by motor t.o Jervaulx
Abbey. Fountains Abbey, and Harrogate;
111) excursion by motor toBrodsworth Colliery,
WonrMands Model Vilhge. and the Brodsworth

April 10, a movement is on foot for establish-

ing a sketch-club for the decorative and
kindred arts. It would primarily appeal to

the artists and designers in the studios of

decorative and furnishing houses, and those

connected with architecture, and would

afford au opportunity of displaying their in-

dividual work, including holiday and other

sketches, at a public exhibition to be held

ill some art gallery in London. In further-

ance of the proposal a preliminary meeting

was held at the Arts Centre, 93, Mortimer-

street, Regent-street, W., last (Thursday)

evening, after we had gone to press with this

issue.

The Imperial League Conference and Ex-

hibition is to be held at the Imperial Institute

in the middle of May. Many educational and

medical authorities of Australia, Canada,

and South Africa will be reading papers, and

the exhibition will comprise a complete

review of the town-planning movement as it

has developed both in the L'nited Kingdom
and the Colonies. To the British section the

town councils of Birmingham, Bradford,

Liverpool, Dundee, Glasgow, and the Pottery

districts are sending plans and diagrams of

schemes in actual operation and also in

progress, whilst for the first time exhibits

from the societies that cater especially for

the housing of the working-classes in London

will give opportunity for a contrast between

model dvielliii'js and\:;iriloii suburbs. Several

of the iiiduPtri;i! ' i11:il'. - tliat have been esta-

blished in tins ,.,,nntr\ will have representa

tion. The rxliibit..H, promises to exceed in

interest anvthin.g that has yet been done to

interest English people in questions of

housinc and the care of child life. It will be

openeti on Mav 18 by the Marquis of Salis-

bury, and tickets of admission will be sent

free to our readers on application to the hon.

organiser. 6. Bloomsbury-square. London,

W.C.
The National Trust has acquired an option

of purchase of Lyveden "New Build." a roof-

less ruin near Oundle, which constitutes one

, il: ii.iist interesting of the many ancient

i,
I

,_- of Northamptonshire. A county

„:i . has been formed to assist in

,1,1 I :
iiij local subscriptions and to take

rharu'e of the building when possession shall

have^'been obtained. Lyveden "New Build"

was begun by Sir Thomas Tresham, the

father o°f Francis Tresham, of Gunpowder

Plot notoriety, between 157:5 and 1605. It

was intended" for a religious house, but was

never completed. It was illustrated by three

pa<'es of measured drawings, the work of Mr.

.1. Alfred Gotch, F.S.A., of Kettering, in our

issue of February 4, 1881, and by a double-

page of measured drawings by Mr. Gera d S,

Snlomons, in our number for August 24, 190b.

I vvpden " (~lld Build," now a farmhouse, was

vl'lown in sketches and measured drawings by

Mr Ciotch in the Building News for

August 25. 1882.

Mr. R. M. Lucas and Mr. Herbert Bryant-

architects, of Southampton, have published

a plan and scheme in the Haynpshire

Advertiser for a solution of the Bargate diffi-

culty and the acquisition of properties for a

considerable depth on the east side of the

High-street, above and below the historic

gatehouse, and to a lesser extent on the west

side, so as to provide a roadway round the gate.

Much of the property involved belongs to the

corporation, but is let on varying leases, some

of which ekpire in 1927 and the others in

2000; but a clause in the longer leases

provides for extinction on terms twenty-seven

vears hence. No estimate has been divulged

of the estimated expenditure on what un-

doubtedly would be a great public improve-

ment.

Durino the past fortnight there has been

held in the Outlook Tower. Edinburgli, the

first conference on the subject of "Rcgionnl

Survev." About fifty educationists assembled

from all parts of Gfeat Britain. The meeting

was arranged with the assistance and advice

nf Dr. Marion I. Newbiein. Mr. G. G.

Chisholm. Professor Geddes, Dr. A. C.
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Hacldon, 1(1 Pi-

studi.'J v., _. . .|,i|,

of tl.r ,
;

[,,.-

social. :i I .'(lii. . I in ,1

and tliiM-i^aftiM- to t

iiomic, and educati

Herbertson. Taking
sample, the meeting
geology, and botany

g from these to the
nd economic history,

present social, eco-
1 conditions. These

studies were pursued by means of lecture,
reading, and excursion. The problem of the
application of such a survey to the educa-
tion of the nation's youth was next treated.
It has been found repeatedly that by such
means education can, while "remaining emi-
nently liberal in the best sense, be made
practical. It was pointed out that such an
educational method bears a close relation to
the sound common-sense which underlies the
Boy Scout movement, with which movement
in some places it is. in fact, in active
harmony. It is also in strict consonance with
the modern theory and the coming practice
which favour teaching so far as possible
outside of school buildings and from actual
observation. Steps are being taken to
establish a national organisation from the
development of the regional survey idea both
in the school and outside for educational and
also for general civic purposes. An invitation
has been received from Ladv Aberdeen on
behalf of the executive of 'the Civic Ex-
hibition of Dublin to arrange for a regional
survey meeting in that city during the
summer. The proposal is now under con-
sideration.

A correspondent of the Times describes
the result of the season's excavations at Ave-
bury, which will be brought to a close to-
morrow (Saturday). The work has been
carried out under the auspices of the British
Association under the direction of Mr. H.
St. George Gray, as in previous years. The
e.xcavations show that the top of the fosse on
the east side enlarges to a width of some
50ft. at its termination against the causeway.
the solid face of which is practically squarp
with the line of the ditch. While re-excavat-
ing the silts, a few antled picks and hammers
and a finely-worked flint instrument have been
found in the chalk rubble, and in the Roman
stratum nearer the surface a ring and part
of a bracelet, both of bronze. The vallum
consists of chalk rubble with very slight
traces of seams of mould ; in it two antlers
of red-deer have been found and an in-
teresting bone-pin nicelv worked and
polished. On the old surface-line have been
found several small fragments of prehistoric
pottery, a flint scraper, and two flint saws,
as well as traces of charcoal.

The Board of Guardians for Leominster
recently invited " tenders " from local archi-
tects for the preparation of plans and specifi-
cations for the proposed additions and
alterations to the casual wards, and also for
the supervision of the work. At their last
meeting four replies were received. Mr.
Herbert Skyrme. Hereford, and Mr. Robin-
son. Hereford, offered to undertake the work
on payment of five per cent., and Mr. Budd,
Leominster, asked six per cent. Messrs.
Groom and Bettington, Hereford, who sent
in a long list of works carried out, wrote :

" As the job is a small one, and we are doing
work in the town, we will undertake to pre-
pare the plans and specifications and super-
vise the work for nothing."—Mr. Butters
proposed, and Mr. Lewis seconded, that the
offer of Messrs. Groome and Bettington be
accepted.—Mr. Morgan said he did not think
the offer good enough to take on. He did
not see how any firm could work for nothing.
—Mr. Langford said he was also opposed to
the acceptance of that offer, and spoke
strongly about the matter.—Mr. Molyneux
said he did not agree with the strong remarks
made by Mr. Langford. If these men liked
to offer work for nothing that was their
own affair. They might do it for a little
pleasure or a little introduction. He had
strong faith that if thev accepted the ofl^ef

they would come and do the work, and do it

Bazley (to Mr. Molyneux) :
- Have

ipplied anything for nothing?"

—

!' '\
' and I have never lost

Ui l;,izlpy said the question
i

'
' ^ much work, and such

' ' '•• li\ did they offer to work
.'^The chairman remarked that

well.—

M

vou ev.

Mr. Ml
bv doi.

he kuew they were a good and reliable firm.
—Mr. Edwards proposed that the offer of
Mr. Robinson be accepted. The other firm
might be a good one, but he did not believe
in accepting free work. If they did, they
could not expect to have any control.—Mr.
Morgan seconded.—Mr. Butters, in reply,
said there were those who always claimed to
be studying the interest of the ratepayers,
but in this case they were not doing so. If
this firm wished to introduce themselves,
why should they try to prevent them?—Mr.
Morgan said he did not want to depreciate
the work done by the firm, but what control
had thev got over a firm who worked for
nothing?—The Deputy-Clerk; There will be
a contract.—Mr. Ridgley proposed that Mr.
Skyrme's offer be accepted.—This was not
seconded. On being put to the meeting. 14
voted for the acceptance of the offer
Messrs. Groome and Bettington. and three
for Mr. Robinson. The former firm's
tender was. therefore, accepted.

A serious state of affairs is reported at the
Sunderland Borough Asylum, which has been
built on rising ground on the fringe of the
village of Ryhope. For a considerable time
the authorities have been seriously concerned
over the safety of the buildings, and have
decided to seek expert opinion as to the
real cause of the trouble. Cracks of con-
siderable size have appeared each vear of
late in the roof and in the walls of the build-
ings, showing signs of a subsidence of the
land. Each year corporation workmen have
been engaged, under the borough engineer,
in carrying out extensive repair work. For
four to six months at a stretch the work of
repairing damaged walls and cracked roofs
has proceeded, and each succeeding year the
trouble has become more pronounced.
We understand that an arrangement has

just been concluded by which Messrs. R.
Waygood and Co., the' well-known British
liftmakers, acquire the British and Colonial
rights (except for Canada) of the Otis Coi..-

pany of America. The firm will henceforth
be known as the Waygood-Otis Company.
The capital of the Wavgood Company will be
increased by £100.000. making a total of
£400.000. The new stock is to be sold to the
Otis Company at the rate of 23s. 6d.. a bonus
of .3s. fid. per share, which is to be divided
among the ordinary shareholders. The ad-
ditional capital will be used for the extension
of the business. Two directors of Messrs.
Waygood (Mr. Okeden and Mr. White) will

retire, and three directors of the Otis Com-
pany will be nominated to the new company
—Mr. Baldwin (president of the American
Otis Co.), Mr. Thorpe, and Mr. Clarke. The
Waygood directors will have a majority on
the board of two to one. Messrs. Waygood
acquired the business of the Otis Elevator
Company in 1902 and changed their name to

Waygood and Otis; but in the following year
they resold In lli. iH; i:i'';itiir Company
and revertriMn li,. II ... , ii,. For eaci;

of the last t\ui V . , I
I

ii.
: .

. I ,7 per cent,

dividend, ami Im . m li ..I tr . vpars before
that 6 per cent. Tlipv eniplnv over 1.000

men in their works at Southwark. When the
works have been extended 500 more men will

be employed. The Otis Company started
operations in England about thirty

years ago. and have been responsible for

some of the largest lift contracts in Eng-
land, including the elevators and flie recent
escalators in the underground tube system of

Loudon. The new company will have the
rights in all Otis patents for lifts and
escalators, and all the machinery will be
made here. In recent years the 'Otis Com-
pany have been concentrating on the Con-
tinent, and they have now large works in

Berlin. We understand that they have also
acquired the business of Messrs." Pfieler, of

Paris.

The council of the Institution of Civil
Engineers have made the following awards
for papers read and discussed during the
session 1913-1914: A Telford gold medal to
Mr. F. W. Cowie (Montreal), a George
Stephenson gold medal to Mr. F. E. Went-
worth-Sheilds (Southampton). Watt gold
medal to Mr. Thos. Clarkson (Chelmsford),
and Mr. Henry Fowler (Derby) : and Telford
premiums to Profe.ssor E. G. Coker (London),

Mr. W. A. Scoble (London), Mr. Wm. Willox
(London), and Mr. S. P. W. D'Alte Sellon
(London). The awards for papers published
in the Proceedings without discussion and
for students' papers will be announced later.

Mr. Arthur Wm. Anderson, the newly-
elected President of the New South Wales
Institute of Architects, was born in Hobart,
Tasmania, and spent his early boyhood in

New Zealand. He arrived in Sydney in

December, 1879, and with the exception of a
period in Melbourne, has been a resident of

that State ever since. He entered the office

of Messrs. A. L. and G. McCredie. architects
and consulting engineers, in February, 1884,
becoming an articled pupil, and after com-
pleting his articles, he remained with the firm

as draughtsman, and later as manager, and
on the death of the late Mr. George McCredie,
F.I.A.N.S.W., he joined his present partner.
Mr. A. L. McCredie, M.I.M.E., F.I.A..
N.S.W. For a few years the old name was
retained, but later it was changed to A. L.
McCredie and Anderson. Mr. Anderson was
elected as an Associate of the Institute of
Architects of N.S.W. in May. 1899. and as a

Fellow in November. 1903. "Early in 1905 he
was elected as a member of Council, and on
the resignation of Mr. J. A. Kethel as Hon.
Secretary, he was offered and accepted the
position, which he held until the election of

officers in 1912, a period of nearly seven
years. On retiring from the Hon. Secretary's
position the members of the Institute made
him a handsome present in recognition of his

services. He was elected Vice-President in

1912, and now has taken the chair. In 1906
Mr. Anderson visited England, where he
represented the N.S.W. Institute at the
Seventh International Congress of .\rcliitects.

«*»

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSTJINa -WEEK.
Friday (To-d.\t).—L.C.C. Exhibition of Cabinet

Work and Furniture, Soutbampton-
row, W.C. Woodwork as Art and
Science," by A. Romney Green, B.A.

Junior Institution of Engineers.
"The Control and Organisation of
the Engineering Profession," by S. T.
Robson. 8 p.m.

Monday. — Royal Institute of British Architects.
Annual General Meeting.^ 8 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. " Recent De-

velopments in the Ceramic Industry,"
Cantor Lecture No. 2. by William
Burton, M.A., F.C.S. 8 p.m.
Surveyors' Institution. Discussion

on " The Law Enquiry Committee's
Conclusions." S p.m.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Engineers. " The
Fl^ing Machine from an Engineering
Standpoint " (James Forrest Lecture),
by F. \^'. Lanchester. 9 p.m.

_^
Royal Archaeological Institute.

" Carvings of Medieval Musical
Instruments in Exeter Cathedral,"
by Miss E. K. Prideaus. 4.30 p.m.

Wednesday.—Royal Society of Arts. " Inexpensive
Motoring," by A. Ludlow Clayden.

Thursday.—Royal Society of Arts. " The Punjab
Canal Colonies," by Sir James M.
Dowie. K.C.S.I. 4.30 p.m.
Auctioneers' and Estate Agents'

Institute. Annual Dinner at Hotel
Cecil.
Iron and Steel Institute. Annual

Meeting at the Institution of Civil
Engineers, and Annual Dinner at the
Counaught Roouis. Great Queen-
street, W.C.

I'RiDAT (Mat si. — L.C.C. Exhibition of Cabinet
Work and F(U-niture, Southampton-
row, W.C. "Early Furniture," by
Charles Spooner. 8 p.m.

Saturday (May 9).—Edinburgh .Architectural Asso-
ciation. Visit to the New College at
Moray House.

The Proctor travelling studentship, open to
all students of the Manchester School of Art,
has this year been awarded to Mr. Gordon
Hemm for architecture.

Two triglyphs and a metope were found on
Saturday upon the site of the Gorgon .Temple
in Corfu. Upon the metope is a figure of a
Greek warrior, who is throwing a spear with his
right hand, and wears a Grecian helmet with a
horsehair plume.

The death occurred on Friday, at 11. Norfolk
Buildings, Bath, of Mr. Charles Wibley, the
doyen of the building trade in Bath". Mr.
Wibley was in his eighty-first year, and was a
native of Chipping Nort(3n. Oxfordshire, and he
began business in Bath about the year 1861.
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WAGES MOVEMENTS.
KDIXBURGH.—The offer of i

.Jil. per hour by the Edinburgh master painters
10 their employees is not being accepted, and
the men express determination to continue the
strike until their demands are conceded in full.

OI,ASGO\V.-.\bout eight hundred bricklayers

are affected by the dispute which has arisen

between the Glasgow workers and their em-
ployers concerning the men's demand for an
increase of Id. per hour on the present rale

of lOJd.

GLASGOW FDRNnrURE TRADE.—The
Glasgow and District Furniture Trades Federa-
tion have asked the employers to make the
fol1ow*iug concessions on and after May 11 :

—
Minimum rate of 9d. per hour for cabinet-
makers, chairmakers. French - polishers, up-
holsterers, and machinemen; an advance of Id.

per hour for all workmen who now received 9d.

or more per hour: an increase in the wood-
carvers' minimum from 9d. to lO.Jd. per hour:
an increase of 10 per cent, on all piecework
prices in all sections of the trade : and a reduc
tion of working hours from 51 to 48 per week
in factories and workshops.

HEREFORD. — The master builders have
agreed to advance the wages of house-painters
by Jd. per hour.

TAUNTON.—Tlie painters, who threatened to
go on strike, have been granted an increase
of id. an hour, making 6.^d.

TTNESIDE ANT> BLYTH DISTRICTS.-The
application for an advance of wages among
bricklayers, joiners, plasterers, and other
workers in the building trade in the Tyne and
Blyth district has been settled. A general
advance of Jd. per hour has been conceded by
the masters; but the advance does not take
effect until January 1, 1915.

The Bishop of Oxford has consecrated the new
Church of St. Michael, Sulhamstead, neai-
Reading, which has been built at the expense
of the members of the Thoyts family.

The corporation of Glasgow have promoted
Mr. William Greig, who has been in the service
of the cleansing department for the past twenty
years, to the post of cleansing superintendent
in succession to Mr. D. M'CoIl. retired. There
were originally 149 applicants for the post, to
which is attached a .salarv of ii;5D0. risin" to
,£700 a year.

The Bishop of Chichester opened on Saturday
last the new schools for St. Andrew's, Portslade.
They consist of eight classrooms for bovs on the
ground floor and five above for girls", with a
roof playground. The cost (including land) has
slightly exceeded iCS.OOO. The architect was Mr.
E. H. Lingen Barker, of 4. Moscow-court W
and the builder Mr. .1. H. .lerram. of Plaistow. e!

The headquarters of the Citv of Bristol Rifle
Corps, in Queen's-road, Bristol, having been
acquired by the city council for extensions of
the museums, art-gallerv. and university, it i-

proposed to build new premises for thf CMrps
on the site of the old sii^.ir-refinerT m Olrl
Market-street. Plans hav been prepar, .1 for i

committee by Messrs. Paul and James of
Bristol.

At Friday's meeting of the town-improvement
and street committee of Newcastle-on-Tvne Cor-
poration, plans were passed for the erection of
a Jewish synagogue in Eskdale-terrace. The site
chosen is in the ground formerly occupied bv the
Church of Humanity. The synagogue wilfhav
seating accommodation for 300 persons. M
Marcus K. Glass has been appointed tl
architect.

appointed the

The Council of the Royal Geographical Society
'lendert, 9ub)ect to certain conditions, to sell
the piece of land at the back of rx>wther Lodge
facing on Exhibition-road. The only outstand^
inp point IS the height of the block of flats
which may be built on the land. The transac-
tion «• l^.>'rine the Society in about .-£45.000.
and of this .£30.000 at least will be required to
built a meeting-hall at the back of the Lodge.
The firit arrest by the California State Board

of Architecture for illegal practice has occurred
and the case is now in Court. The .^tale Board
intend! to make a thorouirh investigation of the
architectural field, and will weed out all illegal
practitioners. The attorney to the CommissFon
has received in«lruclions to proceed vigoroiislv
against all persons practising architecture with-
out the necessary certificate i.wued by the State
Board

LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton £6 3 6 to £6 6

Steel .ToistB, EngUsh 7 10 ,, 7 13 6

WroiiBhtrlron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,, 836
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., LowTuoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 30 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 ,, 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles lOs., Tees 308. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c„ £8 15s to £9.
Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to ao. No. 33 to 34

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ... £13 10

Beat ditto 13 ... 14
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3 to 7 8 9 10 11 13 13 14 15 B.W.G

8/3 8 9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 13/6 13/6 percwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-Iron Stanchions 7 10 ,, 9
RoIIed-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0., 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 650
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,. —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 0,, —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised-

0to8 9 10 11 13 B.W.G.
£10 10s. £10 15b. £11 08, £11 58. £11 158. per ton.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7
4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
Tin. to 34in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]
Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall 110s. Od. to 117s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 708. Od. „ 7Ss. Od

Wrought-lron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 72 n.o.
Water-Tubes 70
Steam-Tubes ". ggi "
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes 60
Galvanised Steam- Tubes 63 '.'.

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £21 7 6 to £21 10
Lead Water Pipe, Town 22 10 „ —

„ Country 23 5 „ —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 23 10 „ —

„ Country 24 5 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 24 10 „ —

„ Country 35 5 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 27 ,, —

Country 27 15 ,, —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 25 10 „ —

Country 26 5 ,! —
Lead Soil-pipe (up to 44in.) Town 25 10 ,, —

V ,. Country 36 5 „ —
[Over 4im. £1 per ton extra.)

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 18 12 6
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 .. —
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 80 „ 80 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 68 „ 68 10
Tin, EngUsh Ingots 160 ,. 161
Do., Bars 16I „ 161 10
Pig Lead, m Icwt. pigs (Town) 20 ,, —
Sheet Lead, Town 22 —

Country 22 15 !! —
Genuine White Lead 29 15 „ —
Refined Red Lead 25 " —
Sheet Zinc 29

i'
—

Old Lead, against account 17 10 o" —
Tin per cwt. S 10 ,!

Cut naila (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand 11 3 „ —

TIMBER.
.

OONBTRUCnONAL.
Yellow Pme Deals, Quebec, per standard :—

1st quality £38 to £45

Sprace Deals : St. Johns 10 " ii 10
Miramiohi 9 10 „ 10 10

„ Boards: Swag 11 „ 12
HedDeals: Archangel 1st quality 31 0„ 34

3nd „ 16 „ 19

1412
St. Petersburg

1st quality 16 10 „ 18

rr, V," 2°.?, • » 10 " 15 10
Wyburg & Uleaborg 13 10 „ 15
Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 ,, 17

14 „ 15 10

Flooring:' WhitTn^d^Pl-^-ed-
" '"

° " " °
"

J!t''a°„^/^,*"i*'''>',?'^®'l - 10 15 0„ 1115

Red Planed. Ist quality 14 10 .' 17 n
Itch Pme: Prima rir.»io ._j '" u ,. 11 u u

Boards

White Deals : Crown

P'tpb Pine: Prime Deals and
••- 18 ,. 23
.Per ton TOO.. 14 C

Bu-oh
: Quebec Logs . .V. I s

"
n a

9 0,, 09

Lignam Vitte

Mahogany : Gaboon

FURNITURE AND HARDWOODS.
Teak: Burmese per load, 50ft. £20 to £25
Teak: Java, per load, 50ft 16 „ 31
- ,

Per cubic foot.
OakPlanks: U.S.A., imported 1 9 to 3
„ Boards „ .. Prm. 3 0,, 03

„ Mdm. 2 6., 03
Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 2 4.. 03
Birch : Quebec logs 3 3.. 02

sawn planks... 13.. 03
Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7 0, 08
Walnut: Prime boards and
planks 6 0., 06

Walnut: Mdm. „ „ 3 6 „ 4
Greenheart

: Hewn logs 3 3., 04
Cedar : Cigar box 4 9,, 05
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime 3 4,, 02

Orham
: Imp. sawn boards,

.prime 2 0,, 02
Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,

and Honduras ...0 6 0,, 9
African. Asainee, iSc. 5 „ 6

.. Lagos and Benin 4 6,, 06

.. Sekondi and Cape
Lopez 3 0,, 04

„ Gaboon 3 0,, 03
Satinwood : West Indian 10 „ 14
Rosewood Per ton 8 0,, 12
Lignum Vita 7 ., 14

STONE.'
Red Mansfleld, in blocks per foot cube £0 3 4

Darley Dale, ditto ,. 3 3
Red Corsehill, ditto ,. 3a
Closeburn Red Freestone,ditto ,, 9 (1

Ancaster, ditto
,. 1 10

Greenshill, ditto ., 1 10
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) ,, 1 10

Hard York, ditto ,, 2
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ,, 13

* All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7i

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot .. 19
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station ,. n 1 n

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station 1 fi

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Brown White
Delivered on road waggons ^ ^¥«^f„-„t'ilt,h„^^''
at Paddington Depot,! fn 9 % m ci 4J
Nine Elms Depot, or [

- "^ 3 3 ... £0 3 44

Pimlico Wharf I

SliATES.

in. in. £ e. d. per 1,000 of
Blue Portmadoc ... 30x10 ... 13 13 6 1,300 at r.stn.

16x 8 ... 6 13 6
Blue Bangor 20x10 ... 13 2 6 ,. .,

20x12 ... 13 17 6
Firstquality 30x10 ... 13 00 „ ..

20x13 ... 13 15 ., ,

16X 8 ... 7 5
Eureka unfading
green 30xio ... 15 17 6

30x13 ... 18 7 6
18x10 ... 13 5
16X 8 ... 10 5

Permanent green... 20x10 ... 11 12 6
18x10 ... 9 12 6
16x 8 ... 6 13 6

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

Furst Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 „ „ [river.
Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 9 5 „ at rly. fltn.

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wii'e Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Farebam Red 3 13
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
StaflordBhire 3 15

Ditto Bnllnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14 „ ,. „

3jin. Best Red Ac-) (Net, deUvered In
crington Plastic j 4 10 6 „\ full truck loads
Facing Bricks ) ( in London.
" Accrington Best Bed Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £2 10

3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 3 6

Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3i' in
thickest part 3

3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 9 6
3*" ditto ditto through and through 9
38" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons : 2i" and J" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 T 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto 9" xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
S course deep, 44" e >fflt, per foot opening ... 1 3

4 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
5 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 1

6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 9 6

3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 9 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 9 U
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 9'
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.
'
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GLAZED BRIOKS.
HARD OnAZES, (PER 1,000.1

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream. Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

fla 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6
Headers—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Qnoins, Bullnose, and 4iin. Plats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers—

17 17 6 16 7 6 30 17 6 34 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 36 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 23 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints—

17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Briclis. Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each Sd. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 6d. each
Rounded Internal Angles-

Id. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOUX.DED BRICKS.
Stretchers and Headers—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles-

IB each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers £22 17 6

Qnoins and Bnllnose... 37 17 6
C )mpass briclis, circular and arch bricks'

of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above | exceed-
list for their respective lands and colours

C.imber arch bricks, any kind or colour,
Is. 3d. each ; by 3i: _
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
These prices are carriage paid in fall truck loads

to London Stations.
8. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 0.,

B. d. Per ton,
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G.-ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
8. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 deUvered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 378. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
8. a. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 43 per 1000 ry
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz. .,

Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ..

Ornamental tiles 6

do. (Edwards) ,57 6 per 1000 .,

Ornamental do 60
Hip tiles

tiles :-Plain tiles (Peake h) 4f! per 1000 „
Ornamental do 48

Hip tiles

Valley tiles
Rosemary " brand plair
tiles 4H per 1000 „

Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles.. _ ,, .. ..

Valley tiles 3 8 .. ...
Stiffordshire (Hanley) Reds or

Brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000 „ ,

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 6

u'UartshiU" brand plain tiles,
sand-faced 50 per 1000 .. ..

Pressed 47 6 ,. ,. ,,

Ornamental do 60
Hip tiles 4 perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 ....

OILS.
Rapeseed.EngUsh pale,pertnn£38 15 to £39 6

Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin .

Do., Ceylon
Do., Mauritius ....

Palm, Lagos
Do. Nut Kernel ....

Oleine

Lubricating U.S per gal,
Petroleum refined
Tar, Stocliholm per barrel
Do., Archangel
Linseed Oil per gal.
Baltic Oil
Tu-pentine
Patty (Genuine Lin- 1 _ „..

seed Oil)
[wrowli.

Pure Linseed OU )

" Stority " Brand /

Engl
I IFourths 2d. ... 3d. ... 3Sd.
_Third8 2id. ... 3ld. ... 4*d.
_ Fluted Sheet 25d. ... 35d. ... 6id.
Hartley's English Boiled Plate : iin. =/,6in

2id. ... 2jd
Elgaied Boiled and BepoaBsine White. Tinted

aid. .- Sd

26oz. 33oz

lin

VARNISHES, &o.
Fine Pale Oak Varnish
Pale Copal Oak
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak
Superfine Hard-drying Oak. for sei
churches

Fine Elastic Carriage
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage
Fine Pale Maple
Finest Pale Durable Copal
Extra Pale French Oil
Eggshell Flatting Varnish
White Copal Enamel
Extra Pale Paper
Best Japan Gold Size
Best Black Japan
Oak and Mahogany Stain
Brunswick Black
Berlin Black
Knotting
French and Brush Polish

TRADE NOTES.
Mr. Ernest G. Theakston, F.R.I.B.A., has

removed to Wendover, Bucks (station, Wend-
over, G.C.R.); London address as before:
36, King-street, London, E.G. Telephone, 1167

Central.

Under the direction of Mr. Robert Lynn,
architect, Belfast, the Boyle system of ventila-
iion (natural), embracing Boyle's latest patent
"Air-pump" ventilator and air-inlets, has been
applied to the Dollingstown Memorial Hall, Co.
Down.

Another proof of the confidence which archi-

tects have in the damp-resisting and hygienic
qualities of Pudlo, which makes cement water-
proof, is the specifying of this well-known
powder for use in the basements of the Taunton
and Somerset Hospital.

Messrs. J. B. Joyce and Co., clock manu-
facturers, Whitchurch, Salop, have received in-

structions to make a large tower striking clock
for Maceio, Brazil. Also one for the new
lianking premises in course of erection at
Cardigan. The same firm are now fixing the
large four-dial illuminated clock at the White-
head Memorial Tower, Bury, Lancashire.

The death occurred on Sunday night of Mr.
.James Gray, retired master builder, of 216,

Kingsley-road, Maidstone, in his seventy-ninth
year.

In the Devonport light-and-air case, "Coombes
V. Tozer," Mr. Justice Lawrence gave judgment
on Friday for the plaintiff for £150 damages
and costs.

A bill has been introduced in the Legislature
of the State of New York to create a depart-
ment of architecture and reorganise the
methods heretofore employed in executing State
work.

In Prescot-road, Stanley, near Liverpool, the
foundation-stone of new ciiurch d;iy-schools was
laid. They replace National schools opened in

1845, and are being built at the cost of Mr. T.

Fenwick Harrison. They will give accommoda-
tion for 900 children, divided into three depart-
ments.

Lord Scudamore's council school in Friars
-street. Hereford, was opened last week. It re
places a National school huilt in 1852, accom-
modates 900 scholars in three departments, and
lias cost £12.000. The classrooms of each
deparliiic-nt, on either floor are approached by
a bro.1,1 conidor, and there is no central hall.

The external walls are of red brickwork. The
floors and staircase are of fire - resisting

materials, and .'ioiiie of the roofs are flat, and
constructed of concrete with .asphalte finish,

Messrs. W. W. Kobinson and Son. of Hereford,
were the architects, and Messrs. Wilks and Son,
of the same city, the contractors.

The new pumping-station near the village of

Whitton, which will greatly increase the supply
of water for Ipswich, was inaugurated on
Wedne.Mla\ \v • • k 'I h. works have been carried
out from pi Ml :., Mr i W. S. Oldham, borough
water eiiuin.. i

".,-,
I inrhnle a well at Whitton

flOft. deep aiel l"ti lu .hanieter, with adits into
the chalk stratum, yielding a supply of three
million gallons per day. The supply is brought
by an 18in. main to the corporation reservoirs
ill Park-road, Ipswich. Messrs. Smart and Son,
of Grimsby, constructed the boring and well,
and the machinerv has been supplied by Messrs.
Sulzer Brothers, of Norfolk House, Strand.
W.C. and Winterthur, Switzerland, Mr. W. 0.
Horsnaill was the eousnlt imj en.jineer, and the
contraeior^ !mi ii„

i .
; m ,,; m _ -

i ,, 1 1, ,„ at Whittou
were I\li--] 1' i,

, : > n, of Ipswich
The total I <-, - !,•, ;ii iinling purchase

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not bold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Building News, Effingham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C, and not bo
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-
quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' rislts, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay tor, or be liable
for, unsought contributions.

Drav
lubTic

and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,

can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,
on mutually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertained on apphcation.
When favouring us with drawings or photographs,

architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been

uted, except under special circum-
stances.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. CV. are now ready, and should
be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post 12s. 9d.).
as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XXXIX.. XLI., XLVI.. XLIX..
""•• PI- LXII., LXIV.. LXV., LXVI.. LXVII..
LXVIII., LXIX.. LXXL. LXXII.. LXXHI.
fJJi^- LXXV., LXXVI.. LXXVII.. LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXI.. LXXXII.. LXXXIII.. LXXXIV..
J-xxxy.. Lxxxvi.. Lxxxvn.. lxxxviii..
Lxxxix.. xc. xci., xcii.. xcin.. xciv..
XCV., XCVI., XCVII.. XCVIII.. XGIX.. c. CI.;
oil.. CIII., CIV., and CV. may still be obtained at
the same price: all the other bound volumes are
out of print. Most of the back numbers of former
volumes are, however, to be had singly. Subscribers
requiring any back numbers to complete volume
just ended should order at once, as many of them
soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the BUILDINO
News, price 25.. post free 2s. 4d.. can be obtained
from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher,
EHingham House, 1. Arundel-street. Strand. W.C.

obta K the
.1 outlay
£20,000.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of

tbe United Kingdom; for the United States,
£1 6s. Od. (or adols. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium,
£1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. od. To any
of the AustraUan Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal. £1 6s. Od.

•.•Our Direct Subscription Agents lor Australia
are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co., Printers and
Publishers. 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool-street,
Sydney. New South Wales; for Japan Messrs Z P
Maruja and Co., Ltd., 11-16, Nionbashi Tori
Sanchome, Tokyo; who will receive Subscriptions at
£1 6s. per annum on our account. Copies of the
paper will be sent by us direct to the subscribers'
addresses.

•«• The special rate to Canada is £1 Is. 8d.
= 5dols. 27c. for 12 months, and 10s. 10d. = 2dols. 64c.
six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for
Canada are Messrs. Sells. Ltd., 302, Shaugbnessy
Buildings. McGill-street. Montreal, who will receive
Subscriptions. £1 Is. 8d. per annum, on our account.

Cheques and Post-offlce Orders to be made payable
to The Strand Newspaper Company, Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Ckmtract Adver-

tisements, Pubhc Companies, and all official adver-
tisements is Is. per Une of Eight words, the flrst
fine counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s.
for four Unes.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-
cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-
tion Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words
(the first Une counting as two), tbe minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 60 words. Special terms for series
of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
apphcation to the Publisher.

Situations Vacant and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for "Situations
Vacant" and "Partnerships" is One Shilling for
Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight
words after. ^l!i Situation Advertisements must be
prepaid.

Situations Wanted.

Advertisements not exceeding Thirty Words,
inclusive of name and address, are inserted under
the heading "Situations Wanted," free of charge.

Rates for Trade .Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on
application to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach
the office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-
page advertisements and alterations or stop orders
for serial advertisements must reach the office by
Tuesday morning to secure attention.

*.• Replies to advertisements can be received at

the Office, Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street,

Strand, W.C. free of charge. If to be forwarded
under cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Six-

pence is made. (See Notice at head of " Situations.")
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_ —F. B. and Co.. LM.-
S. and E. Co.— I. C. S.—W. and C—J. P. and Co.—
P. G. Co.—B. T. B., Ltd.-F. and B.-.\. K.-
J. A. T. and Co.—C. P. Co., Ltd.—V.. Ltd.—
F. \. N. and Co.—W. W.—L. and Co.-^I. O.— K. V.

-G. and Co.-H. H. and Co.. Ltd.-C .V. P., Lul.

Ni-M.v.-No.

R. S. O.—Thanks, yes.

Li-VKA.—Outside our scope.

P. H.—The law is clearly against you.

G. R. S.—There is notbine to prevent you from
describing yourself as " architect and builder." It

is done by one practitioner, at least, not half a
mile from you.

A. S. .lEXXiNGS. T. Tofts. C. E. George. P. G. Lam-
beit, L. .1. KUison. R. A. Miles, G. Colley, T.
Welham. .1. Lewis, and Others.—Many thanks for

Masonic votes received.

W. L.—We do not undertake to pay guineas for

solutions of problems in "Intercommunication"
sent by anonymous correspondents. That column
is for the elucidation of practical difficulties met
with by architects.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
KUiHTH LIST OK SUBJECTS.

H.—A Small Crematorium on a submban site for a
County Town. The land is flat, and adjoins the
public highway, and it is ne.\t to the parochial
burial ground. There is an available depth of

aOOft., but this is not to be all covered by the build-

ings. There is a back access-way for service
e.^(ernal to the site itself. The frontage is on the
weet, and measure^ 1(Xifl, lony, with no buildings
on either side. Tliu sitiuition is of considerable
elevation with r-

r

; tn surroundings,
and there are s.. I ubout. In the
middle of the 1 1. inrnpike. Koing
north and soutl.. i;. or gate-house,
with a small in.i ti. .1 lo it, is to lead
to a cloistered inin.lrau«If about lOOft. square,
inclusive of cloister, forming the approach to the
chapel, which is to have an open porte-cochere
at the west end made to line with this entrance
gateway. The cloisters for mural monuments to

be 10ft. wide lout to out), and to extend all

round the quad, leaving space for the gatehouse
and chapel porch. The chapel is to be 30ft.

wide inside and 60ft. long. On the south side
provide a convenient waiting-room, with lavatory
attached. .\lso a small vestry for priest and chou:
leading out of the chapel. On the north side of the
chapel build a furnace chamber about 3oft. by
Wfl., or of that area. A pair of furnaces which
will occupy about -JOft. by 12ft. to stand clear of
the walls, but about .'jft. away, only at one end
of the furnace. I'ut a smoke-shaft luft. sa
inside dimension, .

of this chamber,
if preferred at the v

land entered in •

earn* up a tow
having irongal^ .

to be used as a
walls for urns <u

galleries is to i

attached stair -

including coni' :

the ground. I

and tiled roof-
Oriental : but
free provided ti.

specihed and .i

The plan and '

of 16tl. to the i

:

technical deta i

,

elaborated on :

furnace chanii>>
hatchway or -

:

roller-table aiv
bodies throuK:
chamber. '.\

showmg wesi <

contributor's
Nkws Office iw I

on or before Hay i'

ttached to one corner

nace chamber
the cloister J,

e inside, and
ing every 7ft.

niches in the

Mr. M. K. Xorlh, Local Government Board
Inspector, held an inquiry at Houley, near
Uuddersfield, on Friday, into the application of
the Uonley Urban Council for sanction to
uorrow JKS.OOO for the purpose of widening and
improving Eastgate, Uonley. There was no
opposition.

At St. Wilfrid's Roman Catholic Church,
Blyth, Northumberland, there was consecrated
on Sunday an altar of whit* marble, Italian in
style. h ha* been executed by Mr. Robert
Beall, of Newcastle-on-Tyne. from designs by
Mr. Charles Walker of the same city, and cost
iiiOO. A new sanctuary floor and brass com-
munion rails , the work of Mr. Albert White-
house, of Birmingham, complete the improve-
meutM.

At the meeting of Musselburgh Town Council
lut week, it was unanimously agreed to
• iipporl a suggestion from Mr. George Landale.
burgh surveyor, to formulate a scheme for the
renewal of the whole of the surface of the
lown's main thoroughfare, which with certain
widcnings, would cost about i:2o.000; and to
.seek a conference with the Road Board with a
»icw of securing a grant-in-aid, as the thorough-
fare IS part of the main road between Edin-
burgh and London.

06ILVIE&C0. LASCELLES * CO.,

Mlldmay Avenue. ISLIN6T0N,N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

Olivers'

Seasoned

Heo'dwoods,

3, BunhlU Row, Xiondon, E.G.

Royal Masonic

Benevolent Institution
FOR

Widows of Freemasons

VOTES for the forthcoming

ELECTION on MAY 13

will be gTatefull\ received on

behalf of

MERCY ANN WILLIAMS,
jriiiozv of Henry James Williams, formerly
Building and Quantity Surveyor, Balham.

(No. 31 on the List of Candidates.)

All Votes sent to The Eihtor of the

BuiLDixG News, ur to Chas. E. B.

KiBBLEWHiTE, Effingham House, Arundel
Street, Strand, W.C, will be thankfully

received and faithfully applied.

,* CorreBpondents would in all cases oblige by giving
the acldresaes of the parties tendering—at any rate, of

accepted tender; it adds to the value of the informs

-

cnitages in various villaaes for the Boston Rural
D18 tnct Council. Accepted tenders :—
Wrangle, two pairs, M. H. Allen and J. W. Allen.
Wrangle, one nair each at £334,

Kreiston, one pair, J. Leafe and Son, Boston, £319 10s.
Frampton, two pairs, J. Leafe and Son, £330 per pair.
Kirton, Helton and Co., Gypsy Bridge, five pairs at
£321 108. per pair, and J. Leafe and Son two pairs at
i;323 per pair.

Algarkirk, three pairs, Belton and Co. at £335.
Suttenon, three pairs, Hamsdale, of Donington,
at £320.

Wigtoft. two pairs, Hamsdale, at £3i0.
Palham's Lauds, one pair, Belton and Co., £327 IDs,

Borii.iEMoiTH,—Per the erection of Malmesbury Park
council school, for the education committee. Mr. F. W.
Locey, F.R.I.B.A., Municipal Buildings, Bournemonth ,

architect. Quantities by the architect :
—

Jenkins and Sons, Ltd., Holden-
hnrst, Honrnemouth (accepted) £5,313

(Seven tenders received.)

Bbomsgeove. — For the supply, erection, and
mamtenance for 12 months of three sets of gas-engines
and three-throw pumps, capable of lifting in the
aggregate 20,i100 gallons per hoar, tor the North
Bromegrove Urban District Council. Mr. R. Green,
M.I.C.E., 37, Waterloo-street, Birmingham, consulting
engineer :—

Mather, G. R., and Son. Welling-
borough £2,l<Jli 2 6

Croesley Bros. , Manchester ... 1,156 6 6
Davey, Paxman, and Co.,
Colchester 1,410 9 6

Waller, G., and Son, Stroud, Glos. 1,259 17
Campbell G»» Engine Co., HaUfax,
including BludCT pump* ... 1,164 3 6

• Accepted.

architect :—
CoUishaw Bros., MiUthoroe ... £731
Porter. Coletenvorth... 73J
ParliB and Son, Grantham .. 710
Howes. E. E., Stamford lios lu
Harwood, Corby (accepted) ... g7o
Eead, Qnmtham 619

CLiPHAM.—For erecting a house at Clapham Park,
for Major A. J. West. Mr. Money Marsland, L.R.I. B. A.,
16, Water-lane, E.G., architect:—

Al'en.M £1,697
Eaton, F 1.695
Garratt and Sons 1,873 n
Collinson and Co. ... ... 1.666 n
Hill, G., Streatham (accepted) ... 1.656 13

Ea^^tboubitb.—For heating tuberculosis hospital, for
the town council. Mr. W. C. Field, Town Hall,
Eastbourne, borough architect :

—

Cannon. W. G., and Co., Ltd.,
London-road, Southwark ... £289

Muegrave and Co., London and
Belfast 269

Fox, W. E., and Son 252
Pearsot, R. H., and .1., Ltd. ... 210 18
Brading, W. H., and Co.. Ltd. ... 199 17 6
Brightside Foundry and Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd., 21 and 26 Station-
road, Camberwell, 8. E." ... 199

• Accepted, Rest of Eastbourne.

Hanfoed, Sxiiis.-For carrying out works of
sewerage at Hanford, for the Stoke Rural District
Cotmcil :—

Mitchell, P., and Son, Manchester £2,256
Godwin, T., Hanley 2.013
Barke, P., and Son, Stoke-on-
Trent 1.975 4 8

Sanders and Torrance, Stoke ... 1.958
Taylor, J., and Son, Bastord' ... 1,668 16 2

• Accepted.
H0KB1.1SG. — For repairs and additions to Brown's

Schools, Horbling. Mr. Robert Wadsley, Billingboro',

Howes, Stamford £887 18
BanksandSon, Sleaford 6.54 12 9
Bamedale. G., Donington 645 2
Collishaw Bros., Millthorpe ... 581
None of the above tenders have been accepted.

-For the supply of steel tubing
I works,

£112 15 11

111 1! 5
6

106 18 10
10,1 fl

7

ini 12

101 11 7

required for the top sludge water a

for the corporation :

—

Wellington Tube Works ...

Russell, J., and Sons
Spencer, J., Ltd
Brotherton, J., Ltd
British Mannesman Tube Co.
Staffordshire Tube Co.

Stewarts and Lloyds'
• Recommended for e

Maidstone.—For furniture and fittings for the nse of

the Kent Education Committee. Mr. W. Robinson,
M.S. A., Sessions House. Maidstone, arohitect to the
committee. Accepted tenders ;—

Fittings, tables, &c. :
—

Beale, W. T
Electric Light Fittings ;-

Haynes Bros., Ltd
Internal Telephones—

£425 12 6

Beale, W. T.
Linoleum, &c.

PoNTTPKiPD.—For private street works in the urban
district, for the Pontypridd Orbau District Council.

Mr. W. E. Lowe, surveyor :—
Brook-street.

Hewlett, S., Cardiff £1,001 8 1

Morgan, G. L., Pontypridd ... 779 7 6

Jones, W., Llanbradach 772 11 4

Jones. D., Pontypridd 769 19

Davies, W. J., Pontypridd 737 19

Collins, A. G., Barry 721 14 7

Murray, H., Pontypridd' 721 2 8

Surveyor's estimate, £704.

Princess-street.
Hewlett, S £1,318 5 2

Morgan. G. L 756 19 6

Jones, D 708 5 6

Jones, W 704 15 9

Davif 704

£658 n 7

638 19 10

476 9 6

Surveyor's estimate, £751.

Egypt-street.
Hewlett, 8 •

Morgan. G. L
Jones. W
Murray, H
Davies, W.J
Jones. D
Collins, A. G.*

Suryeyor'i

Nile -street
Hewlett. 8
Davies, W. J
Jones, W
Murray, H -wo

Morgan. G.L 18f

Jones, D 458

Collins, A. G.* 416

Surveyor's estimate, £136.

Oxford-street :—
Hewlett, S £813 :

Jones, W 459

Davies, W. J 458

Jones, D 466

Collins, A. G 442

Morgan, G.L 437

Mui?ay;H.» 433;
Surveyor's estimate, £374.

Dnke-street:—

Morgan, G. L ^11
ColluiB,A.G 315 8

Davies W. J ^ \l
Monay.H.* 336 6 9

Surveyor's estimate, £324.
• Accepted.

ifuontinuei on page X T.)
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Radnor-street, Kelrin^ove Park, Glasgow
1—Design of Banner, Gorsedd Mon Sgs.

"

1—Design of Workman's Cottage. Anglesey (£180) '. ". lOgs.
1-New 8t. Panl's Bridge, Designs for (Sir W. Emerson,

P.P.R.I.B.A., Assessor) £300, £100..
t— victona Hospital, Additions to, Bomley (H. Percy

Adams, F.R.I B.A., Assessor) £"5, £50, £25
15-Designs for Detached and Semi-detached Labourers'

Cottage. Home Counties of England (Max Clarke
F.R.I.B.A.. Professor Beresford Pite, P.R I.B.A., and
Edwin O. Sachs, P.R.S.Bd., Assessors) (£125 each) lOOgs., oOgs., 26g8.,

23—Semi-Detached Cottages, Blacklev Estate, Manchester ... £50, £25
30—Designs for Concert Hall and Poblic Shelter, Hythe SOgs., 25gs., lOgs.
20—Champlain Tercentenary Monamont. Orillia, Ontario

Canada (limit of cost £4.100)
23—Secondary School tor Boys (600 olaces), Barnes Estate,

Durham-road. Sunderland. (Assessor nominated by
President of Royallnstitute of British Architects) 1. £100, £50, £26 .

3C—Villa-Flats at the Lido, Venice (limit of cost £80,000) £180, £320, £200

-Harbour Extension, Helsingborg 7,000 kron., 4,000 ki
- Designs for New Town Hall, lliddleton (cost not to exceed

£18,C00) (Hastwell Grayson, Assessor) £100, £50, £25
-Designs for Public Elementary Schools at Linda-street,

York-road, Battersea ; and Billingsgate-street, Church-
street, Greenwich (Mr. J. W. Simpson, F.R.I.B.A.,

The Com. Inte.;. Branch, Board of Trade, 73, Baainghall-st., E.G.

J. LiudsaT. Town Clerk. City CJhambers, Glasgow.
The Secretary, Eisteddfod, Llangefni, Co. Anglesey.
The Secretary, Eisteddfod, Llangefni,

The Town Clerk, HaUkeeper's Office, GuildhaU, E.G.

F. A. Hargreayes , Hon. Sec, ", Grimshaw-atreet, Burnley.

) of lOge. each The Publisher of " Concrete and Constructional Engineering,"
Waterloo-place, Pall Mall, S.W.

T. Hudson. Town Clerk, Town Hall, Manchester.
B. C. Drake, Town Clerk, Town Clerk's OfUce, Hythe, Kent.

July

Sept.

Dec. 31—Planning Workmen's Settlement, Campine CoaLfield.'.'

No date—Designs for Houses for Working Classes (Pa:i
Abercromhie, M.A.. of Liverpool University,

do. —Bridge Over River Derwent. AUestree
do. —New Model Club, York ' .'. £25

£400, £240..

The Canadian High Con , Victoria-street, S.W.

lingborg, Sweden.

F. Entwistle, Town Clerk. Town Hall, Middleton.

L. Gomme, Clerk, Education Offices, Victoria Embankment, W.C.
M. le President de la Commission pour

Agglomerations Industrielles, Rue de Louvaln,

.1. H. Dickson, Town Clerk, Town Hall. Chester.
R. 0. Cordon, Snr.. Duffield, near Derby.
The Secretary, 3, Queen Victoria-street, York.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Gas and Electricity Committee ..

Joint Hospital Board
Rev. William Edwards, Vicar
Education Committee
Federated Malay States Railways

School Board

Town Council .

Governors .

Guardians.
Foots Cray Urban District Council
Belfast Guardians...,
Corporation
Glamorgan Visitors Committee ...

1—School (300 places), Cadishead,:
l-Houses (ID.Whitwell
1—C.E. Schools. Additions to. Cowpen Bewley, BiUingham..
1—Retort House Extension, Burton-on-Trent
1—Isolation Hospital, Additions to, Bromley Common
2-Miseion HaD, Llandyfodwg
2— School, Additions to. Waterloo-road, Blackpool
4- Central Cottages, Kuala Lumpur
4—Parish Church, Cortenberg, Brabant
4—Brewery Premises. Additions to, Leicester-row, Coventry General Works Committee.
4—Public School. Additions to, Lumphanan ""'—

>

"-- '

4—Fishermen's Hall. Additions to, Buckie
4—House, Duguid-street. Buckie
4—Workhouse, Alterations to, Northumberland-street, V
•i—Shop Front Electricity Show Room, Ealing
4—Hereton Schools, Additions to, Swanage
5—Williamson's School, Extension of, Rochester
5—Shop and House. Lepton
5—Two Houses, Additions to, Rowley Hill, Lepton
6—Workmen's Dwellings (30), Meltham-road, Lockwood
6—Bakery and Warehouse, Adswood Sidings, Stockport
6— Building Work at Workhouse, Exeter
5—Council Offices, Sidcup
5— Altering Premises into Dispensary, Whitehouse
5—Cart Shed, Harris-street Staith. Bradford
6—Reroofing Dutch Bam at Asylum, Angelton
6—Bakery at Workhouse, Bishop Auckland
6—Two Houses, Salendine Nook

,

6—Shed and Engine-Honse, Crawshaw Mills, Pudsey ...

6—Milk Store, Eastern Fever Hospital, Homerton-grove, N.E. Metropoli
6—Retort House, (gasworks, Clonmel Gas Comi
6—Eight Almshouses, Rawtenstall Richard Whitaker Charity Adm
6—Engineer's Workshop at Hospital, Stockwell, S.W Metrooolitau Asylums Board ...

6—Infants' School, College-street, Buckhaven Wemyss School Board
6—Stables and Coach-house, Brynmawr A. Buchan and Co
6— Old Athletic Olub, Alterations to, Miskin, Mountain Ash H. S. Berry
6—Residence, Kings Mills, Wrexham
6— Houee and Shop. Scar-lane, Milnsbridge
6—Sorting-room to Laundry at Hosnital, Dartford
6—Butts Council School. Repairs to," Milton Regis
7—Printing Works, Upper Galdeford, Ludlow
7—Presbyterian Church. Alterations to. Castle Caereinion
7—Six Cottages, CrSssage
7—Two Cottage Homes. Cheadle
7—Two Shops and Dwellings, Llantwit Fardre
8—School, Fleetville, St. Albans
8—Block of Workmen's Dwellings 1 10), Sligo
8— *' Mayfleld," Additions to, Pelham-road. Gravesend
8—Sanatorium, Noranside
8—Club Premises. Additions to, Heckmondwike
8—Premises. Alterations to. Lowtown-streot, Worksop
9— Repairing and Painting Pavilions and Railings, Harrow
8—Handicraft and Cookery Centre at School, St. Austell...
9—Tenements, Kennyhili, Glasgow
9—School, Cookery Classroom
9—Houses (360), Pengam
9-Dwelling-hou8es (360), Pengam
11—Through Houses (loj. Rooms-lane. Morley
11—Cottages (20), Old Farm-road, Guildford ,

11—Counter and Screen, Branch Library, Ealing
11—Electricity Bnildmgs, Ilkley
11—New School (320 places), Brosdstairs .-.

11—Dunraven Constitutional Club, Additions to, Penygraig

R. Ingha

. Metropolitan Asylums Board

. Kent Education Committee

. W.F.Marks
, Trustees
Atcham Rural District Council
Guardians

Hertfordshire Education Com

Kent Education Committee
,
Forfar County Council
Working Men's Club .and Institute.
Co-operative Society, Ltd
Urban District Council
Cornwall Education (.

Conxiration
Annan School Board
Powell Duifryn Steam Coal <

Powell Duffryn Coal Co., Lti

H. Newe

I (30),

2, George-Street, Additions to, Carlisle Corporation
11— Stacks with Glaze Fronts, Central Library, Ealing Town Council
II—Brewer's House, Milton DistUlery, Keith
12—Cotmcil School (752 places), Itchen Bholmg Hants County Uouucil
12—Premises, Rebuilding, High-street, Tewkesbury Gloucester Co-operative Soc, Ltd.
12— Shed, Bordesley Great Western Railway Co
13—Home for Inlants, Wellhouse-lane, Bamet Guardians
13—Rebuilding Departments, Close Hill Industrial Society, Ltd
13—Infants' Home, Wellhouse-lane, Bamet Guardians
13—South Side Telephone Exchange, Glasgow H.M. Works Commissioners

,. H. Littler, County Archt., 16, Ribblesdale-place, Preston.
. B. D. Thompson, Archt., 73, Bridge-street, Worksop.

.. Clark and Mosorop, Archts., Feethams. Darlington.
,. The Manager. Gasworks. Burton-on-Trent.
,. F. H. Gedney, Clerk. Park House, Bromley. Kent.
.. J.M. Williams. Archt.. Blackmill. near Bridgend.
.. J. S. Brodie. Boro' Eng., Mun. Buildings. Market-st., Blackpool.
.. The Under-Secretary. Federated Malay States, Kuala Lumpur.
. M. Langerock, Archt.. 15, Rue des Chariots, Louvain.
,. J. E. Swindlehnrst, City Eng., St. Mary's Hall, Coventry.
,. D. and J. R. M'Millan, Archts., 105, Crown-street, Aberdeen.

J. Dawson, Builder, Buckie.
.. W. Hendry, Archt.. 01, West Church-street, Buckie.
. A. Saxon Snell. F.R.I.B.A., Archt., 9, Bentinck-street, W.
.. W. R. Hicks. A.M.I.C.E.. Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Ealing.
. Clifton and Robinson. Archts.. Northbrook, Swanage.
. G. E. Bond. Archt., Victoria Buildings, Rochester.
. J. Kirk and Sons, Archts. , Ma rket-place. Huddersfleld.
. J. Kirk and Sons. Archts., Market-place. Huddersfield.
„ K. F. Campbell, M.i.C.E., Boro' Eng., Peel-street. Huddersfleld.
,. Wrathmeliand Blackshaw. Archts., St. Peter's-sc)., Stockport.
.. R. M. Challice, Archt.. 14, Bedford-circus. Exeter.
.. W. A. Farnham, F.S.I. Sur., Council Offices. Svdcup.
.. R. H. Wilson. Clerk. Workhouse, Belfast.

.. The City Architect, Town Hall, Bradford.

.. W. E. R. Allen, Clerk. County Hall. Cathays Park, Cardiff.
. F. H. Livesay. Archt., Bishop Auckland.
. J. Berry and Sons, Archts,, 3, Market-place, Huddersfield.
. Horsfall and Son, Archts., Lord-street Chmbrs., Halifax.
. W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., Eng.-iu-Chief, Embankment. B.C.
. H. O'Counor, A.M.I. U.E., 1, Drummond-place, Edmburgh.
. J. Johnson, 'Town HaU, Elawtenstall.

. W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., Bng.-in-Chief, Embankment, E.G.

. G. C. Campbell, Archt., Melhil.

. T. Roderick, Architect, Ashbrook House, Aberdare.
, Johnson and Richards. Archts., Merthyr Tydlil.

. A. Bevan, Archt., Queeu-straet, Wroxu^m.
Lunn and Kaye, Archts .. Milnsbridge. Huddersfield.

. W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., Eng.-in-Chief, Embankment, B.C.
W. H. Robinson, M.S.A ., Archt., Sessions House, Maidstone.
W. G. Lane, Town HaU, Ludlow.

,
T. Jones, Doiarddyn , Castle Caereinion, Welshpool.
H. Asher, Sur., 24, St. John's HUl, Stirewsbnry.
T. Bibby, Archt.. Cheadle.
Thomas and Morgan, Archts., -3, Gelliwasted-road, Pontypridd.
Urban A. Smith, Sur., County Offices, Hatfield.
The Most Rev. B. Coyne, Lord Bishop of Elphin, Sligo.
W. H. Robinson, M.d.A., Sessions tloase, viaidstoue, Kent.
Maclaren, Sons, and Soutar, Archts., 10, Reform-st., Dundee.
H. Stead, Archt., Heckmondwike.
D. B. Thompson, Archt., 73, Bridge-street, Worksop.
J. P. Bennetts, Eng., Harrow.
B. C. Andrew. Archt., Biddicks-court. St. Austell.
J. Lindsay, Town Clerk, City Chambers, Glasgow.
J. Roddick, Clerk, Aunan.
G. Kenshoie, M.S.A., Station-road, Bargoed.
G. Kenshoie, M.S. A., Station-road. Bargoed.
T. A. Buttery, L.R.I.B.A., Queen-street, Morley.
U. G. Mason. A.M.I. C.E., Borough Eng., Brid46-st., Guildford.
W. 8. UicKs, A.H.I.C.B., Boro' dug.. Town Hall, Ealing.
F. S. Eckersley, Clerk, Town Hall. Ilkley.
W. H. Robinson, M.S.A., Sessions House, Maidstone.
T. Llewellyn. Sec, Penygraig.
J. T. Jenkins, M.S.A., Perth, Glam.
H. C. Marks, M.I.C.K., City Eng., Fisher-street, Carlisle.

W. R. Hicks, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town HaU, Ealing.
F. D. Robertson, Archt., Keith.
A. L. Roberts, Archt., The Castle, Winchester.
T. Malvern, L.R.I.B.A., Archt., 21, Wmchoombe-st., Cheltenham.
The Resident, Engmeer. Snow UUl Station. Birmingham.
Williams & cox, Archts., 34, Uenrietta-st., Oovent Garden, W.C.
J. Berry and Sous, Arcats., 3, Mar/set-piaca, Uadiarshiii.
Williams and Cox, 34, Henrietta-street, Oovent Garden. W.C.
The Olerk of Works, G.P.O., Glasg j(V.
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May 13—Central Firo Station. Manor-road. Liscard
^" 13—Wfttenvrrlts. AltcmtioDB to. Oranee-stroet

., 14— Fcljrol. Aii.liliona to. InworthTiDtree

., 1+— Fuiliiinns. lippairs to. Middlesbroneh (Three Years)

., 14— Lonalic Asvlniu. Additions to, Chartham Downe
"",, 14— Buiklinf.-». i?o|iaii« to Swansea (Three Years)

„ 15—WarehouFet*. Antwerp
,, 15—Houoeand Premises, Roondhav
„ 18—Open-Air Swiraminp Bath. Ledbury
., 18—Boiler Honso .V: ( -himnev Shaft. Workhonse. East Preston

„ 18— School, Bniareinjr. Mjneter-in-Sheppy Halfway Houses ...

BTTILDINQS—<;<i«(i«M«d.

Town ('ouncil

H.M. Worlis Oommissioners
Kspox Education Committee
H.M. Works Commissioners
Kent ''o

H.M. Works (.

Post Offlte. Bicester
19-fonncil School, Blackball Mill

19-School, Additions to, Newbottle
19—Fcbcol, Additions to, Bramavilleand Prosterley South..

18—School, Additions to, Tudhoe Colliery

Jl—BoddinRS, Works and Repairs to, Sunderland
22—HiRhflelds School. Adwick-le-Street

„ 28—Nechells Oeneratine Station, Foundations at. Bin
„ 2fi—Police Station, Oakhampton

No date—Works Offices, Oorporaiion-road, Newport, Mon.
do. —Cottages (20). BlaenRarw
do. — Banktflold D.veworks, Rxtcnsion to. Yeadon
do. —Business I^remises, Crossley-street, Wetherby . ..

—Works. Alterations to. HiRbroad Well, Halifax ..

Leeds Parks Committee
Urban District Council .

Onardians
Kent Education Committ
H.M. Works Comraissinn
Durham Count.v Couacu
Durham Connty Council
Durham Connty Council
Durham Connty Council
H.M. Works Comm
West Riding Education Committee
C/orporation
Deyon Standing Joint Committee ...

national Coal ( Ltd..

-Watch Hill, Add
— Underjironnd Ducts at Poorhouse, Dundee
—Infants' School, Newtown
—Setni-deiached Houses, Pontefract
—Pump-Bonte and Offices, Dowley Gap, Bingley
—Branch Premises, Waddineton-road. Clitheroe
-Golf House, Alterations to. Withingtou
-Central Premises, High-street, Uopermili;
— OlDces. Reconstruction of, Milehouse, Devonport
—Strengthening Spire. Com Exchange. Cupar-Fife
—Two belf-Contained Houses. Burnopfield
—Adapting Holiday Home as Sanatorium, Stannington
—Houses (12), St. Lawrence's-road. Coventry
—Parer Warehouse. Sioneywood Works, Buckaburn
— Gasholder Tank, Grangeton Gasworks, Cardiff
-Three Small Through Houses, Bradford-rd., East Ardsley

Combination Parish Council..

Industrial Co-operative Society, Ltd.
Ales. Pine and Sons, Ltd
Gaslight Co

The Borough Engineer. Falkland-road, Seacombe, Wallasey.
The Secretary. H,M. OflBce of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W.
G. T. Forrest, County Archt.,73, Duke-street. Chelmsford.
The Secretary. H.M. oeHce of Works. Storey's Gv-e, S.W.
W. J. Jennings. Arcbt., i. St. Margaret-atreet, Canterbury.
The Secretary, H M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
The Secretariat, Hotel-de-Ville, Antwerp.
G. F. Bowman, Arcbt., 5, Green-street. Leeds.
B. G. Gurnev, Sur.. Council Offices, Ledbury.
A. Shelley, Clerk, Town Offices. Littiehampton.
W. H. Robinson. M.S.A., Sessions House, Maidstone. Kent.
The Secretary. H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate. S.W.
A. C. Wood, Arcbt., 33. Grainger-st. West, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
W. Rushworth, Shire Hall, Durham.
W. Rushworth, Shire Hall. Durham.
N. Richley. Shire Hall. Durham.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
The Education Architect, County Hall. Wakefield.
L. G. Mouchel and Partners, Ltd.. Engs., Victoria-street, S.W.

, E. H. Barbottle. County Archt., Countv Chambers, Exeter,
British Mannesmann Tube Co., Ltd., King's Chmbrs., Newport.
W. J. Morgan, Man., International Colliery Offices, Blaengarw.
Scott and Rhodes, Yeadon.
J. Houfe, Arcbt., Albert Chambers, Harrogate.
Jackson and Fox. Arcbts., 7, Rawson-streel. Halifax.
T. T. Scott. F.R.LB.A., 36, Lcwther-street, Carlisle.

T. M. Cappon, F.R.I.B.A., 33, Bank -street, Dundee.
Oliver and Dcdgshnn, FP.R.I.B.A.. Lowtber-street, Carlisle,

Garside and Pennington, Arcbts., Pontefract,
H. Bottomley, Eng., Town Hall, Bingley.

. F. E. L. Harris, Archt.. 1, Balli

H. H. Brown, F.R.LB.A.. 20, B
The Architect's Department, 1, Balloon-street, Manchester.
Prigg and Lindon, Arcbts., Millbay Station, Plymouth.
T. Frame and Sons. Arcbts.. 43, Mill-street, Alloa.

J. Cockbnrn, East Poniop, Annfield Plain.

M. Spence, Arcbt., 50, Grainger-street, Newcastle-on-Tyn

, Manchester,

M. Meakii...
Jenkins and Marr, Arcbts., 16, Bridge-street, Aberdeen.
G. Clarry, Man. and Sec, Gas Offices, Carditt.

A. T. Verity, Archt., Birkensbaw, Bradford,
H, Lingen Barker, Archt., 4, Moscow-court, W.
W. Webb, Arcbt., 14, Bargates, Whitchurch, Salop.

Workhouse, Union-road, Sheffield .2—Telephone Syi

2—Electric Cables, Brussels
4-Cables (One Year), Edinburgh
5—Wireless Telegraph Station, Royal Dockyard, Cartagena
5—Wireless Telegraph Station, Royal Dockyard, Ferrol
H—Four Electric Portal Cranes, Cadiz
8— Electric Carbons, Brassels
6—Rewiring SoBthern (Lower) Fever Hospital, near Dartford
8-Installation at Grove Fever Hospital, Tooting, S.W
6— Electrically-Driven Basement, Pare Gwylit Asylum
'J—Telephone Instruments, Brassels
II—Plant, Dundalk
11—lra::smis8ion Line, Ashton-in-MakerSeld
II—Steam Turbine and Three-phase Alternator, Leeds
12—Cables, Warrington

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Ecclesall Bieriow Guardians J. E. Moulding, ClerK, Union Offices, The Edge, Sheffield.

Belgian Government The Department des Telegraphes, Galerie Bortier, Bruxeiles.
Town Council F. A. Newington, Eng„ Dewar-place, Edinburgh.

The Ministry of Marine, Madrid.
The Ministry of Marine, Madrid, Spain.
Junta de Obras del Puerto de Cadiz.

Olfice de rElectncite The Office de I'Electricite de I'Etat, Brussels.

Metropolitan Asylums Board W. T. Hatch. M.I.O.B.. Bng.-in-Chief, Embankment, B.C.

Metropolitan Asylums BjarJ W . T. Hatch, M.I.C.E.. Eng.-in-Cbief, Embankment. E.G.
Visitors Committee W. E. R. Allen, Clerk, County Hall, Cathays Park, Cardiff,

Belgian Government The Administration Centrale des Postes, Brussels.
"• - ~ P. A. Spalding, A.M.I.C.E., Elec. Works. Dundalk.

.. .. Banks, Fairciough, and Stephen, A.U.I.C.B , Leigh, Lancashii
C. N. Hefford. Matager. 1, Whitehall-read, Leeds,
F, V. L. Mathias, Boro' Elec, Eng., Howley, Warrington.Electricity Committee..

Ideal" Boilers in Finland.

The building illustrated con =

tains Printing and Bookbinding
Works and Offices with Flats over.

The business premises are heated
by three No. 3=F=11 Ideal Steam
Boilers, the flats are warmed by
two No. 3=F=70 Ideal Water
Boilers, while a No. 0=U=8 Ideal

Steam Boiler supplies hot water
during the summer months. Ideal
Radiators are also used for the
distribution of heat.

'JP i|J|,l:|-,ib.^^ ^# ^ i^:

r 1'

I
Central Printing ivBookbinding Works

Helsingfors . Finland-

The good service rendered by Ideal Radiators and Ideal Boilers in all parts of the world amply
justihes thc_ preference of Architects. Consulting and Heating Engineers, for a product which is basi
on JU years experience in the manufacture of Low Pressure Hot Water and Steam Heating apparati

Catalopucs gratis and post free on receipt of professional or trade card.

NAriONALRADIArOR f,OnPANY 439 & 441, Oxford Street, London, W.
Works: HULL, Yorks. Telephone Nos. : Maylair 21S3&2154.

'

w'iJ'^lu*!/^ * °°' ''"'• •"'" Street Works, MANCHESTER.WILLIAM MACLEOD ff CO.. 60, 81, S 64, Robertsoa Street, GLASGOW,
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OUB ILLUSTSATIONS.

The Junior United Service Club, Waterloo-place,
S W. : New Story in Course of Construction.
Sir Aston Webb, K.C.V.O., C.B., K.A., F.S.A.,
Architect.

Belfast Public Art Galleries and Museum : Selected
Design. Mr, .James C. Wynnes, Licentiate
R.I.B.A., Architect, Edinburgh.

New Town Hall, St. Marylebone. as now being
erected. Mr. T. Edwin Cooper, F.R.I.B.4.,
Architect.

Tyne Commissioners' Offices, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
Extensions, elevations, and plans. Mr. W. H.
Wood, P.R.I.B.A., Architect.

Home Office Industrial Museum, Horseferry-rcad
Westminster. View and plans. Mr. H. A. Coll

'

A.R.I.B.A., Architect.

BELFAST PLBLIC ART -GALLERY
AND MUSEUM COMPETITION.
The problem set architects by the Con-

ditions for this ronipetition was no doubt
'. a difficult one. .i-; iiiii^t alwuv, he the case
' when the \ai,Miu; i , ([Uii .nhnts of art-

]
galleries and mii>. uni ar.- oimbined in a

J
single building, and m the sixty-nine sets

j of designs received, only a very few suc-

1 ceeded in evolving a satisfactory solution

on plan. A further complication arose

from the necessity of obtaining a certain

required accommodation in a section of

the building to be erected at prejciit. while

the construction of the larger section to

complete the scheme is to be deferred to

a future date, and although it was clearly

stated that the decision of the assessor

would be given on the entire scheme, it was

obviously desirable that the plan should

lend itse"lf to this division.

It was further ivf|uirr.l lliat access

should be obtained i- lli' a l.iunistrativc

olliccs, the niusemii lil,i ii\. I. rture-liall,

and loans galleries liv a ^lai ilc lutraiice

from the 'Stranmillis-v..ad, ..ii the ^est.

when the main galleries and iiiusemii are

closed, and the ap|>roarh t,i the main
entrance on the north tlirough the Butaiuc

Gardens Park is not available.

THE SELECTED DESIGN.

A study of the plan subniitt, d in.licati^s

the superiority of the an in'ji in^ ni |'ie-

posed by the author oi ,1. -e^u Nii, iJSi.

which, though not faultl. -- li iv nautaiid-

ing merit, and must hax.> m.ele the selec-

tion of the first d. -..'n m • i-v task for

.the assessor. The t;. le i il ili^p-isition of

the buildings is around a <, im il li.'htiir:

area, intersected by a reiii| ai iin il v low

building containing refii ^hue tit i "in.

with its adjuncts, on the mmuil H- i. nel

the Belfast (iailen ,.i,the ma i imi-. iiiii

floor, thus
1
i.-M l.iii I L' I aiui • ..I lulu

to those V,Ue|,-v,s ,i| ll,r niU^ralil -all. II' -

which open iiitu the ceiiti.il ar. a lli.

main entrance from the y.irdeiis ib iilaced

at the level of the grouiul flo.ir in the

centre of the north elevati..n. wliiie the

secondary entrance is on the west eleva-

tion, near its northern end. The latter

opens into a minor entrance-hall, from
which a staircase rises. It gives appro.ach

to those departments which are intended
to be accessible from the Stranniillis-road

when the gardens and galleries are cloned.

This entrance, with its staircase, is

intended to serve the first section of tlie

building, the construction of the main
entrance and staircase being omitted, thus
reducing the present expenditure. Con-
siderable skill is evinced in combining pro-

vision for present needs with the future

declared rt quiremcnts. The museum
galleries aiv. well arranee.l. ain|.ly lighted,

and the circulati.m good ; while the ait-

galleric?. on the upper fle.ir are of suitable

size for the various types of exhibits, and

the thoroughfare circulation perfect. The I

provision for staff, cleaners, etc., and for

service is well thought out. The heating
j

apparatus is placed in a basement at the
)

rear, and not under any portion of the

building. The lecture theatre is, for its

size, much too low in the ceiling, and the

mam entrance is somewhat lacking in

dignity, defects which may be remedied

somew'hat in execution. The elevations

grow naturally out of the plan. That front-

ing the gardens may be somewhat wanting

in breadth and simplicity, but has the

advantage of depth of
" recess, giving

shadow, which is necessary to relieve the

deadness resulting from an almost due

northern aspect. B.ilh the linished build-

ing and the first section seem capable nf

being erected for sums within a reasonable

margin of those mentioned in the con-

ditions respectively. .

i
THE TREMI.iTED DESIGNS.

No. 50, jdaced second by the assessor,

although falling short of the accepted

design^ has a good pl.iii. (Ik- main feature

of which is the entranr. hall an. I siaii.aM-

of rather magnificent |ii..|.iii t mus, |.lae..l

centrally to the west , 1. vat...ii, \\hieli als.,

serves for the entrance from the gardens

approaching it uu the shorter side.

This brings the main entrance to the

extreme end of the northern front, and in-

volves the construction of both entrances
' in the first section. Under the entrance-

hall on the basement floor is a hall of

similar size, and over it a statuary hall.

These take up a very considerable and
peihajis unnecessarily large area. The
museuiii ctilleries are well arranged, and
lai;l\ li..lit,.,l, while the picture-galleries

ai.- .|iiit.- aihquate in every resjiect. The
. 1. \ iti.a^ ;ne simple and dignified, and
.\| i.^-- th.. iiM.s .if the building in a satis-

I Ml M u IN, .ilileaigh some of the detail

iiia> 1 i-ii t.j riilicism. It is doubtful if

tills il. ^.^ll w.iidd ciiinply with the con-

diti.iii as t.i cost, and the first section would
certainly cost much more tlian stated.

No. :is, which receives tlurd premium,
lias its entrances arranged vei\ siiinlar to

that pl.n.ced second. The eiii i an. . Ii.ill.

staircase, with sculpture gallei \ .a. r liall,

are well conceived, and would be inip..siiig

in execution. The elevations of tlie exterior

are exceedingly simple, well-proportioned,
and dignified, and these, together with the
perspective view, are fine examples of archi-

tectural draughtsmanship. If some defects

of planning had been avoided, this design
would probably have taken a higher place.

A cniisider.ible loss of space is caused in

the basement by the method of obtaining
service entrance. Tlie Itcture theatre is

placed so as to interrupt the circulation
through galleries. To get to museum
galleries the children's room must be
traversed, and ther? are oUver ndn :r points

which indicate insufficient consideration.
The author has kept his cost well within
the margin for the entire scheme, and not
seriously outside for the first section.

No. 61, placed fourth, has the main
entrance on the museuni-tioor level in the
centre of the north, while the secondary
entrance from the Stranmillis-road is at

the basement level. The plan is, on the
whole, simply and well arranged, but fails

111 making proper jn'ovision for access to

those portions slipuLited to be available
when the main lmII ii.s .u.' closed. The
reserve and stud, tit >'

< ..11. . t i.iiis in base-
ment are rathei jii-iilli. i. iitly lighted.

Undue emphasis seems tu be placed on
provision for the exhibition of statuary,

and the lecture-theatre is of unnecessary
importance. The elevations are simple,

and not without the requisite dignity and
exju-ession, somewhat marred by heavy and
ungainly pedimented gables. The whole
scheme could no doubt be carried out
within the prescribed limits of cost ; but
it does not lend itself economically to

division, and the portion proposed to be
erected first would much exceed the sum
named.

SOME OTIIEU DESIGNS.

No. 5o is a totally different type of jilan

from any ..f tle.^-e siil.mitted, and it i.s. to

bo regrett.d lliat sm li an excellent archi-

tectural e.iiii .iitniii sh.iuld fail in so many

and only a very small and unim])ortant
entrance is provided from the gardens.

The galleries are grouped round a mag-
nificent central hall l.jOft. by G6ft. wide
and 60ft. high, with narrow galleries

round. Staircases rise to the ir,dit .and

left of the central hall at the middL of its

length. The lecture-theatre, with i.'.s pro-

jecting apsidal end, forms a featuio on
the cast fi'ont at the extreme distance froni

the entrance, rendering it necesstiry to

keep the central hall open to obtain access

thereto. The basement would be largely

dependent on artificial light, and the
width of the picture-galleries has been
sacrificed for the large central hall. The
cost of this design would no doubt be
largely in excess of that stated.

No. 4.J is another scheme the author of

which has aimed at grand architectural

effect, which has been largely attained,

but to a consideralde extent at the s.icritico

of the jiurposes of the building. It is a
severely Classical design, with attached
columns of the Ionic Order. The main
entrtmce is from the gardens on the centre

of the north front. It is approached bv
a grand flight of steps 12.5ft. wiile up to

the museum -floor level, wlurl;, unfor-

tunately, precludes the i
.iisiinl it v of

lighting the basement f..r tliit l.ii-lh of

thj north front. The .-itr.ince fi .m the
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west front, and both approach a central

statuary haU giving line interior vistas.

The internal lighting of the basement,

being dependent on four small light-areas,

is insuBicient, and the approach to the

reserve collections is devious and dark.

The cost of executing this design would no

.1 .ubt preclude its being placed.

Xo 29 is one of those—few in number—

A iiose "author has carefully studied the

nnuirements as set out in the Conditions,

and keT.t carefullv within the prescribed

cost. The main entrance is central to the

gardens front of the museum-floor level,

reached by a flight of steps of suiricient

width to give dignity without unduly

limiting the lighting to the basement.

This gives access to a good entrance-hall,

with staircases to right and left rising out

c>f the museum galleries. The secondary

entrance from Stranmillis-road is i>laced

somewliat to the south of the centir of tli.Tt

front, and leads into a wide com' r m
tended to be used for exhibits, an 1 i. nii 1

which ,iro grouped the adniiiii--i i.itn e

oflices, and from which access to the lecture-

theatre and loans galleries is obtained by

ii secondary staircase. The ligliting is

fairly well obtained throughout, and the

galleries are satisfactory as regards

dimensions and arrangement for circula-

tion. The elevations are simple, grow

naturally out of the plan, and express the

purposes of the building. The north eleva-

linn is well broken up, giving shadow,

although on the sky-line somewhat flat.

The cost has evidently been carefully re-

garded in the design, and it lends itself in

a satisfactory way to erection in sections.

No. G7 is a design possessing some
f. atures of interest. The main entrance is

from Stranmillis-road through an imiiosiiig

(Hiliimnar portico curved on plan on tlio

inuseum-Hoor level to a square hall in tli.

centre of the building. This hall is al- i

reached by a staircase ascending from th '

gardens entrance on the lower level at the-

centre of the North front. Main staircases

ascend from the east and west sides of the
central hall to the picture-galleries. A
columnar loggia on the east front corre-

sponds exactly to the entrance portico on
the west. As in other cases, the central-
hall arrangement involves lighting of tlie

internal portions of the building by four
small light-areas, which are not quite
adequate. The elevations are well jno-
portioned, and give an idea of scale. It is

doubtful, however, if the appearance |iie-

sented by the roofs, which are in this case
boldly shown, with the necessary glass for
lighting the art-galleries, would bo enlirelv
satisfactory.

No. 8 deserves mention as liaving a
generally well-arranged plan, and cI.a o
fions possessing a good deal of qm i

dignity, well illustrated by a perspeciiM
view which seems to indicate that tlie
building is intendetl to be erected on ground
falling from the spectator, whereas the site
IS on rising ground. The secondary
entrance is obtained in conjunction with
the service entrance, and from the side of
same, which is a doubtful arrangement,
and the kcture-theatre is placed in the
centre of the north front, which interferes
ti some extent with the gallery thorough-

No. II has a simple. straighirorw.Tid
I'lan. Its chief feature is an imposing
severely correct Doric portico in the centi^
of the gardens elevation, with a grand
flight of steps un to same. The secondary
entrance from Stranmillis-road is rather
spoilt liv the service entrance being placed
under it, the nppronch thereto being thus
divided into two flights of steps—one on
cither sirle of the cartway.

No. 22 is another central-h.ill plan, with
two entrances, placed axwllv. The main

placed on the centre line to the

east of the central hall, a cross-corridor

running parallel to the Stranmillis-road,

and staircases at either end give access to

the various departments at convenient

points. The lighting, by four small areas,

is, as usual with this type of plan, hardly

satisfactory. The elevations are severe,

but not unsatisfactory.

No. 1 has nicely-drawn elevations and
perspective view in pencil, showing origin-

ality of design ; but the plan is hardly

equal in merit.

JIany other designs deserve mention

;

but it is iin|iossible to do more than deal

with
'

.'.! !t appear typical or which
p,,..v, iiures. The competition

ha'. 'lit most satisfactorily,

ami iii.i' ..111 be no doubt about the

justice uf the award.
Just as we go to press we learn that the

names of the other competitors noticed by
us an- as follows:—5.5, Mr. James B.

lalrao l(. II..! l-rd-row, W.C. ; 45, Mr.
(;,oi_',. \V. Atkinson, 1, Mark-lane, Leeds;
J'.i. IMossis. TuUoch and Fitzsimons,

;

G7, Messrs. Arthur and Henry H. Hill;

S, Messrs. McDonnell and Reid ; 14, Mr.
Malcolm C. Broad; 22, Messrs. Mathews
and Ridley; 1, Messrs. Orpen and
Dickenson.

-^t^

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.—IL

[with illustrations.]

There are two hundred and nineteen

exhibits this year, counting s. \.iiti . u more
than in the exhibition of ]'.<\'.\. i om-
mencing with the numbeniiL; '[ tin- cita-

logue, for convenience sako. \\o iiou- two

perspectives of a very Am. i i. an hi. 'km::

scheme for "Dominion Ilmiv, , as pr..

.1S...1 for the island site at tho eiul ol

Cin-suay, with a main frontage towards
h.. Ml and, between the Gaiety and St.

lar\ s (liurch. The skyscraper pro-

lortions of the "great tower," as shown,
uggest its Transatlantic origin, and the

ertical insistence of line in the detail

adopted tends to increase the effect of

exaggerated height at the end of the

Kingsway vista. Mr. A. Randall Wells,

of Westminster, is the author of this

strange and inappropriate proposal.

Messrs. H. Tanner and F. J. Willis,

partners of the late W. T. Ancell,
who was associated with them in

connection with Messrs. Lyons's Regent
Palace Hotel, now being erected at the
back of the Quadrant near Glasshouse-
street, send a good water-colour jier-

spective of it (1781), illustrating a fore-

shortened view, as seen from I'iccadilly-

cirrus, the curved termination of its

\mi1l'. -hapcd site being handled in an
1 11 1. iM- way, using Bermantofts faience.

Mr. I'. 1. -ford Pite is the architect
ol

I

I, III. lit block of offices in
Ell Seven years since he
can

. London. Edinburgh, and
Gla-_ .. A:;LuaiRe building at the
and the present extension (1787) i^

National Amalgamated Approved S i. ty

A more r.?markable and very diltoroiit

building is sIoo.m, ,1,,-,. l,y the last (17S8).
standing, .a- o .].,-.. at the corner of
Aldwych an I Km-.u.iv, facing west and
south. Tin- ai, h,!..,!., are Messrs. A. P. A.
Trehearne and C. F. Norman, and. judging
from this finely-delineated view, the fafade
appears to be broadly managed, combined
with no little dexterity and variation of
features. Such merit is specially noticeable
where tho curve comes in the bend con-
necting the two thoroughfares. This was

iilding for which we heard that Sir
est Gi

tional design at tho
but the building ow
his facade. Tho gr

nsta

ge, A.R.A., made an eleva-

ce of tho L.C.C.
;

rs declined to adopt
nd floor consists of

shop premises, with offices over. The
Metropolitan Railway General Oflices,

Baker-street, W., also comprise another
hotel ; but Mr. Charles W. Clark's drawing
(1790), without a plan, leaves some doubt
about its internal arrangements. The
drawing affords an excellent idea of its

businesslike exterior and important scale.

The Civic Centre for tho City of Exeter
(1795) is well drawn in the bird's-eyo per-
spective sent by Mr. Thomas H. Mawson,
Hon. A.R.I.B.A., the architect responsible
for this big scheme, which includes a large
pile of Renaissance offices, probably for
municipal purposes, and the lay-out on
rectilinear lines of the palatial surround-
ings seen in the picture. Those who are
uninformed will not be able very well to
grasp the situation. Others who are better
acquainted with what is suggested will

probably realise the scope of this proposal.
Its relation to the cathedral is not very
clear. No. 1797 marks the drawing which
we reproduce among our inset plates to-

day as delineated hy the architect, Mr.
Edwin Cooper, in water-colour. It displays
in a telling way the main points of the
Marylebone Town Hall, now in course of

erection. Mr. Cooper has materially
simplified and broadened the colonnade
and heightened the columns also, very
much altei'ing and improving the top of

the tower since he won tho competition
some little time ago. "Australia House,"
in the Strand, is also now being built, but
the Building Trade strike has for months
greatly delayed its progres.s. Tho building
lias a s|il, iiiliil site at the end of Kingsway,-
m--ir tin- ( U.ulstone Memorial, west of St.

r|, in.nl I)tui..'s' Church. Messrs. Marshall
.Mark.-nzn- and Son are the architects, and
tin 11- .hawing, now at the Academy on
ill,.- Im.- (1796), will be found illus-.

tialid lu our issue for July 4 last

summer, when the King laid the founda-
tion-stone. Dr. John James Burnet,
R.'S.A., sends a w-ater-colour sketch of

the Royal Hospital for Sick Children,
York -hill, Glasgow (1802); hut the
hanging committee has failed to do him
justice by placing this perspective so

near the floor in the corner of the gallery.

:Mr. Arthur Blomfield, the architect of the
Bank of England, suffers from a similar

disadvantage with his smaller study of a
Bank at Guildford (17S6). which is built on
a central curved site. It is suitably simple
and English - looking. The Prudential
Assurance Office, Dunfermline (1880), and a
Summer House, Mount Melville, St.

Andrews (1827) are two small Scotch
buildings by Mr. Paul Waterhouse, whose
chief contribution to the gallery this year
is seen at the far end of the room (1996).

The subject is the Chemical Laboratory for

the University of Oxford, a Renaissance
building in red brick and stone, freely

designe<l with able attention to finesse of

detail. Mr. G. Thrale Jell is responsible

for some practical-looking offices in Bury-
street, Maytair, and in the Buckingham
Palace-road (1803-5), while Messrs. Topley
ami Baxter are fortunately located on the

hm with a block of quaintly-drawn busi-

m-ss premises at Norbury (1925). Their
commercial building is thus hung among
tho churches and stained glass.

The educational buildings of the year

are on the north wall, and include the

Francis Holland Girls' School, Park-road,

N.W., of which Mr. Henry T. Hare is the.

architect. The site is V-shaped, and it

presented several special difficulties, which,

we understand, have been very ingeniously

overcome. This perspective is jihiced so

near the top limit of the gallery walls that

it is impossible to see it properly, or to do

tho work justice (1987). The Brighton,

Hove, and Sussex Grammar School, by
Mr. Samuel B. Russell (1988) shares a like

fate. Having illustrated his drawinas. wo i
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of liis building,* which is carried out in

Sussex bricks. The Eton Boys and Old
Boys' Club, Hackney Wick (1985), by Mr.
H. S. Goodhart-Rendel, is here represented
by Mr. Gascoyne's clever perspective,
which wo reproduced last year (July 11),

when we gave the plans, which we thought
well arranged and dexterously contrived.
Mr. Movley Horder hangs close by the last

lus Gydo Orphanage, Painswick (1991).

Tliree other much more important educa-
tional buildings follow on in sequence

—

viz., Mr. K. J. Allison's capable and bold
Renaissance fa9ade for the New Science
Museum, South Kensington. This drawing
(1993) \vas illustrated in the Building
News for August 29 last. Mr. Cecil G.

Hare's new wing for Downing College,

Cambridge (1994) is strikingly designed in

a Free Classic manner, well harmonising
with its neighbours, the result being at

once refined and very picturesque, without
any undue effort. Prof. E. M. Simpson
has a large detail (1992) of the centre of

Gower-place front of tlie New Chemistry
Building for University College, nicely

carried to completion in a scholarly way
without attempting much that is novel in

aim.

The Workmen's Hostel, Hotwells,

Bristol, (1841), by Mr. Harold Crone, is a

straightforward building, and this remark
applies to the sensible block of brick and
stone offices at Millbank, by Messrs.

Trehearne and Norman (1882). Mr.
Herbert A. Welch's "Wellgarth Corner,"
Hampstead, is a work of the same plane-

sailing character. Mr. Clyde Young has
been adding to Clumber House (1832) with

good effect, and Mr. E. Guy Dawber is

building at Milborne Port, in Somerset, a

local rubble stone house called "The
Bowling Green," in a Lato Jacobean
manner, with considerable gardens

attached (1834). This architect's chief

exhibit this year is "Hanipworth Lodge,"

Wilts (1869)," a very capital half-timbered

house, with a splendid hall, shown by an

uncommonly good pen bird's-eye. which we
illustrated on June 13 last summer. One
of the most telling outlim-

i

i -| - > i ii. - in

the gallery is Mr. Philip 1
i i

~ \' ^^

Building to Kingston Eus-' II > hi- t

(1854), worked out very {_ !iii.::\ m in ---t

capable way. Messrs. Aikinfiiii and
Alexander's Houses at Ealma (IS-jT), and
Preston Candover (186.->) ar,- just what
modrni biick ,ln,„rstir«..ik should be. In
S|urit llir\ ar^- Cnlnr ;

liul lu handling

thrv olitaiii all III.' r-,aitial .haracter of

traditiiinal (ir.n-i^iau an-aiignncnt without

fumbling and borrowing the dead letter of

ISth-Century detail, which some think the

end - all of contemporary design. A
delightful water-colour of reserved skill is

contributed by Mr. G. Wortley Chilton,

showing a "restoration of an old

Uth-Century manor hall " (1847), and Mr.
Walter Brierley is as good as usual in his

Purey Oust Nursing Home, York (18.56).

though we admire more his beautiful

design, which takes tho place of honour
at the end of the gallerv, submitted un-
successfully a short lime ago for St. Mary's
Church, Harrogate (1950). This scheme is

scholarly, and has a fine tow'er at the west
end. On the south of the chancel, the
morning chapel groups well with the east

end, which is distinguished by a big. fine

window of Flamboyant tracery richly

elaborated.

The house which Mr. Maurice E. 'ft'ebb
is building at Noordwk. Holland (1870), is

another proof that the superiority of

British design is being recognised abroad
for modern houses, and its shows, too, how
tho English architect assimilates local
character when he is favoured by oppor-

tunity. We shall illustrate this excellent

piece of domestic work in an early issue.

"The Canons," Edgware, is being enlarged
by Mr. C. E. Mallows, who shows two little

water-colours, including the south terraced

gardens (1877). Another excellent design

is Mr. Cyril A. Farey's House at Aversham
(1879), and Radbroko Hall, Higher Plover,

Cheshire, by Mr. Percy Worthington,
hangs close by. Though of a very different

type, it is refined and thoughtful. "The
Links," Hythe, by Mr. Gerald C. Horsley
(1883), we have also noted, and briefly

remark upon with pleasure. The Club
House, Wilton Park, by Mr. Stanley
Hamp (1885), is another good instance of

buildings associated with golf. The big

Georgian house, " Apley Grange," Harro-
gate (1895), which Mr. Edwin Cooper has
in hand, comprises also some extensive
gardens which reflect considerable taste,

and show the desirability of adopting a

well-thought-out scheme at the 'outset,

whenever that is possible. Branthain
Court, Suffolk, is conceived moro in the

Elizabethan manner, with gables and tall

chimneys well grouped by Mr. W. Harold
Hillyer (1896), and so wo reach two
spirited pen-and-ink perspectives from the
capable hand of Mr. Andrew N. Prentice,

representing Symington Lodge, Lanark-
shire (1900-1901). This is a commodious,
good house, erected in rubble, and
handled in a Scotch way without
affectation, being both plain and pic-

turesque, homely as well as dignified.

The new wing, done in a Georgian
manner by Mr. H. S. Goodhart-Rendel,
is being added to "Gatley Park," Here-
fordshire (1910). It is shown by one

of the best of Mr. Gascoyne's water
colours. The wing seems to be attached to

a gabled house of an earlier type more
after the Elizabethan jieriod of work
adopted by Mr. Escourt Holland for

"Edwin Wall's School" (1919), of which
the south front is shown hard by. Also
close to it is Mr. A. N. Prentice's "Further
Barton," Cirencester (1920), which likewise

is dislinguished by gables of a pronounced
^Mi(. Til,, li.iuse at Hampstead, by Messrs.
II -in,. Fifkl and Simmons (1919) is

i|. ~iLiii. il more on 18th-Century lines in an
acc'jini'lislied simplicity. The "Georgian
interior," by Mr. Sydney G. Brown (1918),

is drawn extremely well, and we shall illus-

trate it latei'.

Among the churches sliown in the
gallery, Mr. Maiiiue E. Webb, M.A., has
not been quite sn furtuuate owing to the

exigencies of hanging, as his dispKiy of

small elevations and plan seems to have
deserved ; but an examination is difficult

owing to its altitude. This Church of St.

Francis, Dollis Hill (1940). is somewhat un-
usual in its plan, with wide vaulted aisles

and ambulatory, a Lady-chapel extending
in an apso eastward of the domed chancel,
wherein the high altar is set well forward.
Transepts occur N. and S., and a
campanile belfry-tower of Italian character,

in harmony with this pedimented building,

rises over the N.E. corner, where there
is a vestry, a second vestry isolated

from the first coming in a like position on
the south side. Two ambones are located

in front of the choir, the whole effect being
foreign in style, and the roofs are to be
covered with Roman tiles. Upton St.

James's, Torquay, built midst tlie Devon-
shire hills, is of a very different type, by
Mr. AVilliam D. Caroe, M.A. (1929),' with a
tower and spire at the S.W., at the
end of a capacious south aisle, in rich
medireval design. Mr. C. E. Mallows
shows a small autograph study (1933) of

the east end of St. Andrew's Church,
Bedford, with a crucifix in the apex of

the gable, which is elegantly conceived,
combined with well-managed buttresses I

returned ingeniously at the angles of the

'

fayade. The big scheme by Mr. Richard
Creed for tho Church of St. Mark, at
Caraberwell, with a parish hall and clergy-
house attached (193.5), has a spire like
Mr. Caroe's, set within the embattled top
of the tower. The tower in Mr. Creed's
building is flanked by porches, convenient,
no doubt, for congregational uses, modern
in spirit, and done with some skill. Mr.
Temple Moore is thoroughly imbued with
the spirit of ecclesiastical architecture, and
his church at Canwell, near Sutton Cold-
field, of which an interior is shown
(1936), though small, comparatively speak-
ing, evinces much knowledge. The same
architect shows the extensions of Hendon
Parish Church (1951), and an interior of
the Church of St. Columba, Scarborough
(1963), wliich will add yet another to his
series of notable buildings of this class
which he has erected in Yorkshire. Wo
have already incidentally alluded to Mr.
Walter H. Brierley's distinguished design
for St. Mary's, Harrogate (19.50), this draw-
ing being one of the best in the gallery. The
work was won by Mr. Walter Tapper last
year, when we illustrated the selected plan.*
Mr. Tapper on this occasion contributes
his excellent new Church of St. Stephen, at
Grimsby, which we shall publish shortly
by these two views (19.59 and 1968), and of
a like capable and artistic standard of
Ecclesiastical merit ranks the church
which Mr. Cecil G. Hare is about to erect
at Redcar (1947 and 1962), represented by
a pair of refined water-colours, well worthy
of examination, as showing how contem-
porary churches should be managed. St.
Cuthbert's Church, Copnor, Portsmouth,
by Mr. E. Stanley Hall, M.A. (1954),
shows the south chapel over-prominently
drawn, the main building being more
sketchily handled, so that at first sight we
thought an addition only was intended.
The scheme appears to be on a considerable
scale, and it is broadly managed. Mr.
Herbert C. Corlette has a handsome, if

somewhat florid, "sketch design" (1932)
for a proposed reredos at Selwvn College,
Cambrid-e. and :\Ir. Vorcy ^j. Andrews
sends a iviv ],,. .mwi,.] 1i\ a t,M, ] f,,r St.
Barnabas i linirh, Tiuilin'.l-.. \V,.1K (1974),

ment quiu- correct.

Tho I>adv Lever Memorial, Christ
Chuicli, Port Sunlight (1946), by Messrs.
W. and S. Owen, takes the form of an .

I'laborate (Jalihe porch, vaulted and
enriched with Late Gothic niches
liarnioni.uisly worked out as an adjunct to

a notable church erected at considerable
expense a few years ago, from the designs
of the same archit^^cts, Mr. ' Huon A.
Matear also is an adept in florid Medireval
detail, and his chancel screen. Holy
Trinity Church, Southport (1927), and a
chapel in the same building (1956) furnish
examples of his taste and ability. The
new screens, altar piece, etc., in tlio chapel
of St. Botolph's famous chiircli at Boston,
by Mr. William S. Weatherley, ar?
scholarly and befitting as knowledgable
work of this kind (1958). The Cathedral
of St. Paul, Namiremfce, Uganda (1975), by
Professor Beresford Pile, is a striking

church of considerable scale, treated suit-

ably with external arcaded walls, in which
the windows of lancet simplicity are re-

cessed. A dome occurs over the crossing,

and a big tower seems to bisect the western
end. Mr. H. Reginald Poulter is happy in

his St. Augustine's Church, Addlestone,
Surrey (1972), and the last church on
which the late Mr. John Old rid Scott was
engaged has a special interest on that

account, though the present draw ing (1973)

is not particularly attractive. It shows

the tower added to St. John's, Oxted, with

'Seel 1 News October 10, 1913.
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which .Mr. Scott was so long personally

iissociatcd, and it is a good example of a

nice country church, designed on capable,

traditional "lines. The large interior per-

spective uf the Church of SI. Michael's,

Holder's Green (1949), by Mr. John T.

Lee, shows a very well-fitted sanctuary of

rich detail. Mr. Matthew Hoiiiii. ..f l.ivor-

j)ool, contributes a clever \jiili.il ^.\.i.

church with a capacious clii.-i i\ (I. Ml'

and 1948). There is a baldarlim ,a, , ili.'

high altar, a handsome rood and jiilpil.

Mk William A. Tite sends St. .Tarn, ss

Church, Alperton (1957), and Mr. IU-iIhiI

A. Welch a pretty lectern for St. Jiidi's

on-thn-HiU, N.W. (1941). while another

good detail occurs in the Entrance to

Bloxhall-road Mission (1930), from the

design of Mr. Eustace C. Frer*, who does

excellent work.
^o

SCULPTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

TWO nlSTS BY MR. F. VV. DOYLE-JONES.

We give photographs of two exhibits at the

Royal Acndomy. The bust of Robert Burns
forms pnrt of tlie complete Burns Memoria
nt Galnsliicis which was erected recently.

The bust is of bronze, colossal size, and the

plinth of Peterhead granite ; total height

about lift. The design was cliosen from

about thirty sent in for competition.

We also give a bust of Mr. John Redmond,
M.P., by the same sculptor, Mr. F. W. Doyle-
Jones, of 5, Wentworth-studios, Manresa-
ro.id, Chelsea, London, S.W.

THE R.I.B.A. ANNUAL REPORT.
The annual report of the Council of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, which
was adopted at the general meeting of

members on Monday evening, shows, in ii

tabular statement, the present subscribing
membership of the Royal Institute, com-
pared with the corresponding periods of 1911.

1912, and 1913:—

Fellows. Associates.

1914

Hon.
Associates.

55 ....

Total

1,630 54

During the oHicial year 30 Fellows have beei

elected, 97 Associates, 2 Honorary Fellows
and 3 Honorarv Associates. There are no\
2,070 Licentiates on the roll, against 2,10

last year. Since the publication of the las

annual report 17 Licentiates have passed
special examination qualifying for election to

the Fellowship, and 10 have been duly elected
as Fellows. Since the publication of the last

annual report the Council have admitted into
alliance the Queensland Institute of Archi-
tects.

During the year the President appointed
ilessrs. H. Percy Adams, H. M. Cautlev,
Max Clarke, E. W. M. Corbett,
Vernon Crompton, A. W. S. Cross, E. Guy
Dawber, H. P. Burke Downing. Ernest Flint.
Matt. Garbutt, Mowbrav A. Green. Edward
Greeuop, Edwin T. Hall, G. E. Hallidav,
James Jerman, H. V. Lanchester, G. A.
Bligh Livesny, G. Herbert Oatley, C. Stanley
Peach. Harrv Redfern. H. D. Searles-Wootl,
W. H. Seth-Smith, Edwin Seward. John
Slater. Alfred Stoner, Ernest R. E. Sutton,
Paul Waterhouse, W. Henry White, and A.
Needhnm Wilson as arbitrators in connection
with building disputes. The President
appointed as assessors iu various com-
petitions Messrs. E. Guy Dawber, J. S.
Gibson, H. T. Hare (twicel. J. W. Simpson,
Leonard Stokes, H. W. Wills, and P. S.
Worlhiuglou.
During the vear the Board of Professional

Defence has been engaKed in considering n
scheme for the establishment of a Legal
Defence Union for architects; it is expected
that at nn early date particulars of the
scheme will be submitted to the members.
Under the provisions of Bylaws 24 and 25 a
Fellow has been expelled for unprofessional
ooudnct and a Licentiate for taking part in
n competition banned bv the Council. A
committ"» r.ri«i«liMi' nf the presidents of all

upon, and of these 373 have been approved,
an increase of 298 and 224 respecti\ely on
the previous year. The Board, at the request
of the Board of Education, have conducted
the examination of candidates for the
National Scholarship i]\ Architecture.
The Art Standing Committee have defined

their work as follows: (1) To deal with the
preservation and repair of national monu-
ments. (2) To consider the artistic aspects
of all propositions for new works and public
improvements. (3) To make suggestions as
to public improvements of an. architectonic
character. (4) To consider any course that
should be adopted for the purpose of
securing a higher standard of architectural
design, taking into consideration both the

of the architect and the education
of the public. (&) Generally to deal with all

matters tending to advance the art of archi-
tecture. It was regretted by the committee

H.M. Office of Works were unable to
r-inhn.ly the old General Post Office in the
nru linildings to be erected upon that site.

1 111' I Miiiniittee therefore considered the new
|iin|i(.v:il ill conjunction with the official

plan oi the new roadway from St. Paul's
Bridge, at the east end of the Cathedral, and
it is to be further regretted that the official

lay-out takes but slight advantage of the
opportunity of a great London improvement,
for which such facilities so seldom occur,

le suggestion that the London University
sliould be transferred to Somerset House has
engaged the committee's attention. Careful
consideration will be given to the subject if

the proposal takes definite shape, for it is

anticipated that some structural changes will

be necessary in the adaptation of this great
building to the purposes of a University.
The rumour that Temple Bar was to be
removed from Theobalds Park to a site in

London proved to be groundless, as the owner
informed the committee that there is no such
intention. The committee gave its full

support to the proposals for preserving two
important London houses. IS'o. 75, Dean-
street, has been scheduled under the terms of

the Ancient Monuments Acts, and is, there-

fore, for immediate purposes, free from risk

of demolition. With Nos. 55 and 56, Great
Queen-street—tho well-known brick house,

said to be the work of Inigo Jones—the case

is dilTerent, and this cannot be scheduled,
le owners are considering influential repre-

sentations urging the retention of what must
be regarded as an early example of street

architecture. The scheme of national

cottage building promoted by the Board of

Asrieulture was considered by the committee.
With the principles of the Board's report the

committee were in general agreement, but
made strong recommendations for the main-
tenance of local tradition, both in design and
construction.

The Practice Standing Committee state

that the sub committee which was dealing

the revisions of conditions of contract

esire to be relieved of the task, the In-

titute of Builders having expressed their

nsh that the whole of the clauses of the Con-
litions of Contract should be dealt with at

he same time, rather than in a piecemeal
uaiiner, a \ iew which has been ailopted by

he Council of the Royal Institute.

,nestion of the quotation of prime cost

prices to the architect and to the builder,

ill regard to which a deputation from the

National Light Castings and Builders

Merchants' Joint Committee was received

by the committee last session, has been
unable to be carried further owing to the

promised statement as to what percentage

represented a fair discount for cash, and
what sliould be allowed to the builder for

handling material, not having been received

from the joint committee.

In connection with the provisions. Sec. 22

(.IU of the I,.C.C. General Powers Act, 1909,

the District Surveyors' Association published

a form upon which it was suggested that the

calculations and particulars to be delivered

to district surveyors under the section quoted

should he srt forth. The desirability of the

general adoption of this form was considered

by a sub-committee, who reported that unless

the form was so modified as to make its

optional character self-evident, its use

appeared objectionable, as tending to extend

by custom the powers of the district sur-

veyors beyond the limits contemplated by the

Act. This report was adopted by the com-

mittee.

A representation has been received from

the National Federation of Building Trade

Employers deprecating the growing practice

bv architects and others of receiving tenders

w'ithout opening them in the presence of those

tendering. The committee have reported to

the Council that in their opinion the practice

of opening tenders' in the presence of those

tendering is the proper practice, and should

be universally adopted, not only by architects,

but also by all public bodies and companies.

Mr. Sydney Perks and Mr. Edward Grccuop
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have undertaken to bring up to date the
Institute's pamphlet on Dilapidations, pub-
lished in 1903. The committee have suggested
a considerable number of amendments to the
draft regulations about to be issued by the
Local Government Board under Section 17
of the Housing and Town-Planning Act, 1909.
The committee recommend that a deputation
should be sent by the Institute to the Board
of Agriculture to deprecate the standardisa-
tion of designs for cottages for small holdings,
and to urge that they shall be designed by
qualified architects to suit the special circum-
stances and requirements.
The Science Studying Committee report on

a variety of subjects, including the tests in

progress at the Geological Museum in
Jermyn-street on the weathering properties
of building stones, which they consider "are
being made on the most careful lines, and
that the information to be obtained will be
of great value " ; on possible legislation in
the near future on white paints, on defects in

roofing-tiles, L.C.C. drainage by-laws, the
construction of belfries, and the effect of
vibration on buildings, reinforced concrete,
the specification of timber, and the onerous
and vexatious restrictions of the Metropolitan
Water Board as regards lavatory-basin
wastes.
During the past year the most important

work of the Town-PIanning Committee of the
Institute has been in connection with the
town planning of London, with particular
reference to tTie arterial roads. As a result
of representations by the Institute flud other
bodies to the Prime Minister, a conference
wa.s called bv the late President of the
L.G.B. at which it was decided that in

order to study the details of the problem.
London sliould be divided into six areas, and
that district conferences should be set up. In
tliis way a commencement can be made of the
study of the problem as a whole and the co-

ordination of the town-planning schemes.

LONDON' COUNTY COUNCIL.
In the course of the annual estimates sub-

mitted to the London County Council on
Tuesday it was stated that the net expenditure
which the Council has to incur in connection
with the enforcement of the provisions of the
London Building Acts (Amendment) .\ct,

1905, and the Factory and Workshops Acts.
1901 and 1907, with regard to the provision of

means of escape from fire, is estimated for

1914-15 at £980 more than for 191314. The
increase is entirely in respect of staff. A
provisional sum of £500 has been included
in the estimates of the Building Acts Com-
mittee in respect of contingent expenditure
which may arise in connection with Part II.

(Town Planning) of the Housing and Town-
Planning Act. 1909. Similar provision, to the

extent of £200, was made in the estimates for

1913-14, but no expenditure was incurred.
The net expenses of carrying out Part IX. of

the London Building .4et, 1894, relating to

dangerous and neglected structures, are esti-

mated at £1,755, as against £1,450 for 1913 14.

Provision of £460.000 has been made in

the capital estimates of the Establishment
Committee in respect of the new County Hall,

as against £.301,000 for 1913-14. The amount
of the capital estimates for main drainage
for 1914-15 is £190.550. as compared with

£356.380 for 1913-14, the reduction being due
mainly to the progress which has been made
with the large schemes approved by the

Council on December 5, 1899, and Feb. 16,

1904, for the extension of the main-drainage
sjstem and the prevention of floodings.

During the long discussion on these esti-

mates Mr. J. D. Gilbert moved the reduction

of the vote in respect of the new County Hall
by £1, in order to draw attention to the very
slow progress that was being made with that

building. Although they had estimated for

an expenditure of £806,925 in five years, the

amount which had been actually spent was
only £366,925. After a discussion the amend-
ment was withdrawn.
The Education Committee reported that

the Council, on April 29, 1913, decided to

obtain the decision of the High Court in

connection with the summonses issued by the

district surveyor against the firms contracting

to rebuild the Victory-place school. Wal-
worth, and enlarge theParagon school, Ber-
mondsey, in respect of failure to give notice

under the London Building Act. 1894, as

regards the new school buildings in the

former case, and a new wing added to the

school in the latter case, which the Council
contended were exempt from notice under the

provisions of section 3 of the Education (Ad-
• strative Provisions) Act, 1911. The

Council's appeal against the magistrate's

decision that the buildings in question were
not so exempt was heard on March 4, 1914.

when the Court unanimously decided that

section 3 of the Act of 1911 did in fact confer

exemption in regard to new school buildings

from the necessity of giving notice to the

district surveyor under the London Building

Act, 1894. The appeal was therefore allowed

with costs; but the case of the "Paragon"
school was referred back to the magistrate to

decide whether the new wing was a new
building within the meaning of section 3 of

the Act of 1911. The case remitted to the

magistrate by the High Court was heard on
March 25, 1914, when the magistrate held

that the new wing of the "Paragon" school

is a new building within the meaning of

section 3 of the Act. The summons against

the Council's contractors for failure to give

notice under the London Building Act, 1894,

was accordingly dismissed, and the defendants

were awarded "£15 15s. for costs in respect

of that summons and the summons relating

to the Victory-place school. The effect of the

decision is. added the committee, that, in

the case of new wings of school premises

which can be considered to be new buildings,

the Council will be exempt from the necessity

of giving notices to the district surveyor, if

the new wing is to be built in accordance with

plans approved by the Board of Education

under any regulation relating to the payment
of grants.

The Housing of the Working Classes Com
mittee reported that the work comprised in

the contracts for the erection of five shops^

nine cottages, and a house for medical prac-

titioner on the White Hart-lane Estate

Tottenham, has been completed. The cottages

contain accommodation for seventy pers

and altogether accommodation for 6,905

persons in 884 cottages, in addition to the five

shops and the doctor's house, has now been

provided on the estate. Further contracts

for the erection of 190 cottages, with accom
modation for 1.421 persons, and three shops

have been completed on the Old Oak Estate

Hamniersinith. Accommodation has now beei

provided on the estate for 2.231 persons ii

319 cottages and cottage flats, in addition to

fi\e shops. There is a good demand for

accommodation at both these estates, and

practically all the cottages are let.

The Council accepted the offer of Messrs.

[,I^,.,lt,„„tl, .,,,,1 Cn
, Ltd,, r.f a rent of £1,950

., .
. ,r ,1 'r',i." '<ii- pii"'i '. -Miiip years of a

;
•.

I
, : M, f . ,v

. -t.rn side of

K ,,,^ -,,,, > ,r K-ii , \ .'ii- House, and

tliat ot -\l.>Mr-. Kui,u; ami .\nicll, Ltd., of a

rent of £2,.3:)9 a year, for a similar lease of a

site of 9,4885q.ft. between York House and

that proposed to be let to Messrs. Hardtniuth

and Co.
The Council was recommended by its Im-

provements Committee to grant Mr. E. W. C.

Kearney permission to occupy a portion of

the isl.a'nd site between the Strand and Ald-

wych until the end of October, for the pur-

pose of constructing an endless track for the

running of a car on the Kearney high-speed

system.

s provided during 1912 were the Metro-
politan boroughs of Wandsworti, TulhaBi,
VVoohvich, Lewisham, and Hammerfimith,
the total net addition in these districts being
1,852 rooms. In extra-London the net

ber of rooms provided in 1912 was 12,334.

As regards the size of the tenements pro-
vided in 1912, by far the greater number were
three, four, and five-roomed cottages.

While the accommodation afforded during
the whole period 1902-12 was more than
sufficient for the increase in the working-class
population, in 1912 it fell short of what would
be necessary to provide for the estimated in-

crease in that year. The figures in this return
relate to new working-class houses only, and
do not take into account another factor of

some importance, the conversion ot better-

class houses for occupation by persons of the
working-class. Reliable statistics of the
extent to which this process adds to the
amount of housing for persons of the working-
class cannot, however, be obtained. The
particulars given show that the amount of

vacant accommodation in and around London
is decreasing, and, moreover, the supply of

new houses does not appear to be keeping
pace with the demand. The rate of building

is lower than it has been for many years,

and is still declining, and there is as yet no
indication of any improvement. The rents

charged for the new accommodation indicate

that generally there has been very little

change in London from the rents ruling for

several years past.

THE URBAN REPORT OF THE LAND
INQUIRY COMMITTEE.*

By Dawbarn Young (Associate).

{Continued from page 601, last week.)

EXISTING LEASES, ETC.

In the case of existing leases (other than
mining leases) originally created for more
than 21 years or for a life or lives, the lessee

should have the same right of security of

tenure or compensation for improvements,
fixtures, goodwill, and cost of removal as are

recommended above in the case of future

leases ^yith the following modifications :

—

WORKING CLASS ACCOMMODATION
IN LONDON.

.\ return which has been prepared for the

London County Council shows that for 1912,

for the first time since 1902, there was a net

reduction in the amount of working-class

accommodation in the County of London, the

number of rooms provided being 4,167, as

against 6.790 demolished. In the whole of

Greater London, however, which is covered

by the return, 17.308 rooms were provided,

as compared with 7,567 demolished. The only

districts in London in which any material

amount of additional housing accommodation

has i n any buildings erccted or improvements made
(othe r tliaii improven :nts necessary to put the

se-s into a prope sanitary comlition) by th--

rs in title before the eine'

meiit of the pro]i05ed
it which treated old imr>ro,i

ment other than nee
as h. ongina to hiin.

No addition ti. tl u rent which would otlicrwiso

lowed in respect of improve

ment 5 made by the lessee or his predecessors nices

to put tlic pre
ot any huildini;s erected orcond

ade bv the lesseo after the

comine into force ot th e proposed lesislation.

Improvements in

Commissioners refused to renew or extend the lease.

BISINE.SS PRE.MISKS.

In the case of premises used for the pur-

poses of a business or profession under any

existing or future tenancy for a term not

exceding 21 years, a tenant wlio had erected

buildings or" made other improvements, or

created or become possessed of a goodwill

attaching to the premises, should have the

same rights as are given to lessees for over

21 years, of applying for a renewal or ex-

tension of the tenancy, and of receiving in

cases where the renewal or extension was

not granted by the Commissioners, compen-

sation for his goodwill, improvements, fix-

tures, and costs of removal. To the grounds

on \yliicli the Commissioners might refuse to

renew or extend the tenauey should be added

the following :

—

That the owner required the property tor his own
occu!>ation, or for that of some member ot his

family, or of the family of a deceased lessor for

whom he was an executor, administrator, or trustee.

COPYHOLDS.
The Committee recommend that the pro-

visions of the Lord Chancellor's Bill dealing

with this question should be passed into law

•Read at the Ordinary General Ueetinfi of the

Surveyors' Institution, Monday, April 20, 1914.
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aniendn favour ofsubject to ccrtc

the copyholder.

LEASES FOR LIVES.

Tlie Committee advise that any future

);rant of a leasse for lives other than that of

the lessee should be proliibited, and that an

existing lessee for lives should have a riglit

to apply to the Commissioners to have his

lease commuted into one for a term of years.

EKFRANCHISEMENT OF LEASEHOLDS.

The Committee do not view favourably the

general application of the principle of en-

franchisement of leaseholds, but in their

opinion all future leases of land for more
than 21 vears—

(1) To religious bodies for the erection oF places
of worship and schools:

(2) To locul authorities;

should confer on the lessee the right to pur-
chase the fee simple subject to the payment
of compensation to the lessor.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS WITH REGARD
TO LEASES AND TENANCIES.

The Committee make the further recom-
mendations :

—

Repairs by Landlord.—In future lettings
of dwellings it should be an implied term of

the contract that the premises were reason-
ably fit for human habitation at tlie com-
mencement of the term and would be so kept
by the landlord during the tenancy, and this
obligation in the case of future tenancies for
less than three years should attach to the
landlord and may not be contracted out of.

Undisclosed Defects.—Landlords should be
placed under legal obligation to disclose de-
fects, of which he or his agent had know-
ledge, and showing, or tending to show, that
the premises were not reasonably fit for
human habitation.

Assignments.—It should be a statutory
incident of future leases or lettings that tlje

lessee should have the right to assign after
giving notice and reasonable information to
the landlord. The landlord should, however,
have power to obtain an order from the Com-
missioners prohibiting the assignment in the
case of an unsatisfactory tenant. With re-
gard to existing leases, when the landlord
unreasonably refuses permission to carry on
or sublet, the tenant should have power to
appeal to the Commissioners.

Contracting out of Payment of Rates and
Taxes.—Any agreement that any existing or
future rate or tax payable by the landlord
was to be paid by the tenant should be void.
Structural Alterations. — Before makin"

any erection which might become tlie subject
of compensation the tenant should bo bound
to give notice to his landlord. The landlord
should have the option of carrying out the
suggested improvement and adding a fair

covenants in lessee or tenancy agreements
which were clearly unreasonable or contrary

to the public interest.

Scale of Costs on Assignments, Consents,
and Licenses.—The fees and costs of the
solicitors, agents, or surveyors of lessors,

payable by lessees or tenants on their giving
notices of assignment or obtaining consents
or licenses to assign, or consents to altera-

tions or to change in the user of property,
should be regulated by a scale to be set up
by the Commissioners.
Disputes Between Landlord and Tenant.

—

The Commissioners should be given authority
to decide all disputes between landlord and
tenant in regard to the tenancy. or arising

percentage of the cost to the a
rent. If the landlonl so desir
tion as to v.li Mt r

'

liberty to n ;

ferred to li; (

nation of lii- i :^

be what the work v,

exhausted or it wn
the character of tli [ ;

the tenant could m t i , , ,,

Dilapidations.—In tlie case o
dilapidations the tenant should have a right
to set olT the improvements against the cost
of the repairs \Vhen a building was about
to be pulled down and the landlord had sus-
tained no actual loss by reason of the want
of repair a claim for dilapidations could notbe enforced.

Conditions to be Declared Void

!it of the

claim for

conditions
-Certain

sometimes inserted in leases
or tenancy agreements should be declared
void by statute, e.g. :—

ic«co'*",hnir'ir".MVr'. "1""".^ "='""" «'«" =""1

lu«r,r.'""„ic"'„t."'"'-" "" "•" '"«'^-' ""'it-.

J?L*'l iB'.«n<«t Kivins the lessor or hi, solicitor

. • ". .i " ^"'"cnt ot the les.i-e"
'

' lease or agreement for
the conditions contained in
a lease.

(3) A provision that all dccd.i rclatlne to iIil.premises shall he prepared hy an acent nelinir for
the landlord or that >nch an aacnt .shall ho en. i-loxTrt

Kope'rl?"'
" "' '" " ""''""' "' '"'""' "' ""

The Commissioners should also have power
to declare void any other conditions or

out of the lease or tenancy agreement, in-

cluding particularly the question of dilapida-
tions ; and there should be transferred to
tliem the powers, now vested in the Chancery
Division and the county-courts, of relief
against forfeiture for breach of covenant.
Transfer to Land Commissioners of All the

Powers of the Courts to Sanction Leasing.—
All the powers of the Courts, Government
departments, the Charity Commissioners,
and other similar bodies to grant to limited
owners, trustees, and corporations the right
to grant leases should be transferred to the
Land Commissioners.
Power to the Commissioners to Release or

Vary Restrictive Covenants and Conditions.
—The Commissioners should be empowered,
on tlic application of any person interested,

on the application ot the "responsible
thority " under the Housing and Town

Planning Act, 1909, to declare void, or to
ary, upon such terms as it thought fit, re-
trictive and other covenants or conditions as

to building or user which were no longer
necessary to preserve the amenities of the

ghbourhood, or to protect the interests of
the persons entitled to enforce them.
Easements.—The Commissioners should be

empowered to extinguish, on awarding com-
pensation, easements (e.g., rights of way,
light, etc.) which prevent the reasonable im-
provement of property and the loss of which
would not cause undue detriment to the
persons entitled to such easements.
Ascertainment of Sums Payable for Street-

Making, Etc.—.\ny provision in a convey-
ance or lease stipulating that sums payable
by the purchaser or lessee shall be left to be
ascertained by tlie vendor or lessor or his
agent should be void.
Building Materials.—Any provision in a

building lease or agreement for the sale of
land to the effect that the building materials
and plant and other articles brought on to
the land but not actually permanently affixed
to it shall vest in the vendor or lessor should
be void.

Abolition of the Right of Primogeniture.—
On the death of the owner intestate, land
and buildings, under whatever tenure, should
pass to the next of kin in the same way as if
such land and buildings were personal
property.

PART IV.

RATING.
As the Committee very riglitly point out,

lo inquiry into the land problem of this
;onntry would be complete unless it included
oeal rating among the subjects of its investi-
gation. The importance of this question is
emphasi<;cd hy two facts, namely ;--

and puts :

(3) The
should rif

rating land at its annual

are by a burden of rates,
n upon other land

:

y the Exchequer, is charsied

Space will not purnut of more than a general
consideration of the criticisms put forward.
1. Tax upon Improvements.—With regard to

this ground of criticism, the Committee point
out that, under the existing system, directly
an owner proceeds to improve his land by
the erection of buildings or other works his
assessment is raised. In short, they say the
present system amounts to a heavy tax on im-
provements, and is bound to have a retarding
influence that is usual when an article is

taxed. Answering the criticism that a tax
on site values will also have the effect of re-

tarding the development of land, they say

:

"The economical effects of a rate upon the
site are quite different from the economical
effects of a rata upon buildings or upon the
composite hereditaments. The supply of
buildings, like the supply of spirits or tea,
can be restricted, and will be restricted if

producers are discouraged by means of the
imposition of the tax. For in these cases
there is not sufficient motive to continue pro-
ducing unless a price can be realised suffi-

cient to meet the duty as well as the cost of
production. But sites are not created by
the human agency at all, and therefore the
supply of sites cannot be restricted. It is

true that a landowner can withhold from the
market ground which would otherwise be
profitably occupied; but by so doing, if he
saves the tax he loses the whole of the land
which he would derive from it if it were being
used."
The Committee say that the present system

is especially detrimental in the case of
housing and agriculture. With regard to the
former they quote from the separate Report
ot the Royal Commission on local taxation
wlio were strongly of the same opinion. With
regard to the effects on agriculture, the Com-
mittee refer to a striking passage from the
Duke of Bedford's book. "The Story of a
Great Agricultural Estate." The duke, after
describing how he had spent considerable
sums in laying out and planting a fruit
garden, goes on to say, to his astonishment,
that the effect was to treble the amount of
rates on the farm, and says: "I am now in a
ppsition to record an important result. It
is this: If yon invest your capital in a fruit
farm your rates will be trebled before yon
have any chance of a return or your outlay."

2. The Unfair Distribution of" the Burden.
—Dealing with this point the Committee
state that the present basis of assessing pro-
part yon the principle of "Rebus sic stanti-

bus "" has two results, namely:

—

(1) Land which ought to contribute towards the
revenue ot the district is let oir without any iiaynicnt

produced the
was £40.000,00(

(2) That du
mount ot rat

of ;

ng the past ten years
has increa.'ied to

,,
although the asfesfable

IS levied has only increai
which the rate
extent of 21s. 9d

CRITICISMS AS TO THE EXISTING SYSTEM OF
RATING.

The Committee quote the opinion of a large
nnber of persons on the working of the

present rating system, and sum up the results
ot their investigation at some' length. They

t'cise the present basis of assess-
ment. The main objections which they raise»- summed up as follows:—

i:\M ,1 i lare that Should be Borne by
I'l V.\ li iiii-r.—Tliis point requires no
elaljoration, for I think it is generally ad-
mitted that the time is come when consider-
able relief should be given to local authorities
by grants from the public exchequer, in order
to meet the expenses incurred in the pro-
vision for what are tantamount to national
services.

4. Valuation Reform.—Touching upon this
point the Committee state that they have re-

ceived a large number of eompla'ints from
parts of the country that there is a tendency
for the control of assessments to get into the
hands of one particular class who very much
favour (no doubt not intentionally) their own
class in determining the assessments— e.g.,
in one place the members on the assessment
committee are nearly all farmers, and their
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1 Amount Paid in Rates. Increase (-) or
1

Decrease ( -
)

per cent.On R.V. Basis. On S.V. Basis.

A £X)n „g inn 1 finn £1,557 10
1.55 15

1 +1.457
1 + 56B . 300 100

C 3(10 180
D
E 300 190 100 66 15

100 44 10
33 7 6 - 67300

In this table it is ass
and tbat the existing ra e in the £ is 6s. 8d. ; the rate in the £ required to raise existing revenue from

Table II.

Increase ( + ) or decrease

^,^iLf Yield of rate . (- ) in contributions

Block. E.V. S.V.
at 7s. 6d. elld at is lOJd. Columns

5 and 6.

caused by transference.

Amount. Percent.

(1) (21
1

(3) (7) (9)

i300 £210 £112 10 £100 ' £19 9 £119 n + £6 19 + 6
300 180 112 10 100 16 14 116 14 6 4 + 6
300 135 112 10 100

{ 12 10 112 10
300 90 112 10 100 ' 8 7 _

300
1

43 112 10 100 4 3 104 3 - 8 7 -7

In this table it is assumed that the rates are now at 6s. 8d . in the £: that in ten vears rates on
thep: 3sent basis would increase by lOd. in the f (to 7s. 6d. in the £): the site value of the district is

to be 4.5 per cent, of the rateable value, so that the increa
annua 1 site value, would necessitate a rate of Is. lOjd. in the £.

Table in.

Block. R.V.

Yield of
rate at
6s. 8d. S.V.

Yield of rate
at Is. 8d.
in £ on
S.V.

Yield of
at Ss. 1

in £
R.V.

ate
d.

Total of
Columns

Percentage increase
( + ) or derease(-)

in£ or
R.V.

5 and 6. in contributions.

Ill (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

.\ £100 £2,100 £175 £88 15 1 + 164 percent.
H 300 100 210 17 10 88 IS ) 106 5

300 100 180 15 88 15 )

11 5 88 15
i; 300 lOO ' 90 7 10 88 15 1 96 5
K 300 lOJ 60 5 88 15 1 93 15 - 6

300 100 45
1

3 15 88 15 92 10

In this table it is assumed that the rates arc at present 6s. 8d. in the £, and that the annual site
-.xlue of the district is 45 fper cent, of its rateable value : the imposition of Id. rate on capital site value
= Is. 8d. on annual site value) will thus relieve the rate on the rateable value by 9d. in the £, reducing

practice is to value farms at a low figure and
other properties at a high figure. Besides
this, the valuations in manj' parts of the

country are in the hands of entirely ignorant
persons. There is a great deal of overlap-

ping ; and there is an entire lack of uni-

formity with regard to methods of valuation

throughout the country.

hecommendations of the committee.

The Committee having come to th i- m In-

sion that the present basis of rating is nn

satisfactory, proceed to look for :i sy-i m
that would be more suitable, and in tin .

search for a new system keep two points

view—namely, that the scheme must not

intarfere with existing contracts, (b) put :

greater burden upon agriculture. After con
sidering the proposal to transfer a\\ the rates

from the composite value—namely, land and
buildings to the value of the land alone—the

Committee have come to the conclusion that

it will inflict a considerable injustice as be-

tween landowner and landowner. In some
eases landowners will to some extent be re-

lieved of rates, whilst in otli'?rs tlie Lind-
owner will have to bear a pre.nter burden.
This result is due to the fact tliat the r.Tlio

of the value of the site, as compare 1 - ::'i !'

value of the building, varies betw i

perty and property. For exampl
that two large properties occupy th hi
of a particular rating area, the rateable v.-diio

of each being £l,00ff. If the rates were 10s.

in tlie £, each would contribute £500 to the
rate, assuming that the value of the lan.i in

one case was £1,500 per annum, and in the
otlier ease £500 per annum. If the nitiiig

syste?n were changed, the rates being clnried
,

on tlie value of the land, the more vThinble
site would have to contribute £750, wliereas
tlie less valuable would contribute £250. The

)

Committee are strongly of the view that the
most satisfactory basis of assessment is that ,

of site values, biit, for the reasons given, if it

were to be altered now the alteration would
result in a serious injustice. But they argue
that although a mistake has been made in

the past there is no reason wliy the mistake
should be perpetrated in the future. They
accordingly recommend that^

(1) AM future increases in local expenditure Hunt

upon site values. In other ,vorfl^"'ovrM. '"'

l".,"!

authority should be required to r;ii . I
, ,i y e . ;

'lilt 'il rit.s in any future year '\ ' e
i

I

site values .such further part of their exitcliditure
from rates as they think flt.

Tlie Committee give in their Beport a series

of tables to sliow the effect of their proposals.

Three of tliese tables are given in the Appen-
dix. Table I. shows the effect that would be
produced if tlie entire basis of assessment
was cliaiiged from the composite value to the
value of the land. If reference is made to

the table, it will be seen that the first column
1 Mfibes the class of property, A represents
pint of undevelopd land; B a plot of unde-

: ped land; C represents a business pro-

I

irty not far removed from the principal
business thorouglifare ; F and G are pro-
perties in outlying residential districts. Tlie
second column gives the existing rateable
value, and for the purpose of comparison the
Committee have assumed that tlio rateable
value of each class of property is the same.
The tliird column gives the site value, or in

other words, tlie annual equivalent of the
capital site value, whieli moans not the sum
for which the bare site would let from year
to year, but 5 per cent, for the selling value
of the site if put upon the market clear of

improvements. Tiie fourth column gives the

amount of rates which would be obtained on
tlie existing basis. The fifth column gives
the amount that would bo obtained on the
site value basis, and the last column shows
the percentage of increase or decrease in the
amount of the rates that will have to be paid
by such properties if the site value basis
were adopted. This column makes clear
what a disastrous effect would be brought
about if the basis of assessment were entirely
changed. Table II. is to show the result of
the Committee's scheme to transfer all future
increase in expenditure to site value. The
table to a large extent speaks for itself, and
I do not think tliat any explanation is neces-
sary. Table III. is to demonstrate the effect
of transferring part of the existing rates from
the composite value to the site value. On
reference to the eighth column it will be seen
that there would be an increase in the
amount of the rates in the case of A, B, and
C. It will be noticed that in the case of pro-
perties B and C both have to bear nn in-

crease, but the Committee point out that they
would not recommend that this change should
be allowed unless a grant was made from the
Exchequer, assuming then that the grant
which they recommend—namely, £5,000,000
—is made in relief of rates. The Committee's
estimate represents a relief of over 8 per
cent. As a result B, instead of having to
pay a heavier rate, would be to some extent
relieved.

AGRICULTURAL LAKD,

The Committee suggest that agricultural
land for the purpose of the new site value
rate should not be rated in its full value, but
at such a fraction of its value as would keep
the total contribution from agricultural land
proportionately the same in relation to the
other liereditaments as was the case before
the change. They, therefore, made the fol-

lowing suggestions to meet the difficulty :

—

(I) That in assigning on the site value of aRri-
cultural land a deduction might be made not merely
of the value or all improvements made during the
last thirty ye.irs. hut the unexhausted values of all
iniprovem. Ills nhi, ,1 t., the land;

THE LONDON BUILDING ACTS.
THE TRIBUNAL OF APPEAL.

The following amended Regulations have
been made by the Tribunal of Appeal (in sub-
stitution for tlie Regulations of February 21,

1895) as to the procedure to be followed in

cases of appeal, and as to the fees to be paid.

THE LODGING OF APPEALS.

1. Notice of appeal shall be addressed to

tie . I rk Mf ilie Tribunal and shall be lodged
.

It ;: . 1 lii.reoii paid to him at the office

e ih. I I

I e:i:il. No. 1.3, Great George-street,
W. -iiiii:;-! r, S.W., within the period (it

any) prescribed by the Act or Acts under
which the appeal is made, and where no
period is so prescribed, within one calendar
month after notice of the act or matter the
subject of an appeal has been given to or
served on the appellant.

Note.—All notices to be given to the Tribunal as
well as all documents to be lodged (other than plans
or drawingsl in pursuance of these regulations must
be on foolscap paper and entitled in the matter the
subject of the appeal and the statute or statutes
relating thereto. All notices prescribed by these
regulations must be in writing.

NOTICES OF APPEAL.

2. The appellant shall, within the time
limited for giving notice of appeal, give
notice of such appeal to the Clerk of the
London County Council, the district surveyor,
or other authority against whose act the
appeal is made.

3. The appellant shall also, within the time
above, limited in cases where the appellant
is not the original applicant, give notice to
such original applicant of such appeal.

4. The London County Council, the district

surveyor, or other authority to whom sucli

original application was made shall furnish
to the appellant on request a copy of such
application (other than plans accompanying
or forming part of the same), together with
the name and address of the original appli-

cant and of the names and addresses of all
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persons to whom notices under the original

application were given.

5. In CKse of an appeal under onv of the

sections of the London Building Act, 1894,

in tlie schedule to these Regulations men-
tioned, the appellant (in addition to the

notice to the London County Council and
nth, I- und.r K, fuhitioui 2 and 3 hereof) shall

L-
ii li ;ip|i. Ill within seven days

: I

III iM>t HO of appeal to the

1
- ami persons mentioned

<.(ij ,, ...,:. i.iiuii 111 the schedule hereto
under wliich the appeal is made, and when
giving tlie notice provided for by this regula-

tion shall supply the said respective autho-
rities and persons with a copy of Regulation 9.

DOCUMENTS TO BE LODGED WITIt THE
TRIBUNAL.

l>. Th.^ amiollant shall deposit with the
I 'i '

I I 'niiiil within seven days of tlie

li I i|>|H'al copies of the original

,i\'l . and of the decision, de-
tti:i .i.ij... I iulicate. refusal, consent, re-

quirement. HT^ulution. condition, grant, or
other act or matter the subject of an appeal,
with copies in duplicate on tracing linen or
sunprints or photographic reproductions on
stout paper of all necessary plans or drawings
relating thereto.

7. The documents referred to in Regula-
tion 6 shall be supplemented by a short state-
ment of the facts which shall specify the Act,
section, and sub-section under which the
appeal is made, and shall set out the grounds
of the appeal, together with the name and
address of the original applicant (if any), as
well as the names and addresses of all persons
to whom notice of appeal is to be given under
Regulation 2 hereof.

EXTENSION OF TIME AND AMENDMENTS.
S. The Tribunal may from time to time

extend the time for compliance with the
requirements of these Regulations (other than
the time limited for lodging appeals under
Regulation 1), and allow all necessary amend-
ments, including amendments in the notices
and documents prescribed by tliese Regula-
tions, upon such terms as to the fees to be
paid to the Tribunal, and as to costs and as
to rights of parties not before tlie Tribunal,
and as to adjournment of the proceedings or
otherwise, as the Tribunal may order.

PROCEDURE FOR HEARING APPEALS.
9. After an appeal has been lodged the

earliest convenient appointment shall be
arranged for the hearing of the appeal, and
notice by letter of such appointment shall be
communicated to tlip parties to the appeal
and to the persons tn whom notice of appeal
IS to be given iin.l. i- R. filiations 2 and 3 and
to such of tl,. p, ,

. -:.- are entitled to notice
of appeal n: I - i; • ,,,, ', as shall within
.seven day- • i ^ i ,,: la, them of notice of
appeal ha^.' ,. pa ,, ,| ,,, writing the clerk of
the Iribunal to give them notice of the
liearing.

10. The Tribunal may hear an appeal at,
or adjourn to. such place as thev may from
time to time deem most convenient, and m,-,y
have any inspection or view which they may
require for the better disposal of the case.
riiev may also, from time to time, upon the
application of any partv to an appeal, grant
adjournments, upon such term ns to tiie fees
to be paid to the Tribunal and as to costs

i""'""'^®
ns they may think proper.

'^'
' i»g of appeals shall be openThe

to the public,

41 ^".^-^i"'' P*^""" entitled to appear before
The Tribunal may appear cither in person or
by counsel, solicitor, or agent, and the pro
cedure at the liearing shall, subject to .such
variations as the Tribunal may think fit be
similar, mutatis mutandis, to that adopted on
the trial of actions before a Judge of the Ilish
Court— e.g.

:

°

.y^vo^f'ot"'
''^^'""''°'"- " "">•• '<> l^e heard and

Appellant to state his case and call his witnessesAny other parties interested to lie lieard.

Bum 'i^"
'^ ***** ''" '"*• *=*" '" witnesses, and

Apiiellant to reply.

ORDER OF TRIBUNAL.
13. The decision of the Tribunal shall be

NOTICE OF ORDER OF TRIBUNAL.

14. Notice of the Order of the Tribunal,
together with an office copy of the Order, will

be sent by registered letter to each of the

parties to the appeal ; but in cases where a

party is represented by a solicitor or agent
then" the notice will be sent in the above
manner to the solicitor or agent.

EVIDENCE AND PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS.
15. The parties to an appeal, and all

persons claiming through them respectively,

shall, subject to any legal objection, submit
to be examined on oath or affirmation in

relation to the matters the subject of the
appeal, and shall, subject as aforesaid, dis-

close and produce before the Tribunal all

books, deeds, papers, accounts, writings,

plans, and documents within their possession
or power respectively which may be required
or called for, and do all other things which
during the proceedings on, or in connection
with, the appeal the Tribunal may require.

ATTENDANCE OP WITNESSES.
16. Any party to an appeal may by subpoena

ad testificandum, or duces tecum, require
the attendance of any witness at the bearing
of an appeal. Such subpoena shall issue upon
the fiat of a Master of the Supreme Court
(King's Bench Division). Applications may
be made ex parte. They shall be in writing,
headed in the matter, and shall be accom-
panied by a certificate signed by the Clerk of

the Tribunal, showing that

—

(i) The applicant is a party to the appeal.
(ii) The hearing fee for such appeal has been paid

or a date has been fixed for the hearing.

Provided that no subpoena shall issue for the
attendance of the Superintending Architect
of Metropolitan Buildings, and when the
London County Council is a party to the
appeal no subpoena shall issue for the attend-
ance of any member of the Council without
the certificate first obtained of the President
of the Tribunal.

17. Witnesses summoned to attend before
the Tribunal shall be bound to attend in pur-
suance of the summons, and shall be liable to
process of contempt, in like manner ns
witnesses are liable thereto in case of dis-

obedience to any order of the Supreme Court,
or in case of default in attendance, in pur-
suance of any order of the Court or of any
writ of subpoena ad testificandum ; and all

persons swearing or affirming before the
Tribunal shall be liable to all such penalties,
punishments, and consequences for any wilful
and corrupt false swearing or affirming con-
taiiiiil tiarein, as if the matters sworn or
afliiiji.al |i;iil been sworn and affirmed before
any ollirr persons by law authorised to
adiniiiLster oaths, to take affidavits, and to
receive affirmations.

18. If any person duly summoned by
subpoena to attend at the hearing of an appeal
shall refuse to attend, or if, having attended,
he shall refuse to be sworn or to answer any
lawful question, a certificate of such refusal
by the President of the Tribunal shall be
transmitted by the clerk of the Tribunal to
the central office of the Supreme Court and
there filed, and thereupon the party requiring
the attendance of the witness may apply to a
judge of the Supreme Court, ex parte or on
notice, for an order directing the witness to
attend, or to be sworn, or to answer any
question, as the case may be.

19. If any witness shall object-to any
question which may be put to him at the
hearing of an appeal the question so put and
the objection of the witnr^', ili.rato shall be
taken down by the clerk ,,| ila^ I'lilninal and
transmitted by him to tli,. milial (.Ihcc of the
Supreme Court, to }„ tlirra filrd. and the
validity of the objection shall bo decided by a
Judge of the Supreme Court.

20. In any case under the two last pre-
ceding rules a Judge of the Supreme Court
shall have power to order the witness to pay
any costs occasioned by his refusal or
objection.

TAXATION OP COSTS.
21. One of the Taxing Masters of the

Supreme Court will, upon the request of the
Tribunal, signed by the President, tax the
costs of and incidental to appeals before the
'Iribunal where costs are ordered by the

Tribunal to be paid by any of the parties to
such appeals and such costs have not been
fixed by the Tribunal.

22. The certificate of the Taxing Master
shall be deposited by the person entitled
thereto with the clerk of the Tribunal, who
will endorse and sign the original and the
office copy of the order of the Tribunal, with
the amount of the taxed costs so certified and
the office copy of the order so endorsed and
signed, shall be sufficient proof in any court
of law of the amount due for costs payable
on the said order of the Tribunal.

CASE STATED.

23. Application by any party to an appeal
to the Tribunal to state a case for the opinion
of the High Court on any question of law
involved in any appeal submitted to them
shall be by notice addressed to the clerk of
the Tribunal at the office of the Tribunal. A
copy of such notice shall be sent by the party
requesting a case to the other party or parties
to the appeal.

24. In case of any change in the constitu-
tion of the Tribunal, whether by death, retire-

ment, or otherwise, after the order of the
Tribunal is made in any appeal, and before
a case is stated, the remaining members of
the Tribunal by whom the case was heard
shall state the case.

RECORDS.
25. The original order of the Tribunal and

all documents lodged in connection with any
appeal, and any other documents retained
by the Tribunal, shall remain deposited in the
office of the Tribunal as records.

INSPECTION OF RECORDS.
26. The documents mentioned in Regula-

tion 25 shall be open to inspection by any _

person on payment of the fee provided for by
these Regulations at the office of the Tribunal
between the hours of II and 3 (Saturdays 11
to 1).

OFFICE COPIES OF RECORDS.

27. Office copies under the seal of the
Tribunal of orders and other documents of
record shall be admissible in evidence for all

purposes of the statutes and these Regula-
tious made thereunder to the same extent as
the originals would be admissible. Any docu-
ment purporting to he a copy and appearing
to be sealed with the -enl nf the Tribunal
shall, in the nbsiiaa ,,r r\).l.iice to the con-
trary, be deeni.rl i.. 1„ ihr .iflico copy of the
document of win. Ii ii purpcils to be a copy,
and shall be aaiiu.-,»ible in evidence without
further proof.

Office copies of such orders and other docu-
ments may, subject to the approval of the
Tribunal, be supplied to persons other than
parties to an appeal, upon payment of the fees
provided for by these Regulations.

COPIES OTHER THAN OFFICE COPIES.

28. Copies other than office copies of orders
and other documents of record shall be
supplied to any person on payment of the
fee or fees provided for by these Regulations.

FEES PAYABLE TO THE TRIBUNAL.
29. The fees to be paid to the Tribunal by

appellants and others arc as follows:—
Lodging appeal f2 fl

•Hearing, not exceeding five hours 5
Certificate of the clerli nnrl.i- jiii\- of these
regulations 5

Transmission to tli i' '
''" ^f the

SuprenieCourt una . la a, Is,v-19 5
Certificate of the I •). ii-m i lahunal
under regulations la \ a i o

Order 'J

Stating special casa 'J

Inspection of an Ola I ai 1

Inspection of file ot jaau, .aia^- '2 6

Copy of regulationt, ut tha Tiiiiuual 10
Office copies Bd. per folio. I'laus, Ac,
according to work involved.

Copies other than office copies 4d. per folio.
Plans, &c., according to work involved.

' In addition to the above hearing fee an additional
fee of one pound per hour shall be paid by the
appellant for each hour or part of an hour occupied

the hearing over and above the first five hours.

All fees shall be payable in cash in advance,
and in any case in which an appellant may
have paid an amount in excess of the fees due
the party so paying shall be entitled to the
cturn of any amount so paid in excess, by
he Comptroller of the London County
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'oiiiicil, upon the certificate in writing of nesium chloride of most interest to tlie

he President of the Tribunal, endorsed upon I present subject are its ready dissociation at

form provided for that purpose. moderate temperatures with formation of

SCHEDULE.—(See Begot^ation 5.)

Subject of .ippeal.

The Superintending .Architect's determin
as to the level of the Kround.

The Council's determination that the
scribed distance shall be greater thai
from the centre of the roadway.

The Council's
of any buildi
the prescribe
the roadway.

The refusal i

streets, &c.. under Part 11. of this .\ct or any
condition imposed by the council.

The refusal by a District Surveyor of his Certi-
ticate to plans of a building or structure to
be altered or re-erected under Section 13.

The Certificate of the Superintending Archi-
tect as to the general line of buildings.

The Certificate of the Supermtending .Archi-
tect determining in what street or streets a
building or structure is situate.

The Superintending Architect.
The District Surveyor.
The Local .Authority.

The Local Authority.
The Owners and Occupiers of the
nearest building on each side of the
proposed building.

The Local Authority.

Ihe Superintending .Ai-chitect.

The Local -Authority and all other
persons entitled under Section '24 to
notice of the Superintending .Archi-

tect's Certificate.
The Superintending .Architect
The Local -Authoritj- and all other
persons entitled under Section -24 to
notice of the Superintending Archi-
tect's Certificate.

The London County Council or District
Surveyor as the case may be.

The Local .Authority.

The decision of the Council or a District Su
(iii.) veyor under this Section.

The Council's determination in cases where
person desires to rearrange a clearei area.

The Superintendini^ Architect's Certificate de- The Superintending .Arch
terminiug the front and rear of a building.

) & 41 The Council's refusal to allow a building to
be erected to a greater height than the pre-

•ibed height.

The Dis

to which the refusal relates. The
notice in this case to be given in such
manner as the Council may direct.
lie District Surveyor.

The Distric

respect-
1 of public buildings.
r's reriuirements respect- The District Surveyor,

lug tne conversion of any building in this
Section mentioned into a public building. . _

The Council's refusal to permit, or any regula
tion of the Council, or decision of thei
Engineer, or reciuirement or condition madi
by him, as to the erection or the adaptatioi
for use of a building as a dwelling-house oi

low-lying land.

The preceding Regulations are made by the
Tribunal of Appeal, in accordance with the
London Building Act. 1894, Section 184. They
come into force as from April 23 last.

iWAGNESIAN CEMENT.
In the year 1855 the French chemist Sorel

discovered the cementing qualities of several
of the oxychlorides of zinc. In 1867 Dumas
submitted to the French .Academy samples of
coloured mosaics and billiard-balls of artificial
ivory which Sorel had produced by wetting a
mixture of magnesia and sand with a solution
of magnesium chloride ; the proportion of the
sand to the magnesia varied from one to
twenty, and the degree of saturation of the
solution of chloride from 20deg. to 30deg.
Baume, depending on the temperature and on
the nature of the inert filler. These cements
have been variously known as Sorel cement,
magnesian cement, and oxyehloride cement.
Periodical attempts are "made to revive
interest in this cement; but its limitations,
which have hitherto been insufficiently
defined, have caused many disappointments
and some waste of capital. These compounds
are by no means worthless ; thev are, on the
contrary, quite interesting and" suitable for
many purposes. Their development has been
stifled by the sweeping claims of their advo-
cates. They are being used, to a limited
extent, mostly in Germany and in France,
and should command more interest from
British engineers, architects, and builders
than they do at the present time.
When 50 grams of magnesia are stirred

into a solution of 1,500 grams of magnesium
chloride, and then dried, first over a water-
bath and then in the oven at llOdeg. C, the
resultant oxyehloride is expressed as follows

:

MgCK, lOMgO, 14H,0.

The 14 molecules of water are present as

water of crystallisation ; if a sufficient number
of them are removed, by heat or otherwise,
the magnesia and chloride reappear separate.
Commercial chloride of magnesium as

crystallised from the solution, contains 6

molecules of water. The properties of mag-

hydrochloric acid, its deliquescence, and its

great solubility in water. It is soluble in 0.6

part of cold and 0.273 part of boiling water
(Engel). The salt, MgCLO, 6H,0 contains 50

per cent, of water, and a saturated solution

about 70 per cent. The most iiuportant

source of supply is from the extensive deposits

at Stassfurt in Saxony, where it is found as a

double chloride of magnesium and of

potassium known as Carnallite ; it is yielded

as a by-product in the extraction of the

chloride of potassium. The commercial
article is of a greenish-yellow colour.

Oxide of magnesium, or magnesia, is found
in nature as periclase crystals, but for com-
mercial uses it is prepared by calcining a

carbonate of magnesia (MgCO,). whereby the

carbonic dioxide is driven off, leaving the

magnesia as an amorphous white powder. The
purest form of this carbonate is magnesite,
which occurs in various parts of the world,
and notably in South Africa and in Cali-

fornia. Tlie most extensively-worked forma-
tions are in the Grecian island of Euboea.
Carbonate of magnesium is also found asso-

ciated with carbonate of calcium (lime) as

dolomite.
There are a number of oxychlorides of

magnesium. Sorel's formula was

—

MgCK, 5MgO. 17H,0;
after being teated with cold water, by which
some of the chloride is lost, it becomes

MgCL, 9MgO, 24H,0.

Davis, by modifying the circumstances of

1
formation by means of ammonia, got

I MgCl,, 5MgO, 13H,0.

Krause, by continual stirring during forma-

tion with an excess of chloride solution,

I
produced

MgCK, 5MgO, 18H,0.

Andre, by heating together 400 grams of

crystallised chloride, 20 grams of calcined

magnesia, and 500 grams of water, got

MgCL, MgO, 16H,0,

which, being dried in vacuo, became

MgCK, MgO, 6H,0.

This would appear to be the lowest limit of

combined water, being the same as in the

hydrated chloride by itself, and 1 have been
unable to reproduce it. I have found that

under ordinary conditions the formula is in

all cases where sand or some other inert

filler is used to make artificial stone or

lumber—
MgCK, 5MgO, H,0.

Any other combination will almost surely

leave an uncombined excess of one or other
of the salts.

An essential difference between natural and
Portland cements, and also sand - lime
products and oxyehloride cements, lies in the

fact that while the former do not contain

water as an essential part of their com-
position, the latter, even after driving off free

moisture, contain not less than 46 per cent,

of combined water. Even if only part of this

water be driven off the cement loses its

essential properties ; its cementing value and
its tensile and crushing strength vanish. The
oxyehloride cements are purely crystalline,

and their rigidity depends entirely on the
rigidity of their crystals ; their limitations

on this account cannot be overcome unless

their composition and structure be completely
altered.

Magnesian cements have been used with
sand to make artificial stone, and with saw-
dust to produce a sort of artificial lumber,
which is, however, quite cold to the touch and
rather heavy, and cannot, therefore, be
properly called artificial wood. The neat

cement is almost perfectly white, and has

been used in dentistry ; it is conceded to be

the strongest cement known, and also the

quickest to set. The theoretical minimum of

cement required in a mix— namely, sufficient

to fill the voids—applies as with other

cements ; but, on account of its liquid nature

before setting—whereas with Portland, water
is merely a vehicle and a catalytic agent

—

success can be attained much closer to that

theoretical limit than with artificial stone

made with Portland cement.
The difference in tensile strength between

the two stones, the Portland and the

magnesian, is so variable that no list of tests

would be of much practical value. The
strength of magnesian cements has been very

much overestimated, and I might state

broadly that with equal content of sand a

carefully-made magnesian stone is from 10 to

50 per cent, stronger than a Portland stone ;

occasionally there will be a greater difference

than this. Such cases are, however, ex-

ceptional, and due to circumstances which are

difficult to control, especially when the manu-
facture of these stones is carried out on a

large scale. As a laboratory product the

greater strength of the magnesian stone can

be taken for granted : as a factory product it

may well be doubted. The resistance to

crushing appears to be directly proportional

to the tensile strength, about ten to one; the

drier the stone the higher the ratio, and I

have known the crushing strength to reach

almost fifteen times the tensile strength.

When undergoing crushing tests the stones

show no appreciable elasticity, and the

moment they give way they can be crumbled
with the fingers, all cohesion being destroyed

throuahout the mass at the critical pressure.

In these stones the higher the proportion of

combined water (between the limits of 6 and
18H,0 in the standard formula) the stronger

they are. whereas the higher the proportion

of free water the weaker they are. Drying
is essential to get the streng"th which will

compare with Portland cement. The increase

in strength after drying is oftentimes quite

remarkable. The stones should be first dried

in the a,ir until they cease losing weight ; they

should then undergo further drying at a tem-

perature not exceeding 95deg. C. ; below this

temperature they will neither crack nor de-

compose to any extent. If a more rapid

drying is desired the stones can be put in a

kiln as soon as they are well set ; the tem-

perature must be raised very slowly, and there

is danger of cracking, small haircracks being

almost unavoidable.. If the stones are kiln-

dried before the setting is completed the oxy^

chloride is liable to dissolve in the free water

on account of the higher temperature, and to

run to the bottom of the mould ; the stones

are then nf uneven strenath. The rules to be

adopted for drying depen'* on the nature of
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tlif mixture, but tile liighcr tlie proportiu:?

of .-awdust the less danger of large and do

stnictive cracks from accelerated drying.

A test of twehe samples of a semiporous

mix containing sawdust which after seven

days of air-curing were dried for twenty-four

hours at a temperature of 70deg. C, gave an

average loss of free moisture of 9.65 per cent.,

the lowest being 8.05 and the highest 11.8.

One of these samples was found to have lost

'2.'2i per cent, of its weight after two and R

half hours, 3.74 per cent, after five hours,

9.92 per cent, after nineteen hours, after

which no further loss was perceptible, the

weight being the same at the end of twenty-

four hours. In mixes containing sand only,

the amount of free moisture is somewhat
less. The greater part of the moisture is

that which clings to the o.\ychloride and to

the free chloride ; but where sawdust is

present some of it is retained by the fibres

of the wood. The eradication of free moisture
in the above samples was found to increase

the tensile strength fully 40 per cent.

If magnesian stones are soaked in cold

water they absorb water, the amount depend-
ing on their composition and structure; the
loss of strength is very great even for a very
low absorption, and the cement itself be-

comes cbcesy. If the water is changed a

considerable amount of chloride may be dis-

solved, and strength will be lost which can-
not be recovered Ijy drying. By making the
stones under high pressure their absorbing
power can be greatly reduced—2 per cent, in

twenty-four hours being the lowest I have
known.

If the cement is treated with boiling water,
chloride is eliminated very rapidly, as shown
by a test which I made of a 60-gram sample
treated with lOOc.c. of water. After thirty
minutes of boiling a silver chloride test

showed 0.8378 gram of chlorine ; the water
was then changed, and forty-five minutes
later the chlorine was found to "be 0.245 gram

;

after this the loss was practically constant,
being 0.236, 0.261, and 0.254 for successive
periods of one hour. This test would seem to

indicate that within thirty minutes all the
free chloride was washed out, after which
the oxychloride itself began to decompose.
.\ sample boiled for four and a quarter hour,-;

did not show appreciable loss of strengtli
;

but another one, which was lioiled for fortv
hours, with twenty-five changes of water—the
last change showing only traces of chlorine
-had lost over 60 per cent, of its tensile
strength, but was remarkably firm in spots,
due, no doubt, to the formation of a hydrate
of composition MgO.H., as indicated by
Bender.
A short treatment with boiling water, to

eliminate free chlorirlr, and then kiln-drying
at temperatures rap.inL l,.i\v,,ii TOde". and
8odeg. C, seem tn 1 ,) ,,. h,r this class
of material, espeui i ntains saw-
dust, which absnil 'iilinii l.iit

does not allow ac •
i i n

a cement within i\r i

had been thoroii- i i

left out in the air i ,. ,,

weight 5.09 and 3.:i7 pfr c,,i',t. respectucly.
through the absorption of atmospheric
moisture, whereas two other samples, which
had undergone a short treatment in boiling
water before drying, showed no perceptible
increase. This treatment, in my opinion,
does away almost entirelv with the "sweat
ing " which is one of the shortcomings of
these compositions for outside work.
Sawdust and other soft fillers introduce

problems which do not exist where sand only
19 used. I have examined a great many frag"-
ments of sawdust under the microscope, and
in all cases where the composition had been
merely dried the viscous appearance of the
deliquescent chloride was present; where the
composition had been boiled the sawdust
looked thoroughly dry. Hardwood sawdusts
nre far preferable to pine or other soft woods
because they arc less absorbent; they make
lip for their greater cost because they do not
withdraw such a Inrae proportion of chloride
solution, which would otherwise combine
with magnesia to form cement.

In order to finally dispose of the artificial
stones compounded with sand and oxy-
chloridcs for outside construction, in com

petilio)! with I'ortlaiKl-ceineiit stones, it may
be well to iiiiotc from Dr. Endeinann's paper,

read in 1893 before tlie New York Section of

the Society of Cliemical Industry :~

hydrate, but it

suffice it to sa,\- that none of tliese e.xpenmeuts t^ave

results which in a practical way could be utilised."

In the discussion which followed Dr.

Endemann's paper, Mr. Schleicher said that

as a result of practical experience masses
might hold perfectly undei- cover, but when
exposed to the inclemency of the weather they
disintegrated in ten or eleven months. Dr.
Endemann said that compositions containing
magnesium chloride were undoubtedly un-

satisfactory, being all more or less influenced

by water, so that they became porous, and
generally the next winter destroyed them
entirely.

My own experience bears out the above
statements. In one case, a roof-tile made of

this composition, although kept under cover
in an office, disintegrated after about one year.

But further than this, the stones made from
oxychloride and sand, with or without an ad-

mixture of sawdust, are far too expensive to

produce in competition with natural or

cement stones, and in the present state of

the art they can be considered, for all out-

side work, commercially worthless. We will,

therefore, now consider the uses to which
these compositions may be put for inside

work.
Mixtures of oxychloride of magnesium and

sawdust are used in the manufacture of joint-

less floors. In Germany the composition is

liuowii as Steiiiliolz, Xylolith, Lignolith, etc.
;' ^^ d England by many fancy names.n Fi

Tliese floors are used quite extensively

public places, such as hospitals, libraries,

railway stations, town-halls, post-offices,

banks, and their use is growing for bath-
rouiiis, vestibules, and kitchens in private
dwellings. Their appearance is usually
"cheap," but some of the more recent com-
pounds are produced in artistic ^patterns, and
in mosaics and "granites," which are not
displeasing. These joiiitless floors are com-
mended by some Continental physicians on
account of the absence of joints, which form
such convenient receptacles for bacteria-
laden dusts. Tliev are cheaper to lay down
than hardwood floors, and can be made in

any colour and in patterns to suit the style
of lhi> a|)artMrHiil. They are laid down "on
111' ]mIi- av ,, |,;,,(,, about lin. in thickness
||||>'| <

i Ml. Ill, r lite, boards, or on any old
»'"h1,ii II . wliiili sliuuld, however, be firm,

t!se L lacks «ill ilevelop after a time. What-
ever the underflooring may be, it is desirable
that it be not too porous, or the chloriae
solution will seep in, and the upper surface
of the flooring may be insufficiently hard.
Patterns are produced by using wooden
frames which are filled with one colour of
paste, the intervening spaces being filled with
some lifli,]- ci.limr when the first has
hardi 11, il

; lln ll.i.ir is then smoothed down
all iiM r .ih.l iiil.li,.,) with linseed-oil; it can
bc\\a-lh,i ^^llll uaiui or cold water and soap,
the oil finisli krrping the water from sinking
into till- mass and disturbing its homogeneity.
For colonring tlio paste the regular cement
colours lecininHMuled for Portland cement
should be used.

In Germany joiiitless floors in plain
colours cost about 2s. per square metre laid,
or 2Jd. a square foot, and the selling price
ranges from 48. to 6s., or about the same as
for permanent-pattern linoleum. An attract-
ive feature of the industry is that no
machinery or special equipment is required.
Cork chips, cork-meal, wood-pulp, fine
cinders, or other ingredients, can take the
place of sawdust, and a high polish can be
obtained by waxing. These floors arc vermin-

proof, combustion proof, and good deadeners
of sound, and while cold to the touch they
are excellent non-conductors. Carpet tacks
can be readily driven into most mixes ; if the

filler is in powdered form they are liable to

crack when tacks or nails are driven ; but
this can be prevented by adding hair or some
other fibrous materials to the paste. Factory-
made tiles can be used, laid in a mortar of

similar or of different composition.
A large number of patents for jointless

floors and allied compositions have been
taken out ; they are all variations of the

original method. Alfred Sang.
7a, Princes-street, Westminster, S.W.

THE BRITISH MUSEUM.
The King Edward VII. Galleries at the

rear of the British Museum, facing Montague-
place, were formally opened by the King at

noon yesterday (Thursday). The building is

in the Ionic Order, severely treated in con-

sonance with the older portions of the

Museum. The chief apartment on the ground
floor is the north library. A notable feature

is the staircase, executed in bastard statuary

marble, with bands of bleu Beige and dove-

grey marble, and columns of white and black

marble. A passenger lift, enclosed in an open
bronze-gilt wrought-iron cage, is also provided

to give access to old and new floors. The two
lowest floors, each covering an area of 380ft. by
50ft., will be accessible to the public, and the

three floors above will be reserved as working
rooms for the officials and stores. On the

ground floor the galleries will contain cases

for the display of the Waddesdon bequest of

Renaissance enamels and glass, of the

Augustus Franks Collection, and other

examples of Mediaeval art, as well as manu-
scripts, paintings, and carvings from Chinese
Turkestan. On the first floor are a students'

room and an exhibition gallery, 220ft. by

50ft., for prints and drawings. The architect

is Mr. John J. Burnet, LL.D., R.S.A.,

F.R.I.B.A., of St. Vincent-.street, Glasgow,
who was presented to his Majestv liv the

First fnniiiiissioiHr ..f Wnrks, ami llie con-

tractor^ lor Ihi-nror-lriiitiiiv, M.-m-. W, E.

Blake. Ltii., ol Slrwiumo-ioad, I'ulliaiii. S.W.
The contractors for tlie foundations and
basement, rising to first-floor level, were

Messrs. Chas. Wall, Ltd., and Messrs. Higgs

and Hill built the boiler-house. The bust of

King Edward VII. in the entrance-hall, which
was formally unveiled by the King, is by

Sir Thomas Brock, R.A. We have illus-

trated the exterior from Mr. Burnet's working

drawings and plans and by perspective views,

in our issues of March 12, 19, 26, and April 2,

1909, and February 14, 1913. In the latter

number two double-page plates and some

block illustrations showed the new central

staircase.

Mr. Dunlop has been appointed architect for

t,he artisans' dwellings to be built at Sally-

noggin for the urban council of Kingstown.

County Dublin.

Messrs. Magoon and MacDonald are preparing

plans for a building for the Young Men's

Christian Association of Edmonton, Alberta.

The building, which will cost 500,00Odol., will be

eight stories in height.

The Aberystwith Town Council have approved

.1 sewerage scheme prepared by Messrs. James
Diggle and Son, and have decided to apply to

the Local Government Board for sanction to

borrow £30,000, the estimated cost of carrying

out the scheme.

At Kirkcaldy Dean of Guild Court, the other

night, plans were passed tor additions to Kirk-

caldy Hospital, including an additional ward,

circular in shape, containing twenty beds, an

operating theatre, and other rooms ; on the base-

ment floor, heating-chamber and stores ; and
additional story to administrative block, consist-

ing of servants' bedrooms.

The newly-constituted Civic Housing Com-
mittee of Toronto has recommended to the City

Council a comprehensive competition for plans

for the proposed model houses with a view to

iiroving in a practical way that artisans' dwell-

ings can be built at a reasonable price within

easy reach of the street-railways. The designs

submitted must comply with the building by-

law, and premiums will be given for the best
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dnxuntt Calamo.

There is no prospect, we regret to say, of

an early termination of tlie deadlock in the

London building trade, and fears of a national

lock-out are rife. The committees of the

various trade-unions affected by the dispute

met on Wednesday to consider amendments
to their working rules, with a view to arriving

at some basis of negotiation. A resolution

was passed agreeing to approach the em-
ployers, and offering to take the Plasterers'

rules as a basis of negotiation for the whole
of the building trades. The Plasterers are

not required by their rules to work an)icably

with men who are not members of a trade

society, although their conciliation clause

provides for any difference arising on this

point being dealt with by a conciliation

board. Next Monday a special meeting of

the E.\ecutive Council of the National

Federation of Building Trade Employers of

Great Britain and Ireland will be held " to

consider the position of the London dispute

and resolve thereon." It seems useless to

ignore the fact that, with over a hundred
notices out in all parts of the country, tlie

employers are faced with a multitude of

organisations which overlap into trades not

directly associated with the building in-

dustries, but which are continually bringing

about sporadic and sympathetic disputes,

apparently impossible of settlement. The
end will be—as recently in New Zealand

—

that the more level-headed workmen and the

public will combine to resist the dictation of

the " sympathetic " disturbers, and will

nisist on compulsory arbitration and

obedience of masters and men alike to the

decisions of a representative tribunal, armed
with due powers of enforcing them. But
before that is reached we fear we are in for

trouble.

The Budget is on Mr. Lloyd George's usual

lines. People with incomes of £3,000 to

£10,000—as a rule, the most useful "earners"

of the community—are to pay more. They
will shift the burden on to the buyers of the

things they produce, which will send prices

up again—building materials especially. The
super-taxed are to be taxed more heavily all

round. Rates are to be released to the extent

of two and a half millions—bow is by no

means yet clear, for Mr. Lloyd George is a

poor financial exponent. It looks as if it will

only mean that what the ratepayer is allowed

to put into one pocket he will have to take

out of the other. Nothing is said about

justice to builders; on the contrary, Mr.-

Lloyd George seems determined to extort a

new local tax on site values, and to extend the

work of the Valuation Department to the

sphere of local taxation. He thus ignores

the adverse conclusions of the majority of his

own Departmental Committee, and is simply

finding more jobs for a crowd of valuers who
have gone on totally wrong principles in

deference to bis views on the national taxa-

tion of land, and who are little likely to act

more fairly when they come to deal with local

taxation.

fruni transgressing certain rules laid down in

the art of war, we do not know. This year,

it seems to us, the ' transgressors " are in

evidence. Many of us, however, will take
comfort in Prince Arthur's kindly reminder
that architecture contributes to the exhibition

— a fact which most speakers ignore—and
that in our own art " there are not so many pit-

falls tor the unwary, perhaps because stone

was less pliable thau paint." London, Prince

Arthur thinks, is fast becoming one of the

most beautiful capitals of the world, and as

proof of that he mentions " the enormous im-

provement in the Slall and the front of

Buckingham Palace, which they owed to the

genius of Sir Aston Webb, to whom they all

offered their most hearty congratulations on

the success of the design."

Prince Arthur of Connaught's modest
protest at the Academy banquet against

indulgences by painters in extremes of artistic

license was a pertinent one. Whether, as he
suggested, the President of the Royal
Academy would dearly like to have the same
means of restraining certain schools of art

as the chief of the Imperial General Staff

had the power in keeping budding Napoleons

We must wait, we suppose, to know more
about the "rational basis" on which art

education is to be based, as foreshadowed by

Lord Haldane at the Academy banquet last

Saturday. According to a conversation which

a representative of the Times is said to have

had with Mr. Pease, the President of the

Board of Education, the Royal Academy is to

CO operate "—apparently witli South Ken-

sington. " In this work," we are told, " many
Royal Academicians and Associates of the

Royal Academy are giving valuable assist-

ance. But of&cially the Royal Academy has

confined itself exclusively to the line arts,

and has in no way identified itself with in

dustrial art. It is the co ordination of the

fine arts and industrial art in the national

education of the country that Mr. Pease

desires to see established, and to this end he

seeks the co-operation of the Royal Academy
in the development of the study of art

relation to industry." Further, it is intimated

that ' one effect of such a scheme would be

to bring the Royal Academy into closer

relation with the Government, and a wa;

might then be opened by which the Govern

ment could give that assistance to the Roya

Academy which has so often been claimed

in the speeches at the annual banquet. ' Mr.

Pease and Sir Edward Poyuter are " ex-

changing ideas," it seems, so we shall doubt-

less hear more soon.

It is possible, of course, such were asked to

serve and found themselves too busy other-

wise. That it is high tinie some revision of

the regulations and the local control of Imild

ing was effected few will deny, though it is

only fair to recognise that the Local Govern-

stability and sanitation, has for some time
been urging discrimination on local antho
rities.

We are glad Mr. Herbert Samuel, the

President of the Local Government Board

has appointed a Departmental Committee " to

consider the control at present exercised

England and Wales over the erection of

buildings and the construction of streets by

means of by-laws and local regulations, and

their effect upon building and development,

and to make recommendations." The Com-

mittee will consist of Mr. J. O. Herbert

Lewis, M.P. (chairman). Sir Randolph L.

Baker. M.P. ; the Hon. Eustace Fieniies,

M.P. ; Mr. A. E. Collins (the city engineer of

Norwich), Mr. E. V. Hiley (the town clerk

of Birmingham), Mr. W. T. Jerred (an

assistant secretary of the Local Government

Board), Mr. Harding Newman (land agent),

Mr. W. T. Postlethwaite (clerk to the Swinton

and Pendlebury Urban District Council), Mr.

Raymond Unwin, architect ; Mr. E. T.

Gowan (clerk to the Croydon Rural District

Council), and Mr. Henry Vivian, chairman of

the Co-partnership Tenants, Ltd. Mr. A. N.

C. Shelley, of the Local Government Board,

will act as secretary. All these gentlemen

will doubtless render valuable assistance

;

but we confess we should have been glad to

have seen several others included, such as

Mr. W. E. Riley, of the London County
Council, and Mr. J. M. Brodie, of Liverpool.

Builders are often also owners of small

properties, and they are likewise much in-

terested in repairs. They are therefore

affected, more or less directly, by the

operation of Section 14 of the Housing,
Town-Planning, etc.. Act, 1909. The object

of this clause is to make landlords of small

houses and tenement property keep their

premises in reasonable repair. It provides

that in every letting of such property there

shall be implied a covenant by the owner
that the place is fit for habitation. When the

Act first came into force it was, perhaps too

hastily, supposed that its effect was to impose
a duty upon owners of seeing that these

dwelling places were in fair repair, and so

many landlords insured against this risk, and
the companies did a new cheap line in Pro-

perty Owners' Insurance Policies. But a

recent case in the Court of Appeal [Times,

April 29) shows that the Act does not impose

any fresh obligation on the owner, but only

makes him legally liable to the actual tenant,

in the same way as it he had covenanted to

repair. In other words, it simply enlarges

th« contract as between landlord and tenant,

and does not affect other parties, as it would
have done had a legal duty been cast by the

Act on the owner. So in this case the tenant's

daughter, who had been injured through a

hole in one of the floors, was held to have no
claim for damages against the landlord, as

only the tenant himself could make such a

claim. Evidently the insurance companies

do not really run much risk in these new
property policies.

" Women at Auction Sales " was a good
headline in a recent Estate Market column
of our penny progressive 'Times. We are

getting on. Women are better than men at

bargains, and they are well known at auctions

of furniture and the like. But their attend-

ance at local sales of property, such as

ground-rent, houses, etc., is rather a modern
development. Certainly the habit should be

encouraged for the sake of the sellers. If

two neighbourijig ladies in a suburban road

happen to want the same lot there should be

some fun—and some profit—for the

auctioneer ! Every builder and house agent

knows that the party he has to please as to

selling or letting a house is the lady, although

she brings her husband with her as a matter

of tradition and convenient convention.

When the ladies can be got to attend evening

auction sales of property—of course, taking

tlieir husbands round also, to sign the needful

cheque for deposit—there will indeed be life

and movement in the market, and a good deal

of ruiniing up in the figures. For the rest,

freehold ground-rejits are selling well, and

there are ,^igns of a real revi\al. Money must

be put out somehow ; the Stock Exchange is

shaken by sudden storms, and if only our

politicians will let the land laws alone for a

little it will once more be put out profitably

on property-purchasing.

The different ideas about a common centre

for the engineering societies in Manchester
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arc now before tlie provisional organising

committee appointed at the conference last

Friday to represent about a dozen societies.

About tlie main idea for a meeting-place and
library, tlicre is no doubt or argument. There
is some divergence on the question whether
the movement should be part of some deg
of amalgamation of the societies ; but the

prevalent view is not in favour of immediate
amalgamation. There seems more division

of opinion as to whether there should be a

meeting-hall and library included in the

municipal premises which may be built on
the vacant Piccadilly site, or whether a

relatively large special building should be
erected by the co-operating societies to

contain these features, and, in addition,

offices to be rented by engineers. All other
things being equal, surely the more complete
the proposed establishment the more assured
will be its popularity and permanence? With
offices to let, the bigger the building the

bigger would be the revenue. Manchester
men are rich and should easily find a suitable

site and acquire it at a reasonable price. If

this seems too ambitious, a start might be
made iu rented premises ; but the societies

should not be content till they are housed
their own hall.

A great deal of nonsense has been talked

and written of late years about the difficulty

of making small house property pay, but
apparently no such difficulty has ever boen
experienced by the Warner Estate Company,
which now for over a score of years in sue
cession is able to pay 6 per cent, upon its

ordinary capital, and at the same time in-

crease its reserves, the amount of the hitter

now being raised to over £100,000 by an
allocation of £6,000. This is quite a fair

example of the profitable character of small
property well cared for by businesslike
owners. The company owns about 3,000
small artisan dwellings and shops in the
eastern suburbs of London, most of which
are- let at rents varying from 5s. 6d. to 10s.

a week, and their popularity can not only
be gauged by the regularity of the dividend,
but also by the remarkably low ratio of bad
debts, this, out of a gross rental hist year of

£101,900, amounting to quite a negligible
sum. We need hardly say the company's
holdings are well managed.

The salaries of Messrs. David Davies and T. E.
Owen, surveyors to the Cardiganshire County
Council, have been each increased by ^40 per
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TIXWORTHS TERRACOTJ- AS AT
D O U L T O iN'S ROYAL LAMBETH
SHOWROOMS.
A highly interesting display of terracotta

panels by the late Mr. George Tinworth has
been brought together by Messrs. Doulton
and Co., and is now being exhibited at their
showrooms on the Lambeth Embankment.
The subjects of the twenty-four large groups
and the very numerous panels are nearly
all taken from Biblical sources, and illustrate
a close study of Scripture by the gifted
artist whose sudden death last autumn
awakened much sympathy, and also his
originality, fertility of imagination, and
powers of composition. There is a rugged
vigour, an unconventionality, and in-
dividuality about the works, at times
descending to erudeness of treatment, the
modelling and proportions are well managed,
and animal forms are freely introduced,
giving variety and often a touch of humour
to the groups.

No. 1, "Tho Preparation for the Cruci-
fixion," wliRli h;,s rNliiliited at the Conduit-
treet Gall,iir- ,,, lss:i. A crowded scene,
nstinct witli hi.

,
>liu«,s tlie Saviour being

divested bv snhli. i,s nf His clothing, while
Simon the Cyrouian, who has assisted in
bringing the Cross, is kneeling in the fore-
ground. To the left a soldier who has been
digging the hole to receive the Cross, gazes
up at the Lord, and behind soldiers are pre-
paring the repentant thief for the cross; his
parents watch the process from the back-
ground. Between these and the central figure
of our Lord are the Centurion, the Apostle
lohn, and the Holy Women, while a mother
lifts her dead child towards the Lord, in the
hope that it may be revived. On the right are
seen the impenitent malefactor and his wife,
with her infant. No. 2, a smaller panel,
shows Moses intervening in a quarrel be-
tvveen Hebrew slaves, and accused by one of
the men. " The Song of Miriam at the Red
Sea " depicts the Israelites gazing upon the
Egyptian slain and their accoutrements—
lielniet, spear, and shield—east up by the
-urhng waves, while a chorus of triuniph is

being Sling by the women. A multitude of
suggestive details is embodied in Nn. 5, "The
Entry into Jerusalem," where Christ, riding
npon the ass's colt, is the central figure of a
crowded panel, in which are rejoicing
hildren, men, and women, the closely-

pressed Disciples, some cavilling Scribes and
Pharisees, a thief stealing a purse, and
Judas bargaining for the Betrayal money

;

the group was shown at the Royal Aeadeniy
in 1881. In "The Anointing at Bethany,"
No. 5, the artist accepts the view that
Martha and Mary and their brother Lazarus
dwelt in the house of Simon the Leper. The
latter, with shaven head, is seated with his
back to the spectator. Mary, with unbound
hair, is about to wipe the Saviour's feet;
Martha is in attendance on the other guests,
and Judas rises to protest against the waste-
ful extravagance. Beside the Lord is seated
Lazarus. One of the very latest of Tin-
worth's works is No. 7, "Christ's Kingdom
of Peace," based on a reading of Isaiah xi
5-9, in which the wolf dwells with the Iamb
and the leopard lies down with the kid,
while a little child leads the calf and the
young lion. Exhibit No. 8 is a series of
fourteen comparatively small

is seated
is being
ring and

e lattice-

away in-

t the old

Israelites. "The Overthrow of Pharaoh and
his Host in the Red Sea," No. 12, has a
crowded scene, under a canopy of an im-
pending wall of water, which is curling over;
in the centre is the imperious king in his
chariot, motioning those behind to stop

;

some of the carriages are overturned, and
others have lost wheels in the saturated
sands.

A favourite subject with Tinworth was
"The Prodigal Son" (No. 15). In this
version the repentant ne'er-do-well '

ill the foreground, the fatted calf
led forth, and servants offer the
the best robe, wliile children, an(
wondering camel, peep throuf^h tli

work. Only tli.- elder son turns

handles drlir,. I. Ix ;,im1 xMth d'isgnsi

One of the liiiesl eoiiipositions is No. 16,
"The Release of Barabbas " (188;i). Pilate
is in the act of coiidenining the Saviour to
death, while a coarse-visaged Barabbas
smiles at his friends among the Roman
soldiers and tho base hangers-on of the
Court of Judgment. On tlie right Peter is

being prevented access by a soldier. Tin-
worth's visit to Rome is utilised for "The
Entry of the Apostle PanI " into that city
(No. 17). The scene is laid amid the
cypresses and obelisks of the Appiaii Way.
The Apostle to the Gentiles stands in a
chariot drawn by oxen, chained by
to a soldier who reel

converts greet the
captive, and tin' iiii|if
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reacherous task accomplished, looks on with
indisguised satisfaction. A vet more pathetic
cene is No. 27, "David Refusing to be Com-
orted," and a group of threc-and-twenty
laiicls illn-tr;itiiiL' "The Story of Joseph," is

I treats the entire drama,
ml of the dreamer to the
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A new church is about to be built in Merthyr
Vale from plans by Mr. Arthur Grove,
L.R.I.B.A., Hare-court, Temple, E.G.

An appeal is made for funds for the preserva-
tion of the tower and spire of the great 13th-
eentury Church of St. Mary at Stamford. The
edifice is described by Sir Thomas Graham
Jackson as "one of the gems of our native
architecture," and, he adds, "it would be a
national loss if harm came to it."

The Development Commissioners have ex-
pressed a willingness to grant ^25,000 towards
the extension of the Midland Agricultural and
Dairy College, the estimated expenditure on the
work being £41,000, leaving ^£16,000 to be raised
by the four contributing counties responsible
for the maintenance of the institution.

The Warrington Town Council have given the
following increases of salary :—Mr. James Gray,
water engineer, £25, with future annual incre-
ments of £25; Mr. J. Telfer, tramways
manager, £26; and Mr. F. V. L. Mathias. elec-

trical and tramways engineer, £25, with two
subsequent annual increments of £25.

Mr. Roland W. Lines, architect, of Edmonton,
.\lberta. is preparing plans for a cathedral, to
cost 250,0O0dol., for the English-speaking
Catholics of Edmonton. The site selected is near
the University of Alberta. The structure will

be of Moorish design. In addition, the Church
will erect a palace for the bishop, a power-bouse,
and a residence for the labourers. All the
buildings will be of concrete, steel, and tile.
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COMPETITIONS.
liELFAST.—We announced last week the

: Milt of the competition for the proposed
V Art Gallery and Museum, and publish

"II the first page of this issue a review of
till' .lesigns submitted; the one selected, by
Mr. J. Cumniiiig Wynnes, is illustrated
i'\ us this week. At the meeting of

sub - library and technical instruction
Diniittee. on April 30, the assessor (Dr.
ini J. Burnet) was in attendance, and
111 the following report: "After carefully

considering the si.'ity-nine designs submitted
in this competition, I finally set aside six,

which appeared to me of more architectural
merit than the others, and, having received
your surveyor's report upon them, liave

selected four, which I place in the following
order: First, design numbered 68; second.
No. 50; third. No. 38; fourth. No. 61.

In accordance witli Article 7 of the Con-
ditions of Competition, the author of Design
No. 68 should be appointed architect for the
new Museum and Art Gallery, unless, as
stated in that article, ' some adequate reason
exists to the contrary.'—John J. Burnet,
assessor." It was moved by Councillor Gilli-

laTid. seconded by Councillor Wheeler, and
resolved : That the report of the assessor,
now read, be approved and recommended to
the principal committee for adoption. At
the meeting of the library and technical in-

struction committee, the same day, the
minutes of the sub-committee of that date
were adopted. The sealed envelopes con-
taining the names and addresses of the
authors of the four designs selected were,
at the request of the committee, opened by
tlie assessor, who reported the names and
addresses of the authors to be as follows:
No. 68, Mr. James Cumniing Wyinies, 9,

Woodburn-terrace, Edinburgh ; No. 50, Mr.
Richard M. M. Gunn, 25. Craigmillar-road,
Langside, Glasgow; No. 38, Messrs. Wright
and Wylie, 212, Bath-street, Glasgow;
No. 61, Messrs. Tate. Savege. and Lawson,
98. Esmond-road, Bedford Park. London. W.
It was moved by Councillor Macartney,
seconded by Councillor Twaddell, and
resolved : That the assessor's report be
adopted, and that accordingly that Mr.
James Camming Wynnes, of 9, Woodburn-
terrace, Edinburgh, be appointed architect

for the erection of the proposed new Art
Gallery and Museum, in accordance with the

conditions of competition. The resolution

was confirmed at the quarterly meeting of the

corporation on Friday last.

CITY OF LONDON.—Twenty-five designs
have been sent in this week for the -com-
petition held by the Corporation of the City
of London for the new bridge at St. Paul's.

Three premiums of £300, £200, and £100
each w^ere offered, and Sir William Emerson,
F.R.I.B.A., is the assessor. The award may
be expected early in June, and we are told

that Messrs. Mott and Hay, the engineers.

will also be consulted in the adjudication.

which requi speei jdgment, coii

sidering the importance of the undertaking
and the central position of this new bridge,

with St. Paul's Cathedral at the end of the

vista. The project demands architectural

skill of the highest order, combined with
engineering capabilities far beyond the

average scope of utilitarian construction.

LABOURERS' COTTAGES.- A com-
petition has been held, promoted by land-

owners, of design of cottages for agricultural

labourers. For cottages in Worcestershire,
Messrs. W. Alex. Harvey and H. Graham
Wicks, of Birmingham, have secured the first

premium of twenty-five guineas. These
cottages are to be built at Dumbleton, near
Evesham, to the order of Mr. Eyres-Monsell,
M.P.. who set his limit of cost at £500 per
pair. Messrs. Harvey and Wicks have also

secured the first premium of 12^ guineas for

cottages in Kent, and a special prize for

dwellings in South Lincolnshire. Mr. Holland
W. Hobbiss has obtained the premier award
of 25 guineas for cottages in Essex, the cost

not to exceed £300 per pair. Messrs.

Harrison and Moore won the second premium
for the Buckinghamshire type of cottage.

OTTAWA.—In the competition instituted

by the Dominion Government with regard to

plans for the new Supreme Court building
at Ottawa, six preliminary designs have been
selected out of a large number submitted.
The choice was made by a board drawn from
among the officials of the Department of

Public Works. The final decision will not
be announced until early in September.

RICHMOND, CAL.—The Richmond, Cali-
fornia, Canal Subdivision Co. have appointed
Lewis P. Hobart and Charles H. Cheney,
architects, of San Francisco, associate
advisers to prepare a programme for a city-

planning competition, for the lay-out of a

proposed three hundred acre tract in the
heart of this new seaport. The prizes aggre-
gate ten thousand dollars in land. Com-
petition closes May 20.

WEYMOUTH. — Mr. H. Shaw, the
surveyor to the Ilford Urban District
Council, who was requested by the Wey-
mouth Corporation to advise as to the merits
of competitive plans submitted in com-
petition for workmen's dwellings on the
Granville-road estate, has placed them in the
following order: First, Mr. S. H. Jackson,
of Wevmouth ; second, Mr. J. Carmichael
Ireland. L.R.I.B.A., 4, Wyndham-road,
West Ealing; and third, Mr. Sydney A.
Jackson, L.R.I.B.A., 26, South-street, Dor-
chester.

'•!>»

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION OF
IRELAND.—The annual general meeting of

the Architectural Association of Ireland was
held on April .30. at the roomsof the associa-

tion, 15. South Frederick-lane."^" Professor
W. A. Scott, A. R.I. B. A., outgoing presi-

dent, occupied the chair. The following

officers and committee were elected for the
session 1914-15 : President, Harry Allberry,

A. R.I. B. A. ; vice-president, Frederick Hayes,
M.R.I.A. ; hon. treasurer, T. F. Strahan

;

hon. librarian, T. L. Culhmore ; hon. secre-

taries. Hubert J. Lundy and Louis F. Giron.
Committee, Messrs. .j". Geoghegan, H. G.
Leask, Page L. Dickinson. J. M. Mitchell,

C. W. Beckett, Geo. L. O'Connor, W. S.

Keatinge. M. J. Burke, and Professor W. A.
Scott. Mr. R. C. Orpen. R.H.A.. president
Royal Institute of Architects of Ireland,
moved the adoption of the annual report,

which stated that the total membership of

the association now stood at 111. Four sets

of drawings were submitted for the Institute

Prize, and were assessed by Mr. C. H. Ash-
worth, who placed Mr. A. A. Murphy first.

The president's prize was won by llr. W, .A.

Dixon, and the Downey bronze medal bv Mr.
W. N. Spence. The report was adopted.
The hon. treasurer's report was adopted on
the motion of Mr. J. H. Webb, seconded
by Mr. A. Jones. The outgoina president
then delivered his valedictory address, in the
course of w-hich he spoke of the encour.iging
work achieved by the classes and clubs con-

nected with the association, and said every-

thini pointed to still more extensive work in

the future.—Mr. H. Allberrv, the incoming
president, then took the chair, and thanked
the members for the high compliment paid
him by giving him a second year of office.

—

On the motion of Mr. A. Robinson, seconded
by Mr. R. O'Brien Smyth, a vote of thanks
was accorded to Professor Scott. The thanks
of the association were voted to the outgoing
officers, on the motion of Mr. R. M. Butler,

seconded by Mr. E. Bradbury.

EDINBURGH ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.—The annual meeting of the

Edinburgh Architectural Association was
held in the rooms, 117, George-street. Edin-
burgh, on Wednesday, the 29th ult., Mr. A.
Lome Campbell. F.R.I.B.A.. president, in

the chair. Mr. Campbell, in the course of an
address reviewing the work of the session,

referred, to the_ question of a revised set of

conditions Of contract and mode of measure-
ment. There appeared to be. he said, a deep-

seated feud between the surveyors and the

contractors in the West of Scotland. The
Glasgow. schedule was the last word in slack-

ness, amounting to practically a number of

items of assumed quantities to which rates

were attached, and involving a complete re-

nieasnrement of the work on the completion

of the buildings. He urged that the archi-

tects and surveyors combine and deal with
the questions, or complications would arise

all over Scotland. Mr. Campbell also com-
mented on the liberality of Sir Rowand
Anderson, who had given £150 for the
financing of two studentships for the special
study of steel construction as applied to

buildings, and who had supplied the funds
for the collecting of a record of Scottish
domestic architecture. The following office-

bearers were appointed : President, Mr. T.
Forbes Maelennan. A. R.I. B. A. ; vice-presi-
dents, Mr. John Wilson. F.R.I.B.A., and Mr.
T. Aikman Swan, A.R.I.B.A. ; hon. secre-

taries, Mr. James Kerr, 122, George-street,
and Mr. P. M. Cunningham, 5, Queen street:
and hon. treasurer, Mr. W. G. Walker, C.A.,
39, George-street.

MANCHESTER SOCIETY OF ARCHI-
TECTS.—The fiftieth annual meeting of this

society was held on Wednesday in last week.
The council, in the report, stated that the
aggregate —membership is 272—viz., 121
Fellows, 113 Associates, and 38 Students, a

total decrease of nine on last year's roll—281.

The resignations of four Fellows, five Asso-
ciates, and six Students were accepted, and
four members w-ere struck off the roll of

membership for nonpayment of subscriptions.
The council deeply regretted to record the
deaths of B. W. H. Brameld (Fellow) and
W. M. Gillow (Associate). Consideration
had been given by tlie council to the much-
debated subject of the Registration of archi-

tects. The council adopted a resolution to

the effect that, in its opinion, a Registration
Bill is desirable; but in view of the diffi-

culties surrounding the matter, it is better
not to proceed at present with the proposed
Registration Bill, but to endeavour to obtain
a new Charter on the lines laid down in the

Royal Institute's interim report, and added
that it is desirable to submit the draft Regis-
tration Bill to the members of the R.I.B.A.,
so that it may be settled ready for submission
to Parliament when the RT.B.A. Council
shall think fit. At the request of a committee
of the R.I.B.A. a very full schedule of public
buildings erected from designs by public
officials during the past few years in the

society's province was compiled, showing the

class of building erected in various towns, the

names of the designers, and, where possible,

their qualifications. A copy of this schedule

has been placed in the society's library. The
education in architecture committee sub-

mitted a report describing a prize scheme
which had been adopted, with a view of

bringing into closer touch the work of the

School "
of Architecture and that of the

society. The balance-sheet showed an excess

of income over expenditure during the year
of £.50 7s. 5d, and a total income of £643
16s.. 4d. The report and accounts were
approved and adopted, and the following

officers and members of council were elected :

President. Mr. F. B. Dunkerley. F.R,I.B.A.
;

vice-presidents, Mr. F, P. Oakley, A.R.I.B.A.,

and J. B. Gass, F. R.I.B.A.; hon. secretary,

Mr. Isaac Taylor. F. R.I.B.A. ; assistant hon.

.sec, Mr. j. T. Halliday. A.R.I.B.A.;
members of council, Messrs. John Brooke,

John Elv. H. Q. Farmer. W. C. Hardisty,

Edward Hewitt. P. D. Lodge, Paul Ogden,
J. H. Sellers. J. H. Woodhouse, P. S.

Worthingtoiy. J. H. Worthington, and W.
Cecil Young.

The foundation-stone of the new church of

St Mark, Basford, Nottingham, has been
formally laid. The architects are Messrs.

\usten"and Palev. of Lancaster, and the builder

is Mr. S. Heath," of Basford.

A couuty -secondary school at New Mills, built

at a cost of £15,000, has been opened. The
building was designed by Mr. G. H. Widdows,
of Derby, the county architect, and the con-

tractor was Mr. J. W. SwindeUa, of New Mills.

At Listowel a Local Government Board
inquiry has been held by Mr. A. W. Price,

inspector, respecting an application by the

Listowel Rural District Conm-il for sanction to

bunion, itSOO for Doon au

supply, ,£1,400 for Bally. Intt
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Nl. rALL> CATHEDRAL. It is pro

posed, says a Time/ correspondent, to alter

and redecorate the Chapel of the Order of

St. Michael and St. George in St. Paul's

Ciithedrnl. The chapel, under the south-

western campanile, was opened and dedicated

only eiylit years ago, when the designs for

its decoration and for the erection of stalls

were prepared by Mr. Soniers Clarke, at that

time surveyor to the Dean and Chapter. It

is now felt that the interior is rather bare

niid cramped, and it has been decided to

carry out a number of alterations. The
designs have been drawn up by Mr. Mervyn
Macartney, the present surveyo"r to the Dean
and Chapter. The cost will be between
t.l.OOn and £4,000. The alterations will be

rilE .lUMiiK UNITED SERVICE CLUB,
WATERLOO PLACE, S.W. : NEW
STORY IX COURSE OF CONSTRUC-
TION.

Tlic extensions to the Junior United
Service Club consist in raising the present

.servants' quarters in the roof and occupying
the whole of that floor with members' apart-

ments, bathrooms, etc., accommodation being
provided for twenty-seven bedrooms. Pro-

vision on the ground floor is also being made
for a ladies' dining-roora, and the arrange-

ments in the club generally are being over-

hauled and brought up to date. Slessrs.

TroUope and Son are the builders, and Mr.
C. B. Forsdick is acting as clerk of works.
The drawing herewith reproduced is now on

height would completely alter its pro-
portion. Second, a condition was made that
the staff should not be interfered with, and
the building had to be rendered weatherproof
before the roof and upper stories were
removed. Third, the building was not strong
enough to carry the additional load, and the
foundation is not a good one, being clay, with
beds of running sand and water. The work
was commenced by rendering the secolid floor

waterproof with asphalte, and this was so
successful that no wet ever found its way
below. The building was then taken down
to this level, and the new work erected in

ferroconcrete with stone facing. The ad-
ditional load was taken by solid steel columns
carried down to the basement, where they
rested on very extended ferroconcrete
foundations, the load in the case of one
column being .'ioO tons. To prevent the
transmission of sound through the concrete

IPhiBsir mi/t«i»u ifn-iMa <5n>^—~~, iK;,-R»nnTlv->-j

EXTENSIONS OF THE TYNE COMMISSIONERS' OFFICES, NEWCASTLE UPON-TYNI
Mr. W. H. Wood, F.R,I,B.A., Architect.

devoted primarily to decoration, but there
will also be an attempt to improve the
present seating accommodation. The chapel
only holds about 150 people, an inadequate
accommodation which it is obviously im-

j

possible to increase. The scheme includes a new
canopied seat for the Sovereign, which will
directly face the entrance to the chapel. '

The present stall for the Sovereign will then
become the seat of the Grand Master. A
scat will also be constructed within the
sanctuary for the Prelate of the Order, and
there will be carved work over the stalls of
the Knights Grand Cross. There will also be
a picture of St. Michael in the centre of the

1

r.redos, and a statue of St. George upon the 1

summit.
[

MORPETH. -The directors of the North-
|

Eastern Railway Company have placed the
contract for the" whole of the alterations and
additions at Morpeth Station with Messrs.
Stephen Fenwick and Co., Northumberland-
road, Newcastle. The work comprises new

[

telegraph and parcels offices, alterations to i

ceneral rooms, booking-offices, porters'
block, ticket-collectors' room, first- and third-
class rooms, and conveniences, and barriers
nd railings to platforms. The work will be
iimpleted in six months' time, from plans,

• levations. sections, and detail drawings by
.Mr. William Bell, the architect to the North
Eastern Railway Company. Mr. A. Best
will b? the clerk of works."

Mr Ororee Rodlov. of Bury St. Edmunds,
h.is bfrn appoinird by the Norfolk County
Council Wcsiern Hijjhw.iys Committee district
surveyor for the Downham district.

Mr. E. S. Sinnott. rounty furvcvor of
Gloiicc^torRhirc, hais rcopived an immcliato in
crease of salary of flOO. with two annn-il incrc-
mcnl-s of £50 until the maximum of cC800 is

reached.

\ie\v at the Royal Academy. The small inset

perspective represents the facade as hitherto
existing. Messrs. Sir Aston Webb, R.A., and
Sons are the architects.

BELFAST NEW PUBLIC ART GALLERY
AND MUSEUM.

We announced last week the result of this

competition, which was made known on the
30th ult. We give to-day view and principal
plans of the selected design by Mr. James
Cummiug Wynnes. Licentiate B.I.B.A., of

7, Woodbur'n - terrace, Edinburgh. Our
review of the designs submitted in com-
petition will be found on page 629.

MARYLEBONE NEW TOWN HALL.
This drawing is referred to in our review

of the architecture at the Royal Academy
in to-day's issue. The building is now in

course of erection in the Marylebone-road.
Messrs. John Greenwood, Ltd., are the con-
tractors, and Mr. Edwin Cooper, F.R.I.B.A.,
is the architect. The competition designs will

be found in the BuiLDiNO News for Dec. 1,

1911, and the revised elevation was given in

our pages on June 14. 1912. This perspective
illustrates the town-hall as it is actually being
built. A model is now in course of prepara-
tion, in order to show the work from dif-
ferent points of view, and we are promised
photographs of same, to represent its detail
and grouping in other aspects.

OFFICES OP THE TYNE IMPROVE
MENT COMMISSIONERS, NEW-
CASTLE ON-TYNE.

j

It being necessary to increase the accom-
modation of these offices, the Commissioner;;
decided to do so by the addition of two extra
stories. The task was rendered rlifTiruIt for
three reasons: First, the buildiu- as it stood
was one of great beauty, and any additional

floors a ceiling is suspended below by joists

resting on nibs on the concrete beams, the
depth of these being accordingly reduced to

a better proportion. In the elevation the old

main cornice becomes an intermediate one, a

new main console cornice being placed above
the third-floor windows. The cartouches
formerly in the attic story are now raised to

a position below this main cornice, and a

loggia with Ionic columns has been placed in

the centre of the second floor, to correspond
with the one below. Above the main cornice
the building is practically the same as in the
original building. The external facing is of

Blaxter stone, the slopes of the roof of red

tiles, and the flat of asphalte. The general
contractors were Messrs. Stephen Easten,
Ltd., of Newcastle. The passenger and
service lifts were supplied by Messrs. Smith,
Major, and Stevens, of Northampton ; the

reinforced-concrete work was designed by the

Indented Bar and Concrete Engineering' Co.,

Ltd., and the work was carried out bv Mr.
W. H. Wood, F.R.I.B.A., architect, of"New-
castle-on-Tyne,

HOME OFFICE INDUSTRIAL MUSEUM,
HORSEFERRY ROAD, WEST
MINSTER.

This building is being erected at the corner
of Elverton-street and Horseferry road. It

is faced with red bricks with Portland-stone
dressings. 'The facing-bricks are from Messrs.

Lawrence. cirBracknell ; internal of Flettons.

Mr. H. A. Collins. A.R.LB.A.. Hi' Majesty's

Office of Works. 22. Carlisle-place, is the

architect, and Messrs. Davey and .-\rmitage,

of Southend, are the contractors. We give

two plans with the per.spectivc view. The
exhibition area on the ground floor has largo

windows. ,ind is also amply lit by the well of

the first-floor gallery over the central part,

as shown by the plans.
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DRY CELLARS.
7'o the Editor of the Bdildino News.

SiR,-I must take exception to a remarkmade in your editorial of April 24. You say:The only safe way to have dry cellars is to
construct a dry area all round them. It
should not be less than 3ft. wide, ajid the

iich covers it in should bo turned
a skewback in the main wall

'i with asplialte. We have tried the
pouring molten asphalts; into a cavity

arch

the cella r-walls, the inside li)

lot found
iig being

the dry

and, apart
)f land all

of brickwork ; but we hav
plan so thoroughly suecessfi
area."

This is a very drastic metho.
from the requirement of 3ft.
round the house, the expense is very great
I can refer you to many dozens of builders
'" '"'^ country who will undertake to render
a wall with Pudloed cement, and to guarantee

-ill shall be bone-dry, no matter
- ,

-ked up against it.
' This system

saves the land space, the expense of forming
fhe nron which often necessitates ii grating

lid also dispenses with the asphalte.

that the
what is packe

the
over i

—I am, etc.,

King's Lynn
J. H. Kerner-GreenWOOD.

of Dudle.

of fir

The general purposes committee
town council recomm-nd that the
l.uilding scheme, involving an ontlav
£40,000, =honH be proceeded with ai

An echo of the Woodbine Hotel fi
at Toronto js heard in the announce
Mr. F. H, Herbert, of that citv, is
plan.^ tor

: new ten-story hotel buildi
proof ronstniction, to be built on the
estimated to cost 250,000dol.
The Roman (Tatholic church of Our Lady and

f .'["'''Pi'i?'
Hanwell, W.. has been enlarged

,Vl,n^f onn "i". ?-^ ^
f*'*"'^^'

""""^ transepts pro-yding 200 additional sittings. The cost was

V?2' "'%Y'='"'^'^' "*^ Mr. Wallace Gregory,
anri the builders were Messrs, Haves and Finch
The refacing of the Shire Hall at Norwich

which has been for some months in progressnnder the direction of Mr, T, H, B. Heslop thecounty surveyor, has now been completed The
old fafade of stucco was seriously out of the
perpendicular, and it has been renewed to the
original design, but in specially-made b,
The foundations have been underpinned
roof, where decayed, has been made good wnew timbering.

The directors of the Great Nori lu rn 1! lilwCompany have decided
i

"

engineering and repairing shops,
York-road, St, Pancras, to the coun
this purpose have purchased about
acres of land to the south of Hitchin railway-
station. The work of levelling the land aiid
laying it out has ah-pidy begun The carria?
works will also be transferred from Peter-
borough to this site.

transfer

vork

nd for

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
ALLEGED XEtil.Ii i i:X(E OF \RCHITFrT

.^XD EXGIXEERS W„i , .f... "^TrS
and tapper, and \Vn,„l,i - l„ i)io King's Bench
Division on Friday, Mr. Justice Lawrence

tl^A^J^'^.u^^T'^'^ judgment m the action
brought by the Secretary of State for War
against Messrs, Kirkland and Capper, electrical

S"Tw ^'"^ '^^''- ^ " 'T- "'°°dd, architect,
both ot Westminster. The defendants were sued
for n|.i;hgence in connection with the installation
ot el,Htric hght_^ at the new Army Medical
V^oJlege and Laboratories at Millbank as re-
ported on p 691 in our issue of April 24. InFebruary, 1904, the defendants Kirkland andCapper were employed to prepare plans and
supervise the electrical lighting of the buildings
They were nominated by the defendant Woodd,

with the provisions above men-
defendants Kirkland and Capper

mployed upon the terms of their receivin!^

»iJ.T;- T'*' ^'"ni'fsion upon the cost of the
elect rioa.l work. It became apparent, in thecourse of this action, said his Lordship, that this
commi.ssion was shared with Woodd in the pro-
portion of 4 per cent, to Kirkland and Capper
and 1 per cent, to Woodd. Until after action
brought, this fact was unknown to the plaintiffand his advisers. In 1905 tenders for the light-
ing work were obtained, and in January, 1906
the tenders of Messrs, Bolding and Co were
accepted. By this time considerable progresshad been made with both the college and the
laboratory buildings. The spenifioatin,, fr,r this
electrical work was prepared bv ili, ,|,i,n,l.nf.
Kirkland and Capper. It incon, , , , ,, \i

,

Office specification for the insi.dl r •
, i,

',!

hght in War Department bml.l,,,'- ,,,,] ,i,i
document required the contractors t,, ronfom
o the wiring rules of the Institution of Eler

trical Engineers. It also empowered Kirkbin-
and Capper to appoint a superintending oflSce,
to inspect and superintend the work. The in
stallation was completed on May 13. 1907 ancthe year of maintenance provided for in th<
contract expired upon the same date in 1908

nspection or tests were made hv ih^

tioned.
were i

tion. The defendants apparently relied entirely
upon the visits of Mr. Kirkland. which he said
were frequent, and almost daily. For the de-
fendants it was contended that the defects were
due to the use by the occupants of the premises
of improper fuses—that was to say. of fuses
which would permit a stronger current to pass
than the wires were capable of carrying in
safety. The arguments of Mr. Walter, K.C., on
their behalf were elaborate and ingenious; but
they have entirely failed to convince his Lord-
"" ' " ' ed for these defects. It

No

nave heen made in August, 1907. In February,
1908, serious complaints of the installation weremade first by the Westminster Electrical
Supply Corporation, who provided the currentand afterwards by the authorities of the War
Office That the installation had serious defectwas then admitted by both defendants, and was

denied in Court, althoucrh

At the last
littee of the

meeting the Prov Com-
Arbroath Town Counv,.., ., „„,

found that the tenders for the erection of the

i^^n^^^ ^"''''f
S«'i'«"»ing Baths amounted to

±1,500 more than the sum estimated by the
architect for the construction of the baths The
J^non' "'^"'1'^ ^'y M"' A"drew Carnegie
£7,000, and the council stipulated that the
petitive plans should provide for the erection of
the baths at a sum not exceeding £6,000, the
council reserving the remaining £1.000 for
tingencies. A sub-comnnttee was appointed to
look into the plans, schedules, and specifications
ot the architect, whose design had been selected.
The Wallasey Town Council accepted on

Monday night the tender of Messrs, William
Moss and Sons, Ltd., Loughborough, for the
erection of the new town-hall for £82,140, With
cost of site and furnishing, the outlay upon the
new building will be about £103.000 The
building is Renaissance in style, freely Ireaicd
and is being erected from designs hv Messrs
Briggs, Wolstenholme, and Thornelv. of Li'xer
pool, whc.ce scheme, selected in competition, was
illustrated in our issue of :\Iay 16. 1913 It will
be remembered that some local feeling was mani-
fested in June la.st. when the Local Government
Board declined to sanction the borrowin'' of
more than £81.250 of the £100,775 applied for
by the Wallasoy Corporation, and recommended
the omission from the architect s dosisrn of the
noble tower which forms its distinctive and
principal feature.

defects
anyone.
Tests w(

efforts ade to
Ida

use the

long a< i!,. M-ir..

its lead -..^M II

affect II h V

break i,r . imik
i

heavier fuse coi

strong for the
point of escape
three years aft<

decided upon .1

He (the Judt;.-! il,, ,, i ,

the plaintiff (.- ,,1 i,

nstallation. There wen-
only seven circuits out of /

f one limited the ci

buried in plaster, 7 out nf
having regard tn th.' iim«
elapse, he was linuinl i ,. In
cost of reinstaiih
circuits which «. , : .

the joint test in l.ni.i u >

the college, and the sev ,.,

less those in the schedule
with by the Royal Engii

that the
Id, by supplying a current too
^ire. increase and enlarge the
of current. It was not until
r completion that the plaintiff

'i-i ,1 11,1 1
,i (I lit a new system.

1'
.

I " I ilien too late for
1 |( I.' I 'Mils of the speci-

' luting the whole
1 he laboratories

irison to circuits

He thought that.
if was allowed to
li" damages to the
ived method the
liive failed upon
« viz., the 30 in
tlie laboratories,

circuits interfered
s. That was the
iv the Solicitor-

i-ed as efficient,

liefore his Lord-

.il.li 1« ,.-l,,,,| ,i|,ijii 1,1 ,11, ,11,me to do SO. The
co.st of reinstating these .lefective circuits was
the true measure of damages, and if the parties
could not agree upon an amount, it must be
referred to an Official Referee to find the cost
of such rem.stating. Judgment was therefore
entered for the plaintiff for the amount so
agreed or found against both sets of defendants.

PARLIAMENTABT NOTES.
PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY,—A Standing

the Hon
on Wednesday

ly Bill, by which
that where evidenci
ininterrupted user .if

ilic shall not be def.

has fan

Common
Public Rights

is proposed to
given of forty

1
ti_- that

vhich

rtain

plaintiff and f

it was found
increased to tl

defects were 1

wiring itself, a:

The first alle-,

duty made bv t

defendants hai
provisions of i i

without follow.
This was not

the .St:

.il- 111 lirea.'h nf
niisel was that the
liparfed from the

I and had done so
.ns as to deviations.
breaches of duty

Claim
; but was put

•uses set lip l,y the
defert.- Tl,i.- rii-iinl

of

pleaded
forward as an answer
defendants for the adn
involved a considerat
The complaint alleged
wiring adopted was that of coiiili,,,. ,

of lead-covered wires buried in ilii,,
consideration of the siienii, i,;, ,, i,

held that burying lead-r. .
i

was not permissible uiil-i ; ,i,i i,

one of the main contnl.,,, mv ,.,,-.
defects in regard to winch thi« a.-t
brought. The second head of compi;
that the supervision of the work of wi

liiriod. On sub-sectum :;
i

.
i i . .

i

'. Ill the exhibition ot ,i,.,i,,.r, !,» ,.„

liiii Mii.li iii-iriees are to be held in
'" •'" I" form sufficient evide

i.-ii' I 11 li. I eiition to dedicate ways as public
lii,li".>' III. I'ommittee accepted an amend-
ment moved by Mr, Brunner, dire.-ting that the
provision should relate only to notices placed and
inaiiiiained "after the commencement of the
-\ct." .\ new clause was adopted, directing that
nothing in the measure should have the effect of
imposing on any local council or other highway
authority, any fresh liability for the repair of
any road. The Committee adjourned.

negli.

The
ifRcif

The will of the late Mr. George King, builder,
of Abinger Hammer, near Dorking, has been
proved, the gross value being £70,529 and the
net personalty £59,261,

A carved oak chancel-screen, Late 15th
Century in style and treatment, has been placed
m the parish church of Northaw, near Barnet,
as a memorial to the late Capt. A. G. Kidston.
The work has been executed by Messrs. Harry
Hems and Sons, of Exeter.

The Bishop of SaUsbury laid on Wednesday
the foundation-stone of the new Church of All
Saints, Portland, which, when completed will
cost over £10,000. More than £5,000 has been
raised by the congregation, which is largely
composed of quarrymeu.

At the meeting on Wednesday of the Roval
Archapological Institute, held at Biirlin.'ton
House Sir Henrv HowArth presjdj,,- VIi„ E K

clerk of the works 1.
1

1

,

'

III 1

electrical experience. Tl,.
shn>- tint the Boldintr- ..r i'..i.!' ihi'i 1,1. Il"

workmnn had ,-vcr in^talh
in plaster before It xva
Ian 1 and Capper had had
the snot throiiehout under
behalf contained in the c

d this kind nf .-nndiiit

admitted that Kirk-
representative upon

the provision in that
ontract and specifica-

a harp'.-T an.l nr

the htrure^ in tlie

performer was pla

the bagpipes.
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Our ©fficf iabU.
MEETINGS rOK THE ENSUING WEEK.

xliibitioii of Brit

orgnnised in K
auspices of the Royn

a pro-

Friday.

itectiire in

under the

pices 01 tne noyai Institute of British

Architects and the Architectural Associa-

tion, at the request of tlie Societe des

Architeetes Diplomes par le Gouverne-

inent. will be open from Friday,

May 15, to Saturday, the 23rd, nt La Salle

de'rAiicien Jeu de Paume, Place de la

Concorde. Paris. The exhibition is divided

into three sections—namely, Modern Work.
Students' Work, and Architects' Holiday

Sketches. The exhibition will be opened by

the President of the French Hepnblic,

Monsieur Poincare. Jlenibers of the Institiitp

and Association are invited to attend a party

which is going over to Paris in connoctioii

with the exhibition. The following

gramme of the arrangements:

May 15, 10 a.m. : Leave Charing Cross,

arriving at Paris 5.30 p.m.; 8.30 p.m.,

banquet with the Societe des Architeetes

Diplomes par le Gouvernement, at which the

Under-Secretary of State for Fine Arts will

preside. Saturday, May 16, 10 a.m. :

Opening of the Exhibition of British Archi

lecture at La Salle dii Jeu de Paume, Place

de la Concorde, by Monsieur Poincare,

President of the French Republic ; after-

noon, visit to Salon. Sunday. May 17: Visit

to Versailles. Monday, May 18 : Visit to

Fontainebleau. Members of the Royal In-

stitute of British .Architects and the Archi-

tectural Association wishing to join the

party, which will include ladies, should com-

municate with Mr. F. R. Yerbury, Secre-

tary of the Architectural Association, 18,

Tuftoii-street. immediately, who will supply

further details.

Newcastle-on-Tyne is to have its new town-
hall. At Wednesday's meeting of the eity

council. Sir Henry "Newton presented and
moved the adoption of a report of the new
town-hall committee, recommending that

authority be given by the council for the

securing of competitive designs for a new
town-hall ia Eldon-square. This report, said

Sir Henry, was the initial step of the question

of a new town-hall. The committee, after

considerable care and deliberation, had come
to the conclusion that Eldon-square was an
ideal site for a new town-hall. At the

moment, however, they were being asked to

commit themselves to nothing beyond adver-
tising for plans for a new hall, at a cost of

£500. After considerable discussion the

recommendation was carried by a large

majority.

At the meeting next Thursday of

Callender's Cable and Construction Com-
pany, Ltd., at 1 o'clock p.m.. at Hamilton
House, Victoria Embankment, London, E.C..
the accounts for tin

1013. will show a 1.:

profit and loss of £'i

lias to be added tlu' ;

1912 of £91.745 5s.

£183.606 16s. 6d.

deducted : Interest
£13,500; dividend

v.ar .ndin^' Dec. 31,
' ' ;<t til.- credit of
^Vil 11-. 1,1. : to which
nir.uiit l.iiin^lit in from
."k1. : iiiakiiip together
From this must be
on debenture stock,

preference shares

Cabii Work

Early Furniture," by Charles
Spooner. 8 p.m.

(To-morrow).—Edinburgh .^rcliitectural

,\ssociation. Visit to the New College

at Moray House. 2 p.m.

- Roval Society of Arts. " Recent De-
velopments in the Ceramic Industry,"
Cantor Lecture No. 3, by William
Burton. M.A., F.C.S. 8 p.m.
Institute of Sanitary Engineers.

" A Loudon Builder's Experiences
with Sanitary Officials in the
Metropolis," by Guy B. Grave.
Cnxton Hall, S.W. 8 p.m.

-Society for Promotion of Roman Studies.

.Annual Meeting at Burlington House.

Wednesday.—Royf Society of Arts. " Glass Paint-
n RIedift'val and Renaissance
i.

• by .J. A. Knowles. 8 p.m.

frabE Jidus.

WAGES MOVEMENTS
COVENTRY.—A number of labo

layers, and ci

other sect

1 their exE

of worker
The dispi

brick-

truck at Coventry on
mple was followed by
engaged in the build-

te, which has involved

£10.000; appropriation for depreciation of
buildings, plant, and machinery, £8,989 15s.

;

appropriation for depreciation of office

furniture, £275 13s. 7d. ; making together,
£32.765 8s. 7d. ; leaving an available balance
of £150.841 79. lid. Wliich it is proposed to
deal with by the payment of a dividend on
the ordinary shares at the rate of 10 per cent,
per annum, less Income-tax, being 10s. per
share, whereof 59.. less Income-tax, was paid
on November 1, 1913. and 5s., less Income-
tax, will be paid on May 16, 1914—£17,500

;

by the payment of a bonus of 5s. per share,
less Income-tax, to be paid also on May 16,
1914, £8.7.50; carrying forward to next year's
account £124.591 7s. lid. The above results
are highly satisfactory, although the balance
nt the credit of the year's working is slightly

less than that of inii2. which marked a record
in the history of the company.

The T-square Club of Philadelphia i

build itself a permanent clubhouse
Quenie-slreet in that city.

some 5,000 employees, has arisen over the ques-

tion of arbitration on the men's demand for

higher wages, the abolition of overtime, and
recognition by the masters of the men's federa-

tion.

DONCASTER. — The building trade was
brought to a complete standstill on Monday,
through the strike of bricklayers. The latter

are demanding an increase from 9d. to lOd. per

hour, which the masters have refused. Close

upon 3,000 men are affected.

SCARBOROOGH.—At the meeting of the

Conciliation Board at Leeds, on Thursday in

last week, the Scarborough bricklayers and
joiners efTected a settlement with the employers.

The latter were represented by Mr. A. W.
Sinclair, Mr. O. Smith, and Mr. W. Malton. and
the men by Mr. A. M. Ward and Mr. C. Hurd.
The joiners asked for an increase of pay from
8d. to 9d. per hour, and the bricklayers from
S^d. to 9.^d. per hour. The demand was granted

in each case, a halfpenny per hour more to be

paid now and a further halfpenny per hour in

April next. The joiners also requested that one
shilling per night be paid for lodgings with

respect to work in country districts. This has
been increased to 9d. per night. The bricklayers

had also asked that the fixing-up of all cement
floors, setting cement blocks, or terracotta

blocks, and the pointing of them, or any work
where the use of the trowel is required should

be done by bricklayers only. The Conciliation

Board, however, refused to discuss this.

ST. AUSTELL.—On Saturday the painters

and carpenters of St. Austell came out on strike

for an advance of Id. ner hour, the present rate

being 5.^d. The demand for increased pay was
made by the carpenters, painters, plumbers, and
masons." and on Saturday the decision of the
L>mployers to pay the carpenters and painters

an extra Jd. per hour was considered. 'This they
refused to accept, and declared their intention

to strike forthwith.

STOURBRIDGE. — The points at issue

between the Stourbridge and District Master
Builders' Association and the Stourbridge' and
District Operative Bricklayers' Society were
settled on Monday night "at a conference of

representatives of the two organisations held at

the Bell Hotel. Stourbridge. The districts

affected by the decisions of the conference
embrace Stourbridse, Brierley Hill. Hales
Owen. Old Hill, Lye, Cradley Heath, and
Cradley. Belbroughton. and Kinver. It was
agreed that the rate of wases for skilled work-

strict Master Builders' Association had offered

minimum rate of SJd. an hour, but this the
en's representatives refused.

TODMORDEN AND ACCRINGTON.—At the

hast moment the threatened strike of stone-

masons and wallers in twelve towns in Lanca-
shire and Yorkshire has been postponed. The
districts affected are Todmorden, Earby,
Barnoldwick, Burnley, Colne, Nelson, Radsham,
Haslingden, Rawtenstall, Bacup. and Accring-

ton. The various branches of the men's society

have met, and agreed to place their proposals

before the Northern Conciliation Board.

WILMSLOW.—The bricksetters and labourers

of Wilmslow and the surrounding districts came
out on strike on Friday. Three months ago, the
labourers gave notice for an advance of wages;
hut the masters and men failed to come to

terms. The men asked for 6Jd. per hour, an
increase of a penny. A large number of inen

are affected, and the carters are also agitating

for more wages from 22s. to 26s., with 2s. 6d.

extra for week-end ostlery.

YORK.—A strike in the building trade at

York bas just been averted by the efforts of the
local building trades conciliation board. Some
time ago the men made a demand for an
increase of Id. per hour. The matter was
referred to the conciliation board, and the fol-

lowing terms have been agreed upon :—Masons
to have an increase of Jd. per hour dating from
vesterd.av. and a furthe"r ^d. as from January 1,

191.5, the arrangement to last until May 1, 1916;

joiners to be paid 9d. per hour as from August 1

next, the arangement to last for two years from
that date; bricklayers to be given }d. per hour,

and labourers id. per hour increase as from
May 1, 1915, the arrangements to last for two
years.

*i»

Mr. J. Maden, cbief engineer to the Calcutta

Improvement Trust, has been appointed arbi-

trator to the corporation in the place of the late

Mr. W. H. .Johnstone.

At Dewsbury. on Saturday afternoon, at the
Tenlral Stores of the Dewsbury Pioneers' In-

dustrial Society, Ltd., the foundation-stone was
laid of a new" restaurant. Mr. G. A. Fox, of

Dewsbury, is the architect.

The Society of Mural Decorators and Painters

In Tempera will bold an exhibition of members'
work in the new hall of the Art Workers' Guild,

6. Queen-square. Bloomsbury. It will be open
free from Monday next, the 11th inst., to

Saturday, May 30 inclusive, from 10 to 6.

Mr. A. W. Brightmore. Local Government
Board inspector, held an inquiry on Tuesday,
Into the -application of the Skelmersdale Urban
District Council for sanction to borrow £12.200

for sewerage and sewage-disposal works. Mr.
Wallin, C.E., explained the proposals and
plans.

Mr. William Wistance. who had been for

many years the leading builder of Walsall, died

late on Friday night. Mr. Wistance. who had
a high business reputation, was nearly seventy

years of age. and had been ill for several weeks.

He was chairman of the Walsall Master Builders'

-Vssociation.

On Wednesday week Mr. W. M. Cross.

M.l.C-E . an inspector of the Local Government
Board, hfid an inquiry at the council-chamber,

.^shford. East Kent, relative to the application

men should be SJd. ai

Friday. This represents
hour." The revised set
between the Masters'
society wcrr- :,grcr.,l „po
that 1 ,

hour, as from last

an increase of Jd. an
of rules drawn up
Association and the

I, and it was decided
-1,. ,1] ,M'"lv in the

.1 - n,e rules

section uiLbdriw the men working in

Ungley, Stourbridge, Amblecote, " Lv
Wollescot«. and Wordsley. in accordan
notice, wherel)y they are claiming an ad'
wages to «d. an hour. The Stourbri

if the nrba distr for to

row .£15.000 for the purposes of sewerage and
sewage disposal, including the execution of

v.orks in the parish of Willesborough.

As a consequence of the recent arterial road

conferences arranged by the Local Government
Board, a definite scheme has now been pre-

sented for dealing with the eastern section of

Greater London. Three new nrterial roads are

proposed. The Stenney Council bas lieen asked

by the Local Government Board to state its

views as to the adequacy of the local roads.

An imposing building, consisting of a block of

bachelors* chambers de luxe, is to be erected

adioining the Princes Club, Nos. 225-9, Knights-

bridge, S,W.. eight stories high. The elevation

will be carried in Portland stone, in the French

Renaissance, and the plans will embody many
novel features of internal conyeni»nce. The
architects are Messrs. Palgrave and Partners.

The Local Government Board have given

authority for the preparation of nine -further

town-planning schemes under the Housing and

Town-Planning Act. 1909. The scheines are

authorised to be prepared by the corporations of

Manchester, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and Wrex-
l-.am. the urban district councils of Beckenham
anrl Oldbury. and the rural district councils of

Wrexham and Rotherham. In the ease of

Beckenham the scheme is to relate to an area of

1,475 acres.
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LATEST PRICES.

IKON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

(ex steamer. London) per ton £6 3 6 to £6
Steel Joists. English 7 10 „ 7 :

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,. 7
Steel Girder Plates 7 3 6., 8
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 :

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Roand. or
20 .,

5 15 ..Do., Welsh
Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s.. Tees 30s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, Ac. £S 1.53 to £9.

Ditto galvanised. £14 to £15 10s. per ton.
Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-

No. 18 to 20. No. 23 to 24
6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

t ditto
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)-

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 13 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8 9 9/3 9/9 10/3 111- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9 C

Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

Galvanised 8 15

Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5
Cut Floor Brads 9 15
Corrugated Iron, M gauge 16
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised-

14

8 10

£101
11

£10 15s. £11 Oe. £1158. £11 15s. pert

6 to £6 7

„ 6 5

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 2
4in. to6in 6

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6., 6 C

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,
turned and bored joints, 58. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall 110s. Od. to 117s. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od,

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f .o.b. (plus 24 per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 72 p.o.

Water-Tubes 70
Steam-Tubes 66i
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes 60
Galvanised Steam- Tubes 63

OTHEB METALS.
Spelter, Silfcsian Per ton £31 10 to £31 1

Lead Water Pipe,sTowii 32 2 i; „
Country 22 17 (3 ,.

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 23 2 6 .,

Country 23 17 6 „
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 24 3 6 „

Country 34 17 6 .,

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 26 12 6 ,.

Country 27 7 6 „
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 25 2 6 „

Country 25 17 6 „
LeadBoil-pipe(npto44in.)Town 25 2 6 „

,, ,. „ Country 25 17 6 ..

[Over 44in. £1 per ton extra.J
Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6.. 18
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0..
Copper Sheets, sheathing* rode 80 „ 80
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 68 „ 63
Tin. EngUsh Ingots 158 10 „ 153
Do.. Bars 159 10 0„ 160
Pig Lead, in Icwt. nigs (Town) 19 13 6 „

. Sheet Lead. Town 21)2 6„
,, ,, Country 22 7 6 ,,

Genuine White Lead 29 15 0„
Refined Red Lead 25 .,

Sheet Zinc 29 ..

Old Lead, against account
Tin .per ( S 10

basis, ordi-

TIMBEB.
OONBTBCCTIONA

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :—
1st quality to £45

Miramichi
Boards: Swag 11 ,

RedDeals: Archangel IstquaUty 21 0.
16 ,

3rd 13
St. Petersburg-

1st quality 16 10 .

., „ „ 2na „ 14 10 ,

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 0,
Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 ,

White Deals : Crown ..

11 10
Flooring : White and Planed

—

1st and 2nd quaUty mixed ... 10 15

Ist, 2nd, & 3rd quaUty mixed 10 5
Red Planed, 1st quaUty 14 10

Pitch Pine: Prime Deals and
Boards 18

Lignum Vitte Per ton 7

Per cub
Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5
Pitch Pine Logs 3

Birch : Quebec Logs 2 3

Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7

Mahogany : Gaboon „,„ — 2

11 l5
11

17

! foot.
5 6
2 6

FXIBNITURB AND HARDWOODS.

Per cubic foot.

OakPlanks: U.S.A., imported 1 9 to 3 6

,, Boards ,, ,. Prm. 3 0,, 036
.. IMdm. 2 6,, 029

Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 2 4,, 036
Birch : Quebec logs 2 3,, 039

sawn planks... 13,, 020
Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7 0. 080
Walnut: Prime boards and
planka 6 0., 066

Walnut :Mdm 3 6 ,, 4 6

Greenheart : Hewn logs 3 3., 040
Cedar : Cigar box 4 9,, 056
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime 3 4,, 039

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime 3 0,, 033

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...0 6 0., 9

,. African, Assinee. &c. 5 „ 6 6

,. Lagos and Benin 4 6,. 060
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez 3 0,, 040
.. Gaboon 3 0,, 030

Satinwood : West Indian 10 „ 14

Rosewood Per ton 8 0,, 13 3
Lignum Vitffl 7 .. 14

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 3 4

Darley Dale, ditto „ 3 3

Red Corsehill, ditto ,, 2 J

Closeburn Red Freestone,ditto ,, 9
Ancaster. ditto „ 1 10

Greenshill, ditto „ 1 10

Chilmark. ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) 1)04

Hard York, ditto „ 2

Ditto ditto 6in . sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot enp. 3 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ., 13

All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 74

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,. 1 94
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station „ 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ., 1 ei

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Brown White

Delivered on road waggons ) '^'^S:fooi''"nbJ""'
at Paddington Depot, I m a 1 £0 2 4*
Nine Elms Depot, or (

- *" ' ^ - ^" ' ^-

Pimlico Wharf )

Portmadoo ... 30x10 .

Fhrst quality

Eureka unfading

16 X 8 ... 10 5

BKIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks 1 11 „ „ [river.
Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 2 5 0,, at rly. stn.

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wure Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14 „ „
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5 ., „

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnoae 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

22in. Best Red Ac-) (Net. delivered in
crington Plastic [ 4 10 6 ., ] full truck loads
Facing Bricks ) [ in Loudon.
" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1.000
Bricks £2 10

34" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 34" in
thickest part 2

34" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6
34' ditto ditto through and through 2
34" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and 4" radius Bullnosea ; Stock
patterns 3 7b

Accrington Air Bricks ,
9" x 2 course deep, each

Ditto ditto 9" xl course.

Accrington Camber Arches :

3

xrse deep, 44" s jffit. per foot opening ... 13
ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 1

ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6
ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11
ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 9
ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at worke.

GLAZED BBIOES.
HARD GLAZES, (PER 1.000.)

White. Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins. Bullnose, and 44in. Flats

—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 14 17 6

One Bide and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 23 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6

Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 34 17 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose. Round Ends. Bullnose Stops—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 6d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

M0niJ5ED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/2 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

Cill Bullnose. Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers £23 17 6
Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6

C )mpass bricks, circular and arch bricks^ Not
of single radius £6 per 1.000 over above exceed-
Ust for their respective kinds and colours Y ingOin.

C.tmber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4*in

Is. 3d. each ) by 2iin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1.000 extra.

• These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations.

8. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0.,
Thames Ballast 6 „

s. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G-ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
8. d. s. d. Per yard,

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fureclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
s. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry. stn.

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7perdoz.-., .,

Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ,, ..

Ornamental tiles 52 6

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz
Ruabon red. brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ,.

Ornamental do 60

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ .

Ornamental do 48 6

Hiptiles 3 104 perdoz
Valley tUes 3 44
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 ,, ,,

Ornamental tiles 50

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 43 6 per 1000 ,, .

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,, ,, ,.

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 6., „ „
Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 „ „
Pressed 47 6 ,

Ornamental do 50 ., ,, ,,

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 „ .,

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, pertun£28 15 to £29 5

Do., brown 26 15 ,, 27 5 U

Cottonseed, refined 29 ., 30
Ohve. Spanish 39 10 ., 40

Seal, pale 21 „ 2110
Cocoauut. Cochin 46 ., 46 10
Do.. Ceylon 42 10 „ 43

Do.. Mauritius 43 10 „ 43

Palm, Lagos 32 5 „ 33 5

Do. Nut Kernel 35 „ 35 10

Oleine 17 5 ., 19 5

Sperm 30 „ 31

Lubricating U.S per gal, 7 0,, 080
Petroleum refined 6J ., 6i
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1 6 u ,, 1 10

Do., Archangel 19 6 ., 10
Linseed Oil per gal. 2 i{ „ —
Baltic Oil 2 8,, —
Turpentine 2 si, ..

—
Putty (Genuine Lin-

)

1^ n h o —
seed Oil) fP«rowt. B „

Pure Linseed Oil I n in n —
" Stority " Brand f " a lU a „

QLASS (IN OBATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. Moz. 32oz

Fourths 2d.... 3d. ... 3Sd. ... 4ad.

Thirds 21d. ... Sid. ... 44d. ... 54d.

Fluted Sheet 2jd. ... 3id. ... 6id. ... 7d.

Hartley's EngUsh Rolled Plate : 4in. 'Ima. tm.
2id. ... 25d. ... 3d.

Figured Boiled and Repouaslne White. TiiUed
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VABNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varoidb £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 6

Fine Extra Hard Clmrch Oak 10
Buperfine Hard-drying Oak, tor ee»tB of
cburcbes 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 19
Snperfine Pale Elastio Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 16

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Pale i>ench OU 1 1

ERgshell Flatting VarnUh 18 9

Wbite Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale Paper 1-3

Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8

T&ADE NOTES.
UiiJcr Ibe direction of Mr. Charles W.

That foreign countries are not much behind
us in assimilating modern methods is

evidenced by the facts that the Korean Govern-
ment Railway have adopted Pudlo, the powder
which makes cement waterproof, for their large
new station at Seoul, Korea.

Messrs. W. K. Blake, Ltd., builders, owing to
the expansion of their business, have been
obliged to centralise their works at Stevenage-
road, FulhaiM, S \V

, 'i', Upliouo No. Putney
331 (sis I

' iM ir Plymouth
branch, .i .ii-burv office

to the Si ntrai works

The Law Land Publicity Department inform
us that their clients the Law Land Co. have suc-
ceeded in securing several well-known firms for
their premises m Kingsway, including the
British Engineering Co. of Siberia, Ltd., and
Klektro Osomo A.G. of Frankfort-on Main, and
inquiries are being received daily from firms
from the City and Westminster. The publicity
department further states that for this satis-
factory result they are in a great measure
indebted to their advertisements in the
BiiLDiNG News.

The telephone number and exchange of the
Society of Architects (28, Bedford-square, W.C.I
is now 942 Museum, instead of Gerrard.

A tower 80ft. in height is about to be added
to the parish church of Llansamlet. Mr. Glen-
dinnlng Moxham, F.R.I.B.A., of Castle-street,
Swansea, is the architect, and Mr. J. Arnold, of
( lydach, has taken the contract.

The ceremony of cutting the first sod of the
Ualkeith Sewage Purification Works, which are
to cost about iClO.OOO, was carried through at
.N'ewmills, Dalkeith, on Saturday afternoon.
Mr. Gilbert Thomson, C.E., of Glasgow, is the
f-ngineer, and .Messrs. Ferguson the contractors

At Tuesday's meeting of the Torquay Towi;
I ouncil, the formal sanction of the Local Govern-
:.ient Board was received to the borrowing of
til,650 for buildings and electric lighting in
connection with the provision of the medical
baths, Fl,045 for baths, and £2.305 for boilers'
machinery.
Lord Dartmouth laid, last week, the founda-

Mon-stonc of the new church of St. Mark al
liasford, near Stoke-on-Trent. The new church
" ill provide for the accommodation of 500
" orshippers, and the plans are so designed as to
.•linit of future enlargement. The estimated
o_-t, IS ±6,600. The architects are Messrs.
Austen and Paley, Lancaster, and the builder is
Ir .s Heath, Basford.

Tl,. ,,rn|,ri.:tor5 of the Berkeley Hotel, Picca-
'II h.i-.. -p.n.d a Parisian caf6 and grill-
' -r, i, ;.,„,| i,y Mr. E. L. Lutyens, A.R.A. It

r
'"''"' ''.'"'1^*='"" sty'e, with Ionic columns

i'.ist.i on ttrens work at Hampton Court and
the piaiii doorway on his choir-stalls at St.
lauis. J he grill itself is enclosed behind a

f'rperXr":
^"" ^

''"- '" '^ -^-'-" "^

The draft Provisional Order for the amalga.
nia lon of the Three Towns (Plymouth, Dev?n-
l.ort. and Last StonehouseJ was received from theLocal Governincnt Board on Saturday. The
'ir.lcr, which has to be confirmed by Act of
1 arliameni, propose* that the newly-constitutcd
borough shall be called Plymouth, and that the
first "jayo;'- of the council of the enlargedborough shall be elected in November next
Ihcre IS to be equal rating, and a unified water
charge. The united borough will have an arei
of 6.100 acres, a population of 212,000, and a rat p.
able value of £1,0*5.000.

PILKINQTON & CO.
(Established 1838.)

DEPTKOKD WHAKF,
190 ft 192, GREEK BOAD, DEFTFOBD, S.B,

B^,„lir<d Trad, Jfar

POLONCEAU flSPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing
ACID-RE8ISTIN0 ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILICA PAVING.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines
Telephone Nob. .- New Ceobs 1102 (2 Lines).

Olivers'

Seasoned

Hairdwoods,

ISO, Bunhill Bow, London, E.O

Royal Masonic

Benevolent Institution
FOR

Widows of Freemasons

VOTES for the forthcoming

ELECTION on MAY 13

will be gratefullv received on
behalf of

MERCY ANN WILLIAMS.
It'idoui of Henry James IVilliams, formerly
Building and Quantity Surveyor, Balham.

(No. 3: on the List of Candidates.)

All Votes sent to The Editor of the

Building News, or to Chas. E. B.

KiBBLEWHiTE, Effingham House, Arundel
Street, Strand, VV.C, will be thankfully
received and faithfully applied.

*«• CorreepondentB would in all cases oblige by giving
the ttddresees of the parties tendering—at any rate, of
the accepted tender; it adds to the value of the informa-

BEL}iST.—Forthe ercctic

wcrih-street, Boucdarj-t
Hamil.ecreet areas, for the

Hogg, J., and Sons ...

(Acce pted tnbjeot to I

tJovernment Board.)

BBiDLiiiGioif.—For erect
ttieet, for Mr. F. W. Lendis. Mr. J
Carlton House, Bridlington, architect ;

—
Sawdon. J., Bridlington £930

CisTLEDEEG. -For erection of 12 labourers' cottages,
lor the rural district council :

—
J. .1. Laughlin, faetlederg, £127 to A'U9 each

(Accepted.)

OcKi.LE.-For construction of the Benefield sewer, tor

£3«li 4

Drever.O. P.. Kettering (accepted) 164 o

DiBivoKTHV.—For adding permanent bnildings for

IS^Sv "1? ^?l°\ ""'* Cornwall Sanatorium at Did-
wortby. Mr. Charles King, architect :

-

Badcock, F. J., Afhburton £2 uo
(Accepted)

,}lt\V^.^l
.-For the execution of drainage works at theletetvoir attendant's collage, Hill Crest-road, Ealing

for the Metropolitan Water Board— nimng,

Boidoe and Sons ... £110 17 n
MjriDKandSon ... ." " n, „ „
01e.v, W., Ltd

••

96
BlantOD, J. (accepted) ...

"" 7= a o
Morccioft. H. ... ... ;

'
l\ \

Parke and Kemp (accepted) ... £175 g n
(Lowest tender received.)

ExFTEE.—For the erection of revolving shelters at the
wcrhhonfe, for the gnardians. Mr. R. M. Ohallice, 14,
Bedford-circDB, Exeter, architect and f

Castle. J. W
Westcott. Anstiu, and White
Soper and Ayers

£220
317
219 10

20BBlatchford
Setter and Son
Woodman and Sen (accented) .. 187 5

All of Exeter.

SosFOKTH.— For carriageway and footway con-
uction in ('osledee-road, for the urban district
jncil. Mr. G. Nelson, A.M.I.C.E., engineer and

Tulip, W., and Son £308 2 9
Simpson, G. E., Newcaalle-on-
Tyne 3»J

Robson, J. W 370 6 3
Henderson. J. W. (accepted) ... 367 15 7

McLaren, J.

Rest of Gosforth.

321
274 12 9

icH.—For the supply of one lOa.P. threa.
or and one 2H.P. three.phase portable motor
ion with the equipment of the boiler.house
at the Greenwich generatiug station :

—
Siemens Bros.. Djnamo Works, A.

Ltd., UoperThames.street. E.G. £127 (

British Westinghonse Electric and
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Man-
chester i( 7 12 10

Electric Constmction Co., Ltd.,
Wolverhampton 106 10

Ditto (alternative tender) ... 114 10
General Electric Co.. Ltd., Qaeen

Victoria-street, E.G. (accepted) 100 7

A.—Prices at per lump sums for both motors.

Gkeenwich. — For the supply of one 6in. ecrew-
cuttiog lathe reijuired m connection with the equipment
of the boiler honse workshop at the Greenwich
generating station :

-
Muir, W., and Co., Ltd., Man. A.
Chester £111 3

Ditto ;altern»iive tender) U8 4 6
Ward, H. W., and Go.. Ltd , Bir-
mingham 106 10

Lang, J., and Sons, Glasgow* ... 103 10
• Accepted. A.—Prices at per lump sum.

Hestok awd IsLEn OKIE.— For the installation of low.
preefure hot-water heating apparatus at the Alexandra
tcbcols. Mr. J. G. Carey, Council House, Hounslow,

Werner, Pfleiderer, and Perkins,
£775
198 10
i50 15

M7 ISRosser and Kassel, Ltd. ...

Wembly Heating Co.. Ltd.
Cannon, H. G., and Sons, Ltd. ... 355
Kite. C., and Co., 132, Enston-
road, N.W. (accepted) 350

HiGHGiiE Him,, N.W.—For the remodelling of ItM
Bnrphlev-road school, for the London County Council :

—
Thomas and Edge, Woolwich ...£19,198

King, W., and Son, Vauxhall
Bridge-road lii,030

Rowley Bros., Wood Green ... 18 967
Mccormick .t Sons, Ltd., Essex-rd. 18.733
Wallis, G. E., and Sons, Ltd.,
Haymarket 18,656

Smith, J., and Sons, Ltd., South
Norwood 18,548

Chessum, J., and Sons, 7a, South-
place 18,388

Lawrence,W, , and Sons. Finsbory-
circue 17,873

RoberU, C. P., and Co., DaUton ... 17,841
Roberts, L. H., and R , Lower
Claoton-rcaJ 17,654

Brand, Pettit and Co., Tottenham 17,368

Willraott, J., and Sons, Homsey 17,289
Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood* 17,167

Architect's estimate £17.985,
* Recommended for acceptance.

Ki Nfisro.-c-oif-TH4MEs.—For the provision of two 18in.

sttel pipes, to be laid by the Board's existing workmen
across Kingston bridge during the carrying out of the
widening operations under the Kingston-on-Thames
Bridge Act, 1911, for the MetropoUian Water Board ;

—
Piggoit, T., and Sons, Ltd. ... £1,186

(Accepted.)

Lo-KDOir. — For the supply of Portland cement,
Echedule [so. 73, during one year, for the tramways
department of the London County Council :

—
Empire Portland Cement Co., Ltd., Northtield

(accepted).

Estimated amount of contract, £4,790.

Scholey, T,, and Co., Ltd., Dawson Wharf, Bast
Greenwich (accepted).

Estimated amount of contract, £1.979.

LoNiioN.— For the supply of clean, sharp river sand,
schedule No. 75, during one .^ear. for the tramways
department of the London County Council :

—
Cory, W., and Son, Ltd , Mark-lane, E.C. (accepted).

LoMDu.v.—For the supply of shingle, schedule No. 85,

during one year, for the tramways department of the

London County Council ;
—

Wall, J., Scralton House,

London, B.C.— For repairs to the Metropolitan Water
Board's City receiving office, Broad.street.place, E.C. :—

Chessum, J., and Sons £63 10

Oley, W., Ltd. (accepted) 63

{Ccntimitd oH page A" V.)
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\\aldershare Park, E. Kent, as rebuilt for the
Earl of Guilford. Elevations and section ' Mr
Reginald Blomfleld, M.A., R.A., P.R.I.B.A , F S A

'

.\rchitect.

'Bowling Green," Milborne Port, Somersetshire,
near Sherborne. View and plans. Mr. E. Guy
Dawber, F.R.I.B..\., Architect.

House at Gullane, Haddingtonshire, Scotland. View=i
and plans. Mr. James B. Dunn, F.E.I.B A
Architect.

House at Solihull. Mr. Burkett .J. Emery, Architect.

Sewage Purification Works, Lewes Workhouse and
Isolation Hospital. Mr. H. Bertram Nichols,
M.Inst.C.E., Engineer.

ON WALLING GENERALLY.
At present, original design in archi-

tecture apparently means nothing more
than copying forms which once expressed
the wants and satisfied the artistic
instincts of communities long since past
and gone. In defence of such plagiarism
it is claimed that the features so copied
are altered and adapted to modern require-
ments—which they are not, for the thing
would be an impossibility; and there are
no limits to this eclectic process but the
artist's own good taste. It would be laugh-
able, if it were not trying to the nervous
system, to see Orders which were origin-
ally designed to afford shady walks about
Pagan temples in sunny lands ranged in
superimposed order, according to the
method of Palladio, in the front walls of
drapers' shops in London, and other
pl.nces, where an oppressive solar heat
can scarcely be said to justify their use
in this way. The number of Ionic and
Corinthian Orders which is being set up
in all directions, all alike as peas, is
astonishing. These are necessarily strict
copies of ancient examples, the designers
of which, luckily for some of our archi-
tects, are not in a position to claim their
own, and so, we think, make a living by
the brains of others gone over to the grea't
majority.

Fifty years ago the selection of Gothic
patterns to copy from was the correct
thing, and the idea of anyone thinking
in the Ionic or Corinthian iiio>le was con-
sidered to be a sure an, I certain sign of
mental obliquity, if not a want of common
decency. But we have changed all these,
and now forms reminiscent of the worship
of all the Jupiters are the only satisfy-
ing pabulum for an architectural soul
thirsting after originality. By so totally
abandoning Gothic architecture we liave
lost much in construction and in design
which the Orders can never supply.
Should anyone doubt this, let him coni|iaie
the interiors we published of Glasi;,,\v
Cathedral, a few weeks ago. with sunilar
illustrations of any Classic buildint;, and
say where, in the latter style, is^ such
scope given to this arrangement of vaults
and columns as we see in the former. In
Gothic there are no modules to regulate
the height of the shafts, no rubs to deter-
mine the depth and profile of tlie nioukl-
ings, and no precedent to limn th. nn-t's
taste in carving the caps. Wli n Vi: i ii\ mis
did and what Palladio sail i-ii ilv^.s ihe
artist's hand in Classic wuik; liut what
William of Sens did or said iii no way
disconcerted Gothic workmen following
him. We have now a unique way of
designing the facades of public buildings.
We take three gables, copied from some
foreign temple, complete with columns,

entablatures, and pediments. These we
arrange in this fashion : one in the centre,
and the others at the extreme ends, con-
necting them by screen-walls, decorated
with columns and entablatures to match
the gables. The plain wall-faces between
the columns are perforated for window-
openings. The whole of this original
work we set up on a " rusticated " base-
ment. Some artists consider that the
central gable should "master" the build-
ing and stand out from the general
frontage-line ; others hold that the gables
at the ends should project, and these
features are drawn out or pushed in
according to the taste and fancy of the
artist. Now, the strange thing about all

these columns and entablatures is that
they in no way strengthen the building,
and as their presence cannot be justified
by any principle of building-construction,
they are simply excrescences. If, however,
mere appearances justify their use, they
may be allow^ed to have some kind of raison
d'etre. There are beauties in Classic as
in Gothic architecture, and an architect
would do well to study carefully and imbue
himself with the spirit of both ; but the
slavish copying of either will not lead him
to any art that will be living and virile.

Classic temples and Gothic shrines are
equally distinguished for that beautiful
work which makes them the pride of our
profession and the gloiy ,,f ,,ur civilisa-

tion; but the forms which we admire, and
the constructinn whirli imiiires us with
awe, are, aft.r all, ..nly 'ilie outward and
visible signs" ,.f ,,ii msjiiration almost
divine, and wlmli will assuredly never be
ours so long as we are weak enough to
think that we can be original, or even
useful, in our day and generation, if

we continue to copy forms that filled

the wants and satisfied the aspira-
tions of other limes, and which had
nothing in common with ours. The archi-
tiTture of the man who rode the mule
tluv.ur;h our half-cleared forests should not
lie that of llira who has harnessed steam
nr chained tlie lightning for his service;
but architects are somehow reluctant to

admit that the world has changed and
progressed.

Let us face fairly the question of

walling. It is a most important item, and
its efficiency will make or mar the buildin;:.

In all modern structures there is a great
tendency to economise ; hence walls, no
matter what the material may be, are
made too thin. It is forgot ien by builders,
if they ever knew it, that walls should not
only support the floors and roof : they
should also help to maintain an equable
temperature in the house all the year
round. Yet we have prize-cottage builders
putting up 9in. outer walls and 3in. parti-

tions as props for non-rotting paper out-
side, and laths and newspapers inside!
No man worth the name of architect or
builder will have anything to do with con-
struction of this kind; it should be left;

to speculators and their dupes. To follow
precedent is easy, for it requires neither
brains nor any specialised knowledge; but
to create precedent is a different matter,
for it can only be brought about by close

;rliened experience.
II.' sridom thought
Hi Ills and rain-

n;i1 liuilders gave
bought that they
Dfs on the tops

thinking base(

Hence it is that wil

of except as w. uh
repellers. The -\l..

this subject so httl

frequently set their

;
their walls without any tie across' the
building at the wall-plate levels, with the

I

result that the walls, even when 2ft. thick

[

and over, were thrust out of the per-

I

pendicular, and in some cases, after the
lapse of liiiie. were rumpLlrlv turned over.
Up to thr pi-.-, .lit A:n ilii. <ii. ,.|,..i,s pre-
cedent is |.ill,m,,| wiile.iil l.uiMris seeing
the faulty e.uisi lurt mu uulil n js^uo late?

j

Common-sense teaches that a wall should
not be subjected to transverse stress
unless it is buttressed to stand that stress

;

I

and even then it may only be a question
of time until wall and buttress go over

I

with any vault or root depending on thein,
for "an arch never sleeps." In a climate
like ours, suljject to great changes of tem-
perature, it is not possible to make tho
walls of a building too thick, if it is

sought to make the air in the rooms at

I

all bearable— that is, cool in summer, and
not icy-cold in winter. We can speak from
a lengthened experience of the value of

thirk w.-ills fur llie |.,n-| it i,,iis .iiid the out-

lam-

y iiii]iarL to rooms,
111 a marked degree,

i are stronger than
.11 was only to carry
the architect who

t his walls merely .a

11 find that he has

a dead weiglil
;

makes the thiek

question in stal

made a great mistake.

Again, in building walls the architect

must recollect that the best is, after all, in

a state of unstable equilibrium, just like

I liook sl.ui.liiig on its edges, and it is

olivious wlrit a little would turn this over,
sii that jiiDvision must be made that
n.ilhinc! i.t this kind happens. Cross-walls

have till- il.^iiiil .IT. it, and floor -joists

help, es|i.(Killv win n they can be laid in

different dir. i-ii..ns ui each story. Failure;;

from a want of cross-tying are common, as

may be seen by the large wrought-iron S's

fixed on the outside of many buildings—

these, of course, being tied to correspond-

ing irons against the outside of tho

opposite walls. The building by-laws of
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London and other cities have special

clauses to deal with walls unsupported by

rioss-partitions. and these may be studied

with advantage where it is proposed to

liuild walls of unusual length or height

without cross - supports. In this con-

ncctiou. it is a matter of common kno\y-

ledge that a garden-wall, where there is

a long length without cross-walls, must

have buttresses to stay it against wind-

pressures. Longitudinal bonding does

much to stiffen walls of this kind; but

the most direct, as well as the most

effectual, way of insuring the safety of

such structures is by cross-tying, and this

plan is not available" in garden-walling. It

may be said, in general terms, that every

wail in reality consists of two walls. This

is true of the commonest rubble and the

most highly-finished ashlar-work. Indeed,

brick walls are subject to the same law.

In Fig. 3 we give a section of a common
rubble wall, Fig. 4 being the face of the

same wall. Here the two walls may be

seen, with a rough filling between. The
stone K is laid with regard to the outer

face of the wall only, whilst KI forms

the inner face. Working up the wall in

this way enables the waller to keep both

faces plumb vertically and in line hori-

zontally with a minimum of labour ; for it

is obvious that if every stone went
through the full thickness of the wall, all

the stones must be worked to the exact

length of that thickness, and the same
stone would make part of the inside as

well as the outside face. Looking again

at the section Fig. 3, it will be noticed

that if a wall were carried up as shown, it

would, under pressure of its own weight,

burst asunder, for the filling would foice

the face-stones apart ; hence, to overcome
this difficulty, it is usual to work into

every course bond - stones about a yard
apart. As these extend through the wall

from face to face, bond is maintained, and
the construction is safe. Special provision

is made in the specification for such bond.

Where they do not go right through the

wall they are ordinary bonds; but where
the same stone shows on the inside of the

wall and on the outside it is called a

"thorough bond." As all bond-stones must
be specially worked, it is necessary to

make provision for them in the quantities,

describing them accurately, for in some
quarries the stone is so rubbly, there is

a difficulty in obtaining long stones. It

is not always advisable to line the inside

of a wall with liard stune, especially in

a mansion, and 1 inks ait- used instead.

They are thouglit t.. 1..- wnnner and drier

than stone; but it tlie latter is porous,
there is not much advantage, if any, in the
use of brick. Fig. 1 shows a wall of this

kind in section, and it will be seen it is

really made up of two walls, as Fig. 3,

with rubble filling between them. The
elevation of this wall shows a facing of

squared ashlar with a rough surface—

a

kind of work called " shoddy " in the
Midland counties. Where the surface-
finishing is not too coarse, this wall looks
well, and it was very commonly used in
modern Gothic work.
The kind o! wall that it may be proper

to build in any loc.nlity will depend on the
quarry from which the stone is obtained,
some quarries turning out stone in regular
courses, and others in irregular blocks,
without any trace of regular bedding. The
architect will, of course, prefer the former,
and it can generally be worked in around
tho angles, each course being returned at
the corners, as a quoin, without stones
three or four courses deep for the purpose.
Self-bedded stones from 3in. to 6in.
thick, laid in courses of tho same
thickness all through each course,
make good work, and such stones are

obtained in quarries which furnish paving.

The Coal Aleasures of South Wales and
Yorkshire have beds of thin sandstones,

which make good walling at little cost.

The oolites of the- Cotswolds are thin-

bedded, and they also make good walls.

Fig. 5 showr, aii 18in. wall in section.

studs, carrying on the outside boards, felt,

battens, and plain tiles, and on the msido
lath and plastering. There is a prejudice
in this countvy against wooden houses, and
building laws are dead against them
There is no leason wh} a wooden house
should not l^•^l. fni 100 ^eal^ oi moic Tnd

^ T ^

^
? 1

•-

i

o t
I

^

nrrTTTTJu

Though this looks as if it was one wall, it

is in reality two, for the bricks A, B, C, D,
are worketl to one face, whilst W. X, Y, Z
are worked up to the other face, the thick
joints showing a filling which corresponds
with that of the rubble wall. When a
wooden wall is thought of. Fig 7 shows a
section of what would bo best. Here on
the outside is a wcatherboarding, grooved

—

one board fitting into the other, unlike
ordinary weathcrboarding. This is nailed
to rough boarding, which carries felt. On
the inside matched boards are nailed to the
ftnds. Fig. 9 shows a wall with wood

if it stands detached—say, in the country

—there should bo no law to prevent the

erection of such a building.

We have said much about the thickness

of walls and the desirability of making
them more than is actually wanted to carry

ths floors and roof ; but this thickness of

the walls adds to the expense of the joiners'

work, as may be seen from the following

sketches. Taking Fig. 11 as an ordinary

door in a 20in. wall, it will be seen by

Fig. 12 that the linings and soffits must be

panelled. When the wall is 14in., the

linings and soffits mav be skeleton-framed
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and sheeted as bliowii, to save expense ; but

here, panelling would be better. Fig. 14

shows the linings in a 9in. wall, and
Fig. 15 those in a 43in. wall ; the former

are double rebated, and the latter single

rebated. When, therefore, the thickness of

a wall is being settled, this question of the

fruitful in many ser\ices to tlie arts of

design and decoration. Born at Chesliani

on August 13, 1813, he was educated at

University School, Nottingham, his father's

native town. He is chairman of the advisory

committee of the Royal School of Needle-

work, a member of council of the London
Cliambe;- of Commerce, vice-president of the

linint^s to

gotten.

SCULPTURE AT THE
ACADEMY.

SIU ARTHUI LIBERTY.
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The bust was executed by Sir George
|

hindered
Fnunpton, R.A., and has been subscribed recreation benefic;

for and presented to Sir Arthur by the textile
! Far East and e

fabrn- manufacturers of Great Britain and matter for manv
thf Continent.
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iiotablv •Spnns
Sir Arthur Liberty's career has been

^

Mountains," 'lii

nd other activities have not
utilisation of opportunities of

" His travels in the
e have furnished
tli.K pnl.llciitnnis-

Records of Japan," "A Day in Tangier,"
"The Treasure Hunt," and papers read
before the Royal Society of Arts in 1890 and
1900, for which he was awarded that

Society's medals.

Sir Arthur received his knighthood last

year, and that recognition of his abilities and
Ids kindly encouragement of many workers
in the arts and industries he has so success-

fully fostered much gratified the hosts of

friends who esteem and admire him.

Many readers will be glad to be reminded
of the interesting exhibition of ancient
prayer-rugs from Eastern palaces on view
this week at Messrs. Liberty and Co.'s, at

Chesham House, 142, Regent-street. There
is among them a pilgrim rug having the green
niche, recognised as a proof that it has been
at Mecca. So rare are these specimens that

only five or six may be gathered in a period
of many years' collecting. The rug dates
from the 16tli century, and is of delightfully

soft colouring. In a special room, against a

dark background, about two dozen other

valuable prayer-rugs are displayed. They
have been brought from the Holy Land,
round about Smyrna and Epliesns. A
Persian palace carpet 22ft. by Oft. 4in. in

size, in fine preservation and in shades of

deep red and indigo blue, will appeal to all.

Mosque carpets, rugs from the Caucasus
mountains and fine as silk, some specimens
from Kliorassan, are included in the large

selection on view. Silk rugs from Bokhara
are of a rich rose colour, almost blood-red.

From Herat is a rug 200 years old in a con-

ventional design, woven in old Persian
colours. Among Chinese examples are some
in flame colour, others in the rich blue of the

Celestial Empire, while Imperial yellow

appears in an exquisite design.

THE EXPRESSION OF FORM.*
By Mr. Leslie Wilkinson, A.E.I. B. A.

(Assistant Professor of Architecture, London
University.)

As you no doubt expect, I propose in this

paper to discuss the question of Drawing,
and I hope that the importance of the sub-

jpi t in nur profession will be sufficient

fM'n-,r fell- my vninnn^,' to address you on
what, in.iy m,' ni sinli a commonplace" topic.

AnhitPrtnial drawini; is sometimes rather
slightingly referred to as something half-way
between t;he methods of the engineer and tlio

painter. But I prefer to see in it the com-
bination of the merits of each, the precision

anil utility of the one with the feeling and
beauty of the other. That skill in drawing
is a very necessary part of an architect's

equipment is now fortunately generally ad-

tli. n.'i rssitv and quote cases in support of

til. 11 , nnten'tioii, but 1 venture to think that
.Mil III these cases the great men referred to

would have done even better had they been
great r masters of draughtsmanship. The
layman, of course, has always laid due stress

on the necessity of an architect being able to

draw, and I suppose the fact that a boy is

fond of drawing has more weight in the
clioiee of architecture as a profession than
anything else. This is unfortunate in many
cases, as the young man finds that, contrary

to the ideas o"f his elders and betters, many
other varied attainments have to be
mastered, some very exacting and contrary
in their nature to free drawing. He finds

that there is something more to be done than
draw pretty sketches and huge fees, and that

the builder—good man !—does not do every-

thing else off his own bat, also that there

are such things as legal forms and accounts.

Drawings may be classed in three groups:
— 1st, those which are instructive to the

author; 2nd, those which are instructive to

the reader; 3rd, those which are a delight to

the beholder; and some drawings may com-
bine in themselves the characteristics of alt

three groups. Also we must not forget the

pleasure which the author obtains from the

producing of a drawing, a pleasure entirely

the author's own, and independent of the

result produced or its fate.

• Read before the Society of Architects, May 14.
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First, tlieii. as to the etliieationtil vnliic of

drawing. Tliat dnnving teaclios us to sec

will be nckiiowledged, that is wliy we sketcl

and measure, isn't it? The resulting pro

duction and the delectation of our cousnis

and our aunts is quite a secondary considera

tion. -^'ow, if we find that we see a great

deal more in n building if we sketch it tli

if we merely look at it, and as after a time

this habit no doubt develops our sense of ob-

servation, surely this desirable result would

also be produced in the public were they in-

structed in drawing. And where is the difTi-

culty in this? Drawing is a much older art

than writing, and perhaps were I an Irish-

man I might say that the earliest writing was
drawing. Then 1 suppose it was found that

whilst drawing excellently expressed ideas of

form, it was deficient in expressing abstract

ideas, and so writing was invented and
ousted the practice of drawing. Now. every-

body has to be taught to write, ami that tlie

impossibility of accomplishing this is not ad

niitted is perfectly justified. But with draw
ing it seems to be decided that a heaven sent

genius is necessary, a genius that may bo de-

veloped certainly, but not produced. It may
be claimed that trained mediocrity will pro-

duce better results than untrained genius,

for while we always have our geniuses pro-

ducing great works in all ages, we eaujiot

live on genius alone, but for any general ad-

vance must rely on the trained competence
of the many, the raising of the average of

accomplishment. The chief offenders, the

gentlemen who produce those rows and rows
of subuil :ii, '.'.]',.,. iLr(iss abuse of a beautiful

term), u i
,:i| ;l.!> sliops, will not mend

their v,.^ ; :
lin public are shocked by

these lli:i.j-, a- liny certainly are not at

present, their sense of beauty, or even what
is reasonable, being evidently, shall we
charitably say, dormant. In these days of

Ratep.iyers' Protection Societies, a mer-
cenary age understands at once that the men
who coined the phrase referred to the rate-

payers' pocket as the worthy object of their
endeavours. But is not our sense of beauty
and order at least in equal need of some such
protective machinery? Were all trained by
drawing to observe form (if necessary instead
of one of the many popular accomplishments
which might be dispensed with), I think we
.should first be exempt from the charges of
crankiness, even savoured with envy, when
we venture to criticise executed work, and
later on perhaps even receive the encourage-
ment of sound appreciation and constructive
criticism to the benefit of architecture.
Drawing is not nii!\ a iii.an. nf iutistic cul-
ture—i.e., a till) ,;. lali'r 111 ii-, If, JHit a
means to an cimI a la:|,lii: n.-: i lun. nl in the
study of alnin^i ., ni,;.,; iliall with by
master and sin-: Im _ hi -manship, like
language, is ii ilung else than
the expression anon of ideas.
It isof great a--i -i nung them, just
as writnig is a great help in sustained think-
ing. Writing serves not only to define our
ideas, but to fix them. Drawing is an in-
valuable addition to onr intellectual ap-
pliances, and it is because drawing may thus
be made useful, not because it is the first
step in the practice of the fine arts, that it

deserves an equal place with writing in
schemes of general education.

Let me quote a passage from James Malton's
book on Perspective, which in addition to
showing sound common sense, ia pleasantly
couched in the leisurely phraseology of a
century ago. Malton, who describes himself
at "architect and draughtsman," says:
"Drawing, in my opinion, is a vehicle of com-
munication among mankind, as necessary to
be somewhat informed in, as the art of
writing. The pen may express our .<ienti-

ments, but not always our ideas and concep-
tions; at times, that can alone be done by
the pencil. A mechanic is required to exe-
cute Q new and singular piece of work ; it is
impossible lie can thoroughly conceive it
without a draft, the which, not being able to
give, is a species of ignorance nearly as great
ns the not being able to write; and a de-
ficiency that many an Intelligent person has
mortifyingly and detrimentally experienced.
The most laboured description of scenes con-
veys not half so perfect an idea of their form

and effect as a few just lines of the pencil.

Drawing is a universal language, compre-

hensible to a very savage, and plainly speaks

to every eye. No person, therefore, desirous

of a liberal education should be deficient in

a tolerable acquaintance with the first prin-

ciples of delineation, perspective." There is

a lot in that. You will agree that what archi-

tecture has suffered from, and is still suffer-

ing from, though I hope to a lesser cxtejit, is

the ignorance and therefore lack of interest

of the great public. As arehitoetnre deals

essentially with expressive forms and their

production, colouring and combination to

satisfy the senses of beauty and comfort, and
as drawing is the most natural means of the

expression of form, it seems to me that

were the public better informed in the art,

our country would be speedily freed from
much of its present disfigurement.

ALTERNATIVES.

The only alternative to drawing as a

means of expression of form is, of course,

writing; but except in the case of very simple
and commonplace forms, this is apt to be
clumsy and seldom perfectly clear. The
vivid pictures composed by our great poets
and writers—Tennyson's "Palace of Art,"
for instance—are marvels of literary skill

;

but does not their success as descriptions
depend on familiarity with scenes similar to

those referred to? A verbal description of

an original form is generally clum.sy. The
few just lines of Malton would be much more
direct. I was going to mention models as a
means of expressing form, but I think we
must rule them out as being rather realisa-

tions in miniature. But their value for pur-
poses of study and explanation is unrivalled,
and were it not for their expense I suppose
they would be much more widely used than
they are. A model provides the equivalent
of an infinite number of perspective views,
and will often settle points with a layman,
when perspective might be distrusted and
geometrical drawings not understood, or,

what is worse, misunderstood.

PHOTOGRAPHY.
Photography has affected draughtsmanship

in more ways than one, an(J must not be for-

gotten. At present limited to the expression
of existing forms, it has ousted drawing for
purposes of illustration to a great extent. But
after the first triumph of popularity, it has
been realised that a drawing is capable of

conveying an amount of feeling and character
which is lacking in the camera's work,
although in the representation of lectures
and the recording of dimly-lighted and inac-
cessible detail the photograph is of the
utmost value. Again in reproduction work,
process photography has dealt severe blows
at the older methods of illustration. The
school of men who produced those fine en-
gravings, mezzo-tints, lithographs, and etch-
ings, showed themselves in their delineation
of architecture rare masters of chiasoscuro
and composition.

What is it that gives the art of drawing its

value? To my mind, the production of a
drawing means the knowledge of tangible
facts. We cannot express a thing until we
know what it is. A great draughtsman will

be so, not because he commands a skilful

technique, or has a fine sense for line,

colour, and composition, but because he
knows the forms he deals with. Of lesser
lights, some can draw the figure, some
animals, some landscapes, some flowers and
eatables, and some of us walls with doors
and windows in them, but each his special
subject only. All are draughtsmen, and all

can draw, but their failure in other subjects
results from lack of knowledge, gained by
observation crystallised by the habit of draw-
ing. When we say that the figure is the most
difficult subject to draw, I maintain that wo
mean that the greatest knowledge is required
to delineate the subtle contour of form of
the most wonderful of all creations, the
human form. It is extraordinary to notice
how some objects are closely studied, while
others are denied that attention so necessary
to their just expression.' If we knew trees
and figures of men and animals and motor-
cars as wr do columns and cornices, these
objects might look more like (heir prototypes

than they sometimes do in our perspectives.

I think we should devote more time to the

serious study of figure drawing and land-

scape composition—the latter the setting,

and the former the adornment and comple-
tion of our works. The second group of

drawings— i.e., those instructive to the
reader, includes working drawings, record
drawings, and restorations (these latter also

satisfying the condition for inclusion in

group I. as eminently instructive to the

author also).

The mention of working drawings calls for

a reference to graphics. This most useful

application of drawing to the solution of very
practical problems is, of course, appreciated
by the engineer and architect. With the
diagram errors are less likely, and results

more obvious than can ever be the case with
mere symbols. It may be said that graphics
deal with the expression of forces and
numbers rather than form, but as in graphics
forces and numbers are, as it were, given
form, so that their functions may be more
obvious, I have ventured to refer to the sub-

ject. Moreover, the high degree of accuracy
required in these drawings is a very useful

corrective to the less precise work some-
times produced.
Of drawings in the third group— i.e., those

which give pleasure by their intrinsic merits,
apart from any question of association, it

may be said that they are the result of abso-
lute knowledge assisted by skill in "indica-
tion." The most advanced types of these are

based on a close study of the effects of forms
under varying conditions of lighting, move-
ment, and atmosphere. A lot may be learnt
from the study of the works of acknowledged
masters, and for contemporary work the
R.A., the National Gallery, South Ken-
sington, etc., offer opportunities, while the

names of Caiialetto, Du Cerceau, Hollar,
Piranesi, Turner, Adam, Prout, David
Roberts, Nash, Flockhart, Richards, Ads-
head, and Waleot, among others, will recall

to you works which in a marked degree in-

tensively possess the power of satisfying and
pleasing. One more great sphere for

draughtsmanship is seen in the opportunity
it provides for men to show what they could
produce if they had the opportunities. I

wish we saw more of the fine imaginative (but

not impracticable) conceptions by which the

old men used to give evidence of their powers
and their love of architecture for its own
sake. Surely it is in such works as these

that a man can show his real worth, some
times even more than in his executed works,
which in this country are too often marred
by lay interference and irritating conditions.

I suppose our confreres in France are saved
from this by the innate taste of their fellow

countrymen, while the American client prob-

ably has the good sense to set less value on
his own opinion than on that of his chosen
expert in matters architectural.

Owing to their perishable nature, few
medijeval and no earlier drawings exist tor

our information and study, but I imagine
that what we should understand as complete
drawings were not made. Their ignorance
of perspective is surprising, and the perform-
ances in small-scale work up to the Renais-
sance are almost childish. But that the

early builders could draw, and to much pur-

pose, if only full sizes on their templates,

and setting out platforms, is very evident.

With the Renaissance drawing became of

paramount importance. The introduction of

the new manner, in the north-west of Europe,
at any rate, depended almost entirely on
graphic representations, the inadequacy of

which in many cases led to the perpetration

of unlovely compositions, which we know as

Elizabethan and Jacobean, and which some
men unaccountably feigning extraordinary
ignorance would imitate to-day. From this

time to the present day drawing became of

more and more importance, until to-day all

the components of a great building may be in

preparation in various places at the same
time, and the whole assembled with record

speed, the accurate relation of the parts

being assured by the services of draughts-

manship. Granted that drawings are now
indispensable, let us sec what the effect has

been on architecture. Has this effect alway.s
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been beneficial? Planning, as now under-
stood with all it means, could not, of course,
be effected without small scale drawing; but
lias not its effect on elevational design been
unfortunate in some cases? Look at the work
produced in response to the demand created
by the industrial revolution of last century,
and wliich composes our prosperous but un-
lovely Midland and Northern cities. With
tradition thrown overboard, and chaos let

loose by the misguided zeal of literary

amateurs, and a public too intent on other
matters to take heed, the accumulated
heritage of centuries i* ^i|1i:mi.]i i i^l just as it

is becoming enriched wiili .1 fii-i IuimI know-
ledge of Greek refiinii). i,t. 111. i n-ineer is

parted from the archnnl, ^m^l tikes with
him the life-giving element of adventure, and
with it mucli precision in draughtsmanship.
The draughtsman, born and bred in the
narrow artificiality of a new-made town,
brought up—I will not say trained— at the
drawing-board, produces out of his own
inner consciousness (a receptacle which has
never been filled), the drawings for the build-
ings which we know only too well. These
are often conveniently devised with excellent
workmanship on good material, full of draw-
ing, but innocent of any claims to be con-
sidered as architecture. Again, these men
at the boards must have originated the ugly
and elaborate ways of carrying out simple
details, which have become the stock-in-trade
of the artisan to-day. If they had only spent
a few days in the nearest village and then
given a few minutes' verbal instruction or
demonstration to the workmen, how much
better a lot of this work might have been. Is

not the great advance in domestic work
largely due to the adoption of this policy,

and to the realisation that there are bricks
and bricks, and that every locality has its

characteristic manner of buildings.
Once tlie Renaissance was established, it

seems that elaborately detailed drawings
became unnecessary, and the workmen could
be trusted to produce the vernacular 17th
and 18th century work of which the charm is

now generally adniittid, and of which tlie

American coloiii>U iiiado such good use. But
with the HUh ciiitury, \Nitli its chaos in

matters artistic, the luckless workman found
himself called upon to execute work in the
manner of lialf-a-dozen centuries, in many
countries, in as many days. The most pre-

cise information in the form of drawings
became necessary, and has continued so ever
since. Now it is not that architecture

suffered from too much drawing (I think that

is impossible), but rather from drawing mis-

applied—that is, tliere was, and still is in

some quarters, too much drawing in the de-

sign, and not enough drawing of it. If 80

per cent of the drawing put into the average
commercial competition or domestic designs

of last century, and more recently had taken
the form of the tracing paper's refining fur-

nace, and numerous perspective studies from
every point of view, might we not have been
spared from the senseless choppings and
blockings, trouser panels, and the ubiquitous

swag which disfigure so many of those build-

ings?

Tr.CHNIQBE AND THE MACHINERY OF
DKAWING.

In deciding the manner in which a drawing
is to be executed, it is very necessary to dis-

tinguish between the difference in "function

of what I will call " study drawings " and
working drawings, which are respectively sug-

gestive and explicit. One occasionally sees

working drawings decked up with shadows,
etc., and I am afraid also so-called working
drawings are sometimes, to say the least,

sketchy. The result is unsuccessful in either

case. It should be evident tliat no working
drawing for a successful piec? of work can be
produced without the previous preparation
of exhaustive study drawings. In addition
to mere manual skill, the production of an
architectural drawing, in any manner, of

rciurse necessitates a thorough knowledge of

materials, the forms which the draughtsman
( xpiesses being determined not by caprice,
lilt by the functions of parts and properties

1 materials, although these are secondary to
tlie question of expressiveness of form. In
the use of decorative materials, the necessity

for beauty of form decreases as their deco-
|

rative value increases. As mediums we have
the pen for line work, the brush for wash in

monochrome and colour, and the pencil,

probably the most useful all-round instru-

ment for delineation, capable of giving a mar-
vellous range of effects from delicacy equal
to a silver point to the sparkle of " slasliy

"

pen-and-ink work. The coloured pencil and
chalk, too. is an undeservedly neglected
medium. We shall recall the works of

Mallows, J. B. Fulton, and Robert Atkinson
as showing mastery of the pencil in distinc-

tive ways. The value of line in any type of

drawing can hardly be exaggerated, but its

use alone should be reserved for working
drawings (which, by the bye. we may flatter

ourselves have attained a degree of excel-

lence in recent years, and even show signs of
being carried too far). Although the deli-

cate line perspectives which wc associate
with Laterouilly and his contemporaries, in

which the effect of distance is increased by
the thinning of the receding lines, are very
charming, the method is too laboured and
lacking realistic effect for us to desire its

revival. Pen-and-ink work, necessitating
the adoption of a somewhat rigid con\ention,
allows of more easily acquired perfection

with these limits, while witli a medium allow'-

ing a broader manner, success, though more
difficult, will be the greater accomplishment.

As systems we have direct or orthographic
projection, isometric projection, and per-

spective. The value of the first two-dimen-
sional system may be increased, from the de-
scriptive point of view, by the employment of
sciography, the neglect of which during a
few generations was not justified by the con-
temporary standard in design, and which we
are all glad now to see revived. The prac-
tice of indicating shadows seems to have
ceased during the Gothic revival, while in

exchange we adopted the thick-line and
Oxford Frame manner. I think we may con-
gratulate ourselves on the passing of these
fashions, which sacrificed a lot of refinement
and feeling for detail, and is responsible for
much coarse and vulgar design. Isometric
projection is a valuable system, combining
the effect of perspective to some extent, witli

the added advantage of the possibility of

reading to scale in three dimensions from the
single drawing. Now, although there is

promise of improvement in design through
the revival of delicately-drawn and shadowed
and rendered elevational drawings, I hope
that we shall not forget our perspective. The
English School has always been strong in

perspective, and the system always must be
unrivalled for the realistic representation of

solid forms. To me it is astonishing that the

rules of perspective remained undiscovered so

long, and that the unitiated still find it easier

to draw objects in plan and elevation— i.e.,

as they are, than in perspective—i.e., as they
always have and always will actually see

them. Probably the most descriptive way of

presenting any project to the lay mind is by
means of the bird's-eye view. In no discus-

sion of drawing can mention of " the Orders "

be omitted. We must all be glad to see these

models of proportion stripped of the sense-

less arithmetical fog which so long blinded
our youth to their beauty. But the rheu-
matism inflicted by Palladio and others is

being massaged away, so that they may
regain their pristine flexibility and grace. As
to sketching, it is difficult to say whether
sketching helps the study of perspective or

the study of perspective helps sketching
most; probably the honours are easy. But
it is much easier to see how a line goes if we
know how it should go. Again, the student
in arranging his drawings on the Sheet and
in determining the character and weight of

letters, etc., obtains valuabls training in the

all-important subjects of balance and pro-

portion and fitness of feature to composition.

I have referred to the advantages which
may be expected to result when drawing
becomes a subject of general culture, and it

seems desirable to consider how its study may
be made easier—how the machinery may be
simplified—for the simpler the machinery
and the more easily mastered, the more
serviceable, of course, is the machine.
Tracing and copying are valuable means.

Tracing, while insuring a certain degree of

success and corresponding encouragement,
allows the whole of the attention to be con-
centrated on the subject and quality of line,

and is. therefore, of the greatest value in the
early stages of instruction. Although it is

possible to crawl along the lines thinking of

sometliing else, the student will soon find

that he is able to impart character to his

tracing, which may even turn out better than
the original. Other useful aids in copying,
enlarging, and reducing are squaring (by
which a task too difficult to be tackled as a
whole may be split up into a hundred parts,
each easily dealt with), the peiitagraph and
camera lucida, useful instruments, which
have the advantage of requiring some-
thing more than mere manual dexterity to
manipulate. Whilst as an elementary train-
ing in the realisation of solid forms and the
relation of parts, exercises in "graphical dis-

cussion " prove excellent. I do not propose
to burden you with details of materials and
their manipulation and questions of tech-
nique, which are rather matters for demon-
stration than descriptinii. and will, therefore,
conclude by puttiiiii 1..Imi.. xnu a series of

slides, chosen pniiKuil) fur the various
manners of draughtsniaiiship they exhibit,
but which I hope may also be of interest to

you on account of the subjects they represent.

TWO GREAT REHOUSING SCHEMES
FOR DUBLIN.

At Monday's meeting of the Dublin Cor-
poration, the housing committee submitted
two ambitious schemes for dealing with the
Ormonde Market site and part of the Crabbe-
lane and Upper Mercer-street area. In the
former scheme the committee proposed to
retain as an open space and playground the
Old Ormonde Market. On the land around
it, now occupied by the oldest and most in-

sanitary property in the city, the committee
proposed to create workmen's dwellings. The
accommodation to be provided consists of

thirty-six four-roomed houses having a 15ft.

frontage, sixtv-three three-roomed houses,
also 15ft. frontage; and 28 houses of 37ft.

frontage, containing 56 two-roomed flats, all

two stories in height. The first-named will

contain a living-room, parlour, and two bed-
rooms, estimated to cost £lilO each; the
second class will have a living-room and two
bedrooms, estimated to cost £1'J0 each;
while each flat will have a living-room and a
bedroom, estimated to cost £175 for each Hat.

Each dwelling will have in addition a sepa-
rate w.c, water-supply, and scullery. The
rents proposed to be charged are 7s. for the
four-roomed house, 6s. 6d. for the three-

roomed house, and 4s. 6d. for each flat.

These figures will involve an annual loss of

about £700. The cost of the scheme was
estimated at £15,80.3, including £10,103 for

the acquisition of property and land covering
four acres. The corporation unanimously
approved of this scheme.
The second scheme, dealing with the

Crabbe-lane area, was also adopted, but only
after much discussion, and by a majority of

twenty-four to nine votes. In this case the

area to be dealt with is 2^ acres in extent,

and is bounded by Cuffe-street, Upper
Mercer-street, Upper Digges street, Aungier-
place, and Cuffe-lane. The old houses on this

area are mostly four stories in height, and
house at present a congested population of a

thousand persons. Under the scheme there
will he built here twenty-seven blocks of

tenements, three stories in height, containing
in all 162 tenements, 126 being two-roomed,
and the remainder three-roomed. The ex-

ternal walls will be faced with red brick and
all the floors will be contructed of reinforced
concrete. The rents to be charged are 3s.

and 4s. a week for two-roomed and three-
roomed tenements, the loss per annum being
estimated at £1,300. The total outlay is

estimated at £39,350. Both in this area and
in that of Ormonde Market the existing streets

will be widened and improved. Both schemes
have been prepared bv Mr. C J. MacCarthv,
the citv architect of Dublin.

New municipal buildings are about to be built

at Waterbury, Connecticut.
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Mr. BuKKETT J. Emeky, Architect.

HOUSE AT SOLIHULL.
Tlie lioii.se, of wliieli we give a view and

plans, including a garage, has been erected
at Solibull, Warwickshire, for Mr. N. C.
Alldridgc, from the designs of Mr. Burkett
J. . Emery, M.S. A., of 109, Colmore-row,
Birniingliiim. The general treatment is

roughcast, 2Jin. brindle bricks, with white

On the site of the Victoria billiard saloon, at
I he top of Grey-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, a
picture-house, seated for 1,000 persons, has just
been erected. The internal decorations are in

the Louis Seize style. Messrs. White and

HOUSE AT SOLIHULL.—Mr. Burkett J. Emery, Architect.

joints, being used for the facings, and the
roofs arc covered with old brown, sand-faced
tiles. The hall and dining-room inglenook
arc panelled in oak, with oak wood-block
flooring. The contractor is Mr. A. J.
Curson, of King's Heath, Birmingham.

The Herbert Strutt fchcols at Belper are
about to be enlarged and rendered more suitable
for conversion from higher elementary to
Becondary. The work will cost .^6.000. and will
be executed at (he co.st of Mr. G. A. Strutt.
Messrs. Ford and Derby arc the contractors, and
the architects arc Messrs. Hunter and Wood
bouse.

Stephenson, of Pilgrim-street, Newcastle, arc

the architects, and the contractor was Mr.
George Douglass, also of Newcastle.

The Birmingham Corporation Electric Supply
Committee have appointcl Mr. William Kidd,
of the Manchester Corporation Electrical De-
partment, to the position of assistant construc-
tional engineer, at a salary of £250 per annum,
rising to ifiSOO.

Tl.r 1.1 -1 John Leeson. aged sixty-
. r House, Lacock, Wilts, and
w, Cullercoats, Northumbcr-

' designer of several of the
in Ncwcastle-on-Tyne, left

..')80, and a gross amount of

Jlr. T. M. Brown, burgh survc

xnitary inspector of Denny, has been ppo
eyor of Girv

The Sutton Trustees propose to erect 130 self-

contained tenements for workin" people at New-
castle-on-Tyne from plans by Mr. C. S. Erring-
ton of that city.

A church and school are to be built at the
junction of Perry-vale and Perry-rise, from plans
by Mr. Walter H. Woodroffc, F.R.I.B.A., of

Lincoln's Inn-fields.

The foundation-stone of a parish hall, to be
built in connectio Bridget's Church,
in Gainsboroiigh-road, Uavorlree, was laid the
other ilav. Tli, I, .ill uill . ...\ £2,700.

Till' f.-'Miilii .1 11'
I

! iH'on laid of a new
church ot Si Si,,,;,,, i. rj ilie Grand Thorold
Park ;U Ciun-iv tli. rslimated cost is

£11,500. The arrliitcot is Mr. Tupper, and the

builder is Mr. Jarvis, of London.

The foundation-stone has been laid at

llarlesden, of a now church of St. Mark, at the

junction of Bathurst-gardens, All Souls'-avenuc,

rind Wrottesley-road. The architect is Mr. J. S.

.M.ler, Effingham House, Arundel-street. Strand,
W.C., and the contractor is Mr. J. Knight.

At Emmanuel Church, Weston-super-Mare, a

new eastern wall, faced with examples of

English variegated alabaster, , with colours

ranging from pale green to dark brown, has

been placed in the chancel, in the stead of

a painted wooden screen. The alterations have
been carried out by Messrs. Harry Hems and
Sons, of Exeter.

Tl.r l>' |,.ii'i,:. Ml .1 \,.
1 rlurc of the Massa-

-In.JV will hold,

,i„>n to award
thousand dollars,

irope. Applicatii

ithii

the lid, Passy,A block of I

on a site which was subject to vibration owing

to the passing of trains on the adjacent Paris

underground railway is being built on a series

of shafts of ferro-concrete carried down to the

bedrock 60ft. below the street level. The front

is separated from the pavement by a mattress of

steel springs. The extra cost of the foundations

has been £2,600, and has been justified by the

result.
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dnrunit Calamo.

A I a special meeting last Monday of the
llxeeutive Council of the National Federation
"I Building Trade Employers of Great
Hiitain and Ireland, the following resolution

\v liereas the London Master Builders' Association
1

1

lis reported that it has this day received a request
Horn the Trades Unions involved in the Londo
aispute for a conference with a view to settlement, i

is resolved that before taking detinite action i

supiiort of the I^ondon Master Builders' Associatio
:i~ indicated in the resolution of this Council, the
' iilon Master Builders' Association be requested

•"le to the request for a conference, including o
If National Executives of each of tbe 11 Trades
"lis. and in the event of the operatives refusing

I. eept terms that are within the recommendations
ui the National Board of Conciliation within 10 days
of such conference this Council recommends a
general lock-out as provided in the rules.

Since then a conference between the London
Master Builders' Association and tlie trade-
unions involved has been arranged for this

(Friday) afternoon at 2.30 p.m., at the
Holborn Restaurant, and all will hope that
peace may result, and that the half million
organised building workers throughout the
country will not provoke the disastrous con-
sequences that otherwise mav ensue.

Many changes of the first consequence are
about to be effected in Kegent-street, and at
an early date a commencement will be made,
although we have yet to learn what has been
decided with regard to the completion of the
Quadrant. Up to the present, as Mr.
Leveson Gower the other day informed us,

it is not possible to say precisely when tliat

vexed question will be settled. We under
stand that the designs will, in the meanwhile,
be brought before the Members of the House
of Commons by the Office of Woods, etc.

The reconstruction of Messrs. Swan and
Edgar's "corner" premises, situated in

Begeiit-street, Piccadilly, and I'lccadiily

Circus, will necessitate a building of the same
height as the new Piccadilly Hotel, erected
from the designs of the late Norman Shaw,
B.A., under the supervision of Mr. William
Woodward, in conjunction with the late

Walter Emden and E. A. Gruning. The
architects of Messrs. Swan and Edgar's
additions to the architecture of this centre of

activity m West London are Messrs. John
Belcher, K.A., and J. J. Joass, who, a year
or two ago, carried out the great store in

Bayswater for Messrs. Whiteley, Ltd. This
latest- emporium in Piccadilly Circus thus to
be carried out must wait, we hear, until the
Government has determined the (Quadrant
scheme, and pending that conclusion it will

not be practicable to actively proceed with
this rebuilding. Messrs. Harrods have
decided upon erecting a new block to house
the business hitherto conducted by Messrs.
Uickens and Jones, which they have just
acquired, and near by Messrs. Liberty and
Co., at an early date, will start rebuilding
their shops and showrooms on an estensive
scale, from the plans of Mr. Edwin T. Hall,
F.R.LB.A., who has been engaged on his
designs for some time. Messrs. Peter
Robinson and Co. have not yet settled the
details of their almost adjoining new
premises, which will abut upon the Oxford
Circus buildiugs lately finished from the
drawings by Mr. Henry Tanner, F.R.LB.A.,
as illustrated in our issue for September 13,

I 1912. It will thus be seen that before long
Rpcrent-street will be transformed, and, we

'-:. vastly improved.

Unearned income" is the humorous de- I

iption of the income of careful people, '

that has, in fact, been earned by them twice
over, and who are the small investors. A
man makes his money by his profession or
business, and instead of spending it all, or
more, which is so easily and generally done,
he saves some of it for his old age or his
family. When, as the result of self-denial

and economy, he has got together a little

fund which he invests, he is told the profits

upon that investment are "unearned
income," and he is taxed thereon at the
highest rate ! The illogical injustice of this

is obvious to all, yet there are some who
think that this tax is aimed only at dukes
and millionaires, instead of at the many
thousands of saving workers whom it hits
so hardly and unfairly. This further two-
pence, making the tax on Schedule A Is. 4d.
in the pound, will harm property-owners and
builders far more than at first sight appears.
Of course, the higher tax applies equally to

Schedule D, where the income is not actually
being now earned. But it is the indirect
effect of this increased deduction from the
yield upon investments that has troubled the
Stock Exchange, and is even more manifest
in regard to ground- and rack-rents and
mortgage interest. The return from these
sources is lessened, and so it cuts down
prices and thus the business done. Then,
again, the higher tax will be paid, in the
end, by the workers in the way of increased
rent, and by the consumer in the price of
materials, and, gradually, of the necessaries
of life, aud so more wages will be wanted.

The prompt revision of the Budget as to

unearned incomes shows that Mr. Lloyd
George has already felt its unpopularity and
disastrous effect upon many voters. But the
point we make above as to its discouraging
small investors still holds good. For the
tax upon property, houses, rents, stocks,

mortgage interest, and dividends will remain
at Is. 4d. in the £1 all round. These taxes
are taken at the source, and so they reduce
the yield upon every investment. However,
to lessen the injustice and please a large class

of voters, the Chancellor proposes that those
whose total income is under £500 shall still

..etually pay Is. 2d., and when it is below
£300 it is to be cut down to Is. This is, of

course, a vote-catching concession ; but, still,

it is something. Only all those people must,
in effect, pay the full tax first, as it will be
deducted at the source, and then apply
specially to Somerset House for the return
of the allowed rebate. All this extra work
requires more officials, and the increased
salaries to be paid for refunding this tax are
estimated at some £370,000 a year! Some
day, perhaps, a statesman who is also a
financier will devise a way of saving this
needless and absurd waste of public money.

Contract work may be defective, and the

lefects may be so concealed as not to be
discoverable without a thorough examina-
tion. So the defects may remain unknown
for years, or, as some Mediaeval cathedrals
have proved, for centuries before they are
revealed. But, in modern times, the Statute
of Limitations goes on running, and it is a
pretty point of law whether such a breach
of contract can be sued upon more than six

years after the job is done, even when there
has been what would legally amount to

fraudulent concealment of the defects. This
was the question in a recent case {Times,
May 9), where a lady in 1912 sued an elec-
trical engineer for work done in 1904, under

a contract as to electric lighting in her
house. Her claim was for breach of contract
in not properly easing the wires, as agreed,
and in so fraudulently concealing this

omission that it was not found out until long

ifterwards. The Judge ruled, on the facts,

that the work had not been rightly done, and
the defects had been concealed, and, on this

ground, he would have given the plaintiff

£170 as damages. But the defendant came
in on the law, for upo decided case, the

Judge also felt obliged to hold that, even
•-vhere there was fraudulent concealment, the

Statute of Limitations applied, and so the

claim was barred after six years. The word
is now with the Court of Appeal, if the

plaintiff wishes to take the matter any
further in pursuit of justice.

In his retiring address, at the recent

annual meeting of the Royal V'ictorian In-

stitute of Architects at Melbourne, Mr.
Anketell Henderson, M.C.E., the late

president, said :—

•

" There is no doubt that Registration will he the
feature of tlie year. I have not yet seen the proposals
of the British Institute, but I have gone carefully
through those of the Society of .Architects (London).
Briefly, the latter provide that a non-registered man
shall (a) Dot be allowed to call himself an architect

;

(b) not be allowed to sue for fees, and (c) no certificate
given by him to a contractor would be vaUd. As to
(c), it is obvious that the contractors would assist the
registered men. In our proposals, we should, at
least, add something equivalent to the Building
Ordinances of Chicago, which provide that no permit
shall be granted or plans approved unless signed and
sealed by a licensed architect. This is subject to a
provision excepting buildings of the domestic class,
not more than two stories in height, or l,350sq.ft. in
area. These are, of course, rough suggestions, which
I throw out for further consideration by members of
the Institute."

The first recommendation is a reasonable

and practical one. With regard to the

second, we are not sure that the proposed
exemption limit is a sufficiently low one.

The Board of Trade has decided to close

about thirty of the 430 Government Labour
Exchanges, and to transfer the work hitherto

(lone by them to local agents. It might close

half the rest without a single unemployed
person being a penny the worse. Instead of

this the idea apparently is to sweat the local

agents, much as many of the sub-postmasters

are sweated by the Post Office ; aud, gradu-

ally, we suppose, we shall find the Labour
Exchange located at the local grocer's shop,

or some similar " office," and rents and wages
saved for the more fortunate finders of soft

jobs at the disposal of the Board. It is also

decided to extend compulsory unemployment
insurance to sawmill workers under all con-

ditions, and not, as hitherto, when saw-

milling was carried on in connection with

another already insured trade. That
certainly ends one idiotic anomaly of the

Act. Hitherto men have been insurable one
week and uninsurable the next, or insurable
with one employer and not with another,
and the confusion has been intolerable. The
provisions of the Act are also extended to

another class of workers. Insurance is now
compulsory for men engaged in the con-

struction, reconstruction, or alteration of

works, railroads, docks, harbours, canals,

embankments, bridges, and piers, but not
for men employed in their repair. It has, as

we pointed out long ago it would, been im-
possible in many cases to decide between
construction and repair, and it is now pro-
posed to make insurance compulsory for men
employed on the repair of works of con-
struction other than roads and the permanent
way of railways. Subject to Parliamentary
alteration, the Orders will come into force

on January 4, 1915.
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Tlie Red Dragon of Wales—or, ratlier, tlie

admirers of that far-famed animal—seem to

liave got Mr. Lloyd George's baok up. It

appears tliat the Carnarvon Town Council,

at last week's meeting, at which there was a

rather heated debate, had resolved to ask

the Office of Works to have the Red Dragon,

which it was contended is the national flag

of Wales, hoisted on the castle on St.

David's Day. In the course of the discussion

the town clerk stated that in February last

vear he made a similar request to the Office

of Works, upon whose suggestion he also

wrote to Mr. Lloyd George, as Constable of

the castle, and that Mr. George had not

replied. Since the meeting the following

letter had been received from Mr. Lloyd

George, and was read to the council on

Tuesday night :—

Dragon

with \.

ler lieia-ii of the fuss over the Red
I (lie was what I read in the

i llv tell you that I .saw it

As the Office of Works
A their reply, you should

("m.^ui':. .1 III. r., II, Ua.]^li,it''lH>fn.lone. I feel

l.V.'k^ ',''il';, Mini. Iih.Mm'.'.h adliiimstovcd" to Welsh

K^a niatliTol fait, su.h an iiiiipi-j'smou is au erroneous
one. I sincerely hope that communications of this

kind dealini! with the castle will in future be
addressed to me as Constable on behalf of the

Mr. Lloyd George has been assured the

council had no idea of slighting him, and it

may be hoped he is placated. One member
of the council, by the way, is convinced the

famous Red Dragon is not the national flag

of Wales at all ! He says the arms of Wales
were four lions quartered on a shield, and

they had never been removed. The fact that

Welshmen carried the Red Dragon on Bos-

worth Field, or that Owen Glyndwr led his

men with the Red DniMcm, iliil not constitute

it the national ll;i-. I', ili.qi-, if there is any
doubt about tlii> lu.iltrr ihr Constable of

Carnarvon would permit his own effigy to be

substituted, and so insure the remembrance
by posterity of the benefits he has conferred

on his country?

If the escalator has come to stay with us
we fancy a new name is necessary. English
folk never took kindly to the ',' elevator,"

much preferring the shorter and more ex-

pressive word "lift." There will also have
to be cultivated some tacit self-regulation of

the traffic. We ourselves—ordinarily the

meekest and most uncompetitive among
mortals—never see a man half a head in

front of us on his way to a train without
determining to outwalk him. Others share
our weakness, and the result is that peaceful
and polite people, who never hurry, get in

our way. They must really learn to keep to
the sides, by the balustrade, and leave us the
middle. As a wholesome relief from the
extreme hustle which the motor-'bus enables
us to cultivate the escalator is a pleasant
contrast. Doubtless it is only the precursor
of moving footways along all the chief
thoroughfares, along which the practice of
self-restraint by the less active will be in-
creasingly needful if the rest of us are to beat
the regulation speed of the peripatetic pave-
ment, as we shall instinctively feel bound to

We are interested just now in the
Acanthus, thanks mainly to the generosity of
Mr. G. A. T. Middleton, from whose
pleasant gardens at '•Laleliam," Clarence-
road, Clapham Park, a substantial ofT-

shcot from a noble clump therein has
found, we trust, an abiding place in
our own hnmhle exnerimf-ntal patch. Two
other*, with »h..ni«e .-hared the spoil.

are similarly hopeful, and all are anxious

to know more about the Acanthus. Our
scientific friends tell us its British name
is " Bear's Breech." but that it has no

indigenous representative in Britain. Lin-

naeus, it seems, gave the genus its name

—

Akantha, a thorn, which he adopted from

the Greeks and Romans, who called the

genus Acanthacese, and it occupies a place

between the foxglove and the dead-nettle

orders. There are at least fourteen species

:

A. millis and A. spinosus being the most
decorative, and A. latifolius the finest. A.

spinosus is supposed to be the species into

which Apollo transformed the nymph
Akantha, possibly when she became a thorn

in his bosom ; and also that which twined
itself in the night around the basket of

flowers which Kallimakos had laid on his

daughter's grave, and which, as we were all

taught long ago, originated in his fertile

brain the design of the Corinthian capital.

We are all anxious to be sure that the

"Laleliam" acanthus is the true A. spinosus,

and that the students there are not designing

capitals, say, with A. ilieifolius, which is

the rank growth of the Asian and African

mangrove swamps—around them. If this

hint sends groups of eager students to " Lale-

ham " to find out more about the acanthus, we
hope Mr. Middleton will pardon us ; they

will, at any rate, see a good deal else there

that will interest them.
««•

SEWAGE PURIFICATION WORKS FOR
THE LEWES WORKHOUSE AND
IS(>l,\l|ii\ HdSlMTAL.

combined sewage flow s into detritus-chambers
in duplicate, in which it is screened before
en'tering the anaerobic tanks, which are also

coiistruL-ted in duplicate, and have a com-
bined . apacitN ri|iial to the average daily flow
of ".liiin -all ,n, I h,. lighter solids, whether
in trill villi, I Hi , illiildal form, are deposited
as sln.l-i 1,11 ilii floor of the tanks, and
remould wlnn necessary by the pipes
gravilaljii^ In lli ' sludge drying-plot. Each
tank iv |iii.\idid, in the centre of the inlet

end. \\itli a smlable submerged inlet-pipe

fitted in a vtrtiiail position, and a .submerged
outlet is formed in the end wall at the outlet
end, which serves as a barrier to prevent
the scum from flowing away with the
effluent liquid. The effluent from the tanks,
after a period of holding up in the dosing-
chamber, passes to the percolating filter,

36ft. in diameter and 4ft. deep, containing
coke-breeze graded to pass a lin. mesh, and
retained on a Jin. mesh. The floor is laid

with perforated tiles, with a fall towards the
outlet channel. The liquid is sprinkled over
the surface of the bed by means of a
"Jennings" rotary distributor, automatic
in action, operating under pressure provided
by the head of «ati r in tlm dosing-cliamber,
and passes dnunHaidv tliimigh the filtering

medium to tin ^i im i n , innferential channel
constructed lialf \\a\ intnid the filter.

A 12in. channel conveys the liquid from
the percolating filter to the humus-tank, con-
structed twenty yards away, having a

capacity of two hours' flow. The humus-
tank is filled with coa/rse white sand from
Leightoii Buzzard, and the flow is distributed
over the surface of the sand by means of a
channel-trough laid alnn^; llie n ntre of the
chamber. The efflunn I- imiIhIi-umi either
by means of the sliduiL- di-e xahe at the
bottom of the weir partitiiiii «all. vr left to

flow OM-r the weir nitn lli.^ ehaiinel leading
to the !liii. dram .niiMMii- the effluent into
the ditel, at the l,i«, ,- end of the field.

'rii" li^'l- "I llie lield (It t permit of

SEWAGE PURIFICATION WORKS, LEWES WORKHOUSE AXl) ISOLATION
IlOSi'ITAL, SUSSEX.

and isolation hospital was found unsatis-
factory, and the guardians decided to carry
out a proper system of sewage-purification to
remedy the nuisance complained of. Instruc-
tions were given to Mr. H. Bertram Nichols,
M.Inst. C.E., of 11, Victoria-street, West-
minster, to prepare the scheme which has
been adopted by the guardians and sanc-
tioned by the Local Government Board.
Tenders were invited, and that of Messrs.
A. Strceter and Co., Ltd., nf Shalford, near
Guildford, accepted at .£8.38.

Manholes with back-drops are constructed
in place of the old tanks, and a Oin. cast-iron
pipe sewer conveys the workhouse sewage to
an intercepting manhole, which also receives
the sewage from the isolation hospital. The

the effluent from the works passing over the

land, which is of a stiff, clayey nature, and
therefore unsuitable for the purpose of any
final purification.

Mr. F. J.

Grant, surveyor to the Gravesend Corporation,
has been granted an honorarium of £50 for his

services in connection with the sewerage scheme.

The new Roman Catholic church of St. Monica,
at Palmer's Green, X., was opened by tin-

Cardinal Archbishop last week. It is I5tli-

Ccntury Gothic in style, is built of white stone,

and is seated for 450 worshippers, Mr. E,

Goldie, F.R,T,B,A., of Kensington, is the

architect, and the onllav, iiu-hiding site. lia.s

been £7,000,
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OBITUARY.
The death occurred on Friday of Mr.

Richard Creed, F.R.I. B.A., of Little Brad-
field Hall, near Thaxted, Essex, and 5,

Verulani-buildings, Gray's Inn, aged sixty-

seven. Mr. Creed served his articles at

Worcester, and was afterwards assistant to

Messrs. Norman Shaw and Nesfield. He
went into practice as an architect for himself
about forty years ago. For over a quarter
of a century he was Architect Inspector to

the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, and
he carried out many important works in

London and the provinces. He joined the

Roval Institute of British Architects as a
Fellow in 1882. Mr. Creed was a prominent
Freemason. The funeral took place at Little

Bradfield on Wednesday afternoon.

The death has taken place, at Humshaugli,
at the age of seventy-nine years, of Mr.
Joseph Potts, Newcastle, head of the firm of

Messrs. Joseph Potts and Son. architects and
surveyors, 12, Eldon-square, Newcastle. Mr.
Potts was a native of Sunderland, and joined
the business with his father as a young n.ai:,

and resided in Newcastle for about twenty-
one years. He had also a residence at

ChoUerton, but had lived at Harrogate during
the past twelve years. He was associated
with large valuation work on Tyneside, and
was closely identified with important arbitra-

tion cases in Newcastle and the North nf

England generally. The interment took place
on Wednesday at ChoUerton Churchyard.

The death occurred at Cambridge on
Thursday in last week, at his residence,
Wymondham House, Brooklands-avenue, of

Mr. George Kett, J. P., who until recently
was the senior alderman in the Cambridge
Town Council, and had been mayor in 1891,

1898, and 1901. The deceased had been
ailing for the last two years, but his death
was rather sudden, and was caused by heart-

failure. Mr. Kett was born at W\nrondham
in 18-36, and came to Cambridge with his

family in 18-18. In 1854 the famous firm of

Rattee and Kett, ecclesiastical builders, was
founded at Cambridge by Mr. Rattee and
Mr. G. Rett's father. On the death of his

father, in 1872, the late Mr. G. Kett became
head of the firm, with which his sons are also

associated. The name of Rattee and Kett
is known throughout England, and amongst
the best examples of their work are the
Roman Catholic churches of St. John the

Baptist on St. Giles's Hill, Norwich; at

Cambridge that of Our Lady and the English
Martyrs ; and at .\rundel that of St. Philip

Neri, the first and last built at the cost of

the Duke of Norfolk. Mr. Kett claimed
descent from Kett, the leader of the peasant
rising, who was hanged on the summit of the

linge tower of the famous abbev and parochial

church of Wymondham. It" is. therefore,

interesting to note that the firm of which the

deceased was head was entrusted with the

work of restoring this church a few years ago,

at a cost of about £24,000. Mr. Kett showed
his interest in the work of renovation bv his

gift of the handsomely carved altar-rails. He
also contributed to the renovation fund by
making a substantial dediietioii from the
.mill, lit lijiii.-. Mr. Kill aNci undertook
(111 I

ii i
1 .1' i"i .mil r. -iiii ,ii inn of Arundel

(. J -I .i
! i: I

iiil>' 111 \iii liilk - tine Sussex
r.-iil '-. lull wnik iH I iipiril the builder
for a cjuartor of a century, and occasioned
the employment of as many as 500 or 600 men
upon it at one time. In recognition of this

work the Institute of Builders elected him
as a member, two years later he was
appointed upon their council, and in 1907 he
was elected vice-president. Mr. Kett retired

from bii-jinp=-- in UMM and his eldest son,

.Mr. (; l; K < I- tliH head of the firm.

Mr. Ki 11 -
I lib Cambridge Town

C.iu.inl .Ml. i
II iM :;U- years. He was

elected a iiicnil.icr in lh62, and retired only

in .Xovember of last year. He was also for

some time a member of the Cambridgeshire
County Council. He was made a Justice of

the Peace in 1800. He was mayor when the

freedom of the buroupb was presented to

Lord Kitchener, and when the conference of

the National Union of Teachers was held at

Cambridge. At the termination of his third

year of office a public presentation was made
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to Mr. Eett of ii gold watcli and silver tray,

to Mrs. Kelt of a diiimoiid and sapphire

brooch, and to Miss Kett a diamond and gold

pendant. A portrait of Mr. Kett, painted by

Mr. C. E. Brook, was presented to the cor-

poration, and now is a prominent feature of

the large assembly-room of the Guildhall.

Among other offices filled by Mr. Kett in his

public life were those of president

Cambridge Conservative Clnb, and various

administrative positions in connection

the Cnmbricl!;c Waterworks Company, tl

Trowbi
Level
Cambr
Society

Society.

\\- Company, the South
the Old Schools of

iiged Prisoners' Aid
il Albert Benevolent
took place on Monday

modest way
lid by dint of

cope -of their
lliOi; tlie firm

lid. and two
as a limited
Henry Hollo-

at St. Paul's Church, Cambridge,

Wc regret also to record the death of Mr.
'J'homas Holloway, J. P., one of the governing
directors of the firm of Messrs. Holloway
Brothers, Ltd., builders and contractors, of

Victoria Works, Belvedere-road, Lambeth.
Mr. Holloway, who died on Friday last, after

a long illness, at his London residence, New-
lands, Cedars-road, Clapham Common, was in

his sixty-second year. He was the second,
but eldest surviving son of the late Mr. Thos.
Holloway, of West Lavington, near Devizes,
who left'that village in 1868 to try his fortune
in London, and who died in 1901. Mr.
T. Holloway, jun., with his brother,
Mr. Henry Holloway, J. P., began busi-

ness as a builder in a very
near <^ueen's-road. Battersea, a

application and iiiilii,ti\ tlir ^

operations rapidl\ nilaj^iil In

removed from B;iii. i-. :i t,. ih
]

side premises in Bchrdrn

m

years later it was incorporated
company, Messrs. Thomas and
way being the managing directors. The firm
were the first to adopt electric power for the
machinery in tlirir u.,i-k-.|i<.ps, and early
realised the caiKil.ilii n- imil lalue of ferro
concrete construe tmn. At present tliev

employ for would euipluy, but for the strike")

over 3,000 men. When the present premises
are acquired for the extension of the adjoin-
ing County Hall, the works will be removed
to the site of Messrs. Castles' shipbreaking
yard, Pimlico, near the north-east approach
to Vauxhall Bridge. Among the extensive
contracts carried out by the firm during
recent years may be mentioned the Royal
Naval Barracks at Chatham, the Admiralty
Offices, Whitehall; Caxtoii House, West-
minster; the Roval Insurance Office, Picca-
dilly and St. James's street; London Wall
buildings, Charing Cross Hospital rebuilding
and extension, St. Pauls School for Girls,
Hammersmith; additions to Balliol College,
Oxford; the new na\e at Hexham Abbey
Church, the restoration of Rnshton Hall
(Northants), Devizes Castle, and Lewestou
-Manor, Dorset; the King Edward VII.
General Post Office and Central Criminal
Court, both in NewgiTte-street ; reservoir of
2,000,000 L'allons onpacitv at Luton, the South
Essex w:.t...-,w.,.i,. .,, <;ravs, and buildings in
Grosvei: Associated Portland
Cemci.i Among the works
now in |.i rnnipletion of the new
I'^ol'^''' ' Uc'orge-street, costing
about i.^ Liudon Dock improve-
ment f.

! r
, ,,t London Authority,

amouiitii,. I , ,_i
; sheds and graving-

docks ai tue hast India Docks, the Church
Missionary Society's Offices in Salisbury-
s(|uare, sea-defence works at Rottingdean,
new bridge over the Wandle at Hackbridge,
power-station for the London and North-
western Railway Company at Stonebridge
I ark. and electrification works for the
London and South-Western Railway Co.
The late Mr. Holloway cherished a warm
regard for liis native village, and had gradu-
ally acquired properties both in West
Lavington and in the adjoining parishes of
Littleton Panell and Imber. About thirty
years ago he built in West Lavington a
holiday home for his children. A little later
he purchased the a-Beckett estate at Littleton
Panell, and in 1905, when Lord Churchill
decided to sell the greater part of the village
and estate of West Lavington, Mr. Holloway
bought it for £.32.500, and shortly afterwards
went to live at the Manor House. To the

J,5UU acres lie then acquired Mr. Holloway
added 3,500 acres last year in that and an
adjoining parish by purchase from the Eccle-

siastical Commissioners, thus becoming the

sole lord of the manor. Some years ago he
was placed on the Commission of the Peace
for Wiltshire. He was a staunch Liberal and
Wesleyan, and had served almost every office

open to a layman in the Connexion, including

that of member of Conference, and he and
his brother Henry built the Wesleyan Chapel
at Littleton in memory of their father. He
leaves a widow, three sons (of whom two—Mr.
Henry Thomas Holloway and Mr. Ernest C.
Holloway—are directors in the firm, with
their uncle, Mr. Henry Holloway, and his

sons, Mesrs. Robert and Henry J., and their
uncle, Mr. Samuel Holloway : the third son of

the deceased, Mr. Frank Holloway, manages
the Wiltshire estates of the family) and five

daughters, of whom three are married. The
funeral took place at West Lavington on
Tuesday afternoon, when a remarkable de-

monstration of respect and esteem was
witnessed. The first part of the service was
held in the Wesleyan Chapel at Littleton
Panel, where the Rev. H. Arnaud Scott,
of the Wesleyan Chapel. High-street Clapham,
S.W., delivered an address. The interment at
the parish churchyard was conducted by the
vicar (the Rev. H. P. Margetson). Among
those who came down from the Metropolis
to be present were Sir John Beiin, Mr. J.

W. Molden (Liberal candidate for Clapham).
representatives of the Streatham Lodge of

Freemasons, representatives of the various
departments of Holloway Bros., London,
and very many others. All the leading resi-

dents of the district were also present. The
wreaths not only covered the coffin, but three
carriages followed laden with lovely floral

tributes. Simultaneously with the service at

Lavington a memorial service was held in

Queen's-road Wesleyan Church, Clapham.

Mr. Thomas Wingfield Webber, J. P.,
D.L., of Kellyville, Atliy, Queen's County,
has died at the age of seventy-eight. A son
of tlie Rev. Thomas Webber, of Leckfield.
Co. Sligo, he was born in May, 1836, and was
educated at Trinity College, Dublin. He
went out to India and was employed in the
Public Works Department in the Nortli-West
Provinces in engineering work, and sub-
sequently as forest surveyor and forest
deputy conservator, retiring in 1871, and
later returning to Ireland. Mr. Webber was
a magistrate and deputy lieutenant for

Queen's County. He was the author of

"Surveys and Maps of the Forests of India,"
"The Forests of Upper India and Their In-

habitants," " Photographs of Forest Trees
of India," and of numerous other publications
on the forests of India.

News has been received In Cheltenham of
the sudden death at Bombay of Mr. Joseph
Hall, M.Inst.C.E., M.A.Min.Eiig., the well-
known municipal surveyor and engineer of

that city, at the age of sixty-three. Mr. Hall
was for nine years surveyor to the former local
board of Torquay, for whom he laid out many
of the beautiful public gardens and walks
there. In 1890 he became borough surveyor
of Cheltenham, where he was concerned in

liderable increases of parks and gardens,
and of waterworks extensions, and built
several public baths. About eight years ago
he became executive engineer to" the city
corporation of Bombay.

A branch of the Union Bank is about to be
built in High-street, Dunfermhne, from plans
by Messrs. Burnet and Boston, of Hope-street,

Goole Urban District Council have accepted
the tender of Messrs. F. E. Biniis and Co., of
Croydon, amounting to £9,461, for the carrying
out of the final contract of the Goole sewerage
scheme.

New branch offices for the Prudential Assur-
ice Co. are about to be built in" East Port-

street, Dunfermline, from plans by Mr. Paul
Walerhouse, of London. The estimated outlay
is £10,000.

^

Alterations are about to be carried out in
connection with St. Peter's Church, Belper, of
an extensive nature, embracing new vestry,
enlarged chancel, structural change of the roof,
ami new pillars. The cost will be about £2,000.

COMPETITIONS.
DUDLEY.—The town council decided at

their last meeting to invite competitive plans
for new municipal offices, police buildings,
and a town-hall. It was resolved to throw
the competition open and not to restrict it,

as a committee had recommended, to four
firms practising in Birniingham. The pro-

posed outlay is £40^000, and the proposal is

to carry out the work in several sections.

DURHAM.—At the meeting of the Durham
County Council on Friday the education com-
mittee reported that they had selected the
design of Mr. J. W. Hays, of Wingate, for
a new school in the City of Durham for
mentally defective children. The report was
approved.

HYTHE CONCERT HALL.—Members
and Licentiates of the R.I.B.A. are warned
that they must not take part in this com-
petition, as the conditions are not in accord-
ance with the regulations of the Institute.

LONDON.—The designs in the limited
competition which is being held for new
central offices of the Metropolitan Water
Board, Rosebery-aveuue, E.G., have been
sent in this week. The firms invited to
prepare plans are Messrs. Brown and
Barrow, Edwin Cooper, H. O. Ellis and
Clarke, Edwin T. Hall, H. T. Hare, and
Warwick and Hall. The site is a triangular
one, and the main entrance will be in Rose-
bery-avenue. Ultimately the filtering-beds at
present to be partly left in the surrounding
land belonging to the Board, will be closed
up, and also the round pond, so that the
schemes now to be considered have to be
judged in regard to ultimate development of
the remainder of the site. The cost of the
building now to be built is fixed at £85,000.
Mr. E. Guy Dawber, F.R.I.B.A., is the
assessor elected to advise the Board as towhich
is, in his opinion, the most suitable plan to be
adopted. The author of the design pladed
first will be elected architect, to be remu-
nerated in accordance with the R.I.B.A.
Scale of Charges. The five unsuccessful
architects will be paid thirty guineas each
for submitting their designs.

OTTAWA.—With regard to the new
Supreme Court Building Competition, for
which six preliminary designs have been
chosen by the assessor, Mr. T. E. Collcutt,
F. R.I.B.A., in conjunction with the Board
of the Department of Public Works, we
understand that there has been an exhibition
in Ottawa of all the drawings, including
those of the selected firms for the final

contest. It is said that no architect prac-
tising in England is included in the choice
which has been made ; but we have been
unable to obtain any information from the
London office of the High Commissioner of
Canada.

PADDINGTON. — Six architects were
chosen to prepare designs in a limited com-
petition for the new central baths for the
corporation of Paddington, and on the nomi-
nation of the President of the Royal Institute
of British Architects, Mr, Leonard Stokes,
F. R.I.B.A., was appointed assessor. The
award has been made as follows: Mr. Harold
T. Burgess, Licentiate R.I.B.A., of West-
minster, first premium. £100; Mr. Herbert
Shepherd, A. R.I.B.A.. second premiuin, £75;
and Mr. J. E. Franck, A.R.I.B.A., third
premium, .£50. The estimate of cost is stated
at £41,000.

Mr. Bernard William Hart Brameld. of

County-buildings, 4, Cannoii-street, Manchester,
and Merevale, Tewkesbury-drive, Sedgley Park,
Prestwich, architect and surveyor', left

£2,764 6s. 7d.

A council school at Corby, Northamptonshire,
has been opened this week. The builders were

Messrs. T. Hickman and Sons, of Market Har-

borough, and the architects Messrs. Sharman
and Archer, of Wellingborough. The outlay has

been .£3 666.

In ih. II.' i,'\»- I and spire) jiist added to the

parj^l i
'' >' Mary. Southampton, a peal

of ci I

''
' lit of the late Mrs. M. A.

Wiii'M.-.. \,.,~ II. ,11 dedicated. The peal was

cast'bv Messrs. .lohn Taylor and Co., of Lough-

ugh ; the tenor weighs 23cwt.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE

SOCIETIES.
A U C T I O N E E R S' AND ESTATE

AGENTS' INSTITUTE. - The annual
meeting of this institute was held at 34
Rus.sell-square on Thursday in last week the
president, Mr. Benjamin I'Anson Breach
occnpjing the chair. The report stated tliat
last year 256 new members were elected 29
Associates made Fellows, aird 40 students
transferred to the grade of Associate The
total membersliip was 2,960. The institute
was in a sound financial condition, the
income for the year being £5,912, and the ex-
penditure £4,802. The balance to the credit
of income and e.xpenditure was now £15 231
Investments were increased bv £1,250 and
the sum standing to the credit of the bene-
volent fund had been raised to £3,336. The
chairman, m moving the adoption of the
report, congratulated the members on the
fact that, after meeting all the liabilities of
a very busy and expensive year, they were
ab e to carry forward such a substantial
balance, and raise the reserve to £15,000.
^o less encouraging was the activity of the
branches. During the year he had visited
every one of them, and had been most favour-
ably impressed by the good work they were
doing Referring to the Registration Bill
now before Parliament, he said the statutory
recognition they sought from Parliamen't
would be good, not only for their profession
but for tlie public also, as the public would
then have a guarantee that the men they
employed to look after their property were
worthy of confidence. Mr. W. M. Simmons
seconded the resolution, and said they might
reasonably hope for the support of the public
in the matter of Registration now that the
Government had agreed to appoint only
qualified persons to value property under the
Finance Act. After some discussion dnrin"
which Mr. Roland Peck severely criticised
the title of the "Registration" Bill and
urged that it should be withdrawn, and a Bill
for a "charter" of incorporation substituted
the report was adopted. The retiring
members of the council and the auditors were
re-elected. In the evening Mr. B. I'Anson
Breach occupied the chair at the Hotel Cecil
at the annual dinner. The toast of the even-
ing was proposed by Lord Alexander Thynne,
M.P., and was responded to by the presi-

|

dent, who mentioned, in the course of his
reply, that "' ~ ""

rk, and see
re enforced

C. Harris, their secretary, , ^ „ ,had just completed twenty-five years' efficient I
^P^*^® ^°^" °'

service with the institute".
—».— -« i.

BRITISH ARCH.4JOLOGICAL ASSO-
CIATION IN SUSSEX.-The members of
the British Archaeological Association, under
the leadership of the president, Mr. C E
Keyser. and Mr. Philip M. Johnston, enjoyed
on Monday a rail and motor-car tour" in
Sussex, in the course of which they visited
Steyning Church. Amberlev Castle and
Church, and Arundel Castle" At the fine
parish church of Steyning the massive flint
and stone tower and the enriched pier arches
were closely examined. At Amberlev Mr.
Johnston pointed out that the Bishops of
Chichester had their castle near the village,
a house defended by a moat and drawbridge,
where their goods and papers could be pre-
served. This fine example of domestic archi-
tecture had been preserved in recent years
by the Duke of Norfolk, its custodian His
Grace has removed the ivy from the wall= '

^'^'^'t^on) was congratulated upon his election
and in eases where the original height was I

1° -,- ? i
"|1^.'' ^"^ '\^ ?°-^'''' I"5.t'>'te of

Mr. Gra>c contended that
ought to be able to do the
that by-laws and regnlatioi
without being arbitrary: unreasonable, and
arrogant. The actions of some of the public
health officials in London were capable of
vast improvement. Their arbitrary demands
led to the delay of work, and did not help to
promote the good feeling which should, and
did largely, exist between private individuals
and their advisers on the one hand and public
officials on the other. It would surely be
better to allow small voluntary work of im-
provement to be made to a house than to d
courage such work by the fear that ;

entirely new system of drainage might be
demanded by the authorities. The chairman
suggested that one cause of needless frietioi.
was tlie insistence of some officials on strict
adherence to plans even in the case of very
slight alterations. The by-laws were regarded
as cast iron, and the officials were inflexible
in their interpretation.

EDINBURGH ARCHITECTURAL ASSO-
CIATION.—A party of members of this asso-
ciation visited the new Provincial Training
College, Moray House, Edinburgh, on Satur-
day afternoon. They were received by Mr.
A. K. Robertson in the gymnasium, where he
explained the arrangeme"nts of the buildings
and the plans. The customary votes of thanks
were proposed by Mr. A. Lome Campbell,
F.R.I.B.A., president. Before leaving the
party visited the old Moray House, where the
fine 17th-eeutury enriehe"d plaster vaulted
ceilings were inspected.

SHEFFIELD.—One of the most in-
teresting items in the report of the Sheffield
Society of Architects and Surveyors, pre-
sented at the annual meeting last week, had
reference to the by-law dealing with open
spaces in connection with domestic build-
ings. The council stated that they sub-
mitted draft proposals for a revision "of the

|

by-law, and suggested that it should embody
the following recommendations: "That th"e
rer|iiirement with regard to open spaces at
the rear or side of buildings should apply
only to dwelling-houses used wholly or prin"-
eipally as places of residence by day and
night

;
that when a dwelling-house" is erected

upon any upper story of a building the open
space required by the by-laws shall be pro-
vided upon the level of such story; and that
in all eases the distance across the open

erned by the height of that
portion of the building which immediately
abuts upon this open space." These sugges-
tions were possibly too much at variance
with the Model By-laws of the Local Govern-
ment Board, and the subcommittee of the
city council had not been able to recommend
their adoption in their entirety. Until the
matter was settled, the council" had resolved
that the requirements should not be enforced
in the ease of buildings other than dwelling-
houses, but the benefit of this could only be
regarded as temporary, pending a satis-
factory alteration of the' actual bv-lnw. The
report also stated that some of the require-
ments of the corporation with regard to
engine chimneys appeared to be unduly
vexatious and wasteful, and involved a much
greater cost than would be incurred by the
erection of a similar structure in other parts
of the country. The president (Mr. A. F.
Watson) was congratulated upon his electii

(pres It), C. B. Flockton ^i.
R. -W. Fowler ftreasurer), J.
(hon. sec), W. G. Buck, F. K.
J- R. Hall, C. F. Innocent, H.
H, I, Potter. C. S. Sandford,

isident),

Wigfull
d wards,
iterson.

;Vinder,
and F. H. Wrench. A election from the
prize drawings of the R.I.B.A. for this year
were on exhibition at the meeting.
THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.—

On the 7th inst. an important conference be-
tween representatives of the Universities, the
Public Schools, and the council of the in-
stitution was held, with the object of ascer-
taining whether any steps might usefully be
taken in order that the usefulness of the In-
stitution Scholarships might be extended to
a wider circle of competitors. Four scholar-
ships of a value of from £50 to £80 per
annum are offered yearly, tenable at Oxford.
Cambridge, and the other Universities in
Great Britain, and it had been suggested that
the conditions attaching to them were such
as unnecessarily to restrict competition for
them. The following is a list of the repre-
sentatives attending the conference :— Uni-
versities: Oxford, Rev. G. B. Cronshaw.
Queen's College; Professor Somerville, head
of the School of Rural Economy. Cam-
bridge: Mr. W. L. Mollison, Clare Colle-e •

Professor Wood, School of Architecture.
London : Professor A. H. Jameson. Durham :

Professor Gilchrist. Manchester: Principaj
T. J. Young. Birmingham : Prof. Lea. Liver-
pool

:
Prof. J. Wemyss Anderson. Wales:

The Registrar, Professor J. Mortimer Angus
Schools:—Westminster School, the Head-
master, the Rev. J. Gow. Litt.D. ; St. Paul's
School, the high master, the Rev. A. E.
Hillard, D.D. ; Haileybury College, the head-
master, Mr. F. B. Malim; University College
School, the headmaster, Dr. H, J. Spenser;
Owens School, the headmaster. Mr. R. F
Cholmeley; Reigate Grammar School, the
headmaster, Mr. F. S. Orme ; Bedford
Grammar School, Mr. J. P. Kirkman

;

Dulwich College. Mr. Russell; Whitgift
Grammar School, the Rev. W. Burton. The
Surveyors' Institution: Mr. Howard Slartin.
past-president and chairman of the education
committee; Mr. H. Chatfeild Cl.nrkp

Vr A:,.],..v. Von:,,. ^r,dent-elei

Willmot
council

;

conferen

presi

r ir

The

known, has restored the battlements and othei
features to the old skyline. In Amberlev
Church Mr. Johnston called attention to the i

"?"'
J"'"^

°^ his work was cordially recog-
zigzag carving on the soffits of the Norman ' I"^^^/

Congratulations were also extended

Jritish Architects, and tl

he would be elected for
the value of his work

chancel arch, two excellent specimens
Later Norman window, the hourglass stand

to Mr. G. A. Booker
upon having passed the

a stud,

near the pulpit, the mu;al paintinis, the font S'"r''°S %u^ ^i'^r'^
of Sussex marble, and the loth-century brass,
showing a tabard worn over the armo'ur. By
special permission of the Duke of Norfolk
the members were admitted to parts of
Arundel Castle not thrown open to the public

member,
termediate exa-
and to Messrs.

ipon.H. B. S. Gibbs and H. B. Leighton
passing the final examination. The these;
submitted by the last two gentlemen gained
the- mark of distinction, an honour which
was achieved by five candidates altogether

i^^iS^ ^J^ ?^^??i°^^jp^?« :

^o;jr^^^^^r^^ i;:^^^i,-"
-'^iihe meeting of the In-

' obtained

.

stitute of Sanitary Engineers, held at Caxton at the Un
Hall. Westminster, on Monday evening, Mr. throuiih the fu
C. E. Butcher presiding, Mr. '

the Department of Agriculture
-'

, where both of them passed
courses of study. The societ\

Sanitary
I'^.nd & ^/" ""^ ^" ^''"^ ^"^ '^ f'"^^"*- "5 members, and a balance in

OffieinU - 'li: %?T'"r"^^ ^«"'' °f ^^2. The retiring officers were reOfficials in the Metropolis." elected as follows: Messrl A. F. WatJn

many valuable sngsestions were made, which
will be embodied in a report to the council.
In the evening the chairman entertained the
members of the conference to dinner at the
Whitehall club. Sir Thomas Elliott, K C B •

Sir Ellis Cunliffe, and Mr. Cecil Walsh, K.c'.,'
being among those invited to meet them.
THE WATER-SUPPLY OF GREATERNEW YORK.-Mr. William T. Taylor

lectured on this subject on Monday night, at
joint meeting of the Society of "Engineers

a. id Institution of Municipal Engineers held
at the Institution of Electrical Engineers,
Victoria Embankment. The estimated cost
of the new water-supply for the city of New-
York, of which the first link would shortly
be completed, was £35,000.000. The principal
tunnel will be thirty-four miles long, the
longest in tlie world, "and will proceed 200ft.
to 750ft. below the city streets. When, in a
few months' time, the first link of the system
is completed, the water from 127 miles"away
will begin its three-davs' iourney to the
southernmost end of the Metropolis from
Ashokan reservoir, in the Catskill Mountains,
and, running through a giant aqueduct, will
pass through a deep siphon at Storm Kins,
thence to the Croton reservoir city, aiid
through the present distribution pipes to New
York. The aqueduct, which is the largest and
deepest in the world, has a flow of 500,000,000
gallons a day. Under the ne>v scheme water
will be forced under natural pressure to the
eighteenth .storv of New York's skyscrapers,
oHOft. above tide water. The total capacity
of the Ashokan reservoir will b"e
132.000.000,000 gallons, and the water surface
will cover 8,180 acres. In addition to this
the Kensico reservoir will have a total
capacity of 38,000,000,000 gallons.

<i»
Mr. Amos Abbott, of Bicester, has been

appoinfed waterworks engineer to the Diss
Urban District Council.
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PABLIAMENTARY NOTES
TI1£ COST OF THE NEW DELHI.

House of Lords on ilonday, Earl Ciirzc

attention to the estimated cxpeiuliture on mi-

new capital of the Government of India at Dcllii,

and moved for papers. He said that the selection

of the southern site had been subjected to a

good many caustic comments, but he trusted

that the gloomy anticipations would not be

fulfilled. It was" a remarkable fact that in the

three reports of the Town-Planning Comniittcc

which consisted of English experts sent out to

advise the fiovernment of India in ronriertioii

with this matter, no estimates of tli.' ro^t of (h.

new capital were given. In the ovi jnil J. sp n, I,

of the Government, of India, i1m . niiiiiil ..> i

was mentioned at £4.000.000; Im h. \ u , , i

in a speech made at Delhi in Mu.li .ilniiii i

that that sum was an undcr-cstimatc Hi-
revised estimate of what he thought the cost

would be amounted to £5,113,620, to which h.

added £1.000.000 for unforeseen lontingencir-.

and expenses. The estimate itiIiiI,! ,. i t

buildings, communication, pMrl, in iii n

water supply, and drainage, pui. hi i Im
Governm.-nl" IInir<. . nml r.nlr.u !:: ||,,

estim.V. 1 . •
"

1
I

.

of 50 ,
•

lidenil

the n. ,,
,

the U..: I A. ... 1;, ,!

original .C4.000.000 was to cuv. r il,. .
',

i n n

fercnce of the Government of 1 1 i i i I
i li,

The £6.000,000 for which they i> ii
asked included no part of tli. i :

i

temporary Delhi, the cost of tlip pi |,.

military cantonment, the cost of the n- i

struction of the railway, or the cost .i il,.

sanitary improv.in. Ill iif i 111 1 1. I'm H. l.i, ,,i

that by beini: '••• I

i, !i •

i

,(,,.;
i

ment would 1

national life
i

would be en .1

site. The Mar.|ii.s~ , ,
,

- ,,

India) said that he di I i i
i

again the question whii II i ' i i i

wise or not in adoptiii- ;
i

i i

to Delhi the hcadquarli I : i
., i

India. The noble earl iii 1 1 1 i
i i, ..| ,.

to the policy of the Cm. I HUM M hi, ,i

ment of India had nrv, i
i ,i. -

mate of the expendiiui t

noble earl spoke of r I I

which obviously conM i

alongside the new rii

to be improved at va i i

capital had not been .lim ,,i ,i ,.,,,i|,| ],,,x,

been necessary for the r.nitil ( loMTiimi nl Im
deal with the insanitarv ,,1. n ..i' oil Ii.llii 11,

asreed that the actual . 1 n,.. 1,01,1,1 l„

made clear each year '

, ih 1 1,,

Government of India I, „
doubt the view was 1

1 il, ,1

the money might ha
1 ,1 t 1

Government of India
able to iudge at nresim
fi-d with the fesulls ol t

change. The motion for paper

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

troin I lie provi

sioncrs of Inlai

lihent House
Vorksbirr Fo

t.rred by the
He, however,
that the value
,1 l>v llio linnd

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

WATER SUPPLY OF WELWYN. — The
other dav, Mr. F. O. Stanford held a Local
Government Board inquiry at St. Mary's Hall,
Welwyn, into applications for loans by the
Welwyn and Hertford Rural District Councils
for water-supply schemes for Welwyn, Digswell,
Oafchworth, and Tewin. Mr. Elton Longmore.
«lio r,prosent«d both the Welwyn and Hertford
Kiiial nistricfc Councils, explained that the
iliplu .ihon by the Welwyn Council was for
anno,,, to 'borrow £2,116 7s. 7d., to be

,.|i|."rtion,.,l as follows:- Welwyn, £1,207 38. 9d.

;

,ni,l l>i,_-.w,.ll. £909 3s. lOd. "a portion of the
|iio|iiiM,| work, consisting of a main and wator-
;,,.., r v.iild be in the parish of Datcbworth.
Ill III, Ilirtford Rural District Council. In 1910
WoKvM, Council agreed to purchase for £1,600
III. wall, works at High Welwvn from a coni-

lianv II was then found bv Mr K Iv Tiidnr,
I K, ol St. Albans, that alleralioiis woiil.l be
niiis-aiv including another oti^iiio ami pump

the present macbin.rv ami pumps.
the old

works and alte

Tudor, engineer
ovidpiini- Tbo

Mr F, r
1

.idered tl

worth an
£2,n00 wa

., was M

III of Lincoln have accepted
1 1 '.a iron, the waterworks

,i|, pointed Mr. Charles

I oiiiiiil have adopted plans

illi. the county surveyor for

ourt-house, to be built at

led cost of £4,4.^0.

United Servir.
IV at the Royal
connection with
the Fleet Sir

I ided to erect a

me •nemorial 1 VI
Frederick Ri. bai 1 u

tablet in St. Paul i .1

Intelligence was received in Northallerton on
Thursday in last week of the sudden death of
Mr. ,T. Bainbridge. surveyor and building in-
jector ef the North Biding County Education
Committee. He resided at the Holmes, Hutton
Rudby, and was aboul 40 years of age.

A Select Committee of the House of Lords,
presided over bv Lord Barnard, passed on
Wednesday the preamble of the important Bill
promoted by the Midland Railway Comoany, thr
main object of which is the construction' of a
new double line, a mile and a half in leu'.'lli

from a point on the Southend line at Bromlev-
hy-Bow to a junction with the London and
Blackwall Railway in the borough of Stepney
Tho estimated r'ost of this sKort section is

£629 000, a heavy outlay, due to the fact that
it will pas. through a densrlv-nonulated district.
The Bill also seeks power to construct a line lc<;=

than half a mile in lencth. to be known as the
Hornchurch curve, in the rural district of Ropi
ford, and to widen and electrify the existin"
railw.iy for a length of seven and a half miles
between Barkin? and rnminsler This part of
the "phrme is to co:t £2.")0 000 Another riause
in the Bill emoowers the Midland Cemnanv to
nostnonc the electrification of the main London.
Tilburv. and Southend lin'^ 'for which an .Art
va! ms=rd in Iflf frr,,„ (1,.. r.r.„.„. ,.„,, .„
1916.

mid have anythiii
n replied, the Re

Truro City Council decided on Tuesday even-
ing to send forward to the Local Government
Board, for (Imir aniinnal a sewerage scheme for
the city. .-Mm II, I ,1 a .,.<{ of £24.000.

The roi|,
I

,1,1,11 ii,imwavs at Northampton
are beiiiLi ,1, h,], 1 ,,,, ih,. toweester-road as far
as the .-111, 1

1
I III I Miion. The contractors

are Me,~-i \l, iiii siark and Co., Ltd., of
Glasgow ,1, Il , ill, undertaken the work
of doiil.liii I,, II M, may track, where at
present 111 II nih. Kmgsthorpe route.

The Bishop of Buckingham, as chairman of
the governors, laid on the 6th inst. the founda-
tion-stone of a new Royal Grammar School at
High Wycombe, wliah i« to msi f i.a fifl? T|ip
new site, 13 acr. - n, - 1, m ii ,-

1
,111, I,, 1-. ,1

from^ tho Marr|ii. I 1, i, 1, 1 ,
•

1

''
1

:iii

and is about a mi
1

1 .1 1
,

,
1 , ,10,, ,

t

the town. The a I 1 1 , Mi Viiiun \",ii,,,i,
of High Wycombe
Mr. Henry Phillips, of Moira House, Worcester

Park, Surrey, and of 145, Walworth-road, S E
,

surveyor, a Past Master of the .loincrs' Company
of London, left estate of which the net
personalty has been sworn at .£2,959 He
bequeathed to the Worshipful Company of
•Tpiners a p.air of antique silver candlesticks with
plated snuffers and tray, and also a. silver-''ilr
snnfl-bpx: and to the Southwark Borough
Council, to augment the museum formins in
Walworth-road, his collections of fossils, mineral
-dulls nlil wood-carying, geological specimens.

Lamotte, the well-known en

Wednesday at the age of seventN
. In- was curator of the Museurr

ilr Municipal School of Fint

,1, ,1 for the first time at tli.

Terbi

Ma
30 to .lum il I'iir oducitioual meetings will 1:

held in the large hall of the Central Miinicip:

Technical School.

The partnership hitherto subsisting betwee

T. H. Robinson and P. Roberts, architects, su

veyors, and land agents. Revenue-chamber
Howard-street, Sheffield, under the style <

Robinson and Roberts, has been dissolved, f

far as concerns P. Roberts.

The reconstructed brfdge which spans tl

Medway between Rochester and Strood w;
onened bv Lady Darnlev yesterday (Thursday

efiilre a<: aoaiii=t tlie 18ft.

IS tieen eoustructed.

an National Conference on
in Toronto.

uid Wednes-
l.p held

Ont., Can., on Mo,
day, the 25th to 2

exhibition of city pi; Tin
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The works ot Mr. H. S. Tiike ami Mr. G.
A. Storey, tlie .Associates who have just bceii
advanced to full Royal Academician rank,
are \ery familiar features of Burlington
House exhibition.s; the wonder is why
the merits of two such popular painters
have been so tardily recognised. Mr
Tuke was born at York in 1858, a son
of the late Dr. Hack Tuke; his studies
of hoys bathing are well known. Two of his
pictures are in the Chantrev Collection at the
Tate Gallery—"All Hands to the Pumps"
(1889) and "August Blue " (1894). Mr. Storey
is in his eighty-first year and has been aii
Associate since 1876. He regards as his best
work his portrait of his mo'ther. painted in
1874, and now in the Tate Gallery. His
"Father'.s Portrait," executed about the same
time, was acquired under the Chantrey Trust,
and hangs in the same gallery.

The President of the Local Government
Board has. a- )i- announced at the recent
dinner of the S.nnty of Architects, appointed
a Departmental Committee "to consider the
present state of the law with regard to the
pollution of the air by smoke and other
noxious vapours, and its administration, and
to advise wliat steps are desirable and prac-
ticable, with a view to diminishing the evils
still arising from such pollution." The Com-
mittee will consist of: The Right Hon.
Russell Rea, M.P., chairman; Mr. H. Brevitt
(town clerk of Wolverhampton), Professor
Z. B. Cohen (of Leeds Universityl. Colonel
H. Hughes, Mr. T. F. Maccabe (Inspector
under the Local Government Board for
Ireland), Lord Newton, Captain H. R.
Sankey, Mr. B. Duncomb Sells (general
manager of the Machinery Users' Associa-
tion), Mr. P. C. Simmons" L.C.C. ; Mr. E.
D. Simon (of Manchester). Bailie W. B
Smith (of Glasgow); Mr. H. O. Stutchbury
(principal clerk to the Local Government
Board), Mr. Christopher Turner, and Sir
Aston Webb, R.A. Mr. E. A. Fauneh, of the
Local Government Board, will act as
secretary.

A Committee has also been appointed by
the Treasury to consider whether any, and if

so what, steps might be taken with a view
to regularising the total demand for labour
from year to year and in different seasons by
adjusting the "distribution of public work con-
ducted or given out by Government depart-
ments and local authorities, with reference
to the .state of employment in the particular
trades from time to time. Mr. Percy .Alden,
M.P.. has been appointed chairman. "and Mr.
A. J. Knowlden. of the ExcheC|uer and Audit
Department, secretary of the Committee.
Among the members are Sir Herbert H.
Bartlett, Bart., of Messrs. Perry and Co.,
Bow, and Mr. H. E. Stilgoe, M.In'st.C.E., the
city engineer of Birmingham, each of whom
will bring much practical knowledge to bear
on the difficult problems to be considered.

The Advisory Board on Ancient Monu-
ments of Wales, which was appointed
recently under the provisions of the Ancient
Monuments Consolidated (Amendment) Act,
1913, held its first meeting at Cardiff on
Friday. Sir E. Vincent Evans presided over
Sir E. St.lfford Howard. Llanelly; Professor
R- C. Bosancjuet. Liverpool ;" Mr. C. R.
Peers, London (Inspector-General of Ancient
Monuments for the Board of Works); Pro-
fessor J. E. Llovd. Banaor; Mr. E. Neil
Baynes. London ; Dr. W. Evans, Hoyle
(director of the National Museum of Wal'es,
Cardiff)

; Mr. W. Edwards. Merthyr ; Colonel
W. LI. Morgan, Swansea; and Mr. E.
Sorrell. London (seeretarv). Several matters
were dealt with, among them being a satis-
factory communication from the Great
Western Railway Company with regard to
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nprov New-the intended
port, which, it was feared, would h^... ...

terfered with the ruins of Newport Castle.
The next meeting will be held during the
latter end of June, at Carnarvon Castle,
when the Board will inspect the improve-
ments carried out there under the direction
of H.M. Board of Works.

-A block plan of the site of the proposed
new town-hall in Eldon-square, Newcastle-
nn-Tyne, is being prepared in the borough
engineer's office. The scheme, which in-
volves the clearing away of the buildings on
the north side of the sqiiare right through to
Prudhoe-street, furnishes a space of 6,795
square yards on which to erect a town-hall,
facing an ornamental plot recently laid out.
The plan also provides for new side streets.
.50ft. in width, from Eldon-square to Prudhoe-
street. A town-hall, to accommodate about
.5.500 persons, and the municipal offices, are
arranged for, and the estimated total cost is

about £300.000.

A Committee of the House of Commons has
declared the preamble proved of the Bill by
which the Middlesex County Council seeks
power to construct a new thoroughfare five
miles long, from the High-road, Chiswick. to
a point of junction with the Batb-road near
the Travellers' Friend inn at Hounslow, at an
estimated cost of £502,000. Among the modi-
fications insisted upon by the Conimitt.ee is

one providing, in regard' to the compulsory
acquisition of land for the road, that the
valuer or arbitrator shall make allowance to
the landowners for reinvestment and loss
from transfer and in respect of betterment
and the increment duty. The Committee also
adopted a clause under which any authority,
company, or person working a service of
motor or other mechanically-propelled
omnibuses on any part of the new roadway is

to pay to the Middlesex County Council a sum
equal to three-eighths of a penny per car mile
towards the cost of maintaining" the roadway.
A 14ft. footpath and ornamental plantation
is to be provided on either side of the road-
way, and in this width all the pipes of autho-
rities must be laid.

Under the Birmingham Corporation
General Powers Bill, which bas just passed
through Committee in the House of
Commons, after a seven days' hearing,
powers have been granted to lay a tramway
down Broad-street, part of Easy-row, and
Suffolk-street ; those powers must be exer-
cised within eight years, but not until the
widening of the narrow part of Broad-street
has been carried out. The other tramways
asked for have been granted

; powers have
been given to work and use motor-omnibuses,
and the street improvements required by the
tramways have been authorised. The com-
mittee further have authorised means of
escape from shops in case of fire on the lines
granted to Liverpool last year, they have
sanctioned new provisions for the adoption
of private streets, they have granted without
alteration all the proposals of the corpora-
tion as to infectious disease, as well as with
slight alterations and sanitary provisions, the
main point being that where"the corporation
compel an indoor water-supply to existing
houses they must contribute one-third of the
cost of putting in a sink and the connection
with the drain. Dustbins must in future be
in accordance with a prescribed pattern.

A private Bill will be promoted next session
by the London, Brighton, and South Coast
Road Syndicate, Ltd.. for the construction of

a road between London and Brighton solely
for the use of mechanically-propelled vehicles.
The scheme provides for' a toll-road to start
from Robin Hood Gate, Richmond Park.
The route, avoiding villages and towns as
much as possible, skirts Sutton on the west
and Horsham on the north-east. At Poynings
it will turn to the south-east into Brighton.
Wherever the present main roads cross the
new route, over or under bridges will be
built, so that the traffic on neither will be
interfered with. The road itself will be 150ft.
wide, and it will be provided with three
tracks for the various classes of traffic, each
track being shut off from the others by a
barrier. " There will be facilities for leaving
the tracks at certain points "—a suggestion
capable of more than one interpretation. At
present the promoters are seeking the help
of tlie various county and district councils
through which the road will be run. Applica-
tion will also be made to the Development
Commissioners for assistance in the con-
struction of the road.

At the quarterly meeting of the Herts

Cijunty Council it was, after some discussion,
decided, in accordance with the recommenda-
tion of the finance and general purposes com-
mittee, that Mr. Urban Armstrong Smith,
who is retiring from the office of county
surveyor after many years' service, be
appointed consulting engineer and surveyor,
at a salary of £.500. The ground of objection
to the proposal was that it practically
amounted to a pension. It was decided t"o

offer Mr. Smith's successor, when appointed,
a commeiicing salary of £800 per annum, to
control highways and bridges, and to exer-
cise supervision over the architectural work
of the county coiincil. "except in such
matters as the proposed new secondary
school at Cheshunt. the proposed sanatorium,
any increase in asylum accommodation, and
other special cases." when an outside architect
should be employed." A motion that an out-
side architect lie called in "when the ex-
penditure is likely to exceed £2.000" was
rejected by a large majority. It was agreed,
as a rider to the recommendation, "a can-
didate must be a member or an associate
member of the Institute of Civil Engineers,
or be surveyor under the Road Board, or
under some county council or other local
authority."

At the last meeting of Colchester Town
Council, the report of the council in com-
mittee, held that morning before the business
was taken in public, was to the effect that
Mr. O. C. Baines, of Paignton, who had been
recommended for appointment to the
borough surveyorship, had withdrawn his
candidature. It was agreed that the matter
be referred back to the roads and drainage
committee, with power to review the applica-
tions received, and to select candidates for
consideration by the council in committee.
It transpired th'at 144 candidates had sent in
applications, from among whom a committee
had selected the following seven : Mr. O C
Baines (Paignton) Mr. E. H. Barber
(Sheffield). Mr. F. G. Beaumont (Wolver-
hampton). Mr. Harold Collins (Norwich), Mr.
F. M. Harvey (Great Yarmouth). Mr. A. C.
.Tames (Grays), and Mr. Eric A. Slater (acting
borough surveyor, Colchester). From these
Messrs. Baines. Collins. Harvey, and Slater
had been selected, and the committee had
finally recommended that Mr. Baines be
appointed to the post.

As a result of the second competition for
the position left vacant by the withdrawal of
Mr. Baines. Mr. Harold Collins. Associate
M.In.st.C.E.. M.Inst.Mun. and Cy.E., deputy
city engineer. Norwich, has beeii selected b"y

the Colchester Corporation, and has accepted
the appointment. He was articled to his father,
the present city engineer of Norwich, after-
wards being appnintedassistaut to the resident
engineer of the Lancashire and Yorkshire
Railway, where very extensive works in and
around Wakefield, including tunnelling and
other heavy operations, were carried out.
He was subsequently selected as assistant by
Mr. H. T. Wakelam. M.Tnst.C.E.. countr
engineer and surveyor of Middlesex, where
he was engaged upon very important electric
tramw
Since his appointment by the Norwich
Corporation in \jii:i l"tiV ,. ,l,.puty city
engineer nf tli;,t . .: < < - -- .i,,l tlie city
engineer in :,ll tl,,

:
,. .

, v^.tuMtions of
special and jontiiu »\..il. ,,, w v, i,,^,, his chief
n-as disabled hy accidpnts nn two occasions.
and by overwork on a

Collins carried on the
department «ith , oniplf-

authority. T< •'

1912. the • ,1

annual ho!

for meetin:' m
i

i ,

devolved upon liis dnpi

rose to the occasion, wii
tions of the Right Hor
President of the Local Government Board.
who was an unrecognised observer of the work
in progress to reduce the bad effects of thn
floods, shorten its incidence, and protect and
help sufferers. Mr. Harold Collins received
the thanks of the council, conveyed to him by
the lord mayor, for his valuable services and
exertions on that occasion.

.At the last meeting of the Royal Victorian
Institute of Architects, held at 57, Swanston-

third, Mr. Harold
vhole work of the
satisfaction to the
It flood of Ancust,

111 the department
. who thoroughly
ng the commenda-
John Burns, then
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street. Melbourne, a letter was rend from the

Society of Architects, London, drawing

further attention to its proposed Bill on the

Registration of Architects, and asking for

support. The president of the institute. Mr.

Anketcl! Henderson, reported that Regis-

tration was likely to take the foremost place

in the aggressive"work of the R.V.I. A. during

the coming year. New Zealand had just suc-

ceeded in passing its Registration Bill, and
the council had arranged that day to send a

letter of congratulation to the institute of

.\rchitects of New Zealand upon the subject.

The Premier of New South Wales, Mr.
Holman. was about to introduce a Bill into

the Parliament of the mother State. Tas-

mania, in addition, was alive to the subject.

and a measure was in preparation. Whether
it would be a Government or a private pro-

posal was not, he believed, quite settled.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSTJING WEEK.

Monday. ~ Royal Ins
The L

l.yT, Rt

W'EDNKSDAT.— lici !

-

Ti:

Thcbsdat.—I!o\

SATrRPAY IK > , tl Association,
nborough, Kent
•:. Webb, M.A.,
from Loudon

Wtaiit ^tas.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
EDINBURGH BRICKLAYERS' WAGES ~~

Professor Lodge, who was appointed bj the
board of Trade to arbitrate on the que=ition of
«ages between the Edinbursh. Leith and
District Budding Trades' Association and the
Operative Br.cklay.rs- S,.i,.|y. has issued his
award. The a.,:

. n. ratives was for
advance <.• ii,e arbiter has

f wages shallawarded
continue to h.

for the next t v

GRAVESEN
Gravesend bni

May 1. 1914,

>' - ' ...d strike in the
'

'

I'
i

'
I'l-fn averted by

I I >!' i:.orge Askwith.

vorking rules was settled, in-

Wages are t

detailed cod( _ ^
eluding the establishmenl; of'a conTiliatV
niittee and provisions for preventing strikes or
lockouts from taking place.

SWANSEA -All sections of the building
iranes in this town have been granted anadvance of a halfpenny per hour. A strike has

verted.

**
TBADE NOTES.

Vnli^nl'^M"
*° '^'' ".?°''' °f ""= Inspector ofAncient Monuments, H.M. Office of Works, in

restoring Weoblev and Monmouth Castles, 1 ave

wTt'er r,"?* ''"'"" '"' ""'^'"'" """ ^'""•"''e!

I .Tl^'^f ''i'^'".?-"'',
^"""''""y *"'' Engineering Co.,U-1 of SnefTieuI carried out the whole of the

k1„„ r?" ?"J,'I?""a '"Spallation at the New
mZ,™ T',.^"- «""'^'-''"' at the British

King U,t «eek
*'"''' '""''"ally opened by the

Under the direction of Mr. W. H. Peile M Dmedical ofRcer of health to the urban district
council. Sidmouth.the "Boyle" svstem of venti-
alion .natural), embracing Bovle's latest patentair-pump" vonl.lalor.H and air-inlets, has been
applied to (he Srimonth Masonic Hall

A rec'iving orde- ha.'! been made in the
of George Frederick Davis, of Brislev Hon«p
High-street. .^shford, Kent, architect

LATEST PRICES.

steel Joists. English
I

^° ° " ' ^? S
Wronghtrlron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,, 826
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10

Do.. Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 ., 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron—
„ „ „ „ ,^ „

South Staffs S 5 2 " 2 15

Best Snerlshill 9 0,, 9 10 (

Angles 10s,, Tees 308. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c„ £8 153 to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 lOs. per ton
Galvanised Corrngated Sheet Iron-

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ... £13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14 (

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G
8/3 8.9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt

Per ton. Per ton
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9 (

CasVIron Stanchions 7 10 ,, 9

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,. 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wu-e 7 6 0,, 7 10
Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 55
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 ,, —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 „ —
Galvanised Wure Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 0., -
B,B, Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised-

to 8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G
£10 lOs. £10 158. £11 OS. £11 5b. £11 15s. per ton

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7 i

4in. to 6in 6 0,, 6 5 (

7in. to 34in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 601
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 58. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron

—

Per ton.
Cold Blast. Lilleshall 110s. Od. to 117s. 6d
Hot Blast, ditto 708. Od. „ 753. Od

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 72 p,c,

Water-Tubes 70 ,,

Steam-Tubes 66j ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tubes 60 ,,

Galvanised Steam- rube8 53 ..

OTHER METALS.
Spelter. Silesian Per ton £21 10 to £21 12 £

Lead Water Pipe. Town 2^ „ —
Country 2'2 15 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 23 ,.
-

Country 23 15 „ -
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town 24 0„ -

Country 21 15 .,
-

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 26 10 „ —

Country 27 r, „ —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town,.. 2;") 0,, —

Country 25 15 ,. —
L6adSoil-pipe(npto44in.)Town 25 ,.

—
,, ,. „ Country 25 15 ..

—
[Over 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6„ 18 12 (

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0.. —
CopperSheets. sheathing & rode 79 „ 79 10 C

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 67 15 „ 68 5 (

Tin. EngUsh Ingots 1,53 „ 153 10 C

Do,. Bars 154 „ 1.54 10 C

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) 19 10 ,,
—

Sheet Lead. Town 2110 0„ —
Country 22 5 „ —

Genuine White Lead 29 15 ,.
—

Refined Red Lead 25 0., —
Sheet Zinc 29 ,, —
Old Lead, against account 17 (I ,,

—
Tin per cwt. S 10 „ —
Cnt nailB (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand 11 3 ..

—

TIMBER.
OONBTRUOTIONAI,,

Yellow Pine Deals. Quebec, per standard :—
1st quaUty £38 to £45 C

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 ,

,1 ., Miramichi 9 10 ,

Boards: Swag 11
Red Deals ; Archangel 1st quality 21

.. .. ,. 2nd „ 14 10 „
Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 ,,

Gefle. Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 „

White Deals: Crown 14 „
„," . .. Seconds 1110 !!

Flooring : White and Planed—
Ist and 2n<3 quality mixed ... 10 15 „
l3t. 2nd. & 3rd quality mixed 10 5
Red Planed, Ist quality 14 lo n

Pitch Pine: Prime Deals and
Boards ig q q

Lignum Vitas Per ton 7 0,,

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) *
"'o''!.''

Pitch Pino Logs 2
Birch : Quebec Logs 2 3

"
""' '— '- -

" 7 !;

9 0,,

18
15 10
15

FUBNITURE AND HARDWOODS.
Teak : Burmese per load, 50ft. £20 to i

Teak: Java per load, 50ft 16 „
Per cubic

OakPlanks: U.S.A., imported 1 9 to
„ Boards ., „ Prm. 3 0,,

„Mdm. 2 6,,
Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 2 4,,
Birch : Quebec logs 3 3,,

sawn planks... 13,,
Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7 0.
Walnut : Prime boards and
planks 6 0,,

Walnut: Mdm 3 6,,
Greenheart ; Hewn logs 3 3.,
Cedar : Cigar box 4 9..
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime 2 4,,

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime 2 0,,

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,

„ Lagos and Benin 4 6,, 060
„ Sekondi and Cape

Lopez 3 0,, 040
,. Gaboon 2 0,, 020

Satinwood : West Indian 10 ,, 14
Rosewood Per ton BOO,, 12 3
Lignum Vitss 7 „ 14

STONE,'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto „ 2 3

Red Corsehill, ditto „ 2 J

Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto „ 2

Ancaster, ditto ,, 1 10
Greenshill, ditto ., 1 10
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
NmeElms) 1 lOi

Hard York, ditto „ 3
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes .. 13

• All P.O.R. London,

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7i

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,. 1 Oi
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station „ 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station „ 1 Pi

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20tt, average :
—

Brown White
Whit Bed, Base Bed

Per foot cube.
Delivered on road waggons

)

at Paddington Depot, I

Nine Elms Depot, or
f

Pimlico Wharf )

Blue Portmadoo

Bangor 20x10 ... 13 2 6
20x12 ... 13 17 6

30K13 ... 18 7 6

18x10
.

(Net. delivered in
, i full truck loads

I in London.

16X 8 .

BRIOES.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ,.. £1 15
Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wure Cuts... 118
Bed Wu-e Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 13
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

3jin. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic

J
4 10

Facing Bricks J

" Accrmgton Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

34" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 3 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1113
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3ft" in
thickest part 2

3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6
3i" ditto ditto through and through 8
34" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and 4" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto 9" xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—

3 course deep. 4i" EjflSt, per foot opening ... 13
4 ditto W ditto ditto ditto ... 18
6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 1

6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 6

3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 9

6 ditto 9' ditto ditto ditto ... .4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.
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QLAZED BBIOKS.
HARD QLAZE8, (PER 1.000.)

White. Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Bnfif. Cream. Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colonrs. Coloara.
Stretchers—
.£13 7 6 £10 IT 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

Headers—
U 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Qnoins, Ballnose, and 44in. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 15 17 6

Donble Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 30 17 6 34 7 6 17 17 6

Donble Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 14 17 6

One Bide and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 36 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, sqnare

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 33 17 6 36 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints—

17 7 6 15 17 6 31 17 6 34 17 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each fid. each 5d. each
Donble Bullnose. Ronnd Ends. Bnllnose Stops—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Bounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/3 each 1/3 each 1/3 each 1/3 each
Cill Bullnose. Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000
Headers £23 17 6

Quoins and Bnllnose... 27 17 6

C jmpass bricks, circular and arch bricks\ Not
of single radius £6 per 1.000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours V ing 9in.

CAmber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4iin

Is. 2d. each ) by Sjin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations.

8. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0.,
Thames Ballast 6 0,.

s. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G--onnd Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. 8. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at

railway station.
TIIiES.

8. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry.stn.

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ., „
Ornamental tiles 52 6

Hip and Valley tiles 4 Operdoz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental do 60

HiptUes 4 Operdoz
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles .—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ .

Ornamental do 48 6 .. ...
Hiptiles 3 lOiperdoz
Valley tiles 3 44

" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 50 ,

Hip tiles i perdoz
Valley tiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tUes 43 6 per 1000 „ .

Hand-made sand-faced 45

Hiptiles 4 Operdoz
Valley tiles 3 6

Uartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 „ „
Pressed 47 6

Ornamental do 50

Hip Ules 4 Operdoz
alley tiles 3 6 ....

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tnn £38 15 to £29 5

Do., brown 26 15 „ 37 5

Cottonseed, refined 29 „ 30
OUve, Spanish 39 10 „ «
Seal, pale 31 „ 21 10

Coooanut, Cochin 46 ,, 46 10

Do., Ceylon 43 10 „ 43

Do.,Mauritine 42 10 „ «
Palm.LagoB 33 5 „ 33 5

Do. Nut Kernel 35 „ 35 10

Oleine 17 5 „ 19 5

Sperm 30 „ 31

Lubricating U.8 pergal, 7 0,, SO
Petroleum refined 6i „ 6i

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, } 10

Do., Archangel " 19 S. •• ' " "

Linseed OU pergal. 3 4i ,.
—

Baltic OU 2 2 S,
" ~

Turpentine 2 9*,, -
Putty (Gemime Lin-|pj,e^. 8 0,,

Pure Linseed Oil 1 10 ., —
" Btority " Brand )

GLASS (IN OBATES).
EngUsh Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz. 32oz

Fourths 2d. ... 3d. ... 38d. ... 4|d.

Thirds 2id. ... 3H. ... 4W- - 6id.

J-SJed Sheet-.::.:.:::;:. 2id. ... sid. .. 6id. ... 7d.

Hartley's EngUsh Boiled Plate : |m. /iMn. tm.

Figured Boiled and Beponssine ^j^' "^"^^

VARNISHES, &a. Per gallon.

Pine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale Paper 12
Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

OGILVIE&CO. LASCELLES & CO.,

Mlldmay Avenue. ISLINGTON, K.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS. '='?kll"^

Olivers'

Seasoned

Heo'dwoods,
IPPLT To-

wn. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bonhill Row, London, E.G.

TBNDBR3

the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the informa-

-Por
ot. for the towc

^mmendcd for acceptanca :
—

Masons :
—

Main, D., ana Son
Carpenter:—

Lyell, G., jun
Trackwork :

—
Allen, Sheffield

Plumber :
-

M'Robb, A
Slaters :

—
Maitland, C, and Son

Asphalting :
—

Rcdeer an 1 Baxter

230

153 19

Alnwick.—For providing and laying SOOyds. of 4iQ.

cast-iron socket pipes near Deowics Quarry, for the
Alnwick Rural District Council :

—
Wilkin and Co., Ltd., Bondgate
Without. Alnwick (acceptati) . £H1

appiratas

£298

Godwin, T., Hanley (acceptel) ..

For installation of low-pressure hoi

at the same school :
—

Traswell and Son, Newontle-
under-Lyme (accepted)

Baldock.—For building a Binele ootttge fo: pjlici-

men at Baldock, for the Herts County UouaoU. Ac.

C. M. Crickmer, architect :

—

Naden. J., aatfleld (acoBpled) ... £i35

BLiTuoir-oN-TYXP,.-For road works ac Winlayton

and Blavdon. for the Blaydon Drban District Couaci..

Mr. G. Svmon. survd.yor: -

Whitmore-road, Blaydon ;—
Friend, J., Blaydon £3U1 10 7

Armstrong. G.. Whitley 383 19 I

Davison. B. R., Blaydon 3J5 13 1

Edgar, E., Gostorth (accepted) ... 334 15 3
Streets at Winlayton :—

Armstrong, G 911 3

Edgar. E ?«|1?1?
Friend, J 7M 2 5

Davison, E. R. (accepted) 711 4 6

Btfleet.—For the extension of Byfleet sewerage

worlis for the Chertsey Rural District Council. Messrs.

Elliott and Brown, A.M.I.C.E., Burton Bailding-i,

Parliament-street, Nottingham, engineers ;—
Ball, i. H.,andCo., Farnham ... £1.833

Turner, T. C. Blaokwater 1.SB5

Wright, J.. Ohesham 1.639

Hardy, A., and Go., Woking ... 1.350 n

UiiiBOKNE.—For the decoration of the Masonic Hall,

Camborne:— „,.. „ „
Mitchell and Bond, Camborne ... £3o3

Bennallack, T., Camborne ... 315

r the London LJoanty Ooaac:! :
—

'west and Beynon, L',d.. Lambath £299 10

^Accepted.

1

.iKLisLK.—For alterations to property in Gsorge-

)et, for the city council :
—

Hill, B. J., Carlisle (accepted) ... £73'

for

Wilkins, 'p. K., Bristol £22.794 3 2

Magg, J. H.. and Co 23,C50 C

Svmondsand Son, Ltd 21,476
Wilcock, H., and Co., Wolver-
hampton 20,875

Allan. J.. Ltd 19.981 16 S

Davies, D., and Sons 19,400

Turner and Sons
18,t

18,498

Shorwell tor the Isle ot Wight Raral District Counc
Playfair and Toole, Southampton £(i.449

OEenton, A. G., Horshim 5.4.35

Stone, J., Balham 6,363
Qatnt^n, G. F., Newport 6,303
Osman. F., and Co.. Southampton 4.999
Stow. I.;., and Oo . Newport, Mon. 4,961
Brebner and Co.. Edinburgtl ... 4,558
Linington, H.. Wroxall 4 658
Wright and Son, Glastonbury

1.310

Chelmsiobd.-For sinking a

the Admiral's Park water
Chelmsford, forthetowo cnao

Le Grand and Sutcliffe,

row. E.C
Ltd.,Tilley,

Westminster. 8.W
Murray, G. Y., Queen Victoria-

street, S.W
Potter. A. C, & Co., London. S.E.
Ell, C. J., Luton
Chapn

litb, F.. and
and Sons, Salford ..

Oebome-
iby (accepted)

'.R.I.I

, Adelphi-terrace, Strand. W.C.
Barker. D. W.. and Co. ...

Sheffield Bros.
Jarvis and Sons
Lorden and Sons
Willett. W
Sabey and Sons
Lawrence and Sons
WiUmott, J., and Sons
Godson and Son
Perry and Co
Higgs, P. and H
Roome and Co.
(Jarlick, J., Ltd
Holliday and Greenwood ...

Taylor, W., and Co
Adamson and Sons
Patman and Potheringham
Dickens, W. J
Higgs and Hill
Monk

ew police section
J. Dixon Butler,

0, and Chidgey.

15.850

15,840
16 814

15,490
15,341
15,294
15,283
15,189
15,100
16,041

14,971

14,;

CoLCHESTEK.—For work at the Colchester Technical

College, for the Essex Educition Committee :
—

Erection of new engineering school building :
—

Ward, T. J. (accepted) £«1
Enlargement of girls' cloakroom and teachers' room :

—
Ward, T. J. (accepted) £150

CoOKSTOWN.—For relaying with Iron pipea a pjrtion

of the main in connection with the Pomeroy water

supply, tor the Cookstown Rnral Uistric Ooaicil. ilr.

W. J. O'Neill, C.E., Portadown, engineer :
-

Lowden, J., and Co.. Belfast ... £479

Ramsay, J. .Portadown (accepted) 400

Dakifobd.-For conversion of gate-porter's lodge into

steward's house at the Long Reach Hospital, for the

lletropohtan Asylums Board :
-

_

TruBcott, R. J., Forest Gate. E. ... £lbo «

Kazak, L., Belvedere (accepted)... 164

Engineer-in-chief's estimate, £158.

DoscAsiBR.—For the supply of rails for exteaiijn of

tramways, for the corporation :
-

Scott, W., Leeds (acoepiedj ... £J,313

DoNCASTEB.—For the erection of a picture-house in

High-street, to accommodate 1,000 persons. Mr. G.

Holsworth Walker, Oriel Chambers, 1, Baxter-gate,

Doncaster, architect :—
Bickerdike, J., Bradford (accepted).

Dkovlsdex.—For the alteration ot existing

into stables and depot, for the

'Fielding. H., Dro.vlsden (acjapted) tSOO

DusDiLK.—For laying of water miin ii Long

tor the Rural District Council

Wynne, J
Gallacher, E

urban districi council.

£398 :

... ... ... 313

M'Guinness, J. (accepted) 314 10

EiSTBonENE —For the erection of boundary walls and

the drainage ot the tuberculosis hospital bmidin? now

in conrae of erection, for the corporation. Mr. W.

Chapman Field, borough architect :—
Walla.

Boole, J., and Addison, Langley-

road ^ - "?= " n
Hookham.M., Springfield-road ... 639 i u

Newman. W. J., and Sons,

Coperton-road ... - - =?'' }> "

Martm, J., Commercial-road" ... oi/ lu o

Drains.

Martin, J ^50

Boole, J., and Addison 2"6 10

Hookiiam, M.' .^
188 1" "

' Accepted. AU of Eastbourne.

(Gonti)iited on page XJIl.)
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Miiy 15—Deaigns for Delacliod sad Somi-detachod Labourers'

Cottaec. Homo Coautios of Eneland (\fAx Clarke,

F.K.I.B.A., Professor Boresford Pito, F.R.I.B.A., and
, , , , „

Bdwin O. Sachs. F.R.S.Ed., Asseaaors) (£135 each) lOOgs., 60bs., 26g8., two of lOgp. each The Publisher of " Concrete and Constructional Engineering,"
Waterloo-place, Pall Mall. 8.W.

10— Water-eupplv Scheme, Cushendun H. M'GUI, Olerk, Board Room, Ballycastle. Ireland.
" 23—Semi-Detached Cottages. Blackloy Estate, Manchester ... i'60, £25 T. Hudson, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Manchester.

J.i—Sewerage Scheme, Uwmamman W. M. Knojle. Clerk, Commercial Buildings, Glanamman.
'„ 30—DeeigDB for Concert Hall and Public Shelter, Hythe 60gs., 25g8., lOgs B. C. Drake, Town Clerk, Town Clerk's OMce, Hythe, Kent.

June 30—Champlain 'Tercentenary Monument, Orillia, Ontario
Caoada (limit of cost £4,100) The Canadian High Commissioner, Victoria-street, S.W.

„ 23—Secondary School for Boys (600 places), Barnes Estate,

Durham-road. Sunderland. (Aaseesor nominate<l by
President of Royal Institute of British Architects) £100, £50. £26 J. W.Moncur, M.Inst.C.B., Boro'

„ 3C—VUla-FlaW at the Lido, Venice (limit of cost £80,000) £480, £380, £800 Direzione della Campaenia Itf

S.M. del Giglio 2467. Venice.

July 16—Harbour Extension, Heleingborg 7,000 kron.. 4.000 kron., 2,000 kron... The Harbour Extension Board, Helsingborg,

., 16- Designs for New Town Hall, Middleton (cost not to exceed
£18,C00) (Haetwell Grayson, Assessor) £I0O, £S0, £25 F. Enlwistle. Town Clerk, Town Hall,

Sept. 7— Designs for Public Elemeninry Schools at Linda-street,
York-road, Batter«ea ; and Billingegate-etreet, Church-
street, Greenwich (Mr. J. W. Simpson, F.R.I.B.A.,
Assessor) L Gomme, Clerk, Education Offices, Victoria Embankment, W.C.

Dec. 31—Planning Workmen's Settlement, Campine Coalfield £400, £240 M le President de la Commission pour I'Amenagement des
Agglomerations Induetrielles, Rue de Louvain, Bmssela,

£50. £35 £10 I H Dickson, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Chester.
—Bridge Over River Derwonl, Allestree , R C Cordon, Sur.. Ditffield, near Derby.
—New Model Club, York £25 The Secretary, 3, Queen Vic - .

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINQS-
May 15—Two Houses. Kilton-road, Worksop Co-operative Society, Ltd. .. B. D. Thompson. Aroht., 73, Bridge-street, Worksop.

16—Houses (40). Maesvroarchog, OcUwyn Building Club .. J. G. Rees, M.S.A., Parade Chambers, Neath.
15—Public Baths, Mexborough Urbin District Council H. Burgess, Queen Anne's Chamber, Westminster.
15—Wareboupes, Antwerp The Secretarial, Hotel-de-ViUe, Antwerp.
16—House and Premises, Roundhay Leeds Parka Committee (J. F. Bowman, Archt.. 5. Greek-street, Leeds.
15—Cmema Theatre. The Ellers. riverston J. Baylifl J. W. Grundy and Son, Archts., Central Buildings, Ulverstoa.
15—Noe. 11 and l;s, Donegall-iilace, Alterations to. Belfast .. .. Kyle and Cheyne Patterson and Grahame, Archts., Scottish Prov. Bldga.. Belfast.
15-Convertmg Aislaby Church into Hall, Whitby A. E. Young. Archt.. 77, Baxtergate, Whitby.
16- Police Station, Earbr West Riding Standing Joint Com. ... P. O Platts, West Riding Archt., County Hall, Wakefield.
Ui-Mistion Hall, Lombard-street, Barry Docks J. A. Owen, Archt., Main-street. Cadoxton.
16—Cambois School, Additional Classrooms at, Bedlingtoa ... Northumberland Education Com. ... C. Williams, Bee. Moothall, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
U:—Board Room, Museum-atreet, Warrington Guardians W. and S. Owen, Archts., Cairo-street, Warrington.
16—Two Housss, Additions to. Top-road, Garudiffaith J. Horier, Six Bella Inn, (Jamdiftaith.
16-Repair Works, Coventry Rover Co.. Ltd C. J. Johnson, Archt., Central Chmbrs., Broad?ate, Coventry.
16—Slaughter Hcuee, Oswestry town Council G. W. Lacey, Boro' Eng., Guildhall, Oswestry.
16—Freemasons' Lodge, Alterations to, Maryport J. Roblev, Station House, Maryport.
16-Property, Alterations to, Leconfield-et., Cleator Moor Whitehaven Hematite Iron Co.. Ltd. J. 8. Stout. Archt., 36. Lowther-street, Whitehaven.
18— Repairs to Chimney Stacks at Workhouse, Cardiff Guardians A. J. Harris. Clerk. Queen's Chambers, Cardiff.
16—Bachc Hall, Additions to. Chester Upton Asylum Visitors H. Beewick, F.R.I. B.A., County Archt.. Newgate-st., Cheater.
18-Cocmbe-road School, Additions to, Brighton Bdnoation Committee T. Simpson and Son, Sura.. 16. Ship-street, Brighton.

Jo
2"'°"*"' Swimming Bath, Ledbury Urban District Council R. G. Gumey, Sur.. Council Ofiicea, Ledbury.

lo c l!'"'
^°^^ '^ '"''™''^y Shaft. Workhouse. Bast Preston Guardians A. Shellev. Clerk. Town Offices, Littlehampton.

iQ i • '"'"''B'ng. M inster-m-Sheppy Halfwav Houses .. Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinson, M.S.A., Sessions House. Maidstone, Kent.

!!~?'*S'
*""*"*' ^"^""Bs, Hungerford .' Rural District Council W. Stephenson Raine, M.I.M.C.E.. Hungerford.

}°~°'- """'a Church. CJoree Hill, Stretford Woodhouse and Howard, Archts., 88, Moalev-st., Manchester.
1°"™^'*''-^' *' Grnitrode, Hasselt M. le Gonvemeur du Limbourg, a Haeselt.
{?~^«w. Steading, Aiiuhyihie.Kemnay Jenkins and Mar, Archts., 16, Bridge-street, Aberdeen.

loZn '""'™^L1'''*
House, Additions to, Bundoran Junction Great Northern (Ireland) Riy. Co. ... T. Morrison, Sec, Amiens-street Terminus. Dublin.

ItrSJ?"^^'""* ^''°P' •*"®™''™""' '''^^ Square. Ellon W. Davidson, Archt., Ellon.

,o V^^ll"^ ^li"™" ^"^ '^""S^""' Ot'^rbourne Southampton Corporation The Waterworka Engineer's Office, 35, French-st., Southampton.
]»-New Post (Jffite. Bicester H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary. H.M. Office of Worka. Storey's Gate. S.W.

I. ^1 °^ . °J''
*'^"''"™^ '" Swanage Clifton and Robinson. Archts., Northbrook, Swanage.

it-Ollicee Grimshaw-8treet,Bum)ey Eelectricity Department G. H. Pickles, M.I. C.E., Boro' Eng.. Town Hall, Burnley.

i« eJk .. ^^'•.,*""3?^°''*"''°**'*^™°^^^ Sheffield Education Committee The Citr Architect, Town Hall. Sheffield.
i»-bub-6latioii Robert Hall-street. Salford Corporation C. S. Allott and Sons, 46. Brown-street, Manchester.

la fi?h 1 .
5™'' S'*'^'''!*" Mill Durham Coontv Council A.C. Wood, Archt., 33, Grainger-st. West, Newcaatle-on-Tyne.

itt-v.„i^'- . i"?fi'°'
^>^«'boM''« Durham County Council W. Rushworth, Shire Hall. Durham.

iH t^^?^ 1^^! "*'^'^"5*'^''^'l North-Eastern Railway Co W. Bdl, Archt., Irvmg House, Westgale-rd, Newcaatle-on-Tyne.

IB Ah/™ *°°'''9'"' '."• Emmavilleana Frosterley South...... Durham County Council W. Rushworth. Shire Hall, Darhim.
.. «.„. .^r.t! °"i.'*^o

'"° Dispensary, Whitehouse Belfast Guardians R. H. Wilson, Clerk, Belfast.

nZ?^?, u™ "^S'
u
"''^''^r''" G.C. Campbell, Archt., Buokhiven,N.B.

aTvr™^,!.!, .^H S ,'" H""-'?"*?' Crigglestone G. W. Moxon, Archt., Bretton West, near Wakefield.

la-sjTiJ^i ..(^ *'™°5''i..'°*™*'^'^«'"°° A^bbot Guardians 8. Segar, F.I.A.8., Unlcn-street, Newton Abbot.

18lH^,»wrlrti'S''S"','
f°<»l'o«.Colliery Durham County Council N. Richliy. Shire Hall, Durham.

2olfln^»„„^« ^'"5™''/"'™"°"^ "• Methhck G. Moir, Archt., Glencairn, Methlick.

jo_r,?; B?,^„".°^P'i*V
Alterations to. Newburn-on-Tyne Joint Hospital Committee H. F. J. ilodlin. Clerk, ConncU Offices, Newbum-on-Tyne.

Iclv)/r,„? R'^ •

a,
.'«'°?: -?*"'?^^^ Sanitary Committee The Prouerty Surveyor. Town Hail, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

•S-i;ni»VV«n H^ •.
I i •

^""°° J.nnction, Manchester .. .. Lancaster i YorKshire Rly. Co The Engineer's Office, Hunt's Bank. Manchester.

ZoIhSIL rF^f^-? • '^°n™°» ^^^L"." '0'°' Asylum Committee Morris and Kavanagh. 68. Harcourt-street, Dublin.

kO-MdithawH™,;„ .",?..'' *? g<l">lJ""-gli Association for Women Students A. K. Robertson, Archt., 29, Hanover-street, Edinburgh.

20-E«ry N«v read Srw AiT'"',^^'* ^-V •'• B"""^. 51. Munster-road, Teddinglon.

20-Elcctrirn\K„h «,„?„„ '>.,^°* .'"'., '"'''y ^e" Riding Countv Council B. Thornton, Divisional Clerk, Education Offices. Skipton.

2LK?r boroi^Jh r»?.tn„ fi''''"i;"*'''
'*°°"'' Corporation B. J. Wolfenden. A.M.I.C.E.. Boro' Eng., Bootle.

21-lCaml" W ^kVar,! «„^ 7''°="^^^ TO"" CouncU The Borough Surveyor. -'I, North-square, Dorchester.

::i-KcncwmL'' HimTp. iii , iw^ '
Sunderland H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

-I.'-'ciiaucs aiMi K»r., w ,',i,i „ "}^ ^- ^- NichoU A. E. Trotman, Archt., Mount Pleasant, Forth, Rhondda.

:--IlifLfleidB Schwl A(1kiX?«'kV~T™''°' ^*'°P County Council W. J. pultord. County Land Agent, Shrewsbury.
23-ELiarKinK Countv KehtKiisiUho ^*°*' Ridmg Education Committee The Education Architect, County Hall, Wakefield.

^s:^:^^^''^^'^^^ ^w^.^^p-.'^S-i^s^i^SS.'*^-'^-^"^"-'^^"^''"^^-

JS-l-ubhc Baths, AUUitions to Ti^mrnn. niJi^Si
"'^

v; A. L. Roberta. Archt.. The Castle, Winchester.
24-lari»h Ball and Insiirnio Wiihn^n ' P'"""= "™1"' Committee M. J. Buckley, Boro' Sur., CasUe-street, Dublin.

25-'le«chtr'a House at Behooi Buriov W. A. Kellett, Archt.. 3, South-road, Bishop Auckland.

ii-NcchellsOencraunKBiaiioD FonnrfilVnn.;; "bV,"
"'.; H»nta County Council A. L. Roberts, Aicht., The Castle, Wmchester.

2»-Polico Station, Oakhampton' """S""'^ Corooration L. G. Mouchel and Partners, Ltd.. Engs., Victoria-street. S.W.
Ifr-PnI.iic Halls on Blakey Moor Blsi^'khnm

Devon Standing Joint Committee ... B. H. Harbottle. County Archt.. County Chambers. Exeter.

25-Tyior8 Hotel. Adaiiiono to TvlorMown Corporation Stones, Stones, and Atkinson, Archts., Richmond-ter.. Blackburn.

l«-bchc*l. Adcitious to, 8hor«bam-bv^.aci
J. Grilfiths Jones Evana, Williams, and Evans, Archts.. Pontypridd.

2»-Graaiiiar8chc«l, AuuiiiouBio Midhurst' ; "' 5?»««=' Education Committee H. P. Roberts. F.R.I.B.A.. Thurloe House, digh-st.. Worthmg.
- .oii.(,i. and Btoroe, Londin-lanc cuckiioVd' i-T' ^?,''<=*"°'' Committee H. P. Roberta, F.R.I.B.A., Thurloe House, High-st., Worthmg.

27-Uou.c»(I0JionThreooilei,, Irlam
''•

^'"•'""»" Lrban District Uounoil C. H. Waugh. Clerk, Boltro-road. Haywards Heath, Sussex.
J»— buuoiDgs, KcnaifBlo ilhruu Vearel borbvDiiiiripi u'r,'"'..?"'"''" Councd R. H. Wmterbottom. Sur., Council Otfices, Irlam.
2'>-Bundii,K.. hc|«ir» lo i Ihreo Years') Totuin^m DiMri.-"; mm" J/'",'"

Commissioners ihe Secretary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W.
iit-biaoquaiicis. Lhiriion.

oiwmjam uismci H.M. Works Commissioners Ihe Kecieiary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W.
sa-NtR Paictl OUjco, Eiuiuucn of, birmtiiKhiim h « iv^^ ,""' ^'°"° *-"°'= ^'"^ fcuiveyor. Town Ball Chambere, Attton-under-Lyne.
*<-Borough Hall, Aaoiiiona to, Btaflord

"•«• Works Commissioners The Stcrttaiy, H.M. Cfficecf Wojka, Btorey'a Gate. S.W.
ao-Koor UoDse«, Botheea»-«iroei. MerthyrTydai

w)rporation
\V. Plant, A.M.I.C.B., Boro' Eng., Borough HaU, Stafford.

30—Market Hall, Crymmjch T. E. Beea, M.8.A., Bank Chambers, Merthyr Tydfil.

8. Daviee, 6ec„ Station House, Crymmjch.
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3—Schools. Additions to, Bentley
4—Hotel, Rosses Point
I—BnildiEgs, Renaire to {Three Tears), Birkenhead 'Distriot
6—Farm Buildings. Alterations to, Woolstanwood
6—Farm Buildings, Worleston
B-Houses (20) and Farm Buildings, Renairs to',"Led9ham"'.!'.
8—School, Middle-road. Swansea
9— Collector's Offices. Kxtendinp. North-road, BrighVon
13—ronncil School, Urhao-road, Sale
16—School (193 places). Cogpeshall '."..!..,,.'.'.'.'.'.

ite—Semi-detached Cottages (18). Shaw
'

-Detached House, Nab-lane, Saltatre .!......!!!'"!"!...!!.

—CinematograDh Theatre. Port Enn
— Residence, The Monnt, Pontefract ...!i!.....!..^!!.!!—Five Shops, High-street, Normanton *

—Picture Palace. Oxford-road. All Saints'. Manchester .'.'.".

-General Hall, Highfleld Infirmary, Knotty Ash
"

—Three Houses. Crynant
— Hotel, Pontefract-road, Cudworth
— Cottages. Chelmorton .....Z
— Glynarthen Council School, Alterations to, Cardigan ... .— Reinforced Concrete Sauce Factory, York
—Farmhouse and Buildings, Wawne
—Cottage Hospital, Firb.y-lane, Rioon .."".

—House, Framlmeham
— Picture House, West Bowling, Bradford ".....

—Whingate Wesleyan Sunday School, Additions to, Armley
—Picture Palace, Highton-street, Walkley '.

—Wesleyan Sunday Schools, Pleck, Walsall
—Store and Warehouse, South Blmsall
—Motor Garage, Pontefract
-Post-office Buildmgs, Pontefract

VUItiTyTSOB—eontinued.

Midland Gt. Western (Ireland) Rly.
H.M. WorksComi'
Chester County Council
Cheater County Council
Chester County Council
Education Committee ...

Borough Council
Cheshire County Council

A. J. Stedman. Archt., South-street, Farnham.
W. Furcell O'Neill. Chief Ene., Broadetone Terminus, Djbliu.
The Secretary. H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate. 8. W.
W. H. Lancaster, County Land Agent, Chester.
W. H. Lancaster, County Land Agent, Chester.
W. H. Lancaster, County Land Agent, Chester.
A. W. Haldan. Clerk. EdicationOlfi ; h. Qrove-o i::, S^rij.,
T . Garrett. L.R.IB.A., Archt.. 3-1, Ship-street. Brighton.
Hoy and Sisley, Archts., 199, Deansgate, Manchester.
G. topham Forrest, County Archt.. 73, Dak9-3t , Cbjlonfj.-a.
Heywood and Ogden. Archta., Oldham.
A. Sharp and Son, 10, Market-street, Bradford.
Rigby and HesloD, Archts.. Port St. MaT. Irolani.
Garside and Pennington, Archts.. Pontefract.
.1- P. Padgett, Archt-, Carlton Chambers. Caitletord.
P. Hothersall. Archt., 42(i. Bury New-road. Preit^ich.
G. W- Coster, Clerk. Parish Offices, Brownlow Hill, LiyerpDol.

Walkley Palladium, Ltd.

G. E. Garli ck. Archt.. Quadrant Chambars, Bustou.
G. D. Lewis, County Arcbt., Aberystwith.
The Concrete Lattice Truss Co., CityChmbrs., Clifford-st., York.
J. Bmpsom TindaU, .\rcht., Wawne. Hull.
Bown and Crosland. Archts., 6. Princes-square, Harrogate.
D. Scase, Market Hill.Framlineham.
T. Riley, Archt., 81. Beckside-road, Lidget Green, Bradford.
P. W. Rhodes and Son, Archts, Upper Wortley. Leeds.
J. E. Whitehead, Archt,, 38, Bank-street, Sheffijld.
C. W. D. Joynson, L.R.I.B.A.. Wednesbury.
Garside and Pennington, Archts., Pontefract.
Garside and Pennington, Archts., Pontefract.
Garside and Pennington, Archts., Pontefract.

18—Covered Electric Cables, Antwerp
18—Three Transformer Stations, Antwerp
18—Electric Lighting, Infirmary, Ladbroke-grove, W. ...

18-Cahle, Joint Boxes, and Feeder Pillars, Hindley
18-Intercommnnication Telephones, Town Hall, Saltord
19—Equipping Three Cabins. Antwerp
20—Arc Lamp Carbons (1,132,000), Melbourne
23—Cable, Cleckheaton
25— Alternating-current Slot Meters, Dublin
26—Converting Plant (760 kw.), Keighley
26—Electric Equipment of Distributing Plant, Antwerp ..

1—Oil Break Switches, Wellington .'....

10—Plant. Leeds
20—Carbons, Sydney
ate— Six Controllers for Electric Tramcars. Bexley

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Municipal Authorities
Municipal Authorities
St. Marylebone Guardians
Drban District Council

City Council
Urban District Council
Electricity Supply Committee .

Electricity Committee

The Burgomaster, Hotel-de-Ville, Antwerp.
The Burgomaster. Hotel-de-Ville, Antwerp.
Weekes and Kolkborst. Maxwell House. Arundel-street, W.C.
O. P. Abbott, Sur., Council Offices, Hindle.y, Lanes.
The Borough Electrical Engineer. Frederick-road, Pendleton.
The Burgomaster. Hotel-de-Villc. Antwerp.
Mcllwraith, McBacharn, & Co., Ppty., Billiter-fq. Bldgs., E.C.
The Electrical Engineer, Council Olfioas, Closiheiton.
The City Electrical Engineer, Fleet-street, Diblin.
H. Webber. Boro* Elec. Eng., Couey-lane, Keighley.
The Secretariat, Hotel de Ville. Antwerp.
The Public Works Office, Wellington , N.Z.
C. X. Heflord, Man., Whitehall-road, Leeds.
The Engineer, Qneen Victoria Markets, Sydney, N.8.W.
L. P. Stokes, Tramway Offices, Broadway, Bexley Heath.

ENOINEEBING.
15—Iron Bridge, Rue Henri Mans, Liege
16-Elertric RaUway (7J miles) , Lamego & River Donro, Lisbon
16— Fire Escape. Angleur
16—Trolle.yB (70O) in Slaughter-House, Glasgow
18—Lancashire Steam Boiler at Workhouse, East Preston
18—Strategic Railway, Pontevedro to Ribadavia, Madrid
18— Reinforced Concrete Service Reservoir, Chesterfield
18—Oil Engine, Framlingham -

19— Strategic Railway, Pamplona to Logrono. via Estella
19— Diverting Railway, Couvinoise and Vaucello, Brussels ...

19— Pipelaying, Briton Ferry
20—Wash-house Equipment, Robm Hill. Oldham
20—Cast-Iron Pipes (l.WOyds. of 3in.). Grays, Essex
20—Two W.I. Cornish Boilers at Royal Infirmary, Gloucester
30—Electricity Generating Station, Chamber Hall, Bury
20—Motor Fire-pumos, Manchester
20—Bascule Footbndge, Shoreham-by-8ea
20—Dredging Work off the Town Quay, Southampton
21—Breakwater Works, Ayr
22—Gasholder Tank, Market Harborougli
-'2-Two-)ift Spiral-guided (Jasholder, Market Harborough ...

1^-3—Waterworks, Whitehaven.
-J—Bridge, near Dolwen. Abarporth
25—Sinking and Lining Borehole. Ketford
26—Pumping Machinery, Gloucester
25- Refuse Destructor, Aberdare
'.;5 -Waterworks, Cossall
25—Waterworks, Arley
2ii-Gaeholder and Steel Tank, Gourock
28— Raising River Wall, Denton
29—Cast-iron Water Main from Tibbotstown to Carrignafoy ..

29—Tunnel from 3ollowell to Ravensthorpe
30—Waterworks, Cavan
1—Two Motor Fire Engines, Madras
3—Hot-water Supply at Workhouse, Bishop Auckland
3—Rams, Scarborough
4—Bridge. Kilham
4—Bridge, Bresson
10—Boiler House Plant. Leeds
16—Lighthouse, El Hank, near Casablanca

July 15—Machine Tools for Workshops, Ballarat and Bendigo
Sept. 30—Six Swing Span Bridges & Nine Lift Span Bridges, Cairo
No date—Stone-Drying Plant, Skipton

Urban District Council
Markets and Baths Committee
Orsett Rural District Council ..

Electricity Committee
Watch Committee
Urban District Council
Harbour Board
Harbonr Trustees
Urban District Council
Urban District Council
Rural District Council
Cardigan Rural District Council
Gloucester Corporation
Corporation ....'.

Urban District Council
Easford Rural District Council
Nuneaton Rural District Council......

Town Council
Hep'er Commissioners
Queenstown Urban District Council
Northampton Town Council
Urban District Council
Corporation
Guardians
Rural District Council
Glendale Rural District Council
Glendale Rural District Council
City Council
Public Works Special Committee ...

Rural District Council

The Departement des Voies et Travaux, Liege.
The Ministry of Foreign Aiiairs, Lisbon.
Bureau des 'Pravaux, Angleur-lez-Liege.
J. Lindsay, Town Clerk, City Chambers, Glasgj.v.
A. Shelley, Clerk, Town Offices, Littlehampton.
The Director-General, Ministerio de Fomento, Madrid.
G. Frith. Eng., Chesterfield.
The Clerk. Board Room. Wickham Miricet. Suffolk.

Senor Don Ramon Soralnce, 13, Prim, San Sebastian.
M. Simon, 19 bis. Rue de la Biche, Mons.
H. A. Clarke, Eng., Council Offices, Briton Ferry.
The Borough Surveyor's Office, Oldham.
C. F. W. Marsh, Eng., 2, Orsett-road, Grays, Essex.
The Chief Engineer, 67, King-street. Manchester.
The Borough Engineer, Bank-street. Bury, Lanes.
The Chief Fire Station, London-road. Maachester.
A. W. Nye. M.8.A., Town Sur., Town Hall, Shoreham-br-Soa.
E. Cooper Poole, A.M.I.C.E., Town Quay, Southampton.
Crouch. Hogg, and Easton. Eugs.. 14, Blythswood-sq., Glasgow.
A. T. Harris, Eng., Gas Offices, Market Harborough.
A. T. Harris. Gas Enj., Council Offices. Market Harborough.
G. Boyd, C.E., 33. Qaeen-street, Whitehivea.
D. Davies, Clerk, Quay-street, C.irdigiu.
Fox, Moore, Bateman, & Fox, 5, Victoria-st., Westminster, S.W,
R. Read, Snr., Guildbaii. Glouce ster.

D. L. Griffiths, Clerk, Town Hall, Aberdare. Glam.
S. Maylan, Bug., Public Offices, Basford, Nottingham.
F. C. Cook, A.M.I.C.E.. Nuneaton.
A. D. Murray, Town Clerk, Council Offl-.as, Gourock.
R. Grantham & Son, Civil Bugs., Little College-street, S.W.
P. H. M'Carthy, B.B., M.I.C.E.I., Westmoreland-st., Dublin.
The Waterworks Sngiueer, Fish-street, Northampton.
Swine.y and Croasdaile. M^I.l.C.E., Avenue Chmbrs., Belfast.

J. R. Coats, B.Sc. A.M.I.C.E., Eng.. Madras.
S. Adams, Clerk, Union Offices, Bishop Auckland.
J. W. Read, Clerk, 14, Dean-road, SOirboroagti.
The Surveyor, Council Offices, Wooler, Northumberland.
The Surveyor, Council Offices, Wooler, Northumberland.
C. N. Heflord, Man., 1, Whitehall-road. Leeds.
M. le President du Oomite, Dar En-Niaba, Tangier-
John Coates and Co., Ltd., 115, Victoria-street, S.W.
The Director-General, 3, Solimau Pasha-street, Cairo.
A. Rodwell, Sur., SKipcon.

FENCING AND WALLS.

Urban District Council

FURNITURE AND FITTINGS.
May 18-Chairs (100), Castle Park, Colchester
„ 19—Seating at Heaton Norris Recreation Ground, Stockport

.

.. 19— Seating at Alexandra Park, Stockport
„ 20—Pulp Cane Easy Chairs (Three Years), London, S.W

[

No date—Tip-op Charrs (Hi )), fouth Parade Pier, Portsmouth

May 16—Fire Stations, Stockport
I „ 16—Grammar School, Barnstaple

„ 16—Montpellier Baths and Town Hall, Cheltenham ...

15—Cottage Homes, Culcheth
,. 16—Public Bathe, Manchester
„ 16—institute, Walh Brow

18—Bocar Bridge, Golspie
., IS— Cnderbridge, Wester Dairy Branch, Edinburgh ...

., )«— Stores, Skinningrove
,, IS-Oveibridge. Cleiand and Mid-Calder Line. Omoa
,, 18—Council Schools, Holboach

Parks Committee
Parks Committee
Parks Committee
H.M. Works Commissioners ,

Corporation

PAINTING.
Watch Committee

Caledonian Railway Co..

H. C. Wanklyn, Town Clerk, Town Hail, Colchester.
J. Atkinson, A.U.I.C.E., Boro' Snr., Town Hall, Stockp)rt.
J. Atkinson. A.M.I.U.E,, Boro' Sur., Town Ball, Soocioort.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's G-«e, S.W.
The Manager, South Parade Pier, Portsmoacb.

J. Atkinson, A.M.I.C.B.. Boro' Sur., Town Hall, Stockport.
G. W. F. Brown, The Strand, Barnstaple.
J. S. Pickering, Boro' Eng., Municipal OJices. Cbsltenham.
F. Townson, Clerk, Poor Law Offices, Eccles New-rd., Saltorc
The City Architect, Town Hall, Maucuester.
J. Walker, Wath Brow, Cleator Moor.
R. Grant, C.E., Road Sur., Golspie.
The Company's Engineer. Buchanan -street Station, Gia sgoff,

The Branch Managers, Co-operative Society, Loftus.
Tee Company's Engineer, Buchanan-street Station, Glasgow.

. S. S. MosBop, , Ulori;, Holbeach.
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18—Houses (121). Bollon-road, Bary
18— Stores. Loftns
lt>— Msmeui and rnblic Baildings, Cardigan
18—Workhouse Inflrmary, Poole

18—rremiees. etaithee
1»-Bninch Stores, Rugby
10—Ijolalion Hospital, Ysimd
19—Municipal BnildiDfis. Aldershot

PremlEoa, Blyth .

PAINTING -f«7;^««.<
Housing Committee The Town Clerk. Bury, Lanes.'
East Cleveland Co-op. Society The Branch Managers. Co-operative

^ ,, , Town Clerk. Cardigan,Corooration
Guardians
East Cleveland Co-op. Society .

Co-operative Society. Ltd.
Rbondda Urban District Counc
Urban Dis'.rict Council
Cowpen Coronation Club Com.

SO-Woetom Fever Hospital. Fulham, 8.W
20—Various Parks, Recreation Groands, and Cemeteries, Leeds
20—Brook Fever Hospital. Shooter's Hill, S.W
20—Fever Hospital and Public Library, Darlington
20-8wiDgbridgo, Penryn
20—Northern Fever Hospital, Winchmore Hill, N
ao-Vnited Methodist Church, Knuzdon
20—Lowro'l WcirKnaTisClnb, Daopcar

Tnineee
Metropolitan Asylums Board
Parks Committee
Metropolitan Asylums Board
Corporation ..

Cornwall County ("

Metropolitan Asyli Board

Hospital. Stockiv
ctflold

iL-'s Lynn

Metropolitan Asyli

1^.! ^ ' >! Ham
ABj;u:i,.iu,Hlmayes
Uotpital. Da^uham
Convalescent Home, Harold Wood

County Bridge, Boston
30—Houses on Small Holdings, Burnley

late -Tramway Standards, Preston
). —Working Men's Club, Brierley-road. CJriinetborpe .

1. —Houses (40). Bishop Auckland
K —Cemetery, Bnnklow
). -Bank House Club, West Boldon

Grammar School Governors .

Elementary Education Comn
Town Council
West Ham Town Council ...

.

West Bam Town CouncU ....

We6t Ham Town Council ...

.

Holland County Cjuncil
Town Council
Tramways Committee

3i6tv, Lolt
D. M.
P. E. L. Budge. Clerk, 139, High-street, Poole.
The Branch Managers, Co-operative Society, Loftus.
Franklin and Newman, Archts.. Rugby.
W. D. Morgan, Archt., 194. Tstrad-road, Pentre-
F. i\ Uren. Sur., Municipal Buildings. Aldershot.
J. Firth. Sec. Cowper Coronation Club. Blvth.
The Superintendent. Royal Southern Hospital. Liverpiol.
W. D. Morgan. M.8.A., 194, Ystrad-road, Pentre, Rhondda.
W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., Eng.-in-Chief. Embankment. E.c;.

W. T. Lancashire. City Eng-, Municipal Buildings. Leedi.
W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E.. Eng -in-Chief, Embankment, EC.
G. Winter. Boro' Sur., Town Hall. Darlington.
A . B. Brookes, County Sur.. County Hall, erari
W. T. Hatch. M.I.C.E.. Eng.-in-Chief. Embiakmeit. E.';.
J. Holden, 164. Accrington-road. Blackburn-
The Secretary. Lowood Workmen's Club Deepcar.
W. T. Hatch, M.I. O.K.. Eng.-in-Chief, Bmbinttment. E.C.
H. Beewick. County Archt.. Chester.
A. J. Smith, Town Hall, King's Lynn.
A. J. Smith, Town Hall, King's Lynn.
J. G. Money, Boro' Eng.. Town Hall, West Ham.
J. G. Morloy, Boro' Eng., Town Hall, West Ham.
J. G. Morley, Boro' Eng., Town Hall, West Ham.
J. G. Morley. Bcro' Eng., Town Hall, West Ham.
H. Moody. Road Sur., Council OfEces. Sessions House, Boston.
J. Stewart, Agent, Yorke-street. Burnley.
J . F. Simpson, Eng. and Man., Lancaster-road. Preston.
C. J. Evans, Sec. 9, New-street, Grimethorpe.
M. C. Robson, 87, Newgate-street. Bishop Auckland.
H. Newitt, Clerk, Brinklow, Rugby.
G. Turner, Sec., 11, Arnold-street, Boldon Colliery.

E. B. Marlin, M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Rothorham.

ROADS AND STREETS.
16 -Improvement Works, Halifax Corporation
IB—Atpnalt Paths, Leeds and Barnsdale ilaio Road, Cutsyke Whitwood Urban District Council
1«—Paving. B'airgowrie .. .. Town Council
18 -Wood-Pavmg Works. Kensington, \V Royal Boroajh Council
18 -Improvement Works, Eastbourne Highways Committee .

18—Street Works, Blackburn Hightvavs Committee
19—tXinstruction of Streets, Bellahouston Glasgow" Corpira'.ioa
19-Paving Works, London, E.C Streets Committee
20—Widening Halifax-road, Dewsbory Corooration
20—Road Repairing. London Metropolitan A^vluni Board '.'.....

20-Street Works, Rawtenstall Corpora-.iin
20— Wood Paving Palmeira l«wn. Hove Toiva Cjuuoi'l' ....'......'.'.

'.'.'.'.'.'..'."'!!!.''!!

21— atreet Works, Rainfaford-lano. Chelmsford Town Council '".....".'.'.

26—Improving Powke-lane, Rowley Regis Urban District Council i." .

1»—Mskmg-up Roads. Cobham Bp30m Raral DiatriCi Ojui3u ...
25-New street. Lame Urbiu District Council W. G. Y„„„-. . -

late- Roadway, Cennam, Llanrug The Engineer-in -Charge, Marconi Stat

Clerk. Blairgowrie,
h Engineer. Town Hall, Kensington, W.

A. E. Prescott. Boro' Sur., Town Hall, Eastbourne
W. Stubbs, A.M. I.e. E.. Boro' Eog.. Mun. Offices, Blackburn.
J. Lindsay. Town Clerk, City uhambjrs, Glasgow.
The Engineer. Guildhall. E.C.
The Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Dawsbnry.
W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E.. Eng-in-Chief . Embankment, E.C.
J. Johneon, Boro' Sur., Town Hall, Rawtenstall.
H. H. Scott, Boro' Sur., Town Hall, Hove.
G. Melvin, Town Clerk. Municipal Offices. Chelmsford.
D. Wright, 0:erk, Council House, Old Hill.

T. E. Ware, Highways Sur., Waterloo-road, Epsom,
nge. Clerk, Town Hall. Larne.

"" """, Ceunant, Llanrug.

, 8. Ne

. LIGNIXINE
One of the famous Britannia products made by

The Largest Varnish Industry in the World
is a permanent Oil Varnish Stain, made in a \ariet\' of colours, and when applied to soft

woods gives the appearance of Mahogany, Oak, Walnut, Teak, Rosewood, Cedar, Satinwood,
and other hardwoods. It stains and varnishes in a single operation, and dries hard in a

hours—thus showing a great saving of time over separate staining and varnishing.
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OVE ILLUSTRAriOXS.

Royal Hospital tor Sick Children. York Hill,

Glasgow. View and plans. Mr. -John .J. Burnet.

LL.D., E.S.A., F.R.I.B.A . Architect.

University of Oxford : Chemical Laboratory. View
and plans. Mr. Paul Waterhouse, M.A..
F.R.I.B.A.. Architect.

New Church of St. Francis. Dollis Hill. F.levations
sections, and plan. Mr. Maurice E. Webb, M.A..
Architect.

New Building to Kingston Russell Houses. Dor-
chester. View and plan. Mr. Philip Tilden
(Messrs. Colcutt, Hamp. and Tilden). Architect.

South Chingford School for Infants, Essex. View
and plan. Mr. F. Whitmore. Architect.

Front of Old House, ascribed to luigo Jones, High-
street, Chippenham. Drawn by Mr. Walter

Mount St. Mary's College, Chesterheld. Messrs. C.
and C. M. Hadfleld, FF.R.I.B.A., Architects,
Sheffield.

THE EXHIBITION OF BRITISH
" ARCHITECTURE AT PARIS.

The E.\hibition of British Architecture ,

arranged by a joint committee of the

R.I.B.A. and A. A., at the request of La
Society des Architectts Di])iomus par le

Gouvernement. is now on view in I'aris.

The S.ille lie .Lu ile I'auine, in which the

exhibition IS li.'in- h.l.l, is most suitable

for the iiurpoM'. IimIIi m, account of the

accommodation it atloiil- and f^r its oxri'l-

leiit position, whicli i^ ,it ihr ,iij ..i lln-

Tuilleries Gardens, ,a .o l.H.k up, ilir I'lir,,

de la Concorde, 'llo- . xhiLition d..,iy,d

an important siu-, bir m it we tind

gathered togt-tht-r fur the first time a

really repre'sentative and comprehensive

collection of drawings and photographs

illustrating British architecture, both

ancient and modern.

The first thought which occurs to one

at til.- .-xhildiinii IS. Whv has it bsen left

to I'aii- t- ^iw 1;iiIi-Il aichitects the first

ouiMii 1 unit \ i'l -., oil: uhat has been and

\\ I

in Loi

It th

ig \vh:i

:U Acai

Paris miglit -ni>\\ I

far less dilliriill> an. I
«.• 1

energetic coinniittt-f uImm-
has been sn succf-^lnlly ra

. will use thi-ir expninua- am
for the purjjose of arraiigi

exhibition in this country

time. If the British pub
interested in architecture,

given an opportunitv id se.

architects are doing. The K
,

architectural ro.uu is merely an adjunct

to an cxhibitiun of p.iinting and sculpture,

and is notoriously ignored liy the general

public, who go to the .Academy to see any

thing but architectural drawings. Given

a parely aichitf cl liial exhibition annually

iin :i large scale, tlio public would realise

that tlie art is one wcrthy of their con-

sideration.

The Frencli architects have the advan-

tage of public recojiution, and conse-

quently it was a perfectly natural thing

tor a' Minister of State to open the

exhibition in Paris, and for tlie public

Press to bestow upon it the attention it

deserved. When M. Jacquiet. Tender-

Secretary of State for Fine .\rts. attended

for the fcu-mal opening on the l.jtli in.st..

there was quite a large gathering present.

and he was conducted round the exhibi-

tion by M. Hermaut, President of the

Societe des Architectes Piplomes. acconi-

p.-inied by Mr. Reginald Blomfield, K..\.,

President of the RT B \ ; :\Ir Ernest

Newton. A.R.A.. VP.IM B.\ ;
Mr. W.

Curtis Green, F.R.I B A . President of the

A.A. ; and Mr. Gerald Horsley, F.R I.B.A.

There were also present Messrs. Robert
Atkinson, F.R.I.B.A. ; J. Alfred Gotch,
F.R.I.B.A.; Geoffry Lucas, F.R.I.B.A.;
Alick Horsnell, A. R.I.B.A.; and F. R.

Verbury, the Secretary of tiie .^.A. An
alteration in the date of the opening jire-

vented a number of other English archi-

tects who went tn Tans in connection with

the exliil.ili-ai. and arrived later in tlie

day, fn.n 1. an, ,ov...nt.

llu- . \li iliit 111! i> divided into various
..a-iiun. Ilisi,uiral. Modern, Students'
WmiL, and Airl,,i,,ls' Holiday Sketches.

In lln- lli^tiiiiial Siction were grouped a

dcliglitful stilts of large photographs lent

by Mr. Herbert Batsford. Tliese illus-

trated some of the English cathedrals, the

various phases of Domestic architecture

from the Aliddle Ages down to the jiernid

of the Late Renaissance. In these illus-

trations of England's old country houses
the French architects have taken interest.

In the section for Modern work, subdivided
into English and Scottish groups, were
found works mostly familiar to English
architects. Air. Reginald Blomfield was
represented by a fine pencil drawing, fnmi
his own han,r, of Ins New AVater-tnwer at

Lincoln, and als,, a number of phntogiapbs
ni various Nvorks. dnmestic and utherNMse.

Mr. Curtis Grteii sent a drawing, by

.Mr. Kartlrs D.ivi^MM. nf the Church ot

SI, .Inbii tin riivuie. Nottingham. Mr.
I'ainsi Xcuii.n ^ exhiliits were entirely

>-l duintMi,- wnik; "Ardenrun," a

Ib.n., a( Kin--«..nd, Burg Heath, and
iM,an\ liili.i-. illustrated by perspective
di.aumgs bv Mr. Cyril' A. Fare^
and Ml Aiick H..rsnell. Air. Lutyeni
iiad ;i v.ry rtpl,,^..nt at iv,- cllectior

d' pliiitugiaplis nf sniii,. .it Ills houses
and alsu prrspt.t in t drawings by
Mr. \V. Walrott, .1 III.. Tlo.i.nphical

Gallery at .Joliann. slm, g, ,.tr. A line per-

spective drauin: l.,\ Air, ,\]nk Horsnell.

recenly execiittd. p.oir.iyed Air, Ralph
Knott's amended design fnr the London
County Hall. Sir Aston Webb sent draw-
ings of the Buckingham Palace new front

(Chas. Gascoyne), the Admiralty Arch
(Robert Atkinson), and a large photograph
of the South Kensington Museum.
Amongst the rcrlrsi.nstical work was a very
large .Irauing, a.lniirablv carried out. o'f

tlieciinpl.i.d Livrrmul Cathedral, bv Air.

r;. (iilhtrt Scott. Air. W. ,T. Tapper and
Air. Temple Aloore sent illustrations of

some of their recent church work. With
the town-planning exhibits were schemes
by Mr. Adrian Berrington for the im-
p.rovement of London, and also schemes by
Alessrs. Raffles Davisun. W, D. Caroe and
W. E. Rilev. L.C.C. With these also was

.
Professor 'Beresford Pite's well known

drawing of his design for the new St.

Paul's Bridge.

Sir Ernest George and Yeates were repre-

sented by drawings of two houses at

Athens; Messrs. Lanchester and Rickards,

bv illustrations of the Wesltvan Hall,

Cardiff Town-hall, etc. ; AL, Htiny T.

Hare, by photographs of the Uuivtrsity of

North Wales at Bangor, with its fine domi-
nating tower ; Alessrs. Belcher and Joass,

by Trinity Church, Kingsway, and the

Ashton Memorial, Lancaster. Amongst
other architects who exhibited in the

English Section were Messrs. H. Percy
Adams, Ashley and Newman, Frank Atkin-

son. Robert Atkinson, Austin and Palev,

F. T. Baggallav, Baillie Scott, C. E. Bate-

man, W. H. Bidlake, Detmar Blow and
Fernand Billerv, W. H. Brierley, H. P.

Burke Downing, Dr. Burnet, Cart de
Lafontaine, Walter Cave, Basil Champ-
neys, Collcutt and Hamp, H. O. Cress-

well, A. W. S. Cross, E. Guy Dawber.
Dunn and Watson, Horace Field and
Simmonds. Banister Fletcher, H. AI.

Fletcher. Flockhart and Guthrie, Forsyth
and Alaule, Harris and Moodie. Arthur
Hill, Gerald Horsley, Howard Ince, Sir

Thomas .lackson. W. Campbell .Tones,

Arthur Keen. S I) KiUoii, C, E.

ALdlows. S .1, .M,a\, \in,,M Miteliell.

Mi-wes and l>a\ ,-. Sir 1 Iniilt, Nicholson

and H. C. Corlette. Niven and Wiggles-

worth, Parker and TTnwin, A. N. Prentice,

Professor Prior, G. H. Fellowes Prvnne.
C. H. B. Quennell, Romaine AValker and
Jenkins. Professor C. H. Reilly, R. AV.

Schultz, I'rofessor Simpson. Smith and
Brewer. Leonard Stokes, Sir A. Brumwell
Thomas. F. W, Troup. C. F. A. A"ovsev,

Edward Warren. W.iiwick and Hall.

Alaurice F. Welib. T, AT. Wilson, .-md

Percy Worthingtem. In addition to these

were various architects in H.AI. Office of

Works and London County Council Archi-
tect's Department.
One bay of the exhibition is devoted to

deceased architects of the Pith century,

and here were found works bv the late

.Tohn Bentlev. Sir Arthur Bl.unfield. G.

F. Bodltv. Wm. Bulges, Wm. Butterfield,

.T. 1. Ptar-^on. G. Gilbert Scott, the
veiuiige'r. .1, I). Sedding, R. Norman Shaw,
and C. Edmund Street:

Tu the Sce.ttish Section are two fine

water-colour drawings, lent by the Royal
Scottish AcTdemv. of the Secondary
School, and Royal Academy, Edinburgh,
by the late Thomas Hamilton. There
w-ere also illustrated works of Sir R.

Row.an
AV,i>liii

1 An
i;7'

-m, Hipp
nt !>r .1

,lvte Blan
.!. Blllllet

-. G,

Wm
'riiisii, 1 M i~lr 1 M lek.l 71e. \leX 'iter-
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.1. CainplK'U nn.l A. P. Hislop, P. JI.

Ciiver Chalmers. II. K. Clifford, John
Kippie, C. Mackintosh, Col. Wilson,

Ciillen, Loi-hhcacl and Brown, John
Kinross, and Win. Kelly.

The Holiday Sketches Section shows

what English architects can do apart from

their strictly professional work. Here are

drawings of" all kinds—water-colours, oils.

pen-and-inks, pencil, and etchings.

Amoncst the most notable are some
etchings by Mr. Walcott, illustrating the

days of Ancient Rome; water-colours, etc.,

by" Sir Ernest George, Charles Gascoyne,

.Vlick Horsnell, Robert Atkinson. T.

Lawrence Dale. E. A. Rickards. W. J.

Palmer Jones. R. Phene Spiors. i>ir

Charles Nicholson, George Vey, etc.

The Students' Section is composed of a

selection of R.I.B.A. prize drawings,

students' drawings from the Royal
.\cademy School, the .Architectural .Asso-

ciation School, from the schools at Liver-

pool University, London University,

Glasgow, Edinburgh, Royal College of Art,

and the First Atelier of Architecture. In

addition to these, there are a number of

French students' drawings, selected from

those exhibited at the A. A. last year.

-Altogether, the British students' work

shows a wonderful vitality, which promises

much for the future. This section gives a

very good idea of the excellent work which

is being done in schools of our own
country, and the vast strides which have

been made in architectural education

during recent years. Those who are not

privileged to s"ee the exhibition in Paris

will have the opportunity shortly of in-

specting the Students' S"ection either at

the R.I.B.A. or A. A., where it is to be

exhibited on its return.

An admirably-illustrated catalogue was
prepared for this exhibition, with a preface

by Mr. Reginald Blomfield in French and
English, and by M. J. Mora, Secretaire

General du Syndicat de la Presse

Artistique. The exhibition remains open
until the 26th inst.

THE B.VXQUET AND VISITS.

A banquet was held on the loth inst. by
the Soci^te des Architectes Diplomes. in

Les Salons du Palais d'Orsay, to celebrate
the inauguration of the exhibition, and
this was attended by upwards of 300
members of the society, and their guests.

M. Yiviani, Minister of Fine .Arts, pre-
sided. On his right sat the following:—
^^ Lt.Col. Aubert, representing President
Poincare, Messrs. Reginald Blomfield.
R.A.. P.R.I.B.A., Maurice Quinten,
-Antoiiin Mercie ; W. Curtis Green,
F.R.I. B.A., President A.A. ; Charles
Girault, Cacaux Bartholome, Olive,

Doumerc C. A. Gautier, A. W. S. Cross,
V.P.R.I.B.A., Deglame Lefevre Pont.nles,

H. P. Cart de Lafontaine (hon. sec.

Exhibition Committee), Villenir, G. E.
(irayson, F.R.I.B.A., etc. On the left
were: Messrs. Jacques Hermaut (presi-
dent of the Society), Myron T. Herrick
(.American Ambassador), Paul I.eon,
Laloux, Ernest Newton, V.P.R.I.B.A.,
Pascal, Paulin, Gerald C. Horsley, L
Bonnier, Mazoyer, Defrasse. G. L. Elking-
ton, Yian, Arthur Keen, F.R.I. B.A.,
Despagnet, H. M. Fletcher. F.R.I. B.A..
Petit, A. Horsnell, Alaux. F. R. Yerbury
(Secretary A. A.), and Marezcau. The
other English architects present were
Messrs. F. R. Farrow, H. C. Corlette
Robert Atkinson. J. A. Gotch, Geof{r>
Lucas, A. W. S. Cross, R. Randall
Phillips, Maurice Hastings, L. R
BudJen, F. W. Troup, Bart. Tunnard
etc.

M. Yiviani spoke of the exhibition ni

further evidence of the Entente existing
between the English and French nations,

spoke of the good results which must
ensue from such an exhibition. Sir.

Reginald Blomfield. P.R.I. B.A., thanked
the French architects for the splendid

elcome they had given to the exhibition,

and acknowledged the debt which the

English owed to French architecture. l\Ir.

Myron T. Herrick. .American .Ambassador,
expressed the hope that the time was not
far distant when a similar exhibition

would be held in America.

During the evening Blr. Reginald
Blomfield was decorated with the Order of

Oflicier d'Instruction Publique, while

President, on leaving, warmly con-

j

gratulated the English and French
exhibitors.

' «**

REINFORCED CONCRETE BUILDINGS.
By Wm. G. Shipwright. Licentiate R.I.B.A..

1 M.C.I., and Chartered Snrvc>yor (by exam.)

j

MOUNT .ST. MARV'S COLLEGE, CHESTERFIELD.
Messrs. C. and C. M. Hadfield. FF.R.I.B.A.,

Architects, Sheffield.

Some very extensive reinforced-concrete
works have been undertaken in the extension
of St. Mary's College, Chesterfield, by
Stuart's Granolitliic Co.. Ltd. A portion of
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Mr. Curtis Cireen, President .A..A., and
Messrs. (L C. Horsley and Cart de La-
fontaine were made OHiciers d'Academie.

On the following day a visit was
arranged to Versailles, and was attended
by about 100 architects, including thirty

English visitors. The party was met at

the Palace by JI. de Nolhac, who has
charge of it, and, under his guidance, a

delightful day was spent inspecting the
Palace and park, and visiting I.es Trianon
in the afternoon. Thanks to the kindness
of BI. Nothac, the party were enabled to

see many apartments and buildings not
usually accessible. A visit was paid to the
Salon on the Sunday, under the> guidance
of M. Mora, and on "the Monday the party
travelled to Fontainebleau, where it was
met by the architect to the Palace, M.
Redon. M. Georges d'Espaches took the
party over the Palace, and in the afternoon
a drive through the forest was aryanged.

Most of the English visitors were unable
to stay for the official visit to the exhibi-
tion of I\I. Poincare. President of the
French Republic, which took place on
Tuesday, the 19th inst. M. Poincare was
received by M. Hermaut, President of the
Societe des Architectes, and Mr. Reginald
Blomfield, P.R.I. B.A., who conducted him
through the exhibition galleries, which he
visited in detail ; and the Under-Secretary
of State escorted Madame Poincar^. The

this work we illustrated in our issue of

August 29, 191.3, and the present article deals
with the more recently completed lavatory
and studio blocks. •

A typical floor construction in the former is

illustrated in Fig. I. The total span of the

main beams in this section exceeds 40ft. The
total depth is 27in., and the width 9in. The
elevation of these beams is shown in Fig. 2,

and the central section in Fig. 3. It will be

seen that the maximum tension resistance

comprises four stout rods, the upper pair of

which provide the shear resistance, in con

junction with the stirrups. The hooked ends

in the bearing-lintel are a feature of the

design, tlie construction forming in reality n

T end to the beam bearing on the piers, and
providing a satisfactory solution of the diffi-

culty which is sometinies found in obtaining

an efficient template to distribute the load

over an adequate area of brickwork. The
floor is Sin. in thickness, designed on the
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eoiitimioiis principle, witli negative tension- I the ends, as shown in the section of floor I Ije.ims. The principal ribs are shown

rods across the top of the supporting beams. (Fig. 4).
|
elevation. Fig. G. J^liese beams, or ribs, ar

The grip of these rods is increased by hooking I Fig. 5 illustrates a plan of the roof main ill be seen in Fig. 7 (section), reinforced
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ill the raker witli six stout rods, well bound
together with links, and hooked and wired at

the angles. The ribs are made homogeneous
with the template and main beams of the
floor below, and secured to the horizontal
roof-beams by reinforced quadrant angle-
brackets. These have a radius of 4ft., and
are the same width (lOin.) as the raker and
liorizontal of rib. Fig. 8 illustrates a section

been e.tercised to sec-ure homogeneity with marked " X " on the plan, Fig. 14. It is

the supporting lintel as was noted in the ' called upon to support a 9in. wall, as well as

previous case. a section of the floor, in the same depth as

The studio, shown in plan, Fig. 14, com- the other beams. It is a remarkable piece <it

prises some intei'esting detail and very heavy construction, 18in. nd loin. ide.

beam construction. The
are not excessive, just over 30ft.

;

detail illustrates the variation in

of construction necessitated bv the

r/c /3

of the horizontal portion of main rib. This
lias a span of about 35ft., and is constructed
in a 20in. by lOin. beam, with four tension
and two compression rods well linked to-
gether. The purlin, or smaller cross-beams,
ore shown in elevation in Fig. 9 and section
in Fig. 10. The dimensions are 12in. deep
and Gin. wide. The effective span is lOft. 6in.,
and the beam is equally reinforced in tension
and compression, in accordance with the
detail shown in section. Fig. 10.

Another wing of this work is shown in plan
(Fig. U). The beams in this case have an
pffeclive span slightly exceeding 30ft. They
are 21 in. deep and 9in. wide, constructed to
the detail shown in elevation, Fig. 12. and
(tpction, Fig. 13. Four tension-rods arc used,
with links and hangers, at frequent intervals,
and it will be noted that the same care has

Ml the loading. It will be seen that the span
of the beams is approximately the same as
that illustrated in Figs. 11, 12, and 13; but
the loading is greatly increased, and beams
for similar spans devolve from the slender
type shown in Figs. 12 and 13, to the massive
construction illustrated in Figs. 14, 15, IG,
17, and 18. These beams are, however, con-
siderably shallower in depth under the neces-
sary restrictions of head-room, and the extra
strength required has been secured with the
reduced lever arm by a greatly increased
sectional area of metal and width "of concrete.
The ordinary beams are 13in. wide and 18in.
deep, with nine stout tension rods, four of
which form part of the shear resistance, bent
up as shown in the elevation, Fig. 15. The
beam shown in elevation in Fig. 17, and
section in Fig. 18. occupies the position

ided with no less than fifteen large ten

rods. The bending of these in the she.tr

resistance and the disposition of the hangers
and bonders is shown in the elevation, Fig. 17.

The three photographs show respectively

an exterior view of the building—a large part

K
nc If-W

J5'

of the stonework of which was executed by

Stuart's Granolithic Co., Ltd., of 45.

Bedford row. W.C. -and the interior con-

struction of tlie dormitory floors and the

roofs.
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ROVAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

A meeting of the Royal Institute of British
Architects was held on Monday night at U,

Conduit-street. W., Mr. H. Vangliau
LanLlii.sl.r, Vi, . Pn-sident, in the chair.

THE i; I ^1 U i: OF CHAIIGICS: THE
,
COVM n - iM' M I MUERS' I.NDIFFKKENCK.
Mr. .Max Cl.aku called attention to the

fact that no reference was made in the
Minutes to the abortive meeting convened
for the previous Monday, to consider the
Draft Schedule of Professional Charges,
when it was found impossible to secure the
quorum necessary to proceed with tlie

matter. In view of the marked indifference
evinced by members of the Council on the
matter, as well as by the general body of
members, he should like to know whether he
would be ill order in proposing that the
further consideration of tlie revised schedule
of professional charges be postponed for six
months.
Mr. George Hubbard, Vice-President, said

the matter had been considered at tlie

Council meeting that afternoon, and in view
of their decision to bring the matter forward,
he hoped Mr. Clarke would withdraw his
motion.
The Chairman said the Council had

decided that the discussion of the remaining
clauses in the Draft Schedule should be
resumed at the business meeting to be held
on Monday, June 8, after the aniiouiicc?Hieiit
of the result of the Council elections and
the consideration of the Council's proposals
for a new Charter and Bv laws.
Mr. Max Clarke said the nieinbers of the

Council had shown no inicrest in the
"question. After waiting for h:ilf ,iii Ii,,,ii-

on the previous Moiidav. it \\.i» ImmimI ,1,,

possible to get a quoruin of f-mx mml ,-

to consider the question. It u mlil lie ino-t
unfortunate if at the adjourned meeting to
important a matter should be decided by
a bare quorum of forty out of a membership
of over four thousand.
The Chairman expressed his regret at the

small attendance, and. after a remark bv
Mr. William Woodward, the matter dropped".
Mr. E. Gnv Da«ber snid he regretted to

annouM.e the death, of Mr. Ricli:u-d Creed,
I'll ... .h-et.-l m isvj. a, Ml of Mr. .Jonathan
lehh- Bnttlr A- .ueate, of Great Vaniiouth
fleeted a. long ..ine- as 18G5. He thoncht
it was al.^o fitting that reference should be
made at that assembly to the great loss the
building industry had'snstained bv the death
of Mr. Thom.is Hollowav. the eminent
builder. Mr. Roll hiv v>a.s a man of the
highest integrity, and '..f nntinii- jielustry,
and had the knaek e.f nial<inL; e\ i\ client!
and also each arclute. t. with whoin he was
brought into contact Ins friend. He moved
that a letter of condolence and synipatliv he
sent to the wiilow and faniilv, and that n
similar communication be addressed to the
firm of Messrs. HoUoway Bros. Tlie motion
was agreed to in silence, the members
quietly rising in their places to signify
acquiescence.

I!E.\UT1FUL LONDON.
Mr. T. Raffles Davison, Hon. Associate,

read a paper upon "Beautiful London, with
special reference to the Aims of the London
Society," illustrated bv about tliirtv lantern-
views. He proposed, he explained. "to de\nte
attention chiefly to tlie incent' '

i

methods of improving and I"

Metropolis. The aim of tlie

create a body of public opine
ill its outlook" and so well judged in il> aeleei
that London might be guided bv the best
counsels. The last thing desired was to make
it a society of architects or engineers of anv
one preponderating class. The committee of
the society fully realised that one could not
make a city beautiful and full of fine archi-
tecture merely by controlling legislation. He
confessed to a difficulty in seeing how the
lack of unity and coherence in London,
arising from its division into eight-and-twonty
boroughs, with separate methods of admini-
stration and rules, could be overcome ; but
it was evident that a general and supreme
authoritative control was of vital import-
ance. He would like to see a unification of

i-ites, id tl

very subsUintir
Iiuperial Exche
burdened ratep-.i

operations of be
improvement^. 4nt«

now est:il. ii J !.
: !hai it should be more

boldly a|i|i ,> u. I Im :;iavest charge he had
to bring iigain.sL Lnndun authorities was lack
of foresight in planning and providing for
future improvements, and the failing tliat we
deplored in our forefathers we were in turn
committing ourselves. The way to drastic
improvement of London was blocked at the
outset by tlie railways. Could they not look
forward to the time in the near future when
these should all be placed underground
within the Metropolitan area? Turning to

some of the outstanding problems of London,
he said Trafalgar Square had some possibili-

ties, but it would never be a fine open space
until the Nelson Column was removed, nor
while the National Gallery was dominated by
an absurd pepperbox dome, while the fountains
were ridiculous, and while the east and west
sides of the square were not parallel. The
position and appearance of Morley's Hotel
ought also to be changed, and a central flight

of steps provided to the National Gallery.
Charing Cross railway-station and bridge
ought to be replaced by a thoroughfare with
circuses and a vehicular bridge of easy
gradients, and he understood that it was only
a question of money with the South-Easterii
Railway Company to come to terms. White-
hall was broad enough for a central avenue of

trees, and would be vastly improved thereby,
as would be the wide East-End thoroughfares.
The Charing Cross entrance to the Mall

Ihistrati lid ible by
prearranged scheme of rebuilding certain
estates in congested areas as leases fall in,

the lecturer exhibited a plan of the neigh-
bourhood of St. Paul's. Ill this lie proposed
tlie widening of Newgate-street and St.

Paul's cluirchvard to 80ft. each, a new 80ft.

road cut thro"ugli from the west front of the
Cathedral towards Smithfield, and a new
road past the east end, and by a spur behind
St. Vedast's Church to Gresham-street and
Moorgate-circus, to lead the traffic from
Aldersgate-street and Liverpool-street to the
new St. Paul's Bridge. The greatest modern
failure of recent times was that of allowing
the site of the Pearl Assurance building on
the north-eastern approach to London Bridge
to be sold by auction to some business; men.
The remodelling of Regent-circus had been
left as a hopeless muddle, as had the widen-
ing near the Marble Arch. The problem of

the river, its banks and bridges, would
never be solved by piecemeal attempts to deal
with it. Wherever they turned they were
confronted with exasperating failures • tg

appreciate and seize opportunities which
would have given London fresh points of

interest and charm.
Mr. Carmichael Thomas, the chairman of

the executive committee of the London
Society, in proposing a vote of thanks to th?
lecturer, remarked that Mr. Raffles Davison's
paper had been full of ideas and suggestions
which oualit to be carefully weighed and con-

sidered. Some of the proposals were a little

too ambitious for general acci'ptanco. He
(iid not think public opinion would allow Mr.
n.ivisoii to demolish the column in Trafalgar
Square and dethrone a national hero. It

was evident that there was a great future

before the London Society, and that it would
do very much for the beautification of

London and the education of public opinion.

Mr. Granville Smith, the Mayor of West-
minster, seconded the motion, observing that
Mr. Davison had dared to relate a delightful

dream of an ideal London in an enthusiastic
and charming manner; but it would not
be so easy to put it into practice. Indeed,
the vision could only be realised in parts by
an impraetically profn.^e expenditure of

money. Further than that, the delays and
difficulties in modes of procediuo were \eiy
great. In criticising Trafalgar Square, Mr.

Davison had attacked Morlev's Hotel-one
of the l,e = t features- hut had not .said a word
,,l.-e,i il„. ,, ,,lk l,nl,-„,- (Jran.l Hotel and

.M-|iMnlM,e liln.k at tho OppOSilC

Whiirhall! All
'

.uiu, •<<,., I ih,.-'. u,-.re "nn-

lucatcd
and tri

streets

led t-

ind ci were therefore .quite

D.-;als for improvement
incidence of the cost,

rked that it had been
d sngge-stive lecture,

as doing a good work
ids of the people to

indifferent to any pro;

except as regarded tlii

Sir John Beiiii rem
a very provocative a

The London Society \

in stirring np the in

pure remembrance.
Sir Aston Webb. R.A., had felt dis-

appointed that, although the lecturer en-

thusiastically advocated covered - ways and
shops on bridges, in his own charming
designs for a new thoroughfare and bridge on
the site of Charing Cross Railway exhibited
on the screen there were neither covered-
ways nor shops. Southwark Bridge was in

course of reconstruction, the competitive
designs for St. Paul's Bridge had just been
sent in. and Lambeth Bridge was awaiting
rebuilding, and he feared that if on one or
more of these structures we did not get pro-

froni the weather by means of cover-tectic

iiigs

He would
contention
should be

the too
Mr Da

' - ''. '-leh London
I .- . i Ihis had

now been i e.l.i. .1 . i !\ Irasilde and
economical hv tlie pieeress ot electrification,

which had turned financial failure on the
underground .systems, owing to motor-'bus
competition, into monetary success. Our
shop architecture could, and ought to, be
greatly improved by the abandoninent of the

modern fashion of continuous windows of

plate glass. It had been contended by many
tradesmen that uiibrM, i xp.ii--- of sheets

of glass were iiid]-|i e, • ,i iln? display

and sale of their « :
- i

: lutects had
been compelled, ae.i i-i tie :i hiter judge-
ment, to yield to what were stated to be the

necessities of commerce. This view was not.

however, held bv Mr. Selfridge and other
advanced tlnnk.-V^ who now told ns that

piers plaveil a e- fnl jiirt in isolating the

goods displi' i I i.-'-. He agreed that

the beautie- ; :!, _ "N exhibited could
ot be

themore than could pietme- Ih rni

Royal Academy win n lning vvitlmnt inter-

spa"ces, and he was hupetui that when
Regent-street was rebuilt, architectural

requirements would not be lost sight of.

Mr. Lionel Thompson feared, that the

lecturer h.ad lost sight of the fact that

London was a practical city, in which prac-

tical people had to earn their livelihood, and
not a retreat for visionary dreamers. The
proposed three circuses to be provided in the

new bridge and thoroughfare from Charing
Cross to Lambeth would result in such tire-

some delays that there would be an outcry
for a statue to Bernard Shaw in the central

space. He welconieil the snii^estion for tlie

extension westward of the Victoria Embank-
ment Gardens: they would form an excellent

dumping-ground for all our London statues

and memorials.
Sir Laurence Gomme, F.S.A., pleaded for

beauty as well as practical utility in our
London thoroughfares, and for setting high

ideals before the people. A. general and far-

seeing plan of improvements should be
formulated to which all who built in London
should be compelled to adhere.

Mr. H. G. Ibberson said he was filled with

despondency as to tlie hopeless difficulty of

converting "our local authorities and " the

general body of architects to a sense of

beauty and of scale and proportion between
adjoining buildings. If architects understood
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the value of Imrinonising neislibomiiig

eilifiecs, wc shoulil not see siieli deplor.ible

effects as proseiitccl tlieniselves in Regent-

street and in other great tlioroughfares. Too

often an architect was selected not for his

skill and talent, but because he knew where

to secure the site and the necessary capital

for n projected building.

The vote of thanks was passed by acclama-

tion, and was briefly acknowledged by Mr.

Davison.
«*»

THE TECHXIQUE OF GLASS-PAINTING
IN MEDI/EVAL AND RENAISSANCE
TIMES.*

By John. A. Knowles.

I feel a certain amount of timidity in

addressing you to-night on the subject of

Mediffival and Renaissance technique in

Glnss-painting, this branch of the study of

old glass being an almost unexplored region
;

for, with the notable exception of an im-

portant paper read before this society by Mr.
Xoel Ileaton, which has since been freely

quoted by recent writers on the art, the

technical side of the subject has been more or
less neglected. It will be impossible to deal
fully, in the time at my disposal, with the

whole techni(|Ue of glass-painting, so I shall

confine myself to three questions only: The
composition of the vitreous "enamel brown,"
or ' colour," as it is termed by glass-painters,

with which the outlines, tones, and shadows
in a glass-painting arc produced ; what the
material called "geet" was which was
mentioned in Mediieval lists of materials for

glass-painting ; and how the black outlines
and washes of brown enamel were held to the
glass whilst succeeding coats of enanicl were
passed over them without their beins waslicd
off the glass. There are two kinds of vitri-

fiable enamels used in glass-painting. Tlie

first consists of a metallic oxide, simply mixed
with a powdered and easily fusible glass, or
flux, as it is termed. At the heat of a glass-

piiinter's oven, and less than what is required
to melt the glass upon which the pigment is

to be painted, the flux fuses and unites tlie

particles of oxide to the surface of the glass,

just as the size in wliitewa.sli attaches the
wliiting to the ceiling. This kind of enamel
is exclusively used in the mosaic system of
glass-painting, where tlio onl.nirs of robes,
etc., are obtained by cutlnu 1 1 i ,.f -l.i -s

already coloured in the i
I

second kind is used to ol it ( [
i i

instance, white—i.e., ulmjuiJ lj :

colour it does not already posse-' In ihi

kind the oxide has been previonslv .li ~nl
^

d

in the flux of a strong heat, so n- i i
,' un-

it, say, blue; but !\< T do nnt pi-np,,-, |,, ,|, ,1

with 'tills side of tli. -iil,i..,.t. «r n, , ,| nni >..„

further into the Lr.iii|.M-,ii f ili,.-,- , (.1,mii".I

enamels. The fir.-t Lind .nv m mi !\ all ii|i:m|1ip,

and whilst some of tlirm | n^s somr sli.lii

colour when seen by rdliM ic .1 hilil. tliKni-li
obstructing the passage rl i jln, \\li i d .\

have been painted on tlic- wiinl.m m a ^r,li,|

manner they appear black. These, then,
consist of a flux and an oxide only, and it is
the composition of the flux and the se

oxides used at different periods wliic
have to consider.
The earliest recipe we have for mak

yitrifiable enamel for painting glass is f......
in Chapter XIX, of the second book of the
"Treati.se of Theophilus." There has been
much dispute as to the date of this manu-
script, but authorities seem agreed that it is
not later than the 12th century. The rcciiie
IS as follows: "Take copper beaten .small and
burn It in a small iron pipkin until it is
entirely pulverised. Then take pieces of
green glass ('viridis vitri ') and Grock
»apphire and pound them separately between
two porphyry stones. Mix the three in-
gredients together in the proportion of one
third powder, one third green glass, and one-
tliird sapphire. Pound them very carefully

line or "urine, put
1 vessel, and paint

lost care, according to
upon th • bnird "i.e.,

vcral

"g

the cartoon. We have here three constituents

^ copper oxide, green glass, and a material

which Theophilus calls by the name of Greek
sapphire. This green glass was the flux, and
was, moreover, very fusible. In Chapter
XXIII., where he gives instnictions how to

fire the glass after it is painted, he says:

"Lay upon it" (i.e., the iron tray on which
the glass is to be fired) " the painted glass

carefully, .so that the green and sapphire glass

may be laid on the outer part near the handle

and on the inner part the white, yellow, and
purple, which are harder, and resist the fire

[longer]." Again, in Chapter XXX., entitled

"How a broken glass vessel may be mended,"
he directs the operator to join the fracture

with a yitrifiable enamel composed of

"sapjjhire and green glass, which should bo
made to liquefy very slightly by the heat of

the fire." He then directs that the fracture

shall be painted with this after being ground
up with water on a porpliyry stone and the

vessel fired in the furnace for windows.
This traiisliitii>ii is iicenidiiig to that prepared
by Winston :n,.l je . i- ;-s an appendix to his

••Hints on I
.

I

I-.' Iiiii there is e\i-

deiitlv a ni I -latioii in this last

extract, it b, m:; inipe^jiblc to fuse slightly

and then giiiid the enamel in water as

directed. On comparing this with tlie

original text. I find this to be the case, and

IS tr

on the same stone wil
them into an iron or lo

the glass with the utin
the strok?

u P»If.j!:<»<l before Iho Hoval Society of Art?

•SJ?'" '.'•. '^*- }^r "" 'ndobtcd lo Mr. Knowles for

ol bis illuslratiODs ore given.

(• lb. I, , e ' - inn ) ; not, •' wliicli slioiild be
mail. In i|n : \. rv slightly by the heat of

the III. Ii wi.iilil have been unnecessary to

brum bnuar.l this instance (tliongli the state-

ment alone that tlie Ihix would fuse at the

heat of the glass painter's furnace is in itself

more instances, without having to take refuge
in the lost chapter which treats of lead-glass,

the usual rcsoiuce of those in difficulties with
Theophilus, which corroborate the evidence
that the green glass of Theophilus's time was
of a soft nature, and therefore specially

applicable to be used as a flux for glass-

painting.

I have here a piece of green glass, which,
though of later date than Theophilus, shows
in a striking manner how soft this glass was
in n;,ii\ Mndireval times. As yon will see, it

111- li 11 M ry iiuicli over fired in the kiln, and
'II- nil! only bent, but on both sides,

I

I
. i.illy on the back, been impressed with

I 111 shapes of the pieces of glass lying in the
kilii above and below it ; moreover, the edge
has practically melted and become quite
nniiidcd. This is strong corroborative evi-

ih HI f llieiiphilns's statement that green
nhi- was M ry soft, and melted first, so that
ii ua-i in'eessar\ to place it on the iron plate
uheie it would get the least heat during
tiring. Being, therefore, of a very soft

nature, it was specially applicable for being
used as a flux for glass-painting to bind the
oxide (o the ela«s Mirfaee, as it would fuse at

a he,, y I, .1,,,. in.inin-. than nnn-t of the glass
OH tn 1. ', :i V. .iil.l bi paiiilnil One of the
chiel 11,1-1...- »hi 11 |,ns-n--n,l (he advantage
of a iou pjiiit ,,i fusion, tller •b\ iinibling it bi

be used as a finx, was the fact that it was in

composition a lead glass, whilst we know
from tlie first chapter of Tlieophilns's treatise
on ell - ^ . ik Unit the glass upon which the
einii I

I painted was a potash glass.
I In ml for the greater fusibility
'''' -I. n eliss. In Chapter XXXI.,
whieb treats or the manufacture of glass
rings, lie says, "take ashes [i.e., potash], salt,

powder of copper, and lead." This glass
would be green. The oxide of copper pro-
duced from the time of 'I'li.r.pbilns to the
present day, "tes ustnm," as it i- . albd m the
old recipes", was made by slraiil\ m^i plates of
copper with alternate layers of' sulphur in a
crucible. This produces the cupric oxide
which gives a green colour to glass. I?nt
Eraclius (13th century) is very definite in his
statement that green glass vvas n lead glass.
and that it was used as n flux. He says:
"How glass is made from lead: Take lead

Accipe saphiru!n^^iuv natmii-um ftc viriue vitrum quon aflammip levissime liqueftat.'—Ed. Hendrie, 1

yiride vitrum quod a caIor<

very good and clean, etc. ... . But if you
wish it to be green, take filings of copper
[• anri-elialenm '] and put as much as you
think fit to the glass made from lead." And
in Book III., Chapter VTIT ,

be =nvs: "How
glass is made from lib ami h 'w it is

coloured," and after ih -. III. nil il. process of

making glass with tuu p ni- i I nl ixiil^ and
one of sand, and colouring it green with

cupric oxide, he continues: • You may, if you
like, mix some of this leaden glass with a

grossinum of sapphire for painting on glass,

adding to it one-third part of scoria of iron.

And this pigment is to be ground on an iron

slab." Again, in Cliapter XLIX. of the same
book, he says: "I must tell yon bow to paint

upon glass. Take a grossinum of sapphire,

and the scales which are beaten off red hot

iron upon the blacksmith's anvil, and you
must put one-third of this with the grossinum,

and mix it with lead-glass (i.e., .lewisli glass)

and grind it well on an iron slab, and so you

will be able to paint." The other Eraclius,

commonly called pseudo-Eraclius, speaks of

"plurnbeiim vitrum Judaenm scilicet," which

is to be ground on a slab and used as a flux

for painting on glass. And the writer of

Harl. MS. 273 (c. 1300) says: ••ii anyone

wants to paint vessels of glass, let him choose

two stones of red marble between which he

can crush up Roman glass" for use as a flux.

The question naturally arises, why was tho

composition of green glass dilTerent from the

other glasses in having a lead base? 1 ha\e

mentioned before that the •' res ustum," or

copper oxide, was generally obtained by

burning the metal with sulphur; but even if a

natural oxide were used, many of these

contain a content of sulphur. Before the

chemistry of making a green glass was as well

understood as it is to-day, the affinity which

copper has for sulphur was not known, with

the result that it was almost impossible to

obtain a green glass from cupric oxide with-

out having a lead base, the presence of

sulphur in a mixture where there is copper

having the tendency of reducing the latter to

a low state of oxidation yielding a ruby

colour, or the copper is precipitated into the

metallic conditions. Nowadays, it is quite

possible to manufacture green glass from

copper oxide without using any lead what-

ever, by using as a base sodium calcium

silicate, or a potassium calcium silicate ;
but

all sulphur compounds, such as sulphate of

soda, innst be kept out, and the strong

chemical atruiity of sulphur for copper has to

be counteracted by the presence of a strong

oxidising agent in fairly large quantity. The
signal green colour used on railways is

obtained from copper oxide without the

assistance of -a lead base, unless it is for

signal-lamp lenses. [I am indebted to Mr. A.

J. Wood, of Messrs. Hartley, Wood, and Co.,

the well known manufacturers of antiquo

glasses, of Sunderland, for much assistance

in dealing with this point.] In MediDeval

times, up to the end of tlie Decorated period,

at any rate, much of the green glass was pro-

duced finiu enprie oxide, to which its

due. An in-lan.n where the use of this cold

other yellow or olive-green glass, will occur

to niaiiy of you in the •• Peter de Dene"
window" ill the nave of York Minster. The

tlux then was green glass, because, having a

lead base, it was of a more easily fusible

nature than the others, which were potash

glasses ; but if I may be allowed to digress for

a moment, there is one other point to which

I would like to draw your attention before wo

leave this question of the composition of the

Medifeval flux, and that is this: You will

notice that in the two recipes I have just

read from Eraclius and the pseudo-Eraclius

they both call this lead-glass •• Jewish glass."

We know there were Jewish glass-workers in

Constantiiinple bntweeo \ n. 531 and 5G5,

from the III I I.e. t I.
' ; .1 n. (he "History of

the J,iu- III il \l I
' <bir Lady saving

the life I'f ,1 .1..,. Il em - worker's child,

iitowhose innnnian lamer nan iniow

his glass furnace. Moreover, Beiijainiu of

Tudela, whose travels bear date from 1160 to

1173, states that he found four hundred Jews

resident in Tyre, who were glass-workers. [It

is a curious fact that as late as 1836, accord-
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mg to -an anonymous writer on glass-painting
lu the " Philosophical Magazine," lead-glass,
used m the manufacture of factitious gems iji

Birmingham, was known as "Jew's glass."]
These references do much to strengthen the
belief in n Byzantine origin for the art of
glass-paintmg, taken in conjunction with that
from the Chronicle of Leon, Bishop of Ostia,
who relates how the Abbot Didier, in 106G
sent to Constantinople for workers in mosaics
and glass, and that in Filiasi,* who says that
as early as a.d. 687 many Greek workmen
went to France for the purpose of working in
glass. We know from Theophilus's preface
to his first book that he learned the pro-
cesses of glass-making and painting in
France, and it was no doubt from Greek
workmen, as he is loud in praise of their
work, and devotes no less than four chapters
to describing how they made glass drinking-
bowls, and enamelled them with coloured
enamels, mosaics, and many other things- he
IS also particular to men'tion (in Chapter
XIII.) that they made the finx for attachin"
gold-leaf to glass, whicli -melts as soon as it
feels the heat of the fire," themselves.
Although the fiux recommended for use in
stained glass work by Theophilus and
Eraclius was m general green, yet the former
author mentions others for different
purposes. The one for covering gold for
mosaic work was colourless, as we should
expect, whilst those for enamelling on
earthenware were each of the particular
colour of the oxide with which they were to
be ground up. These enamels would all be
opaque, and they were to be fired in the
furnace for windows, and therefore easily
fusible; and this point of the Medirevals
being able to make a flux of any colour, and
also, I may incidentally remark, that could
be fused at any given temperature, we shall
refer to later in considering what "jeate"
was. [Xote also in this connection Theo-
philus's direction, given before, that the flux
for mending broken glassware " should be
made so as to fuse by the heat of a very
gentle fire," which implies the ability of being
able to control the point of fusion.] We
liave only now to consider the last of the
three constituents, which were to be mixed
in equal proportions to compose Theophilus's
enamel for glass-painting—the material he
calls "Greek sapphire." Now, it is not
always possible to identify a substance in a
Mediieval recipe by the name it is called by,
as they were in the" habit of calling many blue
substances "sapphire" or "azure," so that

could be by our knowledge of the conditions I flux decomp,
under which it was to be used, what diffetent

we can only determine what they were from
our present-day knowledge of the composi-
tion and properties of the several oxides, and
so fortli, with which a blue or other colour
can be produced. .\s an example of this
capricious naming of bine pigments,
sapphire, azure, etc.. we have the recipes for
making blue paints which the Mediteval
writer of MS. Sloane. Xo. 7-3. calls "azure"
and "azure bise," and which, from the very
exact description of the materials from which
these different blues were to be made, we
know to have been genuine ultramarine,
azurite, or blue verditer, and a blue made
from the juice of cornflowers and white-lead,
which, if a blue could be obtained at all in
this way, was some form of a lake

;
yet the

writer named them all azure as a general
name for a blue.

As an instance relating more closely to the
subject we are considering to-night than the
foregoing, I may cite Theophilus, who calls
the substance to be mixed with the iron oxide
and flux sapphire ; whilst Eraclius, who gives
three recipes—two for glass-painting and one
for painting on eaVthenwa re — calls it

sapphire twice and azure onoc. which l^o to
emphasise the point I wish to mako here,
which is—that azure, sapphire, etc.. were
names used throughout Mp(lia?\al times, not
to denote any particular substance with de-
finite chemical properties, but merely some-
thing which was blue. Many more instances
of this naming of any blue paint, sappliire,
azure, etc., indiscrim'inatelv bv ancient and
Mediaeval writers could be 'brought forward,
but the preceding instances will be sufficient
for our purpose. We can then only arrive at
a true conclusion as to what a substance

' Saggio snir p. H8,

1

pigments are actually known to have been in
use from analyses of ancient paintings and
recipes given in manuscripts, what sub-
stances were available to ancient and
Mediaeval workers, and their descriptions of
their derivation and behaviour in use by con-
temporary writers. In the first place, any
pigment which is to be used for painting glass
and combined with a vitreous flux, and which
will not withstand the heat necessary to bring
the latter into a state of fusion, and so bind
it to the surface of the glass, can be
eliminated. This condition dispenses at once
with organic compounds, such as the lakes
indigo, etc., and colours such as the blue
"azure" made from the cornflower
menti.ined in the manuscript just quoted.
Amongst the blues this reduces at once the
number to two— viz., the earths and ores
coloured with copper, and the semiprecious
stone, lapis lazuli. You will notice Theo-
philus, in his glass-painting recipe, calls the
substance to be mixed with the copper oxide
and flux "Greek" sapphire, and this is the
only time he applies this adjective to it,

whilst throughout the treatise the word
" sapphire " is used as a generic term for
blue-coloured glass. It is impossible to main-
tain, as has been held by some, that under
the name "sapphire," as used by these
as well as the Greek and Latin authors, the
precious stone called by that name by us
m.oderns was intended. Pliny, Isidore of
Seville, Theophrastus, Dionysius, and many
more ancient and Medieval writers, mention
"sapphire," and ascribe to it properties
which could not be possessed by the precious
stone of that name. The sapphire described
by these writers was found in such large
pieces that it was used for inlaid and mosaic
ork

; it possessed medicinal properties such
as we know can only be produced by a copper
salt. It was ground up and used as a paint,
but often faded in light, and had many other
properties that the true sapphire can in no
way possess. Theophilus, in Chapter XII.,
entitled "Of the different colours of glass,"
says; "There are found in the ancient
buildings of the Pagans in mosaic work
different kinds of glass— viz., white, black,
green, yellow, and sapphire—and the glass is
not transparent, but dense, like marble.
They are, as it were, small square stones
. . . which the French, who are very
skilful in this manufacture, collect. They
fuse the sapphire in their furnaces, adding
to it a little clear and white glass, and they
make tables of sapphire which are useful
enough in windows." Of what these other
coloured " tessera; " were composed we have
nothing to do, but what concerns us is that
the blue was opaque, and was used to manu-
facture blue glass. Moreover, the sapphire
of Theophilus and the azure of Eraclius were
fused with a flux, and the latter affirms that
on being fired it turned from blue to a
beautiful black. Now we know that the true
sapphire is not obtained in large lumps, but
in small crystals, though sometimes it is

found in the form of pebbles, the crystal
haying become rounded by ages of constant
grinding. It is always transparent, and on
being pounded appears like powdered glass,
and can by no means be made to produce a
blue pigment, nor to colour glass blue. On
the other hand, the sapphire and azure of the
above writers cannot have been lapis lazuli.
The latter is a semi-precious stone, from
which, before the invention of the modern
artificial product, the genuine ultramarine
was made. It was used in Mediaeval times
for painting and illuminating, and some
monasteries attained a great reputation for
making it. The amount of rolonring matter
in lapis lazuli is very slight, and it can only
be obtained by repeated grinding and elutria-
tion. On account of its rarity, and the
tedious and difficult process necessary to
obtain the colouring matter contained in it,

it was very expensive, and many stories are
told how it was dealt out in minute portions
to the monastic artists and illuminators, and
how they were suspected of stealing it. When
one remembers the large quantities which
would be required for glass-painting, it is
obvious its cost would be prohibitive, whilst
if used as a pigment for adding to a lead .lami

would take place, the
sulphur, which is an essential constituent of
lapis lazuli, combining with the lead, and
throwing it out as sulphide of lead, thus
destroying the flux. Moreover, it cannot have
been known to Theophilus, as he does not
mention it amongst blue pigments in his book
on oil and fresco-painting. There are, how-
ever, among copper carbonates many sub-
stances so nearly like lapis lazuli that in the
writings of the Greek and Mediaeval authors
they were mistaken for it. Moreover, they
described characteristics and medicinal
properties that their "sapphire" possessed
which can only belong to a mixture of copper.
The chief of these substances, which have
been named by different writers azure or
sapphire, is azurite, a blue carbonate of
copper. I have here two specimens of these
minerals, which I obtained in order to show
how very like in appearance they are, and
have had a small part of each polished, that
you may see how applicable they are for
mosaic work, as indeed they were used botii

before and since the time of Theophilus. Ths
writer of Sloane MS. No. 73, iii the British
Museum Library, distinguishes clearly
between the true lapis lazuli and azurite, and
calls the latter azure bise, by which name
the mountain blue was known. Innumerabla
similar recipes are scattered throughout
Medieeval MSS., and formed part of the
regular stock-in-trade of ancient writers on
pigments and painting. There is, however, a
recipe in Eraclius for what he calls a black
glass for painting earthern vases, which
throws much light on this question as to what
sapphire, or azure, as he calls it. was, which
is as follows (Eraclius, lib. ii. 20): "In the
same manner also you may make black glass
useful for painting" Grin"d the azure that is

found in the earth with gum, and then,
breaking clear glass upon a marble slab, mix
it up with it and grind them again. This
mixture will assume a blue colour, which the
force of the fire will turn to a beautiful
black." Now, azurite (which is known also
by the names blue verditer, bise, mountain
blue, etc.) agrees in its general character-
istics with all the conditions in the foregoing
recipes. It is found in Greece and Cyprus in

veins of copper ore, and we know that the
latter island was formerly abundant in
copper, and, I am credibly informed, this
mineral still is worked there. In its natural
state it occurs in large lumps, and was
frequently used in mosaic work. It is of a
blue colour, and when ground to powder it

forms a serviceable blue paint, known to-day
as blue verditer, with which this card here
has been painted, and was in Mediaeval times
the commonest blue pigment for wall decora-
tions and paintings, and, used in this way, it

fades and turns green, as can be seen in many
of tlie paintings of the early masters in the
National Gallery and elsewhere. On being
ground with a flux, and fired in the kiln, it

turns black, being, in common with all

metallic carbonates, decomposed on being
heated, the carbon dioxide they contain
being driven off. leaving tlie metal in the
state of oxide— in this case, black oxide of
copper. It was largely used for producing
the Egyptian blue, which, analysis has
proved, was a richly-coloured copper frit,*

and the fact that azurite will produce a blue
glass explains Theophilus's statement that
the blue " tesserte " w^ere melted with white
glass to form tables or sheets of blue. There
were two different blue glasses used in early
and Mediaeval times, and one of these was
produced with copper. The title of one of
the Inst chapters of Theophilus, Chapter
XII.. is "Of the colours which are made
from copper and lead"; Chapter XIII., "Of
given glass"; and Chapter XIV.. "Of
sapphire (blue) glass." We have before seen
that the green glass was a lead-glass, and for
the same reason the blue was also; and this

explains why both the green and sapphire
glass were to b.^ fired on the iron tr.ay near
the handle, where the heat was not so great
as further into the kiln. Almost all copper
compounds in a fairly complete state of
oxidation yield a blue green or peacock-blue
colour, and a piece of modern glass coloured

' Profesi Lam- Proceedings Roy.al Societs-.
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gilt for to see. [1

a„."'.'n<lebtVd to iMr. Lai.gwell". of tlie Vork

Cilass Compaiiv. for being able to show yon

this spcciineii of blue ginss. milde iii the

works from copper oxide. J I liave iiientioiied

liefore tliat nziiritc is so like lapis lazuli in

appearniice that the Medioevals frequently

failed to differentiate between the two; but

the author of Sloaiie MS. No. 73, which 1

have referred to before, gives instructions for

determining from different samples of blue

stone the true lapis lazuli from azurite,

which throws some light on this (jueslion of

what azure or sapphire was. After giving

instructions that the stone to be tested

should be heated red hot, the writer says

that "whanne the ston is cold, if he turne

env thing blak liclie syndre. and that it bo

more brokel than it was bifore, triste wel

that it is not lapus lazuly, but it is lapis

almanie, of wliiche men niaken a blewe bize

azure." Bise to this day is one of the names
under which carbonate of copper is known,

green bise, for example, being an artist's

colour made from cupric oxide.

Yon will notice that Eraclius, in the fore-

going recipe, does not instruct the addition of

the copper or iron oxide, whilst Theophilus

says nothing in his recipe for glass-painting

of the coloiir being blue when ground upon
the slab; but this is accounted for by the fact

that the Eraclius recipe is for painting on
earthenware, and therefore it did not require

to be of the same degree of opacity as would
be desirable for glass-painting, which the

additional cupric oxide gives. 1 have pre-

pared a slide, according to this recipe of

Eraclius for painting on earthenware, by
grinding blue verditer or " sapphire " with an
equal quantity of ordinary glass flux, and
painting it on a piece of glass and then firing

it in the glass-kiln. Beside it has been
painted some of the same colour, so that you
may see what it looks like before being fired,

which you will be better able to do from a

duplica'te slide which I will hand round for

your inspection. This enamel, as you see,

though before it appears a good blue, on
being fired gives an excellent black, yet not
no dense and opai|ne as that in niaiiy Early
English and Decorated glass painting's. The
addition of the extra inprie or iron oxides
which 'J'heophilus and Eraclius recommend
for glass-painting would give the enamel the
degree of den-^itv rpqnirpd for this work. On
the other I I tl„. ,.„.o„ Theophilus did
not say n' ' •' colour being blue
on the -' 111 actual trial, by
making i,,

I according to his
recipe, ii.^,,,;; ..,,, |,„n uach of fjux, cupric
oxide, and blue verditer, I find that these
give a dense black on being ground together,
without any blue shade, the copper oxide
having a more powerful colouring property
than the blue.

Although the foregoing seems fairly con-
clusive, there remains the theory which has
been advanced by som, tliat thr sapphire of
Theophilus was a tiii ,:Ai .1 «ith oxide of
cobalt. An an.niMuM,,. unt.r (probably
vVmston) 111 the ' i'liil,,^c,,,|,,<a[ Magazine''
for December, 1836, conjectured that the
modern term "zaffre" for a frit coloured blue
with oxide of cobalt v^•as merely a corruption
of the ancient term sapphire, and explained
Abbot Suger's statement that "sapphires"
were used in the glass at St. Denys in this
w-ay. Some have gone further and stated
that tho Abbot boasted that sapphires
(meaning the precious stone) were used for
colouring the glass blue, and others that the
glnss-painters and glass-makers had hood-
winked the good Abbot by pretending they
used these precious stones whilst substituting
ordinary blue glass. Now, we know that
Sugir was himself a practical craftsman, and
not likely to be deceived; moreover, he said
nothing about blue glass when referring to
the windows, but merely that their manu-
facture had entailed "a profuse outlay of
glass, and the material of sapphires."*. From
w^hat we have seen before of the composition
of the glass enamel colour of Theophilus and
Eraclius, we cannot but suppose that Sngor
was referring to the azurite with which the

Code quia maxni constant miritico operc
.....I.tuque.,proruBO vitri vestiti. el sapphirorum'

i St. Denys."

windows would be painted. That the bhic

colonr of much of the ancient glass is due
to cobalt there can be no doubt, as we are

told that the splendid blue of the Barberini

Portland) Vase in the British Museum was
obtained by tho oxide of this metal ; so there

can be little doubt that the property cobalt

possesses of giving a blue colour to glass was
well understood throughout later times, and
analyses of Medipeval bhic glasses have
settled the matter beyond dispute. Most of

the Mcditeval blues "are what are known
amongst glass-makers as red-blue, and were
produced with the cobalt oxide and nickel

and a slight content of iron oxide. The
nickel, which is a constituent of most of the

cobalt ores, would defy separation by
methods available to the Mediaeval glass-

makers, if tliey were aware of its presence,
which there is reason to believe they were
not. That oxides of metals were capable of

entering into combination with glass, and
giving it a colour they did not themselves
possess, was well understood, as, for instance,

the making of green glass from the black
cupric oxide. 'Ihe sapphire of Theophilus
came from Greece ; it was found lumps
and could be used in mosaics as " tessi

and had to be reduced to powder before it

could be used as a paint. The azure of

Eraclius was found in the earth, and when
ground up appeared blue, being, in fact, our
blue verditer. Now, the oxide of cobalt is

not blue, but of a steely-grey colour. It is

not found in Greece, nor can it be used in

mosaics, neither can a blue pigment be pre-
pared from it by mere grinding, and there is

nothing in either of the recipes of these
authors to suggest it was a frit already pre-

pared. Moreover, although we know that
cobalt has been found in certain Egyptian
glazes, we have no trace of a cobalt glass
being used as a pigment in early Mediaeval
times, nor, indeed, a frit for use in painting
of any kind, till it again appears in the 16ch
century. If a frit coloured either blue, or so
intensely as to bo black, had been known
either to Theophilus or Cennini, they would
certainly have mentioned it, but both are
silent on the point, though a colour of this

nature would have been, on account of its

unchangeable nature, most useful on lime
walls, where most blues are unstable.
Having, therefore, determined that, as far
as we can tell, the 12th and 13th centuries
enamel colour was made with azurite and a

lead flux, it only remains to test the formula
by an actual trial, and compare it with the
enamel used in glass-paintings of the period.
The next slide shows Theophilus tracing, or

outline colour made according to Ins recipe
of one part each of flux, sapphire or blue
verditer, and cupric oxide, painted upon glass
and fired down. Although the enamel made
from the 12tli-eentury recipe is not " fired

up"— i.e., till it has a glossy surface— it

cannot be removed with a knife point, and
this agrees with the ancient practice, as
amongst hundreds of pieces of Mediieval glass
I have examined, but two or three showed
any shine on the surface of the painted
parts, yet have withstood the ravages of

not been painted on, the bare glass has cor-

roded so as to leave the design in relief. If,

therefore, the evidence of ancient glass-
paintings proves that, generally (though nut
always) the enamel, composed without exact
knowledge, and made by crude methods, has
proved lasting, we have every reason to
believe that the enamel made today on
scientific principles by skilled chemists
will prove equally, if not even more so.

Eraclius diEfcrs from Theophilus in that he
instructs the use of iron oxide instead of
copper, and this might seem at first glance,
considering the later date of this manuscript
(if, indeed, it is so) as an improvemont iiitro

duced as time went on. However, from some
Early English glass-paintings I have
examined, I find that they were undoubtedly
painted with an enamel containing iron oxide
instead of copper, whilst a piece of Earlv
Decorated Grisaille work in the possession of
my father, which remains in the original lead,
and which I have brought for you to see, is

painted with the black colour. You will
notice how excessively dense the enamel on
this glass is, whilst it appears black by both

reflected and transmitted light. My own
opinion is that the cold tone which an
entirely black enamel gives would be con-
sidered a detriment by some, whilst others
still continued to use it, till eventually it was
entirely replaced by the purplish brown
enamel, which was a combination of tho
oxides of both iron and copper, the blackness
of the latter giving a cool tint to the enamel
and preventing what is called "foxiness"

—

the objectionable reddish effect of iron oxide
which shows so strongly on white glasses
where the light falls partly upon, as well as
being transmitted through, the glass of a
window, and often causing the pale blue
glasses to appear purplish. What slight
amount of self-colour a glass-painting enamel
possesses should always appear neutral; and
this is the case with the pigment used
throughout all the 15tli century, as well as
the best enamel in our own day. However,
as late as the beginning of the 16tli century,
we are told by Vasari that William of
Marseilles was accustomed to use both oxides
separately, one for the heads and the darker
for the draperies, though he has, un-
fortunately, reversed them, no doubt
through a clerical error, prescribing the
copper for heads because it was " the lightest
and of a tawny colour," and iron for draperies.
Having, then', determined, as well as we can
from documentary evidence, of what the early
Mediaeval glass colour was composed, it only
remains to put it to a practical test, and to
do this I ground up equal parts of iron oxide,
sapphire or azurite, and modern glass flux. As
you see, it closely resembles the enamel of
Mediaeval times, and by reflected light has
that purplish tint due to the iron oxide which
the enamel used in the I3th and 14th
centuries possesses. But there still remained
a doubt as to whether the experiment would
be equally successful if green glass were sub-
stituted for the modern flux; so, in order to

remove any doubt as to this point, I ground
up on a slab some I3th-eeiitury green glass
after breaking it up with a hammer, and,
mixing it with the iron and copper oxides,
fired it down on a piece of sheet-glass. The
enamel, whilst not fired up bright, though
a good strong heat was given, is firmly united
to the glass, and cannot be removed with a
knife.

I think that we have fairly settled the
point, from documentary evidence and actual
trial, as to the composition of the Mediaeval
enamel and flux; but, as time went on,
changes were introduced, and one of these
seems to have been the source from which
the flux was obtained. We have seen that in

early Mediaeval times the practice was to
crush up fragments of the green glass used in

windows, but in the 13th century we begin to

hear of "geet"; and here comes the knotty
point which has puzzled so many as to what
this could have been. Mr. Noel Heaton, in

his admirable paper before this society in

March, 1907,* proved that it could not have
been what we to-day know as jet, this being
a hard substance nearly allied to bitumen,
which is entirely dissipated by any consider-
able degree of heat. The first mention of iet

occurs in the Norwich Sacrist's Roll for 1274-

5, as follows : "Pro stangno Get et operaeione
fenestrarum et stipendiis de verrers usque
festum sancti Miehiaelis, 32s, 9|d," which I

quote from Mr. Heaton's paper, and it again
occurs in the exchequer accounts of St.

George's Chapel, Windsor, 1351-2, " Johanni-
Geddyng pro vj libris de Geet emptis pro
pictura vitri vjs," and in the same year in

the Account Rolls of St. Stephen's Chapel,
Westminster, where payments are entered
"for arnement, rosyii and geet for the paint-

ing of the glass"; and, again, "for grinding
geet and arnement for the paiuting of the
glass." The resin was for fixing the pieces
of glass to the easel whilst being painted, so
did not require grinding ; the arnement was
the red iron oxide ; therefore " geet " was the
flux. Although they called it jet, I do not for

a moment believe the Media^vals actually
thought it was real jet. We are always
rather liable to underrate their cleverness
than to overestimate it, and there is plenty of

evidence to show that those skilled crafts-

.\rts," March
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men could discriminate between a precious

stone and what was merely coloured glass,

and between black glass and true jet. For
instance, in the catalogue of Henry VII. 's

jewels we read :

—

' Item a Marmayde (mermaid) of golde,

bering (bearing) a salt of byrall . . .

the cou (cover) garnisshed wt in light

Saphures or glassis, and oou the same couer
iii] glassis like Kubyes.

" item. A erowue garnisshed wt glassis

like Saphures and balacys " (Balas
rubies).

.\gain,

"Item, oou Hagon of Jette or touche

(Black Marble) garnished with silver."

Now, we know that the above flagon could
not have been real jet, as this material is too
fragile, and not found in sufficiently large
pieces from which even the smallest specimen
of hollow-ware could be formed.

Mr. Heaton, in his \aluable paper which
I have had cause to refer to before, said that
amongst the specimens of Roman jet from
Silchester which he examined, only one was
true jet, the others being imitation, and made
of glass, as most of the articles sold to-day
which pass for jet are also. The probabilities
are, therefore, that the above flagon was
black glass, and one of the commonest uses
to which this material was applied was in

forming the beads of which the preculse, or
rosaries, as we should call them, for counting
prayers upon, were formed. These rosaries
were ahvays referred to in Mediaeval times
as a pair of beads. Thus, Chaucer, in de-

scribing a lady, says: "A peire of bedis eke
she here " (Rom. Rose, 7372). The centre
of the bead-making industry for many
centuries was Venice, whence they were ex-

ported to all parts of Europe. They are

generally formed of a lead-glass, which, on
account of its ductility, enables it to be
drawn out into long tubes, which, on being
cut across into small sections, form beads.

Kouud beads are formed by these pieces
being held on a wire and turned whilst being
heated in the flame. They were made of

various colours, and very often black, in

order to imitate jet, which, being compara-
tively rare, and difficult to drill and polish in

order to make beads, was therefore expen-
sive ; so that black beads, which could be
cheaply and easily made of glass, would find

a ready sale amongst those who wished to

make a display at a cheap rate. Hence, we
read of "geete, or blake bedys," and being
made of lead-glass, and therefore of a highly-

fusible nature, they were the easiest form of

procuring a black or otherwise coloured flux

for glass-painting, so that they were regularly

used for this purpose. Walter Gidde (I615i,

in his recipe for a " faire Blacke," tells us to

use scales- of iron and copper and " halfe as

much leate, and stamp them into smal
pouder," evidently referring to beads. That
imitation jet beads, when ground up, make a

practicable black llus has been proved by
Mr. Heaton, who, in his experiments, pro-

duced a good enamel with these, which he
had bouyht as real jet to experiment upon,
and in a later paper* he pointed out that

while the modern enamel under the micro-
scope shows particles of pigment embedded
in a colourless flux, the Mediseval appears as

minute grains of oxide in a deep brown
matrix of Bux. These black beads, then,

would afford a black flux in an easily obtain-

able form; but, as I shall presently show,
when black could not be procured, or when,
as in later times, coloured enamels were
required, beads of various other colours, but
of similar composition, were used. Amongst
the list of tools and materials in the glass-

painter's shop at Durham in 1404 there were
"11 par de bedys pro deauriacione in vitro

colorato," Again, in 1471, the Dean and
Chapter of York were finishing the large
tower of the Minster with stained glass and
decoration, and Matthew Petty, brother of

Sir John Petty, the glass-painter, and Lord
Mayor of the city, was doing the glass-work

;

and amongst the plain quarry glazing he
placed forty-eight "peynes," or panels, of

heraldic coats-of-arms, and an item appears

in the list of materials purchased for the

work which shows that they paid " William
Teele, of York, for 40 pairs of beads of yellow-

glass for the colours of the same panes, I2d."'

These beads were yellow-. We have befoie
seen that a favourite material for beads in

Mediieval times was jet, but to possess a

rosary made of real amber was, for a similar

reason to that which made real jet costly, an

expensive luxury. A demand creates a

supply, and Mediseval MSS. are full of

recipes for producing imitation amber beads
from all sorts of materials, ranging from
albumen (which I shall refer to later) to glass.

The latter material had only to be coloured
velloH- and the thing was done. The
Bolognese MS., +c. 1435, Art. 272, gives in-

structions how " to make yellow glass for

paternosters, or beads," and the recipe

contains as much as five parts lead to one of

sand ; and Walter Gidde (1615) instructs that

for a blue enamel you shall " take beades of

blewe glas, and beat them into poulder in a

brazen motter, " whilst " The Laboratory, or
School of Arts " (1755) says :

" Glass colours

ready prepared are glass enamel which is

brought from Venice in cakes of several sorts,

also the small glass beads that are brought
over from Germany, especially from Franck-
ford-onthe-Main," and for green enamel
directs that green rocaille, or small green
beads, shall be ground with brass tile-dust

and menning. Rocaille was lead flux com-
posed of one part silica to three parts of lead

oxide, which is described by Hardicquer de
Blancourt, in his 'Art dc la Verrerie," and
frequently mentioned in glass-painting

recipes after the I6th century. La Vieil

says the best kind was brought from Venice,

and Whittock, in his "Painter and Glaziers'

Guide and Art of Painting on Glass" (1827).

says that " when vitrified, it does not come
out ot the crucible in a mass, but in small

yellow grains. These are very soft, and are

useful in forming common yellow beads; it

was formerly used as a flux." Jet, then, to

begin with, was black glass, with a lead base
;

but as time went on, and coloured enamels
were required, the name was retained for flux

of other colours, till, finally, it became a

generic term for flux, whether coloured or

not, and William Salmon, in his " Poly-

graphics," 1701, gives a recipe for glass

enamel containing jet. which is followed by
one entitled, "Artificial Jet for this

Purpose," as ifollows :
" Minium or Red-Lead

p. iij. Flint or White Pebblestones pj, mix,

calcine, and grind them." which would be

practically colourless. The Hux. then, of

Medieval" as well as long into Renaissance
times was a lead flux, but instead of being

obtained, as in earlier times, by pounding up
the green window glass, it was used in the

easily obtainable and handy form of glass

beads, generally black, except where a

coloured enamel" was required. We are not

concerned with that part of the subject to-

night, but I think the above evidence, taken
together, fairly bears out the theories which
have been advanced as to what "jeate" was,

and there we will leave it.

Cro be continued.)

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At the weekly meeting of the London

County Council, "held on Tuesday, the Local
Government Committee recommended that an
appeal be lodged at the House of Lords
against the judgment of the Court of Appeal
in the case of the King v. the Islington

Assessment Committee with regard to the

assessment of the Council's tramways in

Islington. The point at issue is the refusal

ot the Assessment Committee to place the

tramways on a provisional valuation list with

a view to reconsideration of the assessment on
account of decrease in value. This has been
done in twenty-three boroughs, and an aggre-

gate reduction of £48,000 has resulted.

It was reported by the Improvements Com-
mittee that the Dominion Site, Limited,
desires that the option held by it, in con-

' " 'n'illelmo Teele de Eborum pro xl paribus
precularum de yalow glass pro coloribus eorundem
peynes. xiid."—Brown's " Historj- of York Minster,"
p. 251.

t No. 165. R.E. Canonici Eegolari. Library, Bologna.

sideration of the payment of £3,000 a year, of

taking up a lease for ninety-nine years at a

rent of £50,000 a year of the central portion

of the crescent site between Aldwych and the

mittee is informed that very considerable
progress has been made with the scheme.
Mr. G. W. S. Eostron (chairman of the

Local Government Committee), answering
a question, said the dispute in the building
trade had caused delay in the invitation of

tenders for the new Sessions House. They
had now been invited. He could not say
when the Sessions House would be com-
pleted. Mr. E. R. Debenham (chairman of

the Establishment Committee) in reply to

Mr. Courtauld, said an average of seventy-

nine men had been employed at the County
Hall in each of the four weeks ending
Mav 13.

STANLEY'S SWIVEL NIB DRAWING
PEN.

Messrs. W. F. Stanley and Co., Ltd., are

introducing a novelty w-hich all draughtsmen
will appreciate, as the nibs can be instantly

opened out for cleaning and afterwards re-

placed, without interfering in any way with

f
the original adjustment of the thickness of

line.

In construction the lower nib is swivelled

upon a central screw, and when the pen is in

use this is held in position by the ring A.
To open for cleaning it is only necessary to

slide back the ring and open out the nib, as

shown in the right-hand illustration, after

which the nib and ring are replaced, which
automatically readjusts the pen to its original

setting.

The foundation-stone of a permanent church
in Station-road, Parkeston, Harwich, was laid

last week by Lord Claud Hamilton. It will be

35ft. by 40ft., and will be constructed of brindle

bricks and terracotta, with tiled roof. The
outlay will be about £2,000.

In Hillhead High School, Glasgow, a memorial
tablet to the late Mr. E. E. Macdonald, head-

master of the school for 27 years, has been un-

veiled. The tablet, which was fitted in the wall

of the entrance-hall by Messrs. Gonella and Son.

Dundee, on behalf of the sculptor, Signor

Fiascbi, is of Carrara marble, and bears a

portrait of Mr. Macdonald. and an inscription.

A large group of permanent and temporary

buildings is being built for the Government
Flying School at Upavou, on Salisbury Plain

The permanent structures are of concrete, and

provide quarters for the officers and non-com-

ssioned officers and men ur.der instruction,

d for ihe mechanics. There are also sixteen

...2ds, offices, lecture-halls, and erecting and

repair shops, and groups of wooden recreation-

rocms.
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OBITUARY.
We regret to auiiouiice the sudden death

of Mr. William Thompson, the energetic and
wellknoHu advocate of town planning and
housing reforms, an alderman of the cor-

poration of Richmond, Surrey, at the com-
paratively early age of Hfty-one. Mr.
I'hompson died at Ruislip on Wednesday,
hnviiii; presided the previous day over a coii-

firoiive on housing at Tunbridge Wells and
spoken later on in the evening of Tuesday
at Twickenham on behalf of the Marble Hill

Ferry Fund. Mr. Thompson was a native of

Southwold, and originally a teacher. He left

tlie scholastic calling for politics later, and
for many years was the visiting secretary of

the Home Counties Liberal Federation. He
made his name, however, as an authority on
housing for the working classes. He was one

of the principal speakers at the R.I.B.A.
conference on town planning, and his repu-

tation stood liigh on the Continent as a

leader in housing reform. He was a vice-

president of the Co-Partuership Tenants
Housing Council and a member of the Garden
Cities Association. In the last few years his

chief business interest was the Ruislip

Manor, Ltd., of which he was managing
director. In Richmond, where he had been
mayor, he threw himself with the utmost
zeal and enthusiasm into the reform of local

charities, the provision of open spaces, and
tlie defence of the rights of the public over
the riverside lands at Ham. The funeral will

take place at Richmond Cemetery to-

(Saturday) at 3 p.m.

Sir Howard Frauk (Messrs. Kuight. Frank,
and Kutley), sold at Lincoln, on Friday, the
Skellingthorpe estate, 2,300 acres, to Messrs.
Green, timber merchants, of Chesterfield, for
.S;33,000.

The governing body of Shrewsbury School are

about to begin the erection of a block
of buildings intended to serve the purpose of a

library, a reading-room for the boys, and an
art gallerv. This building, which will cost about
£6,000, will be erected to the west of the school
chapel, on the ridge of the picturesquely-
situated school site, which slopes sharply down
to the Severn.

The offer to sell old St. Mary's Church, one of

the prominent landmarks of Harrogate, has met
with no response of a practical character, and
there appears no alternative but to let it descend
gradually into a state of ruin and decay. The
bells, which form the only peal that the town
possesses, will be moved to the Surgeon-General
Lofthouse Memorial Church, which is now being
built at a cost of about £20,000, and which is to
be compl»ted in 1915.

The foundation-stone of the new church of All
Saints', at Easton. Portland lui- been formally
laid. The churcli ,11 rnst £10,700;
but the first inst.i' i only of the
chancel, Lady-cli.i ,ind vestries.
The architects ai. •

i mav and Sons,
of Wevmoulh an.i U ..M,„ni>tfr. and the con-
tract has been taken at £5,472 bv Messrs.
Pittard and Son, of Langport.

The Bournemouth Corporation scheme for the
erection on the Belle Vue site of a pavilion
costing £60,000 was the subject of an inquiry at
Bournemouth on Friday by Mr. H Shelford
Bidwell, Local Government Board Inspector, at
which considerable opposition was ofiered. It
was stated that the proposed outlay on the
Kursa.-il had been cut down from £77,000 to
£60,000.

The Helstoii Rural District Council have
decided to build a block of six houses, each of six
rooms, at Mullion, at an estimated cost of £180
per houst, an;l to call upon the Admiralty to
supply houses for the coastguards at Covcrack
Should the Lords of the Admiralty decline to
l.uild at Coverack, a second block, similar in
plan .ind dimensions to that at Mullion, will be
constructed in the village by the rural council.

The Gwyrfai Rural District Council had sub-
mitted to them, at Carnarvon, on Saturday, a
.Iraft scheme by their surveyor (Mr. Thomas) for
the erection of thirty-six workmen's dwellin"s in
the villages of Ebcnezer and Clwtybont. °The
sttcs recommended on Saturd.iy comprise 2\

IJiTn'*'
""'','"'= expected to cost not more than

.t90. including legal expenses. The total capital
charges are estimated at £6,760, and the net
rents £368 a year, leaving a small balance to be
paid out of the rates. The Council decided
subject to some readjustment of sites, to submit
the scheme to lli» I.or.nl Government Board for
their approval.

COMPETITIONS.
CALCUTTA.—The Royal Exchange Build-

ing competition has been settled in favour
of Messrs. F. W. Stevens, Gregson, and Co.,
architects, of Bombay, Mr. John Begg.
F.R.I.B.A., the Consulting Architect of the
Government of India, being the assessor.
The design is very severe, with a Corinthian
colonnade between plain and liaiulsome end
pavilions towards Clive-street, handled in a

quiet, dignified way. The plans have been
on view in the Bengal Chamber of Commerce
building. The scheme submitted by Mr.
.^icol, of the firm of Messrs. Mackintosh,
Burn, and Co., found favour with the
assessor; but it is difficult to compare it with
the chosen design. It has a domical tower
at the corner, and the colonnade is elevated

e an areaded, rusticated ground floor,

and is treated somewhat after the same
feature in Mr. Norman Shaw's Piccadilly
front of the big hotel, though in that case, o"f

course, the columns form part of an open
screen, whereas in Mr. Nicol's Royal Ex-

' ange faijade there are windows recessed
behind. There are several good points about
this elevation, but it lacks the simplicity of
the selected design. The latter might gain
by adding a good flight of steps or
plinth, judging from the drawings which
we have seen. The return front is in

New China Bazar- street. No perspectives
were allowed in the competition. Among
the other designs was one by Mr.
Stephen Wilkinson, which also

" has a
domed corner feature at the angle of
the two main streets, with a smaller tower
at the other termination of the Clive-street
facade. His elevation is well balanced ; but,
seemingly, it is too restless to be compared
with the scholarly reserve of the design
placed first. Mr. 'Wilkinson warmly objects
in the local Press, we are told, against a wash
of sepia or Indian ink on the plans, instead
of yellow ochre, as being contrary to the
conditions, which stipulated the warmer tint.

The stipulation as to the competitors being
liable for disqualification was described in

the conditions as those who " fail generally to
comply with the conditions." The tint, Mr.
Wilkinson says, is not a frivolous matter, as
it enormously improves the appearance of
drawings to wash them over with sepia or
Indian ink. We agree ; but it all depends
upon how it is done, and there are designs
which no wash could possibly improve. Mr.
Vincent Esche has considered simplicity and
broad handling in the making of his facade,
in which the colonnade is carried on plinth
piers to the height of the first floor, and this
gives a rather stilted appearance to the
rectilinear lines of his composition, in which
figure sculpture is conspicuous. Clive and
Job Charnoek. the founder of Calcutta, an
old merchant adventurer, are mentioned
among the subjects. A central clock-tower
marks the design of Mr. Thornton (partner
of Messrs. Martin and Co.), but we cannot
say we admire his proposal. Messrs. Hall,
Batley, and Co., of Bombay, figure among
the competitors. From what we have seen
there can be little doubt as to the best design
having been selected, though no attempt has
been made to assimilate Classic design with
local traditions or style.

GLASGOW.—At the last meeting of the
corporation of Glasgow the parks committee
submitted the report of Sir George
Frampton, R.A.. as the adjudicator in the
competition for designs and models for the
statutory decorations on Radnor-street
Bridge, Kelvingrove Park. The design
selected was that of Mr. Paul R. Montford,
Anhalt Studio, Albert Bridge, Chelsea,
London ; the second, to whom an award of
£50 was given, being Mr. Alexander Proud-
foot, Woodside Place-lane, Glasgow.

HYTHE CONCERT HALL COMPETI
TION.—Members of the Society of .Architects
are requested not to take part in this com-
petition, the conditions of which are not in
accordance with those approved by the
Society.

^^ '

«**^

—

'

Mr Joseph Earnshaw, of Carlton House,
Bridlington, 'Yorks architect and surveyor, who
died on March 7. left £36.257 gross, with net
lersonalty £20,442.

PKOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

..CIRCULAR BOULEVARD ROUND
LONDON.—Mr. Thomas Adams, president,
in his opening address on " Town Planning in

Greater London,'' at a meeting of the Town-
Planniiig Institute in the Surveyors' Institu-
tion, on Friday night, said that local
authorities took too parochial and narrow a
view in regard to London. Arterial roads
could only be dealt with by a town-planning
scheme, and steps already taken indicated
the method by which the problem could be
solved on economical lines. He suggested the
preparation of a skeleton plan, capable of

modification from time to time, to make use
of new ideas and experiences, and to meet the
requirements of the public. Each district

should be linked up under such a plan. No
ideal system of town planning was possible,
because the cost of expropriation in the
centre was so great; but much could be done
to direct future growth along the best lines.

Bodies that had considered the question had
agreed as to the wisdom of making a circular
road, 80 or 100ft. wide, round London, from
ten to fifteen miles from the centre. The
whole cost of this need not be incurred at

once, and to this end local authorities could
assist under the Town-Planuing Act.

THE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD.—
As the tour in Burgundy and Central France
was so successful last year, for the summer
course this year a tour in South France is

being arranged in conjunction with the Rev.
Dr. West, A.R.I.B.A. (author of "Gothic
Architecture in England and France"). Tile

route arranged—a particularly interesting
one— is London, Paris, Poitiers, Limoges,
Perigueux, Cahors, Bournazel, Rodez, Albi,
Toulouse, Carcassonne, Nimes, Aries, Avignon,
Orange, Le Puy, Issoire, Clermout Ferrand,
Paris, London. The party will leave London
(Waterloo Station) on Monday, August 31, at

10.30 p.m., and will arrive back in London
on Thursday, September 24, at 10.11 a.m.
Those desirous of attending this course
should obtain an application form from the

lecturer, and submit it to the Registrar with
a deposit of £2 2s., before July 15. The
remainder of the fee must be sent to him
before August 15. The Easter Course, 1915,

will be held in Salisbury and district, com-
mencing on .April 3, and lasting ten days.

The courses are open to all who are in-

terested in the study of architecture.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.—
The winner of the Penfold gold medal in the

recent final examination is Mr. Hubert John
Smith, of 45, Coleraine-road, Blackheath,
S.E.

The new station buildings at Penshaw, on the
.V.E.R. Jjeamsi'ie Ime, are nearing completion.
I'lie whole of the premises are under one roof,

which forms a verandah the full length of the

platforms. The works have been carried out by
Messrs. Stephen Fenwick and Co., Northumber-
land-road, Newcastle-ou-Tyne, from plans,

elevations, sections, and detail drawings by Mr.
Win. Bell, the architect to the North-Eastern
Railway Company. Mr. H. Love acted as clerk

of works.

The grounds of .illeu House, Guildford, in

ihe centre of the town, adjoining the High-
=treet, have been acquired partly as an open
space for use by the pubhc, and partly for use

tiv the grammar-school, which stands opposite.

\ir. C. Hoskins Master, a former High Sheriff of

Surrey, had purchased for, and presented to, the

town "the Soxenden Ouarrv, four acres in extent,

•t £1.250, and Mr. H. A. Powell, chairman of

the Surrey Education Committee, has bought 3i
acres for "the grammar-school for playing-fields

at £2.400. In addition the owner of the grounds,

Mrs. Broad, had conveyed nearly two acres to

the town free of cost.

By a majority of 20 votes to 15 the county

council of Lanark have decided upon the erec-

tion of 60 houses of different types under the

Housing of the Working Classes Acts, at an

2stimated cost of £10,729, at Cleland, and 100

houses of different types at Harthill, at an esti-

mated cost of £20,854. The council have de-

molished or are about to close 650 uninhabit-

able houses in the districts in which the new

dwellings are to be erected, and strong pressure

to provide fresh housing accommodation has

been put on the county rnnncil bv the Local

Rovernmpnt Board
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eturiiIf tlie ballot by the niei],, which is r

able next Wednesday, is properly taken— the
last certainly was not—we incline to think
the long dispute in the London building
trades will be settled. As the result of the
two-days' conference last Friday and Monday
between the London Master Builders and the
unions concerned, the committees of the
unions met on Tuesday and discussed the
suggestions formulated, and resolved to
submit them to ballot. The present position
is that the Master Builders have intimated
that as soon as a common set of working
rules has been agreed to, they will not
enforce any monetary penalty. There will
be no recognition of the London Building
Trades Federation

; the more stable unions
want that as little as the masters do. The
demand that only trade-unionists shall be
employed has, of course, not been conceded,
and will not be. The wording of the dis-
ability clause has been altered slightly. The
men are to take no exception to the employ-
ment of labour, and the employers are not
to be restricted in the exercise of their rights
in this respect. But the men can appeal to
the Conciliation Board if it can be proved
that a workman has made himself objection-
able to his fellow-workers. Some seem to
fancy that this suggestion removes the dis-
ability clause; others maintain, and of
course, rightly, that it still gives the 'em-
ployers the right to employ non-unionists if

they choose. We trust now that the ballot
will be an adequate oue, iu which case we
believe there will be a majority for peace. If
a mischievous minority is able once again to
hinder it, we do not see what is to prevent a
national lock-out.

ildii

None who remember the preceding ex-
hibition, two years ago, of Early Venetian
pictures at the Burlington Fine Arts Club
will fail to pay a visit there during the
coming two months to see the enjoyable
collection of Venetian paintings now ou view
It comprises works by Bonifazio dei
(active 1510-1540), Domenie
1494-1528), Giovanni Cariani
Vittore Carpaccio, School of
1476 - 1510), Bernardino Li,

1549), Lorenzo Lotto (c. 1480-li6ti-7l l>ilm-
Vecehio (t. 1480-1528), Bordenone (1483
1539), Andrea Schiavone (1522?-1561), Sebas
tiano del Piombo (c. 1485-1547)
(1477 M576), School of Titiau, and
Vecellio (d. 1559). The
of contributors with the
man, from Hampton Con
Devonshire the portrait of a youth by the
same artist. Many of us ha^e seen most of
the pictures before, but
favouring conditi

teresting, perl

IS employed otherwise. This
was the practical point decided by the King's
Bench Division in a recent case on May 16,
which we report elsewhere, where such a
man was employed at a colliery, and himself
"signed on" as a general colliery labourer.
The proprietors had been summoned for not
having paid unemployment contributions in

respect of this workman, and the justices dis-

missed the case on the ground that the man
was neither engaged nor employed as a brick-
layer's labourer within the Schedule of
Trades, because he was not actually working
upon any building, but was only preparing
material. On appeal the Court now reversed
this decision, holding that the man was,
legally speaking, employed in an insured
trade, and so the contributions were payable.
The true rule in all these cases is that regard
must be had to the work on which the work-
man is engaged, rather than to the actual
business of his then employer. Here the man
was preparing materials as a labourer, so
that he was within an insured trade, although
in fact employed by a colliery. In a second
case the same Court held that a mechanica
engineer working as a colliery fitter was still

within his insured trade, and, therefore, tlia

the colliery must pay the usual uuemploy
ment contributions.

Budget,

sideratic

The

of details or

" The deficit

actuarial." So r

Pitati
I Caprioli (c.

(c. 1480-1544),

Giorgione (c.

mo (c. 1490-

Titian

("rancesco

heads the list

I portrait of a

id the Duke of

was not actual, but only
ceutly said the secretary of

the large Post Office benefit society known as
the "iNorthampton." In other words, there
is still money in the till, all claims have so far
been met, and it is only when an actuary
works out his calculations of future payment
ou the present basis of benefit that anything
IS seen to be the matter. But, this being done,
the deficiency becomes niathematically
certain. Those who manage benefit societies
and go on paying claims as they arise, out ol

fioatiiig funds, do not always care about facing
the fatal figures. Their view rather i

us of the hostile attitude of Lord Ra
Churchill to decimals, which he never
stood, and wheu his own financial calcula-
tions went astray, he always put the blame
on " those d d dots." The "A'orthampton "

will doubtless pull itself together, and by
alterations iu a scale of beuefit that has
been proved to be arithmetical!

prevent an "actuarial
shown to exist

jminds

idolph

under-

uow
iipossible.

deficiency, whicl

paper, from bccoui
"actual" ill practice. This pretty po
however, might well be pressed upon the
attention of other benefit societies—some
nected with our own trades—whose position
is possibly very much the same, if looked into
mathematically by the actuaries.

Standard says : Trouble is brewing in

^^hitehall. Two great public Departments,
the Board of Trade and the War Office, ha\e
recently welcomed new chiefs—Mr. John
Burns and Mr. Asquith. The Standard is

informed on the best authority that changes
of an important character in their constitu-
tion are to be made to increase their
efficiency. Mr. Burns has been proceeding
cautiously, and forming his views, watching
the departments of assistant secretaries,

clerks, commissioners, staff clerks, in-

vestigators, registrars, directors, account-
ants, e.\perts, managers, and others. He has
decided upon a clean sweep for the new
offices. Mr. Burns recognises much " dead
wood" and "lumber," so it is said, in the
constitution of his "Board," and has been
expressing himself freely with regard to its

elHciency as a State machine controlling

labour. We wish liini good luck and a stitf

broom. One corner especially will bear it.

We get every week snippets from the
periodical wliicli professes to give early news
of contracts and competitions abroad likely

to interest British architects and builders,

who are always told if they want particulars

they must go to Basinghall-street— to keep
someone there in his easy job, we suppose.
It never occurs to the people there that the

promptest dissemination of news of this sort

would be to print it, and give the journals
of all industries concerned the chance of

early reproduction the same week.

and

under si

One of the most

of a man, traditio

(No. 14), whic:

Loan Collectii

the half .

llv ascribed to 'I'itiaj

vas exhibited in the Nationa
at the Grafton Galleries ii

1909-10, when there some contro\ersy
as to the attribution. Mr. Herbert
assigned th

still f

Titian,

Cook
i-k to Giorgione, but opinion

'ours the traditional attribution -to
Mr. Henry Oppenheimer has lent a

number of drawings, which add to the com-
pleteness of an exhibition without rival in its
interest and instructiveness.

Long upaign was

A bricklayer's labourer is a member of an
insured trade, and so he continues to be, even
though he is not actually engaged upon any

being boomed by Mr. Lloyd George and his
friends, the country was promised that the
State would start to build cottages to meet
the admitted dearth of housing accommoda-
tion in the rural districts. The Chancellor
of the Exchequer was characteristically
eloquent on the subject. Last Monday Sir
Arthur Boscawen put a question to the
President of the Local Goverument Board
asking if it be still the intention of Ministers
to " build on a large scale " (this is a quota-
tion from one of the authorised platform
utterances); if so, when and where a com-
mencement is to be made, and how the money
is to be raised. He received a request from
Mr. Herbert Samuel to postpone the question
till after the next Cabinet meeting. The
member for Dudley is not alone in wondering

Mr. Kayniond Duncan la known to many of
"- an apostle who walks about Hanipsteud

veu about London in a costume which
is a more or less accurate restoration of the
dress of ancient Greece, including long hair

parted in the middle, l,aic legs, and .sandals.

Mr. Duncans iiie=bage is -Back to Greece,"
or, as he would say, "Back to Hellas.' He
believes in the regeneration of the eivilised

world by a return to Greek forms in music,
dancing, dress, and culture generally. He
has been out in Kpirus and Albania, and
among the panio stricken ujid star\ing

peasants tlieie he has organised relief work
ery practieal American fashion. Besides

teaching these Hellenes and pre-HcUenes, as

he considers them, to wear Spartan dress and
read the Greek alphabet, he has raised

funds, organised relief, started domestic in-

dustries like spinning and weaving, and
founded agricultural co-operative stores— he
has even set the Epirotes to rebuilding buried
cities and living in them. To Mr. Duncan
this is all Hellenism, and last Monday night
he told the story to an audience fit if few and
encouragingly enthusiastic, and appealed tor

further help. The lecture was illustrated

with lantern-slides, and among them were
some very pleasing photographs of the

Epirote children at school (Mr. Duncan's
school) and at play. The work has been
supported since last May by a committee
and fund under the presidency of Princess
.Alice of Greece and the patronage of the

Greek Minister and various other Greek
notables iu Loudon.

The move
housing of

ities in li

than once con

ent towards the proposed
ngineering and technological

nchester, which we have more
ueiited on lately, has, we hope,

whether the promises, like those of the

died the stage of soliil labour, and if slow,

trust, sure progress. We believe that
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previous attempts to set such a movement

going never reached this stage, or anything

like it. Still, the same obstacles by which

the earlier movements «ere wrecked may

yet frustrate this one. It is necessary that

everyone concerned should esercise tlie

greatest consideration for others, and that

the rank and file shall not embarrass their

representatives. Manchester is strong and

rich enough to do itself credit if all pull

together, and the advantages of such a

building worthy of its purpose arc too patent

to be ignored, and we cannot believe we are

to witness another failure.

The City Hall Advisory Committee of the

Corporation of Niagara Falls, New York State,

have adopted plans submitted by Mr. Charles

F. Abenback, of Gluck Building, Niagara Falls,

for a new city hall to be built on the corner of

Man-street and Cedar-avenue. The estimated
outlay is ^80,000 sterling.

In response to an appeal, about JE1,600 has
been subscribed towards restoring the north
nave aisle of St. Alban's Cathedral, and replacing

the modern wooden roof by a vault of masonry
corresponding to that over the south aisle. The
committee are applying for a faculty to proceed
with the restoration, which will be put in hand
as soon as possible.

It is intended to place on a pedestal in the
central hall of Sir WiUiam Emerson's Victoria
Memorial Hall, Calcutta, under the great dome,
a marble bust of Queen Victoria in the early
years of her reign. The King has given his per-
mission for the bust in Windsor Castle, exe-

cuted bv Sir Francis Chantrey in 1839, to be
copied. Sir Thomas Brock, R.A., has under-
taken the commission.

The Board of Trade have confirmed the Don-
caster Corporation Light Railways (Extensions)
Order, 1914, authorising the construction of

light railways in the urban districts of Balby
with Hexthorpe and of Bentley with Arksey,
-ind in the ru.i-al district of Doncaster, in the
\yest Riding of the County of York, in exten-
sion of the existing and authorised light railway
undertaking of the Corporation of Doncaster.

The Lord Mayor and Sheriffs of London
visited Ilford in state on Thursday in last week
to be present at the laying of the foundation-
stone of a new Weslevan chapel in Cranbrook
Park. The chapel will be erected in the Drive,
at the junction of three roads, and will be Per-
pendicular Gothic in style. It consists of a
nave, chancel, and wide transepts, with gallery
at the back and vestries for choir and minister
The walls are of brickwork, with stone dressings.
Mr. Josiah Gunton, F.R.I.B.A., of London, is

the architect.

At the last meeting of the sites and building
sub-committee of the Derbysliire Education Com-
mittee, the offer of Mr. Strutt to carry out the
necessary extensions of the Belper Secondary
Schools was accepted. Mr. Strutt, in addition
to bearing the cost (fe.OOOi. will provide the
building stone for the purpose. The plans arc
entrusted to Messrs Hunter and Woodhouse in

co-operation with Mr. G. H Widdows, the
county architect. The building contract will be
undertaken by Mr. Ford, Derby, as on the
previous occasion.

An extensive .^c!l••^M ,,t unvM-jjIanning has
been devised for Tt

i L.-td^r lun
schemes. invol\M, i. ir., tia.t

recently been a] i M.m lii.iiiii

(.ouncil". and thcs' ^iprovufl fuiu.-

lime ago, form a • n.im . ii>i\ • .u. a under thrcp
separate owners. Tl,<, area to be developed is

lo the north and west of the village. Residential
houses and houses for the artisan classes are to
be erected, eleven houses to the acre being
about the maximum. Spaces are reserved for
private gardens, recreation -grounds, tennis-
courts, public buildings, manufacturing pre-
mises, and a shopping centre.

The finance committee of the Brighton Town
Council on Saturday reported on the proposal of
the education committee to erect a new school
at Patcham at a cost of X22,606. The plans
provide for a binglc-story building, classrooms
each for 40-48 scholars, swimming and shower-
baths, and domestic centre. The committee
question whether these advantages over older
methods (such as the two-story building) are
sufficient to justify the extra cost. £22,606, as
compared with £15,254, or £31 16s. per head
instead of £21 9s. 8d., and urged the town
council to give the matter their careful con-
sideration.

b A M B K E BRIDGE. ^^Last Saturday
afternoon the stone-laying took place of the
completion of St. Aidan's Church. Bamber
Bridge, near Preston, Lanes. The first

portion of this church, consisting of east end,
chancel, chapel, transepts, etc., was erected
in 1895, and the present portion consists of

new nave and west end, etc., which faces
the main road between Preston and Chorley,
and has been noticeable for some time past
by the temporary brick west gable. The new
portion provides seating accommodation for
264 worshippers, making a total of 686 in the
completed church, and the design is in the
Late Decorated Gothic style. It is hoped
that the new portion will be completed for
use by Christmas. The architect for the work
is Mr. Frank R. Freeman, L.R.I.B.A., of

Bolton, and the contractors Messrs. E.
Lewis and Sons, of Blackburn.

BUXTON.—Ill the extensive alterations to

the Thermal Baths, Buxton, which are now
rapidly nearing completion, it is interesting
to note that the marbles employed in the
decorations of the entrance hall and vesti-

bules, which is a feature of the scheme, are
entirely of British production, with the ex-

ception of the skirting or plinth course,
which is of Tinos marble. Above this

skirting the dado is formed in opened or

quartered panels of Derbyshire Chellaston
marble, surmounted by a band of rich green
Connemara marble, above which the over-
wall is treated in even courses of the
Chellaston marble, finishing at ceiling height
with a frieze baud of Connemara marble.
The reveals, architraves, and circular arches
to the external vestibules and inner hall are

also formed in Chellaston marble. The
markings of this marble are rich and varied,

vivid splashes of purples, reds, and greens on
a pale creamy ground, the colours blending
and harmonising together. The pavement is

in a simple, but well-designed panelled treat-

ment in black-and-white marbles, with green
marble insets. The Roman baths are all

faced with white marble, with a coping of

the same marble at floor level, and the floors

of all the bathrooms, massage rooms,
dressing-rooms, corridors, etc., are laid in

"Patteson's White Marble Adamant Ter-
razzo," with dove margins forming a cavetto

at the junction of the walls and floors, with
a Greek fret border inset in Roman mosaic
and with ornamented centrepieces to side

vestibules. The divisions to the dressing-

rooms, etc., are in the same firm's " Special
Marble Granito Slabs," with reinforced
centres, and finished on the surfaces with a

sprinkling of crushed pearl, which has the

effect of Labradorite granite. The work has
been executed by Messrs. J. and H. Patte-

soii. of Manchester, from the plans and
under the supervision of Mr. F. Langley,
borough engineer and surveyor to the Buxton
Council. This firm also carried out the
marble and mosaic decorations at the New
Pump Room, recently opened by his Grace
tlie Duke of Devonshire.

IE GUILDHALL, E.C.—The Court of

iiiuii Council has received from the City
K Coininittee a recommendation to

eed with the first section of the Guild-
liall improvement sehenie, agreed to in prin-
ple in October, 1912, but not yet carried

out, owing to financial reasons. As the result
of a recent inspection of the basement floor
and area under the Guildhall and its adjoin-
ing buildings, the committee are impressed
by the very unsatisfactory state of affairs
which at present exists. The committee
report that the basement is generally dark
and badly ventilated, and the prevalence of
wooden floors and partitions constitutes a
danger that cannot fail to give rise to serious
pprehensioii. No effective solution of the

difficulty can be reached without an entire
fireproof reconstruction of those parts of the
basement under the central administrative
block of buildings forming the members"
reading-room and committee-rooms. This
portion has no frontage to any street. It is
situated in the very centre of the buildings,
and is comprised in Section C of the improve-

ment scheme sanctioned tn principle eighteen
months ago. The committee recommend that
tills part of the scheme should be put in hand
forthwith. On the ground floor the members'
reading-room would be replaced by a
chamber measuring 50ft. by 35ft. Gin., with
windows on two sides. Close by would be a

dressing-room, with lavatories and cloak-

rooms. On the same level good offices would
be provided for the hallkeeper, and a main
staircase, with a lift, immediately outside the

members' reading-room, would give access to

the committee rooms—three on the first floor,

and an equal number on the second floor.

The third floor of the new block would
contain a luncheon-room, 50ft. by 3Gft. ; and
a smoking-room, 31ft. by 24ft. On the fourth
floor would be provided two committee
rooms, a kitchen, and lavatory. The upper
floors would be approached by a lift. Mr.
Sydney Perks, F.S.A., the City Surveyor,
estimates the cost of the alterations and re-

construction now proposed at about £30,000.

GLOUCESTER. A resident in Gloucester
is having erected from plans by Messrs.
Latrobe and Weston, of Unity - street,

Bristol, a group of twenty-four houses on
land belonging to him in the suburb of

Tuffley, now connected to the city by a tram-
way service. The houses will be taken over
by the corporation of Gloucester, who will

receive the rents and manage the property,

their liability to the promoter being the pay-
ment of an annuity to him (and to his wife

if she survives him) of an amount equal to

3^ per cent, interest on his outlay. The
houses are being built of brick, covered with
roughcast, and are roofed with double Roman
tiles, the cost of each being £200.

R O T H A M S T E D. — An L - shaped
wing, providing additional laboratories,

is about to be added to the Agri-

cultural School, Rothamsted, from plans
by Messrs. Freeman and Hodgson. The
limbs of the extension will have frontages
of 166ft. and 72ft. respectively, and will

be two stories in height, besides a base-

ment. The rooms include a chemical
laboratory, 70ft. by 30ft., workshop and two
rooms for experiments and stores, and on the

first floor three other laboratories and a

library. The estimated outlay is £12,000.

Mr. Charles Sims, A.R.A., has been elected a

member of the Royal Society of Painters in

Water Colours

Wakefield City Council are applying to the
Local Government Board for sanction to borrow
£13,850 for the extension of the hospital for

infectious diseases.

'The North Riding County Council decided at

their last meeting to carry out extensive and
much-needed improvements to the Northallerton
and Hawes main road from new Crakehall to

Leyburn, at an estimated cost of £13.532,
towards which the Road Board will contribute
£6,766.

The foundation-stone of a new Customs House
at Canton has been laid by the Civil Adminis-
trator. Mr. C. Dudley Arnott. A.RI.B.A., of

Shanghai, is the arubitect, and Mr. Dick the

engineer-in-chief. The building is designed in

a modern rendering of Itahan Renaissance, and
the principal fapade will be faced with granite.

Through the Bridge House Estates Com-
iniltee, the City Corporation has just acquired

the leasehold interests of an important block of

property at the corner where Cannon-street and
Watling-street debouch into St. Paul's Qiurch-
yard. The property comprises 32 and 33. St.

Paul's Churchyard, lately in the occupation of

Messrs. E. McMorland and Co.. general ware-
housemen ; and the central underground
restaurant known as The Rotunda, which is

approached from Old Change.

The annual summer meeting of the Kent
Archaeological Society will this year be held in

conjunction with the Congress of the British

Archseological Association at Canterbury. The
Congress will begin on Monday, July 13, and
continue throughout the week. In addition to

ancient buildings in Canterbury, the places to be

visited include Dover Castle, Richborongh
Castle, Lympne Castle, and Fordwicb Town Hall.

Canterbury Cathedral will be inspected, and

visits will be made to many village churches

The annual business meeting of the Kent
Archaeological Society is fixed for Friday,

Tuly 17th.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
LLANDUDNO SEWERAGE CONTRACTS —

The Llandudno Urban District Council have just
come to a final settlement with Mr. Boswell, whc
carried out two sewerage contracts for them.
Unfortunately both resulted in litigation. The
first action by Mr. Boswell was in the Chancery
Division, bein^ for damages against the council
for alleged misrepresentation by them to him
in the plans and other particulars of the
character of the subsoil through which the
sewers had to be laid, and which, instead of being
stiff blue clay, as anticipated, proved to be
running sand. Very shortly before the trial,

and after heavy costs had been incurred, this
action was settled by the council's payment to
Mr. Boswell of £2,051. At this time a second
action by Mr. Boswell was pending, for a
balance of between £200 and £300 alleged to be
due to him in respect of his second contract,
and it was thought (hat both actions would
have been settled at the same time. This was
not done, and the second or smaller action was
continued. The council contended that as

against a sum of £256 claimed by Mr. Boswell
they could counterclaim for penalties or
damages a similar amount for his delay in com-
pletion of the second contract on the assumption
that the represent.ations made in the first

contract were accurate, and that his men and
plant would have been available in time to
enable him to complete the second contract
within the time limited for the work. The
council, however, made application to the Court
to strike out this plea on the ground that it was
irrelevant and confusing; but the Master
declined to accede to their application. Tliey

then appealed to Mr. .Justice Coleridge, who sup-
ported the Master's view, and dismissed the
appeal with costs Thereupon they gave notice
of their intention to take the matter to the
Court of Appeal. Well-known counsel were
briefed on either side ; but the matter has now
been concluded bv the Council agreeing to pay
Mr. Boswell £200 and his taxed costs in the
matter.

BRICKLAYER OR COLLIERY LABOURER?
—In the High Court of .lustice. Kind's Bench
Division, before .Justices Avory, Rowlatt, and
Shearman, on Saturday last.—Their Lordships
delivered their reserved judgment in two cases,

which raised a point under the National
Insurance Act as to whether certain occupations
come within the schedule of insured trades: In

the case of "Robinson v. Morewood," the appeal
was by way of a .special case stated by the
Justices of '.•Vlfreton, Derbyshire. A workman
whose nominal occupation was that of a brick-

layer's labourer had signed on with his employers
as a general colliery labourer, and the point

for decision was whether, having regard to the
colliery proprietors' failure to pay unemploy-
ment contributions in this case, the workman
came within one of the insured trades, and
whether the .Justices ought to have referred that
question to an Umpire. The .Justices dismissed

the information laid against the colliery pro-

prietors. The Solicitor-General stated in the
course of the arguments that a colliery

Labourer did not come under one of the insured

trades. He contended that the Magistrates were
wrong in declining to send the matter for deter-

mination bv an Umpire. The Divisional Court
held that the workman was employed in an
msured trade— i e.. the building trade, as

interpreted bv a decision of an Umpire, and
that he was.' therefore, entitled to unemploy-
ment benefit. On the further point that where
there had been no previous decision by an

Umpire Justices were bound to refer the ques-

tion to an Umpire for his decision, Mr. Justice

Avory said he did not give any judgment.
Serious consequences might be involved in

holding that the jurisdiction of a judicial

tribunal was relegated to an official, whose
decision might render a person liable to con-

viction for a criminal offence, and who, under
the regulations made bv the Board of Trade on

March 26, 1912, might, 'between the date of the

employment and the proceedings, or after they
had commenced, revise his decision. In re-

mitting the case back to the Magistrate to

convict, his Lordship said they should, of course.

take all the circumstances into consideration,

including whether there might have been any
bona-fide mistake on the part of the employer.
Justices Rowl.alt and Shearman concurred. The
appeal was accordingly allowed. In the case of

the "Nunnery Coiriery Company v. Stanley " the

appeal was bv the companv from a conviction by
the Sheffield' Masistrafr^ fnr failure to pay un-

employment contribution in respect of a colliery

fitter, who said he ramc within the insured

trades as a mechinical cnsinecr. Their Lord-
ships dismissed this appeal with costs.

MASTER BUILDER AS A BURGLAR.—At
the police-court, Ashford, East Kent, on Tues-

day, John Albert Stucker, of Cromer-road,

Tooting, described as a master builder, appeared
on two charges of housebreaking and of stealing
sums of £15 and £3. Seven houses in all were
said to have been entered. The prisoner was
arrested at Maidstone on Friday, when leaving a
train from Ashford. When charged, it was
stated, he said: "I was a fool to do this. I am
building houses at Peckham Rye, and have not
enough money to pay the men. For their sakes
I have done these jobs. I was not alone in it.

There were others as well ; but I will take the
blame." In one case it was stated that Stuckey
had broken open a baby's money-box. "Yes, I

was sorrv I did that," exclaimed the prisoner.
"I left the money on the rug." All the
burglaries were carried out in broad daylight,
and one witness met Stuckey on his bicycle as
she was returning home. He" had just rifled her
house. Prisoner wa.s committed for trial, and a
police superintendent said that inquiries were

cl

weir

IN RE ABRAM KELLETT. CHANCERY-
LANE AND EALING.-At the London Bank-
ruptcy Court on Friday, Registrar Brougham
held the public examination of Abram Kellett,
of Birkbeck Bank-buildings and Wyke House,
Ealing, contractor, upon a statement of affairs
showing ranking liabilities £12,749, and assets
nil. Since 1886, when he commenced business at
Ealing, the debtor has been engaged in carrying
out contracts in various parts of England ; in

later years he acted as managing director, first

in 1900 of A. Kellett and Sons, Ltd.. and then
in 1904 of Kellefts, Ltd.. which took over the
business. The latter companv went into liquida-
tion in February. 1909. He attributed his
failure to depreciation in the value of his
property in flats in London, and to losses in con-
nection with an action he brought against the
corporation of Stockport, in which he claimed
£150,000 in respect of the abandonment of a
scheme to construct a masonry dam. In
February. 1907. when the Official Referee
awarded hfm only £52.700. the debtor realised
that he was insolvent. Another cause of in-

solvency was a loss in connection with a scheme
for building Kursaals at Southend and at
Margate, which he put- at £65,000. The
examination was concluded.

IMPORTANT POINT UNDER THE IN-
SURANCE ACT.—LONDON CONTRACTORS'
CLAIM—In the King's Bench Division, on
Wednesday, Mr. Justice Shearman had before
him an important claim by Messrs. Leslie and
Co., Ltd., on an arbitrator's award in a dispute
with them and the Commissioners of H.M.
Works and Public Buildings, the question raised
being whether, on the facts of a special case
stated, the Commissioners were able to recoup
the contractors the amount they had paid to
workmen as the employers' contribution under
the National Insurance' Act.—In the spring of
1911, said Mr. Salter, the Board of Works were
giving out some of their triennial contracts for
the maintenance and upkeep of the buildings
for which they were responsible. Messrs. Leslie
and Co. successfullv tendered for the North and
South districts of London, certain modifications
being suggested and agreed to, and the con-
tracts being drawn up. There was an interview
with certain responsible officials at the office of
the Board of Works in reeard to the then im-
pending liability under the Insurance Act, the
measure at that time being in the stage of a
Bill before the House In" order to make the
matter quite clear, the contractors, when they
sealed the counterparts of the contracts, wrote
to the Board stating their impression of the
understanding between the p.Trties. and receiving
no reply, they assumed that tliey had rightly
expressed the view of both parties in saying the
Board would icfund any such insurance pay-
ments that were made. A year later the
National Insurance .\c( came into operation,
and the Board of Works thereupon repudiated
liabilitv. The matter was taken before Mr.
Stuart, a lav arbitr.ntor, and it was from that
gentleman'?' dp,-i=ion (hni thp present appeal
wa? taken Tli.- t,-nr), , ,-,-

for the ,. „M„:-,. , II, :- 1, works
'.f main' ;

,'
' i ; .r.ment

.^nd solr 1
,|,

1 1 ,
1 1, ,'

-..= the
larger p,ui ,i ; 1,, ,- i,u i, : r , .,i pl\ Lilioiir in

pro\
to pay a large number of workraen employed
upon day work, and to t istribu c the money
amongst the men. As to the piece-work. the
company were to be paid

to the dav work, thev wr
on schr dule. and. as

re to le paid their

actual disburs.-'ments. wiil

view of the practical "ortain :v tha the National
Insurance Bill would hecomc law. the directors

of the companv de'ired io have
clear whether thcv would be rer Omprirr,il. ns

part of their disbursement.^ the or ipIoTors ron-

fribution^ to all these men. To show the im-

portance of this matter to contractors, counsel

mentioned that Messrs. Leslie and Co. paid out
over £4,000 in such contributions. Messrs.

Leslie and Co. thought the contracts, in the
form they were drawn up, would cover all dis-

bursements, including the Insurance contribu-
tions. Mr. Singleton, the managing director of

the company, went to the Office of Works
shortly after' the acceptance of the tender and
saw a Mr. Arnott, who left him under the im-
pression that his view that the contributions
would be repaid was shared by Mr. Arnott. But
that gentleman could not in any way express a
view binding upon the Board, and he and Mr.
Singleton then saw Mr. E. H. Bright, the head
clerk. The matter was again discussed with,

as Mr. Singleton understood, the same result.

—

The arbitrator's finding was alternative in form.
When the company sealed the counterparts of

their contracts, they wrote that the board of

directors had sealed and returned the contract
"on the assumption that, in the event of the
Bill dealing with workmen's insurance becoming
law, payments to the men under the .\ct would
be recouped to the company." That letter was
not answered, and the arbitrator had found—
(1) If, in law, the letter which was intended to
form a condition of the contract does do that,

the contractors are entitled to be repaid the
contributions under the Act. (2) If, in law, it

does not form a condition of the contract, the
contractors are not entitled to be repaid the
contributions,— Mr, Salter contended that the
letter was accepted bv both parties as a con-
dition of the conlraii— Without hearing Mr.
Lowenthal, for the respondents, at any length,
his Lordship decided the matter in favour of the
Commissioners. The real contracts between the
parties, he said, were those under seal, and he
saw no ground for rectifying them. He there-
fore made a declaration that fli.' hu.r in ques-
tion did not form any part of Up r.inli:!, I and
that the contractors were iiui mhhI,! i" ii. iv-

paid.
—"But I am sorry thi~ ni.ni.r lia^ come

before the Court." added tin Jndt;.', signifi-

cantly.—Mr. Lowenthal said that had already
been considered by the Commissioners and the
Treasury

"Indian Engineering" states that among the
builders of the new capital at Delhi. Mr.

India wh.

The Ha
meeting o

Mr. Nicholl,
a so that they may
the Government of

nctioned.

li |ij I Imuii Council, at a special

Fridav. decided to proceed with an
t scheme providing for the demoli-

tion of old property in Durham-street and
Brougham-street, and the erection on the sites of
modern dwellings, the estimated cost being
£8,200.

The Barnsley Education Committee decided on
Monday to make alterations at Agnes-road
Council School, and build on the lower portion
of the playsround a new infant department to
accommodate 400 scholars at an estimated cost
of £4.600. The school will then provide accom-
modation for 1.226 children.

Readers who kindly responded to our appeal
for Masonic votes for Mrs. Williams will be
pleased to know that she was successful in

polling the requisite number of vot«s to entitle
her to the privileges of the Institution for
widows of Freemasons, Mrs. Williams polled no
less than 1.915 votes, and on her behalf and our
own we once more thank all those who assisted.

Professor Sir J. J. Thomson will formally
open this (Priday) afternoon the new Science
Building of King's College School, Wimbledon
Common, built from designs by Mr. Arthur
Stratton, F.R I.B A. lan old boy of the school).

The upper floor is divided into two science
laboratories for physics and chemistry, with
dark - room, balance - room, and preparation-
rooms. The entrances to these are gained by
two indenendent outside staircases. The lower
floor contains an art-room, changing-rooms,
drying-room. The building is lighted by
electricity and warmed by hot water.

Mr. James I. Davidson. Saughton Mains, Mid-
lothian, sat on Monday in the North British
Hot«l. Edinburgh, as arbiter in a claim for
compensation by Viscount Elibank. proprietor
of the estate of Bollencrief, East Lothian,
against the Board of Agriculture for Scotland, in

respect of the compensation due to the claimant
for the constitution of small holdings on the
estate of Bollencrirff. The extent of the farm
was 590 acres, with a rental of £1.440, and there
was constituted thirty holdings, with an aggre-
gate acreage of 57G. The present rental, as ad-
justed by the L.and Court, is £1,098 10s. The
total amount claimed was £11.942. and after
hearing witne>:<:os. the arbitrator awarded Lord
Klibank £S.000.
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ROYAL HOSPITAL FOR SICK CIIILDUEX. YORKHILL. GLASGOW.
Mr. John J. Bunxr.T, LL.D., R.S.A.. \rohiteet.

Onr HUnstrationa.

ROYAL IIUSPITAL FOR SICK
CHILDREN-, YORKHILL, GLASGOW.
The view now given has been reproduced

from t!ie drawing at the Royal Academv. Mr.
John J. Burnet, LL.D., R.S.A., F.R.I.B.A.,
is the architect. The work was commenced
in 1911, and is now completed. The site is

on an eminence, and commands a maximum
of sunshine. Though near the eitj- it is in a
quiet position. The building, as will be seen
from the plans, is on the pavilion principle.

For the present 200 cots are provided for.

The administrative hloek has a central place.

The four ward buildings run north and south.
When finished the cost will be about £140,000.
including outlay on the site. The gateway
entrance is in Dalnair-street. The frontage
of the middle building is 150ft. long. Beyond
is a large ward block, and on the south side

of the main corridor, which runs from east
to west along the whole central line and
connects all the buildings, are large wards.

' facing south. The staircase and elevator
towers, which terminate the main corridor at

either end, make striking features in the
architectural effect. The power-house,
washing, and laundry premises are located in

a hollow to the north-west, and in another
building is the pathological department and
mortuary. The chapel adjoins, and these
have a special entrance from Old Dumbarton-
road. The buildings are of brick, with white
freestone dressings, the base of the walling
being harled a soft grey colour. At a little

distance the facings have the appearance of

red sandstone. The central block is slated,

but all the other buildings have flat roofs.

The middle front building is four stories high
above the basement. Plots of grass divide

the lay-out. and this adds to the amenities
of the institution, which is tlie largest

Idren's hospital in the kingdom, with
eleven acres of its own land. No money has
been spent on elaboration. The work depends
on its colour scheme and strong direct lines,

making a striking combination of light and
cheerful effects. The wards, with eighteen
cots, are 27ft. broad by 90ft. long, with large

windows and low sills. The casements open on
to large balconies for the beds to be wheeled
to on suitable days. There are no customary

y towers, and the radiators are be"

tween the windows, instead of being set in

the window recesses. Elevators provide for

taking the cots on to the flats above the wards,
and there are shelters so that the little ones
can obtain the maximum of sunshine and air.

There are two operating theatres and an
electrical department. In the staircase tower,
at the termination of the main corridor, are

situate the residents' quarters. The ad-

mission department, which is just inside the
gateway, consists of waiting-hall, telephone-
rooms, porter's house adjoinina. four exa-

mination rooms, bathroom, disinfecting room,
nurses' room, stores, etc. The internal

decorations are of the simplest kind, coupled
with the highest efficiency and the reduction
of cost of maintenance to a minimum, suit-

nbilitv being the main aim, with a bright,

homelv. and pleasing result. The following
furnishes an index to the plan accompanying
these particulars

—

KEFERENXES.

\—.A.aministration Block and Nurses' Home (5

Kloorsl—a' Main entrance. 12) Office. 131 Board-
loom. 141 JIatron's house. (.51 Matron's business
room. 161 Home sisters' rooms. (Tl Nurses' drawini!-

(01 Nurses' nn-iting-room. 19) Sisters' sitting-
(101 Visitors' room. (Ill Stair-case and ele-

vator.
B—Kitchen, etc.. Block (4 Floorsl.—(1) Nurses'

dining-room. (21 Pantrv. (31 Residents' dinine-
(41 Pantry. (.51 Milk-preparation room. (f>i

Dietetic kitchen. (7) Conservatory. (8) Staircase
and elevator.
C—'Ward Block for Nurslings (2 Floors).—(1) Ward

(14 beds). (2) Bathroom. (3) Sink-room. (4) Nurses-
lavatory. (.51 Linen-room. (6) Sisters' room. (7)

Test room. (SI Nursing mothers' ward. (9) "Ward
maids' closet. (101 Kitchen. (Ill Surgical dressings

(121 Balconv.
D—Admission Block (2 Floorsl.—(11 Entrance. (2)

Porters' office. (3) 'Waiting hall. (41 Examination
•>1 'Washing-room, (f.l Disinfecting room.

(71 Patients' clothes store. (8) Nurses' room. (0)

Porters' house.
D 1—'Ward Block (2 Floorsl : D -3—Ward Block <3

Floors): D.5—Ward Block (3 Floorsl.—(1) Ward (IS

beds). (21'Bathroom. (31 Sink room. (4) Side roolti
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1-2 bedsi. 15) S
Sisters' room.
room. (101 Ward maids' closet, ill) Kitcben. (1-2)

Day room. (13) Balcony.
E—Boiler House and Laundry Block (2 Floors).—

(1) Boiler house. (-2) General receiving room. (.3)

General wash-house. (4) Staff receiving room. (5)

Staff wash-house. (6) Drj-ing-rooms. (7) Ironing-
room. (9) Despatch-room. (9) Elevator. (10) De-

F—Mortuary Block (3 Floors).—(1) Post-mortem
room. (-2) Pathologist's room. (3) Lavatory, i-l)

Museum. (5) Chapel. (6) Elevator.
G—Operating Theatre Block (-2 Floors).—(1) En-

trance hall. (-2) Operating theatre. (31 Sterilisers.
(4) Nurses' room. (5) Anassthetising room. (6) Sur-
geons' room.
H—Residents' Room, etc., Block.—(1) Laboratory.

(2) Residents' sitting-room. (3) Residents' bedroom.
(4) Bathroom.
K—Entranct^ Gates.—(L) Staircase and elevator,

. NEW CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
S OXFORD UNIVERSITY.

The new Chemical Laboratory at Oxford
occupie.s a site in South Parks-road, adjoln-
iog tlie museum building, in which the
present inadequate chemical department is

situated. The portions of the building at
present undertaken are the central block,
which includes the main entrance and the
wing which comes to the left of the entrance
in the illustration. The wing to the right is

left to future extension. The largest room
in the building is the main laboratory,
measuring 64ft. by 35ft.. and 21ft. high. West
of this is placed a small lecture theatre and
preparation room. The floor below the
laboratory is occupied chiefly by research
rooms, and the upper story in the central
block contains the laboratory of the pro-
fessor. Dr. W. H. Perkin. The fact that it

has been possible to put this building in hand
is partly due to a generous donation to the
University from Mr. C. W. Dyson Perrins.
The contract has been let to Messrs, Armitage
and Hodgson, of Leeds, and Mr. .1. Rees is

the clerk of works. The architect is Mr.
Paul Waterhouse, M.A.. whose Royal
Academy drawing is herewith reproduced on
onr central double-page plate.

This church, of which we give a sheet of
drawings from the Royal Academy Ex
hibition, is to be erectea'.-.t Dollis Hill. It

is to be built of stock bricks, with stone
dressings and a pantile roof. The internal
walls and piers are intended to be in ferro-

concrete whitewashed, the roof in plaster,
and the cornices and moulded work in stone
or terracotta. The church has been planned
in the manner of the Early Italian Renais-
sance churches, at the special wish of the
vicar. The architect is Mr. Maurice E.
Webb, M,A., of Queen Anne's Gate, West
minster.

NEW IWFANTS' SCHOOL AT SOUTH
CHINGFORD.

This school has just recently been opened
by the Essex Education Committee, and it

is one of the three separate departments, two
of which have been erected during the past
three years. The somewhat unusual plan was
adopted owing to the shape of the site, and
with a view to leaving as much free open
playing space as possible. The block plan
illustrates the lav-ont. This school provides
accommodation for 300 infants, the plan
being on the open-corridor principle, insuring
thorough cross ventilation to all the rooms.
There are five classrooms and an octagonal
babies' room, which is so arranged to insure
the benefit of the sUn throughout the whole
day. Two cloakrooms, teachers' room, and
dental clinic. The office block is arranged as
an annexe to the main buildings. The county
architect. Mr. F. Whitmore. is responsible
for the desien and execution of this work.
The contractors were Messrs. Mattock Bros.,
of Wood Green, London, N.

/ KIN-GRTON RUSSELL HOUSE.
'

DORCHESTER.
This is a house of considerable historic

interest, but has suffered during the last
forty years through having no tenant, and
the present work of reparation consists of an
almost complete reconstruction of the exist-
in:; r.nbric. as well as the necessary wings
which are added to make it n comfortable

house to live in. The Palladian front is a
frank addition of the late 18th century, and
possesses little in common with the mullioned

' idows of the garden front. This has meant
ery difficult problem as regards the archi-

tecture of the wings, which rely, as a result,

upon a good deal of bare wall and simple
detail. The house is built of Portisham stone,

and, so far, is in a very fair state of pre-

servation. The additions are being built

of local stone of a warm yellow, the cornices

commencement of his architectural career on
being made Surveyor-General to James I.,

the latter date that of the beginning of the
Civil War, and between these dates was
•Tones's busiest time, Whitehall and other
buildings being carried out during this

period. Probably the sudden abandonment
of the unfinished house was due to the owner
having to join the army, which was in the
immediate vicinity, the battles of Roundaway
Down, near Devizes, and Lansdown being

Ground Floor Plan.

CHEMICAL LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD.
Mr. P.\ui, Waterhouse, M.A., Architect,

and windows being of Portisham stone.

Messrs. Hope Bros., of Birmingham, are
making the leaded windows for the garden
front and new wings, and Mr, Catterson
Smith is renovating the old and fixing the new
plasterwork. The house is being built by
local labour under the personal supervision
of the architect, Mr. Philip Tilden, of Messrs,

Collcutt, Hamp, and Tilden, 36, Bloomsbury-
square, London. The drawing -which we illus-

trate is now at the Royal Academy Exhibition.

v/-^ HOUSE ON THE SOUTH COAST.

This building is herewith illustrated from
Mr. E, Guy Dawber's drawing at present in

the Royal Academy Exhibition, but we have
no further particufars with regard to same.

, FRONT OP OLD HOUSE, HIGH
^ STREET, CHIPPENHAM.

(Design ascribed to Inigo Jones.)

The house in the High-street presents a

richly ornamental frontage in a pure Corin-

thian style of architecture. The facade is

carried out m the local stone, and is in a

wonderful state of preservation ; it formed
originally the central elevation of a large

house on Bowden Hill, near Chippenham,
the external walls of which only were built.

It was removed to Chippenham about 1740.

This house on Bowden Hill is said to have
been designed by Inigo Jones and one or his

pupils. If Jones was the architect the build-

ing would have been carried out between 1615

and 1642 ; the former date being that of the

both fought in 1643. The former place is

within five miles of Bowden Hill. Referring

thus to history, it seems quite feasible that

Inigo Jones and a contemporary, and not

pupils, designed the large unfinished house

on Bowden Hill, Besides the above reason,

there are quite a number of points in common
wiLh Whitehall, Jones's greatest work. Per-

haps one weakpoint in the whole argument is

the hundred years in which the building was
left unfinished on Bowden Hill—that is, from

1640, the date, say, of abandonment, till 1740,

date of removal 'to Chippenham. Probably
this period was no more harmful than the

ordinary weathering of the outside face of

stonework. In the opinion of Mr. Harold
Brakspear A.R.I.B.A., F.S.A., of Corsham,
who has much local knowledge, the building

is fifty years after Jones—say, 1690 : this

gives 'fifty years in which the 'building was
left unfinished on Bowden Hill, and perhaps

accounts better for present wonderful pre-

servation of facade. The front and a large

staircase window, with lonio pilasters, are

the only features taken from the Bowden Hill

house and built into existing house in the

High-street. The main part of this house is

very likely Georgian, built about 1720, so

that it was quit« possible to add the front on
arriving from Bowden Hill in 1740. One
thing is obvious—that the house was not

designed for the facade, as such points as the

hall not being central to whole, a partition

coming in the centre of the large central

window, and floor levels in general, all con-

firm this idea. Walter Rcdman.
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
THE MALL APPROACH lilPEOVE.MENT.-

The scheme to secure tlie completion of tlie Mall
Approach improvement promoted by the Office
of Works, in conjunction with the London
County Council and the Westminster City
Council, received on Monday the approval of the
House of Commons Select Committee. The
Committee decided that the preamble of tlie Bill
was proved, and they declined to insert the
clause suggresfed by the Phoenix Insurance Com-
pany, by wliich they proposed to undertake, con-
ditionally on being allowed to retain so much of
their premises as arc not required for the
widening, to repay 15 per cent, of the compensa-
tion payable to them in respect of the land
taken, and also to refer (o arbitration what
further sum. if any, .should be paid by them
in respect of the difference in the value" of the
corner site and the adjoining site, which thev
are to be given under the Bill.

CLASSIFICATION OF ROADS. - Mr R
Gwynne asked the President of the Local
Government Board on Monday whether his
attention had been called to a circular issued bv
the Road Board, dated April 30. in which local
highway authorities were requested to prepare
and send in to the Road Board .i detailed classi-
fication of all the roads in their respective areas,

authoriti

ary parti.

et only

classification should send in pr.dii
culars on or before Mav 18; whether he
aware that many highway authoritie
once a motith, 'and therefore clerk.- „„.. .,ui-
ve.vors had been forced, on their own initiative
and responsibility, to start an expensive scheme
01 classification without the elected representa-
ives being consulted: and, if so, what action
he proposed to fake in the matter Mr
Herbert Samuel: The circular referred towas issued by the Road Board, with my con-
currence and that of the Treasury. Hi^hwav
authorities have not been asked to send an%
particulars by May 18, except a list of the points

Ir^ffi VJ "^jP'^P""' *° ^^^^ a census of
traffic There does not appear to be any diffi-
culty in the way of their officers obtaining such
instructions as may be necessary befor? any
"^ u'\'. fP^"s« is incurred. The expenses

Tar'il ''/C''""^
authorities may incur in pre-paring their proposals are within their com-petence to meet in the performance of thd^radministrative duties. In reply to further

questions, Mr. Samuel said the RoadBoard had been considering he preparation of a classification of rSads for theiown purposes, and had sent out a requesf •

local authorities for particulars with re'

At the sam
they would be glad if

the traffic on the
the Road Board said tli

particulars could he

rd to

(©nr (©ffia '^ahlt.

Mr. Bernard A. Gribble lias two noticeable
pictures at the Royal Academy, " The Pilgrim
Fathers" and "The Whelp of the Black
Rover" (Room III.) The last-named work is

an incident in piratical history, where a
woman distinguishes herself for courage and
bravery among the crew of the pirate ship
(Black Rover), when they got the worst of it
during a fight (17th century). The other work
represents the Pilgrim Fathers leaving Ply-
mouth (1620), The Mayflower is standing out
in the offing ready to sail, and the last boat-
load is leaving the causeway, taking women
and children, and Winslow, one of the
leaders, is bidding farewell to the sym-
pathisers on the quay. Gifts, in the shape of
fruit and vegetables, have been sent down
to them by some of the townspeople, and are
being placed in one of the small boats lying
by the causeway.
The President of the Board of Agriculture

and Fisheries has appointed a Departmental
Committee to consider and report upon the
effect of the present arrangements for the
sale of the small-scale maps of the Ordni
Survey, and to make recommendations
regard to the continuance or modification of
these arrangements, or for any alternative
arrangement to be substituted for them
The Committee is constituted as follows: Sir
S. Ohvier, K.C.M.G., Permanent Secretary
of the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries
(chairman); Mr. F. Atterbury, C.B., Con-
troller of his Majesty's Stationery Office:
and Colonel C. F. Close, C.M.G., R.E.,
Director-General of the Ordnance Survey,
Mr. ,J. L. Bryan, of the Board of Agriculture
and Fisheries, will act as secretary of the
Committee.

During a discuss; on workmen's houses

ubmitted

:o^^r7^f'±^^!^i^J^}^^ classificaiir ^
purposes of grants under the ud.get.Mr. Gwynne later was gr.i

, ,,,„ ,„niovPthe adjournment of the T

I

m., ,|| ., ,
to the action of the Loc.il i-, . , ,

, r
' V

endeavouring to place a 1,. „ ,, , i'llnipnon local authorities by coll (
i

"'len

the Road Board, to Wan
i

. V '

"""S'l

of_ classification of road- ,,,,, ,,',,,
i 'Xlamed the necessary Parli.,; .. ,: .in ,",,,

SMOKE PREVENTION Ti„ ,-1 ,j, , ,i,„„was held on Wednesday, at the Local Govern"

mft^ee wtl °"^''' °f '^'^ Departmental Com-

pollution of the air by smoke and" tn -,.1
'

rn'/k?''^r'''^^^''-i''i^^''"'"-'°<^^
r" 11 V ^t"^,?'^ ^^ ^'""'^o pollution. Mr
^Z^^u^^ M.P., occupied the chair.-Mr'

^l^^'A^a^^^r^S;—f-^SL^^
s^o-Lfpol-l^tirwar^ain'l? t '^^iL^^'and bad stoking, and to ^I.

"
.'"v

.'|.f""'.="^.f

the society had initiated .. ', ,l„
stokers Factory smokr "c
part of the trouble. T),

^

gravely aggravated by th.
,

; "fj
kitchener. The average iniinl.rr r t ' i^ i,
nuisances reported by' the society's inspectoreach year was about 1,350. One ac "veand
oo*„ll°unde?,''wri,1 Tv.'^

"""'"^^^ """"*' ""aoouia undertake all the necessary work TheLocal Government Board should hi given power

\n!Z°?n>r'"''"'^' *° ^^^' "'^l- smoke matterand to enter premises to ascertain whether anynuLsance existed. At present only iS
Cou„°tv"'Vr'T^''

those/powers. Tho'LoidonCount} Council should, furthermore •-
empowered to protect its area against

adjacent areas.

at the Imperial Health Conference at the
Imperial Institute on Tuesday, the President
of the Local Government Board, the Right
Hon. Herbert Samuel, claimed that largely
as a result of housing reform the death-rate
had been reduced during the last twenty
years by one-third. There were 224 town-
planning schemes already under way. No
aspect of the problem was of greater import-
ance than that which touched facilities of
transit, the important aim being to spread
out the urban population in a circle. The
Board of Trade was now actively engaged
in an inquiry in various typical cities into
the question of transit facilities. The
Government proposed, wben that inquiry
was complete, to set free by legislation the
hands of local authorities to secure that the
outskirts should be properly connected with
the inner portions of the towns, so that the
housing could be spread out while bu
remained concentrated. Parliament would
be asked to decide that town planning should
not merely be limited to those localities in
which there happened to be an enlightened
and progressive local council. Town plan-
ning should, he held, be made obligatory.
The powers of the Town-Planning Act should
be extended universally, and any authority
which neglected to ava'il itself of its powers
should be regarded as not performing effi-
ciently its functions of local government, and
steps should be taken in respect of that
authority accordingly.

The Manchester City Council have decided
upon the provision of" a small colony of fu;
nished houses for the workers, on the lines

f a scheme already carried out by the New-

PhJ^P^^ '^'"''"'t "[ '^"""""frl't will open the new
Physiological Laboratory at Carnbridgc on

hvlt^^'""'^ '^^'^
^"".'"''P 1"'.^ been erectedby tBeDrapers'Company at a cosfof £23.500.

castle-on-Tyne Corporation. A site of I,i

square yards in Tebbult-street, Rochdale-
road, will be pin-chased at the price of 30s.
per square yard, and on it will be erected
forty-two houses, the erection being estimated
to cost .£5,886 and the furniture £234,

ocal making a total estimated expenditure of

u -PP'
^* '' intended to erect three-story

buildings, some of the houses consisting of
two rooms and some of one room. Each

I '^/'^u ",,*?. '''":''. " living-room measuring
1

15ft. by I3ft., with a bed recess 6ft. 6in. by
41 1. tun having a window in an outside wall

;

a ventilated food cupboard, a ventilated
wardrobe, and a projecting window with a
permanent "Seat ; a' small scullery adjacent

smok

with a Rink; a water-closet adjoining the
entrance, and entered from the outside. No
living-room will be exposed direct to the
yard, as the scullery intervenes. The two-
roomed houses are to have, in addition to
tlie above accommodation, a bedroom 14ft
I'll! by Oft. 9in. The finishings of the houses
will consist of materials requiring practically
no further expenditure for upkeep and
repairs. The interior walls are to have a
good hard plaster finish and be coated with
Duresco or other water-paint. The floor will
be of concrete. The living-room and bedroom
floors are to have a finish of Euboelith, with
other material that will obviate the necessity
for any floor covering. The scheme provide"s
for twelve two-room and thirty one-room
hou.ses, the rents being respectively 6s, 6d.
and 5s. 3d. per week.

A unique building has been erected at
Ottawa, and will be used for the purpose of
standardising the Dominion land surveyors'
tapes. The building is 18ft. wide by 150ft.
deep. To obtain the required uniformity
regarding weather and temperature five thick-
nesses of brick were laid in the walls, leaving
an inch air-space between the sheeting. This
sheeting is banked by I8in. of shavings. Then
there is another sheeting of tar-paper and
lin. air-space, and a further sheeting, making
4ft. walls. Another aid to the maintenance
of the desired temperature is a system of
electric-driven fans circulating the air within
the building. An idea of the fineness of the
work accomplished by the standardisation in-
strument may be gained from the fact that it

is possible to measure within one twenty-five
thousandth part of an inch. The instrument
is so arranged that it works on a series of
cement piers, each placed four metres apart,
with the exception of those set at a standard
distance for testing regulation tapes.

Tests in the laboratory of Purdue Uni-
versity, Lafayette, Ind., "are stated to have
proved conclusively that steel reinforcing
bars for concrete construction re rolled from
old steel rails, may be safely used in such
work. About 1,000 samples' of bars were
tested which had been collected from five
mills in several States. The samples were
taken at different times and nnder various
conditions, so as to represent the average
output of the mills. The difference between
the bars rolled at the several mills was found
to be comparatively small. The general ten-
dency shown in these tests was towards a
decrease in strength and an increase in the
elonagtion as the size of the bars increased.
The tests showed that the straight round bar
was the strongest, and the twisted bar the
weakest, of the design commonly used.
According to Dr. W. K. Hatt, head of the
Department of Civil Engineering, under
whose direction the tests were conducted, the
largest bar which should be used should not
be more than lin. in diameter. The round
bar was found to be more efficient if it had
small ribs on the surface, serving to give a
better hold in the concrete.

According to a patent by Sig. P. Fenaroli.
38. Via San Vincenzo, Milan, and Soc. Anon.
" Saces." 3, Via Caffars. Genoa, stone or the
like is sprayed with a glaze consisting of a
solution of silicate of soda and powdered
marble, and is then varnished with a solution
of I part of silicate of soda at 23 Be., to
which may be added 1 part of casein dis-
solved in ammonia, the stone being heated
to about 150deg. C. between the coatings.
The surface is freed from alkalis by suc-
cessive treatments with water and slightly
acid baths containing free acids or easily
hydrolysed salts. For example, the stone is

immersed for twenty-four hours in each of

the following baths "successively—namely (a)

ordinary water, (b) water containing 0.3 per
cent, of fluor-silicic acid, (c) water contain-
ing 0.6 per cent, of fluor-silicic acid, and (d)

a 5 per cent, solution of sulphate of alumina,
to which is added O.OOI per cent, of sulphuric
acid at 66 Be.

"Notes on the Valuation of Real Pro-
perty," by H. G. Lamputt (London: Crosby
Lockwoofi and Son), is a small booklet likely

to be nspful to students taking the Surveyors'
and Auctioneers' Institutes' examinations. It

gives a brief analysis of the principles of
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\aiiiation. nn.l shows liow tliev are acted on
in the Items with regard to which the
student's knowledge is likely to be tested.
Some other examples are given in the appen-
dices, and a table of terms and definitions.

A third edition of " Sanitary Engineeriiif» "

by Francis Wood, M.I.C.E., F.G.S., borou'4
surveyor of Fulham, is published by Charfes
Griffin and Co., Ltd., at 8s. 6d. During the
thirteen years since the first edition of this
useful volume- was published changes in prac-
tice—especially in regard to the use of
concrete— in the construction of destructors,
sewer ventilation, etc., have naturallv
rendered modifications necessary. The
revision has been careful.

Every department of the Sun Insurance
Office makes good showing in the annual
report of 191.-?. The Fire account is a par-
ticularly attractive one to all property
insurers. The Sun deals generouslv with its
insurers, 53.32 per cent, of all premiums paid
during 1913 having been paid out on account
of losses. That its shareholders do not
suffer is evident from the profit and loss
account. A credit balance of £313,892 I3s. Id.
at the end of 1912 has been increased to
£575,923 7s. lid., and a second dividend for
1913, at the rate of seven shillings per share
13 declared, leaving the largelv increased
credit balance of £342.723 7s. lid". The total
funds of the office now stand at £3,338,307
3s. 8d.

With the return of Whitsuntide the New-
Palace Steamers, Ltd., once more announce
the commencement of their popular sailings
On Saturday, the .30th inst.. the Roval
Sovereign will do the first run this season
feaving Old Swan Pier daily at 9 a.m., call-
ing at Tilbury, Southend, Margate, and
Ramsgate (Fridays in June excepted), while
her sister ship, the Koh-i-\oor. will com-
mence the sailings to Deal and Dover on
Sunday, .July 5. The "Husbands' Boat "

starts on Saturday, July 4. and will continue
throughout the season. The 15-dav circular
tickets by the South-Eastern and "Chatham
Railway, down by boat and back by rail, the
demand for which is still growing with the
public, have again been arranged. The
catering, also controlled bv the company
themselves, will be carried o"n with that sam"p
liberality which has made the department so
popular. Special arrangements are being
made this season for parties, large and small
washing to have the benefit of a full day oii
the water at a greatly reduced price (per
head). Terms, to include the day's trip, hot
luncheon, and lobster tea. will b"e quoted on
application to 77. King William-.street E C

MEETINGS FOR THE ENStTING WEEK.
Satukdat iTo-moreow).—Architectural Association.

Visit to Bassetts, Famborough, Kent
(a house by Maurice E. Webb, M.A.,
P.A.A.). By train from London
Bridge 2.2) p.m.

St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society.
Visit to Coulsdon and Chaldon
Churches. Train from Charing Cross
(S.E. and C.R.l Station 2.10 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural .\ssocia-

tion. Visit to Dalzell Castle. Mother-
well. Train from Princes street
Station 1.20 p.m.

buildii

Wxaht Ji^tos.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
WHITEHAVEN.-The question of an advance

ages to the labourers employed in the
g industry at Whitehaven has been

amicably settled. Some time ago. Mr. F.
Leonard, of West Hartlepool, organiser for the
union, interviewed the various employers in the
town, and he aud Councillor Lowthian, of
Carlisle, with a deputation of the men, met the
Master Builders' Association. As a result, the
employers offered to give an immediate advance
of ^d. per hour, and an additional Jd. in six
months. The offer was accepted bv the men
LKIGH. LANGS.—The bricklayers' strike in

the Leigh district has been settled, extra pay-
ment being granted for overtime. An applic'a-
lion for another halfpenny per hour was refused.
The men resumed work on Monday.
BRIDLINGTON —The Master Builders' Asso-

cation have decided to grant an increase of a
halfpenny an hour in wages to the builders'
labourers, and to shorten their time by half an
hour daily. Similar advances were recently
granted to the joiners and bricklayers.

TRADE NOTES.
he direction of Mr. W. H. Watkins,

architect, Bristol, the "Boyle"
ventilation (natural), embracing

test patent "air-pump" ventilators
inlets, has been applied to the
ii-road Cinema. Bristol.

Under
F.R.LB..'
system
Bovle's
and air

Cheltenh;

Mr. Robert L. Hadfield has been appointed
advertising and sales manager to Messrs. Ronald
Trist and Co., Ltd., of 4. Lloyd's-avenue, E.G.
He has for some years acted in a similar capacity
to Messrs. Drummond Bros.. Ltd., Guildford,
and all who made his acquaintance there will
wish him increased success in his new post.

The Wouldham Cement Co., Ltd., has done
well during the past year. A year a?o the
dividend was 21 per cent. ; this year no less than
12^ per cent, is to be distributed, being 5 per
cent, as dividend and 7i per cent, as bonus. In
addition to this. .^10.750 is placed to deprecia-
tion, £10.1.i3 to rotary kiln patents account,
and £5.300 is carried forward This is highly
satisfactory.

A new parish hall has just been erected at
Oldland, near Bristol. Messrs. Adams and
•lefferies were the builders.

The Barbican, one of the only two remaining
old gateways of Sandwich, "was extensively
damaged on Tuesday by a heavy traction-engin'e
colhding with it. and several "golfers narrowly
escaped injury.

While Mr. Ernest Hankin, a builder, of Down-
shire-hill. Hampstead, was examining on Friday
the insurance card of an apphcant for work, "a

carpenter named Joseph Harvey, sent him by
the Labour Bureau, the man fell dead at his
feet.

The new Alhambra cinema-hall, in Uppe
Normacot-road. Longton, Staffs, will be
on Whit-Monday. It holds 750 person
Tomnkinson and Bettleley, of Lonc'tc
builders.

A Lo,

opened
Messrs.

Government Board inquiry has bee
field at Romford respecting an application from
the urban district council for permission to
borrow £1.974 for the improvement of Horn-
church-rDad. Old Church-road, and Balgores-

The congregation of Cults Parish Church, near
Aberdeen, have unanimously adopted the plans

an estimated cost

LLD.,
buildii

;.S.A.

of a proposed new church"" The pi
Marshall Mack
F.R.IB A , Aberdi
provide seatini: accommpdat-,
The Durham County Council last week

appointed Mr. D. H. Brown, of Preston, to the
position of chief engineering assistant to the
county surveyor, on the same terms as Mr. Ash-

"r ^)L°,
'^ leaving to take up another appoint-

ment. The council has also decided to
appoint a county surveyor, at a salary of £800.
rising to £1.000 a year.

The report of .Mr. Temple Aloore, of Hamp-
stead. who has examined the fabric, structure.
and condition of the great parish church of
IXewark-on-Trent, has been received, and is of a

'^fy
O'squieting character. A sum of £2.500

will be necessary for th? work required to be
Oone. and it is proposed to call a town's
"*«*'"! *° P'"*"*^ *'"' Position before the public.

... ^ , ^ Hallcr. the engineer and surveyor to
the Carlton Urban District Council, has been
appointed chief assistant engineer and
under the Notts County Council.

Plans for additions to and remodelling of the
ty Hall of Providence. Rhode Island, are bein<'

completed by Messrs, Jackson, Robertson, and
Adams. Union Trust Co. Building, Westminster-
street. Providence City. The estimated outlay is
£30.000.

The town-planning committee of the town
council of Dunfermline have, in consultation
with Mr. Raymond Unwin, P R.I,B A , finally
adjusted the particulars of the Eosvth scheme,
which, after examination by the parties
interested, will be presented" to the Local
Government Board for Scotland for approval.

The work of re-seating St. John's Church at
Sleights, near Whitby, has been carried out,
and the new seats were occupied for the first
time on Sunday. The work has been done by
Messrs. Thomas Walker and Co., of Wes"t
Hartlepool, under the direction of Mr. A. H.
Ough PR IB A . of Esk Hall, Sleights, who
acted as honorary architect

At the meeting of the Metropohtan Asylums
Board on Saturday it was aereed to purchase
from the City of Westminste'r Guardians their
workhouse and schools at Edmonton and re-
ceiving wards and casual wards in Sheffield-
street, I.incohi's Inn-fields, for the sum of
£60,000. A couple of months ago a corre-
spondent suggested in the pages of this journal
that the guadrians shuld sell the latter institu
tion (which has from the time of its erection four
or five years since been a white eleohani i tor
occupation as middle class residemiartiat?

The Bishop of St. Germans has dedicated the
screen at St. Paul's Church. Truro, erected in
memory of the late Mr. T. R, Polwhele. The
screen !s placed opposite one erected in
emory of the late Mrs. Polwhele. It has been

designed by Jlessrs. Sedding and Wheatley.
Plymouth. The choir-stalls reach to the
transom-rail, and from there the bavs are filled
ith tracery heads with patera and crockets, all

of floriated pattr-rns. Above this work there is
the cornice, which is filled with a border of vine
and huds. The screen is finished bv open-work
cresting. It was executed by Mr. Rashleigh
PinwiU, of Plymouth.

CHIPS.
The Hendon Education Committee have

accepted a tender of £16,563 for the erection of
a new elementary school at Golder's Green.

For the position of buildings inspector under
the Halifax Corporation, at a salary of £110 a
year, there were fifty-one applicants, and on
Monday the staffs sub-committee appointed Mr
J, Bonnell, of Norihwich.

There will be an exhibition of works in wood
and wood-carving at Carpenters' Hall, from
June 8 to Saturday, June 20. inclusive' together
with a loan collection of old furniture, crafts-
manship, etc. Admission is free,

Mr, Arthur Castle, of the firm of Castle.
Field, and Castle, surveyors, of 167. Woodstock-
road. Oxford, died on the 11th inst. in London,
aged 50 years He had been a Fellow of the
Surveyors' Institution since March, 1889.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned
the borrowing of £13.050 by the Wath-upon-
Dearne Urban District Council for a sewage-
disposnl scheme which has been designed bv

Hr engineer and surveyor, Mr. J. H, Drew,

The Margate Corporation have received the
sanction of the Local Government Board to the
expenditure of £16,000 for the construction of a
ngw road and promenade extensions at West-
brook, The work is to be completed within
twelve months, under the supervision of Mr.
E. A. Borg, the borough surveyor.

The urban district council of Blackrock.
Ireland, have approved plans prepared by
Jlessrs. Donnelly and Moore, architects, for the
erection of thirtv-one workine-class dwellin;;s at
Brookfield. together with baths and wash-
houses, and tewnty-four at Booterstowu. The
estimated cost of the scheme is £26,734.

The crypt of the Church of San Clemente. at
Rome, which has been drained at the expense
of Cardinal O'Connell. of Boston. Titular of that
church, was inaugurated on Wednesday by him.
Special interest attaches to the ceremony, as
the Church of San Clemente is under the' pro-
tection of the British Crown. The crypt filled
with water in 1870.

The Cairo correspondent of the Times
announces that M. Maspero. who has been
Director of Excavations since 1899. will retire,
ovvins: to ill-health, on his return from leave in
October. He will be succeeded by M. Lac.iu,

rector of the French Institute of Archseolo.qy
Cairo, who was for many years M. Maspero's

assistant.

The death is announced, after two days'
illness, of Mr. C. Trice Martin. F.S.A., hon.
secretary of the Pipe Roll Society, who had
served in the Public Record Office for 45 years.
He was for long associated with the late Dr.
Brewer and Dr. James Gairdner in the prepar.a-
tion of the Calendar of Pacers of the reign of
Henry VIII. He edited "Wright's Courthand
Restored." was the author of a "Record Inter-
preter." and was editor of several works pub-
lished in the Rolls chronicle series. Mr, Martin
was 72 years of age.

Rochester Bridge was reopened after recon-
struction by the Countess of Darnley on Thurs-
day in last week The new bridge" is 47ft. in
width, against a nrevious 40ft.. and has a clear
headway from high tide level of 24ft.. against
18ft, It is of steel girder construction. The
work has been carried out by Messrs, John Coch-
rane and Sons as general contractors, Messrs.
Baker and Hurtzie and Mr. John J. Robson.
MM.Inst.C.-R,, were the ioint en-ineers. and
Mr. D. Anderson. A.M.I.C.E.. was the re,sident
engineer, with Mr. C. G. Robson. A.M.I.C.E.,
as assistant engineer.
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LATEST PRICES.

IBO]
Steel Joists. Belgian and German

(ex London) per ton f6 9 6 to £6
7 19 6
7 6

7 2 6,, 888
B 10

5 17

Steel Girder Plates

Bar Iron, good Staffs .• o o

Do ,
Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or

Sqoare 20

Do., Welsli B 15

Boiler Plates, Iron-
„ „ n a is n

Angles 108., Tees 908. per ton extra.

Boilderi<' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c„ £B 15a to f9.
*^°

DiUo galvanised, £14 to £15 lOs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrngated Sheet Iron-

eft, to f

gange
..-t ditto

Wire Nails (Points

3 to 7 8 9 10

B/3 8 9 9/3 9/9

£13
13

. £13 10

. 14

Paris)-

19 13 14 15 B.W.Q.
11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-Iron Oolnmns £7 10 to £9

Cast-iron StancUons '
^S 2 " ^ iS n

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wiure g ? S " Sin
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wure......... T 5 ., 7 10

,, Galvamsed 8 15 „ 9 6

Cast-iron Sash Weights 8 0., 660
Cat Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrngated Iron, 24 gauge ....16 „

Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B W G 1* 5 0,, —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised-

)to8 11

£10 10a. £10 15s. £11 OS. £1158.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter
4in. to6in

;
•

7in. to 24in. (all sizes)

[Coated with composition, 59

turned and bored joints, 58, "" ~

£6 2 6 to £6 7

Per t

"Cold Blast, LiUeshall "°'-^- '° ",?S
Hot Blast, ditto 708. ()d. „ 758. Od,

Wrought-Iron Tabes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)—

Gas-Tubes '- PO'

Water-Tubes '0

Steam-Tubes ™
Galvanised Gas-Tabes 65

Galvanised Water-Tubes 60

Galvanised Steam- Tubes 63

OTHER METALS.
Spelter. Biles ian Per ton £21 :! 9 to £21

Lead Water Pipe, Town 22 10 „

„ Country 23 .'> „

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 23 10 „
le , „ „ Country 24 r> „

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 24 10 „
Country 25 5 „

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 27 „

Country 27 15 „

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 2.''. 10 ,.

Country 26 5 ,,

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4iin.) Town 2.5 10 0„
,. „ Country 9f. r, ,.

[Over 44in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead. Common Brands 17 17 6., 18

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 94 15 ..

CopperSheeta. sheathing* rods 78 „ 78:

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 68 „ 68 :

Tin. English Ingots 1.55 0,. 155

Do.. Bare 156 CO., 1.56

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) 20 ,,

Sheet Lead, Town 22 „
Country 22 15 ,,

Genuine White Lead 29 15 0„
Refined Red Lead 25 ,.

Sheet Zinc 29 ,,

OldLead, against account 17 10 0,,
Tin per cwt. 6 10 0„
Cut nails (per cwt. baeis, ordi-

nary brand Oil 3,.

TIMBEB.
CONSTRUOnONAI..

Yellow Pine Deals, Qaebec, per standard :—
iBt quality £38 to f45

Spruce Deal8 : St. Johns 10
Miramichi 9 1

Boards: Swag 11

Red Deals : Archangel 1st quality 21

19

St. Petersburg-
1st quality 16 10 „ IB

„ „ ,. 2nd „ 14 10 „ 15 10
Wybnrg & Uleaborg 13 10 0,, 15
Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 „ 17

White Deals: Crown 14 0,, 15 10
Seconds 11 10 „ 13

Flooring : White and Planed—
1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 0,. 1115
1st, 2nd. & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 „ 11

Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10 0„ 17

Pitch Pine ; Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „ 23

Lignum Vita Per ton TOO,. 14

Per cubic foot.

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 6 0,, 05
Piteb Pine Logs 9 o„ 2

Birch: Quebec LogB 2 3,. 02
Oak: Aastrian Wainscot T „ 8

Mahogany : Gaboon _ _„_ Q 9 „ 2

FUB.SITITBE AND HARDWOODS.

Teak: Burmese per load, 60fI. £20 to £25
Teak: Java per load, 60ft 16 „ 21

Per cubic foot.

OakPlanks: U.S.A., imported 1 9 to 9 6

,, Boards „ „ Prm. 3 0,, 036
,! „ „ „Mdm. 9 6,, 039

Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 9 4,, 036
Birch : Quebec logs 3 3,, 039

sawn planks... 13,, 090
Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7 0, 080
Walnut: Prime boards and
planks 6 0,, 066

Walnut: Mdm 3 6 „ 4 6

Greenheart : Hewn logs 3 3., 040
Cedar : Cigar box 4 9,, 066
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime 9 4,, 099

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime 2 0,, 023

Mahogany : St. Domingo,Oaba,
and Honduras ...0 6 0.. 9

.. African, Assinee, &c. 5 „ 6 6

.. Lagos and Benin 4 6.. 060
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez 3 0,, 040
,, Gaboon 2 0,, 020

Satinwood : West Indian 10 ,. 14

Rosewood Per ton 8 0,. 13 3

Lignum Vitffi 7 „ 14

STONE.'

Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cnbe £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto 2 3

Red Corsehill, ditto 2 9

ClosebarnRedFreestone.dltto ,, 2

Ancaster, ditto „ 1 10

Greenshill, ditto 1 10

Chilmark, ditto (in truck at

Nine Elms) 1 lOJ

Hard York, ditto 3

Ditto ditto6in. sawn both sides,

landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto 3in. Blab sawn two
Bides, random sizes ., 13

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7J

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elma Depot „ 1 94

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station „ 1 6i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed

Per foot cube.
"44

SLATES.
In. in. £ s. d. i

Blue Portmadoo ... 30x10 ... 12 12 6 1,5

16x 8 ... 6 12 6

Bine Bangor 20x10 ... 13 2 6
20x12 ... 13 17 8

First quality 20xl0 ... 13

Eureka unfading

Permanent green... 20xio .

20X10 ... 15 17 6
20x12 ... 18 7 6
18x10 ... 13 5

10 6
11 13 6

9 12 6

6 13 6

BBIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1.000 alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks 1 11 „ ,, [river.

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for deUvered
Facings 2 5 „ atrly. stn.

Flettons 1 10

Pressed Wire Cats... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 13

Beat Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 6

Best Blue Pressed
StaSordahire 3 15

Ditto Balhiose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

ilin. Best Bed Ac-

)

(
Net, delivered in

crington Plastic [ 4 10 6 „\ full track loada
Facing Bricks ) I in London.
• Aocrington Beat Red Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £2 10

3i' ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 9 2 6

Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 34" in

thickest part 3
34" Chimney Bricka fit for outside work 9 6
34" ditto ditto through and through 9
34" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2J' and 4' radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 T 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9* X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9" xl course ,003

Accrington Camber Arches :—

3 course deep. 44" S5ffit. per foot opening ... 13
4 ditto 4V ditto ditto ditto ... 18
6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6
3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 9 11

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 9
6 ditto 0" dlWo ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works-

GLAZED BBIOKS.
HARD OliAZES, (PER 1.000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers—
£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

Headers—
11 17 6' 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, Bullnoae, and 44in. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 94 7 6 IT 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 T 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends. square-
IB 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end. square—
19 17 6 18 7 6 23 IT 6 36 17 6 19 17 6

Splays and Squints-
17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnoae, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops-
6d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles—
4d. each 3d. each 6d. each 6d. each 4d. each

M0niJ3ED BRIOKS.

stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each Bd. each Bd. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/2 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

Cill Bullnose. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each ed. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers £22 17 6
Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks'! Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours V ing 91n.

C.imberarch bricks, any liind or colour, by 44in

Is. 3d. each I by BJin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per l.OOO extra. ,,

, . „ , , ,
* These prices are carriage paid In full track loads

to London Stations.
B. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 „

s. d. Per ton,

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Gi'ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
a. d. B. d. Per yard,

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 379. Od. per ton at

railway station.
TILES.

s. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 43 per 1000 ry.stn

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz
Broseley tiles 60 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 62 6 „ „ „
Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 67 6 per 1000 ,, .,

Ornamental do 60

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3

Selected "Perfeota" roofing
tiles:-PlaintilesiPeake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ .

Ornamental do 48 6

HiptUes 3 104 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 44
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 60

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 43 6 per 1000 ,, ,,

Hand-made eand-faced 45 „ „ ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tilea 3 6
Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 „ „
Pressed 47 6

Ornamental do 60
HiptUes 4 perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 „ .,

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tan £23 15 to £39 6

Do., brown 26 15 ., 27 6

Cottonaeed, refined 29 ,, 30
Olive. Spanish 39 10 .. 40

Seal, pale 21 ,, 2110
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ 46 10

Do, Ceylon 43 10 ,, 43

Do.Manritiua 43 10 „ 43

Palm, Lagos 39 5 ,, 33 6

Do. Nut Kernel 35 .. 35 10

Oleine 17 6 ,, 19 6

Sperm , .• 30 „ 31

Lubricating U.S pergal, 7 0., 080
Petroleum refined 6i „ 6i

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0., 1 10

Do., Archangel 19 6 , 10
Linseed OU pergal. 2 4;,, —
Baltic Oil 2 8,, -
Turpentine „ ... 9 9J „ -

^""^'^d^Sf) ':!!:}''«-•'='• " « "•• -

•^s^\lirBt?^} • a"""" -
GLASS (IN CBATBS).

EngUsh Sheet Glass : 15oz. 91oz. 360K. 33oi

Fourths 2d. ... 3d. ... 3Sd. ... 4ad.

Thirds aid. ... 3id. ... 44d. ... 6id.

Fluted Sheet 2Sd. ... 3id. ... 6id. ... 7d.

Hartleys English Boiled Plate : 4in. '/inn. Jin-

Bid. ... 3j(a. ••• 3a.

Figured BoUed and RepouBslne ^'*- ''%'®"
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VARNISHES, &o. Fergalloo.
Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale ElaBtio Oak 13 6
Fine Extira Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Cajriage 13
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale Paper 12
Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10 u
French and Brush Polish 10

The salary of Mr. John Young, burgh sur-
veyor of Ayr, has been increased by £50 pet

At a meeting of Denny Town Council on
Friday, Mr. U. P. Boath, of Glasgow, was ap-
pointed burgh surveyor. The salary is JEIOO per

The salaries of Mr. H. Jasou Saunders, clerk,
and Mr. F. W. Pearce, surveyor to the Twicken-
ham Urban District Council, have each been
increased by ±100 per aunum
The churgh ut Kirkstead, near Woodhall Spa,

a beautiful specimen of thirteenth-century work,
which has been closed for forty years, owing to
dilapidation, is about to be repaired and fitted for
service from rjans bv Mr. Weir, at an outlav of
.*1,000.

Mr. F. .1. 11. Coutts, M.D.. conducted an
iuquiry at the lown Hall, Bradford, on Tuesday
with respect to the application of the Bradford
Corporation to borrow i'30,270 for the erection
of a sanatorium at Grassington, near Skipton,
for the treatment of tuberculosis cases.

The Hendon Urban District Council received
on Tuesday a letter from the Local Government
Board sanctioning a loan for the erection of
artisans' dwellings at .Child's Hill. It is pro-
posed as an experimeut to erect fifty cottages,
and the suggested rental is 8s. 6d. per week.

The arbitration between the Keighley Cor-
poration and Mr. Chas. Bairstow, of Stanbury,
for the acquisition of lands required for the
purposes of waterworks as to which evidence
and arguments were heard in Leeds three
mouths ago, has resulted in the fixing of the
purchase money at £2,707.

Subject to conditions regarding the abstrac-
tion of water from the Banwetl stream and the
maintenance ol a minimum dry-weather Bow
of the Banwell river at the pumping station at
a million gallons daily, the preamble of the
Water Supply Bill of the Weston-super-Mare
Urban District Council has been passed by the
Karl of Plymouth's Committee in the House of
Lords.

DEATH.
HOLLOWAT.-On the sth May, at his

tesidente, Cedar.-road, CUpl.a.u, after a "luni.- illnes>,
THOMAS HOLLOWA.V, of West Lavmston. Wilts., and uf llie lin.i

of Hullonay Brothers, Contractors, London. Age 61 years.

PILKIKCTOH & CO.
(ESTABLISHBD 1838.)

DEPTFOBD WHARF,
leO ft 192, CREEK ROAD, BEPTFORO, S.B.

R,}i,ter,d Trad, Slark,

POLONCEAU ASPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing
ACID-KE8ISTING ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILICA PAVINS.

Seyssel Aspbalte direct from the Mines.
Telephosb Nob. : New Ceosb 1102 (2 Lines).

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned
Heu'dwoods,

»PPLK TO-
WVL. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

ISO, BunUll Row, London, E.O.

*,• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving
the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of
the accepted tender; it adds to the value of the informa-

BiLtlSiHOtE.—For the erection ot Roman Catholic
ball, for the Ballinamoro Catholic Hall Cotnoiittee.
Mr. P. J. Brady. C.B., J. P.. Broomfleld House,
Ballvbaise. architect :—

Prior. M i.1,100

McAvinia, F., Ballinatuore* ... 841
Rorke, P 83B

• Accepted.

Bedwas, Mon., furveyor. Quantities by the surveyor :

—
James, B., Ystrad Myoach ... £2,28o 11 1

(Accepted. I

BETHN-ii Geben. N.B.—For painting the exterior of
Teesdale-street school, Bethnal Green, tor the London
County Council :

—
Press, Robinson, k Co. (accepted) jBieS

In lieu of tender for £141 from W. J. Clemens, with-
drawn since acceptance.

Beverlet.—For the erection ot clerk and steward's
bouse, sis cottages, farm bailiff's house, and dairy at
the East Riding lunatic asylum, Beverley .—

Pane, G., and Sons, Beverley ... ±3,756
Potts, R., Beverley 3,512 7

Birch, W., and Sons, Ltd., York... 3 321 19 1

Whiting, W..Cottmgham 3,094
Sawdon, J., Brialington 3.045
Maw, J. W., and Sons, York- ... 2,95118 a

* Accepted.
Castle Caeeeinion.—For alterations and repairs,

including reseating, of chapel, for the trustees of the
English Presbyterian Church, Castle Caereinion :

—
Jones, I., Lanfechain, Mont. ... £3SS
Jones, 'T., and Sou, Molinddol,
Lanfair Caereinion 370 15

Thomas and Sons, Welshpool * ... 32«
• Accepted.

Che&teu-le-Sikeei.—For making roads at the in-
fectious diseases hospital, for the joint hospital board :

—
Executors of the late W. Normau,
Chester-le-street (accepted) ... i'WS 10

Surveyor's estimate, £134.

CuesteK'Lb-Steeet.—For levelling, draining, uaviug,
and channelling of all the streets on the Clifford
Terrace Estate, for the nrban district council. Mr.
W. Ridley, surve.vor;-

Dougiass, J., Newcastle • on -

Tyne £2.693
Kennedy W.,Jarrow.on-Tyne ... 2,390
Wear, J., and Sons, Pelton Fell... 3,372 10 7
Davison, B. R., Blaydon-on-Tyne 2,205 2 S

Edgar. B., Gosforth 2,173

Thorn Dson, J., and Sons, Chester-
le-8treet 2,0C0 11 7

Ci.EBKBHWELL.—For rebnildiug the front ot the flre-

btation at Clerkenwell, tor the London County Councd.
Freeh tenders :—

Garrett, J., and Son, Balham
Hill,S.W £18,400

Monk, A., Lower Edmonton, N. ... 18,135

Roberts, C. P., and Co., Ltd.,

Dalston, N.B 17,830 o
Brand, Pettit, and Co., Totten-
ham. N 17,593

Akers," W., and Co., Ltd., South
Norwood, S.B 17,497

Hollowav, H. L., D6pttord,8.B.... 16,3.39

Blake, W. E., Ltd., Fulham. S.W.' 18,353

Architect's estimate, £16,410.
' Keccmmended for acceptance.

(In October last the Council accepted for this contract

the tender of Kerridgo and Shaw, the lowest then
n ceived, at £ 15,043. Subseciuently Kerridge and Shaw
intimated that they were unable to undertake Ihe work,
and in November, fresh tenders for the work were
invited from selected hrms. In response to this

invitation V^ tenders were received, the lowest amount-
ing to £16,373 168. 4d. In ihe meanrime the Council
had, on Nov. 18. amended its schedule of wages by
substituting for the trade of painters with wages of

9d. an hour the trades ot painters and decorators with
wages of 9Jd. and lOd. an hour. The rate of pay for

painters recognised by the London Master Buillers'
was 9d. an hour, and all the tenderers for

the highest, had either stated that their tenders were
based on this rate or had altered the schedule of wages
attached to the tender accordingly. In the circum-
stances the council decided on Feb. 24 last, that none
of the tenders should be accented, and that fresh
tenders for the work should be invited from selected
firms who had intimated their willingness to piy wages
at the rate of 9id, an hour to the painters engaged on

the lower part of the
council :—

Coles, J., and Son (accepted) ... £2,050 13 6

Clifiok, YoKK.—For the erection of a new wing for

male attendants, and a new nurses' home at the North
Riding lunatic asylum at CUfton, for the commutes of

visitors :—
Birch, W., and Sons, Ltd., York .. £5,066 ,5

(Accepted.)

GoLDEE'ri Hill, N.W.—For the provision of
additional convenience accommodation for women at
the mansion at (Jolder's Hill, for the London County
Council ;—

Thome, F. and T., Isle of Dogs, B. £187
Mather, J. C, Islington, N. ... 178

Rowley Bros., Wood Green, N. ... 178

Godson, G., and Sons, Kilburn-
lane, W 177

Stevens and Son, Crouch Hill, N. 167
Newell, H., Poplar, B.* US

Aicbitect'B estunate, £165.
• Recommended for acceptance.

Geimsby.—For the construction of a
sewer in Laceby-road, Mr. H. GUbert Whyatt,
il.Inst.C.E.. borough engineer aod surveyor :

—" - -- - -
, ^^^. ju (J

374 10
386 8 9
362 16 5

Croft, R., Commercial-Street.
Slater :

—
Wright Bros., Franklin-squire,

Painter

:

Morley, J., and Sons, O.-itord Buildings.
All of Harrogate.

Haslingi ox .—For carrying out sewerage and sewage-
disposal works at Haslington, for the Nantwich Rural
District Councd :

—
Hayes, J. T., Patricroft, Man-
chester (accepted) £8,469 7 5

HiiiiELD.—For erecting a school, for the Herte
County Conned. Mr. (J. A. Smiih, Hatfield, county

Swaby and Walsham, Grimsby ,

Kirtou. W.. Grimsby
Yewdall, Z. G , Winteringham .

Holmes, M., and Co., Grimsby ... 350 15 3
Taylor and Richardson, Grimsby* 34t «

* Accepted.
Hakeooate.—For reinstatement of market hall, foi

the corporation. Mr. C. E. Rivers, A.M.I.C. E.,
Harrogate, borough engit

Daws
Joiner :-

Stottand Alcocfc, Dragon Saw MUls,
Structural engineer :

—
Rtishforth, F. W., and Son, Strawberrydale-squ

Peppiatt and Cooper, London ... £2,273 18 1

Blow and Peters, St. Albins ... 3,13) 14 5

King, C. B., Ltd.. Hampstead ... 3.109 7 3
~ " 1.804

1,883
1,863 14 6

Ekins arid Co., Hertford 1,790
Brown and Son, Wellingborough 1,783 9 7

Henson and Son, Wellingborough* 1,728 18 4
• Recommended for acceptance.

l.-.Li.-<c,ioN.—For painting the exterior of Forster
school, Islmgton, for the London County Council :

—
McCormick A- Sons. Ltd. (accepted) £334

In lien of tender for £220 from C. R. Price, withdrawn
since acceptance.

JoHNsio.iE.—For Ihe erection of a phthisis pavUion at

Johnstone, for the Renfrewshire County Couocll ;

—

Keanie, J., .tohnstone (accepted).

London.—For the repair ot the carriageways of
BlackwaU and Rotherhithe tutmels, for the London
County Council .—

BlackwaU Tunnel.
Unfllihs, W., and Co., Ltd.,

BishoDsgate £1.914 3 9
Mowlem, J., aud Co, Ltd., West-

VVbeeeler, W. H., and Co., Ltd.,
'

Blackfriars 1,694 3

Rotherhithe Tunnel.
Griffiths, W.. and Co., Ltd.,

Biehopsgate 899 7 1

Blackfriars 758 15 3

Anderson, G. J., Pjplar* 741 5 6

• Recommended tor ac > pt ii ce.

AicuAiE.-For painting wcris at th 3 pirk, for

SouiHBOEouGH. — For repiirs at special subjects
building, for the Kent Education Committee :

—
ParKB and Kemp (accepted) ... £17'. S

assembly

Rudge and Griffith (accepted)

SiANLEV, Co. DuuuiM.— For laying a 12in. plpa sewer
about 300 .yards in length at S^aniay. for the urban
district council. Mr. Routled.;e, surveyor :

—
Elwm and Uastie, Stanley £617
Johnson aud Strong, Stanley ... 375 15

Wears and Sons, Pelton Fall ... 36110
Friend. J., Blaydon 36)15
Usher, T. C, Newcastle-on-Tyne 34J 19 6

Simpson. G.K.,Newc4StIe-ou-t'yne 343 5

D,yaon, E , Polton (acjeptad) ... 315 S

SiKiTioED.—For the erection of new warehouse to

Messrs. T. U. Harris and Bon's premises. Marsh Gate-
lane, Stratford. Messrs. J. T. Ne
2, Fen-( " " --.u,.-

£238

and JaC'i

... £1,598

Denman, R. M 1,491 10 9
Gladding, W., and Co 1,399

Dean, J. and J 1.340

Maddison, W. J 1,290

Symee, A. B 1,264

Clark and Sons, Cambridge" ... 1,245 13
• Accepted.

Tewkesbubt.—For rebuilding premises, No. 114.

High-street, for the Gloucester Co-operative and
Industrial Society, Ltd. Mr. Thomas Malvern,

L.R.I.B.A., 21, Winchcombe - street, Cheltenham,
architect:—

Knox, J., Evesham £1,713
Collins and GoUfrey, Tewkesbury 1,6 J9

Jones, W.. Gloucester 1,541

Coutts aud HoweU, Tewkesbury... 1,51)18
WUeon, A., & Son, Cheltenham* 1,537

Accepted.

WiLLSEND.—For construction ot sewer at the colliery

houses, for the town council:— „.,,.„„
Douglas, J., Newcastle (accepted) £1,832
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Bodily and Sons (accepted) £351 7 1

In lien of tender from Watts, of £277. withdrawn
after accepted.

WiuBLEDoy.—For filhne in and piping the ditch on

the westerly aide of Parkside, tor the boroneh council

Swakcr. R. J.. Hounalow £1,912
(Recommended for acceptance.)

We.^i Hah.—Inetallinc hot-water heating apparatus

to Roectta-road School, Custom Hoaae, lor the

Education Committee of the County Borough of West
Ham. Sir. William Jaciues, A.R.I.B.A., 2, Fen-court.

r>ondon, E.t'. :
—

Burroughes. W. J., and Sons ... £1,850

Beaven and Sons, Ltd 1,819 15

Wippell Bros, and Row 1,750

Cash, H. J., and Co.. Ltd 1.668

Kinnell.C. P.andCo., Ltd. ... 1,595

Cannon. W. G., and Sons, Ltd. ... 1,590

Midland Heating and Ventilating
Co.. Ltd 1,500

Clinch. Dawson, and Co l.-tSS 8 6

Way, J. and F I.i79

Halsey, J. T l.Wt
Parker, B.. Ltd 1,460

Cormack, J.,andSons, Ltd. ... l.«7
Freer, W l.«8
Davies.F 1,389

Prockter, F. M., and Co., Ltd. ... 1,213 17 6

Watkin. W., i Son, Wood-green' 1,206
• Recommended for acceptance.

Wem Hilt.—For alterations and additions to the

Clarkson-street schools. Canning Town, for the Educa-
tion Committee of the County Borough of West Ham.
Mr. William Jacines, A.B.I.B.A., 2, Fencourt, E.C.,

TO OOBKESPONDENTS.
We do not bold ourselves responsible tor the opinions

of our correspondents. All communications should

be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are

many claimants upon the space allotted to

correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Bun.DI.NQ News, Effingham
Uouse, I, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C, and not to
members of the stall by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for. or be Uable
for, unsought contributions.

•.•Drawings of selected competition designs, im
portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more coninionplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,
on mutually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertained on application.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

Webb. A ... £2.597

Dean, J. and J ... 2,400

Hoeking. O. and E
Symes, A. E ... 2,388

HorewUl, H. C.
Bharpin, W. B.' ... . ... 3,180

' Recommended for acceptance.

Bryer, J., Bridgwater
Maddock, J., Tannton
Small, F. and £., Taunton...
Smith, H. G., Taunton
Spear, F. C. Tannton
Pcole, Milverton
Moggridge and Son, Taunton

!,B44

2.863
2,820
2,812
2,762

2,756
2,694
2,662

2,391

•.'The special rate to Canada is £1 Is. 8d.
= 5dols. 27c. for 12 months, and 10s. 10d. = 2dols. 64c.
six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for
Canada are Messrs. Sells, Ltd., 302, Sbaughnessy
Buildings, McGill-street, Montreal, who will receive
Subscriptions, £1 Is. 8d. per annum, on our account.

Cheques and Post-ofBce Orders to be made payable
to The Strand Newspaper Company, Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

Telephone: Gerrard 1291. ,
Telegrams: " Timeserver, Estrand. London."

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.

for four lines.

The charge for Auctions. Land Sales, and Mis-
cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-
tion Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words
(the first line counting as two), the minjmum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 60 words. Special terms for series
of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

8ITDATI0N8 Vacant and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for *' Situations
Vacant" and "Partnerships" is One Shilling for
Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight

Webimiksieb, 8.W.—For the
verification of 22 gae-holders at the Westminster gas-
meter testing office :—
Sngg. W., and Co., Ltd., A.

Westminster £474 ... £114
Glovor, T., and Co., Ltd.,
Edmonton 343 7 6 ... 231 13

Glover, G., and Co., Ltd.,
Chelsea 340 ... 237 6

Gas Meter Co., Ltd., Kings- I

land-road, N.E 336 ... 232 10

Parkinson and Cowan, W. B.,
Ltd., City-road, E.C. ... '330 ... 336

• Accepted. A.—Additional for optional items.

WivEEibCOMBE.—For the erection of 14 cottages, for

the urban district council. Mr. F. W. Roberts.
F.R.I.B.A., 2, Hammet-Btreot, Taunton, arehitect

:

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. CV. are now ready, and should
be ordered early (price 125. each, by post 12s. 9d.).

as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLL, XLVI., XLIX.,
LIII.. LXI.. LXII.. LXIV., LXV., LXVI., LXVII.,
LXVIII., LXIX., LXXI., LXXII., LXXIII.,
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVII.. LXXIX..
LXXX., LXXXI.. LXXXII.. LXXXIII., LXXXIV..
LXXXV., LXXXVI., LXXXVIl., LXXXVIII.,
LXXXIX.. XC, XCI., XCII., XCIII.. XCIV..
XCV., XCVl.. XCVII.. XCVIII.. XCIX., C, CI.,
CII., cm., CIV., and CV. may still be obtained at
the same price ; all the other bound volumes are
out of print. Most of the back numbers of former
volumes are, however, to be had singly. Subscribers
requiring any back numbers to complete volume
just ended should order at once, as many of them
soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Bdildino
News, price 23., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained
from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher,
Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand. W.C.

Accepted. Architect's estimate, £2,446.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Cue Pound per annum (post free) to any part of

the United Kingdom ; for the United States,
£1 6s. Od. (or edols. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium,
£1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od. To any
of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

•.•Our Direct Subscription Agents for Australia
are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co.. Printers and
Publishers. 19. York Chambers, 105. Liverpool.street.
Sydney. New South Wales; for Japan, Messrs. Z. P.
Maruya and Co., Ltd.. 1116, Nionbashi Tori
Sanchome, Tokyo ; who will receive Subscriptions at
£1 6s. per annum on our account. Copies of the
paper will be sent by us direct to the subscribers'

Words,
words after. All Situation
prepaid.

Sitcations Wanted.

Advertisements not exceeding Thirty Words,
inclusive of name and address, are inserted under
the heading " Situations Wanted," Iree o/ charge.

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on
application to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach
the office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-
page advertisements and alterations or stop orders
for serial advertisements must reach the office by
Tuesday morning t-o secure attention.

•.• Replies to advertisements can be received at
the Office. Effingham House. 1, Arundel-street,
Strand, W.C. free of charge. If to be forwarded
under cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Six-

pence is made. (See Notice at head ol "Situations.")

D. R.-Dr. H. W.E.-Reckived.- K. E. C—
C. S. Co.. Ltd.-C. L. Co.-Col. J. .T. A.-C. U.-
H. and G.—G. .\ —G. K.—.T. G. K. and Son.—
T. T. G. and Co.—B. S. Co., Ltd.-W. H. S. and Son.
—B. Bros —W. J., Ltd.—C. and Co.. Ltd.—G. and 1.

—.1. T. and Co.. Ltd.—N. C. C—W. S.-T. K.-
P. C. B. and Co.—E. and R., Ltd.—E. G. E. C-
T. B. H.—E. F. F. C. Co., Ltd.

R. F. S.—Yes.

LTniertain.-Not by us.

Claim.—We think you will fail.

Wandebeu. — Many fhanks ; we shall be greatly
obliged.

Novii E.—Mi.v the colour dry with the cement and
sand. Some of the colours do considerably reduce
the strength of the cement. We gave a list of the
best materials for colour on p. 7-3 of our issue of
.Tuly 19. 191''. and from these you can blend to an>-

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
<t»

23—Bemi-Detached Cottages, Blackley Estate, Manchester ... £50, £25 T. Hudson, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Manchester.
25—Sewerage Scheme, Cwmamman W. M. Knoyle. Clerk, Commercial Bnildini?s, Glanammau.
30—Designs for Concert Hall and Public Shelter, Hythe SOgs., 25g8., lOgs B. 0. Drake, Town Clerk, Town Clerk's Oflloe, Hjthe, Kent.
20—Champlain Tercentenary Monument, OnlUa, Ontario

Canada (limit of cost £4,100) The Canadian High Commissioner, Victoria-street, 6.W.
23—Secondary School for Boys (600 places), Barnes Estate,

Durham-road, Sunderland. (Assessor nominated bv
President of Royal Institute of British Architects) £100, £51, £26 J. W.Moncur, M.Inst.C.E., Boro' Bur., Town Hall, Sunderland.

3C—Villa-Flats at the Lido, Venice (limit of cost £80,000) £480, £330, £200 Direzione della Campagnia Italiana dei Grandi Alberghi,

8.M. del Giglio 2167, Venice.
16—Harbour Extension, Helsingborg 7,000 kron., 4,000 kron., 2,000 kron... The Harbour Extension Board, Helsingborg, Sweden.
1«_ Designs tor New Town Hall, Middleton (cost not to exceed

£18,C00) (Hastwell Grayson. Assessor) £100, jtso, £25 F. Entwistle, Town Clerk. Town Hall, Middleton.
7—Designs for Public Elementary Schools at Linda-street,

York-read, Battersea ; and Billingsgate-street, Church-
btreet, Greenwich (Mr. J. W. Simpson, F.R.I.B.A.,
AtsesEor) L. Gomme. Clerk, Education Offices, Victoria Embankment, W.C.

31—Planning Workmen's Settlement, Campine Coalfield £400, £240 M. le President de la Commission pour I'Amenagement dos
Agglomerations Indnstrielles, Rue de Lonvain, F

LIST OP TENDERS OPEN.
BUILDINGS.

Ji— Cottages and Farm Buildings, Crowmoor Salop County Council
23-Higbflelds School, Adwick-le-Street West Ridmg Education Committee
23-Eniarging County School, Bileby Leicastershire Education Committee
23—tight-rcomed Cottage, Temple Clayworks, Bodmin F. Parkyn
23-HouBe. Panog-road, Newport Capt. D. R. Stephens '.V. '.;....;;:...

2J-Bendence, Polkjth-road, St. Auatell Mrs. A. Mitchell .

»3-8cbool. Alterations to. Alma-road, Itchen Woolston
13—Maiiniiif;bam District Baths, Extensions at, Bradtord Corporation . .

23-Eigbt-Koomcd Cottage, Temple ClayworkB, Bodmin Frank Parkyn
23— Bcbool. Additionato. Walball-Btrcet, Wolverhampton Education Committee
23—Grammar School, Dming-room at, Barnstaple i

23— labile Baths, Auditions to. Tara-Btreot, Dublin '.'."'.'.'..

Pabiio Health 'committea'!!y'..'.'..^^^^^^^^^^
23—Bmgle Labourers' Cottages (213), Downpatnck Rural District Counou
2S-Creamery, Cratloe Bndge Co-operative Creamery, Ltd
26—Farm houses, Blackmoor Farm, Abbeydore Herefordshire County Uonncil
26— Parish Hall and Institute, Willington
'25—Teacher's House at School, Bnrley Haiita County CJoniicil
26—Poet 4 Telephone Station Founaations, Beraing-Bor-Meaae .'.'.'. .'.'.'.'.'....

26— School, Additions to, TonyBguboriau Glamorgan CkiantyCooiicll ... .......

W. J. Pulford. County LandAeent, Bhrevsbirv.
The Education Architect, Coon ty Hall. Wakefield.
The Architect. 33, Bowling Green-street. L'siceiter.

W. J. P. Jenkins, Bodmin.
J. T. J. Williams, Aroht., Napier-street. Cardigan.
B. O. Andrew, M.8.A , Biddicks-court, St. Austell.

A. L. Roberts. Archt.,The Castle. Winchester.
The City Architect, Town Hall, Braltord.
W. J. P. Jenkins. Archt., Bodmin.
T. H. Fleeminsjaud Son Archts., Q i3ea-sq., Wolverhampton.
G. W. F. Brown, Clerk, The Strand, Barnstap'e.
M.J. Buckley. Boro' 8ur., Castle-street, Drblin.

The Clerk, Council OiHcea, Downpatnck.
D. Woulfe, Sec, Ballaugh, Abbeyfeale, Limerick.

B. Dear, County Land Agent, 133, Owen-street, Herefjrd.
W. A. Kellett, Archt., 2, riouth-road. Bishop Auckland.
A. L. Roberts. Arcbt., The Castle, Winchester.
Administration Centrale des Postes, Rue de Louvain, Bruxelles.

The Clerk, Countv Hall, Cardiff.
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OUR ILLUSTRATIONS.
New Store at Singapore. View and plans

H. O. Elhs and Clarke, MM.S..\...'Vrchi(

The Shirpui' Palace. Indore, India, for H.H. thfl
Maharajah of Indore. View and plan. Messrs.
Sir Ernest George, A.R.A., and .\. B. Yeates,

A Friendly Home for Servants : Building News
Designing Club. Three selected designs.

St. Luke's Church, Rochdale: New Chancel Screen
Mr. Frank R. Freeman, L.R.I.B.A.. Architect.

New Building to Kingston Russell House, Dorchester.
Mr. Philip Tilden, Architect.

REFINEMENT IN DESIGN.

To know what to leave out is often the

wliole art of knowing what to put in.

Where extraneous and meaningless addi-

tions are eliminated, we are left with the

natural and necessary. It is a mark of

incompetence to omit tlie necessary, and
pile up the superfluous. The architect

grounded in the "canons" of his art—as

wo say, without knowing what we mean,
hut possibly intending to convey the idea

of ono possessing a large amount of plain

commonsense—will endeavour to render
beautiful some necessary feature, say, a

window, and take a genius's infinite pains
even over the humble sash-bars, seeing in

these necessaries as' fitting subjects for

thought and consideration as cathedral
mullions. Those who rest satisfied witli

any kind of hole in the wall for window-
opening, and make a medley of sash-square
proportions, will, likely as not, hurryi on
to fritter away plain-wall siufaic. ruin an
honest brick gable with sliaui "half-

timber," and cut and ciiiiUl;' .1 liiiiidrt'd and
ono senseless conceits, lluw, but by
omitting the whole hash, could we breathe
refinement into such work ? The art of

eliminating the unnecessary might well be
preached as a first. principle.

That the act of refinement is mainly the
art of eliminating seems a just interpreta-
tion of the term " refinement," as applicable
to architecture; fur, to refine is to purify,
and this surely entails something being
cast out. Since nowadays wo rather suffer
f^om a plethora of ages-old, ready-made
architectural properties, we may do well
to consider the art of refining as primarily,
and, by preforence. the art of eliminating
superfluity and insincerity, nioro especially
tho latter, as affecting construction and its

expressii.n. Viewed in this light, refine-
ment and simplicity must often go hand in
liand, and so are not, as some seem to
fancy, contrary attributes. If, further, we
regard refinement in design as the result
of tho elimination of the coarse and
commonplace, wo may confidently assure
ourselves that in refining a composition, or
in refining detail of )il,nn m- rlovatinn. \\'-

are not, as a nil.', .hl.lin- di, l.nt iri"-i

generally deci-fn-niL: lli^ hiihiIm 1 <ii ii.ni^

and features- 1.---.. mil- ili. m.iii ,.f mmIi.ik'
impediment.-i rc^-arcd iivon tlio back i:f

plain, unoffending building.
Doubtless there is also tho positive

•aspect of refinement, as this term mav
apply to the evolution and ijerfcctin'i of

architectural design. In refininc. ns whm
"working up" a simtilo Ihemo to a lii.gher

order rnd jihase. wo may elevato tho
elemental to a loftier plane. It is refiners"
work to obliterate ugly gajhcs and pro-

minences in ridge lines ; it is also a refine-
ment to soften, by subordinate additions,
the garish baldness of a railway-station
type of roof. In both instances we, either
by a positive or negative process, eliminate
the uncouth and offensive. Such a view of
the meaning of refinement in architecture
is elevating, because it necessitates real
mental effort, and is not akin to french-
polishing, or the mere rendering of an
object sleek aud smooth. The furnace of
thought is tJie designer's refining - fire,

wherein should be burned up the coarse,
tlie alien, the superfluous, and, above all,

tho meaningless—that which has no
practical motive or base. Tho less we
view tho act of refining as a mere matter
of polish, tho less likely will our efforts at
refinement kill out all boldness, all ex-
pressiveness, all life and vigour.

To refine, we need sensibility ; an appre-
ciation of small change from any mean
state, position, or condition ; tho kind of
eye that sees, and the heart that feels,
beauty in "the mud and scum of things "—
a lively sentiment for infinite gradation,
and an acquaintance with tho differential
calculus of festhetics, as it were. We need
power tu estimate and esteem the signifi-
caiir.- ,,f iiumif.- ^!ladts of difference. The
Mii.ill ihiiiL'-. ili.ii (ouiit are not in truth
1" ii\ 'l.i.iiN, I. lit thf ultimate ends, the
CMiiiiil.'ii..ii and Consummation of the vital
and basic We should essay to refine, nut
when our minds are obsessed with the siiiai:

things that do not count, but when pow. r

is given to grasp and transform an ex-
pansive whole. Certainly it is in small
matters ue refine, but these minutise are
rather the incomplete parts of weighty
affairs—offshoots and extensions of the
serious and fundamental—to neglect which
may reveal want of integrity and lack of
resolute purpose. If wo regard rpfinemont
in architectural design as a nieii (..mtn.;-

down, smoothing and polishiir.; |iin,-,s"s

—an affair solely of this or that rniiloar
and mould—instead of adding t.i exjnvs-
siveness, to grace and beauty, we shall
engender the tame and insipid. Too
frpquently we mistake this for delicacy and
.L'L'.iiice.

-\ll tiae refinement in desi.gn seems an
..flan uf infinitesimals; and this, no doubt,
wo can understand, seeing that the basir
forms, the determining outlines of all w.-

deal with, are time-old and threadbai,
with age, unless we can instil some small
improvement awakening novel interest.
^^ e may see that a certain well-known
form of antiquity ha.s been through a ro-
lining fire: and that, very often, is all we
can see, since the change from standard
typo is too minute to imprc^^ itself imrr.c-

diately upon our sense. And where im-
provements have been . wrought for
centuries, the possibility of further im-
provement becomes less, a peculiar mode
or, manner of design having ivaclied its

culmination; so that paitiml.u airhi-
tectural details may, by tli.ii ll.lVlIl^ lung
been perfected,, become as little anienabre
to alteration as the circle. We may make
a parody, we may -subvert, or turn things
inside-out ; but this is in no sense refine-
ment. Only long study and concentration
of effort can accomplish a genuine improve-
ment, and this is so shadowy, so slight and
imperceptible, that, as we have suggested,
we cannot at first comprehend wherein the
refinement consists. Had we the necessary
delicacy of appreciation, no doubt minor
improvements on form long supposed un-
improvable could be made. The fact that
an average can always be struck and an
"order" thus standardised, does not imply
that the way fur all further refinement is
closed for evn-. In a sense, all leaves on
on oak-tree are similar; they truly belong
to a special -older '; it is no less true to
say that no two such leaves are alike. If
we are viewing such leaves as objects of
beauty, and are keenly sensitive of
delicate variation from some conventional,
ideal form of oak-leaf, infinitely varied
interest is discoverable; each leaf pos-
sessing definite character, the result of
sniih- si Ldit change from the hypothetical
|o.'i-i.\| .'. Could we fully appreciate this
I'Niiit. we should see that vast scope exists
for refined variation on old architectural
device, without real modification of the
basic form,

Kefinement in design should postulate
real improvement, should, indeed, have
some practical motive. It is not easy to
see how we can render objects liiore
^'raceful and elegant, unless every step we
lake IS guided by some underlying motive.
It would portend an advance in architec-
I lire as a living art if our designers were
required to give a reason for every line not
obviously arising from constructional
necessity. We should have much jdain
building, and possibly be none the worse
for it. We should see less that is inicon-
structional, and constrr.ction thereby

Id gain in expression. If. as a main
It. ..,„ efforts to r.fiii.. I,.| ,,, the

Hnii.nati.u uf purpo^ebss f,,,„,, K, .„
"'i"-li at bast would cn:.t,;„|„.,.,v a,,hi-
tectuie be purified.

It is a common observation, that we mav
over-refine. - If we regard refinement as a
mere polishing and smoothing; process, no
doubt the final outcom- of surh rofiniii'' is
tho elimination of all boldness, 'all
piquancy, all pleasing rotiMiditv and
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fulness ;ni.l vigniiv of form: the anis
ilulleil, till- liMsi-y curve evtrywliere

roii(lfii-i -I'k ,iiii| Mlfaginuus. Tlie salt

tlierelix i - - ii- -ax.iii-. We see much that

is tame :iinl ll.il. wanting in "go," and. no
doubt, often the cause lins been a mistaken
icie.a as to the nature of true refinement.

Maybe, wo have at times taken the Adelphi
terrace tr.> >:.^violl<:lv.

The r '
I -n I rnreful. the elegant and

delicate, i, >i i!j :i|ipear more so when
contr,!-:. i

\.. li ili. indeed and coarse. It

inmhi 1 - \ i^:i;ernti()n to suggest that the
c ii I'.i.iii Ml siiih contrast by definite juxta
|i.i-iii.iii "i the rude to the fine may be a

(li .-1,411 |>iiiKi|'le ; but if we differentiate

between the bold, the rugged, and plain,

and actual offensive and revolting coarse-

ness, we have eveiy reason for seeing in

such contrasts a way to most effective and
pleasing composition. The delicate twigs
and actual branch ends of trees surely

make harmony with the rough and gnarled
bowl and trunks ? Highly - elaborated
canopies grafted into bare wall, and
shadowed bv rude Norman arches, are
infinitelv plen?

the valuV -f n,

In old Kivlirh

early ari;iilii:u

frith delicatcly-

We hi ime sensible

.1 architectu

iniiis, lure and there,

ituved Flamboyant, re-

ftiinding one of wild flowers and ground-
ivy twining about the rugged stems of

hedgerow trees. Actual coarseness we
tannot admit ; but a certain elemental
rudeness of method seems well suited to

enhance that which is highly-refined and
delicate.

i***^

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING
CLUB.

A SMALL FRIENDLY HOME FOR YOUNG
SERVANTS.

It is often said that students' examinations
are made much too stiff ; also we occasionally
hear it repeated that if some questions asked
of candidates were put to senior members of

the profession they would be floored ; indeed,
in light-hearted moments we have heard
many highly-successful architects unhesi-
tatingly agree that if catechised in such a
stringent fashion themselves they personally
would be plucked or " relegated to their
studies." Tliis current subject of our Club
appears to have been too much for some of
the members; eonsequeiitlv. in the matter of

numbers, at any rate, tlie rrsponse is far
from satisfactory. We eMii.-iitly expected too
much, though the suliject is really quite a
simple affair, and the problem, such as it is,

was practically worked out for the com-
petitors by the lead given in the instructions
issued for this contest. The length of our
specification arose from a desire to facilitate
the work and in order to keep the proposal
within definite lines. Nearly a column of
printed matter, thus set forth", seems to have
depressed the courage of a good few of our
capable men, who, no doubt, easily enough
found other attractions ready to haiid during
the delightful spell of e.xceptionallv fine
weather prevailing; throughout the better
part of a warm .Apiil, wlien these plans had
to be made. Voluntary work in a club for
students like ours is subject to contingencies
of this character; but, on the other liand,
when a slackening off such as this happens,
a chance for a place is afforded to those who
hold their ground by sticking to their work
in spite of all temptation.
This subject is for a small hospice or home

for young girls on the look-out for domestic
service—a sort of centre where thev can be
cared for. and, to some extent, made fit for
their calling. The building is not equipped
to serve as a training-home, and the accom-
modation which we asked for was clearly
ilefiiied. There had, in this case, for one thing,
to be a hall at the rear for occasional use in
connection with the hostel itself, and at other
times it is intended to be used for outside
independent purposes, to insure some return
on tlie rent. Small assembly-rooms of such
a character and of about this capacitv are

very often required in most county towns,
stiully ai)art from licensed premises. Every-
bixly niMst lie more or less familiar with that
diflienlly. I'he ground floor of the "Home"
itself was to be adapted accordingly to
provide alternate uses, and as will be seen
from the drawings now reproduced, the
arrangements had to be divided by au
entrance archway leading to the central gang-
way, or corridor, communicating with this
hall at the back of the premises. We stipu-
lated that on one hand of the archway the
administrative department should be located,
and on the other side the main entrance to
the establishment itself. The recreation-
rooms and refectory were to be placed on
the first floor, the two upper stories being
allocated to dormitories laid out with
cubicles of specified sizes. A perspective was
suggested ; but this was not made an essential
condition, so naturally, perhaps, some con-
tributors somehow found it inconvenient to
spare space for such a view. The style of the
building also was left optional, but the specified
material was to be salt-glazed brick with
hard stone for cornices, strings, and plinths.
The roof had to be flat for recreation space
enclosed by a parapet.

Architecturally "N." in our judgment, is

preferable. His facade is self contained, and
the proportions adopted are pleasing as well
as suitably handled, the third floor being
treated as an elevational attic. As a plan,
"N's" design suffers in comparison with
those submitted by " Enfant," and, to some
degree, "Toby's" plans are better. The
elevations of these two other contributors are
also comparable, both being more or less
appropriate for institutional purposes, though
less homely and domestic than "N's" front.
Internal contrivance has to take preference,
and when the balance of one thing taken with
the other is approximately close, we have to
make a note of minor variations, and cannot
ignore, in any event, important defects, siieh,

for example, as the absence of cubicles, as in

the scheme submitted by "X."
Tlic award is "Enfant" first, "X" second,

and "Toby" third. "Enfant," perhaps over-
aceentuates his trifling central projection,
and we do not admire the top termination of
this feature, which necessitates such long,
ugly-looking, squat windows above it. The
ground-floor office and workroom would look
lob sided witliin doors, each room having one
large and one small window adjacent one
with the other. The iron-bnilt bav oriels on
the first floor are justified to some" extent by
tlic metal frann's to the other windows. They
soiin Imu\ nr otli.r look out of key with the
re-l .1 il!,^ Iiiiiii. which gains nothing by the
aiiiiiirni i-h -Mit nt arched or ramped raftings
set o;it 111! Ih, tnp wall. A plain, horiozntal
line would have hcen much more agreeable.
As to the openings cutting up the inter-
mediate brick piers, with their arched stone
cappings. we think them most objectionable.
Such fiddle-faddle is out of keeping just
where strength and a good weathering sim-
plicity seem so essential. The facade by
"Enfant" has a good bold archway, and the
projections of the cornices and strings end, as
they should, within the limits of the specified
width of the frontage, avoiding all trespass
over the adjoining owner's property, and
giving room for down-pipes and rainwater
heads. The top floor, facing to the facade,
is mannged rather cleverly by the intro-
duction of wall-piers, adding a little by way
of enrichment, but just wlierc a suggestion
of the kind seems commendable.

These plans generally take precedence for
their compactness and convenience. The
principal staircase is subordinated and
simple, enabling light to be readily insured
from the internal open spaces. The rotary
doors to the hall are surely not required.
They only encumber the entrance in this
case. The external escape service staircase
is reached from the main landings of the
young servants' quarters, and the private
stairs are handy, facing the street. The
cubicles have an external window in every
instance, and the lifts run up in a properly
direct straight line from the kitchen to the
top floor.

"N" we have already praised for his
exterior, and said we tliought it the best of

the till

failure

His plans, not forgetting his
provide cubicles, have the merit

of directness, and avoid ambitious display.
The scullery is too far isolated from the
kitclien. and the office entrance is very
cramped. The bathroom is central, and,
like the staircase, is situated to the rear.
The plan is economically laid out as a whole,
but we miss "N's" lockers. The second-floor
corridor is not over-well lit. This parapet
wall by " N " is preferable to any open iron
railing. .A big lantern suitably lights the
assembly-hall, and the yards are more roomy
and less hampered, being made square. The
coal service is situate in the basement. "N "

allows room for his share of the party-walls,
but " Enfant " takes some liberties in this
regard, not altogether, it seems, accounted
for by the small scale. His perspective fails

to do his elevation justice, and there was no
reaon why the slight projection of the front
should hide the plain pier at the far end of
the facade, as happens here. The w.c. at the
end of the assembly-hall has no vertical ex-
ternal window, depending, as it does, on a
skylight, which some by-laws will not allow to
happen.

" loby " spoils his chances to a great extent
by constructing a flat set about in the middle
area of his front building on the second floor

behind, while in doing that he actually carries
one main outside wall on a girder above the
refectory in really a gratuitous manner. This
curtailment of the building in front of the
site necessarily limits its utility and reduces
the cubical contents in an unfortunate way,
without a due regard to the relative cost of
the facade, which in any event had to be
carried up as a whole. Another drawback
to " Toby's " plan is the undue reduction of
the intermediate yards, even though the in-

trusions into their space are comparatively
low. The escape staircase is not well
managed, the flat over the cloak place inter-

vening and spoiling all continuity, which in

a panic is so very essential. I'he service
staircase from the kitchen is absolutely
devoid of light, and too much space in the
most important part of the premises seems
to be devoted to the main stairway, which
might easily, in the setting out, be found to

cut across the windows on which it depends
for light. " Toby " should have worked out
that detail sufficiently to show this. There
is ample space for this to be done on the sheet
in the place of the title. His elevation trans-

gresses badly by the returns of the cornice
projections extending beyond the limit of the
frontage. No room for down-pipes is pro-

vided. The scale of his railing at the top
of the elevation is disproportionate to that of

the entrance-gates below. The conventional
• shadow " blacking-ill part of the archway
spoils its effect, and this partial solid black
filling does not help the proportions of the
fenestration either. The cornice is weathered
freely, and presumably the water would drip
freely, too, on to the pavement and passers-

by. The same result must happen from the
oriel bay roofs. The crowning coping of the
end pavilions is not, we venture to say, par-

ticularly successful. Generally speaking,
however, the elevation is appropriate and
effective as a well-balanced front, as it should
be, though it seems equally obvious that the
staircase windows ought to have been
arranged differently. If so, this symmetry
on which its good effect depends might have
been lost. To repeat the word " Flat " on
the third floor is misleading, showing as it

does a means of reaching the escape gallery

and staircase. This flat really only occurs
over the refectory on the first floor, as any-

'

one can see for themselves.

" Oxo " comes next, but he reduces the!
passage too much as a througliway to the

'

assembly-hall at the back of the premises.
His service staircase is perfectly dark, and
the waste of room incurred by the principal

staircase and its landings cannot be approved.
The front windows light the pantry and
lockers rooms, while the principal apart-

ments are left to overlook the yard. Windows
are shown in the party-walls for the recrea-

tion-room, dormitorie's, and water-closets.'

"Oxo" only saves his position by a certain

degree of merit displayed in his elevation;

not that we can say' it is good, except in a
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r/-lati1fe sonsp. The author lacks proportion.

;.im1 disrpgnrds nrclutectiirnl convention. He
wastes too mnch -pai.' in Ins dormitories.

On the whole he in-' 'I" I" "- i' another time.

-Paolo" ha.s >" .ii;.«ii hi- perspective ns

to change the prop..iii..ii- ,,l tli,' tront, making

it look half as tall again as the elevation

warrants. This increase in height is a

manifest improvement; but we cannot get

away from tlic facts, and so have to come

back to til- L...III. iM.al facade. The seg-

mental I
I

I "pciiing in the centre

l,as fluiii i
'1 I"ite Classic iron-

work, aU.;;. \lH.i -txle. The third story

is rouglua !. J ill I I 111. lit, and a broadly pro-

jecting I'Miii I ii.il,- rather effective, though

it does n.it mil IV at llie ends. The dor-

mitories are impu.ssiblc, having cubicles

grouped eight in a block, away from the

windows and air. They are set in the middle

of the rooms behind the cubicles, laid out

il,.,-" III. , At.rnal and pnrtv walls. These

l,i„. ,

,, 1 :,ri ...|nallv .l.'N.ml nf direct light.

11:, -- ,
I

-li.,\vv li.iu ^.^\ 1. ail tills arrange-

,11,1,1 iiiiivi I,,.. 1 111' ti.|i lantern over the main

stairs four Hoors np is not an ideal pro-

\isioii. and the enorinons landing in the heart

of the liuilding is far from economical of floor

space. The refectory is lit from the ends, and

the recreation-room also is too long and
narrow.

" Amo " arranges his cubicles in. pairs, the

second one being shut in by the other, and

so blocked from direct light and ventilation,

with an alley for access between each pair

and serving a series of four. The exterior is

neatly delineated in a formal manner, but

there" is no view. The stflircase occurs in the

middle, to the rear of the front block, and

it rises awkwardly next the central through-

way wall. The other staircase looks very

dark. The devi<*es, and specially the middle

one on the parTapet, holding a flag, are not

attractive, and the iron balcony railing, oddly

rnnii...h. raflips np at each end. " E. W. D."
i^ iiMiiiiMlfiil of rules, and ignores the speci-

ii...l ^1/.^ vii|)iilated for. The cornice of his

Iront pr.i|nt> at each side, while the corridor

loading to the assembly-hall, contrary to

precise instructions, is set at the left-hand of

the site, with skylights over. The staircase

occupies a middle place precisely where the

througlnfay ought to have come. The plan

is very indifferent and the elevation is poor.

The following is a copy of the instructions

issued as a guide to competitors;—"A Small
Friendly Home for Young Servants in a

country town on a level site in a suburban
street, with trees along the footway. It has
50ft. frontage, with a depth of 75ft. No
mural borrowed lights from adjacent open
land at the rear. In the centre of the front

there is to be an archway 10ft. wide forming
a porch to the front premises, with its

entrances right and left, and also a covered
way to ail attached small hall for meetings
to be built at the rear on the site. The street/

elevation is flush with the back line of the
public pa\enient; but cornices, etc., may
(ncrhanp, and no objection to projecting
oriels, to the depth of 2ft. out to out, up
above first-floor level. There is to be a pair
of wrought-iron gates, 7ft. high by 8ft. wide,
and opening inwards with an ornamental
spandrel grille (including a lamp in the
middle) filling the semicircular arch. The
assembly-hall is to be about 43ft. long by
24ft. wide, and 16ft. high to springing of
roof. It may liave wall windows facing the
inner courtyard : otherwise the light to be
from dormer windows set in roof, and to that
extent light is allowable from the open space
behind the site. The entrance to the lionie
to be on the right-hand of the archway. Put
a secondary door on the left leading to the
matron's administrative part of the premises.
Here in front put an o'fnce or room where
inquiries for servants and for applicants for
admisison can be interviewed. Botli
entrances to liave a small hall and a stair-

case ; that to the matron's side to be smaller,
and stairs to only extend to first floor and
basement. The main staircase to be on the
home entrance side. The <lepth of the front
building to be 32ft.. and to be three floors
high above the ground story. The admini-
strative premises on the left hand of the
ground floor to include beside the front oHice

or iiK]uiry room (about 144ft. super.), a

UitcliPii, l.irder, scullery, cooks cupboard,

lift up and down, and avv.e. in the adjacent

yard. The right hand of the ground floor to

'inelnde two workrooms and a cloakroom for

boots, etc. Between the rear assembly-hall

and the front buildings show two open area

yards, witli a small access gate to each, right

and left, in front of the porch and lobby pro-

jecting from the west side of the assembly-

hall, whicli must have a single small adjacent

lavatory and w.c. at the end ne.\t where tlie

iron emergency stairs are partly located.

This stairway will be approaclicd by two iron

gangways from tlie second- and third floor

levels, and reached off the two floors from
rear windows. By placing the stairs between
the end of the hall and llie party- or
'.)Oundarv-wall on the i n^lit ,

tin- hack windows
of the front biiildiiiL: will 1..- I. ft free of

icti th(

premises

creati'

1 provide a releetor\ and a wash-up
ith lift, above the kitchen ; a

room of about the same size, and
to refectory a bedroom for the

matron, a linen-store and a bathroom, with

w.c. for the matron and lier one or two helps.

Provide space for inmates' lockers to corre-

spond with number of beds provided. The
remainder of the upper floors to bo devoted to

dormitories, with parallel framed enclosed

cubicles, each 6ft. square. Three w.c.'s and
lavatory for the inmates. One double-bed
bedroom for cook and a helper. The ground
floor to be 12ft. high to first-floor level; first

floor and upper floors to be 10ft. in the clear.

The basement need not be shown, but it will

contain coal-stores and cellars. Number of

beds left to competitors to work out. Plans
of the ground, first, and second floors required

(third floor if space allows). Section through
centre front to back. Scale 16ft. to the inch.

Front elevation only to be to 4ft. to the inch.

Should there be room on the sheet, show a

small perspective sketch. Style is left to

competitors. Fai^ade to be in salt-glazed

brick, with hard stone sparingly used for

cornices, strings, plinths, etc. The roofs

mainly flat, and used as a recreation space,

protected by a parapet and tall iron grille

where the building does not run up to enclose

stairs approach, and play-shelter made to

match this enclosure on the other side of the

front."

SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.
YORK MEEtlNG.

\t the meeting of the Surveyors' In-

stitution last Friday at York, the first paper
read was

:

LIBERTY AND THE LAND,

By Sir- Alfred E. Pease, Bart.

Sir Alfred dealt at considerable length

with the historical aspects of the land
question, and then proceeded to deal with
work and wages and the relations between
capital and labour. The fourth division of

his subject embraced

HOUSING.
As regards the provision of cottages for

agricultural labourers, it appears that it has
been generally the policy hitherto to supply
these without much regard to an economic
rent. Tlie tied cottage, where it exists, is

part of the general equipment of a farm. It

is denounced by the new school of land
reformers as "an instrument of feudal
tyranny, though as a matter of fact it is of
very great advantage to the labourer who
can take himself and his family to the best
employer he can find, who can thus offer the
labourer a home at a low rent or at no rent,
and :a home, moreover, where he is "handy"
to his work. The system is of great ad-
vantage to the farmer. It is no more a
piece of tyranny than it is to have a house
attached to a "post-office, to a mine, to a
stable, or to the Prime Minister in Downing-
street. There is, of course, a shortage of
houses in the country, and as long as the
present policy of bleeding the land by im
posing high taxation and rjites upon it, and
the devastating policy of witlidrawiiig vast
sums of capital from land in the shape of
death duties coutimies, the shortage will

become more and more evident. No one can
misread the effect of the Budget of 1!109 on
building operations; it has been enormous
and immediate. In 1909 the number of new
buildings was 114,420; in 1910, 48,899, anil

there are few symptoms of recovery from
the blow. If the shortage is due to the

feudal system it is evident that feudalism has
become a more powerful engine than ever.

What arc the remedies proposed which arc

to undo those evil results of recent legis-

lation? The State is to provide the houses

that are no longer forthcoming. The State

is to compel a wage that will furnish to the

State an interest on its outlay by enabling
the tenant of a cottage to pay an economic
rent. It is not clear that a tenant of a

cottage, who now earns 18s. a week, and pays
Is. 6d. a week rent, is going to make a very

fat thing out of a minimum wage of 20s. ii

week, and having a rent to pay of, say, 4s.

He is to have an acre of land with his

cottage, but that will take the whole time of

a very industrious man every day in every

week to cultivate properly. Now, if public

money is advanced for these liousing schemes
it IS proposed that it should be a first charge
on the land. This means that it will not be
forthcoming, and cannot be applied precisely

where it is most required—namely, on the

estates of the poorer and smaller owners,
whose estates are already charged with mort-
gages, and who, subjected in recent years to

additional burdens, risks, and rates, have
not been able to build cottages. Local autho-

rities have the power to supply dwellings

out of the rates, but they have made but

little use of these powers. It is now proposed
to compel these democratieally-eiccted

bodies to do so, and also to force them to

use their compulsory powers for acquiring

land. The principle of tliis is that the rate-

payers and taxpayers who do not want houses

should build houses for those who do. The
effect of such a policy may be considered

good or bad, but it must certainly follow

that (I) private enterprise in building on the

part of owners will be discouraged; (2) that

the private builder's business will bo

strangled in a competition with the State
;

(3) it is almost impossible that the State can,

even with cheap capital, build as cheaply as

the private builder or with the same know-
ledge of local requirements; therefore one of

two results must ensue : either rents will tend

to be higher, and consequently rates, if an

economic rent is exacted, or, the rents being

lower than economic, there will be a State

loss, which means that ratepayers or tax-

is, A, B, C, etc., ide out of

their means housing for X, Y, Z, etc. If this

principle is extended logically and equitably

to the limit of its application, it results in

this obvious absurdity, that every man shall

build a house for his neighbour. We can

imagine even a Socialist, under this logical

application of his principles, asking himself

the question, "Why should I build a house

for my neighbour and not for myself?"

It is suggested that employers should be

compelled to build houses for married work-

men. It is certainly desirable, but of late

they have been discouraged from doing so.

In the industrial districts, had industrial

companies done so, much of the shortage of

houses for agricultural workers in villages

and towns would not have existed; but to

compel landowners and employers in rural

districts to build houses for married

labourers would simply encourage the em-

ployment of celibates, would place a premium
on sterility, and could not make for morality.

The Land Inquiry Commission make this

recommendation; ""It should be made a

definite statutory duty of every rural district

council for every person permanently em-

ployed in a rural district for whom a cottage

is not otherwise provided" to provide one.

Who can guarantee "permanent" employ-

ment? Even if the State decreed that no

man might quit his employment, and that no

man miglit dismiss the man employed, death,

accident, or disease may lay hands on em-

ployer or employed and make such provision

abortive. If leaving men liberty to select

their own homes is sin, the employers of

miners and industrial hands in factories are

sinners along with landowners, and among
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the worst culprits are the employers of post-
men, roadmen, of tax-collectors, and of tlie

ever-increasing army of functionaries. It is

also seriously demanded that the dismissed
agricultural labourer should be allowed to
retain his cottage. If this is to be. let us
have the same privileges attached to all other
employees, and let the Government begin
with its own servants.
Wliat is the use of ascribing the shortage

of houses to the feudal system when we know
the real causes and the State refuses to
remove them? The evil is far worse in
France, in America, and in the Transvaal,
and elsewhere, where, at any rate, there is

no feudal system. The bousing question is

no new one; it is really less acute now than
a hundred years ago, when there were fewer
houses per head of the population than to-
day. It is not possible that the question can
be finally solved. It must always be present
in any country where there is progress, and
which possesses resources. Houses do not
breed and multiply; population does— it is

liquid, flowing in all directions in rivulets,
streams, or torrents towards new fields, new-
industries, and ne%v markets for labour. To
meet the ever-increasing and changing
demand the State can do this much: it can
protect, instead of threaten, capital invested
in land and buildings, and cheapen con-
struction by removing many absurd by-laws
and restrictions, and last, but not least,
relieve the land of a large proportion of those
heavy burdens which cripple the resources
of those who have heavy responsibilities
towards the laud.

NEW OAK CHANCEL SCREEN, ST.
LUKE'S CHURCH, ROCHDALE.

A new chancel screen in the above church
was dedicated by the Lord Bishop of
Whalley, D.D., on Saturday last, before a
large congregation. The screen, which is of
the best Crown Austrian oak, is handsomely
carved and enriched, and is comprised of
seven bays, the centre bay being 6ft. wide,
with arch and pediment over, surmounted by
a large oak cross, and in the centre of the
pediment the sacred monogram, "I.H.C.,"
is carved.
The screen is so designed as to cause as

little as possible obstruction of the view of
the chancel and choir, the larger portion of
the enrichment, cuspings, etc., being well
above the eye level.

Carved paterae of the Tudor rose, etc., are
introduced between the open higher panels
and the vine carved along the cornice,
finished on the top with battlements. The
lower portion of the screen, which is 3ft. 6in.
above the chancel floor, is panelled, with
carving and enriched cusped lieads to the top
of each panel.
The height of the screen is nearly 16ft..

and the width 23ft. On the nave side and
on one of the lower panels a small brass
plate is attached, with inscription in red
and black enamels, as follows:—
"To the glorv of God and in commemora-

tion of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
dedication of this' church, tins scrcpu was
erected by parishioners and friends,
Ascension-tide, 1014."
The work is in the Decorated st\lc of

Gothic architecture, in liarinoiiv and keeping
with the existing screens, and adds to the
effect of. an already dignified clnircli. The
screen has been carried out from the designs
and under the supervision of Mr. Frank R.
Freeman, Licentiate of the R.I.B.A., archi-
tect, of Bolton, and the work has been
executed by Mr. John Hanson, of Burnley.

THE TECHNIQUE OF GLASS-PAINTING
IN MEDIAEVAL AND RENAISSANCE
TIMES.*

By John. A. Knowles.
(Continued from page 705, last week.)

We now come to the second part of our
subject, having determined as nearly as pos-
sible of what the mediaeval glass-painting

•A paper read before the Eoval Society of Arts
on May 13. 1914. We are indebted to Mr. Knowles for
final revision, and for the photos from which some
of his illustrations are Kiven

colour was composed, and will consider for

a few minutes the processes employed in

painting it on glass, and the way the ancient
artists overcame the many difficulties of

manipulation. I believe there are none of

the arts of painting which present so many
technical difficulties as painting on glass

does, and this is partly on account of the
nature of the material or ground, and partly
occasioned by the peculiarities of the pig-

ment. To understand these, we will describe

lines of the process put as plainly as I can
and stated in as few words as I am able to

put it ; but I must here remark that nowhere
outside our schools of art, and such places

where they profess to teach glass-painting, is

it done as simply as this, there being many
variations ana elaborations introduced by
different studios, not so much to overcome
some of the technical difficulties I shall pre-

sently point out, as to attain a more highly

developed technique on the glass, and partly

the main outlines of the process. The brown
enamel, or "colour." as glass-painters call it,

is ground up either with water or turpentine,

and a sufficient quantity of binder having
been added, either gum or fat-oil, or some
similar essential oil or varnish, to make it

both adhere to the glass and flow properly

from the brush, the main outlines are

painted on the glass, and tliese having dried,

a wash of enamel, ground as before in water,

to wliieli just sufficient gum has been added
to enable it to be moved by gradual strokes

of a fairly stiff hog-hair brush, is passed

quickly over the whole piece of glass by the

aid of a broad flat brush, and this coat is

then distributed evenlv by being lightly

dabbed all over with the ends of a flat-ended

brush of large size, to give an even coating

and eradicate brush marks, or gently

smoothed out with a flat brush made for the

purpose- of badger hair. When this second
coat, which is thin and semi-transparent and
gives the half-tones, has in turn dried, the

lights iu the painting are obtained by re-

moving it gradually where wanted with a

stiff dry brush, without any pigment, and the

sharpest lights are obtained by removing
strokes with a quill or stick sharpened to a

point for the purpose. These are the main

I

to obtain
qualities

manship

and \n
and feeling of design and dranghts-
wliicli each studio is endeavouring

to carry out, each one having its particular

point of view or manner and not deviating
from it. The first difficulty arises from the
slippery nature of the glass surface to which
the outlines arc applied, anil renders it im-
possible for the colour to obtain any physical
hold upon the surface of the glass, as in

water-colour painting upon paper, where the
pigment is not only held on whilst succeed-
ing washes of colour are waslied over it by
the rough surface of the paper, but is par-
tially absorbed into the paper itself, and is

\ not therefore liable to be completely washed
' off except under the hand of a very inevperi

[

enced artist. But in glass-paiiiting, if I he

I outlines have been mixed witli gnni only,

when the wash or matt is applied all o\er
them and they are then subjected to the fric-

tion of the hairs of the brush to smooth out
and distribute this second coat, the fine lines

are at once completely removed and ttij

thicker ones so blurred, through the water in

the second coat dissolving the gum in the

! traced lines, that they are rendered shape-

[

less. I do not mean that to pass a water
matt over a water-traced line is impossilible.
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liters in many studios do so

ever wash up a line, even the

1 matter of great delicacy, and

ned bv years of practice. To
lliculty various methods have

tlie chief of which is either

I, on in the kiln, or else mix

coats, outline and matt, ni water-colour, lo

lake the last question first, was the medieeyal
• ' water? To

a piece of
glass-painting 'done entirely i

arrive at a conclusion as to hi

artistic work, such as au 'il |i;mit,nj

instance, was produced,yii i ' l

to see the method from an i
i

i

rather than from a complci-

1

-I I

the work of an inferim- ani~l r,,il, i' tlnii

hishlv trained one. »u.\ \^r lin,' iiu.iinieiil

Pvulenop in the St. Shpln,,-^ ( b n.M .-Veer

Rolls, if -we cauiH.t ivly n,, il, oi.ln

grounds of reason, that Wu-yr w iv inl^

artists; men- who carried out ili' 1 -s

portant parts of the paintiiiy "I \vm.I"\\'^

well as apprentices, in thohe (l;i\<. jnsl

there are to-day ;
yet not in the most obscii

eorners of a window nor the most un"

portant pieces of tracery work do you e

for

statement, as corrosion and so forth would

obscure the points I should like to draw yoOr

attention to in the photograph; but of

various pieces of glass of early date I have

examined none gave evidence of having beeu

fired before being shaded. The first speci-

I can bring before you is a piece of 14th-

Ilead of a donor from St

Fourteenth century. SI i i I t i il

scratch which has occun i
I t i li li

was fired, and passes tin i I I ili tii tl

lines and shading coat.

the outline colour ground in turpentine witli

an essential oil, so working witli alternate

coats of oil and water .nl nu ; tlie oil cannot

therefore be r.nin,,,! h\ tlie water-colour

coat or the wat -r l.\ tin m,I. So much for

rough outline of niii.l.Mn na tlioils of painting.

and now to get back to our medueval artists

and their work. . We have seen they had four

methods of procedure at their disposal :
they

could either first fire the traced lines on and

then shade the work without fear of losing

washed that has moved
slightest degree. One
tliat somewhere a fine lim

perhaps under the inexpcrieii

Head of a donor from St. Deny's Cluirch, York.
Middle fourteenth century. Showing acci-

dental scratch before firing through traced
lines and shading.

the drawing, or they could mix the outline

with water and paint over with a colour

mixed in oil ; or they could reverse the (iro-

cess and pass over the traced line which had
been ground in oil with a matt of water-

colour (the more likely procedure of the two)

;

or else, if very expert, they could put on both

eh a in

or blurred in the

vould surely tliink

would have moved,
land of a

.^ ^. , „„_ no. they are always clear and

erisp. Were they, t'lien. fired- on? If so,

being indelibly Axed, they cannot be removed

with the stick or quill point to obtain fine

lines in hair, etc., when the shading of the

piece is being done, and this is thought to be

a great drawback amongst glass-painters, as

tlie freedom with which lights can be fiieked

off. through traced lines or across tlicni,

according to the will of the artist, is one of

the charms of glass-painting. Besides whieli

the process necessitates the glass being fired

twice--once for the traced lines and once for

the shading colour; and when we remember
the enormous amount of painted glass being

than is heing done to-day, and the primitive

met hods available in those days for firing,

this would entail considerable work. The
evidence of actual glass-paintings from the

earliest times till almost our own day is, how-
ever, emphatic that the traced line never was
fired on first. And I am able to make this

statement with more assurance, having had
an opportunity of closely examining work
both Mediseval and Renaissance, and also a

wonderful collection of clever Swiss work, at

close range, whilst it was being restored in

the studio, and have prepared slides from
portions which serve to illustrate the

methods of painting. I am unable to show
you a photograph of any work earlier than
the 14th centurv whieli authenticates this

century glass, the head of a donor, from St.

Denys' Church, Yorks. You will notice the

head has been outlined and then a tone

placed under the eyes, and, as was usual at

that period, entirely over the hair, so as to

give it a brown tone. From A to B a

scratch, evidently caused through careless

handling before firing, has removed the

second tone, and also passed right through

the traced lines. This could not have

occurred if the traced lines had been fired

on, proving that they were not. The next

instance is from some 15th-eentury glass

in mv father's collection. It is painted with

the regular outline and stipple shading. \ ou

will notice a scratch, also the result of an

accident, which passes from C to D through

both traced lines and shading, whilst on tlio

small canopy figure at E the painter's hand

has slipped, with the result that the stick-

light has passed through the outline and

stipple ; scratches occur through outline and

stipple in the two right-hand heads from St.

Denys' Church, Yorks, at F, G, and H ;
and

in the right hand head the stick-light has

I J ami at the bottom of"tlie mouslaehe. Hoth

these speeiinens have been painted on both

sides of the glass.

Coming to Renaissance times, in the panel

ill Normanton Church, Yorks, thougli the

photo is not on a large enough scale to show

it, there are many places where the stick-

lights have been taken with the utmost

fa'eilitv through traced lines and three sue-

ceeilin';: enat's nf matt. The traced line.

then, «as n t lirnl on, nor was the glass

paints il , iiiii K 111 gum colour, so unless tlie

old 1 a-- |i:iiiit. IS understood some method

whiil', it not unknown to-day, at least has

been allowed to fall into disuse, the glass must

have I. -'en painted either by mixing the out-

line I'llour with oil and passing a water matt

over it, or reversing the process and tracing

in water and shading in oil. But there are

many reasons why it is most unlikely that

either of these methods was adopted. In tlie

first place, if the traced lines have been done

i„ oil—i.e., turpentine and fat oil. or similar

unctuous vehicle—and dried, they adhere

fairly firmly to the glass, and offer some re-

sistance to the free passage of a quill througli

them for taking out lights; yet on mediievnl

and Renaissance glass paintings tlie onllmes

have yielded at once to the freest quill work.

and the examples of scratches which have

accidentally occurred before firing, whicli we
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igrammriti, i.li-^ Tinting, showing tracing lines (solid and "semi") and stick lights cleai
and sharp, after lieiug washed over with 3, 2, and 1 coats of water-colour. Tlie stick
lights taken out of the third coat, and the one through all three coats and traced lines
(above) show bare glass.

have previously notieed. show that the traced
lines were only sufficiently tightly held to

the glass to allow of the after manipulation.
Yet, on the other hand, if the outlines had
been put in with gum colour and the shading
in oil, it would have been necessary to have
had a slight matt, as it is called, or thin
smooth coat of water-colour all over eaclt

j

freely tli,

take
A\ the tr.

pas

ilst 111 the piece of canopy work above at

a careless finger or brush has removed
lie of the stipple and traced line. In fact,

(lie (raced linos liavo everv appearance of
^1.' ' II 'I"-' ill '^.'.y. ami |iM-.ess that

piece, in order that the shading of folds of

drapery, etc., could be successfully carried
out, as the smooth surface of the glass does,
not allow of oil colour being manipulated on
bare glass, but a ground becomes necessary
in order partially to absorb the oil in the
colour and give a ground for working on. yet
I have never come across a case in Mediseval
work where this method has been adopted. In

full and juicy feeling which is so charming
in Perpendicular work. Notice the arcade
work at the back of tlie gable. We can see
exactly how this was done. The painter held
the piece of glass in his left hand, with the
right side to the top, and took the strokes
crossing the tracery windows behind the
gable downwards. You will notice how the
strokes of the sides of the windows have been

.1" 1 e„i 11 1 p t s t ai 1 th bru h ii cr bs-

' n tlain has tal iiL of tl colour aeiObS,

lea ing them semi Tl shaip (ids at

the left of these ClO'^ snigsti 1 b'^liaw also

wh ch wa\ the p e c nf 1 . N as held i i the
hii d whilbt b

f
1 1 1 es tetting

thi mei as th 1 f.om the

r,|-< ss at the e Silk Ij is

a tl r .anil 1 ed lines of
1

1 1

1 \ r

1
1

1 1 1

1
\ were djne
1 d up the
n softness.

1 1 1 out down
tl tl tt tl f 1 t ^ L the highest
lights m the dia \oi will lotice how-
e\e r that the si cl 1 „lit at O does not pass
through the d a attein wliicli has been
pui ni after th 1 lit,lit was taken out,
showjig It was done last I think every
r-la e that th s diaper has

haMig been done ine L r> appearan if

ua r vet the p c 1 d nt been fuc I when
It was put 1 a a 1 itcli at \ passes
th. lug a 1 trace 1 line.

\nothpr p ece of gla s \ I 1 1 tl ame
inethal is shown on SI 1 1 H 1 I ck-
I ght has gone througli tl I t X
(whieh has all tht elm ter
tra iiig) but does not go tl ^111 per
at 1 and 2 Seveial instan ur i \o 8
fiom fri^m nts of de oiated ^\i s i St.

Alirtii cun Gieg n Chuich Yoil the
flD\ers and grasb I eiiig remo\Ld tluoiigh
tr 1 li es and shading colour which lias

1 t 1 en thukh applied Iht piece of
h p r\ here on the left (Fig 1) is eMd^ntly
the w ik of a ven infeiior artist and shows
man p itb of ttchnique It was not the
ust 111 111 medieval times to pass the mitt

01 stippl o\ei the whole surface of the piece
of glass, but to paint the shadows in where
they were wanted and stipple away the edge.
You will notice that a shadow at X has not
been stippled away, leaving a hard and
typically water-colour edge, showing that the
medium used, evidently water, had evapo-
rated, as we know that sometimes it will do
in a hot and dry atmosphere before we can
get into all the corners of a large piece nf

glass. I'et what possibilities there were in

this method in the hand of an expert is

shown by the piece of drapery on the right,

which is a splendid piece of workmanship,
and also in the head from the Mass of St.

William subject in Y'ork Minster, wliioh. on
account of the height from the floor, cannot
now be well seen in situ, but which I was able

ndow was be

, li.eil sent into the
ly as three coats of

lid that the stick-

to photograph whilst the

lestored

Coming to later times,

\ou a collection of Swi^-
earlv 16tli to the end of

and lirgei photos of d.

that none nf this glass ha
kiln though it has as ma
matt and traced lines,

lights pass freely through many coats right
dov\n to the bare glass; and, lastly, coining

to Peckitt s time (1731-1795), you wi'll sec that
round the head of this cherub a shadow has
been painted with another upon that, and a
matt o\er all, through which rays of light

hm been taken with a brush, showing
inthiiig was fired on at the time. The head
has certainly been done in oil. Yet, without
labouring the point, there is plenty of docu-
mentary e\idence, from the time of Tlieo-

philus in the various treatises on glass-

painting that exist, to show that oil tech-

nique was not adopted till it became iieces-

sar\ 111 painting in coloured enamels, when
the shading of the piece having been carried
as fai as possible in water, the enamels were
applied \ery often ground in oil. Tlico-

philus does not say anything about oil. After
describing how the glass should be traced,

with the enamel ground up with wine cr

urine, and the first shadows washed on and
then modelled, by being brushed up in the

darker parts of the drapery, so that the tone
will begin faint and end dark, he goes on to

say: "When you have made the first shadows
in draperies and they are dry. cover the rest

of the glass with a light colour which shonhl
not be so deep as the second tint of the

shadow nor so light as the third, but a

medium between the two. Tliis being dry,

make with the handle of the brush, near the
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shadows wliich you first made, fine strokes in

every part, so as to leave between these

strokes nud the first shadows fine strokes of

the light colour." This is a very clear

account of a welld'vploped technique of

traced lines and two coats of shading colour.

Iiy whicli four separate tones are obtained

besides tlie solid blacks of the traced lines

and the clear glass of the stick lights, and

this without having recourse to oil, either for

traced lines or shading. Eraclius tells us to

j-r".,! *ii" (jrn^^ colour with gum, and in 1351

«, •
i

' !i^. .'xchequer accounts of St.

(;, .
' ,;

'. Windsor, that no less than

Hi,, ,; ^ ;,, ..i.ilii.' was bought from John
iliinii.n ii.r |>,iinting the glass windows,*

and in the following year a further quantity

of gum arable was bought. These windows,
then, wrrr- rrrtainly painted in water teeh-

1,:,,
-'

r. .luy mention of oil in the

II I "Segreti Diversi," called

! - of the beginning of the

li.- :; li directs that the glass

colour >iioiilrl III' ground on a porphyry stone,

"like any other colour," and that you should

then "distemper the mixture with gum water,

and draw your subject on the glass with this,

letting it dry in the shade." William of

Marseilles (1475-1587) mixed his colours with

gum, according to Vnsari. but his biographer
makes no mention of oil; and Walter Gidde
(1615) only instructs the use of gum-water.
Pierre Le" Brun (1635) gives a good account
of glass-painting technique in his time, but
says nothing of oil; Walpolc (c. 1770), in his

"Pantologia," makes no mention of it either,

nor do any of the encyclopiedias and similar
works published at tliat period, such as "The
Laboratory or School of Arts." If. there-
fore, by working backwards from present-day
methods we are unable to account for the
effects produced, we shall have to come to

the conclusion that the mediaeval craftsmen
knew of some method of work whicli has
since become lost to us, and search around
amongst the old recipes distributed through
the various manuscripts and books which
treat of glass-painting, to see if we can re-

cover their method of work. This consisted,
as we have seen, iu being able to put on
traced lines as fine as a hair, and, in Renais-
sance times at any rate, coat after coat of
water-colour, to "build up the lights and
shades, "badgering" or "stippling" each
one out smoothly without fear of removing
anything beneath, and finisli the work with
all the depth of tone wanted at one fire. It
is obvious that if the colour could be ground
in gum with the addition of some chemical
which would render the gum, when once dry,
insoluble, so that it could not be again dis-
solved and removed from the glass, this end
would be attained. Now, though all the
recipes do not mention the addition of gum
to the glass colour, Tlieophilus being a
notable instance in this connection, there can
be no doubt that it was regularly used, as the
very nature of the process depends upon tlic

gum to bind the colour to the glass to just
the right extent, neither too stronglv nor in-
sufficiently, so that tlie pigment can be re-
moved without difficulty, and at the same
time gradually. Many kinds of gum are
indicated in mediaeval MSS. for different arts
of painting, sucli as panel, illuminating, etc.

;

and in connection with these Tlieophilus men-
tions cherry-tree gum, white of egg, fish-
glue, and gum arabic. In a manuscript of
the 15th century in the Orinsby Gore collec-
tion there is a typical recipe for preparing
white of egg gum. which is similar to many
more distributed throughout the differen't
treatises in manuscript on medifeval paint-
ing : "Take the whytes of xx egges, and make
clere glcyre of heme, and thane take a
bledder of a beste that is newe slayne, and
put therein thy gleyre and knyt fastc the
bleddere, and honge hit in the sone or overo
tlic fyre, in the smoke xl days, and thane hast
thou good gumc." This process would evapo-
rate the excess of water from the egg-whites
and leave the albumen in the solid state.
Now all these materials—gum-arabic, white
of egc, and fish-glue—are nitrogenous com-
pounds, and susceptible of coagulation

;

hence their property of being rendered in-

soluble, and converted into a substance which
is virtually leather. There are many ways
in which this coagulation may be e£fected. In

the case of white of egg, if, before it is

properly dry, a colour which has been mixed
with it and spread upon a surface for paint-

ing oil, be heated to a temperature of VOdeg.

C, it cannot be again dissolved in water,
having been converted into the insoluble

form. This change has been taken advan-
tage of in tempera painting, where the
powdered pigments ground up in yolk of egg
can be made to cohere and also adhere to the
ground, and after being exposed to the fire

or the heat of the sun are rendered insoluble
and irremovable by succeeding coats of pig-

ment. The same result can be produced by
the addition to the pigment ground up with
gum of some substance which, by its tanning
action, converts the gum into the coagulate
and insoluble form. Many compounds can
be used to produce this effect, but in stained-
glass work, where the adhesive or binder
most commonly used is gum-arabic, or
Senegal, the handiest is vinegar; but, under
favourable circumstances, urine, which has
an acid reaction—and until about 1750 was
the chief source from which the phosphates
of soda and ammonia were obtained, and
within living memory was largely used in

Bradford and the West Riding of Yorkshire
in dyeing woollen stuffs—will produce the
same effect. There is ample documentary
evidence to show that, from the earliest
times to almost the present day, such a pro-
cess of rendering the colour ground with
gum, with which the outlines and first coats
of shading colour were painted on the glass,
insoluble, so that the succeeding coats could
not remove them, was well understood and
commonly used, and in many other of the
arts, besides that of glass painting, the pro-
perty which nitrogenous compounds have of
being coagulated and so hardened as to
become as hard as leather was made use of.

The Bolognese MS. gives a recipe for
making the imitation amber beads we dis-

cussed before, by boiling albumen in vinegar
till it becomes as hard as is necessary, show-
ing the process of toughening, and at the
same time rendering the albumen insoluble,
was well understood and generally practised.
Theophilus put three coats of colour on his
glass, and instructed the glass painter to
grind the ingredients we considered before,
copper and iron oxide and flux, "together on
the same stone very carefully with wine or
urine." The wine, if it were an acid rather
than a sweet wine, or "sac," as it was called,
would produce the same result, as wine, in
common with all solutions containing alcohol,
when exposed to the air, gradually becomes
oxidised or turned sour, being converted into
acetic acid megar. And the
general method of making vinegar before tli

modern process was introduced, where it is

obtained by the destructive distillation of
wood. The following recipe from the 13th-
century MS. of Petrus de S. Audemar shows
how well the mediaeval craftsmen understood
and made use of this in the different arts:
"How to make Vinegar.—Take good wine or
wine as sour as you can get it, and put it

into a jar not entirely closed, in order that
it may feel the changes of the air, which
cause it to turn sour, and let it acidify by
exposing it to the sun." Theophilus theii in"-

structed that the enamel should be ground
on the slab with wine or urine, in order that,
when painted on the glass, the acid would
convert the gum with which the enamel
would be mixed into the coagulate or in-
.soluble form, so that the outlines would not
be washed up bv succeeding coats of water-
colour. Pierre Le Brun, who wrote in 1635,

cry complete account of glass-paint-
says

: "To make good bl.ick for
)ii the pieces of glass,
n i - "f scales of iron

'
I 111 on a copper

He
drawing the outi
you must tako r

and rocaillo.

plate for fiv !

glass being di •

a brush at eacii e

and shadii
the under-coat of colours must be dry
aying on more colour. The secret of thisKind of painting consi.sts in making the black
properly. It is said the addition of a little

urine does everything when it is neither in

too great nor too small quantity." Felibien,

in his "Principcs de I'Arehitecturc " (third

edition, Paris, 1009), says; The outlines are

to be painted with the 'black enamel mixed
with gum, and then allowed to dry for two
days. "A wash is then to be applied to

them, made of six or seven drops of gum-
arabic mixed with six or seven drops of urine,

and as much black as necessary . . . after

which the work is to be permitted to rest for

two more days." Walpole gives directions

which evideiitly date back long before his

time, and which liave been copied into many
books and encyclopaedias, so that it is diffi-

cult to trace the origin of the source of the

information given. He tells us that the

glass painters "copy or transfer this design

[i.e., the cartoon] upon the glass with the

black colour diluted with gum water . . .

When these strokes [i.e., the traced lines]

are well dried, which will happen in about

two days, the work being only in black and
white, "they give a slight wash over with

urine, gum-arabic, and a little black, and
repeat it several times, according as the

shades are required to be heightened ; with

this precaution, never to apply a new wash
till the former is sufficiently drie^d." The
"Laboratory or School of Arts," 1755, gives

several recipes for glass colours, and directs

that the operator shall "grind them with

good vinegar to an impalpable powder," and
"dilute all colours with gum water"; and
again instructs that some colours shall be

ground "first with vinegar very fine and then

with brandy."
I hope the foregoing remarks will fully ex-

plain how tlie glass paintings of inedia2\al

and Renaissance times were produced, and
in the painted glass which remains to us

to-day we can see the development of the

technique onwards ; from the bold traced

lines of Theophilus' time, through the Per-

pendicular period, where the lines, fine as

hair, in the portraits of donors and saints

have remained clear and sharp whilst the

artist worked over them with his shading

colour, down to those masterpieces of tech-

nique in Swiss panes and cabinet glass-paint-

ings of the 17th century, the admiration and
envy of all good craftsmen, so skilful are

they, where, in minute space, the artist,

hav'ing all the resources of a highly-developed

technique at his command, and after build-

ing up the shadows with three or more
shading coats to the point where they might
almost appear heavy, whips out lights with
his needle tlirougli traced lines and matts
innumerable and gives his work life. 1 have
prepared a slide to show how these later

glass paintings were done, and a duplicate to

pass round for your closer inspection. You
will notice by turning this piece over that it

has not been" fired on. but only covered with

a glass for its protection, also that the out-

lines have been put on with black outline

colour, so that they can be more easily dis-

tinguished from the three succeeding coats

of shading colour which is the regular red

oxide, and in order that you will be bettor

able to see that the shading has been put
over the traced lines. Tlie two rows of

traced lines were done first—one row per-

fectly black, the other "semi" or trans-

parent. The stripe of shading colour marked
I was then put on. covering a third of the

glass, and the stick-lights taken out. Another
band of shading colour was then painted on
and brushed out smoothly with the badger-
Ivair softener, covering the first band and
two thirds of the glass, and marked 2, and
more lights taken out ; and, lastly, a matt
was placed over all, leaving a strip of bare
glass down the left-hand side, and a stick-

light taken out through all three coats and
the traced lines. The next slide shows the

practical application of this method, and
illustrates how detail was obtained in the

deepest shadows. The subject is a simple

little landscape, of foreground, middle, and
far distance and sky, which has been painted

four times over on four pieces of glass, each
one being caj-ried a stage further than the

preceding one. The artist having traced his

work, he then covered the parts of the de-

sign where the deepest shadows were wanted,
and wheu the matt was dry, with his quills
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NEW BUILDING TO KINGSTON RUSSELL HOUSE, DORCHESTER.— Mr. Philip Tilden, Architect.

and scrubs modelled the shadows, and
cleared away the matt where it was not

wanted on the higher lights. Another matt
was then placed over this, covering all but
the lightest parts, where the most delicate

shades were required, and this modelled in

turn. Lastly, over the whole piece of glass

a thin matt was placed and gently smoothed
out with the badger-Iiair softening brush.

Out of this matt the clouds and highest lights

rf-ere taken, and the enamels, if required fo-

obtaining colour, were put on in oil, some on
the front and others on the back. There is

every reason to believe that these were often

laid on in oil, as they generally show a

'staddled" effect, the enamel tcmling to

collect round a point, such as a particle of

enamel less finely ground, beside which the

edge of the enamel coloui where it 1 n 1 cl i

cleared away witli tlie point of tli ^l l1 firji

the parts wliere it was not wint 1 1 c_«s i

"gummy " edge, the enamel pill ^ipt f n
a ridge caused by the fat oil usr 1 1 I

on account of its sticky natuie [ i t 1

pigment falling away in pow 1 i 1

a clean and sharp line, as is tl I

a stick-light is taken out of a water mitt
There is very little raoie to saj If our

modern teclinique differs from the ancient

the difference is one of method and not of

aim, and in Art there is no such thing is onh
one way—all ways are right if lightly used
and the artist who, striving to do something
worthy—and whilst studjing as closely as he
can the achievements in design and technique
of the past—is not at the same time ne
gleetful of the added power which the re-

sources of modern science give him, cannot
go far wrong. I cannot conclude this paper
without expressing my indebtedness and
thanks to my father, Mr. J. W. Knowles, of

York, for encouragement in the work whicl)

the preparation of it has involved ; to Mr.
Noel Heaton for many kindly criticisms and
suggestions; to the Rev. Canon Fowler, of

Durham, for correcting the MS. ; and to Mr.
Langwell, of the York Glass Co.. for nuieli

trouble in conducting many experiments in

coloured glasses from the old receipts, which
his experience and knowledge enabled bin)

to carry out successfully.

NEW BUILDING TO KINGSTON
RUSSELL HOUSE, DORCHESTER.
The accompanying plan of the new

additions to this historic house, of which we
gave a view last week, was overlooked bv the
printer. The architect is Mr. Pliilip Tildeu,
of Messrs. T. E. Coleutt. Stanley Hamp, and
Philip Tilden. We gave some particulars of
the work last week on page 711.

Members of the Architectural Association will
be interested in the following announcement
which appeared in Tuesdav's Times:—"On Mav
^2, at 32, Erskine-hill. " Hampstead Garden
Suburb, to Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Yerbury-a son.'

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

The London County Council, at their

meeting on Tuesday, received a report from
the Establishment Committee recommending

i

the Council to proceed forthwith with the
|

erection of the section to be erected on the

site now occupied by the building premises

of Messrs. Holloway Brother.-^, Ltd., as they

consider it imperative to provide more accom-
,

modation for the Council's staff. On account

of the cost of this portion of the site £95,000

has already been paid, and further sums
amounting to £53,2(i7 are payable to Holloway

Brothers on December 25. As the result of

negotiations the committee have provisionally

arranged that the company shall give

possession on August 1 next of the river

frontage portion of their premises, together

with access thereto from BeKedere road and

that the Council shall allow them to coi tmne
m occupation of the middle portion and the

Behedere road frontage portion of then

I
I until May 1 1915 ind June 24 191j

I

1\ Ihe three portions abo\e re

I 1 t of the companv s pien iscs ha\e

11 \ ite ar as of I (10 _) T (I a 1

l^ lUU juue feet 4 i I i IN
alio ed to tl e con pai \ |

I '

I
-iiti I of then premi tl

let h nicnl result of tl i 1

It t I dice b\ lb Tit £370 th

tl L Cornell would in the Old

1 ctnc fiom the compaii\ for r

of the pre mi es L nder tl an
will be possible to eommc c th l ti i t

of the river wall extensio 1 1 \e u oi ths eailier

I

than was anticipated, and as the construction

of the raft foundation cannot be begun until

the erection of the wall is far advanced, the

date of the commencement of that work, and,

consequently, of the commencement of the

building work, will be brought forward. The
committee advised that there shall be issued

forthwith an advertisement, inviting tenders

for the construction of the river-wall ex-

tension. The form of contract for this worl;

will provide for its completion within a

period of nine months, and that a bninis at

the rate of £250 a week will l.c pivcn in

respect of the completion of the work in less

than the contract time, while liquidated

damages at the rate of £100 a week will be

provided for in respect of non-completion

wathin that time. The committee consider it

inexpedient at present to publish the amount
of the estimate in respect of this work, and

the Finance Committee have agreed that the

necessary estimate shall be submitted to the

Council "after tenders have lieen received. It

is essential that tenders should be invited at

once, ill order to secure that the work may
be begun on August 1. 1914. These recom-

mendations were adopted by the Council.

The General Purposes Committee recom-
mended that the design of the coatof-arms
for the Council should be as follows:—Barry
wavy azure and silver, a chief silver, with a

cross gules therein charged with a leopard

,
gold. Such a design, it was contended, would

be simple in character and in every way
suggestive of the corporate life of the

County of London. The question of a suit-

able motto is still receiving the attention of

the committee. After some discussion, the

recommendation was carried by 43 votes to

15.

The Building Acts Committee reported on
the long-vexed question of the general line

of buildings on the northern side of Euston-
road between Osnaburgli street and Hamp-
stead road. They reminded the Council that

011 September 28, IDOD, the Superintending
Architect of Metropolitan Buildings issued a

certificate delining the general line of

buildings on the north side of that portion of

Eustou-road which is situated between Osna-
burgh-street and Hampstead road. The line

letmed by such certificate was practically a

In e jOft. back from the pavement. Various

paities interested appealed against the

teitihcate; but the Tribunal of Appeal con-

liiiu 1 the Superintending Architect's certifi-

te o far as it related to the central

prit of the Hue over three-fourths of the

n1 lie In the case of a short length at the

H 11 pstead-road end the Tribunal decided

ll t the fronts of the existing buildings

I ttiiig upon the street formed the genera!

1 a d as regards a short length at the

iburgh-street end, they decided that there

1 o line. An appeal was entered by

I le s trustees against the confirmation by

I Iribuiial of Appeal of the Superintending
\icl itect's certificate so far as it related to

the ce tral portion of the line. 'I'he appeal

came before a Divisional Court, consisting of

Mr. Justice Ridley and Mr. Justice Lush,

and on February 1, 1913, Mr. Justice Ridley

gave judgment in favour of the view taken

by the Tribunal, and Mr. Justice Lush
differed. He, however, withdrew his judge-

ment, with the effect that the appeal of

Clode's trustees was dismissed with costs.

Clode's trustees appealed to the Court of

.\ppeal, and the ease was argued before a

(.nnrt consisting of Lords Justices Vaughan
Williams, Kennedy, and Swinfeii Eady. The
Court allowed the appeal, with costs against

the Council in that Court and the Divisional

Court, and made an order which determines

that the general line of buildings between the

two points mentioned is the inner edge of the

!

pavement. The Court distinguished this case

from the case of the "Metropolitan Railway
Company, Fleming, and others v. the

Council," reported to the Council on Nov. 29.

1910. The decision of the Court of Appeal
was based mainly on the effect of the resolii-

, tioii of the Metropolitan Board of Works on

j

Xovember 15, 1867, determining that in

j

building in the portion of the Euston-road
between Osnaburgh-street and Hampstead-
road, on both the north and south sides,

buildings might be erected of full elevation

I

to an extreme general line from lOft. to lift,

back from the outer edge of the kerb to the

foot pavement. This resolution was passed

after consultation with, and with the approval
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,.|-. tlic; St. Taiicras Vestrv. wliicli at that

mile uas tlie public authont.v foi- takiTig pro-

teediiigs in respect of buildings unlawfully

erected in advance of the general line. In

^;. ,•, ol the importance of the matter the

l; ((.mmittee recommended that

lid appeal to the House of

!
I he decision. The recom-

adopted.

Ilic Iiuiir.ivements Committee reported

that their attention was recently directed to

certain illnniinatcd signs which had been

erected by the lessee of Piccadilly Mansions

on the property, which is the Council's free-

hold. It appeared to the committee that the

signs had the effect of dis6guring the pro

perty, and were highly objectionable, and,

as the lessee declined to remove the signs, they

gave instructions for the question whether the

erection of the signs was within the lessee's

rights, or whether such erection constituted

a "breach of covenant to be determined by

the Courts. The matter came before Mr.

Justice Astbury, by way of originating

summons on an" agreed statement of facts,

and, after hearing counsel on both sides, his

lordship decided that the erection of the signs

was not a breach of the covenant, and he made

a declaration to this effect with costs against

the Council. The question at issue is of con-

siderable importance as other properties of

the Council may be affected, and the com-

niittee, therefore, recommended the Council

to appeal against the decision. This recom-

mendation was also agreed to.

rUARY.
iinounce the death, on
list, after a long

.Ih;iv Cottage
ir;il institute,

.lub, schools,

buildings in

The Establishment Committee reported

that Mr, G. L. Wade, an assistant architect

in receipt of a salary of £500 a year, will

attain the age of sixty-five years on July 12

ne.\t. Mr. Wade entered the service of the

late School Board for London in November,

1872. He is at present engaged in connection

with the planning and erection of new schools,

and they recommended he be retired from tlie

service "as from November 30, 1914, upon a

retiring allowance of £171 a year.

Mr. Gordon Hemm has presented to the M;

Chester Libraries Committee his measui

drawing of the fayade of the Manchester old

town-liall. The drawing is now hung in th(

vestibule of the Reference Library, Piccadilly

At the Kidderminster Rural District Council

meeting last week, an agreement was sealed

with Bewdley Town Council for a supply of

water in bulk at 4id. per 1,000 gallons for the

parish of Wribbenhall, and it was decided to

instruct Mr. Fiddian, engineer, to prepare plans

for carrying out the scheme.

The granary just completed by the Clyde

Trustees on Meadowside Wharf, Glasgow, occu-

pies an area of 311'fl liv 10211 . and has a tower

160ft. in heiclii \
'•

' " erected from
plans bv Mr. \i I ( E.. engineer-

in-chief" to the i Trustees- The
contractors are .'i. iiam and Taylor,

of Rutherglen. aiil inm-i oncrcte construction

has been adopted.

At the Feast of the Annunciation at Perth,
ili;i. there was consecrated the

"und.s of the Guildford
1 at a cost of £30,000.
11") has been added to

redos. oak stalls, and
now known that the

liian and Old Etonian,
i;nU of white freestone.
! tlic dark red brick of

, 300ft. aw!iv from it.

\Vc regret to

Wednesday eveniii

of Mr. George E. Bond, J. P., of Rochester,

immediate Past-President of the Society of

Architects. He was a native of Chester, and
commenced practice in the city of Rochester

upwards of thirty years ago. Some of the

principal buildings in the district were

erected from his desigus, including town-

hall and municipal buildings, Chatham
(buildings ilhi.strat^'d by plans and exterior

and interior di.nhlo-, .,-,..>. .Ir,nwiii!...s in our issue

of Deceml" I I
1-'"^

I ': -I.m.
i liiii church

(illustrat..l ,, - i

.... - h. > 15. 1898,1,

Ebenezcr I ...^i- -.: i
«

!i -Vll Saints'

new ehureh .n iIm -iJ...

Imperial Picture I'ii 1. 1. . i

Homes, the Free Liliiiii^.

Royal Sailors' Home. -\hr

theatres, and other pi

losepli W
matieal Schools in the High-street, Rochester

(illustrated in the Building News, March 19,

1893) ; the City Liberal Clubhouse (selected

in limited competition, and fully illustrated

in our issue for May 25, 1888), "the Baptist

Church, and a number of schools and other

buildings in the latter city. He was the

architect to a number of public bodies, and

had an extensive and varied practice in the

Couiitv of Kent. He was a J. P. for the City

of Rochester, president of the Liberal Club,

and a trustee of the Savings Bank. He was

also a prominent Freemason, and one of the

founders of the Society of Architects' Lodge.

He joined the Society of Architects in 1888,

and for many years served on the Council,

and was President for four years in suc-

cession. He was an ardent supporter of the

Society's Registration policy, and was a most

fluent "exponent of his views, both in com-

mittee and in public. He possessed an un-

etentive memory ; before

Westeri
chapel
Churel,
to «1,

TOW completed i

-M.nllv fonnded

of Si

new 1

gate

iengtliv aiKi imporiant speech on the Regis

tratioii question his manuscript notes were

often secured by the reporters, who in closely

following the s'peech as delivered invariably

found that while it verbally varied from the

original draft, the thread of the argument,

and even the sequence of .sentences, were

never departed from. It was during his presi-

dency that the negotiations between the

Society and the Royal Institute of British

Architects took place in regard to Registrn

tion and amalgamatii

Hi the
minon

r part
to an

the Free C
the front are t

trustee's boar li

rccm for the oi-enpanl^ <.f thf honi
dwellings overlook a courtyard, the grc
of which is covered with grass, extend
area of ,iO0 yards. Seven are built on the
ground floor, and seven on the first floor, access
to which is gained bv a staircase, the houses
opening on to a balcony. The living apartment
is 20ft. by lift., and a portion may be screened
off with a curtain to form a bed recess. Each
house Is provided with a scullery and offices.

which he took

erv active part. Mr. Bond was a member
of the Beaux Arts Committee and a keen

supporter of its work. By his death the

Society of Architects loses the support of a

member who never spared himself in

advancing its interests. He attended its

meetings while suffering acutely from the

complaint which afterwards proved fatal, and

kept in touch with its work by corre

spondence almost to the last. Mr. Bond's

death is not only a great loss to the Society,

but many of its members will mourn the loss

of a good friend. He leaves a widow and one

daughter. Mrs. Stanley Skinner. The funeral

took place on Saturday at St. Margaret's

Cemetery, Rochester, and was largely

attended.

\lr F-Iwnr.l Russell Avrton. the Archaeo-

I., .' I', : -^^ioner for Cevlon, was acci-

,1, .1. ...1 in theTissa'Tank in Ceylon

ON li'. 1-;m lii-i. He was the eldest son of

tlie late Mr. \V. Scrope Ayrton, the consul at

Wenchow, China, and rendered good service

under the Egypt Exploration Fund before

he went to Ceylon. He worked first with

Professor Petrie at Abvdos, then with M.
Naville and Mr. H. R. Hall at Der-el-Bahri.

and then with Jlr. Thomas Davis at the

ntiiig largely to

. ^miied explora-

•li.re for the

Imlbing UnttlUgence.

BATHGATE, LI.NLITHGOWSHIRE. --

The new post-office, which has been erected

in Bathgate, was opened for public busines-

on Monday. The building has a fine central

site in Engine-street, facing the Steelyard.

The building, which has been built from plans

prepared by Mr, W. T. Oldrieve, F.R.I.B.A .

H.M. Board of Works, Parliament-square.

Edinburgh, is Baronial in style, of brick,

with Dorset pebble superimposed and stoii'

dressings. All the rooms connected with tli.

work of the post-office are on the grouml

floor. The public office is 25ft. by 16tt. 6in.,

and the sorting-office is 60ft. by 30ft. 'I he

instrument rooms and boys' room are behind

the public office. Mr. T. K. Irvine, Bathgate,

was the contractor, and the estimated cost ol

the building was close on £4,000.

PROFESSIONAL AND^TBADE
SOCIETIES.

EDINBURGH ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.—On Saturday afternoon a

party of the members of the Edinburgh

Architectural Association visited Dalzell

Castle, Motherwell. They were received by

Mr. George Eraser, factor, Dalzell estates.

Mr. John Watson, F.R.I.B.A., acted as

leader, and read a short paper descriptive ot

the various buildings and the period of then-

erection. The estate of Dalzell belonged to

a family of that name from about 1300 till

1647, when it was acquired from Lord Dalzell

by James Hamilton of Boggs, ancestor of the

present proprietor. The castle was built by

these two families. The earliest part of the

building consists of an old Scottish keep,

with extensive and picturesque additions of

the 17th century, and extensive alterations

and additions made about fifty years ago by

Mr. Billings, the well-known author of

"Baronial Antiquities," who resided at the

castle during the time the work was being

carried out, and executed various portions of

the ornamental stonework with his own

hands.
<i»

Extensive alterations and additions are alioiit

to be made to the Roman Cathohc Church at

Moylough. near Oldcastle, from plans by Messrs.

W.'H. Byrne and Son, of Suffolk-street, Dubhn.

The Metropolitan Railway Company are

building, on a site adjoining Baker-street

Station, a Terminus Hotel, to contain /80 rooms,

and to be finished in two years' time. The plans

are similar to those of the Regent Palace Hotel.

In Pnidhoe-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, new

furniture premises and show-rooms are about

to be erected on the site of a chapel and

schoolroom, now disused, from plans by Mr.

.1 J Hill, architect, of Goldsmiths Hall, New-

castle.

The Benedictine Fathers of Fort-Augustus

have decided to proceed at once with the

erection of the first part of their perma

abbey church; and a contract has been

accepted for the building of the choir, choir-

aisles, and southern chapel (the chapel of Our

Lady and the Scottisli Saints). The architect i

Mr. Reginald Fairlie,

Edinburgh.

There was considerable opposition manifnstetl

on Fridav at a Local Government Board inquiry,

held bv "Mr. W. O. E. Meade-King at Connahs

Quay, "into the application of the Urban District

indolph-pla

Tombs of the K
his success. Ho
tions at Abvd
Egyptian Exph
later went to C
languages at Oxfo

Mr. rtoii

Hiving Indian
death at the

early age of thirty-two the career of a pains-

taking archaeologist of great promise has

been cut short.

A site has been secured on the Raikes Hall
estate, Blackpool, for a svnagogue. The cost
is estimated at .£3,000. Mr. R. B. Mather is

the architect

ouncil lor

provision of

for the towi

no place ir

public meet
sessions I

.. £5,700 for the

and a public hall

out

he district suitable

s, and that even the local pettv

o be held in what is practically ;i

ellar underneath an old chapel.

Mr. John Grover, of Heather Bank, Hind-

head, Surrey, builder, of the fiim of Messrs. i

Grover .and Sons, of Wilton Works, Islington.,

who died September 30 last, left £132,244, withj

net personaltv £63,752. He bequeathed teni

£500 Debentures of the Burleigh Mansions, Ltd.,

upon trust, to apply the income in the ten yea.n\

following his death in payments to siichi

charitable and religion-: institutions as he had

been in the habit of subscribing to. and at the

end of that time to divide the capital with anjd

accumulated income between the Congrega^-|

at Uindhead, Ha
Bea

chapels
Hill.
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(Invuntt Calamo.

By a lesser majority (the votes for were

08,ai9, and against, 21,017), and that really as

unrepresentative of the stable unions—the

total being mainly made up by the labourers,

who are being misled by those who are

making trouble in the endeavour to eat up

the older unions and pool their resources for

the supposed benefit of unskilled labour—the

men have decided to continue the struggle.

I'he stonemasons once again have voted tor

returning to work, and it is quite possible

that they may do so, in which case operations

will be resumed on many large buildings for

wliich the stone is cut, carved, and

numbered, and waiting in yards ami at

quarries ready for placing in position. On
some of these buildings asphalters,

carpenters, labourers, excavators, crane-

drivers, girder-workers, concreters, and

others have been appearing in increasing

numbers for some days. The Council of the

Master Builders' Association met yesterday

afternoon, and after a sitting of four liours

the following resolution was carried unani-

mously :
" That the National Federation be

requested to put into operation the resolu-

tion of their Executive Council of May 11,

1914, this Association liaving complied with

the terms of that resolution." The response

to that request can hardly be other than a

general loek-out, unless during the coming

week the men are more wisely open to the

situation than tliey have shown themselves

so far.

3 meeting of Licentiates respectfullj request tlie

.A. Council to reconsider this clause, and it is

I that they will see their way to admit
tiates as "Chartered Architects."
s requested that this letter may be read at the
al General Meeting to be held on Monday next,

27, and an early reply thereto from the
;il will be much appreciated.—We are. Sir,

Yours faithfully,

F. Hoi'LTON Wrench, .^ssoc.M.Inst.C.K.,
Chairman.

Francis .K. Winder, F.S.I.. Secretary.

A special general meeting of the K.I.B.A.,

adjourned from April 27, for Fellows and

Associates only, will be held on Monday,
Juue 8, 1914, at the conclusion of the

business general meeting, to resume con-

sideration, commencing with Clause 8, of

the Council's proposals for a new Charter

and By-laws, to give effect to the resolution

passed at the special general meeting of

January 5, 1914, that a Register of persons

qualified to practise as architects be con-

stituted and maintained by the Royal In-

stitute of British Architects. Tlie proposals,

together with notices of amendments to be

moved by Messrs. Sydney Perks, F.S.A. (F.),

Herbert A. Welch (A.), and S. Douglas

Topley (A.), were summarised by us on page

603 of our issue of May 1. The special

general meeting, adjourned from March 9,

tor Fellows and Associates only, will be held

on Monday, June 8, 1914, at the conclusion

of the special general meeting (Registration)

above announced, to resume consideration

of the draft Revised Schedule of Professional

Charges, commencing with Clause 10.

A special general meeting of the R.I.B.A.

IS to be held on Monday, Juue 15, to consider

and adopt the draft scheme of professional

defence prepared by the Board of Pro-

fessional Defence, in pursuance of the reso-

lution passed at the general meeting on

June 9, 191-3. It is proposed to form a Union,

for registration purposes, of twenty members,

to bo called " The Architectural Defence

Union, Ltd." When registered this Union

may be joined by any architect engaged in

the practice of architecture in the United

Kingdom, on payment of a yearly sub-

scription of 10s. (jd. and tlie giving of his

guarantee of a guinea towards the purposes

of the Union. The Council may also, if it

tliiiiks fit, require payment of an entrance-

fee, and vary the amount thereof from time

to time. There is to be a President of the

Union, as many Vice-Presidents as may be

agreed, two secretaries, a treasurer, and

twelve elected members of Council. The
Council is to be empowered to undertake the

conduct or defence of, or assist in conducting

or defending, any proceedings, whether of a

strictly legal nature or otherwise, concerning

or affecting any member of the Union who
may desire their assistance, provided that the

cause of action or of the proceeding, or the

action or the proceeding, have not arisen o

been commenced prior to the date of the con:

mencenient of his membership of the Union,

and provided also that such member give a

written undertaking to abide absolutely by

the decision of the Council as to the conduct

of the defence of the case. The Council may
also appoint one or more arbitrators from

their own body, or from among the members

of the Union or otherwise, for the settlement

of professional difficulties and disputes in

which any member of the Union desiring its

assistance may be concerned. The scheme

is fairly thought out, and probably

avoids the difficulties Mr. Delissa Joseph

pointed out last year of establishing a fund

external to the Institute, and using the In-

stitute as the machinery for raising and

administering it. The question is whether

there will be a sufficient response of

members, bearing in mind considerations we
commented on in p. 855 of our issue of

June 20, 1913.

The somewhat natural discoutent of the

Licentiates with their non-inclusion in the

proposed new " Chartered " class is finding

vent. The following letter, "which under
the provisions of Clause 1 of the Charter it

was not permissible to read" as desired at

the special general meeting on April 27 last,

is printed in the R.I.B.A. Journal at the

request of the signatories, Messrs. Houlton
Wrench and Francis Winder, Licentiates :—
To the Secretary, K.I.B.A.

Dear Sir,—At a meeting of the Licentiates
R.I.B.A. ol the Sheffield district, held on April 22,
the proposed terms of the suggested new Charter
were considered.
Extreme disappointment was felt that it

proposed not to include Licentiates in the Chartered

other appointments Mr. Cliatfeild Clarke

holds those of surveyor to the Provident

Clerks' and General Mutual Life Assurance

Association, and to the London office of the

Scottish Union and National Insurance

Company. He became land surveyor to the

London, 'I'ilbury, and Southend Railway

Company in 1901, and has been acting on

behalf of the Midland Railway Company
since the latter company absorbed the South-

end system. His long and varied experience

as an arbitrator in compensation cases is

familiar to all our readers, and his many
qualifications will, we are sure, render his

tenure of the Presidency of the Surveyors'

Institution a fruitful and honourable one.

Mr. Howard Chatfeild Clarke, F.R.I. B. A.,

has been elected President of the Surveyors'

Institution, in succession to Mr. W. Edward
Woolley, and was installed in the chair at

the annual meeting on Monday. The new
President was born in London in 1860, the

son of the late Mr. Thomas Chatfeild Clarke,

who was president of the Surveyors' In-

stitution in 1894. He entered into partner-

ship with his father in 1885, under the style

of T. Chatfeild Clarke and Son. Mr. Chat-

feild Clarke has been, since 1895, surveyor

to the Fishmongers' Company, of which he is

a liveryman, and he designed the new build-

ings for the company's Gresham School,

wliich was founded in 1554 at Holt, Norfolk,

by Sir John Gresham. He is also a livery-

man of and surveyor to the Cordwainers'

Company, whose hall in Cannon-street he

designed and built a few years ago. Among

The two familiar words "elevation" and
" alteration " caused some trouble to Mr.

Justice Astbury, sitting in Chancery, in a

recent case (April 30), a covenant in the

lease of some premises in Shaftesbury-avenue

which contained a lessee's covenant not to

permit " any alteration in the elevation of the

buildings or in the architectural decoration

thereof." When the owner saw the archi-

tectural lines of his structure made
radiant with rows of electric lights ad-

vertising "Orkney Wliisky," "Bovril,"

and " Schweppe's Ginger Ale," he was natur-

ally startled, as doubtless was his architect.

So the lawyer looked up the covenant and
went to stop this sacrilegious outrage on the

beauty of the building. The facts were plain

enough, and the structure complained of was
shown to consist of a framework of light

bars, hung from the upper part of the

premises by steel bands attached to the

ornamental stonework, supported by struts

resting on a stone cornice ! 'Truly a bar-

barous emblazonment of the architect's

Classic design. But the Judge held that the

covenant only applied to a permaneut
alteration of the fabric as to its elevation or

decoration, and not to their merely tem-

porary disfigurement, as this was, which

could easily be removed, and so there had
been no breach. As the lease, whicli is an

old one of 1889, has still a good many years to

run, this "elevation" is likely to continue

to be used as a sort of hoarding for these

garisn advertisements. But this new point

should be borne in mind by those who draw
these documents in future, if they wish to

preserve the original purity of their "archi-

tectural decoration."

When a firm of estate and house agents

and auctioneers in a brisk business locality

dissolve partnership, and the outgoing

partner covenants not to set up within a

radius of one mile from the firm's office for

ten years after, how will this work out?

Obviously, there can easily be an overlapping

of interests, and it would be possible to keep

the covenant to the letter while breaking it

in the spirit. This was the point of a recent

case in the House of Lords (May 5, 1914)

about a firm of house agents at the West-

End, where the outgoing partner had, as

agreed, opened his office outside the radius

of one mile. But he had tried to let two

houses within the radius by putting up boards

giving his new- address, which was without,

and had so advertised. He had also tried to

obtain a house within the limit for a client

outside. The continuing partner applied for

an injunction to restrain this as a breach of

covenant, which was refused by Mr. Justice

Eve, but grauted by the Court of Appeal,

whose decision was now confirmed by the

House of Lords. The Law Lords often use
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short cuts in their judgments, which, if em-

ployed in the courts below, would save liti-

gation and law costs. They ruled here that

the substantial object of the covenant was

to prevent the outgoing partner competing

with the continuing partner in the business

of a house agent. That being so, and as the

acts stated were clearly done by way of com-

petition, they were breaches of the covenant,

and so the injunction was rightly granted.

But this short and sharp view is very dis-

couraging to lawyers, who are always ready

with differing decisions on both sides of the

question.

On the whole, the New English Art Club's

exhibition is not a very interesting one.

There are more freaks than usual, and a few-

good pictures. Mr. Wilson Steer's landscape,

with some girls bathing in a sheltered pool,

is good, though we have seldom seen such

red hair as that of one of the maidens. Miss

Clara Attwood's "Chez Madame Fournier"

is one of the best works shown. The effect

of the daylight on the women grouped below

the window is excellent. The most noticeable

portrait is that of Lord Buxton in his rdom

at the Board of Trade, by Mr. F. H.
Shepherd. If the room is more interesting

than its occupant, that is, perhaps, no fault

of the painter. Other pictures worth mention

are shown by Mr. Walter Siekert, Mr. Stuart

Boyd, Miss Sargant Florence, Mr. Eric

George, and Mr. C. M. Gere. Mr. David
Muirhead's view of Richmond Castle, and

Mr. Bellingham Smith's sketch of Barnard
Castle, should also be mentioned.

Oil and gas are the latest products we are

promised from bricks, if Mr. Guy V.

Crowden is not over-sanguine in the Oil

News, in which he gives particulars of a new
process for producing oil, gas, and ammonia
from the bituminous matter contained jn the

Oxford clay, as used in brickmaking in the

neighbourhood of Peterborough. The in-

vention, for which a patent has been applied
for, is esseutially the combination of two in-

dustries, brickmaking and shale distillation,

the shale distiUaton beng subordinate to the
brickmaking in that the already-existing

brick kilns must be modified to contain the
retorts in which the bituminous matter is to
be destructively distilled. Experiments, it

is stated, have shown the green bricks them-
selves may be retorted, and that the oil, gas,
and ammonia may be reco\ered from them
without injury to ihem as such, although it

is necessary to burn them in the kiln itself

after retortijig, in order to impart to them
a suitable colour and degree of vitrification. It
is estimated that, by employing the apparatus
mentioned in the patent application, it will
be possible to retort half, or even the whole,
of the regular output of bricks without in-

terfering in any way with the brickmaking
itself. For example, a yard containing two
18-chambered Hoffmann kilns would retort
25,000 bricks per day— i.e., 75 tons by
weight -the output of oil being 500 gallons
per day, this being equivalent to 6,000,000
bricks a year, making the yearly output of
oil for a yard of this size 120,000 gallons.

The "Hatchet Academy" as the present
show of pictures at Burlington House is
jocularly named—has elicited from some
daring innovator a suggestion that cannot
fail to be appreciated by outsiders. After
the end of May he thinks pictures "on the
line" should change places with those "on

the sky line," and thus enable connoisseurs

to judge fairly between tlieni. The result

would probably surprise a good many people,

and bring grist to the mill of artists who
now have to struggle in obscurity. If the

hanging committee could also be induced to

make their selections before the canvases are

signed it would, it is suggested, add enor-

mously to the interest of their exhibition.

A story about some " model " cottages

which are being built in a Lancashire town,

told by the Manchester Guardian, is not with-

out its lesson for some of our housing

reformers and "garden-city" enthusiasts.

The cottages are of the doll-house type, and

two working men were subjecting them to a

critical inspection. " Say, Jack," remarked

one, "where they goin' t'put furniture?"
" Why," was the reply, " I 'eard as 'ow

they're goin' to paint it on t' walls."

A faculty has been granted for building a new
church for St. Stephen's, North Meols, Banks,
near Southport.

At Burgh Church, East Suffolk, a bronze
tablet and oak altar-rails, erected as memorials
of the l.ite Rev. Arthur Maude, for 36 years
rector of the parish, have been dedicated. The
architect was Mr. Douglas Kound.

The Hants County Council have appointed Mr.
.John Di.'con Ilewetson, of Cottinshain. near
Hull, as small holdings estate agent, at a salary
of i:270, rising to itSOD, in succession to Mr.
G. A. Lambert, who has secured a more
lucrative appointment with the Norfolk County
Cou afte

The application of the Lincoln Corporation for

the sanction of the Local Government Board to

borrow ^9.000 for the purchase of a site of land
on Wragby-road, for providing houses under the

Cla of

mquirv in the Guildhall. Lincoln, on Moiulav
night, by Mr. Courtney Clifton. M.Inst.C.E.. an
inspector under the Local Government Board.

The great fifteenth-century parish church of

East Dereham, Norfolk, noteworthy for possess-
ing a detached as well as a central tower, is

one of the few remaining churches possessing
doors to the seats, a reUc of the eighteenth-
century square "loose-box" pews. .A.t a special
vestry meeting, it has been unanimously decided
to instruct the vicar and churchwardens to
apply for a faculty for what were described at
the gathering as "those abominable relics."

Workmen employed by H.M. Office of Works
are now engaged repairing the south transept
gable of the Arbroath .\bbey ruins. Scaffolding
has been erected up to the summit of the
western wall of the transept—a height of 67ft.
—for the purpose of having the wall pointed
and cleaned. In the meantime, however, the
men are dealing with the arcading immediatelv
underneath the pillared gallery which form's
part of the south transept gable, and they are
gradually to extend their operations upwards
until they reach the apex above the St
Catherine's wheel window.

At Pusev House, now in course of erection in
St. Giles-street, Oxford, the new chapel, with its
tower, is now completed. There is also in pro-
iress the first section of the library, which
begins at the west end of the chapel, and will
ultimatelv form the west side of the quad-
rangle. The walls are faced with Blagdon
stone, with dressings of Waldon and Clipsham
-tone. Mr. Temple Moore, F.R.I.B.A., of
Hampstead, is the architect of the buildings,
which were illustrated by a plan and interior
view of the chapel in our" issue of May 30, 1913.
The builders are Messrs. Benfield aiid Loxlev,
of Oxford.

.4 sewerage scheme for Arlev has been
approved by the Local Government Board, and
is being carried out for the Nuneaton Rural
District Council, at a cost of nearlv £3,000. The
area of tlie outfall site is three acres, and
effluent will pass over the land before findhi"
Its way into the stream. The scheme comprises
he centre of the village, and the area in which
houses are likely to be erected. The rural
council are dealing with the question of a
proper water supply for the parish. Arrange-
ments have been made with the Arlev Collierytompany for a supply of water, which will bepumped to a 50,000-gallon reservoir at Hill Topfrom this point mains will be laid to supp v
practically the whole of the parish.

"

(Bngin^^ring Jiot^s.

DYSART DOCK EXTENSION.—The
I

Earl of Rosslyn's Collieries, Ltd., Dysart,

I

have laid plans before Dysart Town Council
for a considerable extension to the dock

j

accommodation at Dysart. The sketch-plan,
which has been prepared by Mr. Robert
Henderson, M.I.C.E., Edinburgh, shows an
enlargement of the dock to fully twice its

' present size by taking in part of the present

I

harbour. The present middle pier is to be
,
removed and the outer harbour enlarged by
the removal of the west pier, and the erection
of an enlarged new pier to the south is also
included, while the east pier will be extended
to fully double its present length. The works
would make the harbour suitable for steamers
up to 230ft.. in length, of from 1,600 to 1,800
tons capacity, and with a draught of from
16}ft. to 18ft. The cost of the undertaking,
which will be borne by the colliery company,
is estimated at between £20,000 and £25,000.

The salary of Mr. W. H. Pearce, surveyor to
the Swanage Urban District Council, has been
increased by £75 per annum.

Deptford Borough Council proposes to erect
a building to be used for baths, wash-houses,
and library purposes, at a cost of £21,631.

The SiJmouth Urban District Council have
appointed Mr. Matthews (assistant surveyor of

Exmouth) to succeed Mr. R. Lake as surveyor of

Sidmouth.

The Cheshire Education Committee have
decided to build a new council-school in Princes-
road, Broadheath, from the plans of Mr. J. C.

Thompson ; of Altrincham

The foundation-stone of a ladies' home in

Horncastle-road, Woodhall Spa, has been
formally laid. Messrs. Scorer and Gamble, of

Lincoln, are the architects. The estimated cost
is £3,000.

Courses of lectures are being given this term
at Cambridge University by Professor Edward
.S. Prior, A.R.A., F.S.A.. on the Crafts of

.Modern Art, and by Professor Beresford Pite,

F.R.I.B.A., on the' Renaissance and Modern
.Architecture.

X hall is being added to Blackrock College,
Co. Dublin. The internal dimensions are 130ft.

bv 40ft., and 30ft in height. There is a stage
26ft. deep at one end. and at the other a gallery
of the same depth. Messrs. Ashlin and Coleman,
Dawson-street, Dublin, are the architects, and
Mr. W. Conclly, Dublin, is the builder.

The Brighton Town Council have approved of
the plans submitted by the Palace Pier Com-
pany for widening the marine structure and
enlarging the bandstand to accommodate a band
of 40 musicians, and to provide seating for 4.000
persons. The total area of the present building
is to be increased from 567 square vards to 3,099,

and the width from 60ft. to 108ft'.

-\mong the plans submitted at the last sitting
of the Dean of Guild Court at Dunfermline
were those of the Prudential Assurance Com-
pany, Limited, for the erection on the south
side of East Port-street of a building to be used
as offices for the company. The plans were pre-
pared bv Mr. Paul Waterhouse, M.A,,
F.R.I.B.A., and were exhibited in last year's
Royal Academy. The Court delayed granting
warrant for a fortnight in order "that certain
questions with conterminous proprietors mighfc
be adjusted.

The Public Building Commission that has bad
under consideration the preparation of a plan
for the standardisation of public buildings
wherever erected in the United States has
almost completed its labours, and will shortly
present its report. The following officials anrt

members of the Congress compose the Com-
mision : Secretary Mc.idoo, Attorney-General
McReynolds, Postmaster General Burleson,
Senators Sutherland and Swanson, and Repre-
sentatives Clark and Foster.

An unfortunate situation has arisen in regard
to a tender recently accepted by the Goole
Urban District Council for the completion of

the sewerage scheme A week ago the tender
of a Croydon firm to do the work for £9,450 was
accepted, and, at the same time, the announce-
ment was made that the next lowest tender was
£2,000 above this figure. A communication has
been received from the firm desiring to amend
this accepted tender, and to add £1,200 to the

amount. The council have refused to allow this,

and will advertise again for tenders.

I
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COMPETITIONS.
BLAIRHILL.—The Kirkcaldy and Dysart

School Board have accepted the plans of Jlr.

W. Williamson, Kirkcaldy, submitted in

competition, for the new school to be built

at Blairhill, Dysart. The estimated cost is

between £7,000 and £8,000.

LOANHEAD, N.B.—The School Board of

Lasswade, having decided to erect a new
school at Loanhead, recently invited com-
petitive designs from several architects, and
have now selected the plans submitted by
Mr. J. Inch Morrison, L.R.I.B.A., 24, Duke-
street, Edinburgh. The new school will

provide accommodation for 500 pupils, and,
in addition, an assembly-hall, cookery and
laundry, manual instruction, science, and
art rooms. The cost will be between £6,000
and £7,000, and the work will be commenced
shortly. The assessor in the competition
was Mr. J. A. Carfrae, 3, Queen-street, Edin-
burgh.

THE ROME SCHOLARSHIP IN
SCULPTURE.—This scholarship will be of

the value of £200 per annum, and will be
ordinarily tenable for three years at the
British School at Rome. Candidates must
be British subjects, and less than thirty years
of age on July 1, 1915. The competition,
which will be conducted by the Faculty of

Sculpture of the British School at Rome, will

be in two stages: An open examination, and
a final competition, open to not more than
four candidates selected from those com-
peting in the open examination. Competitors
in the open examination should submit the
following works: (1) A model of a nude figure
in the round from the life, half-life size. The
model to be executed by the competitor. (2)

A model in bas-relief of a composition repre-
senting not less than two figures, to be
designed and modelled by the competitor,
and to be 2ft. 6in. by 1ft. 6in. in size. (3)

Four drawings from the life, two of which
must be of the nude figure, one of drapery,
and one of hands and -feet, life size. The
drawings must be the work of the competitor
and must be on sheets of paper 30in. by 20in.

(4) Some drawings or photographs, or both,
of original works which have been designed
by the candidate. (5) Not less than two photo-
graphs or drawings of designs for decorative
purposes, with architectural features, tlie

designs to have been the work of the can-
didate. Competitors should notify the
Honorary General Secretarv, British School
at Rome, 54, Victoria-street, London, S.W.,
of their intention to compete in this examina-
tion as early as possible, and in any case not
later than January 23, 1915, and with such
notification must enclose a certificate of
birth, or a declaration as io age and
nationality, duly attested by two responsible
persons. The models should be cast in

plaster, and, together with tlie drawings and
photographs (wliich must be unframed and
unglazed), nddressed to the Honorary General
Secretary, British School at Rome, care of
James Bourlet and Sons, Ltd., 17, Nassau-
street, London, W., and delivered at that
address not later than noon on January 30,
1915. Tlie words " Scholarsliip in Sculpture
should be clearly marked on tlie outside of
each ease. The F'iiial Competition : This com-
petition will be lield in London from April 26
to June 19, 1915, and will be open to not
more than four candidates selected from
those competing in the Open Examination.
The subject will consist of a design for a
figure, group, or relief (as determined by the
Faculty of Sculpture), for a given purpose
and to a given scale. Eiglit weeks will be
allowed for the execution of tlie design, and
during that time candidates will be provided
with studio accommodation and given an
allowance of £2 per week towards the cost
of models, etc.

THE ROME SCHOLARSHIP IN ARCHI-
TECTURE AND THE HENRY JARVIS
STUDENTSHIP.-- The Rome Scholarship
will be of the value of £200 per annum, and
will be ordinarilv tenable at the British
School at Rome for three years. Candidates
must be Britisli subjects, and less than tliirty

years of age on July 1, 1915. The Jarvis
Studentship will be of tlie value of £200 per
annum, and will be ordinarily tenable at tlie

British School at Rome for two years. This
studentship will be confined to Students or
Associates of the R. I. B. A. (see section B), but
otherwise the conditions for the two awards
will be the same. The competition, which
will be conducted by the Faculty of Archi-
tecture of the School at Rome, will be in two
stages:—A, an Open Examination. B, a
Final Competition, open to not more than ten
candidates selected from those competing in

the Open Examination. Competitors should
notify the Honorary General Secretary,
British School at Rome, 54, Victoria-street,
London, S.W., of their intention to compete
in the Open Examination as early as possible,
and in any case not later than January 23,

1915, and with such notification must enclose
a certificate of birth, or a declaration as to
age and nationality, duly attested by two
responsible persons. The subject for this
examination will be a "Courts of Justice."
The building is to be placed on a site 400ft.
square, having its principal frontage to a

river; the buildings flanking the site are to

be Government offices, and their design is to

be suggested, and they may be connected
with the courts building by open or covered
ways. The water-level of the river is 20ft.

below the ground level of the site. The
Courts of Justice are to be four in number,
for civil business only, and they are to be
contained in one building; each court is to
measure 2,400ft. super.

;
public access to the

courts is to be from the river front through
a large hall, judges and barristers to enter
at the back. Four judges' rooms, and rooms
for barristers, jurors, solicitors, and wit-
nesses are to be provided, together with a
Bar library. A lower ground floor must be
provided, suitably arranged for large
numbers of clerks and for subdivision as
offices. No provision is to be made for

prisoners. The drawings required are: Plan
of ground floor, showing the general dis-

position of the surrounding buildings, in-

eluding the river embankment; plan of the
lower ground floor; two elevations; longi-

tudinal and transverse sections— all to a
scale of l-16th of an inch to a foot ; one prin-
cipal elevation to |in. scale ; a detail elevation
of part of the river facade to Jin. scale ; a

perspective of the river front in which the
Courts of Justice themselves shall measure
18in. A short descriptive report must
accompany the design. The drawings, to-

gether with the above-mentioned documents,
ninst lie sent to the Honorary General Secre-
tin . r.iii:-li School at Rome, c.o. the Secre-
t:ii l;

! h,-iitiite of Britisli Architects,
•J. I

'

1

1
. f, W., and must reach him

iM.I :.it. I i\,.r.- Munn on Jannarv 30, 1915. The
Final Conipetition: This competition will be
held "en lege" in LoiKhni, and particulars
regarding it will be announced hereafter.

Tlie successful candidate in this conipetition

will be recommended for appointment to the

Rome Scholarship, and the Student or Asso-
ciate of the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects who is placed next in order of merit will

be recommended for appointment to the
Jarvis Studentship.

ROME SCHOLARSHIP IN DECORA-
TIVE PAINTING.—The scholarship will be
of the value of £2(10 per annum, and will be
ordinarily tenable for three years at the
Britisli School at Rome. Candidates must
be British subjects, and less than thirty years
of age on July 1, 1915. The competition,
which will be conducted by the Faculty of

Painting of the British School at Rome, will

be in two stages:—An Open Examination, a

Final Conipetition, open to not more than
four candidates selected from those com-
peting in the Open Examination. It is

desired that competitors in the Open Exa-
mination should submit the following works:
(1) Two figure compositions in colour suitable

for wall decoration, and a full-size uneoloured
cartoon of a portion of one of these. (2)

One painting of a head, and one painting of

a figure from the life in oil or tempera. (3)

Drawings of the nude figure from the life.

(4) Sketches of designs for decorative
purposes, which should include some archi-

tectural studies. Not more than twelve works
may be submitted in all. Competitors should
notify the Honorary General Secretary,
British School at Rome, 54, Victoria-street, '

London, S.W., of their intention to compete
in this examination as early as possible, and
in any case not later than January 23, 1915,
and with such notification must enclose a cer-
tificate of birth, or a declaration as to age
and nationality, duly attested by two re-

sponsible persons. The works submitted for
the Open Examination should be addressed
to the Honorary General Secretary, British
School at Rome, care of Messrs. Chapm;iii
Bros., 241, King's-road, Chelsea, London,
S.W., and delivered at that address not later
than noon on January 30, 1915. The words
" Scholarship in Decorative Painting " should
be clearly marked on the outside of each
package. Tlie Final Competition will beheld
in London from April 26 to June 19, 1915,
and will be open to not more than four
candidates selected from those competing in

the Open Examination. The subject will
consist of a design for a wall decoration to
fill a given space for a given purpose, and to

a given scale. Eight weeks will be allowed
for the execution of the design, and during
that time candidates will be provided with
studio accommodation, and given an allow-
ance of £2 per week for models. The suc-

cessful candidate in this competition will be
recommended for appointment to the Com-
missioners' Scholarship.

Mr. W. A. Harrison, assistant surveyor to the
Long Eaton Urban District Council, has resigned
his position in order to take up a Government
appointment in Ceylon.

A new Government building for the Depart-
ment of Justice, to cost 3,000,000dol., is to be
trected at Washington, D.C., on a site south of
Pennsylvania-avenue, between 14th- and 15th-
streets, N.W.

At Buntingford, Herts, the foundation-stone
has been laid of a Roman Catholic Church, to
be dedicated to St. Richard of Chichester. It
will accommodate 160 worshippers, and will

cost £3,500. The architect is Mr. A. Young,
Gray's Inn-road, W.C.

The premises in Southwark-street, S.E.,
belonging to the Ocean Accident and Guarantee
Corporation, are about to be enlarged by addi-
tions extending over Farnham-place, and
abutting on Gravel-lane. The architects are
Messrs. Sir Aston Webb, E.A., and Sons.

The City Court of Common Council have
adopted the proposal to proceed with the first

section of the rebuilding scheme at the Guild-
hall, in accordance with Mr. Sydnev Perks's
designs, and at an estimated outlay of £30,000.
We outlined the scheme in our last issue, p. 708.

The proposed street improvements and new
electricity generating-stations in Bootle were
the subject of a Local Government Board
inquiry on Friday, before Mr. T. C. Ekin,
M.Inst.C.E-, the application of the corporation
bein? for sanction to borrow the sums of £4,451
for the street improvements and £19.312 for the
electricity undertaking.

Tlie Local Government Board has sanctioned
the application of Chester-le-Street Urban
District Council to borrow money for building
168 workmen's houses. The council propose to
build 116 houses with only two bedrooms, and
the rest with three bedrooms, and the Local
Government Board has suggested that the
number of two-bedroom houses should be
reduced, and 150 houses built with three bed-
rooms.

Many improvements and accelerations in the
Cross-Channel services to the Continent will be
found in the summer timetables of the South
Eastern and Chatham Railway, just issued. The
new express via Dover-Calais leaving London at
4.S0 p.m., in addition to having the quickest
Paris connection (the journey between the two
capitals taking only 6.V hours) will now run
every weekday to Bale, Lucerne, and Milan, and
by this accelerated service the journey between
London and Italy will be reduced" by three

The plain stone pulpit that has so long
the interior of St. Andrew's Chnrsh, Tai
has been removed, and on Saturday evenir
Bishop of New Guinea dedicated a new
pulpit in its place. The moulded c(

The panels are sunk and tracerFed. Ir

ijuat.refoils are miniature carved bosses,

at each angle is a moulded buttress. The
portion of the body of the pulpit is enr
with carved paterte. The work has
executed by Messrs. Harry Hems and
sculptors, of Exeter.
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(Dttr illnstrations.

THE SHIRPUR PALACE, INDORE.
INDIA.

The Shirpur Palace, for H.H. the

Maharajah Solkar of Indore, occupies a site

where a palace was schemed some thirty

years ago, a portion being commenced. It is

colonnaded and arcaded with good Renais-

sance detail. This portion it is proposed to

roof-in as a ground-floor building only, and

it is so shown to the right in Sir Ernest

(ieorge's drawing and plan. This will form
an approach to the proposed Dnrbar Hall,

also providing reception- and guest-rooms.

The loftv Durbar Hall will measure IlOft. in

length a'nd SOft. in width, with additional

space in its arcades. The domestic rooms
form wings on either side of this hall, each
with its own open court. One of these is

provided for the zenana and nurseries; this

wing has its own private garden, also having

its own entrance and forecourt. All these

rooms open on to wide corridors on each

side, their windows and doors giving sun-

shine or shade, as may be desired, or as the

prevailing wind may necessitate. The flat

roof of the lower building is approached
from the upper floors of the main structure,

and will form a garden or terrace to be
enjoyed in the evenings. The neighbourhood
provides good building stone ; there is also

good white marble to be obtained at no
great distance. The illustration is reproduced
from the original perspective, with plan, now
at the Royal Academy, as the sole exhibit
this Tear of Messrs. Sir Ernest George,
A.R..'\,, and A. B, Yeates, architects.

XEW OAK STAIRCASE. CUMBERLAND
LODGE. WINDSOR PARK,

This well-known mansion stands In

Windsor Park. It has recently been rebuilt

under the authority of the Commissioners
of H.JI. Woods and Forests, for the Prince
and Princess Christian. Mr. .John Murray,
F.R.I.B.A.. is the architect, and we give a

view of the new hall and staircase. The
house bad to be underpinned and the walls
were strengthened on a considerable scale,

so that the structural difficulties were very
extensive, while the old turrets and outside
brickwork were retained, in order to pre-
serve the historic red-brick facings and
beautiful mantlings of ivy. A new second
story took the place of the old low attics

which were located in the original sloping
roof. Various changes and extensions have
also been carried out in the domestic offices,

an old portion of the fabric which is kept
intact. An up-to-date heating chamber and
low-pressure system likewise form part of

the equipment" The foundations rest on a

bed of Bagshot sand, and the alterations in-

volved much risky work, and from the
dangerous character of the undertaking
great care had to be exercised, including
much elaborate shoring. Inside the external
walls steel stanchions, bolted to the brick-
work, were employed to carry concrete fire-

resisting flooring, so that practically the load
throughout the interior is supported by steel
framing clear of the old wall«. The oak stair-

case extends from the hall to the second
floor, and its style harmonises with the Tudor
character of the garden fronts. Oak panel-
ling covers the walls, but spaces had to be
provided for the display of three fine and
considerable tapestries belonging to the old
mansion, which, besides the Tudor work in
the garden elevations, comprises other main
portions, which are Georgian in style, Mr.
Mnrray has erected new bay windows to the
principal stairway as well as to the morning-
room, while a new turret was built to house
a spiral staircase. The general scheme of
colour is white, except the wainscoting,
which is fumed and polished to accord with
the old oak retained in various parts of the
building. Messrs. W. E. Blnke, Ltd., of
Stevennge-road, FnTham, S.W,, were the
bnilders, and Mr, W, Tidey is the clerk of
works.

,^
NEW STORE AT SINGAPORE.

This building is now being erected at
Singapore for the well-known East India

merchants, Messrs. Wliiteawny, Laidlaw,
and Co.. Ltd. It stands upon a prominent
island site having an area of about 13,000

super, feet. The north elevation faces the

Singapore river, whilst the main frontage

on the west side is upon Battery-road, a busy
and important thoroughfare, in which many
of the principal business houses are situate;

the shop-front upon this road is set back for

a distance of 8ft. from the curb-line, a

colonnade supporting the upper floors ; this

is paved with a local "marble," quarried a

few miles west of Oxted ; it is a very hard
material and of much the same nature- as
Petworth or other Sussex "marbles," The
site slopes to the south and w-est ; this

prompted the rather unusual position of the
tower at the north-east corner of the church,
where the ground was highest, Mr. J.

Oldrid Scott, who lived at Oxted, was in very
constant touch with the work during its

progress, and his death occurred a few weeks

CeguND fioo^ Plan

NEW STORE AT SINGAPORE.

arrangement of plan provides a covered and

sheltered footway for the public and a pro-

jection from the glare of the sun. The
premises consist of five stories, the basement,

ground, and first floors being occupied for

the purpose of trade, whilst the upper stories

are designed in suites of rooms, and are

capable of being let out as self-contained

flats. Each suite has a sitting-room, bed-

room, dressing-room, and bath and lavatory,

besides having recessed verandahs to the ex-

terior frontages of the living-rooms. It will

be observed that these verandahs form an

important feature in the elevations, and
afford a useful shelter to the occupants of

the living-rooms. The central portion of the

store on ground and first floors is lighted

and ventilated bv a long rectangular area ex-

tending to the roof-level. The whole of the

building is being constructed of fire-resisting

materials, and the steel framework, joinery,

and accessories are being shipped direct

from London, The architects are Messrs.

Herbert O. Ellis and Clarke, of 46, Fen
church-street, E.C, The drawing reproduced
is now in the Royal Academy Exhibition.

ST, .JOHN'S CHURCH, OXTED,
SURREY.

The accompanying drawing, now at the

Royal Academy "Exhibition, illustrates St,

.John's Church" at Hurst Green, which has
been built in an outlying part of the parish
of Oxted, where a considerable number of

houses have sprung up of late years. The
church is planned to seat 450 when complete,
but two bays of the nave have yet to be
built. The walls are faced externally with
flint, and the stone used throughout for
dressings, wijidows, etc, is sandstone from
the Tunbridpe Wells district. The sanctuary

only before the consecration of the church,

which forms a characteristic and attractive

example of his manner, Messrs. Strange and

Sons, of Tunbridge Wells, were the general

contractors. The woodwork of the screens,

choir-stalls, etc., was done by Messrs. R. L.

Boulton and Sons, of Cheltenham. Messrs.

F. Sales and Sons, of Oxted, were the con-

tractors for the foundation work. Messrs. J.

Oldrid Scott and Son, are the architects.

^ A FRIENDLY HOME FOR SERVANTS.
(The description of these illustrations will

be found in our referee's report on the

Building News Designing Clnb on p. 732.)

The Croydon Borough Council decided on

Monday to prepare a scheme under the Town
Planning Act for an area of about 600 acres

between Norbury and Beulah Hill, at present

largely open meadow-land, forming a pleasant

vista from (he Norwood Hills.

The corporation of Swansea have approached
Mr. G. R. CoUinson, at present chief engineer-

ing assistant in the water and sewers depart-

ment, as deputy borough engineer, and have also

granted Mr. CoUinson's application for per-

mission to undertake the duties of lecturer on

surveying at the Technical College during the

forthcoming term, which duties will be wholly

performed in the evenings.

An arrangement has been arrived at between
the urban district council of Weston-super-
Mare and the Great Western Railway Company
for the lengthening of the bridge carrying

Drove-road over the railway, and its widening

to 36ft. The council have also given instructions

to their surveyor (Mr. H. A. Brown, C.E ) to

proceed with his scheme for effecting an im-

provement in Birkbeck-road (leading to the Old

Pier approach) with a view of relieving a

dangerous congestion of traffic.
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THE PROPOSED NEW CHARTER AND
BY-LAWS, R.I.B.A.

To the Editor of the Bdildino News.

Sir,—The adjourned meeting, at which the
above matter is to be resumed, takes place at

the In.stitute on Monday, June 8, at eight

o'clock p.m., when I trust there will be
.shown a firm determination on the part of

the majority attending that the present
Charter shall not be interfered with at

present, inasmuch as " Registration by
Charter " is an impossibility; and " Statutory
Registration " can only be obtained by Act
of Parliament—an Act that surely could, at

least, have been framed during all the long
j'ears that have been frittered away with
operations on the Charter. And, further,

unless every practising architect becomes a

"chartered "architect," there can be but little

protection to the accredited members of our
Institute.

With regard to the- Licentiates—a class

which ought never to have been created

—

the.se gentlemen, as they become strong in

numbers, will necessarily — and justly

—

demand that their class shall be duly repre-

sented. By the very fact of payment of fees,

or subscriptions (equal to, in "ordinary life,

taxation), they will insist upon having their

claims recognised in the councils of the In-

stitute. The climax that finally brought
about the Boer War was caused through the
" Outlanders." who paid taxes, demanding
the vote. We have created a class of "Out-
landers " in our own Institute, and we shall

surely have to pay the penalty for doing so.

In "reference to what is termed, in the
.Journal of May 23, " an abortive meeting,"
summoned to consider a revised " Schedule
of Charges," and which meeting " failed to

draw sufficient members to enable the busi-

ness to be proceeded with," how can any
reasonable man have expected anything else"?

For what is the use of discussing " Schedules
of Charges" which the Institute- has no
statutory power to enforce? and even when
we do obtain Registration we shall never get
a legally - binding scale of charges : any
Parliament would determine that such a

thing is ultra vires and against public policy.

It does really seem lamentable that oiir

leadeis will not boldly deal with the whole
question ind obtain Registration by law an
act tint would strengthen our Institute and
make it what I ba^e alwavs pleided for a
realh lepresentitne and controlling body
governii g the whole profess on as it should
jiisth do and to tint end and aim every
one of us should strue for —I ha\e the
honour to remain Sir your obedient ser\ ant

HORICE T BONNFR 4 RIB A
Eastbourne May 26 1914

Air \ W Smith a sistant surveyor of \1 oi

tillery has been appo nted district sir\e\nr to
the Monmouthshire County Council

Mr Mfred T Price 4 M Inst C E ch ef

engineering as stanf to the boioufh engineer of
Eccles has been unanimo i Iv appointed resident
engineer on the Eccles mi n Irainage scheme
which IS estimated to coH ±61 000 an! has hal
his salary nereased by £5' per annum
Owincr fo tie srar I t Ha al Tf oi

the emi lo\ ee 1 I I 1

asylums u 1 ] I

Imndiel ai t

oompanv will I I

sether 250 cotta p i a I 1 a I 1 ''O

The A ylums Com nittee ha\e nrom se ! to let

land on the estate on ver\ ta\o liable teims

4t Mondays meeting ot the Helston Rural
Distr t Council the lesi i at on nas accepted
from Mr C E Bowden i e ui tor tl e south
district Mr Bowden stated i lenh to -a

question that his salaiv v\ 1 £ 1 rta
the s irvey or for the 1

£100 a yfar vtr P H
the coined adierti^e t

salary as the north oi

"No 10 1 Mr W F h \

to ha p tha Air Will an i I i u Itr
anl t VI ntuall df ri le 1 to ad ert se in

the local papers for appl cant tcr the post
stating age qualifications salary etc

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

NI^WCASTLE - ON - TYNE. — I'he public
memorial to the late Colonel W. L. B. Coulson
11841-1911) was unveiled on Wednesday in the
Haymarket, Newcastle, on a site almost opposite
the Palace Theatre. It takes the form of a
drinbing-fountain for animals, there being two
troughs of unpolished Balmoral granite, wliilo

the rest ot the memorial has been executed in

Heworth stone. Surmounting a pedestal is a
bust in bronze, heroic of the late colonel.
This bust, and large masks in bronze, have been
executed by M. Arnold Rechberg, sculptor, of
Paris. The memorial has been carried out by
Messrs. Fenwicke and Watson, architects. Pearl
Buildings, Newcastle, the work of erecting

castle. The cost has been £600,'

SCOTT MEMORIALS.—The committee of the
Captain Scott "Memorial Fund have commis-
sioned Mr. S. Nicholson Babb to execute a
bas-relief in SI. I'aul's Cathedral as a memorial
of the explorers. It will contain, in architectural
framing, a medallion portrait; of Captain Scott
and a panel representing the five men with
sledges. There will be figures of "Courage,"
"Devotion." and "Glory"—the last bearing five

wreaths. The site assigned by the Chapter for
the memorial is near the door leading to the
Crypt. For the outdoor memorial the committee
have invited six sculptors to send in. by the
end of next month, models for a bronze statuary
group, to which £7,600 will be devoted. I'liey

are not pledged to choose any of the designs.
Til I'l i .. I.-cted are Mr. Derwent Wood.
A i: \ I \ H. Hodge, Mr. S. Nicholson
f; - I ii- Lee. Mr. A. G. Walker, and
Ml • i II Hi well. The selection committee
f..].-.,,- ,.1 8.1 Edgar Speyer, the Hon. Harry
Lawson. M.P.. Sir Thomas Brock, R.A., and
Mr. Lionel Earle, C.B., secretary of Oflice of
Works. The site of the memorial has not yet
been settled.

The new entertainment pavilion at Clacton-
on-Sea was formally opened on Wednesday. It

has been built at a cost of .£12,500 by direct

labour under the supervision of Mr. D. .1. Bowe,
surveyor to the urban district council.

A new council school was opened at Wood-
ford Halse, Northamptonshire, on Thursday in

last, week. It provides places for 88 bovs and
girls, and 5 infants, and has cost £1,916. Mr.

-.ap. of N
Mr. .1

An inquest was held on Monday at Birming-

The u ban list ict council of Kingstown Co
Dublin are ad ertismg for an architect to pre
pare all plans an 1 specificat ons m relation to

propose 1 1 il 1 ng scheme at Clasthule Monks
tnvn ai 1 Bvrne s fiel 1 at Sallvnoggm at a fee

nt 1 h >^ pel cent on the accepted contract
n 1 tor a

i
laiit tv s meyoi to piepaie approx

nate t mates ot the \ai ous dwellings at a fee

ot 'Os, per cent

1 Roman Catholc Church in Middlewich
loal Sa 11 h fl os] rn vas opened last

we k Tl ' lai

sacristv i

120 pec
I 1

1

of pitcl
1

I

testing on 1111 I I

been £1 000 The architect is Mr I Str
Saudbach anl the builder Mi Cooke

I! 11 eneio t\ of Su CI uk i

1 I W
1 1 iichh embioideied thet

I

I I 1 1 to the Aictoria anl \ll ert
1 01} of Lad} Wallteins

I
1 Mis D L Ensten who
famous collection ot needle
ot \e tments i tiaditionalh
\en b\ the Empeior Charles

\ 1 ot Burgo '^pa 1

1

11 n ca 1 of 11

pi 1 d 1 1 cJkvoik t th embro denes is

notable for the lar^e amount of o-old threa 1

ised and for the briohtnes ot the colons
employed The style points to a Flemish origin

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
A LlSTERIilLLS ARBITRATION. — Mr.

Edward Holmes, of Sheffield, as umpire, and
Mr. R. B. Broster, of Keighley, and Mr. .lames

Young, of Bradford, as arbitrators, conducted
an arbitration at the Town Hall, Bradford, on

Friday, with respect to the purchase of business

premises owned by Mr. Samuel Bairstow, in

Listerhills-road. The property is required in

connection with the Listerhills improvement
scheme, and the total claim was £1,616.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
SMOKE ABATEMENT.—At Friday's sitting

of the Committee on Smoke Abatement, held

at the offices of the Local Government Board-
Mr. Russell Rea, M.P., presidins, Profpssor

John W. Graham. Principal ' V:
' H ill,

ITniversity of Manchester, an !

Smoke AbatemLnt League
gave evidence. Twenty-six m . - 1

he said, joined the League. ,-,,„,„..'. n.ul

declined to ]oin the League, and iL stdl

remained one of the smokiest towns in the

United Kingdom. Nearly half of the smoke
found in the centre of Manchester was domestic.

He took this as a fair average, and hence, as

one-fifth of the coal produced half the smoke,

the domestic grate was by far the worst

offender. The author added that in Glasgow
they had come to the conclusion that one

factory chimney as a smoke producer was equal

to thirty-nine domestic chimneys. Gas at Is. 6d.

or Is. 9'd. per 1,000 was as cheap as coal for all

domestic purposes, and would have the great

addition of cleanliness.

The urban district council of Tipton decided

on Tuesday to raise the salary of their surveyor,

Mr. Jukes, from £220 to £'250 a year.

Professor Maxwell Lefroy is investisating at

the Royal College of Science llip nossil.ililv of

breeding parasites in suflli ''''

attack and destroy the il. !
-

(Anobium tesselatum) which •

oaken timbers in the roof of W n .11

The death took place on .Monday of -Mr.

Francis Coope--, retired builder, founder of the

firm of Messrs. F. Cooper and Son. Musselburgh.

erect in" 1

conserved
appearanc

The Kei

staid
01 a 1

s te r
I

w th a

aldition to tl 11 eie 111 u 1

for county a cl (e t oi m or at 3
i

t

anl £437 ir ilii\ of clerk rt k I t i

„ I ppT a 1 k fJt two years

Tl 1 1 fnntrol under the Mei tal

n I 1
I
urchascd for £64 000 troi

pari-

p t X r| 1 tl I 1 n AI r

lones an 1 Son

4fter a ronneclion with the Water Depart
nient of the Tnerpool Corporation extending

er fitly one years Mr Joseph Parr}
M Inst C E retire from the position of watei
engineer at the end of this moi th The

1 r ot the water comm ftee s <.„ fie 1 on
1 I apprec ation ot Air Pairvs 1 te

til -^ him with a silver roselovl
t on as made at a meetn ^ of the
1 h V 11 I e the la t that All Parry

li n I 1 1 I tl tl 1 1

ot thn w t I id tnk b I

1 a p 1 pen only three ci g ni-ers i cl tf—m 1

ATr Tl o las Duncan Mi G F Deacon an 1

Mr los ,h Pnrrv In the same period there
have been five town clerks aid Tve city
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A paper lias been issued by tbe London

County Council containing a report by Mr.

J. C. Small, organiser of Trade Schools for

Boys, on tlie training and employment of

boys in the building trades of London. Mr.

Small's report was considered by the Higher

Education Sub-Committee of tlie Council in

.June, 1912. At that time it had been possible

t:i prepare a memorandum on the census

returns of 1911, through the courtesy of the

officials of the Census Office. The particulars

were confidential and proved of great value

lo the committee in dealing with the questions

arising. The general census returns of

occupations for persons in England and

Wales have now been published, and it is

thought desirable to make the report public

in the form in which it was presentecl to the

committee. The report deals with the

(|uestion of employment in a comprehensive

v.ay. and many suggestions are made.

For eighteen months a special coinnnttee

i'.ppointed by the city council of Liverpool

has been considering the system whereby cor-

poration leases are renewed, and which for

some years past lias been coiideinned as out

of date and unfair to the corporation estate.

'i'lie system has been in force since 1821. The
cominittee have drawn up a report, which

will be submitted to the .Tune meeting of the

city council, and which, if adopted, will

drastically amend the corporation system of

fines and renewals. The corporation's present

5;cale of fines and renewals of seventy-five

vears' leases is embodied in a document
known among property owners as " the card."

The special committee have decided to

abolish this "card," and to set up a new
system whereby any person desiring to renew
Ins lease will do "so, not for 75 years, as

hitherto, but for D9 years. The basis for the

new arrangement will be a calculation by the

citv surveyor as to the amount of fine at a

period of 99 years. Should the applicant for

extension of a lease decline to accept the

calculation of the city surveyor, he will have
the option of appealing toa specially con-

stituted snb-coniinittee of the estate com-
mittee, who will arbitrate upon the matter.

It is not determined by the special lease-

holds committee how the money paid for

fines on present renewal should he allocated

—whether it should be used by the corpora-

tion as income for the year, or whether it

should be spread over a period of extension.
The latter would appear to be the most
prudent arrangement from a financial view-

point.

The first application fr

order under the .-Vncir-nt ?

ini."? was refused on Fri.Iav

hearing, by a House nf I

mittee, presided over bv
It related to 75. Dean sti

Commissioners of Works
confirm the order madp fn

of the house wlipn it v, i- 1

was about to be li :i -
i f i

Opposition was • IT. i .
il

MuUiner. of Clifton Curt,
of the house.

P''eservation
Its Act of

S'e

two davs
lect Com

1

So
t

amirmton
10. H.M
n- Bill to

V,:.- 1. iivt that the site

i f.T l,'i::.iiuL' purposes.
"..-I 1.;. Mr. H. H.
ijurt, FiiiL^by, the owner
ground that the order

would cause him great pecuniary loss. The
chairman said the Committee held that the
preamble of the Bill was not proved, and
awarded Mr. Mnlliner his costs in the matter.
Mr. Lloyd. K.C.. said his client would keep
open for a month his offer to let the Com-
missioners of Works have the whole premises
for the ont-of-pocket cost to himself.

Mr. Bennett Goldney, M.P. for Canter
bury, has introduced a Bill to amend and
extend the Ancient Monuments Consolida-
tion and Amendment Act, 1913, in order to
aivc greater security to all monuments of
unquestioned national historic.il importance.
The Bill, which is "backed" by both
Unionists and Liberal members, proposes to
empower the Commissioners of Works to
issue a " preservation order," if occasion
arises, to protect from ininry any monument
whove preservation is desirable on account of

its historical importance. In such cases the
Commissioners of Works are empowered to

make nrrangements with the owner for a

special inspection, and to request the

Advisorv Board (set up by last year's Act) to

report upon any suchmonument w ithout undue

delay. It is proposed to give to the Com-
missioners of Works or their agents, as well

as to the Advisory Board or its agents.

freedom of access to any ancient monument
within the meaning of the Act, whether such

nionument has been scheduled or not, irre-

spective of any preservation order. It is

further proposed to include certain movable

objects of national historical interest as well

as nnciont ecclesiastical buildings which may
be in danger of injury or destruction. The
Bill prohibits the exportation of a scheduled

ancient monument except by permission from

the Commissioners of Works, and also gives

power to county and municipal authorities to

prohibit landscape spoiling by the display of

undesirable advertisements.

Mr. F. Gibbons writes to the "Wilts and

Gloucester Standard" from Wordsley, as

follow s:--Many must have wondered where

the ancient common pottery and architectural

fired goods, such as tiles, etc., that are found

in such large quantities amongst the ruins of

the Roman town of Cirencester were pro

duced. There is no evidence of any pottery

works near the town ; the absence of bed.s of

suitable clav would probably account for

tliis. Mr. Gibbons thinks, however, he has

found what may be the locality where at least

part of this ware was manufactured, at Oak-

sev Common, at the foot of Flintridge Hill,

where a newly-ploughed field was strewn

over with quantities of burnt red clay goods

of various shapes, by far the greater number
being pieces of tiles, some of which were

quite large fragments. On comparing some

of these fragments with pieces of ancient

Roman flue tiles found in a garden in

Victoria-road, Cirencester, the writer found

them exactly similar in every detail, even

the scorings' on the back being of the same
character, parallel, diagonal scratchings

crossing each other in reticulation or some-

times in wavy serrations. These were evi-

dently made bv drawing a notched piece of

wood'across the wet clay. Some of the pieces

found had the angular projecting flange run-

ning down one edge that Roman flue-tiles all

had! This flange "projects about l^in. These

tiles appear to have been used in pairs ;
when

put face to face they presented a fillet or

flange on each side, thus making a flue with

an "opening of about lOin. by l^in. The
scratchings on the backs would in one case

cause the back tile to adhere to the wall and

in the other case cause the plaster to adhere

to the tile. These flues were put into the

walls at regular and frequent intervals

around a room. They were connected with

the hypocausl under the mosaic pavement.

The fire playing under the floor and up these

flues heated the room more regularly than

can be done with all our modern appliances.

The villagers state that these fragments

extend over several fields, so there must have

been extensive works, and that pieces of

Samian or sigillata ware and better-class

Roman pottery had been found in adjoining

fields. What was found was for the most

part ware for architectural use, such as flue-

tiles, and tiles that might have been used for

hypocausts, etc. No one in the village of

Oaksey had ever heard of any kind of ware,

or even bricks, having been made in the

locality. Some of them called it "Roman
pottery."

B. T. Batsford. Ltd., have published a

fifth edition of Professor Banister Fletcher's

"London Building Acts" (10s., net), revised,

rearranged, and greatly enlarged, with
further notes and cases, bv his two sons,

Messrs. Banister F. Fletcher and Herbert P.

Fletcher. To facilitate reference the work
is for the first time arranged in well-defined
sections, with a brief summary index at the
be'.;inninc of each. Sections A to E give in

extenso the principal bnildinc Acts from the
London Building Act. 1894, to the London
County Council (General Powers) Act. 1909.
Section F places before the reader the
sections of various other' Acts relating to
hnildings still in force. Section G deals with
the special reculations as to the Cinemato-
eraph Act. Section H gives the Housing,
Town-Planning. etc.. Act. 1909. Section I

contains the L.C.C. By-laws and Regulations

made under various Acts which are in force

at the present time, the regulations made by
the L.C.C. with respect to the requirements

for the protection from fire of theatres, etc.,

the requirements approved by the L.C.C.
with regard to means of escape in case of

fire, etc., and also the by-laws made by the

Corporation of London with respect to

water-closets, house drainage, demolition of

buildings, etc. Section J gives the by-laws

and regulations relating to sanitation under
the Public Health (London) Act, 1891, the

by-laws and regulations of the County of

London made under the Metropolis Local
Management Acts, and the regulations made
under the Metropolis Water Act, 1871.

Section K contains a list of forms in use

relating to buildings, party - walls, and
dangerous structures. Section L includes

the L.C.C. draft Regulations on Reinforced

Concrete. The diagrams illustrative of the

various statutory requirements as to height

of buildings, open spaces about buildings,

party-walls, lantern-lights, chimneys and
flues', projections, thickness of walls, etc.,

will be found of great assistance.

In the April issue of the Journal of the

Franklin Institute at Philadelphia. Professor

Hersan gives the result of his experiments

on the flow of sand and other finely-divided

materials through apertures of various forms
and at differing angles and temperatures and
degrees of moisture. The velocity of flow is

determined mainly by the size of the particles

and of the opening, but is slightly diminished

by angularity of the particles or by moisture

oil them. The specific gravity of the particles,

the height of the material above the opening,

and the shape of the upper contour of the

material have little effect. If T> is the

diameter of the opening, d that of the

particles, both in inches, the mean velocity

of flow V in feet per second is given with

sufficient accuracy for practical purposes by

the equation V ='(D-2 cDI-zT).

^tu-

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSTTINO "WTEEK.

S.iTFRD-iT (.Tune 6V—Carpenters' Hall. Exhibition
of Works in Wood and Wood Carving.
Private View. 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Ediuburgh .\rchitectural Associa-

tion. Visit to Bothwell Castle.

TRADE NOTES.
Boyle's latest patent "air-pump" ventilators

have been applied to the New Picture Theatre,

Princes-parade, Cclwyn Bay.

Cland?e's asphalte is being used on the roofs

of the Imperial Tobacco Co.'s premises. Mill-

bank, and "H. M. Stationery Offices, Stamford-

-4reet.

The Public Works Department of New South
Wales, we understand, are scheduling Pudlo, the

powder which makes cement waterproof, for

their cement and concrete work.

On and after .June 3, the business of Mr. H. S.

Goodhart Rendel will be conducted from his

new offices at 60. Tufton-street, Westminster
(opposite Dean Trench-street).

Messrs. J. B. Joyce and Co., Ltd., Whitchurch.
Salop, have received instructions to make a

larse clock with four illuminated dials for the

Scolt Memorial Tower, Cardiff. The same firm

have just fixed the large clock with four dials

5Ut. diameter at the Whitehead Memorial
Tower. Burv. and are also fixing the Trickett

Memorial Clock at Waterfoot, Lanes.

At the last meeting of the Court of Common
Council, the freehold and leasehold interests of

certain houses in Leadenhall-street were ordered

to be acquired at a cost of about £30.000, for

the continuance of the widening of Leadenhall-

Viscount Hambledon has kindly promised to

open the Exhibition of Works in Wood and

Wood-carvine to be held at Carnenters' H.-<11,

London Wall, on Monday. June 8 next. The

exhibition will be open to the public (free) from

that ,late until the 20th inst.

Prince Alexander of Teck unveiled on Satur-

.Inv a memorial to the late Captain Edward
Grace Oates in the corridor of the School Hall.

Eton. The memorial, which is erected by Old

Etonians, consists of a bronze executed by Lady

Scott, widow of Captain Scott. The head of

Captain Oates is shown in relief.
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WAGES MOVEMENTS.
OSWESTRY. -The carpenters and joiners

have asked their employers for an increase of

pay from 7d. to 8d. per hour, and a code of
rules. The employers granted an increase of a
halfpenny per hour. The men have written
stating that they accept the increase for a short
time only.

BATH.—A settlement has been reached in

connection with the dispute in the Bath building
trade. As the outcome of negotiations, the men
have accepted the offer of the Master Builders'

begin to-morrow (Saturday), with an additional
Jd. to begin on May 1 next year.

TORQUAY.—The dispute in the local building
trades has been settled by the employers, who
have conceded the demands of both masons and
painters, but delayed meeting the full demand
of the labourers for six months. The stipulation
by the employers that there shall be no further
demand as to the rates of pay for a period of
three years has met with approval.

GLASGOW PLUMBERS' DEMANDS.-The
plumbers of Glasgow have decided to ask for an
increase of Id. per hour in order to bring the
rate of payment up to ll.Ul. per hour. They
also asked that the stopping; liour on Saturday
be changed to 12 o'cloik, instead of 1 o'clock
as at present, an alteration which would reduce
the working week from 51 to 50 hours.

AMALGAMATED SOCIETY OF CAR-
PENTERS AND JOINERS.-The financial
report of the society, just issued, .shows that the
receipts during the past year amounted to
£237,950 10s. 9d., which, with the balance of
*96,921 I8s. 9.W. from the prece.ling year made
up a total of £334,872 9s. B.Jd. 'Jhe total dis-

bursements were £234,224 16s. lO.Jd., leaving a
balance at the end of the year of £100,647
12s. Sd. The total funds and other property
belonging to the society are returned at
£109,709 16s. 8d., or an average of £1 5s. 2id,
on a membership of 86,972.

COLNE VALLEY. — The Northern Centre
Conciliation Board have made their award
respecting the demand for better wages and im-
proved conditions put forward by the joiners in

the Colne Valley. Some lime ago the joiners
gave notice of their intention to demand an
increase of l.W. an hour and a working week of

49J hours. The present rate of pay is 8d. an
hour, and the average working hours 52 a week.
The masters offered 8^d. an hour, which was
refused. The Conciliation Board have awarded
the men an advance of Jd. an hour from May 1,

and a further increase of i^d. an hour on
January 1, 1915. but the working rules have to
remain practically as at present.*

CHIPS.
A new council school is about to be built at

rom plans by Messrs.
and Sons

A new technical school is in course of con-
struction at Toronto from plans by Messrs. Ross
and Macdonald, of that city.

The Harrow Urban District Council town-
planning scheme, as amended, leaving out the
Harrow School buildings, has been approved by
the Local Government Board.

The Batley Education Committee have decided
to ask local architects to submit designs in com-
petition for a new school, to be built at Healey,
and to cost not more than £3,000.

The Holywell Rural District Council approved,
on Friday, of plans for twenty-two workmen's
cottages, which it is e.tpected can be let at
4s. 2d. a week, on a site at Mostyn.

Slipper baths are about to be built for the
Deptford borough council at the corner of
Xlderton and Stockholm-road. Messrs. Joseph
and Smiihem, of Queen-street, Cheapside, are
the architects, and the expenditure will be
about £1,500.

Mr. W. 'W. Pearse has been appointed city
architect of Toronto, at a salary of 5,000dol. a

I
year. Mr. Pearse is a native of Toronto, where

I he graduated more than twenty years ago. 'He

j

has had experience in architecture and engineer-

j

iiig for many years in New York.

j

The urban district council of Bentley, near
I Doncaster, have decided to go forward with a
I housing scheme, the approximate cost of which
1

will be £23,800. The council will erect ninety-
!

nine houses, and provide 4,000 yards of land
1 for allotments, on a site of six acres of land on

Askern-road.

LATEST PRICES.

I BON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and Qerman

(ex steamer, London) per ton £6 2 6 to £6 5

SteelJoistB, English 7 10 „ 7 13 6

Wrought-lron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 3 6,, 836
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0., 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Roand, or
Sqnare 30 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Snedahill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10a., Tees 30s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, cS:c„ £B ISs to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iro
No. )30.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 13 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8'9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-Iron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wure 7 5 0,, 7 10
Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-iron Sash 'Weights 5 0,, 550
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 34 gauge 16 „ —
Galvanised 'Wire Strand, 7 ply,
IIB.-W.G 14 5 0,, -

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 9 10 11 13 B.W.G.
£10 lOs. £10 15b. £11 OS. £11 58. £11 ISs. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6 3 6 to £6 7
4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
Tin. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 58. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5a. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 1178.63.
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Diaeount off

Standard Lists f .o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)—
Gaa-Tubea 73 p.o.

Water-Tubea 70 „
Steam-Tubes 66i
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes 60
Galvanised Steam-Tubea 53

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £21 3 to £21 6 3
Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 5 „ —

„ Country 24 „ —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 5 0,, —

„ „ Country 25 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 25 5 0„ —

Country 26 ,,
-

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
ontside Town 27 1.5 „ —

Country 28 10 „ —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 26 5 „ —

Country 37 „ —
Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4iin.) Town 36 5 .,

—
„ „ „ Country 27 „ —
[Over 4iin. £1 pet ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6,, 18 12 6
LeadShot, in 281b. bags 24 15 U .. -
Copper Sheets, sheathing* rods 78 „ 78 10
Copper. British Cake and Ingot 68 „ 68 10
Tin, English Ingots 1.55 „ 155 10
Do., Bars 156 „ 157

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) 20 5 „ —
Sheet Lead, Town 32 15 0„ —

Con
Genuine White Lead ,

Refined Red Lead
Sheet Zinc
Old Lead, against account

15 ,

17
per cwt. S 10 „ —

Cat nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand 11 3 ,, —
TIMBEB.

CONSTRUCTIONAL.
Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :

—

1st duality £38 to £45
2nd „ 26 „ 33
3rd „ 16 „ 18 10

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 „ 11 10
Miramichi 9 10 „ 10 10

„ Boards; Swag 11 „ 13
BedDeals: Archangel lat Quality 31 0„ 34

3nd „ 16 „ 19

„ .. ., 3rd „ 12 „ 14
St. Peteraburg-

lat quality 16 10 ,, 18
2nd „ 14 10 „ 15 10

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 „ 15
Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 13 10 „ 17

White Deals : Crown 14 „ 15 10
Seconds 11 10 ,, 13

Flooring : White and Planed—
1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 „ 11 15
1st, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 „ 11
Red Planed, lat quality 14 10 0,. 17

Pitch Pine : Prime Deala and
Boarda 18 „ 23

Lignum Vitffi Per ton 7 0,, 14

Per cubic foot.
Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,, 056
Pitch Pine Logs 3 0,, 2 6
Birch: Quebec Logs 3 3,, 2 9
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0,, 8
Mahogany : Gaboon „„.„ 9 0,, 033

FTJRNITTTBE AND HABDW00D8.

Teak: Burmese per load, 50ft. £30 to f25
Teak: Java per load. 50ft 16 „ 31

Per cubic foot.

OakPlanks: U.S.A., imported 1 9 to 2 6

„ Boards „ „ Prm. 3 0,, 036
„ Mdm. 2 6,, 039

Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 2 4,, 036
Birch : Quebec loga 2 3,, 039

aawn planks... 13., 020
Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7 0, 080
Walnut; Prime boards and
planks 6 0,, 066

Walnut; Mdm. „ „ 3 6 „ 4 6

Greenheart ; Hewn logo 3 3., 040
Cedar ; Cigar box 4 9,, 056
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime 2 4,, 029

Orham; Imp. sawn boards,
prime 3 0,, 023

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...0 6 0,, 9

„ African, Aaainee, &o. 5 ,, 6 6

„ Lagoa and Benin 4 6,, 060
„ Sekondi and Cape

Lopez 3 0,, 040
„ Gaboon 2 0,, 020

Satinwood : West Indian 10 ,, 14

Rosewood Per ton 8 0,, 12 3

Lignum VitSB 7 .. 14

STONE.'
Bed Mansfield, In blocks per foot cube £0 3 4

Darley Dale, ditto 2 3

Bed Coraehill, ditto „ 2 3

Closeburn Red Freeston6,ditto „ 3

Ancaster, ditto „ 1 10

Greenshill, ditto , 1 10

Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) 1104

Hard York, ditto „ 2
Ditto ditto 6in . sawn both aides,
landings, random aizea per foot snp. 2 8

Ditto ditto 3in. Blab aawn two
Bides, random sizes ,. 13

• All F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7i

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elma Depot „ 1 9J
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ., 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station I 6i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of aoft. average :—
Brown Whi te

Whit Bed. Base Bed
Per foot cube.

_„„„.. „, ^0 2 3 ...£0 3 4i

PimUco Wharf

.

Delivered on road waggons)
at Paddington Depot, I

Nine Elms Depot, or
[

SLATES.
in. in. £ B. d. per 1,000 ol

Bine Portmadoo ... 30x10 ... 13 12 6 1,300 at r.stn.
16x 8 ... 6 13 6

Blue Bangor 20x10 ... 13 2 6
20x13 ... 13 17 6

FirstqaaUty 20x10 ... 13 „ ,.

20x13 ... 13 15
16X 8 ... 7 6

Eureka unfading
green 20xl0 ... 15 17 6

20X12 ... 18 7 6
18x10 ... 13 5
16X 8 ... 10 5

Permanent green... 30x10 ... 11 12 6 „ ,,

BBICKS.
(All prices net.)

Fu-st Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks 1 11 „ „ [river.
Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 3 5 „ at rly. stn.

10

17 6

Flettons

.

Pressed Wire Cuts..
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Beet Fareham Bed 3 12
Best Bed Pressed
Buabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4
Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2jin. Best Red Ac-) (Net, delivered in
crlngton Plastic [ 4 10 6 ,A full truck loads
Facing Bricks ; I in London.
" Accrington Beat Bed Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 3 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3i"
thickest part 3

3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6
34" ditto ditto through and through 2

3i" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; Si" and i" radius BuUnoseB ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks ,
9" x 2 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto 9" xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches ;—

ditto
ditto 4*" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6
ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 1

ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 11
ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 9
ditto 0" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.
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QLAZED BBIOKS.
HARD OnAZES, (PEB 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.

Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second
Best. Seconds, it Bronze. Colonrs. Coloars.

Stretchers—
£13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Qnoins, BuUnose, and 4jln. Flats—
15 17 6 H 17 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 IS 17 6

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square

—

15 17 6 17 7 6 31 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two Bides and one end, square—
10 17 6 IS 7 6 23 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6

Splays and Squints—
17 7 6 1"> 17 6 21 17 6 34 17 6 17 7 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each fid. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double BuUnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—
5il. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Bounded Internal Angles—
4d. each 3d. each 6d. each 6d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

stretchers and Headers—
gd. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/2 each 1/3 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers £33 17 6
Quoms and Bullnose... 27 17 6

Cimpass bricks, circular and arch bricks\ Not
of sinfile radius £6 per 1,000 over above f exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colonrs > ing 9in.

C.!.mber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4Mn
Is. 2d. each / by 2?in.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations.

8. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 „ „

8. a. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G-ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
B. a. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry. stn
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz. ,, ,,

Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 53 6 „ „ „
Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz
Euabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental do 60
Hlptiles 4 perdoz. „ „
Valleytiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tUes :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ ,

Ornamental do 48 6 „ „ ,

Hiptiles 3 lOi perdoz
Valleytiles 3 44
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ .,

Ornamental tiles 50 „ ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. „ ,,

Valleytiles 3 8
Staffordshu-e (Hanley) Reds or

Brmdled tiles 43 6 per 1000 ,, ,.

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,, ,, ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valleytiles 3 6
Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 ,, ,,

Pressed 47 6
Ornamental do 50
Hip tiles 4 perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 „ ..

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tan £28 15 to £29 B
Do., brown 26 15 „ 27 5
Cottonseed, refined 29 „ 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 „ 40
Seal, pale 31 „ 2110
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 ,, 46 10
Do., Ceylon 43 10 „ 43
Do., Mauritius 42 10 „ 43
Palm, Lagos 33 6 „ 33 5
Do. Nut Kernel 35 „ 35 10
Olome „ ... 17 5 ., 19 5
Sperm 30 „ 31
Lubricating U.S pergal, 7 0,, 080
Petroleum refined , ... 6J „ 6i
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0., 1 10
Do., Archangel , ... 19 6 ,. 10
Linseed Oil pergal. 2 43 .. —
Baltic Oil 2 8!! —
Turpentine

, ... 2 95 „ —
Putty (Genuine Lin- 1 ™, „„, n o n

seed Oil) fPorcwt. 8 0,. -
Pnre Linseed Oil 1 n in n" Stority • Brand ; " 10 „ -

QLASS (IN CBATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz. 32az
Fourths 2d.... 3d. ... SSd. ... 48d.
Thirds 2id. ... 3M. ... 4Jd. ... Bid.
Fluted Sheet 2id. ... 3jd. ... Bid. ... 7d.

Hartley's BngUBbBoUed Plate: iin. Vioin. iin.
2Jd. ... 2id. ... 3d.

PUared BoUed and Repoagslne White. Tinted

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Pale French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 1 4 9
Extra Pale Paper 12
Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9 1)

Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10 ij

French and Brush Polish 10

TO OOBBESFONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOK of the BuiLuiNO News, Efflngham
House, 1, Aruudel-street, Strand, W.C, and not to
members of the stall by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable
for, unsought contributions.

',• Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapeh,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,
on mutually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertained on application.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state bow long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under special circum
stances.

NOTICE.
Sound copies of Vol. CV. are now ready, and should
be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post 12s. 9d.).

as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI., XLIX.,
LIU., LXI., LXII., LXIV., LXV., LXVI., LXVII.,
LXVIII., LXIX., LXXI., LXXII., LXXIll.,
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVII.. LXXIX..
LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXII., LXXXIII., LXXXIV..
LXXXV., LXXXVI., LXXXVII., LXXXVIIl.,
LXXXIX., XC, XCI., XCII., XCIII., XCIV.,
XCV., XCVI., XCVII., XCVIII., XCIX., C, CI..
Oil., cm., CIV., and CV. may still be obtained at
the same price; all the other bound volumes are
out of print. Most of the back numbers of former
volumes are, however, to be had singly. Subscribers
requiring any back numbers to complete volume
just ended should order at once, as many of them
soon run out of print.

landsome Cloth Cases for binding the BuiLDlNO
News, price 2s., post free 25. 4d., can be obtained
from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher,
Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C.

TERMS OF SCBSCRIPTION.

£1 6s. Od. (or edols. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium,
£1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od. To any
of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

•,*Our Direct Subscription Agents for Australia
are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co., Printers and
PubUshers, 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool-street,
Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan, Messrs. Z. P.
Maruya and Co., Ltd., 11-16, Nionbashi Tori
Saiichome, Tokyo; who will receive Subscriptions at
£1 6s. per annum on our account. Copies of the
paper will be sent by us direct to the subscribers'
addresses.

'.• The special rate to Canada is £1 Is. 8d.
= 5dols. 27c. for 12 months, and 10s. 10d. = 2dols. 64c.
six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for
Canada are Messrs. Sells, Ltd., 302, Shaughnessy
Buildings, McOill-street, Montreal, who will receive
Subscriptions, £1 Is. 8d. per annum, on our account.

Cheques and Post-offlce Orders to be made payable

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Adver-

tisements, PubUc Companies, and all official adver-
tisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first
line counting as two, the minimum charge being 63.
for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, L?ind Sales, and Mis-
cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-
tion Advertisements) is 8d. per line of Eight Words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 60 words. Special terms for series
of more than six Insertions can be ascertained on
application to the - ••

Situations Vacant and Partnersbips.

The charge for advertisements for "Situations
Vacant" and "Partnerships" is One Shilling for
Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight
words after. All Situation Advertisements must be
prepaid.

SiTDATioNs Wanted.

Advertisements not exceeding Thirty Words,
inclusive of name and address, are inserted under
the heading "Situations Wanted," tree o/ charge.

Rales for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on
application to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach
the office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-
page advertisements and alterations or stop orders
for serial advertisements must reach the office by
Tuesday morning to secure attention.

•.* Replies to advertisements can he received at
the Office, Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street,
Strand, W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded
under cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Six-
pence is made. (See Notice at head of " Situations.")

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: " Timeserver, Estrand, London."

Lld.-H, 1'. -W. M. G. R. A. and Co.-R. C. O.—
H. H. S. Co., Ltd.—M. and Co., Ltd.-W. H. S. and
Son.-B. T. and Co.

Vari-s.—Yos.

T. H. W.—Please send.

Lic.R.I.B.A.—Thanks, but we have no space open
just now.

iNVlDiors.—We do not luiuli cai-e to discuss the
mattt-r. I'Mhiu- .i- ;.^'U ^ii:;ui'st, it might be
bettrti; i

'

' r.l ; but we do not
see c\,i.

.
:

I
I h.ntion prejudices

the Hull ;
;..

,
- .' Yes.

OGILVIE&CO. LASCELLES * CO.,

Mllflmay Avenue. ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINEHY.

ULTERATIONS & DECORATIONS. ^'11%'''

Olivers'

Seasoned

Heu'dwoods,
APPLY To-

wn. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120. BunhlU Bow, London, E.O.

TENDERS.
*.* Correspondents would in all oases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering-at any rate, of

the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the informa-

Bkthnal Geees.—For installing heating apj-taratus

in the Bonner-strect school, Bethnal Green, tor the
London County Council :

—
Palowkar and Sons, Qaean-street £936
Musgrave and Co., Ltd., Belfast... 893
Christie, J. C, Aldt;ate 8Jl 10

Wontner, J., Smith, Gray and Co.,

Ltd., Finsbury.square 772 10

Deane, E., and Beal, Ltd., Monu-

Brigbtside Foundry and Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd., Victoria-street ... 759

Hayward Bros, and Eckstein, Ltd.,

Borough 730

Yetton and Brockett, Ltd., New
Kent-road 720

Mav, J. Jt P., Lincoln's Inn-fields 719

Watkin, W., and Son, High-road,
Wood Green* 652

Architect's estimate, £783.
• Recommended for acceptance.

CuEiDLE.—For the erection of two cottage homes at

Oheaale, for the goaraians. Mr. T. Bibby, P.A.8.I.,

Cheadlo, architect :

—

Pailifon, J., Oakamoor £2,100

Salt, 8., Leek 2,185

Goodwin, T„ Hanley, Stoke-on-
Trent 2,022

Ball & Robinson, Stoke-on-Trent 1.977

Tompkinson & Bettelej , Longtou,
Stoke-on-Trent (accepted) ... 1,839

Alcook, W., Cheadle 1,726

guardians. Mr. H. M. Potter, Worthing, architect :—

Poulton and Timmins, Reading ... £1,617

(Jiane, A. Worthing 1,62111

Drake. C. J.,aDd Co., Rubtrngton 1.645

Ccok, R., and Bon, Crawley ... 1,336

Sandell, F. and Dons, Worthing* 1.286
• Frovisicnally accepted, subject to L.G.B.'s approval.
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HiGGLEscoTE.-For the erection of Husgeecote
Conucil School, accommodatine 420 mixed, with
handicraft centres attached, for the Leicestershire
Kdncation Committee. Mr. Ernest G. Fowler,
Connty Education Office, Leicester, architect and
enrvevor:—

Orton and Co., Coalville £-5 231 <; n
Kellett, J. C, and Son, Leicester .5.175

Chitham t- ' ' ' - -

Barker, T,

Cole, J . and Sons, Leicester ... 5.U1 17 a
Mo?s. W.. and Son, CoalviUo ... 5,125
Fox. E , Leicester 6.086
HaToock Bros.. Great Glen ... 5,"70 o o
Qnffin Bros. Huffglescote ... i 997 « o
SUath, F , Rothley (acceptedi ... 1,918

LOHDOS.—Fcr strengthening the npper hall floors of
Ihennder-memioned schools, for the London Coontv
Conncil :—
Battcreea—Shillinpton-street :

—
Lawrence, W., and Son, Finebnry-

Camiierwell, ?s.—Gloucester-road :
—

King, W., and Son, Vauxhall
Bridge-road

Holliday and Greenwood, Ltd.,
Battersea

Bohcrts, L. H. and B., Lower
Clapham-road

Lawrence, W.. and Son, Finabnry-

Fatman and Fothertugbam, Ltd.,
Liverpool-road

Mnnday, 6.. and Sons, Botolph-

Patman and Fotheringha
Liverpool-road

BcBerts, L. H, and R.
Claijton-rcad

and Co., Ltd., fionth

Lower

Holliday and Greenwood, Ltd.,
Battersea 1.020

Mnnday G., .S: Sons. Botolph-lane 984
Fairhead. A., and Son, Enfield ... 962
Thomas and Edge, Woolwich ... 951
Thome. F. and T., Isle of Dogs .. 950
King. W., and Son, Vanxhall
Bridge-road 951

Galbtailh Bros . Ltd..Waterloo-ft. 915
Brand. Pettit, & Co., Westi^reen-
road ... 939

Eohert8,C. P., & Co., Ltd., Tyssen-
ftreet 930

Bowycr, J. 4 C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 920

Triggs and Co., Clapham* 693

Bow and Bromley—Roman-road :

—

Mnnday. G.. 4 Sons, Botolph-lane £1,385
Roberts, L. H. and R., Lower
C'aptcn-road .. ... 1,382

Fairhead, A., and Son, Ei^field ... 1,383
Patman and Fotheringham, Ltd.,
Liverpmol-road 1.367

Thomas and Edge, Woolwich ... 1.3S4
Galbraith Bros. Ltd., Waterloo-st.
Roberts.C. P., 4Co.,Ltd., Tyssen-

Lawrence, W., and Son, Fin'sbnry-

TriggsandCoii'ciapham .'.'.'

Akers. W., and Co., Ltd., Soath
Norwood

Holliday and Greenwood, Ltd ,

1,358

West Green-

Ltd., Upper

McCormick jc 8on6.Ltd..E88es-rd.
Theme, F. and T., Isle of Dogs*...

IslinglcD, N.—The " Whittington "
:
—

Holliday and Greenwood, Ltd.,
Battersea

Mnnday, G., and Sons, Botolph-
lane

Fairhead, A., and Son, Hnfleld ...

Thomas and Edge. Woolwich ...

Galbraith Bros., Ltd., Waterlco-

Thorne, F. andT., Isle of Dogs .'.'.

Patman and Fotheringham, Ltd,,
Liverpool-road

Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood

Akers, W., & Co,, South Norwood
Roberts, L. H. and R., Lower
Clapton-rcad

Lawrence, W., and Son, Finsbnry-

Rcberls, C. P., and Co., Ltd.,
Tyesen-street

Triggf and Co., Clapham
Brand, Pettit, and Co., West

Poplar—Bromley Hall-road—
Patman and Fotheringham, Ltd.,
Liverpool-road

Lawrence, W., and Son, Finebury-
circus

ilnrday, G., and Bone, Botolph-
lane

Fairhead, A., and Son, Enfield ...

Roberts, L. H., and R., Lower
Clapton-road

Thomas and Edge, Woolwich
Galbraith Bros., Ltd., Waterloo-

Roberts, "c. P.', and Uo.7 Ltd'.','

Triggs and Co., Clapham
Holliday and Greenwood, Ltd.,

Eattersea
Brand, Pettit,

Green-road ..

1., West

., Soat'b

Norwood
Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd.. Upper
Norwood

llcCormickand Sons, Ltd., Essex-

Thome, i', andT., lei'e uf Dogs'...

Thorne, F. and T,, Isle of Does ...

Roberts, C. P., and Co., Ltd.,
Tygsen-street

Brand, Pettit, and Oo„ West

Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood

Downs, W,, Walworth
Akers, W , and Co., Ltd,, Soath
Norwood

McCormick and Sons, Ltd,,
Essex-road*

Holborn— Princeton-street :
—

Holliday and Greenwood, Ltd.,
Battersea

Mnnday, G., and Son, Botolph-

Galbraith Ltd., Waterloo-

South

Roberts, C. P„
Tyssen-street

Akers, W,, and (

Norwood
Patman and Fotheringham, Ltd.,
Liverpool-road

Triggs and Co., Clapham
Lawrence, W., and Son, Fmsbury-

Clapton-road
King, W., and
Bridge-road...

Brand. Pettit,

., Lower

Vauxhaii

).,
" Weet

Downs, W., Walworth
Bowyer. J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood

McCormick and Sons, Ltd.,
Essex-road

Thorne, P. and T., Isle of Dogs*...

Stepney—*• Ben Jonson *'

—

Triggs and Co., Clapham i

Holliday and Greenwood, Ltd.,
Baitersea

Bowyer, .1. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood

Patman and Fotheringham, Ltd,,
Liverpool-road

Roberts, L. H. and R., Lower
Clapton-road

Lawrence, W., andSon,Fin8bary-

Akers, W., and Co., Ltd., South
Norwood

Mnnday. G., and Sons, Botolph-

Thomas and Edge, Woolwich
Galbraith Bros,. Ltd., Waterloo-st,
Brand, Pettit, and Co,, West
Green-road .

McCormick i Sons, Ltd., Essex-

Roberts, C. P., and Co!, Ltd.,
Tyssen-street

Fairhead, A., and Son, Enfield ...

Thome, F. andT., Isle of Dogs*...

Wandsworth-Garratt-lane :
—

Triggs and Co., ClanUam
Holliday and Greenwood, Ltd.,

Battersea
Patman and Fotheringham, Ltd.,

Liverpool-road
Lawrence, W,, and Son, Finebnry-

Roberis, L, H. and R,, Lower
Clapton-road

Akers, W., and Co, Ltd., Sotlth
Norwood

Fairhead, A., and Son, Enfiald ...

Munday, G„ and Son, Botolph-

Thome, p'. and'T., Isie of Dogs
.'.'.'

Thomas and Edge, Woolwich
Galbraith Bros , Ltd, Waterloo-

Ltd.,

1,533

1,495

393
Brand, Pettit, and Co., West
Green-road 395

McCormick and Sons, Ltd.,
Essex-road 390

King, W., and Sons, Westminster 3^5
Bowycr, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood* 3S3

* Recommended for acceptance.

NEwciSTLE-ox-TTNE. — For the erection of
Barnabas Vicarage, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Mr. A.

F.R.I.B.A., Newcastle, architect

:

Elliott Br03.
Miller, J. L.

Horn, J.

Weatherley,

£1,875
1,836

1,813 9
1,793
1,723 18

Newca.stleoit-Ti.ie,—For the erection of a tuber-
culosis pavilion at City Hospital, Walkergate, for the
sanitary committee. The city Estate and Property
Snrvejor, Town Hall, Newrastle-on-Tjne, architect.
Quantities by Messrs, J, P. Allen and Partners,
Grainger-street, West. Newcastleon-Tvne :—

Davidson, S. F.. Ridley Villas .. £10 859
Miller. 8., North-street 10,7-45
Lowry. J, and W.,Corporation-et. 10,728
Lnmsden, T., Albert-road, Jarrow 10,663
Kirk and Brown, Byker Bridse ... 10.633
Dougiass, G.,Northnmberiand-rd. 10,494
Middlemiss Bros , Stepney-lane... 10,349""

' " " Son, NorthKiller,
Shields

Jackson, J , , and Son, Corporatit
10,2!

Douglass, J., 5, MoBley-street ... 0,490
(Rest of Newcastle.)

NEivciSTLEOx-TTSE.—For the erection of St, Paul's
Parochial Building, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Mr. A, B.
Plnmmer, P.R.LB.A., Newcastle, architect :-

Easten, S , Ltd £2,631
Weir, W. T 3.574 4 10
Lowry. J. and W 2.518
Elliott Bros 2,411
Middlemiss Bros 2,413
Jackson, J., and Sons 2,398
Mauchlin, C. H. (acoeoted) ... 2,325

All of Newcastle.

North PiuntNGToif. — For the erection of an iron
stajrcase, at Beethoven-street school, for the London

£183— y Tread Syndicate.
Barbican .__ _ _

PeirtonandCc.St. Dunstan's-hill 159 5
Carron Co., Upper Thames-street 14i 17 6
Hawkins and Baxter, Upper
Thames-street 125

Wilmer and Sons, Stratford ... 99 4
Cadogan Iron Works, Lots-road,
Chelsea* 90

Recommended for acceptance.

NoKTH PiiiDisGTt»-,—For adsptlig the science-room
at the Beethoven-street school, Paddington, N,, for use
as a cookery and laundry centre, and for providing
olBce accommoJation for the women teachers in the
mixed department, for the London County Council ;—

Payne Bros., Leavesden, Lower
Watford £77.1 ft ft

Marchant, Hirst, & Co., Highgate-

Silk, W., and Sons, High-street,
Homerton

H-ide, W. R. and A., Brackenbury-

512

496

495 15

467 10

road. Hammersmith
Polden, A. and P., Camden Works,
Woodstock-road

Stevens and Sons, Crouch Hill' ...

Godson, G., and Sons, Pembroke
Works, Kilburu-lane 467

* Recommended for acceptance,

jBTEFKicr.—For erection of store and warehouse,
for JacKsons Stores. Ltd. Messrs. Garside aud
Pennington, Pontefract, architects :

-
Swift Bros,, South Elmsall, 8.O.,
Doncaster (accepted) £966

PoMEFEAcr.—For erection of house in the Motint,
Pontefract, Messrs, G<iroide and Pennington, Roper-
gate, Pontefract, architects. Accaotel tenders:-

Brickwork:—
Homer, W

Joiners:-
Jackson, D., and Son

Plumber:—
Pearson, W

Plasterer :—
Shaw, J

Slaters:—
Stewart Bros 29 16

Harrison, S ... 16
All of Pontefract.

RoTHEKHiTHE.—For installing heating apparatus iu
the iufantts' department of Soath ^ari Pdrk School,
now bemg remodelled, for the London Cotmty

£292

43 10

Norden. L , Forest Gate
Boulton and Paul, Ltd., Norwich ..

Chrittie, J, C, Aldgate
Aiding aud Dyne, Southwark
Bridge-road

Hayward Bros. ..t Eckstein, Ltd ,

Union-street, Borough'

£4S8
462 10
431 10

* Recommended for acceptance,

SiDcrr,-For the erection of councU offices, for the
Foots Cray Urban District Council, Mr, W. A,
Famham, F.S.I,, Council Offices, Sidcup, surveyor.
Quantities by Mr. R. H. Hale, 6, Queen Anne's Gate,
Westmii

For building, heating scheme '

Skinner, C.E., and g

EUingham, J. W., Dartford
Fenn, A. M., Woolwich ...

Vaughan, H. T., plumstead
Blay, W. F., Ltd., Dirtford
Friday and Ling, Erith ...

Thomas and Edge, Woolwich ... 2

Somerford, H., and Son, Clapham 2

Webster, F., and Son, East
Dulwich S

Brighlling, T. M., Sidcup* ... 2

Lavingion, Ltd , Clapham-
Mjall Bros., Southend-on-Sea^ ..

Smith, J., and Sons, Ltd., South
Norwood^

Wallis, G. E., and Son, Ltd.,
Maidstone-^

* Accepted. t Incomplete

I {Continued on page X V.)

I American

3,278 10
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

20—Cbsmplain Tercentenary Uonnment, Orillja, Ontario
,0m ,100)

B. C. Drake, Town Clerk. Town Clerk'a Office, Hjthe, Kent.

S. V. Picniger, Clerk, Market-place, Newbury.

The renadian High CcmmiEsioner, Victoria-street, S.W.

„ 23—Serondary School for Boye (600 places), Barnes Estate,

Dnrham-road. Snnderland. (AB*e?eor nominated by
Presidfnt of Ro^al Inptilnte of British Architects) £100, £50, £25 .T. W. Moncnr, M.lDft.O.E., Boro' Sn

3C—Villa-Flats at the'Lido, Venice (limit of cost £80,000) £480, £320, £2C0 Dirczirne della Campaenia Italii

S.W. del Gielio 2-)67, Venice.

July 15—Harbour Extension. Helsinsbore 7,000 kron., 4,000 kron., 2,000 kron ... The Harbour Extension Board, Helsingborg, Sweden.
16-DosiKns for New Town Hall, Middleton (cost not to exceed

£18,fCO (Haetwell Grayson. Assessor) £100, £50, £25

Sept. 7—Deeigns for Public Elementary Schools at Linda-street,

York-read, Battersea ; and Billinfrsgate-street. Churoh-
etrcet, Greenwich (Mr. J. W. Simpson, F.R.I.B.A.,

Dec. 31—Planning Workmen's Settlement, Campine Coalfield £100, £240..

F. Enlwietle, Town Clerk. Town Hall, Middleton.

lEduEtrielles, Rue de Louvain,

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
May 29—Headquarters. Chorlton East Lanes Terr. Force Assoc. .

,, 29—New Parcel Office. Extension of, Birmingham H.M. WorSs Commisbionera
„ aO-BorouEh Hall, Additions to, Stafford

-Four Bouses, Bethesda-street, MerthyrTydBl
30—School, California Parith School Board
30—Market Ball, Crymmych
30— School. Additions to, Torver
30—Drill Hall, Cheadle Chethire Terr. Force Assoc
30-Offlces8nd Piinting Works. Welshpoal
1—Workmen's Cottages (12), Beach-street, Dover Town Council
1—Houses (16), Penywern Fields, Dowlais Penywern BuildiugClub
1—Cottages (10, two designs) , Wood View, Arncdel Town Council -

1—Bouses (30), t<t. lesells Narbenh Rural District Council ...

1—Three Pairs Semi-detached Dwellings, Ramssbury Village Rural District Council
1— Theatre and Two Shops, Cockermonth .. Grand Theatre and Cinema (^., Ltd.

The Surveyor, Town Hall Chambers, Ashtcn-under-Lyne.
The Secreiaiy, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
W. Plant. A.M.I.C.E., Bcio' Eug., Borough Hall, Stafford.
T. E. Rece, M.8.A., Bnnk CbBmhers, Meithyr Tydfil.

A. N. Malcolm, I. A,, Archt., Vicar Chambers, Falkirk.
S. Dalies, Sec. Station House, Crymmjch.
Btv. B. D. Ellwccd, The Rectory, Torver, Lanes.
John H. Davie? and Sets, Archts., 14, Newgate-street, Chester.
Shayler and Ridge, Archts, Oswestry.
W. c. Bawke, A.M.IC.E., iiaison Dicu Hcnte, Biggin-st., Dover.
T. E. Eccs, M.S. A., Eank Chambers, Merihj r Tydfil.

J. P. Ji

, Town Cleik, Mallravers-ttieet, AruLdei.
, Archt., Frogmore. Tenby.;

Strickland. Sur., Hungerford.
tl. Brpe, Archt., 11, ilaiD-street. Cockermouth.

'BRITANNIA" SPECIALTIES

LIGNIXINE
12 — F>£2R, G^JhuJ^I^OTiS

One of the famous Britannia products made by

The Largest Varnish Industry in the World
IS a perma
woods give!

and other

few hours-

nent Oil Varnish Stain, made in a \ariet}- of colours, and when applied to soft

3 the appearance of Mahogany, Oak, Walnut, Teak, Rosewood, Cedar, Satinwood,
hardwoods. It stains and varnishes in a single operation, and dries hard in a

-thus showing a great saving of time over separate staining and varnishing.

/^?i// list of Britannia Varnishes and
Specialties will be sent on application.

jghamClaik

I
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OUR ILLUSTRATIONS.
Metropolitan Water Board Central Offic

Strand, W.O.

p r';''.; ?^^f-" ^^' ?'' H"-bert Austen Hall,
t .R.I.B.A. \ lew and Plans.

Design submitted by Messrs. A. Burnett Brown,
F.S.I,, and Ernest Robert Barrow, F. R.I.B.A.
\ lew, Plans, and Elevations.

??W°i if
1''™"'''^ by Messrs. Henry T. Hare,

I.R.I.B.A., and Hubert S. East, A.R.I.B.A.
View, Plans, Elevations, and Details.

F w"t « a""",',^'*"* J?''
'*''"• T- Edwin Cooper,

*.R.I.B..\. View, Plans, Elevations, and Details.
Design submitted by Messrs. Herbert O. Ellis and
Clarke, MM.S.A. View, Plans, and Sections.

Design submitted by Mr. Edwin T. Hall, F.R I B Aand Edwin Stanley Hall, M.A., A.E.I.B.A. View
and plans.

Warehouse West Nile-street, Glasgow, for Messrs.John Menzies and Co. Messrs. Brand and
Lithgow, .Architects.

THE PICTURESQUE.
"Wien we do not build in any of the

historic st3des—and this because we wish to

be original—wi> usually jivoid bricks and
stone, and us,. \\o.„l mvi, 'i,!. What styles
are not hislmi.- ^i\].s n w.iuld, perhaps,
be difficult tn ,lisr.,v. i ; l.ui all this has
been thought out hn- us by our American
cousins, who have given us a current

Engli

archi

T),i

a M.ssinn S,i,-,M,sl, sMi..
various. ,ll,Ms. «l,,rl, ,,,,.,„, I, II,, ,„, |,|

fashionalil,- f,ii ill,. iji,,iii,.iii '1 h,- ii, \, -

has inlVi-t,..| ih,. ,n,'hii,.,.r. ,|i.nMii '-

for on his m,,u,„| |,Kni- .l,,,,l . ,,i,. .|i,,

and they cisl sli;i,|,,« -,
;

|, i,,,,, s ,,,.. m,
and, perli;i|.s, iii,i\ h,- m, n Hnh \ m .

plan, of course. A luui,l i , I
\ . 1 1

,_,, \,

men went building, or iii,,l mi I
,

,, ,,j ,

others to build, they tli,. uLi , , I

they said they did. ,,i i,..'l,ii,j i, tl

work but what t,;':,! i.., , ,,in> iii,.|

strength, and bt-auiv .\.iu,i,|,n^ .il.i,

ing, to be up to ,bit,', imisl I,.- n-nunk,
for

. "elements of uih.niiahtv, ot
picturesque, or originality,' ami
domesticity." How long such a build
would last need not bo a m.uvcl- ,if uii

trouble to any. III..., i„v s|:il,iliu. ,i|.|Mi,,n

does not ent'or into ifs ,lii- in nii,,!i :

then th.;. eiul .,f the .li-;,.i, uiii ,,,„:,.

Wo ai-u wanie.l bv .in Aiin'inMn
)

tessional jiaper that n., ni,i.- Kniin,],

can undertake th.- iioii Insl,,, i st\l, - ,,

tho thoroughbr -.1 ,iriliit,.i , ,n ,l,i

with safety.' The sam,/ l,i,,.| ,,l L-,aii!,.ii

can do other II..) .•ii.,;iii i,-,i! , i n km
ledge. Th., man., lit t,i - ilnn- ,.n-i
in the way „f .-i i:,.,n liist,,i.,' st\lf ca
fully avoids all sane cunstnutiun. and if

ventures on a piece of ^.ilnl walling
nutst prop the quoins with l.uttresses -
th.:y were about to fall into tl,,;- road
time ago we came across a i,iw of laboui
cottages in Ireland, and the tenants
prevent the wall from fa. Inn:; int.,

garden, buttressed it v.nh -nai
heights and proji-ctions ,,( il,.-

i

, .|- x ,ii

each tenant working out il,.. ..ir, -v, ^

thrusts for himself, so ihal lli,. l'.m
effect thven mt,, the slia.l,- anvilun.- t

Sir Euvdale Tnce ev.,i un.t,.- '.,ii

Picturesque," or any arrliit.ct .-.Tnceiv;.

on i,a|„ r. Tlu-ve appears to be some diffti-
i'iu>- 1, -iw,,!,

I "non-historic style" and "n,,
^'.''l'- ' •I'- 'Ii, latter is used extensively in
the Stat,-s f,.I—shall we say ?—storing' o I,

I

furniture from Europe which once belong.,!
to families of position there ? This remm.il
of objects from where they originallv
belonged to is not always well advised-
witness our own Cleopatra's Needle—
for they are usually out of place in their
new abode, as many of the panellings of
our old halls which aro being pulled down
and shipped to America to line the
loking-rooms of some Yankee capitalists'

mansions will be entirel
will not call up a single i

their history. The panr
no doubt, a large sum h,-i

but some mansion ni

where, has been .1, v|„,i|

building that woiil.l, f.,.

il ,,t

-school men as to h,:

. judging from (lie

rubble walls

^urh a «alT,". '. ...i- made. Fig. j

an,
I

iinl.ss it was all of en
n,,t l„. I,

, lilt to the drawiHL', Ia. m M.,n'
'''^ 111 lis place without s|.,iu iiUm,'
nnlilv, Ki..;.s. 2 and 3, which ivpi. ..nl ival
rubble-work with spaces filled in with small
stones as they come, all tho large stones

:iiii., v,.,,i! I

Wo said something lately about w.

and we now give ruTi'.c examples that

Fio. 3.

"'ing at the bottom of eacJi course. It
mist bo understood that iii Figs. 2 and H
hi. general, character of the work is only
!iven, and that each stone, with the exact
luckness of the mortar-joints, is not
h.iwit. The difference, will, however, be
i.,t,.,l between the theoroti, ,il an.l the
,1.1. Ileal w.irk. Fig. -1 sll.iu.. ,1 nil.l,: .

.all 111 uliii'li stones are usi',1 a-, ili \ ,.aii •

Son

J'lQ. 2,

help to make this subject plain. When
building a rubble wall—one of the simplest
and cheapest kind— it will, on examination,
be found composed of large stones along
the bottom of each course, while the latt. r

is levellf.l up with small.,r stones, usually
.all. .I s|,,-,„N.' th.. backing of the wall
I, an- III!... I ii|, in a ^iiiiii.ar way. In fact,

I" .1" ivalliii_' |,r,,|.rly, two men shou'.il

faci

It fa

work 111 li,,nt vises. There app,.avs t,,

some i>MS'ir.d?r;tar-din2 an-or'i-t'

work, with tlie excel
is imaginary, and on
others the difference

qur ike

Lookim.; ,n.,iin at X,,, ], and tlieii at Figs.

2 and ;l. It will be seen how dependent
the finished walling is, for thickness of

courses and depth of quoins, on the kind
of stones turned out by the quarry. A few
weeks ago a valuable quarry was advertised
for sale in our columns. It contained stone
coursing from a few inches ud to somo feet,

thus yielding good wall and block stone,
an arrangement of strata not common.

It IS, unfortunately, true that a quarry
which turns out pavinrr yvill be nnri:.it,ir,i

.,k
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from iin. to liii. thick; these are too thiu

for walling, but they may be used for roof

covering. It is strange that, although- the

books published on building are past

numbering, yet we have never seen in jirint

the few facts about rubble walling and
stone that we bring together here; and it is

of the utmost importance that the architect

should be acquainted with them. This
would appear to be tlie place to mention
that largo stones with a tendency to split

1 j-1 ,r ,1. ,1 ,1 (1
! 'i 1 II 1

h—r^-r-"!—^^-1 >-|--^""

i

' ' . ' . ''ill t

,
,1 ,1

"T 1 I'-H 1

l^ J 1 1

I ^T 1 -, 1 1 1

Fio. 4.

will seldom do so if the quarry sap is allowed

to evaporate in summer ; but if the same
stone is watered in the frost, it will split

up into coarse layers, provided it has not

been dried in the first instance. It will be

understood that the face of a rubble wall

is hammer-dressed, and in forming it the

w;aller uses the hammer only to knock pro-

jections off. Fig. 5 shows a good piece of

random-squared walling in old red sand-

stone with Bath-stone dressings. This

work was done under our supervision some
years ago, and for excellence of workman-
ship it has not bee'n excelled in our

e.xperience. We'now come to" what may be

called a "colourable imitation" of this

work' in Fig. G. We have'copied' it with all

its irregularities. The first example,

strange to say, was in hard stone, yet every

angle is true, and joint straight; but here
all is just the reverse. Even though- the

walling is soft Ujiper Oreensand, not a

joint is as it sli 'i''! 1.
, .iinl fli.' st.iiiis

thoniselves ar< <
:

'

i lu '. i^ liiiin ;i

private house > > '
i - i.. m I l,i-rfnr,l,

and the latter i: ii. ,
.

ii\ dMi.iwny of

Merstham CliinJi i, vJ.uh, hko the
other, it has 1- n n i ii iiMiii tlie actual
work, and redur^ W l-i iln- ,(iiu'le.

AVe had a good deal oi this walling done
in church restoration, and wo found that
the best was that where the stones were

T-^T-^^:
1 11

r 1 1—1

—

-T=V-11 1

1

•
I

dressed and set by masons or wallers who
did no other work ; they Avere generally
called "shoddy men," but they were not
total abstainers, and an upright tombstone
came in handy sometimes for the shoddy
man to balance himself against while the
foreman was talking to him. To build a
hollow stone wall would be difficult—that
is. in rubble ; so that when a house is to be
dry inside it should bo lined with brick
and studded for lathing and plastering.
Rather a strange thing happened with us
once in a mansion so lined with lath and
plaster for over one hundred years. AVhen
the lath and plaster were removed, the
brick facing was as fresh as the dav the
work was done. Yet, in the course of a
few months, the brick facing decayed
rapidly, not from being damp, but
apparently from being loo dry. and we

could never account for the constant
showers of W-ickdust that fell on the floor

from the wall face. The behaviour of the
same building material under varying con-
ditions is a very interesting study; but,
ajipareiitly, life, especially thearchitectural
lite, is too short to give anyone a chance of

attaining fresh knowledge, and no doubt
but it would be useful to the builder,
("ousiileiation of the substantial must give
place to the elements of the picturesque,
whatever they may be.

One of the greatest nuisances in old
houses is that the builders knew nothing
about damp-courses, and so, for several
feet above the ground-floor, in even the
best rooms, dainj] may be seen rising, to

the destruction of the wallpapering, and
sometimes even the woodwork. To put a
damp-course in a thick old wall is not
easy, and we would favour- lath-and-plaster
at an inch or so from the wall. This air-

space would be the salvation of the
papering, although the woodwork might
suffer; but if the grounds and studs were
of some hard wood, free from sap, they
would last for over a hundred years or
more. A damp - course should be of

asphalte for important buildings ; for
villas, felt saturated with asphalte may do.

And there is little tise in enumerating lead
and other substances, such as fireclav, for

the pills. ,-111(1 not in that of the windows,
so th.it ,1 loiij, tliin stone, held firmly in
the j.iiiilis will, if pinned- up anywhere in
the uni(ln« n,i,iiiiig, break there, as there
is no settlement of the window-back corre-
sponding with that of the piers. How
careful the architect should be in pro-
tecting the stonework from strains it

should not be subjected to, is obvious from
the condition of the wrought stone in many
of our large buildings, where we may see
mullions split, and transoms, sills, and
window-heads broken across. There is

Something more in building than aiming
after the picturesque, and if the architect
attains it otherwise than through sound
construction, he has mistaken his vocation.

Fig. 6.

.u

they are well known, and may be efficient,

ilus ilf|ii'niiiiu on the way they are set and
ii'Mliil ^ifUi wards. No one builds a
laliiiurir's cutlage now without putting a
damp-course m the walls. It is provided
by the by-laws, and if there was a further
provision thai; the damp-course should be
one that would be of permanent value for
keeping down the damp, all would be right.

Before leaving this subject it would be
well to point out that partition-walls
sluiuld li.tvi- ibmip-courses, just as well as
niiNi-l,- w.ilU. The idea at first, when
ibiiikiiiu' if ilie matter, is that inner
p.-irtil iiui^ i.nuire no such provision; but
when it is recollected that the soil is under
inside walls quite as much as under the
outer ones, the necessity for having a
damp-course in every wall will be obvious.
Indeed, we would have a damp-course over
the whole site; and in this climate a house

not safe without it.

Quoins", to look well, should never be as
high as they are wide on the header, and
he latter should be doubled occasionally,
break the monotony, and get rid of thiit

cog-wheel look which quoins have a
tendency to ; the inner angles should also
have quoins, as in the re-entering angles,
•here transepts or side chapels grow out
f the main building. This will not only
lok well, but it will act well; for the
uoins of these buildings will, in such

places, interlock with each other, and so
insure sound work.

In building long stones into rubble-
irk, such as door- and window-sills and

heads, the architect should be careful to
specHy that the centres of these are not to
be pinned up. or the joints under them
coiiipletely filled with mortar, until the

Vi i""
's finished for some time, or he

will have his long stones broken across
transvevselv. A wall will settle down on

It of the ight, i of

METROPOLITAN WATER BOARD
CENTRAL OFFICES COMPETITION.

[with illustrations.]

This extensive public building will

occupy a fine site in Rosebery-avenUe,
nearly opposite the Finsbury Town Hall,
and situate towards the south-western
confines on this side of the famous open
property acquired a few years ago for the
purposes of the Metropolitan Water Board
from the New River Company, including
their more or less historic old offices. The
site carefully avoids interference with the
three great filtering-beds, but it extends
over the larger portion of the present
"round pond." When new filtering-beds
have been constructed elsewhere, the land
not needed by the Board will be disposed of

for ultimate development; but this will

take a long while, and does not affect this

competition, inasmuch as this island site

to be covered by the offices will then be
entirely surrounded by public thorough-
fares. At -the end of Hardwick-street,
which will be widened to 40ft., a
piece of land is to be given up
into the public highway, so as to line

with this widened street. The building
will have a frontage from W. to E.

of close upon 300ft. in Rosebery-avenue.
The outline of the site is somewhat un-
usual, but in general terms may be
described as a truncated equilateral
triangle, the angles on either extremity of

its base being cut off, in order to conform
with the south frontage parallel with the
northern line of Hardwick-street, when
widened, and thus this directly south
frontage deviates in a casual way at an
obtuse angle from the main alignment of

Rosebery-avenue. So considerable a

curtailment of the triangle hampers the

treatment of tho projected building in a

gauche w;n-, because the variation is not
enough in one sense, and too abundant in

another. On the left of this corner there

is about -Oof t., and to the right nearly 1901t.

of building, all in the same main thorough-
fare. L^ndoubtedly this relinquishment of

land in front of this end of the southern
limits of the site does add a considerable
open space. The new road ultimately to be

formed on the west face of the new building

is laid out at right angles with this south

portion of the frontage, which is tho only

part possessed of a direct south aspect. It

measures' just about one-third of the whole
building-line on the Rosebery-avenue side.

Some of the competitors appear to have
attached undue importance to this rela-

tively small portion of the chief fafade,

without considering sufficiently the equally

conspicuous character of both its main
elevations, and specially tli.it towards the

S.E. It also seems a radical mistake

to concentrate tho architectural elabora-

tion of such an outstaiuling block of

buildings, situated, as it will be, on the

eastern side for years in open country, so

to speak, on so restricted and fortuitous a

share of its total possibilities, by making
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a himnc houchi . as il were, at ono end of

the compositiuii, and', moreover, by tliis

same expedient, empliasising the awkward-
ness occasioned by tlie oblique angle inci-

dental to tlie skirting of tlie site by the
diagonal line of rtoscbery-avenu&, which
primarily dictated tho triangular shape
already described. There can bo no
question as to the importance of the new
projected streets round tho building; but

lha( ng im-
portance which its eminence amply
warrants as the centrepiece of a sym-
metrical arrangement. This is of the
utmost consequence in all woi-ks of a monu-
mental character. Architectural designs
based upon the traditions of Late Classic or
on Neo-Greek ideals doubtless are often
enhanced by plain pylonic masses intro-

duced to Ixdance a facade or i^erve as a

the piodomimtmg fictoi to be considcied
m aiiiving at i successful iichittctui il

ipsult I", thp Koseben avenue design Ihe
1 lili\ h shut length of Cuniultilice
li 111 tbi h ntige singled out foi spen d

setting foi some dominating aichitectural

featuies vhose iich allowance of details

ut

n t

It IS hi V 1 II 1 , 1 111 il

by th Mil 1
1 111 111 1

ber, n ,
i n , ^ 1 ihiu^ ct tile

Pullu ( 1 1 , 11,
1

11 u| anl idl
impoituR t 111 1 1

>
1 1 1

On theoth 1 li 111 1

1 1 1 p It

ment does n t 1 \ m i 1 11 XMth
the nh inH i ih 1

locate 1 \N 1 , il 1 1 , 1
1

11 1 1

down ) I 1 iiii 1 1 1 III
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1
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n

ment i i \ 1 1 n i
1
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01 t« 1
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"pon a 111 t 1 1 ,, U 11 1 ill Mil
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tout ensemble and i)ai 1\ as s n rii

coming westwaul doun ,11 f, m I ImgMn
ThosL who ha\e been m in Ifu rt this 01 en
prospect ha\p unified th details and
propoiti-ins of the two facades and
ha\eaccouled to the eastemn OS extiemity

1 1 ilU 111 1 1 in I nit thedis-

II t the enine building and con-

111 expiession of the natural

I
nitnts of its plan and constituent

Ihi < niictit 11 IS exceptionally

HI 1 tin 1 can it ewniplifies two
m 1 e ^ u m wli li th pioblem hasbeen
ippioiched anl th 1 f ic w- have
endeavonied o till what seems
essential to note ii I nti 1 1in_ ne scheme
xMth the ( thei 1 1, ] |\ ut t ilip plans,

111 11 h n Ibi u i\ X i\ lill 1 nt in the
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TIIL SELECTED DEsIGV

Ml Heibeit \usten Hill ,f the
fiim ( t Alls 1 A\ uwick anl Hill w

,

design ha 1 en tlect d i the ai;

i

of -. i«6n 1 ta L ful nn 1 \s 11 r n u
schemn which », sentiallj diffei

the ledger - clerk's hall, where the rates

are paid, is located in the body of

the western part of the offices, ' and not
in the middle of the triangular space.

Nothing could be more simple or

expedient, owing to the neat contrivance of

the relation of the principal entrance-lobby
leading straight away into this rental-
payment hall, with its ample counters and
three big circular top lights set in the ceil-

ing under a big rectilinear well on the iirst

floor. At either end of this hall are
entrance vestibules, with adjacent stair-

cases, and there is a clerk's entrance, in
addition, towards the east of the triangle
further up Rosebery-avenue, though the
public have no doorway at that end. The
board-room is put over the main-entrance
fafade, whicli, with rather a Freiich

Renaissance elegance, is recessed some-
what adroitly, and flanked by end
pavilions, which serve to piinolile this

western part of the Ivi-i !> i-\ ,i\.iiiii'

facade, and are intended t.. ^^ |.,ii,ii ilns

more elaliorated part from tlir nih, i, uhuli
attt

oak-room occupies uiie of llu^i'
|
imImiis

next to the board-ruoin, wlmli hi- a

triangular staircase close at hand bading
to the public gallery. The corridors are

extensive, being duplicated on the first

floor; but, at any rate, they are con-

sistently w'ell lighted, and there are thfee

good, roomy staircases. The committee-
rooms face west, the Accountant'-s Depal't-

ment being below, associated as an adjunct
to the rent-pay hall, where the side

passages on eitjfier hand look much too

narrow, and on the west have to sei've

also as the approach to the siile

offices Set- out along same, 'lliis a|i|>^ai-

ance may be due to their mi.ii 1 n^th of

nearlv ISOft. The hall i- r.i'.U «nlf.

The "head" of this ,l,.p:i ii in, n i i, nut

in a circular r:u-r.\ mrloMiiv m i nml, i ili."

third lant.Ti, Injlii 1 In. an, nj, in lit

isolates tin- i,n.iia-.u- Ir-in pnl.ln- a, . ,.-s,

and occasioii.il inl.aA nw > wmiM l,-- n, i.^s-

ence section ,lo|icinI-. ,i|iiai a nip lulil bv

which looks liko a, room on the lirst floor.

This ill sil;ii. lik,^ Air. Cooper's scheme,
makes iiiiuli of the south-end elevation;

but Mr. H. A Hall ,„, o,,Is k .. i,,,,.,,!-

ance and cliannLi in ilir .a-nni ..mie.

piece, and, non-, i|iiriit Iv, a^ a uln.l- wkn
seen from Ik- a|i|no,i,li fr,uii l--liin.'toii

may be ratln a Ji-appointing. The p'ro-

puSal a|ipeais In k- one of the least ex-

pensive and certainly, as a whole, it is one
of the best in many of its details "of

contrivance.

MESSRS. 'brown AND BAEROW's DESIGN.

Messrs, Brown and Barrow's plan is

among the best of the six designs sub-

mitted, the lay-out being direct, archi-

tecturally coiitvn.d. and most conveniently

arranged, wiik line Injlit from one big,

ample area, ixieinliii^; ali.ive the ground-
floor. The aonuiialm- nnpovtance of the
Accountant's De|,ai i iin nl , ^lii.li includes

the rental-ledser ckiks hall, -f 7.3001t.

super., for the luilil.r iMeulnii niiMiiu rales,

lUei

50 seats; coiuinittee and inembers'-rooms,
including the historic and well-known "oak
room," adapted for use en suite with
these and with the Chaiinnurs room.

The main entrance in fi nl of Ihe

open space already particiikn is, ,1, lea, Is

straight into the reutal-led-er clerk's
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hall, which also is approached from

the two other extremities of the

building in a most facile way. There are

four staircases eciually well disposed, lead-

ing to t'le various departments. The board-

room i^ a particularly line one, with a good

ante-room adjoining, also conveniently

placed, and well-ventilated lavatory accom-

modation. The committee-rooms e.xtend

alnngtlie S.K. and AV. frontages, wliile tlie

chaii'man's-room, "the old oak-room" m a

central position next the library, and

racmbeTs' luncheon-room, are set out in

sequence on the N.E. of the triangle. The
general section and printing-office, both on

the ground-iloor, have inquiry spaces and

counters for service opening off the main

corridor; same as to cashier, debenture,

and expenditure sections. The Surveyor's

Department is in the N.W. corner, with an

appropriate aspect, and the Supervisor's

room is on the N.E. front. The whole

building is well lighted, with no awkward
or dark corners, the lifts are adjacent to

n\l the entrances. The elevational treat-

ment of Messrs. Brown and Barrow's

design sufficiently recognises the import-

ance of the open space on the west end of

th« southern frontage, and the board-

room facing cast serves to supply a hand-
some feature just where it is wanted in the

middle of the two main elevations. The
absence of any towers avoids the risk of

incongruity of effect most liable to result

from any such emphasis being added to the

odd outline decided by the shap.^ of tlip

truncated triangle on plan. Tlii- nunf nf

this design is its consistency, suIimi.Iumi i.,u

being confined to the long west farad.-, tin-

least important of all the fronts ; and the

end pavilions, rising above its parapet by
the addition of an attic in each case, be-

fittingly terminate the composition, and
insure soliditv of effect in a corresponding
way to the like treatment over the board-
room in a line with the top of the inter-

mediate roofings.

MESSRS. HAEE AND EAST's DESIGN.

Messrs. H. T. Hare and H. S. East con-
jointly submit a' capital scheme with the
main entrance placed towards the right

hand of the south elevation, where the
open space occurs. Over this entrance
stands a tower which is repeated on the
north elevation, and again over the
secondary entrance at the eastern apex of

the triangle. The view is taken from a

south-easterly aspect, and much is made
of the main portions of both the principal
elevations by introducing a columnar treat-

ment through the mezzanine, first and
second floors with pedimented windows to

the main story. This is handled in good
proportion, and in an effective way ; but
the discrepancy between this section of

the fronts and that beyond the tower up to

the westeiM r,,iii,.rs nf thp building is most
unfortiM ' 1- It dnes, to impress
this li.

I

Ml with a much-
needeii i m-t.ad of giving
the apiie.-iianrt- mI secondary interest by an
undue subordination to so leading a part
of the building. This inevitable result
would be conspicuous enough in actuality,
though it is adroitly avoided bv omission in
the perspective. The elevation of the
north front makes our point cloar : nnh
course, the position of " ' ^ '

reversed. Two of th

have pedimented h. .

naded front makes t

this important end of til.- ^aini' f.i.;ade ']li.

rental-ledger clerk's hall is equally well
approached from the three sides of the
building. It measures 90ft. by 68ft., and
has bays on either hand, with a domical
top light. One end of this hall seems
to come rather too much under the
board-room above. The two small areas
which run up through the ground,

mezzanine, and first floors in the western
block, are not good, while the oversailing

of " the old oak-room " north of tho board-

room cannot improve the lighting of

the office of the "head of the ledger
section " on the ground floor. The
north wall of this oak-room is carried on a

girder, if we rightly read the drawings. On
the other hand, the details of this set of

plans are exceedingly well managed, with
fairly ample lighting, so far as the little

areas alluded to permit ; but we cannot fail

to observe the duplicating extent of

corridors on the main or first floor, as

compared with the proposal of Messrs.

Brown and Barrow. The board-room has
the merit of being quietly positioned, and
the committee-rooms, facing west, over-

look the street on that side. The Sur-

vevor's Department, on the first floor, has

a
" good N.E. light. The debenture,

stocks, and inspection of accounts offices

are handy to the main entrance, while

other semi-public departments are on the

S.E. side, close by two entrances. The
E. end of the main corridors do not

seem to be over-abundantly light on either

of the three chief levels.

MR. EDWIN cooper's DFSTGN.

Mr. Edwin Cooper displays Ins niv.-iitive-

ness and taste in the elaljurati.jiis with

which he has endowed the south front,

where he has developed his fac,'adu

somewhat more exclusively- than his

confreres. In this way the contiguous

<>v major portion of tho Rosebery-
a\t-iiuo frontage is made to look of

iiiiiior consequence, and the contrast is

viry striking. The perspective establishes

this conclusion in an uncompromising way
by concentrating attention to this indi-

vidualised frontispiece in the centre of

which a portico marks the principal

entrance. Mr. Hare locates his chief door-

way at the obtuse angle where the

deviatins fare-planes make a corner, and
from this ],M,iit h. nlitains the advantage of

a sliiuhi 'liia.t |ia>-at;e into the ledger-

ck-rk s liall, 'Ihi.' lesiilt of the position

chosen by Mr. Cooper for his main entry is

that the public must turn either to the

right or left through the inner hull, the

grand staircase being set immediately as

its centre-piece, facing the vestibule. The
secondary entrance is in the middle of the

flattened" end or eastern face of the triangle,

and this door is the chief approach to the

public counter space at the end of the

rental-letlger clerk's hall, which, in itself,

is well set out, capacious, and top-lit with

a glazed dome. The counter accommoda-
tion does not compare with the amount
given by either of the other plans, and
being thus restricted, hardly conforms with

proviso (Clause 38) in the condition where
large counter and pubic accommodation for

the payment of rents is asked for. This

scheme likewise duplicates the western

corridors on the two upper floors. The com-
paratively small areas for light in the same
main block are carried right up through to

the top of the building on either side of the

board-room, which is given a sequestered

central place, midway on plan, immediately
above the collector's and inspection of

accounts departments. The approach to

the board-room is by way of two corridors,

\hich repeat on the second floor to give
' ress to the public and Press galleries ex-

uding crossways at the flanks of the
! -ard-room, with doors on the east and
west ])assages. Their staircase is entered
from the west side elevation, and is set in
the centre between the offices on these
floors marked "future extension." The
ante-room to the boarda-oom is an alcove
on the east side of the cross corridor, out
of which it opens to admit light where the
board-room doors are located. The com-
mittee-rooms occur above the jnincipal

entrance overlooking the public " place " in
Hosebery-avenue. The chairman's room is

on one end of the staircase landing-hall,

where the lift is put very conveniently.
There are two other staircases and lifts, the
third being at the eastern end of tho
triangle, which is treated externally in a
monumental and lofty way, surmounted by
a solid attic similar in height to the top-
floor walls of the main block, where no
parapets occur over the upper fenestration.

Flat roofs are used, and a balcony with
light ironwork railing runs round at tho
third-floor level above the main cornice.

The architectural treatment of the south-
west and east fronts is of severe Neo-Greek
detail, with bold, fluted columns two floors

high, forming the portico, and having Ionic
caps. Consoles with garlands occur over
the columns on the second floor. Mr.
Cooper's proposal is strikingly conceived in

bold proportions, severe in manner and big
in scale, with which the attached flagG

stuck on the attic seem out of harmony.

.MESSRS. HERBtUT O. ELLIS AND CLARKE's
DESIGN.

Messrs. Herbert O. Ellis and Clarke
submit a very plain, unpretentious Classic

elevational design, which has the merit of

consistency iii its uniformity. The authors
have realised that thu Hosebery-avenue
friintaL'e ought to be considered in its

ttitinty; Imt this plan differs from the
lilh.rs m tlif location of the main public

t'lit ranee Ijy i>lacing it in the centre of the

longer half of this elevation; consequently

the advantage of the recessed position

towards the west end is lost, with its more
ample draw-up and set-down space avail-

able for motors and carriages. The bo;ird-

room is, however, situated over this

western end of the building, where seg-

mental-headed windows aro employed, in

deference to its position. The hall of the

rental-ledger clerks is set in tho middle of

the triangle, its entrance being good and
direct enough from the street, down
several ste|)s, by passing under tho

principal staircase, the half-landing oi

which intrudes itself oddly into the open
area above. It is carried on segmentatly

set-out supports projecting into the public-

counter space, allocated for the payment of

rents. The roofing of this ledger-clerk's

hall is octagonal, with iron columns

ranging round to carry tho middle lantern,

which has clerestory lunettes rising

midst tho surrounding flats which have

circular domical ceiling lights follow-

ing tho lay-out of the octagon. The
awkward shape of the site is masked

by the continuity of the one level cornice

and horizontal unbroken skyline of this

design, coupled with its uncompromisingly

rectilinear finish completing the triangular

arrangement towards the east. The appear-

ance of the building when descending west-

wards from the Sadler's Wells Theatre end

of Roaebery-avenue would depend entirely

upon this square shape, as seen on the

diagonal. The entrance is intentionally un-

important, and so it lacks scale f(U- so

monumental an institution of public offices.

The staff door corresponds on the N.E.

front, and the clerks have another similar

entrance in the middle of the west elevation,

on which side also the doorway of the

public stairs to the board-room gallery is

placed. The corridors of this plan almost

entirely depend upon borrowed light. The

old oak-room is utilised for fitting up the

members' dining-room, put at the east angle

of the building, with the committee-rooms

intervening between it and the board-rnnm,

ranging along the S.E. front overlooking

Rosebery-avenue.

MESSRS. E. T. AND STANLEY HALL's DESIGV.

The lav-out of the plan rubmitted by

Messrs. Edwin Thomas Hall, F.R I.B..\.,
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and Edwin Stanley Hall, M.A.,
A.R.I.B.A., is, in one leading respect,
very similar to the scheme' by Mr
H. Austen Hall, the winner. The
rental ledger-clerk's hall is approached
in the same direct wav, and it occupies
the middle of the west" block at the base
of the triangle; but its proportions are
not so good, being too long—viz.. 141ft by
45ft. The, lighting is from above, with
celling glazings. The strong-room and
tiling-rooni, at the north end, isolate tlie
accountant's department badly, whereas in
the selected design his rooms" are en suite
with the rent-payment hall. In Messrs"
Hall and Son's plan a corridor depending
upon borrowed light traverses one side of
this centrepiece of the plan, and so gives
access to the offices on the western facade
Ihere is no entrance from the north; but
beside the main portals on the direct south
aspect there are "staff and subsidiary
entrances in the middle of the west eleva-
tion and at the north-east end of Roseberv-
avenue, where there is a good square
entrance - hall, the building at this im-
portant point being worked out to the ri<Tht-
angled corner with quasi- pavilions"on
both fronts. Tlie supervision department
IS on the north-east and south-east ground-
floor level. The "general section" ."nd
correspondence " offices are below the

board-room, and above the staff lavatories
0.1 the lower ground -floor level. The
boardroom is placed in the centre of the
triangle, and so is unlike either of the
other schemes. It is reached by a tri-
angu ar staircase with a lift set in the well,and thus the north-east, or " subsidiary "

door gains importance, for the chief stair-
case at the south-entrance end leads to -ilong corridor on the south side of the tri-
angular court along the suite of committee-
rooms overlooking Roseberv-avenue The
anteroom to the boardroom is apsidal-
ended, and seems none too amply lit from
Its extremities, the public gallery being
over on the second-floor level. The board!room IS square, with columned alcoves,
wliere here are clerestory lights, and a
small glazed dome occurs in the middle of
the flat ceiling. The "old oak room " on
the north-east front is to be used bv th»
chairman beyond the library, which is cuton trom the committee-rooms bv the inter-
vention of the statistical offices. The
board lavatory is rather cramped, and the
stairs next the anteroom to the board-room start off the landing somewhat b.o
abruptly for so important a position and
commence to descend immediately' out-
side the archway, which seems a "rather
dangerous arrangement. The iiinn is
generally well lighted, and the corndoi.
are somewhat limited in extent as com
pared with some of the nthpv<: Tlir- cuth
elevation has Imiir mlimin-- i., ih,. tii^r
floor, and live aivhrs I,. |,,« il,,-, ,, i,,,,,"

,

used for the chief entrance, Kri,l v,^,],..,-,Z

project very slighth
the remainder of
fa9ade, which is m
arched windows be]
rooms.

fore of incalculable value to the engineer
whose good fortune it has not been to amass
such data, especially in newer forms of con-
struction, such as concrete and metal-sheet
piling.

The making of foundations by the open
dredging process is further described; addi-
tional data on the use of compressed air in

caisson work is given, and much has been
added on the bearing power of

lane, connecting West Nile and Biichannn
streets, and this is intended to be ready for

occupancy before the end of the year.

The frontage to West Nile-street is 90ft.

wide, with a depth of 70ft., and consists of

basement, shop, and four upper doors, witli

flat roof, provision being made for two ad-

ditional stories being added when reqnircd.

The entire building is for the business of

wholesale booksellers, newsagents, and

and serve to divide off

the Rosebery-avenue
1-0 plain, but also has
iw to the ground-floor

SUB-AQUEOUS FOUNDATIONS.
This standard American volume is

bably familiar to many readers. The
edition was published in IflOO. and it

without saying that ch;iiiL'. - iii |.r:i- i)(

hero and 'on th? otli ! .i 'i
i i ,»1

the incorporation of alt < .r, m, ,i,i,| .i.i.Ih

to the text a n)atter ol n , -

Doubtless, with sueli i |n\: :;.
i ili

its distinguished aiitlmi-. tli .i:ltnnli\

been what to omit. WImi i m hnl ,1 1

the stamp of actual expjri;uLO. .iml is tl

Practical Treatise on Sub-.\queouB Founda-
By Ch.ibles Evan Fowleb. Third Edition,
n : Cbapman and Hall, Ltd. 31s. Gd.

WAREHOUSE. WEST NILE STREET, GLASGOW, FOR MESSRS. JOHN
MENZIES AND CO.— Messrs. Brand and Lithgow, Architects.

Entirely new matter is given on piers and
wharves, dams, sea walls, docks, lochs, etc.

More than eight hundred pages of matter
are elucidated by nearly as many illustra-

WAREIIOUSE, WEST NILE STREET,
GLASGOW, FOR MESSRS. JOHN
MENZIES AND CO.

Tlie Dean of Guild Court lias granted leave
for the reconstruction of the warehouse in

West Nile street for John Meiizies and Co ,

Ltd. Building operations will be started
forthwith, and will require to be carried on
ill three sections, owing to the fact that busi-
ness will be cnndncted as usual whilst the
demolition and reconstruction of the pre-
mises is taking place. The first section to be
dealt with will be on the north side of the

stationers. The shop floor, north of Pend
Close, will be used entirelv for the book-

selling branch of the business, and the portion

south of the Pend will lie used as a newspaper
department. On the first flonr will be the

stationery showranni<: tr> tlif fnuit, with

counting-house behind, i lu- n]i|i' r floors will

be used principally a- -to, kr i-^. .\ brick

party-wall, with openiuu^ m r\. r\ tint, having

fireproof doors on eueh side, will dnide the

new portion of the warehouse from that wliieli

was rebuilt bv the firm when they removed
to West Nilc"-street some twenty-five years

ago. The floors are connected bv two stairs,

each with electric push button lift in centre

of well, having motor-house outside flat roof.

The new building will be entirely fire-

proof and constructed in ferro-toucrete, with

stone columns in front wall and white enamel
brick coverinr those in back walls, built on
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-the same principle as. adopted at additions

and alterations to tlie General Post Office in

George-square, presently Hearing completion.

The architects nre Messrs. Brand and

Lithgow, 131, West Regeuf-street, Glasgow.

NOXCOXFORMIST CHURCH ARCHI-
TECTURE.*

This little voliime by a young architect is

more limited in scope, than its titl.e..suggests..

the Dissenters' church architecture, whose

evolution in the 17th century and develop-

ment at the present day is described, being

restricted to that of the group of Unitarian

and kindred Liberal Christian congregations.

It will, however, interest a much wider circle

of readers, for from the places of worship

specially dealt with in this book many of our

Congregational and Presbyterian congrega-

tions have hived off. and the changes in the

fashions of building chronicled in connection

with these 289 chapels appeal to a large

number of readers whose doctrinal views

diverge far from those maintained in these

buildings.

The problem of the appropriate archi-

tectural treatment of a modern place of

worship is, as the author points out, imicli

complicated by considerations of seirtTnu'iit

and t.radition", and jcjiinot be appruaolied

from"!iu exclusively practical'point., of view.

The whole question of a "^style of arclii-

teetiire:" specially appropriate' to churches, or,

indeed,' to any 'other kind of building, is

that t'inie\hn;d u.xrr ).,:u liiis,,!, and, if

raised, it would lur.^ iini,'\'il ii'i iiiranini.'.

By the end of lli- i-ln- m.Ii • -iitiirv tli •

increase. of knowledge aliont the woiU of

other nations, and periods reached a point

when it became possible for groups of arclii-

teets to adopt some; particular past method
of. building to modern uses. Until then

architecture was vernacular, and. to the

majority of those employing it, iiitnitive.

Going a. little further back, to the Great
Ejection of 1662, Nonconformity arose in a

period when the predominant influence in

architecture - was not ecclesiastical. The
churches of Wren and his contemporaries
depend for effect firstly on the dispositions

of columns and the form of ceilings, and
seoondly on the exciuisite oak fittings. The
work of the period possesses the beauty
which comes from all perfeet ud appro-

priate treatment of a constructive material

—

a beauty which is calm, dignified, and in-

tellectual. In the early Nonconformist
chapels the internal design"was based on tlie

problem of giving a direct view of the

preacher to as. large a congregation as

possible. The. pulpit was placed in tlie

centre of one of the longer sides of the

building and the pews arranged in blocks
facing it on the floor >|iaii' ; L'alleries ex-

tended round thr, . :
,- ' ^^piare. and

this provision led i ilie pnlpit

and the developm ^ ilecker."

The blank wall In I. :
.

in r usually

contained a tall uiudnw on . a, li side of the
pulpit and an oval or circular one abo\e the

sounding-board; a drawback resulting from
this arrangement being that in the daytime
the preacher was practically iinisihle to a

large part of the congregation, owing to what
photographers recognise as "halation." i'lie

pews were of the high-backed, "loose box"
kind, and sometimes contained stoves and
other comforts for the family parties. On a

large scale probably the finest example is

Friars'-street Chapel, Ipswich, illustrated
herewith, where a congregation of over six

hundred could be accommodated. In
buildings of this size the problem of
supporting the roof became troublesome.
The roof of the large square chapel was
often designed in two parallel ridges, with a
valley between, which entailed supports in

the centre of the interior. These obstruc-
tions being accepted as inevitable, gave
opportunities for decorative treatniciit.

Organs were introduced at a later date, but
ill Anglican churches were invariably placed

' NoDconformist Church Architecture an Essay
by RONAU> P. Jones. M.A. (Oxon.i. L.R.I.B.A. Post
tiTO. Clotb gilt tops. 62pp., 12 illustrations. London
The Lindspv Press, .•;, Kssex-street, Stranrt, W.f.

in a gallerv at the west end. At nieht the

chapels were lighted by candles, and the

fine brass hanging candelabrum of Dutch
design which still exists at Ipswich adds
greatly to the interior effect. The external
design" of the building was condifioned bv
that of the interior. Two doorways "eiicranv

windows, it would, Mr. Ronald Jones thinks,
be impossible to find a better interior design
for the contemporary form of service. An
octagonal plan gi\es"tlie greatest number of
people a reasonably good view of the pnlpit,

lidered solely as architecture,and,
n-odii finest of all concentrated effects

\J^f :3S^^^Ai^s^;;^j^*!*^ '^I^^^Al^
I^K: „-'*^^"C*^ .^^K^^
Inl^BH ** "^"^sd^lw j^MK '

t^'^''^'' ^nVWhM

fgji|[l^9Jg^^lHh|W^^^BUi
r^^SnaM^P i^3^^^^^^
I^HI*it^_ ^BBBBI

-FRIARS'-STREET UNITARIAN CHAPEL. ITSWICI

led to the gangways and were deeorativcly

treated, often with a projecting hood or

cornice, and except on the pulpit side there

were two ranges of windows corresponding
to the ground Hoor and gallery levels, and
giving the pronounced "meeting - house
effect." The general type of cliape! trins

erected served as a mode! foi- niail\ a

It is withal unmistakably a place of worship.

The Greek Revival brought fresh sources

^^^k^i^SSt/K/K^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^ii^^i^BH

^^S_!!!!r-3E3?^S!EK-
|||BHHPM^H|Hq|||H|HBF i

^^^B I^^El^^^H

Fig. 2.—facade STAMFiiRD V.T UNITARIAN CH.XPEL.

chapels lost the charm and variety of earlier
work. The author describes in detail and
illustrates one form of the earlier plan which
justly claims attention for its unique design;
this is the Octagon at Norwich, in which tlie

central dome is supported upon eight finelv

proportioned columns, behind which the
galleries extend right round the interior; the
pulpit is placed on the side opposite the
entrance, and the section of the gallery at
the back of it is occupied bv the organ." In
spite of the nnsnitable grouping of the

qualities of breadth and repose. Outside,

the revivalists wore on firmer ground. Tho
portico (Fig. 2) is a very good copy in scale

and detail of a typical Doric example, such

as the Temple of Concord at Girgenti. Beforo

the upper storv. containing the selionlrooni,

was added, aiid while the front wall still

possessed a central doorway and fewer sido

windows, the general resemblance to a Greek
temple was even closer than it is now; but

as an adjunct to an English chapel, the

Doric portico is nothing but a needless
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luxury; in a grimy Northern climate it loses
all its proper effect, the massive columns
merely block the liglit of the windows behind
them, and it does not even provide shelter
for bad weather. As a style, the Greek
Revival has iieitlier inspiration nor living
force, having none of the associations of
early Nonconformist architecture, and its

iiifiuenoe was not widely extended.
The Gothic Kevival can be traced,

curiously enough, to about the same date of
origin a"s the Greek, being part of a wide-
spread return to the Romantic in art and
literature, but was slower in development
than the Classic vogue, and suffered, too,
from concentration of attention on decora-
tive details, to the neglect of constructional
principles. During the e;

development the Nonconform
was in even greater difficult

period of

organ at one side. Mr. Jones inclines to the

former alternative, thus doing away in a free

church with the necessity for a chancel, and
making the 18th-Century type of building

more appropriate than a Gothic one. He
holds that in arranging the pews a central

arrangement is essential, but does not give

a weighty reason—the greater facilities and
ceremonial effect thereby provided for

wedding processions. As a counsel of per-

fection the author suggests that the ideal

church would have no wmrhr-., ,.v i.irlioial

liijlitins in the direct liu." .
' - .

•
' m tlie

pe"ws, all illumination b.;;:_ _ m the

sides and back of the buil'l;i _. A
:

\ liing,

whether of plaster or wood-panelliug, should

at least be no darker than the wall surface

whicli are based on the intended use of cheap

paint. In all such cases the work does not

last, and the cost of the more frequent

repainting—say, during a period of forty years

—swells up tlie outlay sometimes to .double

the amount that need have been expended if

good material had been used. Mr. Jennings
packs into a couple of pages facts and figures

which must convince owners of the folly of

penny-wise pound-foolish painting if they arc

properly urged by those whose business it is

to advise them.
Another useful chapter is that on simple

tests for paint materials, which is followed by
one in which the paint most suitable for

different surfaces is indicated. But to too

many architects the perusal of Chapter IX.,

Anglican brother: he was obliged to retain
the traditional shape of his chapel, and
could not dispense with the galleries and
central pulpit, nor elongate his building into
any semblance of Mediaeval form. After
about 1850 there was a gradual adoption of
the Gothic plan, an alteration wnicli rath t
outran any corresponding chau^ m ih f nm
of service. The dilemma iio« \\:iv [Imi ili

Mediasval plan did not suit tli. |.r:hti. il

requirements, while, if these wtn: unt, tlii

building could not be genuinely Gotliir. (inl\
slowly did architects rise abo'vc inecliaiucal
copyism to a comprehension of the true spirit
of MedifEval architecture. Tlie author
regards as the best example of the Later
Gothic church, both internally and ex-
ternally, the Old Meeting-House at Bir-
mingham, rebuilt in 1835. Another good
type is that at Todmorden (Fig. 3), which
has a beautiful spire rising from its tower,
with parapet and pinnacles.
The author Bnally deals with the problem

of church - design "for present-day require-
ments, and urges that the first, most
essential quality is repose ; nothing should
be tolerated in construction, decoration, or
music that is restless and distraetins. The
usual rectangular building should have at
one end a slightly wider span for the
Communion-table, w'ith the pulpit placed on
one side and the reading desk opposite, the
pulpit being the higher of the two, so tliflt

the preacher may be clearly audible and
visible. Side galleries are, he thinks, in no
ease desirable. For the choir and organ,
which must be placed together, he holds—
and, we think, rightly—that there are only
two possible positions : either both must
occupy a gallery at the back of the church,
or the choir must be in the chancel, with the

I
below it. In stained glass, as in violin

playing, only the best is tolerable, and all

other decorations, glossy and highly-polished
surfaces, should be avoided. Westgate
Chapel, Lewes (Fig. 5), recently altered and
renovated under the author's supervision,
shows an attempt to follow the principles
'.lid down in a small 18th-century building.

-\1 r i;niiald Jones has been fortunate
. uh to find a field hitherto almost un-
tillr.l, and, as will be seen, has made ex-

cellent use of his opportunities, treating the
subject with a freshness which will give

lasting interest to this little brochure.

This book will be welcomed by arcliitects.

There are many that deal with the manu-
facture of paints and the method of applica-

tion ; but these are. after all. only matters
of secondary consideration with ourselves.

AVIiat the architect and engineer want to

know is how to make certain that good and
durable painting shall be done at the lowest
cost consistent with good material and work-
manship. This information Mr. Seymour
.lennings gives clearly, dealing in business-
like fashion with his subject.

Take the question of cost, for instance.

We know, of course, that the cost of paint
itself is a very secondary consideration, that
of the labour required in'its application being
as two to one. The property-owner is not
alive to this fact, and pays through the nose
accordingly. Local anthoiities seem blind
to it, and often insist on aceepting tenders

which deals with specifications, is chielly to

be recommended. Of all the trades no speci-

fication, even if carefully drawn, is more
easily evaded by the cheap tenderer, and,

really, some specifications are positive

temptations to dishonesty, and flagrantly

unfair both to the paint niaiiufin Iuk r and
the respectable inaM-i -|M:i,i. r 1 '' Mr.

Jennings's remarks ., n ..-- n
.

i L,
i in'

tion he gi\es on tlii^ lirml i- wmili iii.iny

times the price charged for the wliolo bunk.

The chapter on painting by mechanical
means is also an enlightening one, especially

in these days of increasing strikes. Dipping
and spraying are employed much more ex-

tensively "in the United "states than liere,

though they might often be advantageously
used for flat surfaces, with better eflect and
at less expense than by hand.

A handy index completes a textbook whieh
is without its equal, regarded from the

aspects we have indicated.

« >f

STANDARDISING PUBLIC BUILDINGS
IN THE UNITED STATES.

On May 1 the U.S. Tublic Building Com-
mission made an important report to

Congress. Tli.> Cnrnini-cioii recommends:
The organi^:ii "i: i i l-ileral Bureau of

Public Builili - .
i

I l,\ a Commissioner
at a salary ol >V'-i ,. .. !a-. to be aided by
technical o.xjiriis ui ihu supervising archi-

tect's office. The supervising architect's

office to bo absorbed into the Public Building
Bureau, which should ultimately concentrate
all the Government building activities,. except
public works of the army and navy, and
certain other technical work. The salary of
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the architect to be raised to T.OOOdol. ; cliair-

inan of the Board of Estimates and Property,

4,500dol. ; eight or more supervising superin-

tendents of construction in the field at

3.'250dol., each in charge of a zone, with

mechanical and other assistants. The prac-

tical standardisation of buildings and that of

groups of States in which similar conditions

exist, the adoption of a less costly, but

durable, simple, and architecturally desirable

construction, to permit of economical opera-

tion and maintenance. No building is to be

authorised where post-office receipts are less

than 10,000dol. a year. Other recommenda-
tions include an extension of the Working
Men's Compensation Act to cover Treasury
employees engaged upon public buildings

work," the standardising of salaries of cus-

todian forces, legislation for further pro-

tection of material, men, and labourers, and
prohibition against defacement and injury of

public buildings.

«*^

5I0DERX METHODS OF "WATER-
PROOFING.

By W. H. Evans *

"Waterproofing is divided into two classes

—

membrane waterproofing and integral water-

proofing. The early history of waterproofing

is clouded in mystery, there being little or

110 literature on the subject.

THE MEMBRANE METHOD.
The membrane method of waterproofing

has been used, in one form or another, for

a considerable period ; but the use of concrete
and stucco in modern construction has led to

a realisation that the integral method of

waterproofing is the proper one to adopt.
Waterproofing, therefore, became divided
into two classes, as stated, membrane water-
proofing and integral waterproofing.
Membrane waterproofing is of two classes,

known as hot and cold applications. The hot
application, being the better method of the
two. originally was only done with one or two
coats of a wat'crproofing compound—either
coal-tar or asphalt—but was found to be in-

efficient in some respects. In order to

strengthen the waterproofing and overcome
lis defects, the addition of waterproofing com-
pound and one layer of felt and another
coating of waterproofing compound was
made. The specifications gradually grew,
until at the present time nothing less than
three ply of waterproofing is considered. This
is gradually increased to as many as seven or
eight ply, depending entirely upon the water
pressure and the depth of the structure.

The reason why the felt was added was to
strengthen the waterproofing compound, as
it responded to the temperature changes very
quickly. In cold weather the waterproofing
compound hardened to such an extent that it

became brittle, ami fli^inlrfjiution of the
compound under - '

'

ivas rapid.
In warm weather lature was
at its highest, it •'< id enough,
consequently it ^ -raped in
places by the b:i rly if the
latter was coars. , u\se from
the building, l\v nsiderable
trouble through !• i r. ome this.
therefore, the additin,, „f ;, f, ;t was deemed
advisable. In the other method of construc-
tion of foundation walls, either of stone or
brick, the general custom has been first to
lay up a course of 4in. of brickwork about
oft. high, then apply the waterproofing as
prescribed in the specifications, and im-
mediately back up by brick or stonework of
such thickness as the specifications called for.
Architects early recognised that a straight
line of waterproofing from the footing to the
watertablc means a weakening of the
structure. It threw the entire weight of the
building upon the inner wall, because the line
of waterproofing did not allow the outer
veneer to combine the inner wall sufficiently
strong to make it carry its proportion of
the weight of the building. Consecjuently. the
•"pecifications were changed, so thatthe water-
I'-oofing was run up oft., or pjrhaps 6ft., on a
'raight line. It would then carry it into

:•' wall about 8in. at right angles and along

the outside of the wall for about 8in., back
again to the original line of waterproofing
Waterproofing contractors soon pointed out
to architects and engineers that every time
a turn or angle was made it increased the
danger of a leak ; but as nothing better was
suggested it was generally accepted as the
best solution of the problem. Their attention
was also called to dampness in the walls, due
to various causes, mainly to the brick or
stone being first wetted down before being
put in the wall and to capillary attraction,
which made it almost impossible to get a
perfect bond between the waterproofing and
the wall. The contractors also found con-
siderable difficulty in getting a perfect bond
between the waterproofing and the wall,
because of difference in temperature, as it

was necessary to apply the waterproofing
compound at a temperature varying from
200deg. to 250deg. The temperature on the
walls at no time was higher than 90deg. to
lOOdeg. The difference in temperature be-
tween the wall and the material invariably
had a tendency to chill the waterproofing
compound at the point of contact. These
drawbacks having been recognised, archi-
tects, contractors, and engineers began
looking for a different method, and finally hit

upon the idea of a cold application w"hich
could be put on the surface at a temperature
where both materials and surface were about
equal. Several manufacturers of water-
proofing compounds next produced materials
which could be applied cold, and which
possessed sufficient tackiness to make the felt

adhere. The majority of these materials
being composed of waterproofing compounds,
with a volatile solvent, the rapid evaporation
of which caused the compounds to harden
quickly, and thereby lose some of its

adhesiveness, it was found next to impossible
to carry up two layers of the felt. In order
to overcome this burlap was gradually intro-
duced in place of the saturated felt. The
number of layers was reduced to an applica-
tion of waterproofing compound, one layer of
burlap, and a finish coat of waterproofing
compound.

In the early stages of waterproofing with
the ground adoption of a combination of
compounds and felt, the danger from
abrasion and punctures due to back fill was
ecognised. Where a coating of that kind
ias specified to be carried up on the exterior
of the wall, which was sometimes done in

order to maintain the full strength of the
foundation-wall, a safety-coat of cement-
mortar was specified to be applied imme-
diately on top of the waterproofing com-
pound. This was to act as a safeguard
against abrasion by the back fill. With the
introduction of concrete in foundation con-
struction the straight, smooth line from the
footings to the water-table presented some
difficult problems, among which was the
trouble in getting proper adhesion for a
w aterproofing, as concrete construction, being
'aid up in forms, made it impossible to key
t into the wall. A substitute for this was
looked for, with the result that manufacturers
catering to that class of business gradually
produced materials which were structure
waterproof. This was introduced as the
'Integral Process." It seemed to be tb*
deal thing, and was generally recognised as
I proper solution for all previous water-
proofing troubles.

INTEGRAL W'ATERPROOFING.
Integral waterproofing is based upon four

theories, each theory being advanced by the
ufacturcr of a specific compound, and I

will classify them as A. B. C. and IX In class
A theory the manufacturer claims that by
the introduction of 2 per cent, insoluble
matter into the body of coner«te, evenly dis-
ributed throughout the mass by a mechanical
operation, and then cast in form, a physical
force develops which drives the insoluble
matter during the process of crystallisation
of the cement into the voids, and in that way
waterproofs the concrete. The second theory

Jvanced by the manufacturer in class B.
His view is that in order to waterproof
concrete properly it is necessary to lubricate,
thus avoiding the voids. His idea of lubri-
cating the concrete mass is to introduce into
the concrete an emulsion. He believes that

the action resulting from the mix of cement
avoids the voids. His idea is to lubricate
the mass so as to bring about a close,

compact body of concrete. The manufacturer
who advances class C theory claims that

cements are not wholly colloidal, and that
the coarser and non-colloidal particles of

cement must be made colloids. He does this

by the introduction of his material, and by
producing this condition preserves the

physical construction of cement in its

entirety, and brings about 100 per cent, of

efficiency in the action of the cement in

concrete construction. Doubtless the manu-
facturer of class C theory understands fully

one of the drawbacks in concrete construe
tion. Therefore he claims to have produced
something which fills one of the defects in

the construction of cement by the intro-

duction of his material. The fact remains,
however, that the so-called non-colloidal

particles of cement are mostly of a clinker
nature, and if such action is produced in the

clinker it is my belief that an ultimate
reaction is bound to result. If a reaction does
take place it should receive the consideration

of the architect and the engineer who
specifies such a material. The manufacturer
in class D theory agrees with the manu-
facturer in class A that voids in concrete will

occur. He also recognises the necessity for

lubricating the mass as claimed by the manu-
facturer in class B. At the same time he
recognises the importance of the theory
advanced by the manufacturer of class C that

the physical construction of cement in its

entirety must be put into the concrete mass.

He has, therefore, manufactured an article

which he claims to be waterproof concrete.

His theory is that, while recognising that tlie

cement is not 100 per cent, colloidal, it is

necessary to lubricate it. He also feels it is

impossible to fill the voids in concrete by the

theory advanced in class A. The material
which he adds to the concrete is a colloid

of the same nature as cement, but of a much
higher percentage, claiming that by reason of

the introduction of the material that he
manufactures he carries into the cement the

full 100 per cent, of efficiency, and by intro-

ducing an additional colloid increases the

cohesion of the cement, thereby lubricating

it sufficiently to produce a close ground body
of cement, sand, gravel, or stone.

The writer believes it to be possible to make
concrete absolutely waterproof without intro-

ducing any waterproofing compound. At the

same time he is convinced that conditions

on the field make it impossible at all times

to do this. While it has been demonstrated
in laboratories that a concrete made even of

a 1-3 5 mix can be made absolutely waterproof
without the introduction of any w aterproofing

compound, such results have not been

achieved in field work. The introduction of

a material that will assist materially in pro-

ducing that condition is therefore absolutely

necessary. The importance of waterproofing

concrete becomes more apparent on account

of the expansion and contraction of concrete

due to the absorption and evaporation of

moisture.
«»»

No one has had so much to do with the con-

struction and reorganisation of gasworks as Mr.
Thomas Newbigging, the well-known consultia;

gas engineer, who died at his home, Wcodgarth,
Knutsford, on Monday, in his 81st year.

At a meeting of the urban district council of

Ware. Hertfordshire, held on the 27th ult,. it

w;is decided to request Messrs. Blake and Scott,

of 5. Victoria-street. Westminster. S.W,. to

inquire into and reoort upon the water supply cf

the town.

The county council of Holland. Lincoln-

shire, decided on Tuesday afternoon last to

buv from Lord Lincolnshire a farm in Decpinp
St," Nicholas for £13.000 for small holdings, and

:pcnd nearly £4,000 additional in adaptin;
the farm,

Mrs. Joseph Chamberlain unveiled on Tuesda.T

memorial at Weymouth to Richard Clark and

>hn Endicott. who sailed from the harbour.

id assisted in the foundation of the first North
American colony. Endicott took a leading part

the pioneer work, and took charge of the

plantation at Salem, Massachusetts, anJi

eventually became Governor of the State The
memorial is a bronze plaque set in a border of

Portland stpne
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Currents Calamo.

The proposals of the R.I.B.A. Council will

come once again, next Monday niglit, ujider

consideration by the general body of members.
The duty of all who possibly can is to be

there. It seems unlikely that the recom-
mendations of the Council will be passed in

their entirety. The question as to whether
Licentiates are to be admitted to corporati

membership of the Institute seems likely to

prove a crucial one. The present corporate

members seem indisposed to consent
extend their status to a class which is, after

all, but a temporary one, and whose members
already have the same opportunity as anyone
else of qualifying for corporate membersh:
The Council of the Institute apparently wants
to get the Licentiates into corporate member-
ship ; the other Fellows and Associates are

hostile, and the Licentiates themselves seem
indifferent. Is it likely that the Privy Council
will respond to a demand with regard to

which such radical differences of opinioi

exist, and about which the verdict of those

principally concerned cannot be taken? Mr.
Herbert A. Welch. A.R.I.B.A., we under-
stand, has issued a circular postcard to the

Associates of the Institute urging a full

attendance at the adjourned meeting to be
held on Monday, and adjuring them to

o^ose the remaining clauses of the Council's
report with regard to Registration by
Charter, on the assumption that, if passed,
the Licentiates as a class will be raised to

rank practically on a level with the Asso-
ciates, and to this contingency much
objection seemingly is entertained by Asso-
ciates' committees.

The trouble in the London Building Trade
has assumed another, and at the moment not
encouraging, aspect. One can only hope that
the reported renewed efforts of Sir George
Askwith is reported to be making to effect a
settlement may prove more fruitful than
last time. Last Saturday the comparatively
few- societies affiliated to the body which
calls itself the London Building In-

dustries Federation, and which has made
all the trouble, met and passed a resolution

calling upon the District Committees to

request their national executives to take the
necessary steps and arrange a conference of
the Trade Union Congress. Such a con-
ference, if it is arranged, would be expected,
we are told, to devise means for coping with
the situation in the event of a national lock-
out. Short of a general strike, and we are
quit« sure the trade-unions are not quite pre-
pared for that, and at the bidding of a body
which is doing more to damage genuine trade-
unionism than many people recognise, the
Trades Union Congress can do nothing !

Xothing further will be done by the em-
ployers till the meeting of the National
•Federation of Building Trades Employers of

Great Britain and Ireland on Tuesday next.

The Federation will then take action on its

resolution of May 11. This resolution, it will

be remembered, recommended a general lock-

out, according to the rules of the Federation,
if a settlement within the recommendations
of the National Board of Conciliation was not
reached within ten days of the parties to the
dispute meeting in conference. The present
position, therefore, in more than one respect
resembles that last year in Dublin. The
leaders of the unions met the London Master
Builders in conference last Tuesday fortnight,

and after long discussion honourable and
practical terms of peace were formulated.

These had to go to ballot by the men, and
the result is that the votes of the men out of

work have been swamped, and their own
leaders set at nought, by a comparatively
large number of men who have obtained work
with smaller firms not affected by the dispute,

and by a small section who want "to smash
the builders." It is ridiculous to pretend
that the 27,000 who voted in any way repre-

sent the 150,000 trade-unionists of the London
building industries, or to suppose that a mere
handful of fomenters of "lightning strikes"

are to plunge the whole of the second great

group of industries in the realm into a con
flict which will paralyse hundreds of others

and harass the whole nation.

The best service any real peacemaker can
do at the moment— especially in the face of

the publication by the general Press, with a

few honourable exceptions, of prejudiced and
false statements, with which the men are

being fed up, is to make the truth clear. The
London Master Builders have no quarrel with

trade-unionism. The statement of their

secretary, which will be found on another
page, makes that clear enough. There
is not one of them that would not
rather employ a trade - unionist; but
they will never recognise the right of the
agitators who are trying to dominate the great

Unions, to paralyse operations at a moment's
notice by strikes of comparatively outside

workers, organised solely to make trouble.

The London Master Builders would reopen

their shops to-morrow if they could rely on
the undertaking formulated by the leaders of

the Unions represented on the Conciliation

Board, that the agreement then arrived at

would be adhered to. Any workman who is

going to stand by and let a group of mischief-

makers render a general lock-out the one
course left to the masters is a fool for his

pains, for the "Syndicalists" will kill all

trade-unionism if the public are misled into

the belief that its cardinal principle is to

break agreements whenever it chooses.

The element of farce is not wanting in con-

nection with the dispute. The "contract"
of the London Building Industries Federa-
tion with the Theosophical Society to find

labour for the completion of the Society's

building is " said to be of such a revo-

lutionary character that it has been decided

to submit the details to the trade-union

executive's counsel before making them
public." It will be much more to the purpose
if the Theosophical Society is able really to

insure the carrying out of the contract. We
have asked dozens of times during the last

twenty years why the Unions have not com-
bined to act as Builders, as they have a

perfect right to do ; but all attempts of that

nature have resulted in the most ghastly

failure. The reason is not far to seek. The
malcontents who get employment are as little

disposed to submit to rules when there is no
ister " as when there is, and the result is

either loss of the job, or quarrels between the
men and others concerned. We shall watch
with some interest the sort of bear-garden
any building job will become where the

favoured comparatively tew men selected

from the general mass of strikers will be the

y of jealous lookers-on, and where every
Jack will be as good as his " master "

!

referred to in the report of the Committee of

Public Accounts, just published. Under the

heading of Revenue Buildings, the Committee

mention that H.M. Office of Works, in the

course of examination of contractors' time-

sheets and wages books, discovered that
certain firms had included in their accounts

in respect of day work amounts in excess of

those actually paid to the men engaged, a

breach of the Fair Wages Clause being in-

volved as well as an overcharge to public

funds. The Committee report that strong

action has been taken against the firms con-

cerned, and, further, that inspectors have

been appointed to visit works in progress

from time to time, with a view to preventing

abuses of this kind. If these abuses continue

the Committee recommend that the Treasury

sliould consider whether the measures already

taken should be supplemented by prosecu-

tions. Why not?

Mr. Lloyd George continues to give the

ostrich points! He received, at Criccieth on

Saturday, a deputation on behalf of the slate

industry of North Wales, both employers and

quarrymen being represented. The deputa-

tion drew attention to the unprecedented

depression through which the slate trade was
passing, and urged, among other things, that

the Government should clearly define their

building proposals, so as not to discourage

building by individual enterprise. Mr. Lloyd

George, in reply, said the conclusion he had
come to was that the depression in the

building trade was due to overbuilding before

1903. He could not accept the suggestion

that the Finance Act of 1909 had any re-

sponsibility for the depression, which was
much too considerable to be attributable to

so insignificant a cause. To tlie extent that

there was cause for complaint, he believed it

was amply met in the Revenue Bill, drafted

after a series of conferences with represen-

tatives of the building trade. He recognised

that, if municipalities undertook the pro-

vision of houses under £20 value, the specu-

lative builder would have no chance. With
such Housing Bills as that introduced by Sir

A. Griffith Boscawen, which contemplated

that any loss should be met out of the taxes,

no builder would enter the field. The Govern-
ment were about to embark upon great

housing legislation, and, in view of the fact

tliat the building trade had immediately in

front of it the greatest period it had enjoyed
for many years, it behoved those interested

in the slate industry to advertise their com-
modity and combine to bring it to greater

prominence. There is something in the last

suggestion. Some of the quarry owners may
not quite rival Mr. Lloyd George in the art

of seeing nothing that upsets his statements,

but they are great at hiding their light under
the bushel.

Surprising and suggestive allegations of
vercharge or fraud on public funds are

The Land Valuation clauses of the Great
Budget have been up again for consideration
in the Court of Appeal {Times, May 29). This
time the problem was to construe the meaning
of the words " open market " and " willing

seller," which, in circles where common-sense
reigns, seem clear enough. It was, as usual,
an appeal by the Inland Revenue against the
decision of their own Referee, which had been
confirmed by Mr. Justice Scrutton. The
point was, of course, to get a low site value
as in 1909, so that, on a later sale. Increment
Value Duty would be chargeable. The pro-
perty was at Plymouth, and it was sold in

1911 for £1,000. The Commissioners then
wanted to fix its gross value at £750, that
being as much as they thought it would have
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been worth in the open market, in which tliej

would not reckon ible buv

wanted it for a nursing home. So they got

tlie site value in 1909 down to £190, and on

the sale they brought it up to £440, claiming

duty on the di£ference. The Referee held that

in the " open market " every purchaser,

although willing to pay a fancy price, had to

be regarded, and so lie fixed the original

gross value at £1,000- i.e.. the same as the

value on the occasion of the sale. Thus no

Increment Duty was payable. The Court of

.Appeal unanimously confirmed this ruling, as

had been done in the Court below, and they

pointed out that, even in Revenue cases,

under the Finance Act, "some regard must

be had for the facts," which are too often

hidden by the figures.

The term "open market'" and its con-

struction by the Court of Appeal in the case

above noted, raises important business points

for builders. The phrase, of course, includes

an auction sale and all the apparatus for

publicity of agents and advertising. But.

upon the authority of this last case, it goes

much further than that. For the Court here

refused to exclude consideration of the fact

that the property was so situated that to one
or two persons it presented greater attrac-

tions than to anyone else. This was known
to the owner, who held out for a good price

for this reason, and got it, in the end, as

being its value for some years to the buyer
who wanted it for his special purpose. Now,
builders who put up shops and houses in a

new locality can easily find out the wants of

probable purchasers who are willing to pay a

good price for what they need. These
possible, and likely, buyers can, therefore,

in future be reckoned as if bidding in the

"open market," and so the builder should be
able to escape a heavy fine upon his business

sagacity, when he does sell well, in the way
of Increment Duty. The Court also made
short work of the words a " willing seller," by
holding them to mean anyone who is a free

agent, and is not compelled to sell without
any regard being had to his personal wish,

in anxiety to get rid of the property, as had
been contended was necessary bv the Revenue.

In the second line of the first paragraph on
this page last week the misrendering of a

somewhat bloated comma as a figure of 9
made hash of our remarks. As most people
—except the printer—saw from the context,

the figures 58,249 should have been 5,8:i4.

^«»

Mr. LeonarJ Tail, of Morpeth, has \jeea
uppoiuted surveyor and sanitary inspector to the
brban District Council of Nortou-next-Malton

The Lincoiu Corporation Lave dtclded to apply
to the Local Government for sanction to borrow
i;9,000 for workmen's dwellings at Arbour Hill

A recreation-hall and statue are to be erected
on Moore Plain, ShornclitTo as memorials of Sir
John Moon- -r i ....,,.„, The hall is a oiie-
otoried bu.l I .i,h tiled roof, in
which IS a ^. : ,, I will be seated for
300 person Sir Aston Webb.
R.A. On ll.

, , , t.uiit of the hall w)ll
be a standing iy^,nr- .A i In- general in bronze,
erected on a lofty stone pedestal. The sculntor
is Mr. John Tweed.
Some interest has been taken at York in the

opening out of a Stuart doorway in the Manor
bchool, which has been acquired for the exten-
sion of the YorKshire School for the Blind and
which forms part of the original King's Manor
House. The doorway has always been visible
froni the courtyard of the Yorkshire School for
the Blind; but when a brick wall in the inside of
'.he Manor School was taken down, the workmen
were surprised to find that the wooden door was
in a splendid state of preservation, as were also
the bolts and binges. The door will be brought
into use, and requires no repairs.

SIR ARTHUR LIBERTY.
PRESENTATION OF PORTEAIT.

Sir Arthur Liberty, the head of the great

firm in Regent-street, was the recipient on
Wednesday night of a striking mark of the

esteem and affection with which he is

regarded by his staff. The occasion of his

knighthood was hailed by the many hundred.s

of workers as a happy opportunity for giving

Sir Arthur some tangible expression of their

feeliugs towards him, and to this end they
commissioned the painting of his portrait by
Mr. Arthur Hacker, R.A.
The ill-health of Sir Arthur Liberty had

delayed the presentation, and on Wednesday
night there was another disappointment.
The large hall at the Young Men's Christian
Association was crowded with employees, and
all was ready for the proceedings to com-
mence, when it was announced that, under
medical advice. Sir Arthur was unable to

leave home. The regret at this fact was
tempered by the pleasure of the presence of

Lady Liberty, whose entry was greeted with
prolonged cheers.

Mr. William Street made the presentation.

Among Sir Arthur Liberty's many lofty

attributes, he said, there were three out-

standing. He was a public benefactor, who
had taken the people by the hand and shown
them the really beautiful in form and colour

;

he was a great commercial genius, who had
conducted his vast business on the lines of

strict commercial morality, combined with
shrewdness, prudence, and boldness; and the

third attribute was best expressed in the

words. "He's a jolly good fellow." In their

work he had encouraged them. In their

difficulties he had advised them. In trouble

and sickness he had helped them. In their

sorrows he had sympathised with them. If

they were prone to be slack he stimulated

them, in their success he had rewarded them,
and had ever taken as keen an interest in

their play as in their work. (Loud cheers.)

He asked Lady Liberty to accept the portrait

for Sir Arthur, and an album containing the

names of the subscribers, as a spontaneous
expression of their love.

Loud cheers were given for Sir Arthur and
Lady Liberty, and Mr. H. C. Blackmore
read a speech of reply which Sir Arthur had
himself prepared. In it he recalled that

many of his workers and comrades had stood

by him for many years—Mr. Street for

thirty-one, Mr. John Llewellyn for twenty-
seven, thirteen others for over thirty, and
ninety-eight for over twenty. When he
opened his shop, in 1875, he "had arranged
for two assistants. He found a third there,

who declared that he had resolved to follow

his fortunes. That third one was with him
still. For years he (Sir Arthur) stood alone

in the fight to wed art and commerce, and
perhaps the most important thing in the

history of the house was that before he
opened business on his own account he had
the accjuaintance, and in many cases tlie

friendship, of some most distinguished artists

and literary celebrities—among them Buriie-

Jones, Rossetti, Ruskin, Holman Hunt,
Millais. Leighton, Du Maurier, and Charles
Keene.

A WHISTLER LETTER.

Sir Arthur went on to give the following
extract from a letter, hitherto unpublished,
written to him by Whistler on the occasion
of the latter winning his famous action
against Ruskin :

—

I came home to (and my iilace covered with letters
of congratulation and sympathy, and among them
man>- from people quite unknown to me. Of course
"costs" would have been more satisfactory to the
minds of some—bvit to the world really it has been a

For years, Sir Arthur's speech continued,
he had a hard fight with manufacturers, and
when he opened the Paris house the staff had
to be protected for some time by the police ;

but at each stage they gained aid from
skilled friends. He hoped to live to see the
erection of their new premises in Regent-
street. There would be placed the bust of
himself with which his friends in business
had presented him, while in his home would
hang that evening's gift.

Lady Liberty further expressed Sir Arthur's
thanks and his regret at not being present,

', amid great cheering, handed to Mr.
Street

CHEQUE FOE FIVE THOUSAND POUNDS,

which had been sent by Sir Arthur as the
nucleus of some form of co-operative benevo-
lent fund for the whole of the workers.
Each employee was presented with a photo-

graphic reproduction of the portrait.

«*»^

GARDENS IN THE MAKING.*
Of the making of books about the garden

there seems no end; but this, it is claimed,
" fills the gap " which is often left open in so
many of them. It is, at any rate, less pre-

tentious than some ; and the author, who is

an architect, does not in any way arrogate
to himself the right or ability to prescribe
indiscriminately for all needs, to the ex-

clusion of the architect or garden designer.

It is, moreover, of moderate compass, and
well worth the price fixed. Bulky garden
books at long prices look well on the table

—

they seldom get much further, and even the
new rich, who want a lordly pleasaunce and
a thousand-year-old lawn added to their

brand-new mansion as soon as it is finished,

fail somehow to assimilate the chaste enthu-
siasm of the landscape-garden authors of the

'atest modes, who pile up illustrations and
examples, rather to the confusion of Sir

Gorgius Midas and his good lady.

Mr. Godfrey does nothing of the sort. His
book, therefore, will appeal to the real

garden lover. His illustrations, and those of

his coadjutor, Mr. E. L. Wratten, are. of

projects of reasonable scope, in which con-

siderations of utility have legitimately

guided efforts to compass beauty. We can.

therefore, heartily recommend the volume to

all, and especially to any who have been
repelled or discouraged by the parodies of

the picturesque perpetrated alike by some of

the primitives and the futurists of horti-

culture.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND ITS
SHORTCOMINGS.

At the open meetings of the eighth Annual
Conference of the Association of Teachers of

Technical Institutions at Liverpool last Monday,
the President, Mr. P. Abbott. B.A., dealt at some
length with some of the defects of our present

system of Technical Education. He emphasised
the need for the

Education of the Man.

In Technical Education, he said, we have

hitherto concerned ourselves as a nation with the

education of the workman ; in the future we
must educate the man. We must not only train

a man for a livehhood—we must train him to

live. Side by side with the training which is

required to fit a man for his caUing there must
proceed that wider education of all his faculties

which is necessary for the complete development
of an intelligent, broad - miuded, and well-

informed citizen—one who is not only efficient

in his own work, but cognisant of his duties as

a member of the State. There are signs that

this view of education is forcing itself upon the

consideration of educationists in this country.

It has been grappled with in other countries.

We have, of course, always before us the work
done in this direction in Germany, and the

remarkable experiments of Munich. These are

too well known for me to dwell upon them now :

but thev illustrate in a remarkable degree the

possibilities of this wider training of which I

have spoken. In many American technical

schools, too, non-vocational subjects form an

integral part of the industrial courses. For
example, in the Carnegie Institute of Tech-

nology, Pittsburg, English is a subject of in-

struction in all evening courses in such subjects

as plumbing, electric wiring, bricklaying, car-

pentry, telephony, etc. In the day engineering

courses of the same institute music and history

are compulsory on all students. These examples

might each be multiplied ; they are signs which
indicate changes which have begun in our con-

ceptions of education beyond the school age.

In the future, education will be concerned not

onlv with the mere training of a man for his

vocation: it will aim also at the cultivation of

the humanities; it will endeavour to train him

in citizenship. All education of the future must

. GODFKKY
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be threefold—it will tram a mau for his voca-

tion, for the proper enjoyment and ordering of

his life, and for his duties to the rest of the

community; in other words, it will aim at

forming the complete citizen.

The Educationai. Pkoblem of the Century.
But it will be objected that all this is quite

impracticable; that it is sufficiently difficult at

the present time to impose the group-course

system upon our students ; that it is only

because the student feels that technical educa-

tion will Be of definite advantage to him in his

work that he can be persuaded to attend at all.

There are some who feel that even in the course

system we have gone too tar; they assert— and
there is a large measure of truth in the con-

tention—that already the course system imposes

too heavy a burden upon the student, super-

imposed as it is upon his daily work. How,
then, can we add further to the strain? It

must, of course, be admitted that under the

existing conditions of technical education there

is no hope of any material advance in the direc-

tion which I have indicated. Why, then, do 1

place it before you today? I do so because

the question is fundamentally bound up v.ith

the whole problem of the education of the

adolescent, and it is to certain aspects of this

problem that I desire to direct your attention.

The education of the adolescent is the educa-

tional problem of the century. It is a problem
of the first importance to us as technica'

teachers, for it is inextricably bound up with

the future of our work. It behoves us, then, to

be prepared with contributions towards its solu

tion. If you cast your mind retrospectively

over the education of the last half-century, I

think that you will agree that the educational

problem which has chiefly engaged the attention

of the nation has been the education of the

child, and apparently many people have thought
that the solution of this meant the solution of

the problem of education. Failure to realise the

absurdity of this has been largely responsible

for the dissatisfaction which at present exists

in regard to the results of education.

It has become fashionable to profess dis-

appointment with our system of elementary
education. We are continually told that this

is something of a failure ; that it is extravagant;
that the results are incommensurate with the
money spent upon it. But I urge that the
failing is not with elementary education. It is

the nation which has failed in its duty to educa-
tion; it has failed because it has brought the
education of the child to a dead-end at the age
of thirteen or fourteen. The nation has failed

to realise that the education of the child is only
beginning at the time when, so far as the
majority of children are concerned, it comes to

an end. What would the wealthy classes think
if it were suggested that the education of their

sons was completed when they leave the pre-

paratory school? The foundations only have
been laid, and for most of the children in

the elementary schools no superstructure ever
appears. It is not with our elementary educa-
tion that the fault lies. The elementary teacher,
working often under lamentable conditions, both
educational and professional, has done his work
for the nation in a manner which must
command our admiration and our gratitude, and
one can conceive that there are few things which
cause greater disappointment to the elementary
teacher than to watch the rapid disappearance
of the fabric which he has built up with such
infinite care and patience.

CoMPULSOKY Further Education.

It is not in continual endeavours to improve
our elementary school system that the real
remedy will be found. Two fundamental prin-

ciples must receive full recognition : there must
be continuity in our system of education, and
there must be no sudden cessation of it before
it has been carried to a satisfactory and an
appropriate stage. The State must recognise its

responsibility for the complete education of the
youth of the nation. If this is to be effected,
there must be an extension of the age of full-

time instruction to fourteen or fifteen, and this
must be followed by compulsory part-time in-

struction to the age of eighteen or twenty. But
this compulsory further education must be
accompanied by a radical alteration in the con-
ditions under which our present voluntary
system is carried on. It must not be. as now",
an additional burden to the day of toil, which
already presses so heavily upon the youth at a
time when he is least able to bear it. If there
is to be compulsion on the youth to continue
his education, there must be compulsion also
upon the employer to diminish the hours of
work in a corresponding degree, so that the
instruction may be given at suitable times,
either wholly or partly during the day. This
must be done whether the youth is learning a
trade or whether he is engaged in what are

ermed blind-alley occupatiou.s. It is even more
important in the latter case than in the former.

The instruction itself must be of a suitable

character. It must not be merely a revision of

work previously done in the elementary school,

but must be more distinctively suited to the

mature age of the pupil. It must be

definitely co-ordinated and linked up, where
necessary, with technical and other education

of a higher character which follows ; there must
be no gaps. The corporate life of the school

also must be developed, so that to the pupil it

may be a State in miniature, and help him to

a right conception of his position as a citizen.

It should become an attractive focus for his

social interests outside his home.

Opposition to Further Education.

It may be necessary to remind you that these

proposals are not the impractical theories of

a visionary. All that I am pleading for has

already been tried, and tried with success. It

would not be appropriate that I should det

you now with descriptions of what has been

accomplished in other countries. I merely

mention them to anticipate any objection being

made that further education of the character

which I have indicated is impracticable. It is

possible, too, that opportunities will occur in the

near future for realising in some measure the

reforms which I have ventured to place before

you. The Denman Bill, which is now before

Parliament, though far from providing for the

full education of the adolescent, does, neverthe-

less, represent a great step forward. It will give

the local authorities power to extend the

leaving age to 15; to compel attendance at con-

tinuation classes till 16; to restrict the hours of

child-labour, and to restrict street trading for

young people. The defect of the Bill is m its

permissive character; but it represents a great

advance, and local authorities will possess, for

the first time, the power to carry out the reforms

which I have briefly indicated, reforms which

will be effected by the more enlightened and

progressive of these Authorities. Resolutions on

this Bill will be placed before you, and I am sure

that you will all agree with me in expressing the

strong hope that the Bill should be placed upon

the Statute Book. It is the very least that the

Government can do to redeem some of their

promises of educational reform. In the event of

this happening, it must become part of our work

to urge upon Local Authorities the adoption of

the Act, and to assist in overcoming opposition

to it.

For there will be opposition to the adoption of

it, at anv rate at the outset. This will come, in

the first place, from the employers and from the

parents. Opposition of this character has always

accompanied every such step

progress. Exactly th.

used as were put forw
when it was decided
child worker of eight

of oppositi

educational
uments will be

i with explosive violence

deal similarly with the

nine years of age. The
I appeared in Germany,

nd I cannot, in this connection, do better than

quote from the speech made bv the President of

the Board of Education when the Standing Com-
mittee of the House of Commons was considering

Mr. Denman's Bill. He said that in his recent

.^hort visit to Germany he had made a specia

inquiry as to the attitude of employers in con

nection with continuation classes. Exactly the

same apprehensions occurred in German cities as

had been placed before the Standing Committee;
emplovers were afraid that it was going to inter-

fere with their economic production, and parents

were afraid that it would interfere with their

children's work. The German experience had
given the lie to all these fears, and both in

Germany, and in some places in England,
employers had found that the classes had a

beneficial effect on the young persons who
attended them. A similar testimony is given by
the Royal Commission on Technical Education
in Canada, which receiitlv devoted a great deal

of time to the study of Technical Education in

Europe ?,nd America. The report stated ;

—

"When compulsory attendance was first re-

quired by Government action (i.e., in Germany),
there wa= a good deal of hostility on the part of

some employers, and on the part of some of the
youths themselves. After two years of experience
of classes most of the opposition disappears.
Now compulsory participation in some form of

educational work during the adolescent age is

accepted as part of the country's civilisation."

I think we may safely forecast that this is

exactly what will happen in tbis country; there
will be strenuous opposition at first: but as the
advantages of the reform are realised it will

gradually die away.

Systems of Technical Education.

policy, to determine the goal at which we are

aiming. Let me place before you more precisely

the possible lines upon which a system of

technical education may be evolved. In France
the policy which is adopted is to give efficient

training in the higher work, and to train

thoroughly the foremen, leaving to them the

task of afterwards training the workmen, who
come under them. The German system trains

in watertight compartments. In the technical

high schools, which are open only to those who
have passed satisfactorily through a nine years'

course in secondary schools, or, to be more
precise, through a gymnasium, Real-gymnasium
or Oberrealschule, technical training of the very

highest character is given to those who are to

occupy the highest posts in industry. Then there

is a separate training for those who are to

occupy lower posts, a separate training for

foremen, and finally there is a special training

for the artisan, directly focussed on evolving the

efficient workman. There is no easy road by
which a student may move from one form of

training to another. Such a system is only

possible where the State exercises effective

control over the individual concerned. In

England, our technical education is more demo-
cratic. As a rule, any student can take any
course he pleases, and our system is such that,

whatever rank in our industries a man may
hold, any form of technical training is within his

reach, and a path is open to him to proceed to

the highest training available. There are signs,

however, of a tendency to move towards the

German model, and specialise the training in

a greater degree. The regulations for junior

technical schools ilustrate this to some extent.

These regulations are intended to promote the

formation of a somewhat new type of instruction

for a definite class, and they aim at producing
a definite type of worker. It is significant that

nothing in these regulations bro'ught forth more
criticism or aroused more indignation than the
suspicion, true or not, that these regulations

might tend to restrict progress to a higher
sphere, or to curb the ambition of the future

One of the problems which we sliall have to

solve, consciously or unconsciously, is "What
lines shall we follow as our system of technical

education grows and develops?" The German
system is probably the most efficient, and in

the future will niake that nation a far more
formidable industrial rival to us than it is at

present. But the system is not suited to the
English temperament. We shall probably
reach a compromise, adapting the German
system in accordance with our political and
sociological instincts. I think you will agree,

then, that approaching changes will bring with
them new problems, and we must look to it that
they do not find us unprepared.

The possible

further education
to decide with soi

itroduction of compulsorv
:ill compel us to consider and
e definiteuess broad lines of

OBITUARY.
The death occurred on Monday of Mr.

Alfred M. Fowler, M.Inst.C.E., of St.

Peter's-square, Manchester, at the age of 78
years, at his House, Hendersyde, Ascot. Mr.
"Fowler was formerly borough engineer of

Salford—he was appointed in 1872—and
afterwards held a similar position at New-

tle-on-Tyiie. He relinquished that post to

up ill p'rivate enterprise, and had an ex-

tensive practice. Few men were better known
to civil engineers, and none, perhaps, was
more listened to in expert counsel. He joined

the Institute of Civil Engineers as an Asso-
ciate in February, 1869, and became a full

member in January, 1875. The interment
will take place this (Friday) afternoon in

Willow Grove Cemetery, Reddish.

«*»
The Scottish Steel Trades Conciliation Board

decided on Wednesday to reduce steel-workers'

wages by 2^ per cent.

At East Ham, on Thursday in last week, a new
municipal fire-station, which has cost £10,873,
was opened by the mayor. The station is

equipped with a motor fire-engine, and a motor
escape is on order.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held

at Croydon on Wednesday before Mr. Edgar
Dudley, with respect to an application from the
town council for sanction to borrow £14,354 for

works of road-widening.

The Lord Mayor of London visited Worthing
on Friday to reopen the pier after the recon-

lilt from Sir
;ind was re-

which was
1913. It has
superintend-
ind Sons, of

ster. for the Worthing Pier Co Ltd.
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CAMBRIDGE.—Prince Arthur of Con-

naught will open at Cambridge next Tuesday

the new building which the Drapers' Com-
pany of London has erected as a gift to the

University in order that it may be used by

the School of Physiology. The building, of

five floors, occupies a site to the south of the

Laboratory of E.\perimental Psychology, and
to the north of it there will be erected, when
funds allow, a laboratory and lecture theatre

for bio-chemistry. On the ground floor of

the central building just completed are the

storage-rooms and those for heating appa-

ratus, the battery and switchboard rooms,

workshop, research rooms, and sea-water

tanks for marine invertebrates. Compressed
air is distributed to the research rooms
throughout the building. On the first floor

are library, demonstration theatre, lecturer's

room, office, six private research rooms,

balance room, dark room, and cold-storage

room. On the second floor are the X-ray
room, a room for observations on colloids,

two rooms for the study of special senses,

three rooms for the study of respiration, a

photographic room, rooms for the staff, two
private research rooms, and a larger room
for neurological research. The third and
fourth floors contain rooms for the histology

classes and a small demonstration theatre.

Sir Thomas G. Jackson, R.A., is the archi-

tect, and the cost has been £23,500 for the

building, and an additional £4,000 for the

fittings.

PORT GLASGOW.—The new passejiger

station at Port Glasgow, on the Caledonian
Railway, is practically completed. The old

station, erected in 1841, has been entirely

cleared away. Access is made to the station

from Princes-street through a glass-covered

archway. Besides a booking-office there are

waiting-rooms, modern bookstall, parcels

office, and stationmaster's room. There is a

separate entrance for goods traffic by Willi-

son's-lane, leaving the entrance from Princes-

street exclusively for passenger traffic. A
new footbridge has been erected. A new
signal-cabin has been erected on the down
platform, and here also are offices and
waiting-rooms. On the south side there is

also a down dock for local trains. A new
bridge opening out to Glen-avenue has been
erected. The platforms are covered with
glass roofs throughout. The station is lighted

bv electricitv. The contractors for the whole
work are Messrs. Symington and Sons,
Glasgow, and the cost "has exceeded £20,000.

In order to deal adequately with consumptive
cases, the town council of Motherwell have
resolved upon a large extension of their hospital,

and at the sitting of the Dean of Guild Court
on Monday, plans of a new pavilion, giving
accommodation for 27 additional beds, .ind esti-

mated to cost £4,500, were presented and

The Bridlington Town Council have appointed
Mr. C. G. Bradley, of Goole. to the position of
borough sur -ion to Mr. E. R.
Matthews. - 1 the professorial
chair of civ: London University.
There were

! _
i

I

lioants for the posi-
tion, which r;.rn^s a .»alarv of £275 a year,
rising to £350.

An anonymous donor has presented to the
Roman Catholic commuTiliv at P.terboroush a
site on the Lincoin-r '

,o
the erection of a m
ground, adjoining

'

was formerly tne Ti; I

building connected \^,,i, i . i. rooro-i-Mi Aii.nv
which was ruthlessly swept away sc
in the course of city improvements
The executive committee of the subscribers to

the King Edward Statue Fund for Aberdeen
have had a conference with the sculptor, Mr
nrury, R.A., on the present position of the work.
.-^ r. Drury slated that the statue was now com-
plete in every particular. Tlie granite statue
proper and the bronze figures were verv satis-
factory, and he was pleased with the work The
site for the statue, which is to be erected at the
corner of Union-terrace and Union-street will
be ready by September, and it was resolved to
request the King to perform the ceremony of
unveiling. '

years ago

PKOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

FACULTY OF f.URVEYORS OF SCOT-
LAND.—The exan iiiers have reported to the
Board the result of the recent preliminary,
intermediate, and final examinations. In the
final examination, Mr. R. Angus Hay passed
in all subjects, and Mr. Duncan Y. Mac-
Donald passed in estimate of probable cost,

principles of law of mutual gables and build-
ing construction, and valuations. In the inter-

mediate examination the results were as
follows : Passed in both divisions, Messrs.
James Govan, R. Angus Hay, J. Edwin
Morgan, and J. M. Slater; passed in survey-
ing and levelling, Mr. H. T. Melville, P.
Lionel Orchard, H. M. Scott, and Alex.
Sutherland; passed in building construction,
Mr. J. H. Underwood.

INCORPORATED CHURCH BUILDING
SOCIETY.—The Dean of Westminster pre-
sided over the annual court of the society,

held on Thursday in last w-eek at the Church
House. The annual report stated that during
the ninety ei-ht years that the society has
been m . \i-ir m, it has been instrumental
in aidi . tion of 2,731 additional
new el; ' - ;. .1 III assisting in rebuilding,
enlarLji:,_. i r i;' rwise improving the accom-
modation in G.893 other churches or con-
secrated chapels-of-ease. A suggestion was
thrown out by Mr. F. L. Pearson, F.R.I.B.A.,
that a diocese in any scheme for church-
building should provide that at convenient
centres (at least one in every rural deanery)
there should be one church on the "grand
scale." He did not mean necessarily costly

buildings, with much carving and a wealth
of detail, but that every parish should use
the cathedral type to emphasise the fact that
it was dignity, harmony, and sincerity which
contributed to the making of a fine building.

The report was adopted on the motion of Mr.
Athelstan Riley, who remarked that the style

of ecclesiastical architecture to which they
had been brought up was slowly passing
away. When they saw the Gothic revival

practically dead in secular buildings, for no
one would dream of designing law-courts in

any Gothic style nowadays, they must recog-

ni.se that a change of type was" coming over
their modern structures. He did not in any
way wish to shock his conservative friends,

but they had to face the fact that there was
such a thing as reinforced concrete, and they
were using that materia! for some of their

mission-halls.

NORTHAXTS SURVEYORS' ASSOCIA-
TION.—A meeting of the members of the
Xortliants and East Midlands Surveyors'
Association was held at Kettering on Friday,
when an interesting tour of the various public
works was made under the guidance of Mr.
Thomas Reader Smith, surveyor to the
Kettering Urban District Council. The
delegates first assembled at the Free Library,
where they were heartily welcomed by
Councillor J. Loak, the chairman of the
council. Mr. A. Fidler, borough surveyor of

Northampton, having acknowledged the
welcome, a business meeting was held, under
the presidency of Mr. T. R. Smith.—Mr.
Walter B. Maughan (Northants County
Council) the hon. see., explained the objects
of the association, after which the following
officers were then appointed : President, Mr.
A. Fidler ; vice-presidents, Mr. J. B.
Williams (Daventry) and Mr. T. R. Smith
(Kettering); committee, Messrs. W. B.
Madin (Rushden), W. W. Band (Newnham),
E. Y. Harrison (Wellingborough), Wilkes
(Northampton), and T. Lloyd (Thrapston)

;

hon. sec, Mr. W. B. Maughan (North-
ampton). A vote of thanks having been
accorded the urban council for the use of the
room for the meeting, the company were
conveyed in brakes to the works of the
Kettering Iron and Coal Co. An inspection
of the works was made under the guidance
of the managing director (Mr. H. J. Preston),
Mr. F. W. Preston, and Mr. A. Linnell
(works manager). Resuming the tour of in-
spection, under the direction of the local
surveyor, the delegates subsequently visited
the new baths (under construction), new
cleansing and disinfecting station, electricity
works, and refuse destructor.

OOMPETITIONS.
CHESTER.-With reference to the com-

petition for housing designs, we are asked by
the town clerk to say that the competition
closes on Saturday next, the 6th inst., as he
has received a large number of applications
during the last few days, and the applicants
are unable to go on with the competition
owing to the proximity of the expiry of the
time allowed for sending in designs.

METROPOLITAN WATER BOARD
NEW CENTRAL OFFICES.—The report of
the assessor, Mr. E. Guy Dawber, F.R.I.B.A.,
was considered at last Friday's meeting of
the Metropolitan Water Board and adopted.
The selected design is bv Mr. Herbert Austen
Hall, F.R.I. B..4., of 13," South-square, Gray's
Inn. The following is Mr. Guy Dawber's
report :

—

" I have carefully examined the six designs sub
mitted in the above competition, and after an
exliaustive comparison have placed first the desisn
numljered ' 1.' The author of this design submits a
compact and well-thoughtrout selieme, economically
planned and arranged. The corridors and entrances
are direct; there is no wasted space, each depart-
ment being kept distinct and self-coi^tained. The
elevations have been broadly treated, are simple,
yet dignified, in character, and in my opinion the
whole scheme is the best sul^mitted in tlie competi-
tion. Jlessrs. Stoner and Sous. anantitN' surveyors,
of London, have checked the cubic contents, which
are approximate^- con-ect ; Ijut they are inclined to
think a somewhat sausuine view has been taken of
the cost, thouflb this will greatly depend upon the
character of the building as executed. I therefore
advise, subject to the fulfilment of the conditions
and instructions to competing ;

uthor of Desi;
ilding."

ited archi the

The assessor advises that, with care, build-
ings can be erected to the selected design
at a cost of about £90,000. At the meeting
the following recommendations of the general
purposes committee were adopted :

" That the
Board do select Design No. 1 for the new
Central Offices. That it be referred to the
general purposes committee to consider and
report whether for administrative purposes
any modifications of the selected designs are
expedient and practicable, and whether any
saving in the estimated cost thereof can be
effected."

ST. PANCRAS. — The Borough Council
liave agreed to rescind a resolution to obtain
the services of an architect for preparing a
rough scheme and estimate of the cost of

the proposed alterations to the town-hall,
and in place thereof to invite three firms of

architects to submit drawings, together with
an estimate, those placed first, second, and
tliird in order of merit to be awarded 50,

30, and 20 guineas respectively, and, subject
to the council's approval of the design placed
first, the author be invited to carry it into

effect.

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The plans sub-

mitted by Messrs, 'Tracy and Swartwout were
awarded the first premium of l.oOOdol. in the
recent competition for the George Washing-
ton Memorial Building, to be erected at

Washington, D.C. Messrs. Phillip Sawyer,
Charles A. Piatt, and Walter Cook composed
the jury. The award of the Commission is

contingent on the approval of the plans by
the National Commission of the Fine Arts.

The remaining twelve competitors receive

500dol. each. The successful design depicts

a Colonial building, with pillared front and
square ground-plan. The main feature of the

building is the auditorium, with a seating

capacity of 6,000. This auditorium is designed
in the form of an ellipse, with a large stage

at one end and a deep balcony encircling the

hall. The sit« tentatively selected for the

memorial is that part of the Mall known as

Armory-square, facing on B-street North-
west, between 6th- and 7th streets.

Mr. P. Brockbank, of Southend, has been
appointed architect for the council schools to be

built in Oenbigh-road, Luton.

At Lethbridge, Alberta, a new English chuicli,

hall, and rectory are to be erected at a cost of

150,000dol. The architects are Messrs. Clemesha
and Portnall, of Regina.

Colonel Druitt, an inspector of the Board of

Trade, visited Huddersfield on Friday, to inspect

the new section of the Huddersfield tramway
system from EUand to West Vale. The extension

was opened for traffic on Saturday.
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doms^mhmtt.
DISPUTE IX THE BUILDING TRADE.

To the Editor of the BuiLDINO Np.wa.

Sir,—The dispute in the building trade of
London has now lasted some nineteen weeks,
and appears likely to extend to a national
dispute. It therefore seems to be a fitting

time for placing before the public a few
salient points respecting the issues involved.
When the fact is taken into consideration

that the public are being asked to contribute
to the depleted funds of some of the trade-
unions involved by means of street collec-
tions, eharit\ li-, icul other means, it

is time that tl _ i iihseribers should
wake up to i': :i |i :,un, for although
the builders ni' li. n:- iiiuuked just now, it

may soon be the case with manufacturers
and all other employers of labour. It takes
time to induce the ""man in the street" to
interest himself in any dispute which does
not directly touch his pocket; but he soon
calls out whenever there is a strike on the
part of railway, tramway, omnibus, or trans-
port workers," which affects his personal
comfort or convenience. There are certain
principles governing all businesses, and one
of the most elementary of such is the
adherence to contracts entered into. This is

the sole origin of the present trouble in the
building trade. Only within the last eighteen
months have new codes of workins rules been
agreed and signed by (lie London Master
Builders' Asfmiatimi and llie trade-unions
concerned, in whidi an advance of wages
averaging 1(1 pi r rtnt. all inund was granted.
Within a few weeks of these rules being
signed jobs were struck all over London
without a moment's warning, in absolute
defiance of one of the rnle^^ which stated that
"for the adjustment of all ilispntos and to
avoid stoppage of wniK, it is urred that
upon a difference ari^niL' lniw.cn an em-
ployer, or upon the wnk^ nf an employer,
and any of his workmen, from any ciiuse

whatever, the subjeet matter of the "dispute
.should be referred to tlie Board of Con-
ciliation." The reasons given for this action
were in nearly all cases that certain workmen
did not belong to a trade-union. The
demands made by tfhe trade-unions now
include the following:

1. The wages of all classes of workmen
(both skilled and unskilled) to be advanced
a further penny per hour. (It should be
noted that this" furtlier advance would in-

crease the wages of the unskilled labourer
during the past eighteen months from "d. to

9d. per hour = 30 per cent, achance.)
2. No overtime to be worked unless applica-

tion is made to the trade-union, and to be
paid for at the rate of time and a half for

the first two hours, double time after.

3. Workmen employed outside the London
district to receive 2s. '6d. per day extra, with
15s. per week as a maximum, with travelling
money, and time occupied in travelling in

addition.

4. Rules to be terminated at three months'
notice, such notice not to terminate during
the winter.

5. Workmen employed at a height of 60ft.

to be paid one penny per hour extra.

"No conciliation for the settlement of

disputes."

My association has been informed by the
trade -union representatives that it must
regard the suggested increase of wages as

moderate, manv of tin- H.nKni. n \. i-liing to

demand Is. 3d. nn,l 1- n I n ,

' ir The
demands comprispil m ; ' if rules

must be eminentiv in.-ii lu ;i ... to those
London builders who profess to be unable
to discern any adequate reason for support-
ing the London Master Builders' Associa-
tion. They may also be instructive to the
public, who are already complaining of the
greatly increased cost of building operations,
which arises chiefly from the recent advances
in wages, and from other expenses for the
benefit of the workmen, such as health and
unemployment insurance, and the greatly in-

creased rates for insurance under the Work-
nipn's Compensation Act.

In tlie present dispute my association is

contending for the honest adherence to trade
agreements. It will be observed that inci-

dentally there are other very serious issues
now involved. I may add that my associa-
tion does not attach much importance to the
recent ballots. We are informed that jio

woi-kman was allowed to vote vmless he
attended at his lodge for that purpose and
voted in the presence of the officials. It is

not surprising that the bulk of the workmen
would refuse to vote under such circum-
stances. I note that it is intimated in the
Press that the leaders were in favour of a
settlement; but this is difficult to believe in

face of the recommendations accompanying
the ballot-paper, which not only confused the
issue, but in some cases definitely invited the
rejection of the peace proposals." In one case
the following words actually appear: "We
desire to express the opinion that the offer

of the London Master Builders' Association
represents a distinct defeat so far as we are
concerned. . . . We urge you to continue
the fight."

In conclusion, I would draw attention to

one very vital question in dispute, and one
to which no honourable employer could
possibly consent. The men demand that all

those who have remained at work during the
dispute shall be discharged, as they are what
are called "blacklegs." Comment upon such
an outrageous demand is needless.—I am,
^^^•'

S. B. Depree, Secretary.

London Master Builders' Association,
Koh-i-Noor House, Kingsway, June 3.

INCREMENT VALUE DUTY.
Sir.—May I call the attention of your

readers to a judgment of great importance
which was given in the Court of Appeal on
Thursdav last. "Inland Revenue Com-

issioners v. Clav and Others "—better
lown a- tin-. |'l\niimth Case."
This «a^ a t.'-t I asi' supported bv the Land
nion, in wliir-li th,. Valuation Department
ii' I llial althniit'h a house at Phmouth
il I n Milil fn a nursin? home for £1,000

. ^alMl was onlv £750, and therefore the

.nil- had told the propertv for more than
was worth, and must pav Increment Value

Duty to the State. The Referee before whom
the case first came decided that the gross

ue of the house was £1,000. The Com
missioners appealed against this decision to

"e High Court, and'Mr. .Justice Scrutton
pported the Referee in his finding The

Commissioners again appealed, and the Couit
of Anpeal has now nnanimonslv decided that
the Referee was right, and that the value of

the house sold for £1.000 was £1.000 and
has dismissed the appeal of the Com
missioners with costs. In this case their lord

ships had to deal with verv important
questions of valuaiion. ami have interpreted
the crucial terms i,,,,- .nV.-i" and "will
ing seller" oomirM ,, s,

,

i],,,-, 05 of the
Finance (1909 In \ :

I'l'i Thev ha\e
further decided til .! il nn. ;

. .t of the Nalue
of a propertv is tlie sum for which the pro
pertv sells, and not, as the Commissioners of

Inland Revenue contend, the figure which
the Government Valuation Department
thinks the owner should obtain for it.

The judgment will doubtless be generally
approved, not only by owners of property,
but by all those who have any practical know
ledge' of business. The notion that value fs

to be determined by the theoretical calcula
tions of a State Valuation Department rather
than by the test of an actual market trans
action is not likely to appeal to the business
man, whose training has taught him that
the value of a thing is what it will fetch.

The claim that a Government Department
shall step in and decide what a property
ought to sell at. ami charge Increment Valu'e
Duty if it sells for more than they consider
it worth, is a claim which cannot be
tolerated. This case proves how important
it is that in all legislation dealing with taxa-
tion the subject shall have the rights of
access to the regular Courts of Justice to
appeal against any decison of a Government
Department, should he consider himself
aggrieved. Here, had there been no such
right of appeal from the Valuation Depart-

ment's figures (a method suggested in the
Government proposals for a new Land
Ministry), the owner of this property would
have had to pay Increment Value Duty on a
sum of about £200, merely because in the
opinion of a Government Department she
had sold her house for more than it was
worth.—I am, etc.,

C. H. Kenderdine, Secretary.

The Land Union, St. Stephen's House,
Westminster, June 2.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
-ASSESSMENT OF INCREMENT VALUE

DUTY.—In the Court of Appeal, on the 28th
ult., the Master of the Rolls and Lords Justices
Swinfen Eady and Pickford delivered judgment
in the cases of the Commissioners of Inland
Revenue v. Clay and others, and the Commis-
sioners V. Buchanan and others. The Com-
missioners had appealed from a judgment of Mr.
Justice Scrutton in the King's Bench Division.
Both cases arose out of the same transaction,
and therefore both appeals were heard together.
The appeal had reference to the assessment of
increment value duty under the Finance (1909-101

Act, 1910. Section 25 of that Act providing that
the gross value of a hereditament was to be
determined by considering the price of the fee
simple realised if sold by a willing seller in an
open market, and the question for decision was
as to the effect and meaning of the two phrases
"a willing seller" and "an open market" used
in the section. It appeared that a Mrs. Buchanan
bought a house. No. 83, Durnford-street, East
Stonehouse, PIvmouth, in 1902 for £700. and in
September, 1910, sold it to the respondents, to
be used as an addition to the home for horses
carried on next door at No. 84, Durnford-street.
In January, 1911, a provisional valuation of the
site value as on April_ 30, 1909, of No. 83 was
made by the Commisioners, who found the
original "gross value to be £750, the original total
value to be £750, the difference between the
gross value and the value of the fee simple
divested of buildings and trees £560 and the
original full site value and assessable site vilue
as found was £190 When sold by Mrs Buchanan
to the trustecu a further valuation was mide by
the Commis r, rr-' 1 , r on Febiuary 21 1911
In that II I

1
t n the value of the

land was 1 1, difference between
the gross V I imple if dnested of

£440

imple It dnested
' i60 and site \al

\" un t 1 nth those valuations the
icspnndents appejled to the referee (the one set
agiinst the provisional valuation and the other
.gimst the valuation of the "occasion") and the
referee found that the gross value of the land
on the 'ncrasion" of the sale and purchase was
£1 000 that the deductions .should be £800 nnd
that the s'te value on the " occasion ' was £200
The r»MiIt therefore was that there was

the
duty able

leu ion the Cronn app ral pd but Mr Justice
Siri ttnn hid alTirmed the dension of the
K. f< rr= 11, ncethp appeal by the Tom-
miss oners In his

] en the Master of Rolls
rem irked that the t prm en market mcbided
st1> bv 111,1, n In V a 1 1 . nflned to that
It a so mrl 1 1 1 for sale by
nsp \ I rot bow-
ever nerr

the fa t that ^ er iiirr- persons the
iroperty presented er attractions than it

liil anvbnlv else It wa s for the Referee to
am of 1 ( able and the Court
ougl t not as a ri le 1 n pvi.vv the Rpferee's
ieci ion upon what was in truth a ouestion of

His lordship saw n

her e had been a misf re fion of lav in the
present case With I -1 rl

he agreed vv 1 ^ nitton that
Buchanan ^ Her The

als must be 1 ts Lords
ces Swinfen T 1 1 1 I cnnrurred

\LLEGED BREACH OF CO\EN-ANT WITH
THE L.C.C—In the Court of Appeal on Thurs-
day week. Lords Justices Buckley and Kennedy
and Mr. Justice Scrutton delivered a reserved
judgment in the appeals of the defendants in the
actions of the London County Council v. Allen
and others, and Same v. Same, appeal of
defendants M. J. Allen and E. Allen from a
judgment of Mr. Justice Avory sitting without
a jury. Lord Justice Buckley, in giving
iudgment. said the actions were brought by the
Council under an indenture of January 24, 1907
made between Maurice Joseph Allen, a builder,
and the Council, who claimed certain mandatory
injunctions, and for damages for breach of a
covenant in the indenture. Before the date cf

the execution of the indenture. M. J Allen had
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small portion of r<':i i n i h. n rih

tialloway-road in coiiiiiin;inun ul

street, at Shepherd's Bush. Tlie Ci

permission on certain terms, which w i

embodied in the covenant of Jan., 1907. 1 h

ccvenant stipulated that Allen undertook t i

himself, his heirs, and assigns, and all other

persons claiming nnder him. so far as was

practicable, that he and they would not erect, or

place, or cause to be erected, any building or

structure or any other erection without the

consent of the Council, and that in every

covenant, sale, charge, or mortgage, or lease of

the land, lie would give notice of the covenant.

The indenture, said the president, recited what
was contrary to the fact—viz.. that M. J. Allen

was the owner in fee simple. He was not. At

that time he had merely an option to purchase

what was known as "plot one." which was the

continuation of Dunraven-streef to the west of

Oalloway-road and the continuation of Galloway-

road to the north of Punraven»treet As
regarded "plot one." on .lulv :* ions ii wn^ .nn-

veyed to M. J. Allen in fee -u", I .• I .1.. -imp
lav he mortgaged it to on. W ' L rjio

On August 1. 1911. the moi I _ ' u 1.

and Willcox conveyed the Inn. I
i

i h i t. i l.mt,

Kmilv Allen, and on October 9. 1911, she chnrued
the land, together with three messuages then
recentlv erected, to one Norris, It was in .July.

19H. llrs. Allen built the three houses on "plot
one." The writ was issued by the Council on
Aug. .1. 1911. bv virtue of Sees. 7 and 9 of the
London Building Act. 1894. The Council had
certain powers and control over land as to how
it should be laid out in streets; but they had no
estate or interest in the land adjoining or

affected by the covenant. Under these circum-
stances. Mrs. Allen and Norris. who were no
covenanting parties, contended as a matter of

law. assuming there had been a breach of the
covenant of January, 1907. and of which thev
had not had notice, the plaintiffs could not
maintain any action n.jnitist tliom. The re-

spondents did not cm,; . n I Ml. II till, r-nvenant ran
with the land, and i!

i
-- ; luidlord and

tenant did not t\.- 11, liial abstract
question, that a pn-.n ini-lMins land with
such a covenant attached was bound Ijy it, must
be answered in the negative. It was not true. ,is

a general proposition, that a purchaser of
property, having notice of the existence of surli

a restrictive covenant affecting the property, was
bound by such a covenant. Under those circum-
stances, it was not necessary to determine
whether the notice of llio onvriiant was or was
not given. If the ,

.

'
,; , that point

could be settled ' I -ids. The
erection of the li ilitedlv, a
breach of the cov. i, , nned .Ind^e
in the Court belr,« „.,,, .,.,,.,,, i|„. injunction
asked for by the Council, and li.id .mvpn nominal
damages for a technical breach. Tlicrefore.
there only remained the question of costs. As
regarded "plot two." the only defendant was M
•T. Allen, who contended that' the wall he erected
was not a building, an erection, or a structure.
The object of the covenant was to secure that
'plot two" should remain unobstructed, and be
available for the extension of Gallowav-road.
The wall erected by il. .1. Allen created such an
obstruction, and the erection of the wall was a
breach of tlir- rnvr-n.im Tli. il.f, inLint M J
Allen, sai.l i! '

.

"
,

, i i,, -nrtj.re
of the sol!

, ,
,. ,,-, for

the prottr'
,

-,, ,, .,,,1,,

a tempor:ii ,i ,,1, ,,i,,,]

that at il,.- ,,,.n 1, ivp
ved

no difficulty. In- ,1,.

mittcd it was not . ,„
the Court liplnw 1, ,,„.

the fence ' M
•T. Allen •

,i

failed in
,

,,.

the costs
I _ |, ,ve

been a differpni v,-.nv ot l.alm - w.ih il,. rnst<;

.

but the Court would not interfere as to the
defendants dividing the costs. The order would
he that the action against Emilv Allen and
Norns would be dismissed with costs; and tlie
appeal hv M. ,T. Allen would be dismissed with
costs. Lord .Tustice Kennedy and Mr. .Justice
Scnitton concurred.

UNSUCCESSFUL CLAIM FOR DILAPIDA-
TIONS.-In the High Court on Mav 28th, before
Mr Muir Mackenzie, the Official Referee,
judgment was given in favour of the defendant
in an action brought bv Mrs. Amv Stuart
Menzics against Mrs. Violet Watson for the
recovery of a sum of .£,56 14s. 4d. damages.
alleged to be due by the latter for dilapidations
regarding their furniture in the Mansion
Cricket Court, Uminster, which was let for t
period of six months by the plaintiff to the

was entitled
Referee gave ,1 I n

costs, the sum .-t t:

out to the plaintilT,

Mr. P. Mackenzie, of Hayfield, has been
ppointed works manager for the completion of
he Hurstwood reservoir for the Burnley Cor-

poration.

The foundation-stone of a new parish hall and
Sunday-school was laid by the Bishop of Truro in

Exeter-road. Teignmouth. on Monday. The cost
of the building will be £1.800.

The Maidstone Corporation agreed on Monday
to raise the salary of their surveyor, Mr.
Bunting, from £400 to £450 per annum, on the
completion of twenty years' service.

Mr. T. Waddingham. who has been surveyor
to the Hebden Bridge Urban District Council
for several years, has resigned. He is removing
10 Grimsby to commence business on his own

The foundation-stone of the nave of St.
.\idan's Church. Bamber Bridge, has been
fvuraally laid. Mr. F. R. Freeman, L.R.I.B.A.. of
'.Vood-street, Bolton, is the architect, and
Messrs. E. Lewis and Sons, of Backburn, are the
contractors for the work.

The Sea Defence Commissioners have decided
to repair the groynes at East Lancing, Sussex,
and erect new ones, at an estimated cost of
£2.750. Tenders are to be invited for the work.
A further expenditure of £5,000 will be needed
eastward to the harbour entrance, and this work
is to be undertaken as soon as possible.

The parish church of Ramsey, near Dover-
.lourt. was opened on Thursday afternoon in last
week, after partial restoration at a cost of
-£1.750. Mr. \V. D. Carbe, F.S.A., of West-
minster, was file architect, and Messrs. Cornish
and Gaymer, of North V.'alsham, were the
builders. Tlie church is a fourteenth-century
edifice without aisles.

The Local Government Board have addressed
a letter to the Finchley Urban District Council,

they approve generally of the housing
scheme of the urban council. It is proposed to
borrow £93,443 for the purchase of land
on the Woodhouse Estate. North Finchley,
and on the erection of 300 dwellings, of which
240 are to be let at 8s Gd. and 60 at 7s 6d. a
ivetk. The estate is to be laid out on town-
planning lines, and li\e acres are to be kept as
an open space.

At Hereford the new secondary school for
girls in Wideniarsh-street, on a site adjoining
the well-known preaching cross and ruins of
Blackfriars Monastery, is being roofed in. The
builders are Messrs. Bowen and Sons, of Here-
ford, and the architect for the school and for the
secondary school for boys on the opposite side of
the street (opened in September. 1912), is Mr. G.
H. Jack, the county surveyor. The boys' school
is of similar character, and was built bV Messrs.
E, W. Wilks and Son, of Hereford.

In reference to the Bromley Rural District
Council's application for sanction to borrow
£2,046 for the provision of working-class
ilwellings in the parish of Knockholt, the Local
Government Board decided to give their formal
sanction. The Board expressed the opinion
that the design of the liuildings was somewhat
expensive, and they considered that, in view of
the estimated deficit in respect of the scheme, it-

would have been preferable for the rural
district council to have adopted modified plans.

The picturesque church of Wargrave-on-
Thames, burnt out on Monday, was well-known
to visitors to the Upper Thames, and
frequently figured in water-colour sketches and
oil-paintings. The building was built of flint and
brick, with stone dressings, and contained a
little Late Norman and Early English work, but
was chiefly of the Perpendicular period. The
fine western tower of red brick, erected in
;.615.30, had hexagonal' turrets at the angles. It
IS now completely gutted: the open king-post
roof, the Jacobean oak pulpit, a memorial to
Thomas Day. the .author of "Sandford and
Merton." a new alabaster reredos. oak panelling
round the baptistery, the memorial stained-glass
east window and peal of six seventeenth-centurv

' bells are among the features consumed.

®nr HUnstrationa.

iMETROPOLITAN -R'ATER BOARD'S
CENTRAL OFFICES.

Wo give all the six designs submitted in

this competition. and congratulate Mr.
Herbert Austen Hall, F.R.I.B.A., whose
design has been selected, on his success. A
review of the designs will be found on page
767. The designs submitted by the six com-
petitors have been on view a"t the Board's
offices at Savoy-court, between 10 a.m. and
i p.m. from Tuesday, till to-day, from 10 till

4, and will also be on view between 10 a.m.

and 1 p.m. tomorrow (Saturday).

«-
A Local Government Board inquiry will be held

at the town-hall. Hull, on Wednesday next, into

an application of the corporation for sanction to

a loan of £20.1100 for converting privies into

Bath has been selected for the sixty-sixth

annual meeting of the Somersetshire Archseo-

logical and Natural History Society, which will

take place on Tuesday, the 23rd inst., and two
following days.

The Isle of Wight Rural District Council has
decided to apply to the Local Government Board
for a loan of £1,620 for the purchase of the
famous landslip at Bonchurch. Isle of Wight, in

order that it may be secured for all time for the
recreation of the public.

The town council of Bromley, Kent, have
decided to widen Burnt Ash-lane to 40ft. between
Croft-road and llill View-cottages. Regret was
expressed that this much-needed improvement
will necessitate the destruction of some beautiful

trees now on the hedge to be thrown into the

highway.

The Stoke-on-Trent Federated Town Council

have decided to give an increase of one shilling

a week in wages to all the workmen employed in

the various departments of the corporation. It

was stated the grant would increase the

minimum wage to 26s. a week, and result in an

increase in eipenditure of £2,148.

Middlesex County Council have plans for a

sanatorium at Eastwood, near Southend-on-Sea,

to accommodate 260 tuberculous patients. The
sanatorium is to cost about £53.890. and the

Government grant towards the capital expendi-

ture is £25,560. Accommodation will be provided

for 220 adult patients and 74 children, with a

staff numbering 80.

.^t a meeting of the University Court

of St. --Andrews on Friday, it was
intimate. 1 that Mrs. Mitchell, South-

street. St. Andrews, had offered £3,000 for

the restoration or redecoration of the university

chapel. The Court resolved to accept Mrs.

Mitchell's gift, and appointed a committee to

report as to engaging an architect to advise on

the matter.

A new residence for the workhouse master has

recently been erected at Oulton, near Lowestoft,

tor the Mutford and Lothingland Board of

Guardians. The architect was Mr. Ernest C.

Allerton, M.S. A., of Lowestoft, whose design was

selected in a limited competition in which seven

designs were submitted. Mr. Allerton has also

recently erected at the Oulton Union two shelter-

verandahs for consumptives, one for each sex,

and carried out extensions to the nurses' home.

A scheme has been prepared by the surveyor

to the Redditch Urban District Council (Mr. A.

J. Dickinson) which provides for the erection of

a ferro-concrete bridge over the River .-Vrrow in

place of the Besley ford, at a cost of £430, and

the making of a new road from Redditch.

beginning at a point near the Old Mill-road, and

crossing the Arrow. The bridge is to have a 30ft.

span, a width of 30ft.. and a height of 8ft above

the normal river level. The total cost of the

work is estimated at £1,458.

At St. Helens, Major C. E. Norton. R.E.. has

held an inquiry on behalf of the Local Govern-

ment Board, into an application by the corpora-

tion to borrow £42,191 for the gas undertaking.

Mr. Andrew, town-clerk, said that the proposal

of the gas committee was to put up sixty-fotir of

the Glover-West vertical retorts in place of the

168 old horizontal retorts, which would bring tlie

capacity of the works to three and a half miUion

cubic feet per day. The new system would

enable the corporation to increase the make of

gas per ton of coal, and increa.se the economical

working of the undertaking. Mr. S. Glover, gas

manager, and inventor of the new style of

retorts, .submitted the plans, and explained the

mechanical details.
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TED DESIGN.—Bv Mr. Herbert Austen Hall, F.R.I.B.A. (Messrs. Warwick and Hall), Architect.
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[ETROPOLITAN WATER BOARD CENTRAL OFFICES.—Design submitted



, JUNE 5, 1914.

i.irs. Edwin Thomas Hall, F.R.I. B.A., and Edwin Stanley Hall, M.A., A.R.I.B.A.
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(But (B^u fable.

At the last meeting of the Bucklow Board
of Guardians the following architects offered

to prepare plans, specifications, estimates,

etc.. of work proposed to be done under the

Poor Law Institution's orders: Mr. France,

Licentiate R.I.B.A. ; Mr. J. Percival, Licen-

tiate R.LB.A. ; Mr. Herbert Hall, F.S.L
;

Mr. J. C. Thompson, and Mr. H. H. Brown.
F.R..I.B.A.. M.S. A., of 20. Brazennose-street,

Manchester. The house committee recom-

mended the appointment of Mr. Thompson.
On a division the recommendation was
rejected, and Messi'.s. Thompson. Percival,

Brown, and Hall were voted upon. After

three ballots Mr. Brown was appointed by
1."? votes against Mr. Thompson's 11.

At the la.st meeting of the Endowed
Schools Governors, held at Southampton, a

discussion took place on a committee's re-

commendation that the Governors take .steps

to obtain plans and specifications for a school

building on the Highfield site to accommo-
date 400 boys, for the new Taunton's School.

To a further proposal that plans be invited

in open competition, an amendment was
moved that Messrs. Mitchell. Son. and

Gutteridge. of Southampton, be instructed

to prepare the plans for a school for 480

places, with a limit of £45 a place. It was
pointed out that the firm named had been for

some years consulting architects to the

Borough Education Committee, and had
designed the Western Council schools and

the Grammar School. It was also sug-

gested by Councillor Kimber that if a

competition were instituted the assessor

would demand a fee. which, with the

premiums, would involve an outlay of from

£250 to £500. while the choice would be

absolutely in the assessor's hands. The
amendment was carried by a two to njie

majority, and a further proposal to instruct

the borough engineer to prepare plans was

also rejected bv a decisive majority.

La.st Tuesday's sitting of the Manchester
Unity Conference of Oddfellows was mainly

concerned with the contest for the new Unity

offices between Manchester and London,
which resulted in a victory for the city which

gives the birth-name to the Unity. The
directors recommended that the new offices

be erected in Grosvenor-street. Manchester,

on the site of the present offices, wliich are

the property of the society. The architect's

estimate for the building was £14.148.—Bro.

H. Brimblecombe (Exeter) moved that the

matter be referred back for further con-

sideration, and that the directors obtain and

present to next year's conference the esti-

mated cost of obtaining suitable premises in

London. — Bro. Renwick (OtleyK who
seconded, believed it would be a great mis-

take to build costiv offices in Grosvenor-

street, Manchester. The amendment was

rejected by an overwhelming majority. The
meeting then decided that the new offices

at Man-
.01. don)
uilders'

,vork he

should be erected on the present site

Chester.—Mr. G. Cronin (Nnith

moved that in the event of the

strike extendinc to Manchester the

given to the Building Trades Federation.—

Mr. H. White (South' London) seconded, but

it was defeated.

It is an axiom among business men that the

third year of trade is the most critical. The
late Mr. Samuel Wilson no doubt had tins

fact in mind when he originated the im-

portant bequest which provides for the loan-

ing of sums ranging from £100 to £.300 to

young men who have earned on business for

one year and not more tlian three years in

the City of London or within five miles

thereof." The loans are granted for five years

upon unquestionable personal security being

provided. Full particulars of the bequest

may be obtained from the Clerk of Wilson's

Trust, Chamber of London, Guildhall.

One question raised by the Clerks of Works'

deputation to the Society of Architects

recently, was as to who was liable in the

event o'f injury or fatality to the clerk of the

works in the" discharge" of his duty. The

Council of the Society are advised that an

injured person can claim compensation either

under common law, the Employers' Liability

.4ct, or the Workman's Compensation Act. and

that, therefore, the building owner should

insure against this risk. The contract of

service should be between the building owner
and the clerk of works, and the architect

should, in his own interests, make sure that

he does not incur any liability in the event

of the building owner" becoming insolvent, or

from any other cause. From inquiries made
by the Secretary to the Society of a leading

insurance office", it appears that clerks of

works whose remuneration does not exceed

the rate of £250 per annum would be in-

surable at a reasonable premium.

An artificial island of reinforced concrete

has been built in the Mediterranean at Hyeres

Strait, near Toulon, the great French naval

base, which is to be used solely for testing

torpedoes. The island (says the "Popular

Mechanics' Magazine") is not a large one,

being less than 80ft. long by about 50ft.

broad, and is built upon a reintorced-

concrete caisson which was towed out from

Toulon and submerged. It is divided into

compartments by walls 4ft. thick, in the

largest of which, 10ft. below the sea level,

the torpedoes are handled. Projecting from

this compartment are three torpedo tubes,

while about the surface of the water. 10ft. in

the air, are two aerial-torpedo tubes. The
operating mechanism, which uses electricity

as a motive power, is all contained in the

superstructure built over the caisson, and

lighting and ventilating systems, as well as

wireless and searchlights, are provided

electric crane extending out from on<

permits the torpedoes to be lifted from the

water and returned to their stations after

practice.

The United States army engineers have

long used the following mixture in water-

proofing cement: One part cement, two parts

sand, three-quarters of a pound of dry

powdered alum to each cubic foot of sand.

Mix dry and add water in which has been

dissolved three-quarters of a pound of soap

to each gallon. This is nearly as strong as

ordinary cement, and is quite impervious to

water, besides preventing efflorescence. For

a wash, a mixture of one pound of lye to two

pounds' alum in two gallons of water is often

used.

'I'he 1914 issue of the Canadian " Contract

Record and Engineering Review" (May 13i

is a mo.st excellent one. We direct attention

pai-ticularly to the alphabetical reference to

Canadian towns and cities in relation to their

constructional activities. Without a single

exception the contents are entirely original,

and the issue is well worthy of the most up to

date of our contemporaries in the Dominion.

With reference to the progress of the zinc

industry in Japan, the Acting British Consul

at Shimonoseki (Mr. M. Paske Smith) reports

that a zinc refinery has recently been esta-

blished at Onoda by the Mitsu Bishi Co., of

Tokio. The works are in course of con-

struction, and it was hoped to complete them

by the end of April. The works claim to be

able to make zinc oxide from zinc ore by the

wet method, and also to refine zinc oxide

into metallic zinc. The undertaking, how-

rimental, and under the present

estimated that the output will

only be about fifty tons a month. The same

company is also making a similar experiment

at Omuta. Fukuoka Ken, and permission has

been obtained from the patentees to import

and use fifteen furnaces of German make,

so that if the experiment proves successful

the company will be m a position to turn out

more than half the supply of metallic zinc

required in .lapan. The refinery established

in 1912 by the Mitsu Bishi Co. at Miike is

now working, and turning out about 150 to

200 tons a month.
. o»

The urban district council of Ilford have re-

ceived the sanction of the Local Government
Board to a loan of ,£27.500 for main-road im-

provements.

New elementary schools at Raunds, North-
amptonshire, built at a cost of £6.500, have been

formally opened Messrs. .T. T, Blackwell and

C. Riddev, of Kettering, were the architects, and

Mr. R. Marriott, of Rushden, was the contractor.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
To-MOERowi—Si. Pauls Ecclesiological

Society. Visit to -A.U1 Saints, Fran-
ciscan-road, Tooting, and the Parish

Church, Streatham. 2.30 p.m.
Edinburgli Architectural Associa-

tion. Visit to Bothwell Castle.

Institution of Municipal and County
Engineers. Eastern District Meeting
at Southend-on-Sea.-

Carpenters' Hall, E.C. Exliibition of

^orks in Wood and Loan Collection.

11 a.m. to 5 p.m. (To be open until

.June 20. and on every other than the
first day, from 11 a.m. to 9.30 p.m.)

Eoval Institute of British Archi-

tects. Business Meeting. Sp.m.

T.—Royal .\rchEeological Institute. " A
Settlement of the Hanseatic League
at Bergen in Norway," by Phillip

Norman, LL.D.. V.P.S.A. In the
Apartments of the Society of Anti-

quaries. Burlington House, Picoadil

W. 4.301

A Shipley art-gallery is about to be built in

Prince Coiisort-road, Gateshead, from plans by

Mr. Arthur Stockwell, M.S.A., of Pilgrim-street,

Newcastle-on-Tvne.

Mr. George .lames Walker, of Hillside House,

Portletlien, Kincardine, and of Aberdeen, land

surveyor, who died on February 20. left personal

property of the value of £29.507.

The rural district council of Spalding are

about to build workmen's dweUings at Pinch-

beck, at a cost of about £4.400. The architect is

Mr. W H. H. Davies, of Wisbech.

Sir Charles Nicholson. Bart.. F.RI.BA.. of

Messrs. Nicholson and Corlette, has been

appointed architect to Lichfield Cathedral in suc-

ession to the late Mr. .7. Oldrid Scott.

The Stafford Board of Guardians adopted at

heir meeting on Saturday a proposal that two

lairs of cottage homes for the accommodation of

iftv workhouse children should be erected on a

ite in Stone-road. Stafford.

For
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returned a ye°rdict of "Accidental death," and re-

quested the coroner to point out to the

authorities the necessity for the supervision of

such structures. Charles See, a waterman,

formerly a boat-proprietor and builder, said that

lie owned the barffe. which he covered with

timber He admitted that three planks were un-

supported, so that there was a stretch of

nlankin" acro" the hold of 15ft. unsupported.

In reply to the coroner, he asserted that he was

under no supervision, and anybody was allowed

to put un erection on a barge without it being

examined Tharles Delapey. a river inspector,

said that barges were licensed for carrying

carco but the Fort of London .Authority had no

control over erections nn barges unless they

nbstrnctcd navigation Inspector Keaton. of the

Thames Police expressed the opinion that_ the

police had no pnwer of inspection or .supervision
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WAGES MOVEMENTS.
DARLIN' 400 and 500 men

left work . ; !
' -ion in response to

the in«trii. :iive Committee of

,1,.. I.,-.I l: ..: liileration. The dis-

piii, :_li the employment of non-

iin 111! employers, and work has

01,1 Mings and premises where
ni '

I H'loyed.

1 i The employees in the

cl, trade recently made appli-

ca' <rs for a rise in wages of a

prii-
_

iTii negotiations have taken

pbcf li.iw.en representatives of both side5.

Terms have now been arranged on the basis

that an increase of a halfpenny per hour shall

he jiv, n. t<. take ..ffect on June 15, and that an
all .'. per hour shall be given, to

, ,;. --i 1915. provided that before

,1;, general fall in wages in the

kin :
I 1 ns fnrther been agreed that

these Mirreasf'! shall he binding on both sides for

a period of one year from the date at which they
are given.

f;i,\SGO\V.—The decision of the Court of

\rbitration. consisting of Sheriff A. O. M.
Mackenzie. Mr. George Pate, and Mr. Wm.
Anderson. M.T., which recently considered the
claims bv the Glasgow ioiners for increased
wages, was received in Glasgow on Friday. The
men. of whom 2.200 are affected bv the decisions.

anplied for an increase of twopence per hour in

the present rate of tenpence per hotir, and the
Conrt awards an increase of a halfpenny per
•lonr. The Conrt also decides that the workincr
hours shall remain as at present. Men sent out
on cotmtrv job? are to receive 7s. 6d. ner week
extra instead of 6s. per week.

LUDLOW.—At a meeting of the Operative
Bricklayers' Society of Ludlow and the masters,
the men asked for an increase in wages of l.^d,

an hour. The masters decided to grant an
advance of Jd. an hour, which was accepted.

MOTHERWELL.—The bricklayers employed
in the steel and iron works at Motherwell struck
work on Saturday. Tlieir grievance is that the
masters will not concede their demand for an
increase of wages from lOd. to lid per hour.

STROUD.—The uneasiness which has existed
in the Stroud building trades for some time past
consequent on a considerable number of men
having been "black-listed" bv the local
employers' association was dispelled on Satur-
day, when the Conciliation Board effected a
settlement of the dispute.

Mr. David H. Brown has been appointed chief
assistant to the county surveyor for Durham
.Mr. Brown has been for ten' years under Mr.
Hall, county bridge master for Lancashire.

Mr. Austin H. Elliott, assistant to the Notting-
liam city surveyor, has been appointed surveyor
to the urban district council of Carlton, near
Xottingham, in succession to Mr. J. C. Haller.
resigned.

A new coimcil school at Woodford Halse has
been formally opened. The nrel.ilect was 'Mr
.r. R. Williams, of Ketterin::. and the contractor
was Mr. W. Heap, of Xorthampton, The cost
has been £2,000.

The new fire-station in High-street South, East
Ham, has been formally opened. The plans were
prepared in the borough engineer's office, and
the work has been carried out under the super-
\nsion of the borough engineer. Mr. C. Birch
The cost was £10,873,

A new ivirses' liome in Thompson-street, Stock-
port, adjoining the infirmary, has been formally
opened, Mr, P, S. Worlhington, M.A!.
F.R.I.B.A,, Brown-street, Manchester, was
the architect, and Mr, W. B. Beattie, of Stock-
port, the contractor. The building cost .£7.000

Mr. David Davies, MP,, Llandinan, has
effered an mstitute to Montgomery, the county
• own of the constituency he represents in Parlia-
ment, the total cost of which will be about
£6.000. The institution will consist of free
library and reading-room, recreation-rooms,
drill-hall, shooting-range, boy-scout room and ti

post-office.

The death of Mr, William Merchant Richard-
son French, who was in 1907 President of the
\merican Association of Afiisenms, is announce!
by telegram from Chicago. Mr French was bo,„
^n 1R4.1, and in 1H77 became connected with lb.
School and Museum of Art in Chicago. He had
been Director of the Art Tnstilntinn of Chica-o
since 1879, and had lectured and written on art
subjects for many vears.

LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German
{ex steamer, London) per ton £6 3

Steel Joists, English 7 10

Wroughtrlron Girder Plates 7

Steel Girder Plates 7 2

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 6
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Saoare M

B 17Do.. Welsh 5 15
Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Snedsbill 9 0,, 9 10
Angles 10s., Tees aOs. per ton extra.

Bailders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,. £8 159 to £9.
Ditto galvanised. £U to f15 lOs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-

eft,

No. 18 tom No. 22 to a
8ft. long, inclnsive Per ton. Per ton

gange £13 ..,£13 10

Best ditto
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Colnmna £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire ..

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

,
Galvanised 8 15

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5
Cut Floor Brads 9 15
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14B.W,G 14 5

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised-
Oto8 9 10 11 12
£10 10s, £10 15s, £U OS. £11 59. £11

1

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6
4in. to6in 6

7 10

2 6 to £6 7

) 24in. (all e

Od, per ton extra.[Coated with composition,
turned and bored joints, 5s, Oa. per ton extra,

J

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 1179. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 70b, Od. „ 758. Od,

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount oCf

Standard Lists f,o,b, (plus 2i per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 72 p,o.
Water-Tubes 70
Steam-Tubes 66j
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes 60
Galvanised Steam- Tubes 63

OTHEB UETALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £21 3 9 to £21
Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 10 „

„ „ „ Country 24 5 „
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 10 „

Country 25 .5 „
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 25 10 0„

„ Country 26 .t „
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 28 ,,

Country 2m I.'-. „
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 26 10 „

Country 27 5 „
LeadSoil-pipe(apto4jin.)Town 26 10 „
„ „ „ Country 27 r< „
(Over 4iin. £1 oer ton extra.)

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6., 18 1

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 34 15 ..

CopperSheets.Bheathing&rode 78 „ 78 1

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 67 10 „ 6S
Tin, English Ingots )47 „ 147 1

Do., Bars 148 „ 149
Pig Lead, In Icwt, pigs (Town) 21 ,,

Sheet Lead, Town 23 „
Country 23 15 „

Genuine White Lead 29 15 „
Refined Bed Leas'. 25 ,,

Sheet Zinc 29 „
Old Lead, against account IS .,

Tin per cwt. 6 10 „
Cut nail9 (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand 11 3 ,.

TIMBER.

Spruce Dealg ; St. Johns 10
.( ,, Miramichi 9 10

Boards ; Swag 11
Red Deals: Archangel 1st quality 21

2nd „ 16
3rd ,, 12

Bt Petersburg—
Ist quality 16 10
2nd „ 14 10

Wyburg &Uleaborg 12 10
nborg.

18 10
11 10
10 10

Gefle, Qothe

Flooring : White and Planed—
Ist and 2nd quality mixed ,.. 10 15
Ist. 2nd. & 3rd quality mixed 10 5
Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10

Pitch Pine: Prime Deals and
Boards 18

Lignam Vitae Per ton 7

Per
Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 6
Pitch Pine Logs 2
Birch : Quebec Logs 2

I Oak; Austrian Wainscot 7
Mahogany : OabooD -,.„ _ 9

FnHNITURE AND HABDWOODS.

Teak : Burmese per load, 50ft. £20 to £25
-

" " "
-'- "00,, 21

Per cnbio foot.
Teak: Java per load, 50ft..

OakPlanks: D.S.A,, imported
„ Boards ,, „ Prm. u

,.Mdm.
Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

,, ,, sawn planks...
Oak : Austrian Wainscot
Walnut: Prime boards and
planks

Walnut: Mdm. „ „
Greenheart : Hewn logs
Cedar : Cigar box
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orham: Imp. sawn "

9 to 2 6

boards.

Mahogany : St. Domingo,Cuba,
and Honduras ,,,

African, Assinee, &c,
Lagos and Benin
Sekondi and Cape

Gaboon
Satinwood: West Indian
Rosewood Per ton
Lignum Vitse

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per loot cube £0 3 4

Darley Dale, ditto ,. 2 3

Bed Corsehill, ditto ,, 2 S

Closeburn Red Fre6stone,ditto ,, 3

Ancaster, ditto ,. 110
Greenshill, ditto ,, 1 10
Chilmark. ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) 1 ! 04

Hard York, ditto ., 2
Dittoditto6in, sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sop. 2 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
Bides, random sizes ., 13

* All F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 74

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 94
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station „ 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station „ 16}

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20tt, average :
—

Brown White

Delivered on road waggons
|

^"^'^
"foot^'cube^"*

at Paddington Depot,! «q 3 3 «q 3 4*
Nine Elms Depot, or

f
- *" ' ^ -•»'''

'' "
Pimlico Wharf )

SLATES.
in, in. £ s. d. per 1.000 of

Blue Portmadoo ... 20x10 ... 12 13 6 1,200 at r.stn.
16x 8 ... 6 12 6

Bine Bangor 20x10... 13 2 6 „ ,,

20x19 ... 13 17 6

First quality 20x10 ... 13
20x12 ... 13 15
16X 8 ... 7 5

Eureka anfading
green 20x10 ... 15 17 6

30x12 ... 18 7 6
18x10 ... 13 5

16 X 8 ... 10 5

Permanent green... 20x10 ... 11 12 6
18x10 .,, 9 12 6
16X 8 ,„ 6 13 6

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ,., £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks 1 11 ,. „ [river.

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 2 5 0,, at rly. Btn,

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts,,. 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Pareham Red 3 12
Best Bed Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bulk OS 1 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

aSin, Best Red Ac-

i

crington Plastic [ 4 10
Facing Bricks )

' Accrington Best Red Plastio Facing per
Bricks £2

3J" ditto Second Best Plastio ditto 2
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3i" in
thickest part 9

3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 9

3i' ditto ditto through and through 9

si" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and 4" radius BuUnoBes ; Stock
patterns 3

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each
Ditto ditto 9" xi course

Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in London,

3

Accrington Camber Arches :

—

3 coarse deep, 44" e Dflit, per foot opening ,.. 13
4 ditto 4l" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
5 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6

3 ditto 9- ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ,„ 2 11

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 9

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works-
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GLAZED BBIOKS.
HARD GLAZES, (PER 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best
Salt Glazed. Ba£f, Cream. Other Second

Best. beconas. & Bronze. Colours Colonra
retchers—
E13 7 6 £10 IT 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

11 17

15 17

17 17 6

14 17 6

18 17 6

19 17 6

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7
Qnoins, Ballncse, and 4}in. Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 31 7
Donble Stretchers—

17 17 6 16 7 6 30 17 6 34 7
Doable Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 31 7
One side and two ends, square—

18 17 6 17 7 6 31 17 6 26 7
Two Bides and one end, square—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 23 17 6 36 17
Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 17 6 31 17 6 34 17 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Doable Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 6d. each
Rounded Internal Angles-

Id. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each
MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each Bd. each
Internal and External Angles—

1/3 each 1/3 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/3 each
Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers £23 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose... 37 17 6
C impass bricks, circular and arch bricks \ Not

of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
[ist for their respective kinds and colours Y ing 9in.

C.imber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4!iin
Is. 2d. each ) by 2|in.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations.

VARNISHES, &o. Per galloi
Pine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak

. o 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches o 14

Fine Elastic Carriage '.
.. 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple Q 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil . 11
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18
White Copal Enamel 14
Extra Pale Paper '..

"""",
q la

Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16

TKADE NOTES.
We arc informed that Claridge's Asphalte is

eiiig uscil on the roofs of Skelton Castle, and
ar damp-course at W. H. Smith and Sons'
ruiting-oflices, Stamford-street, S.E.

Under the direction of Mr. S. J. \Vearin>',
rchitect, 15, Upper King-street, Norwich, the
Boyle" system of ventilation (natural),
mbracmg Boyle's latest patent "air-pump"

tor and :ur-inlets, has been applied to the
new Prin
Church, No

Department, St. Mary's Baptist

6 per yard, deliveredThames Sand 7
Pit Sand 7
Thames Ballast 6 0.,

s. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
a -ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. s. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27e. Od. per ton at
railway station.

OILS.
Bapeseed, English pale, per tun £38 15 to £29 B
Do., brown 36 15 ,, 27 5
Cottonseed, refined 39 „ 30
Ohve, Spanish 39 10 ,, 40
Seal, pale ,, ... 31 „ 2110
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ 46 10
Do., Ceylon 42 10 „ 43
Do., Mauritius 43 10 „ 43
Palm, Lagos -- - ^9 <^ n qi r n
Do. Nut Kernel
Oleii

35

Sperm 30 o
Lubricating U.S per gal, 7
Petroleum refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1 6
Do., Archangel 19
Linseed Oil per'gal. 2
Baltic Oil ', ... o 2
Turpentine „ ... o 2
Putty (Genuine Lin-

1

^ „ „

seed Oil) ..!:.}
««few>- 8

Pure Linseed Oil I

Stority " Brand I

QLASS (IN OBATES).?
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz.
i',oarths 2d. ... 3d. ... 3Sd.
Thirds 2id. ... 3M. ... 44d.
Fluted Sheet 2|d. ... 3ld. ... 6id.

Hartley's EngUsh Boiled Plate : iin. ^/isin.

2id. ... 2jd. ... 3d.
Figured Boiled and Repoussine 'White. Tinted

aid. _ 6d .

10

iin.

Messrs. John Smith and Sons, Midland Clock
Works, Derby, have just completed the erection
of a very large chiming clock in Cannington
Church, near Bridgwater, and a large West-
ninister quarter clock and bells for a church in

iiave also erected the"
for the Bacup Co-operative Stores.

In the report of the Inspector of Ancient
Monuments recently issued by the British
Government, instructions are given to the fore-
men in charge of the various works of preserva-
tion. It is int'sresting to note that the powder
Pudio is suggested as a medium for water-
proofing the ancient buildings under the care of
the Government.

nd Co., Ltd., hav

ed dials, for the

Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
y TO- '

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120. Bunhill Row, London, B.C.

TENDERS
',• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

he addresses of the parties tenderine—at any rate, of
the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the informa-

Bl!OiI)ST.lIE8.-F0r th
Broadttairp. for the Ken _
Wilfrid a. Robinson, M.S. A., architect, :-

Friday and Ling, Erith £7,345
Archer, W. H., 4 8on, Graveeend 7.249
Attiwood, G, J., Ramegate 7,150
Skinner, C. E., and Son, Chatham H,995
Ballard, W. .1., Ramegate 6,857 9
Martin, E. W., Ramsgate 6 850
Bowles, E. J.. Ashford H,743
Dixon. H, Headcorn 6 6!7
Klliott. W. H., and Son. Margate H,540
Godden, D., and Son, Ashford' ... 6 521
May, J. P., Broadstairs ti,270

* Provisionally accepted.

Cardiik.—For ihe construction of reinforced concrete
bridge. Mr. W. Harpnr, City Hall, Cardiff, city engi-
neer:—

Page, E. H £545 16 10
Watts and Gale 606
Evans, E. R , and Brothers, Car-

diff (accepted) 483 18 10

Devizes —For the new detached block of buildings
for 100 male and 100 female patients, to be erected at
the county lunatic asylum, for the Wilts County
Council :

—
Wakebam, Bros., Plymouth ... £32,400
Wort and Way, Salisbury 3D,8"5
Bosworth and Lowe, Nottingham 30,358
Martin, H.. Ltd., Northasipten ... 29.870
Long, Jacob. .S: Sons, Ltd., Bath... 29,432
Foster and Dicksee, Rugby .,, 28,888
Saunders .t Sons, Ltd., Cirencester 28,745 19 2
Lowe, T., .it Sons, Burton-on-Trent 28.699

28,481iNicnois, w. T., Gloucester
Evans, F., Nottingham 28,031 14
Cole Bros., Bath 27,900
Pollard and Sons, Bridgwater ... 27,730
Chivers, W. E., & Sons, Devizes* 27,297
Moss, W., and Sons, Ltd., Lough-
borough 27,290

Mnssellwhite & Son, Basingstoke 27,172
Stephens and Son. Ltd., Exewr+ 26,698

•Accepted, t withdrawn on account of error of
nearly £i,000.

Hammersmith,—For repairs to No. 245, Hammer-

PILKINQTON & CO.
fEsTABLISHED 1S38.)

DEPTFORD WHARF,
lao * 192, CREEK ROAD, DEPTFORD, 8.B

PolonceauAsphaEt!

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.
Telephone Nos. : New Ceoss 1102 (2 Lines).

bounty Council :-
Triggs and (Jo £808

Markham and Markham ... 623
Brown, W„ and Sons 590

All of London.

dtcided to execute the repairs by the direct employ-
ment of labour.

London.—For the e

Mountfetield Park, for the London t

Rowley Bros., Wood Green ... £3f
Stevens and Sons, Crouch Hill ... 3E

Mather, ,1, U., Islington 35

Newell, E., Poplar 3;

Haruing, R.,and Son, Brixton ... 3:

Fletcher, P. W.. Tooting' 2!

Architect's estimate, £226.
• Recommended for acceptance.

{Continued on page X V.)

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

June 10—Semi-Detached Cottages, Thatcham ( Jost Lioiitad t

•pan
20—Champlain Tercentenary Monument, OrilUa, Ontario

Canada llimit of cost £.t,100)
23—Secondary School for Boys (600 places), Barnes Estate,

Durham-road. Sunderland. (Asseesor nominated by
President of Royal Xnstilute of British Arcnitects) £100, £50, £26....

3f-Villa-Flats at the Lido, Venice (limit of cost £80,000) £480, £320. £200.

. 8. V. Pinniger, Clerk, Market-place, Newbury.

The Canadian High Commissioner, Victoria-street, S.W.

7,01July 16-Harbonr Extension, Helsingborg
„ 16- Designs for New Town Half, Middleton (cost not to exceed

£18,100) (Hastwell Grayson, Assessor) £100, £50, £25
,, 25-Dei:ign8 for Police and Hie Station, Eedhill. (Astessor.) 40ge., 20gs., lOgs.

Sept. 7—Designs for Public Elementary Schools at Linda-street,

York-rcad, Battersea ; and BUlingsgate-street, Ohuroh-
Btreet, Greenwich (ilr. J. W. Simpson, F.R.I.B.A.,

Dec. 31—Planning Workmen's Settlement. (J'ampine'Coaifield £400, £240

,.- J. W.Moncur, M.Inft.C.E.,
Diiczione delta Campagn

8.M. del Giglio 2467, Venice.
000 kron., 2,000 kron... The Barbour Extension Board, Helsingborg, Sweden.

L. Gomme, Clerk, Education Offices, Victoria Embankment, W.U.
M. le President de ia Commission pour I'Amenagement dee

Aeglomeiations Induetrieiles, Rue de Louvain, Brussels.

A. MajneH.
Co.. Ltd,

-Dctign for Laving Out Walton Hall Estate, Liverpool ICOgs., oOgs,, 26gs S. R. Pickm
-Plans for Improvement of Saloon Theatre and Grounds
and Erecting Concert Hall, Whitby

, Sec, Sydney and Suburban Hydraulic Powe
,
Martin-place, Sydney, N.S.W.
Town Clerk's Office, Liverpool.

Ecott, Eur., Ccutcil Offices, Flowergate, Whitby.
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LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

June • 5—WtflcTan Pbapol, Howeiave,
5_Pecon(Iary School, Thirsk
5—Bonfe. Cliff-lano, CrigRlestone

6—Fmm Ifiiiklings, Alterations to. Woolntanwood
ti_i;nrfeB' Qnarters at Workhonse, Old Windsor
6—Tubcrrolofis Hospital, Additions to, Middlesbrough
6—Farm Buildings. Worleston
6-Gencrating Station. Dock-road, Poulton
6-SBi)aloriiim. Middleton. llkley
6—Six-Stor\' Warebouse. Nottincham
(i-Police Smtion. Additions to, Ton Pmitro
6— RemcilL'llinp Otilces at School, St. Mewan
6— Pall. AltenitifinB to, Horden
«_Worhmen'H Dwollinps (121, Tewkesbur.v
11—Hcuees i:;ii) iind Farm BuildinRS, Repairs to, Ledsbam ...

It— National Pcbcol, Kirk hills, Ballymoney
«— FaTnibcuto. Rbo&fach, Llantood
H— Council School, Improvements to, Eelynack ,

B—Scmi-dctschcd Houses (16). Barsoed
8_Hoi-piial, Foundations for Two Ward Blocks at, Bargoed...

8— OtBces, Additions to. Electricity Works, Brighton
8— CoDDly Sanatorium, Additions to, Shotts
8—Three Pairs of Cottages, Costeasey
8—Cottages (28), Cranboume-lane, Basingstoke
8—New Entrance. St. James's Market. Bradford
8-PowerHonse, Ripon-road, Harrogate
8—Bouee, Market-street, East Looe
8—Western Police Buildings, Cranfcton-hUl, Glasgow
8—Pair of Shops, Coleford
8—Market-place Ferry Landing, Offices at. South Shields

8—Engine Houbo, Dogsthorpe
8— School, Middle-road, Swansea
9— Collector's Offices. Extending, North-road, Brighton
9—Improvements to Ventilation, Council School. Heme Bay
9—Read Motor Depot. Penzance
9—Five Steel-Framed Buildmgs. London, 8.W
9— Cottage. Bontnewydd
9— Gocde Offices at Station, West Bromwich
9—Platform Coverings at Station, Aberdare
9—Prcmiees. Additions t«, Andover
10- Gaidencr'B House. Additions to, Auchinroath
10—Eboemaen, Additions to, Blaenporth
10—Branch Poet-OlEce, Alterations to, Woolwich
10—Cemetery, Greenhouse at. Lees
IC—Bear's Head Hotel, Tonyrefail
10—Buildings, Repairs to (Three Years), Gloucester District...

10—Education Offices, Extension to, Deanegate, Manchester ..

10—Buildings, Repairs to (Three Years), Southampton District

10— Newtown School, Manual Instruction Centre at, Exeter...

II— Buildings, Repairs to (Three Years), Bolton District

11— Infirmary, Repairs to, Lower-roaa, Rotherhithe, S.E
12— Council School. Additions to, CopmanLhorpe
12—Patije-street Schools, Alterations to, Heckmondwike

BXJILDINGS.

North Riding Education Committee .

Chester County Council
Guardians
Corporation
Chester County Council

,

Wallasey Corporation
West Riding Public Health Com. ...

Trent Navigation Co
Glamorgan County Council
Cornwall Education (

B. F. Morgans
Cornwall Education Committee
Gilfach-Paraoed Garden Suburb, Ltrd.

Bedwellty Drbin District Council ,.

Town Council

Forehoe Rural District Council

Corporation
> Co.

Urban District Council
Corporation
Co-operative Society, Ltd
Tyne Improvement Commissioners
Peterborough Rural District Council
Education committee
Borough Council
Kent Education Committee
Great Western Rly. Co
Egyptian War Department
Great Western Railway Co
Great Weaiern Riilway Co
Great Western Railway Co
Co-operative Society

H,M. Works Commissioners..
Education Committee
H.M. Works CommlBSioners..
Education Committee
H.M. Works Com missioasrs ..

Bermondsey Guardians

. Osdon. Archt.. Peter8"m-i*o\d. Waiefleld.
W. H. Lancaster. County Land Agent. Chester.
Edgington and Spink, Arcbts., Winder.
8. Burgees, M.I.C.K.. Boro' Eng.. Mun. Bldgs., Middlesbroajh.
W. H. Lancaster. County Land Agent, Chester.
J. A. Orowther. Elec. Eng., Seaview-roal, Wallaeev.
The West Riding Architect, County Hall, Wakefield.
Beazell and Sons, Archts., Parliament-street, Nottingham.
The Clerk, County Hall. Oardiil.
B. C. Andrew. Archt., Biddick's-court, St. Austell.
T. Crake. Sec, 41, 13th-ftreet, Horden, Sunderland.
H. A. Badbam, Town Clerk, Tewkesbury.
W. H. Lancaster, County Land Agent, Chester.
R. C. Martin. Solicitor, Ballymone.v.
L. Lewis, L.R I.B.A., Market-square, Uirdigan.
8. Hill, Archt., Green-lane, Redruth,
G. Kenshole, M.8.A., Station-road. Bargoed.
D. H. Price, Sur , Council Offices, Aberbargoed.
T. Garrett, L.R.I. B.A.. 34, Ship-street, Brighton.
A. Cullen. Lockhead. and Brown, Archts.. Hamilton.
J. O. Bond, Archt.. 29, Castle Meadow. Norwich.
F. R. Phipps, A.M.I.C.E., F.S.I. , Boro' Eng., Basingstoke.
The City Architect. Town Hall. Bradford.
F. H. Bobinton, A.M.I.C.E.. Gasworks, Harrogate.
C. Martin. Sur., East Looe. Cornwall.
J. Lindeay, Town Clerk, City Chambers, Glasgow.
W. F. Bird, M.8.A., M idsomer Norton.
J. M. Manson, Man. and Sec. Newcastle-on-Tine.
J. W. Buckle, Clerk, 49, Priestgale, Peterborough.
A. W. Halden. Clerk. Edu cation Offices, Grove-place, Swanse
T. Garrett, L.R.I. B.A., Archt., 34, Ship-street. Brighton.
W. H. Robinson, M.8.A ., SeBeions House, Maidstone, Kent.
A. E. Bolter. Sec. Pad dington Station, W.
Sir A. L. Webb, K. CM .G., Queen Anne's Chambers, S.W.
A. E. Bolter. Sec, Paddington Station, W.
A. E. Bolter, Sec, Paddington Station, W.
A. E. Bolter, Sec, Paddington Station, W.
A, E. Wade, Man., Co op. Soc, Bridge-street, Andover.
A. J. Mitchell Qui, Auchinroath.
L.Lewis. L.R. I. B. A., Marke t-Ei!uare, Cardigan.
The Secretary. H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, 8.W.
W. Ogden, Clerk, Council Offices, Lees, Oldham.
Thomas and Morgan. Archts., Pontypridd.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
The Clerk, Education Offices, Deansgate, Manchester.
The Secretary, H,M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
J. Jerman, P. R.I. B. A., 1, Bedford-circus, Exeter.
Toe Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
E. P. Femon. Clerk, 283, Tooley-street, 8.E.
The Education Architect, County Hall, Wakefield.
The Education Architect, County Hall, Wakefield.

^ L.IGNIXINE
One of the famous Britannia products made by

The Largcsft Varnish Industry in the World
is a permanent Oil Varnish Stain, made in a variety of colours, and w hen applied to soft

woods gives the appearance of Mahogany, Oak, Walnut, Teak, Rosewood, Cedar, Satinwood,

and other hardwoods. It stains and varnishes in a single operation, and dries hard in a

few hours—thus showing a great saving of time over separate staining and varnishing.

Ftill list of Britannia Varnishes and
Specialties ivill be sent on application.

miIngham:CiAEK
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Symington Lodge, Lanarkshire. Entrance and
Garden Fronts, with plans. Mr. .\ndrew N.
Prentice, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

Messrs. Barclay and Co.s Bank, Guildford. View
and plan. Mr. Arthur C. Blomfleld, M.A..
Architect.

St. Augustine's Church, Addlest^ne, Surrey. View
and plan. Mr. H. Reginald Poulter, Architect.

New Centre for Domestic and Manual Instruction,
Glass-street, Hauley. Staffs. \iew with plans.
Mr. S. B. Ashworlh, M.S.A., .\rchiiect. cm<:.k

Cottages, Manor Way. Ruislip. Mr. Herbert A.
Welsh, A.R.I.B.A , .\rchitect.

Selected Designs for E.ttensions, St. Margaret's
Church, Wolstanton. Mr. R. F. Lawson,
Architect.

ECLECTICISM.

The shortest definition of our title may
be "the selection of the best," and we shall

try and adapt this artistic process to tho

varying kinds of wood now placed at the

architect's disposal for building, many of

which are wholly overlooked by him,

and which might with advantage bo more
extensively used. The fluctuations of the

timber trade do not disturb our profession,

and a shortage of White Sea deals has as

little interest for the architect as a
surplusage of mahogany from Grand
Bassam. Therefore, to bring to his notice
all the valuable woods, now neglected, it

will be necessary to speak of them as if

they were materials to be used, and not
talked about.

Some thirty-five years ago, in tho time
of tho Gothic revival, we had to alter a

large country mansion, and bring it up to

date. This was done by dealing, even with
the doors of the best rooms. Thoy were of

mahogany, and the owner would have them
pitch-pine ; so they had to go. About the

same time we reseated a 13th-century
church ; the seats were, of course, brought
up to date—they were of oak—and so they,

too, had to go, to make way for pitch-pine.

Wo must confess that, as Saul consented
to tho death of Stephen and stood by,

aiding and abetting those that made
..away with him, so we did with this

old Work. Like Saul, we repented ;
but,

unfortunately, we cannot undo the mischief

done iu these cases, by us and others.

in many hundreds of places throughout
the country. The prevailing fashion at

the time settled -what kind of wood Avas to

be used, so in all these cases the most
valuable was thrown out, to make room for

the least valuable, and that which many
would get rid of now if they could.

-Eclecticism in these cases did not imply the

use of common-sense, for assuredly sane

people would have knowii that tho work
and material being rejected were far

better in every way than thoso which weie
the rage at the time, and which every

architect was only too willing to use.

Pitch - pine became associated with tho

work of the Gothic revival : hence the

other woods, mahogany and oak, were

"Classic." and to be avoided.

It was much the same with the best of

our building stones. Portland was never

used in Gothic churches. It was "Classic,"

|.robably because Wren used it in the City

churclics and elsewhere when he wanted
largo columns. No human being could give

any rational reason why Portland was not

to be used in the churches of the Gothic
revival: but it was not. Bath stone was

used everywhere for dressings, at least,

when local stone was used for walling. Of
course, the difference of cost in working
the two stones told in favour of Bath, and
made it popular.

There is happily no style in timbers,

and the most suitable wood for any plan is

that which looks best, colour being a first

consideration—we speak of joinery and
fittings ; for any other purpose the

strongest and cheapest is the best. There
is another point to be considered in a good
wood ; for what the Americans call

"trimmings," it should have figure. A
door or a shutter with wide panels
straight-grained is tiresome. The panels,

however, are usually of what the knowing
ones call " a curl " of veneer ; the straight

pieces are for the stiles, and this is so

in the fitness of things. Straight-grained

wood must be selected for framing that is

not to twist ; and a handsome curly-grained

wood will twist in bulk, so it must be used
in narrow, thin panels, or as veneer, if

used at alL No matter, then, what timber
may be used by the architect, the con-

structional part of all his work must be
straight - grained, whether it is for

carpentry or joinery, and any figured orna-

mental surfaces must be obtained by
gluing slices of the decorative -vvood on to

what is rigidly straight-grained, if the

panels are to be kept plane surfaces. It is

well to bear in mind that where panels are

exposed on both sides and veneered on one
side, the veneer will pull the face of the

panel to a hollow, cylindrical surface ; so

that it is necessary, in order to keep the

work true, that the panel be veneered on
both sides, even if one is turned to the

wall, and in ibis case a veneer of no value,

e.xcept for the pull, may be used. When
panels are wide and the grain straiaht, the

only wav to treat the surfaces will be to

mould them something like the drapery
panels of Mediteval work, which get rid of

the difficulty in a very artistic way. One is

rather surprised when there is so much
mahogany imported, that so little of it

should be used for joiner's work in private

houses. It is not expensive, costing only

about twice as much as pitch-pine. Teak is

more frequently used by architects than
mahogany, although it is more than double
the price, and its colour and grain cannot
be compared w'ith those of mahogany.
Mahoganv, like teak, is a Tropical tree.

The wood comes here from the Gold and
Ivory Coasts of AVest Africa, and from the
West Indies. Though both varieties are

.mahogany, (he former is called Khaya
Senegalensis. and the latter Swietcnia
Mahogani. Like that of other woods, I he
price of mahogany will depend on the

length and cross section of the log, the
liigliest dimensions bringing the highest
price, and in some cases doubling it. Four
shillings per cube foot is a fair, all-round
merchant's price for logs up to 18ft. long,

and from loin, to 20in. square, and when
cut into joiners' scantlings the price may
run to 6s. per foot. This is for Honduras
wood ; but African may be had for 2s. per
cubic foot or less, in logs up to 19ft. long
and 30in. square. African mahogany comes
from the ports of Axim, Grand Bassara,
Sekondi, and several others of lesser note.

The value of all this wood may be included
in prices between 2s. 6d. and os. per foot.

Cuba mahogany, from Santa Cruz, fetches
a higher price, and it rises from os. to 10s.

per foot. For his work the architect wants
straight grain and colour ; none of his

scantlings are large, so that he is in a
position to get this wood at a very low-

price. It cannot be impressed too strongly
en him that high prices are given for figure

and sizes in this wood, as in many other.'i;

and that, as he requires neither of these, he
Can obtain what he wants at the low price

of about 3s. 6d. or 4s. per foot. Mahogany
is a rich-looking wood, it takes polish well,

and there is no reason why it should not
bo used for doors, architraves, window-
shutters, and barks, ami nil tlie joiners'

work of a good hnu^.\ e-xri

for this it would ln' tn..

"hard wood." Teak i--

ordinary use, as it runs i

foot; moreover, it is ip

figure, and thnuali a rich
'

not equal to mahogany,
however, to say that muc
of mahogany is given to it by a stain which
is worked in with the polish. Teak is ever-

lasting, even in the wet, so that architects

use it chiefly for casement sashes and
frames. It makes good sash and frame
sills ; but though we have seen oak sills to

de.al frames, we never fixed teak sills to

them, nor have we seen them anywhere.
Teak works gritty, and it surely poisons a
workman's finger if i s|iliiit. r enters it.

Oak is the nf-xt li.n.I w^^.] we have to

select from. Within tiio l;i^i fifty years we
have added some varieties to our own
English oak, and all of them are easier to

work than our own. Ono of tho latest

arrivals is the Japanese. There are
immense forests of oak in Japan, and we
may rely on the .Japanese so working these
for our benefit that the prices of Austrian
and Riga wainscot will soon come down.
Every architect knows that these are valued
for their being soft-working compared with

English oak. and they have always main-
tained a high price. Wo never bought
any, retail, under one shilling in the inch,

I''
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whicli is 12s. per cubic foot. The Japanese

oak logs at present imported arc about

20ft. long and iiOin. square, so that in sizo

they cannot compare with Riga or Austrian

butts; it is said that the wood will wcnk

as freclv as either of tlie Continental kinds.

Except "when cut radially, oak is a plain

wood, and it invariably shows a straight

sj, ,11 vli, II , Hi tangentially. Builders call

,1 , !
- 1 sawing "on the quarter,"

-1, III'; the U.S. merchants,

,,.i.u:li - n"! " and "plain-sawed." We
have said that mahogany is not a suitable

wood for flooring—it is so soft ; but in oak

we have an ideal flooring-wood, for it is

hard compared with mahogany, and the

figure brightens a floor up when it is laid

in strips of wood alternately, one

'quartered " and the next plain. AVe liavo

said in strips, for this is what the Oak
Flooring Manufacturers' Association of

the United States aro plucky enough to

do. They will not, if (lossible, have their

floor "boards" more than U,in. wide, and

none moro than 2iin. under any circum-

stances. This will stagger some architects,

and so it may, when they know that iifty

years ago, in this country, flooring was laid

13in. wide. The builder who is accustomed

to use imported prepared floor-boards, may
find it diflicult to believe this; but there

was a time when Memel logs 13in. and over

were sawn for floor-boards, and prepared

on the builders' benches. Now, such a

thing is unknown. Our modern boards

6in. and 7in. wide aro pushed through a

four-cutter planing-machine, and the

finished article, such as it is. comes from

abroad cut ready for use; there being two

sides to every board, the workman can

select the best for the face side. How were

boards prepared when there were no
planing-machines ? When there were no

machines, it is obvious that the boards

might be as wide as the log they were cut

from. So, in those days. Sin., Gin., and
7in. flooring was unknown, and width was,

therefore, no hindrance to the workman
;

but it is plain that if he cleaned off and
planed up both sides of these flooring-

boards, his labour on the under side of the

boards would have been thrown away, far

no one would have seen it. A true surface

with gauged edges was, therefore, prepared,

and when the position of the joists under
the board was marked, beds for the joists,

their width and no more, wero sunk across

the boards from gauge-mark to gauge-
nrark, the face of the board was finished

with the smoothing-plane, and tho under-
side of the board was left rough from the
saw-kerf, except where it had been sunk
into to take the joist, and there is was accu-

rately thicknessed from edge to edge. But to

return to the narrow oak boarding, for

there is much care taken in selecting and
grading the wood for it—more than we
have ever taken, or seen taken, with oak
floors here. There are two kinds of boards
quarter-sawed—"clear " and " sap ck-ar

and four kinds plain - sawed- ' cb:
"select," No. 1 "common," and " factoi

making in all six grades. We need not tijke

up any space in describing these qualit
it will be enough to say that as the
" lumber " from which they are iirepared
has been air-dried, kiln-dried, cooled, and
milled accurately, it is asserted for tho
boards that they are in perfect condition.
Oak flooring or any other flooring should
never be laid in a building until the
plastering is thoroughly dry. In fact,
scientific boarding of this kind should not
be laid until the painter is out ; and there
will be no difficulty in having this done, as
tho narrow boards must be laid on one of
plain "deal," and this may be put down at
any time.

In laying any good hard wood floor we
have always had one of ordinary prepared

flooring laid under it, diagonally. The only

thing to be careful about is to see that the

wood in this sub-floor is so dry that it does

not swell with damp, and throw up the

superior floor ; but we have never been

troubled with dry boards of this descrip-

tion, and we have never met anyoiie who
had. As a precautionary measure, it is re-

commended that waterproof paper be laid

between the two floors. The narrow oak

boards are grooved and tongued on the

tnds as well as alcng the sides, and they

should be blind-nailed about 12in. apart.

When the boards are all nailed down, the

surface should be scraped along the grain,

and not across it, and then finished with

No. 1 sandpaper. To polish the floor, a

filler is used : it is usually paste, and, after

twelve hours, it is treated with wax,

varnish, or floor-oil, according to the finish

required ; but it need scarcely be said that

it is not intended that rugs should be laid

on this floor. Willow and poplar are some-

times used for flooring ; but they are liable

to be attacked by worms. Moreover, they

are dead-looking woods, having little varia-

tion in the density of the annual rings.

One of the most troublesome faults in any
log or piece of scantling intended for

joinery-work is a twist in the tree from
which it was obtained, and with a strong

wood like oak it is almost past mending.
We have seen logs 30ft. long and 2ft.

square in which tho vertical grain made
half a turn in the length of the log, and
it is common in teak logs for a star shake
to turn one-quarter round in 20ft. or less,

and a shake that may be horizontal at the

butt, as it lies stacked, may be vertical

at the other end. If church seats were
framed-up in oak of this kind, the bench-

ends would in a few days, if they were not

nailed down, be found at right angles to

each other

!

There is little use in reading about these

woods. The young architect should study

them in the docks, where he will find a

magnificent collection of all the woods
likely to interest him. The "Surrey Com-
mercial," on its quays, in its sheds, and
in its ponds, can show the largest col-

lection of soft-wood logs, deals, battens,

and boards in the world, from the Baltic

and the White Sea. Millwall Docks
usually carry teak logs, and the East India
Docks mahogany and other hard orna-

mental woods. Pitch-pine logs are floated in

the Surrey Docks. In examining planks

stacked under cover, it will be well not

to judge of the sapwood in them too

hastily, for it does not "blue" unless

when it is decomposed. We have often

seen White Sea and Petersburg llin. by

3in. apparently without sapwood, when
these planks had more than their usual

share. They were, however, protected from
the rain, and this simple expedient left

them all heartwood apparently. It is

always a difficult matter to find where the

sapwood ends and the heartwood begins

in white deal ; but the manufacturers
usually forget a bit of bark on some of

the corners, and this tells its tale.

WORKS IN WOOD AT CARPENTERS'
HALL.

The eighth exhibition of models and speci-

mens of works in wood and wood-carving
and examples on loan held by the Worshipful
Company of Carpenters, and opened by
Viscount Hambledon on Monday afternoon,
fills the whole of the spacious suite of apart-
ments in the Company's hall in London Wall,
and is better in quality than any previously
brought together by the Company. The
Court had secured the cooperation as judges
of Mr. John Willson. a Past Master, ns
chairman, Sir George Frampton, R.A., Sir
'1'. G. Jackson. R.A., Sir W. Goscombe John,
R.A., Sir Aston Webb, R.A., and Messrs.

Howard Chatfeild Clarke (president Sur-
veyor's Institution), H. Phillips I'letclier,

H. Vaughan Lanchester, V.P.K.I.B.A., T.
Stirling Lee, M. H. Pocock, F. G. Rice
(president Institute of Builders), Thomas F.
Rider, Laurence A. Turner, William F.
Wallis (president elect London Master
Builders' Association), and C. F. A. Voysc>y.

The competitive exhibits numbered about
tliree hundred, and were arranged in eiglit

divisions, under the headings of Carpentry,
Joinery, Carving, and Furniture, and in each
division medals and money prizes were
offered iu various classes. AH models were
wrought to scale, but as this scale was in many
cases left to the discretion of the competitor,
there was often a marked difference in tho
dimensions of exhibits set side by side, and
it was not always easy, especially in the
Carving divisions, to arrange the works con-
secutively according to the numbers placed
upon them. The works were sent in anony-
mously, but after the judging the name of the
exhibitor was appended to each.

Division I. was restricted to models in
Constructive Carpentry, iu which the object
aimed at was to attain strength with a mini-
mum of labour in material, and elicited some
keenly-contested tests of strengtli in the half-
dozen classes. In Class 1, a Mansard roof
truss, 30ft. span, in pitch pine, the first prize
(£5) and silver medal went to Samuel Gott
for a cleverly-cut model of liigli pitch with
open ratters, and the second prize of £3 to
E. P. Brewster for a model to larger scale and
of heavier type. In Class 2, for an. open timber
roof, also in pitch pine, the first prize (£5)
and silver medal was awarded to William
Bodger, and the second prize of £3 to Ernest
Atkins. In Class 3, centering for a foot-
bridge over a 40ft. roadwav, John Colburn
obtained the first prize (£5)'and silver medal
for a well-strutted specimeii, W. H. Rose
getting the second prize (£3). In Class 4,
framed centering, with .strutting complete, for
a reinforced concrete dome with radiating
r-ibs, the first prize (£7) was deservedlv
gained by F. E. Olliver with a bold elliptical

dome; this model also received the gold
medal as the best exhibit in Divisions I. and
II. The second prize of £3 went to L. T.
Buckley, and a silver medal (10s. Gd. in

books), awarded by the Incorporated British
Institute of Certified Carpenters, was takeii
by A. B. Henbest with a boldly-gored ellip-

tical model, with open eye abo\e. Class 5
was for shoring between two fonr-storv ware-
houses on either side of a 20ft. road, and
elicited varied solutions of this problem,
some extravagant in use of timber and at the
same time very weak from a constructional
viewpoint. The winning model, by A. B.
Henbest, was well strutted and economical
iu treatment, and deservedly won the first

prize of £5 and silver medal, and the same
competitor also carried off the second prize
of £3 for an exhibit showing raking shores
inside one of the warehouses ; a large and
very elaborate model was shown by D. R.
Houiidsell. In Class 6, a footbridge, 23ft.

span, in a public park, a well-framed design
of simple treatment gained for J. P.
Blake the first prize (£5) and silver

medal, and another comparatively plain
model by W. Orchard won the second
prize of £3. A certificate and bronze medal,
awarded by I.B.I.C.C. for originality

and skill in design, was given to J. C. Archi-
bald for an elaborate and costly scheme, only
likely to be adopted by an authority not
directly elected by ratepayers or a Govern-
ment Department.

In Division II., Carpentry, competitors
were restricted to an architectural and pic-

turesque effect, combined with strength and
economy iu material and labour. Class 1

was for a permanent bandstand for an open
space, and was well contested; the wirniing

model, an octagonal design in oak, gained for

J. E. Mills £5 and a silver medal; the second
prize (,£3) went to an octagonal model bv
Harold Ashworth, with lantern over roof,

having much too narrow an entrance for the

performers with their instruments. A
similar lack of spaciousness in the steps and
gateway was observable i[i Herbert Newton's

had an effectivelv-treateil roofmodel
of flat Cla?s 2, for a roof of tr
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ditional English construction, J. H. West
carried off the first prize of £5 and silver

medal with a clever model showing open
truss-work with ratters. The rather smaller
and more simple model, with open-framed
and curved ribs, by H. H. Young, won the

second prize of £3. In Class 3, an open
porch, a Tudor design of Cheshire black-

aud - white type gained for L. E. Treves
the first prize of £7 and silver medal

;

E. J. Beesley took a second prize of

£3 for a more ordinary design, and
William Bodger was deservedly awarded an

extra prize of £1 lOs. for such a porch in li.ilf-

timber work with plaster panels as one

would see in the less-frequented districts of

South-West SuCfolk.

Division III., Joinery, comprised half a

dozen classes. No. 1," for an open newel
staircase, the first prize of £5 and medal
went to a model in oak with low risers and
easy treads, by W. S. Hales, and the second

prize (£3), and also bronze medal, awarded
by I.B.I.C.C. tor design and craftsmanship,

w'ere gained by Ernest Atkins with a design

showing broad landings ; both were in two
flights. In Class 2, the competition for a

similar staircase for a large country house,

with single straight flight to a half-landing,

and breaking off in two flights, circular on

plan, to two landings on first floor, presented

difficult problems, and brought forth several

interesting attempts at solution. The first

prize (£7 and silver medal)) was won by A. E.

Atkins with a clever design in mahogany, ex-

hibiting broad treads and spacious landings ;

the second prize of £3 was taken by H. A.

Fox with a model in pitch pine, in which tlie

wall surface was effectively panelled. Class 3,

for English oak panolling, tlie prize of £3 and

silver medal went to W. J. Seabourne for

cleverly-carved linen-fold work of Late 15th-

century character. Class 4, a panelled oak

door for a room, failed to attract any

really satisfactory work. Tlie first prize

and medal were 'withheld, and the second

prize of £2 and medal went to an

apprentice (K. A. Crundell) for a nicely

mitred and tenoned work to half full-size

scale. Neither of the two exhibits in

Class 5, a ledged door, 5 was adjudged worthy

of prize ; but a numerous and varied

response was given to the offers in Class 6

for any other piece of soundly-constructed

joinery. lu this class the first prize of £5,

and also the gold medal for the best exhibit

in the whole division, went to George Austin

for a spherical-headed and panelled niche,

with admirable shell covering and laminated

panels ; the second prize (£3) to Edward
Perry for an elaborately-framed oak lych-

gate, which would only bo executed to full

size as a memorial where funds were not a.

primary consideration ; and an extra prize of

£1 10s," a silver medal, and 10s. 6d. in books,

awarded by I.B.I.C.C. for design and crafts-

manship, were awarded to H. Willis for a

cabinet for a church safe, of a very ordinary

phase of the Perpendicular style.

As might be anticipated, there were very

numerous responses to the competitions

announced in Division IV., that of Carving.

Here all work had to be left from the tool,

without polish or varnishing, and to be of

full size. In Class 1, a string for a staircase,

John Cronin gained the first prize of £3 and

silver medal for a bold composition with stiff,

almost archaic, foliage ; and the second prize

of £2 went to C. E. Jeune for a part

of straight string for a newel staircase,

which is so unfortunately skied by the

hangers that it is difBcult to compare its

relative merits with other work in this class ;

the treatment is Roman Renaissance. Class 2,

an oak door, S. R. Jezard took the first prize

of £5 and silver medal, with a work showing

well-placed and sparingly applied ornament.

In Class 4, for an oaken carved lectern,- no

first prize was awarded; John C. Blair re-

ceived the second prize of £3 for an exhibit

in which an erect and stiff figure of an angel

with hands resting on a sword, supports the

book board; another lectern, by Miss Julia

Bowley, is far too restless and elaborate in

treatment. Harold T. Smith won the first

prize (£3 and silver medal) in Class 6 for two

pieces of moulding in oak; no awards being

made in Class 5 for a column of oak. Class 7,

for a carved panel, was one of the most
popular; the first prize of £3 and silver

medal went to William C. King for "Wisdom
and Strength," an owl seated on a branch;
Ernest Smith obtained the second prize of

£2 for a coat of arms in mahogany, and an
extra prize of £1 10s, was taken by C. E,
Cornelius, an apprentice of 17, with a pierced
panel ; two other extra prizes of £1 each by
Miss Alice A. Shaw (for a stiff and formal
rendering of a spray of sea holly) and John
E. Moss (panel in low relief), and yet another
extra prize of IDs. by A. L. Ganion for

carved foliage in very high relief, and fragile,

executed in pine wood. A miscellaneous
class. No, 1, for carving not previously speci-

fied, brought forth nearly sixty works of all

sorts and sizes, from side tables and over-

mantels to glove and handkerchief boxes

;

best

and was well merited by, Thomas Colley, for

a handsome carved overmantel and four
brackets, all in lime wood. The second prize
of £4 was taken by Mark Rogers for a cabinet
in oak showing a scene from the story of

Jason ; the third prize of £3 by William
C. King for a carved screen showing a hawk
pursuing a sparrow in mid air ; the fourth
of £2 for a carved column of sycamore by
James Peake. In this class an extra prize of

£3 and silver medal was awarded to William
Andrews, a young goatherd in East Aiiglia,

for a large-scale carving of a Nubian goat's
head, in which the fine horns and huge
pendulous ears are represented with
anatomical accuracy and in fine artistic

feeling. Many other extra prizes were
awarded in this class. One of £2 and silver

medal went to Alec Miller for a stiffly-

rendered portrait group in pine wood; two
others, each of £2, were taken by James
Osmond for two Late Gothic mouldings and
lion sliield, and by O. H. Watts for a drop
after Grinling Gibbons (unfinished, by the
way, and in treatment a long drop from the
17th-century Amsterdam craftsman's stan-
dard); three otliers, each of £1, by James
Peake for a mirror frame ; E. J. Singer, like

wise for a mirror frame; and by F. W. Pflan;
for oak-panelled arms of West Ham ; and
one of 10s. for three sandal-wood fan sticks

exhibited in an oak mirror frame (much ii

ferior in workmanship and finish to tli

sticks), by Frederick Stuttig. Certificate

were also" awarded in this class to A. V
Yeonians (for Gothic oak panel), Albei
Hughes (for carved panel of German Goth
quatrefoil design), Joseph Almond (for Lou
Seize oak frame). G. T. Baynton (study <

leaves from nature in satin walnut), Harold
Crow (pair of Venetian pilaster panels in

oak), E. F. Harper (angel's head on bracket),
and Arthur J. Osmond (model of newel post
for nursery).

Division V., Carving, open to amateurs
only, also attracted a largo number of com-
petitors. In Class 1, for carving in hard-
wood, as a part of furniture, the first prize
of £3 and silver medal went to Miss Vera
Charles for a study, to large scale, of a frieze,

showing festoon and brandies; the second
of £2 to Miss Gladys White for a cupboard
door panel in oak ; an extra prize of 10s. was
given to Frank Browning for a frieze; and a
certificate to Miss M. G. Mead for an alms
dish. Class 2 was for a piece of carving in

any wood. The first prize of £3 and silver

medal was awarded to S. R. Jezard for a
richly-treated carved bowl; the second of
£2 to Miss V. Kingsford for an overmantel
in oak. of a severe type of Renaissance,
with Ionic pilasters ; a certificate went to
Miss E. A. Golden for a china bracket in

walnut; and two others to Miss M. G. Mead
for two door stops having a rabbit and a
hedgehog as their respective themes.

In Division VI.. open to all craftsmen.
Furniture snitabl^^ for any one room of a
labourer's cnttace. tlie first prize of £7 was
awarded to W. D. Kennard for an oak gate-
legced dining-table; and the second of £3
to Thomas H. Eades for a shovel bo:ird t.ihle

in cypress and pitch pine, in which the
carving was unfinished.

In coiisequence of the number of entries
in Division VII., also for craftsmen, for a
Piece of Furniture in any wood, thirty-nine

1. the judges did not award the prizes

offered, but made special awards. A special

prize of £7 was given to William Willingale

1 very large china and music cabinet,

quietly treated, but with unglazed doors;

another of £5 to L. B. Webb for a veneered

and inlaid vase-shaped knife-box, in which

the material and treatment seemed too

elaborate for the utilitarian purpose ; one of

£3 to Augustus Ferrier for a carved and
inlaid fancy table ; in this case the judges

justly deprecated the design, which was
clumsy and ill-conceived, but commended the

clever craftsmanship and ingenuity. A
similar special prize of £3 went with more
justification to H. W. Rowntree, a youth of

18. for a toilet glass and carved stand in

walnut ; and one of £2 was given to W. J.

Allen for a music cabinet of inlaid ebony and
zebra wood.

Division VIII., Furniture, was open to

any manufacturing firm as well as to crafts-

1

men. In Class 1, for specimens of not moro
than three or four pieces of furniture, only

a second prize, consisting of a bronze medal,"

was awarded, and this went to Messrs. Heal
and Sons, Ltd., for an elm dresser. Class 2

evoked no competition ; but in Class 3 the

first prize, consisting of a silver medal, was
gained by L. B. Webb for a dresser in yellow

deal. In Class 4, a ballot box in English

oak, half-a-dozen designs were sent in. The
first prize of £5 and silver medal was
awarded to H. Durham for an octagonal

model ; and the second of £3 to Alfred Smith.

Among the most interesting exhibits in the

loan collection, which were distributed

throughout the room, to suit convenience in

grouping, were the Master's Chair of the

Worshipful Company of Joiners, carved in

1754 by Edward Newman, a liveryman of

tliat company ; the Master's Chair, an old

oak alms box and carved oak buffet, lent by

the Worshipful Company of Coach Makers ;

the President's Chippendale Chair of tlio

City of London Lying-in Hospital; a

beautiful William and Mary desk, lent by

Mr. H. Arthur Doubleday ; Charles II. arm-

chair, Jacobean chair, and Carolean chair,

lent by Messrs. Banister Fletcher and Sons ;

hat, music, clock, and picture stands, de-

signed and lent by Mr. C. F. A. Voysey

;

walnut chair of about 1690 and a mahogany
arm-chair of 1750, lent by the Worshipful
Company of Parish Clerks"; and a very large

collection of named specimens of rare and
interesting timbers, lent by Messrs. W. W.
Howard Brothers and Co., of Trinity-square,

E.C.
The exhibition, which will well repay a

visit, will be open free every day from
11 a.m. to 9.30 p.m. until the" evening of

Saturday in next week, the 20th inst.

TRAVELLING STUDENTSHIP OF THE
SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS, 1914:

DAIRY-FARM PLANS.

The subject this year for a Dairy Farm
has been responded to by only six com-

petitors, and this to some extent may be

accounted for by the rather specialised

character of the problem, which is also a

little out of the ordinary. The winner of the

studentship is Mr. Charles Bell, 72, Forest-

avenue, Aberdeen. The assessors were
Messrs. A. Alban H. Scott, E. J. Partridge,

and Thomas Wallis, whose report fairly

enumerates the points of this series of plans,

which afforded little choice in determining

the award. Generally speaking, the assessors

consider that a keen interest in the subject

has been taken by the competitors, though
in items of detail the arrangements display,

as might be anticipated, some want of tech-

nical knowledge, and, "bearing in mind that

a dairy farm, above all other businesses, must
have its buildings designed on the most
hygienic and sanitary lines possible," model
plans are not to be expected from students'

competitions.
The architectural character of the set of

drawings (No. 31) placed last is, perhaps, the

most artistically rendered of them all. The
drawings of this design are elevationally un-

pretentious, and suitable for countryside

work, while the planning of this schemn
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evinces intcnigent- promise. Nevertheless.

for nil that may be urged in this regard, the

author's design would need considerable

revision. His faults are so patent. For
example, the enormous roof ovet the

"milking-room " would never do, for it is

e-vactly double the height from the under

side of the tie-beam to the ridge as compared
with the distance below this beam to the

floor. Iho one span roof afconnts for this
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.ih.ujM ,.tliLi li.n. a eluoi- leading out of the

food storage.
ciThie selected design (No. 30) is very coni-

partly" nrrnnged, the farmstead being almost
square, with nrcaded open barns in front,

ranprcd round the dung yard, where there is

a- circular manure-pit. This manure area,

howjvcr, communicates directly with the
niilking room by a door and windows iji an
nntiqiVated and radically bad manner. The
milking room has the advantage of cross-

ventilation by means of little vertical lights

opening on to a fiat set above tlie ccjitral

feeding-passage and in the valley Ijitween
the two roofs. In the winter, snow niiglit

easily give trouble here, and access for clear
ing out the snowdrift would be most
desirable. The general contrivance showji bv
Mr. Charles Bell is satisfactory, and the lay-

out on the irregular outlined site fi.xed by
the Conditions is rather good. The farm
house is too rambling in character, and not
ine.\pensive to erect, with so varied a dis-

position of its parts. The office, entered from
the hall, is reached externally from a
verandah, and the design is very picturesque,
while the kitchen wing is neatly cut off well
from the house. In old farms the kitchen
constituted the principal room in the house.
round which life centred. Now, in this

advanced age, we have a fine spacious central
hall for social c uu^idnations, pleasingly
attractive and ver\ ' iip

i
i il ii

." The men's
house is a-onesldix liiiiliiiue. tlie inmates
using cubicles, and tli hatln.iiin is near the
entrance, for "cleaning down " readily. But
one w.c. in this room is not enough, and an
outbuilding for such provisions would have
been far preferable. The pair of semi
detached cottages have an awkward, con-
nection through a larder between the scullery
and the kitchen. The sprawling arch in the
centre forms a porch to the front doors of
these cottages, which adjoin in an objection-
able wav. The walls are of rubble-stone, with
red-pan'tiled roofs. The total cost of the
group of bnildinsis is set down at
£7,494 los. lOd. The farm premises are
cubed at M. per foot, tin farmer's house
at 5d., and the cottages at 4Jd., and 5d. per
foot cube measured up in the usual way-
No. 2G is placed second; but the design

is very indifferent, bald, and elementary.
The barns or cow-byres tale the form of
covered-in rii-''-i=ri-| v'arrU. \sii'iiiii -nn-liine.
wedged in n tlr -, i,r . '11, nil ,,

, m, js

laid' out " M
;

lull 111 . i-i,',i, II. .1 I,. ;,i,. „ot
sufTicientlv cl i n ii il lu |n-' i

.. ili n- ,i, .n.ni,.

t!on. Th" farmhouse ,s roniieoiiplaee, with
an ungitinly central hall and staircase built
hef/wcen two walls in an ut;lv fashion. We
i\0 iiol confirm this allocation' for the second
ih order of merit, but we understand ilii^ is

the order intended by the hangine n u

ment for the exhibition of these pin i ili

Society's house, 28, Bedford-sqnaiv, ,vli ,v

the displ.ay closed last 'Wednesday.
No. 27 marks an exceedingly heavy set of

cploured drawings, and the plan of the
miilking room is considered good ; but the
ijolntion stalls, dressing-room, and water-
c\oset. are in an extremely bad position,
opening as they do out of it." The farmhouse
is too cut up," with projecting wings in its

front— one for the office, and the other for
the scullery. The dairy block adjoins this
house. Otherwise its plan passes muster, and
seems cnnvenientlv disposed.
No. 28 is utilitarian, with iron sheds

cluttering^ bjj the site. A dunging passage, as
generally understood, should be unknown in

a milking-room. The exteriors of the houses

and cottages have roughcast upper floors, and
are most ordinary in their design—worse
really than in No. 26, because those eleva-

tions, though so poor, at least are not pre-

tentious, like No. 28 displays.

No. 29 shows a feeding - passage in the

middle, with the mangers set the other way
on, so the cows stand ready for milking, but
not for feeding. "It is generally found more
convenient for the manger in the milking-
room to be placed in the centre of the central

passage." No feeding-passage is needed in

an open barn as here provided. The style

chosen by the author I-n suit iIi1i> for brick,

and ho evinces an iiit.ri ^t m lii^ .l.sign from
an architectural staii.lp.iiiii \\\[\\ becoming
reserve. His half in.h iletail displays taste

and nice drawing.

H.R.H. THE DUKE OF CONNAUGHT
[MR. FREDERICK LESSORE, SCULPTOR.]

Mr. Frederick Lessore, the sculptor, wlic

has just returned from Canada on tin

Cedric, spent about nine months exhibiting
his work in the principal towns of the
Dominion. The exhibition, which included
portrait busts of well - known Canadians
(Lord Strathcona, Lord Mount Stephen, and
Sir William 'Van Home), was the largest and

H.K.II. THE DUKE OF CONNAUGHT.

most representative exhibition of sculpture
ever. seen in Canada, and was visited bv over
15.000 people.
Mr. Lessore erected in the new Can uIi m

Pacific Railway station at Montreal a eilii-iil

bronze statue of Lord Mount Steplien. iln

first president of the railroad, and during his
visit to Ottawa modelled a bust of H.R.H.
the Duke of Connanght, which, when cast
in bronze, is to be placed in Clarence House.
It is considered the best portrait of any kind
yet done of his Royal Highness.

The town council of Lyme have accepted the
generous olTer of Sir Wiliam Lancaster of £S00

the demolition of the Shambles, a two-
ed brick building built close up to the
li front of the great Church of St. Margaret,

'"•il for its two western towers. The Shambles
' 1

.- built in 1793, on the site of the school
>vliiri- Eugene Aram was.tutor; the open ground-
lloor is arcade, and is occupied by butchers' stalls
on Saturdays. On the upper floor a boys' club is

held.

Three new municipal free libraries are now in
course of erection in Manchester. All have been
designed by Mr. H. Price, the city architect.
Ihey will be provided with special accommoda-
tion for women, collections of books suitable for
children, and will also be on the "open access"
principle. The first is the Bradford (East Man-
chester) Library, which is being erected in a
street o(T Ashton New-road, and will be open
by the anl.HMM The Chorlton-cnm-Hardy
Libr:ii\ il ' 1" I led to be ready for opening
l>y s

I

. . ii.p third, the Didsbury
I'i"'''ii

'
\'

1 /,-road, is not so advanced in

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL AND
THE TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT
OF BOYS IN THE BUILDING TRADES
OF LONDON.
A report by the Education Ofacer, sub-

mitting a report by Mr. J. C. Sniail,
Organiser of Trade Schools for Boys, on the
Training and Employment of Boys in the
Building Trades in London, has been
published by the London County Council.
It can be obtained of Messrs. P. S. King and
Son, 2 and 4, Great Smith-street, West-
minster, S.W., for one shilling, or post free
Is. 3d., and is well worth careful perusal,
though it is two years behind time. The
report was conside'red by the Higher Educa-
tion Sub-Committee on June 27, 1912. At that
time it had been possible to prepare the
memorandum on the census returns of 1911,
through the courtesy of the officials of

the Census Office. The general census
I'etnrns of occupations for persons in

England and 'Wales have now been pub-
lished, and it is thought desirable to

make the report public in tlie form in which
it was presented to the committee. Certain
minor discrepancies occur in the figures for

1911 owing to the revisal and checking which
have since been made by the Census Office,

but the differences do not materially affect

the arguments of the case.

The Report deals with a number of pro-
posals recently submitted to the Council
relating to this matter. Those calling for

settlement were :

—

The apprenticeship scheme of the Institute ot
ers. submitt-cd on Feljruary 7, 11)11.

The report of tlie London Association of Master
•ators, submitted on December 20, 1011.

) The proposals for the reorKanisation of the
department in the No'rthern Polytechnic-.

191-.'

for buildinR ades

In connection with (i.) and (ii.) deputations
were received by the Apprenticeship Section
and the Higher Education Subcommittee on
March 29, 1011, and JIarch 15, 1912. re-
spectively, when the views of those putting
r^r^^ar(l tin se schemes were explained. Since
tliise datrs further comnnuiications have
passed with reference to the details of the
schemes proposed.

The Report states that the whole subject of
apprenticeship and training for the building
trades has received much considerntion from
time to time, but it cannot be said that any
material advance in the adoption of syste-
matic methods of employment and trai'niiig

of boys, whether as appr'entices, learners, or
improvers, has been made in the last twenty
years. The underlying motives which have
stimulated inquiries and brought out new
s( III nirs friini time to time, wdiether by
iiia-ii r-, unikinen, or educational authority,
liinr 1111(1. .iilitedly been the realisation of the
unsatisfactory policy of drift as it affected

the London boy and the wholesome desire
for a regular supply of well-trained and com-
petent workers in each branch of the trade.

The spirit of unrest in the building trades,

created by the adoption ot new methods of

construction, the utilisation of new materials,

and the increasing use of highly specialised

machinery, has been accentuated during the

past few" years by the severe depression
following a period of great prosperity and
abundant employment. The seasonal varia-

s of this industry from month to month
t not be confounded with the periodic

ations occurring over a number of years,

following, with a certain definite lag,

the course of national and local prosperity.

The culmination of these causes in a year of

acute depression such as 1907, when the per-

centage of unemployed trade unionists in

London building trades reached in one month
13.7 per cent., and never fell below 5.4 per

cent, in any month, is bound to produce a

reluctance on the part of those connected

with the industry to recommend anyone to

enter it as a means of livelihood, and in-

cidentally to produce a marked effect on the

efforts made to provide technical instruction

the workers which is traceable in both

teachers and students when the immediate,

ndnstrial horizon is heavily overcast.
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eont.i

the London

Inquiry has been made from a number of

different sources as to the number of

apprentices emplojed ; but it is not possible

to arrive at even an appr9ximate figure, and
those most intimately connected with the
trade are quite unable to supply any kind of

numerical statistics. The census returns
give the total number of young persons
employed between certain ages, and from
these figures an estimate has been made as

to the annual number of entrants; but it is

quite impossible to say what proportion of

these are under regular agreements of em-
ployment or indentures. The trade-unions
do not, as a rule, take any notice of boys,

whether apprentices or learners, except
where in a few eases a " junior branch " of

the union is formed ; but even then the ad-

vantages held out to the younger members
are not such as to form strong branches.

The usual condition for entry to a union is

the capacity to earn the standard wage of the

district, irrespective of the mode or place of

training. The inquiries which have been pub-

lished on this matter, and wli '

'

valuation information, are—

"Report on Technical Education," li

Smith, 1891.
" Report on the Apprenticeship i:

Buildirg Trades," by F. Oldtnan. 1695.

"Report of the Special Sub-Committee of the
Technical Education Board on the Building Trades."
1S99.

"The Building Trades" in the "Life and Labour
ot the People ot London," by Charles Booth, 1903.

" Problems of Unemployment in the London
Building Trades." by F. Ol'dman, 1805.

"Earnings and Hours Enquiry—Building Trades in

1906. Board of Trade," 1910.
" Report on the Building Trades," by Ernest .\ves,

1911.

There are also numerous statistical returns

issued as Blue Books from time to time.

The most recent inquiry was conducted by
Mr. Ernest Aves for the Juvenile Advisory
Conmiittee of the Board of Trade in Feb-
ruary and March, 1911. During the whole or
part of this period four investigators were
engaged in- the work, and over 400 employers
of all grades were seen. The inquiry was
conducted primarily with reference to

juvenile labour in connection with the

building trades, and deals with the economic
characteristics, the prevailing conditions as

regards wages, and the personal elements
involved, especially the outlook and degree of

responsibility accepted or felt by the main
classes concerned. The following general

conclusions are worthy of note :

—

"(1) The building trades are free, on the whole,

from tha competition of products introduced from
external sources of supply, and thus to a great

,
and c ring '

lly small number of

openings for fresh learners.

"(j) .\ large sujiply of provincially-trained labour

is apt to be available at any time when London
conditions create fresh openings.

"(0) Tha kind of labour that the London building

trades require, largely because of the quick work and
the speciaUsed skill that are demanded in the
"

opolis, tends to make it difficult for the London
boy to starl then

It is clear that an accurate balancing up
of the relative advantages of the building

trades as an avenue of employment for boys

is not possible. The factors involved are too

many and too complex, and any particular

geneValisation must be subject to exceptions.

The following particulars, which are relevant

to the question of apprenticeships, are

quoted :

—

toys are occasionallyPeriods ot Probation.—When
taken on from the outside with
stiip, or even definitely as lear

there is generally a period of

fortnight to three m

the <

month. An Infoi

existing conditi

often employed
year or so to

behaviour, hav
boys being so

training at the be

I They the

ml being one
period ot probation is under
ch more frequent, boys being
ifinite non-technical work for a

with; those who, by their

proved themselves " likely
"

s selected for actual craft-

or in the yard. Throughout
neb of the trade, formal apprenticeship is

xception.
imium.—Premiums range from nothing to £.50.

[£75 and £10) are paid in some cases.] The larger

amounts mav be accompanied by special training, and
the assumption of a special responsibility for the

boy, but without any guarantee that this will follow,

are mainly paid to the Arms of good standing that

are willing to take one or more apprentices, and by

custom have put their premium at a high figure. In

such cases an asset of value in after life is, however,

generally obtained, a genuine apprenticeship passed

under certain firms being an initial guarantee of

competency.
"The higher rates are rarely paid by parents them-

selves, and whatever the scale of payments adopted

it is generally lower in the case ot boys who are sons

of employees of the apprenti'
" It is probable that the s

these are paid at all, is som
the funds and endowments
apprenticeship purposes, ant

infrequently the case that boys woo aio imnaLes **

charitable institutions of one kind or another obtaii

an advantage as regards the chance ot bein!

apprenticed, that is sometimes disheartening ti

parents who have brought thtir own children up."

"Other things being equal, the entry of the bo:

into anv branch of the building trades is likely to b

most difficult in those parts of l>ondon where workin;

room is most valuable, as in the City ot London; o

in Arms whose work is most uniformly of the bighes

grade, as in the case of decorators with an exclusivel

West-End connection."
"Out of 431 returns from employers in the buildiu

trades obtained for the purposes of this inquiry an

analysed, less than half included any bo>s. I

different occupations the proportions of boys t

adults varies, t.htre being more juveniles, fr

nd plumbers than anion

but London employers i

iremiums, when
Hated owing to

in London for

ears to be not

London, and are connected with the supply, whether
jn the form of dwelling or business accommodation,
of that which ranks among the primary requirements

ot Ufe, in connection with which, moreover, partly

through legislation and municipal administration, and
partly through more general causes, the demand is

tending constantly to change and ri:

"(3) Most ot the separate occup:
considerable amount of skill, while
as skilled at all require, at least

branches, much skill, and thu
thorough training.

(-1) As a group, the occupations rai

which are the more liighly organised,

,rds wages and

ns demand a
ise that rank
their highest

for their mastery

k among those
and in which,
atively favour-

regard

ughly

ng thes. the follow ay be

(1) Employment in some branches of the trade is

to bo unusually precarious, owing largely to a

nial seasonal irregularity in the aggregate

nand. and also to the rapidity which the amount of

rk in hand by the individual employer, be

ster builder or specialist, tends to change

lime. It is thus an occupation in which spe

material in construction; by the fresh uses to v

old materials are put, or by fresh combinai.i;..^

.Tdopted: by machinery; and by changes in fashion.

"(3) Over wide areas in the county of London,

buildin" extension has finished, and with it much of

that particular kind ot demand which is pecuUar to

a young and expanding centre of population.

"(4) The great activity and prosperity of the

building trades during the closing years of the last

century, culminating in 1900, wheu the number of

operatives in the building trades rapidly increased,

has been followed by a period of comparative slack-

ness, if not of positive depression, during which it

members, although an ill-regulated influx, as has been
experienced in the past, would undoubtedly tend to
have that elfect.. It must be remembered" that an
understocked labour market tends not infrequently to
have the same weakening influence, although more
gradually and in ways less easily distinguished."

The agencies which are engaged in appren-
ticing boys to suitable trades do not strongly

favour entry into the building trades, owing
chiefly to the prospects of irregularity in

ultimate employment. The National Institu-

tion of Apprenticeship during the period
1905-1910 apprenticed 857 boys to different

occupations ; of this number 46 were put to

different branches of the building trades as

follows; Bricklayer, 1; builders' clerks, etc.,

3; carpenters and joiners, 17; decorative

designer, 1 ; marble masons, 11 ; marble
polishers, 3 ;

painter, 1 ;
plumbers and gas

fitters, 8; sign-writer, 1.

The Lads' Employment Committee, in

their return for 1910, state that of 1,138 lads

placed since 1907, 482 were known to be em-

ployed in the situations found, and of these

8 were engaged in building, decorating, \yall-

paper, and painting (3 technical, 2 clerical,

and 3 general). The Apprenticeship and
Skilled Employment Association placed 24

and 22 apprentic-DS respectively in the build-

ing trades in 1910 and 1911 out of 683 and 613

in all. The London Master Builders' Asso-

ciation and the Institute of Builders state

that they have no figures at their disposal to

estimate the number of apprenticos and im-

provers in the London district.

It is quite clear from all the sources of in-

formation available that the number of

apprentices is exceedingly small. Firms are

found which have a regular system of appren-

ticeship, but very few apprentices, and the

individual views' expressed by members of

such firms are generally confined to their own
experience, and tend to overlook the rela-

tively very small number of apprentices em-

ployed to the normal annual entry into the

trade. The examination of a number of

school-leaving forms shows that very few

boys enter directly on leaving school into any

branch of the building trades. The teachers

who fill up these forms may not be aware ni

some cases of the destiny of boys on leaving

school, and it may sometimes happen that

boys take up errand work or any casual job

until they are found places in the trade by a

father or relation who is himself in the trade.

It is also very evident that in many cases boys

at fourteen are too small to secure work in

anv branch of the building trades.

The following figures show the numbers ot

boys and young persons at different ages who

were employed in London in 1901

—

H . 1 1 1 trades as a whole, absorb f

le-- 11. •. : '. • !
;

.rtionate share of boy ;aho

Tho >'!,i^i .i'M, i-Tli.i -. the only exception is f

" The London mas er build r falls into foi r ni.

classes, affording a rough ind cation of the il rect

in which the oppor unities required for th

factory learning of i trade a

be found. The class follows:—
r contractor of good stand

mainly or largely en aged on
"(2) The builder o good s anding mainly

rs and re newals. This class »

ades of

"(3) The builder o r contra tor mainly eng ged

"The firms most kely to

boys will fall almos entirely in either class 1 Ol

north Of the Thames I

exhaustion there of vacai

for the most part, parti}

much ot the work un

ale to provide the

!Cause of the
; building areas,
because of the

firms.
deco

It is hardiv necessary to quote further from 1

valuable report, but th" following general statem
puts succinctly a view that is very frequently o'

looked in regard to the provision of workers in

trade :—
" It may be pointed out that the more system:

and efficient traiaing of a number proportionate

the calculated requirements of a trade . would
npetil pres

Builders
Builders' labourers
Carpenters and joiners

Bricklayers
Bricklayers' labourers
Masons
Masons' labourers
Slaters, tilers

Plasterers
Plasterers' labourers
Paperhangers, wbitewashers
Painters, decorators, glaziers

Plumbers
Gasfltters
Locksmiths, bellhangers
Others

It

1-S

The last column sets out the number who
should be employed between the ages of

fourteen and fifteen in each trade if there

were a normal entry to the trade at the

present school-leaving age of fourteen. The

figures in the first two columns show clearly

that for 71.3 per cent, the trade-beginning

age is higher than the school-leaving age by

at least one vear. and quite possibly by more.

The Board of Trade Returns to the House

of Commons (1889) showed that the per-
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ceiitage of cliildreii in London entering

building trades was

—

West. North East. Soutb.
j.'i 3.9

or an average of 3.3 per cent. The total

iinniber of male persons engaged in ocenpa-

tions in London in 1901 was 1,399,969, of

whom 149,962 were engaged in building and
works of construction, or 10.7 per cent. It

is evident that 7.4 per cent, of the total

population in London either join the building

trades after some intermittent occupation,

or that they are supplied by immigration.

The statistical officer estimated in 1908. in a

return to the apprenticeship section of the

Higher Education Suh-Committeo, that the

number of actual entrants to the building

trades, omitting labourers, based on the age

groups 15-20 years was 2.096 annually. A
general estimate can only be made in a very

approximate fashion of the number wlio

should enter each section annually on the

assumption that London supplied its own
tradesmen, or that London produced such

a number annually that the outflow by emi-

gration and migration balanced the immi-
gration.

The following table shows how many in-

dividuals of any one age in particular age-

groups were employed in 1901 in branches of

these industries. The entries under the age-

group 15 20 cannot be taken to mean that the

numbers set down are actually employed e:ich

vear from the age of 15 onwards; the pro-

bability is that the numbers at 15 are slightly

in excess of those at 14, and that a big

increase takes place after 16 from those

living in London, and after 18 from those
who have been partially trained in the

provinces, and who immigrate to London to

secure Ligher wages and to complete their

training :

—

The questions which are of importance
are— (i.) whether an adequate number of
London boys enter the building trades; and
(ii.) whethor they have reasonable chances of
learning their trade thoroughly, so as to ulti-

mately secure a good living.

In regard to (i.) the evidence goes to show
that boys are forthcoming for most vacancies
offered, and that the supply of boys is

adequate for the openings offered; biit it

seems clear that there are not sufficient

openings afforded. Mr. (now Sir H.)
Llewellyn Smith stated in 1892: "If the full

number of learners required to recruit the
building and engineering industries in

London were now actually learning their
trade in London, there would be 2,000 more
boys learning carpentering, 1,400 more
I'earnijig house painting, 1,200 more learning
engineering, and 800 more bricklaying than
actually appear in the census returns.' The
conditions militating against the employment
of boy labour are likely to continue or
increase. A change in the general attitude
of employers and workmen must be a thing
of slow growth, and it is not reasonable to

suppose that any big change is likely to occur
on any but purely business or economic
grounds. Hence the likelihood of many more
boys entering directly from school may be
dismissed, and the possibility of any largely

increased number of beginners being taken
on at ages later than the school-leaving age
is also untenable.

The opinions in regard to (ii.) vary very

much, but the great majority of evidence is

against the possibility of the average boy
learning his trade thoroughly in London.
The need of some definite action tending to

improve the prospects of the London boys

pointed out so long ago as 1895, lias been
met in part by the provision of the Building

Carpenters, joiners
Bricklayers
Masons
Slaters, tilers

Plasterers
Paperbangers, whitewnsl
Painters, decorators, lilm
Plumbers
Gasfltters
Locksmiths, belUiangers

14-15 15-20 20-25 25-35 35-45

541
I

2.093
j

2.762 |" 2..524 2,494 2.094

It would seem that direct entry from the
school to any branch of the building trades
is the exception and not the rule, and that
60 far as these trades are concerned the
recommendation of the Apprenticeship
Section in 1909 as to the extension of the
school leaving age is amply justified. The
break between leaving school and entering
the trade is probably in most cases devoted
to running errands, and taking up any work
of an unskilled type which furnishes' six or
eight shillings per week.
The unsatisfactory features of the building

trades cannot be overlooked, and the par-
ticulars given are set out with a view to
showing this side of the case. Everv con-
sideration tends to show that the seasonal
character of the trade and the fluctuations
dependent upon general prosperity are un-
avoidable, and will continue to give an un-
satisfactory character to building employ-
ment, but it does not, therefore, follow that
it should be shunned as an avenue of em-
ployment or restricted in its possibilities of
suitable and adequate training. The field of
oirplovmcnt is very wide, and must absorb
annually many workers—the better trained
they are the better their ultimate prospects,
and the weak?st will suffer ultimatelv. not
only from the competition of their own
comrades, but from the competition of the
well-trained and physically robust provincial
men. It is lioped that boys who have had
such a course of instruction' as that provided
.'t the Brixloii School of Building in the day
department, followed by workshop praclicc',
and supplemented bv evening-class instruc-
tion, will be fitted tohold their own with the
best provincial trained workers.

School at Brixton, and the very useful work
being accomplished there tends to show the

lines of future development so far as the
policy of an education authority is con-

cerned. The duty of training the skilled

workers of the future is likely to fall more
and more on the education authority, if the

London bovs are to secure their due chances
of entering' the building trades; but the full

development of any scheme of training must
necessarily depend upon the frank co-

operation of employers of labour and workers
with the education" authority. The proposals

put forward by the Master Decorators'

.Association in this connection seem par-

ticularly well planned, and, if carried

through, will create a valuable precedent for

future action.

The proposals which follow are based upon
the idea that three building schools are called

for and should be provided in the London
area (1) Brixton (existing), (2) Northern Poly-

technic, and (3) Hammersmith. Each of these

schools will have a definite area of operation,

which would not interfere with the work of

any one of the other schools, and would have
a clearly defined population engaged in the

building trades operations from which to

draw its pupils.

The main factors which are kept in view

(1) The buildinf: trades provide, and must iicces-

saril.v continue to provide, one of the main avenues
of employment in London.

(21 .*n insumcicnt number of boys drawn from the
Ixjndon population at present enter the buildins
trades.

(3i Of the actual annual entry, many are precluded
from beRinnins their traininc at a suitable ase. owinc
to th» modern cSnditions of work, the attitude of

employers ajid men to beginners, and the physique
required.

(4) The impossibility generally of a thoroush train-
ing being secured in workshops in London is known.

(5) The desirability of at least partially bridging the
gap between the school-leaving age and the trade-
beginning age is generally recognised.

(6) It is the duty of the education authoritv to
provide suitable preliminary education for definitely
recognised avenues of employment.

THE

The following scheme was submitted to the
chairman of the Education Committee on
February 7, 1911 :—

The council of the Institute of Builders has fully
considered the (juestion of apprenticeships, and begs
to submit the following recommendations:—

(1) We are of opinion that a constructive scheme
should be carefully elaborated by the education
authority that will enable deserving boys to learn a
trade under proper conditions.

(2) That in order to strengthen proper supervision
over the boys, the school age for those commencing
their apprenticeships at 14 (fourteen) should be
raised 3 (three) years, at 15 (fifteen) 2 (two) years, and
at 16 (si.\teen) 1 (one) year.

(3) That indentures of apprenticeship, for a period
of not less than o (five) years in masters' workshops
or on jobs should be instituted so that a boy can
learn his tr.ide under working conditions.

(4) That, in order that apprentices should have full
opportunity of studying the theoretical side of their
trade, two afternoons a week, or time equal thereto.
during ordinary wor^;ing hours, as may be found
most con\enient. should be allowed during the first
»o years of the term.

"

(j) We suggest that bov s who have gained scholar
the option of choosing

ade training; and. whc ? such option is cxercisec
1 apprenticeship with an
itered into for an agreei term of years.
(6) Wc suggest, for the consideration of the educa
on authority, that the s cliolarship rewards to sue
ovs should form an appre
the employer of a suita

(71 We suggest that bovs other than those who gai
holarships. should have similar privileges as fa

as vacancies and trades can be found ; but. in their
case, the premium should be advanced by the
education authority.

(S) That the continued employment of apprentices
should be subject to good behaviour and satisfactory
progress. In cases of bad conduct or unsuitability.
the agreement should be cancellable.

(9) We suggest that all such apprentices should bo
subject to the education authoritv's representative,
and that their inspector shall satisfv himself that the
conditions are being reasonablv fulfilled on both sides.

(10) We are of opinion that, in the event of special
inspectors being appointed, they should be selected
by the education authority from a panel of nominees
of the Institute of Builders.

(11) That a schedule of premiums and rates of nay
should be prepared and agreed upon, anil that wages,
at hourly rates, should be paid at the customary
weekly pav hours.

(12) That, previous to the indentures being entered
into, the candidate should be employed oil a not
less than four weeks' trial at a small weekly wage.

In the covering letter it was stated "the
councils of the Institute of Builders and the
London Master Builders' Association have
gone \ery fully into the question of

apprenticeship, so far as it relates to the
building trades, and have also circularised
their members with regard to their support
of some scheme that may be approved bv the
education authority a'nd the Institute of

Builders. The result of the canvass of the
members is most gratifying, as, with oi;c or
two quite unimportant exceptions, almost
the whole of the members of the London
Master Builders' Association (to which nearly
all the more important contractors of London
belong) are prepared to help forw.Tid and
support any well-considered scheme.

" My councils have carefully considered
the basis which should underlie such a
scheme, and beg herewith to enclose a digest

of the general lines upon which they think
it might be worked."

A deputation subsequently waited upon the

apprenticeship section in connection with
this scheme, and specific inquiry was made
by the education officer upon the following

points :

—

(1) The attendance of apprentices for half-time at
a day technical school for instruction in theoretical
work, and the award of scholarships or bursaries ill

(2) Whether endeavours would be made to inilucg

employers to recognise the two years' training given
to boys in the dav technical schools as part of the
appreiiticeship teriii.

(.!> Whether it would hi- pos^iMc for bon on cliti-r-
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The following replies to these queries
ibmitted (March 7, 1911) :—

Not advisable.

My.

that the scholarshii

of

societies shoultl be observed."

It will be observed that no distinction is

made as to the duration of the proposed
apprenticeship between different branches of
the trade ; but it was explained that the
scheme was intended to apply to the
different branches of the trades, "carpentry
and joinery, plumbing, masonry, bricklaying,
etc. The minimum duration proposed is five

years for boys of 16 years of age, and longer
for younger boys, in other words, that all

boys should be apprenticed until they reach
the age of 21. This, in the opinion of the
Organiser of Trade Schools, is not a pro-
posal that is likely to lead to general accept-
ance, and the difficulties which have arisen
and have led to the almost complete dis-

appearance of apprenticeship cannot be ex-

pected to disappear with the acceptance of

such a scheme by the education authority and
the Institute of Builders. These difficulties

have already beeji referred to— the difficulty

of discipline for 'bound" boys, the breaking
of indentures to secure higher wages else-

where, the want of facilities for complete
training, etc. Moreo\er, no evidence is

brought forward to sliow how many firms

would actively take up such a scheme, and
li'nv many apprentices would be likely to be

.il>sorbed over and above the present number.
There is a legal difficulty as to paying any
premium even were the principle desirable

and approved. Should this proposal be

waived, and a revised lower scale of wages
be substituted for the scale granted to those

on whose behalf premiums are paid, it is not

obvious that any actum on the part of the

education authority is called for, as such

arrangement would affect the employer and
the apprentice only. .Arrangements could be

made without any "serious difficulty for attend-

ances at afternoon classes at any time, should

a sufficient number of applicants be forth-

coming.
The Organiser, therefore, is unable to re-

commend the adoption of the proposed

scheme, and suggests that the Institute of

Builders should be informed with reference to

tlie scheme proposed

—

(1) That the Counc are unab e to d

scheme involving the piyment ot p n h

would be beyond the e^al ! n ts ol t C
powersl.

(2) That the Counc 1 -i e i een ent

Institute of Bu de t to the d b o

elaborating a scheme of t n for bo n h h

proper provision wou d I n de fo theo t c t

ing at technical s hool on two o mo e afte oo
per week,

(3) That the Counc 1 oull he !,lad t at

in any such scheme so far a a an n f th r o

visjon of suitable clas e and n t u t n on d

(4) That the determ n t on of le fo

app

as they are unab e to take an teps n
of premiums, and a e unable to a oc
awards for this pu lose

THE REPORT OF THE LONDON 4SS0CI 4TI N

MASTER DECORITOES

This report la 1 ee separate!) pr t

and was subm tted o Decen ber '>0 1111

after the educat o dl comra ttee of the is o

ciation had, on the s ggest on of tl e ed ci

tion officer, v s ted various inst t t o s

London. The ma n proposals n ade are

—

(1) Day schools for out 1 to s

and exclusively for tho e t nten 1 fo o« t

trade.

(2) Evening classe for m o e

working at the trade and ove the a e

exceeding 45. Three da week
November. December Janu an
Hours G to 9. Fac 1 t es g en bv em
provers who are attend n" even n c

attend one afternoon lass per week fo co o
without diminut on o wa e

(3) The formation of advisory committee.^.

A deputation from this association attended
a meeting of the Higher Education Sub-
Committee on March 15, 1912, and corre-

spondence has taken place subsequently. It

suitable

the evening
idered
youthsnecessary unt

have been trained m tln' day schools. The
association luuf .xpi. --.d tlii- view that it is

desirable to turn out lili\ li.ns annuallv, uiul

that no difficulty wiU' be" experienced in

placing these, pro"\ided they were trained on
the lines of the day school at Brixton for a

period of three years. Without any extra

accommodation or equipment it will be
possible for the Brixton school to deal with

(say) 15 additional pupils in painting per

annum. So far, the inimlier who have elected

to enter the paiiitini' ninl drrorating side ot

the school has 1"m v. r\ -uliII, and only four

or five have b,M n tmn, J nnl :niiuially. The
pupils in attenilanir :ii linxton are drawn
mainly from the Soutli .-! I,.i .In, :in.l. while

the school makes ade(|ii '

i

i fiT the

needs of South London, ,; .-: xjiected

that it will draw stu.hni- n-n, inr Xorth
and West to any consideral.lo extent, and it

is. therefore, considered desirable that

Brixton should not be expected to turn out

ultimately more than twenty painting

.students per annum. Imi 1. ii i l :
ils ni

North and West Loiulu,, :. i - i. fprence

will be made later, shmi i I, ;:, i, Mxteen

approximately .per annini li W:\\ thus be

possible, thinks the Orgamspr, to meet the

proposals of the association, and coiiununica-

tions are in progress as to the furnishing of

a list of suitable reputable firms who are

prepared to emplov such boys, and as to the

terms of their ei'nplovnient. It has been

pointed out that practically no apprentice-

ship exists in the painting and decorating

trades, and that a three vear training as an

improver after such a "course as that at

Bnxton should be sufficient to enable a youth

to ear

kind should b,- -Mil,. I -M ll,,l ;,lt.,,- -.\ X. :ir-

thVee Hi workshops. « lib attendance at

eveiiin" classes a youth would become

qualified as a journeyman.
The need for some such scheme is specially

clear in the painting and decorating trades,

as the following figures show :

—

ind is-ai. 2n--2i. ,i"-a-..

3.36(1 .
s,7,i'2

iduals appear

to enter these trades between the ages o

and 25. and this either means that there

fron

ing is take

prov or that

trade by those who
p'roper course 'of training

es or pro ers

f c Itit eon ttees

later 1 t t ai pear de

a ttee deal g w tl

le lat g bra cl es o 1)

n tl e h es of the Gol 1

tl s t d Jewellers Con

gested flat

ned-

ed to affo d

1 tl t t all t o al

1 si
I

per a 1 o Id be offeied n

ct o tl tl e B xto Scl ool of

g for bovs te 1 p to becoi e

rs a 1 decorato a 1 tl at t! e e

rsl ps sloull le le 1 for tl e fir t

tl e res Us of tl c ) r e t ear s e-^a

Id t 11

The remnindpr of the Report deals with the
reor-anisation of the building department in

the N'orthern Polytechnic, the Hammersmith
School of Arts and Crafts proposed building

school, and the suggested formation of

C'0N.SULTAT1VE COMMITTEES IN CONNECTION
WITH THE BUILDING TRADE.S.

Ill October, 1910. when the Higher Educa-
tion Sub Committee had under consideration
the i|uestioii of the appointment of staff for

the building section of the day technical

school of the Hackney Institute, they decided
that a report should be submitted as to the

appointment of a consultative committee on
building trades for the North of London. In

this connection proposals which have already
been referred to bv the Master Decorators'
Association are of" importance. They feel

that the trade is insufficiently represented at

the prcMMil liin.' on tlic general committees,
and that \'T\ nim h inhantage would accrue
from pciiiHlir \ivii^ by experts to the

different cln^-.s. I liry also quite reasonably
suggest that the formation of such a com-
mittee should be made one of the conditions

for the general acceptance of their scheme
of training and subsequently employing boys.

The different suggestions which have been
made in this matter relate to the position of

different schools and the constitution of their

consultative committees, and also to the dif-

ference between North and South Loudon.
It might be unwise to form a number
of these committees immediately ; but it

seems to the Organiser, from his ex-

perience ot the work of other con-

sultative committees, that the only satis-

factorv i.ietbod for dealing with the matter
will li'.-- in appoint ronsultative committees
,i, ,1 :, • 1. Ill, .p, i-ilir lirain-bes of the building

ii;i ,' ,1 . iML' tlnni as their field of

np, I, I ..,,- li,, wlml,, ,,[ the London area, in-

chnlinL' ili. Srlioul nf Building at Brixton. It

i> po.'.silile that a wise course to adopt would
be to have nominees of the committee at

Brixton on the other committees, so as to

llh 'P-iini-ir therefore suggested that the

I,,I1muiiil' . ,iii~nltative committees should be

rnrni,,,! at : arly date—
(1| L'onsnitative'committee on painters' and

decorators' work.

(2) Consultative committee on plumbers'

work and gasfitting.

When these committees have been set in

operation they might usefully be followed by

committees on (a) carpentry and joinery, (b)

brickwork, masonry, and plastering, and (c)

architecture ; but it is not thought wise to

initiate these latter committees until the first

two committees are in operation.

CONCRETE - REINFORCEMENT
FABRIC.

Tl e Br t si Re nforced Co crete E j, oer-

g Co Ltl are at sf tori) e\t 1 g
tl e appl cat o f tl e r electr c I c oss-

elded t el re fal r fo o r re i-

forcene t i u 1 o 11 f Ire,

as n r a le s k ts of a v re

e 1 n le p of a e e f pa allel lo „i-

tud al re I 1 1 t fa\ 1 d t ces ap rt

bj I ea s of t a eise es an i g d it

gl t a gle to tl e 1 g t d al o es be g
sec leh el led to tie at tie po ts of

contact 1 p te t I 1 t 1 process lie
steel V r I f 1 r le

The ost sef il

booklet at re of

tl e fab 1 1 re fo ce-

n e t of gro 1 fl
i

ts a I )ards,

floor si bsa Iroallel Hat le 1 „ th

road beds (No 4) 11 spe all) terest all

s r e^oi of local a tl or t e O e er) s c-

ces ful ppl to of tl e fair c s to be seen
at C ol ler s C ree I ere tl e n tor b ses

to to stop tu ro 1 a d st rt on
the r 1 on e ard JO 1 e

As tl e o pan s fabr c cones to i ore
ge eral use ve 1 a e 1 ttle do bt tl at at last

e si all get a roallel t leaso able cost,

tl t 11 reall ta I tl e 1 e n otor traffic

1 I lla s I I o I o r r ad
rf

All tl 1 okl 111 free I \ readers
n e o g tl

I )
e appl cat o to tl a

CO pa V t ts 1 ea 1 offi e S"* \ ctor a st eet,

Westminster. S.W.
-**•-

Mr. Herbert T. Ridge, acting survevor. has
been appointed surveyor to the Romford Urban
District Council.
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PeOPOSCD EXTCNS/ONS.
St. m^BG^PETs Chuect/ u/olstainton

h Ml

.\
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li

V;-^^ -rr.:--:^ ^f ^^ ^y/ir^^ ^-

'

SELEC irn DFsK.N MINsloNS M MVIUtVRLI b CHLKLl
Ml K I L\W'5()N Vicliiteit

WULblAMU.N.

ST. MARGARETS, WOLSTANTON.

[selected design Foil EXTENSIONS.]

Wolstanton Chn
on the old Roman
Chesterton, Stoli.

Leicester. It is i

of any antiquity in

is probably the >

Cliristian churclie
early Saxon times
and until the
Roman station

sail

is promiiipiitly situated
1 f,-...,. (!..., tpr through

'

' Derby to
j

!:ig church
1 li^triet, and

"I "111- ni the earliest
I tlie iViidiands. From
hurcli lias existed here,
piitnry Cliesterton (the
lediolanum " of the

late il-

hnwevei', now remains. As
hi' end of the 13th century.
I small but substantial stone
I My largely built of old

il from the Roman remains
Ihcre was a resident priest

1 1086, and Trom that date
>rd of the vicars and rectors

Antonine Itinerary) and Tunstall (now one
of the "Five Towiis" of the Potteries) were
included in the parish boundaries. At the
time of Domesday, Ncwcislle - under - Lyme
and what is now tlie Potteries were incln'ded
ill the King's manor of "Westanetonc."

|

The original building is said to have owed
its origin to a Saxon named Wolstan, who
lived about half a mile from the church, at !

Dimsdale (the "Dulmesdene " of Domesday),
and gave his name to the village. \o trace i

at Chestert.in.

at Wolstanton
a continuous n
has been preserved.

The neighbouring Cistercian abbey of

Hulton. about four miles distant, was
founded in 1223. and a great part of the road
from Ihe clnirel, tr, the al.l.ey may still he

traced. Th n mk- \\,'r, lm- ,il p -ll r-. iirl.

among other Mi n.' - m. I
! ! m , ,1 , II,' I MM '

tiles. Some
I

,,; - — ii - Mi ^ -

discovered m \\ <i!--i,in!.iii rliimli m I
s -s

About 1300 the ;>hl Smxhh ehnrcli u:is

replaced by an entirely new structure; but
the only portion now remaining is the tower
and spire. At the time of the Domesday
survey the church and tithes belonged to the
Crown. The great tithes we're conveyed to
Sir William Snevd bv Queen Eliz'abetli,

subject to a charge of" £5 annually to the

poor, and the present representative of the

Siieyd fainilv IS si HI lay rector. There is an

interestiiii i mii .i it ,1 1571 in the chancel

with n i„ s of this Sir William

Snevd. n, |Mii ii.iir. and his wife, Dame
Anu"e. liieir liUei.ii eliildren are sculptured

in low relief on the front and sides. There

are also a number of Georgian and other

later monuments and mural tablets still on

the walls, and records of other older ones

now no longer in existence are preserved.

In the vestry there is an old oak chest in

excellent preser\ alien, with a number of

iiiitiaU anil tlie dale 1636. The inscription

HI niir I.I the Siii'\d mouumeuts in the

liaiie.l wa- wiiltrii liy the poet Dryden, who
,vas ennn.et -il with the Sueyds by "marriage.

.John Lceeh was married in this church to

Anne Eaton, a native of the parish, in May,
1842—the year after his first contribution to

Punch.
In 1623 considerable alterations and add!

tions were made, and little appears to have

been done from that date until 1857. when

the chancel was rebnilt m. the nhl lonnda-
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SELELIEI I)ESI<._\ ni; E.\1E.\ SIONS, ST. MARGARET'S
Mr. R. F. Lawson, Architect.

CHURCH, WOLSTAXTOX.

tioiis. The remaiiickn- of tl.e e linrch, »itli ing new north and south transepts on either greater than across the na\c and aisles, and
the exception of tlip t..xNfT :mm1 ^

such a dilapidated ainl .Imil i-

|.ir.> ^^|s in side. A new chancel, with vestries, organ- the arclies of tlie extended iia\e arcades made
gallery, and heating-vault, on the north, and wider and liieln r than the existing portion.

that it was demoli,l„.l .u,A n .,
1 !• ::lt morning chapel on the south, will also be so that lb rail, , h,u a,,d narrow nave will.

upon the old foundatiMii- in l>,,,i In 1
•

,>
1 r erected. in spite ,it If, ,n,,>,«l,at abnormal length.

the old embattled p:ira|..| i, pi

In . 1 . ,1 n d The absenc- of :i ,l,MT.tT, -,)„! thn npp,-nr 1 . 1, i, 1, unie,- and higher than
irr.l In the narrowness ..f iln^ .. - [ -

' 1
Mi ' ^lifli

angle pinnacles and pai,,|, 1 ,1 .»n .,n the culties of (1) IlL'liliM-
, ami 1 In ln^^< ,1 ,i.n\ . .\ ll,/ol,l i,,«,.r. now used

exterior view. 'I'll.' tii\Mr \\ nl .u, \\M|V (21 the tnnn.O lil^. Ml , i
il.,' ,, .• .,, i innaiiMn a- a V ,l,^, ui 1

! , \m 1 1, a. 1 all nation, bo used
fille.) witli triM 1-^ .,,.1 : .r

oF 11,,. u.-:: : 1,,„, '. ,.,• ;
;;'''',; a- , Mil 1

, 1,. The sclienie

IM'"' a|. -
! n ' Mi,^ ,.r the existing

btniiiiMi -J l:i -- I h .
]

:ii
!i i..'

i

'

l':,..'ln.,.„ ,.(.,|-h-l,\Mll, ,inl', Imu'Ii an'in.-, in ehaiM 1 ai. 1 a < rl' Mm, of Hie CXlst-

ll, .xl.nhl.al iKiu- ar.-:nl->. an.l lal-L- lll-li iiij ,n .i |iiii. ', ..a ,
. a- ll -n.uiids; but

is very charaeteristK- of th- n.i .
1

1

'

. n k windows in the transept f'ubles atleqnately if fiiinls a,.' 1
iii'i la . _ a 1- proposed to

of the period. Its size is ,,1 i
,

1

!- lighting the extended portion. The unlovely cover tl,e »linl, -a ,, ,
, ,| .hancel with

for present needs, and en- m 1

! r.- glass in the large west window and some of a truss,. ,1 ,,,11' 1- im a 1, ,
, L,,,ii-ded arched

sions are necessary. It i- the others will be replaced with clear sheet- soffit, and t,, . -val, ami ,ai„. the chancel
demolish the chancel and extenr the cliurch glass having broad lead cames. The widtli arch. In the exterior treatment of the e.xten-

eastward by lengthening the na^ c and build- across the nave and transepts has been made sions, the debased character of the nave and
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aisles has been ignored, and snnple detail

adopted on the lines of the fine old tower.

The long, unbroken roof -line has been

designed to give repose to the building and

bind the old and new together, as far as

possible, into one harmonions whole. It

further serves to emphasis,, ili,. \,Miir;il hiu^

of the tower and spire, I,:hiiil' i\r.- Ir.iiinv

dominating all. It is intiuWrJ i
i ivpli,. ili,

existing very "ornamental ' nd-c Ij\ a plum

half-round, and to restore the embattled

parapet to the tower in place of the modern

one and the meagre angle pinnacles shown

on the ostrrinr vinw.

The ar.liii. i i- ^ti'- F- R- Lawson, of

Marsh-a\. nil , W nl-Lniton, Stoke-on-Trent,

and the li.-i-n w^i- -rl.n-ted by the assessor

in a recent limited competition.

«»»

R.l.B.A. COUNCIL ELECTED 1914-15.

The following are the names of the newly-

elected Council, committees, etc. :

—

President: Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A.

Vice-Presidents: Messrs. A. W. S. Cross,

M.A. ; J. Alfred Gotch, F.S.A. ; George
Hubbard, F.S.A.; and H. Vaughan Laii-

chester (unopposed).
Past-Presidents: Messrs. Reginald Blom-

lield, R.A., and Leonard Stokes (unopposed).

Hon. Secretary: Mr. E. Guy Dawher
(unopposed).
Members of Council (18).—Fellows (in the

order of the voting): Messrs. T. Edwin
Cooper (x o), Walter J. Tapper (x o), C. H.
B. yuennell (x o), Sydney Perks, F.S.A.

(x o); D. B. Niven (o), Percy Worthington,

M.A. (o); S. D. Adshead, M.A. ; H. Winkler
Wills, A. N. Paterson, M.A., A.R.S.A. (o)

(x representative of Glasgow Institute) ; A.

E. Richardson, W. Gilbee Scott, E. Vincent
Harris (o), Harry Redfeni, Paul Waterhoiise,

M.A. (o); A. R. Jemmett, W. Curtis Green
(X o), E. R. E. Sutton (x representative

Nottingham Allied Society), and H. T. Hare
(X o). Associate Members of Council (U, in

the order o'f voting) : Messrs W. R. Davidge
(o), H. Shepherd (o), L. R. Guthrie, S. D.
Topley (o). Hi' A. Welch (o), and Robert
Atkinson (o x).

Representative of the Architectural Asso-

ciation (unopposed): Mr. H. Austen Hall,

F. R.l.B.A.
Representatives of Allied Societies:

Messrs. Graham Clifford Awdry (Bristol

Society of Architects), Robert Burns Dick
(Northern Architectural Association), Frank
Brookhouse Dnnkerley (Manchester Society

of Architects), Glendinning Moxham (South
Wales Institute of Architects), Adam Francis

Watson (Sheffield Society of Architects),

John Watson (Glasgow Institute of Archi-

tects).

The twelve members of the present Council
who went to the poll unopposed, and
not re - elected, were : Fellows : Messrs.

H. Percy Adams (o), Walter Cave (o),

H. P. Burke Downing (o), W. A. Forsyth
(o), Gerald Horsley (o), Arthur Keen (o),

C. Stanley Peach (o), and H. D. Searles-

Wood (o). (Messrs. E. A. Rickards, W. H.
White, E. Wimperis, and William Woodward
retired by rule vf l.alU.t. Mr. Septimus
Warwick, having; ,. • i^i - m i:n,;nii,,

did not stand !<

Messrs. G. L t l

Gammell (o), I..: -
1 i;

Stanley Hall, M..\. lol. (Mr. Sidney K.
Grecnslade retired by rule of ballot.)

Twenty-two nominees of the Council on the
"House List " were not returned ; but sixteen
iiominees of the Council (not reckoning the
unopposed candidates) were elected as above
stated. The names above marked (x) are
members of the present Council, and those
distinguished (o) were nominated by the
Council. The eight names here printed with-
out either of those mnrks were nnmiiinted by
private uiember- ' '

i- i
- .niled

for a Fellow r! (j04,

and the lowest i ,,tes

returned for tin i i
i

; ,ill be
printed this year. J ]. siaminig roinmittees
elected are as follows :

—

Art Standing Committee. — Fellows:
Messrs. Walter Cave, Edward Guy Dawber,

H. P. Burke Downing, William Adam
Forsyth, Henry Thomas Hare, Gerald
Callcott Horsley, Henry Vaughan Lan-
chester, Halsey Ralph Ricardo, Henry
Hcathcote Statham, Edward Prioleau
Warren. Associates: Robert Atkinson,
,\l;(Uhew James Dawson, Sidney Kyffiii

(In
- ii-lade, Alfred Wyatt Papworth, Albert

Hi.'iiialil I'owys, Arthur Needham Wilson.
l.ileratiire Standing Committee.—Fellows:

Arthur Thomas Bolton, John Alfred Gotch,
Albert Edward Richardson, Edwin Alfred
Rickards, Frederick Moore Simpson, Richard
Phene Spiers, Charles Sydney Spooner,
Arthur Stratton. Charles Harrison Towns-
end, Paul Waterhouse. Associates: Messrs.
Martin Shaw Briggs, William James Davies,
John Stevens Lee, William Godfrey Newton,
Herbert Passmore, William Henry Ward.
Practice Standing Committee.—Fellov\s :

Messrs. Max Clarke, Herbert Osborn Cress-
well, Alfred William Stephens Cross, Matt.
Garbutt, Edward Greenop, George Hubbard,
Sydney Perks, Herbert Duncan Searles-
Wood, Alfred Saxon Snell, William Henry
White. Associates: Messrs. Horace William
Cubitt, Percival Maurice Fraser, Edwin
Guiin, Henry Albert Saul, John Douglas
Scott, Herbert Shepherd.
Science Standing Committee. — Fellows:

Messrs. Harry Percy Adams, Robert Stephen
" -

- AlfredCollard,

iptoii.

Ayling, Allan Ovendi
Conder, William Edward Vernon Croi
Bernard Dicksee, Frederic Richard F
George Hornblower, Charles Stanley Peach,
Ravenscroft Elsey Smith. Associates:
Messrs. Robert John Angel, Henry William
Burrows, William Robert Davidge, George
Leonard Elkiugton, Edward Stanley Hall,
Ernest Alexander Young.

FIRE - RESISTANT CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPMENT OF BUILDINGS.
The use of the term "fireproof" is recom-

mended to be discontinued. This general
term has been erroneously applied to build-
ings and materials of a niore or less fire-re-

sistant or incombustible nature. Its indis-

criminate use has produced much misunder-
standing, and has often engendered a feeling
of security entirely unwarranted.
The term "fire-resistant" shall be applied

to all structures or materials which will satis-

factorily resist the effects of a serious fire.

The committee submits the follnwinj;

standard tests, which discriminate li.tHe.ii

fire resistant materials and systems ul lon-

struetion affording "full," "partial." and
"temporary" protection against fire:— 1,

Full protection implies resistance to a severe
fire for four hours; 2, partial protection
implies resistance for two hours ; 3, tem-
porary protection implies a resistance to a

severe fire for at least one hour.

FURNITURE AND FIXTURES.

Some thirty-five years ago, when fire-

resistant buildings of the steel-beam type
were first erected, fear was expressed by
some officials of the insurance companies of

those days that insurance aL'aiiist fire wuuld
soon be unnecessary. This fe.lnm ol sr, nrit\

is still indulged in by many well nu aniiiL;

people who take it for granted that their lues
and goods are safe if within what was then
ailed a "fireproof" building, and what we
new have more properly designated a "firc-

lesistant" building. In spite of some liment
able disasters, the popular imaginaliMn slill

is that the contents of a fire-resistani lenM
ing will not burn, so that when flanas aie

seen issuing from the windows of a building

known as "fireproof," there are some people
who will refer with derision to the "fire-

proof" building, and even some journals will

print, "Fireproof, but it burns."
This feeling that all depends upon the

building has been reflected by those who are
entrusted with the making of building laws,

for though they endeavour to make building-

construction more and more fire-resistant,

they devote little or no attention to the con-

tents. Many lives and much property have
been lost due to the inflammable nature of

the building's contents, and there are many
instances where this loss has occurred, but
where little or no damage has happened to

bnildi the mostg itself, thougl
ordinary non-fire-resistant type.
Much" time and thought I'ium' heen given

to the planning and consia nilmn nS liuililings

to render them fire-resistant, ami with goiid
results. But, with euiiipuratnely little

expense, greater results may be obtained by
providing fire - resistant furnishings anil
equipments to protect the lives of the
occupants and the contents of the building.
There are already many buildings equipped
in accordance with the standard proposed.

RECOMMENDATIONS.
1. All solid partitions to be of metal lath

and cement plaster, terracotta, brick, mag-
nesia, or other incombustible material. All
doors with trim shall be of metal-covered or
other non-infiamniable material, and no wood
shall be used except metal-covered.

2. All glazing of sash partitions, including
doors, shall lie i.f 'in. wired glass in metal
frames, with tie- lialance of the construction
of metal, 1.1- rerial ;ind plaster, or other in-
conibtisiil,!,. mateiial, and no wood, unless
covered with metal, shall be used.

3. Wooden-slat partitions or slat guards
hack of fire-doors or elsewhere shall not be
used ; w ire screen set in metal frames or
other metal guards are suggested.

4. All shelving shall be of metal or other
suitable incombustible material. Where the
contents of the shelving are of an inflam-
mable nature, the fronts of all shelving to
be provided with doors of same material as
shelves. If required to be glazed, the same
must be done with wired glass fastened with
metal, independent of putty.

5. All clothes-lockers or closets shall be of
metal, and not more than ten in one space
or area, unless kept in a separate room en-
closed witli liie resistant material. No wood
shall h.' allowed ( xeept in tops, where the
under sele miisi h, protected with metal.

7. .411 sluekioums or storage-rooms con-
taining inflammable goods must be enclosed
to the ceiling with fire-resistant material;
no wooden-slat partitions shall be used.

The Archbishop of -iiinagli has iniveiletl in

lis cathedral a iiieinonal statue of the late
iOrd .hr-tirr. F:i--ei!ilion, Tlie statue is by Mr.
Llberi lei- I- I,' II A,

Uwih: in .i.i.il ailoption of the water-
ariian I

: n. Ihulni^'ton Town Council,
ne.Mih-n. .;, iiii i I new Sewerage has become
tie--, II I, 111 I ,11 iliiie last meeting the finance
"iMiiiiMii -ail 1 1 an expenditure of *36,900

Con

and cost .1.7, lai, ana a grant ut A:3,y45 will be
made by the Kuad Board.

In connection with the sewage-disposal scheme
for Leicester, the corporation have instructed
Mv. K. George Mawbey, the borough surveyor,
to prepare plans and estimates for an amended
scheme which will meet with the suggestions of

the Loeal Government Board. y
Ml, W. H, Chambers BuUeu, who is just com-

|ili iiiij til the corporation of Bideford an exten-
,-iiii, et thru waterworks, under Mr. Baldwin
!-atharn. is sliortly proceeding to West Africa to

carry out an extensive scheme of drainage for

Accra, having been appointed resident engineer
for the works by the Crown Agents for the f

Colonies.
,

Tlir eiu loiiMil I.f E.xeter have received the »i

-.1,1,111.11 lit III,. I.ii.mI (;,a,.|.nment Board to the t.

l.nii.nMiii. ..! i::i-i:> l,,r th,. furehase of land in {

workmen's dwellings in I'rincess-gardens and
Claremont-road; and of i;2,157 for street works,

sewerage, water supply, and fencing in Bartholo-

mew-street, Blackboy-road, Princes-gardens, and
Claremont-road.

Marazion has lost one of its oldest inhabitants,

Mr. John Stephens Bateman, who died at his

residence, Rhymny Villa, on Monday, after a

short illness. The deceased, who was over eighty-

three years of age, was for many years a railway

contractor, and carried out many undertakings

in the Transvaal, to which he journeyed when
sixty years of age. He remained there a number
01 years, and became known as "the Pioneer

Builder," a title bestowed upon him by later

builders who formed an association of which be

was elected chairman.
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!BmI5ing Untdlignta.

CHELSEA.—The foundatioii-stoiie of tlie

iiiw building of the Chelsea Hospital for

Women was laid on Tuesday by Earl
- Cadogan, and Countess Cadogan afterwards
laid the foundation-stone of the new Nurses'
Home in connection with the hospital. The
hospital, which was established in 1871, is

being moved from its present home in

Fulham road to a site in Arthur-street,

Chelsea, whicli has been given bv Earl
Cadogan, and which is valued at £30,000.

The new buildings will consist of a main
hospital, a nurses' liome, and a pathological

block. Each of tliese is detached, and a

garden will be laid out between the main
hospital and the nurses' home. The liospital

fwhich was illustrated in our issue of

October 13, 1913) will provide for seventy-six

beds, an out-patient department, admiiiistrn-

tion offices, rooms for the matron and r^-si-

dent medical officers, and an operation suite.

The nurses' home will have accommodation
for thirty-one nurses and seven sisters, sick-

rooms for three nurses, and bedrooms for

tliirteen servants. On the ground floor will

be sitting-rooms, a reading- and writing-

room, and an office for the home sister. Tlie
pathological block is to contain a mortuary,
post-mortem room, museum, and patho-
logical laboratory. The architects are Mr.
Keith D. Young and Mr. Alner W. Hall, of

Southampton-street, Bloomsbury.

*•
COMPETITIONS.

BURTON - ON - TREN'T. — Competitive
plans for the proposed new children's home
for the Bnrtonnn-Trent Board of Giinrdinns
have been adjudicated upon by Mr. T. Kid.l.

who has awarded the first premium of £25 to

Mr. Joseph Holt, A.R.I.B.A., Albert-srinnrn,

Manchester, and the second of £10 to Mr.
Herbert Kenchington, A.R.I.B.A., of Great
James-street. Bedford-row, W.C.

LEEDS.—In the limited competition

recently held for the Grove Hall chnrri,.

schools, and caretaker's house, the a'j^r^or,

Mr. W. H. Dinslev. has given his award m
favour of the design submitted by Messrs.
George Baines and Son, of .'3, Clement's Inn,

Strand. London. The estimated cost of the

buildings is £6.400.

WESTERHAM. KENT.—At the Inst

meeting of the Sevenoaks Rural District

Council the hoiusing and working classes com-
mittee reported having considered competi-
tive nlans for the erection of eight cottasres

at Westerham. Thev recommended the
council to adopt the plans of Mr. M.
Maberlev Smith. of 55, Berners-street,
O^iford-strppt, W. . for eisht cottages in one
block of four and two pairs, at an estimated
post of £1.700. and to apply to the Loenl
Government Board for a loan of £2.000, to

include the outlay on the site, as well ^'s

building expenses. The report was adopted.

The State Board of Architecture of California
have just secured a second conviction for the
illegal practice of architecture in that state.

The borough architect of Newport, Mon., has
been instrncte 1 to prepare schemes for TOO

houses on the land adjoining the Coronation
Park on Transporter-road, an equal number on

Spitty farm: Liswerry, and also on a piece of

land at Liswerry.

The Road Board have agreed to contrib'ite

£9,200 towards the East Suffolk County Conncifs
scheme (Mr. W. Jervis, county surveyor) for

road improvement and surface tarring. The
estimated cost of the scheme is £14,800.

It w,'is renortpd to tho citv .onnci! of Bir-

mingli;n,i ...'iln :, 11,1 ,.i, T ,, -.l,u, that the

exten- : ^ n I!: ,, ,
i

. .
,..

. .„ :,„tl,or.

ised III I
i

. rnpletc'l

Thev v.'li ,, I I

]:.
< .

,
: v. :,,. ,, m.d 54

chihlreni to th.- n.-.-ommo,l.inon

An application bv' the Plvmpton St. Mary
Rural District Council for sanction to a loan of

£3,510 for sewerage and sewage-disposal works
for the parish of Plymstock was the subject of

recent -Local Government Board inquiry. Th
engineer for the scheme is Mr. F. A. Clark
Town-street, Plymouth.

iiiry. The
Clark, Old

I

(Bnt Kllnstrationa.

HOUSE AT GATLEY PARK, HEREI'ORO-
SHIRE.

The original house at Gatley is a Jacol>enn
gabled building of red brick with a rnblilc

fwhich also includes the provision of a
dining-room and several bedrooms) has there-
fore been left to tell its own tale, even the
materials being different to those in the old
house. The walls are to be of rubble and
brick, and the roofs are to be covered with
grey pantiles. This drawing reproduced here-

at the Royal Academy exhibition.ith

FlR,ST FLOOI?. PLAKi

GATLEY PARK, HEREFORDSHIRE.

base and a stone-slated roof. Some twenty
years ago it was enlarged by additions, the

style of which was neither good nor har-

monious with the old work. Mure recently

these additions have been refaced by a well-

known architect in imit.atioii of the original

style, and the whole building restored. The
servants' accommodation has been hitlierto

in a dark and confined basement, and tlie new
wing shown here is to be built in order to

throw this basement out of use. Any
attempt to imitate the features of the old

work has been considered undesirable, lest

the original building should become swamped
bv imitative accretions. Tlie new work

Mr. H. S. Goodhart-Rendel, Architect.

d, of Tnfton-street,

ect.

SYMINGTON LODGE, LANARKSHIRE,
SCOTLAND.

This house is now in course of erection
at Symington, on a site in the centre
of the owner's property, overlooking the
Upper Clyde. The accompanying illus-

trations are reproduced from the original
pen - and - ink drawings now at the Royal
Academy. The walling is to be faced
with local "whinstone," with "Black
pasture " cornices and dressings. The roofs
are to be covered with Aberfoyle slates. The



design is distinctly of 18th-Century Scottish
Classic in treatment, as will be seen from tlie

the perspective views. The windows have
sashes in panes, with characteristic stent
glazing bars. A feature of the construction
is the two chimney-stacks being contrived so
that all the flues of the main part of the
house are taken into them. The kitchen and
offices, etc., are planned to occupy a separate
wing of tlif. buildiii?. A L-ntp ln'r|r.r, stables

with gnv.rj. \<:<'.. :,]-.< 1,.mii .IrML'lir.l :is part
of the iuhI. ii;,kii,L' ulii!.' 111. L':,r.lrii. liave

a formal l:u ,h.i in li:,r isr wiili the style

of. the hniisp, 111 which we prnit a plan. The
principal contractors are as follows; For
stonework, Messrs. London and Inglis, of

Cokebridge ; for carpentry and joinery, Mr.
James Grant, of Pitt-street, Glasgow. The
architect is Mr. Andrew Noble Prentice,
F.R.I.B.A., of Norfolk street, Strand,
London.

it is proposed to carr
si,:^'

t only a portion of

chancel, vestries.

organ-chanihri-. :iiiil

filling ,n th. I..n,|,n,

weatherboaiMii)-, 11

above the ridg, ul 1

bavs of tlie nave,
ve^t-..|ld with elm
ver xmII finish just

ive roof. Messrs.

NEW CENTRE FOR DOMESTIC AND
MANUAL INSTRUCTION, GLASS
STREET, HANLEY, STAFFS.
The new buildings occupy a central site

opposite the Central Council Schools for the

MESSRS. BARCLAY AND CO.'S BANK,
GUILDFORD

This new bank, now in cm
for Messrs. Bai-clav at 0„MI

r=,- of building
.r.l, .n,|,= i.ts of

the banking premises on II,. l 1 1 ll,.,,r and
in the basement, the fn-l 11.

business nffi,^,-.= r.i..l tl.. !.,. M ,.,, ...':|.,.',l i.y

a caret:. 1,. r '1 '; ,-.

2in. bri.l-,- ... \|.

Bracknr 1 .| 1,

1
,..,,, 1. .,,.,.,' of

_ Mi,.- and the
general hltums ..! ih. i, ;.,.!,

The design of th. ,m. n.., 1,

plain and simph- .. ,,.,.-,1.1.
,

tlie quiet appeaianci- r.l lli,.

in this delightful town. The

Mil I.e of oak.
^ been kept as
U. accord with
r.ther buildings
architect is Mr.

Arthur C. Blomfield, M.A., and the drawi
is now at the Roy.il Academy.

ST. AUGUSTINE'S CHURCH,
ADDLESTONE.

The drawing of this churrh. «bi<.Ii is here-
with reproduced, isexliU 1

'

.. at (lie

Roval Academv. It •,
; tlm

building should be fa.. . ,.,np

with Ham Hill dressji,, ... i.„t it

has now been deeided I., n-. I.nckwork
throughout, witli the windows built up in

specially-made moulded bricks for the
tracery. The roof will be covered with dark
hand-made, sand faced tiling. Internally the
walls are to be plastered. The sanctuary and
aisles are to have close boarded barrel Marden and Mills, of Fnrnham are to carry
ceilings, the nave having an open timber roof nut the work, and Mr. H. Reginald Ponlter
with each pair of ratters trussed. At present of Cambcrley, is the architect.

ARCLAY AND CO.

Arthur C. Blomfield,

BANK, GUILDFORD.
M.A., Arehitec-t.

wlinle of tl

purchased
Haiilcv riist

the old Ha
of the first acts of he education
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mittee of the federated borough was to

iiisfnict their architect to prepare these

plans. The buildings are in two blocks. At
the lower extremity of Glass-street is the

manual centre, consisting of a large room for

forty scholars, a master's roorn, wood store.

containing three bedrooms. bathroom, and w.c.

on the first floor, and a large living-room,

kitchen, and scullery, etc., on the ground
floor generally. It is intended to execute the
walls in lljin. work, faced externally with
multicoloured sand-faced bricks. The gable-

lavatory, cloakroom, etc. The domestic ends will be roughcasted, and the centra

centre is a two-story structure, with its main feature will be in half-timber and roughcast,

entrance on the easterly side. On the ground The windows will be easements, and the roof

COTTAGES. MANOR WAY, RUISLIP.— Mr. H. A. Welch, A.R.I.B.A., Architect,

floor are a laundry-room, with an adjacent
drying-room, cookery-room and larder, two
cloakrooms, teachers' room, and general

lavatory ; and on the first floor, which is

reached by means of a spacious staircase,

there is another room for cookery, with a

larder adjoining and a suite of rooms for the

teaching of housewifery, comprising a

parlour, kitchen, scullery, bedroom, and
w.c, which are furnished on the lines of an

artisan's dwelling. In the scullery is a bath,

which, when not in use, is covered by a flap-

lid of sycamore, hinged to brackets secured

to the wall. The staircase and landing are

lighted by a dome, and all the rooms have
cross-ventilation. The manual-room has a

north light. Each cookery room has a

"Gradient" range and two gas stoves, and
the laundry-room lias a gas clothes-boiler and

a gas iron-heater. The buildings are heated

on the low-pressure system and the lighting

is by electricity. The design is of Georgian
character; 2}in. bricks of various colours are

used on the principal elevations, with picked

cherry-coloured bricks to window-jambs, and

the stonework is carried out in " Adam
Bede" stone from Alton. The external

cornices are all in wood and the curved

pediments are covered with asphalte. The
contractor is Mr. G. Ellis, of Hanley. The
architect is Mr. S. B. Ashworth. M.S. A., of

Ilanley.

GROUP OF COTTAGES AT RUISLIP.

This group of cottages, shown by the

accompanying bird's-eye view and plans, is

to be erected in Manor Way. Ruislip, in con-

nection with the town-planning scheme. The
lay-out takes the form of three sides of a

quadrangle, and is for sixteen eottages. each

covered with red sand-faced tiles. Mr.
Herbert A. Welch, A.R.I.B.A., of New-
square, Lincoln's Inn, W.C, is the architect.

The plan shows both floors.

<»»

The section of the Baghdad Railway from
Baghdad to Sumike, a distance of about 39

miles, has been opened for traffic.

The foundation-stone of a Roman Catholic

church has been formally laid at Heckmondwike.
Messrs. Holtom and Fox. of Dewsbury, are tht-

architects.

Mr. W. W. Lucas, head of a well-knowu build-

ing firm in Plymouth, has been elected governor
of the board of guardians of that borough- Mr
Lucas has been for sixteen years member of tin-

board of guardians, and for thirteen a town
councillor.

The Isle of Wight Rural District Council have
adopted plans for strengthening and resurfacing

with granite and tar about forty miles of main
roads radiating from Newport to the coast

towns. Towards the estimated outlay of £50,000
the Road Board will give a grant of £10,000,

and will further lend £30.000 free of interest.

At Bournemouth, on Wednesday week, the
formal opening took place of the completed
Undercliff Drive, the construction of which was
begun 11 years ago. This drive is now nearly a

mile and "three-quarters long, and extends from
Bournemouth to Boscombe Pier, The footpath
promenade has a width of 20ft., and the carri

road of 30ft •, both are constructed of macad:
and thus have the great advantage over s;

and 'gravel walks of not being affected by
kind of weather. The construction of the dr

which has involved the ctttting away of great
quantities of sandstone cliff, has been carried

at a total cost of £61.000. Access to the drive

from the cliff above is provided by an electric lift

and by several winding paths.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

EDINBURGH ARCHITECTS VISIT
BOTHWELL CASTLE. — A party of

members of the Edinburgh Architectural
Association visited Bothwell Castle last

Saturday. Mr. Thomas Ross, LL.D.,
F.S.A.Scot., acted as leader. Bothwell
Castle was the largest of all our Scottish

castles, and even in its ruined condition it is

most imposing, the remains b?ing very con-

siderable. The great tower is 65ft. in dia-

meter and 90ft. high. Dr. Ross described the

plan and former extent of the castle, which
was of the Edwardian plan, and bore a

strong resemblance to the castle of Couey in

France, more especially in regard to tlie

corbelling and finish of towers. The castle

is generally of the 13th century, and consists

of a great courtyard, surrounded by high

enclosing walls, strengthened by round and
square towers, and provided with a great

donjon tower. A great hall and chapel were

built within the walls about 1400 by Archi-

bald the Grim, Earl of Douglas. The castle

contains many interesting features, notably

the unique drawbridge in the north-east

tower. The party afterwards visited the

niodern castle, and inspected the portraits it

contains.
ROVAL SCOTTISH ACADEMY

IKiXttRARY MEMBERS. — The Roval
Scottish Academy have elected the following

genllemen as 'honorary members :—Mr.
nerrnnd O'Brien, H.R.A.', President of the

Royal Hibernian Academy; Mr. Willinm T.

Oldrieve. F.R.LB.A., F.S.I., F.S.A., H.M.
Principal Architect for Scotland; M. le

Comte Jacques de Lalaing, sculptor,

Brussels; and Mr. Frank Brangwyn, Asso-

ciate of the Royal Academy, London, and
President of the Roval Society of British

Artists. Mr. O^Brieil has been elected out

nf compliment to the office he holds as Presi-

dent of the Hibernian Academy, his pre-

decessor having also been an honorary

member of the Scottish Academy. Mr. W. T.

Oldrieve receives recognition by the Academy
as a mark of the artistic manner in which he

has carried out many important Government
works during the term of his office as

principal architect for Scotland. M. le

Comte Jacques de Lalaing, Brussels, has

been elected in recognition of his eminence

as a sculptor, and in acknowledgment of the

services he has rendered to the Academy thi=;

year in getting together for them tb^

beautiful exhibit of Belgian sculpture whicli

is at nresent on view at the Mound. Mr.

Frank Brangwyn has been made an honorary

member in recognition of his eminence as an

artist and of the support he has always
accorded to the Royal Scottish Academy's
exhibitions.

i
. . ommittee of Brighouse Town

r, ;
I

, ;....mmended the purchase of a

^r A. i-pl-iuli ind cleanser, after a successful

denionstrati-on, at a cost of £12 12s. The
inventor. Mr. .las. Caine. sewers inspector to

Eccles Cornoration. recently sold the first pair to

Eccles after a trial on the main pipe sewer.

Liverpool-road, Patricroft.

The seventh centenary of the birth of Roger
Bacon, the thirteenth-century Aristotle, was com-
memorated at Oxford on Wednesday by the un-

veilin" of a statue, the work of Mr. Richard
Hope'Pinker, in the University Museum. The
statue, a full-length figure in white marble,
represents Bacon in the habit of a Franciscan

friar studying at a desk, and holding in his

hands an astrolabe.

The Executive Committee of the Scottis'n

National Memorial to King Edward met in

Ediidiurgh on Friday, to consider a nlan . pre-

pared by Mr. Washington Browne. R S.A..

architect. of that city. This shows two
ornamental gateways in the forecourt of Holy-
rood Palace, as also a statue of the late King.
The meeting unanimously approved of the plans,

and directions were given for their submission to

llio Majesty for bis views on the subject.
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dnxuntt €alamo.

L;isi Jloiulay's meeting at the Institute was

one of the largest, and also one of the most

representative, ever held by that body. Mr.
Reginald Blomfield, R.A., the retiring Presi-

dent, occupied the chair. As is almost in-

evitable under the present constitution, the

Metropolitan Associates governed the situa-

tion ; but the views of practically all other

sections were expressed upon the important

matters at issue, and the voting showed that

all were not of one mind.

It will be remembered that this was an

adjourned meeting from that of April 27,

when a series of more or less detailed clauses

for insertion in the proposed new Charter

and • Bylaws were propounded by the

Council, in order to effect "Registration by
Charter," as decided upon last January. In

spite of notice having been given of certain

comprehensive amendments, these proposals

wore then taken seriatim, with the result

that the first seven were adopted. But the

meeting became gradually more and more
restive, and was at length adjourned.

siderod. This at once produced an e.v-

pression of opinion that such considered
amendments ought to have been put into type
and circulated with the notice of the
adjourned meeting. Amid the cheers with
which this was greeted, the President said
something, but it was hardly heard.

On tlie debate being resumed, Mr. C. S.

Peach, who has been in charge of the

Council's proposals, at once indicated that

tlie Council had been influenced by views

expressed in April, by moving the adoption

of Clause 8 with an important modification.

As originally drafted, its object was to give

Licentiates representation on the Registering

Board or Authority ; as altered, the right

of representation was to be further extended

to all registered architects not being members
or Licentiates. Mr. S. D. Topley, first

obtaining the President's ruling that the

clause as amended was to form a substantive

resolution, moved its reference back for

further consideration, expressing the view,

evidently sliared by a large number of those

present, that the proposals generally, which
had at first been accepted with comparative
approval, were coming to be considered even
with alarm, and contended that the Council,

though they had doubtless done their best

in a short time, had really not given the

matter such full and exhaustive considera-
tion as it properly demanded. At this point
the procedure was questioned on a point of

order, and the President—evidently not quite

well—allowed his perfectly right ruling to

bo upset. The clause was moved again in

its original form. Mr. Peach moved the
insertion of the words admitting all regis-

tered architects to representation on the
controlling board ; and the amendment was
rejected, not on its merits, but because the
temper of the meeting had risen till it was
obvious that any proposal which seemed to

emanate from the Council was doomed.

Mr. Topley again moved the reference back
of the whole clause, adding to what he had
said before that he believed the number of
extra-mural architects who would have to

come on to a complete register would be
large. A few other speeches followed, and
then the President intervened, with con-
siderable show of feeling, claiming that the
Council had given very great attention
indeed to the whole matter, and had done
all they could to meet the wishes expressed
at the April meeting, as was evidenced by
their having now brought forward an amend-
ment to Clause 8, and having other amend-

At this juncture Sir Aston Webb made hii
usual appeal to reason and for a vote upoi
general principles ; but on this occasion it fell

flat. Mr. E. T. Hall followed with a doubt
as to the exact point of reference back, askin;
for a lead from Mr. Topley as to what policy
should be followed to meet his wishes, anc
Mr. Maurice B. Adams advocated the repre
sentation of Licentiates at least on the
governing body, adding that in his opinion it

was desirable in the interest of the public
that all architects should be registered, but
that he was not sure in his mind yet whether
this could best be done by Charter or by
Statute.

Mr. H. Shepherd now propounded th
democratic view that representation of the
various classes ought to be jiei- capita, saying
that all would be intelligent men, though of
differing degrees of architectural status and
capacity

; and the President, in calling upon
Mr. Topley to respond upon the discussion,

pressed him to state explicitly what form, in

his opinion, representation should take.

Quietly expressed, Mr. Topley's answer was
an emphatic declaration in favour of perfect
equality, and the President drove the point
home when putting the vote, in an evident
forlorn attempt to secure the defeat of tlie

amendment. For the Chair to throw the
weight of its position against the obvious
feeling of a meeting is always unwise; in the
present instance the only result was to em-
phasise the Council's defeat by 122 to 107.

Just before the vote was taken, Mr. Elking-
ton appealed to Mr. Topley to withdraw his

amendment, on the ground that reference

back to the Council w'ould now, at the ter-

mination of the session, involve long delay,

and enable the Society of Architects to win
the Registration race by producing its Bill

in Parliament before the Institute could

place its draft Charter before the Privy
Council. Mr. Topley's answer was that there

could be no race, because, if the Institute

had been advised that no Registration Bill

could possibly pass, it necessarily followed

that the Society's Bill would stand no
chance ; the logic of which argument would
be sound, provided the advice given to the

Institute were correct, which is doubted by
many. It would have been more accurate to

have said that there can be no race while the

Society deliberately hangs back in order to

allow the Institute, with its greater prestige,

to go forward. At any rate, the members
decided to take the risk. Possibly those who
oted for reference back would be quite con-

tented if the Society's Bill, undoubtedly

equitable as it is, were to pass into law, and
would prefer this to Charter revision, in-

equitable and inefficient as it is bound to be

as a Registration measure.

Mr. Topley's amendment being now dis-

posed of, Mr. Peach, who has acted in a

perfectly constitutional, courteous, and
statesmanlike manner throughout, as the

member of Council in charge of the pro-

posals, advocated adjournment, recognising

that the whole matter now demanded re-

consideration ah initio before anything more
could satisfactorily be done. This, however.

was vehemently opposed by Mr. A. X.
Paterson, on the plea that he had travelled

expressly from Glasgow to take part in the
discussion of Clause Id, and in spite of the
lateness of the hour the plea was accepted,
and another most interesting, and often

humorous, debate followed, enlivened by
sharp passages at arms between Mr. S. Perks
(who moved the rejection of the clause), Mr.
G. Hubbard, Mr. E. T. Hall, and Mr.
Paterson, as to the proportionate representa-

tion of Metropolitan and Provincial members
upon the Council of the Institute. No
decision was arrived at, the discussion being

eventually adjourned, at a very late hour, at

the President's suggestion ; but it at least

served the purpose of indicating that the

points for consideration are many and extra-

ordinarily complicated. Representation on the

body which is to control the Register, and on
that which affects the Institution as a cor-

poration rather than the profession as a whole,

are two quite different things; and it is, per-

haps, as regards tlie constitution of the two
bodies that last Monday's meeting will

prove eventually to have been most sig-

nificant. It is a tacit recognition of the

principle of the Society's Bill for regulation

of the Register by some other body than by

the Council of the Institute, more demo-

cratically, or, at least, more widely, repre-

sentative.

No alphabetical list of the members of the

new Council is equal to the occasion. Such

a catalogue no doubt avoids invidiousness bv

placing everyone on an equal footing ; but

really, when, as at the present time, such

wholesale and unaccountable changes are

contemplated, it appears essential to inquire

somewhat more closely into the numerical

value of the votes actually recorded, and

particularly should this be seen to when .so

many voting-papers were disqualified, no less

than sixty or so having been spoiled this year

out of 900 simply by the carelessness of the

electors. This contretemps is the more un-

fortunate because in some instances the

totals of votes returned were so very nearly

alike, and in three cases, if we are correctly

informed, the numbers chanced to be

identically the same. Mr. H. T. Hare,

singular to relate, only secured his seat on

the new Council by seven votes, whereas it

is highly probable that several of the dis-

allowed papers recorded votes in his favour.

His long enforced absence (from illness)

naturally would diminish the "record

voting" hitherto associated with his popu-

larity, though no one can suppose that his

long and indefatigable industry on the work

of the Institute can have been entirely for-

gotten, in spite of the proverbial short

memories of so many, and the absence of

knowledge on the part of newcomers. The
right - about - face given to no less than

twenty-two of the nominees of the present

Council is very remarkable, including as these

names do as many as twelve members of the

Council itself where their seats were con-

tested — the presidentship, vice - president-

hips, hon. secretaryship, and the election

it representatives of allied societies being

all unopposed. Only 900 votes in "all were

sent in out of an electorate of 2,472.

I'he proportion undoubtedly ought to be

much greater, and the fault rests entirely

with the members, many of whom take so

all an interest m the Institute. We
certainly hoped that the question of Registra-

tion would have elicited much more concern.

Some of the newly-elected candidates

ad .seats on the Council before, and
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then oliosen on a progressive ticket ; but their

records scarcely warranted the renewal of

the trust now accorded them, whereas the

chairs now to be vacated in their favour

have since been occupied by councillors who

have displayed energy, ability, and strict

attention to the business in hand. It would

be unbecoming to mention individual Fellows

or Associates in this connection ; but there

is one name which is in everybody's mouth

just now, because he deserved a better fate.

We refer to Mr. Stanley Peach, who has had

the lion's share of the ta.sk of expounding the

policy and the details of the Registration and

Charter Report, about which so many
business meetings have been held. Since he

was returned, three or four years ago, for

the first time as the representative of the

Registration movement, and that by the

Associates' vote mainly, he has spared no

care to perfect the task which he undertook.

Seemingly the same class of electors have
now brought about his rejection, and
this is done when no better men have

been secured to carry on the work.

We hold no brief for Mr. Peach or

any other invididual ; but it seems de-

plorable when such services are rendered

that they should be thus ill-requited. Some
of the changes which have happened are due
to rules intended to enable fresh men to

obtain seats on the Council, and other

changes have very properly taken place on

the merits or otherwise of the candidates

seeking reelection. But such incidents are

normal and healthy evidences of vitality

which no one can complain of. The Institute,

so far as we can judge, has gained little by

this lack of discrimination on the part of its

members, at so critical a juncture as that to

which we have referred. We should have

thought, by the way, that Mr. W. E. Riley's

election was certain. The advantage of

liis aid in the elucidation of matters arising

between the Institute and the L.C.C. ought

til have been manifest to all, to say nothing

of his general wide experience and capacity.

department to control and administer. The

work is not so vicarious, as it cannot fail

to be in public departments, where men get

the credit of designs which are often the pro-

ductions of so-called and sometimes very

underpaid "draughtsmen." When tire com-

petitions alluded to in the Report for placing

men on the permanent .staff are held, more

care should be taken to secure the selection

of competent men, who know their business.

There is a proposal in the Report to briiig

together the whole of the staff, for whom
suitable accommodation is to be provided

;

but the fear is repeated that this might inter-

fere with the architect's individuality in the

design of his buildings. This, in the face

of actualities, shows a lack of first hand

acquaintance with the working of Govern

mental bureaux, either in England, on the

Continent, or in tbe United States.

Although dated October 22, 1913. the

Report of the Committee of Inquiry into

Architects* and Surveyors' and Engineer

Divisions of H.M. Office of Works was only

issued on Wednesday. We indicated the

conclusions arrived at in our issue of

January 16 last. It is proposed to revert

to the election of one chief as soon as circum-

stances permit. The present system, as the

Committee point out, tends to narrow the

experience of the architects, and those at

headquarters are apt to act independently

of one another, though specialisation may be

a source of economy. Before architects are

allowed to specialise in future, the proposal

is to move them about from branch to

branch to enlarge their experience. The
cost of the technical staff naturally increases

as the work extends; but it is clear that the

only practical way of insuring the best and

most economical results is to employ fully-

equipped and properly-educated architects.

The often vague language of the Report

is evidence of the want of a just apprecia-

tion of this leading factor. Much of the

most technical work performed in the office

is done by the staff in the preparatioii t,f

working drawings, which entail very largely

the preparation also of the actual designs

themselves. This fact is not appreciated as

it deserves to be, and the authors of tliis

Report seem to view drawings as merely so

much mechanical work of pure draughtsman-

ship. In a private office things are obviously

very different where the master has no big

There is some hope that we are nearing

the end of the trouble in the London building

trade. On Tuesday the National Concilia-

tion Board for the Building Trade met at

the Connaught Rooms, and received a depu-

tation representative of ten unions, which

put forward certain suggestions for ending

the dispute. These suggestions were dis-

cussed for several hours, and when the

Board adjourned they were submitted to the

Executive Council of the National Federa-

tion of Building Trades Employers of Great

Britain and Ireland, which met at the same

place in the afternoon. The Council had

been called together to carry into effect the

resolution which it passed on May 11— that

to order a general lock-out, since no

settlement had been reached. The Council

did not deal with the resolution, but dis-

cussed the suggestions for a settlement

submitted by the Conciliation Board. On
the previous day the London Building In-

dustries Federation had repudiated the

action of the executives concerned in

arriinging the meeting ; but it is evident that

the trade -unions really concerned are

growing sick of the dispute and its dis-

astrous effect on their funds, and that a

peaceful settlement would be welcomed by

all but those whose mission it is to make

trouble.

eerned in present

dispute.
One code of overtime rules for all the trades.

Six mouths' notice for termination or alteration of

) guarantee the

Ten national executives of the unions con-

cerned now favour these terms, as compared

with seven last time, and a ballot thereon

—

the third since the dispute began—return-

able to-morrow week. We believe and trust

the result will be in favour of a settlement.

The conferences on Tuesday lasted fully

twelve hours, and it was not till after 10 p.m.

that the final meeting of the Council of the

National Federation of Building Trade Em-

ployers ended. At the close of the pro-

ceedings Mr. A. G. White, the secretary,

made the following statement:

Whereas a deputation representing the head
executives of ten ttade unions has conferred this

day with the National Board of Conciliation tor the

Building Trades, and subsequently with a deputation

of the council of the National Federation of Building

Trades Employers, and a basis of agreement has
been arrived at, it is resolved that this meeting of

the council be adjourned until such time as the

president may determine,
meantime "'

'
"

into effect.

" That," added Mr. White, " is the only com-

munication which will be made by either

side." We learn that the terms of the basis

of agreement are :

Differences between employers and men, from any
cause whatever, to be referred to the Conciliation

Employers to be at liberty to employ any man, and
tbe unions to have the right of appeal against any
operative who has made himself specially objection-

able to his fellows.

Employers to accept plasterers' working rules as a

basis of agreement with all sections, except rules

relating to wages, overtime, and country money.
Negotiations on these points to be carried on

directly between each section and the employers.
Ticket inspection granted, but not during working

Employers agree to reinstate all workmen at the
earliest practicable moment, and to increase the
oidinary number of men emploscd.

The lady who carried the Suffragette pro-

paganda into the Palace at the Court on

Thursday week was Miss Mary Blomfield,

who was accompanied by her sister. Miss

Eleanor Blomfield. They are daughters of

the late Sir Arthur Blomfield, the well-

known architect, and their grandfather was

Bishop of London from 1828 until 1856. Both

ladies were known to be supporters of the

Suffragette cause. They were not debutantes,

having been previously presented, and no

question was raised as to the matter of their

obtaining cards of admission. It was at

almost the conclusion of the ceremonial that

the incident occurred. As Miss Mary Blom-

field came into the Royal presence she threw

herself on her knees, and, with her hands

clasped, cried: "Mercy! mercy! For God's

sake, your Majesty " She got no further,

for Court officials at once took charge of her,

and ushered her from the Throne Room.

Miss Eleanor Blomfield, who had taken no

part in the demonstration, was also, it is

stated, requested to leave. Both ladies left

speedily and quietly, and subsequently they

3 shown out of the Palace by a side door.

That there was anything " outrageous " in

Miss Mary Blomfield's conduct—as one

morning paper describes it, we utterly fail

to see. In our opinion women of character

and position are justified to the hilt in any

such endeavour to obtain justice, and to end

the absurd refusal to enfranchise those of

their sex qualified to vote, which palliates

protests of another kind in no degree more

violent than those made in the past by men,

and which, while no one can defend them,

no one can be astonished at.

A new Roman Catholic senior school attached

to the church of St. Lawrence, Newcastle-on-

Tyne, was opened on Monday. It is two

stories in height, and provides on each floor

seven classrooms, separated by movable par-

titions. Messrs. Elliott Brothers, of Newcastle,

were the contractors.

At the last meeting of the housi.jg committee

of Tardiff Town Council, Mr. W. H. D. Caple,

F R 1 B.A., submitted plans for buildmg houses

on the Portmanmoor-road. His scheme provides

for 140 houses at a cost of £149 each. The com-

mittee resolved to ask the city engineer to

prepare plans for houses of the same dimensions

as those shown on Mr. Caple's plans, and to

invite other architects to submit plans.

The Council of the National Trust announce

that Box Hill, recently purchased by Mr.

Leopold Salomons for the nation, has now been

formally vested in the National Trust, to be held

for the' public benefit, and is henceforth dedi-

cated to the public. The whole of the 234 acres

purchased by Mr. Salomons, including the

wooded slopes of the hill to which access has not

hitherto been available to the public, have now
been thrown open.

The town council of Southport, sitting in

camera as the general purposes committee, has

decided to purchase as a site for municipal ofBces

the premises at present occupied by the Man-
chester and Liverpool District Bank at the

corner of Eastbank-street. facing Lord-street

municipal gardens, for £15.100, the property to

be at the disposal of the corporation in

December. 1916. This property, which has an

area of 790 square vards, is contiguous to the

free libr.iry, Cambridge Hall, and the science

and art schools, and, when finally acquired, will

give room for developments on an adequate
cale
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Correspontience.
VotNvithstaiuKiig this, Mr. Topley, who

.sumably spoke on belialf of a large body

Associates, made the amazing statement

, „n.,.„ ".' Monday evening that he was prepared to

THE PROIHISED K.l.B.A. C'HAKll!.K. ^g^ee to proportionate representation, even

To the Editor of the Building News. | though such a course involved three times as

-The proposed Charter is obviously many outsiders as bers being on the
onv,— i"<3 t-.-f-— - ip„,,,,(,ii The President emphasised the
serious matter for the

^

arch^ctu_ral^^pro.
,

Co«no.i.^^^^i^Me^^
^^^^ Topley's undertaking

SlR,-

fession, both in the present and in the future, ' ^"/°"% "'

Td I should be glad to be allowed space for
,l

be
^" •«,/„'

«

a brief criticism of the proposals in these

two aspects.
, •, ^ •

It the present ^ieneration of architects is

to be registered, it seems to be agreed that

Registration must be open to all who have

practised or acted as assistants for a certain

period. Architectural practice cannot be so

defined as to exclude a man who has occa-

sionallv designed some unimportant bit of

buildin'g. but whose real profession— if he has

one— is that of house agent, land agent, or

something still more remote from archi-

tecture. Registration will hall-mark tliese

men as architects, and they will probably be

found as numerous as old-age pension.Ms in

Ireland.
"Registered" architect cannot, therpfnrp,

for the time being, be made a title of nincli

distinction. If, as propospd. I'rll.w- niul

Associates of the Institute aro « nli.liaw n and

given the separate name of ' (liait. r,il

architects, it is obvious that Ihin' will be too

large a proportion of men who are not really

architects amongst those entitled to be

"registered." The name will imply very

dubious qualifications, and all competent

architects will, in self-defence, rrjcct it.

The title of "Chartered" architects will

kill Registration. It will do more : it will

leave a very bitter feeling amnnsst the

Licentiates. "The Institute will have taken

their guineas and their numerical support,

and will then have slammed the door in their

serious natu . .

taken. It

able that such a course as this will receive

the support of the majority of the Associates.

With regard to the. class of Licentiates,

this is not, as some Associates appear to

think, permanent, but one that is rapidly

diminishing in numbers. It is open to every

Licentiate to become by examination a cor-

porate member of the Institute, and it seems

to me that any measure should be discouraged

which would t€nd to relieve the Licentiate-^

or, for that matter, any arcliitect-from the

necessity of passing a rnuilif

before lie is permitted to lia

councils of the R. I.E.A.— I am. eic,

Sydney Tatchell, F.R.I.B.A

1.1, Queen Anne's-gate, S.W.

the

The outlook for the future is even worse

than for the present. The Institute ap-

parently designs for its members a privileged

position, with a special name, and an arbi-

trary power of excluding other architects,

however competent. The special name is

intended to confer some sort of monopoly
by suggesting to the public that those who
bear it are superior, as architects, to those

who do not. It may succeed, and then (if

history is worth reading) the privileged body
will grow stiff and unreceptive, and, as

academic atrophy and jealousy set in. will

exclude all who show signs of thinking for

themselves, and will stifle British archi-

tecture. It may fail, and then the Institute

will have suffered a deserved rebuff, and
architects will have lost a centre where
common ideals might have been focussed, and
the common interests of the profession

promoted.
If architects are to be officially graded into

two classes, the difference of class ought
surely to be based on a difference of

capacity. In the public interest and in the

interest of architecture, it ought not tn

depend on membership of any pari ii nit r

club, nor on the signing of any nii-|i ili-.l

TOO MANY IRONS IN THE FIRE.

SiK,—The congested state of affairs at the

R.I.B.A.. if not appalling, may be correctly

described as somewhat unfortunate while

such a degree of lethargy is displayed by so

many who are, on the other hand, perpetually

grumbling about such little progress being

made.
Beyond the ordinary routine business

necessarily going on, we have three great

(luestions'at the moment to deal with—viz.,

the schedule of professional charges, the

problem of Registration, and now the urgent

and long-talked-of project of an architectural

Defence Union. On Monday last, after a

special whip from headquarters, the assembly-

room was so packed that some of the

members had to stand for lack of space ; and

the packed agenda included the transactions

of a general assembly for electing the

Council and new members, the adjourned

debate on the Council's report about a new
Charter (and the good offices of the Privy

Council) respecting Registration, besides the

concluding clauses set down to follow on as

to architects' fees. One member complained

that he had travelled eight hundred miles to

be present to take part in the question of the

more adequate representation of allied socie-

ties, for the better suffrage of country prac-

titioners on the Council in future ; but

nothing could be settled, a blocking motion

being carried to refer the whole subject

back.
Twice lately, when meetings were called,

no quorum could be found to proceed with

the professional charges schedule, and things

do not look very propitious as to progress

being made on' the loth iiist., when the

"Memorandum and Articles of Association

of the Architectural Defence Union" come
on for consideration. This is the wrong time

the year. Sir, for indoor sports, and,

.Irs, there are a goodly proportion of

ibers ready to abstain from active co-

arisen. I am more surprised that these cases

have been so few. Is it in the fact that

dealings in property have become so few that

we must seek an explanation, assuming it

to be a fact that property dealings are

becoming fewer and few-er?

The property herein concerned was

purchased in 1902 for £700, and it is un-

dcnied that it owed its increased value lu

September, 1910, to its contiguity to the ad-

joining premises. For the purposes of the

Finance Act, 1909. the 1902 value was useless,

the desideratum being its value in April,

1909. Had the provisional valuation been

made in 1909, it is possible the owners would

have accepted it. But, owing to the delay

between the introduction of the Budget in

1909 and the setting up the 'Valuation Depart-

ment towards the end of 1910, the pro-

visional valuation assigning the value of the

property as it stood in 1909 was not made

until .January, 1911, four months after the

sale of the property for £1,000. Hence, the

easily understood objection against the pro-

visional valuation. This difficulty is not

likely to recur when the valuation for the

whole country is complete.

If such remarks as "the value of property

s what it will fetch in the open market, and

lot what a Government valuer thinks it

ihould fetch," were taken seriously, or

ipplied universally, much would be done

.owards nullifying the whole profession of

,'aluers. It is not so. Nor is it what a

Liovernment valuer thinks it should fetch.

The point is. tlie value of property in 1909,

' the "why

ilefin

hows'

ased value^at a later date; and to what

extent the increased value is due to the

owners. If the owners are not responsible

for the increased value, no amount of

„v,„„n=tic proficiency in the transposition, or

on, of words'can alter the fact of its

to use the somewhat mystical, thougli

now commonplace, term, "unearned incre-

ment." But why this implied stigma of "un-

earned increment" should attach only to

dealings in property which suffer taxation to

the extent of 20 per cent, of what, were it a

deal in shares, would be characterised as

legitimate profit, is, perhaps, more than a

little incomprehensible,—I am, etc.,

O. Lewis Abhott.

xton, Manchester, June 6.

.1 _ I 'li i| to liuilil a scheme on,

and. for .Vrrlntiiture s sake, let the founda-
tion be free from all suspicion of unfairness

or illiberalitv.—I am, etc., Ferrers.
12, Buckiiigham-street, Strand, "W.C.

THE R.LB.A. AND REGISTRATION.
Sir,—There appears to be some mis-

apprehension on the part of a number of the
Associates of the Institute as to the Council's
attitude in regard to those architects who are

not corporate members. The Council has
suggested representation in larger measure
for its own members than for architects out-

side its ranks. This should surely appeal to

both Fellows and Associates as being a wise

policy. It is the aim of the R.I.B.A. to

insure to its corporate members privileges

which are not available to those who, for

one reason or another, have not considered it

worth while to submit to the test of a

r(ualifying examination.

rati 3f th,

RUBBLE WALLING.

sing bred, and having lived

ife, in the Midlands, and

where rubble walling was more

1 brick, I can quite appreciate

of June 5, which certainly gives

information which I should

not in any textbook on the

subject.

willing enough to let others "pick the chest

nuts out of the fire." The President has had

such an exacting and strenuous period of

office during the last two years that be has

had two serious breakdowns, aiid ^i- 'I'l <<]

away on a voyage, notwiili ir,.! i
in-

physical training and spci i m i ,!
!

n
durance. Just as all

_
the.. n,;,n,, nf

business are on the tapis, the malcontonts,

who are so often conspicuous by their

absence, turn up on the election and turn out

a majority of the men who have had all these

questions" in hand. The fresh-comers will

need time to grasp the situation, learn its

details, and befit them.selves for carrying on

work to which we are pledged ; and so forging

ahead .seems very unlikely with so many irons

in the fire.—I am, etc.. F.R

^._ 10 doubt the article was written

bya "practical architect, who also has great

experience of stone-wall building.

Even so, in these days of new inventions

and new methods, it is quite impossible for

one man to keep entirely cognisant of every

factor in building, and I write to suggest

wliat I know to be a better method than two

of the methods your article suggests.

For instance, the article speaks of the

trouble there is in making stone walls damp-

proof, and says that "to build a hollowstone

wall would be difficult-that is, in rubble ;
so

that when a house is to be dry inside, it

should be lined with brick and studded for

lathing and plastering."

Again, in talking of old houses, _lie ^^ay'

knew nothing about damp-c
;, theowing to their

destroys the w
the woodwork.
)ut a

;.Tsy,

absence, the damp rises n

Upaper, and sometimes e\

He goes on to say that

a thick old wall is i lot

.B.A.

INCREMENT VALUE- DUTY.
SlR.—Adverting to the case recently

decided by the Court of Appeal, and Mr. C.

H. Kenderdine's letter thereon, I am not

surprised that a few cases, .such as this, have

„. ..,. inch or so from the W-al .
This nir

space would be the salvation of the p_apenng.

although the woodwork might suffer.
.

A much simpler method than lining it wit"

brick, and studding it with lathand-lJlaster

would be to render on the inside of the stone

wall with ordinary Portland cement mixed

3 and 1, to which .'lib. of "Pudlo" have been

added to everv 1001b. of cement. On the top
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(if two such coats, which should be liii. thick,

iuid after the cement has dried, render a Jin.

coat of.Keene's or Parian, and this for the

reason tliat in all Portland cement there is an
acid which destroys the colour from wall-

paper and paint. This coating of plaster

prevents that, and, at the same time, more
readily absorbs the condensation which Port-

land cement produces, owing to its cohl

surface meeting the warm air of the room.
Another way in which a stone wall can be

built perfectly damp-proof is to bed all the

stones with "Lime-Pudlo" mixed with
ordinary building lime before it is made into

mortar. Each stone then would be immersed
in a damp-proof mixture. "Lime-Pudlo" is

a by-product of "Cement-Pudlo," and for

such purposes as the one now suggested it

constitutes a most admirable method of

waterproofing a wall.—I am, etc.,

J. H. Kerner-Greenwoud.

CONGRATULATIONS.
Sir,—Please accept our heartiest con-

gratulations on your issue of last week. This
issue reflects the greatest credit on every-

body concerned, particularly so in view of the

fact that it was published during the holiday

season.— I am, etc. (for "A.W.," Ltd.),

. . _ H. Val Fisher.

Tlie-.4rfi-e;^iswiijr World, Sardinia House,
Kingsway, W.C.

[To many others win Iki,. 1^ ihll\ similarly

expressed apprecialnr i ;lianks are

returned. The abfn ,
-

: i
i. cause it is

brief, and because it i- \alih ^1 ,i> ihe opinioii

of a really discriminative and independent
authority on British advertising.—En.
•B.N."]

Intirtomnranxcation.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We offer a prize ot one guinea every week for what
we deem tho best reply to any query appeariOK JD

this column, which we deem worth

Replies must be sent in over real name
No others can rec

judgment is flnal.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper,
and with each reply a coupon cut from our front
page must be enclosed.

Any number ot replies can be sent, but a coupon of
this date must accompany each.

All else being equal, brief replies will stand the
best chance. We emphasise this, as some corrc'

spondents ignore the fact that querists want terse
facts, not long essays. Any necessary illustrations

duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of repli

that contain illustrations unless we receive tht
by first post on Tuesdays,

riie right to withhold the prize in the event of
reply being received worthy of it is reserved by t

Editor, who also claims the right to publish a

Sir,— I notice that in your issue of JMay 29
reference is made, under "Competitions," to

the above school, and the affix L.R.LB.A.
;is-nsed.

• As any contracted form is specifically pio-

hibited by order of the Royal Institute (and
consequently never used by me), I shall be
much obliged if you will insert such form
of correction as will make it clear that
the contracted form was not used with my
knowledge or consent.—1 am, etc.,

J. Inch Morriso.n.

24, Duke-street, Edinburgh, June 4, 1914.

[We are sorry. We hope, if we involun-
tarily offend again, our apologies will be
taken for granted. "Licentiate" is rather
a long word !—Ed.]

Councillor W. J. Gillilaud, F.R.I. B..\., has
been appointed vice-chairman of the library and
technical instruction committee of the Belfast
Corporation.

Mr. C. I. Epps, who has been elected High
Pastor of the Ancient Order of Shepherds for
the ensuing year, is a well-known building con-
tractor ot Ashford, East Kent, in which town
the High Sanctuary ot the order will be held
next year.

Mr John Jackson, builder and contractor, of
Newcastle-on-Tyne, and of Rowland's Hill, died
on Saturday. Mr. Jackson was the principal of
the firm of Messrs. John Jackson and Sons.
builders. Corporation-street. Newcastle, and had
carried on business in the city for 39 vears. He
was born at Bolton, in Wes'tniorland. 64 years
ago, and went to Newcastle as a young man.

The city council of Worcester decided on
Monday, on the recommendation of the
electricity committee, to apply to the Local
Government Board for sanction to a loan of
f5,250, to cover expenditure anticipated during
the next three years on mains and transformers.
It was stated that since 1908 the council had
expended ^34,000 on additional and renewed
electricity plant.

The Duke of Devonshire's agent having offered
two sites which were considered suitable, t

Kastbourne Town Council decided on Weduesd
week to carry out an ininortant housing schen
There is space on the land for 209 houses, of
which 143 will be built at once. The rental pro-
|)0sed is .7s. 9d. per week. The cottages willbe
semi-detached, with tiled roofs, and will cost
£210 each. •

QUESTIONS.
[13144.1—SWIMMINtf-B.A.THS.—Will some of your

readers, who have had experience of swimming-bath
lilanning. kindly say what they would recommend
(or the tinishing of the walls and bottom of the baths,
other than tiles or glazed brickwork ?—the desire
being to keep down the cost, but not to sacrifice
efhcieucy. Is there a cheap method of heating
the water up to a proper temperature ? Should the
walls be constructed in ferro-concrete ?—.\ Constant

^»»
WATER StTPPiY AND SANITARY

MATTERS.
CARLISLE RURAL DISTRICT W.ATEU

SUPPL'if.—A special meeting of tlie Carlislo
Rural District Council was held on Mondav for

the purpose of considering the report ot tlh

engineer as to the provision of a supply of «;m. t

for tho whole ot the council's area af .mi

estimated cost of £60,000. It was dec.d.M Kv

14 votes to 10 to adopt the scheme. The sour.-.

of the supply is Roughton Gill Mine on Caldbcck
Pells, famous for their association witli "Jolni
Peel."

FLEET (HANTS) SEWERAGE -\XI> si:\V.\i;i,

DISPOSAL.—At the last meetiir- .i i h. I !. - i

Urban District Council the clerk i.i. m,,i M, j

the Local Government Board hoi loi.i..,. 1

without requiring any modificati.h > 1.. u

of sewerage and sewage disposal t. .
1 .

of Fleet, prepared by the coaij ' .;:

engineer, Mr. T. J. Moss-Flov..i .
I

j~

Victoria-street, Westminster, aiul iiii.i.l. .lod

had sanctioned the borrowing of the ainoimt
required to carry out the work—viz.. £36,400,
Instructions were given to the solicitor to com
plete the purchase of the land for the air-
compressing station, and to complete the lease
in connection with the land required for the
sewage-disposal works. Tenders for cast-iron
pipes were received and referred to the engiiietr
for report. The scheme involves some 16 iriih s

of gravitating sewers. The sewage will . .,„-

centrate at several points, from which ii uill

be ejected to the sewage-disposal works, uhi.h
is a long way from the residential part of iht-

town. The ejectors will be worked by means of
compressed air from a central air-compressing
station. The sewage-disposal plant consists of
screening chambers, balancing, detritus, setli-

mentation, upward flow, storm and d.-ini
tanks, primary and secondary per. I,- i

filters, humus channels, works for tho .l-i
of the sludge, and for dealing with ^l i lo

water and other incidental works. Tenders aro
to be at once invited for the work.

. mtm
The Local Government Board have sanctioned

loans to the urban district council of Whitefield,
Lanes, of £13,131 for a housing scheme, and
£1,146 for street sewering and water-supply
works.

The city council of Newcastle-on-Tyne adopted
on Tuesday a recommendation of the town im-
provements and streets committee that the
sanction of the Local Government Board he
sought to obtain a loan of £2,075 for carrying
out work at the Ouseburn culvert.

Professor Macalister urges the necessity for
appointing at once a Royal Commission to record
and preserve the ancient monuments existing in
Ireland on similar lines to those appointed five
years ago for England, Scotland, and Wales.
He estimates that there are 1.567 ancient
structures to the square mile in Ireland, as
against 1,326 in England, 569 in Scotland, and
1.421 in Wales.

©nr Office fable.

It was repo
pool Cathedral Committee on Monday that

in consequence of the recent advances of

wages to masons and others engaged in the

building of the cathedral the cost would he

£5,200 more than had been expected in

respect of the portion which is now being
built. This increases the balance still

required to £37,500, and an appeal for further

funds is to be made. Towards the supi

required an anonymous promise of £1,000 has

been received.

A special meeting of the Wallasey Town
Council was held on 'Tuesday evening for the

pnrposo of euiilirniiiig the reeouinieudations
... 1 h.. .

,
.

1 1 i. ;i ., . ...0110111. .. in regard to

, ..I . I , o- station at

I' \l. l: I.I II of the elec-

tro II., . .0 111,11..
,

io..,..l ill. iiooeptance, as

recoinnieiulod by tlie coniniittee, of the

contracts of Messrs. Hughes and Stirling,

Liverpool, of £11,437 for the new buildings;

of Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd., London, of £1,304
for tiie transformers ; and of M. Louis Prat,

London, of £1,084 for three steel chimneys.

He mentioned that the committee originally

asked for a loan of £65,000, and these tenders

completed their scheme at a total cost of

£64,253, although by the introduction of

larger turbines they had doubled the capacity

of the plant.—The deputy-mayor said that,

as Mr. Bellis had informed" them, the original

estimate was for a round £65,000. When the

scheme was a little further developed they

put down the land at £13,000, the buildings

and works, including sidings, at £11,000, and
the plant at £10,757— total, £64,757. Com-
pariTi the final figures, as now ascertained,

,,1 c,o ,'-,, j„.tond of £13.000, for the

land- rl-'; I of £11.000, for the

loMhIiii..- .1 -I.- and £39,348, instead

,,r o 111,7.,; I
|.i,iiit-a total of £64,253,

iii^liioloi i.hlT.iT. Ihis showed exceedingly

rl,.., .^1 iioiii iiii; by the chairman and the

mITo Oil- o|i..ii which they were to be con-

^1 :,i iiliii, il. I lie motion was unanimously

larried, and it was decided that the seal of

the council should be affixed to the contracts.

The area of the Fountainbridge towii-

phuining scheme for Edinburgh recently

adopted by the corporation extends

altogether to about 4^ acres. The object of

the scheme is to open up communication
between Gilmore-place on the south and

Fountainbridge on the north, with side

streets debouching from the principal streets.

At the present time, Lochrin-place and

terrace are culs-de-sac, and it is intended—
by arrangement with the owners— that those

ciils-de-sac shall be opened out. The
principal street will be formed through land

at ]irpsont nocnpied partly by shedding and
loiildniL'^ iif an ino\|ionsive kind. It is sug-'

^., vi.il Miiil or. nam -|ou-e strips of frontage

unoiiiil wholi will 111 oine from the execution

ol Uio |)l.Ln shunld ho planted with trees and
shrubs, and that the building sites made
available to front the new streets should

of t-ht not

.lillL- tin idtli

.poso

i-ognlations to throe fourths. This town-
planning scheme will, in its effects, be tho

complement of the works authorised by Par-

liament last sessh.n fur th.;- formation of a

thoroughfare coino ; In- r<oi oi ainbridge with
Morrison-street, i.i .J ' land of the

North British Ka i
i i . ,\. in connec-

tion with the clo-iiij ..! -h. Cniiil and the im-

provement of Foiintainbriilgo-street and
neighbourhood.

The special committee appointed by the

Manchester Corporation to consider and re-

port on the conditions of life in the Hulme
district of the city have issued their report

embodying recommendations for the improve-
ment o"f matters in this particular area. The
committee states that the population of

Hulme consists of 63,177 persons, living in an
area of 477 acres, resulting in 1-llth of the
total population of the city being huddled
together upon l-45th of its area—equal to an
average of 132 persons per acre in Hulme, as
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compared with an average of 33 per acre for

the whole of the city, or four times as many
;

that of the 1,315 "acres in the city area

devoted to public parks and open spaces not

a single acre is in Hulnie, althongh it con-

tributes £232,000 a year to the city rates,

and that out of a total of 13,137 houses in

Huline. no fewer than 11.506 have no baths,

and little or no convenience for washing and

drying clothes. The death-rate for the

district is 20.88 per thousand, against 16.93

for the whole city. The committee recom-

mend the provision of a number of small open

spaces—say four of about an acre each

—

rather than a single large recreation-ground.

They advise the council to press forward the

erection of a washhouse in connection with

the Leaf-street baths, and to obtain at least

three more sites for additional washbouses

for the district. The committee are of

opinion that there is need for two additional

reading-rooms in the district.

The Board of Trade gave notice on May U,

1914. that they proposed to m&ke two special

orders under Section 103 of the National In-

surance Act, extending the provisions of

Part II. of the Act (L nemployment Insur-

ance) to workmen employed in the following

trades: (1) Repairing works of construction,

other than roads aud the permanent way of

railways ; (2) sawmilliug, including machine
woodw'ork, whether carried on in connection

with auy other insured trade or not. Objec-

tions to the proposed extension haie been
received, and the Board have accordiiiglv

appointed ilr. A. A. Hudson, K.C., of d'.

Paper-buildings. Temple, E.C., to hold
inquiries with regard to the proposed orders.

The inquiries will be open to the public, and
will be held in the Board-room, Central

Office for Labour Exchanges and Unemploy
meiit Insurance, Queen Anne's-chambers,
Westminster, London, S.W.
The Central Chamber of Agriculture, at

its meeting at the Surveyors Institution,

Great George-street, Westminster, on Tues-

day, considered a report of the Rural
Housing Committee, which stated that,

although not averse from loans being made
to individual landowners for cottage-

building, the committee realised that there

was a strong objection to this from a con-

siderable section of the community. They
considered the provisions of the Housing and
Town-Planniug Act should be extended. The
committee suggested that in addition to

asking for grants to individual owners,

public-utility societies should be formed in

every county for the purpose of undertaking
building operations wherever required, and
that these societies should be empowered to

borrow money on as favourable terms as

public authorities. The committee urged that

all classes of employers should house their

men. They issued a"word of warning on the

subject of ultra-cheap cottages. It was not

improbable that those who were building

very cheap cottages to-day were building up
a fresh housing problem for the future. No
cottage should be erected which was not.

both "as regarded construction and size of

rooms, a little ahead of present-day minimum
requirements.

Part II. of "Estimating,'" by Thomas D. L,

Piper (Portsmouth: Holbrook and Son,

Ltd.), continues the analysis of builders*

prices, dealing with the pavior, the mason,
and the carpenter, and with alterations

generally. There are sixty-five illustrations.

The rate of wages quoted is that general in

the Southern districts.

Messrs. Adam and Charles Black's "Social
Guide, 1914," is an indispensable half-a-

crown's worth, especially to visitors to the

Metropolis, and the other centres of the

season at home and abroad. In addition to

the well-appreciated particulars given in the

four previous issues, there are four good
coloured illustrations, including a portrait of

the King, the Pavilion at Lords. Hyde Park,
and the entrance hall at Claridge's.

"The Making of High-roads.' by Alfred
Edward Carey, M.I.C.E. (London:' Crosby
Lockwood and Son), is a useful handbook
based on a lecture by the author at the

School of Military Engineering, Chatham. It

does not waste space on "road furniture,"

but deals practically with the methods by

wliich the cost of roads can be kept within
reasonable bounds, the dust nuisance
mitigatjd, and locomotion rendered less

dangerous. A number of subsidiary matters
are dealt with in the appendices.

The contingencies of partnerships are so

many and varied that we sometimes wonder
any "man is willing to risk them in business.

Even when a man brings in nothing but
brains as capital, he will be fortunate if

nothing occurs to deprive him of the fruit

thereof ; while the capitalist who seeks only
a fair return, and little trouble, may find

himself any day committed to risks he never
dreamed of. A good book to read is

•Partnership." by H. C. Emery, solicitor,

published by Effingham Wilson, 54, Thread-
needle-street. E.C.. at five shillings. It deals

with the Acts of 1890 and 1907, gives recent
leading cases, and a number of model forms
and precedents under both Acts. The forms
of agreement seem well drawn, and the

chapter on the settlement of partnership

disputes by arbitration may be found useful,

except, of course, when partners are un-

reasonable or capricious, and then little but
the intervention of the High Court is much
good '.

Our many readers who—thanks to the

comfort and regularity insured by the Great
Eastern Railway "Company's" excellent

service, have come to prefer the Harwich
route to the Continent, and who are now con-

templating holiday arrangements, will do well

to send for the new booklet just out. "To the

Continent." which, in addition to all desir-

able information, contains many illustrations,

many of them excellently rendered in fac-

simile water colour. The contrast between

the comfortable cabins, and the accommoda-
tion on some routes not a few of us are too

familiar with— or. rather, the lack of it—
speei decide the route next ti:

henever possible, of the intending traveller

who peruses this booklet for the first time.

It can be obtained free by mentioning the

BciLDiNG News, and despatching a postcard

to the Continental Manager, G.E.R., Liver

pool Street Station. London. E.C.. and we
advise early application.

The South-Eastern and Chatham Railway
Company have just published a profusely-

illustrated booklet, entitled, "The Golden
Sands of Picardy," which will be sent post

free to anyone wiio will write for it to the

General Manager at London Bridge Station,

S.E., mentioning the BvitDiNG News in his

application. In its tivo hundred pages

this little guide gives particulars of thi

expanse of forty miles of sandy coast

tending from the cliffs of Griz - Nez
southward to the mouth of the Somme

—

a district which includes the modern depart

ments of Pas-de-Calais and Somme, and is

coincident with the ancient province of

Picardv. The handbook is brightly written

by Mr." William Stormont, and wit'h the aid

of maps and many half-tone blocks, indi-

cates the relative character of the watering-

places on the North Coast of France, how
they can be most conveniently reached, and
the accommodation offered at hotels,

pensions, furnished houses, and villas. Hints

for holiday-makers, local time-tables, and
lists of fares add much to the practical

utility of the guide.

"Influence Diagrams for the Determina-
tion of Maximum Moments in Trusses and
Beams," by Professor Malverd A. Howe
(London: Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 5s. 6d.),

emphasises the fact that for loads on all

ordinary trusses the influence diagrams for

bending moments are drawn by following a

single simple rule, aud diagrams so con-

structed require no computations for their

direct application. Moreover, the influence

diagrams for loads on continuous trusses,

cantilever trusses, and arches are shown to

be based on the one general diagram for

simple trusses. The diagrams, as a rule, are

constructed for moments, but they can be as

easily drawn for stresses, or even areas of

truss" members. The use of the influence dia-

grams in the determination of criterions for

the positions of wheel loads which produce
maximums is explained, and shown to be very

simple.

MEETINGS FOK THE ENSTHNQ WEEK.
Satikii.vy iTo-MORBOwi.—Institution of Municipal

and County Engineers. North- •

Western District Meeting at Lytham.
MoKDAT.—Royal Institute of British .Architects.

Special Meeting to consider the Draft
Scheme for an Architectural Defence

Wednesday.—Royal Institute of British Architects.
-Annual Dinner at Hotel Cecil. 7.30
lor 7.15 p.m.

Fridat (June 19>.—Carpenters' Comiwny Exhibition
of Works in Wood and Wood Car-
pentrj-. Distribution of Prizes by Sir
Henry .\. Miers. Carpenters' Hall.

%xaht liitos.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
DC>NC.\STER —The strike of bricklayers in

Donc:ister has now entered upon its fifth week
without any negotiations having taken place
between the masters and the men with regard to
the men's demand for an increase of wages from
9d. to lOd. an hour. A meeting of the master
builders of the town was held on Monday night,
with the object of discussing the desirability of
a geueval lock-out of all connected with the
building trade until the present dispute has
been scttlcid- A request was, however, received
from the bricklayers for an interview, and it

was decided to grant this, and to postpone con-
sideration of a locfc-out until after the interview .

There is therefore some prospect of an amicable
agreement being arrived at.

INVERNESS—The working plumbers in
Inverness went out on strike ob Tuesday, the
masters having refused to accede to the demand
for an increase in wages. The men. who are paid
at present eightpence per hour, asked for an
increase of one penny per hour. They also asked
that the allowance of six shillings per week while
employed in the country be increased by three
shillings. The demand is made on the ground of
increased cost of living.

L.VNCASTER.-The strike of Messrs Warin"
and Gillow's Lancaster employees, after extend-
ing over six weeks, was settled on Friday, so far
as the cabinetmakers. chairmakers, and
machinists are concerned. The men have
secured an advance of wages from 8jd. to 9.Jd.

per hour, which, with a reduction of hours from
51 to 49.^ per week, will mean an increase in
wages of 2s. The polishers and woodcarvers are
still standing out for IJd. per hour increase.

TBADE NOTES.
Boyle's latent patent "air-pump " ventilators

The Lichfield City Council have appointed
Ilr. P. A. Benn. deputy borough surveyor at
Loushborough. as city surveyor at a salary of

£200 r. year.

The Bradford Waterworks Committee have let

contracts amounting to over £100,000 for work
in connection with the duplication of the Nidd
Valley water-main.

The late Mr. Arthur Carter Clout, of Heather
Lodge, Thornton-road. West Croydon, builder,

who recently died, aged 56 years, left £29.376
(net personalty £23.027).

The death of Mr. Robert Crawford, of Stone-
wold. Ballyshannon, Co. Donegal, who was
professor of civil engineering in Dublin Uni-

versity from 18S2 till 1887, is announced.

The vicar and churchwardens of Lavcnham,
which boasts the finest parish church in Suffolk,

are about to carry out further works of restora-

tion in the form of repairing the loth-centnry

screens in the organ chapel, under the direction

of Mr. W. D. Caroe, F.S.A.

Cm Tuesday the Archbishop of Canterbury
dedicated the memorial to the late Bishop John
Wordsworth, of Salisbury, in the Lady-chapel of

the cathedral. It consists of a recumbent figure

in Episcopal robes in Greek marble, upon a base

of black Belgian marble, inlaid with Pavanzza,

and is the work of Sir George Frampton, R.A

The Bishop of Croydon has dedicated at

Hollingbourne Workhouse a new chapel. The
building, which has a seating capacity for about

120, is situated on the east side of the work-

house. It is of wood with tiled roof, and was

erected by Messrs. Boulton and Paul, of Norwich,

under the supervision of Mr W. H Poole, a local

architect.
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LATEST PRICES.

IKON.
Steel Joists. Belgian and German

(ex steamer. London) per ton £6 a 6 to £6 5

Steel Joists. English 7 10 ,. 7 12 6

WrouRht-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,, 826
Bar Iron, good Stafls 6 6 0., 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or

Do.. Welsh 5 15 .. 5 17

Boiler Plates. Iron-
South Staffs 8 0., 8 15

Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles lOs., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,. £8 1.53 to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 lOs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton
£13

15

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 13 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8 9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-Lron Colnmns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9
Rolled-Iron ?"encing Wire 8 5 0,. 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10
Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 55
(.ut Floor Brads
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7 (

4in.to6in 6 0,, 6 5 (

Tin. to 21in. (all sizes) : 5 7 6,, 6 (

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,
turned and bored joints, 58. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall 110s. Od. to 117s. 6d
Hot Blast, ditto 708. Od. „ 75s. Od

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 3J per cent.)-
Gas-Tubes 72 P.O.
Water-Tubes 70
Steam-Tubes 66i
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes 60
Galvanised Steam- Tubes 53

OTHER METALS
Spelter. Silusian Per ton £21 3 J to £21
Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 10 „

Country 21 r, ,.

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 21 ID „
„ Country 2.3 .") ,,

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 2n 10 „
„ Country 26 5 ,,

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 28 0,.

.. Country 2s i", o ..

Composition Gas-Pipe. Town... 26 10 ..

Country 27 5 ,,

LeadSoil-pipe(apto4jin.)Town 26 10 0„
Country 27 5 ,,

lOver 4Jin. £1 per ton extra.]
Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6,. 18
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 U ..

CopperSheets.sheathing&rods 77 „ 77

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 67 „ 67"
, EngUsh Ingots 143 0,. 143

PnRNITURE i

Teak; Burmese per load, 50ft. £20 to £25
Teak; Java per load, 50ft 16 „ 21

Per cubic foot.

OakPIanks; U.S.A.. imported 1 9 to 2 6

.. Boards ., „ Prm. 3 0,, 036
„Mdm. 2 6,, 039

Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 2 4,, 036
Birch ; Quebec logs 2 3,, 039

„ sawn planks... 13.. 020
Oak ; Austrian Wainscot 7 0. 080
Walnut; Prime boards and
planks 6 0.. 066

Walnut: Mdm. „ „ 3 6 „ 4 6

Greenheart : Hewn logs 3 3., 040
Cedar : Cigar box 4 9,, 056
Satin Walnut; Imp. sawn
boards, prime 3 4,, 039

Orham; Imp. sawn boards,
prime •. 2 0,, 023

Mahogany : St. DomingcCnba,
and Honduras ...060,, 090

„ African, Assinee, &c. 5 „ 6 6

„ Lagos and Benin 4 6,, 060
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez 3 0,, 040
,, Gaboon 3 0,, 020

Satinwood : West Indian 10 „ 14

Rosewood Per ton 8 0,, 12 3

Lignum Vits 7 „ 14

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto , 2 3

Red Corsehill, ditto 3 B

Closeborn Red FreeBtone,ditto „ 2
Ancaster, ditto „ 1 10
Greenshill, ditto „ 1 10
Cbilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) .. 1104

Hard York, ditto ,, 2

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot enp. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
Bides, random sizes .. 13

All P.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 74

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 94

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station „ 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ., 16}

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average ;—
Brown White

DeUvered on road waggons
] ^'^e^Xt^'cube''"'

at Paddington Depot, I m a % £0 a 4*
Nine Elms Depot, or

f
- ^° a 3 ... £0 2 44

Pimlioo Wharf /

Do..
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town)
Sheet Lead, Town....

Country
Genuine White Lead
Refined Red Lead
Sheet Zinc
(31d Lead, against account

per cwt.

TIUBEB.
OONSTBnOTIONAL.

Deals, Quebec, per standard ;

—

1st quaUty £38 to £45

18 10
11 10
10 10

Spruce Deals ; St. Johns :

,. ,, Miramichi
Boards: Swag

Red Deals ; Archangel 1st quality
„ „ „ 2nd

3rd
16 ,

12 , 14
St. Petersburg-

Ist quality 16 10 ,, 18
2nd „ 14 10 „ 15 10

.. „ Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 0„ 15
Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 „ 17

White Deals: Crown 14 „ 15 10
Seconds 11 10 „ 13

Flooring : White and Planed—
1st and 2nd quaUty mixed ... 10 15 0,, 1115
Ist, 2nd, & 3rd quaUty mixed 10 5 „ 11
Red Planed, 1st quaUty 14 10 0,, 17

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „ 23

Lignum Vitee Per ton 7 „ 14

Per cubic foot.
Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,, 05
Pitch Pine Logs 2 0,, 2
Birch; Quebec Logs 2 3,, 02
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0,, 8
Mahogany Gaboon „ 3 0,, 02

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d. per 1,000 of

Blue Portmadoo ... 20x10 ... 13 13 6 1,200 at r.stn.
16x 8 ... 6 13 6

Blue Bangor 30x10... 13 3 6 .. ,,

30x13 ... 13 17 6
First quaUty 30x10 ... 13 ....

30X12 ... 13 15
16x 8 ... 7 5

Eureka unfading
green 20x10 ... 15 17 6

20x12 ... 18 7 6
18x10 ... 13 5
16x 8 ... 10 5

Permanent green... 30x10 ... 11 13 6

BBIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1.000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 „ „ [river.

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for deUvered
Pacings 3 5 „ at rly. stn.

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wu-e Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 13
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bulkoei 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

3jin. Best Red Ac-) (Net, deUvered in
crington Plastic / 4 10 6 ,A fuU truck loads
Facing Bricks ) ( in London.
' Accrlngton Best Red Plastlo Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than Si" In
thickest part 2

3i" Chimney Bricks fit tor outside work 3 6
34" ditto ditto tturough and tlirough 3
34' Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and 4" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 T 6

Accrington Air Bricks. 9" X 3 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9* xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, 44" e iflit, per foot opening ... 13
4 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
5 ditto 44' ditto ditto ditto ... 3 1

6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 6

3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 9
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BBIOKS.
HAKD GLAZES, (PEB 1.000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, BuUnose, and 4jin. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 34 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 14 17

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 7 6 31 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 33 17 6 36 17 6 19 17 6

Splays and Squints—
17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles-
id. each 3d. each 6d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BBIOKS.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/3 each
Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
UajoUca or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers £23 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose... 37 17 6
C impass bricks, circular and arch bricks\ Not

of single radius £6 per 1.000 over above exceed-
Ust for their respective kinds and colours

f
ing 9in.

C.imber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 44in.

Is. 3d. each I by3iin.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Doable

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations.
9. a.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, deUvered
Pit Sand 7 „ -

Thames Ballast 6 0.,
6. a. Per ton.

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 deUvered
G.-ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton deUvered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. s. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 deUvered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 37s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.

Plain red roofing tUes ..

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz. „
Broseley tUes 50 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 63 6

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ,, ,,

Ornamental do 60 „ „ ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. „ „
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ ,

Ornamental do 48 6

Hip tiles 3 104 perdoz. „ „
Valley tiles 3 44
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ ,,

Ornamental tiles 60 „ „ „
Hip tiles 4 perdoz. „ ,,

VaUey tiles 3 8
Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or

Brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000 „ .,

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tUes 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 6

Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 60 per 1000 „ „
Pressed 47 6

Ornamental do SO ,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 „ „

OILS.
Rapeseed, EngUsh pale, per tun £38 15 to £39 5
Do., brown 36 16 „ 37 5

Cottonseed, refined 39 ,. 30
OUve, Spanish 39 10 „ 40
Seal, pale 31 „ 21 10
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ 46 10
Do., Ceylon 43 10 „ 43
Do., Mauritius 42 10 „ 43
Pahn, Lagos 32 5 „ 33 5
Do. Nut Kernel 35 „ 35 10
Oleine 17 6 ,, 19 6
Sperm 30 „ 31
Lubricating U.S pergal, 7 0,, 080
Petroleum refined 6i ,, 6i
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 10
Do., Archangel 19 6 „ 10
Linseed OU per gal. 2 5j „ —
Baltic Oil 2 8,, —
Turpentine 3 104 „ —
Putty (Genuine Lin-

1 „, „„t n 8 „ -
seed Oil)

Pnre Linseed Oil
' Stority " Brand

per cwt.

10

GLASS (IN OBATES).
EngUsh Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 36oz. 32oz
Fourths 2d.... 3d. ... Sid. ... 48d.
Thirds 2id. ... 3id. ... 44d. ... Bid.
i'luted Sheet 2id. ... Sid. ... 6id. ... 7d.

Hartley's EngUsh Boiled Plate ; 4in. ^/,6in. iln.

2id. ... 2jd. ... 3d.

Figured RoUed and Repousalne White. Tinted
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

20—Champlilin Tercentenary Monument, Orillia, Ontano
UMiftda (limit of cost £4,1001 The Canadian High Commissioner, Victoria-street, S.W.

23—Secondary School for Boys (600 places), Bamea Estate,

Pnrbam-road, Sunderland. (Assessor nominated by
rrcsident of Royal Institute of British Architects) £100, £50, £26

30—Villa-Flats at the Lido, Venice (limit of cost £80,000) £«0, £320, £200..

July 16—Harbour Extension, Helsinehore 7,000 kron., 4,000 kron., 2,0(

le-DesiRns for New Town Hall, Middleton (cost not to excsed
"

£18,C00) (Hastwell Grayson. Assessor) £100, £50, £26

26-Defign8 for Police and Pire Station, Redhill. (Assessor.) 40gs., 20g8., lOga

Sept. 7—Designs for Public Elementary Schools at Linda-street,

Tork-road, Battersea ; and BilUngsgate-str»»' <^>.,„..i,.

Eireot. Greenwich (Mr. J. W. Simpson,

J. W.Moncur, M.Inst.C.B., Boro'
Direzione della Campaenia Ita

S.M. del Giglio 24B7, Venice.
The Harbour Extension Board, He lingborg, Sweden.

F.B.I.B.A.,

Dec. 31—Planning Workmen's Settlement, Campine Coalfield £400, £240..
L.Gomme. Clerk, Education Offices, Victoria Embankment, W.C.
M. le President do la Commission piur I'Amenagement des

Agglomerations Industrielles, Rue de Lonvain, Bmssela.

l,000dol A. Miiyne Heron, Hec , Svdney and Suburban Hydraulic Power
Co.. Ltd., 11, Martin-place. Svdney. N.S.W.

E. R. Pickmere, Town Clerk's OfBce, Liverpool.-Design for Laying Oat Walton Hall Estate, Liverpool lOOgs., 50gs., 25gs

-Plans for Improvement of Saloon Theatre and Grounds
and Erecting Concert Hall, Whitby T. K. Scott, Bur., Ccnncil Offices, Flowergate, Whitby

-School (700 places). King Edward-street, Sunderland-
road, Gateshead r.... The Clerk, Education Offices, Gateshead.

LIST OP TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINQS.
12—Council School. Additions to, (Jopmanthorpa West Ridmg Education Committee
12—Batiye-slreet Schools. Alterations to, Heckmondwiko West Ridin? Education Committee
12—Two Bandstands. Gelli and Ponygraig Rfiondda Urban District Council......

13—Fever Hospital, Boiler House at. Hampstead, N.W Metropolitan Asylums Board
13—Council School, Urban-road, Sale Cheshire County Council
13—Workmen's Dwellings (24|, King's-road, Llandudno Urban District Council
16-Herbert-road School, vielincrythan Glamorgan County Conncil
15—Empire and Cinema Theatre. Porth
16—Workhouse, Workshops and Alterations at. Farnham Guardians
15—Various Schools in Western Division. Cardiff Glamorgan County Council
16-Cemetery Lodge, Additions to, Whitby
15— Girls' School. Additions to, Pontardawe Glamorgan County Council
IB-Technical School, Hitchin E. A. Lucas Charity Trnsteea
16—Infectious Diseases Hospital, Additions to, Tattingstone .. Samtord Rural District Council
15—School, Domestic Science Centre at, Pontardawe Glamorgan County Council
16—No. Ill, Fore-street, Additions to. Torpoint
15—Council School, Classroom at, Banwen, Bryuamman Glamorgan County Cooncil
16—County Sanatorium, Additions to, Longriggend
15—Miniature Ritle Range, Appleby Cumberland Terr. Assoc
15—Training College, Laying out Grounds of , Barry Glamorgan Count.y Council
15—Constables' Houses. Knotlingley West Riding Standing .Joint Com. ...

16—Five Tool Sheds, Cat Hill - East Barnet Valley O.D.C

The Education Architect, County Hall. WakeSeld.
The Education Architect, County Hall, Wakefield.
The Ole*, Council OfHcos, Pentre.
W. T. Hatch, M.LC.B., Bng.-in-Chief, Embankment, B.C.
Hoy and Sisley, Archts., 199, Deansgate, Manchester.
W. T. Ward, Deput.y Eng., Town Hall, Llandudno.
T. M. Pranklen, Clerk, County Hail, Cardiff.

T. E. Richards, A.R.I.B.A., Market -fii- Chmbrs., Pontypridd.
Kingham and Kingham, Archts., Grosvenor-road, Aldershot.

T. M. Franklen. Clerk, County Hall, Cardiff.

E. W, Smales, Archt., 48, Baxtergate, Whitby.
T. M. Franklen, Clerk, County Hall, Cardiff.

Walter Millard, Archt., 10, Gray's Inn Square, W.C.
A J. Haward, Clerk, 34, Princes-street, Ipswich.
T. M. Franklen, Clerk, County Hall, Cardiff.

F. W. Stacey, Fore-street, Torpoint. Cornwall.
T. M. Pranklen, Clerk, County Hall, Cardiff.

Cullen, Lochhead, and Brown, Archts., Hamilton.
P. M. Hope. Arcnt., 11, Main-street, Cockermouth.
T. M. Franklen, Clerk, County Hall, Cardiff.

The West Riding Architect, County Hall, Wakefield.

H, York, Snr., Station-road, New Barnet.

If you have not aln.:a(dy received Catalogue Inset

giving full particulars, a copy will be sent on rccjuest.

NAriONALRADIArORrom>ANY

A new ''Ideal Domestic" Boiler.

A new intermediate size of the Ideal

Domestic Boiler Series^ the No. IID — is now
available and can be supplied promptly from

our Hull Works.

The No. Ill) Ideal Domestic Boiler has

an ln)urly caiiacity for hot-water supply of 42,000

B.T.U. — 28 to 84 gallons — according- to the

teniiierature retiuired.

439 & 441, Oxford Street, Loiidou, W.
uuiTso, Works: HULL, Yorks. Telephone Nos. : Mayfair 2153 & 2154,

WILLUM MACLEOD V CO.. 60. 62. V 64. Robertson Street, GLASGOW.
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Westminster Hall Roof Reparation.
Fireproof Roofs on New Constructive Lines.
New F.icts About Mortars.

FIREPROOF ROOFS ON NEW
CONSTRUCTIVE LINES.

An ordinary type of roof, so far as outline

is concerned, but possessing perfect five-

proof qualities combined with strength, and
at ' reasonable cost. Hm? lontr bpfii ;i

desideratum. To iukI I h,' \ ,iii. iU'; v. (luirc-

monts involved, by :nl.i|'tiiij ili ..r.liiiai\

angular type, such as illiisirji,f| m l-i^ I.

a special roof has In-rii cli-ML;iiril. 'I'lii-

^^UK^^y-
method of construction is mure clearly

illustrated in detail by Fig. 1a. It is

formed of ordinary galvanised corrugated
iron, covered with a thin layer of fairly fine

cement concrete—about Um.—with a Ain.

line finish on top. The latter can be given
a good drip, when it closely lesembles the
ordinary slab slat.' .n- stone roof. The
galvanised iion is fixtd to a series of lieht,

flat bars-T s oi- Ls, TlieM- are suitalily

spaced, according t.i the spans, etc.. of tli?

steel princi|)als. Either the V clips can
be adopted fur fi.xing, or two or three
strands of stout galvanised wire can be
used instead. The latter, well twisted
round, turned up and down in the concrete.

forms a good key for same, as illustrated

in the detail. For other positions, where it

might be necessary to form a better ceiling,

expanded metal lathing and plaster can be
readily fixed inside as well, also supported
by the clips or iron. If preferred, the iron

'-W.ri

can be used running vertically, instead of

horizontally, also slung on inside, when the

spaces between the bars and corrugations,

with the thread and nut ends of clips,

insure a good hold for the concrete.

The small-scale plan .:f a tower, with
11 bv Fi.;. 1. IS

the ends. A T-piece could also be intro-

duced hero instead, somewhat after the

style shown by the second angle plan, if

preferred. Two other methods of jointing

up the cross-tiers, or steel purlins, are

illustrated liy Fig. 2. There are also two
methods i>f iinishing the corrugated iron on

the hips with this method of construction.

These, as sh.juii b\ Fej- :«, are eitlur well

lapped across the .iiinle and wired

through, as seen by ill"

flattened out, turned ii

riveted through. The

Inst example : or

1. and bolted or

forn^.er method

would obviously provide the best tie—or
key—for the cement. It might be satis-

factorily used for this purpose on the-
angles alone, and the clip system elsewhere
on the roof. Bolts, secured alternately
from either side, would provide the best
key when these are used. The similarity
of this class of construction, in general
appearance, to tile, slab slate, or stone
roofs IS more clearly coii\,\.i| In h'm. 4.

The same principle niiglii .d-o h ^ -disfac-
toiil\ .idupted for spire woik Siii.dl ones
eoul.l be constructed m two sections, a
eouple of flat bars being used for the
iiott..iii half, and single ones jointed into

til • jiiiddle for the upper portion, to finish

at the apex. Til.- latter would be bolted
..r riveted toi;etlier al the to|.. With shaped
aeute-aimie plates, and butt l.et«.en a
couple of flanges on an octagonal - bearing
end to the central tie-rod. This is shown

liv the plan fur a spiiv' uf larger dimen-
sinn- ,1, iln,.. M rt s, l,v Fig. 5. This
ilL'iue , Hum, ,11... ;i,rj,.s eoniposed of .3, 2,

and 1 l-.Ns iespe.tnel\, su.li as might b?
used foi- loftier work of this character.

Deeper L plates, po^sihlv with a bottom
plat. also. NNould l>L i-uiuued. With this

tviio of work, rather hiiL'tliv and broad
si.ouldei sUap-. dioppii,>; do«i, tho insida

uall-f.ieo lo ,-. e
I depth, «ouM bo

re.|iinvd, .\ feu lejiil eross ties might
al-o I.e pioMded lo the 1, otto,,

I po,t,on of

t!,.. sp,,-. dhe r,,si,„„a,v, and s,.„„.«hai

h.-a^x, s,.el,o„s ,,f „,aleu,-,l uo,,ld noi be
neeessai^ u, the l.atlei- pos,t,o,i

; 111, elaSR

of work' liein • i,\eled or liolied lo, dher
thoroughU llii'oiedi'iiii I ii some msi aiices

it WOUl.l no do„l,l \:.- p|efe,,-,Me |o lUU a

s,)lid and taiih deep shoulder pace right

round, in i^laee of the ste -1 straps, the

lieiit r., foniiiiig tlio wall-plate, being

worked on the to], uf saiin'. This shoulder-

piece could also be riveted up in sections,

if preferred, the back of the rivets being
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coiiiitorsunk. ti> iifford nil even beaiint;

;igainst I he wall face. The jointiii..; to (he

angles, or hips, of spires in the hiiill-iip

woVk illustrated is best seciirerl li.y a couple

of stout square holts, with a rivet in the

centre ; or smaller bolts of similar type

placed zigzag, as shown by the detail

section of the jointinc; on the same figure.

The joint could be further strengthened by

J^i^:4.

bcteyocot 1

ae-^ofZ

be finished behind same in a similar
manner to that illustrated. That this
sj'stem of construction would prove
extremely useful for the latter purposes
should be quite apparent. At a mnsii
able height it would present th, s,

appearance as stonework, whiKi. ;il

same time, tho weight is miuiiinsul f

ii third to r. half.

FIItEPnoOF WAl.L^, DOORS. AND WINDOWS.

The design of fireproof doors and
windows, for a type of walling on the same

is illustrated by Figs. 6, 7, and

f
^

^^: 6

The ojienin^s for these are formed with

el Us, as shown by the plans in Fig. G.

e stoji-pieces, for the corrugated iron,

stei-, and outside concrete face, mi>;lil

eitln-r in metal or (irepronf wo,,d. Tli--

iMiril in iiMii entirely. Metal case-

rns, wh. M 1 III up and suitably designed
li ml;!)!} |i.iiies or squares, filled with

iiil ylas.s ol ,1 medium or fairly large

imond mesh, have quite a good appear-

ance. If a little

given to the const

quite a picture
their own, can !»

rivets, for instai

suitably spaced—as shown by the elevation
in Fig. 7—really affords a satisfactory
species of relief. The door itself might be
preferable for some work in fireproof wood,
when it could be constructed in any type
of design, panelling, etc., and further pro-
tected with fireproof paint. As illustrated,
jin. or lin. wood, cased with Jin., 3-16in..
or |in. metal, according to size, forms
qiute a strong and substantial door. The

/'«: 8-

wood frame is kejit narrower than tho
covering-])lates, to tie the whole well to-

gether. The bottom panel is also filled

horizontally with boards, and covered with
vertical, chamfered, metal strips, for the
same piiipose. The flat, metal fillet-pieces

fuiiiim,; I he panel-edge are securely iixed

wilh sinall screws, keeping the vertical

sliLps 111 position. The large side-plates,

iiiil also the spandrel-plates, formrng the
window, ai-e secured with a square-headed
tvpe of screw. The latter is shown more

J1^; 9.

tho detail sketch on the suc-

ire, No. 8. It has the same
pictuiesrpie appearance as nail-head work,

and can be grouped in many pleasing

patterns of simple relief, whilst fulfilling

at the same time its practical purpose.

Octagonal-shaped door-lights can also be
foimed, with much the same general

appeal anci as that of the circular light,

at a considerably lower cost.

'llieie IS also another method, of .using

this t\pe of corrugated construction—viz.,

J^ig:10.

XxJexsdG:btiiz<5 ft)£fa1<3tfctjad

irtition work. This is shown by

This form of partition would lie

pplir.ible tci any structure for minor
lis, uhiii l!in. work is customarily

su.h as partitions between kitchens,

les, ]iaiilnes, larders, show-rooms,

and fuel-houses, bathrooms, and
i.c.'s, etc. With coal- and fuel-houses it

•ould be preferable to line the lower

ortion as a dado with sheet-iron, as these

suallv have to stand an exceptional

mount of rough wear. This latter type of

.irtition could also be used entirely for

he interior walling of a great variety of

I ructures of one and two stories in height,

iieluding bungalows and similar types, for

esidential purposes. Where it might be

..al-
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necessavy to provide wood fixing for

domestic structures, this can be readily

arranged by bulting narrow strips of wood
(preferably fireproofed) in the various

positions required. For instance, a

picture-rail is shown by Fig. 10. The
system cf single-sheet partitions can also

be strengthened considerably by the addi-

tion of > little crossed flat-bar work. The
latter might be essential to occasionally

supply something of a more rigid character.

The "facility of the same method for

chimney-flues, jambs, etc.. should also be

noted, "as it readily .kIihH- -I I., iiding for

these purposes. F.ir ihi^ ,1. p.u tiiu-nt the

iron can be firmly SKUifl witli cross-ties

of the same material, flat bars, or filled

solid with concrete. For deep girders, steel

trimmers, or shallow joists, where showin"

beneath ceilings, it can also be readily

utilised as boxing, and applied in a similar

manner.
. o» —

NEW FACTS ABOUT MORTAUS.
By J. A. v.\}J DER Kloks and A. B. Searle.

Extensive nhsprvatimis have convinced u,s

that most or 111.'. I IV.t- m t lie masonry, both of

old and new ImilJiiij-. air due to lime-water

present in tlu. mo.i :.r. i his is caused by an

excess of lime, wIulIi ha^ no opportunity to

harden, and, consequently, it is washed out

when the mortar is subjected to the action

of sufficient water. The rain or other water

soaks into tlie brickwork or masonry and

dissolves some of the free lime in the water,

forming lime-water. The solution of lime

then reaches the surface at some part of the

structure and flows along it. As the solution

flows slowly along the surface the water

gradually evaporates, leaving behind a

deposit of hvdrate of lime. The hydrate soon

absorbs cnr'bouic acid from the atmosphere

I in the atmosphere. Hence it

quently observed when eitlier tlic mc
bricks contain calcium sulpliate o

soluble salts; but when the deposit is

composed of lime it usually combine

carbonic acid, beconiiug insoluble,

remains as a permanent disfigurement

the pores of stone and mortar are i

on of Incrusta

ihlLh

.scribed in the contract that the shell-lime

iisf.l slioukl be obtained from kilns situated

in ,M lirsh and Mowing water, as he had so

LI. ,1 a fear of salt and brackish water
-|i.iiliiiL' the mortar. This precaution was
iii^nticl because Dutch shell-lime is always

slaUcd at the kilns, and is sold exclusively in

a slaked form. What the arcliiteet wished

to do was to Insure its being slaked with

fresh water. This was a somewhat useless

precaution, because whilst the water used was

as fresh as possible, most water other than

rainwater is never wholly free from salt; to

this fact we shall return later. The trass

was ordered from a specified firm, and one

of the partners of that firm has declared

Audernacll trass was used. The sand was to

be sharp and coarse river sand. The cliurcli

authorities had previously found that

.MneriiiiJ the hifiilr o! the walls with auv

known material—either of known oi secict

couipositiou—did no pLrimnent Rood and
they had reached the conclnsion tint all im-

provements, to be ot \abu must be soUr,ht.

in the treatment of the t ut i Ir oi the u ills.

People who reach this contlusion usually

seek a remedy in stuccowoik or plaster \et

such work can only be executed in a soft,

wet mortar, and for the s ike of con\tiiicni.e

it is usually done with a moitai which is

rich ill cement and lime but low in ' iiid,

wiiicli shrinks as the lime is washed out vo

less saturated with water containing dis-
^'^'"'^^ Tlt^^^^^^^

solved lime and other soluble substances, and
, °.f

"/°"^ ',? *°, "^^^ ^' J„
'^ „e

a fresh supply of water comes into contact ,

this is usually done in tl mcst pe.

with themf^'.V.'-n takes P/ace. and t,„ manner with a^ strong^
J_

it

^

rs"^at';r:::nrimplil^lertHe':o"u::/t^.H opinio,, the mortar should be seiatched out

is yet known about onmosis and its

eequences , but there is no other

which so satisfaetorih explains tht \

plieuomena of bulging a,,d

occur 111 niisoniv a,iil br

phenomena a 1 fi, I h m dint
of niicroscopi 1 ' m >' I's

ill large criik win li i t

the whole stiM li.i \ pnli.nl

instance of this on lined in coi,

the chuich and tower at WoUe^
now somewhat more than fiftv \eais old

which hid to be demolished becmse of tin

decay lesulting from the use or titlini.

mortar All the foiegoing defects m i\ h

avoided b\ con\eitins the suiplns lime in the

mortar into insoluble compounds b\ means

of hydraulic agents and bj pre\eutiug w iter

from enteiing the niasonr\

A case siinilai to th it at WoUega w is (lis

covered more recenth in the souther s h

wall of 1 church at Purnierend in Itollmd

now thirtv four jeais old Tins will "is

penetrated by ram m snrli i ini,,,ici tl, it

the insuh plastei bun m In = il< s md
was vei\ dangeious t tli n it,,i^ tin

the chancel of the eliiiM li it \\ Iv i . \n |it

that the outsid, of tb w ill ipp ii I to lu in

tolerabI\ t,oiHl n n.lilu ii \t W h._i tji

mortal-

used. 1

harden
kept 11

ckwork II

leslai.

id tiass

the amount of material deposited is

only snffieinit to form a thin film on the

surface of the structure it is termed sr:im.

though a scum wliieli is obviously composed of

minute crystals is usually "described as

efflorescence. It is clear that the limy matter

may be deposited in tlie pores of the bricks

or stones as well as on the surface ; but as

tlie appearance of the structure is not spoiled

the existence of such a deposit is often over-

looked. In some cases the matter deposited

on the surface remains in a soluble co,,dition,

and it is then driven back into the brickwork

or masonry with each shower of rain, so that

the scum appears and disappears alternately.

This can only occur when the scum forming

material does pot combine with the carbonic

dan

hard, plain clinker brieks liid in a li h

mortar composed of four mi isui< s < I h II

lime and three measures of trass (with nt

saiul) The outer walls weie to bi ol Ih

same kind ot clinkers hid m mortal compos .1

of 4 measiiies of shell lime 2 measuus <!

trass and 1 measure of sand Toi tlie iniu i

walls best red bucks laid in the same moitai

(4:2 1) were to be nsed llie nioitir foi

pointiiM the side walls was to consist of G

ineasnies of shell lime 2 measnies of ti-'

and 5 measures of sand and that foi the

facing was to be made of 6 measures of Poit

land cement and 6 measures of sand. Hence

the walls were built wholly of first-class

bricks, so that there can be no doubt that

there could be no bad influence duo to the

bricks used. The architect took so much

pains to secure a good building that he prc-

ir cut out of the joints as far as possible.

Ihe briekwoik or masoniy around the joints

hould then be wetted and then filled up

PS, I with 1 rl ,1, mmtii f , n ii i ^ency

., ,„,],, to fhit ,1 h hl^ III- niuuld.

(Ml I the

He has

abuudant on both side Mh I
i I sheets

of plaster and on the w ,11 1 hm I it and

found to Ins gre it astmu l,i,i ut tint they

contauied 9o pel cent of sulphate ot soda;

tbe remaining 5 pci cent consisting of

chlorides and nitrates of lime, magnesia, and

ammonia. There can be no question of error

•"Mmual for Masons, &c.,

Kloes and A. B. Searle.

Churchill, Lonclon. 1914.
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here, for Mr. Jiirsciis tried every concc-iMilIe

reaction for other salts, and siiico-fluorides.

wliieli may sometiir.es be confused with

sulphates, "were proved to be absent. The
oriaiii of the sulphate of soda has not. at

present, been ascertained, but these in-

vestigations are being continued, with a view

to finding its source. More recently there

has been observed, at the south-western

corner of this church, the same phenomenon
as at the Wolvega church, and describc-d in

our Manual—viz.. that bricks forming the

outer stretched courses are pulled into two

pieces, in consequence of interior pressure in

the vertical joints behind them. The crack

(Fig. 3) begins at a height of several feet

abo\e the ground, and continues almost with-

out interruption to the top of the wall. The
photograph has been taken from the scaffold

afer the joints had bsen cut out for the new
pointing.

The use of wrongly-composed mortar is an

inveterate evil in both Great Britain and the

United States. In Germany, Austria,

Holland, and Belgium it is not much better.

Thus at Delft there is a church about thirty

vears old. which, like most of those built in

the last century, shows the characteristics of

this evil in a high degree. About ten years

ago it was surrounded with scaffolds used in

repointing, including cutting out and re
placing decayed bricks The work was exc
cuted in such a manner that the renied; onh
made the defects worse for though the low
"all surmounted bv nid«si\e railings which
separates the churchvard from the street »a>-
only erected about t«o vear« ago the bricks
have already begun to «how the fir=t signs
of wall canker, little shnnkaee cracks appear
ing in the joints. For this v^ jll ,i lime cement
mortar was used. Still more rccentlv a large
vicarage was buill near th^ church and the
masonry of this building shows that the
builders are still no wiser Anvone who will
take the trouble may see in many old
buildings, vertical cracks due to the mvs
terious internal pressure \ Etrikins instance
is the tower at Steenwijk Overysel (Tigs 4 7)
now in course of restoration " Fi^ i shovis
the tower surrounded bv "caffolding Figs 5 7
show three of tl.e most ^..teresti..g parts,
from which some of the loosened crusts liave
been removed. The spots may be identified
in the various illustrations bv the Roman
figures I., II.. and III. At several other spots,
which seemed at first sight to be perfectly
sound, the eiistence of the defect was clearly
recognised by tapping the brickwork. In
fact, so deep lias the esi\ penetrated that the
architect. Mr. Te Riele. of Deveiitcr. has
thought it necessarj- to reinforce the interior
of the tower with heavy beams crossing each
other and with floors all made of reinforced
concrete. The tower, as shown in Fie. 4, is

about l?.Oft. liich. It consists of four

divisions, each of winch is sonienliat less than
the one below it. 'J'he lower part is lined
with tuffstone. and is without any other archi-
tectural ornament than a porcfi window in

the west front. Higher up in the lower
ornaments in sandstone are sparingly used
between the courses of brickwork, and there
are a few niches with pillars -nd traceriies of

sandstone. According to the architect the

style belongs to the "latter half of the 14tli

ceiiturr. According to old pictures, before

the siege bv Eemeubc-rg in IbSa, this church

liad a slender tower with lantern like crown,

and also a battlement, with parapet of brick-

work and pinnacles. A spire of 105ft. high is

now beiiig built on the tower. The walls of
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fixed slabs of bt inp. a nu.tlin,! <,f bmldiii-
wllicl. is, llMfoltUMa^l^, al - .1 - vt. n^ivoly
ill coiicrote coiisti n< i mii I , , ,. of
tlie shrinkage of tl n.ii i I ii

, nliiii;

of the structure Ih. .< Ih -
i

\
;! -labs

to the wall i- ^ , .lii,m,:-li, ,i ,,ihI .i i:,,iruw

iissiire alls.-; Ilus |,-M,rr nil, uilh «atci-
whioh fnr/i - :iii(l -luulx I,.,,., s I],. -I,,:, ;nvav
from th,. u.ill. 'Iliis ,, a .IrlV, t Hl.u-h it

is difficult, and even impossible, to remedy
when once it lias eoninienced. Four largn
pieces of the loosened parts of the brickwork
of the Steenwijk Tower are in our possession.
In them the vertical splitting is slmwii in a
very instructive manner. One of the pieces
belongs to the original brickwork, the three
others have been taken from parts restored
two to tliree centuries ago. The mortar in

the oldest piece is of a yellowish colour and
differs in other ways from that in the three
newer pieces. Yet, judging from the
numerous portions of shells present in the
mortar, all the lime used appears to have
been made by burning shells.

The present restorations are being executed
in trass cement in the proportion of one
measure of trass to tliree measures of sand.
In such restorations it is of the greatest im-
portance to employ a mortar as lean and low
in lime as possible.

(To be concludiil.)

THERMAL PROPERTIES OF
CONCRETE,

paper read by Professor Charles L.
the American Society of Me-Nortoii

chanical Engineers gives a useful summary
of the results obtained by a series of experi-

perties of I'.iril.m-I cm m . hmivi,. as a fire-

resisting ni;ilrri;il. i'lh- f. iIImh i nu', ar' the

principal resnlis in r nnlrns-sl lorin.

Coefficient of Linear Expansion. Table I.

gives the average values for a large number
of specimens tested.

Tablk 1.—Coefficient of Linear Expansion
of Concrete.

Temperature.
Fahr. Deg.

Coefficient of expansion : per unit
of length per deB. Fahr.

72 to 360
72 to 750
72 to 1,093
72 to 1,600

0,0000045 to O.OU00060
0.0000050 to 0.0000060
0.0000045 to O.OOOOttW
0.0000035 to 0.0000042

The value at low temperatures agree fairly

with the generally-accepted value of

0.0000055 for the unit elongation per degree
Fahr. A considerable numbor of tests

demonstrated the fact that the expansion
depended more upon the temperature of the

outer surface tliiin upon the average tem-
perature of the specimens. Therefore Pro-
fessor Norton conclu les that in reinforced
concrete at high tonip'ratures, as in case of

fire, the divergence of the coefficients for

concrete and steel is not a serious matter,

since the metal reinforcement and the con-

crete surface are not at the same tempora-

liiinnintion of Strength after Heating.—
h si , ninducted on small cubes showed that
Ih, l.ss-s of strength due to exposur? for

Umi Iniiirs tT temperatures of OOOdeg. and

the spc cifii

ete, as de
. As tin

lii> nui ibei

se the
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pernture of lib. of the body Ideg. Fahr., this

factor is of iniportaneo in connection with

the warming of buildings as well as with
their resistance to fire.

Table 2.—Specific Heat of Concrete.

Temperature:
Dcg. Falir.

Stone
Concrete
1:2:5

Stone
Concrete
1:2:4

Cinder
Concrete
1:2:4

72 to 212
72 to 372
72 to 1.172
72 to 1,472

0.1.56

0.192
0.201
0.219

0.154
0.1!X)

0.210
0.214

0.180
0.206
0.218

Heat Conductivity.—Apart from its im-
portance ill all questions connected with the
protection of steelwork and steel employed
as reinforcement, the thermal conductivity of

concrete directly affects problems in warm-
ing practice and the comfort of buildings in
which concrete is employed as a struetur.il

material. Table 3 gives results ascertained
by Professor Norton.

Table 3.—Heat Conductivity of Concrete.

i fit
(K Stonem
ISB Cinder

Stone
ISi Stone

Stone
1332 Stone
ZflU Stone

The tower of the parish church of Ncttleton,
Wilts, in beinR restored. The builder.<i are
Me.^<irs. Downing and Rudmnn. of Chippenham.

.ARCH RIBS AMI) ^'X^.
KA.V1MER BEA.M . ^ >^

(

A n.XMMER BEAM
C ARCH RIB
D ARCH RIB

E OUTER MOULDING
F LOWER PRINCIPAL
G COMMON RAFTERS

H WALL PLATE
J ASHLARS
T WALL POST

WESTMINSTER HALL ROOF
REPARATION.

[WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.]

A very comprehensive and exhaustive
report, with copious illustrations, prepared
by Mr. F. Baines, M.V.O., one of the prin-

cipal architects of H.M. Office of Works, has
just been issued by the First Commissioner
concerning the present dangerous condition
of Uie famous roof of Westminster Hall, also

describing how it is intended to reinforce
the timber trusses already imperilled by the
ravages of the larvie of the beetle Xesto'bium

tessellatum, the probable cost of this work
being estimated at £60,000. The Introduc-

tion, comprising the historical evidence
relating to the Hall and its roof, has been
compiled on evidence collected by the

Ancient Monuments Branch of the Office of

Works, and this part of the paper is written

by the Chief Inspector. The building's date

is set down as 1099, when William Rufus kept
Court therein, and many particulars are

furnished in this report as to the commence-
ment of the great roof, when the timber was
brought from Pettelewode, in Sussex, and
Odihani. Bernan. and Kingston-on-Thames,
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WESTMINSTER
HALL ROOF
TKVSS N"8
NORTH ELEVATION

ARVAh tATIN AND HOLLOW

or) DO y.-RFACE DECAy

during the closing )ear^ of the 14th centnr^

the design being b^ the cliief c irppntei

Henry Herland, uoikmg with Mast r Hcnn
Yeveley, the King s Mi=on Ihe serious tm
dition of the roof is it now st-inds «is t^l i

tained after an inspection held t«o \eiis

ago, when the cause for pr \ious anxiety wns
more than confirmed Ihe defects now nscer

tained show tli pissil ilit\ of a fall of it

II trusses m this

1 hntified by Di
consulted in its

111 woodworm
stage of tins insect

M\

fod

least four o

HalL The An. 1 n

Gahaii and otii- i i

larval stage is I n

and to this iiidetci

the present damage done to the oak is due
while observations carefulh l>.ept ha\e de

monstrated the astonishing energy and
rapidity with which this creature completes

its tunnelling.
Various ms cticides hav^ been con

sidered, and risks from fire and \olatiIe

poisons have had to be tiken into account

also the avoidance of staining th^ old timbers

and spoiling their coloui keeping clear of

damage to ironwork and also to insui !

penetrating qualities as well as eas\ a|

cation with the biush Di Dobl.ie obta

a purified speciiur>n of tircil of a cr

such as will not seriously daikcn tli

oak; but it so happens that it do

discolour the old oiignnl oak
also stains the wood badU The co

needed to applj Powellizmg olutioii

it unsuitable, sa\e foi n»w woik
foi-med by the action of sulplmr di

camphor lias be n e\pciiiiieiitcd en

little success, and tins piocess su„

Dr. Dobbic, appears to sliow

effectiveness is gieatei than ilmost

else known such as can be made
rider the conditions which pie\ail West

minster Hall. It costs about £25 per 1,000

square yards for one coat on smooth- I TYPICAL PHOTOGRAPH OF THE BAD DECAY OF rORTIOXS OF THE ROOF.
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smfaced wood wliioli has not been attacko.i

bv tbc! larvne. Creosote is the only fnlly

effective insecticide known ; but it is ini

possible to appiv creosote to tlie present roof-

timbers, owing to the risk due to its inflani-

mablo nature, and the discolouring of the

timber which ensues. Naphthaline is ex-

tremely deadly to insect life, and is superior

to caniphor; it volatilises slowly, and is not

poisonous in the ordinary sense of the word.

It will not itself affect the colour of the

timber, and is not likely to form o.\idations

or decomposition products. Prof. Wester-

gnard reports favourably upon it. and says it

is not more inflammable than the majority of

organic compounds, especially those fitted for

the present purpose.
When Sir Charles Barry removed the

great flying buttresses on the east side of the

hall, during the erection of the Houses of

Parliament, cast-iron shoes were used, nm\
wrought-iron tie-rods extended up to the

crown-post. Mr. Baines remarks that these

rods accentuated the deflections of the free

ends and rise of the wall-ends, instead of

counteracting this tendency, inherent in all

such liammcr-beam construction, so that this

intended strengthening was really worse
than useless, and had the tightening up been
more severe than it happens to have been,

these rods would have constituted a grave
danger to the stability of the roof. It is

beyond our space to follow the elaborated
review embodied in this report as to the
theoretical stability of the roof as it now
stands, or to follow the evolution of the
design of hammer - beam roof - trusses

of this type. Readers will, however,
find these fully described in this report,

accompanied by diagrams and references to

various authorities. The general conclusion
arrived at as to the timber employed is that
English oak of the Pedunculata species of a
park-grown variety should be used, .-ind.

added to this resolve, details are given ;iKoiit

the felling of oak and seasoning it. 1 hcso
particulars are based on the advice of the
Knglish Forestry Association. The st.-ibility

of the walls and character of the foundations
of Westminster Hall furnish some useful
schedules, and also some proposals are con-
sidered with a view of ventilating the
building.

The proposed .system of steel reinforcement
which has been "decided upon will obviate
the necessity of renewing the greater propir
tion of the main and subsidiary timbers. I lie

present condition of the roof might qnite
likely result in a complete collapse of the
structure. Where the cavities and fissures
in the wood are considerable, the defective
parts must be cut out, scarfed with new
oak, and pieced - in again, so as to give
a solid bearing for the reinforcement
on each side of the members, and this
work will have to be simultaneous. The
approximate weight of the centre to
fupport the roof in sections of two
trusses and one bay, is reckoned at 115
tons, and should the extension be carried
up to the ridge, the scaffold might
weigh from 150 to 170 tons. This cal-
culation has been made to provide a carefully-
designed centre or supporting scaffold, built
lip from the floor of the hall, to carrv fully
every member of the trusses when treated,
and also the intervening bays. This centre
IS to be of steel members of commerriil
sections,and this structure will run on wheels,
.so that it may be shifted from one portion
to another as the restoration proceeds. The
scheme for the steel reinforcement to the roof
itself is based on the following points— viz.,
not to prejudice seriously the appearance of
the truss and general amenities of the struc-
ture. The steelwork itself to be adeqn.nto"

' the weight of the
not only to carry cffecti'
trusses, but to suppo
so that it c:iii be pieced up where it is
decayed, rather than entirely removed A
thrusting stress on the walls must not he
transferred unduly, and when inserted the
reinforcement must fully provide against the
possibility of collapse in any of the trusses
should further dangerous decay occur. The
object IS thus clearly grasped, and the obvious
problem is to support the whole total weight
of the roof, together with the added weight
of the steelwork, resting on a safe and satis-

B,-^ BETWEEN TRUSSES Nos4 'AND 5

I

OLD\vDOD SECnaM

DO DO

3^ ^ DO ELENATION

WEST ELE\.\T10N

HM OFFICE OF WORKS
'Of'ESTMINSTER 5 \^

factory bearing on the walls. Accompanying
drawings show a steel truss following the nut-

lines of the great arched rib and princip.il

rafters. The system of bracing is a single

triangulation, with some few exceptions, such
as where the solid hammer-post timber is

capable of efficiently resisting the smaller
shearing stress. The" upper members on each
side of this post will be bolted together
through the timber to effect this, and
diagonal cutting away of the oak will thus be
obviated. The tracery filling above the level

of the collar is fixed centrally in the truss,

so that it would have been most undesirable
to introduce diagonal members in these bays ;

|

but to compensate for this omission, the '

reinforcement of the upper main rafters is

to be made of such a form that the forces, <

such as they are, can be taken by the resist-

ance to bending of the upper rafters. Con- I

siderable difficulty was experienced in making '

provision for thejunction of the upper prin-

cipal rafter, queen-post, and upper collar, as
'

these three members do not meet in a point, I

and so the vertical steel ties are placed on
the outsides of the queen-posts, instead of

in their centre. The steelwork can be fi.Ncd,

the report says, without unduly interfering

with the existing timbers ; but the rotten

state of the collars, in particular, must make
the process very hazardous ; and the same
state of decay prevails also in the purlins, so

that without this metal trussing most of this

old carpentry would have to como out. It is

perfectly clear that only experienced reno-

vators and hands specialised by actual

acquaintance with Mediteval construction can
be depended upon to undertake this

momentous work, which is most exceptional,

and necessarily expensive. It is also clear

that the engineers employed to work cut

these weights and stresses must allow for

ccessihle for periodical painting, and no cil-

colour will suflfice, even in the first instance;

but some asphalte preparation of saturating

paint (without mentioning names of such

good protective paints already in the

market) must be employed to retard oxida-

tion. Galvanised metal will not meet the

case, where so much fitting is inevitable,
;
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Jir. I'aul Wutcrhouse, iu proposing the

lieiiltli of the Lord Aluyor and Sheriffs, said

lie felt that the proposition before his

hearers was like one of those simpler pro-

positions of Euclid which were more easily

assented to by instinct than by the official

method of proof. In fact, the suggestion
that they should driidi to the prosperity of

tlif Liird Mayor and his ancient office needed
no verbal coiuniendation to a gathering of

architects; but he might be allowed to

explain to the Lord Mayor why the good
wishes of this assembly should be received

by him. Architects were, by virtue of their

art, entitled to appreciate whatever had the

graces of antiquity, dignity, and undiminished
usefulness. The Alayoralty of London, with
its seven and a quarter centuries of con-

tinuity, was no ruin, no shattered relic of
• Trniisitional " architecture, nor even a mere
historic inonument. After alluding to the

fact that lie, the speaker, shared with the

Lord Mayor a Manchester origin (which he
alleged as a justification for his being
privileged to be in charge of the toast), and a

not too serious suggestion that he might be
in a position to assist the Chief Magistrate
of the City in an attempt to enlarge his

boundaries Westwards bv conquest, Mr.
Waterhonse paid a tribute to Sir T. Van-
sittart P>'-- ' i' |i' i-"iial success during his

year of i ii
. 1. ill e.\pired, and called

upon th. '

I

'
' ii ink not merely to the

seven linit.li^J .nil lArntv-five years of the
Mayoraltv mi tin- past, not merely to the

Risht Honourable gentleman who was adding
so successfully his link to the long chain of

to come, to the li;i|i|n . liin inuance of that
great Magistracy r^ i ,i ' ,i-i ,i, many years
as would round ll :i- |il,i, iiiillenniuni.

The Lord Mnyi, uini ^^;,6 hcurtilN

received, expressed Ins gratification that \l.

City Corporation had not only a ^i.m

historic past to reflect upon, but its niLtli' i

were quite up to dat-e. Indeed, at tli.;L

moment they were acting in consultation wuh
an eminent Past-President of the Royal
Institute and a distinguished engineer in

selecting the most suitable design, con-
structionally and artistically, for the pro-
posed new St. Paul's Bridge. He had been
delighted to be ablp to co-operate with, and
show ho«pit,'-tv ,• tip Mansion House to,

the Loipl. - ' ilh «liicb his fellow-
citizen, .1' I'.. .'. ii.ihouse, and their
President :h,ii.|_\ ajaociated in its

endeavoiM- ,.•. i] .1, 'dn the vandalism
which V .

I - .1. -iiMiing the old
huildin;.- i ..• ,,,,,(. r London, and
also in i! f. .;- , l„,antify and
inipro\,- \.

I
, 1,1 M.,',.,- h.

often w,.
I

i

'i' I'l

action, .- '

'

' i
. njli

the pr.r.-, . -;,,,,,, ,,,,,,, ,,|,nl,.

owing to Mr. Blniiili.-M'.-. txtiL-m,' modesty,
did not figure upon it—the health of tlie

President, who was widely known as a
capable man ol Icn-nitss. aa able architect,

d with prolonged
I honours.

"in'y^p. ,._
expressed lu= indebtedness to ili 'i'l'

Council and officers by whom In I i I
I

supported in his two years of olln '-

after he came to the chair ilie i\l,.
'

question of Registration was referred In i

to the Council, who went carefully into ' >

matter, Mr. John Slater acting as cluiirin i

of the special committee. They ai i i . 1 1
1 r

painstaking investigations, at twn >>
I v

conclusions: firstly, that a great miiiimi., ',t

architects throughout the entiiv a
demanded registration for the pi,! ,,

;

and. secondly, that the probabb , 1
-

,i

getting such a measure as was d. n mJ I

to the statute book were, to all inl u- and
purposes, negligible. The Council thru jiio-
ceeded to endeavour to attain the desired
e id of registration by means of a new
Charter, and this scheme was now being pro
nioted by the Institute. There were still
.some minor details of practice to be settled:
but he took it that the principle of procedure
was settled and established. They would
welcome honest and helpful criticism so long
as It was not destructive nor obstructive in
its intention. He feared it would be im-

possible to devise a scheme which would
jilcase everybody; but he believed the pro-
posals now made would be found to be wise,
statesmanlike, and equitable, and that in
their development they would prove to be
beneficial not only to the Royal Institute,
but to the profession generally or to the
public at large. His years of office had been
ones of considerable anxiety and difficulty

;

but brighter days were before them. He
much regretted that, owing to a prior engage-
ment at Liverpool University, where he was
that evening acting as hon. examiner, his
successor in the presidential chair, Mr.
Ernest Newton, was unfortunately unable to
be present that eveniug ; but he asked for
him the sympathy and loyal support of the
members, and wished for him all prosperity
and good luck.

The concluding toast of "Our Guests"
was proposed by Mr. Walter Cave, who
remarked that it was with special pleasure
they welconied to tluir table for the first

time Mr. lln.nia- llanly, the distinguished
novelist, wlm. il,,., u.re interested to
remember, ^^:i- ti.iiiM J a- an architect, and

HOME INTERIORS.*
The two sections in runtiiination of this

excellent series art m .\.r\ w.n equal to
the first. The well i.nd. nil' illu»'tiations in

colour are really faithful guides to the colour-
schemes suggested, and the fully-detailed
working drawings are clear, reliable, and to
sufficient scale.

SnetiMi, II. contains schemes for a greeii-
I'l I iiii bed- and bathroom, with two

i: iii'l a sheet of working drawings; a
-II. ,,,11 .nice passage, and a green-aiid-white
Ijuiik bedroom, each with the same number
of plates.

Section III. gives a biscuit-aiid-blue
nursery, with four plates, and a white-and-
mauve single bedroom, with three.
The decorator who possesses himself of

this series, as it is completed, will find its

cost repaid him a hundredfold, and we con-
gratulate Mr. Goulburn on the success with
which bis efforts have been seconded by his

publishers.

^**.

The Mansfield Board of Guardians have pro-
visionally aooroved of a scheme for remodelliii!;
the workhouse. The cost is estimated at £7,290.

The foundation-stone of new classroolll^ m w
lii-ing added to the Sunday-schools at \\Mii,,n,|
liam, Norfolk, was laid last week. Tli. I. ml, I. i

1-, -Mr. R. Carson.

The educatioi

I
I \\ iiu-liester consecrated the new

,, .\-,
, ii-ion at Portsmouth on Satur-

liiiili l^ the second of the churches
..- Bishop of Winchester's Portsmouth
ts Fund, for which £50,000 was

io\'ernment Board inquiry was held
rter last week, by Mr.'W. 0. E.

M.I.C.E., into the city council's
for a loan of £1,546, for purposes of

-' in High-street, Market-street,
k-»ti-eet, and Parchment-street.

liers of the Hartley CoUeRe (Sonth-
ehitectural Sketchinfr Club and their
iiL.I last week to a lecture on ".Monn-

mcmorial bras.ses of various ki
that the development of costu
could bo well traced in llicm.

street. Strand, \\.<

OBITUARY.
The distiiiguibhed numismatist, Ur.

Barclay Vincent Head, formerly Keeper of
the Department of Coins and Medals at the
British Museum, died on Friday in his
seventy-first year. Born at Ipswich in 1844,
the sou of the late Mr. John Head, of the
firm of Messrs. Rausomes, agricultural imple-
ment makers and iroufouuders, of that town,
he was ediicated at'Ipswich Grammar School,
and became an assistant at the British
Museum in 1864, only retiring in 1906, after
more than forty years of service. He began
in 1873 the cataloguing the Greek coins in

the British Museum, a task which is

approaching completion. His chief work is

the "Historia Numorura," a chronological
description of the coins of Greece.

Mr. George James Crosbie-Dawson, chief
engineer to the North Staffordshire Railway
Company, died on Sunday at his residence.
May Place, Newcastle-under Lyme. Mr.
Crosbie-Dawson, who was born at Liverpool,
was educated at Solihull, and was- articled
with the late Mr. Robison Wright, of West-
minster. He joined the staff of the late Sir
William Baker at Euston in 1862, and was
liir over twenty years an assistant engineer
111 the service of the London and North-
western Railway. During that period he
superintended the widening of the Trent
Valley Railway between Rugby and
Nuneaton (building a new station at the
latter place), of the Grand Junction Railway
between Crewe and Stafford, and of the Nnrtii

Union Railway between Euston and Pit-tmi.
and remodelling all the stations. He also

constructed several new railways, including
the Standish Junction line ; he widened the
viaduct over the River Ribble at Preston,
and built the new station and also the Park
Hotel there, and the Farringdon and Ley
land stations. He was the engineer fur tin

enlargement of New-street Station, Bir

mingham, and during the progress of this

work resided at Calthorpe-road, Edgbaston.
After three years with the Lancashire and
Yorkshire Railway Company as assistant

engineer, Mr. Crosbie-Dawson was in 1886

appointed chief engineer to the North
Staffordshire Company, a position which he
retained till the time of his death.

A national school is being built at Usherville,

Belfast, from plans by Mr. Thomas Houston. It

will accommodate 500 scholars, and will cost

£6,012. Messrs. Thornbury Bros., Ltd., of

Belfast, are the builders.

At Cross Hands. Carmarthenshire, a new
,^,.Ikl,l,,l,s nisiitiiti- limit from plans by Mr
\\ |i l,iikiii- ,t l.l.iinlil,.,. has just been

i,, ri,,| \lr I,, >• I- |ii,;,. ..I Penygroes, was
ih. I, mill. 1 ,in,| till- i— t h.i.- b.en about £1,500.

At Norwich a Local Go\ eminent Board inquiry

has been held into an application of the citv

corporation for sanction to a loan of £12,800 for

the extension of the municipal offices on the site

of the old fish market. The plans are by Mr.

A. E. Collins, the city engineer.

The vicar and churchwardens of Westbury-on-
Trym have been in consultation with Mr. F.

Bligh Bond, F.K.I.B.A., of Bristol, in reference

to Bishop Carpenter's Chapel, a building long
disused and desecrated, and it is proposed to

invite subscriptions for restoring the chapel.

In connection with the recent retirement of

Mr. J. Cox, building surveyor for the northern
division of the Midland Railway, Mr. W. J. Mart
has been appointed surveyor for the district

around Leeds and north thereof, and Mr. J. S.

Parry building surveyor for the Derby, Lincoln,

Barnsley, Manchester, and Liverpool district.

The Lunacy Board of Aberdeen have under
riiiisideration plans by their architect, Mr. A. H.
l.iMriu'ston Mackinnon, A.R.I.B.A., of Union-
ir.,t, Aberdeen, for a combined hospital villa

li,r Ijolh sexes to be added to their asylum at
Kijiyseat. The estimated cost of the scheme,
which would nrovide about ninety additional
beds, is £12,250.

The Slough Urban District Council have just
a-r, Ttaitii-i-t Miat tlir tntnl ,--n.t of the purchase
,,t III, ,:!. ,, ,, ,. £108,981. The

Hi, I
, I 1,,

I
' A.l of Parliament

u|",.i ,i
'

:
,' :, , ::n I h, awurd of the

,11 lull ,'
I

.
I .I'Jii.ijL'o. ai,,l ihe cost of arbitra-

11,11 ,iin,mii,,l to .C^.ei'i. Compensation to
III ,1 I I ml officials of the lato company

, !- I mil. and the Parliamentary expenses
HI liiiiiti ll liir the remainder of the total.
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We think an early collapse of the London
building trade dispute probable, although

the result of the ballot to-day may be against

resumption of work. If so, that will be the

result of the militant mischief-mongers who
are doing their worst again to hinder a

settlement. At a meeting of these on

Tuesday night bitter attacks were made upon

the men's national and London officials, and

destruction of employers' property was

wjvoeated. On the other hand, the men's

responsible leaders^ the members of the

Xation«l executives, are doing their best to

induce Uk men to vote in favour of the terms

of settlesaent provisionally agreed between

the employers and themselves, with the

result that manj men have decided to ballot

as recommended, and it is probable that

the woodcutting machinists, stonemasons,

navvies, crane-drivers, and hot-water fitters

will apply to resume work next Monday, even

if they are outvoted in the ballot by the mal-

contents. None who offer to resume work

will be asked to accept the " peaceand-

penalty " agreement, nor will that be

enforced on any who are now working under

it.

I'he special

ititute of

al meeting of the Royal

sh Architects, held on

Monday, was a failure. Messrs. Max Clarke

and Edward Greenop, and Mr. Kensington

Ganimell, who acted as hon. secretary of the

special committee appointed by the H.LB.A.
Council in accordance with a resolution of

the general body some two years ago for the

formation of an Architectural DefL-nce Union,

liowever, deserve coninu- ndatiou for the

efficient manner in which their work has

been so far done. The proposed form of

memorandum and articles of assoeiatiou tl'iis

brought before this special general meeting

tit Conduit-street appear to have been

thoroughly well consideri-d. and must have

entailed an enormous amount of disinterested

work, as well as widespread niyuny. In the

main, however, the document is based upon
the experience of the British Medical Asso-

ciation, and its application to the exigencies

of architectural practice has been cleverly

insured. The objects of such a defence union

have been already often advocated in these

pages; but it is obvious that no efficient

means for dealing with difficulties almost

periodically arising to the detriment' of indi-

vidual practitioners and to the general disad-

vantage of the profession as a whole will ever

be possible till architects combine on a union

basis for mutual protection. The charter

and constitution of the Institute make no pro-

vision whatever for expensive litigation, and
no financial means are at present available

for the purpose. Some sort of general levy

is absolutely essential, and a wide member-
ship of a defence union association, not

limited to, nor necessarily dominated by, the

Royal Institute of British Architects, is pro-

posed. The object concerns every man in

the profession in this country ; but unless it

is well supported in the interests of (lie

commonweal, nothing really effective can, of

course, be done. Its initiation has been pro-

moted in the outset by the Institute ; but so

shortsighted and indifferent are its members
that the gathering on Monday convened to

discuss this matter and adopt the document
circulated among the Fellows, Associates,

and Licentiates failed to bring together a

quorum, and so the business stands over till

The Institution of Mechanical Engineers

announces an arrangement whereby papers

read in London may be similarly treated

simultaneously in any centres where mem-
bers so desire. It is proposed .that for each
centre or district a member of the council

should be invited to charge himself with the

duty of specially looking after the interests

of the members in his district in connection
with this larger discussion of papers. He
would suggest to the council the name or

names of any acceptable person to act as

honorary local correspondent, to assist in

securing the efficient operation of the whole
plan. The duty of the particular member of

the council and the honorary local corre-

spondent would be to receive from the secre-

tary of the institution the requisitions fiom
members that a particular paper may be read
in the district, together with an adequate
number of notices for circulation to local

members ; to make the necessary arrange-
ments for a meeting-room, to arrange for the

reading of the paper and the services of a
stenographer, and subsequently to transmit
to the secretary of the institution in London
the account of the transactions, which will be
included in the "Proceedings." If this can
be done, it will certainly widen the interest

in papers, when they are worth anything.
Perhaps, after all, the method adopted by the

American Institution of Civil Engineers is

the more workable one. That body prints its

papers in advance and distributes them for

discussion by correspondence ; and the con-

tributions to debate it thus gets and prints

are often most valuable. It goes without
saying that many men unable to speak at

short notice can sit down and collect their

facts to much greater advantage.

A conference of the members of the Im-
perial Arts League was held yesterday at

5 p.m. at Leighton House—too late for us

to report what transpired. We notice in the

current Journal of the League Mr. Robert
Alining Bell protests strongly against the

establishment of any such Ministry. As we
have taken the other view, it is only fair to

s.iy that Mr. Aiming Bell's arguments are

A'ntli i 'iii-i.lriation. He says that French
111 -I- M ,i_liast at the idea that we should
i'-liiiiinil-. t.ik on a burden they would
gladly escape. H. iiiM>l> II, at the results

the French have olitim. ,1 m poor, and that

the modern Frcnrli \ri- I (rafts, after tt

hundred years of a Minioliy uf Art, are in a

most deplorable way. "I know," he con-

cludes, "that the supporters of the idea say

that we shall manage the affair much better;

we shall learn by the mistakes of others, and
so on. I greatly doubt it. I do not believe

that an advisory body, paid or unpaid, would
have any real power. A minister of the arts

would necessarily be a politician with an eye

to promotion to a superior portfolio. A
question in the House would loom hugely

more important in his eyes than the opinion

of an advisory committee in the background.

A First Lord or a general can make a con-

siderable fuss by retiring, but Jones, R.A.,

might retire till he fell off the edge of the

earth without anyone marking him. An ad-

visory committee, without power to act, can

Only be useful when working with permanent
officials, as is done at present. Let us avoid

like the devil having anything to do directly

with politicians. We should find ourselves

in deep and very troubled waters, and
affected by currents of which we did not even

know the existence."

The decision of tlie Tribunal of the Seine

that M. Heurtebise, who o«iis land near the

Buc Aerodrome, is entitled to damages from

teachers of flying in respect of the flights of

their pupils over his laud does not endorse

the old idea that the landowner owns the air

to an infinite height. Th* Tribunal of the

Seine apparently considers that this principle

must now go by the board, and that the

owner's rights shall extend only to the height

of his highest building or tree. Above that

the air is free to the innocent passage of air-

craft. But "innocent passage" must be

strictly interpreted. Among the items of

damage mentioned by M. Heurtebise was the

frightening of hares and partridges off liis

land by the roaring •f the aeroplanes, and

this has apparently been considered a just

ground for action. This interpretation of an

airman's liabilities is in accord with the

German view, which, while recognising that

the upper air is free, makes the airman re-

sponsible, for any damage he may cause,

whether it be due to his negligence or not.

This is, of course, an important departure

from the law as to land and water traffic.

Contractors for road making, repairing,

and the like will be interested in knowing

that legally a steam roller is a locomotive,

and so comes under s. 12 of the Locomotive
Act, 1861. This clause of the statute re-

quires the weight of the locomotive to be

legibly displayed, so that he who runs may
read it. The point was solemnly clpciiiisil by

the King's Bench Division i7'i;/i ., 1 12)

after a long and elaborate argiiiiiL lit. It was

admitted that in 1861, when tlie Ad «as

passed, the steam roller had not been in-

vented. It was also a fact that during the.

more than 40 years .that the Act had been in'

operation no one had suggested that it ap-

plied to steam rollers. But the judge now
held that although the Legislature in I86I

did not contemplate the invention of the

steam roller, still, as this had come about,

the Act was obviously intended to apply to

steam rollers, which must be held to be loco-

motives, so the magistrates were now directed

to convict and fine the contractors. In future,

therefore, every steam roller, like a road loco-

motive, must carry its weight legibly written

on it according to Regulations.

Ever since the disastrous mining subsi-

dences which resulted in the partial wrecking

of the main street of Cradlsy Heath negotia-

tions have been proceeding between a com-

mittee of the local Property Owners' Associa-

tion and the representatives of Messrs. D.

Parsons, Ltd., the mine owners, with regard

to compensation. The Rowley Regis Encio

sures Act, unlike that of Kingswinfurd,

makes express provision for the compensa-

tion of property owners whose buildings suffer

through the letting down of the surface, and

the property owners, in order to get ex-

pert opinion on this point, secured a ruling

from Mr. McCardie, K.C., who stated that

they had a full legal title to compensation.

There has been from the first a desire on both

sides to avoid litigation, wliich might have

proved a very costly affair, and in order to

secure some estimate of the damage Mr. J.

Morris Gethiiig, architect and surveyor, of

Stourbridge, and Mr. A. T. Butler,

F.R.I.B.A., of Cradley Hetfth, were respect-

ively appointed by the property and mine
owners to give an estimate of the actual loss

sustained other than such consequential

damage as loss of trade by interruption of
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business ami so forth. These estimates have

now been prepared, and as a result the pro

perty owners have received an offer from the

mine owners to pay £7,000 in full settlement

of all claims. The Property Owners' Asso-

ciation have considered the matter in camera,

and have refused to accept the offer. They

stilted that the amount—£7,000—is only sufli-

cient to cover one-half of the damage sus-

tained, and that in making this estimate they

.•lie not making any claim for consequential

damage. A meeting was held on Friday at

the oirices of Messrs. Parsons and Son,

alteiided by representatives of the firm and

members of tlie Cradley Heath Property

Owners' Association, wlien the question of

conipeiisatioM was discussed. The Property

Own-?rs' Association intimated that they

would not accept a recent offer made by the

firm, and put forward certain demands.

Messrs. Parsons' and Son have made pro-

posals in terms more favourable to the Pro-

perty Owners than the previous offer. The

<lecision of the Association will be made

kiiowMi at a future meeting. It will doubtless

he watched with interest by property owners

i^uiu-rallv, who are liable to similar damage.

Comparisons are often but too suggestive!

An American periodical, dilating on a house

near San Diego, California, assures its

i-.niders that "the problem of making the

building fit into the scenery " has been com-

pletely solved. One of its architects is

quoted as asserting that a house should be an

al)solute expression of the soul. It should be

an intrinsic part of the landscape, a "har-

inOMJous note in the whole geographical

song." It should look as if it had groAvu

wliere it is; "like a mushroom in a field, it

should introduce itself without intrusion."

Some of us know the "mushroom style"! It

may be true, as we are assured, that "if

there were more like this the lover of nature

would not lament ev-3ry time the speculative

builder sets up his scaffold in a new field ';

but even when he does we remember with

thankfulness that the mushroom's tenure of

existence is a brief one !

Architects, builders, and building owners
—some of our lady friends especially—know
well the difBculty of deciding on and select-

ing the e.xact tint of colour they wisli used.

A plaintive painter told us only last week l.e

had been three days mixing up tints for a

lady for her front gate, and still she was not

satisfied. Messrs. Robert Ingham Clark
and Co., Ltd., have just issued a most handy
"Colour Wallet," designed mainly to show
thirty shades in which their well-appreciated

Pearline Enamel is manufactured. These
embrace all the shades in general decorative
use, and a client who cannot find one to his

taste, or the painter who does not know that

lie can at once satisfy his customer without
wasting his own time equally deserve to be
di.sappjintcd. The "Wallet" itself takes
little more room than a matchbox, and closes

with a neat and effective spring fastener. It

will wear for years in the pocket, and can be
had free by any user on application to Messrs.
Robert Ingham Clark and Co.. 61. Caxtou
House, Westminster, S.W.

On Thursday in last week the Bishop of
Salisbury laid the fonridation stone of the nave
of St. Mark's Chinch. .Salisbiirv. In 1892. the
chancel and transepts of the church were built
at a cost of over £7.000, with just the bejiinninR
of the nave. An effort is now bein? made to
complete the edifice at a further outlay of
JE6,500. Mr. J. A. Eeeve is the architect.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

A. A. ANNUAL E.XCLKSION. 1914.—The
committee has decided to visit Wiltshire,

with Devizes for headquarters, from August
16 to 22. A varied and most interesting pro-

gramme has been prepared ; amongst other
buildings proposed, and hoped to be visited,

are the following churches and manor
houses:—Seend. Bovtoii, Stockton, Brixton
Deverill. Hill Deverill. Corslev. Broughton
Gifford. Great Chalfield, Sou"th Wraxhall,
Bradford-on-Avon. Potterne, Great Che-
verill. Edington. North Bradley, Rood
Ashton, Steeple Ashton, Keevil. Bromham,
Lacock, Sheldon, Corsham Court, Beanacre.
Bishop's Cannings, Avebury, Compton
Bassett, Marlborough, Rarasbury, Littlecote,

etc. Members Avho intend joining the excur-

sion should make an early application to the

hon. secretaries, Messrs." Talbot Brown and
A. W. Hennings.

BURNLEY.—The formation is announced
of a' society of the architects, surveyors, and
civil engineers practising in the district be-

tween Collie and Padiham (inclusive). The
society will be known as the Burnley District

Society of Architects, and the hon. secretary
and treasurer is Mr. Richard Johnson, of 73,

Manchester-road, Burnley. Telephone 69.

BRISTOL SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
—The annual excursion of this society took
place on Tuesday week, Frome, Longleat,
and Beckington being visited by motor car.

Among the members who attended were Mr.
G. H. Oatlev, F.R.I.B.A. (president), Mr.
G. C. Awdrv', F.R.I.B.A. (president elect),

and Mr. C. F. W. Deniiig. F.R.I.B.A. (hon.
secretarv). Messrs. J. H. Pritchard and
F. A. R". Woodward (president of the Bristol
Master Builders' Association) were guests.
At Nunnoy the party inspected the remains
of the Castle, and while at Frome thev
visited the works of Messrs. J. W. Singer
and Sons. Limited. At Longleat they were
enabled, through the courtesy of the Marquis
of Bath, to inspect Longleat' House. By the
kind permission of Col. and Mrs. Lambert,
the partv were permitted to visit the Abbev
Hous? at Beckington.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF THE
ARCHITECTS OF IRELAND.—An ordi-
nary meeting of the council of the above body
was held at the Institute Rooms, 31, South
Frederick-street, Dublin, on Thursday,
June 4. The president, Mr. R. Caulfeild
Orpeii, B.A.. R.H.A., was in the chair.
There were also present Messrs. W. Kave-
Parrv, C. A. Owen. C. H. Ashworth, G."P.
Sheridan. C. J. MaeCarthv, J. H. Webb,
A. E. Murray, W. A. Scott, F. G. Hicks,
hon. secretary. The minutes of the meeting
of May 4 were read and signed, and a con-
siderable amount of correspondence dealt
with. The couiieil discussed the resolution
passed at the gt-neial meeting to circularise
members of the institute witli reference to
the proposed cliarter of the British Institute,
and decided to give effect to the resolution.
It was decided to offer the usual prize of
£10 10s. to be competed for by members of
the Architectural Association of Ireland.
Mr. C. J. McCarthy kindly undertook to act
as assessor. The question of taking steps to
have a survey and record of ancient
memorials tn: _, [; ;:ind was discussed
and adjoin consideration.
A special i _ louncil was held
at the luM.i... Ku,,;.. = . No. 31, South
Frederick-street, Dublin, on Thursdav last.

The president, Mr. R. Caulfeild Orpeu! B.A.,
R.H.A., was in the chair. There was also
present Me.ssrs. A. E. Murray, W. Kaye-
Parrv, L. O'Callaghan, J. A." Geoghesjan,
W. A. Scott. J. H. Webb. F. Haves, C. P.
Sheridan, and F. G. Hicks, hon. 'secretary.
A. deputation from the Dublin Building
Trades Employers' Association waited on the
council with reference to the privacy of
priced bills of quantities submitted 'with
tenders. Mr. John Good put the views of
the association before the council, and dis-
cussion ensued, and the council promised to
consider the matter. Having transacted
other business of the coitneil, the meeting
concluded. A general meeting of the mem-
bers of the institute will be hold on Monday

evening, June 29, at 8 o'clock, to further d.s-

cuss the R.I.B.A. proposed Charter and
Registration.

SCOTTISH ECCLESIOLOGIC;
SOCIETY.—The twelfth annual excursion
of the Scottish Eeclesiological Society took
place on Saturday, and was made to Lady-
kirk and Norham. The party proceeded
from Edinburgh by train to Berwick,
thence by motor to Ladvkirk. Thev were
received at the church by "the Rev. W.'Steven
Moodie, the minister of the parish,
a sketch of the history and associations of

tlie church, which was founded by James IV.
in 1500. It is understood to have been a
votive church, erected by the King on his
delivery from drowning in the Tweed. He
visited it more than once, as did Mary of
Lorraine, the mother of Mary Queen of Scots.
The journey was then re'sumed, and the
Border crossed to Norham. At the very fine

church there thev were received by tin

the Rev. C. E." Green, who de'scribed its!

various features. It was observed that the!
windows on the north side of the church werel
small and few, Mr. Green remarking that thai
arrangement was designed to keep the I

inimical Scots from looking in. Norham
'

Castle was next visited, Dr. Thomas Ross,
architect, of Edinburgh, acting as leader
Popular interest in this castle centres in its

introduction by Sir Walter Scott into
"Marmion." Professor Cooper reminded
the party that the first wife of John Knox
was the daughter of the governor of this

castle.
«*»

An extension of the Oldham Corporation
tramways system from Moorside to Grain's Bar,
which has cost £10,000 to complete, was opened
to the public on Fcida

Mr. Bernard Glossop has tendered his resigna-
tion of the offices of clerk, surveyor, and in-

spector of nuisances to the urban district council
of Heage, Derbyshire.

Mr. A. W. Smith, deputy surveyor and build
ing inspector to the Abertillery Urban District
Council, has been appointed district surveyor to
the Monmouthshire County Council.

The foundation-stone of a Presbyterian chajiel

for members of Oxford University was laid the..... _ -
. ill

and towards tl

sum £2,872 has been promised.

Mr. .James Gray, retired builder, of 16.

Kingsley-road, Maidstone, formerly of 1, Upper
Fant-road, whose death occurred on April 20,

has left property valued at £9,951 7s. 6d. gross,

and £4,942 3s. ' Id. net. Mr. William Charles
Gray, of Pudding-lane, Maidstone, builder, his

son, is one of the executors.

The foundation-stone was laid last week of a
new mission church, now in course of erection
at Comberford. near Wigginton. Staffs, from the
-Mary Howard bequest. The church is being
built of red bricks and Hollington stone facings.

Tliere will be seating accommodation for sixty
seven persons, with vestries, chancel, and organ-
chamber.

Mr. \V. D. Caroe, F.S.A., architect to the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners, writes to the Press
urging that church windows should be protected

the of uder
thieves by the provision of ironwork. He holds
that diocesan chancellors, archdeacons, and
rural deans should use firmly the powers they
possess to insist upon the retention of existing
window ironwork.

The town council of Southampton having
applied to the Local Government Board for
sanction to borrow sums amounting to £3,080
for the provision of a branch Hbrary in Ports-
wood-road, Mr. W. O. E. Meade-King,
M.Inst.C.E., one of H.M. inspectors under the
Board, held an inquiry into the subject at the
Municipal Offices on Thursday in last week, when
the application was supported by Mr. E. R.
Linthorne. the town clerk, and Mr. J. A.
Crowther, the borough engineer.

The foundation-stone of the new church for
Edenderry was laid recently bv the Bishop of
Kildare and Leighlin. The church is in the
Romanesque style, and consists of nave, aisles,

transepts, chancel, tower, and sacristy. The total
length is 160ft.. and the width across transepts
94ft. The square tower, with pyramidal stone
roof, is placed at the west end, and rises to a
height of 90ft. from the ground. Messrs.
.Anthony and W. A. Scott are the joint
architects, and Messrs. Conolly and Son, of
Upper Dominick-street, DubUn, the builders.
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COMPETITIONS
B R I G H T O N.—A special conmiittee

appointed by tlie Brigliton Town Council to
consider tlie best use to be mnde of the
Aquarium site and the future of the municipal
orchestra, issued their report on Friday
night. They recommend that on the eastern
portion of the site a concert hall, accom-
modating 1,200 persons, shall be erected for
the use of the municipal orchestra, and that
the western roofs and stairway entrance be
remodelled so as to form promenades and
garden terraces for outdoor performances.
The improvements, the cost of which is esti-

mated at £25.000, would, if adopted, necessi-
tate the removal of some of the existing
arches, corridors, and tanks, but a sub-
stantial portion of the present building would
be retained for marine collection. Com-
petitive plans are invited, in wliich these
poiikts are to be incorporated, and provisioji
made for u future linking up of the new
Aquarium-terrace with the Madeira-road-
terrace. The corporation were to meet to
consider these recommendations yesterday
(Thursdayl, but their decision had not been
made known when we went to press.

•HAYWARD'S HEATH.—In the limited
competition recently held for Congregational
church and schools, an award has been given

favour of the designs submitted by Messrs.
George Baines and Sons, 5, Clements Inn,
Strand, W.C.

\EWCASTLE-0\-TYNE.—A meeting of
le council of Armstrong College. Newcastle.
as held on Monday, under the presidency

of Sir Hugh Bell. "On the recommendntioii
of the assessor (Mr. Walter Brierlev. F.S.A..
F.R.I.B.A.. of York), the council adopted
the competition design submitted by Messrs.
Newcombe and Newcombe. of \ewcastle, for
the hostel for women students, to be erected

Eskdale-terrace, and it was decided to

entrust them with the carrying out of the
k. The hostel is to accommodate forty

students.

SAX FRAXCT'^rn 1,, ,, , Muipetition just

decided for diM_'! .; ,
ii the proposed

Citv Libnn -
I .

, i-,o, Cal., Mr.
George W. K.-ll,,,, : n,i~ I'l, -nccessful com-
petitor. The competitors «ire Mr. Kelham,
Mr. Edgar Matthews, Messrs. Ward and
Blohme. Messrs. Reid Bros.. Mr. Albert
Pissis. and Mr. Albert Landsburgh. The
five unsuccessful competitors will each re-

e l.OOOdnl. The jury of award consisted

of Messrs. Cass Gilbert, Paul P. Cret, and
James D. Phelan.

SUXDERLANn.—The town council have
authorised the town-hall committee to confer

th Messrs. Wills and Anderson, the authors
of the first premiated design, under in-

.structions issued to architects so long since

August. 100.1, for alteratioTis and additions

to the town-hall, with a view to preparing a

scheme for extending the premises.

WHITBY SALOON AND CONCERT
HALL.—Members of the Society of Archi-

tects are requested not to take part in this

competition without first ascertaining from
the secretary whether the conditions are

approved by "the Society.

erthvr Corporation accepted on Tues-lav

Mr. D. A. Thomas's offer of a statue of

Trevitliick. the inventor of the locomotive, wlio

liis first steam-engine in the neighbour
hood.

The foundation-stone of a new synagogue in

Eskdale-terrace, Newcastle - on Tyne. was
formally laid on Wednesday. The architect is

Marcus K. Glass. East-parade, Newcastle.
and the builders are Messrs. Elliott Bros., of

Jesmond.

nv minstrations.

CHURCH OF ST. I'ETER, REDCAR,
YORKSHIRE.

Tliis church, of which we give two viev
nd a plan, is one of a series of parochi;
uildings of this type already erected (

the nave is to be decorated in colour, a bold
feature being made of the roof tie-beams,
carried by wall-shafts, into which the hood
moulds of the arcade are made to merge in a
graceful way.

HOUSE AT XOORDWK, HOLLAXD.

At the Parish Hall. South Aliii

Leonard. Local Government Bonn!
held an inquiry into the annliiation of

Mimms Rural District Counril for
borrow £2.750 for the erertion of twflv
on the land abuttinj on the liii.'li road

Mr

firt of the far

and offices: and three
•2in. bv lift. 6in., lift.

4in. b"v 7ft. 2in. He

CHURCH OF ST. PETER. REDCAR, YORKSHIRE.
Mr. Cecil G. Hare, Architect.

being built from the designs of Mr. Cecil G.
Hare. The oi-iginal drawings here re-

produced are now at the Royal Academy
Exhibition. The screen and Hanging rood
are of oak, and the barrel-vaulted roof of

pan-structed in English bricks, with Dutch
tiles in the roof. The drawing reproduced is

now in the Exhibition of the Royal Academy.
The architect is Mr. Maurice E. Webb, M.A,,
of Queen Anne's-gate, S.W.

HOUSE AT XOORDWK, HOLLAXD.—Mr. M.^umri- E. Webb. M.A., Architect.
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CHAMBERS STREcT

3O0 FEET

ROYAL SCOTTISH MUSEUM EXTENSION, EDINBURGH.— Mr. W. T. Oldeieve, F.R.I.B.A., F.S.A^ (Scot.), Architect.

ROYAL SCOTTISH MUSEUM EXTEN-
SION. EDINBURGH.

As shown by thp accompanying plan, this

pxtensioii now in r-T!r?ss inerpisp'; f'p floor

area by about 50 per cent., affording

much-needed relief to the Natural His-

tory Galleries and to the Architec-

tural Hall. The first section of the
work, which is estimated to cost about
£40.000, is well in hand, the contractors for

the building works bein? Messrs. G. and R
Cousin, of Edinburgh. The principle of con-

struction adopted comprises cnc.ised stvnc
tnral steel, with extcrnnl walls of Black
Pasture stone. This part nf tlip extension is

that seen in the norsncptivp sketch herewith
renrodnced of the Lnthian-strcpt elevation
adjoining the XTnivcr=iitv building, which
appears in the view at the extreme rii;ht-

hand corner. An attempt has been made to

obtain a mnnumcMtal cfTect without elaborate
detail, keepinc so far as possible in harmony
with the existing TIniversitv buildings, Thp
cost of the eomplet" scheme, as indicated
nnnn the plan, will amount to about
<"120.000. but at nresent thr Lords of H,M.
Treasury have only approved of the cxpendi-

i

ture upon the first section of the scheme. The
interior perspective shows what was intended

I
as a much-needed improvement in the way

;
of architectural effect, giving a more im-

) posing view^ from the front entrance of the

existing building in Chambers-street, How-
ever, this may be modified in execution,

owing to the desire of the museum authorities

for more completelv separated halls, Mr,
W. T. Oldrieve, F.R.LB.A., F.S.A.Scot.,

1 of H.M. Office of Works, Parliament-square,
Edinburgh, is the architect.

MANCHESTER UNITY OF ODD-
FELLOWS' NEW OFFICES, MAN-
CHESTER.

As we stated a fortnight ago. at the annual
conference of the Unity on June 2 the

contest about the location of the new Unity
I offices between Manchester and London
resulted in a victory for the city which gives

the hirili inm. in tlic society, and it was
decided tliii iIm mw offices be erected in

Grosvcnm ~\r,- t. Miiiuhe.stpr, on the site of

the prcs.Mit i.trii-,-.:. which are the property of

the society. We now give an illu,stratiou of

the proposed building, the architect of which

lis Mr. John B. Thornley, of 45, Mark.-i

street, Darwen, and of Blackpool. Tlu

architect's estimate for the building i.-

!
£14,148.

"THE RED COTTAGE." HOLMBURY
ST. MARY. SURREY.

j

Tliis house is situated on the side nf

beautiful valley of the North Downs, a pi:

of the county "sometimes called the Engli-

Switzerland, The village church was d

signed by the late G, E. Street, and t!i.

churchyard contains a memorial to him, H'

own house stands hard by. Originally Hi

Red Cottage consisted of four rooms, tli'"-

j

now constituting the greater part of tl

drawing-room. The present works piii.

!
prised a new dining-room and garden-ronn

! with bedrooms over, the conversion nf fornioi

dining-room into a hall, with a new a

arranged staircase, extensions of dr:

room, vestibule, kitchen, pantrv. and 1

and work in stone walling, steps aii.l
i

to the carden. Owing to tin' i

nature of the site, it became nr,

-

approach the new dining-room IliiMiiL

drawing-room, service from the kitoln n

obtained by way of the pantry. Tlie n

nd re
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Ground Floor.

THE RED COTTAGE." HOLMBURY ST. MARY. SURREY.

chimney-stacks were rel'mlt h^rnl trnrlit

being followed in tli J- - _ I 'i li M

st.airerise, dining-rooni, , :
i

:

bule are all oak-panei;. l : r :

the Jacobean period li ii - i

panelled in whit? in ili- (i .iji:. mni
The sanitary arrana.i i- md I, n «

.services were rpmodi'll-^l .nnl ,i iii|.l 1 1: 1

cUulinc an additional balli and lixcil '

in the' bedrooms. Petrol gas was ii

a detached honse being built to con:

machine. The architect is Mr. Am
Moore. A.R.I.B.A., of 11. Dowgare i

B.C. The general contractor for the w
was Mr. .Joseph Harrison, of Abi
Common, Dorking.

ion of a new road, five mdes long and SOft.

vide, from Heston to Chiswick.

Till' P.iirh r,f the Tempi.' nrch is nnder-
<:n„ of Mr. W.

i ned out with
,he vault had

,^0 ha.s boon
the walls thus
treated as the
trancedoorw.ay

Mr. E. H. Barber, of ShelT.elil.

appointed engineer and snrvevor
Rhondda Urban District Council.

The Edinburgh Universitv Court ae

Monday the resignation of Trofespc

Geikie. who has fdlcd the chair of gc

mineralogy for thirtv two vcars.

removed, nnd the chalk fdlin:: o

revealed is being repaired and
stonework of the porch and ei

had been, with a preservative solution.

The new arts building of the University of

Ijiverpool was opened by Viscount Eryce on

Saturday. It has been erected, at a cost of

£35,000. from plans by Messrs. Bii?L'=. Wol
stenholme. and Thornely, of Liv'ii il i i,

each floor there is a suite of hci n.

classrooms, and professors' room- mi. • i

by lofty corridors, the scheme of I r-
-

> li

treatment being continued throughout.

IBttilbing intelligence.

GILLINGHAM.—On Saturday last the

Countess of Darnley laid the foundation-stone
of the Lady-chapel and vestries of St.

Barnabas Church, Gillingham. Kent. This
portion will complete the building, of which
the nave and aisles were erected in 1889 and
the chancel and organ-chamber in 1900. Tlie

design is Early English Gothic, in keeping
with the existing work, and is being carried

out in local dark red bricks and Bath stone

from the Monks Park quarries. The archi-

tects are Messrs. Cutts, Davis, and Boddv,
of Southampton-street. Strand, W.C. ; ;Tid

till? contractor Mr. A. H. Home, of Century-
road, Rniidiam. Kentr
LLAXDAFF NORTH.—Much-needed ex-

tensions to the church are being carried out
at Llandnff Nortli, Glam. The new work
undertaken consists in the e.xtension of the

present nave westwards, the building of a

new north aisle, and, it is hoped, the forma-
tion of a new choir vestry on the north side

of the chancel. When the work now in hand
is completed the accommodation will be in-

creasecl to 445. As .soon as the necessary
funds are available, the building of a new-

south aisle is contemplated; this will com-
plete a comprehensive scheme prepared by
Mr. Frederick R. Kempson, the diocesan
architect for Llandaff, and will have the

effect of still further inci'easing the accommo-
dation to over 500. The date for laving the

f.nnidation-stone has been pii.vi-i.n ,1I\ fixed

for Jnlv 4 next.

OVERSTRAND.— St. Mnitm- (hiiivh.

Overstraiid, near Cromer, a 1 Ith r. niiiry

church, which has long been an ivy-clad

roofless ruin, was rededicated by the Bishop
of Norwich last week, after having again
been rendered serviceable for worship. In

the course of the work many featnres of

interest were discovered, and have been
retained. What remained of the old north
porch has been taken down and re-erected on
the south side, a new approach from the road
having been made directly opposite the

entrance. The church is lighted by gas and
provided with hot-water apparatus. Mr. H.
Btillen. of Cromer, was the general con-

tractor, all having been carried out under the

direction and personal supervision of Messrs.

Lacev and Upcher. architects. Norwich.
STAFFORD.—The Post Office authorities

have just begun the erection of new- sorting

offices off the Newport-road, to replace tliose

now- ill use at the London and North-Western
Railway station. Messrs. Espley and Co., of

Stafford, are the building contractors. The
new building was designed bv Mr. E.
Cropper, architect for H.M. Office of Works,
and the contract is being carried out under
the supervision of Mr. Edward J. Hoile.

clerk of the works. The main building will

consist of two stories w-ith a frontage of

133ft. by 58ft. depth. The sorting offices are

on the second floor, and the mails coming and
going by railway w-ill be mnvev,-.,! i,. the

station platform by a brids-'. '

• i id

lifts operated by elect

i

h i is

there will be postmen's ..i.n:.'-

be
III for mails received and

,le = piiti hi ii iiv mad. The building will be of

brick and artificial stone, with an iron and
slate roof. The floors are to be of re-

inforced concrete, and white-glazed and salt-

glazed bricks will be used to face the inside

walls.

STANHOPE.—There was dedicated on

Whit-Monday last by the Rt. Rev. the Lord
Bishop of Durham, in the church of St.

Thomas. Stanhope S.O., Co. Durham, a

carved oak memorial chancel screen erected

to the mnmoT-v of the Rt. Rev, J. J. Pulleine.

par Jacohe.nn
,e pulpit.

d Ecl
rpool.
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XEW OFFICES OF THE MANCHESTER UNITY FRIENDLY SOCIETY. GROSVENoR STREET, MANCHESTER,

Mr, John B. Thorxley, Architect.
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THE PROPOSED R.l.B.A. CHARIER.

To Ihc Editor of the BUILDING Nf.ws.

Sir.—Earl Ferrer's letter in your last issue

is tlie most pertinent criticism of the ill-con-

sidered, and, I trust, ill-fated scheme I have

read yet.

His last two paragraphs are especially

deserving of the consideration of every

architect.

Are not the considerations he urges secured

by the Society of Architects' Registration

Bill? As it seems unlikely in the present

state of political affairs that this House of

Commons will be able to devote any time to

the Bill, is there any reason why it might not

be introduced into "the House of Lords, and
by Earl Ferrers?
There it might probably receive fair dis-

cussion and possibly useful amendnient in

detail, and thus be kept before the public till

a time comes when it and some other needed
legislation may be possible in the Lower
House when political fireworks are less in

fashion.—I am. etc..

One Who Will Never Register
BY Charter.

its tram-

.iiist 14,894

Bristol has decided t

wav system, a poll

residted in 18.057 in fi

opposition.

Bournemouth Town Council have appointed a
special committee to inquire into the bousing
question, with a view to establishing a garden
city, with rents at a figure to suit the require-
ments of the working-classes.

Mr. Wilham Henry Ward. MA.. A.R.I.B.A.,
of Bedford-square, W.C, has been elected a
Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries. Mr. Ward,
who has just been re-elected to a seat on the
Literature Standing Committee of the Royal
Institute, was chairman of the committee last

session.

At Wincobank, Sheffield, a new picture
palace was opened on Friday. It is a terra-
cotta brick building with stone facings, built

from the designs of Me-srs. Hutchinson, of
Rotherham, by Messrs. Treherne. Rotherham.
The building has . seating capacity for 550
persons.

Princess Christian of Schleswig-Holstein laid
on Friday the fonndation-slone of the new
Queen Mary Hostel and Laboratories at
Kensington in connection with the Home
Science Department of King's CoUese for
Women. The buildings, which are to be "erected
on a site in Campden Hill-road, near the
radway-station in Hish-street. are part of an
extensive scheme, estimated to cost £150,000. of
which £100.000 has already been subscribed.

The subscribers to the
fund at Leeds met on M
of that city presiding. ?

that towards the £150.ii'

about £120.000 had
memorial is taking thi
of the Leeds General
decided to endeavour ti

£30.000 forthwith, and

cmonal

The

the

raise the remaining
provide three new
accommodating one

hundred beds

The North Riding Education Committee, at
IJieir last meeting, held at Northallerton,
decided, in order to fill the vacancy caused by
the death of Mr. .T. Rainbrid;;e. inspector of
buildings, to appoint Mr. .John L Coverdale as
actin? inspector of buildings for a pcrinrl of si<c

that tli'^
' ' '

' ^ '"' .'",'",'''" ,'"'

llnt£rr0mnmnirati0n.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We offer a prize of one {guinea every week for n
we deem the best reply to any query appearing

Replies must be sent
No others can rei

judgment is final.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper,
and with each reply a coupon cut from our front
page must be enclosed.

.\ny number of replies can be sent, but a coupon of
this date must accompany each,

being equal, brief repli

nphaiise this

fa

best chance. We
spondents icnore tne tact that quer
facts, not Ions essays. .\ny necess^uv ,, :, : ,;,

must be in line only— nu tints oi ui '

that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no
reply being received worthy of it is reserved by the
Kditor. who also claims the right to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

We divide the guinea between Mr. O. Lewis Abbott,
Mr. .Tames Bromley, and Mr. L. F. Smith. To

sketches, &c.. Ac, we may say none such were
asked for or necessary, and again remind them
that brief, direct answers are most useful and
most appreciated.

REPLIES.
[1S14/)—SWIMMINO - BATH.—It the bath

[13144.1 - SWIMMING - BATHS. - A Constant
Reader " will find the following treatments (other
than tiles or glazed brickwork) suitable and
eHicient for the face-work finishing of swimming-

om liin. thick at base.
;, consisting of one retr

sharp sand, four par
bats (broken

would give • A CoiisUn
The said walls to be hi
one course of headers

tions. as before
Reader " every

It to a suitable
t every Stt. in I

iild he avoided:

shallow end. anil n- ;i

in order that tin h

ffused. the pipe .li.n,

ur separate inlets i.

the end of the batli.

?n from the bottom o

lATHS.—If in " Constant
s nothing elaborate required.
'.'1 for the pond to be tiled

and sand. The

to. and a--,-t tlir :r<.r<t:iTT

There were some remarkable differences in
Ihc figures tcndcrinjr for corporation paintin"-
work at Chatham. There were two tenders for
paintmg the town-hall, both from Birmin"ham
£160 and £33 18s. 6d. For thr work al the
Victoria Gardens there wore three tenrlrrs—
£110 5s. from a London firm, and .£.'")7 and .£43
from firms in Birminihnm. For work "at
Railway-strcrt there were three tenders, all
from Birmingham—£493 1.5s.. £134. and £80.
The boroueh surveyor's estimates were .£40 for
"'^ X^^lT^ Oardens. £50 for the town hall,
and £90 for Railway-street.

k. The water i

from the boilers r

HJirt uch

aeration, and nitration now larj
is. I believe, economical, i^ 11 i

Messrs. noyles. Ltd.. of Irlarn 11 i.ll...

brief description of an installation nt Fat
The water is pumped from the deep porti<

I'linally at lOin. c n-

[1 tlic concrete of th

Miition of the soil. :ii: I .

* - h;i-. to be carried over any w.ak
ii oil. ]( .so. the armour is best pla
-Mom of Ihc concrete, .so .as to he in

I

l.iiiriL' the floor and sides of the pond.
,
iilr-ter. gauged properly with "I

I- directions), an excellent waterproofing
the I such purposes. Tho "Directory" givi
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LEQAL, INTELLIGENCE.
SIR HERBERT BARTLETTS SUPERTAX

APPEAL.—Tlie case of Sir Heiherfc Henry
Bartlett. Bart., of Hardmston Mandei-ille,

Somerset, v. The Commissioners of Inland
Revenue was argued on the 11th inst. before
Mr. Justice Scrutton, sitting for Revenue
business, in the King's Bench Division. The
special case stated by the Commissioners raised

a question whether the Commissioners were not
bound to allow the appellant to give evidence
that for the purpose of super-tax his income
was not that which it had been assessed to for

the purpose of Income-tax. The Solicitor-

General, in opposing the appeal, mentioned
figures showing that appellant's income for

1908-09 approxinntr-l to -fflO OOO, and that the
super-tax in .,'" " f42,000 odd. His
Lordship, in . ! 'n said he thought
the Commit.-. I. : mo correct in the
view they had i.L.n .:, . ,ii apportioning to

the year in que-stioii the amount on which the
assessment was made. The appeal failed, and
would be dismissed with costs.

"ENTICING TO JOIN THE UNION."—
JUDGE OVERRULES \ERDICT-\t Devon
\ssizes at Exeter last Tuesday before Mr
Justice Colerid'^e Cpm^ -^ nung 46 tnde

of c

.n 11 Mij 12

—Mr Percival
I Medland had
d R Drew ot

\ccused plpT ] I \

Clarke for tl, ,

been emplc\ 11 Mi
Paignton toi el i n nn etiitne years un
JJiy 12 the bull ling trade dispute arose and
tiade unionists went on strike Medland «as
not a trade unioni t and saw no reason for

leaving his employ He wa^ then followed
during dinnertime and after work by a crowd
including the accused whose object was in

timidition to withdraw him from work Ihe
question was whether the Trade Dispute \ci
liad lien

said he wa not oi ii h tri.hti acd ind J 1

not clU tor pobcr prott tim \trer rrhfr m
dence and irgument the ]nr\ iftiin 1 i

verdict of Guilty ot enii i \l il n i
i

join the union—The Judge [ i I n ;

the charge was one of compi II i I II I

lta\e or ab ent him^elt from w 1
1^ II t I

the jiir\ to recon ider their \pi li f - \ti i ern

siderable ab ence the foreman annoniKcd ti at

the jurj coull arrive at no other Mrdirt —Th
Judge ruled the \erdict of no effect and
accused were hound over to appear at the nest
assizes for retrial

INJURED B\ FALLING CORNICE

-

(Freeman and Othn % 1 pv ton m 1 Another and
Brown and mli j I t

i i I \ii thci i-

A question 1 i w a in

volved in an I t m the
High Court .1, W In I h, f
Scrutton and a

i
(.nl jiiiv

ot the tall ot the coping ot a i

On June la last year Mi M
of a hair li i an 1 her si tPi

wite nt 1 - H 1 t Vmakei «
moth I

I
' . Sb Fri tic i Mil Lu 1

Thc^ 1 tep baking ban 1 when
the

I
1 t^-11 m th<m \11 the

ladit II I 1 1 T tetched by the
police rrj 1 umo\al ot Mrs
Freeman to m il It was there
found that I ttom a ruptured
kidney and ti Nn operation was
performed and th ki In i moved and she
remained as an inpatient tcr six weeks Mrs
levy was badly bruised and one result of a
blow on the head was that she had become
partially bald Mr Brown the next door
neighbour received injuries to the foot arms
and back and her dxushter to the head and
hands The four Hdir now brought actions
again t Mr \,tl .. P t n and his wife Airs
Vnni 1 I . t the house to
rec \ pective husbands
sou 111

I I
the extra expense

who in 1911 was empl
engaged to do the repaii
hplonc;in[j to dvl n Ini

though witness said at the time it would be
useless. At the end of the week witness was
discharged, because he was too conscientious
(Laughter.) For the defence, Mr. McCall said
that in or before 1906 Mrs. Peyton inherited
£2,800 under her father's will, and on advice
invested it in houses, of which the premises in
question were part. She was the assignee of the
lease, which contained a covenant to repair,
and in October, 1911, a notice was served ori
her by the freeholders, requiring certain repairs
to be done. She employed a contractor to carry
out the work, but what he did was so defective
that the surveyors found fault with it. He was
got rid of as cheaply as possible, and the work
was entrusted to another man, who satisfied the
surveyors, both of defendants, and the free-
holders. Mrs. Peyton paid altogether £1,037,
and as far as skill and care could insure, the
repairs were carried out properly, and the
cornice left, as far as could be ascertained, in a
perfectly secure condition.—Mr. H. N. Kerr,
district surveyor of Mile End and Limehonse,
expressed the opinion that the accident was due
to the fact that the upper part of the wall,
where covered with cement, was built of soft,
bad brick, and that there was no stone core to
the cornice. It was a bit of jerry-building.
Some 14ft. or 15ft. fell, and on subsequent
examination he condemned the cornices of twelve
other houses. There vv a- n.ilili, -.i|,. rtlcial to
indicate that anything « r could
only have be-^n asceitair I

| |
iway

the cement —Mi W B I i I , n the
instructions of the frtui 1 l^i n i d the
twentv five houses of which Mr Peyton was the
leaseholder stated that he saw nothing defective
with the cornices in fact he walked along some
of them The work of repair required was ulti
matel> carried out to witnesss satisf iction

—

Mr S C Searle survevoi to Mrs Peyton said
had he known that the ciacks in the cornice had
only been grouted in and painted over he would
not liave passed the work In reph to pi i

put by the
plaintiffs whe
that the fall

avoided 1

the

t' 111 an 1 Ml Frown tl lu li£;al

argument on the effect of these findings was
po Iponed until to day

\. IRKETINC ClUPCr DISMISSED —
Wilham S Cill PI treet

Pimlico was cl. 1 lice

court on \Vc In on
stable in the \ I liilip

Conwav instrn t i
-^ lety

ot Carp nteis ji I I
i I J V police

Lon tal li aid ili 1 tr rnoon he was

the siigg of

ith

whether the workman had any complin
make as to being stopped The man wa 1

to reply when the defendant forced his wa
the front an 1 pushing witness back a

What riiht Invc vnu to interttre with us

will taki voiii numl r and report you 1

detendant wi thpi upan ordered away and

The Ml Il
1 tl w ikman w

1 111 comp

It°ahir . 1 1 1 \ Ml Canwav
detendant t k hi iiiiml I on a pi c j

\ttfr tho ni mber had bcrn taken the d nt

ajain got in tiont ot wltn In r jU to Mr
Conwav witnn aid at th tim h tark
dftondant int a tu fodv hi had the paper in Ins

Innrl —Do TOii know that picketing is allowed
bv the law — I know that thev can picket peace
tiillv—Mr Conwav \nd that is all that they were
I m- In I I t Ti itio-e said the attention of

I

I

I
'

1 I 11 by Messrs Mowlem s

II I I 1 I I 1 wish to give evidence
ill I M II 1 ace Smith said he must

In the House of lords on Tuesday the feeds
Coiporation Pill the Central london Railway
Pill and the london rlectnc Pailway Pill were
each read a third time

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
PART-TIME SANITARY INSPECTORS.

-

In the House of Commons, on Mondav, on the
motion of Mr. J. R. Macdonald, a re'tiirn was
ordered to be prepared and issued of the
inspectors of nuisances in England and Wales
who do not give their whole time to that office,
showing as regards each officer (a) the area and
population of his district, (b) his remuneration
as inspector of nuisances, and (c) his other
public or private employments.

TOWN - PLANNING SCHEMES. — Mr.
Herbert Lewis (Parliamentary Secretary to the
Local Government Board) informed. Sir Arthur
Boscawen on Wednesday that the Local Govern-
ment Board have information as to 232 town-
planning schemes. Of those, two have been
finally approved by the Board, four have been
submitted for such approval, 62 have been
authorised by the Board to be prepared, and in
22 other cases application has been made to the
Board for authority to prepare the scheme.

**^-

WATER STTPPLT AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

BATH. —The city of Bath sewerage and
sewage-disposal works, carried out from designs
by Mr. W. H. Radford. C.E., of Nottingham,
weie formallr inaugurated on Wednesday The
works deal with sewage not only from the city
including the lecentlv added area of Tiverton
and part of Weston and Charlcombe but also
with that from Monkton Combe Claverton
Swanwick and Batheaston The street ot the
citv were already efficiently sewered with the
exception of about sev n mile ot hi_e IJ tone
sewers but the v i i n I 1 n I ilnn
148 outtall be il I

i
> the

river pas es tor t in i I I i in ntie
af th citv with vpi I li II

I Pt

I
1 1 I I t term water are ott down to

2tt bin diameter brick and a great deal ot
timber and concrete was required to prevent
settlement of valuable propertie The pumpin"
area incliid n a,h t, th rl t the ,t^ 1 ut
all thi 1 I 111 „ith

and thev hal to le i pla i 1 with modern
sewers The sewage from over one third of the
citv Is intercepted by a high level svstem of
pw r whiih convevs it through long iron

1 I 1 1 1 ^ 1 it into a low tower"' at the
vlipre it 1 creened and has

(al sub oil

mall that
md the daily

t in a minute ar d
ined on the com
1 n made for a

from Bath It cov i

sewage arrives tlir i

into detritus tank
tised during stornt 1

grams of lime per a lion will nfhcp to get a
good effluent. Theje are sixteen bacterial per-

3aft d»ep
river level

igh a 30in
amount of
in ho ir for
'allr

The ite of

five miles
acres The
and
niv to be

tinn three
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...'it I,- fil-rrlnls of lOOft. diameter each, with
-. ,,1'..- riir'.Ml on a novel plan in two
1 : , -

I I,, i.li.rs have an area of 14,000

,,i
..;, ,.i i. .uil contain 36.870 cnbe vards of

iM.iu:..iL Tl.c loial outlay has been i;224.082

for work, exclusive of land easements. The
contractors were Messrs. Firth and Co., of

Derby, who carried out all the contracts for the
pnmpinfr-st.ation, pumping main, and intercept-

ing sewers; Messrs. Bentley, of Leicester, who
constructed the sewage-disposal works; the
Stanton Ironworks Co., who supplied 8,000 tons

of iron nipes; Messrs. Hayward and Wooster.
who built the mixing-house and supplied the
day-work men and materials; Messrs. Davey.
Paxman, and Co., engineers, who supplied
the pumping machinery; Messrs. Manlovc.
AUiott. and Co., who supplied the sewage-
disposal machinery; and Mr. Ireland, who built

the cottages.

CHARD.—A special meeting of the Chard
Town Council was held on Monday for the
purpose of considering tenders for works .ind

materials in connection with the water scheme,
and after some discussion it was decided to
accept the following :—Contract No. .5 (cast iron
pipes, bends, junctions, and castings), the
Sheeobridge Coal and Iron Co.. Chesterfield.
£3 120 6s. 5d. : contr-ict No. fi fsnpr.lv a.,d

deliverv of sluirn vilvr. •• i- i.,,,-
i

Tisider the applications for the posi of r.snleni
iigineer recommended that the boroneh sur-
»vor. Mr E. W. Hearn. be appointed at a
ilary of £2 per week, and that an assistant be
igaeed temporarily, to act under the direction
f the surveyor, at a salary of 30s. per week

agreed to.

\ Local Government Board inquiry was con-
dnoted at Sheffield on Friday by Mr. F. H.
Tulloch into the apnlication of the city council
tn borrow £7.650 for street and other public
improvements.

Tlie University Presbyterian church in Alfred-
street. Oxford, of which Viscount Brvce Kid the
foundation-stone lost week, is beinir built from

Phillip Fiirgis, F.R.I.B.A.. of
Inn, W.C. The cost will

nl-ins by Mr
OM square Lincoln's
be about £3.700.

The Duke of Devonshire unveiled on Fri
marble statue in front of thf Rnval Infin
Derby, to the memory of FInr,.,,,-,. Xi-l.ti,
who at one_iime lived at Lea Hurst. Derby

Gleichen, the sculptorit ess Feodo
ited a standing figure
le right hand.

ith a upheld

I he new nurses' home, out-patient depart-
ment, and research laboratory of the Infants'
Hospital. Vincent-snnare. which were opened by
the Duchess of Albany on Friday, have been
b.ult from plans by Mr. Herbert Read.
I'.K.I.n A., of Cork-street. Bond-street. \V. The
hospital provides accommodation for fifty
infants, and the entire cost has been borne by
Mr. Robert Mond. ^

The arbitrator, the Hon. E. G. Striitt past-
president M.I.C.E . reserved his award at the
rinal heanne on Friday of the evidence in the
arliitration between Lord Rendlesham and the
War Office as to the sum to be paid for 1 249
acres of land at Orfordness. on the .SiifTolk
coast, arouired as an aviation station. The

was estimated by witnesses
ni t6 689, whereas Lord

compensat
for the
Rcndlesli:i

A Lor,
nt Barb.
Mr. F. I i

to the :,,,

Council -

inquiry

Ou>
bed

A .Select Commi
,

,, of t.nrds
have sanctioned ih it |

. -ow
Torporation Bill which i ,, ^t
Oieen Margaret Drive, on .

, |,e
Kelvin, with Bvres-road .! < v . rn
road, on the south side of the rivf-r. l,v tlir- con
st ruction of a new road and bridge, over which it
is intended to run tramways. In rcard to
Queen Margaret College, through the grounds
of which the Bill proposed the tramway should
run. if the.corporation take any of the grounds
they must take the whole, unless the College
deride that they would prefer to remain there.
In the latter event, the corporation will take
only the part necessary, and pay compensation
under the provisions of the Land Clauses Act.

(Bnx (Bf^a fable.

Institute at Athens on the site of prehistoric
Tiryns have brought to light, says a. writer
ill the R.I.B.A. Journal, a still more anoiciit

palace lying beneath the remains of the
palace laid bare by Schliemaiiii and Diirp-
feld some thirty years ago. The whole ele-

vation on %yhich "the fortress-palace stands
was thickly inhabited at least as far back as
2000 B.C. Among the early habitations now
discovered is a large circular building about
14 metres in diameter, which may be recog-
nised as the most ancient palace of the
dynasts of Tiryns. Tliis structure, which
was built before 1500 B.C., differs completely
ill design from the later building. The places
of sepulture of the local Princes have
hitherto been sought for in vain, but a bee-
hive tomb in excellent preservation has vow
been discovered and excavated. More than
2000 years ago it was robbed of its treasures,
and in the time of the Roman emperors it

was converted into an oil-mill.

The Senate of London University invite
!!'!

-
i: -n-< for the part-time post of Uni-
I'l'ifessor of Town Planning, tenable

'

I i iMty College. The salary will be
Lluu .1 \oar. The engineering aspects of
town planning are dealt with by the Ch.ad-
wick Professor of Municipal Eiigiiieeriiig.
Applications ((twelve copies), together «itji
the names of not more than four references,
must be received not later than by first post
on Monday next, th? 22nd iiist., by the
Academic Registrar, University of London,
South Kensington, S.W,, from whom further
particulars may be obtained. Testimonials
are not required.

The meetings of the International Fire
Service Coiiiieirs Executive, which are
taking place in London this week, are being
presided over by Commandant Meier, Chief
Officer of the Amsterdam Fire Brigade,
President of the Council. Arrangements arc
being made for a large intern.ational congress
to be held nt Copenhagen in 1915, at w-hich
celluloid dangers, petrol storage, fire pro-
tection on board ship, and county fire
lirigades will be under consideration." The
Council received a message from the King
wishing the meeting every success.

Twelve years have passed since the first
issue of the late Mr. Lewis F. Day's book on
"Lettering in Ornamsnt " was" published,
and nothing better has seen the light. All.
therefore, will be glad to know that a second
edition has just been published by B. T. Bats-
ford, Ltd., price 5s. net. Miss Ruth Day,
the reviser, has, of course, had to make cer-
tain alterations in the text to bring the
volume up to date, but little ;-lse has br-eii

needful. 'Twn or tlnv,. nf il.,. illii -i , ,i i i.ms
which her fatli, r n i i _ , j [ ,i - .

,
i

. ,,

tory have b,' .n i-nn
i

,; .
i

- ^

dozen fresh exuniplr^ nuln<l.,l, i;il,, n !\,| , In

most part from pliotographs colleetod snnic
ears agowith a view to a possible second

adersedition. Ou younger readers ite rested
shonld not fail to secure the book at
Its 200 illustrations, ranging from B.C. to the
present period, are varied and well chosen,
and the really practical designer will
thoroughly appreciate them and the advice
given with regard to their study.

Our excellent contemporary, the Timber
Trarlrs Jiivrnal. unrivalled as the repre-
sentative of the great industry it so efficiently
serves, enjoys also the well-deserved reputa-
tion as the publishers of what is, as far as
we know, the best Trade Directory issued
all the world over. The new issue (William
Rider and Son, Ltd., 8 11, Paternoster-row,
E.G., 7s. 6d. net) is the .seventh published,
and is the only Classified International
Directory of the Timber Trade. A special
and most valuable feature is the series of
carefully prepared official plans of all the
principal docks and harbours in the kingdom.
The arrangement of the' volume, which
embraces nearly five Inindred pages, is in
five sections, ' dealing successively with
London, England and Wales, Seotlaiid, Ire-
land, and, lastly, the Colonies and foreign
countries. Every architect, builder, and

woodworker will find this model Directory
indispensable.

" Scales for Ascertaining the Dimensions
of Pipes, Drains, and Sewers," by C. E.
Housden (London: Longmans, Green, and
Co., Is, 6d.), is a very handy excerpt from
the author's valuable book oii Drainage and
Water - Supply. The dimensions to the
nearest inch of pipes, half-pipes, and any
design of drain or sewer in which a semi-
circle can be inscribed can be ascertained at
once, adopting at will any designed co-

efficient.

' Dictators of Mexico," by John de Kay
(London: Effingham Wilson, 54, Thread-
needle-street, 2s. 6d.), exposes the real

problems, analyses the conditions in that
country, and shows by what steps slavery and
degradation may be abolished. The rule of

Madero is analysed, and its grave defects
exposed. The" character, history, and
motives of the present revolutionary leaders
are portrayed in definite terms, and the
action of the United States is set forth in its

bearing upon the large question of Pan-
American dominion and control. The plans

of the money trusts of Wall-street are dealt

with in their bearing upon the Mexican
crisis, and the proposals to be put forward
by President Huerta as a solution of the

problem of the poor are clearly indicated.

The book deals with the basic questions in-

volved in the relation of the Church to the

Government, and shows the effects of its

religion upon the people. Mr. de Kay's
analysis of the Mexican character will

interest many of our own readers more or

less concerned with the economic problems
of the country.

According to a oateiit by J. Keldschiuid,

46, Blindengasse, Vienna, slabs and objerts

of wood-pulp, papier mache, or mixtures of

wood-pulp and other fibrous material, for

ivall decoration, etc., are rendered resist,int

to moisture and atmospheric iuflneiices by
immersing them before or after being cut to

shape in a boiling mixture of Syrian bitumen,

boiled oil, and driers, with or without colo-

phony, and drying at 100—125deg. C. for at

least twentv-fonr hours. The slabs, etc.. are

then prossed and may be polished, painted,

enamelled, etc.. and provided with designs,

etc.. by painting, printing, or embossing.

Ill Turkey, where cement is not used or

liardlv known, a substitute has been found

that has met with rather good results when
applied in exposed places, in filling crevices

ill H-ater-pipes, covering joints in stone

floors, in fountains, and for numerous other

purposes where cement would be required.

The mixture is as satisfactory in water as

ill exposed places, but it must be allowed to

become thoroughly dry before it is sub-

merged. The mixture is slaked lime, linseed-

oil, and cotton fibre. Generally a hollowed-

ont stone is used, although a flat, hard

surface will answer, and the process is started

bv pouring the oil on a handful of cotton,

after which the lime is dusted in. It is then

kneaded until the whole is thoroughly mixed

and about the consistency of dough. The

more it is kneaded the better it becomes.

Crozier, resigned.

Alderman John Jelley. of Burnham House.

Elm Bank. Nottingham, retired builder and con-

tractor, a former sheriff of Nottingham, who
died on April 17. left estate of the gross value

of £43.091. of which the net personalty has been

sworn at £19.527.

The foundation-stone of the new church of

St. Barnabas, in Pitshanger-lanc, Ealing, has

been formally laid. The architects are Messrs.

E. C. Shearman and E. Tyler, of Berners-street,

W., and Winchester. The site is on a corner of

the Brentham Garden Estate; the church will

seat 1.000 people, and will cost £10.000.

An inspector from the Local Government
Board for Ireland will hold an inquiry at Dublin

next Tliursday into applications of the corpora-

tion for sanction to borrow £58,100. £174,750.

and £66.050 respectively for housing schemes

at the McCaffrey estate. Fairbrother's Fields,

and the Glorney's Buildings and Spitalfields
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MEETINGS FOK THE ENSTXINQ WEEK
FlilDAY(To-DATi.—Society foi- Pioti'ctlon of Vncit-nt

BuildinKS. " Tbo Heauty ot Age," bv
A. C. BoiisoD, C.V.O., President of
Magdalene Colknc, Cambridge. Bin-
lington House. Piccadilly. 5 p.m.
Carpenters' Company Exhibitior

of Works in Wood and Wood Car
pentry. Distribution of Prizes bv Sii
Henry A. IVIiers. Carpenters' Hall
8 p.m.

Sati-bday (To-morrow).—Edinburgh Architectural
Association. Visit to Kinross House
Tram from Waverley Station 1.17 p.m

MoKDAT.—Royal lustitute of British Architects
rrrsuiitatiori of Rosal Gold Medal to
Moil! ir.i.- r.nii; Pascal. 8.30 p.m.

Tuesday. — r 111 \. I

.
. Opening of New

l;"i' I

!

~
I

I if .Architecture by
HI; 11

1 :: \.iiiiir of Connaught.
Ciur..,^. ,.,.

, ^ 11 to 11.30p.m.

Wednesday.—• The riLscrMiUon of the Cathedral
of St. Paul ' lillustrated by Umelight
viewsi. Ii5' Merxyn E. Macartney.
F.R.I.B.A.. Surveyor to the Dean and
Chapter. Sion College. Victoria
Embankment.

Friday (.June '26).—Surveyors' Institution. .After-
noon Reception at the Zoological
Gardens, Regent's Park. 4 to T p.m.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
.VTH.—After lasting over a fortnight, a

,s reached on TuesJay in the Biith
eement lias be'

settle!

painters' strike.

signed by both master.s anj men, and work
was resumed on Wednesday. The men will get
7Jd. an hour—an advance of one halfpenny —
and there are certain modifications in the
working conditions which are favourable to the

BELFAST.—The strike of Belfast painters,
which has been in progress since the middle of
April, has been settled, tlie men having been
offered an increase of a halfpenny per hour
This was half the advance asked for.

EDINBURGH.- At a meeting in the
Plasterers' Hall, Edinburgh, on Friday nit'ht
the plasterers' labourers agreed to accept the
employers' terms of 6Jd. an hour minimum
wage (a halfpenny increase). The ordinary
labourers are agitating for similar conditions",
and negotiations are still proceeding between
the Master Builders' Association and the
general secretary of the men's union.

.
HALIFAX,—A strike of builders' labourers— Halifax, which has been in operation some

weeks, was settled on Tuesday,
mg an offer of the masters o"f an advance
farthing an hour now, and a further adv
of a farthing in January.

At "ig of the council of Armstron"
College Newcastle- on -Tyne, on Monday, a
design for the hostel for women students, to be
erected in Eskdale-terrace, submitted by Messrs
Newcombe and Newcorabe, of Newcastle, was
accepted, and they were entrusted with the
carrying out of the work.

Mr. Albert Garratt. at present surveyor to the
Market Drayton Rural District Council, »a=
elected on Tuesday highway surveyor and
sanitary inspector to the newly-constituted
urban district council for Market Drayton,
i here were forty-two candidates for the post,
which carries a salary of £135 a year.

The foreign excursion of the Architectural
Association this year will I,,. li.,M at Baveu\
for a fortnight, starlin- ..i, 1 ,1 ir (h,. 'ev(i-
mated cost is about A'|-_' In- \|, , ,,f iiie
A.A. who intend to "n ,,„ li , . , ,, ,, .|,o,dd
send tjieir names to Th^. Imm, -.,,.,,,. Mr. W,
Harold Jones, Woodbury, 24, .><iinnvside-road
Hornsey-lane, N.

" '

7^X ''''^ council of Birmingham will receive
at their July meeting a report from the
asylums Committee recommending the provi-
sion of 400 additional beds, and an extension of
the administrative block at the Hollvmoor
-asylum, which was built in 1900, and affords
accommodation for 600 patients. When the
Hollymoor institution was built the cost ex-
ceeded i330 per bed.

The first portion of the new buildings of tlfe
University College of Southampton will be
opened by the Lord Chancellor to-morrow
(Saturday.) The premises occupy a com-
manding site in the suburb of Highfield. Messrs.

tC I .Young and East are the architects, andWe design, selected in competition by Mr. H. T.
Ware as assessor, was illustrated in our issues ofMay 5 and 26, 1911.

LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
Steel Joists. Belgian and German

(ex steamer. London) per ton £6 a 6 to £6 .5 C

Steel Joists. English 7 10 ,. 7 13 (

Wronght-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,. 7 5 t

Steel Girder Plates 7 3 6 8 a f

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0.. 8 10 C

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „ (

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17 (

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15 C

Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10 t

Angles 10s.. Tees 20s. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c„ £8 15s to fg.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 lOs. per ton
Galvanised Corrngated Sheet Iron—

,., ^ . ,
No. 18 to 30. No. 33 to 34

ert. to 8ft. long, mclnsive Per ton. Per ton.
gange £13 ...£13 10 C

Best ditto 13 ... 14 C
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G

8/3 8 9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 13/6 13/6 per cwt

r, ^, ^ .
Per ton. Per ton

Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 ,, 9 C
Rolled-lron Fencing Wire 8 5 " 8 10 (

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10 1

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5 (

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 6 5 t
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 ,, —
Corrngated Iron, 34 gauge 16 ,! —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14 B.W.G 14 5 „ -

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 9 10 11 13 B.W.G
£10 10s. £10153. £1108. £1153. £11 153. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 3 6 to £6 7 C
4in. to6in 6 0,, 6 5 C
7m. to 24xn. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 6 C
tCoated with composition, 5s, Od, per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5s. Od, per ton extra,]
Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od, to 1173, 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 708, Od. „ 75s, Od.

Wronght-Iron Tnbes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 3i per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 73 p c
Water-Tubes ...'.. 70
Steam-Tubes 66j
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes 60 ,,

Galvanised Steam- Tubes 63 ..

OTHEB METALS.
Spelter. Silesian Per ton £21 5 to £21 7 6
Lead Water Pipe, Town 24 2 6 „ —

„ Country 34 17 6 „ —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 25 2 6,. —

,. Country 35 17 6 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 26 2 K „ _

Country 26 17 li ..
-

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 28 12 6 „ —
.. „ „ „ Country 20 7 6 ,,

—
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 37 3 6 „ —

Country 27 17 6 „ —
Lead Soil-pipe (np to 4iin.) Town 37 2 6 „ —

.. „ Country 27 17 6 ,,
—

[Over 4jin. £1 per ton extra.]
Lead. Common Brands 17 17 6,, 18 12 6
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 34 15 .. —
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 77 „ 77 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 66 5 „ 66 15
Tin, English Ingots 143 10 „ 144
Do,, Bars 144 10 „ 145
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) 21 2 6 ,, —
Sheet Lead, Town 23 12 6„ —

Country 34 7 6 „ —
Genuine White Lead 29 15 „ —
Refined Red Lead 25 , —
Sheet Zinc 29 ,, —
Old Lead, against account 18 12 6,, —
Tin per cwt. 7 15 0„ —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand 11 3 .. —

TIMBEB.
OONBTRnCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals, Qnebec, per standard;—
Ist quaUty £38 to £45

3ra
Spruce Deals ; St. Johns .

„ ., Miramichi
„ Boards : Swag

Red Deals : Archangel 1st quality 31

3rd
16 ,

la ,

32

19

St Petersburg-
Ist quality 16 10 „ 18

,. „ „ 2nd „ 14 10 „ 15 10
Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 „ 15
Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 13 10 .. 17

White Deals; Crown 14 „ 15 10
Seconds 11 10 „ 13

Flooring ; White and Planed—
1st and 2nd quaUty mixed ... 10 15 „ 11 15
1st. 2nd, & 3rd quaUty mixed 10 5 „ 11
Bed Planed, Ist quality 14 10 0,, 17

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „ 23

Lignum Vitsa Per ton 7 „ 14

Per cubic foot.
YellowPine Logs (waney board) 6 0,, 05
Pitch Pine Logs 2 0,, 03
Birch ; Quebec Logs 2 3,, 03
Oak : Austrian Wainscot T .. 8
Mahogany Gaboon B „ 3

FURNITURE AND HAJIDWOODB.

Teak
; Burmese per load, 50ft. £30 to £35

Teak: Java per load, 50ft 16 „ 31
Per cubic foot.

Oak Planks: U.S.A.. imported 1 9 to 2 6
„ Boards „ „ Prm. 3 0., 036

„Mdm. 2 6,, 039
Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 2 4,, 036
Birch ; Quebec logs 2 3,, 089

sawn planks... 13,, 090
Oak

: Austrian Wainscot 7 0. 080
Walnut: Prime boards and
planks 6 0,, 066

Walnut: Mdm 3 6 ,, 4 6
Greenheart

: Hewn logs 3 3.. 040
Cedar : Cigar box 4 9,, 056
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime 3 4,, 020

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime 3 0,, 033

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...0 6 0,, 9

African, Assinee, &c. 5 0,, 066
Lagos and Benin 4 6,, 060

,, Sekondi and Cape
Lopez 3 0,, 040

„ Gaboon 3 0,, 030
Satinwood

: West Indian 10 „ 14
Rosewood Per ton 8 0,, 13 3
Lignum Vitse 7 „ 14

STONE.'
Bed Mansfield, in blocks per foot cnbe £0 3 4
Darley Dale, ditto „ 3 3
Red Corsehill, ditto „ 3a
Closebnrn Red Freestone,ditto ,, 3
Ancaster, ditto

,, 1 If)

Greenshill, ditto
,, 1 10

Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) ,, 1104

Hard York, ditto „ 3
Dittoditto6in. sawn both sides.
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ., 13

•All F,0,B, London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 74

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 94
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station „ 10

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station „ 16}

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average :—
Brown White

Delivered on road waggons ) ^'l'!%'i'„.^T„^^'^
at Paddington Depot, I »n ^a"'!"'" 'in''®<i .1
Nine Elms Depot, or f

•"*'' ^ 3 ...£0 3 4J

Pimlioo Wharf I

SLATES.

Bangor

First

20x10 .

20x13 .

lity 20x10 .

30x12 .

16X 8 .

Eureka unfading
green 20x10 .

30X12 .

£ 8. a.
12 13 6
6 13 6

13 2 6
13 17 6
13
13 15
7 6

15 IT 6
18 7 6
13 5

11 13 6
9 13 6

6 13 6

BBIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside
Second Hard Stocks I 11 „ ,, [r
Mild Stocks 19 0,,
Picked Stocks for deliveri
Facings 3 5 „ at rly. s

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wure Cuts 1 14 „ „ ',]

Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BullEOaa 4
Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14 n

2Jin. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic 1 4 10
Facing Bricks )
" Accrington Best Red Plastio Facing peTl.OOO
Bricks £3 10

34" ditto Second Best Plastio ditto 2 3 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks Ill 3
Ditto Plastio Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 34' in
thickest part 3

34'' Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 3 6
34" ditto ditto through and through 8
34" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and 4" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 fi

Accrington Air Bricks ,
9" X 3 course deep, each

(Net. delivered in
full truck loads

London.

Ditto

Accrington Camber Arches :

—

3 course deep, 44" s Dfflt, per foot opening ...

4 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ...

6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ..

6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ...

3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

i ditto 9* ditto ditto ditto ...

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

3
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QLAZED BBI0K8.
HARD OLA2E8, (PEB 1.000.1

White, Ivory, and Best.

Salt Glazed. Bull. Cream, Other Second
Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colonra. Colours.

Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 IT 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Qnoina, BuUnose, and 4*in. Flats—
1.5 17 6 H 17 6 17 17 6 91 7 6 15 IT 6

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 a017 6 M 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers-
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 91 7 6 14 17

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 36 7 6 18 IT 6

Two sides and one end, square—
- 6 22 17 6

. each 6d. each

26 17 6 19 17 6

7 6

6d. each 5d. each

. each 4d. each

19 17
Splays and Squints—

17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each
Rounded Internal Angli

4d. each 3d
MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each Bd. each 8cl. each

Internal and External Angles-
IB each l/'3 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/3 each

Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers £33 17

Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks
'j

Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colonra [ ingffin.

Cimber arch bricks, any kind or colour, 1 by 4Mn
Is. 2d. each ' by 2iin
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, £1 per 1.000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in toll track loads

to London Stations.
8. d.

Thames Sand
Pit Sand " K n

8. d. Per ton,
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G.-ound Blue Lias Lime ... 21 per tondeUvered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

8. d. s. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
e. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red rooflng tiles 43 per 1000 ry.stn.
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7perdoz. „ „
Broseley tilea 50 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 52 6 ,, ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 Operdoz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., „
Ornamental do 60
HiptUes 4 Operdoz.,, „
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " rooflng
tiles:—Plain tUestPeake'e) ... 46 per 1000 „ ,

Ornamental do 48 6
HiptUes 3 lOjperdoz. „ „
Valley tiles 3 4j

Rosemary " brand plain
tUes 48 per 1000 „ „

Ornamental tiles 50 ,

Hip tiles 4 Operdoz
Valley tUes 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000 „ ,.

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,, ,, ..

Hip tiles 4 Operdoz.,, „
Valley tiles 3 6
Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 ,, ,,

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale Paper 13
Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
BerUn Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brash Polish 10

It is proposed to alter and extend Lodsre
Moor Hospit'al. Sheffield, at a cost of £68,075.

The urban district council of Wilton, near
Salisbury, have appointed Mr. Richard George
Coles, of Wells-by-the-Sea, as surveyor and
sanitary inspector.

The directors of the Royal Aberdeen Hospital
for Sick Children have appointed Messrs. Kelly
and Nicol. of Union-street, Aberdeen, architects

for the new hospital at Ashley.

The Canadian Government is about to invite

iindiTN for a dry dock at Esquimalt. capable of

arioiiuiiodating the largest ships in the Navy.
riiH mobable cost is between £300,000 and
X4nO,"ilO.

At their last meeting the corporation of

Southampton decided to purchase for £4,300
some thirty-six acres of land adjoining the
isolation hospital, to provide for future

.Salford Corporation have decided to make
application to the Local Government Board for

autlioritv to prepare a town-planning scheme
over an area of about 2,000 acres, principally in

tlie noiili and west of the borough.

The quarterly meeting of the Bristol Associa-
tion of Clerks of WovV:^ :iii.l Bnilders' Foremen
was held on Mon I,. tf Ye Priorv
Restaurant. St. .\ i- f.' i-l, when the
president. Mr. \V II I. i .n.d the chair.

A paper on "Asphalt. .» .- i .. 1 by Mr. J. L.
Powell.

Phiii^ for the new buildings to be erected
at Farmingdale, N.Y.. in connection with the
1>. 1. State Agricultural School there have been
tom|)ltted bv Mr. Lewis F. Pitcher, the Stale
archil eet. 109, Lexington-avenue, New York
Citv, and tenders have been invited. About
200,000dol. will be expended in the erection of

these buildings.

Mr. T. Geoffrey Blackwell laid on Wednesd

Ornamental do.
Hip tiles

alley tiles

47 6

, 50

OILS.
Bapeseed,KngUshpaIe,pertun£38 IS to £39 6
Do., brown 26 15 „ 27 5
Cottonseed, refined 39 ,, 30
OUve, Spanish 39 10 ,, 40
Seal, pale 31 „ 31 10
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ 46 10
Do., Ceylon 42 10 „ 43
Do., MauritiuB 42 10 ,, 43
Palm, Lagos 33 5 „ 33 5
Do. Nut Kernel „ ... 35 „ 35 10
Oleine 17 5 ,, 19 5
Sperm 30 „ 31
Lubricating U.S per gal, 7 0,, 080
Petroleum refined 62 „ 6i
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,. 1 10
Do., Archangel

OU..
Baltic OU .

Turpentine
Patty (Genuine Lin-

. per gal. 3 Si

"Stority Brand/ 10 ,.

GLASS (IN 0BATE8).
English Sheet Olasa : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz. 33oz
Fourths 2d. ... 3d. ... 39d. ... 46d.
Thirds 3}d. ... 3H. ... 45d. ... 64d.
Fluted Sheet 2id. ... Sid. ... 6id. ... 7d.

Hartley's Englisb Boiled Plate : iin. Visin. iin.
2id. ... 2id. ... 3d.

Figared Boiled and BepoasBljie White. Tinted

-sto of

iiercial Travellers
ing will be a 1

Mr, Thomas I i

lemen's social club being held there.

TBADE NOTBS.
Messrs. Claridge's asphalte has been specified

or the dampcourses and the roofing at the new
London County and Westminster Bank premises.
Pull.orough. "

Under tlie direction of Mr. Albert E. Lacey,
A.IMB.A,, of AUiford, Kent, Boyle's latest
patent 'All- |iiiiri|i Miiiilators have been
pplied to Wv. I "]\. _ W - .

.

The estai- -i M< Glynne Charles
le, may now be
the manv largementioned as beiiit: an

estates that are useVs of - Pudlo," the "powder
which makes cement waterproof.

Messrs. Stigler. the well-known Continental
lift and elevator manufaeturer.s, have arranged
with Mr. Thomas W. How. M.I.Mech.E.. to
actively represent their interests in Great
Britain, with offices at No. 17. Victoria-street,
Westminster. Inquiries and mvitations to
tender will receive prompt personal attention.
We have received an interesting series of par-
ticulars of installations of the Stigler lift here,
with a general description of its advantages,
which readers may procure on application. The
lift is installed at the Charing Cross and Strand
Electric Supply Co.'s new premises. 59-61, St.

Martin's -lane, W.C. ; the Hotel Dieudonne,
Ryder-street ; and many other well-known
buildings.

^»»
At the council offices. Whickham. on Friday.

Mr. H. R. Hooper held an inquiry on behalf of

the Local Government Board into an applica-
tion by the Whickham Council for power to
borrow £1.574 for works and sewerage at

Dunston (where new houses and works are being
built), and £1,302 for street improvement a't

Cornmoor-road, Whickham. Mr. Thomas
Lambert (clerk to the council) and Mr. J. B.
Renlon (surveyor) gave evidence in support of

the application.

,'ht fr

he Crimean monument, will be
the quadrangle of the War Office

Foley s statue of Lord Herbert of Lea, and
opposite it on the west side will be a new statue
of Florence Nightingale, the work of Mr,
Walker.

On Monday the members of the Bath and
District Branch of the Somerset Archaological
Society visited Cheddar, the party being in

charge of Mr. G, Grey, hon. secretary. In
addition to visiting the stalactite cavern, the

(hat uf the parish m general. The party after
wards visited and inspected Wedmore and -4x

bridge churches.

PILKINCiT0[4 & CO.
(Established 1838.)

POLONCEAU flSPHALTE

Patent Aspialte and Felt Roofing

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.
Telephone Nob. : New Ceoss 1102 (2 Lines).

Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

IPPL-S To-
wn. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BunMU Row, London, E.G.

,• Correspondents would in all cases obhge by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of

the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the inform«-

Northtield public

library, tor the BiimiDgham City Free Libraries

Committee. Mefsrs. Baieman and A. Hale, 18,

Bennet'B Hill, Birmingham, joint architects. Qnantlties

by Mr. C. Silk :—
Webb, W. and J £1,125

Lancote, W.. and Sons I,t66

Bnrman. 8.. and Sons 993
Honon.E, A., Brierley HiU .. 901

Dallow, J.,an(i Sons, Blackheath 980

Langley, T,,Tylwin o«7
NichoUe, W. T., Gloucester ... U67

Briley, F. J 945

Elvins, T., and Sons 923
Hollyoak, J., Erdington 900

Mobb6,G 897
Swift, S 89i

Dawson, J 887 11 /

Haiper and Son, Blackheath ... 811

Hill, J. U., Four Oaks 8*)
RidoutandCo 815

Tnrton, J. A. (accepted) 765

(Rest of Birmingham.)

Briog.—For the building of the new workhcueo

iLfiimary, for the guardians of Glanford Brigg :—

Gilbert and Hall, Nottmgham ... £^.862

(Accepted,)
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Bkistoi..—For wcrka and sopplies, for the Bristol

Docts Committee. Accepted tenders .—
Hnnt. F. S., for redecoration of a portion of the j)ffice8,

Qaeen-Eqnare.
Walters. E., and Sons, for concreting No. 7 open
timber ehed at Portiehed.

Siemens Bros, and Co.. for 19/14 8. W.G. electric cable.
Bessemer. H.. and Co.. Ltd., for 62 rolled -steel
locomotive tires.

Burt, Bolton, and Haywood, for 500 ordinary sleepers
and 3.S86tt. of long sleepers.

CiDOxTOK-BAKKY.—For the erection of a mission
Barry Docks, for the building

.. Owen, Mam-street, Cadoxton,
by Mr. R. B. Batchelor, Cardiff.

hail, Lombard-
committee. Ml
architect. Qi

Harrison, J., and Co., Camber-
well, 8.B

Ginger, Lee, and Co., Longsight
MaDcbEBter

McManns, .T., Hammersmith -

CEYMvra —For the erection of market hall. Mr. S.
Daries, Station House, Crymych, architect :

—
Young Bros., Gwastad (acceptedl... £676 5

Five tenders received.

Downs, CoRNWiLi,.— Fcr building a Wesleyan
Sunday-tchoolroom at Downs, for the trustees :

—
Hart, W. T,. Redruth (accepted) £187 15
(Lowest of 16 tenders received ; highest £619.)

Gateshead.— For extensions at the secondary school.
Durbam-road. for ihe education committee. Mr. W. F.
Purser. 10, West-street, Gateshead, architect :—

GresBon Bros., Gateshead £9,38J 19 1

Middleraiss Eros., Newcastle-on-

'., Danston-i
7,393

Barry Docks
Britton, W., Woodland
Barry Docks

660 11 U

829 6 10

825 7 6

Claras, 'W. J., Stratford, E. ... 812 2 10

Rncklev and Son, Hanover-street,
Cadoxton 768 3

Evans, T., 21, Meteor-street.
Cardiff 738 3 9

Vickery Bros., Somerset-road,
Barry Docks (accepted) 713 15

Cannock. — For the construction of andergrouud
lavatories in the Market-place, Cannock, for the urbin
district council :—

Linford, C. (accepted) £110 11 9

Cakhsle. — For alterations to buildings, for the

corporation. Mr. H. C. Marks,
surveyor

Black, G
Laing, J., and Sons
Bell, J. and R.
Logan, J.

Chelsba, S.W.
at the public
Council :—

(Jarliok, J., Ltd
Picken, W. P
LoleandCo
White and Johnson
Humphrey, G., and Sons ...

Craske, O. (accepted)

£823

Lowry, J. and W., Xewcastle-c
Tyne 7.212 8

Clerey and Charlton, Sunderland 7.126
Smith. C. B., Eighton Banks ... 7,091 13 6

Douglass, J., Newcastle-on-Tyne 7.039 16
Milne, J., Gateshead (accepted)... 6,913

Gkavesend.—For adaptation of Majfleld, Gravesend,
as county school for girls, for the Kent Education Com-
mittee. Mr. Wilfrid H. Robinson, M.S.A., architect :

-

I

Jones and Andrews. Eeckenham £2,670
Milton Bro^.. Gravesend 2,565
Lingham and Etherington,
Gravesend 2,179

Blay, W. F., Ltd., Dartford ... 2,468
Skinner. C. E., and Son, Chatham 2,319
Podger, J., and Son, Bromley ... 2,280
Archer, W. H., & Son, Gravesend 2.211
Friday and Ling. Brith 2,214
Baker, G., and Son, Rochester ... 2,197
Tong, A. E., Gravesend* 2,027

• Provisionally accepted.

Hicham Feebar.s .—For executing works of sewage
disposal, for the town council :—

Smith, E £1,785
Willmott, W. 6. (accepted) ... 1,632 19 3

Manchester.— For the erection of a picture pala
Osford-road, All Saints*, Manchester, for the
Picture Palace. Ltd. Mr. Percy Hothershall,
New-road, Prestwich. architect ;

—
Gerrard, J., and Sons, Ltd.
B'enton, A., and I

Billings, J. H., and Co. ...

Burgess and Gait
HoUinworth, J. I
Megarity, S., and Co.
Ramsbottom. J
Hodkinson, A
Fernley and Sons
Rigby, W., Ltd., Radclittd*

* Accepted.

1.511

LowEi; Halsiow. — For drainage work at Lower
Halstow Council School, for the Kent Education Co n-
mittee. Mr. Wilfrid H. Robinsoa, M.S. A., architect :

—
Tuke and Bell. Ltd., Tottenham .. £i31
Kemp Bros.. Rainham 295
Beattie, O. W., Putney 289
Brittenden, T. and A., Sitting.
bourne* 238

Seager, L., fiittingbourne 235
* Provisionally accepted.

Newtos Abbot.—For enlarging the parish rooji in
Union-street, Newton Abbot :

—
Mills, a. (accepted) £359

sgeange.—For the erection of Newtongrange
>atace, for the Dean Tavern Committee,
range, Midlothian. Mr. A. Murray Hardie,
A., 20, George-street, Edinburgh, architect.

Quantities by Mr. G. Morham. 29, Hanover-street,
E dinburgh. Accepted tenders :

—
Mason :

Newt

-..E.I.B

Hair, S., Dalkeith £2.239
Joiners ;-

Steven and Stoddan, Bonnyrigg 1,573

Robertson, W., Edinburgh ... 760

Blake and Co., Edinburgh 709
Slater -.—

Steven, J., Bonnyrigg 379
Steel :

—
Brown, R., Edinburgh 269

Glaziers:—
Dickson and Walker, Edinburgh .. 63

town CO uncil of Wallasey.

..J Liverpool... £11,137
Transformers-

Ferranti, Ltd., London 1,301
Three steel chimneys-

Prat, Louis, London 1,031

KocHE.-TEK.—For extension of buildings at Sir Joseph
Williamson's Mathematical School at Rochester, for
the governors. Mr. G. E. Bond, Victoria Buildings,
Rochester, architect ;

—
Milton Bros., Gravesent £5,075
Lavington, Ltd., London 1.833
Skinner. C. E, and Son, Chatham 1,606
Seager, L., Sittingbonrne 1,198 10
Gates, G., and Sons, Frindsbury... 1.108
PhUlips. H. E., GUlmgham ... 1,13)
West Bros., Rochester 1,139
Burrows, W. T., Maidstone" ... 1,065

* Accepted.
TOTNE.S.—For the building of a territorial drill-hall ;

—
Narracott, R. E., Tortiuay £.',123

(Accented.)

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

20—Champlain Tercentenary Monument, Orillia, Ontario
Canada (limit of cost £4,100)

23—Secondary School for Boys (800 places), Barnes Estate,

Durham-roail. Sunderland. (Assessor nominated by
President of Rojal Institute of British Architects)

29—Workmen's Cottages, Samford, Suffolk

3C—VUla-Flats at the Lido, Venice (limit of cost £80,000)

16—Harbour Extension, Helsingborg
le-Designs for New Town Hall, Middletou (coat not to exceed

£ie,COO) (Bastwell Grayson, Assessor)

26—Designs for Police and Fire Station, Redhill. (Assessor.)

7—Designs for Public Elementary Schools at Linda-street,

York-road, Battersea ; and Billingsgate-street, Church-
street. Greenwich (Mr. J. W. Simpson, F.K.I.B.A..

The Canadian High Commissioner, Victoria-street, S.W.

J. W. Moncur, M.Inet.C.B., Boro' Snr.. Town Hall, Sunderland.

A, J. Hayward. Clerk, 31, Princas-street, Ipswich.
Direzione della Campagnia Italiana dei Grandi Alberghi,

S.M. del Giglio 2467, Venice.

The Harbour Extension Board, Helsingborg, Sweden.

£100, £50, £26
£5
£480, £320, £2C0

7,000 kron., 4,000 kron., 2,0

£100 £60 £25 F. Entwistle, Town CHerk. Town Hall, MiddlBton.

lOgs., 20g8., lOgs A. Smith, Town Clerk, Municipal BuUdings, Reiga'.e

31 -Laying Out Show Grounds, Wayville West, Adelaide

31—Planning Workmen's Settlement, Campine Coalfield....

L. Gomme, Clerk, Education Offices, Victoria Embankment, W.O.

£5()0 £Jb6' £l66 The Secretary, Royal Agricultural Society of South Australia,

23. Waymouth-atreet, Adelaide.

M. le President de la Commission pour I'Amenagement des

Agglomerations Industriellea, Rue de Louvain, Brussels.
£400, £210..

Design for Laving Out Walton Hall Estate, Liverpool

Plans for Improvement of Saloon Theatre and Grounds
ig Coi
place

road, Gateshead

Improvement
. Erecting Concert Hall, Whitby

—School (700 places). King Edward-street, Sunderland

1 OOOdol A. Mayne Heron. Sec, S.vdney and Suburban Hydraulic
'

'

Co.. Ltd., 11, Martin-place, Sydney, N.S.W.

OOgs., 50gs., 25gs E. R. Pickmere, Town Clerk's OlBce, Liverpool.

T. K. Scott, Sur., Council Offices, Flowergate, Whitby.

The Clerk, Education Offices, Gateshead.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

June 19—Teacher's Dwelling House, Oxford-street, Whitstable

,
„ 19—Cemetery, Alterations at, Annan
.. 19—Skittle Alley, Alterations to, Nant Hir Inst., Blaengarw...

10—Garage and Stock Rooms. Park-place, Cardiff

19—Two Shops and Eight Houses, Gateford-road, Worksop ...

19—Manual Instruction Centre, Treherbert
19—New Parcel OiKce, Extending, Birmingham
20-Schcol (161 places), Purleigh
2C—Tuberculosis Ward at Isolation Hospital, Sealand, Chester

20—Farmhouse, WaunbwU, Rhydowen
20—Residence, Knottingley -

20—Warehouses, India-road, Gloucester
20—St. Paul's Wesleyan Sunday School (130 places), Brighouse

20—Houses (21), Ynysdaw)y, Seven Sisters

20—Motor Garage, Albion House, Greeugates. Bradford
20— Baptist Chanel, Abercrave
22—Bouse, Alterations to, Bogton Cottage, Aberdeen
22—Engine House and Cottage, Galleywood
22—Barnham Memorial Gallery, River-street, Truro
22—County School for Boys (200 places), ITith-road, Dover ...

22—DweUings (100), Woodhouse Estate, North Finohley

BTJILDINQS.
ducation Committee

Park Hall and Hotel Co., Ltd
Co-operative Society, Ltd
Rhondda Urban District Council

H.U. Works Commissioners
Essex Education Committee
CityCouncU

Chelmsford Town Council ...

Cornwall Royal Institution

Kent Education Committee

W. H. Robinsoa, M.S.A., Sessions House, Maidstone.

J. Laurie, Clerk, Parish Council Office, Arman.

B. David, 25, Blaeugarw-road, Blaengarw.

E. W. M. Corbott. Archt., Castle-street, Car.liB.

J Haalam Archt., 12, Newcastle-avenue, Worksop.

J. Rees, Archt., Hillsi'le Cottage, Peutro.

The Secretary. H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

G. Topham Forrest, County Archt., 73, Duke-st., Chelmsford.

The City Surveyor, Town Hall, Chester.

Morgan and Richardson, Solicitors, Cardigan.

W. J. Tennant, Archt., Poutefract.

E. A, Pryer, L K.I.B..\., 18, Clarence-Street, Gloucester.

a' g'. Sla-ldin, 3il, Briggivte, Brighouse.

J S. Griffiths, Archt., Seven Sisters, Neath.

The City Architect, Town Hall, Bradford.

J. S. Griffith, Archt., Saveu Sisters.

A. Stronach and Son, Advocates. 20, Balmont-st., AberJoen.

G. Melvin, Town Clerk, Municipal Offices, Chelmsford.

S. Hill, Archt.. Green-lane, Redruth.

W. H. Robmson, M.S.A., Sessions House, Maiastone.

C. J. Jenkin. M.I.C.E., Church End. Finchley.
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iUIUJlNQa—continued.

2?—Kcnceppv Weeleyan Cbflpel. Extension of, Mar
22—Town Hail, Repairs to, Andover
22_Pi,)all Farm HoafO, Scotton Eetftte. Richmond
22— Pair rfCYttape?, Newton Nottage, Porthcawl ..

2S-FirePtalicn Glai-BOw
22_weif bts acd Mfaf urea Offices, Womanhvstreel
?2— Picture Hrufe. Eaft Cburch-strcet, Backie
22—fottaees (241, Middle Littleton

22— Pavilion, Sleppiner Hill Hospital, Slnnkpirt

22— Pub:ic Pcbool, Additions to. Lyne of Skene ...

23—Infiruiarv, Floorine Wards at, f'ale-street, 8.W
2?—Branch Premifea, ('beadle Heath
23—Pavings Bank, Qigb-ftreet, Selkirk

23—HODFCB (60), B'aenavon
23— Eye Inflrmarv, Additions to. Poitereatp-Rtreet.

S3-Chin:n6y at Rffnee Deplrnctor, Rehnildiiij, Grantb
23-GirlB" High School, Mab's Cross. Wigan
23— Reiitf Station, Aiteraiionp to. .^r,, stockwell-rnad, s
23— TransfoTmer Sub-Station Duke->treft, Ipswich
23— Dufferin Hotpital, Alterations to, Belfan
23— School, Wimborne-road. Sontheea .

23-Connty Asylum. Additions to. Hill Enl, St. Albans
23-Cinenia House, Wales-rrad, Kiveton Park
23—Ccngregatiocal Mauee, Mickleby, Hinderwoll

'

iipftl Bui'dings. Additions to, MiddleRhrongh

w. T. H. Hosken, New Town, Germo, Marazion,
Town Council

,
The Town Clork. Andover.
P. Pocklington, The Lodge, Scotton Hall, Yorks,

Glamorgan County Council
Corporation
Corporation

.lenkina a
E. J. Har
Wrathmel

Hall, rardifl.

. Town Clerk. City CbamberJ. OIa«gow.
tnsineer's ( iffico. City Hall, C*r.lilT.

•, Archt., !U, West Chnrch-street, Bookie.
IT, Sur., Union Offlces. Eyo,him.
Son, Arcbts.. 3 i, St. Peter's-gate, Stockport.
(1 Marr. Archts.. 16, Bridge-street, Absrdeen.

Gray
t.A., St. Peter'd-sq.. Stockport.

orwich... Corporation
.

24-WorkiDg-Men'oClub. Tiogley. West .\'d8le

21—Farm buildings, Uek ..

24—New Telephone Excbanee Guildford
24—Sthool, Repairs to. Bedford
24—Hon e. Dewsbury
24-Pnblic Baths, Alterations to. Wood Groon
25—No. 1, Station-terrace, Additions to, Ponrhiwcaib ir

25-Pcit Cffice, Extension of. Dundee
26—ftnsunjptive Sanatorium, Ham Grenn, Bristol
26— MiLialuie tangeat Beadricartors. Uppermill
26— Anjbn'ance btaS Dwellings, Disinfecting Station. Bristol
26—Workmen's Club and Institute, Alterations to, Durham ...

27-Workmen'B Dwellings, Thrandestou
27—Eight Houses, Qrawen
27-Workmen's Dwelni:gs, Wortbam
27—Garage and Storage Shed, Longroyd Brid ;e. Uitdder.^ti dd

Corporatit

27—fouDcil Schools, Repairs to, Worth ,

27—Workmen's Dwellings. Bacton ...

27—Cottages (12). Winohcomb
27— Workmen's Dwellings. Tnorndon .

29—School Works, Ashbarton
29—School (450 places). Moss-laae, P.a
29—Cottages 12U) and Villas (lu), I'reh

29—School, I'hedworth-siroet, Nowaba
29—School Works, B/adwonhy
28—Children's Homo. Poringlanl
"29—Council School, .Mleratioaa to. Fjl

10-Town Hall. Alterations to, Rjaetur
29—School Works, Ashwatar, Hun tot!
29—Houses (26), Repairs to, Swaaset .

Pembroke Djck

* Blackshaw, LL R.I.

A. Grieve, Archt.. Selkirk.

Council ... E. W. Edwards. Sur.. Council OfBoea,
A. B- Collins. M.I C.E., City Bag.. Guildhall, Norwich.

' The Borough Surveyor, Guddball. Graniham.
artment W. (;. Ralph and Son. Arehts.. King-street. Wigan.
dians .1. L. Goldspink, Clerk, Brook-street. Kennington-road, S.E.

' ". .1. R. Mead, Boro" Erg., Town Hall. Ipswich.
Yourgand Mackenzie, Archts,. Belfa-t.
t'. (I. Vernon, Inkpen, P S.I. , 40, Commercial-road, Porteraouth.

O. T. Bine and Peeg, Archts.. 36, Parliament-street, W.
W. Akrill, Archt., South Anston, Shetfleld.

H. Moore, Archt,, 123, Albert-road, Middlesbrou^ih.
S. E. Bnrgets, Boro' Eng , Mun. Buildings, Middlesbrough.
F. W. Bedford, Sec . Tingley, West Ardder.

.1. Hammond '. Sidney Willia ms, L.RI B A.. Wbarton-streec, Cardiff.

H.M. Worics Commissioners The Secrctaiy, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate. S. W,
Education Committee R. K. Ellison, Sur , Shire Hall, Bedford.

Kirk. Sons, and Bidgway, Archts., Market-place, Dewsbury.
Crban District Council .... W. P. Harding. Clerk, Council Offices, Wood Green.

" ~ " ".S.A.. Tonypiudy.
.M.OflSce of Works, Storey's Gate. S.W.

L. McKenzie, A.M.I.O.E,, 63. Queen-st| laie, Bristol.

W. Ccoper, P.R.I B A , 4. Kirkgate BnildiniiS, Huddersfield.
L. S. McKenzie, A.M.I.C.B., Uiiy Eng., 63, Queen's-sq., Bristol.

H. T. Gradon, Archt., Market-place. Durham,
Winkworth & Winkworth. Archts,, Great Uolemanst , Ip3wlch,

O. P. Btvan. Archt., Bxprcss Chambers, Meitbyr Tydfil.

Winkworth & Winkworth, Archts., Great Coleman-st , Ipswich.

K. P. Campbell. M.IC.B., Boro' Eng., 1. Peel-st., Huddersfleld.

Winkworth & WiLkwolth. Archts., Great Coeman-st.. Ipswich,
ilpin, Archt,, Pembroke Djc^

Hartismere R.D.C.

W. Rol Seesions House. Maidstone,
inkworth, Archts.. Great Colemau-st., Ipswich.
L.RI.B.A , 21, Winchcombe-st,, Cheltenha'n.

Hartismere R,D.C
Devon Education Commii
Hiudiey Urban District t
Grove auildiog Club

Devon Educitiou Committee
Heastead Gtardians
EducAtioa Committee
Fiusbary Borough I.

Winkworth & Winkwo
The Architect's Office, 1

H. Wade, 27. Birley-street, Blackpool.

B. W. Davies, Archt., Treharris.
The Education Secretary, Gaildball, Cambridge.
The Architect's Office, I, Richmond road, Bxater.

J. B. Panks, Pramingham Pigot, Norwici.
R. Hall. Clerk, Council Buildings, Pilling-on-Tyne.
G, W. Preston, Town Clerk, Towo;HaU, Rosebery-ai

s Office, 1, Ricbmond-road, Exeter.Devon Edaciwon Committee
Corporation U. C. Portsmouth, M.a.A., Llanfair

^/Jadema?-'^
OMNILAO 9/
A SPECIALTY IN COPAL OAR VARNISH.

Per.

Gal.

OMNILAC is carefully iircpared from the finest (|uality of materials,

and is so well matured and full bodied that a satisfactory result can be

obtained \\ith one coat, thereby effecting- a great saving of time, labour,

and material.

Builders and Decorators are recommended to write for a full list of

iJritannia Varnishes and Si)ecialties to the manufacturers

—

!ioB?Ingham CiAEK
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OUR ILLU3TRATI0XS.
The New St. Paul's Bridge :-
First Pi-emiated Design, by Mr. G. Washington
Browne, R.S.A.

Second Premiated Design, by Mr. Charles E. Barry
A.R.I.B.A.

Third Premiated Design, by Mr. Edward E. D.
Selway, A.R.I.B.A.

Church at Cinwell and Hendon Parish Church.
Interior views. Mr. Temple Moore, P.R.I.B.A.,
Architect.

York House, Kingsway. W.C. Messrs. Trehearne and
Norman. Architects.

Gas Offices, Gosport. View and plans. Messrs.
Warwick and Hall, FP.R.I.B.A., Architects.

House, Rillington, Yorks. Elevations and plans.
Mr. 3. H. Rutherford, Architect.

THE .ESTHETICS OF PLAN.
Artistically drawn, the plan of a great

building presents itself as an object of real

interest. The elemental geometric figures

—the square, the octagon, and the circle

—

the varied proportion of area, and the
rhythmic play of line arrest the attention
even of the layman, and certainly if there
be anything ignoble in the plan, it will

challenge abhorrence as an outrage on
real architecture. The Byzantine archi-
tects were great planners. More than
most, perhaps, they had an eye for beau-
tiful basic outlines for their buildings, as
we .s^e in St. Vitale, or St. Irene, and many
another church of that era.

So much the architect, at any rate, will
admit. And yet the true import of
testhetic planning is so frequently ignored.
We have even heard it denied "that plan
has any concern with the ultimate effect

of architecture, save the setting out of
main masses and outlines, and deter-
mining the position of gables, windows,
and other features. That, surely, is a
strange View of design in architecture.
Not only is plan as important, tssthetic-

ally, as elevation, but in truth it is more
so. An elevation is, eo to speak, un-
natural. In itself, no doubt, it is the
embodiment of truth .ind of the real, but
does not present a building as any building
ever can or does appear. Now, while a
building has but one elevation, or one set

of elevations, it has often numerous plans.
as we understand the term, and, jesthetic-

ally, an infinite number of plans, and can
be horizontally sectionised at an infinite
number of positions from a horizontal
datum, each one of such horizontal
sections, where they cut the facade, pre-
senting scope for design and architectural
effect.

The argument is best understood and
followed by considering that w^e do not,
in actual fact, see a cube either as a flat

face or a flat face plus a return, but as
an affair having side, return, and base, or
top—that is. as a solid wcupving so much
cubic space. Let us follow this a little

more in detail, because the idea may be
easily overlnnktil. .inrl tint i-; why some
fancy that ;ii .liil. i t ur il ].l in is solely a

practical-seiMc- iii.>liiun, lining little or
no effect on arcliit, iiunil ilt-ign. Ta'ke
a Gothic pier br.iktn up into semicircular
shafts, and with square intervening
members, with, say. one or two bands or
strings between base and capital, and the
latter with abacus designed in accord wuh
the plan outline of the yw\ itself. On
elevation, all such b-ise, stnn?, and cap,
w:th the stone joint-lines, rule through

parallel with the top of a drawing-board.
Excepting for lines indicating breaks, the
whole is, on elevation, an affair of straight
lines, meeting at infinity, the neo-
geometers will say.

The complete pier is before us. At
about five feet from the ground the
horiz.^ntal lines appear as such ; below, the
base does not : it shows curve and rect-

angle. Did not these arise from the plan
at that particular height from the floor-

line? Has not the mere act of planning,
as such, here an pesthetic value ? Adepts
at perspective-drawing know all this. It is

the more, therefore, a matter of astonish-

ment that so little design is conceived in

perspective. As we raise our eye upwards
along the pier, the joint-lines break in and
out more and more, showing the strings

as curve and angle—not as straight lines

—

until, at the cap, we might reasonably
ask : Of what value, at this height, is now
the elevational design as compared with
the planning ? The abacus curves are

almost circles, the square members as

sharp as gravers. Above, again, what of

the vaulting? It is all a matter of plan
effect hero—plan, of rnur^e. seen from
below, which is as much |il,'in is plin seen

from above. Indeed. :!•- hi- ait- .'iilv some
oft. Sin. in average heizht. that must be

the natural way in which we see plan

—

unless, indeed, a man is prepared to stand

on his head.

In the Classic style, the importance of

skilled architectural—as distinct from
practical, building—planning is greater

than in the rase of the Gothic manner,
which is so largely concerned with outline.

Little of the beauty of the capitals of the

old "orders" is displayed on geometrical,

elevational drawing. Take the so-called

Roman Ionic, the great beauty of which
depends on the harmonious contrast of in-

curving abacus to round of necking, the

angular disposition of the volutes, and the

circular wreath of eag-and-tongue.
Nothing of the true effect of this appears
on elevation. It is only wlien the cap is

reared far above our luads that its real

beauty and grace are ivvtal.-d. This, in

greater part, is the resultant of plan. It

is obviously not all plan; for. if this wfv„

so. the geometrical plan-drawing of the

capital would display all its beauty. ^Ve

mav judge from such drawing that the

effect of the design promises to be good, the
order, symmetry, and contrast of the out-

line geometry indicating something that, in

the solid stone, will afford eye interest.

Again, the beauty of the Doric cap is fore-

shadowed in its plan, if we draw this, and
indicate, correlatively. the square abacus,

circular echinus, and the regular, seriatim

flutings of the shaft. It is to the plan-
detail (hat we are here indebted for the
beautiful contrast of angular abacus with
soft and rotund echinus ; and, yet further,
that subtle channelling, just before the
ending of the upward run of the flutes, of
little interest on elevation, in perspective

—

when we can see and appreciate plan effect

—shows up the graceful contours of the
column-enwreathing flutes. Points like
these wo should do well to hold in mind

;

nay, unless we work in full faith and know-
ledge of the potency of architectural
planning, our best efforts at original design
must needs be imperfect and lacking in
solidity. To go close under a fa9ade and
look upward is no doubt a crucial test of

the capability of the designer to appreciate
the value of architectural plan. We may
discover thus, at once, whether -Tie is a
mere superficially-minded elevationist, or
if he recognises that architecture is

essentially something wrought out in the
solid.

If one may suggest any practical rule, it

might be discovered in the observation that
straight lines, fundamental in all practical
planning, such as we lay down by second
nature with the tee-square., should be con-
sidered the base of, and foil to, less grave
design. No doubt reckless and wanton
breaking of frontage and fafade is a more
serious error than excessive restraint in
architectural planning. In failing to main-
tain simple and plain main masses, we lose
dignity, which seems to reside principally
111 straightness and squareness. To intro-
dr.ce curved forms on an excessive scale

tly tri vulgarise aller

tely enough ' intro-
itui-fiL 111. liidi- « liile we regard it as an
infalliM.. v|,^,, ,,t (hj, master hand when wo
find an a|iprecKitioii of the value of archi-
tectural plan, as differentiated from
practical liuilding plan, mere abandon, iu
this niattrr. may indicate want of gravity
and la.'k -f i. tin. in. lit of idea. However
this may I..-, ili.- Maul of the age seems to

lie ,1 httlf s.m.llniiii breaking in and out
of our habit-made tee-square parallelism.

It might be said that the potential beauty
and interest in an elevation is a measure of

the thought instilled into the horizontal
sections—the architectural plans ; since we
have seen that plan jesthetics suppose an

,

infinite number of such, and so are not to

be scheduled as "ground," "first,"

"second." etc. The fact is. we make our,
perspectives too late—when the building is

completed, or the design settled. The rerl

Masters of our Art knew that, prepared
when the design approached towards com-
pletion, they servid a really practical

purpose.
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THK -NtW .vT. rAri.>> BKIDCE.

[with ILLrSTUATIOXS.]

The Corporation of London is to be con-

gratulated on the choice of so good a design

as that selected for St. f'aul's new bridge.

It is well to note that the architects who

competed were not asked to plan the junc-

tion between the northern approach-road

and Cannon-street at the eastern end of

St. I'aul's Churchyard. The differences

of levels and the incidental provisions for

Queen Victoria - street, Upper Thames-

street, and Lambeth-hill were quite com-

plicated enough to manage successfully,

without including the still debatable

project of the City-side approach, though

this point, after all, is the crux of the

problem. St. Paul's Cathedral will not

end the vista, no matter how the details

of the approach are ultimately settled, and

at the moment the result of the present

competition for the bridge itself is not con-

cerned with the larger question. We
quite believe, however, that the referee,

.Sir William Emerson, kept this aspect of

the matter in mind, and are sure he

must have had an easy task in selecting

the first premiated design—that of Mr.

George Washington Browne, R.S.A., of

Edinburgh. No other scheme submitted is

to be compared with it, and we doubt if

a more satisfactory design is likely to be

obtained than that chosen, though some

variations in detail may well be made in

working out the undertaking.

FIRST PREMIATED DESIGN.

Mr. Washington Browne's plans (No. 11.)

are very capable, and devoid of tricky

draughtsmanship. He proposes to use

granite, and rightly adopts a sobriety of

treatment in conformity with that

material. The differences which should

obviously distinguish a bridge over a great

river like the Thames are duly allowed for,

and recognised, when treating the

secondary portions of the scheme in rela-

tion to" the streets which have had
to be included by the triple arches

above Lambeth - hill, the span over

Upper Thames-street, and the steel

liridge over Queen Victoria-street, with

its shops in the abutments on both
sides of that thoroughfare. Here are

pavilions containing the staircases from
one level to the other. In dealing with
these features, not a few of the competitors
have signally failed. The big bridge itself

is invariably divided by all the com-
petitors into five bays, the differences,

as might be expected, mainly con-
sisting in the manner in which the
piers and abutments are handled. Mr.
AVashington Browne has not hesitated
frankly to accept his piers as piers, and he
has not attempted either to mask them
with columns, or disguise them by
cornices and entablatures, preferring
instead to carry them right up jilainly like
blocks through the cornice of the bridge,
while his parapet extends in straight
raking lines from pier to pier, thus avoid-
ing the weak jointing of a long sky-line at
varying angles against the horizon, too
often conspicuous in bridae design. Both
ends of his composition are marked bv a
handsome pair of massive pylons flanked
at the Northern extremity by twin
obelisks, a pair in line with" the "parapet
.ind two recessed, the pylons at this point
beine set back to the full limit of the
Parallels, and in this way a "place" is
formed, from whence views up and down
the river are obtained, al.so a diunified
approach is insured. The pvlons on the
Surrey side give access to entiielv open
stairways, formed of seementallv "set-out
steps leading down to the contemplated
embankment. To obtain space for these
features, some liberty has been taken bv

exceeding tile luuits of the S*ft. map at

Baiikside, and this digression was per-

mitted by Clause 22 of the conditions.

Winders are not desirable for any public

staircases ; but in the second premiated
design they are employed in a much more
objectionable way than here to be noted,

where they are shown ranging as they do
round a big bastion mass of masonry, and
forming the newel of Mr. Washington
Browne's stairs. Four groups of monu-
mental sculpture distinguish his proposal,

symbolic of Navigation, Commerce, Civil,

and the Militant services of the State.

These figures are situate approximately
level with the eye in the pair of niches of

the City end pylons, where the Place
already mentioned justifies such a dis-

tinction. The artificial lighting of the
bridge will be by lamps located on islands
in the middle of the roadway, which
measures 50ft. wide, the whole width being
80ft. Piers for these lamps are mentioned

;

but we did not notice a design for same.
The steel bridge over Queen Victoria-
street is treated with a balustrade in
masonry, in continuity with the big bridge
approaches. The stairs are 8ft. wide
where access is obtained to Lambeth-hill
and Queen Victoria-street. Portland stone
is specified for the abutment buildings
and stairways. The forms and dimensions
furnished by Messrs. Mott and Hay, the
engineers, have been followed, except in
respect of the south end staircases, as
already mentioned. Three perspectives
serve to illustrate Mr. Washington
Browne's design : the principal view shows
the Pylon and staircase, as seen from the
river at the south end. A good idea of the
Queen Victoria-street bridge is obtained
by the second picture, and an excellent
representation of tha bridge piers
furnishes the remaining one, which is
perhaps the most important of the trio.
The plinth carrying these piers finishes
level with Trinity high-water mark, and
is corresponding with the level of Lambeth-
hill and the proposed embankment, which
is figured 62..;0, low-water mark bein^
42,50.

The arches in this design are gracefully
designed, with three centres, and the'y
spring cleverly from the top of the before-
mentioned plinth, with their voussoirs
carried back to the central projection of
the piers, which are rusticated, the lower
part projecting further, with curved
responds right and left. A big lion's head
and ring makes a central feature of an
appropriate kind without pretence at
novelty. The tops of these piers have
carved flush panels with heraldic devices.
The effect is exceedingly good, and the
piers very simply break the monotony of
the lines of the composition. The drawings
are unassuming and workmanlike. The
first premium was £300.

SECOND PREMIATED DESIGN'.

Mr. Charles E. Barry's drawings were
marked No. 9. and he "has been awarded
the second premium of £200. The style
which he adopted for his design was chosen
with a view to harmony with St. Paul's
Cathedral. His disting"uishing feature is
the covered-way for pedestrians on each
side of the bridge. The total width of the
way of the bridge is 80ft. At the Surrey
end the stairs are not improved by the

nders already particularised, and these
staircases are covered in with a colonnaded
treatment level with and similar to the
covered-ways, which are spaced into bays
by lamp-capped piers, two to each span
of the bridge, which has a complement of
five arches springing from. high-water-mark
level. Unlike the first premiated design,
these arches do not rest on plintlis. and the
piers batter outwards below this springing.
The lines generally are good and effective.

eiigtli being suggLbtcJ by the bolstered

iticatiuiis in a legitimate way. Above
each pier is a small arched look-out

opening, with what are called balconettes

carried on trusses, and over all a pediment,

surmounted by receding blockings finished

with a level top. Bronze heraldic panels

occur below the balconies just named, and
these repeat on the lamp-piers aforesaid.

The covered - ways towards their river-

fronts are enclosed by bronze metal-glazed

screens. The terminal buildings at the

north end house conveniences for both

sexes, and are lighted by clerestory lights,

looking very like what they are, and so fall

short of an association with big things like

Wren's great church, and on their own
account, as adjuncts to a Metropolitan

bridge, seem scarcely monumental enough.

The iron bridge over Queen Victoria-

street has shops in the abutments, and a

flat soffit to the bridge, to allow of upper

windows to the shops; but, for effect's

sake, outside spandrels are added to give

an arched form, and we cannot say we
admire the result of this part in such a

thoroughfare. The three small perspec-

tives hardly impress us with the suit-

ability of this design. The central arch-

way is wider than the two flanking same,

and those next the shore diminish still

more. The projecting bastions, as seen in

the perspective, appear to quarrel with

the scale of the piers and their super-

structure, while the arches look to be

segmental. The birdseye illustrates the

colonnaded-covered ways, which are much
in favour with some authorities.

TITIUn PREMIATED DESIGN.

No. 18 is the set of drawings which illus-

trates the design awarded the third

premium of £100, the author being Mr. E.

H. D. Selway, A.R.I.B.A., of Bedford-

hill, S.W. There are two obelisks at either

end of this bridge, and at the side where
the business building stands next George-

yard, a curved, colonnaded treatment is

employed to enclose an elevated outluok

platform, which widens out into a "place"
similar to the first prize plan. The bridge

piers have coupled Doric columns with a

Brobdingnagian figure-head to ships' prows
projecting in front, into the stream.

Above, the cornice and entablature occur

to top the piers in a not uncommon way,

with rusticated wing walls curved inwards

below. We suggest that the buildings next

Queen Victoria - street Bridge, which
enclose stairways, are poorly proportioned.

A bridge of three arches covers Lambeth
Hill, as in the other designs. The
segmental arch over LTppcr Thames-street
is flanked by twin Doric columns. Mr.
Selway sends some excellent sheets of

detail ; but his bold and striking per-

spectives look very heavy.

SOME OTHER DESIGNS.

No. 12 is a very sensible and well-shown,

but unimaginative design, with an excel-

lent view of its abutments on the Surrey

side of the river. It has a " place " very

like the first premiated plan. No. 7 need

not detain us with its clumsy stair

enclosures next Bankside. No. 19 ranks

among the best. It deserved some recog-

nition, and has a big birdseye view with

St. Paul's over-dominating the scene.

There are two massive pylons at that end,

which appear to be awkward from the

river view. The wide stairway down to the

water's edge is imposing, but looks very

dangerous. No. 23 indulges in eini)ty

niches to the bridge-piers, and chariot-

drivers mark each end in heroic scale on

towers. No. 28 makes too much of the

cathedral in a birdseye, and it suggests a

treatment not asked for. showing

approach from the Churchyard and

Cannon-street. No. 14 is fortunate in its
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persiiective. No. lo attempts incongruuus
Gothic, with a sort of castellated gate-

way, having an elliptical opening
spanning the N. end of the bridge,

No. 16 is ambitiously Rococo, with great
towers and archways. That over Lambeth-
hill is most ungainly, and the whole thing

is second-rate. No. is of that approximate
value, with its fluted Doric columns and
heavy entablatures. No. 27 is an odd
scheme with towers and not very attractive

figure-panels of quadrant shape, set like

wings to the tapering piers, which end in

enormous seated statues. No. 26 is a sober
proposal with well-drawn lions on the end
piers. Very capable charcoal views are

shown of this design. The piers are a trifle

commonplace, perhaps, and arches not

very monumental, with hood mouldings
quite out of place. No. 1 does not attempt
any vertical piers, and the heavy Doric
columns do not redeem the scale of the

staircase openings. No. 2 has vast and
useless pavilions two stories high above
the ground floor on the northern approach
side. These are very poor in taste, and
over-elaborated, but much admired by
members of the Corporation as "something
like." No. 4 shows very top-heavy erec-

tion in the Corinthian Order above each

of the bridge piers, with vases . and
pediments, while seated river gods and
goddesses disport themselves on inverted

consoles over the apex of the river arch-

ways. No. 6, the last to be named, suggests

study and a good bold idea of scale, with

enormous truncated obelisks at each end
of the bridge. The iron bridge over Queen
Victoria-street is quite among the best sub-

mitted, and this design deserved better

notice than it seems to have had accorded
to it. We give illustrations of all three

of the premiated designs, and shall add
the general drawings at an early date.

mtm

NEW FACTS ABOUT MORTARS.— II.

By J. A. VAN DER Kloes and A. B. Searle.

Figs 810 are from photographs by Mr.
Joo.sting. They show a portion of the dam at

Gotha, near Tambncb, in Thuringia. In

these ilhistrations the white spots in the

masonry show the patches of dried up lime-

water, the black ones show where lime-watof

is still running out of the masonry. In

Germany, as in most other countries, this

exudation of lime is considered as a necessary

evil, as it occurs in much of the masonry used

in some of the largest structures, erected by
some of the most famous engineers of our

time. The building of the dam—which forms
part of the water-supply of tlie city of Gotha
—was commenced in September, 1902. The
waterworks were opened on July 1, 1906, so

that the dam is just seven and a half years

old. According lo the official report of the

opening, the dam has a height of 88ft., with

a width of 64ft. at the foot and 13ft. at the

top. It forms a reservoir with a capacity of

185 million gallons. It is built of porphyry-

rngstone, taken from a quarry about a mile

and a half away. This stone is laid in lime-

cement mortar, composed of one measure of

Portland cement, one measure of tat lime, and

five measures of sand. An illustration m the

ofRcial report shows that the lime was wet-

slaked in tanks built for the purpose. Hence
one measure of fat lime is equivalent to one

and a half to two measures of lime-powder.

The sand was of two kinds. At first a local

sand was used, after it had been washed ;
but

in 1904 the offal from the quarry was ground

and used as sand. On the water-side the wall

is plastered with cement-mortar and then

treated twice with " siderosthene-lubrose."

The air side of the wall is simply pointed.

Mr. Joosting. who made a careful exa-

mination, found this dam in no worse state

than others of the same kind. Yet it was no

better, and showed similar defects. Indeed, a

cement-mortar such as that used here is

bound to show extensive signs of washed-out

lime. Some idea of the extent to which this

washing-out has occurred may be gathered by

a study of the numerous white spots in

Fio. 8.—Gotha Dam.

Figs. 8 10. That it was going on during Mr.

Joosting's visit is shown by the existence at

that time of some eight streams of lime-water

(see Fig. 8 at the left side and Fig. 9). That

the liine will continue to be washed out of the

cement is obvious from a careful study of the

problem, though the full truth of this pre-

diction can only be proved by time.

THE DECAY OF MEMORIAL PANELS.

An interesting example of a widespread

detect in masonry may be observed in the

memorial stones erected as panels {Fig. 11)

in St. Maarten's Church, at Francker, in

that their own weight would cause the scaling

by destroying the cohesion of the stone. Only

a layman could make such an assertion, for

almost all columns are erected with the stone

placed against the grain, and they have to

bear far more than their own weight. More-

over, the number of tombstones which were

placed upright in the wall during the re-

storation of the church in 1877 is so great

that the whole of the southern wall and the

choir and a large part of the northern wall

are faced with them. Yet among all these

tombstones—most of them being of hard

Belgian limestone, with some of red and

Fig

Friesland. This church was carefully

examined by three members of the Inter-

national Committee on Mortars— viz., van der

Waal, Joosting, and van der Kloes—in order,

if possible, to discover the cause of the

sealing of these stones. By the permission of

the church authorities, a number of photo-

graphs were taken of the defective masonry,

these being rendered the more necessary be-

cause several very inaccurate reports had been

circulated respecting the origin of the scaling.

One of the earlier of the published theories

attributed the defect to the stones having

been placd upright and against the grain, so

yellow sandstone—there are only two of lime-

stone wJiich have been seriously attacked.

A close study of the stone and of the wall

to which it is attached shows quite clearly

that the scaling has been caused by defects

in the mortar and by infiltration. The stones

are held at some distance from the wall of

the church, being attached to a masoned base

b^ bolts which -s rmht through the wall.

Tl e bolts have s a id washe rs on the

e anr are sen ed

wl ich, to jnrlje by the colour, h as b sen I iixed

th lim . Tl is mortar has shrnnk con-

siderably, and, in places, the material in
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tlip panels is to avoid tlie use of fat mortar
and to point tliem with lean luoitar of tlie

consistency of freshly-dng soil.

The specification of the work for the St.

Maarten's Church at Fraucker, now ui the
archives of the church, is dated January U.
1877. It directs that the mortars to he 'used
shall be ordinary mortars, very rich in lime

Shell 1

Strong trass morbar ... 5
Bastard trass mortar . r>

Lime mortar ."j

Tras

3S

with the linaeis 1 1 e

grows n 0uld\ It IS

necessar \ toi a little

ths shri ika^e Clacks
soling Ihe external
to whicl these luemoi
is show 1 111 ri^ 1..'

nil (uj

a btiU n ouic cf infilti

hioid gutteis

Pointing was to be done with "a viscous,

well-prepared Portland-cement mortar " (see

Kig. 1-2).

'Uiat the restorers of old monuments and
other edifices are still as ignorant of the
piiHiples of masonry as those who erected
il:c iluirch in 1877, was clearly revealed to
iir nf the present writers when, the day after
lis \isit to Fraucker, he had another oppor-
iMiilv nf exinui 1^ tli,_. Oldehove tower at

1 nwardr.i. Tli,. ivsloration of the hnild-

iiig WHS eiiiiipleted II. ihe spring of 191.3: in

less than a year after, mortar ran out of th^:

wall, and is still being washed out bv the rain.

The same defect also occurs at the "Palace •f

Peace at The Hague. When will architect-,

even the greatest of them, learn the wisdc.iii

of using suitable mortar?

CRUSTS ON MASONRY.

At the present time excellent instances o'

the foimation of cuists—some of tl cm Init

a buck 111 tluckness—nn\ be ecu on the

foitiesses built fift> oi sixt\ >eais a„o at

Antwerp Some of the biiglit red bucks iii

the stietchei couises toin in two aie

leadih distinguished fiom tli. alteiinte

lavers co\eied with mortii We should like

to take this opportunitv of asking on behalf

of tin Si_ Liic" Committee of the Royil In

Fig. 12.—Exterior of Wall to which
jNIemorial Panel is attached.

part of the wall immediately behind one of
the decayed panels. These external walls
have been pointed in the most stupid manner
with fat cement-mortar or lime cement
mortar, which, as shown in Fig. 12, has
become loosened and lias formed hard pieces
between the bricks. This defective poinlinL'

cannot prevent the rain from peiutratin;.' tli.

brickwork, though the .wall illustrated is

on the rainy side, but on the soiitlieasten

side of the choir. In all probability there is

Belgian limestone .does not readily absorb
much water ; but now the vertical position of

the stones assists it, and in all probability
the damage to the stones has been caused by
water which has leaked from the gutters.

H;Mie- if. ill other ehurclies. cnre is taken

stitute of British Architects, for information

on, and photographs and descriptions of,

damaged masonry in the United Kingdom.
The information derived may, for the sake of

uniformity, be placed under the following

headings; but the Committee will be grateful

for evidence in any other form which suggests

itself as convenient :

—

1. Nature of building.
2. Situation (e.g., address, nature of surroundings,

aspect).
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3. Material leg, stone, artificial stone, brick etc
and kind of material).

4. Date of building (or part under discussion).
o. Mortar used (e.g.. composition, proportion of

Band, analysis or means of obtaining the same).
6. Nature of defect le.H.. incrustation, surface

scaling, efflorescence, loosening, bulging about half
a brick in thickness).

7. Suggested cause (e.g., precolation of water,
frost, defective stone or bricu or mortar, old bond
timbers, smoky atmosphere, actions of sea-water.

Any information which correspondents are
kind enough to supply should be sent to
Professor J, A. van der Kloes (chairman of
the Committee). DeUt, Holland, or to Dr.
Alfred B. Searle, The Whit« Building,
Sheffield, England.

"

PRESENTATION OF THE ROYAL GOLD
MEDAL AT THE R.LB.A.

The closing ordinary meeting for the
session of the Royal Institute of British
Architects was held "on Monday evening at 9,
Conduit-street, and was allotted to the pre-
sentation of the Royal Gold Medal for the
promotion of Architecture to M. Louis Jean
Pascal, of Paris, for his distinguished ser-
vices as a teacher of architecture, and for
his executed works as an architect. Prob-
ably owing to the fact that it had become
known that M. Pascal would be unable,
owing to his advanced years, to receive the
distinction in person, and partly perhaps to
the coincidence of the King's birthday
banquets, the attendance was the most meagre
for similar ceremonies during the past forty
years, not a third of the seats being occu-
pied, and was concluded within the hour.
The President, Mr. Reginald Blonifield,
R.A., was greeted with hearty cheering on
taking tlie chair, after absence due to ill-

liealth ; and among those present were Sir
Aston Webb, R.A.. Sir Thomas Brock. R.A..
Sir George Frampton, R.A., and Mr. Ernest
Xewton, A.R.A., president-elect.

The President observed that their proceed-
ings tliat evening resembled a representation
of "Hamlet" in the absence of the Prince of
Denmark, for he regretted to announce tliat

a letter had been received from their distin-
guished friend, M. Pascal, explaining tluit

under his physician's orders he was forbidden
almost at the last moment to cross the
Cliannel. The French Ambassador had veiy
kindly deputed M. Charles Roux, Secretary
of the Embassy, to receive the Royal Gold
Medal on his behalf. The services of M.
Pascal to architecture had, the Preside)it
added, established for hiin a foremost place
among the living architects of the world, and
his genius, modesty, and personal character
liad won for him tlie esteem of architects in

every country. In England his name- had
long been a household word among members
of the profession. Born in Paris in 1837,
Louis Jean Pascal was trained in the Ecole
des Beaux Arts and in the atelier of M.
Questel, where he had as a fellow student
their friend Mr. R. Phene Spiers, who was
by a year or so his senior. It was a matter
for great regret that, owing to ill-health and
the burden of increasing years, their col-

league Mr.' Phene Spiers was also precluded
from attending that evening on so interesting
an occasion. In 1860, after enteriim the com-
petition several times, M. Pascal won the
Grand Prix de Rome, and from 1866 until

1870 continued his studies at the Villa Medici
in that city. On his return he was at once
appointed by the French Government to the
post of Auditor in the office of Conseil
General des Batiments and Inspector-
General of Works under M. Lefuel at the
Louvre and the Tuilleries. On a comparison
of dates they would observe that M. Pascal
did not start serious work in his profession

3.-! •bar 34 vear
t was a remarkable fact, and should be
I in lliesp davs of rather superficial

:. Lining. On his return from Rome they
saw. too. that lie was offered Government
employment at once, and be was not de-

prived of opportunities of acting as an inde-

ppiident architect in private pi-nrti.-c. If

iiiMfcd essential that our l.i

students, when they returned
t-uure of scholarships in the

School at Rome, started tins vear. should be
provided witli some eniplovment by the
State, say in H.ll. Omoe of Works, in which
they should not liavc their individnalitv en-
tirely annexed, nor should be submerged in
the official net. M. Pascal became patron in
1872 of the atelier so long carried on by
C^uestel and his predecessors, and from that
time until now had carried it on most suc-
cessfully. He became vice president of the
Conseil Generale des Beaux Arts, President
of the Salon, a Commander of the Legion of
Honour, a Member of the Institut de France,
and Inspector-General of Buildings in
France. With all his multifarious official
duties, M. Pascal found time to conduct a
successful practice. He was now completing
the Bibliotheque National in Paris and was
working regularly on tlio uiifinished plans
for the Faculty of Medicine School at
Bordeaux. He had also carried out literary
work of great importance and value, in"-

eluding the editing of ' L'Architecture
Franeaise." All his work was marked by
fastidious scholarship and the distinction ana
simplicity of manner which were the fit ex-
pression of a natural genius for architecture,
guided by profound knowledge. Many
men of great distinction in all parts
of tlie world owed much to the teaching
and training gained in his atelier, in-
cluding Sir John Burnet, to whom, in the
name of the Institute, he took the oppor-
tunity to offer hearty congraulations on the
well-deserved honour just conferred upon
him by the King. (Loud applause.) In
handing the Royal Gold Medal to M. Roux
for transmission to M. Pascal, he would
remind him that it was the highest distinc-
tion in architecture it was in the power of
this country to confer, that already some
ten of M. Pascal's countrymen were entered
on the roll of honour, and that it was be-
stowed with the King's gracious sanction as
an expression in the most emphatic sense of
the appreciation felt by his British confreres
of the fine personal and artistic qualities of
M. Pascal's works, and of the place he holds
among contemporary architects.

M. Charles Roux*read a reply in French
from M. Pascal, in \yhicli he expressed his
gratitude to his English colleagues for being
considered worthy of so high an honour,
although he realised that his sole claim was
to be found in a life of hard endeavour in

furthering the interests of their beloved art.

He recalled with pleasure recollections of his

first visit to London in 1851, and the impres-
sions left by - its parks, museums, and
theatres, and especially the Houses of Parlia-

ment, then in course of construction, over
which he was shown bv its arcliitect. Sir

Charles Barry and his "son. Dnriiis that
visit he also saw Windsor, Hampton Court,
Oxford, and Cambridge, and then and dnrins
subsequent holidays spent in Eiialand he met
many eminent architects, inchulin;,', to name
R few at hazard. Ashpitel. Owen Jones. Digby
Wvaft. Alfred Stevens. Donaldson. Cockerell.

and Penrose. More than tliirtv years later

he was sent on a mission by the French
Government to the North of Enalaud and to

Scotl>ind to examine the schooLs"^ of medicine
at Edinburgh. .Aberdeen, and Inverness
before preparing his plans for the Faculties

of Medicine and of Pharmacy at Bordeaux,
which it was melancholy to think would
doubtless be his last executed work. Durin'j

the latter neriod it was his privilege to meet
and to know George Aitchison. Alfred
Waterhonse. Sir Arthur Blomfield, and
Pugiii, and he also met at Antwerp as one
of the jury in the international competition
for the Phmbe Hear.st University of San
l^rancisco, their lat« friend. Norman Shaw.
He likewise made the acquaintance at

that time of their late regretted presi-

dent. Mr. John Belcher. He also referred

to his friendship with Sir Aston Webb,
and with his early comrade in study

at Ouestel's atelier. Phene Spiers, for whoso
designs and beautiful water-colours he had a

great admiration. English architects mani-
fested by the award of the medal to n

foreigner the sentiment of elevation wlnVli

animnted them in every resneet. H-- rn ,

gratiilated the Royal Institute on the In-Ii

dignity that the profession had attained in

England, where it was. he believed, more
honoured than it was in his own country.

Sir John J. Burnet, R.S.A., proposed a
vote to the French Ambassador for kindly
deputing M. Roux to receue on behalf of
M. Pascal the Royal Gold Medal. Ho should
like, as an old pupil of M. Pascal, to express
the pleasure he felt in his friendship, and his
keen disappointment that at the last moment
his patron could not be present to receive
tlie medal. There was surely no conntry in
Europe, in the East or in the West, in
Canada or the United States, in which pupils
of M. Pascal «ere not practising their art,
and as an Institute, they felt that in honour-
ing M. Pascal they w'ere doing honour to
themselves. The atelier over which U.
Pascal presided as patron was no recently
established school. It was founded by M.
Delphine in 1800. who continued to carry it

on till 1825. It was afterwards conducted by
such eminent architects as Blouet, Diban,
Gijbert, and Questel, who was succeeded In
1872 by M. Pascal. Their friend competed
six times for the Grand Prix de Rome, was
twice placed second, and finally in 1866
gained the award. He afterwards worked
with Charles Gamier on the drawings for
the Grand Opera House in Paris, but found
time to enter into competitions; in 1872 he
took the first premium with his design for
the reconstruction of the Hotel de Ville in
Paris, and soon afterwards the second prize
for his plans for I'Eglise de Saere Coeur on
the heights of Montmartre. Finally, in 1880
his design was adopted for the Faculty of
Medicine at Bordeaux. That building. "and
the enlarged National Library in Paris,
would remain monuments of his genius, wide
sympathies, and indefatigable energy, wliicli

had won for him the admiration and appre-
ciation of his colleagues, clients, crafts
and pupi Both in mass detail his
uildings were eloquent of the close interest

he took in meeting his clients' needs. His
sympathy with fellow-workers was character-
istic, aiid also his respect for the indi-

viduality of every pupil in his atelier. He,
like M.'Roux. had to act as substitute that
evening for Mr. Phene Spiers, as M. P.'iscal's

oldest friend in this country should have
proposed the vote of thanks, and they all

regretted that ill-health prevented his attend-
ance that evening. Had M. Pascal been able

England and in Scotland, would h'ave been
there to welcome him and to assure him of

their warm appreciation.
Mr. Ernest Newton, President elect, briefly

seconded the vote of thanks, which was

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The London County Council, at their

meeting on Tuesday, received a report that
the net capital expenditure incurred by tlie

Metropolitan Board of Works and the
Council in the clearance of insanitary areas
under schemes undertaken in accordance
with the provisions of the Artisans' Dwell-
ings Act, 1875 to 1882, and the Housing of

the Working Classes Act, ISHO, inclusive of
contributions towards the cost of schemes
carried out by local authorities under Part
II. of the Act of 1890, amounted on Iilarch

31, 1914. to £2,563,161 lis. lid. Tlie capital
expenditure during the year amounted to

£45,030 9s. lOd. The Main Drainage Com-
mittee reported that the Council on .\pril 11,

1911, accepted the tender, amounting to

£88,398 14s. 9d.. of Messrs. W. Underwood
and Brother, for the extension of the

southern high-level sewer No. 2 from Cat-
ford to Nunhead. The work has now been
completed, and the chief engineer has issued

the final certificate. The actual cost of the
construction of the sewer has amounted to

£80,519 14s. 3d., allowing for sums recover-

able from the Camberwell and Deptford
Metropolitan Borough Councils for connec-
tions made for them between local sewers
and the main sewer. The net cost of the

work will amount to £80,187 12s. 7d., sho\v-

ing an ultimate saving on the gross amount
of tl.n nnntrnrt nf £8.211 2s. 2d.

1-1 .' .! . xpenditure for the current
i; ., II- submitted of the Housing
ii :. W I lasses Committee and the
liiipio.c;i,..,.io Lommittee. The total of the
capital estimates of the first named was
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£190,000, as compared witli £215,580 for tlie

year procodiiig. The accounts of income

iinci expenditure relative to working-class

dwclliuiis for ini.3 14 showed a net surplus on

all dwellings and estates in course of de-

velopment of £15,877, ns compared with

£7,208 for 1912-13. The decrease in the loss

due to empty tenements was £4,144. The
total capital expenditure of the Council on

workinu- class dwellings and estates

amounted on March 31 of this year to

£3.021.913. At that date accommodation
was provided for .57,362 persons in the

Council's three lodging houses, 3,326 cot-

tages and flats, and 6.420 toneiiients iu block

dwellings. The net charge on the rates for

the whole of the Council's housing operations

has been £32,581.

The capital estimates of the Improvements
Committee amounted to £835,580. The com-

mittee reported that satisfactory progress is

being made with the disposal of the surplus

lands from the Holborn to Strand (Kingsway

and Aldwvch) and Westminster Improve-
ments. Tlie total figure ,nt the present time

representing the Miiiiln-^ l,ni,l^ ready to be

let or otherwise dl^p.iM J ,il is :(|)proximately

.£2.030,(K)0. as eompar,.! «itli 1.2,240,000 last

year and £2,345,000 the previous year. A
large part of this is in respect of the
" island " site, Aldwvch.
All the estimates were duly confirmed.

It was intimated that the contract for the

erection of the new Newington Sessions

House would be completed early in August.

It was hoped that the work would be com-
pleted in twenty-one months.

•*
PROPOSED NEW TOWN HALL FOR

SOUTHAMPTON.
At the meeting of the Corporation of South-

ampton on Wednesday, Councillor S. G.
Kimber moved :

" That the council take im-

mediate steps towards the provision of a

town-hall and municipal buildings suitable

and adequate for tlie growing needs and
requirements of the borough, and that the

Local Government Board be approached upon
the subject of obtaining Parliamentary
powers for appropriating a portion of the

public lands not exoordm^ tuo aires in exteiit

as a site for such liiiiMin;js. Mr. KiiiilKr

pointed out that ;i '^i:i\,' ami cxiiciimm:'

blunder was comnntd d liv the corpcir.atmn in

1878 when they decided to'enlarge the existing

municipal offices rather than provide an
entirely new town-hall. Now new admini-
strative buildings were absolutely necessary,
as various departments were inadequately
housed in various parts of the borough.
Twelve months hence the Hartley Hall in the
High-street would be closed, and there would
not be a single large assembly-hall in the
town in which a meeting or concert could be
held. The crux of the question was whether
the corporation was ready to set apart two
acres of public land for the urgently required
buildings or to expend £50,000 to create a
suitable site. He thought they could provide
a town-hall that would be adequate and
architecturally satisfactory for about £100,000,
or, including furnishing, about £120,000. The
motion having been seconded. Councillor
Blakeway moved an amendment to the effect

that the council approved the principle of the
early provision of municipal oflioes, and a
town-hall, if desirablo, and that a special
committer ' i;'! 1, ,i|i|Miinted to go into the
whole qn. i - ii.-rt at an early date.
If ever tli-

l

n :, necessity obvious
to them ,, |.,o^i^i^n of a town-
hall. .\ M- n--iu,, Ar,-.

d to adopt

The first esl

proposed tl

Local Gov
borrow the

Parliament
ig the bor

sclieme, which in-

liture of £22,000.
no. It was further
Ml be made to the

I for sanction to
' confirmation bv

provision (if a i' .,
i, .

' , r,'i m •ip.il

buildings, suitaljl' :ii,'i .nl. .|ii,ii, l,,i il,,

growing needs :i:'l i- •.•ni'- ..r ih,

borough, and thai a in air iiiiil... sl,(,n|,|

be appointed to go intr, tho wliolc question
and report at an early date." Thus amended,
the resolution was carried by 29 votes to 4,

one member remaining neutral.

At the same meeting it was stated that the
report of the waterworks engineer as to the
constructiou of an additional reservoir at
Bassett had been considered by the water
rommktoe of the council. The' council was

Order extend-
le corporation

for waterworks i)iir[inses, and that tenders be
ivited by advertisement for carrying out the
ork. The report and recommendations were
nanimously accepted.

"MARTINIT" ASBESTOS CEMENT
SLATES AND SHEETS.

Architects and builders are often faced
with the problem of erecting buildings on an
economical basis, such buildings requiring to

be sound, fire and vermin resisting, cool in'

summer, warm in winter, and weatherproof.
The difficulty in obtaining suitable materials
to till these requirements is, it is claimed,
overcome by the introduction of "Martinit"
asbestos cement tiles and sheets. "Martinit"
is an extremely tough and strong material
composed of asbestos and cement, manufac-
tured by a patent process in such a manner
that, although it becomes very hard and
durable, it can be sawn, planed, glued,
drilled, nailed, and worked up just as a

carpenter works wood, ultimately toughen-
ing and hardening like iron on exposure to

the weather.
" Martinit " slates are manufactured in all

sizes. The surface of the slates is perfectly

true, being made under heavy pressure, and
presents a semi-glazed appearance, and the
thickness is constant to the fraction of an
inch. The advantage of this accuracy in

manufacture is immediately apparent when
laying a roof, the slates lying perfectly flat

and in close contact, tlius eliminating all pos-

sibility of wind, snow, and rain rnlcring be-

tween" the laps. Wlirii snl,|,., ir,l to white
heat, "Martinit" rnnains iinall.red, and
forms an effective liannr lirhMrij fire and
combustible materials.

Compared with the best Wel-sh slales.

"Martinit" slates, which weigh about 2211).

per square yard, are about one-thinl of the

weight, but 'twice the strength, and obviously
till' saving in cost of roof timbers, principals,

and cohiinns of a building is very consider-

able.

For a short time new "Martinit" slates

absorb moisture to the same degree as best

Welsh slates, but in a few weeks this ab-

sorption ceases altogether, and the surface

presented to the elements is equal to that of

glass. "Martinit" slates are extremely
tough and durable, and although very hard,

they can, by reason of their high degree of

elasticity, be dropped from a considerable

height, struck with a hammer, holed and
nailed, without fear of fracture, and the loss

due to handling, packing, carting, and
placing in position is reduced practically to

zero.

The construction of a root covering with
"Marliiiil " slal. s is exactly the same as with

ordiiKirv slates, and can be accomplished by
any slain- m i-.nisidi'rablv less time, owing to

their extreme le.;litness' and freedom from
breakage, and to the faet llial nails can be
driven through without |Hi\ nms Imllnf;.

A "Martinit" roof is .ailneli unaffected

by heat or frost, there lieini; siifneiont elas-

ticity in the material to withstand tensional

or compressiona! stresses set up by the

ranges in temperature. Being a bad con-

ductor of heat, a temperate and equable tem-.

Iieiatine IS niaintainecl all the year round
i-r a ruMf ,s,\,ae(l with " Martinit" slates.

lie IS. ,s nnvel form of the "Martinit"
-lal.s x\l,,,l, IS worth especial attention,

uliieli presents at first sight the same nppcar-
aiiee as corrugated iron, but is infinitely

-nperior, inasmuch as it is everlasting, does
not rust, is perfectly fire and weatherproof,
always looks fresh and neat, and never re-

quires painting. It is fixed in exactly the

same way as corrugated iron. The sheets
being all made from one press, it is obvious
that the corrugations are always exactly the

same. This assures n perfect weathertight
joint at the laps at ends and sides, and sue-

ce.ssfully resists even capillary attraction of

water.

We should add that with " Martinamel,"
which the makers also supply, a really
beautiful enamelled surface in any of the art
colours can be obtained on "Martinit"
slates, which is very durable, does not crack,
chip or blister, and may be washed and
scrubbed without impairing its brilliancy.

We have, of course, had no opportunity of

using or testing this new material, but we
are very favourably impressed with its capa-
bilities, and interested in the practical
booklet issued by the manufacturers, the
Martinit Slate an'd Sheet Company, Thames
House, Queen-street-place, London, E.C.,
who will send a copy free to any reader who
mentions the Building Nr.ws. The
material, we are informed, is very much
cheaper than many roofing substitutes for

slates.

^fc

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AT
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.
The new School of Architecture in Gower-

street, built as a wing to University College,

was inaugurated on Tuesday evening by a

conversazione, attended by H.R.H. Prince
Arthur of Connaught and a distinguished
company, including Sir Aston Webb, Mr. H.
Chatfeild Clarke, President of the Surveyors'
Institution ; Mr. Percy B. Tubbs, President
of the Society of Architects, and many other
leading architects and surveyors. A piquant
feature of the ceremony was the presentation

to his Royal Highness by Lord Reay, chair-

man of University College Committee, of the

anonymous donor of the new buildings. Lord
Reay also presented to Prince Arthur, Pro-
fessor F. M. Simpson (the architect). Dr.

J. Bourne Benson (chairman of the Uni-
versity College managing subcommittee), the

Deans of the College Faculties and the prin-

cipal professors, Mr. W. W. Seton (secretary

of University College), and the following

members of the Architctural Education Com-
mittee: The Vice Chancellor, the Chairman
of Convocation (.Sir Edward H. Busk), the

Principal ; Sir Herbert 11. Bartlett, Bart.
;

Mr. Rcginal.l Blomfield (President R.I.B.A.),

Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A. (President-elect

R.I.B.A.), Sir .lobn .1. Burnet, Professor W.
E. Dalby. the Hon. R. C. Parsons, the Prin-

cipal of King's College (Mr. Ronald M.
Burrows), the Provost of University College

(Mr. T. Gregory Foster), Professor A.

Schuster. Professor S. D. Ad.shead, Mr. John
Slater. Prof. R. Elsey Smith, Mr. Andrew
T. Taylor, and Mr. Edward Warren. An in-

teresting collection of diagrams, books,

engravings, models, casts, and antiquities was

on view iu a number of the rooms, while in

the lecture theatres there were demonstra-

tions on " Some Absurdities in Town Plan-

ning " and "Our Countryside," and an ex-

hibition of the receipt of wireless signals.

The new wing has been built from designs

by Professor F. M. Simpson, F.R.I.B.A.,

director of the school, and harmonises with

the older buildings of the college, of which

the earliest portion was built from designs

in 1827, in a free rendering of Greek as it was

then known, from designs by William Wilkins,

R.A, Plans and a double-page perspective

of the entire group appeared in our issue

for December 13, 1913. Accommodation is

provided for over one hundred students, the

rooms including three studios, one 50ft.

square, one .35ft. bv 22ft., and the third 27ft.

bv ''Oft innsenin .'lOft. square, east gallery

48h. bv 'jJ^ri . liliiaiv .35ft. by 22ft. (already

well eqnipp d willi many valuable works),

lecture theatre 4iirt. bv 26ft., classroom and

entrance-hall each 27ft.' by 19ft. The builders

were Messrs. Perry and Co., of Bow.

The Uckfield Rural District Council have

adopted a drainage scheme for the village of

Waldron prepared bv Mr. Halls, C.E., subject

to certain modifirai ions suggested by Mr.

Mid^Icy Taylor. M.I.C.E., whose advice was

askc"d as consulting engineer. The estuuatcd

outlay is £1,203.

Gonrock Town Council arc about to carry out

an important extension of the bursh water-

works and on Friday the first sod of the new

reservoir was cut by Provost Campbell. The

ground, which is situated at LanghiU. near Iiiver-

kip, extends to 67 acres, and the cost of the

undertaking is estimated at £20.000.
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dntuntt Calamo.

The special adjoiiriied meeting on Eegis-

tintion at tlie R.I.B.A. from June 8 will be

lield next Monday at 8 o'clock p.m. precisely,

to resume consideration of the Council's pro-

posals for a new Charter and By-laws to give

effect to the resolution passed at the special

general meeting of January 5, 1914, that a

register of persons qualified to practise as

architects be constituted and maintained by

the Royal Institute of British Architects. At

the last meeting Clauses 8 and 9 were re-

ferred back to the Council for further con-

sideration, and at the moment of adjourn-

ment Mr. Perks's amendment on Clause 10

was under discussion. The notices of amend-

ments now stand as follows :

—

Mr. Sydney Perks, F.S.A.: "Th.it Clause 10 be

referred back t^ the Council for further consideration,

a revised clause to be submitted to the General

Body at an early date—it being distinctly understood

that the Members of Allied Societies are not to

have larger representation on our Council than our
own Associates."
Mr. nerbeit A. Welch: "(1) That the following

new clause be aided to the proposals under
consideration—viz.

:

•'That the disabilities imposed by rrtvious

Charters and the Bylaws upon Associate men.hcrs

be repealed, and that Associates be permitted to

vote on all matters connected with the manasement
of the Institute, including the Charters and the

he Council shall

S lJ> '1 'j. J,
.,•_ liiat Clauses I to 9

,j |,,,f,|; lo t 10 Coinii il for further considerat
odification. in accordanee with the followand

"The Register to be controlled by a Registration

Board composed of 21 Architects elected periodically

by and from those whose names appear on the

Register, not less than 11 being corporate members
of the R.I.B.A.

" For a period of six months after the date of its

first meetiiis the Board to have power to place

upon the Register the name of any applicant

IHissessini; the qualiflcations specified under Clause 3

(b) and (c).

•'An Annual Registration Fee to be payable to the

Board by all Architects on the Register."

In accordance with the resolution of the

general body, the Council have reconsidered

Clauses 8 and 9, and they will submit them

for discussion at the special general meeting

ill the following revised form :—

Clause 8.—Represcntnii..n r,n ihi« st.mding Com-
mittee and for the si»<r: lui nlv as defined

in Clause 7 to be -iv i 'I 'i'* and to

Registered Architects n.' i
i

' ' •(' Members
or Licentiates. In all fi In i n . i I

i

:

nstitutional

position of the Licentiati- t., uii.,i;:i ..-, :it present.

Clause 9.-The number o( Mt-.nl.crs of this Standing

Committee not to exceed 2.1, in the proportion of

10 Fellows, 7 Associates, and C Registered Architects.

of whom at least 3 should be Licentiates, until such

date as the class of Licentiates shall have expired.

The special general meeting, adjourned from

March 9, for Fellows and Associates only,

will be held at the conclusion of the above

meeting, to resume consideration of the draft

revised schedule of professional charges,

commencing with Clause 10.

The London building trade dispute is col-

lapsing, as we said it would last week. The

so-called returns of the third ballot were

given out on Monday as 4,565 for returning

n to work, and 14,081 against. These only in-

clude nine societies. The plasterers did not

vote at all, and the stonemasons' vote was

!rOG for and only 107 against resuming work.

Tlie stonemasons are approaching the master

builders with a view to securing a sectional

settlement, and other trades are on the point

of doing the same. The National Federation

of Building Trades Employers met on Tues-

day at the Holborn Restaurant and passed

the following resolution :—

"That this Council, having considered the terms

of agreement arrived at hy its Committee and the

head Executives of the Trade Unions, which have,

apparently, been repudiated by the London branches,

resolves that a vote of the Federation for a national

such additional members as may be appointed by
this meeting, be hereby authorised to take the neces-
sary steps to lay the issue before the country
preparatory to the vote being taken."

This decision aEfects over 6,000 trade

members of the Federation. The declara-

tion of a national lock-out would, it is esti-

mated, directly affect nearly 500,000 workers,

but the total number concerned would prob-

ably run to something like a million workers,

including the allied trades.

We doubt whether a national lockout will

follow. The executives of the national unions
are sick of the London dispute, which is

draining their funds and endangering col-

lective action of the legitimate unions, solely

to further the objects of the body wliicli calls

itself the London Building Trades Federa-

tion. Meanwhile, men of various trades are

returning to work on a number of large jobs,

and more will follow daily. There was more
talk earlier in the week about arbitration,

but there seems little left to arbitrate about.

The right of the masters to employ non-union

men was dealt with by the Board of Trade
when the plasterers came out and asserted

that by doing so they had not contravened

tlie working rules. The employers main-

tained that they had. Sir Ernest Hatch was
appointed as arbitrator, and found that by

their action the plasterers had contravened

the working rules. Nineteen strikes of a

similar character followed last year and led

to the present lock-out, so that it is evident

that further attempts at arbitration would be

futile. The latest move is in the direction of

sectional settlements with the unions con-

cerned. It is a pity common-sense did not

dictate some such action twenty weeks ago

!

We report a case elsewhere this week

which certainly adds to the too many proofs

of the need of an Architects' Defence Union,

indifferent as many seem to the efforts of the

R.I.B.A. to start it. As our readers will

remember, nearly two years ago, in our issue

of July 5, 1912, we illustrated the successful

design by Messrs. Speir and Beavan, of

Borough Chambers, Cardiff, which won the

£50 premium in the competition arranged by

the Portland Urban District Council for the

erection of their new ofBces. Messrs. Speir

and Beavan were paid the premium and en-

gaged as architects to carry out the building.

They were then instructed to make certain

alterations, and to prepare working drawings

and estimates for the Local Government

inquiry, which w;.s not held till March, 1913,

when sanction was refused chiefly on account

of the site—a difficult one to deal with in

some respects, as readers who remember our

illustrations know—but also because of the

Council's financial burdens. The Council

then refused to pay anything more because

the scheme did not go through. Messrs.

Speir and Beavan then sued the Council for

£82 19s.—a modest charge enough, we are

sure, considering the amount of work they

must have done; but Mr. Justice Shearman

yesterday week said their claim was " too

large," and only gave them £35 14s., with

costs. Our memories of Mr. Justice Shear-

man at the Bar would certainly have induced

greater confidence in his judgment than this

decision, which ought to be reversed by a

higher court.

A remarkable change in the Budget pro-

posals of the Government was announced in

the House of Commons on Monday, as a

result of the Liberal revolt. After the

speaker had ruled that the Finance Bill had
been "improperly brought in," Mr. H.
Samuel said the Government had considered

the representations made by Mr. Holt and
his friends, and the Bill would be divided
into two parts. The principal grants to

local authorities would be dealt with in

Finance Bill No. 2, but would not be opera-

tive in the present year. The income tax of

Is. 4d. would be reduced by Id., and the

amount already paid in respect of that Id.

would be refunded. Mr. Long interpreted

these announcements as meaning that the

Government have practically abandoned
their rating proposals. Probably that is so.

In our opinion the local authorities need feel

no disappointment. These grants, as Mr.
Holt said, were not really designed for the

relief of local taxation. They were meant to

meet new charges which the Government pro-

posed to force upon the local authorities. "If

anybody," said Mr. Holt, " voted for Part
IV. under the impression that he was voting

for the relief of the rates he would find him-

self sold." Everybody's experience of " relief

of the rates" in the past confirms that view.

A deadlock seems to have been reached as

to the future site of London University. The
suggestion that Somerset House might pro-

vide a suitable place was a preposterous pro-

posal, and few are surprised that the Prime
Minister has formally intimated to Lord
Rosebery, as Chancellor of the University,

the refusal of the Government to entertain

the idea. There is no prospect of reviving

the expensive Bloomsbury scheme, although

much was subscribed by private donors for

the purpose. Discussion is still rife as to

whether these gifts were restricted to the

acquisition of the Bloomsbury site. Lord
Strathcona's death, it is hoped, has not

meant the cancellation of his princely inten-

tions. As far as the site is concerned, we
are still of opinion that the suggestion made
in these columns holds the field.

Tlie National Insurance Act (1911),

although vague and careless in most respects,

is clear enough in providing that an injured

worker who gets anything out of the Work-
men's Compensation Act (1906) shall not

also be able to claim its benefit in sickness or

incapacity. Section 11 of the Act puts this

point plainly, and it even goes on to provide

that if the injured worker does not make any
claim his approved society may take up the

case for him against his employer. But even

this clause has had to be construed by the

Court of Appeal {Times, June 18). In that

case the workman met with injury from an

accident and got 10s. a week in Insurance

benefit. He did not press his claim for com-

pensation under the Act of 1906 on his

doctor's advice, although had he succeeded

he would have got l"s. during incapacity.

His approved society, wishing to get their

money back, took up the case in his name.

But the Court of Appeal now confirmed the

County Court Judge in holding that the

society could not do this, as the man had not

"unreasonably refused or neglected" to

claim against his employer in so doubtful a

matter. Probably the worker thought 10s.

in the hand was better than 17s. in the bush

of a long and uncertain litigation.

Tlie modern methods of letting properties

at inclusive rents, including rates, taxes, and

water, bring home to the builder the burden

of these outgoings. Of course, if the house

can be sold somehow or other as soon as
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llllill. tlic best busjjiess is being

that is daily bcconiijig a iiic

innttci . The present te:ulcnc\

no. But
(lifneult

3f most

people who now take lionses is to do so when
they are new for short periods and at an

inclusive montlily or weekly rent, so ns to

keep clear of the outgoings, local and im-

perial, and to know the worst at once. Onr
taxes go on rising; onr rates also, and

althongh these may be redneed by help from

the State, this Avill, for practical purposes,

only make the owner pay out of one pocket

instead of the other. As to water rates, wu
have in the Metropolitan Water Board a sort

of self-sufficient Government Department
with all the vices and extravagances to which

wc are accustomed in the service of the State.

The vast sums expended by this board on

their buildings and the endless increases of

their official staff have all to be paid for by

those who use their water. It seems that the

yearly salaries of their collecting staff come
out at a total of £68,660. The whole of this

could be saved by simply including the water

rate, now reckoned as the same assessment,

with the other local rates, having it collected

by the same officials; the money could then

be paid over to the Water Board. So one

man would do the work of the present two,

and do it better, and there would be some
reduction in the present absurdly high per-

centage chargeable for the supply of one of

the essential necessities of our lives.

A man may be the architect of his fortune,

but his wife is usually the contractor.

—

The
American Carpenter and Builder.

• ««•

A HUNDRED AND TWELVE POUND
COTTAGE.

On the invitation of Mr. T. Stewart Inglis,
M.S.A., of 15, Copley Park, Streatham,
S.W., a party of architects and others inter-
ested in the rural housing problem, including
the president and other members of the
council of the Society of Architects, repre-
sentatives of the Board of Agriculture and
the Office of Woods, visited Felbridge re-
cently to see Mr. Inglis's solution of the
problem of providing reasonable housing
accommodation to the satisfaction of the
local authority, and at a figure which brings
the providing of similar houses within the
reach of the person with very limited capital.
Turning sharply to the right at the Star

Inn on the outskirts of East Grinstead, the
site is reached, whereon is seen a pair of
semi-detached cottages, erected by contract
at a cost of £224 the pair. On entering it is
found the front door opens direct into the
living room, 15ft. bv 12ft.. fitted with a range
and three large cupboards. The scullery,
10ft. by 7ft., opens out from this, and besides
being provided with fireplace, sink, copper,
shelves, etc., there is a large store cupboard
and a well ventilated larder. The coal store
is under the main roof; the e.c. and a store
for wood or tools being in an outbuilding
approached externallv by a paved path pro"
tected from the weather. There are three
bedrooms, about 1.5ft. bv lift., lift, bv 8ft
and Oft. by 8ft. re-spectivelv, all on the first
floor. Two of the rooms are fitted with fire-
places, and all contain hanging cupboards.

It is understood that a tender of £100 per
cottage from the same biiililn ::\Ir Mi-lmm-
of East Grinstead) has 1.- ,,.,|,i,m I.,,'

another pair to this id.-ix .

.' .1, ;
,> .,.„]

specification, with the adilili.c .,r ;, i,;,th ;mm1
table top in tlie scullery, and other improve-
ments in plan and detail. Copies of the copy-
right, plans, and specifications can be ob-
tained for £2 2s., and there is a licoise of
£1 l.s. on each cottage erected.

The Craven Ccmmiltce of (Lvford Univer^il
have made the followim.. elections -To (1
StndenUhin .-it the British .Scl.col of Atl.cn
Cvril B MossBlniidfll. New Collcc to 11StudenUhin "t th« British Echool of Rem
David M. Low, Oriel College,

OBITUARY.

I
A once prosperous but later sad career was

closed last Monday, when Mr. James W.
Hobbs passed away at his residence, Norbury
Hall, Norbury, S.W. Mr. Hobbs, who began
life (is a builder, became associated with Mr.
Jabez Balfour, of the Liberator Building
Society, formerly M.P. for Burnley, and
when, in 1892, the • Balfour group " of

societies failed, Mr. Hobbs was arraigned on
I various charges in connection with the so-

I

called Liberator frauds, and at the trial

prosecuting counsel, Mr. Charles Mathews,
stated that the advances made by the
Liberator Society to Hobbs and Co. amounted
to over £2,000,000. Hobbs, it was said, in

1831 bought Norbury Hall for £43,000, but
later it figured as an asset in his accounts for

I

£75,000. In the end Hobbs was sentenced to

I
twelve years' penal servitude for forgery and

I
fraud, but was released about five years after

I

on medical grounds. His eyesight was, in

fact, failing. Among the buildings erected
by his firm were Whitehall Court on the
Thames Embankment, the Hotel Cecil, the
Hotel Victoria, and Hyde Park Hotel. Since
his release he had resided at Norbury. Both
Mr. Hobbs and Mr. Jabez Balfour were
members of the Croydon Town Council, and
when the borough was incorporated Mr. Bal-

four was the first mayor. Mr. Hobbs was
twice elected mayor, iii 1887 and 1888. He
was in his seventy-second year.

At Carnarvon a new workhouse infirmary,

built from designs by Mr. Rowland Llovd Jones,

hac just been opened.

The London City and Midland Bank is creel-

ing a new branch at 196, Oxford-street. The
architect is Mr. T. B. Whinnev, of 8, Old
Jewry, E.C.

At tho annual meeting of the New York
Society of Architects the following officers were
elected:—Mr. Constantine Schubert, president;
Mr. J. Rich- Gordon, vice-president; Mr.
William T. Towner, secretary; and Mr. Lonis
Berger, treasurer.

The Bishon of London dedicated on Saturday
afternoon an addition which has been niarlo to

the west end of St. Augustine's Church, Hi^-h-

gate, at a cost of nearlv £8.000, from the .lesi;;ns

of Mr. J. Harold Gibbons. .4 R I B..\ , of

Wellington-road, St. John's Weed.

A return presented to the Kent County
Council shows that a tot.il cf £243.000 has been

roads during the past six years. Of this ex-

penditure, necessitated bv the increase of motor
traffic, £101,392 has been for tur-painting and
£142.096 for improvements, to winch the Road
Board has contributed.

Tho new Arlosh Hall, at Manchester College,
Oxford, will be opened in October next. It has
been designed by Mr. Percy S. Worthington,
M.A., F.R.I.B.A., cf the firm of Thomas
Worthington and Son. of Brown-street, Man-
chester, who were tho architects of the college
buildings, and will cost, exclusive of the land,
about £10,000. The site, which faces Holywell-
street. has cost £13,217.

The reopening services in connection with tho
completion of St.. Werburgh's Roman Catholic
Church, Chester, took nlace on Sunday. The
building of the new extension has been
in progress since April, 1913. The additions to
the church consist of two bays, a facade and a
porch. The architect is Mr. Edmund Kirby,
F.R.I.B.A., of Cook-slreet, Livernool. The total
cost of the work has been over £4,000.

M. ,l,,,,i,- t\v..„. workln:: honse-nainlcr. of

the treasurer of the llcywcod

on Jacob, K.C.I.E., C.V.O..
i> . , iillv revisited Delhi to

• !' ill- for a large college
' V 1p< i, II U the Beu'um cf

I I'iHl h i_ at Delhi, or in the

Trades Council.

Col
Hon

Sir Swinto
^ R T I^ \

pro|ini

and 1

Bhon>

:;',':'::'::

tho° nl

-iirliuuil. ; that
1 the nreliminarv stage,

pending various considerations of cost and
arrangements, and it is possible that Sir
Swinton may return to India next winter to
complete the designs.

COMPETITIONS.
ST. PAUL'S BRIDGE.-In the com-

petition for the new St. Paul's Bridge, Sir
William Emerson, Past-President of the
Royal Institute of British Architects,
assessor, has made the following awards ;—
First premium, of £300, Mr. G. Washington
Browne, R.S.A., 1, Randolph Cliff, Edin-
burgh

; second, £200, Mr. Charles E. Barry,
A.R.I.B.A., Victoria-street, Westminster;
third, £100, Mr. E. R. D. Selway, A.R.I.B.A.,
Fontenoy-road, Bedford Hill, Balhani, S.W.
We give a review of the competition designs
and illustrations of those premiated on other
pages. At the meeting yesterday (Thursday)
afternoon of the City Corporation, the Lord
Mayor presiding, the assessor's award was
submitted by the chairman of the Bridge
House Estates Committee, and was iiiiani- '

mously adopted without comment.

CHESTER.—The city corporation housing
committee are proceeding with their building
scheme for about 130 workmen's dwellings on
garden city lines on the portion of the
Buddicom estate, Saltney, recently purchased
for £2,100 by the corporation. Mr. Patrick
Abercrombie, of Liverpool University, the
corporation's adviser, who prepared the
scheme, has given his award upon the
numerous competitive designs which have
been submitted to him, three prizes being
offered by the council, but the names of the
successful competitors have not yet been
announced. It is proposed to build 50 houses
in the first instance on the Saltney site, which
has an area of 12^ acres. The committee are
also negotiating for a second site in another
part of the city.

HASTINGS.—The President of the Royal
'

Institute of British Architects has been
nominated assessor to judge the competitive
designs for the proposed new kursaal or
winter garden to be built by the corporation
on the present hospital site.

In the House of Lords, on Wednesday, the
London County Council (Tramways and Improve-
ments) Bill was read a second time.

Mr. Wilson, of Messrs. Carter and Wilson, has
been appointed by the Haddington County
Council consulting engineer in connection with
the general water-supply district, the appoint-
ment being for three years.

The general finance committee of Glasgow
Cornoration have confirmed tho rcccmniendation
of a sub-comnuttee to nurchase Balloch estate
for the sum of £30.000. The estate is situated
on the shores of Loch Lomond, and it is proposed
to dedicate it as a public park.

After a long discussion, the town couiicil of
Brighton have adjourned until their meetiiit; on
Thursday in next week, consideration of the
report recommending the competitive desi^'iis be
invited from architects for the erection of a
concert-hall on the Aquarium site.

At the county-court of Newark, Mon., an
application on behalf of Mark Tniscott, I.Ian-

tarnam, builder and contractor, trading in co-
partnership with Rees Denning as Truscott and
Denning, has been granted, the order cf dis-

charge being suspended for two years and six

months.

On Saturday afternoon the burgh of Dum-
barton was pat in possession of its new
swimming-baths, which have been erected from
a bequest to the town left by the late Mr.
Walter Brock, shipbuilder. About £9,000 has
been spent in the baths buildings, and £4,000
set aside as endowment.

The premises occupied by a firm of chemists
in Week-street, Maidstone, are about to be
enlarged by the acquisition of two shops adjoin-
ing. The buildings will be reconstructed in

Georgian style, with joints and fittings in teak,
from designs by Mr. E. Gabriel Stevenson,
L.R.I.B.A., of Station-street, Nottingham.

It is stated in the pirish magazine for All
Saints', Maidstone, that the altar-rails placed
in the church some time between 1667 and 1690,

removed during the restoration by
Carpenter in 1860, have lately been presented
' he Archbishop of Canterbury to the P.irish
Church of Lambeth, where they are now set
ip. The altar-rails were seme' years, at the
ID- The altar-rails were for some vears. at the
he chapel at Addington Palace. ' They were
ubsequently removed to Lambeth Pal.nce,
I'here thcv have since been safely kept until
hey could be used again.
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1Bml5ing Untelligence.

ADWICK-LE-STREET.-The central new
council school, Adwick-le-Street was opened
recently. The new school has been planned
lo aceonunodate 3('0 scnolars in eight chiss-

rooms opening off a corridor 6ft. (jin. wide,
which also gives access to cloakrooms,
teachers' rooms, stores, and assembly li;ill.

Part of Olio of the classrooms has been
arranged as a manual instruction room. The
school has cost £5,0L'3 Gs. Ud., without
reckoning the site, whuli i^ .i|Ui\;[lv:nt to

£13 lis. Ud. per head. A -m. i .>,,,,d exten-

sion bv 150 places will l.im- tl, . -i down to

£11 5s. per head. Mr. J. Stov.art, of the
West Riding Education Offices, Wakefield, is

the architect.

BRISTOL.-At a meeting on Monday of

the Council of the University the drill-hall

sub-cominittee appointed last October,
reported that: The University, jointly with
the corporation, entered into an agreement
with the Gloucester Association on March 30,

1914, to acquire the drill-hall site and
buildings in exchange for a new site in Old
Market-street, together with a new drill-hall

and buildings to be erected thereon. The Old
Market-street site has been purchased, and
a drill-hall and buildings designed by Messrs.
Paul and James, of Bristol, and approved by
the County Association, are now being

erected thereon by Messrs. Cowliii and Son,
of Bristol. Messrs. Paul and James were
appointed joint surveyors for the University

and the corporation to determine the relative

areas of the two portions into wliich, when
acquired, the drill hall site is by mutual
agreement to be divided.

ILKESTO.N.—The secondary school at

llkc!.toii. opened by the King yesterday

(TluirsdaM has been built from plans by Mr.
G. H. Widdows, of Derby, architect to the

Derbyshire Education ' Committee. The
building is a quadrangle, with a cloister all

round it on the inside, and in the centre of

the garth is the assembly-hall, octagonal on

plan. Around the quadrangle are ten class-

rooms, accommodating from twenty to thirty

scholars each, with a total accommodation
for 252 scholars. In addition tliere are

cookery, art. and manual-roonjs. and science

laboratory, together with cloakrooms, lava-

tories, and sanitary conveniences. There is

a room for the headmaster, staff, rooms for

the male and female teachers, and above the

main entrance a library.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.—New parochial

buildings are about to be built for St. Paul's,

Newcastle, the contract having been let to

Mr. G. H. Mauehlen, of that city. The plans

prepared by Mr. A. B. Plummer, J. P., of

Tynemouth, diocesan architect, show a build-

ing on a site adjoining the present vestry

hall at the north-east end of the chancel. On
the ground floor there are a hall, various

rooms, and a kitchen ; and on the first floor

there are a hall 63ft. by 30ft., tea-room,

cloakrooms, etc. The lighting will be by

electricity, and a ventilating roof turret will

be provided. It is proposed to sub-divide the

present vestry-hall into vestries for the

clergy and tlie choir, and to insert fresh

windows. The cost of the scheme is about

£2,350.

SOUTHWOLD.—The new cottages built

by the corporation of Southwold for the

working classes were formally opened by

Sir Ernest Clarke the other day. The

cottages are twelve in number, and are built

, in sets of four. Thcv are from plans do
' signed by Mr. James S. Hnr.i, tli. I. .i-mJi

surveyor. Each cottage hi- i j ;
i '

•'

front 10ft. deep, and tlier- :

-i i -•'

lengt

(Sngitwmng ilot^s.

HULL.-The new Jo
Ijv the King to-day (Fr
the North-East coast.

Water area, 53 acres,

extension to 85 acre

8,162ft. ; main basin.

nt Dock, to be opened
day), is the largest on
Its dimensions are:
provision for future

5 ; length of quays,
1.050ft. bv 1,000ft.,

85ft. wide ; depth of water over sills,

.S.T., outer sill 42ft. 3^in., inner "

enabling the largest vessels to manoeuvre am
leave bow foremost; entrance lock, 750ft. Ion

by 85ft " ' "

H.W.O
39ft. 3iin. ; depth of water in dock
H.W.O.S.T., 38ft.. minimum 31ft. Sin. There
are also two graving docks. No. 2, 550ft. by
72ft. ; No. 1, 450ft. by 66ft., with provision
for a third. The work has been carried out
under the direct supervision of the joint

engineers, Mr. T. M. Newell and Mr. R.

Pawley. Mr. W. Ebdou has acted as resident

engineer, and Mr. T. L. Norfolk has superin-

tended the construction of the equipment.
The new dock offices and other buildings have
been designed and erected under the super-

vision of Mr. W. Bell, architect to the North-
Easteni Railway. The contractors for tliii

dock were Messrs. S. Pearson and Son, Ltd.,

of Westminster.
»»»

Tlie Hnddersfield Education Committee have

decide to enlarge the Girls' High School at a

lost of about £5,000, providing accommodation
for 110 additional pupils.

A Liberal chib for Halesowen District is in

course of erection on a site opposite to the

County Inn, Cakemore. Messrs. E. Hadley and
Sons, of Old Hill, are the builders.

A vicarage is being built in connection with

.St. Barnabas's church, Newcastle-on-Tyne, in

Snringburth-road. Mr. A. B. Plummer, J.P..

.\.1!.1.B.A., of Tynemouth, is the architect, and

he builders are Messrs. Middlemiss Brotliers, of

Xe« slle

W.

)nnd fin

fitt..d v

12ft. - .L.i

Witl 1-1.

7ft. tin.. 1

out bv Mr
which "work:

apart from :

per week.

Workmen engaged in demolishing some lull

ings on the banks of the Wandle at }h <

'

have discovered a carved Transitional N.mm

arch, which is thought to have been one ot i"

main entrances to the Priory of Merlon.

founded by Henry I.

The city of Westmount, Province of Quebec,

has decided on an open competition for plan?

for the new city hall. Premiums of ISOdol.

ench will be given to four architects whose

plans are selected by the adjudicators, Mr. F. S.

Baker, of Toronto, and a committee appointed

by the council.

Henbnry Church possesses a very fine peal of

eight bells, weighing 86cwt., which, having been

rehung, were rededicated last week. Tin
work has been carried out by M -i- I- It

Warner and Sons, of the Cn-. I

London. The fifth bell has been v- i
i

:

-

whole peal reining in a new steel fi mi m 'I
'

'

of the usual wooden arrangement. A nrw

chiming apparatus has been added.

The foundation-stone of new Young Men's

Christian Association premises in High-street,

.\yr, was laid last week. The building will cost

£5,700, exclusive of site, and will contam

lounge, seated for 400 men, reading and recrea

tion rooms, gymnasium, bUliard-room, dressing

and changing-rooms, while in the basement

there will be a full-sized rifle-range and bowling-

alley. Mr. Stewart Kaye, Dunfermline, is the

architect.

The Local Government Board have given

antliorit,y for the preparation of three further

town-planning schemes under the Housing and

Town-Planning Act, 1909. The schemes are

authorised to be prepared by the corporations of

Wallasey and Newport (Mon.), and the urlwn

district "council of Harrow-on-fche-HiU. In the

case of Harrow, the scheme is to relate to an

area of L592 acres situated partly in the urtjan

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES,

HE A B C H 1 T E C T S' BENEVOLENT
SOCIETY.—A friend of the Architects'

Benevolent Society, who desires to remain
anonymous, and who has for many years been
interested in the work of the society, has just

presented a donation of £1,000 to the funds.

LONDON MASTER BUILDERS' ASSO-
CIATION.—The 42nd annual general meet-
ing of the London Master Builders' Associa-

tion, which had been unavoidably postponed,
was held on the 22nd inst., and was attended
by a large number of members. The report

of the council for the year 1913-14 and the

audited accounts and balance-sheet for the

year ending December 31, 1913, were received

and adopted. The president reported fully

upon the position existing as regards the

trade dispute, and the action of the council

was duly approved. Mr. Walter Lawrence,
junior, was re - elected as the president,

and the following officers were elected :

—

F. Wallis, senior vice president

;

J. Hill, junior vice-president;

am Downs, treasurer. The follow-

ing are the elected members of the

council :—Messrs. G. M. Burt (Messrs. John
Mowleni and Co., Ltd.), S. J. Dicksee
(Messrs. Foster and Dicksee, Ltd.), A. B.

Falkner (Messrs. J. W. Falkncr and Sons),

F. J. Gaver (Messrs. E. A. Roome and Co.),

W. Hammond, J.P., R. J. HoUiday (Messrs.

Holliday and Greenwood, Ltd.), H. T. Hollo-

wav (Messrs. Hollowav Bros., Ltd,), J. W.
Jefram, J. Wolfe Kin"- (Messrs. Harris and
Wardrop), F. Lo»ii \l. -m- R. D. Lown
and Sons), F. M. .M M - llnlland and
Hannen and Culnti I , I (!. Minter,

Geo. Neal, G. II I'.i.l,- r \I.-ssrs. Geo.

Parker and Soi.si. .T. l\ Parker (Messrs.

Patman and F..tlierni!^hani. Ltd.), E, D.

Pratt (Messrs. J. and C. Bowver, Ltd.),

W. J. R.,..haw. F. I'. Rider (Messrs. T.

|;„|, I- ;i„,| Siini, F. Slmmleton, M.V.O.
\| I

, -Ih, mill C.i Ltd.), F. Thorne,

I' \|, .-,- ImviI. mill T. Thorne). A. W.
1,1 || iMrssrs. Tiinibnll and Soul, H.

Wall (Messrs. Chas. Wall, Ltd.), F. J.

Walton (Messrs. Ford and Walton, Ltd.j.W.

Wood (Messrs. F. and F. J. Wood).

THE BEAUTY OF OLD BUILDINGS.—

Mr,
Mr. I

Mr. W

ad partly in the rural district of

of
M

Colwj

district

Uxbridg

At the last meetinf
Urban District Council

suiting engineer, of W
report on the proposal-

erection of electric li

works at Bronvnant. 1

an alternatinsi-cnrrent i

with destructor works,

that Mr. Lacev's services be retained to carry

out the scheme at a fee of 1.200 guineas, to in-

clnde the preliminary fee of 50 guineas^ In the

event of the capital expenditure being less than

£25.000. the fee to be at the rate of Ao per cent,

on the cost of the combined scheme.

A paper on this subject was read before the

societv for the Protection of

ings on Friday night by Mr. A. C. Benson

President of Magdalene Cui: J, . ( iiiiiliiiilpe

Earl Ferrers occupied the cli :
,1 il'[i uli'd

for a hundred fresh subser 1
-

:
,

. r , l;ill

the work of the society. 1 i ,
. ; 11- r ilrew

called

ssociatit whii

•'t"chal-m'
contributed
person whr
that restart

roots in an

determination

It with a subtle and deli-

icli was a subjective thing

a great degree by the

ved it. He condemned
a church which had its

I'Mie to render it healthy

l,rr-lit as a middle class

parloiu-. It vMi- hiiirti Init; to think of all

the exqn.s.l.- liemiU wli.eli I

ficed bv men of vigour and

who ha"d everv virtue except that ot connois-

seurship. This was but a tame virtuosity

which sought to reconstruct a vanished atmo-

sphere without any real knowledge. It was

the essence of the old building and decora-

tion to have a few fine and dignified things.

The new theory was to cover up everything

with tawdry aiid flashy decoration, and to

hark back to an arbitrary period of church

art It was horriblv narrow-minded to sup-

nose that th" Almightv was hopelessly in

f.pniir i.r I -till rentnrv effects. He person-

.i'll\ l,,li,iril 111 the charm of development

'ii,,l ir.ii iiiHi ind lilced to see and preserve

;, ; ,
,

r „i, ,1 ,-„-,r.iil.> ri-inld do. Nothing

It w- ears, had th

iccommodatit

the be"auty of its underly

with sliglit decorations.

h came from the

iial parts. When
1 a mathematical
I it settled down
icT form appeared
hieli relieved the
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eye from mathematical precision ujitil tli(

lioiise came to look no longer as iiitiudcd on
but as part of the sceji. .-. Mraiiuhilf il

snlTered the chemistry of tli. air unlil tlie

whole grew into soft liuinnun of ..ntlnie.

If we dealt with what was nl,l xw- ui.^lit to dc

as little as possible in the \va_j of njeiiding

and no restoring. If additions must be
made, let them be frank additions, and
an attempt to fake the old. Whatever art

was, it must be sincere. A vote of thanks to

the lecturer was proposed by the Earl of

Crawford and Balcarres.

EDINBURGH ARCHI'IECTURAL AS-
SOCIATION.—A party of the members of

tliis association visited Kinross House on
Saturday afternoon, by kind permission of

Sir Basil Graham Montgomery, Bart. The
party were received by Sir Basil, and under
the leadership of Mr. Thomas Ross, LL.D.,
K.S.A., Scot., were conducted over the man-
sion and grounds. Dr. Ross stated that the
house of Kinross was designed by Sir William
Bruce, architect of Holyrood Palace, part of

Hopetoun, and other notable houses of the
period, for his own occupation. It is one of

the earliest examples in Scotland of a house
built on a symmetrical plan. For a long
period the mansion stood empty, but was
restored about seven years ago, and is again
occupied by the owner. The gardens and
grounds were also inspected with much
interest. Before leaving the party were
entertained to tea in the mansion, and the
customary votes of thanks were proposed by
Mr. T. " Forbes Maclennan, A. R.I. B. A.,
president.

-m*^

A new Wesleyan chapel at Penwithic. in the
Bodmin circuit, was opened on Friday. It has
cost £1.500, and was built from plans by Mr.
P. G. Jury.

Premises to be known as Park-lane Hotel are
about to be built at the corner of Piccadilly and
Brick-street, from plans by Messrs. Stephens
and Munt.

Mr. W. R. Perrin, a well-known Chicago archi-
tect who prepared the plans for the civic abattoir
in Toronto, died a fortnight ago. The late Mr.
Perrin was born in Indianapolis 54 years ago.
Mr William Henrv Charnley, of 'll7, Redlam,

Blackburn, retired builder, who died in April
last, left estate of the gross value of £8,440, of
which the net personalty has been sworn at

.\fter having worshipped in a school chapel for
eighteen years, the Roman Catholics of Redcar
opened on Friday a new church adjoining the
day-school. The buildinp; will accommodate 350
people, and it has cost £3,000.
The site of the Castle and Falcon Hotel and

adjoinnig shops in Aldersgate street, B.C., has
been let on a long building lease New seven-
story premises, to be known as St. Martins-le-
(jrand House, will be re-erected thereon from
designs by Messrs. G. and T. S. Vickerv of
Gresham-street, B.C.
The enlarged and extended western dry dock

at the Royal Albert Docks was brought into use

and 16ft. wider than the one which previously
occupied the site, its dimensions being: length
575ft. width of entrance 80ft. The depth on
he cill IS 24.6ft^ It has been carried out for
the Port of London Authority.

p",'J.^"p'^^.\"^\^'^!'°P °f Norwich visited St.
Faiths Parish Church, Little Witchingham, to
preach the first sermon in its new pulpit. This
church has only seating accommodation for 67,but this is seven more than the inhabitants of
the parish. Among the new fittings are an oak
lectern, a pulpit in carved oak, .iltar-rails brass
ornaments, and other fittings. Mr. W.' CecilHard sty, of Manchester, who has been the

pr est. Messrs. Franklin, of Dcddington exe-cuted the furniture and carvings. An organ hasbeen provided, and the churchyard put in order
Mr. Israel J. Lehman, senior member of the

architectural firm of Lehman and Schmitt, 625
Garfield-building Cleveland, Ohio, has di;d ath s home 1657. E. 115th-street, Cleveland, after

Mo '"r,r is'^n r- "tu"*' ^r" '" ^i- j^^^ph,

. °f n T""i ^';V,?"-''|,'="'-ied out by
L

^' '," '^'-''t''al Police station, in 1893-

'*"•". i:i:lding. ISOG; Wilj,,,,, ;,v,.„„f'

land; Clival
Cuyahoga'

f

other buildiiii-

LEGAL, INTELLIGENCE.
INJURED BY FALLING CORNICE.-Before

Mr. Justice Scrutton.—Freeman and Others v.

Peyton and Another, and Brown v. Same.—On
the findings of the jury on Wednesday week his
lordship gave judgment on Friday last for Mrs.
Mary Freeman and her husband for £379 6s.,
for Mrs. Sarah Levy and her husband for
£33 19s. 6d., for Mrs. Louisa Brown for £2 lOs

,

and for Miss Annie Brown for £1 10s., the
amounts assessed by the jury as damages for
the injuries sustained by the ladies, and the
expenses to which they were put by the falling
on them of the cornice of a house at 86, Eric-
street, Mile End, belonging to Mrs. Annie
Peyton, the wife of Mr. Arthur Peyton, a ball
furnisher. Stay of execution pending appeal
was granted on terms.

FORCED IDLENESS LEADS TO SUICIDES.—
At an inquest last Friday on the body of Edward
Welsh, 57, of North-street, Clapham, a scaffolder,
who poisoned himself with spirits of salts on
the previous Monday, the widow stated that her
husband had been in great trouble owing to the
building trade dispute, and had worried over his
trade union. He had been out of work for five
months. For eight or nine weeks he had
received 10s. a week out of the funds of the
union, but on the Saturday before his death he
received only 3s. 4d. That had agitated him a
great deal more, and from the time he swallowed
the poison until his death he kept repeating

:

"Worry, worry, worry!" The jury returned a
verdict of suicide whilst temporarily insane.—

A

similar verdict was given by the jury in the case
of the inquest held on Wednesday at Bat^ersea
on Harry Hobbs, 43, a carpenter and pensioned
soldier, who had thrown himself into the
Thames, owing to depression caused by non-
employment. It was stated that Hobbs was a
non-union man, and had been discharged owing
to the objections raised by other men. He
applied for a ticket, but the union refused to
grant him one until the present lock-out is

settled, deceased thus being, as the Coroner
stated, between two stools.

ARCHITECTS AND THEIR PEES.—In the
King's Bench Divsion on Thursday, June 18,
before Mr. Justice Shearman, Messrs. Speir and
Beavan, of Wharton-street, Cardiff, architects,
brought an action to recover £82 19s. for pro-
fessional services they said they rendered to the
Portland (Dorset) Urban District Council con-
cerning a scheme for building new offices. Mr.
Graham Mould was for the plaintiffs, and Mr. C.
Walsh, K.C., and Mr. C. T. Carr for the
defendants.—Mr. Mould said the council in
March, 1912, contemplated building new offices,
and invited architects to send in nlans on certain
conditions, the chief of which was that premiums
of £50 and £10 were oflered for the first and
second designs, the author of the first design
to be appointed to carry out the work, subje"ct
to the sanction of the Local Government Board
being obtained for the scheme, and that the
premium would be part of the architect's com-
mission. The plaintiffs' drawings won the £50
premium in competition with about 80 others
(we illustrated the design in our issue of July 5,
1912), and it was paid to them in June, 1912!
The council then asked them to make certain
Iterations in the plans, and these were made
and counsel said he should ask his lordship to
say that these were entirely independent of the

mpetition, and that the plaintiffs were
entitled to be paid for them. They also made
working drawings, and detailed estimates, not
for the completion of the offices, but for the
Local Government Board inquiry, at which the
council proposed to ask for sanction to borrow
about £6,000 for the scheme. The inquiry was
held in March, 1913, and the inspector reported
against the application, chiefly on account of
the site. He also made reference to the
council's financial burdens. The plaintiffs,
therefore, were never appointed, and they now
asked to be paid for the work they had done.
The defence, said counsel, appeared to be that
any liability for payment was conditional on the
nction of the Local Government Board to the
heme, but he could find no su, h ,m,,,|iIim,,

The two members of the plaiiilil! iinn M. .,.

Thomas Albert Beavan and John \ Sp, , ,v,

'dence that they considered tlir n . h u r iml. I

reasonable and customary wli. i. , ' I,, n,.

t go through.—Mr. R. A, (
i

i, --

dence on behalf of the defind !

-

they did not contemplate pjivin i. i', h

if the scheme did nnt .,n t],v.,., i, n
ploymcnt dcn-n-l,,! ..„ i h,. - ,„, i

,
,, . .|

, |

lordship found

plaintiffs were not retained by the defendants
as their architects, but that they did a certain
amount of work in preparation for the inquiry,
for which they were entitled to be paid. Their
claim, however, was too large, and he gave
judgment for them for £35 14., with costs.

LORD DECIES AND HIS ARCHI'TECT AND
BUILDERS.—For five days this week the Court
of Appeal, consisting of Lords Justices Buckley,
Kennedy, and Philhmore, has been occunied in
arguments in the appeal of the plaintiffs' in the
action of Holland and Haunen and Cubitts
Limited, v. Decies, from a judgment of Mr. Jus-
tice Bailhache on July 31, 1913, sitting without
a jury. A full report appeared in our issue of
Aug. 8, 1913. The original parties in the action
were Holland and Hannen and Cubitts, Limited,
plaintiffs, and Lord Decies, defendant (original
action), and Lord Decies, plaintiff; and Holland
and Hannen and Cubitts, Limited, Horace Far-
quharson and Evil! and Worle, defendants.—
Briefly, in December, 1910, Lord Decies was
desirous of having very extensive alterations
done to the house at Sefton Park, involving
practically the rebuilding of the drawing-room"
the dining-room, and the reconstruction of the
hall and a bedroom, and other alterations.
Lord Decies got into communication with an
architect, Mr. Farquharson, who submitted
certain plans. On January 6, 1911, the archi-
tect made a report to Lord Decies. The esti-
mated cost of the work was from £8,000 to
£10,000. It was understood that the work
would be done plainly, and Lord Decies left for
America, and was represented by his solicitor,
Mr. Anderson, who was empowered to sign the
contract with Messrs. Holland and Hannen and
Cubitts, Limited. In the meantime a schedule
of prices was prepared, and in April Lord Decies
returned from America with Lady Decies. Then
he determined that there should be considerable
ornamentation in addition to the plain work.
The original estimate was considerably in-
creased, and by July, 19U, the architect had
had in a number of builders' bills, etc.. amount-
ing to about £17,000. At the end of 1911 a Mr.
Addis was instructed by Mr. Anderson to go
thoroughly into the matter and to inform Lord
Decies whether he was getting good value for
his money. Ultimately the bills reached about
£20,000. By April, 1912, Mr. Addis, who was
a quantity surveyor, reported on prices up to
£13,500. Lord Decies had paid £13.000, and
was unwilling to p.ay any more money until Mr.
Addis's inquiries were completed. The builders,
however, in February, 1912, issued their writ
for £6,000. The architect had given the builders
a certificate for that amount. After the action
was started Mr. Farquharson and Messrs. Evill
and Worle were brought into the action and
made defendants to the cdunterQiaim of Lord
Decies against the builders, alleging collusion
and fraud on their part, and also alleging negli.
gence; but Mr. Justice Bailhache found there
was not a shadow of foundation for these allega-
tions. Finally his Lordship decided that Messrs.
Holland and Hannen and Cubitts, Limited, in
the original action should receive judgment for
£7,035. Certain sums were added since the
issuing of the writ against Lord Decies, and
they would receive the costs of the action. Lord
Decies recovered judgment against Holland and
Hannen and Cubitts, Limited, for £5,121 6s. 7d.,
and his Lordship would receive the heavy costs
of the counterclaim. Judgment was given
against Mr. Farquharsoji for £350 and costs,
attributable to his negligence, and he was given
the costs on the issues of fraud and collusion,
which had no foundation. Messrs. Evill and
Worle were given their costs. Mr. Farquharson
and Messrs. Evill and Worle were not concerned
in this appeal. After hearing counsel the Court
gave judgment on Wednesday.—Lord Justice
Buckley said they had had an opportunity of
consulting Mr. Justice Bailhache respecting the
£4.000 allowed, or inferred to be allowed, by his

judgment. He informed them that they must
take the approximate figures, and, without cora-

ting himself to exact figures, Mr. Justice
Ihache said he allowed £500 for dislodgment,
lething over £1.000 for vibration, and the
ance was for night-work charges, work not

done, and bad joinery, and so on. Counsel must
ol. Hierefore. infer that the £4,000 was for bad

work. He said during the five days of the hear-

ing of the appeal the appellants had occupied

the whole of that time with the exception of

two hours. He did not say that by way of com-
plaint, because Mr. Scott had gone into a mass
of detail. It was more a case for an official

referee. Mr. Justice Bailhache had gone into

all the items, thoroughly, exhaustively, and at

great length. After he had done that he said

he did not intend to give any details of how his

figures were made up. or how he arrived at them.

The learned judge said he did not say the figures

were absolutely accurate, but he had disregarded

all trivial matters. Though the learned judge

had not given all the small items, he said he
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was satisfied lie liad arrived at a pr

That Court did not sit there to

\vhether an item should be £10 or ;

decide questions of principle and
The uestii of

oper total.

investigate
£5. but to
substance.
ed in this

inciple in-

of fisures.

he ha

There was no qui

volved. The whole quest

total, quantum—such wo
was done by an official referee. He did not
think it the duty of the Court to sit there for

five da.ys to consider such a matter, lie was
satisfied Mr. Justice Bailhache was ri^'ht. He
had decided on a question of quantum and total,

and it was not the business of the Court to re-

view his judgment. The appeal must be dis-

missed with costs. The other Lords Justices

concurred.
-^t^

P'ARLIAMENTARY NOTES
ST.U'E COTT.\GE l;l II IM .(,

!
, ,,ply to

.Mr. Leach, Mr. IJim ;

!' , of the
Board of Agric\iltiiie. s.,,

i :i ,- ii,, l:.\\ dealing
with rural housing \vould be introduced shortly,

and would, he hoped, be passed into law in time
ifi enable the building of cottages to be begun in

some districts this winter.

GOVERNMENT HOUSING PROPOSALS.-
Mr. Asquith informed Mr. Lane-Fox on Wednes-
day that a Hou.^ing Bill, to take the place of
the housing provisions now excluded from the
i;- -nue Bill, will be introduced next week.

Mr \V. B. Hossack, of Airdrie, has been
,ii[iointed by the Lochaber District Committee
iirnct road surveyor, in succession to Mr.

I J Mackintosh, resigned.

I lie foundation of a new chancel and tower of
-\ll Saints' Church at Barry, Glam., has been
formalh- lai.l. The architect is Colonel E. M.
Bruce V.iuj;lian, F.R.I.B.A., of Dumfries-place,
Cardiff, and tbe contractors are Messrs. H. S.

Rendell and Son, of Barry.

Mr. J. F. McCabe, inspector under the Local
Government Board for Ireland, recently held
an inquiry in the town hall, Kells, into the appli-

cation of tho urban council for sanction to a
loan of £12.300 for the purpose of building 60
houses for the working-class labourers..

At Pocklington the peal of bells in the riue

parish church has been dedicated by tht I'.i I, i

of Hull. The five old bells have been
and a sixth bell added, and all were hun.
new frame of steel. The work has been i.aii ,. i

out by Messrs. John Warner and Sons, Ltd., oi

London."

The Bishop of London dedicated the new
Church of the Annunciation, Bryanston-street.
on Wednesday. It has been erected on the site

of the old Quebec Chapel. The new church h;rs

seating accommodation for 650 worshippers, and
the cost of the new building was approximately
£25,000.

The urban district council of Bognor have
resolved to apply to the Local Government
Board for sanction to the borrovidng of £6,150
for the purchase of the Rock Gardens property
for the purpose of a pleasure-ground anil

winter-garden.. The surveyor has been in-

structed to prepare alternative plans for laying-
out the gardens.

On St. Barnabas's Day, being the second
anniversary of the laying of the foundation-
stone of the new church of St. Barnabas,
Smithdown-road, Liverpool (consecrated on
February 21), the completed tower was dedi-
cated by the Bishop of Liverpool. The tower
is Late Perpendicular, in harmony with the
church, and the architects were Mr. Sidney W.
Doyle and the late Mr. J. Francis Doyle, of
Liverpool.

The .\uniial Proceedings of the Bristol Society
of Architects are issued in a pamphlet tastefully

rey cover. It containsbound
' reports of the annual general meeting, of

excursions, and Mr. John Fisher's address on
" Art in the Home." There are also an excel
lent portrait of the president for 1914-13, Mr.
Graham G. Awdry, F.R.I.B..\., and an illustra-
tion of the presidential badge of office, in cold
and enamel, presented to the society bv Sir

I

Frank W. Wills, past-president.

I

On Thursday, in last week. Mr. T. C. Ekin
held at Walsall an inquiry (which lasted over

I

five hours), on behalf of the Local Governme'nt

I
^oard, in connection with the corporation'sI application for sanction to the borrowing of
£74,850, which is required for tho provision of

P new electricity works. The town clerk explained
that the scheme prepared bv Mr, E, M. Lacey,
consulting engineer, was supported by the

: present engineer, Mr. A. S, Barnard, and in
general principle by the newdy-appointedgeneral principle by the
engineer, Mr. Howie.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

BETTWS-Y-COED'S NEW WATERWORKS.
—Llyn Elsi, a charming sheet of water, 750ft,

above sea-level, is now the source of Bettws-y-
Coed's domestic water-supply, and also of its

electricity supply. The water rights in the lake
have been presented to the urban di.strict council
by the Earl of -Ancaster, by whom the works
were inaugurated on Friday. The lake has an
area of 28 acres, and to increase the storage
capacity its level is raised by means of three
substantial dams which have been constructed,
two at the end nearest the Lledr Valley, and the
third and largest at the opposite end across the
outlet from the lake into the valley of the
Llugy. From an intake chamber constructed
in the largest dams the water is conducted in a
pipe line to the power-station, and also to the
town for the domestic supply. The power-
station is equipped on the high-tension single-

phase system for the generation current of 2,000
volts, Mr, Evan Evans, county surveyor, Car-
narvon, was the engineer for the construction
of the dams and other works connected with the
lake, and Mr, H. E, Mitchell, of London, was
the engineer of the electric-lighting scheme, Mr,
J, M, Knight acted as resident engineer. The
cost has been £15.000.

LOCH ARKLET SUPPLY FOR GLASGOW.-
The new works of water-supply from Loch
Arklet, near Loch Katrine, for the corporation
of Glasgow, was inaugurated last week. They
have been carried out from plans by Mr. John
R, Sutherland, chief of the city water depart-
ment. The water passes from Loch .\rklet by a
tunnel 12ft, wide, lift, high, and half a mile
long, leading eastward to Loch Katrine,
terminating in a measuring-basin on the hillside

on the west side of Loch Katrine. Tho dam,
which holds up the water of the loch to its new
level, IS constructed of concrete faced with
masonry. The length is 1,050ft,, its greatest
height above the original surface of the ground
about 35ft., and its width at top lift. For a
length of about 50ft, the bottom of the founda-
tion is 100ft, below the top of the dam, or 65ft,

below the original surface of the ground. The
remainder of the dam, where the foundation is

rock, is 34ft. below ground-level. The inner face

of tho dam is built of artificial stone, and the
outer face is of red freestone brought from
Amu ui. The area of Loch Arklet in its natural

> '-'07 acres. At its new top-water level the
..ill be 551 acres. The contract was let

ill, m 1909 to Messrs. Charles Brand and Son,
ui Vjlusgow, who have carried out the work at

a cost of £168,000. The contract for the gun-
metal sluices of the dam and inlet-basin, and
for the ironwork required, has been executed by
Messrs. Glenfield and Kennedy, Ltd., of

Kilmarnock, at about £4,400.

In the letter from Mr. Sydnev Tatchell

F.R.I.B.A., on the R.I.B.A. and Registration
which appeared on page 830 of our issue of

June 12, the word "Council" should have been
"Advisory Committee."

The Board of Trade has sanctioned the use

for publie traffic of the reconstructed and
electrified L.C.C. tramways from Highbury
Station to City-road, via Canonbury-road, New
North-road, and East-road.

On Thursday in last week, at the invit?itiou of

the Mayor, of Devizes, a representative

company assembled at the corporation pumpiiig-

station at Shepherds Shore, some five n. 1

from Devizes. The occasion was the l.i;

opening of a new set- of pumps and i nl

driven by a newly-installed gas plant, wiiii

has been put in at an expenditure of over

£3,000.

The festival of the Grand Priorv of the Order
of the Hosintal of St. .John oi ..lenisaltm in

EnslaiM \'. 11' "

JekvU, The window, which is a memuii>.l t^

the late Colonel J. A. Man Stuart, i-

emblemati'-nl of the T)iirno=e for which the Or.ler

was fo.H-i-i *>>• .-..-.-,. .-,.M,„, ,,t ,,,1. „-,„,< ,,, ,1,,

Holy S. - - I. I

the Bill- -

St. Jo.', 1

John. " i:
I

' 1.111

Master, lllSllijn ii'id "ii the nulit St

Ubaldesca, a sister of the Order who died in 1206,

Two other lights represent the "Tree of life

for the healing of the nations," In the tracery
of the upper part of tlii 'mm,. ', n rentral

lights show St, George, St \: ;
- T.itrick,

and St. David, and in tli^
• .mgels

holding shields. The wino. , - i
i 1 and

executed by Mr, Archibald K, .\,aioUoi,.

©nr ©la table.

Hearty congratulations will bo offered to

r John James Burnet, LI !' 1' R ^ E.,

on the kiiiglithood coiiferroil ilie

architect of the British .M - -ns
recently opened by the Kiioj. Ii h <i, >t

son of tlie late Mr. John Burn. t. I.IM.B.A.,
and senior partner in the linn of John
Burnet and Co., architects, Cilasgow, has
been a Fellow of the Royal Institute of

British Architects .since 1897, and has served
upon the Conncil ; he is also a corresponding
member of the Societe C'entrale des Arehi-
tectes Frangais and of the American Institute

of Architects. He was educated at the Eeole
des Beaux Arts, Paris, and afterwards
travelled extensively in Italy and America.
Among his works are the Royal Institute of

the Fine Arts in Glasgow, the Barony
Parish Church in the same citv, Gardner
Memorial Clmrcli, Brechin ; and the head
offices of the Union Bank of Scotland. Mr.
W. H. St. John Hope, Litt.D., whoi;lias also

received a birthday knighthood, is an eminent
archaeologist and historian, being a Director
of the Royal Archaeological Institute. He was
for some years assi.stant secretary to the

Society of Antiquarians, and has published
many books and papers mi archaeolofrioal

and heraldi.- ^iibi..,ts (ino nl' hi, nnlilica-

tions dcaN i 1 1. i

. ,-if

Windsor Gi -i -n

Snell. who ;- :, ,t-

elect of the lo.>i.ii,;, ... L.. ,... ,,.... I,.,,. .,,.... is.

"When borough eledncul engineer for

Cumberland he was twice appointed as joint

consulting engineer to the London County
Council for their electrical power and station

Bills. A knighthood has also been conferred on
Lieut. -Col. John Barnsley, the eldest son of

the late Mr. Thomas Bariisley. wliom he suc-

ceeded some year* ,nj n= th" Imad of the

firm of Messrs. -LI I: mid Sons,

builders and contm I; I -treet, Bir-

mingham. Mr. Miu.l. o \l 1.0. i,i,!i|. C.M.G,,
M,Inst,C.E.. Under >. oiviarv of State for

Public Works. Egvpt. who is promoted to

the rank of K.C.M.G,, was responsible for

railway construction in Scotland, for the

Assouan Dam Protective 'Works and
Heightening, and the Isnage Barrage. Lieut.

-

Col. George Laiioelnt Evles. C.M.G,.
M.Inst.C.E,, who lias similar advaneemeiif

totheK,G\li; :- ...iisnltiiig engineer

for railwii .mi AL'.jnts for the

CoIonie,s, I .
-

.
'

1 iM Burrand, C,S,I..

F.R.S.. II.'" K I -s
I ,

Is snrvevor-general

in India. Among the minor distinctions con-

ferred, Mr. Walter Guniiell Wood,
A.M.I.C.E.. chief engineer and secretary to

Government in the Public 'Works Depart-

ment. Buildings, Roads, and Railway

Branches. United Provinces, and a member
of the Council of the Lieutenant-Governor
for mnkin? Laws and Regulations; and Mr.
-\[i,!.;,,l \.ili.i-o1p. Public Works Depart-

„i. .
I

-0 :r Cieneral of Irrigation,

r;,. ,

'
I .lia, onoli receive the Order

,-,f . - I
.1, I'l.i'l.o fllvnii Messent.

V .
I n.mbav Port

; \[i-. William

I,
:..!' Construc-

,,..,, ,
:
W" 1 1,. Admiralty.

tli.ii ,.i t r, Ii.. I I .\la\..i's baronetcy

is 1 ^^.ll iiiorit..l iv-.o-iiitioii of bis many
activiti.s as L.. II. Ion's ,.|ii..f magistrate. His

intimate coniieotioii for v.-rv many years with

oiir own readers as the source of supply of

the paper this iournal is printed on has

almost alone deserved it. regularity and
f|niilitv liaving been maintained in a degree

whicli has by no means least contributed to

A conference of artists was held on

Thursday night in last week at Leighton

House. Kensington, under the presidency of

the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres. to

.;oiisider the proposal to create a Ministry

of Fine Art. Prof. W. R. Colton, A,E,A,
(chairman of the league), moved that the

meeting approve of "the proposal to establish

a Ministry of Art, if satisfied that sufficient

influence could be secured in such a depart-

ment to safeguard the general interests of

art and artists in this country,"— Jfr, Haward
Ince suggested that the resolution should
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simply run. "Tlie meeting approves of a pro-

posal to establish a Ministry of Art," in order

that tlie conference might, he said, be able

to consider tlie (juestion without any "ifs."

Would tin :.ppo it of this Ministry
fhepromote the interest of architecture

onus of proving that it would was on those

who promoted thn idea. On a vote being

taken. Mr. Ince's amendment, which was

seconded by Mr. R. Anning Bell, A.R.A.,

was lost, and Professor Colton's resolution

was carried by a very large majority. Among
those who took part in the discussion was

Sir Aston Webb, R.A. ; Sir Edward
Sullivan, the Hon. Ormsby Gore, M.P. ; and

Sir J. Yoxall, M.P.

A deputation from the County Councils

Association and the Urban and Rural District

Councils Associations waited on Mr. Herbert

Samuel, the President of the Local Govern-

ment Board, on Wednesday, to urge the

amendment of the law and the administrative

regulations with respect to heavy motorcars

and traction-engines. Among the amend-

ments asked for was one that an adequate

annual license fee should be paid in respect

of heavy motor-cars, the proceeds to be dis-

tributed among road authorities on an

equitable basis. A similar suggestion was

made as regards traction-engines. Legisla-

tion was also asked for to make the pro-

prietors of all trackless trolleys or motor-

omnibuses liable to contribute towards the

maintenance of the roads o\er which they

run, and to give powder to road authorities to

regulate the running of such vehicles over

their roads. The President of the Local

Government Board said that with respect to-

the regulations relating to weight of heavy

motor-cars were concerned, there was a

Departmental Committee ten years ago, and

an inquiry as to traction-engines took place

sixteen years ago. Since then there had been

a great development in every way. He pro-

posed that the whole subject should be

reviewed by a technical committee, both as to

regulations' which could be altered and as

to amendments of the law which had become
necessary. As regards cost, he agreed that

there was a general sense of injustice that

these vehicles, which did so much damage,

did not contribute more towards the cost of

the roads which they damaged. The question

as to motor-omnibuses and trackless trolleys

running over definite routes had been before

a number of Parliamentary Committees, but

was not in a satisfactory position, and no

uniform rule had been adopted. He. there-

fore, proposed to suggest that a Joint Select

Committee be appointed this session to

inquire into these matters and report to

Parliament, and he had reason to think that

that course might be acceptable to the

authorities.

The public works committee of the Bir-

mingham City Council are, says the

Birmingham I'osI, engaged on the execution

of the first section of their scheme for the

construction of a ring road, a thoroughfare

100ft. wide, designed, with the authority of

the corporation, for the purpose of linking

up the great radial roads converging upon the

centre of the city. The scheme has been in

course of preparation for the last th

four years
surveyoi
time it

of the
witliout

^u

practii tli(

evised by the city

L'oe. At the present
[lossible to take any
i;i(ls across the citv

the centre. As far

rlth of the ring road
00ft.. but therewill be maintained at

one or two places where building develop
ment has made this impossible.

The forthcoming sale by Messrs. Tyler and
Co. on July 8 of Old Cheyne House, Chelsea,
late the home of our old contributor. Dr.
Pliene, of Chelsea, will interest many. Old
Cheyne House, with its unique pleasure

grounds, stands midway between the King's
road and the River Thames, and abuts upon
the quiet and shaded Upper Cheyne-row. to

which it has a frontage of 226ft. 5in. It has
fallen somewhat into decay, but its walls and
main structures are believed to be easily

capable of restoration, and one of the con"-

ditions of the sale is that it be restored forth-

with, and maintained as far as practicable

in its present condition, so that this old land-

mark is not likely to disappear entirely.

enduring charm of the place is the lovely

garden of over an acre, with its ailantus (or

"Ladder to Heaven") and acacia, poplar, I

and sycamore trees in wild profusion. The
|

high and ornamental wall on the Upper ,

Cheyne frontage, which is massively con-

structed of stone, with freestone quoins, I

capitals, and parapets, and in which is a

notable gateway, affords ample seclusion.

At the meeting yesterday (Thursday) of the

City Corporation, the Lord Mayor presiding,

a report was submitted by the Sanitary Com-
mittee with reference to the improvement
scheme for the Cloth Fair area. On the

reference of December 11 last, directing the

preparation of a scheme under Section 39

of the Housing of the Working Classes Act,
1890, for the improvement of an area in

Cloth Fair, at a cost of £40,000, they re-

commended that the premises No. 23, Cloth
Fair, be included in the scheme, at an esti-

mated additional cost of £3,000. They
further submitted a scheme for the improve-
ment of the area comprising Nos. 12-16, 17,

18, 19. 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31.

32, 33. .35, 36, and 37, Cloth Fair; No. 1, Red
Lion-passage; and the sites of houses,

formerlv Nos. 25 and 26, Cloth Fair, at a

total estimated cost of £43,000. The scheme
and recommendations were approved and
adopted, and a petition was sealed to the

Local Government Board for an order
sanctioning the scheme. At the same
meeting it was agreed, on the recommenda-
tion of the Streets Committee, to increase

the saUirv of Mr. F. E. Finch, chief assistant

in the Engineer's office, from £475 to £500
per annum. The City Lands Committee sub-

mitted a report in reference to the Guild-
hall Improvement Scheme, and asking for

authority: (i.) To proceed with Section A
of the scheme, comprising the block of

buildings on the east side of Guildhall Yard
(Law Courts, Art Gallery, etc), at a cost of

£68,000; (ii.l On completion of Section A to

proceed witli Section B. comprising the block

of bnildincs on the west side of Guildhall-

yard (police-court, south court, etc.), at a

cost of £.32,000. It was, after a short dis-

cussion, agreed that the report be printed,

and that consideration thereof be adjourned.

In its issue of June 19, "The Britisli

Journal of Photography" celebrates the com-
pletion of sixty years "of publication by the

presentation of a supplement entitled " Photo-
graphy, Past and Present." These pages pro-

vide a review of the origin and progress of

photography from the year 1839 to the pre-

sent day. 'They show the great developments
which iiave been witnessed in photographic
processes, many c,' which owe their existence

to the contribu'tions to the " British Journal "

by workers in the past. The supplement is

fully illustrated, whilst in the body of the

paper are introduced portraits of veterans of

photography and of past and present editors

of the " British Journal." The issue is one

which every photographer will read with

interest.

Mr. Henry C. Walker presided at the

meeting held on Wednesday of R. Waygood
and Co., and said the company's sales were
larger than ever they were before in the

history of the firm. The gross trading profits

amounted to £84,203, as against £77,520 last

year. The reserve account stood at £28,500,

'and trade debts at £61,127. The directors

recommended the payment of a dividend at

the rate of 7 per cent, for the six months,

making 6 per cent, for the year. As regarded

tlie general business of the company, they

had suffered somewhat during the period

under review^ as the result of the builders'

dispute. There were many buildings in

London held up. They had a large number of

machines already made, waiting because the

builders could not accept delivery, and they

had experienced difficulties in getting some
of the work done. During the year the com-

pany had supplied over 1,300 machines, and

amongst other contracts were the following :

The Hotel Metropole. London, ten electric

lifts: Messrs. Freeman, Hardy, and Willis,

six lifts; the London and Lancashire In-

surance Company, six lifts ; Messrs. Lewis's,

at Manchester and Liverpool, eighteen lifts;

and Harrod's Stores, nine. The report was
unanimously adopted.

MEETINQS FOR THE ENSTJINQ WEEK.
Aftc

noon ReceiJtion at tlie Zoological
Gardens, Regent's Park. 4 to 7 p.m.

Monday.—Royal Institute of British Architects.
Business Jleetint!, to consider the
Uuestion of Renistratiou. 8 p.m.

TuKsiiAY.—Society for 1 1 of Ron 1 Stiul

of Rome Ijy Anton van
of Brussels." hy W.St.
Burlington House, \V. 1.30 p.i

\\'EDNESDAY. — Royal Archaeological Institute-

"Earthworks in Ashdown Forest."
by Gordon Home; " Examples of

English Mediicval Alabaster Work,"
bv Dr. Philip Nelson, F.S.A. ; and
Exhibition :,t Flint Implements, by
E. A. Rawlence. 4.30 p.m.

FiiiDAY (JuIjY 3).—Institution of Municipal Engineers.
Council Meeting, 7 p.m. Smoking
Concert, 8 p.m. Mitre Hotel, Man-
chester.

Satcuu.vy (.Iolt 4).—Institution of Municipal Engi.
neers at Manchester. Visit to Staly.
bridge and the Filters and Water,
works at Brashes and .\shway Gap^

®ratie l^elus.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.

y) against the
111 in posting a
nld not employ
;irked for firms

not connected ith the

the

GREENOCK.—The house joiners have been
anted an advance of hii. per hour and a shorter

ly on Saturday. Tbe'men have agreed to work
"ht hours ner day, with one meal hour, during

; of November, December, and
lary.

LEAMINGTON.—The dispute between the

master builders and the building trade

operatives, which came before the Midland
Centre Concihation Board nl T.enmineton on

May 14, has been conM.l.n.l l. tl,.. Nalio.ial

Board in London. 'I'ln I :
i

:

i 1 1) it the

wages be increased ,-i 1; : ': "< nr, ;.nri

that the first two hours' "- n im I- i. .koiiod at

time and a quarter, and after tliat at tmie and

?. half.

NUNE.A.TON.—The ballot of the men on strike

in the building trade at Nuneaton has resulted

in the new terms of the masters being rejected.

The masters had agreed to give the bricklayers

S'ld. an hour, and the labourers BJd., this being

an advance of Jd. till round on their previous

offer. The men. however, remained firm in their

demand for 9d. for bricklayers and BJd. for

labourers. The figures were reported to a con-

ference of the representatives of the parties,

over which the mayor presided. They were as

follows—For accentins the masters' terms:

bricklayers 29, against 52; labourers 20,

against 67. After proceedings lasting nearly an

hour the masters' representatives made the

further suggestion that' i he men return to work

at SJd. and 6id.. and for the other farthing to

be granted at the end of three months. The
conference was adjourned for each party to

consult their members.

In the House of Commons, on Friday, the

Middlesex County Council {Western Road and

Improvement) Bill was read a third time. The

measure was oassed by the Examiners of the

House of Lords on Wednesday for consideration

by that House.

In the Chancery Court on Friday. Mr. Justice

Astbury appointed a receiver and manager of

the Carlisle Plaster and Cement Company, on

the application of John Howe and Co., Ltd., and

other' 'debenture-holders. The apphcation was

not opposed.

Sir Henry Miers, Principal of the University

of London." distributed, on Friday, the iinz.'s

gained at the exhibition of works m woo.l li, M
durin-- the past two weeks at Carpenter, Hall,

London-wall. A list of the prize-winners and

some criticism of the chief exhibitors was L;i\.ii

in our issue for the 12th insl.. pp. 862-3 Sir

Henry' expressed the view that wood r. in iiiie.l

one of the most beautiful and effective m.'il.^n:ils

for design and ornamentation, and deplored the

fact that acres of forests were at the present

time being used for the manufacture of paper—

an employment of wood which he characterised

as ignoble.
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ur Illustrations.

NEW CHURCH AT CANWELL, SUTTON
COLDFIELD, WARWICKSHIRE.

The second illustration on this plate is re-

produced from the original drawing. likewise
now on view at the Koyal Academy Exhi-
bition. The church occupies a site" imme-
diately within the park gates of Canwell
Hall, "and it has been built by Mr. Philip
Foster, M.P. Mr. Thompson, of Peter-
borough, was the builder. The architect is

now in course of construction, includes the
removal of the galleries and the demolition
of the north transept. The old chancel will

be used as the chapel, and a new nave and
chancel, south aisle, organ-chamber, and
vestries are being built on the south side of

the church. The organ now stands on a

western gallery, and fills up the lower part
of the ancient tower, and its removal to the
new chamber will be a great improvement to

this end of the church. The extension is

being built of brick to be plastered inside

and out. the e.'iternal stonework in windows,
doorways, etc., being Weldon stone, and the

QROUND /lOD/e P/.AM

GAS OFFICES, GOSPORT.
Me.s.srs. Warwick and Hall, FF.R.I.B.A., Architects

Temple Moore, F.R.I.B.A., 944, Bed-
row, W.C. White Hollington slone has

I used. We gave a plan and view of the

h aisle doorway and photograph of the

en in the Building Nkw.s for January 30

I'ENSION OF HENDON PARISH
CHURCH, LONDON. N.W.

le extension of Hcndon Parish Cliurcli

,P aislr«. iMllIt illinllt ISJI, ir, .M|,.' «llil

pver-increasint; demand f.ir nccouinioda
1

and a very "unsightly Tiortli transept,

with a gallery, was erected about the

> time. The present scheme, which is I

internal stonework being Beer stone. The
roofs of the new part will be in oak, covered
with Westmoreland slates. Mr. Temple
Moore. F.R.I.B.A., is the architect, whose
drawing is at the Royal Academy.

YORK HOUSE, KINGSWAY.
This platp is reproduced from Messrs.

A. F. A. Treliearuf ami C. F. Norman's
drawing, illustrating an important part of a

KiiiLir .if riimiiicrciai buildings in Kingsway by

ih. -aiiic ;ii ( liiteets. The facades are entirely

1.1 :'..rtl;iii.l -tone, but we have received no

GAS OFFICES, GOSPORT.
This building is executed in Portland

stone, and the roof is covered with old tiles.

It was de-

d Hall, of

is nearing

Mr. .John Croad is the bi

signed by Messrs. War
South-square, Gray's Ini

completion under the direction of Mr. H
Austen Hall, F.R.I.B.A., whose drawing we
have reproduced.

HOUSE AT THORPEBASSET,
RILLINGTON, YORKS.

This house, which is shortly to be erected

at Thorpebasset, East Yorks. for Lieut. G. F.

Cholmley, R.N., will be situated in a richly-

wooded neighbourhood, and will command
fine views of the Yorkshire Wolds. The
house is planned so that the principal rooms
all get as much sunshine as possible, and it

is to be built with 16in. cavity walls, the

outer facing being of 2in. thick red hand-

made close kiln bricks, and the roofs are to

be covered with thick red hand-made sand-

faced tiles. The entrance doorway will be

of Portland stone. The architect is Mr.
Her\ev Rutherford, of York. The drawing
reproduced is now at the Royal Academy
Exhibition.

THE NEW ST. PAUL'S BRIDGE.

Sir William Emerson, past President of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, who
was appointed by the City Corporation to

assess the merits' of the competitive designs

sent in for the architectural treatment of the

new St. Paul's Bridse. has awarded the first

premium of £300 to Mr. G. Washington
Browne. R.S.A., of 24. Charlotte - square,

Edinburgh ; the second, of .£200, to Mr.

Charles E. Barry, of Parliament Mansions,

Victoria-street, Westminster; and the third,

of £100, to Mr. E. R. D. Selway, of 9a,

Fontenov-road, Bedford-hill. We give illus-

trations "of the three designs, and shall pub-

lish more next week. A description thereof

will be found in our review of the competition

elsewhere in this issue.

A sanatorium is to be built adjoining the isola-

tion hcsnital in Grobv-road, Leicester, for the

corprrn'irMi Tli" nrchitect is Mr. A. H. Hind,

Y \l 1 I: \ ''' lii.N- Friars, Leicester.

till" of the Helston Rural
r H, Williams, of Cam-

listrict.

n 1
:, ,, ,

, I- ^i:. Iii-..i.i innncil have

Brookfield Estate, which is at present used as

Its.

work Alfr

Me
Liverpool.
Wooltoii-r

should

A special meeting of the Honitou Town Council

was held on Friday to consider a reply from the

Local Government Board to an application for

sanction to borrow £4,500 for sewerage and

sewage disposal. The Board considered the

scheme required amendment in several respects.

It was they considered, imoortant that the
the sewage land in their

take the sole control and
manacpmcnt of tho works. The general

purpo^fs rornmittfp rfcommended that the

re.|riii.i,..ni, ..f Ihf Boanl should be carried

oui i'l till' ill. iipplication for a loan be in-

,,,, I

'1 11.1 to £4.700. The adootion of

tl.i I,
I

!• .1 I I, rind.

Til. .1. > . 1. .1. i. .jf St. Wilfrid, at Harrogate,

built from plans by Mr. Temple Moore,
F.R.I.B.A.. of Well-walk, Hampstead, was
opened a few days since. It is 13th-century

in style, and consists of nave, built at

a cost of £9,000, and consecrated in 1910, and a

chancel and choir just connected. The portions

yet to be added include a Lady-chapel and an
or?an-loft. The total cost is estimated at
£4n (inn a pmminent feature of the section

of ill.
1 ii " III .-ompleted is tlie wood beam

s.p.i I I i„.inarv from the nave, and on

wl, , _ ..f the crucified Christ, and
otli.-i !i, r. • 111.' higli altar is decorated with
thirteen golden and jewelled panels emble-

matical of Christ and the Twelve Apostles, and
the font at the west end with twelve golden-

winged angels in panels.
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LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
SteelJolBts. Belgian and Qerman „.,„...„

(ex steamer, London) per ton f6 9 6 to f6 6

SteelJoiBts. BnRlish ''29" ! '? n
Wronght-Iron Girder Plates

J
„ T 5

Steel Girder Plates
I ? S "

I ,1 t
Bar Iron, good StaBs 6 B ., 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Ronnd, or „ „ „
Rnnoro 90 „

Do.?weU'::::;. 615 o ,. ei?
Boiler Plates, Iron— „ „ „ o ic n
Sooth Staffs 2 2 2" 2 IS 2
Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles lOs., Tees Ms. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, cS;o„ £8 158 to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £U to £15 lOs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrngated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to ao. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 89 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt

Per ton. Per ton

Cast-Iron Columns £7 10 to £9 t

Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10 (

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10 (

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5 1

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,, B 6 (

Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrngated Iron, 24 gauge 16 „ —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 0,, —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G
£10 108. £10 15s. £11 Ob. £11 58. £11 15s. per ton

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 3 6 to £6 7 (

4in.to6in 6 0,, 6 5 (

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 601
[Coated with composition, 58. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 6s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 117s. 6d
Hot Blast, ditto 708. Od. „ 758. Od

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)-
Gas-Tuhes 72 p.o.

Water-Tubes 70 ,,

Steam-Tubes 661 „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tubes 60 ,,

Galvanised Steam- Tubes 63 .,

OTHER METALS.
Spelter. Silesian Per ton £21 5 to £21 7 i

Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 17 , .
—

Country 24 12 6 „ —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 21 17 6 .,

-
Country 2.5 12 6 „ -

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 25 T7 il „ —
Country 26 12 6 „

-
Lead Pipj, Tinned inside and
ontside Town 28 7 i; „ —

Country 29 2 6 „ —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 26 17 6 „ —

Country 27 12 6 „ -
LeadSoil-pipelopto44in.)Town 26 17 6 ,,

—
Country 27 12 6 .,

—
[Over 4iin. £1 ner ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6,. 18 12
LeadShot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0.. —
CopperSheets. sheathing & rods 77 „ 77 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 65 10 „ 66
Tin, English Ingots 141 0,, 14110
Do.. Bars 142 0., 142 10
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) 20 17 fi „ —
Sheet Lead, Town 23 7 i; „ —

Country 24 2 6 „ —
Qenoine White Lead 29 15 „ —
Refined Red Lead 25 ,, —
Sheet Zinc 29 ,, —
Old Lead, against account 18 7 6,, —
Tin per cwt. HOG,. —
Cut naila (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand 11 3 ,. —

TIMBER.
CONSTRUCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :—
1st quaUty £38 to £45
2nd „ 26 „ 32
3rd „ 16 „ 18 10

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 „ 11 10
., ., Miramichi 9 10 „ 10 10
,. Boards: Swag 11 .. 12

Red Deals tArchangellst quality 21

Per cubic foot.
I 1 9 to 2 6

PDRNITDRE AND HARDWOODS.

Teak : Burmese per load, 50ft. £20 to £25
Teak: Java per load, 50ft 16 " "

OakPIanke: U.S.A.. Imported
Boards ., „ Prm. u

., Mdm.
Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

sawn planks...

Oak: Austrian Wainscot
Walnut: Prime boards and
planks

Walnut: Mdm
Oreenheart : Hewn logs
Cedar : Cigar box
Satin Walnut: Imp. eawn
boards, prime

Orham : Imp. sawn boards.

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...

,. African, Assinee, ifec.

„ Lagos and Benin
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez
,, Gaboon

Satinwood : West Indian
Rosewood Per ton
Lignum Vitse

STONE.*
blocks per foot c

GLAZED BRIOES.
HARD OLAZEB, (PER 1.000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colonrs.
Stretchers—
£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6

Quoins. Bullnose, and 4iin. Flats-

Red Mansfield,
Darley Dale, ditto
Red Corsehill, ditto
Closeburn Red Freestone,ditto
Ancaster, ditto
Greenshill, ditto
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at

Hard York, ditto
Ditto ditto 6in . sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot e

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes

•All F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station

Portland Stone,

Delivered on road
at Paddington Depot,
Nine Elms Depot, or
Pimlico Wharf

Blue Portmadoo

random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed

Per foot cube.

6 1,200 at r.Btn.

3rd
16 „ 19
12 „ 14

,, „ Bt Petersburg-
1st quality 16 10 „ IS
2nd „ 14 10 „ 15 10

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 „ 15
Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 13 10 ,, 17

Wliite Deals: Crown 14 „ 15 10
Seconds 11 10 ,, 13

Flooring: White and Planed—
1st and 2na quality mixed ... 10 15 „ 11 15
lat, and, & 3rd quaUty mixed 10 5 „ 11
Red Planed, iBt quality 14 10 0„ 17

Fitch Pine: Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „ 23

Lignam Vitffi Per ton 7 0,, 14

Per cabio fool.
Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,, 5
Pitch Pine Logs 8 0,, 02
Birch : Quebec Logs 2 3,, 02
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0,, 08
Mahogany Gaboon ..„ _ 9 „ 2

Permanent green ... 20 x 10 . 11 12
9 12
6 12

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per l.(

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 3 5

Plettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cnts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12

Best Red Pressed
Buabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BullroBi 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2lin. Best Red Ac-)
crlngton Plastic

J
4 10

Facing Bricks )

17 17 6 31 7 6 15 17 6

24 7 6 17 17 6

7 6 14 17

31 17 6 36 7 6 18 17 6

17 6

15 17

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 no 17

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17

One side and two ends, squi
18 17 6 IT " "

Two sides and one end, square—
19 17 6 18 7 6 32 17 6 36 17 6

Splays and Squints—
17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 34 17 6 17 7 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles—
4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 6d. each 4d. each

MOnLDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each Bd. each Bd. each
Internal and External Angles

—

_, "_ 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
CiU Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers £32 17 6
Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6

C impass bricks, circular and arch bricks \ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colonrs

f
ing 9in.

C.imberarch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4*in

Is. 2d. each ) by 3jin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers. £1 per 1,000 extra. ., . . „ , , ,

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations.

s. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 0.,

8. a. Per ton.

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G--ound Blue Lias Lime ... 31 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

8. d. B. d. Per yard,

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 378. Od. per ton at

railway station.

I

Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in London.

Acorington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £2 10 -

3r ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 2

Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 34" in

thickest part 3

3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 3 6

Si" ditto ditto through and through 3

34" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and i" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7

Accrington Air Bricks ,
9' x 2 course deep, each

Ditto ditto 9" xl course

Accrington Camber Arches :

—

3 course deep, 4i" s jflit, per foot opening ... 1

4 ditto 4»" ditto ditto ditto ... 1

6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 3

6 ditto 44' ditto ditto ditto ... 3
3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3
4 ditto 0" ditto ditto ditto ... 2

5 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

TILES.
8. d. DlvTd. at

Plain red rooflngtiles 43 per 1000 ry.Btn.

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7perdoz
Broseley tiles 60 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 52 6 „ ,, ,.

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental do 60 „ ,. .,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles :-Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ ,

Ornamental do 48 6 ., ,. .

Hiptiles 3 104 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 44
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles M per 1000 „ .,

Ornamental tiles 50 „ „ „
Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000 „ „

Hand-made sand-faced 45

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 6

Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 „ „

Pressed 47 6 „ .. „
Ornamental do 60 „ „ ,,

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 ....

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £38 15 to £39 6

Do., brown 36 15 „ 37 5

Cottonseed, refined 39 ,. 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 .. 40

Seal pale 31 .. 31 10

Cocoanut, Cochin
*S 2 2 " f, '2 2

Do., Ceylon 42 10 „ 43

Do., Mauritius 43 10 „ 43

Palm, Lagos..
Do. Nu "
Oleine

Lubricating U.S. ..

Petroleum refined..

Tar. Stockholm per barrel 1 6 U

Do.. Archangel 19 6

Linseed Oil per gal. 3 .V.

HalticOil 3 8

Turpentine 3 lOj

Putty lOenuine Lin- I

j 8
seed Oil) )

Pure Linseed Oil I n in o
"Stority"Brand(

GLASS lIN CRATES).

I Kernel
17 5
30

.per gal, 0.7

„ 35 10

15oz. 3l0Z.anglish Sheet Gli

Fourths '"• — •;

Thirds 3id. ... 3

Fluted Sheet 3|d. ... 33

Hartley's English Rolled Plate : 4i

Figured Boiled and Repouaslne
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THE NEW ST. PAUL'S BRIDGE: FIRST PREMIATEI
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ilGN.—Mr..G. Washington Browne, R.S.A., Architect.
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HOUSE AT RILLINGTON, YORKSHIRE, FOR LIEUT. G. F. CHOLMLEY, R.N.

Mr. Hervey Rutherford, Architect.
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VABNISHES, &0. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8 C

Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 6

Fine Extoa Hard Church Oak 10 C

Buperfine Hard-drying Oak, for eeata of
churches 14 C

Fine Elastic Carriage 13 C

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16 C

Fine Pale Maple 16 C

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18 C

Extra Pale French Oil 1 1 C

Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 E

White Copal Enamel 1 4 J

Extra Pale Paper 13 (

Best Japan Gold Size 10 (

Best Black Japan 16 (

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9 (

Brunswick Black 8 (

Berlin Black 16 (

Knotting 10 (

French and Brash Polish 10 (

TRADE NOTES.
Claridge's asphalts is being used on the roofs

of King Edwards Memorial Church and Lloyd's
Bank, Ltd., ue-.v premises, Hull.

For the large sewerage works at Adare on
Lord Dunravea's estate, the powder *' Pudlo

"

has been specified to waterproof all the cement

Under the direction of Messrs. A. F. Scott and
Son, architects, Norwich, Boyle's latest patent
"air-pump" concealed ventilators have been
applied to the new Primitive Methodist church
and school, Castle-street, Cambridge.

Messrs. Marshall, Sons, and Co., Ltd., of the
Britannia Iron Works, Gainsborough, are
exhibiting at Stand 300, at the Royal Agri-
cultural Society's Show, Shrewsbury. The firm
has a comprehensive exhibit of traction-engines,
portable engines, road-rollers, steam-tractors,
and oil-engines. An illustrated catalogue can
be obtained from Gainsborough.

Messrs. J. B. Joyce and Co., Ltd., of Whit-
church, have been favoured with instruction to
make a large clock for the new Customs House,
now in course of erection at Canton, China. It

will strike the hours and Westminster chime
quarters on bells weighing about 2.^ tons, and
show time upon three illuminated dials, each 8ft.

diameter. The same firm have just fixed a large
quarter-chime clock at Wvchbold Church, Droit-
wich, another with four illuminated dials at the
Whitehead Memorial Tower, Bury, the Trickett
Memorial Clock at Waterfoot, Lancashire, and
another at the London, City, and Midland Bank,
Cardigan. .*•
The late Mr. John Williams, aged 68. of Fern-

dale-road, Liverpool, builder, left £28,258 gross,

and net personalty £851.

Mr. R. M. Stone has been appointed county
surveyor to the Devon County Council, in

succession to Mr. Stead.

TO OOBKESPONDENTS.

06ILVIE&C0.

Tele^hoce- DALSTON

Mlldmay Avenue. ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOIHEEY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS. ^^JJ^I^e"'

Olivers'

Seasoned

Hau'dAvoods,
IPPLT TO-

WM. OLIVEB & SONS, Ltd.,

120. Bunhlll Bow, London, E.G.

*,• Correspondents would in all cases obligre bypivinp
the addresspB of the parties tenderins—at any rate, of
the accepted tender ; it adds to the valne of theinfonnn-

Batterska.—For painting exterior and interior of
Fattersea Park-road School, for the London Education
Committee :

—
Blake, W. E.. Ltd.. Fnlham ... £1.101
Kfarlv, C. F.. Ltd., Great Marl-
boronsh-street 860

Kine. W., and Son, Vaushall
Bndee-road sn

Laptbome and Co.. Ltd., Lambeth
Fletcher, P. W., Tootinsr

Hill'

730

Ba'ham

sponsible for the opinions
I communications should
Ls possible,

the space allotted

We do not hold ourselves i

of our correspondents.
be drawn up as briefly

many claimants upon
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed

to the EDITOR of the Building News, Effingham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C, and not to

members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other

communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be Uable

for, unsought contributions.

Eeceived.—G. JI. C. and Co.. Ltd.
—A. E.—.1. C. K., Ltd.—M. A. '

W. &.—«'. and L.—P. 0. C(

Ltd.—E. H. S. and Bro.—R. C
—D. Bros., Ltd —F. K.—.T. S. B.—J. W. and Son.—
C. E. E.

1.—C. W. M.—H. P

. Co., Ltd.—M. M. Co.

TriggsandCo.. Clapham 659
• Recommended tor acceptance.

Beaconskield.—for the Weft end and three bwfl o

lave of the Church of St. Michael and All Angela

leaconsfleld, BncVa. Mr. G B Fellowes Pryiine
! R.T.B.A.. 6. Qneen Anre'a Oite We«tminme'
architect. Qn«ntitiei hv Mr. R. Henry Hale, F.3.I

Webster and Cannrn. Aylesbury 3 4 J

Blake. W. E., Ltd.. Fnlhara ... ^.32'

J.onelev. .1.. and Co .Crawley ... 3 28=

White-Bowman. A . Bonmemnnth 3.2^i

Miskin. C and SonR. St. Albana 3 IS

Goddard and Sons. Dorkins ... 3,15

Waldfn and Cox. Henley-on-
Thames ... 3.12

Fi-HBklin. Ltd , Deddineton' ... .I."!"

Gibfon, a. H.. and Sons 3.05

Lovell. T. J., and Sons, Gerrard's
Cross 2.99

• Arctpted.

Bethsal Gries.—For hraline works at

read school, for the London Ednca»ion Omi
Palowkar and Sons, Qieen-ofreet £96
Yetton and Brockett, Ltd . Mun-

Pear md J., Ltd.,

Nottine Hill-eate

Muserave and Co.. Ltd.. Belfast

Knight, T. S.. and Sons, Great
Portland-street*

Cannon and Hefford. Peckham ..

May. J. »nd F.. Whetstone Park...

Deane. E , and Eeal, Ltd.. London
Bridge ;

83i

jrerweli..—For heatine works at Ckirk-:

School, for the London Edacation Coaimir'ee :
—

Wright Bros., Sheffield £1310

Mnf grave and O . Ltd.. Belfast .

Bright^-ide Fonndrv and Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd., Victoria-street ...

Yetton and Brockeit, Ltd

,

Mnnton-rra-i
fanncn ard Hefford, Peckham ..

(.arnor. W. G . and Sons, Ltd.,

U 7. London-road*
Ccm.vn, Thing, and Co., Ltd.,

1,020

Peart

fields

Dack.

1. and J , Ltd ,

gate
P., Lincoln's Inn-

and Sons, Ltd.,

and Go , Ltd ,

Westminster
Cash. H. J.

Westminster ... ... 8

Deane, E., and Beal, Ltd., London
Bridge ''

Architect's estimate. £961.
* Recommended for acceotan^e.

Chakd.—For works and materials in conn
the water anpnly, for the town coancil.

tenders:—
Contract No. 5 : Cast-

Ac. for the corporation. Messrs.

Dodd and Dodd. MM.l.c.E , County Chambers. Bir-

mingiam. engineers. Quantities by the engineers.

Accepted tenders :—
Contract No. .;.

Sbeepbridge Coal and Iron Co.,

Ltd., Chesterfield £3,130 6 5

(Seven firms tendered
)

Contract No. 6-

Stone, J., and Co., Ltd., Deptford,

London 278 13 3

(Six firms tendered )

-We do I think the counterclaim '

bagii

-That is the usual allowance. 2. M
: should say.

kBCHiTECT AND AxTiQCAKT.—A squLnt-hole

scope, is an opening cut obliquely through .,j

internal wall of a church for the purpose ot

enabUug worshippers in a transept or a.isle to

witness the elevation ot the Host at the high altar.

The alternative names are both modern inventions.

The room over a church porch, known as a Para-

lise. and generally corrupted into the French form
-t par\i'^e was sometimes, as m the case of Bishop

r.ooths porch, c. 1.535. at Hereford, utilised as a

iiiuninient room, and at others was occupied by the

sacristan, when a fireplace and chimney were pro-

vided, as iu the great north porch at bouthwell.

.\.fter the Reformation it was occupied as a library

in many cases. The name Paradise, or garden,

was by the wav given to the cloistered atrium of

the 'earlier forecourt of an ItaUan or Byzantme
church.

8,606 10

(Four firms tendered.)

£1,162

Staffs —For the improvement oi

ack Heath, for the Rowley Urban

District Conncil :—
Emery and Co. (acceptad)

Ca^socx. — For widening the Stafford-road, near

Hunlingtcn, for the urban district council :

—
Tibbs and Mottashaw. Derby ... fiU'lS

(Accepted.)

Cabsock.—For the reconstruction of main sewers at

Cannock, Chadsmoor, and Hednesford, for the arbin

' the I

Black

Cambeidge.-Fi
for the gnardii

architect :—
Twinn Bros.

Kidman Bros.
Rooke, J.

Mortlock, J.

Bennett Bros.
Brignell, J. (accepted)

All of Cambridge.

bjnds, jaa^tion",

Sbeepbridge Iron Co .Che-te-fiild £3,12) 5

Contract No. 6 : Slnice-valves, fire hydrants, and
furface boxes:—

Stone and Co , London £278 13 3

Contract No. 7 : Construction of reservoir and tnnael ;—
'

Ireland, E., Bath £3,656 10 6

Coaxes, Caubs.—For the erection of 12 cottages at

Coates. for the working class, for the Whittlesey Rural

District Council :
—

Hicks, J £2.121

Gulteridse. J, andSons 2.374

Gray, D. and .Sons 2.310

Clark, G. H.. Whittlesey 2,239

Jellings, R. S. (accepted) 2.179

Roseand Sons. Whittlesey ... 2,162 17 6

(Rest of Peterborough.)

Dahbt.—For building the summer home for cripples

at AinthoTpe, Danby, as a memorial to the late Mr,
Davison, of .Middlesbrough :

—
Kiddand Sons, Whitby (accepted)

.

DiHlflNGTOs.—For main drainage extensions. Dm-
nington. for the Kiveton Park Raral District Council.

Mr. F. Hewitt, engineer and surveyor :
—

Porter, S.. and Son, Doncaster ... £318 18

Rfvill, J. W., Dinnington 310

Nadin, J. E., Sheffle'd 28.5 6

Edwards and Co., Doncaster ... 259 6 6

Turner, J., jnn. Langhton ... 263

Whitehead, N., North Anston* ... 237
* Accepted.

DilTNiNGTON-. — For surface - water sewerage, Din-

nington. for the Kiveton Park Rnral District Council.

Sir. F. Hewitt F.S.I. . engioeer and surveyor :

-

Andrews, H. and E. Bheffield ... £1.691

Edwards and Co., Doncaster ... 1,596 5 7

Porter, S. and Son. Dinoister ... 1,532 14 6

Nadin,,I. E., Sheffield (accepted) 1,502 19 4

Quest, W., Barnsley (withdrawn) 1,378

DovEK.-For erection of 1! workoa^a's cottagH

similar to those now bjing erected on the sue in Beach-

street, Dover, for the town conned. Mr. W. C. Hawke,
A. M.I.C. E., engineer :

—
Horton J.^ £3,012

Caspall. H.F 2 793

Giigg, W. H 2-787

Lewis. G., and Son (acopied) ... 2,688

Faevbokoigh, Habts.—For clearing site, shanlng-np

road, laying foul and storm-water sewers to Fedows-

road, Knellwood Estate ,
Farnborough Mr. A. H.

Dongay, M.S.A.. Alpha Chambsrs. Alexandra-road,

South Farnborough, surveyor. Qa
Dungay :—

Kemp. G., and Co., Aldershot ...

Turner, T. C. Blackwater .

Franks and Harris Bros., Ltd.,

Sunningdale
Norris, W. Hale
Jones Bros. , Famborongh-
Crow, E. S. , Farnham
Bnndey, W., S Co., Farnborough
Grounds & Newton. Bournemouth

* Accepted.

-For

Alexandra-road, South Farnborough, architect

:

Watson, W.. Ascot £-,^ '

Kemp, G.. Aldershot
Bnndey, W.. 4 Co., E

Jones Bros Farnborough ...

Smith, T. G., Farnborough
Hosklns and Jacob, Camborley
Ewins. E- , Farnborough ...

Wells, Kmg, Cambarley* ... ... ^,.'^' • -
• Accepted.

Fae.vborovgh, HAKTS.-For the erection of a pair of

yiUas. Canterbury -road, ^^^borough for Mr

H H. Goddard. Mr. A. H. Dangay, M8.A Alpha

Chambers, Alexandra-road, South Farnborough,

architect :

-
_ . , ^ . ^

Kemp, G., and Co., Aldershot

Wateon, W., Ascot
Jones Bros., Famboronah ...

Bnndey. W.. i Co., Farnborough t

Ewins, K.. Farnboroneh ;

Smith, T. G.. Farnborough
HoskiDS and Jacob, Camberley
Wells King, W., Camberley*

' Accepted.

{Continued on pag' ^ ''•)

, 4 Co., Farnborough

1,792

l!455 15

£989
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

July 16—Harbonr Extension, Helsingbora
le-DesiRDS for New Town Hall, Middleuin (coat

£18,000) (Hagtwell Grayson, A8«e«Kir)

2fi—Detigns for Police and Fire Station, Redhill.

Sept. 7—Deeijtns for Pnblic Elementary Schools at Linda-street,

Tork-rcad, Battersea ; and Billingsgate-street, Oharoh-
etreet, Greenwich (Mr. J. W. Simpson, F.R.I.B.A.,

£«0, £320. £200

7,000 kron., 4,000 kron., 2,000 kron..

A. J. Hayward. CJerk, 3i, Priuci^-streat, Ipiwioh.
Direzicne della Campaenia Italiana dei Grandi Alberghi,

S.M. del Giglio 2487, Venice.
The Harbour Extension Board, Helsingborg, Sweden.

Oct. 31 -Laying Ont Show Gronnd?, Wayville West, Adelaide .

Dec. 31—Planning Workmen's Settlement. CampineCoalfleld....

-Detign for Laving Oat Walton Hall Estate, Liverpool

-Plans for Improvement of Saloon Theatre and Grounds
and Erecting Concert Hall, Whitby

-School (700 places). King Edward-street, Snnderland-
rcad, Gateshead

L. Gomme, Clerk, Education Offices, Victoria Embankment, W.C,
£500, £300, £100 The Secretary, Royal Agricultural Society of South Australia,

'23. Waymouth-3treet, A'lelalde.
£400, £210 M. le President de la Commission pour I'Ameuagement des

Agglomerations Industriellos, Rue de Louvain, Brussels.

l.OOOdol A. Mayne Heron, Sec, Sydney and Suburban Hydraulic Power
Co.. Ltd.. 14, Martin-place, Svdney, N.S.W.

lOOge., oOgs., 25gs K. R. Pickmere, Town Clerk's Office, Liverpool.

T. K. Scott, Snr., Council Offices, Flowergate, Wbitby.

The Clerk, Education Offices, Gateshead.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

:ti—Consumptive Sanatorium, Ham Green, Bristol

6—iliniature Bange at Headquarters, Vppsroiill
ti—Ambulance Staff Dwellicgs, Disinfecting Station, Bristol
»!—Workmen's Club and Institute, Alterations to, Durhim ..

7-CouDty School, .\lterationsat. Bromley
7—Workmen's Dwellings, Thrandeston
7—Eight Houses, Grawen
;7—School, Repairs to, Preston-nest-Wingham
7-Workmen'8 Dwellings, Wortham
17—Technical Inttitnte, Redecoration Jc Rspairs, BecKenham
7—Garage and Storage Shed, Longroyd Bridge. Hadderstield
"—Cooling-street School, Repairs to, Cliffe

7—Workmen's Dwellings, Wyverston
7—Llanion Schools, Alterations to, Pembroke Dock
i7—Council Schools, Repairs to. Worth
:7—House and Shoo, Kenneth-street, Inverness

BUILDINGS.
Health Committee
West Riding County Association .

Health Commit

L. McKenzie, A.M.I.C.E., tj3, Queen-stiaare, Bristol.

W. Ccoper, F.R.I.B.A., 4, Kirkgate Buildings, Hndderafield.
L. S. McKenzie, A.M.I.C.E., City Eng., 63, Queen's-sq., BrisioL

H. T. Gradon, Archt., Market-piaca, Durham.
w. H. Robmson. M.S. A., Sessions House. MauUtone.
Winkwonh 4 Winkworth, Archts., Great Coleman-st., Ipswich.
O. P. Bcvan, ircbt. Express Chambers, Merthyr Tydfil.

W. H. Robinson, M.S. A., Sessions House. Maidstone.
Winkworth i Winkworth, Archts., Great Coleman-st., Ipswich.
W. H. Robinson. M.S. A., Sessions House, Maidstone.
K. F. Campbell, M.I.C.B., Boro' Eng., 1, Peel-st., Huddersfleld.
W. H. Robinson, M.8.A., Sessions House, Maidstone.
Winkwonh & Winkworth, Archts., Great Coleman-st., Ipswich.

Education Committee K. McAlpin, Archt., Pembroke Dock.
Kent Education Committee ... ......... W, H. Robinson, M.S.A., Sessions House, Maidstone.

D. Macrae, Archt., Inverness.

Kent Education Committee

Kent Education Committee
Corporation .

Kent Education Committee
Hanismere R.D.C

OMNI LAO
m

A SPECIALTY IN COPAL OAR VARNISH.

Per.

Gal.

OIVINILAC is one of the Britannia Specialties \\'hich are noted

c\er\where for the excellence of their manufacture. It flows evenly, and
i> M) fully matured that one coat will give a most satisfactory surface.

OIVINILAC can be used for indoor or outdoor work.

Fu// list oj all the Britannia 1 'ai-nislus and Specialties will be sent on application.

ROBT INGHAM CLARK&C? LT?
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